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One of (he major items on Hie
upcoming NBC-TV agenda. now
that Sylvester I,. (Pat* Weaver h;<«

taken over program reins, is an
ambitious 90-minute show to lie

called “The Wide Wide World,"
vvhirh. in its concept, approaches
I he "Operations Frontal Lobes”
originally earmarked by Weaver a
lew seasons hack hut which never
go* oil the ground It’s being de-
signed as a weekend show, possi-
bly for Sunday afternoon slotting,
lint, if (tenoral Motors will lend
an attentive sponsorship ear,
would go into Saturday afternoon
time and take lip where the (JM-
binkiolled NCAA football game
pickups leave otT If (tenoral
Motors tails to gel sufficiently ex-
cit'd. NllC plans to invite all

comers on a multiple-sponsorship

Cinerama, whicn touenea oii

Hollywood’s dimensional revolu-

tion. has become a social phenom-

enon of our time. Now marking

the first anniversary of its world

preem. medium not only touched

off the excursion into 3-D, wide-

screen and stereophonic sound, but

it has had an effect on industry

outside the entertainment world.

The realistic sense of participa-

tion it gives in the travel sequences

is said to have had a marked reac-

tion on American tourists. Trans-

continental airlines reported re-

quests for flights that "go over

those canyons” seen in Cinerama.

The British Travel Bureau receive^

requests as to the date of the Rally

of the Pipers which was featured

iu the film. Information was askgu

the Stale Tourist Bureau of Italy

about the Festival of Venice. The
increase in American tourists in

Spain (45%* and Italy <15'<* this

summer is credited partially to the

presentation of these countries’

points of interest in "This Is

Cinerama."

Closer to home, the roller-

coaster at Rockaway’s PlaylanJ.

N Y.. which provides the initial

sensation in the film, did a record-

breaking business during weekends
all winter, w'hen amusement parks

are generally deserted, and a huge
billboard proclaiming it as the

star of Cinerama has helped to

make it a popular puller on the

midway. Cypress Gardens. Florida,

where one of the principal

(Continued on page 71*

By GEORGE ROSEN
25,233,000 TelesetsNoel Coward at Waldorf Television’s free entertainment

budget has hit.the stratosphere this

season. In all the annals of .show-

biz. nobody’s played around with
these kinds of figures before as

talent and production costs reach
the "colossal” stage. Putting on
the "Big 5” TV extravaganzas

—

the Colgate “Comedy Hour." the
Jackie Gleason Show, Buick’s Mil-
ton Berle Show, Max Liehman’s
"Show of Shows” and Kd Sulli-

van’s “Toast of the Town”— repre-
sents a weekly talent nut ‘exclu-

sive of network time charges* in

excess of $300,000 strictly lor a

one-time performance. It takes a

"Can Can" or "Me and Juliet” legit

musical a couple of years to re-

coup that kind of an investment.

Projected on a 39-week basis

'permitting for the customary 13-

week la \ of t > .
these five shows

alone approach the $12,000,000

mark' for program costs alone. Add
another $12,000,000 tor time • at the

rate of $00,000 per hour for Class

A network time) and the five-slum

seasonal parlay, dittoed to the

American TV viewer, hits a grand
slam $24,000,000 figure It’ll even
take 20th-Fox’s CinemaSeopic
"Rohe" with all its attendant and
unprecedented fanfare, a lot ol

global circulation and >ears to

match that kind of figure

TV talent costs for the *53- ’54

season are at an alltime high With
the comparative situation between
networks hitting its peak—now
that ABC-TV looms as a major po-

tential threat—all the top-budg-

eted. higtime entries are splurging

bm guest talent as never before in

their hid for rating and audience
leadership. Witness, for example,
the $50,000 NBC-TV is -helling out

for two upcoming Ethel Merman

(Continued on page 50*

As of Sept. 1. telesets in the

US. totaled an estimated 25,233,-

000. according to a breakdown by
Hugh M Beville, Jr., NBC’s direc-

tor of research and planning Fig-

ure marks an increase over previ-

ous month id 33H.000 and (i, 52 1,000

for a year.
Compilation shows that 55'? of

American homes have TV re-

ceivers.

It’s pretty well set for Noel

Coward to make his American
nitery debut at the Empire Room
of the Waldorf-Astoria. N. Y., pos-

sibly this winter. He has been play-

ing the Cafe de Paris, London, at

1,000 pounds i $2.800 * in recent ses-

sions. Minimum there is $6.

Following the current Patachou.
who reopened the Waldorf’s win-

ter season, Edgar Bergen & Char-
lie McCarthy, Dinah Shore and the

Katherine Dunham Dancers are

slated to tallow iu four-week in-

tervals. Patachou is in for six

weeks, and thence to the Last

Frontier, her first Las Vegas hook-

ing.

Haymes’ Philly Cafe Biz

Bad, Cuts Final 3 Days;

Rita Nixes Cuffo PA
R&H Staging Hour-Long

TVer Saluting 40th Anni

Of Anti-Defamation Org

Philadelphia Or I f»

Complicated financial ,»r l legal
• ft. ii* s 'ft Dirk Havno's took a new
tm ii v. lien he failed to show up
Mood i \ 5' night for tin* final t-brei*

days ol Ins 10-day engagement at
the Latin Casino here llaymes, in
a I $5 000 weekly and $7,200 fur Hie
nm had been doing slim biz in
the Philly spot, which may li.ne
contributed to Hie decision to wilk
out

Spot'-, operators bandn’t been too
happy about Haymes' appearance.
When they apprised him of the
!•* that the business picture would
he improved eonsiderabh if bis
bi d- Mila Hayworth, appeared at
• be ,poi they were told by H.iymes
• hat Ibis was a solo hooking and
Mi-- Hayworth ‘ wa n’t part ol Hie
lonlraet Haymes is said to have
originally called from (iie-riwub.
Conn , where lie’s living, Hill bis

'Continued on page 7 1 *

Minneapolis. Oet. (>

Newspaper ads for a number of

neighborhood film theatre here-

abouts promise adults freedom

from "juvenile noises and rowdy-

ism.” Special police enforce Hi i>

promise and some houses actually

decline admission to teenagers at

night unless accompanied by a ma-

ture citizen.

Another new angle used by ex-

hibitors is to themselves eliminate

screen advertising and then sell

the public on “escape front annoy-

ing radio and television commer-
cials.”

Il’s got so some theatres assure

in the public that trailers lor fortheoin-

e. and* mg attractions are held to a min 1

Ollie's imurn. Idea is that "sheer relaxed

‘diversion" is on tap.

Sloan Simpson O’Dwyer

Slated for WOR-TV & AM
Sloan Sunp-»ni! ex-wife of foi

met New York Mayor William

O'Dv.yer. may become a radio and
television regular within the next

few weeks. WOK and WOR-’IV
N Y . are currently dickering a

regular radio strip plus a TVei
for tii** former model, with a deal

expected to materialize in a week

Oilie (Kukla, Fran &) In

N.Y. Town Hall Concert
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By ABEL GREEN

Show t>iz banquets in recent

\ ears have had some memorable

high marks, but the high-class

brawl they staged Sunday <4> night

at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.. for

Sophie Tucker, on her Golden
Jubilee, is perhaps a new peak

Some I 500 turned out, at $50 a

brad, under Jewish Theatrical

Guild auspices, and between dona-

tions. ticket sales and the souvenir

ad journal, the gross hit $150,000

'Ibis is easily a record for “celery

ciicuit” bo.

W hat distinguished the evening
was the show manly planning in the

alhrpicre presentation of “The
Sophie Tucker Story.” It \yas a

relrcshing switch on after-dinner

speechifying and yet permitted a

wealth of talent to leaven the tra-

ditional humor and encomiums
with a warm cavalcade that re-

prised. in vignette fashion, the rich

50-year professional span of t lie

guest of honor.

A tribute to John Effrat’s staging
and the combined scripting of Joe
I .auric Jr., Morton Sunshine and
KfVrat, “The Sophie Tucker Story"
played like tire Yanks under the
expert cunferenciering of George
Jesscl. Wisely he held everything
down, and so when Joe K. Lewis
ran about four or five minutes,
including some goodnatured heck-
ling from Milton Berle and le.sscl,

it was within hounds.
Consult ring the rich Tucker cav -

alcade and the name-power of the
participants it is to the credit of

all concerned that the proceedings
paced so sleekly. Jessel. as nar-
rator. introduced personalities who.
in chronological and biographical
sequence, traced the warmth and
the drive, the tribulations and the
triumphs of the g. of h. Gertrude
Berg kicked it oiT and. in sequence,
followed Andrea Kasen. doing
Soph as a kid; Jack Pearl recalling
hef as a vuude novitiate; Adolpn
Zukor accenting his first booking
of Soph in vaude. and remarking
“the public is never wrong" « t it

K*

• Continued on page 70*

ine closing oi tne Riviera. Fori
Lee. N. J., on Sunday <4

• to malu
room for a super-highway, tyturk*
the end of an era in New y,,rk
nitery going. Observers believe
that under today’s costs it won j

be impossible to duplicate th s

spot along New Jerseys p ;,ij.

sades on a basis that would make
nitery operation economically
ihle. It’s estimated that a dwplirav
building would run well over
$2,000,000, and therefore with no
other form of revenue, it would
be virtually impossible to got in-
vestment costs back or run the
spot at a profit.

The Riviera, the fdVenmncr m
the Las Vegas hotels, w.s built
originally by Ben Mnrdcn. [»

wasn’t designed to he a nightclub
exclusively. More than a decade
ago it was possible to run a casino
in conjunction with that spot,
which helped defraythe costs ot
the nitery.

When the greenfelts were in op-
eration, it was possible to get a
full-course dinner at around $3.
At the closing, a moderate-priced
entree ran to that sum. In addi-
tion, the management paid the cab
fare across the river from New
York. The Marden staff even gave
the cabbies a sizable tip. and so
the hackdriver was most happy to
scour around for Riviera patron-
age.

There were some quirks of op-
eration under the Marden regime
that used to puzzle the lay observ-
er. For example, a native of New
Jersey couldn’t get near the luxu-
rious casino even if he came up
to the spot in a Rolls Royee. The
Jersey license plate was a kiss of
death as far as getting into the
gambling room. At the same time,
Marden rarely let a newspaperman
into the inner sanctum.

Reasons for both later became
obvious. If a Jerseyite lost a con-
siderable sum he might feel bad
enough to yell locally. The cries
might hit a local politico or it

might get in the local press and
there would be some embarrass-
ment. If a Brooklynite or New
Yorker lost his wad, let him holler
as long as he wanted to. as long
as the yells were confined to
Brooklyn. Barring of newspaper-
men was also sound. No losses,

Overdog, Rah!
Filmmaker Billy Wilder has

a pet description of the “21”

set and others who had been
strong rooters of the favored

N. Y. Yankees in the World
Series.

“Champions of the over-

dog,” he calls them.

Muieum-Like Nitery
Boston, Oct. 6.

Slides of famous paintings
from the Boston Public Library
are being projected by stere-

opticon machine upon the
walls of the Glass Hat nite-

club here. Every evening it’s

a different painting, which
could be quite confusing to a

lush.

Current wall sequence is by
Gaugin.

Jap, Foreign Critics Unite

In Blast at Anti-Yank

Pic; U.S. Actors Assailed

HORACE HEIDT
FOR LUCKY STRIKE

Under Personal Management
JOHN LEER

111 Fifth Ave., New York

Irving Berlin left for St. Louis,

en route to Hollywood, yesterday
• Tues.) to huddle with Joshua Lo-

gan on their forthcoming musical-

ization of the new James A. Mich-
ener novel, “Sayonara: A Japanese
Love Story.” and later to huddle
with Paramount and 20th-Fox on
current and forthcoming film proj-

ects.

Par’s Don Hartman wants Berlin

to get together another musical
package to include Danny Kaye
and Audrey Hepburn • it is not

generally known she started as a

ballet dancer) for 1955. Berlin

has stated he would, providing
Fred Astaire is included. The
current Berlin-Bing Crosby-Par
package. “White Christmas,” is a

three-way partnership, with a l()
f
r

slice cut out for Danny Kaye when
latter replaced Donald O’Connor.
Rosemary Clooney and Vera-Ellen
complete “Christmas," which is

currently shooting.

Darryl F. Zanuck’s acquiescense
to have O’Connor added to Berlin's
next, "No Business Like Show
Business" < Ethel Merman-Dan
Dailey) means considerable rewrit-
ing to build up O’Conner, and also

to provide for Marilyn Monroe, an-
other added starter.

"Show Businss" will be done in
Cinemascope. Par's "White Christ-
mas" is being shot in Par's new
70m tt'idescreen < experimentally

)

but essentially in conventional 2-D.

Logan is with “Kind Sir.” his

current new show, in St. Louis,
hence the Borlin-Logan confab
there. “After all." says Berlin,

“the Michener hook deal was done
over the phone.”

Berlin says he's “almost about
as excited about ‘Sayonara’ as a

story as about the fact Ellin and 1

will be first-time grandparents
soon.” He will commute L. A. to
N. Y. until Mary Ellin Berlin (Mrs.
Marvin Barrett) has the baby
around Dec. 1, but thereafter he
will stay west six months.

By DICK LARSII
Tokyo, Sept. 29

The violent reaction of an audi-

ence of foreign and Japanese
newspaper scribes who attended a

preview of Toho Studios “Akesen
Kit hi" < “Red Line Military

Base”), spearheaded by a vitriolic

front-page editorial in the Eng-

lish language Tokyo Evening
News, has caused Toho officials to

delay the release of the film. It

was described by one American
newspaperman as "more viciously

anti-American than anything an

• nemy of the U. S. could have

produced.”
Ichizo Kobayashi. head of the

Toho Studio, told Variety that he

had not seen the controversial film

and was therefore withholding re-

lease until he had seen it. Tokyo
News eric saw the film, and upon
the basis of his report, the influen-

tial journal. Japanese owned and
edited, published an editorial blast

which led off:

"This newspaper has. on occa-

sion. gone beyond the hounds of

normal dramatic criticism in pass-

ing judgment on motion pictures

produced in this country which
were clearly aimed at stirring up
anti American sentiment. But we
have never thus far felt con-

strained to urge that the showing
of any picture, however bad, he

(iioucho Marx Says He -topped. We do so now. ’Akesen

M u’ j a d i m Kiclii.’ which is about to he re-
Ai;:\ ea to ISeal la\ leased. Is calculated, like no other

Detroit, Oct. 6 picture to date, to stir the hatred
Irrepressible Groucho Marx, in and disguft of one friemllv people

tov n lor three days to address I>e- for another. . .

Soto salts meetings, commented The editorial then gave the
“Three I) stinks, and you can -torv of the film, pointing out that
quote me. Three-D is a device to let herons American soldiers were
hide the fact that the picture isn’t -hown consorting with disease-
am good." ridden prostitutes, one of whom is

'Told that the Marx Bros.' film "A -hown in the final stages of dope
Night at the Opera" was shown addiction. It stressed the fact that
i eee nt ly at the Detroit Institute ci.oul children living near the
of Arts as an art film. Groucho l. S. Army base in question were
said “That kills it. All our stufl Continued on page 70)
ha- become museum pieces."

Asked if lie would make a:i\

nime pictures, he replied: "No I

can t afford to make pictures. The
Federal government takes all the
money. 1 may even get married
to heat the tax rap." He wouldn’t
sav to w horn.

New York cafes had a peak
week during the World Series,

which ended Monday < 5 * . Fact that
N. Y. niteries have an underseating
problem during busy periods was
never more pronounced. Top biz

was done in spite of unfavorable
national publicity resulting from
the American Guild ©f Variety Art-
ists strike.

The Series brought in a tremen-
dous influx of visitors which load-
ed virtually every hotel. The Se-
ries crowds thinned out a bit over
the weekend, but there was no
paucity of out-of-tovvners around
New York. Hotels were really
hard-pressed to find room for all

applying for space. The annual in-

flux of buyers from other cities

also complicated matters for the
innkeepers.

The t’opacabana. Latin Quarter
and Versailles could have used
double their capacities. Naturally,

• Continued on page 22)

Stageshow Out, Shorts

In for Command Show
London. Oct. 6.

With the decision to abolish the
annual stageshow accompanying
the Royal Command Film Gala
and to limit personals to little

more than formal walk-on?, shorts
are being added to the program
for the first time. They were
selected on the same basis as the
main feature and entries from
British and American sources were
viewed by a selection panel.
The committee picked three

shorts to be shown in support of
the main film. Disney’s British

live-actioner, “Rob Roy." One of

Disney’s productions. “Bear Coun-
try," is among the trio selected.
The other tw'o are “The Figure-
head.” a Halas Batchelor cartoon
and “Safety Spin.” an UPA Tech-
niclor cartoon released through
Columbia.
The gala Is slated for the Odeon,

Leicester Square. Oct. 26. the

proceeds being donated to the

Cinematrograph Trade Benevolent
fund.

P£R0N’S TV ‘DEBUT’

DUE SOON OVER NBC:

. Boston. Oct. 6.

Beatrice Lillie revealed here last

v eek that her next starring vehicle
will be fashioned after Tussaud’s
waxwork*, and will be appropriate-
ly titled "The Works.”
Comedy is currently being pre-

pared by Dorothy and Herb Fie’ds.

hut is apparently not skedded for

production until next fall, for Miss
Lillie also disclosed that she has
been booked for a London engage-
ment of her current production
-ix months hence.

Jessel at Balaban Fete
George Jessel will be tna t-

mastrr at the Motion Picture
Pioneers dinner honoring Para-
mount president Barney Bala!) m
It's set tor Nov. 12 in N.Y.

This v» ill he a repeat for Jessel.
who emceed the Pioneers get-to-

gether last vear and other turns
prev iowsiy.

Subscription Order Form
Enclosed find check for % *

Please send VARIETY for ?.?* v*“ Yule Visits of Stars

Help Overseas Troops
Hollywood, Oct. 6.

Drive to line up Christmas
‘hows for servicemen overseas was
instituted here by Col. Joseph
Goetz, working in conjunction with
the Hoi Iv wood Coordinating Com-
mittee and the Association of Mo-
tion Picture Producers.

Col. Goetz, chief of the enter-
tainment branch of the Armed
Force* Special Service Section, ex-
plained that the appearance of Hol-
lywood plavers in Korea and other
foreign areas will do much to
‘•trengthen the mora'e of service-
men during the holidays.

Regular Subscription Rafts

On# Ytar—$10.00 Two Ytars—$18.00

Canada and Fortign—$1 Additional par Ytar

M\K7E7r Inc.

1S4 West 44th Street New York 34. N. Y



WALL ST. JADED BY ‘METHODS'
Adultery Vs. Bigamy

The Production Code Administration in Hollywood may at times

tn\e difficulties making up its mind, but no one can accuse it of

not drawing a fine line when one has to be drawn. Recent ex-

ample is the British “The Captain’s Paradise,” an Alec Guinness

s t arrer distributed in the U. S. by Lopert Films.

Film tells of a sea captain who solves an age-old dilemma by

h iving two wives—a typically British matron in Gibraltar and a

number across the w'ater in North Africa. There’s a surprise

tvust at the end. but what the Breen office was concerned about was

tlu* bigamy angle. After seeing the script, it informed the pro-

ducer That his story was “thoroughly and completely’’ unacceptable.

British then re-shot a scene and got a temporary seal. As mat-

ters now stand. Guinness in the British version is married to Ih>iIi

women. In the American version, via insertion of one obscure

line, it’s made clear that he just lived with the gal in North Africa

and thus is only an adulterer, which seems to make it okay with the

C ode people.

Now Its Closed Circuit TV in Color

Lee Hat Sales Ballyhoo Uses Halpern Facilities For

Hotel Plaza Demonstration

UNDAZZLED BY If Robe’ Grosses $30,000.(100 Over All

imp M (IMF That May Equal $2 Per 20th Share

By LEONARD TRAUBE
Closed circuit television for com-

mercial uses has had color added

Colorcasting in the interest of sales

conventions, organizational commu-
nication and similar ends was dem-

YEAR OF BIG DOINGS

Many Changes * in Industry
Stir Bif TOA Convention

Interest in new technical changes
onstrated last week at the Hotel

j n the industry has resulted in a

Plaza. N. Y..: before 650 dealers of heavy registration for the Chicago
the Frank H. Lee Hat Co. plus lay

: convention of Theatre Owners of

and trade journalists and techni-
j

America. Meeting opens Nov. 5.

cian- It was introduced as the Trade show, which this year is

world s first demonstration of large-
j

combined with that of no Theatre
size color video and the screen ein- Kquipment and Supply Manufac-
ployed was described as the only turers Assn., has been completely
tinlele one in existence.

|

sold out. Important session on the

Lee demonstration employed the
. agenda will be a TESMA-TOA the-

clo>ed -circuit facilities of Nathan
; a tre equipment and new processes

I, Ha I pern’s Theatre Network Tele-
j

forum.
vision, previously reported in Trade practices will also receive

these columns. This utilizes the
| a lion’s share of attention at the

field sequential (non-compatible' i convention, including arbitration,

system developed by CBS Labora-
]

film rentals, .print shortages and
tones. (he recent Senate Small Business
Screen measuring 6x4' 2 feet, Cominitee hearings.

was adequate enough for the Plaza

ballroom, which is of considerable
depth and comparatively narrow, OTP A l I
hut would he of tinv dimension if H |\ p Mil M \| Li I ?

the display were to be given in. I IllJllVIl UlilLiU
say. the Music Hall. N. Y., or other
large-seat ers 'running and closed' V7TT ill TP17D 11/IC
upon which many a trade a.vsoeia- pll IVI I

tion has its eye for today for pow- A MAillB A iJAmlvlk/
wows and dealer-distributor dem-

j

mist r it 'oris, stockholder sessions,
|

With the four-month extension

product plumping and personnel of the old French IHm deal expir-

• Continued on page 20* ing Nov. 1, the American Corn-

wall Street is unimpressed with
Hollywood’s “new angles." The
professionals in N. Y.’s financial
area say that for the time being

[

they’re not supporting any particu-
lar film stock merely because of
3-1), widescreen or whatever.

This hands-off attitude is re-

flected in the Stock Exchange quo-
tations. Of the 12 film issues on
the big board, only Columbia atid

Universal show up well in com-
parison with prices of six months
ago This time span comes Into

play because it was about a half

year back that the 3-L) pi.x were
swinging into distribution widely
and racking up big grosses. Business

’

generally was showing improve-
;

merit. And since that time encour-
aging announcements have been
made anent improvements in 3-1).

j

the widening use of CinemaSeope
and other techniques, and “The

1

Rohe" has become established as a

phenomenal smash.
But the optimism that has swept

at least part of the industry still

is not shared hy the brokers and
investors, as this rundown of mar-
ket prices decidedly shows:

Apr. 21 Oct. 6
,

•'Continued on page 20*
j

ing Nov. 1, the American coin-

j

panics are perturbed over negative

reports reaching them from Paris

CNCrVTn from whence they have yet to

III I I II PM||*| |V |l I ceivo a sot of concrete proposalsDV 1 1 liUlLlvIlLli/ l on a new agreement. It’s under-

stood that Motion Picture Export

A AT DDA A TiXkl A V ^ ssn - Prox .v Erie Johnston may go

% nKI I All TV l\ I there soon in an effort to reach an
If 11 A accord. Meanwhile, he is sending

Griff Johnson. MPEA Washington
Holding power of a couple of re p. to Paris this week to pave

top grossers in the Broadway keys dm way.
coupled with the h o attraction of From .h at va , ifn,s times have in-
inemaSeope and “The Rohe are

j

dioated llu , v want a subsidy of
bringing to Times Square a mem-

, some kind that would permit them
11 ,he hoom days when dis ribs

t() >ubli( . ize their pix jn the A inert-
Mil to vprrim n a tor RmnilwAY . ... » rlr.nl to

d lies.

scramble Broadway can market. Recently, the foreign

managers were told in N. Y. last
Situation hasn’t become quite as

| wvck there have been hints, too.
‘nous vet but is shaping up as a

, tha| tho French want to do awa>
botileneck for the Christmas holi-

, ,, ,
with capital account deals and that

° ;*' s Even now. some of the big the , see ,, t jlpir right to reduce" u -;s are out of the running for the number of dubbing licenses for
"'"Mis to come. This doesn’t Hollvwood pix under a m w pact
bother a tew of the distribs—such

l() 7^
as { niversal—that don’t particu- . . . .... ,

*"i> cue whether their pi* do or 1 *»'"' argument is that. In set-

ri » not kick off on Broadway, hut ' Continued on page 18*

lt > a source of concern for others.
~

»xy already is set with “The . Cl 1

Aclor s^ie an Issue
,

c.;^n'''^d
,

:s:rrif^ ,h.H '!; In New York Dubbing
cither go into Radio C’ity Mu- Af I,-.-.,...** EVAm Ualu
'Continued on page 20

>
j

Ul IITipO TlS r T OTTI ll3iy
' ~

' Screen Actors Guild negbtia-

Russell Holman lo Rome LX,,"
1

''tell Holman, Paramount's paying actors engaged by li E dub-
'' in production head, will wing bing studios, will have to be com-
’* H tine shortly to see ‘‘Ulysses,” pieted by Oct. 6 or else all dub-
E i s Douglas-Silvano Mangano co-
v

]

1 ’* made in Italy by Carlo
* i and Dino I)e Laurentiis Par

bing activity will have to stop

Last SAG deal with IKE ran out

Mix 27. In June it was agreed that

*' I he U. S. and Canadian distri- IFE could dub one note pKtun'
,u: ' *n rights. but that it would have to be corn-

'* Eilph Zukor, Par board chair- pieted by Oct. 6 S.\(» i- looking
r

| and George Weltner. foreign for a different pattern ol cpmperi-
b'-hartoient chief, w ho left N Y. sat ion. While actors w ere paid on

''idav ,>1 f f>|- a swing of Euro- the basis of recorded time, S \G
!' n Capitals, will join Holman in now wants the emphasis put on

IKV
| the length of the roie.

This Is Progress?
Detroit. Oct t»

Producer Aubrey Seheruk.
here for the opening ol “VNar

Paint" » C A ' at the Fox.

commented on new widescreen
storytelling technique as fol-

lows: .

“Take a stage play in which
two characters are down trout

and a butler is up light put-

ting poison in a drink. On the

stage you see the whole scene

In filming an old style him
the camera would have to cut

from down front to the right

and hack On wide screen it

can be filmed as it is seen on

the stage.*’

FRED WALLER
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St-Warn 10' » 10
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1'niv IK IK' h

wn it* »» 11*1

So far as Wall St is concerned,
television still is the villain. Bro-

kers relate that they “bought in

high" on the film business.; that is.

encouraging pic investments dur-

ing and shortly Pillowing World
War II when tin* industry was at

its peak prosperity level. Those
who didn't sell tost enough had
sharp losses as TV began to spread
and the theatre business went on
the downtrend.

With this hitter experience in

mind, the boys in Manhattan’s
downtown district say the film

business is too riskv to warrant
buying in again to any substantial

extent.

SPEAKS OUT
.

i

Widescreen s\ stems using one

projector “can't hold n candle to

Cinerama" and as a result “we
aren’t too interested in reducing it

to a single-'eus Methods of presen-

tation. Fred Waller. Cinerama in

ventor, declared in N. Y last

week.

Honored yesterday 'Tues * with

the Socielv of Motion Picture and
Television Engineer-' pio >i

Medal Award. Waller said he was

continuing work on improving Cin-

erama He added that lie was

“tinkering" with “one long shot ol

a verv radical nature' hut

wouldn't divulge what it was.

Waller indicated he was “ter-

ribly disappointed" with “The
Robe." done in the rival ( 'menu
Scope widescreen process.

As for his work on improving
Cinerama. Waller -indicated it was
concerned mostly with the elimina-

tion of the matchlmes and greater

steadiness of the image “Ol

course, what with the public ac

cepting Cinerama so enthustieallv

,

I can't get too worried over these

minor detects." he declared

Waller, who is 87. was honored

' ( Vint inued on page 22 '

Nalional Boxofficc Survey
Weather, Series Hit Biz; ‘Robe’ No. 1 Again, Second

Spot to ‘Eternity’; ‘Cinerama,’ ‘Boy’ Next

Business in key cities covered by

V.vRiFiv this st’iu/a is firm to ter-

rific despite tli'* opposition of tho

World Series, ret,on of hot weath-

er in the middle v ( >f and on the

Coast, plus heavv rains in other

sectors. Launch fig of "The Rob,

• 20th 1 in additional keys has bonsl-

ed the overall total hut other pix

hav e suffered. part icu'ei ly m.

smaller ( dies. The fii -t two big

gost pictures thi- week are gross-

ing $1,27.") OOP. In contrast, tin*

next five best grosser.- will show

only SKOfi .(XU).

•Robe'' again is champ by a

wide margin Playing in 11 key

cities, the initial (TnemaSi ope nro-

duction is grossing $813.0'*'*. vvi'h

five records broken and several

near new highs hung up. “Here to

Eternitv 'Col* again is finishing

second, far ahead of the thiiil-

place winner,

“Cinerama" 'Indie is .capturing

third position while 'Little Boy

Lost ’ Pa i v jus! getting started

this stan/a. is taking fourth s-yit

“Roman Holiday." another Para-

mount. release will be fifth.

•Moon Is Blue" * I'A is finish-

• ing sivtii with “Lion in* Streets
’

\VB o*t tor first time to an.v

extent tliis frame, will be seventh

“'.Mart in. Luther'' Indie is taking

eighth money while “Caddy" ' Pan
i- ninth. ‘ AnbW head." another

from Par, )*> winding up 10th. “ A 1 1
-

American 'U* and "Stalag 17

Par round out the Golden Dozen
• in that order.

Based on an estimate of a $30.*

000.000 gross tor “The Robe.” 20th-
Knx shareholders theoretically
could collect $2 per share on tin*

strength of the first CinemaSeope
release alone, it's figured
Taking into account tin* various

exm uses and obligations, includ-
ing producer Frank Ros*' slice ol

the profits, tin* net take before
taxes would he between $ 11 ,000,000
(lid $12,000,000 Taxes would
bring earnings down to about $5.-

500.000. which figures to $2 a
share on the 2 670.000 shares cur-
rently outstanding.

Estimate of a $30,000,000 gross
loi '"The Rohe” is seen as being on
(he optimist ie side "Gone With
• he Wind " grossed about $27,000.-
000 domestically, but th** total in-
cludes several reissues Whether
the same can he done with “Tire
Robe" is quest ionohle My tire

time 20th gets around to sending
the film into re-release. Cinema-
scope may already he well estab-
lished and the novelty of the .sys-

tem will have worn off Picture
itself has come in for some criti-
cism and mav not stand up to
"GWTW" standards

Another odd aspect ot the Cui-

'Cont inued on page 71 •

ARTY’ SELLING,

upbeats mr
Lili." the Leslie Caron Mel

Eerier slairer, rimentlv in it- 3 |-t
week at the Trans Lux f>2d St
Theatre. \ Y is proving one of
'lie show hi/ phenomena of the
'ear modest bndgeter In Me|i
io st a ml aids, the picture, brought
iri at about $1,300 < 100

. has already
brought MG $150 000 in tilm rent
al- from it- New York engagement
at I to* 54o seat Trails Lux. In other
-odious of 1 tie countn. film has
al.o proved a hett> grosser in art

'Continued on page 13*

“Wings ot Hawk" 'I '. “Aciicss"
M-G .

“Cruel Sea" *1 ' and '

I 'lie

Jury” CA* are the runnei up films'

in that sequence.

There are few new entiles jo,t

getting under wav Hu- session

Heading the li-t i- “Mogambo
i.M-G*. This Gable Gardner slam i

is stout in Ei'isco, and Ing ill f 'lcv-

larid and N \ III latter city, it is

playing at the Music Halt R *d-

lieads Eiooi SeatCe” 'Par is nil

doing so w<*ll currently but is Ian

in N and But lain

“Devil's Canyon" <RKO* stiap •-

good in Chi and N V. ('.Melba" l \>

i- okay in Seattle Begga '-

Opera" *WB-i looms strong in Chi
" A hbot I -( 'osf «* Do Meet .f

«
• k \ !

I

Hydi*' I looks nice :n Mi tun -

apolis St i anger Won* Gun" t o

fair it) P. tllo shape* nice m Pta^. i-

th iKC. Sword arid Ro-< " Ilk'

)

,s liniping in Uotioit

“Secot.d Chance
1

' IIK<> i- n • d
in Toronto F.a -1 of Surnatta’’ I

•

oka* in Wa hmg'on. lool - line mi

l.’lnll '

v it ki "
• gut h i - n.Ld *n

Cleveland

“Lai n, Lover-'* 'M-G*. okay in

KC. Tmltanapolis and Oinalia is

li'dit in Detroit and i'cnvui* ri* **

'

!*!! I'ivi St n*.t '

I \ olu* in

N Y . looms I an in Se.it I le.

io<le Mmk It* ^islrr

Hll'MiM) |(\ SI WK sn.VKItMNN
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12 Biggest Pix Grossers in September

Paced by 'Eternity’ (‘Robe’ Excluded)
The manner in which the fall

boxolfice sweepstake* were lauiicli'-

e<l last month augurs well for the

winter cinema season, according

to reports Irorn Vahii.iy corre-

spondents in some 23 representa-

tive key cities. The month of Sep-

tember had the advantage of a

break in the lengthy heatwaves,

but it obviously was the outstand-

ingly strong product which enabled

the first three biggest grossing pic-

tures to hit nearly $4,000,000 at the

wickets, This was better than $1,-

200.000 ahead of August.
V amity's monthly survey shows

that of the first eight biggest

grosser* last month, only one

—

•‘Cinerama’’—-w ns of novelty type
production. This follows much the

same pattern as in August, and in-

dicated to some exhibitors that the

public wanted more than just the

novelty of wearing specs for three-

dimensional effect. In fact, re-

ports showed that where a 3-D pie

had the added appeal of known
stars or some novel story, such pro-

duction* did well.

“From Here To Eternity” 'Col)

was hoxoffice champion last month
by a wide margin, this pie alone
grossing $2,087.(100. It finished

first every week excepting the
final one in September, when
launching of ‘‘The Kobe”
dropped it to second spot,

nity" showings ranged from
terrific and new records.

‘Homan’ No. 2

“Homan Holiday" 'Fart took sec-

ond place, with nearly $1,000,000
gi oss and uniformly excellent re-

sults. ‘Cinerama” <lndie>. which
was fourth in August, finished
third although it never ruse above
third in weekly results. Its con-
tinued strength even in keys where
“Kobe” was launched indicated the
Cinerama show still would draw

'Continued on page 201

(20th),

"Eter-
big to

EUROPE LOSING

ITS ARTISTIC

, DRIVE?
European film production, while

ample in quantity, lias dropped in

finality and is going through a

severe crisis. Joseph Burstyn, vet
foreign film importers and dist rib.

said in N. V. last week following
Ins return from an extended stay

in France and Italy.

Burstyn said this was the first

tune in many years that he had
been to Europe and had come bac k
practically einptv -handed. ”1 jus!

didn't see anything that seemed
really good.” complained the man
wlm after the war brought in such
top foreign money-makers like

“Open City.’’ “Paisan” and ‘The
Bicycle Thief.” "They’ve forgotten
how to make artistic pictures.”

It is on account of this drop in

quality that Burstyn is worried
about the future of the indie clis-

tnb., and believes that it may he
tied up with offbeat American pix
rather than foreign lingualers. He
lias the world distribution rights
lor “Little Fugitive." a low budget-
cr made entirely on location in

Brooklyn and on Coney Island.
Film has been sold tor a greater
part of Europe. Advance guaran-
tees alone cover the film's entire

]

production cost which was less
j

than *100.000. Burstyn stated. ’ Lit-'

tie Fugitive” was one of the top
Venice film fete winners this year.

Producers in Italy have "a men-
tal chain” around their necks via

Increasing government censorship.
• Continued on page 71

1

September’s Top 12
1 “Here to Eternity" •Col*.

2. “Homan Holiday” •Par'.

3. "Cinerama” < Indie).

4. “Moon Is Blue” <UA».

5; "The Caddy” 'Pan.
(j. “Slalag 17" 'Par*.

7. “Helds Itlondcs” <20t!i'.

H. “Island in Sky” 'VVB*.

«. “L the Jury” 'UA'.

10. “Scoutmaster” i20th).

11. “War of Worlds" 'Pari
12. “Martin Luther” 'Indict.

Screen Writers Guild

Stresses Television

In Upcoming Election

Hollywood, Oet. 6.

Nomination committee of the

Screen Writers Guild has named
F. Hugh Herbert and Kanald Me-
Dougall as candidates for presi-

dency. Election coincides with
guild's annual meeting Nov. 17.

Oct. 17 is the deadline for peti-

tions, each requiring 25 signatures
of members to be valid.

For the first time SWG is plac-

ing strong emphasis on TV in its

nominations, with the second v.p.

to handle TV, while three of the
eight candidates to he elected to

the exec hoard for a two-year term
must he from the video field.

First v.p. has been assigned ne-
gotiations by the exec board. Nom-
inated for first v.p. are Frank Nu-
gent and Karl Tunberg. David
Dortort and Barry Shipman were
nominated for second v.p.; Leonard
Spiegelgass and James Webb, sec-

retary. and Frederic Frank and
Harold Greene, treasurer.
Exec board nominees are James

Warner Hellah, Robert Blees,
Helen Dcutsch. Dcvery Freeman,
George W. George, Roy Huggins,
Herb Meadow , Silvia Richards, Ben
Roberts and George Slavin, while
exec board nominees picked up
the Television Writers Group nomi-
nating committee were Albert Duf-
fy. Curtis Kenyon, Kina Lazarus.
William Lively. Milton Raison and
Maurice Tombragel. Hoard mem-
bers elected last year who will con-
tinue in office for another year are

'Continued on page 20)

Being Treasurer of U

Ceased Being Fun, Says

Goldberg in Explanation
Decision to quit as Universal's

v.p. and treasurer was “strictly my
own" and prompted by a realiza-

tion that “the job. instead of being

fun, had become a chore,” Leon
Goldberg explained in N. Y. last

week. He is leaving the company
! Oct. 16 alter an affiliation of lour

years,

Goldberg was hesitant to com-
ment on his move. It is under-

stood that it stems primarily from
his difference of opinion with U
prexy Milton R. Rackmil on man-
ners and methods of running the

|

company’s fiscal affairs. Goldberg
'said he was not aware of who
might succeed him in his post and
that first thing he intended to do
after leaving was to go for a long
rest.

He said the news of his resigna-
tion had caused a good deal of sur-

prise at U “although it shouldn’t
have” and that he had bceu ap-

proached by several of the com-
pany’s top execs with requests to

reconsider. “It's no good though,”
he commented. “When you don’t
enjoy a job any longer, It's time to

;

pack up and leave.”

There has been no comment of
any kind from Rackmil or Alfred
E. Daff. U exec v.p. They are
currently touring the Far East and
any announcements will be delayed

'

pending their return. Goldberg.
'

longtime exec with RKO, was
brought to U by Nate Blumberg.
then U prexy and now board chair-
man.

Backs in Cinema Fashion?
There’s a switch taking place on the old show business taboo

a performer turning his back on the audience. Rear-view shots «

f

actors are showing up more and more in the artwork advertising
in pix. Latest has Bing Crosby and the French youngster Christian
Fourcade walking off into the distance, instead of facing the reader
Marilyn Monroe has been seen in the about-face in 20th-Fox la > out
ditto Judy Holliday in Columbia pix ads.
Marlon Brando’s back, partially covered in a shredded M, ; t

t ,

came one of the more prominent shots identifying Wan,
Streetcar Named Desire.” And in TV, Jimmy Durante is ,

lishing as another of his trademarks his back-to-the-audien< e \

off at the conclusion of his shows.

I b-

Not Incorporating Any 'Story’ in 2d

Cinerama; Gamble on Novelty Appeal

A* in WarnerScopc?
Pittsburgh, Oct. 6.

Circuit operator John H.

Harris, once an employee of

Spyros Skouras, attended a

luncheon here last week in

Skouras’ honor. The discus-

sion turning 'natch) to Cine-
mascope, thcatreman Harris
cracked:

“It should have been called

SpyroScope.”

TODD WIDESCREEN

VIEWED BY EXECS
Michael Todd, who returned last

week from European location
tensing in the Todd-AO widescreen
process, left N. Y. yesterday
1 Tues. » for thq Coast to n o. “Okla-
homa” test footage and aid in the
selection of the east.

Last Saturday '3'. in Buffalo, a
group of Magna Theatre Corp.
execs including Joseph M. Schenck,
George Skouras and Todd screened
several Todd-AO test reels for
Loew’s topper Nicholas M. Schenck
and Sol A. Schwartz. RKO The-
atres prexy. Joe Schenck left for
the Coast the next day.
Todd will remain in Hollywood

for about a week. Richard Rodgers
and Oscar Hammerstein 2d are
due in N. Y. from London Oct. 10
and skedded to go west soon after
that to push preparation of “Okla-
homa” filming in the Todd-AO
process.

CALL OFF TEST

OF COMPETITIVE

SCREENS
Projected comparison [test bef-

tween 20th-Fox’s Miracle Mirror
and Astrolitc CinemaSeope screens
and other screen makes not yet ap-
proved by 20th for CinemaSeope
projection has been called o/T by
the dist rib.

Request for such a lest was
sparked by a group of exhibs who
had proposed a split-screen ar-
rangement in a suitable house so
that the behavior of the various
screens could be accurately gauged
side-by-side. As recently as two
weeks ago. a 20th exec stated that
the company was willing to go
along with such a comparison
showing.
Meanwhile. Allied of Indiana

prexy Trueman T. Rembusch has
made public an exchange of letters
with A1 Lichtman. 20th director of
sales, eliciting from the latter the
statement that “Fox will not serve
any theatre not equipped with an
approved screen." Only screens ap-
proved so far are 20th’s own. Rem-
busch didn’t ask. and Lichtman
didn't mention, what 20th's policy
would be regarding a house that
had the correct screen but was us-
ing a different type of anamorphic
lens.

Warner Lens Due
Tssue is bound to come up if and

when Warner Bros, brings on the
market its Zeiss-produced projec-
tion lenses. While there have been
no official statements from WB
since the original announcement
that it would have such lenses, it's

• Continued on page 16)

Sid Deneau Strengthens

Individualized Sales Of

Short Paramount List

Sidney G. Deneau this week an-
kles tht* post of v.p. in charge of

sales for Lopert Film Distributing
Company to become general sales

assistant to E. K. 'Ted* O'Shea,
v.p. of Paramount Film Distribut-

ing. He starts with Par next Mon-
day '12).

This is the second step taken by
Par in further building its sales

organization at the top. Last month
a group of Par field men were
upped to key spots as divisional

assistants.

The move is seen tied in with
the lesser number but more ex-

pensive pix upcoming on the Par
lineup. Each film, because of the

heavy costs, is being given indi-

vidualized sales treatment. The
sales cabinet headed by Par Dis-

tributing president A. W. Schwal-
berg consequently is being en-

larged so that full executive atten-

tion can be given to every entry,

it's said.

Deneau in past had been asso-

ciated with the Fox Film Co., Fa-

bian Enterprises. Schine Theatri-

cal Circuit and Selznick Releasing
Organization.

Cinerama division of the Stan!, «,

|

Warner Corp., set to com pin*

j

“Seven Wonders of the World ‘

' with Merian C. Cooper producing
1

and John Ford directing, is con-

templating a longrange production
program rather than come up with
a single immediate follow-up film
to "This Is Cinerama.” intial film
in the process.* Deal with Cooper
and Ford may be for more than a

one-picture commitment.
Decision to introduce a story

1

line into “Seven Wonders" has
been dropped. S. H. (Si) Fabian,
prexy of SW, feels there is still

room for an elaborate travelog-

documentary such as "This Is Cin-
erama.” Topper, having seen Cin-
erama at least 25 times, is con-

|

vinced that the film currently

j

showing in New York. Detroit,

Chicago and Los Angeles is popu-
lar because there’s appeal in the

variety of its features. Different
segments of "This Is Cinerama, lie

stresses, have won approval from
different audiences, leading to

Fabian’s conclusion that there's

still a market for a similar prod*

i net. "Seven Wonders” w ill not be

filmed in Hollywood, but the lool-

< Continued on page 16)

Film Firms in Unique Action Seek

To Force Author Acceptance of Offer

SEEK TO TOSS FIDELITY !

INTO BANKRUPTCY

.

Los Angeles. Oct. 6.

Bankruptcy proceedings were
Instituted against Fidelity Pic-
tures, Inc by the Loan A Finant'C
Co. in Federal Court. Attorneys
for the film Company announced
they were working on a possible
settlement and were hopeful of
having the action dismissed.

Fidelity has made four pictures;
"A House By the River," "Woman
on the Run. fhe Groom Wore
Spins and ' Rancho Notorious."

Hollywood. Oct 6.

Pm edcntal lawsuit is being pre-

pared by Metro. 20th-FOx and Wil-

liam Goetz, seeking an injunction
to prevent James A. Michener
trom selling h is recent novel.
“Saionara” to Joshua Logan. It

will he the first time, to anybody’s
knowledge that an author has been
sued to force him to sell his book
to someone other than his choice.

Suit will ask that Michener be
forced to choose Metro, 20th- Fox
or Goetz, each of whom agreed to
meet the author’s maximum asking
price. Price was $150,000 down;
$50,000 additional when the film
gross reached $4 000.000; $25 000

Dave Goldman to S-W
Milwaukee. Oct. 6.

Dave Goldman has been named
buyer and booker for the Stanley
Warner’s chain Milwaukee office.

A picture biz veteran. Goldman
was formerly manager of the Uni-
versal branch office in Milwaukee.

more when the gross reached $4-
500,000. and $25,000 more when it

reached $5,000,000.
William Morris Agency, repre-

senting Michener, had made other

j

stipulations that the deal be re-
stricted to a seven-year lease, with-
out any sequels. All these terms
were met by the three complain-
ants.

Instead of going through with
the deal, Michener accepted a hid
from Logan at variance with the
maximum terms offered to the stu-
dios. Logan's idea is to use the
novel as the basis of a stage musi-
cal before it goes into film produc-
tion. Score for the musical would

,
he written bj Irving Berlin.

}

L. A. to n. Y.
Brian Aherne
Barbara Britton
Kay Buckley
Anthony Collins
Tony Dawson
Glenda Farrell
Mel Ferrer
Elsa Lanchester
Frances Langford
Walter Lantz
Paul N. Lazarus. Jr.

A1 Lichtman
Charlie Morrison
Charles O’Curran
Jack Palance
Mary Piekford
Milton Pickman
Cole Porter
Otto Preminger
Hal Roach. Jr.

Buddy Rogers
Arnold Schaefer

N. Y. to L. A.
Irving Berlin
Humphrey Bogart
Henry Caplan
Ava Gardner
Walter Hampden
Audrey Hepburn
William Holden
Nicole Maurey
William Meiklejohn
Leon Roth
Dore Schary
Frank Sinatra
Jo Stafford
Paul West
Billy Wilder
Max E. Youngstcin

ITALY NEEDS

MORE BOFF

FILMS
Uncertainties prevailing in Amer-

ican production in combo with a

projected shortage of films broad-
ens the possibilities of U. S. -Italian

coproduction in the sense of c loser

collaboration between stars dl-

, rectors and writers, the Italian
:

production team of Carlo Ponti
; and Dino De Laurentiis predicted
in N. Y. last week.

Producers, who have just com-
pleted lensing In Italy on the Eng-
lish-language “Ulysses," w hich Par-

amount will handle in the l’. S.

and Canada, expressed the belief

that a larger number of Halo pix

would be picked up by the Ameri-
can majors in the future. The final

determining factor, however, will

still be quality.

The Italians said their deal with

Paramount had been reduced from

the original 10 to seven pictures.

All are 1009b Italian-financed, with

(Continued on page 20)

Europe to N. Y.
Mr. & Mrs. A. J. Balaban
Edith Barstow
Geraldine Brooks
Doda Conrad
Jacques Fath
Zsa Zsa Gabor
John Keating
Frankie Laine
Robert Lippert
Arthur Lubin
Gilbert Miller
Fernanda Montel
Zara Shakow
Nancy Sheridan
Lorraine Stypeck
Spencer Tracy
Elaine Weiss
Cornel Wilde

N. Y, to Europe
A1 Corwin
Rcnato Gorlino
Griffith Johnson
Goddard Lieberson
William Morris, Jr.

Hildegarde Neff
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THEMES WOULD RUN STUDIOS
— —— — —

Scientists of Industry Review

Many Innovations; Barnett

Warns Against ‘False Security’

New High In Leadership Raps
Boston. Oct 6

Although long noted in the industry for the explosive blasts

which they fire at film producers and distributors, the leaders of

Allied at this Boston convention may well have exceeded all former
vehemence.

‘ Lack of brains” in Hollywood and New York headquarters,

more than television or taxes, has brought the moving picture in-

dustry to grief. So said Col. H. A. Cole. He termed top industry

execs “stupid,” lacking in initiative and leadership.

living A. Isaacs, head of Allied’s New England unit put it this

way: “We should retire to the bench production leaders who have
too long coasted on batting averages of the past. We must teat-

down restraints which make it difficult for new artists and young
pioneers to move in.”

ALLIED IS TOLD
By HY HOI.LINGER

Allied Hears Myers Defended On

‘Arbitration/ Keough Criticized

Boston. Oct. 6.

Meeting here in advance of the
|

convention itself, the Board of

Allied reaffirmed its opposition to

‘ arbitration” not defined in accord-

ance with Allied’s views. Board

sees no practical benefit in an

arbitration system that does not

provide for arbitration of film

rentals and selling policies on na-

tional and regional basis. In addi-

tion. Allied wants no part of arbi-

tration that countenances pre-

release of pictures ‘even on a

limited scale.” Exhib org also op-

poses plan that does not prohibit

initiation of competitive bidding in

any situation except upon written

demand ol one of exhibitors in-

volved.
Film Rentals

In keynote address, Rembusch
defended actions of Myers who has

been accused of sabotaging plan.

“Myers and his committee,” Rem-
busch said, "worked conscientiously

and diligently to develop an arbi-

tration draft acceptable to mem-
bers of Allied.” Myers and other
members of Allied were led to

believe by Spyros Skouras and
other distribs. Rembusch said, that

film companies would be willing to

arbitrate film rentals. He declared
it was on this basis Allied board
originally voted to participate in

-forming arbitration system. He
sharply attacked Austin Keough,
Paramount general counsel, for

backtracking on question of film

rentals. Keough, he said, "with his

t Continued on page 18)

THINNER, STRONGER

DU PONT FILM STOCK
Hollywood, Oct. 6

DuPont has completed new type
film composed of nylon dacron hut

due to limited quantities of prod-
uct so far won’t be able to market
it for six to eight months
Film is so durable it’s impossible

to tear yet only one-third the thick-

ness of standard film used
it’s claimed.

!

Skouras’ Biz

Upbeat Theme

Cheers Allied

Boston, Oct. 6.

Spyros P. Skouras. president of

20th-Fox, won cheers from exhibi-

tors here today with an impassion-

ed talk on the fundamental adver-

sities facing the film business and
20th’s king-sized effort, via Cine-

maScope, to instill in the trade a

new vitality.

Theatremen at the Allied States

convention, many of them lesser-

scale operators who’ve been on the

economic downbeat, were assured

by Skouras that Cinemascope
would be made available to all the-

atres, large and small, in the U S.

and throughout the world. He
acknowledged the high cost of con-

version to the new system — he
quoted figures ranging from $7,500

to $12,000—but eased this with a

promise to the theatreowners: “But
you’ll have time to pay for it.”

The 20th chief exec refrained

from any claim anent his com-
pany’s process being the ultimate.

“I don’t say CinemaScope is the

answer,” he remarked, “hut let

someone bring me something bet-

ter. I’m not committed to any one

system.”
Will C'Scope films be made

available in straight 2-D format?

(Continued on page 18)

All Bids To

Be Opened In

N. Orleans Test
New' Orleans, Oct. 6.

Starting Nov. 1. 20th-Fox here
will permit inspection of bids on
pictures to all who submitted them
for a period of seven days follow-
ing award of a film. Practice is

confined to the area covered by
the Joy circuit and represents
something ot an experiment, with
the distrib willing to try it out for
one year.

Concession was the outcome of
an out-of-court settlement between
20th and Joy Theatres, Inc. Latter
on Sept. 23 had brought suit

against 20th and Paramount-Gulf
Theatres. Inc., alleging that “The
Robe" was awarded to the Saen-
gcr, a Paramount-Gulf house, in

spite ot a higher bid submitted by
•Toy for showing the pic at the
Panorama Theatre.
The original action sought to bar

Hie Saenger from showing “The
|

Billing the plan as one to

Robe" and asked $385,000 in dam-
, the guesswork out of 3-D» projec-

ts. Agreement didn’t involve a tion, Turner said that special

cash settlement and Judge J. Skel-
[

synchronization and control equip-

h Wright dismissed the suit in ment, a kit of special filters and
Federal court here following a mo-

j

an illustrated manual w ill be made
tion for dismissal by 20th attorney available to theatres equipped for

Hugh M. Wilkinson, Sr., who stated 3-D. Houses using Polaroid viewers

POLAROID’S BOSTON

‘GUESSWORK-REMOVER’

Boston, Oct. 6
Fearing demise of small theatre*

[

via what he termed "suicidal, out-
moded sales tactics" of distribu-
tors. Trueman Rembusch. keynote
speaker at Allied Convention here,
suggested exhibS move towards
taking over one or more film com-
panies as a means of keeping
theatremen in business.

Declaring distribs “had become
public’s and exhibitors No 1

enemy,” Rembusch said control ot

a film company could he achieved
by acquiring 10' '< ot stock which
would give exhibs sufficient voice
to determine production, distribu-
tion policies.

Playdatcs aijd Bank Loans

Rembusch told delegates to Al-

lied's 17th national convention
that exhibitors' greatest assets
were their playdates. lie pointed
out that banks loan money to pro-
ducers who enjoy guaranteed play-
dates. He emphasized investment
companies with film stock would
he willing to turn over their voting
rights "because of value inherent
in guaranteed playdates.” And

today, 1 that hanks would furnish money
because of assets represented by

guaranteed playdates. Further-
more, he stated that “picture-

smart'” exhibs could be elected by
exhibitor stockholders to hoard of

producing companies “and imme-
diately lay plans toward relieving
to great extent shortage ol prod-
uct.” Such a board, he continued,
could eliminate non-productive
personnel of company in sales and
production "replacing them with
men of vision, place in effect in-

centive selling policies, develop
new media of effective advertis-

ing.”

Prompt Acceptance

Rembusch’s buy-up plan was a h-

' copied by delegates with immedi-
ate enthusiasm. Resolution, intro-

j

duced by Ben Marcus of Milwau-
kee and Leo Walcott of Nebraska

I

for formation of committee to ex-
! plore possibility of acquiring stock

j

in film companies was adopted
unanimously. Marcus and Walcott
stressed that production executives
seldom or never consulted exhibs
on product possibilities or what
type of pix public would like.

Allied States board mem-
bers, in comments on the

sidelines, emphasize they’re

entertaining no thoughts about
“taking over" any film com-
pany

,
cveti if such a move,

mere possible. “We just want
to acquire enough stock in

some producer-distributor op-
erations to give us a voice at

board meetings,” ,said one of

the directors. In line mith

this, a special Allied commit-
tee is to be appointed by prexy
W'iU)nr Snapcr to study Securi-

ties A Exchange Commission
regulations and investigate the

bylaws of the film corpora-

tions.

Board chairman Abram F. Myers

Happy About Warren
Industry lies last week greet-

ed with frank enthusiasm the
choice of former California
governor Karl Warren as Chief
Justice ot the l S. Supreme
Court Feeling is that, due to

Ins long tenure as California's

chief exee. Warren can he
counted on to apply his under-
standing of Hollywood’s unique
problems to film cases that

come before Die High Tribunal.
His familiarity with the

workings ot the film biz is

seen as a particular asset when
it comes to a consideration ot

censorship actions.

Wetzel Thinks

Stereo Sound

Is Undersold
Film hi/ should go out and bally-

hoo stereophonic sound as some-
thing new and very attractive in

motion picture presentation, says
Dr. W. VV. Wetzel, director of re-

search for Minnesota Mining A
Manufacturing Co of St. Paul.

Minn., the outfit that holds the
patents for putting magnetic tapes
on film. Wetzel is attending the
Society of Motion Picture A Tele-

vision Engineers convention 4n N Y

He disclosed that his company
was working on a new kind of

stereophonic sound head capable
of giving longer service. Present

pickups employ soft metal and are

subject to frequent replacement
and adjustment.

Need lo consolidate and appraise

I
the great technical strides made In

the motion picture field during Hie

past year loomed large this week
as the Society of Motion Picture

A Television Engineers opened
its 74th semiannual shindig at the

Hotel Slut lor, N Y . Monday
Convention, which lasts tilt

Fi iday night i9>, wasted no time
settling down to digesting the long
list of papers that run the gamut
Irom screen to color TV. Current
stanza is preoccupied with innova-
tions in the film industry and par-

ticularly with various aspects of

stereophonic sound Of the 49
skedded sessions, 28 are concerned
with film. 3-D and related matters
and eight with sound

If there were anv engineers
around who weren’t sure which
way tin* SMPTK pendulum is cur-
rently swinging, they got their cue
at the opening hmchcon Monday
from President Herbert Barnett.

\ftcr urging his listeners to active-

ly participate in the ensuing dis-

cussions and to tie "more than a

mental sponge absorbing technical
know ledge." lie said

"We are now in the most com-
petitive era the motion picture has
ever known. Losses ol I he past

few years have been tragic, espe-
cially to the small independent, ex-

( Continued on page 22)

REMBUSCH OFF COMPO;

SNAPER SUCCESSOR
Boston. Oct 6

Trueman Rembusch has resigned

as a member of the Council of Mo-
tion Picture Organizations' three-

man governing board, to which post

he was named a year and a half

ago by the directorate of Allied

States Assn.

In session here, the Allied board

named Wilbur Snaper to replace

Rembusch in the COMPO spot.

In requesting the COMPO bow-
out. Rembusch underlined the

heavy demands which the job

placed on him. to the extent that

he had to spend as much as 50' / ol

his time away from his family and
his Indiana cir cuit operation

Serving on COMPO with Snapei
in alternate capacity will b«*

Nathan Yamins. Factor in this ap-

pointment is that Yamins, a Boston

pointed out that Allied was mainly resident, can confer convenient!*

Italy Refuses

Bigger DoDar

Takeout Now
In a move seen reflecting dis-

satisfaction with the dollar earn-
ings of Italian pix in the U S

.
Hie

Halo government ha.s refused, for
the time being, to raise the remd-
table portion ol American film
earnings in Italy from the current
37’ j"r to 40'?. Motion Picture Ex-
port Assn, in N.Y. was informed of

the decision via ANIC.Y. the Ital-

ian industry org. earlier this week.
Government's position doe in ’I

completely shut the door on a fu-

ture increase ANTCA communica-
tion indicated that a possible boost

to 40'/ may again be considered
at the start of the second quarter
which is Jan. I Americans mean-
while will continue paving Hie Ital-

ians 12'z"' of their Halo earnings.

Subsidy precedent was set in

1 95.1 and was continued in the cur-

rent one-year film deal which ex-

pires next June 30

Boston. Oct. 6* 1

“Technical service program” de-

signed to perfect the showing ot

3-D films was disclosed at

Allied States convention by Jack-

son Turner, sales manager of Pola-

roid Corp.’s 3-D viewer division.

He said his outfit is investing $500.-

000 in the institutional project.
“take

agreement had beenthat an
reached.

Spokesman for 20th says this is
,lle first time the company has
>.iown a willingness to disclose
bids and t hat there is no assur-
ance whatever that this local in-
v \ince would be expanded to apply
nation** ide.

responsible for bringing about

divorcement of theatre-production

activities, although Allied might

now he accused of entering similar

arrangements. Exhibs. with backs

t ,

UI
i against wall, had no other choice

tne
but to seek best means to protect

their investments as exhibitors

Resolution by Marcus and Walcott

actually favored acquisition of

stock in all production-distribution

firms.

Explaining what exhib control of

film production would bring about.

Rembusch said competition would

be re-introduced into the motion

picture wholesale market. As ex-

ample of what he assured conven-

tion delegates was not pipedream
thinking. Indiana leader selected

RCA RKO to demonstrate how theatre-

I men could annex film company. He

with Sam Pinanski, also from this

city, on COMPO matters. Pinanski

is the Theatre Owners of America
rep on the COMPO board

Indications are that both Pi-

nanski and Lichtman intend to

continue their COMPO Jobs

In related action, the Allied

board also voted to continue its

COMPO membership and author-

all-indusfty outfit’s tax committee.

He is co-chairman with Pat McGee,
ized H A Cole to continue on the

will receive the package gratis

along with the services of

Service and Altec
r‘o t ^theatres said 330.000 shares would roughly

flat $95 approximate 10"< of this company’s

statements outstanding common stock. Using
.’his home ’ territory of Indiana as

to point, he said: “In a 2 terri-

‘ (Continued on page 10)

i
the installations

the price will be a

In the course of his

Turner commented that 4.700 th?a

‘ties in the US. are equipped

|
show 3-D’ers.

Next Allied Convention

Set for Milwaukee
Boston. Oct. 6.

Allied’s hoard selected Milwau-
kee as site for its 1953 national

convention. Dates fixed are Oct.

12-14. Members will stay at Schroe-
der Hotel, with convention activ-

ities at Civic Auditorium.
Allied also sponsoring national

drive-in meeting at Netheilands-
l Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati, Feb. 2-4.

Nord Single-Strip 3-D

Tells Allied Exhibitors

Of Important Acceptance
Boston. OH fi

Nord system of processing 3 I)

pix on to a single-strip print

.

eliminating the dual projection
necessary with the two separate
prints in ijs«* to now. has been con-
tracted for by Columbia, Allied

Artists. Hal Wallis, Edward Small
and Bryan Koy. These outfits have
definite commitments for the Nord
process for their pix and Warners
is now considering such a deal, ac-

cording to Nate Supak. president of

Hu* Nord outfit, and Dr Roy Klapp.
inventor of the system.

Supak and Klapp, here for the

Allied States convention where
they demonstrated their product,

said installation of the equipment
necessary for the Nord -processed
pi x will cost $1,500 per theatre

They claim numerous technical

and economical advantages, in-

cluding elimination of < 1
1 the

need for two projectionists. f 2 *

the distortion that develops with

misalignment of two film strips.

1 (Continued on page 22 >
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Ton-h Song
(SONGS-COLOR)

Strong Joan Crawford atarrrr

with hefty distaffer appeal and
above-average key prospects.

Hollywood, Oct 2.
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Murder on Monday
(‘Home At Seven’)'

“Murder On Monday,” which
opened yesterday <Tues. ) at

the Plaza, N. V., wfas reviewed
as “Home At Seven” from
London by Variety Feb. 6,

M).
r
>2. The London Films-

Maurice Cowan production is

based on the play by K. C.

Sheriff, and stars Ralph Rich-
ardson. Margaret Leighton and
Jack Hawkins. Richardson
also directed, his first such
chore.

Said Mj/ro, "The star’s mar-
quee value and the author’s
reputation should give it an
American appeal beyond I he
limitations of an art house re-

lease.” Richardson, as a bank
clerk suspecting himself of

robbery and murder lollowiiig

a one-day amnesia, is sup-
ported by Hawkins as his doc-
tor, and Miss Leighton as his

wife. All performances are
more than equal to the task.

The Living Df«er(
(COLOR)

Walt Disney’s first “True-
Life Adventure” feature, in-

teresting. instructive, with
good b.o. prospects.

Hollywood. Oct. 1.

Disney release <>1 Bert SliarpMeen
pi oclurliiin Duelled by James Algar.

Canieia, N. Paul henworthy. Jr.. Hooert
II Crandall; additional pliotograpny.
Stuart V. Jewell. Jack C. Coulter. Don
Alien, Tad Nichols; screenplay, Janu s

Alsar, Winston lliblcr. led Sears; nar-

rated by Winston llihler: music, Paul
Smith; editor. Norman Palmer Previewed
Sept. 29, ‘33. Running time. 72 MINS.

M-G-M has supplied .loan Craw-
ford will) a strong starring vehicle

in “Torch Song/’ and she makes it

her show all the way, as well as a
topnotch woman’s picture. Dit. li-

fers will buy it, and shouldn’t have
too much trouble dragging their
males along, so its business possi-
bilities in key dates appear above-
average. Picture is the third in
M-G M’s “Lucky Seven” group. 1

meaning added emphasis on its

bookings and the grosses should be 1

commensurate to this extra selling
and the entertainment offered.

The picture has the smooth gloss
that Crawford fans expect. There
are striking gowns, high-styled but
not extreme, class background set-i

tini-s and an overall polish that 1

goes veil with the story and ifs

t haracters. The co-production by
Henry Rinnan and Sidney Frank -

1

bn. Jr., is good. The plot and
piayers are handled experllv h\ 1

Charles Walters’ direction, which
embellishes the generally interes*

|

inu story with the standout imli-

v idual scenes and sharp dialog that

highlight the screenplay by John
Michael Hayes and Jan Luvtig.

Script is based on
1. A R Wylie.

The picture tells

story of a successful
* d\ siar on Broadway
woman who came up

Tnnga-Tilia
(COLOR)

Tahitian Idyll, leisurely re-

counting life and romance
in the islands, as seen there
hv Dwight Long’s cameras. An
art house subiert with finale

native dance for s.a. exploita-
tion.

Hollywood. Oct. 5.
jIndependent ii'lciisr U,force Sehacf- -

f* i t nf An h Mnnvn. Dwight Long pro- !

duet Inn. Directed arul photographed l>y

l.mir m Him h<>daclm>nie. reprndu* **d in
i nn ImiMman Color Film; narration writ-
ten by Charles Ted lord; delivered by

j

C.eorre Fenneman: story, Lela Rogers;
I'ddinial supervision. Robert Rcltcher; I

I'ditor. Merrill White: score. I os Baxter; I

special song. "Tahiti. My Island.” by Vic-

j

tm Vniini! Previewed Oct 2, '53. Run-
ning time. 12 MINS.
Venn ijjirD Adeline
Toni <h*iy t

Venn's mother
Tilin'* mother
Chinese hov Ho 'er Soui
Governor ' An/ani ............. Himself
Mayor Preui .... Himself i

Captain Darr . . Himself

Walt Disnej s decision to ex-

pand his well received half-hour

"True-Life Adventure ' series into

feature length leads to a sock ini-

tialer in "The Living Desert,” an

interesting, instructive and often

thrilling pictorial recital of life in

the raw on the Great American
Desert. Film will be packaged
with two other Disney subjects, a

47-minute "Stormy, the Thorough-
bred ’ 'still to be previewed) and
“Ben fetid Me,” 21 -minute cartoon,

to compose a complete show unit

of two hours and 20 minutes’ run-

ning time, which will be sold by
Disney s own organization.

This subject manifests inex-
haustible-seeming patience on the

»art of naturalist-photographers N
Paul Kenworthy, Jr., and Robert
H. Crandall. Kxtraordinary foot-

age via Technicolor is a remark-
able panorama of animal existence.

The mysteries ^>f life on the des-

ert. its animal ferocities,

strange devotions, spectacular
beauty and odd native humor—all

are blended into a fascinating pa-

geant of the highest audience in-

terest. —

.

To this optical spread is added
the particularly fine, atmospheric
musical seore of Paul Smith, who»
as in past "True-Life” entries,

captures the mood of the individ-

/ d sequences. His titillating mu-

Trent’s Last Case
“Trent's Last Case,” British

import tradeshowing now ,in

N. Y„, was reviewed irora Lon-
don by Variety Nov. 5, 1952.

Herbert Wilcox production,

which stars Orson Welles,

Michael wilding and Margaret
Lockwood, is being distributed

in me U^S. by Republic.
According to Htyru, "Wil-

cox has lashioned a conven-
tional whodunit iroin tnis E.

C. Bentley story but he has a

marquee cast which snould
help io boost it for nome trade,

it can only be regarded as a

minor nominee lor U. b. hon-

ors.” Wilding is reporter*

sleuth Trent, witn Weiies us

tne victim, and miss LockwooU
as his widow. Performances
are lust class, witn direction

by producer wilcox worKinaii-

liKe and neat. Max Greene
did the line lensing.

Donovan*** Drain

Science-fiction horror, salable

tor exploitation dates; otner-

wise grim programmer, well-

made.

Hollywood, Sept. 30.

United Artisi» mitiic ui i/uv*iiiit uum
Gnvbi 1‘iotiuction. Stars Lew Ayres; eo-

stars Gene Evans, Nancy Davis; tcaiurcs

Sieve lirodie, Tom Cowers. Lisa Howard.
Screenplay aiul oireeiion o> Felix 1-eist;

adapted by Hugh Brooks from tne novel

bv Curt Sioumaa; camera, Joseph lliroc;

eiiitor. Herbert L. Sirocki score corn-

its
j
posed and conducted by
sleuter. Previewed Sept,

time. 83 MINS.

Dr. Patrick J. Cory
Dr. Frank Schrait ......
Janice Cory
Herbie Yocum
t'hloc Donovan
Advisor
Tom Donovan
Ranker Chief Tuttle ...

W. J. Higgins

2U,
F.ddie Dun-
'53. Running

Ah Fu Himself

dory hv

a back'd age
musical com*

Slie is a

from noth-
ing. hard and demanding ol her-

self and associates in her work, but

gracious and glamorous to her pub-
lic. The career drive has left her
a lonely woman, but too sell-sulli-

iiint to acknowledge needs out-

side of herself. This tough veneil
begins to crack when Michael
Wilding, a war-blinded pianist,

substitutes for her regular vocal

arranger and accompanist. Her re-

luctant interest in this man build'

t * * a tremendous scene in which
she. alone in her bedroom, simu-
lates blindness to discover what it

imet he like to live in a world ol

darkness. The finale finds In r ai -

know lodging her needs ns a

woman.
The simulated blindness scene

and several others come over with
a v(H k dramatic impact, and there
are little touches throughout, '•mil

as the growling dislike Wilding’-
seeim’.-eye dog has for the actress,

that maintain audience ini rest

even when the pace has a tendency
to lalli'r Miss Crawford wears
the demands of the role and the

gowns that go with it with a -Ink
professionalism just right tor the
» haraeler. It's one of her top per-

lurmanees. While Iter role domi-
nates. Wilding is not lost, turning
in a sensitive portrayal as the

blind man.
The musical star character lias

four songs, several rating repri-es.

"Tenderly.” one of the four, also

themes the background store
which is ably directed hv Adolph
Deutsch. Latter vlefTed "Follow
.Ale." heard as a show tune and in

a party reprise sung by Rudy Ren-
der. Two Faci’d Woman." h>

Arthur Schwartz and Howard
Diet/, fs spotlighted in the pic-

tures big high-yellow production
number Fourth tune is Aim
Won't Forget Me,” by Fred Spiel-

man and Hermit Goell. Miss C’raw-

Dwight Long, remembered for

bis A cade m y Award-winning
"Fighting Lady.” the wartime
documentary of a Navy carrier,

this time has turned his cameras
on Tahiti for an idyllic photo-

graphic study of life and romance
in the islands. It's a careful work,
reflecting an understanding and
regard for the subject, although
not always a commercially accept-

able motion picture. However, it

is good art house filmfare and will

be sold through George Schaeffer
for the sureseater circuit. Else-

where. some regular situations go-

ing in for offbeat pix can exploit

it to advantage, either for the
charm south seas idylls have for

the armchair voyager or for the
finale native dance.

Tel ahaiimiai
Paul Mfov

Ali<'«- Swenson
Tuman turn • sic points up the light and humor-

ous equences. as well as stressing
the dramatic power of the many
tense scenes.

Action is truly remarkable, as

the cameras locus on the many
strange denizens of the desert.
Tops are the death battle between
a wasp and a tarantula, the strug-
gle between a red-tailed hawk and
a rattlesnake, and the fight staged
by two immense tortoises for the
affections of a female, lending
grim reminder of (lie starkness of
life in the parched regions. Wild
pigs 'peccaries i attacking a bob-
cat and treeing him up a giant.

Mr. Webster
Nathaniel Fuller
Mr. Mac.Nish ...

Mr. Brooke
Mr. Smith
Dr. Crane ......
Hotel Desk XMerk
lleeeptionist
Supply Company Clerk

...... Lew Ayres i

...... Gene Evans
Nancy Davis

, . . Steve Brodie
. Lisa K. Howard

I’om Powers
. . Michael Coljjan

K> ie James
. . Stapleton Kent
. . .

.

Peter Adams
Victor Sutherland
. . John Hamilton
. . . Harlan Wurde
. Paul Hoffman

. William Cottrell
Tony Merrill

. . . Faith Langley
Mark Lowell

bourgeois setting is done with a
care that removes its melodrama *,

aspects and makes it an alternately
absorbing and lagging film. Some
cutting could make this interesting
film more palatable for U. S. situa-
tion*. As it stands, this might he
a good bet for some artv situations
because of its fine workmanship
and depth of approach. Word-o*-
mouth and crix should help.
A modernization of the Kmi .

Zola period piece, this evoke '

u
infatuation and love between a
manly truck driver and the
of his offieious, petty anil -

.

superior. The affair leads to
murder of the husband and .

final destruction of the lover-

Cai ne’s direction builds a h.

brooding atmosphere ol tin . i

indulgent, dreary life of the wo ,. M
i w hose attempt at escape and gr
fication leads to her eventual m'.

j

struction. The dreanne-s ,s

i brought out by the painstaking
direction, but the needed emotion
and fire between the two- proiajo-
nists is not convincing enom

: to
carry the brunt of this caiitol
craftsmanship.
Simone Signoret is adequate as

the browbeaten wife who finally
breaks with her drab environment,
but her sudden surrender io the
bourgeois codes does not hold up.
Raf Vallone, as the truck driver,
adds an intense presence, but even
he is betrayed by the over-
elaborate unfoldment. Newcomers
Jacques Duby. east as the husband,
and Roland Lesaffre. the oily wit-

ness, provide fine backing for the
stars.

Lensing is brilliant and matches
the heavy atmosphere of the bleak
Lyon streets to the studio recon-

structions. Editing is fine in laving

bare the finely set up relationships

between the characters. Music
helps underlay the events. Mask

Shadow** of Toinl»*>f«»m k

Tailor ................. Shimen Iluskin

Rex Allen In stock sagebrush
programmer for Saturday
matinee trade.

Well-made science-fiction horror
feature, "Donovan's Brain” has ex-
ploitation angles. It’s grim stuff

based on Curt Siodmak’s chiller
novel. Put together in a more pol-

ished fashion tnan most such hor-
ror entries. Relies more on acting
and mental reactions than gadgets
to put over its thrills.

While the Siodmak novel has
reached the screen once before.

prickly cactus, and a brave kan- that offering was not under the

thing.
Dis-

lord
t ion

'v terp chores and the
number were staged

prod ac-
hy Ual- tain

t» -v. who a so cut himself in a* n« r

dance partner.

Gig Young is somewhat lo-t in

the i ole of a shallow, tipplm:
young r an in the star's entoura'ge
Mai iorie Rambeau socks over her
jew m cm's as tiie star's molhir
First-rate support comes fund
IleniA Morgan. Dorothy Pa

1

rick

.lames Todd Kugei.e LoritVg, Paul
Gtulfoyle. Benny Rubin. Pe.ti-r

Chong and Mai die Norman among
o' h*t -.

1 he mart art direction, .settings

*.,d !1< len Rose’-, costuming ihite-

a

i :iti i ng display in Robert
I'.u'.ck s Technicolor lcnsin!.

Pro

-

An all-native east, music and
locale are used by Long and the

unschooled performances add U>
the authenticity and simplicity
which the director-cameraman
sought. The pace Is unhurried, at
times too leisurely for general
ta-te. and he is inclined to repeti-
tion in a number of the sequences,
hut the beauty of the islands and
the seas around them are fully
'•aught by the camera. The sen-
v capes. whether of calm waters or
raging waves, have a great wallop.
Interesting, too. hut overused in i

the 74-minute footage, .are native
J

dances and ceremonies and the is-

land's version of the Olympic
Games staged on Bastille Day in
Papeete. The big kicker is the
finale wedding feast and the
climactic dance by a grass-skirted,
bare-hosomed. island belle It is a
natural interpretation of the wed-
ding ceremony, earthy and excit-
ing.

Threaded through the footage is

a light plot, telling the story of a
stalwart island male, the girl he
wishes to marry and the problems
thiy overcome to do so. Enacting
these two principals with a simple
charm are Paul Meoe and Adeline
Tetahaimiiai. Several island resi-
dents play themselves, such as Gov-
ernor Anzani. Mayor Poetii, Cap-

Ah Eu.

garoo rat making life miserable
for a voracious side-winder by
throwing sand in its eyes and forc-
ing it to retreat are other high-
lights.

The lighter side of life is ex-
pressed. too. on many occasions.
There's the courtship of a couple
of scorpions, showing them square-
dancing: ground squirrels at play,
one ol them, a saucy little

exhibiting all the charm of a
ney cartoon character as it dis-
plays great bravery in the face of a
snake attack: a nosy roadrunner
interfering with the life of the
more serious desert citizens—these
and others offer rare moments of
comedy. On every turn, however,
the desperate struggle ior survival
is emphasized.
Camera work H cxrMlent and in-

spiring light down the line. Be-
sides Kenworthv and Crandall,
whose closeups disclose scenes un-
dreamed of hy most viewers, others
contributing a variety of interest-
ing dramas of the desert are Stu-
art V. Jewell, Jack C. Couffer, Don
Arlen and Tad Nichols.
Ben Sharpsteen is listed as as-

sociate producer and James Algar
as director. Catchy narration
which admirably suits every scene
and mood is spoken by Winston
Hi bier, who with Algar and Ted
Sears wrote the script. Tight edit-
ing hy Norman Palmer is respon-
sible for constant movement.

Whit.

Darr and
• sociated with Long on

Arch Monson .

v as scored by
Victor Young

special) song. "Tahiti.
The Lela Rogers storv

the
The
Les
con-

proihution is

native music
Baxter, with
tn but in g a

My Inland.”
is earned off by the native players
eonti ihuting dialog in their own
tongue, while George Fenneman
'•peaks the overall narration writ-
ten hy Charles Ted lord. Editing
was done by Merrill White under
the supervision ot Robert Belteher,
Long photographed the picture on
Kim Kodaphroine during a two-
vear May in Tahiti and it has been
blown up on 35m East man Co ior

Film for release, Brorj.

Titfield Thunderbolt
"The Titfield Thunderbolt”

was reviewed from London bv
Variety March 25. 1953. It

opened Monday »5> at the
Little Carnegie. N. Y. The
Michael Balcon-Ealing studios
production stars Stanley Hol-
loway. with George Relph and
Nauntoii Wayne. It is being
released in this country by
Universal- International.
Of the Technicolor comedy

Mi/ro said. "There are no mar-
quee nanus lor the U. S.. the
film reiving lor its strength on
the characterizations . . . high-
ly improbable, hut diverting.”
Holloway does a polished job
as the village soak who takes
over the operation of the local
rail.oad when it is abandoned
by the government. Charles
Crichton did the expert direc-
tion. and T E. B. Clarke's
script h the first comedy to he
done in color hy Ealing.

same title, nor as well-done. Hugh
j

Brookes adapted the novel and
j

Felix Feist both directed and wrote
i

the screenplay. The development
has imagination and a good sus-
pense pull. The several slow spots
in the presentation result from
rather long sequences of explana-
tory dialog that talk out the ac-
tion, but the thesping skill of the
three principals, Lew Ayres, Gene
Evans and Nancy Davis, manages
to keep up the interest most of the
time.

Ayres is a doctor experimenting
with keeping animal tissue alive,
working in a desert laboratory with
the aid of his wife. Miss Davis,
and an alcoholic medico friend,
Evans. Already successful in sus-
taining life in a monkey’s brain,
Ayres carries his experimenting to
a human brain when an accident
victim died in his laboratory. The
brain belongs to an evil, ruthless
millionaire and its will takes con-
trol of Ayres. The doctor is dom-
inated to such an extent that his
mannerisms become those of the
dead man. frightening his wife and

i

friend and nearly bringing disaster
down on all of them. An opportune
lightning bolt kills the evil organ,
leaving the doctor to clear himself
with the authorities for his experi-
ment.
Tom Grics’ production guidance

is well-valued, achieving effects
beyond the budget. Casting is ex-
cellent. with Ayres dominating the
performance. Good are Evans and
Miss Davis, as are Steve Brodie. a
free-lance photog who gets onto
the story and blackmails the doc;
Torn Powers, Victor Sutherland
and others.
Joseph Bi roc’s lensing. the pro-

duction design, special effects and
the Eddie Dunstedter score are ex-
cellent contributions. Bro<j.

Hollywood. Oct. 2

Republic release of Rudy Ralston pro-

duction. Stars Rex Allen, Koko feiiuin*

features Slim Pickens. Jeanne f'nbpiT,

Roy Barcroft. Emory Parnell. Ric Romm
Richard Avonde. Julian Rivero Ih ti'.d

by William Witney. Written bv Gcr.ild

Oerajehty: camera. Bud Thacker.v ediim.
Richard L. Ven Enger. Previewed Sept.

30. ’53. Running time, 53 MINS.
Rex Allen • . . Hex Allen
The Miracle Horse of the_J)Iovios Koko
Slim Slim Pickens
Marge Jeanne Cooper
Mike Roy Barcroft
Sheriff Webb Emory l’arm II

Delgado Ric Roman
Deputy Todd Richard Avonde
Peon Julian Ri\om

Thprew* Haquin
(FRENCH)

Venice. Sept. 22.
Paris Film-Lux production and release

Stars Simone Signoret. Hat Vallone. Pi-
le* ted b> Martel Caine. Screenplay,
Charles S.uiak. Caine from novel by
Emile Zola: dialog. Sp.tak camera. Roger
Hubert; editor, llenri Rust: music. Mau-
rice Thiriet: set*. Paul Bertrand. At
Venice Film festival. Running lime,
110 MINS.
Therese ............... Simone Signoret
Laurent Raf Vallone
Camille lai-pucs Duby
The Witness Roland Lesaffre
Mrs. Ranuin ................ Sylvie

Marcel Caine has conceived a
brilliant hut curiously cold film.

Story of illicit love in a lower class

This stock sagebrusher lias Rex
Allen furnishing the saddle heroics

in ridding a western town of a

crooked sheriff. It is written, di-

rected and played to formula for

the western programmer market,
where Allen’s kiddie fans should

accept it.

Allen and sidekick Slim Picket)*

have their troubles getting tin-

goods on Emory Parnell, the

sheriff, who is in cahoots with Roy
Barcroft, operator of a crooked
gambling saloon, and Bic Roman,
a bandit from below the border.

The hero is shown up as a mis-

erable marksman and had his aim
been truer the shooting would have
been over in the first reel. How-
ever. script and direction keep him
missing his easy shots for 53 min-
utes so the picture could have the

proper program length for its in-

tended ptaydates. Allen, one of

the better saddle crooners, pipes

an oater ditty behind the title

credits, but elsewhere sticks to

straight action.
Jeanne Cooper holds the femme

lead as a girl reporter in the

Gerald Geraghty story, and comes
to Allen’s aid after she’s convinced
the power of the press should he

turned against the town’s crooks

Barcroft, Parnell and Roman pro-

vide a suitable amount of dirty

work for picture purposes. Their

crookedness is so obvious it seems

the hero should have seen throne')

it earlier.

The outdoor values are all that

are required in the budget western

field and William Witney’s direc-

tion moves the plot along to tpr-

niula action. Lensing and other

technical credits are standard tor

this type product. liro<i.

i

‘The Americano’ Resume*
Hollywood. Oct 6

Filming of "The Americano’

will be resumed here in tvo

weeks, according to producer Rob-

ert Stillman, who added that t
"**

picture has adequate finam :al

backing for completion.
Original intention was to shoot

the entire picture in Brazil I

company returned to Hollywood

with only one third of the foot a ^
completed. Stillman is renrran --

ing the schedule for a fresh sta
’

with Glenn Ford. Cesar Rom'"’

and Arthur Kennedy rc'-um. -

their roles.
i
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END WASHINGTON SEGREGATION
As Data Is Re-Studied, the Short

History of 3-D Has Many a Question

Three-D at this date still has its<

place in the studio sun, but the

high cost of living with this added-

dimension (depth) baby is unique

in tricky industry economics.

While many 3-D’ers have looked

like darlings at the boxoffice, some

money men in the east say the

depth charges are murder.

Standard film brought in at a

negative cost of $500,000 requires

a distribution gross of about $900.-

000 to break even. The $400,000

differential covers prints, adver-

tising and distribution costs. The
3-D’cr lensed on a $50,000 budget

must reach $1,600,000 in distribu-

tion money before it’s out of the

red.

RKO has limited itself to 200 of

the dual-strip prints for “Second

C hance” despite the fact a bigger

order would mean wider distribu-

tion. greater income faster and,

finally, the earlier opportunity to

send the pic out to market as a

conventional 2-D’er. Last point is

important since the company’s re-

leasing lineup at present is not too

strong. But each dual print, in

color and with stereophonic sound,

costs $1,500 and a full print order

would be economically risky.

On the basis of its b.o. so far,

and figuring on 2.200 3-D engage-

ments, “Chance” could reach $2,-

500,000 in domestic distribution re-

turns. which will be good coin for

the Robert Mitchum-Linda Darnell

costarrer.

Columbia figures on a maximum
of 2.600 available theatres for 3-D
pix at present. (Actually, there are

more but, for example, the house
operating in competition with a

Col account is ruled out as a pos-

( Continued on page 22 >

*1, the Jury' It Big
How can you figure 3-D?
The b.o. showing of many

dimensional pix in recent
months established the fact

that the public has become
about as selective in buying
3-D entertainment as in stand-
ard pix. The novelty disap-
peared and only the real

screen values would sell.

But now comes “1, the Jury
”

This 3-D adaptation of a

Mickey Spillane story, without
any prominent cast names,
took a drubbing from a ma-
jority of critics. And many
execs in the trade gave it

slim chance at the bo. But
“Jury” has proved a strong
money-maker. It will gross

$1,500,000 for sure in do-
mestic rentals. And on the
basis of coin racked up so far,

it could even reach $1,750,000.

OHIO SALES

TAX ON 3-D

SPECS

FORM COUNCIL

FOR 3-D FILM

PROGRESS
Newly created Council for 3-D

Film Progress is looking around for
a prominent industry figure, “some-
one like Adolf Zukor,” to be its

chairman, according to Robert H.
Odell of N. Y„ the Council's exec
director.

Expressing hope that the Coun-
cil would be joined by at least the
distribs that have 3-D films on
their skeds, Odell said it would
be the org’s purpose to maintain
public interest in the stereopix.
“We want the producers to im-
prove their 3-D story properties,"
he commented. “We don’t want to

see 3-D killed off before it has had
a chance.”
Temporary board of the Council,

which for the moment sees no
monetary contributions, consists of
Al O’Keefe, v.p. in charge of dis-

tribution of the Pola-Lite Co.;

Chester Ross, exec v.p. of National
Film Service which handles another
typo of 3-D viewer, and Odell him-
self. Council has mailed member-
ship applications to all companies
and individuals interested in 3-D.
explaining that, with a diversified

membership, it could offer “a
forum, meeting place and mouth-
piece for the good of everyone con-
cerned.”

Columbus, Oct. 6.

Tricky interpretation and appli-

cation of the state’s sales tax of

3% is involved in 3-D spectacles.

If exhibitors give away glasses they

are liable for a 3 c r sales tax on
the gross amount of the purchase.

But when re-sold to the public, the

“exemptions” in the Ohio statute

operate and no tax need be col-

lected.

Ohio sales tax is collectible on
transactions of 40c and more. Thus
a 10c 3-D spec would be untaxed.

However, if a man and wife came
up to the boxoffice with three chil-

dren and bought five pairs, the 50c

would be liable to the 3'7 sales tax.

But—note— if the man says first

“give me two tickets and two
glasses” and then says separately

“give me three tickets and three

glasses” that’s two transactions,

both under 40c. and no tax need
be made.

IT BOXOFFICE
Washington, Oct 6.

Segregation is quietly being
wiped out in District of Columbia
film houses.

Loew’s has lifted the ban on sale

of tickets to Negroes in its three
midtown theatres — the Capitol.
Palace and Columbia. The 18 thea-
tres of the Stanley-Warner chain,
including the Warner which is be-
ing converted to Cinerama and the
showcase Metropolitan, are also
ending the former “white only”
policy. The Translux has also
quietly followed suit, as have the
eight modern nabe houses of the
Kogod-Burka circuit, one or two
of which are bidding for and ob-
taining first run product in the
city.

As the situation is now, only a

few independently owned and
operated neighborhood theatres
have yet to fall in line and com-

f-pletely wipe out the segragation
situation in theatres here.

Art Houses Started It

The mid-town houses and sure-
seaters dropped all color bars a

couple of years back and rate
credit as pioneering the reform.

In the legit field, both the Na-
tional and Shubert now run non-
s< gregated as does Constitution
Hall, the big auditorium of the
Daughters of the American Revo-
lution. The National Guard Ar-
mory and Uline’s Arena, scene of
ice shows, athletic contests and
many other types of events, have
always been non-segregated.

Feeling is that entertainment
segiegation w-ill become a thing of

• Continued on page 18)

Detroit Critics Adjectivize ‘Robe’;

Some Magnetic Static Backscreen

Foresighted Exhibs
Anticipating a product short-

age in 1954 as result of Hol-

lywood's move to new tech-

niques and big pictures, nabe

and smalltown exhibs are cut-

ting down on the number of

changes per week.
Houses throughout the coun-

try are switching from four to

three changes per week Drive-

ins, which formerly changed
pix twice a week, are cur-

rently playing ordinary prod-

uct for a w hole week’s run.

of the

the Me-

GARY COOPER HITS

2D RUNS HARDEST
Vet star Gary Cooper is develop-

ing an unusual reputation so far

as the market reaction to his re-

cent pix is concerned. With the

exception of “High Noon." the

Cooper starrers are far stronger in

subsequent runs in relation to

money from the opening showcase

situations.

His newest, “Return to Para-

dise," has been okay in first-runs

and, following the pattern, big in

key subsequents. “Paradise'

grossed $255,000 in 32 top second-

run houses in a single week this

month. Similar experience was

found with “Distant Drums.

“Springfield Rifle'
-

and “Cloak

and Dagger.”

Thanksgiving Push For

‘Kiss Me Kate’ Would

Use All 450 Prints

Although a final decision on the

manner of regular release for

“Kiss Me Kate”—in 3-D or wide-

screen—hasn't been determined.
Metro’s sales org is attempting to

line up as many day-and date hook-

ings as possible for Thanksgiving
week. Aim is to equal the 450

bookings, the entire print order,

which was set for “Plymouth Ad-

venture" last November.
“Kate" will be tested this month

in six situations, with three set to

show the picture in 3-D and three

in widescreen. On the basis of the

experiment, M-G will decide the

manner of release.

While trade showings haven’t

boon set until Oct, 26. company’s

field staffers have been told to

have their customers reserve

Thanksgiving playing time pending

the trade showings.

FULL GLAMOR

FOR ALL ROBE’

OPENINGS
“The Robe." 20th-Fox’s first

CinemaScope release, will he

made available to the circuits for

key theatre engagements in mid-.

November. exhibs have been told

Meanwhile, 20th said that the

film will be showing in 26 situa-

tions by the end of this week, with

11 key openings skedded through

Friday «9'. Biggest preem
week was Monday '5' at

morial Theatre, Boston.

Openings everywhere are closely

supervised with the top echelon at

20th busy traveling hack and forth

to cover them as extensivly as pos-

sible. Proper sendoff of the pic.

coupled with a maximum of news-

paper publicity on

and CinemaScope, is

"must.”

Spyros P Skouras. 20th proxy,

hint self his been to Chicago. Pitts-

burgh. Washington. Buffalo and

Boston so far to see the film

launched. Al I.iohtman, 20th di-

rector of sale's, went to Chicago

and I.os Angeles, and 20th ad-pub

veepoe Charles Emfcld last week

toured southern keys in advance of

the pie’s openings. He also attend-

ed the Boston preem.

There’s been no dec ision as yet

on a N Y showcase for “How lo

Marry a Millionaire," 20th’s sec-

ond CinemaScope release, slated

to open this month. Radio City

Music Hall wanted it. but it's un-

derstood that the Hall may not he

available until January There was

talk of the film having a double

premiere at the Astor and \ ii t<»i i«*

Theatres, but the British ‘ Berlin

Story” has now been hooked into

both “Rohe"
considered a

Detroit, Oct. 6

A capacity audience, including
many of the .top officials in the*

automotive world and other lo cl-

ing citizens of Detroit, vigorously
applauded “The Robe” after the
CinemaScope film was first shown
at the' 5,000-seat Fox Thursday
<1>. Those not on the guest list

paid $2 50 for main oor seats or
$1 80 for balcony positions

Film critics for all three Detroit
dailies gave the picture very fa-

vorable reviews. In fact, outside
of criticisms of “slight fuzziness"
in a few scenes, sound being "loo
loud" and closeup shots involving
one or two figures “leaving some-
thing of a vacuum.” the praise was
unreserved

Helen Bower of Detroit Free
Press railed it “the most imposing
and stupendous presentation of a

religious drama ever put on film.

It ushers in an era of spectacle
such as the movies have never be-
fore known.”

Walter Stevenson, Detroit Times
critic, said “First-nighters discov-
ered Hollywood’s most potent
threat to television ‘The Rohe*
and the technique in which it is

presented mirks a milestone in

movie history As a spectacle pic-

ture. it has magnitude and magnifi-
cence seldom equalled ”

Al Wcitsehat, of the Detroit
News, was "enthralled by a new
experience in movie going” Of
the audience, he* said “They came,
they saw and they were con-
quered by the magic of Cinema-
Scope ”

None of the critics mentioned a

loud, crac kling of electricity which
came from speakers behind the
screen. Dave Idzal, Fox managing
director, said it was caused by the
film becoming magnetized, a diffi-

culty not encountered in New
York, hut which has shown up In

some other cities recently-. He said
that the problem was being com-
pletely overcome by demagnetizing
the film and by protecting sou fid

heads with protective shields of
non-magnetic metal.

FAST WRITEOFF

OF C’SCOPE

TOOLS

(Continued on page* 22*

How to Weigh Popcorn in the Lobby

Legion Lauds Code
Hollywood. Oct 6.

American Legion, in its national
campaign for decency in drama, ex- 1

pressed approval of the film indus- 1
' ia

try’s Production Code. National
Commander Arthur J. Connell, in
a letter to Eric Johnston, MPAA
thief, said:

“It is with satisfaction that I

learned of the action of your
board of directors reaffirming its

support of the principles of the
Code. I take this opportunity to

World’s Biggest Screen

Is Shipped to France

What’s claimed to be the biggest

screen in the world—73 x 44 feet

—was shipped to Paris last w'cek

the French Line for installa-

tion in the Gaumont Palace there.

Screen, which has “invisible

seams,” was produced bv the Ray-

tone Screen Corp. of Brooklyn and

is an all-purpose type, according to

Sol Shurpin, Raytone prexy. He

said that the new Raytone plant

would be in a position to turn out

seamless screens of any size at

commend the board on its action the rate of ten a day and that na>-
and to encourage it in its efforts to tone was filling many foreign or

-

ni aintain the Code In letter and in ders. Raytone screens cost 51 5U

sP*nt.”
[ per square foot.

4

By DEAN A. MYERS
Columbus, Oct. 6.

The weighing and measuring of

popcorn sold in film parlors in con-

formity with the mandate of the

sovereign State of Ohio gets trick-

ier and funnier. Popcorn weighs

like feathers wafted in air, and

this characteristic has now been

conceded by His Honor the State

Deputy Sealer of Weights and

Measures.
It might he possible to stand-

ardize lobby popcorn dispensing

except that it is packed in unstand- 1

ard square, rectangular, rylindri-

;

cal and assorted lopsizes. Nonethe-

less Robert A. Wile, executive sec-

retary of the Independent Theatre

Owners of Ohio, is facing the issue

squarely.
Students of the occult are ad-

vised to read on. Others may skip

to the next Variety exclusive.

Popcorn-weighing should be, says

I Wile, based upon the following

principles, which will no doubt

come to he known as Wile’s Law

Inf induction of CinemaScope has-

h'd to one of the most unique
twists in exhib-distrih business
dealings in years, centered on costs
of new equipment. Angle Is that

at least some exhibs want to amor-
tize these costs In a big hurry and
this, of course, would go on the
hooks as house* expense This, In

turn, Constitutes tin* problem be-

cause 20th-Kox, in licensing "'Hie

Rohe*” in ("Scope. is otfering <1 • I

s

whereby exhibs would receive* at

lease 10' * of the gross as profit,

after hems** e*xpe*nse is deduced
Mieiwe*st the -,itie* openatnr in

the* past week oxplai nrd that Ins

(“Slope* in- (.'illation e*ain«* to $20-
000 and he'd like* to write this e»!f

pronto a year at the* maximum,
or 33 6 in a * Jbnise e*\pe*n e thus would he* $400

weekly for this one* item. He*

added he* has agreoff “in principle*”

to a “Robe*” deal, with the amorti-
zation question till to he* re* so 1 ve*ei.

No he*lp to 20th is the* experi-
ence which many theatre* e»px have?

had with 3 1). They spent heavy
coin in tooling up for tin* ade|e*d

hut the* 3-D grosses

did not justify tin*

outlay of cash for the 3 D appara-
tus, From this lias grown the?

desire on the part of tbealremcn
t e> get the C’Scope costs amortized

as quickly as possible.

t
i
ply the width e»f the* box by the*

heighth and again by tin* breadth
The resulting figure* i-, the* cubic

contents. Now. it ge*»s a little*

tougher Since* there* are* 07 2 cubic

inche-s in a dry quart

dry pint, divide ruble* contents by

33 0 to find out how many dry

pints in the box.

For cylindrical containers:

This is rough. Take the radius of

the container (“The distance from
the center to the outside or half

of the line threeugh the center of

the bottom,” Wile carefully in- i dimension pix

structs* and multiply this figure by in some Cases

itself. This is known as squaring

the radius. The next step is to

multiply this figure by the heighth
of the container and the result by-

pi, which is 3.14159265, although
Wile believes that 3.14 will be close

enough. That will bring about the

cubic contents and then the exhibi-

tor divides this figure by 33.6 (see

above paragraph) to get the num-
ber of dry pints.

Wile is working out the cubic

(

[
For rectangular boxes; just mul- , content of conical containers.

Carl Clausen Rests Tummy
f’arl Clausen, Paramount home-

office exec, is resting at his Goth-

alp home after two* weeks’ hospital-

ization with a stomach ailment

He’ll he back at his desk the end

[of this month.
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L.A. Sturdy Despite Heat, Series;

‘Eternity Terrif 86G, ‘Robe’ Huge

1, 2d, ‘Roman’ Modest at 14G
Los Angeles, Oct. 6.

Despite extreme heat and mati-

nee lag from world series, overall

firstrun prospects indicate a sturdy
session currently.. Much of strength
stems from "The Kobe" and "Here
To Ktornitv." Latter shapes smash
$86,000 in two theatres while
"Kobe" continues great $00,000 in

second week at the Chinese.

Other newcomers are disap-
pointing. "Homan Holiday” looms
moderate* $14,000 in two houses
while "Lion in Streets” is rated
slow $18,000 in two situations
"Holiday" also is doing $36,000 in

one nahe and four ozoners. “All
American'’ shapes modest $14,000
tn three spots while "Golden
Blade” is light $18,000, also in

three.

"5.000 Fingers” is sad $6,000 in

two sites. Kxtended-runs are taper-
ing off. including "Cinerama,’
which, however, still is fancy with
$32,800 tor 23d week in one house.

Estimates for This Week
llillstreet, Fantages (RKO) <2,-

752; 2 812; 95-$ 1
.50)—'"Here To

Eternity" 'Col). Boffo $86,000. Last
week. "Mighty Joe Young" (RKOi
and "Isle of Dead” (RKO) (reis-

sues i, $11,000.
Downtown, Vogue (SW-FWC*

<1.757; 885; 70-$l . 10) -- "Roman
Holiday" 'Far). Modest $14,000
Last week. "Stalag 17" (Far) (2d
w k ». $12 400.

l.os Angeles. Hollywood Para-
niounts « AB-FT-F&M) <3.300; I-
430; 70-$ 1 . 1 0 »

—"Lion In Streets"
<WB* and "Blades of Musketeers’
• Indie*. Slow $18,000. Last week,
"Moonlighter" <WB*. $17,200.

Los Angeles, Iris, El Rey <FWC)
<2.097; 814; 861; 70-$l .10)—"All
American" 'l’i and "Desperate
Moment" <L:

*. Modest $14,000.
Last week, with Uptown, Loyola,
excluding El Hey. "War Faint"
•l A* and "Champ For Day" <Rep),
$15,300.

Loew’s State. Egyptian, Wiltern
<t ATC-SWt '2 404; 1.538; 2,344;
70-$ i io*—"Golden Blade” *U> and
"Mexican Manhunt" <AA*. Light-
weight $18,000. Last week, with-!
out Wiltern. "Ac tress” (M-G) and

;

"Combat Squad" <Col>. $18,000.
United Artists, Hawaii UATC-j

GAS* <2.100; 1.106; 70-SI 10* — '

"5.000 Fingers " (Col* and "Rebel
j

City" i.\A . Sad $6,000. Last week.'
"Half Hero” M-G* and "Terror On
Train” M-G 2d wk'. $5,500.
Orpheum. Uptown 'Metropolitan-

FWC* 2,213; 1.715; 60-90 —"Wom-
an In Window ’ 'Indie* and "Stran-

,

ger" * Indie) 'reissues*. Slight!
$4 500. Last week, with other
units.

Chinese FWC' <1.905; $120-
$2 40' — "Robe" (20th* <2d wk».
Great $60,000. Last week, record-
smashing $76,600.

Fine Arts FWC' <631; 80-$ 150)
' Beggar s Opera" <WB' '2d wk>. !

Dim $2,000 Last week. $3,500,
Ritz FWC* 1.370; 90-SI. 50* —

j

"Martin Luther" 'Indie* *4th wk'.
Light $4,200. Last week. $6,700 in
6 days, losing one to theatre TV
fight

.

Wilshire FWC> <2.296; 80-$ 1.50)
'Little Boy Lost” 'Far* <5th wk).
Fair $5,500 Last week. $8,000.

Hollywood <SW* '1.364; $1.20-
$2 80' — "Cinerama” (Indie* <23d
wk'. Into 23rd week after fancy
$32 800. last week.

Four Star. Rialto <l?ATC-Metro-
politan’ '900; 839: 80-$1.20) —
"Moon Is Blue" <UA> c 14th wk).
Okay $7,000. Last week, $9,000.
Vagabond Rosener) '385: $1.20)—"7 Deadly Sins" 'Indie) '5th wk*.

$3,800. Last week. $4,400.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $773,600

i Based on 24 theatres)
Last Year $528,200

• £:sed on 20 theatres)

Robe’ New High

, Frisco

San Francisco. Oct. 6.

"The Robe" is soaring to a rec-

ord $73,000 or over here this ses-

sion despite early football games
and world series distractions along
with record heat. With a $2 40 top
for Saturday and Sunday and $2
weekdays, it is fretting about three
times what t lie huge Fox does on
its better opening sessions. "Arrow-
head” looms nice at Paramount.
"Mogambo” also is stout on initial

holdover stanza at Warfield.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate <RKO) <2.850; 65-

95)—"Mighty Joe Young” <RKO>
and "Isle of Dead" <RKO* (re-

issues). Slim $6,500. Last week.
"Island In Sky" 'WB* and "Cry of
Hunted" <M-G) <2d wk*. same.

Fox 'FWC> <4.651; $l-$2 40!—
"The Robe" (20th). Record $73,000
or better. Last week. "Vicki" (20th)
and "Neighbor’s Wife” (20th », 5
days. $7,000.

Warfield (Loews) <2,656; 85-

$1.50)
—"Mogambo" (M-G) '2d wk*.

Stout $23,000. Last week. $35,000.

Paramount (Par) (2.646; 65-95)

—

“Arrowhead" (Far) and "Plunder
of Sun (WB», Nice $14,000. Last
week. "Caddy” <Par> <2d wk).
$ 10 ,000 .

St. Francis 'Par) 1 1.400; 75-$D—
"Little Boy Lost” (Far) <2d wk*.
Hep $10,000. Last week. $14,500.
Orpheum (No. Coast* <2.448; 95-

$1.25*
—“Here to Eternity" 'Col)

<5th wk>. Solid $14,000 or close.

Last week. $18,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) <1.207;

65-95'—"Raiders Seven Seas" <U\*
and "Gun Belt" 'LA*. Mild $5,000
in 6 days. Last week. "Moon Is

Blue" <UA> <14th wk', $5,800 at

$1.25 top.

Stagedoor < A-R) *370; $1-$1 50)—"Sea Around Is" 'HKO* <3d w'c*.

Trim $3,500 Last week. $4,500.
Clay (Rosener* '400; $1*—"Fan-

fan Tulip" Indie* (2d wk>. Big
$3,800. Last week. $2,700.

Larkin 'Rosener* <400; 65-85*—
"Young Caruso" (Indie* ‘ 3d wk!.
Okc $2,000. Last week. $2,600.
Vogue <S F. Theatres* <377; $1-

$1.20*
—"Life Begins Tomorrow"

(Indie). Bright $3,000. Last week,
"Forbidden Games" 'Indie) '10th
wk), $1 000.

‘CADDY’ HOT $17,000,

ST. L; ‘ETERNITY’ 25G
St. Louis, Oct. 6.

First rain in weeks has slowed
turnstile activity at the mainstem
houses to a snail’s pace. Veiled
Prophet ball and parade today
• Tues.) and tomorrow is not help-
ing trade. "The Caddy" wpund up
with a fancy total at the Fox while
"Here To Eternity" still is sock
in second round at Loew’s. "Moon
Is Blue” continues very good in

two small-seaters. "Arrowhead" is

rated nice at the St. Louis.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador <F&M) < 3,000; 60-

75)
—"Roman Holiday” (Far) and

"Girls of Pleasure Island" 'Par)

'2d wk). Okay $10,000 after $13,-

!
500 first week.

Fox <F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—
"Moonlighter" (WB) and "Plunder
of Sun" (WB). Opened today
'Tues.). Last week, "Caddy" 'Par)
and "Jesse James Raid" <AA), solid

$17,000.

Loew’s <Loew) <3.172; 85-11.20)—"Here To Eternity" (Col) <2d wk).
Socko $25,000 following wow $32,-
000 initial stanza.

Pageant <St. L. Amus.) <1,000;
90)—"Moon Is Blue" <UA) <5th
wk). Fine $3,000 after $3,500 last
week.

St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) '4,000;
60-75)—"Arrowhead" tPar) and
"Vanquished” (Par). Fine $11,000.
Last week, "Island in Sky" (WB)
and "Let’s Do It Again" (Col),
$9,000.

Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) 800;
90)—"Moon Is Blue” «UA) (5th wk).
Stnrdy $3,500 after $4,000 last
week.

Gopher-Mich. Game Ups Mpk; ‘Boy’

Smash 12G, ‘Eternity’ Wow 18G, 2d

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . . $3,317,400
< Based on 25 cities, and 224

theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

cluding N. Y.

)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $2,427,700
• Based on 25 cities and 216

theatres.)

‘Robe’ Whopping

$45,000 in Buff
Buffalo, Oct. 6.

Big news here this stanza is the
whopping session being run up
by "The Robe," which is doing
huge $45,000 at the Buffalo. Other-
wise. it is quiet except for some
big holdovers. Second round of
"Roman Holiday” was stout at the
Center while "Here To Eternity"
is great in third frame at Lafa-
yette.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) '3.000; $l-$50>

—"The Robe" (20th). Colossal
$45,000 or near. Last week.
"Melba” <UA) and "No Escape”
1 UA), $6,200 at 40-70c scale.

Paramount (Par) <3.000; 40-70)

—

"Redheads From Seattle" (Par)
and "Fighting Lawman" (Indie*.
Fair $11,000. Last week, "Lion Is

in Streets" (WB*, $12,000.

Center (Par) <2,100; . 40-701 —
"Little Boy Lost” (Par). Opened
today (Tues ). Last week. "Roman
Holiday" (Par) (2d wk*. big $7,500.

Lafayette (Basil) (3.000; 60-$D—

*

"Here to Eternity” (Col) '3d wk).
Big $15,000. Last week, $20,000.
Century < 20th Cent.) (3.000; 40-

70*
—"Marry Me Again" 'RKO* and

"Dangerous Crossing" <20th>. Fair
$9,000 or close. Last week. "City
of Bad Men" <20th) and "Clipped
Wings” (A A>, ditto.

‘Boy’ Bright 28G,

Philly; ‘Robe’ 65G
Philadelphia, Oct. 6.

Holdovers are dominating the
local first-runs. “Little Boy Lost”
is surprisingly big at the Randolph
to pace newcomers. "Cruel Sea”
also is socko at the small Studio.
"East of Sumatra" is doing very
well at a comparatively small
house. Other newcomers are get-

ting no place. "The Robe” still is

terrific in second round at the Fox.
"Martin Luther” at Stanton and
"Eternity,” latter in fourth, also

smash for holdovers.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia^ <S&S> <625; 85-$1.20)

—

•‘Actress’” <M-G) (3d wk). Down to
$2,700 in three days so house can
get wider screen. Last week, nice
$7 000

Fox’ '20th! '2.250; 99-$1.80> —
"Robe" (20th) (2d wk*. Gigantic
$65,000. Last week, $77,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99*—“East of Sumatra" <U». Fine
$12,000. Last week, "Moonlighter”
<WB). $11,000.
Mastbaum <SW! <4.360; 85-$1.25>—"Wings of Hawk" (U). Clipped,

with only $11,000 likely. Last
week, "Caddy" (Par) $8,500 in 5
days of third round.
Midtown (Goldman) <1.000; 50-

99' — "Dangerous Crossing” (20th).

NSG $6,500. Last week, "Sword
and Rose" (RKO) $10,000.
Randolph (Goldman) <2.500; 99-

$1.30' — "Little Boy Lost” (Par).

Big $28,000. Last week, "Roman
Holiday" (Par* (4th wk). *12.500.

Stanley <SW* (2.900; 85-11.30)—
"Here to Eternity” (Col) <4th wk!.
Sock $35,000. Last week $40,000.
Stanton (SW) <1.473; 99-$ 1.25)—

"Martin Luther” (Indie) (2d wk).
Mighty $18,000. Last week, $21,000.
Studio (Goldberg) <500; 85-$1.25)—"Cruel Sea” <U>. Smash $6,000

or near. Last week, "Tonight at
8:30" (Indie). $3,200.
Trans-Lux <T-L> <500; 99-$1.50!

—

"Moulin Rouge” (UA) <31st wk).
Off to $4,300. Last week, good
$5,000.

Minneapolis. Oct. 6
Throngs here for the Minnesota-

Michigan football game, which
drew a 62.000 capacity crowd
helped weekend takings, making
whole week fairly sturdy. Among
the new pix, "Little Boy Lost" is
proving very good at Radio Citv
The 3-D "Those Redheads From
Seattle” looks modest at the State
In its seventh week. "Moon Is
Blue” is still well up in the chips
at the World. Ace holdover is
"Here to Eternity,” smash in sec-
ond Orpheum round. "Abbott-
Costella Meet JekylJ, Hyde" looms
oke at Gopher.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) <1.600; 65-85'

—

"Affairs Dobie Gillis" 'M-G*. Okay
$4,000. Last week, "So This Is
Love” (WB) <2d wk), $5,000.'
Gopher 'Bergen <1.025: 65-85*—

"Abbott-Costello Meet Jekyll, Mr
Hyde” (U». Nice $4.500.‘ Last
week, "Half a Hero” iM-G>, $4,000.
Lyceum (Nederlander) <1.850;

$1.20)—"Beggar’s Opera” <WB*.
Modest $3,000. Last week, not
first-run.

Lyric (Par! (1.000; 65-85'

—

“Jalopy” (AA) and "Roar of
Crow’d” <AA). A duel bill for the
action fans. Sturdy $5,000. Last
week. "The Caddy” (Par) <4th wk',
$4,000.

Radio City (Par! (4.000; 65-85 —
"Little Boy Lost” (Par). Much
praise for this one. Socko at $12 -

000. Last week, "Latin Lovers”
(M-G), $6,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2.890; 85-

$1.10)—"Here to Eternity" (Col)
<2d wk). Losing little momentum
to get giant $18,000. Last week,
$27,000.
RKO-Pan <RKO! (1.600; 55-76)

—

"Shoot First” (UA) and "Neander-
thal Man” (UA). Thin $3,000.
Last week, "Conquest of Coehise”
(Col) and "Mission Over Korea”
<CoH, $3,500.

State (Par) <2.300; 85-$l)— “Red-
heads from Seattle” (Par). First
3-D downtown offering in several
weeks and initial depthie musical
here, this is attracting some at-
tention. Slight at $6,000. ‘Last
week, "Sea Devils” (RKO) and
"Below Sahara” (RKO), $4,500 at
65-85c scale.

World (Mann) <400; 55-$1.20)—
“Moon Is Blue” <UA> (7th wk>.
Mystery is where all the patrons
are coming from. Great $4,000.
Last week, $4,800.

Hub Unexciting; ‘Lion’ Fast $18,000,

‘American’ 8G, ‘Eternity’ Big 19G, 7th

Balto Off; ‘Lion’ Light

$8,600; ‘Boy’ Sturdy 11G,

‘Eternity’ Wow 34G, 2d
Baltimore. Oct. 6.

Mild grosses prevail here this
v eek for most part "Here to
Eternitj" i* still sock in its second
week at the Hipp. "Little Boy
tost” is nice in second round at
Keith Remainder of list is solid
to fan with fanes trade indicated
for "The Actress" at the Town,
"All American" at the Century is

mild. "Lion Is in Streets" is slow
at the Stanley.

Estimates for This Week
Centur> (LoewVUA) 3.000; 20-

7' — ah American” c*. Nice
(KMi or mar. I.a*-t week, vWings

of Hawk <ame.
Hippodrome Rappaporl' <2 100.

5"->T2.r> — Here To Eternits"
•Co k Upped.scale helping

1 rjued on page 22)

Boston. Oct. 6.

Not much action here this stanza
with the big interest centered on
opening of "The Robe" at the
Memorial Wednesday '7*. "Lion Is

in Streets” at the Paramount and
Fenway is fairly nice. "All-Ameri-
can" at the Boston, also new. un-
exciting. The 3-D "Redheads
From Seattle" at the Met is disap-
pointing. "Here to Eternity." in

seventh round at the Orpheum. is

still good. Same is true of "Moon
Is Blue” in fifth week at the Astor.
"Cruel Sea" in sixth week at

Exeter is holding up nicely.

Estimates for This Week
Astor BAQ' 1500; 50-$l 10*—"Moon Is Blue" 'UA* < 5th wk'.

Nifty $11,500 or over following
strong $13,000 for fourth.

Boston RKO) '3.000; 60-90'

—

"All-American" l* and "Gay
Swordsman " Sad $8 000 or less.

Last week. "East of Sumatra" 'U*
and "Rebel City" 'AA . same

Exeter Indie* 1.300; 60-SI 1—
"Cruel Sea" *L’» (6th uk». Stout
$6 000 following oke $7 200 for
fifth.

Fenway 'NET' 1373 50-90'—
"Lion D in Streets" * \\ B and
"Protect Moonha^t" Lip Fair
$4,500. Last week. "Moonlighters ’

WB* and "Mexican Manhunt"
A A $3,500.

< Memorial <RKO) <3.000; 50-90)—
"Key Largo” < 20th) and "Treasure
Sierra Madre" (20th) (reissue*.
Five-day till-in prior to "Robe"
* 20th) opening Wednesday <7'

shapes slow $6,500. Last week.

j
"Devil’s Canyon" 'RKO* and "Be-
low Sahara" (RKO), $11,500.

Metropolitan (NET) <4.367; 60-
$1*
—"Redheads From Seattle"

• Par) and "Trent’s Last Case" 'In-
die'. Poor $15,000. Last week,
"The Caddy" (Par! and "City
Never Sleeps” 'Rep* '2d wk),
$18,500.

Orpheum (Loew’s! <3.000; 74-
$1.25'—"Here to Eternity" <Col'
'7th wk). Big $19,000 for following
$22,000 for sixth.

!
Paramount 'NET' <1.700; 50-90'—"Lion Is in Streets” <WB' and

"Project Moonbase" 'Lip). Good
$13,500. Last week, "Moonlighters"
'WB* and "Mexican Manhunt"
AA*. $9,500.

Pilgrim <ATO < 1.900; 60-95)—
"Big Heat" 'Col! and "Combat
Squad" 'CoP <2d wk'. Okay $10,-
500 following $15,000 opener.

State (Loew’s * '3.500; 50-90 —
"The Actress” M-G* and "Slaves
of Babylon 'Col*. Opened Sunday
<4 Last week. "99 River Street"
LA* and "Luxurv Girls” Indie*.

. mild $9,000 in 8 days.

H.O.’s Hurt Denver But

‘Scoutmaster’ OK 16G
Denver. Oct. 6.

"Here to Eternity” is moving
over to the Broadway after four
record-breaking weeks at Para-
mount. Current <4th) session Js
still fancy. "Mr. Scoutmaster”
shapes fairish in two spots for
about best showing of new films.
"Moonlighter” is rated poor at
Orpheum. "The Actress” is okay
in second Broadway round.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) 1 1.400; 50-85! —

"This Is Love" <WB> (4th wk). Fair
$5,500. Holds again. Last week,
$4,000.
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1.200; 50-

85)—“Actress" <M-G) <2d wk).
Oke $6,000. Last week. $8,500.
Denham (CockrilD '1,750; 50-85!—"Caddy” 'Par! (3d wk). In 4

days looks fair $7,000. Last week,
$ 10 ,000 .

Denver (Fox! <2.525; 50-85) —
"Scoutmaster" <20th* and "Fight-
ing Lawman” <AA>. Okay $13,000.
Last week. "Wings of Hawk” <U)
and "Caravan” (UA) (reissue),
$12 000

Esquire (Fox) <742; 50-85! —
"Scoutmaster” (20th » and "Fighting
Lawman” (AA). Fair $3,000 or
near. Last week. "Wings of Hawk”
• U) and "Caravan” (UA) 'reissue*
$3,500.
Orpheum (RKO) *2,600; 50-85)

—

"Moonlighter” (WB) and "Secret
People" 'Lip). Poor $7,500. Last
week. "Lion in Streets" (WB) and
"Project Moonbase” (Lip), $13,500.
Paramount (Wolfberg)* (2.200; 60-

$1*—"Here to Eternity” (Col) (4th
wk*. Nice $12,500. Moves to
Broadway. Last week. $14,000. i

Vogue <Pike< <442; 60-90—"To-
nigbt at 8:30" 'Indie*. Fair $2,000.
Last week. "Beggar’s Opera” (WB) 1

2d wk*, SI .5(10. <

‘Robe’ Shatters Record

In K.C., Mighty $37,000;

‘All-American’ Okay 12G
Kansas City, Oct. 6.

Record-shattering biz is being
chalked up by “The Robe” at the
Fox Midwest's Orpheum, to be talk
of city currently. Film playing at

$1.50 top is jamming them in at

night with smaller afternoon play
and in a comparatively small house
of 1,900 seats. Other fronts are
strictly moderate, "Latin Lovers”
being especially slow at the Mid-
land. "All-American,” however, is

okay. Long fall heat wave was
broken with needed rain Saturday,
a boon to biz.

Estimates for This Week
Kimo 'Dickinson! <504: 65-85)—

"Lili” (M-G) (21st wk). Big $1,500.

Last week, same.
Esquire (Fox Midwest) '820; 65-

90) — "Wings of Hawk” <U» and
"Safari Drums” <AA) (2d wk'. Fast
$3,500. Last week. $4,500.

Midland (Loew’s) <3.500; 65-85)—
"Latin Lovers” <M-G) and "Big
Leaguer” *M-G). Slow $9,000. Last
week. "Here To Eternity" *Col)

< 5th wk), $8,000.

Missouri (RKO) <2.650: 60-85)—
"Moonlighter" (WB) and "Glory at

Sea” (Indie). Slow $5,000. Last
week. "Plunder of Sun" 'WB) and
"Babes in Bagdad” 'Indie*, ditto.

Paramount (Tri-States* '1,900;

65-85 — "Arrowhead” (Par) and
"The Vanquished” (Par). Mild
$7,000 or near Last week. “Roman
Holiday” (Par) $9,000 in 9 days,

under hopes.

Tower, Uptown,- Fairway. Gra-
nada (For Midwest) '2.100; 2.043:

700; 1.217; 65-85'—"All-American”
<U) and "City That Never Sleeps’*

•Rep*. Okay $12,000. Last week.
"Blueprint Murder” <2ftth* and
"Snows Kilimanjaro” < 20th) 're-

issue*. $13,000.
Orpheum 'Fox Midwest* '1.913;

$l-$ 1.50'—"The Robe” <20th). Pack-
ing them in as house switched from
legit to films for a record $37,000.

Will hold naturally.
Vogue 'Golden' <550: 65-85* —

"Little Chickadee” <U» 'reissue)

Oke $1,700. and may hold Last

week. "Cruel Sea" iU) '4th wk)

$1,400.
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Roman’-Stageshow Fine $50,000, Chi;

‘Actress’ Fair 9G, ‘Hawk’ High 26G,

‘Robe’ Wow 90G, ‘Luther’ 19G, in 2d

rirrritK (.nossiis n

it x

exerting
week of

Chicago,

big S'),500

Chicago. Oct. 6.

FlvP new entries this week are

helping to perk Loop traffic, but

the second-week ptx which are

the strongest draw, hirst

-Roman Holiday.’' with

u,n i iwrence topping stageshow.

F ringing UP a good $50,000 at the
“ -Beggar’s Opera’’ looms

at the Ziegfeld while

lur $9,000 is seen for “The Ac-

tress" at the Monroe
\niong the new bills are two 3-D

P1X commanding advanced prices

‘ u i doing substantial biz. “Wings

o 1
' k - teamed with “Fair Wind

lava ’ is Posting a lofty $26 000

YkVickers. “Moonlighter ” the

Jther. is racking up a slim $12,000

at I'nited Artists.

••Robe" still tops all fare with a

ferritic $90,000 in second frame at

the State-Lake. Also on first ho.

week Martin Luther" at the Loop

p bo (To. “Beauty and Outlaw

oonis modest at the Woods, while

“Devil’s Canyon” and “Terror on

Ti-ain" still is trim at the Grand.

h„th in second rounds. Roosevelts

combo of “Arrowhead" and “Van-

quished" shapes lively also for

stanza of "Here to Eterni-

ty” looks mighty at the Orienta .

-Cinerama” continues huge in 10th

week at Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Carnegie (Telemanagement » (500;

9 *, i "100 Hour Hunt” (Indie* (2d

wk nice $3,800. Last week. $4,500.

Chicago ' B&K) (3.900; 98-$1.25>

—•Roman Holiday” (Pari with Bill

Lawrence topping stageshow. Good
$.10,000. Last week. “Caddy" (Par)

with Gaylords onstage (2d wk».

$42,000.
Grand (RKO) < 1.200; 98-S1.2.V—

"Devil’s Canyon" (RKOi and “Ter-

ror on Train” (M-G> (2d wk'. Good
$8 100 Last week. $13,000.

loon (Telem’t) (600: 98-$1.25»—
MMartin Luther" (Indie* (2d wk'.

Smash SI 9.000. Last week. $21,000.
|

MrViekers (JL&S* (2.200; 98-1

$1.2)
—“Wings of Hawk” <U> and

-Fair Wind to Java” (Rep*. Fancy
$20,000 Last week. "Band Wagon"
iM-G '4th wk*. $13,000.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000: 55-98'

—

'Actress” (M-G). Fair at $9,000.

Last week. “Scoutmaster" (20th*

(2d wk*. $7,500.
Oriental (Indie* (3.400; 98-$1.25»

—"Eternity” <CoP (5th wk'. Hot
$33 000. Last week. $40,000.

Palace (Eitell (1,484; $1.20-$3.60*
— "Cinerama” (Indie) (10th wk*.
Mighty $45,000. Last week, $45,500.

Roosevelt <B&K) (1.500; 55-98'—
''Arrowhead” (Par) and "Van-
quished” ' Pari (2d wk). Fast $16,-

500 Last week. $21,000.
State-Lake (B&K> (2.700; 98-

$180- — “Robe” (20th* <2d wk*.
(i i nit $90,000. Last week. $97,000.

Surf »H&E Balaban* <685; 98* —
' s. a Around Us” (RKO* (6th wk*.
F.rr $2 30ft. Last week. $2,800.
United Artists (B&K* (1.700; 98-

Sl ”5 - Moonlighter” (WB> and
’ Kid Left Field" <20th*. Slight $12.-

Oot* Last week. "Latin Lovers”
M-G and “AfTairs Dobie Gillis”
M G 2d wk*. $16,000.
Hoods (Essaness) (1.073: 55-98'

- Meanly and Outlaw” (M-G* <2d
'"k Fair $15,000. Last week.
S2’i 000
World 'indie) (587; 98*—“Seven

D'.tdlv Sins” (Indie* (14th wk*.
IM-eiiont S3.300. Last week. $3,700.

Ziegfeld 'Lopert) (485; 98' —
' I’.-ggar's Opera” <WB<. Brilliant
So Vm Last week. “Fanfan Tulip”
'll. 'lie '5th wk'. $3,500.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net; i. e.,

without the 20% tax. Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U, S. amusement
tax.

‘Robe’ New High

$100,000 in Det.

Detroit, Oct. 6.

"The Robe” is heading for a

record-breaking $100,000 at 5.000-
seat Fox here this week. “Moon-
lighter” looks great at the Palms.
“Let’s Do It Again” is slow at the
Michigan. “Here to Eternity" is

holding up very well in fifth week
at the Madison. “Latin Lovers”
looks fair at the United Artists.
“Hannah Lee” is dull at the Broad-
way-Capitol.

Estimates forJThis Week
|

Fox <Fox-Detroit» <5.000; $1-
$1.80'—“The Robe” (20th ». Smash-
ing all records with $100,000,
gigantic here. Last week. “War
Paint” (UA> and “Kiss of Death’’
(20th>, $21,000.

Michigan (United Detroit* <4.-

000; 80-$li—“Let’s Do It Again”
(CoD and “Missing Over Korea”
(CoD. Slow $16,000. Last week.
“Stalag 17” and “Conquest of

i

Cochise” (Col* (2d wk', $16,000.

1 Palms (UD> (2.961; 80-$l>—
I
“Moonlighter” (WB) and “Clipped
Wings" <AA». Great $18,000. Last
week. “So This Is Love” (WB) and
“Jesse James Raid” 'Lip'. $14,000.
Madison <UD* ( 1.900; 95-S1.25*

—

“Here to Eternity” (Col* (5th wk).
Solid $19‘.0<)0. Last week. $23,000.

United Artists <UA> < 1 .938; 80-

$D—“Latin Lovers” (M-G>. Modest
$11,000. Last week. “Mr. Scout-
master” (20th* (2d wk*. $8,200.
Adams (Balaban* <1.700; 80$ 1*—“Sword and Rose” <RKO> <2d

wk*. Wilting to $6,000. Last
week. $8,400.
Broadway-Capitol <Korman' <3.-

500; 80-$l»
—“Hannah Lee” GYA*

and “Royal African Rifles” (A A'

Slow $10,000. Last week. “All
American” <U* and “Stand at

Apache River” <U>, $13,500.
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc-

tions* <1.236; $1 40-$2.80— '“Cine-
rama" (Indie) (29th wk'. Fancy
$29,000. Last week, same and first

time under $30,000 in many weeks.

’Mogambo’ Boff $20,000,

Cleve; ‘Lion’ Fast 1UG
Cleveland. Oct. 6.

Lively pace is being shown hv
"Mogambo,” leading new entrant
at State. “Here to Eternity" on
third week at Palace still is smash.
By going a third week it broke all

of RKO straight pic house records
for nearly two decades. Warners’
“Lion in Streets" looks satisfying
at the Allen. Holdover is sighted
tor “Martin Luther.” unusually
sock at the Ohio

Estimates for This Week
Allen iS-Wi *3.000; 55-85'—

"Lion in Streets” (WB 1 Pleasant
$11,500. Last week. "Big Heat”
• Col*. $12,500.

Ilipp t Teleinanageinent * (3.700;
55-85'—"Vicki" <20th>. Mild $11.-
000. Last week, 'Stand at A pacin'
River" (l’i and “All-American”
«
U

'. $10,000
Ohio 'Loews' (1,200; 55-85' —

"Martin Luther" 'Indie*. Big $10,-
000. Last week, "1, the Jury”
<UA*. $8,000.

Most of B’way Still Hotsy: Mogambo’

Lusty 147G, ‘Paradise’ 23G, ‘Lost’ 44G,

‘Robe’ 188G 3d, ‘Eternity’ 65G 9th

Launching of five new lulls and
continued strength of holdover i>i\

and longruns will give Broadwa>
film business a solid tone this ses-

sion. The world series helped at

the hoxoflice over the weekend be-
cause so nian.N visitors were in the

city. The series clipped matinee
trade starting last Wednesday, but

this was more than overcome b'v

the sharp uplift at the night shows
Clear, mild weather was a plus
factor.

The top newcomer is "Mogambo ’

with stageshow at thef Music Hall
where a big $147,000 is in prospect
for the first stanza ending (Wed »

"Devil’s Canyon-." another new en-
Palace <RKO> (3.300; $1 25-$l 50* i try. looks good $18,000 or close in

"Here to Eternity” (Col* '3d wk*.
Huge $20,000 after $23,000 last

week
Statr iLoew’s* (3 450; 55-85*

—

"Mogambo" (M-G*. Big $20,000
Last week. "Roman Holiday”
M-G>, $11,000.

Stillman ' Loew ’s* <2.700; 55-85*—"Roman Holiday" (M-G* dn.o.).
Fine $6,000 Last week, “War of
Worlds” <Par> m.o.t, $8,000.
Trlcnew* 'TYlemanagement* 485;

5.V-85*
—

"Cruel Sea" <U*. Great
$5,000. Last week. “Abbott and
Costello Meet Mr. Jekyll and
Hyde" « U * and "It Happens Every
Thursday” t C '. $3,000.

’Robe’NW Record

$45,1)00, Seattle

‘Chance’ Sprightly 14G,

Toronto; ‘Actress’ Tall

12G, ‘Cruel Sea’ 13G, 2d

“The
Chance

‘ROBE’ GREAT $42,000,

PIH; ‘LUTHER’ 13G, 2D
Pittsburgh. Oct 6.

The Robe” is headed for smash
'*'*(> in first week at 2.200-seat

Uni i- with a $1.50 top. which is

s: «ndoUt here this session. Most
fl

’
1 spots are okay. "Martin

Li'icr" still is sturdy in second
k at Warner, and goes a third.

Moon I> Blue" likewise is strong
• < ond round and wins a third
“ Pulton. "Here To Eternity"

( ’ Gnues socko in third Stanley
and holds a fourth. -

j

Estimates for This Week
,

I niton 'Shea* '1.70ft; 50-85) —
Mon Is Blue” <UA» '2d wk'. Nice

'
> after great $10,000 opener.

•

'

"s. •

: J

Harris (Harris* (2.200: 85-$l 50)
j

7- V 0 Hohe" (20th*. Smash $42.-;
1111 looms for opening week, w hich 1

dcs a run of eight weeks or .

‘

"Rlueprint For Murder”
~ $3,000 in five davs.

[ * nn
' Loew’s* <3.300;‘ 50-8.V —

(

e

Squad” (UA '. Weak $8,000
(Continued on page 22)

ind

\

Toronto. Oct. 6.

Actress” and “Second
head the newcomers, but

holdovers are still topping the*

city. “Roman Holiday” still is

great at two houses in third frame
while “Stalag 17” is lusty and
“Cruel Sea” shapes, big. both in

second stanzas.

Estimates for This Week
F.glinton. University <FP> <1080;

1.558; 40-80' —» "Roman Holiday"
(pan <3d wk*. Holding hefty at

$14,000. Last week. $17,000.

Hyland (Rank* ( 1.350; 50-85*—
“Genevieve” 'Rank* <5th wk'. Neat

$5,000. Last week. same.
Imperial < FP* '3.373; 40-75' —

“Stalag 17” (Par) (2d wk'. Lusty

$16,000. Last week, $20,000

Loew’s ( Loew » (2 096; 65-85* —
"The Actress” <M-G>. Big $14 000

Last week. "I. the Jury” *;ID '2d

wk». $16,000 for seven days
Odeon -Rank' '2.390: 50-90' —

“Cruel Sea” (Rank* 2d wk Hold-

ing okav at $13,000 or near. Last

week. $16 000.

Shea’s 'Taylor* (693; 50-<3

"Second Chance” RKO 'Neat

$12,000. Last week "Gentlemen

Prefer Blonds’ (20th) '4th wk*.

$11,000. „ „
Towne (Taylor) (693: 50- o'

, “Lili” (M-G • *10th wk'. Still steady

at $4,500. Last week. S4 800__

Uptown 'Loew 1 '2 743; 40-*o' —
"Half a Hero’ (M-G- Sad $7,000

Last week, "Man From Alamo vL ,

» $9,000.

Seattle. Wash. Oet. 6.
|

Although the preem night had
to battle the year's worst rain- i

storm. "The Rohe" is soaring to a

record $45,000 'exclusive of preem
I
night coin' at the Fifth Avenue for

j

first week. This is an all-time high I

for Pacific northwest. "City of Bad !

Men" and "Blueprint for Murder" I

looms nice at Coliseum. "Moon Is
'

Blue" still is very big in 11th
i round at Musie Box Otherwise,

j

trade is very sluggish, great draw
I
of "Robe” obviously hurting other

j

: houses opening week.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse 'Hamrick' '800; 90-

$1.25)
—"Melba" (UA> (2d wk*.

Okay $3,500. Last week. $4,700.
Coliseum (Evergreen' <1.829; 65-

90*
— "Blueprint Murder" * 20th >

and “City of Bad Men" <2()th*.

Nice $10,000. Last week. “Return
To Paradise" (UA> and "Assassin’
(UA* '2d wk-. $8,000.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen* (2.366;

$1 25-$l 75»—"The Rohe" <20th». I

Tremendous $45,000 after $4,000
at two-show preem night. This is

not only a new high here but new
city record and all-time Pacific :

northwest mark Last week. “Ho-

,

man Holiday" 'Par* and "Glory at

Sea” (FF» 'Indie* -3d wk'. $4,300,

at 65-90e stale.

Liberty 'Hamrick' <1650; 65-90* i— "99 River Street” <L: .\» and
"Steel Lady" 'E Y'. Fair $6,000.

Last week. "Golden Blade" (U*

and fight pix. $4,300.

Music Box (Hamrick' '850; 90-

$1.25*
—"Moon Is Blue” (UA' (11th

wk*. Great $5,500 alter $5,700 last

week.
Music Hall • Hamrick* '2 263; 65-

90'—"Actress" M-G Sad $4,000.

Last week. "Island in Sky 'WB»,
'2d wk’. $4,500.
Orphcum 'Hamrick 1 '2.700; 84-

95'
—"Moonlighter WB'. Drab

S3 000 Last week. "Marry Me
Again' 'RKO' $5,200 at 65-90c

scale.
Paramount 'Evergreen) <3.039;

84-D5 "Redheads From Seattle
'

i par' and "Mexican Manhunt'
A A* 2d wk 1 Modest $6,000.

Last week;' $ 1 1 ,400

initial week at the Criterion.
"Captain’s Paradise" soared to

great $23,000 in first week at the
Paris. "Redheads From Seattle"

landed only fair $17,000 or near
opening week at the State "Dan-
gerous Crossing.” the fifth new
film, got only lean $9,500 in first

session at the Globe.
"The Rohe” continues its mighty

pace at the Roxy, with $188,000
likely in third round ending today
(YVed.*. “Little Boy Lost" held to

smash $44,000 in second week at

the Rivoli. and continues on "Lion
Is in Streets” with Mindy Carson.
Rusty Draper. Al Rernie and Neill

Hefti oreh onstage finished its sec-

ond and final stanza at the Para-
mount with an okay $49,000 after
a disappointing first week
"Here To Eternity" still is great

with $65,000 in ninth frame at the
Capitol, a total which is much
bigger than many opening stanzas

at this house. “The Caddy” is

holding nicely with $18,000 in third
session at the Mayfair, and stays

on
"Moon Is Blue” continues its

amazing run at the Victoria, with
a smash $22,000 for t lit* 13th week
It wound up 12 weeks plus live

anga

ith

.tt

,'!er

*. o[

American' Oke $9,000,

Intipis; ‘Roman’ Same
Indianapolis. Oct. 6

World Series and other sports,

interest- are holding first-run en-

tries to moderate grosses here this

stanza Latin Lovers" at Loew’s

is building a slight had pvei

"Roman Holiday” at the Indiana.

"All-American" at the Circle look-

okay "Martin Luther" is holding

ui) well in second week at Keith’s

Estimates for This Week
Circle 'Cockrill-Dollc (2,800;

50*76'^- All-American" •V* and

"Stand At Apache River” 'l ». Oke
$9 000 Last week. City of Bad
Men” '2oth» and ' Blueprint Mur-
der" '20th \ $8,500

Indiana C-D '3.200; 50-76 —
• Roman Holiday” 'Par' Fair

» vContinued on page 22)

days at the Sutton whet
Tika” opened Monday <

"Stalag 17” is still ve
$21,000 or close in 14t

the Astor. It could 1

but "will remain only sc

the 15th round because Paramount
wants it out in other houses in the
N. Y. area "Cruel Sea" continue-,
socko with $7,800 for eighth stanza
at the Fine Arts.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv * « 1.300; 80-$l 80'—"Stalag 17” * Par* <15th-fina! wk'.

The 14th round ended last night
<Tues.> great $22,000 or near alter

$19,500, over hopes, -for 12th week
"Main St. to Broadway” <M-G*
opens Oet. 13

Booth (Shubert* <723. $1 20-

$2 40*—"Julius Caesar” 'M-G 1

(18th wk*. Current session ending
tomorrow (Thors * likely will hold

at solid $9,500 after $10,000 lor

17th week Continues
Baronet (Readei <430; 90 $1 50)—“Beggar’s Opera” <WB> <7th wk'

Sixth stanza ended Sunday <4' hit

nice $6,500 after $7,400 for tilth

week
Capitol ' Loew ’s' <4.820; 70-$2 20—"Eternity” 'Col* <10th wk' The

ninth Irame ended last night

(Tues ) held at very big $65,000

after $79,000 for eighth week
Stays on

Criterion 'Moss' 1.700. 85 $2 20'
—"Devil’s Canyon" 'RKO' Fust

stanza ending tomorrow *Thurs '

looks to hit good $18,000 or close

In ahead. ‘
I, the July ' A) '0th

wk). $ 12 ,000 .

Fine Arts 'Davis '468 90 SI 80—“Cruel Sea" <1 1 9th w k I h«*

eighth week ended Morels > w.v

socko $7,800 alter $9 OdO for s*-v-

erith fra i n»*.

Cilobe ' Brandt * ' 1 500. G0-S1 50
—"Dangeioos Cro sing '20th

<2d wk'. Initial round ended Mon-
day <5 was slow $9,500 In ali'-ad

''Moonlighter” 'WB'. $10,000

(.uild 'Guild' (450. $1-$1 8')' -

"Martin Luther ’*
' Indie' 5! h wk

Fourth stanza end* d h*;t ruWit

Tues - held at sm«»sli $1< •>*)(* alt* i

$20,000 lor third week
Holiday (Rose* 950. 70 $18') -

"Arrowhead ’ Par ‘4th wk* Third

round ended Monday *•»' yeas bit*

$13,000 af)*i $16,000 tor «<"nd

w e* k

"99 River Street” (UA* with vaude-
ville Week ending tomonow
(Tlmis) shapes okay $17,500 La>t

w«*ek. "Kid From Left Field’
i20th> and vuude. $17,000.

Paramount il’ari (3.664; 80 $ 1 HO*

-—"Blowing Wild" (WB' with Louis
Armstrong All-Stars, Los Baxter
oreh. Jay Lawrence, the Dunhills
onstage Opens today (Wed '. Last
week. “Lion ill Sheets" <YVB> with
Mindy Carson. Rusty Draper. Al

!
Rernie. Neal llet'ti oreh onstage
'2*1 wk'. okay $49,000 alter $60,000
opener.

Paris (Indie* (568; 90 $180* —
".Captain's Paradise" (Lopert) (2d
wk' Initial frame ended Sunday
*4> soared to terrific $23,000. In
ahead, "Seven Deadly Sins" (In-
die' '20th wk*. $4,500 to wind high-
ly successful longrun.

Rivoli (UAT* (2.092; 95 $2)—
"Little Boy Lost" (Par* (3d wk*.
Held at smash $44,000 in second
round ended Monday (5*. First
week was $49,500.

Rialto (Mage) (600; 50 98' —
"Striporamn" (Indie*. First week
ending tomorrow (Tliurs * looks to
hit $14,000. highest here in three
or four years Last week. “Mon-
soon" *UA). $4,000

Radio City Muslr llall < Rocke-
fellers* (6.200; 90-$2 4<)i "Mogam-
bo” 'M-G* with stageshow. First
session ending today (Wed.* looks
to hit hig $147,000. Holding,
natch! Last week. "Roman Holi-
day" <Par» plus stageshow (3th
Wk'. $111,000 after a very success-
i
fill run here.

I Roxy ( Nat’l. Th * (5,717; $I-$3> -
I "The Rohe" <20th>. Present round
ending today (Wed ) is heading for
smash $188,000, first time that the
gross has clipped below $200,000
since the CiiiemaScope pic opened
here. Second week was huge $219 -

000. which topped anything for
even a first week in any film house.
Continues on indef.

State (Loew’s* 1 3.450. 85-$ J 80' -

"Redheads From Seattle" (Par*
'2d wk*. Initial week ended last

night 'Tues * hit fair $17,000 or
( Ids** In ahead, "Return To Para-
dise" 'CA' '3d vvk-6 davs*. $10,500.

Sutton RAID <561; 90 $1 50’ —
‘ Tanga Tika" (Schaefer*. Opened
Monday '5*. In ahead, "Moon Is

Blue" (UA* ( 13th wk-5 days',
dipped to $4,000 after oke $5,500
for 12th week, hut winding a great
longrun here.
Trans-Lux fiOth St. T L* <45.3;

90-$ 1
50’—"Sailor of King” <20th*

‘(ith-final wk' Fifth stanza ended
last night 'Tues ' was mild $2,500
alter $3,300 for fourth. "The
Actress” <M-G> opens Oct 11.

Trans-I.ux 52nd St. <T-L> (540;
90-$] 50' -"Lili" <MG* '31st wk'.
The 30th session ended Monday

' f» * held with solid $5,800 alter

$6 800 for 29th week
Victoria (City Inv > <1060. 95-

$1 80* -"Moon Is Blue" 'I \' *14th
wk'. The 13th round ended last

night 'Tues. I was sm.idi $22,000
after $22,500 for 12th week.
Warner 'Cinerama Prod > '1 600:

$1 20-$3 60* — "Cinerama” 'Indie*
«18tli wk'. Current stanza ending
tomorrow (Thurs is heading for

giant $49 000 after $48 000 for I7lh
week With current week, this is

going into second year on Bioad-
way. "Cinerama" having played 35
weeks at the Broadway Theatre
prior to moving here

May fair Brandt 1 786. <0 $1 '>')

— (,*add.\ ,, 'a* 3d wk Pit cii*

.session ending today Wed.* 1 1 k *
• I

x

will hold at solid $18 000 alter

o22,00ft tor second week. Stay > ;

fourth.
Normandie (.Normandie Thea-

tres' '592. 95*$ 1.80 Little Fugi-

tive” 'Burstyn'. fJpened yesterday
• Tues *. with trade excellent lor

this Venice Film Festival '1953;

winner. In ahead. “The Village

• Indie* (2d wk , dipped to $4 000

after $5,700 for first week.
Palace (UKOr 1 1.700. 50-$l 50— l

‘Robe’ Dominates Wash.,

All-City Mark of 68G;

‘Lion’ 10G, ‘Roman’ Same
Wa liingtoii I* c Of i 6

|( teen all CinemaScope and
'1 In* Rutrt*” in W.is|nngtf)ii this

i sum hirst week at tlie Capitol,

•ill v.sude looks like tciiifi* $<18-

(*(i(i 1)V far the grr .atest gross ever
in a Washington theatic fr>r a sin-

g|f week Cap’s, largest gross pre-

vum j* w,a $41 <)()() made bv week
Spike .forte and his on h High*- t

I */

1

"picture onlv" wc«-k was the

by 0 1 1 *) Vadis’," in a

in 'Xmas Day and
Day at tlie Palace,
the Same stab cl S

$52 000 df»Me
Week taking
Nevv Year's
w hu h .

had
-Robe

"

Roman Holiday” also is doing
fine a* suie-seater Plavhou ve.

Ile,c To Eternity’.’ also is farny
in its sixth Trans-Lux week. ’ Lion
in Streets” is rated nice at the Met

Estimates for This Week
Capitol Loew’s' '3 434; $1-$1 50*

"Tlie Rohe” <2ftth'. Tremendous
$68,000. all-time record for tins

house. Last week, “Blueprint for

Murder” '20th' plus vaude $14 000
Columbia < Loew’s' (1.174;

t Continued on page 22*
55*
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how big can

THE BIGGEST WOMAN-APPEAL ATTRACTION

SINCE WARNERS’ 'JOHNNY BELINDA’! i
tbm Fsfb*« s Puiitj* pftie Novst "SO BIG strrmf JANE WYMAN • Sterling Hayden • Nancy Olson with Stevs Forrsst • ihut»tfc Fraaar • Martha Hyac - wan#* cay

»««hard Uym* . Tammy S«Hi| • Boland Wwlt >t - Jacques Aubochon . Screen play by iota Twtal . Maaic by Mai Staww . Predated by Hsnry Blanks • Directed by labart Shaa



'VARflTY‘1' LONDON OPPICf
| It. Martin's Plata. Trafalgar ft«wi l\THH\ATIO\AI. It

Arg. Firstrun Trade Better But Low

Scales Hurt; ‘American in Paris’ Tops
Buenos Aires. Oet. 6.

T|„» re is an unusual ljst of click

DKtuivH now on release here chief

being “American in Paris

Vc booked with personal ap-

pearances by Ethel Smith at the

( ,p,.,a and day dating at the Pre-

„ and Roca. This is competing

i ,
br'ije 1 attendance with “Don

• in ,Mo" < Itnlsud i and “Nous Som-

Tons des Assassins” (Difai at

tnur and live theatres day-date re-

1 1\ oly.

Tbeiv is nothing Spectacular

Bl)OU t the coin these pictures are

tlkin gin. excepting in the case of

, ( ),uMa because of the increase

vi , the Smith performances. This

„ because reduced prices don't

nnke it possible for very big totals.

However attendance figures are up
recent weeks, an encouraging

1 at tor.

I h. re have been no sensational

R
|.os> , x so far this year outside of

the SU3.754 racked up by “Queen
j. Crowned" (Rank*. Prominent

a , rton i* the best grossers is “Edou-

ard ei C aroline” (Difai, which was

an unheralded surprise with $87.-

510 i-i-oss in 23 weeks at the Biar-

rd/.

The (.Teat Caruso” (M-G» com-
pleted 12 weeks day-dating at the

Opera and Premier; then switched

to moreover at the Suipacha where
it is Till making big money. Gross
for the aggregate 12 weeks of the

first -run was $104,045, one of the

lushed figures this year.

’ Atrican Queen" (UA>, in nine

week> at the Trocadero, grossed
$81. 3 15 and is still running. »‘David

and Bathsheba" ( 20th ) fell some-
what be)o\y expectations with $62.-

422 in lour weeks at the Gran Rex.
’Strangers on a Train” (WB' gross-

ed $4<; 009 in seven weeks day-date
at tiie Metropolitan and Suipacha.

Paal Sets ‘Gypsy’ As

Eva Bartok Starrer
London. Oct. 6.

Alexander Paal, who co-pro-
duced the just-completed Three
Cases of Murder” for Sir Alexan-
der Korda, will put a Technicolor
musical before the cameras in De-
cember as his next venture. Titled
"Gypsy King.” it's to be filmed in

English and German versions with
Eva Bartok starring in both. Eng-
lish edition will be directed by
Lewis Milestone while Go/a von
Cziffra will handle similar chore
on tl^e German counterpart.

Picture will roll in Hamburg.
Paal disclosed, on the stages ol

Real Film. Shooting will also he
done here. Script is a Continental
romance circa 1910. being based
on the life story of Rigo. Hun-
garian gypsy king. Producer re-

turns to the U. S. next month to
sign a top American star for the
title role. He also will make ar-
rangements to lens the film in Cin-
emascope. if possible. His deal
wit'll Miss Bartok. incidentally, is a

six picture commitment of which
“Gypsy” will be the first.

Car’s $269,000 Gross
Tops Japan in Month

Tokyo, Sept. 29.

Paramount topped the US. ma-
jor distributors handling film in
Japan during August with a gross
of $269,000 from the release of
teatures. newsreels and shorts.

Other earnings of Yank distribs
were WB. $247,000; Metro. $213.-
000 ; HKO. $166,000; 20th-Fox.
$163,000; L'niv ersal. $119,000; Co-
lumbia. $113,000 and Republic.
$55,000. No figures were available
on United Artists and Allied
Artists.

Paris Fall Legit Biz on the Upbeat;

Two Solid Hits Join OK Holdovers

British Tell Mexico

Pressure Is Not Needed

To Playdate Strong Pix
Mexico City, Sept. 29. !

Exhibition of British films is

ban net I throughout Mexico because
London is not disposed to make
tin* reciprocal screening pact which
Mexico demands. The nixing of
sutTi a deal, a spokesman for the
fil'd i -h embassy here explained, is

Ikim iI upon the opinion that really
good pix need no pressuring for
ex i

; i hit mn. Stressing that the pm-

;

b*'"> has ceased taking any action
regarding the ban, the spokesman
a> vetted that Mexican pix which
an* good always do well in Great ’

B:ii.on. lie cited the recent in-
staiin* oi "The Forgotten” which
broke all records at the English
viiicn i w here it played.

hi Mi'h exhibitors, the spokes-
1 m emphasized, have complete
'""••ion in hooking and playing
.M<*\U'„n pi\. Their only rule, lie
s "«i

i whether or not they con-
' d*. t:,e film, any production, is

enough lor their screens,
'd'xioo wants total parity, a
x - *; film exhibited in England

V
’’

1 h British pic screened in
Mexico.

lEs' rihutors of British produc-
' '

'

1 1

:

' here deplore the ban. British
l
,lx had been doing well. Enforec-

1 ' of the ban blocks exhibition
1,1 ' x British films. Distributors
;i ’ pessimistic* about any inline-
' c lining of the ban. But. they

J

out. Mexican films continue
- exhibited in Britain.

i NATIONS ENTERED PIX

IN SAN SEBASTIAN FETE
y
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S, *hastian. Spain. Sept. 29.

International Film Week of
" jiavtian wound up here Sun-
-• Seven nations participat-
he show, a latecomer among

1 ' with a total of 18 feature
• titered. The U.S. was repped

ilmi',* of Wax" (WB 1

, unreeled
a 2-D subject and well

N French-Mexican co-pro-
•" ri - “The Proud Ones,” ran

tip, Columbia banner.
'•r nations showing pix. be-
L>c hosting country, were
I ranee. Great Britain, Swe-
d Mexico. Only in the case*

'•'*un - Italy, and France were
•’M.trics considered official,
f .»nce repped here by Cliar-
' " and later by film chief
‘ > IT all d.

AngIo-U.S. Legits

Top Swiss Lineup
Zurich, Sept. 29.

The 1953-54 Swiss legit season
looks like one 'of the most Anglo-

j

American-conscious this country
has seen in many years. Practically
all important theatres will devote
a large part of their upcoming
schedules to plays, mostly legit,

stemming from Britain or the U. S.

Latest additions to the already
impressive list are Komedie Basle
and Atelier Theatre Berne The
former has announced “Johnny Be-
linda.” "The Heiress.” "An Ideal

Husband.” "Quadrille." Jan do
Hartog's "The Fourposter;" \V. S
Maugham’s "The Constant Wife:"
John van Druten’s "Voice oi Tur-
tle," Noel Coward's "Private Lives"
as well as Shakespeare's "Taming
of the Shrew" and "Midsummer''
Night's Dream.” Last named al-

ready is in lull swing as an open-
air performance.

Atelier Theatre Berne will do
Barrie's "Mary Rose" in October,
followed by Christopher Fry’s "A
Phoenix Too Frequent;" Hop-
wood's "Model Husband.” Carson
Kanin's "Born Yesterday.” Hatti-

gan’s "The Corn Is Green." G. B.

Shaw's "Arms and the Man” arid

John Steinbeck's "Of Mice and
Men."

Zurich, biggest Swi" city lead"

the way with British and l S au-

thors in three important theatre'

Siadttheatre will present, for the

first time in German. Vincent Toll-

mans’ "No. No Nanette." whereas
an especially strong Anglo-Ameri-
can line up is evident at two
straight legit houses. Schati'picl-

haus and Theatre am Central. Lat-

ter. a small-sealer, had a success-

ful opening with Garson Kanin’s

"Born Yesterday." In the course of

the season. "Heiress.'' Geoffrey

Mitchell's The Perfect Woman
and Melchior LengyiTs "NinokTi-

ka” also will he staged, among
olhers.

1 Schauspiclhaus opened with Sir

John Vanbrugh’s 17ili Century

comedy "T he Relapse” and Fred-

erick Knott's "Dial ‘M for Mur-

j

der.” It aLo has skedded "Four-

poster." Barrie's "Peter Pan.

Thornton Wilder's as yet unfi'n-

ished "Emporium.' T S. Eliot's

latest, "The Confidential Clerk
'

Mary Chase’s "Harvey .
"Iravel-

lcrs’ Joy,” Shaw's "Arms and .Man.

and Shakespeare's '
J roilus and

Cressida" and "Othello.

2 Comedies, 2 Dramas

Launch New Scot Legit

Season With Flourish
Glasgow. Sept. 29.

Legit season this fall and winter
looks like it will he big. Frances
Day, British musical comedy act-
ress. launched her first manage-
ment venture with "Blind Man’s
Buff" at King’s Sept. 28. Elizabeth
Allan and Dennis Price are teamed
in this drama of the law courts.
It is by Ei nest Toller and Denis
Johnston.

A new Agatha Christie play.
"Witness for Prosecution,” featur-
ing David Horne, Patricia Jessel.
D. A. (Tai ke-Smith. Percy Mar-
mont. Milton Rosmer and Derek
Biomtield. is set for the Alhambra
here Oet. 5. before moving to Lon-
don. Terence Rattigan's new com-
edy. "The Sleeping Prince.” with
Vivien Leigh and Sir Laurence
Olivier, opens on same dale at

King's also here.

A new comedy by Wvnvard
Bi'ow no, "A Question of Fact,”
opened at the King's. Edinburgh.
Monday <28>. Cast is topped by
Gladys Cooper. Pamela Brown and
Paul Scofield. Plot deals with
doubtful paternity.

D’Oyly Carte Opera Co. is

skedded for seasons in Glasgow
and Edinburgh during October and
November. Also parted is the new
play "A Day at Sea." by N. C.
Hunter, author of "Waters of the
Moon "

It stars Sir John Gielgud,
Sir Ralph Richardson. Sir Lewis
Casson. Dame Sybil Thorndike and
Megs Jenkins. Italian Opera Co.
is set for a visit to Edinburgh in

November.

Eileen Hcriie. Scot actress, will

star m new play by Andrew Rosen-
thal here early in November. Cast,

will also include Ian Hunter and
Richard Hurndali.

‘Rob Roy’ Odeon Run Sets

Back ‘Robe’ London Preem
London, Oet. 6. ,

Because the Ro\;0 Command i

choice. “Rot) Roy." is to stay at the

Odeon. Leicester Square, tor a reg*

ular three week run. the London
preem of ."The Robe" has been
set hack from Oet. 29 to Nov. 19.

Earlier date was provisionally set,

but completely dependent on the
Command choice It was recog
ni/cil hy 20th Fox that it the film

selected was either one of Rank's
own productions or one from a

company which normally released

through tin* Odeon and Gaumout
circuits, it would probably In* kept

on for its normal run.

Walt Disney confirmed that he
wanted his "Rob Roy" to stay on
The existing widescreen at the
Odeon will be replaced by a Cilia-

maScopc screen. 57 feet by 22 feet.

The London screening will be the

European preem of Cinema Scope,

‘INFERNO’ ONLY IN 2-D
|

FOR BRITISH MARKET
London, Oct. 6.

Although it i> currently being
released at the Odeon. Marble
Arch as a 3-IVr. 20th-Kox has de-

cided to put "Inferno" into distri-

bution only as a 2-D film.

Deci'ion was taken last week hy
William .1 K upper, the company’s
managing director here, alter an-

alysis ot the theatre situation in

Britain. Only about 120 houses are

equipped for 3-D and a large num-
ber of these are not the important ’

theatres here E\*en exhihs in first-

run situations who arc (‘(pupped

for 3-D will not be given a 1 1 i-d i

- ,

meti'ional print.

CIFESA's Mex Distrib Poet

Mexico City. Sept. 29.

,
Cl FES A. Spanish pic producer,

has pack d with Distribuidora

Mexicana de Peliculas. .Mexican

distributor of imported pix, to

handle all it-, films in Mexico

Deal was made by Vicente Ca-a-

no\ a. (IFESA. who is here con-

* fcrri.ng with Mexican film toppers.

Second British Feature

Now in Big Demand
London Sept 2!)

Tie Briti'h second feature at

last, has come into i!s own. The
2 ,v; supposing rpidta. which for

years wav regarded a> a bug.bear

for exhibitors, is now being con-

siderably overfulfilled by major
circuits, and defaults among inde-

pendent - are declining.

The Current quota year expired

last Saliuday '26\ and when the

record' for the 12 months are com-

pleted it will he revealed that A$
sedated British Cinemas, a circuit

with more than 4i)U picture thea-

tre'. 1 1 a - screened more than 45M
British secn.lul teatures. The two

J Art'll ui Bank groups. Odeon and

Gauinont Briti'h. probably will

\sihd the year Willi a quota of more
t ban 4 o' ,

.

British producers of second fea-

ture' now Claim they are unable to

meet the exhibitor demand. James
Carreras,, the Exclusive topper,

uhO't* production company concen-

trates on supporting feature,s.

claims the market is wide open for

aixoi.e v ho wants to enter it.

100 Productions

At Berlin Fete
Berlin. Sept.. 29.

Third Berlin Cultural Festival

wound up last Sunday »27* after

four weeks of concerts', theatre per-

formances. operas, ballet and nu-

merous other events. Within 29
days, more than 100 productions
from eight different nations were
given. Festival operators likely

will he satisfied with the 1953 box
office. Ballet performances and the
most important stage and opera
events did brisk hi/. Not fully sat-

j

isfied are bote! and nightclub min-
us who ex peeled more patrons
from outside Berlin. Trouble with
Soviet Zone checkpoints, however,
still kept many away. But unlike
most other European affairs, which
go mainly alter t Ik* "tiling money"
motto. Berlin festivals have their

special characters because of the
city's outpost position behind the

Iron Curtain. They also give cut

fure-starved East residents* t Ik* only
opportunity to see Western art and
culture

Hotels actually are how doing
better because of tin* widely pub-
licized Berlin Imlii trial Fair which
opened one day before the Cultural
Fete wound up. The fete just

ended saw the standaid ol presen-
tations very high
The most substantial program

was offered on the opera sn|»*. In

all. 23 different operas, including
seven preem'. were presented
Hindemith's ‘ Cardillac" and Von
Einem's "The Trial" may be con-
sidered the most controversial
ones.

()n the legit side, roughly 50
plays were prevented ranging from
excellent to poor The mo t con-
troversial one perhaps was Samuel
Beckett s "We Wait for Godot.”

j

Highest applause undoubtedly
went to "Don .In. in in Hojj,.*' pro
sented by Excelsior I'n tiiros Corp . I

N. Y. with a German ensemble,
from Vienna's Burgl heater This

|

troupe has .started a tour of We t

Germany,' and will appear in 40
cities. T hen goes to Holland. Swe-
den and Switzerland
The ballet program also was very

substantial \meiican National
Theatre Ballet received Very good
press appiai a] T he Ballot ol the

Royal Opera Stockholm, also ap
pea red. as did the efwintde of the

Staedl ische Opera House Berlin

Lattei scored with "Handel

Aussie TV Nearer
S* dney Sept 20

Ad. ent of T V in An ,ti alia, al-

though by HO means set. was
brought a -fop nearer via tiie an-

nouncement fast week that the

Commonwealth government's TV
Royal Commission report was be-

ing readied .and would bo pre-

sented to Parliament in a few
weeks,
Government then likHv will

make vital deci ions on video pol-

iey, Commission ended its public

bearings last month alter sitting

since March 11 and taking tvi-

jdente in all k«*i cities.

Paris, Sept 29

Legit ticket demand has risen

sharply here during last two
preem-crow ded weeks which
brought two solid hits to join

popular holdovers in heavy coin-

getting.

Elvire I’opeseo-Misehn Auer re-

vival of "Tovarich” at the 1.200-

seatcr, Sarah Bernhardt got a hefty’

$13,000 for the initial eight times
The Barillet-Gredy comedy, "White
Queen." made $4,000 at the 350-

seat Michael, which is house ca-

pacity. "Coup de Grace," ("Fin-
ishing Stroke"), metier which drew
uncertain cn\ comment, did well

at the l .000 sealer Gy nmasc Willi

a $8,000 take.

Folies - Bergere's two - year-old
show. "Real Madness." remains
leader in total gloss with $33,000
tor eight times. Casino de Paris’

"Thunder Revue" maintains a

$25,000 weekly income.

Of the straight shows held over
from previous seasons. “Daz/ling
Hour” is the strongest, doing $13-
500 at Antoine. Andre Roussln
comedy, "When the Child Ap-
pears," now entering its third
year, still does nicely at Nouveau-
tes with $9,000 weekly. The other
Konssin comedy, "Helen ot Troy.”
from lavf season gets only slightly

less with $8,500 at Madeleine.

Julicn Green’s "South” at Atlie-

nee fell to $4000 last week and
will exit at the end of October.
"Fourpustcr" at Michodiere con-
tinues $7,000 gross as does “Due
M for Murder" at Ambassadeurs.

New Franco-Italo Pic

Pact Reflects Upbeat

In Co-Production Work
Paris. Sept. 29.

New Franco Halo film accord
goes into effect (let. I Negolia
lions were started at the Venire
Film Festival between the I Into

General Direction of Spectacle*

and tin* French Centre National
Du Cinema, and concluded here.

This new accord replaces the pro
vioii' 1949 agreement which runs
out Sept 30. T his is valid for on*
year.

Principal changes in the accord
concci n tin* quality ol French
Italian co productions Fact that

the three biggest gr»*s“ei here last

year were Franco 1

1 tain co-produc
lions lias centered attention on llii*

type ol film making Special dis

peiisalioiis. rebates and aid wilt h«

given b\ each Country for quality

coproduction* There wilt a strict-

er equilibrium between countries

with a balance ol tin* amount ol

films made in each count r* Mak
illg a |bird language version ol one
ot these films at the s.ime time i

forbidden.

Over 15 co pendijf t ions ,*u<* now
in production or in tin* preparatory
stages. Some of the toppers an*

Robert S'odmak - t he Big Game.”
Andre (avattes "Apres I ,<• Del-

uge" and Claude Autailt l.aia s

"Flowering Wheat

‘4 WINDS’ NO BREEZE

IN LONDON; ‘WHIRL’ OFF
I .ondon. ( h i 6

* pom VVifld ' whirl) mink' the

rnli *. into \\ •• I End management
ol lulpli P.n < i

i a mm dr i ne-Tcr

with too much talk and too J
it * I

••

action The p

Phoenix let

Wliile Warn I

V

mixed pr*

fiop< ot m - iv al

Stalling Bet T
- Arm Davie are

I rank Lawton, tile plav, author* i

In Alex \ I kifison. ha a strong fea-

ture ca t inelimting Peggy Evans
William K'-ndall Roihu it I. Lo*. • 1

and Pat i n ia ( Hit
< ‘<*f 1 1 Term; nt. and Lovat Fraset

presented a new I risb. farce *nni
er|y. "T tie Mae Roar V \\ Ini I" t»%

(iei ard jMcl.ai non at tin* Diicbc -

Theatre lad Ttie ,, .flay ‘1 An un-

palatable hotehjioVh ot dipsomania
and a pi i/efigbler s thvvarled hon-
ey moon. linked with raw dialog it

lasted three days.

Susan Shaw arid Richard Gool
den. English players in an oilier

wise Irish (omjjariy. did Uu*ir Im-s

with thankles' inat(»rial. with r

,

tive-, .supplying authentic local

i
color.

lay prcrrned at t fie

Wednr da 29

i
i t i i*. i-d it d i e*.y .*,

and I, a ordv mild
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NOT SINCE THE BOSTON
TEA PARTY was there such

hubbub in the Hub!
First, America’s Famed Showmen Took Over Boston!

NATIONAL ALLIED CONVENTION
It was the Great Independent Theatre Event of the year,

the largest assemblage of leading theatre owners in the

distinguished history of Allied.

Next Those Battling Brothers Come To Boston!
j*

ALL THE BROTHERS WERE VALIANT"m^i
Just what the public wants in action -romance ! Brother

against brother for a beautiful bride. Fight with monsters

of the deep! The Pearl Fortune! South Sea Idyll! Mutiny

at sea! It’s got everything plus great cast: Robert Taylor,

Stewart Granger, Ann Blyth and many more!

Then Boston Gets The Year’s Sensation!

’MOGAMBO'(Technicolor)

Biggest in two years (except "Quo Vadis" and "Ivanhoe") in Frisco.

Tops "King Solomon’s Mines” at Radio City Music Hall, N.Y.

right in the middle of World Series competition. Clark Gable,

Ava Gardner and cast of thousands. It’s Mogamboxoffice

!

The Boston Party Goes On and On!

KISS ME KATE (Ansco Color)

At last! The famed musical hit of two continents comes to

the screen with its glorious musical score, its romance and
hilarity. Kathryn Grayson, Howard Keel, Ann Miller head
the talent-happy cast.
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Supreme Court Decisions Awaited

Censorship, Blue Laws and Sundry Anti-Trust Angles

Coming Before High Tribunal

Washington. Oct. 6.

s ,x motion picture cases—two

i-' voicing censorship,

with Sunday
oilier three

;i, (• awaiting

session of

one dealing

Blue laws, and the

anti-trust matters

—

action by the present

the Supreme Court

which opened yesterday (5*.

The court indicated last spring

ll ,t it will hear appeals on two

( ,t the cases. It must yet decide

whether to move in on the other

tour or to reject the appeal peti-

tions.

Situation of the six cases is;

'La Ronde’

<

1 ) The newest is an appeal

fjtd by Commercial Pictures

Coip .
distributor of the French

Import. "l.a Ronde/' which has

been banned in New York Slate by

the censorship section of its Board
!

0 f H,*gents. Situation is similar to

the .Miracle” which was banned

in \ru York on the ground that

one ot its three stories was "sac-

rilegious.” In that instance, the

V s. Supreme Court found that

the "sacrilege" section of the New
York law was vague and therefore

not valid. "La Ronde” was banned

a, immoral” and tending to "cor-

rupt morals.” Commercial Pic-

tures points out in its brief that

the film has played successfully

and without objection in Arizona,

California, Colorado. Connecticut,

Delaware. Florida, Kentucky, Lou-
isiana Maine, Massachusetts,

.Michigan. Missouri, New Jersey,

Oklahoma, O-egon, Texas and the

District of Columbia. Some of

these >tates have censorship but

none barred the film.

Since the Burstyn (‘Miracle"*

case, contends the Commercial
Putins brief, “motion pictures

are entitled to the freedom and
protection that are guaranteed to

other media for the communica-
tion of ideas.” It pointed out that

the Suprotpe Court said pre-cen-
sorship could not be applied td

these media under the Constitu-
tion Brief takes the view- also that
the New York law on what
corrupt morals Is as “vague and
indefinite” as its definition of what
is sacrilegious. High court will

have to decide whether to hear
this.

The Case of ‘M*
'2* The Supreme Court, accord-

ing to some sources here, may an-
nounce next Monday (12» whether
it will hear argument on the cen-
sor-hip case in which Ohio banned
the Seymour Nebenzel production.
‘ M " Superior Films filed with the
High Court last July from an ad-
''*r>e ruling of the Ohio Supreme
l on 1

1

which upheld the stale
Censors.

Sabbath Case

Charles B. McGee, who oper-
*des the North 29 Drive-in-Theatre,
at Charlotte. N.C., is appealing his

conviction for operating his thea-
D" from 6:30 to 9 p.m. standard
t n o on Sundays. A city ordinance
P 1

; nuts Sunday movies but not
during these hours. McGee claimed
(he ordinance was an unreasonable
U-r* ot police power. On the day
he was ai rested, he says in his
hii'ci the city’s television station
w.iv showing motion pictures dur-
i g i he forbidden hours and was
(• 't bothered by the police. Fur-
*< 'rinore. he continued, drive-in
houses just outside the city limits
cm shows in the 6:30 to 9:30 pin.
period

.

Function & Marco
4 The Supreme Court, which

a -h''t*<l to listen to an appeal in
1 ’* suit of the Partmar Theatre
a "d Fjirchon & Marco against
1 ramount Theatres, expects to
K ''' to this case by Oct. 13 or 14.
Su ‘.L involving a Los Angeles thca-

has an odd gimmick. Para-
tuount leased the house to F&M
a 'i<l then; more recently decided it

f 1 c U1 not renew the lease without
c-uating a provision of its anti-
tn st decree, Fanchon Marco

iv tire* lease is valid and does not
f "U'titute a violation of the Big 5

i 1 -trust suit judgment.
First Run Policy

" Father late this month or
in November, Supreme

1111 "ill probably hear argu-
in the action brought by

miles from the midetty. When it

sought to bid lor first run product
Paramount and other distributors
claimed they Had a firm policy of
granting first runs only to thea-
tres in the midtown. Theatre Kn-
terprises wants to break what it

regards as a monopoly.

RKO Price Fixing

(6' One of the recent appeals to
the Supreme Court was from Flor-
ence B. Bigelow and others in Chi-
cago against RKO Pix and the
Winston Theatre Corp., a subsid-
iary of RKO Theatres. It is a

treble damage suit claiming
fixing and claiming damages
Winston.

Grand, Chicago, Gets Back

Unlimited Run Right
Chicago, Oct. 6.

RKO-operated Grand Theatre,
having proved divorcement from
RKO Pictures, received exemption
from the Jackson Park decree last

week by Chi Federal District Court
Judge Michael Igoe. Theatre,
which under the decree was re-

stricted to two week runs for all

first-rim product except with per-
mission of the court, now has re-

gained its right to contract pix for

unlimited runs.

Freeing of the Grand from the
decree now leaves only the U&K
chain hound hv it.

104 Drive-Ins, Very Little Television

Helped Canada s Film Exhibitors in ’52

PAR S SHAWNEE MEETING

Leonard
Command

Goldenson and Top
in Hideaway Conference

price
from

Indoor-Outdoor

Drive-In With

GARBAGE DUMP

THREAT TO

DRIVE-IN

Eating Places
St. Louis. Oct. 6.

A new type of drive-in which
will operate the year ’round by
virtue of the establishment of a

708 seat air-conditioned "indoor-
1

outdoor” theatre in the heart of|

the project will he built for the

Wehrenberg Theatre Circuit in St.

Louis County. Will be constructed
on a 26-acre tract and will be pro-

vided with two giant screens so

that two different programs may
be shown simultaneously during
most of the year, although the "in-

door" seating area will face onl>

the larger of the two screens.

Space for 1.010 cars. 942 of

which will face the larger screen.

518 to face the smaller screen.

The larger screen will he 60' high

and 102' wide, curved for pre-

sentation ot 3-D pix. and the small-

er one is to be 50’ high x 84' and >

also arranged for perspective. I

may i project will also have both a rest-

aman t ar\d a snack bar. Total cosl

$250,000.

Detroit, Oct. 6.

Wayne Amusement Co., owner of

the Wayne Drive-In Theatre, filed

suit In Circuit Court charging that

"foul” odors from a garbage dump I

near its property was causing cus-

!

turners to drive away instead of in.

Suit asked a temporary restrain-

1

iag order to prevent the village of
Wayne and Nankin Township from

j

dumping garbage on the disputed
site. Tlie owners maintain their

$175,000 business will be forced to

close if the two communities per-
|

sist in usinj* adjoining property for

u dump.

Leonard Goldenson, president of

\ merit an Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, ami all regional heads of

the theatre end of the corporation
will join in an exchange of notes

on film business trends at a tlvrcc-

day meeting opening Oct 19 in

Shawnee, Pa.

This is an annual get-together

for Par Theatres toppers and its

invariably held in and out-of-t he-

x' ay spot, rather than a key city

Shawnee session expectedly will

tie one of the most important of all

such conclaves in view of the un-
usual developments over the pa t

year in the theatre business Due
for a thorough going-over are ex-

periences which each of the local

Par chains around the country have
had with 3-') and widest reen pix

and the economics involved m
equipping for the new era product

Do Lutherans
•

, •

Know About

Luther’ Terms?

Toronto. Oct. 6

With box office receipts showing
a 4'

;
gain, just available Dominion

Bureau of Statistics report shows
that Canada, in 1952. had its best

year over all previous returns in

the history of this country; anti

that drive-ins are making spectac-

ular gains. Canadians pushed a

gross total of $118,434,481 through
the wickets, with $12,975,298 going

in amusement tax to tin* provinces’

coffers, this mainly turned over to

hospital maintenance. Previous

year’s gross was $105,459,183.

Some 22 new drive-ins were es-

tablished. bringing the total in

Canada to 104. Their h o. receipts

jumped 32* n as compared with the
4’ r gain of film houses over the

previous year; this despite fact

that outdoor theatre* hi most parts

ot Canada cannot he operated dur-

ing winter inontK . Regular film

theatres, took in 94”e of the year's

receipts; but the drive-ins’ share
was $4,409,000 (before taxes' as

compared with $3,348,000 the pre-

vious year, with admissions total-

ling 8,380,000 as against previous

annual attendance ol 6,555.000.

Total admissions to all cinemas
was 262.950.000. this 10,791.000

more than previous year. (.Note

hat Canada, with a 15,000.000 pop-

ulation. has no TV competition ex-

cept in the Toronto, Montreal and
Ottawa areas.* Film houses .and

drive-ins in Canada total 3.416.

Average over-all admission here is

43c a scat, according to Dominion
Bureau of Statistics, as against

47 3c in the U.S.

JUDGE SEES LAWYER i

FIGHTING FOR FEES
Hollywood. Oct 6

Federal Judge Ben Harrison on

,
Monday <5* vacated dismissal of

minority stockholder suit brought

against RKO’s Howard Hughes by

Marion and F.li Castleman and Leo
Feuennan. Action reverses previ-

ous move and paves wav for re-

sumption of suit origin illy brought

:
in N. 5’. hut later filed in Las

Vegas. Dismissal order was va-

cated after attorney Bernard Hcich

appeared in court to argue for con-

tinuance. Reich filed motions seek-

ing depositions tram HKO attorney

Ross Hastings on Oct. 22. and

Hughes on Oct. 23.

Tangled litigation drew comment
from Judge Harrison that u ap-

peared to be situation in which

lawyers were fighting for fees. This

contention was vigorously chal-

lenged. Reich indicated consider-

ing motion to disqualiiy Judge

Harrison,

CHICAGO TAX FIGURES

SHOW 9% OVER 1952
Chicago, Oct. 6.

September receipts at City Tax
Collector's office showed an in-

crease of 9' f in tax taken for Au-
gust ol this year over the same
month m 1952. On the other hand,
city revenue for all amusements
here were up only 2'

• . indicating
that pix were grossing better dur-
ing August than were other' forms
oi divertissement. In August 1953,
theatres paid $103,079 in city tar-

ills against $93,939 tor the same
month last year. Alt amusements
brought in $157,842 this August,
compared with $150,420 in 1952.

For the first nine months of this

year the tax figures show a rise m
2'

<

for theatres over the same
.stretch in 1952. On the other
hand, total amusements were
uppid 5' t this term, registering

$1,317,414 against $1,259,999 for

the first nine months of 1952. For
pix. the nine-month aggregate is

$979,484 lor this year and $958,659
for 1952.

Much ol the increase i>, still to

he credited to the lifting of prices

at theatres here this season.

TOA Extends to Northwest

The board of directors of the

Theatre Owners of Washington.

Northern Idaho, and Alaska have

voted to become affiliated with the

Theatre Owners ol America.
Association becomes the 2Rtli

affiliate ol TOA and for the first

time gives the exhib org repre-

sentation in the northwest area.

TOA director tor the group is Jo-

seph J. Roscnfield of Spokane.
, p . .

wash. Also ad<iod io the Na |j Brothers Alter otickup 1

ter recently is the California I hea-

tres Assn., of which L. S. Hamni

is president and Hoy Cooper is

TOA director.

No Labor Contact

For Roy Brewer
Buy M Brewer former Holly-

wood representative for the Inter-

national Alliance ol Theatrical

Stage Employees. has joined Alii •(!

Artists as executive assistant to

president Steve Bioidy. No sur-

prise

Said Broid. : Brewer will he in-

vulved in many phases ol our com-
pany's activity and will work
closely with vice-presidents G.

Ralph Branton and Harold MTrisch.

executive producer Walter Miiisch

as well as myself." But Bioidy took

pains to emphasize that the ex-1 V
official had stipulated from Hr
beginning and lie had agreed that

his new assistant would in no wav
participate in the company's labor

relations.

Smalltown exhibs, burned at the
high terms the Louis do Hoclie

mont organization ii asking for

"Martin l.uther," are goading lo

cal Protestant ministers to lodge
protests with the higher chinch
a lit horit les.

While terms for "Luther” vary

exhibs are particularly heeling

about 70' , at extended placin ',

time plus a compulsory $125 ad

mission charge.

Pic was made h.v de Roehemont
for Lutheran Church Production-.

Inc., a non-profit organization ol

six Lutheran Church grotins. Per-

centage of income from the Dim
goes to Lutheran Productions tor

the making of additional religious

pict ures.

Charlie Jones, secretary of the

Allied affiliate of Iowa. Nebraska
and Mid-Central, has indicated that

the film ‘is doubtless a great pic-

ture, capable of much good lot

our public relations and our the-

atres, if wc can show it a regular

admissions at fair flat rentals I he

present deal is utterly ridiculous,

and would lie ruinous in mu mi di-

et- theatres. We believe that the

Lutheran Church which is hack <»'

i this pie'ure would not tolerate
' this deal it it were aware ot the

hardship and the fact that many

people cannot pay such pine

C
*!'l tit

L'icativ Enterprise*. Inc., against
*

' amount Filin Distributing Co.
J ; o' hers. Theatre Enterprises
'"'ted a large modern picture

' 0 hi Baltimore, about six

Uberto Orlando’s Post

Uberto Orlando has been upped

to the post of general manager

for Italy by Warner Bros. He suc-

ceeds Mario Zama. who resigned,

Orlando will headquarter in Rome.

Orlando, with Warners since

1935. has Wen sales manager for

Italy fur the past few years.

Charles
ing link with

Kansas City, Oct. 6. cred with tin*

Two brothers and the wife of fdjwRo <'» *be

one were nabbed by police follow-

ing a holdup of the Highway 50

Drive-In Theatre. A 90-rnile-an-

hour chase led to injuries for wom-
an and one of the brothers. Wil-

liam and James Roof. Brothers

said they had gotten $100 and hid-

den it under front seat of car hut

police were unable to find loot.

Drive-in has l>een open only a

few weeks so this was its baptism

bv robbers.

Busloads of Lutherans
Chicago, (><t 6

Loop Theatre, showing Martin

Luther" here, is getting a large

assist from Lutheran clnua lies in

the vicinity of the Windy ( il\

which are promoting the pie via

6U0.000 heralds distributed among
their members. Churches also

have a coupon arrangement

through which Lutherans ate

gaining admission to the thcatie

at 25 '

,

discount.

Busloads of Lutherans fiooi Sho

kie and other nearby town-, have

been expanding holdout lines in

front o! the theatre foi the pa-t

two weeks.

DEPT. STORE LIKELY

ON CHAPLIN SITE
Hollywood Oct 6

Chaplin's last conn e<l-

Only 3 Exhibs So Far

Have Requested ‘Relief’

Under Metro Proposal
In answer to its offer to aid dis-

tressed exhibs, Metro has received
on I \ three requests to date. How-
ever. a company spokesman de-

clared that there was barely time
for Die exchange managers to for-

ward the distress signals since they
had only recently r< turned to the

he'd from a company sales meet-
ing He indicated that study on a

I oi at level was necessary before
the SOS’s could be Ragged to the

homeollice for action
\ccording to the Metro official,

the company expects to receive sev-

eial thousand requests for relief in

II ,it of the difficulties exhibs h ave

Lead in recent year- and the tail-

I lire to receive help via a repeal of

the 20' / federal admi >1011 tax. lie

roughly estimates that aid to e\-

uih- in Double stands to <0 t the

company about $ 1 .(Mil) hUU III film

it fit.*: Is.

M G fed.-, that then* will he few
attempts at "chiseling" The aid

oil r not only brought in laUjlatoi \

h 1 1 e 1 > troni exhib leadeis hut sev-

eral continued a.-m irue that x

u.ethiul eye would lie kept **n a'l

que linnable requests lor if'ut

In .'.addition, Metro j-. reitam that

local reps are well aware o| the

posit ion of each the.die m 1

1

1 • 1

1

designated terntoi ie- .

EXHIB OWN PROJECTIONIST

Provides Rocking Chairs tor

Pickeis
I lOitll

Col u m i'll

l.l tarn Dodge, ,11

( iu< tonal 1 w ho 1 a In

put lorn 1 gave In. m ‘ul.n

(ui t;

\hrhilqf III

'll ll pi 'I

pi II | el -

tin’ll l his Usual Vuedjon and tY'el-

iM 1 lie ( mild not at lm d to im < a

II h I III 111 s OV. II III K HU lot I.Ul

wick At that point the union

nickeled his thealie and -how mail

Dodge. seeing a good chance | ( ,r

pubTcrty. provided picket vvitli

r ticking chairs.

Dodge said he was willing to

join the union blit he re: a propiu -

1a 1 1 he was not p' lnutted to

Hollywood was sev

-

sa)<* of Ills two- stage

N V. real estate him
ol Webb & Knapp. Fine is ap-

proximately $700,000. or less than

half of the original a>kmg figure.

$1500.000. Deal, currently in es-

crow. v ill be finalized Oct. 28.

Understood the new owners will

tear down the 30-year-old studio

and erect an office building or de-

partment store on the Sunset

Boulevaid site..' Chaplin will make
a separate deal lor the studio

l equipment.

$38,000 Recoup From TV

;

Hcacon Owes Stars 100(1

Los Ange’es Oct 6

Piofils of $38,000 from TV ex-

hibition ot "Copacabaiia.” vvijJi

more expected to follow, were re-

ported by truster's for Beacon Pic-

tures Corp .
currently involved In

bankruptcy proceedings.

Among the claims tiled again -t

the* company arc deferred salaries

of Groucho Marx Carmen Mu-
anda and Gloria Jean, amounting

1 to more than $100,000.



VfilnfMlay, October

No Test of Sereons
If an organization is given a certificate of exemption from admi*sior

tax on tickets it sells for an entertainment, the Bureau of Internal hr-
enue may not demand tax money even if the organization prints tick*
which list an extra charge for admissions tax, it has just been ruled

Official ruling declared: “The Government has no right to u
amount collected by the organization as admissions tax. and has r ,

authority to authorize the organization to retain the money whirl,
collected as tax against proper claims of the persons who paid it

“Where an amount has been improperly collected as admission* t.

and is turned over to the Government, such tax may be refunded on.
to the persons who actually paid it. or to their duly authorized agent

v

Continued from pace 4 ssl
understood that they are due in

Price per pair isabout 90 da>s
reported at from $400 to $500

1

,e film industry to

>aign or take some
ill the film-going

urrent small fry i»

roe trade observer*
flight the industry may

to regret,

to what extent i«

which is about $1,300 below the

price now quoted by 20th for its

len*es. WB has said it will also

rent out its WamerScope lenses.
|

Position of 20th re the screens

is that a certain kind of increased

reflectivity is required for Cinema-
Scope project ion and that only the

Miracle Mirror and Astrolite

screens manage to spread the light

evenly over the large surface.

Lie hi man told Rembusch that 20th

didn’t want to happen to Cinema-
Scope what happened to 3-D due
to inferior presentation. “Fox will

continue testing screens of all com-
panies and those that are up to the

Fox standard will be approved." he
w rote

Me added that “Fox has no policy

as to the kind and make of pent-
house sound the exhibitor uses on
The Rohe' and other CinemaScope
pictures" hut that, naturally, any
*ound installation would have to

correspond to the four magnetic
soundtracks on CinemaScope
prints.

Equipment dealers report that,

sparked by the bo. showings of

“The Robe.” they have been flood-

ed With orders for CinemaScope
installations and thpt such exhibs
arc* willing to pay Ihe higher price

for the 20th screens, having been
apprised of the company’s policy

re the* required equipment.
Feeling i* that 20th, with a con-

siderable investment in Cinema-
Scope equipment, is naturally try-

ing to push its screens and lenses

and that, as more theatres get in

on ii'c* act. the company's position

will he modified, There is some
mumbling' about 20th's policy Inn

».\hibs are withholding their fire

imtil someone is actually refused a

Cinemascope film clue tr a npn-

,
approved screen. Biggest bottle-

neck in equipping tor Cine maSeope
t pre*-*-nt »* the stereophonic sound

|

' cpi c ch’cer.

Consistently Censorious
Chicago. Oct. 6.

The Chi Negro Police Cen-
sor Board revealed it had re-

viewed a total of 513 000 feet

of film from 101 pictures in

the month of September.
Board nixed six entries en-

tirely and pinked two others

lor adults.

Censor like, it would not re-

veal which pictures were re-

jected.

Initiate a earrif

action to ,n>'

habit among c

H garde d b> so

a* an ove

have cause m later year

’/ i.e que*tibn is

the hew generation being alienated

liom bo >. office by the blandish-

m

;

nts of television in the home*' i

There is some discussion within

the membership of the Council of

Motion Future Organizations that

th.s problem ought to get *oine

air.ng at the current meeting. A
handful of .theatres have been run-

ning spiTf ial c hildreri's sj 1() w' Abo
under ihe leadership of the The.a-

tic Owners of America, ‘cvi-ral

im iribr r circ uits and indie homes
have been i unniug special vaca-

tion film programs for ebiiet.-n
'1 hat the ide a lias me rit b nidi-

{

rated jn a inept report h* Klmer '

C Rhoden chairman of the* TOA
public- re',alums committee Re
pill* Mom HO theatres known to.

have conduc ted the* summer ‘ < t i« s

Int an average weekly attendance
i)f more Ilian (>0.000 chilelre n 'I he-

atics which reported wen all c,r

cults Jox Midwest with 40; Com-
monwealth. 25; Fox Intel mountain,
12 Kvci green Theatres, 9; Walter
!( adc* The at res, 7.

Summer vacation film program*,
oigani/ccl with the aid ot local
civn authorities, church officials,

and I’arcnt Teachers aisooiatiohs.
adltciccl to the nominal price c.l 12
shows for Jr 1 . A II hough the- local
theatre manager participated, the*

leal impetus lor tin* selection of a

progiam came from individuals
end groups most desirous of hav-
ing a hand in the selection of it-

Jean Negulesco. the only director who has made two pictures j n c/m*
maSeope. is a firm believer in the efficacy of the 20th-Fox system Af
ter megging “Mow to Marry a Millionaire” and completing “We Believe
in Love” he declared that know-how gained by experience causer) j

vast improvement in the new technique.
“In making ‘Love’.” he said, “we were not only free from equiprncn

failures we had on Marry.’ but a wide variety of shot* became po*
*ible on the second film that were mechanically ruled out of th* fir*t

We had all the unique advantages of CinemaScope without cone# dir,;

a single point to any other system."

Army Motion Picture Service i* dickering with Warner Bro* fur the
rental of one floor of space in the company's homeoffice building at

321 West 44th St.

Since its divorcement last February into separate picture and ex-
hibition companies, company has consolidated department*, resulting
in the emptying of large^ections of office space in the* building Sian-
ley Warner* theatre* chain offshoot of WB, occupies two whole floors

of space as well as other sections of the building WB* ic-al estate-

department is currently seeking other outside tenants to occupy «pact
not required by the picture company.

Stadium Television Network, the Ed Dorfman outfit which has been
pitching closed-circuit telecasts of symphony orchestras, i* now tiring
to line up theatres lor Broadway shows'

As his first venture. Dorfman is offering “At Home With Eth*l
Waters." which opened on Broadway two weeks ago. Dorfman’* over-
tures to closed-circuit theatre* is still in the early stages, since he
hasn’t reached agreements with Actors Equity and other union in-

volved In addition, he hasn't determined a price pattern for the legit

attractions.

perhaps, trvo or llirce. which would
fmd the most audic*nre* acceptance
has been tabled. Trade research is

likely to he discussed at the uj>-

coming conventions of Allied

States Assn, and Theatre Owners
of America hut concise consistent

experience has been that the move
for any such program is thwarted
because of the -absence of unani-
mous support.

Subject was taken up by top

COMBO ites at a private* dinner-
meeting just prior to the open
meeting of the board of directors

and the exec committee in N. Y
last week. Attitude prevailed that

continued exhib support of

OOMPO itself must be achieved
lirst.

Point was made that COMPO
continues wrapped up in the cam-
paign to kill the 200 admissions

tax. Membership jvnewals will he

required for financing the cam-
paign. With the tax and more dues
money thus first order c*| business

for COMPO. research got the

brush, at least for the time being.

Meanwhile, the Hollywood stu-

dios continue to shoot pix in

nil angles, from the conventional

Survey of film product that could be made available to the newly-
organized Independent Motion Picture Export Assn, has been com-
pleted by Charles Mayer and delivered to Ellis Arnall. Society of In-

dependent Motion Picture ' Producers prexy. Export association was
formed to he lp SIMPP represent its producer-members overseas.

Question has arisen whether, in view of the considerable number
of indie pix handled by the majors in the foreign market, enough films
would he left for 1MPEA to actually create a selling operation abroad.

Alan Ladd bu*ted a small bone in his foot in a freak accident while
staying at the Chateau Laurier Hotel in Ottawa recently. Star was on
a chair illustrating a dive for the edification of his two sons and wife.
Resultant slip gale Ladd a night in the hospital. Patched up. he left

for New York ana on to Spain for exteriors in "The Black Knight."

Cinerama

Siim JafTe. head of the Jaffee Agency, has introduced a profit-sharing
plan covering all employees of the company. Plan, based on a unit
system, got* into effect immediately. Assisting Jaffee in getting the
sv stem started are Charles Cutler and Rupert Adams, veepees of Na-
tional Associates, Inc.

made “The Quiet Man." Decision
of Ford to assume the Cinerama

,

project will delay United Artists’
|

overtures to the director to under-
tike independent production for

I'A release. Cooper, still under
contract to Cinerama Productions
as production chief, may have his

contract assumed hv Stanley War-

!

ncr. This phase of the deal is still

under negotiation.
Meanwhile. Louis de Rochcmont

may launch a Cinerama film. Pro-
(

ducer is shooting some film in the
process in New Hampshire and on
the basis of the results, plus the
agreement of SW, may proceed
with a full length picture.

Fabian and SW veepce Nat Pop- '

kin returned to New York from
the Coast last week following talks
with Ford. Cooper and L. B. Mayer, i

hoard chairman of Cinerama Pro-
ductions. outfit which turned over
the Cinerama production and ex-
hibition rights to SW. Talks were
also held with major studios rolat-

Continued from page 7

tory such as Indiana. ..with some’lytd every phase of current prob-
520 theatres being served out of lems in industry. However, brunt
Indianapolis exchange. 8.250 shares of his attack was centered on ehs-

vvould have to be absorbed by Indi- tributors, with sales managers re-
ana exhibitors at total price, based reiving a sharp rake-over. He as-

on present market quote, of $25,- serted “distribution has year alter
781, or breaking it down further year gone around in same old eir-

by an approximate investment of ele. Sales managers change com-
$49 per theatre. He said this anal- panies but they remain sales nian-
ysis. if extended nationally, would agers. There is little leadership,
hold closely to his estimate. progressive thinking or action by
“There are many exhibitors," he sales executives."

said, "who will differ with me I On discussion of recent fight to
when I state that $49 a theatre is

,

eliminate 20 f
r federal admission

an insignificant sum pay for re- tax. Rembusch slapped industry
establishing competition in sale of for lack of statistical data. "If in-

DELEGATE BILL VOLK

AS SPECIAL PLEADER
38TH DRIVE-IN L.A.;

NO BREAKS FOR 3-D

Minneapolis. Oct. 6

With subsequent run exhibitors

plagued by a product shortage and
tearful that “the worst is yet to

tome" because of declining Holly-

wood production and the increas-

ing number of long run pictures.

North Central Allied here is ap-

pealing to the Paramount and
RKO circuits, operating most lo-

cal first-run downtown theatres, to

capacity of 1 000 help alleviate the situation,

the neighborhood One suggestion advanced is that

'as a tour- projector an agreeme nt, if possible, be ef-

no break* are re- teeted among those directing the
ening 3-i) pic ture's. . loop first-run theatres' destinies
ed vvi’h a Wonder- and film companies whereby pred-
ict t high and 90 net would become .available for the

nabes and suburban.* as per the
- — existing clearance schedule based

y .
on pictures’ national release dates

T S DlVlflPn. and 'cgartlless of whether or not
they've had their downtown first-

oatil in N Y. last run* immetliatelv or at all.

'•it'd a 25c d vvv jp Ihi* connection. William Yolk,
par common stock co-owner of four of the* finest lo-

cn tin* old noparjtal subsequent run houses inelud-
ot i \( han- cd ! mg the relatively new Terrace.
( h l 20 1‘i' F to nt e of the most prosperous, has

1 lo' id (M. IV. ht eli delegated by NC \ to confer
v ith the circuit heads here regard-
ing the matter.
Situation i* h; coming aggravated
re a* "Moon Is Blue" goes into

'A * :.th wcik downtown and Ihe
0 hadin'-' loop I oust s, Radio
v and R K<) < iipluum. whore

1
p;i k » f the produc t b;. v bee n

o' ' o a : 0 tak ill' on -The Rohe"
cl 1 ' ill Me f to Kiel rule '

i e-
" Jot n;n \ir irh.fh'Ually

Agree* With 20th
Keynoter Rembusch did have

a good v oid to say for one pro-
ducer-distributor. He thought
20th-Fox justified in insisting
upon installation of a quality
mirror screen for Cinema-
scope. “Inferior screen* will
ruin Cinemascope presenta-
tions." he declared.

glance the thought that exhibition
could enter production seems
sheer fantasy but 1 am assured by
financial experts that it will work
and il distribution won't change its

way. exhibition could achieve its

goal of stiffic lent flow of product
and freedom from everlasting
domination el industry by distri-

bution."
Raps Sales Managers

In speec h running tor about
hour and cove ring 23 pages
text, Rciobusch thoroughly

degree tor closing of some (> »l

theatres in the last seven years.

He noted Allied leaders, noted

Jack Kirsclt, of Chicago, have >i

ge-te d that distrihs ten go cRvidt

payments *o that rentals could

reduced to theatres needing
sistance “thereby keeping th

theatres in busine ss.

'

Any attempt to elim.nate ru.i

small theatres “so that I ig ‘

,n suits cart have undisputed *v.a

cl Rembusch termed “damn t

«.na* . 1 c astning."

Core Schcry at Theatre Wing
T t t o p. c c'uc Lon. * h'i« l !)i
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I of Peter Keith,

who battled the

fury of the arctic

wilderness for

the lips of a
reckless woman!

Sensational Dog Star

Pictures with that Universal appeal
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No Tone For

Slacking Tax

Problem-Cole
Boston, Oct. 6

Ex tubs at the Allied States eon-

m ni ion wen* frankly told to buckle

down in tax campaign work or face

ti e prospect of losing all the good

accomplished so far in winning 1

c ongressional support for repeal of

the 20' i admissions levy. The
warning was given today <Tues.i

l>\ H A. (ole. co-chairman of the

National Tax Committee.

( ole stated that theatremen had
become complacent tn the t x bat-

tle-. that they have lost consider-

able ground in the- last two montiis

because of this lack of spirit He
pointed up that there are 60 days
lei! be fore Congress convenes and
until then, he said, exhibs better

hustle in their effort to win Con-
gressional support.

Exciting Confusion

Imbedded speaker at today’s
Allied session was Steve Broidy,
president of Allied Artists-Mono-
gram. Film exec complained that
the term “confusion” was an ine-pt

one for the* present state of the
industry. Preferable one-worder
description for the new pic* sj stems
would he “excitement.” said

Broidy, for they have had a stimu-
lating effect on both the public
and the industry itself.

Broidy spoke in the time slot

oi ig: ally set for Spyros 1*. Skou-
ras. 20th- Fox president, who was
an hour late in bowing on.

If Boosting Admissions,

Make Public Feel That

Something New’s Added
With theatres contemplating ad-

mission price hikes, exhib orgs are

telling their members to make
these adjustments with the open-

ing of w idescreen systems or other

noteworthy theatre improvements.
Thinking behind the advice is that

the public will more readily go

for wicket boosts when offered a

new exhibition plus,

i

Exhibs are warned to keep in

mind the possibility that they’ll

have to cut prices in ease there's

any future Federal tax reduction.

As a result, the advice is to raise

the prices sufficiently so that the

theatre will be able to keep a

portion when and if there's any
tax trimming.

DEPT. OF COMMERCE

ABSORBS GOLDEN
Washington. Oct. 6.

The former National Production
Authority Motion Picture. -Scien-
tific and Photographic Products
Division has become an industry^
branch of a new Business and De*- i

feme Services Administration in

the Department of Commerce.
Nathan 1). Golden, recently re-

1

turned to the U. S. after represent-
ing the Gov eminent at the Venice
Film Festival, continues as director
ot the division. There will also he* a

deputy director but the place is

vacant at present.

The switch te>ok place last week,
when Secretary of Commerce Sin-
clair Weeks officially wiped out
what mnainc'd of NPA and moved
its industry branches into the Com-
merce Department.

METRO WILL RE MAKE

‘BEN HUR’ IN C’SCOPE
Dual-version re-make of “Ben-

Hur,” in CinemaSeope and in reg-

ular widescreen, has been set by
Metro as one of its big-scale pro-

ductions for 1954. Decision to film

!
tlu* classic story, based on the

novel by Civil War General Lew
Wallace, was made last week in

Ne w York by Locw proxy Nicholas

M. Schenck and production chief

Dole Schary.

Picture, originally made by
Metro during the silent era, was
one of the most ambitious produc-
tions of its -time with spectacular
Homan chariot races. It was
launched in 1925 as a road show
and played more than a year on
Broadway. It experienced similar

success abroad.

* Details as to east, location and
other plans not set.

‘Magnificent* Saving
Hollywood, Oct. 6.

By utilizing five millionaires’'

homes on location for the film-

ing of ‘The Magnificent Ob-
session.” Universal * Interna-

tional saved a generous hunk
of coin. It would have cost

more than $60 000 to repro-

duce portions of the mansions
at the studio.

Cost of using them as loca-

tion was practically nil.

FRISCO BUSINESS MAN

PRODUCED GREEK INDIE
Peter Boudoures, who produced

“The Barefoot Battalion.” which
was entirely filmed in Salonika.

Greece, in New York from the

Coast to set releasing arrange-

ments on the feature. Boudoures
is a San Francisco businessman
making his debut as a producer

with the documentary film.

Gregg Tallas produced and di-

rected for Boudoures, using an

original story by himself and Nico
Katsiotes, with screenplay by Kat-

siotes. The Athens Symphony Or-
chestra of 85 provided the musical

background tu the picture, which
was made with Greek dialog. Eng-
lish subtitles were written by Leo
Katcher and Chet Huntley, ABC
commentator, recorded the fore-

word.

Skouras at Allied

Conttnurd from page 3

Cinema Editors Lecturing

At Columbia, Sorbonne
American Cinema Editors, a pro-

fessional society of Hollywood, will

provide guest lecturers from
among its members for film classes
this winter at both Columbia Uni-
versity n Manhattan and the Sar-
bonne in Paris. Large number of
American editors currently on as-

signment in Europe makts the
Paris lectures possible.

This is the second year for the
Cinema Editors tie-ups with uni-
versities. Cooperation was initi-

ated last \ ear at the UCLA and
l SC campuses in Los Angeles.
Project is under chairmanship of
Edward Mann.

DeMille Signs Brynner

For Egyptian Pharoah
* Cecil B. DeMille has signed Yul
Brynner. star of Rodgers & Ham-
merstein’s legit musical “The King
and 1.” to portray the role of

Baineses, the Egyptian Pharoah. in

the re-make of “The Ten Com-
mandments.” Picture is slated for

production in 1955.

Although DeMille releases

through Paramount, deal with
Brynner will have no connection
with the recent settlement between
the actor and Par of an exclusive

picture deal. Brynner and Par
came to an amicable parting of

the way when studio and actor

could not work out a shooting
schedule in line with Brynner's
av ailability.

Brenner was slated to make his

film debut in "A New Kind of

Love.” which Billy Wilder was to

produce and direct this year.

Since Brynner could got away from
his legit chores only during March
and April of this year and due to

industry turmoil at the time with
3-D and widescreen, the picture

was cancelled and actor was paid

o(l for the film.

Par then retained an exclusive
option for Brynner's services for

one picture in 1955. Because this

then limited Brynner to making
pix only for Par, he requested a

release from the exclusive option.

Defend Myers
( ontinurd from page

*

other distributor mouthpieces in

tow not only hacked off arbitration
of film rentals but so distorted the

\

original inte nt of arbitration pr »-
!

e reelings by adding several ob-
noxious provisions, including one*

- a pren iso w hich would place
blessing e>t courts on minimum ot

20 must me re asc admission pic-

tures" fiat when Myers submitted
plan to Mlieel’s board it unani-
rnousle turned down “distributor
a’lornex's arbitration whitc-wa-h
plan" and disbanded arbitration
committee. Allied board, in ottieial

Cinerama into Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh, Oct. 6.

Announcement ot coming of

Cinerama to Pittsburgh hit the
papers the same day as the re-

views of Cinemascope’s “The
Kobe’’ appeared. This wasn’t in-

tentional. however. Stanley War-
ner officials had been poised for

the release, but had t o wait until

negotiations with projectionists’

union were finally cleared up.
Deal wasn’t set until attornoon of

the evening of “Robe's” preetn.

Downtown Warner Theatre, a

2.0<M)-scater in the heart of the
Golden Triangle, is the local site

for Cinerama. A nabe house In

Oakland, the Schenley. had been
considered for a time hut it was
vetoed in favor of Warner’s more
central location.

Amusement Stock Quotations
fiV.Y. Stock Exchange)
For Week Ending Taridity (6)

"These pictures technically can be
exhibited in the regular way,” said

Skouras. “But I won’t. It’s so im-
portant to have a new form of

entertainment, nqt just tw-o-dimen-

sional as in television."

Arranging Contrast

To prove his point, Skouras said

he would arrange to show a

C’Scope film as a standard in a

couple of situations so that the
marked advantages of the 2bth

widened screen approach could be
even further accented.

Driveins have presented a prob-
lem which has yet to be licked, the
exec admitted. “But we’re working
on this and as soon as it’s solved
we’ll lot them (drivein operators

•

have it.”

Will theatre equipment other
than that recommended by 20th be
permissible in exhibiting the
C’Scope pix? “We will welcome
any screen that will serve Cine-
maSeope",” answered Skouras. At
another point he warned he would
not be forced into licensing the
C’Scope process for any house
whose projection facilities do not
measure up to 20th’s standards.

Stereo Sound Vital

Skouras was enthusiastic on
stereophonic sound as part of t he
C’Scope package and offered de-
monstrations to prove the advan-
tages of this over normal amplifi-
cation systems.
On the basis of heavy applause

which followed his prepared state-
ments. Skouras scored nicely on the
goodwill front, particularly since
a good part of his audience have
had misgivings anent the C’Scopc
economics.

Particularly effective were these
statements: “I could play Cinema-
Scope in only a few theatres and
prosper but I will make it available
to all theatres”; and. in expressing
concern for the “little fellows” in

monetary trouble, “If the small
theatres vanish, then all of the in-

dustry will vanish.”
Skouras credited Cinerama as an

“eye opener" for the picture busi-
ness. He added: “But this was not
available to every one. So 20th-
Fox invested $10,000,000 to survive
and keep alive our great industry.”
On another subject, the prez said

the Eidophor theatre-TV system
still is being worked on in asso-
ciation with General Electric This
holds great promise, he declared.

Weekly Weekly Weekly aTues. *
Net
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MORE PAY-AS-YOU-SEE TV

But ’Boxoffice Television’ Has No
Plans To Petition FCC Now

Still another pay-as-you-see tele-

vision system is coming up. It's

called Boxoffice Television but has
no connection with Box Office
Television, Inc., the Sid Caesar-
Milton Mound theatre TV firm.

New subscription outfit is con-
nected with Wells Television, Inc.,

distributors of leased hotel anten-
na systems and television sets.

Experimental tests of Boxoffice
Television's system, requiring
either a special decoding key or
the use of a coin box. were con-
ducted in several hotels having
the Wells TV units.

Unlike* the three other pay-as-
you-see firms in the field, Interna-
tional Telemeter, Subscriber-Vision
and Phonev ision. Boxoffice Televi-
sion has no immediate plans to

present its system to the FCC. It’s

awaiting the outcome of the hear-
ings involving the three petitioners
before presenting its method.

‘Lili’

Continued from page 3

house showings, although spotty in

regular engagements.
Experience of Metro with “Lili”

has convinced M-G as well as other
distribs of the value of arty han-
dling for certain pictures. Warner
Bros, is experiencing a success
story with “The Beggar's Opera”
at t he Baronet, N. Y.

Aiming for a year’s run for
“Lili,” Metro is currently ready-
ing a booster ad campaign for the
pic. Similar campaign, launched
duiing the 16th week of its run,
proved eminently successful. When
biz levelled off during the 16th
stanza, M-G inserted ads in the
N. Y. dailies aimed at the tourist
trades. It listed “Lili” as one of
the things to see during a Gotham
visit. Campaign paid off with a
healthy boost in b.o. returns.

PARAMOUNT HOLDING

PACE OF SEPTEMBER
Paramount, having racked up a

record $4,600,000 in domestic busi-
ness during the two weeks ended
Sept. 12, is still riding high. In

each of the three weeks subsequent
to that date, the company’s domes-
tic rentals *U. R. and Canada) have
gone over $1,500,000, representing
unusually tall money.

Each of the three weeks’ volume
was at least $250,000 above the
corresponding frames in 1952. de-
spite the fact that “Greatest Show
on Earth” was in wider release at

that time and proved Par’s biggest
single-pic money-maker on the
books.

The new five-week totals of $9-
100,000 indicate that Par is headed
for its greatest year in history as

concerning rental money from do-
mestic theatremen. This will come
to substantially over $50,000,000,
it’s figured.

Among the outfit’s more out-
standing grossers over the recent
period have been “Shane,” “Stalag
17.” "The Caddy.” “War of the
Worlds,” “Little Boy Lost” and
“Roman Holiday.”

“GSOE,” incidentally, still is

making the rounds. The Cecil B.

DeMille epic played about 100
dates last week, bringing Par $30,-

000 in distribution revenue.

French Stall

Segregation

K «itenwnt. recorded ft* “indign.t- Warner will shut down in a
T .( *n at urn>1 .rrranted (•riticBm and couple of w eek*>. probably right
ill.ibhv tn.it mefYt” M<pcorded \i> *> alter curie ut run of “Martin Lu-
in 11 iii * nt in iiibilnation 1 1 v . 1

- ther" ends, to make t he necessary
1

in’i d out' MiiedZ 1fourn- v* (is an- alterations. and expects to be
I

<> * d b ’. fM-arri of dim to - and ;;eady lor Ciner ama around the
• iV; fieri bv la

-• • * ,1 - - 1..1 t;!e of December.- but eertainlv
< ’

4 rft .

f r ’ ' v f5
*

. f*T» H .. ri
•

b\ the ho iida,' An bur Manson
h or# rfi*

1

. E
. I ,. .. >1 <- t > here to act ;YS publicity di-

or Cinerama resigning

Metro in Toronto.

as

3-D Specs for Britain
Two machines for the produc-

tion of all-plastic 3-D glasses in

the United Kingdom are now be-
ing built at the Brooklyn plant of
the Pola-Lite Co.
True View. Ltd., of England,

will manufacture the specs at its

plant which is now ready to turn
out the lens material. G. B. Kalee.
Ltd . subsidiary of the .1. Arthur
Rank Organization, will handle
distribution of th t> glasses in the
United Kingdom. British posses-
sions Europe and Latin America.

m Continued from page 7 fss

the past in Washington within the
next few weeks. This is truly “his-
toric” since Washington has tra-
ditionally been classified as a
"Southern” city. Only a few years
ago the refusal to allow Marian
Anderson to sing at the Constitu-
tion Hall was widely played up by
the Communist propaganda all

over Europe, and especially in

color-conscious Asia.
Segregation in Washington pub-

lic places was a chief reason Ralph
Bunche. the Negro statesman, de-
clined appointment to Federal of-

fice requiring residence at the
capital—another point which anti-
American elements exploited
world-around.

Chief supports for segregation
now arc the hotels and restaurants.

Continued from page 3

ting 110 permits under the old

deal, the MPEA companies had
borrowed 20 licenses against the

1953-54 season and that this total

should be deducted from the allo-

cation of 90. The American dis-

tribs don’t reason that way.

They are also not likely to agree

on ararngements eliminating capi-

tal account deals. Under the cur-

rent deal, monthly dollar remit-

tances are set at $120,000. Larger

part of the earnings above that

flow into the capital account from

which the Americans so far have

been authorized to make deals and

get their money out that way.

Johnston told the companies last

week that, as of Aug. 15. Sweden
had made American earnings free-

ly convertible. In the past. 50' o

of U. S. film coin there was remit-

table with the rest coming out v,a

compensation deals.

RKO Case Up Thursday
Hearing on a minority stock-

holders motion to place RKO hi

receivership, originally set l" r

Monday '5>. has been put off w
tomorrow • Thurs.b

Justice Samuel Di Falco agrc<
‘

to the postponement at the reque-’

ol attorneys for Louis Schiff ar-

Jacob Sachs, plaintiffs in the ac-

tion, and RKO reps as well.
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SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER RAVES:

wNew comedy smash hit at Orpheum!

...Marry Me Again drew more laughs

than any other comedy of recent

memory !... It's fortunate in having

two stars who know the fun-making

business thoroughly!... Marie Wilson

wins favor before large and laughing

audiences!...The house was packed

and the applause terrific!. ..AND THE

BUSINESS IVIN TOPPED THE RAVES!

Marie Wilson 6

Robert Cummings
in

MAR«Y ME
AGAIN

w ;tk RAY WALKER • MARY COM • JESS BARKER

fr«duc«d Df ALEX GOULIEB • Unite* aai DmJ^rmNK USHIIH

0 0*HO
RADIO
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Clips From Film Row

NEW YORK
Jack J\ Harris, film buyer for

Walter Heart* 1 Theatres. huddling
m San Francisco with Maury
Sc-lm

.

11 / to aid in launching a new
nationwide circuit ol specialized

houses which the Keade and
Schwarz organizations are setting

up
Max A. Cohen, heart of 'Cinema

Circuit, sailed on the Libert c
Friday *2> .Tor a tour ol Palis,

Home and Madrid. He’ll study
new technical developments in film

techniques and scout fresh over-
seas product,

DENVER
Dave Wantoek reopened Jne

Lake, Johnstown. Colo. Had sold
house to Merf Kvans hut latter

closed it when he* left to become
manager of the Lakewood, Lake-
wood, Colo.

Fay Hoyd quit as manager of the
Unique, Gunnison, Colo.

John Denman returning to De n-
ver, this time to manage the
Denver, being promoted by Fox
Inte r- Mountain Theatres from city
managership at Great Falls, Mont.
He* succeeds Bernie Hynes, who
quit to go to Hollywood to ent/r
production.
John H Roberts, owner of the-

atres in Ft. Morgan and Brush.
Colo., taken to a Ft. Morgan hos-
pital following heart attack.
Ralph Batschelet. manager here

for 21 years, lately at the- Tabor,
has quit to become vice president
and general manager of the newly
formed Television Theatres, which
will operate the Webber, and the
ne w 1.280-ear Centennial drive-in,
being built at Littleton, Colo., near
Imre.

as well as ticups with schools and
churches.

Despite North Central Allied’s

admonitions against 3-D. more
theatres here and throughout ter-

ritory continue to install it.

'l ower, one of two St. Paul loop
first-run houses reopening this

month, will play twin hills.

German "Keepers of Night” had
Twin Cities’ first-run at Campus,
local arty nabe house.
Current Minneapolis Federal

Reserve hank reveals signs of busi-

ness leveling ol! in territory, with
continued weakness in farm pr ices,

growth in biz inventories and re-

ciuction in spending noted. How-
ever, Twin Cities’ employment is

still at record high.

as salesman here with RKO, named
sales manager for Universal in

Philadelphia under exchange boss
Edward Heiber.
John Wilson reopening Koppe!

Theatre in Koppel, Pa., Orpheum
in Franklin, which has been closed
since early June, also has unshut-
tered.

LOS ANGELES
Ward Pennington, former Den-

ver branch manager for Para-
mount. appointed sales manager
for that compan.v's Sail Francisco
branch under Jack Stevenson.
Latter was recently promoted lo
Frisco branch manager, succeeding
H. Neal East. Latter upped to as-
sistant to George Smith, division
chief.

Irving H. Levin, proxy of
Filmakers Releasing, signed Harry
L. Mandell as veepee in charge of
domestic sales. Mandell was for-
merly with Warners, Eagle Lion
and Selznick.

BOSTON
Nate Levin, AA city salesman,

upped to branch manager of com-
pany's Detroit office.

Ken Mayer, Universal salesman,
resigned Jo enter the nightclub biz,

opening the Torch .Room at the
Glass Hat Club
John McGrail. Universal flack,

entered the Carney hospital for an
operation. While hospitalized,

Tom Bowtl. former manager of the
Beacon Hill, will handle tub-
thumping for U.

Lou Newman, vet theatre man-
ager, appointed manager of Gor-
man Theatre, Framingham, owned
by the Smith Management.

Nick Lavidor, longtime manager
of E. M. Loew s Center here, pro-
moted to district manager han-
dling the circuit's eastern Mass.,
Maine and New Hampshire thea-
tres. Harry Lavidor. his brother,
transferred from Thompson Square
Theatre to the Center with Frank
Kostis. formerly of New England
Theatres, taking oyer the reins of

all the Thompson Sq.

DALLAS
Irving Rust named buyer and

booker for Leon Theatres; succeeds
Harold Brooks, who resigned to
join Lester Dollison. Rust was
buyer and booker for Jefferson
Amus. Co.

Rooking department for Rowley
United Theatres, headed bv Dave
Callahan, moved into new quarters
here.
Texan Theatre, operated by

Horwitz Theatre circuit, shuttered
in Houston. The building will be
razefl to make way for a new build-

ing.
Vincent Sherman. Hollywood

producer-director, accompanied by
a writer and cameraman will visit

Dallas, Houston, San Antonio and
Fort Worth. He plans to produce
a film based on career of a wealthy
Texas woman in the oil biz.

Vernon Christian. RKO-Radio,
elected f>rexy of the Dallas lodge
of Colosseum of Motion Picture
Salesmen of America.

Texas Theatre in Oak Cliff,

owned by Rowley United Theatres,
opened after being closed for a

week for major overhaul which
included installation of 1.700 new
seats and installation of a stage.

Complicated Journalism
Italo producers team of Car-

lo Ponti and Dino De Lauren-
tiis, with neither speaking
English, had a distinguished
Interpreter at their N. Y. in-

terview last week in the per-

Renato Gualino,
Italian Producers *

B’way Bottleneck

Dr.
the

son of

head of
Assn.

• Situation
complicated

became slightly

in connection
with a couple of questions hav-
ing to do with Italian Films
Export, of which Gualino is

managing director. Ponti-De
Laurentiis pix so fiir haven't
been channeled via 1FE.

Italy’s Needs
Continued from page 4
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12 Biggest
Continued from page 4

CHICAGO
Charles Avgeris leased Hinsdale

Theatre, Hinsdale. Ill . from
George Valos and reopened with
dual policy and two changes per
week.

Holiday Theatre. Round Lake,
111 . badly damaged in a windstorm,
bring rebuilt as a quonset.
Jack Garber. Mack for Roosevelt

Theatre, hack from hospital sans
ulcer.
Me Vickers to have world proem

ol “Sra of Lost Ships” Oct. 22.
with John Derek, Wanda Hendrix
and Walter Brennan coming in for
personals.

Filmack Trailers expanded TV
sales department with three addi-
tions to stafT and one promotion
from ranks. Hal Lansing and
John Thorsen in as TV sales reps;
and Hal Tate named to tele pro-
duction dept, l’at Collopy. in
Ftlmack’s theatre dept, for nearly
two years, tipped to slide produc-
tion co-ordinator.

ALBANY
Chester Theatre in Chestertown,

which Jules Berlmuttcr. of Albany,
recently leased from Walter H.
Wertime Estate, being facelifted
during shutdown, and will be
called the Carol on reopening this

month. Lou Jeffords, former man-
ager of the Grand in Watervliet
for Perlmutter, will be manager.
The Colony, second-run nabe in

Schenectady, taken over by Ellis

Eisenstein from John Gardner, for
many years the operator. Gardner
continues his Turnpike Drive-in at

Westmcre, outside Albany.

OMAHA
Dan Flanagan returned as man-

ager of Pioneer and Trail theatres
,n Nebraska City, after serving as
acting manager of Hiawatha, Kans.,

I
house.
"The Robe” is slated for initial

Nebraska showings the middle of
October.
Elmer Haines

phonic sound at

Sidney, Neb.

installed stereo-
his Fox Theatre.

"Vice
iPar),

and
were

MINNEAPOLIS
Universal exploited* Ben Katz

beating drums for "All American,"
due at State soon.
"Moon Is Blue,” in its seventh

weejt here, starting its fourth in
St. Paul where pictures rarely run
longer than two weeks.
Weekend holdouts at HKO-Or-

pheum and World tor "From Here
to Eternity’’ and "Moon Is Blue,"
respectively, reminiscent of "good
old days” here.
AH six Minnesota Entertainment

Enterprise*' Twin Cities' area
o/onei *> shuttered for season bv
end of l.c l week, their earlie st

c iPsings
( m mt owner Ted Mann planed

to Los Angeles to** Mmnesota-
Southein California lootb.tll game.
W II here receiving mans in-

q aiies aX to k lease ol "Hoove of
Wax ' in 2-D

Marciano - LaStarza fight pi x
failed to get a run in Minneapolis
or St. Paul Bout
at !o< .<! Radio ( it>

Paramount eirrn
E.gge.t Art-explrtl’af
* or {(,: f > Rota

PHILADELPHIA
Louis J. Coffman, attorney in

film industry, accepted chairman-
ship of Variety Club, Tent 13.

Heart Fund campaign.
Crescent Theatre Co. operating

Crescent. W. Collingswood. N. J.,

filed anti-trust suit in U. S. District
Court here against Columbia, RKO
and 20th Fox. claiming $75,000
damages in alleged discrimination
involving seven-day clearance in

favor of nearby Century Theatre.
Audubon. N. J.

PITTSBURGH
Franklin Film Exchange named

distributor here of new Atlas prod-
uct.

Alex Levin leaving Soisson The-
atre in Connellsvill**. which lie has
managed for several years, to open
a dress shop

Francis Milton petitioned Al-
legheny County commissioners to
relieve him of his lease on the
Greater Pittsburgh Airport The-
atre.

Joel Golden. Allied Arti*ts sales*
man and formerlv with Warner
Theatres as hooker, suffered heart
attack recently and is in MoiLe-
fiore hospital
Shea circuit taking over opera-

tion of Colonial in Erie; will con-
\ * i t it into » second-run While
Shea Theatre lemams first inn out-
let

Mr. and Mr* Max M Summ'T-
v is tele*, i-.ed

on

vilte now oper
t heat i c under

iting the Knox Pa
agi cement with an

' .ifc* (J i
^

J.i i lies Bui
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heavily against the new Cinema-
scope method.
"Moon Is Blue” <UA), a very

strong third in August, still has
such sustained strength that it

managed to cop fourth money.
"The Caddy” (Par), the new Mar-
tin-Lewis comedy, wound up fifth

although sock in most locations
opening weeks.

"Stalag 17,” another Paramount
release, was sixth, the same rank-
ing as the preceding month, attest-

ing to its staying qualities. "Gen-
tlemen Prefer Blondes” '20th), No.
1 for August, landed seventh posi-

tion with nearly $400,000 despite
its tremendous draw in the previ-
ous month.

j

"Island in Sky” <WB) took
! eighth spot, not measuring up box-
' offlee-wise to some previous John
Wayne starrers. “I, the Jury”

I <UA>. a 3-D effort with added draw
of being a Mickey Spillane story,

j

copped ninth place even in the

I
face of some erix barbs.
"The Scoutmaster" <20th) man-

|

aged to edge up to 10th. "War of
Worlds” (Par) and "Martin Luther”
• Indie) rounded out the Golden
Dozen in that order.
"Wings of Hawk” <Uk

Squad" <*UA), "Arrowhead”
"Devil's Canyon” (RKO),
"Sword and Rose” <RKO)
runner-up films in that sequence.
"Robe,” which obviously shapes

as the outstanding newcomer, was
not included in the September list-

ings because it was out in release
only in the month’s final week in

more than one key city. Playing
in Chicago, Philadelphia. L. A. and
New York (second week), the film
rolled up a total gross of nearly
$500,000 for the single week. It

is due to be launched in 44 keys
!
during the present month.

"Little Boy Lost" (Par), launched
late in the month, shapes as an-

• other big boxoffice winner based
on initial playdates. "Lion in

Streets” <WB) also looms as po-
tentially strong although not open-
ing too well in N. Y. Absence of

I James* Cagney from the b.o. scene
lor too long may have hurt his
latest starter.

"Mocambo" *M-G), which started

,

big ;it the N. Y. Music Hall this
week, was sock on its teeoff in
San Francisco. "The Actress." an-
other from Metro, has been some-

i

what uneven thus far although reg-
istering some fine to good sessions.
"All American" (U>. another new
pic*, did nicely in Detroit.

"Moonlighter” MVB', 3-D film.

far has been spotty with many
slow* showings. "All i Desire” *L '

racked up some additional stout
coin during the month.
"Return To Paradise" 'UAb

eighth in August, showed several
big to sock playdates last month.
Latin Lovers" (M-G>, inclined to

mild showings in some bigger;
dates, had several wesks of okay
to strong dates.

Cruel Sea" U' registered many
big to smash weeks, mostly in

smaller houses. "Half A Hero"
'

M-C.t is rated a big disappoint-
ment on showings to date.

j

Par giving an advance on delivery
of the negative of such films as it

might take on. Duo have been dis-

cussing with Par distribution of
two other of their films

—"Mambo,”
another Silvana Mangano starrer.
and “Attila” with Anthony Quinn
in the lead. Like "Ulysses” they
are to be shot in English.

"Mambo” rolls in early Decem-
ber. Playing opposite Miss Man-
gano will be either Cornel Wilde
or VHtorio Gassmann. Other male
lead is a tossup between Farley
Granger and Falsetti. Katharine
Dunham also will be in the film.

It’s already certain that Par will

take the picture for North Amer-
ica.

Most Costly Ever Made
Ponti and De Laurentiis said

they believed it would be wise for
the Italian industry to reduce its

output in favor of more important
films. This, they held, would also
serve to concentrate the industry’s
technical, artistic and financial re-

sources. Production in Italy still is

fur cheaper than in Holiyw-ood.
even though "Ulysses,” with a

$2,500,000 budget, is the costliest

film ever made in Italy.

The producers didn't think their

industry was doing itself a dis-

favor by dropping many of the
smaller, arty productions and mak-
ing films that would collide with
Hollywood head-on. “Those little

films with subtitles were no com-
petition,” they asserted. "Now we
go in for bigger things. Many see
this as implying a loss of quality,

but it isn’t necessarily so. We con-
sider that our big pictures also

will have a clearly Italian flavor.

The urtistic films did the spade-
work. Now we have to build on it."

They added that the industry in

Rome would continue to make the
specialized entries that find favor
in U. S. arties, but that it was im-
practical to successfully run an in-

dustry on "exceptions.”

23 Continued from pane 3

sic Hall or for a twin date
Astor and Victoria theatres.

Right now, Columbia's
Here to Eternity” looks set

loijg run at the Capitol
mount’s "Little Coy Lost” j*

to stay at the Rivoli. United
ists’ "The Moon Is Blue at •

,

Victoria and Paramount's "Sk. e
17” at the Astor still aie tiu

~

entrenched, and the Music n. ]

has just preemed Metro's ,j,,.

gambo.” Cinerama isn’t going
budge from the Warner Th< „* .

for months.

One intriguing possibility
that, after the run of "Tlu* Robe
the Roxy may enjoy a new presu^
position in the Broadway lineup
taking some of the gloss off tu
Music Hall.

Smaller companies say that n
worst comes to the worst, tin \

can always preem their pix out-
side the Times Square area or up-
date them on the circuits. Many
continue to feel that the prestige
and publicity emanating from a
Broadway opening continues, an
important factor even though oi *

admitted that these engagement*
rarely mean profit.

If a real shortage of outlets de-
velops, the distribs may turn to the
lormer film houses that have
turned legit. In recent year*,
some of the companies have pre-
ferred preeming their more un-
usual pix in the arties where, it

successful, they can settle down
for very long runs and a reason-
able overhead.

Closed in Color

Screen Writers
Continued from page

S
|
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Adele Buffington. Morgan Cox,
Warren Duff, Charles Hoffman.
Beirne Lay. Jr., Walter Reisch and
James Webb.
Nominating committee urged

members to use the mail ballot to
insure as large a vote as possible,
stating "the committee, recogniz-
ing the constitutionality of proxy-
voting, nevertheless voted unani-
mously to urge members to cast
their own ballots, to demonstrate
their personal interest in guild ac-
tivity. which is so needed.”

Valentine Davies is chairman of
the committee, while other mem-
bers are Robert Bices, Everett
Freeman. Ivan Goff. Roy Huggins.
Jesse Lasky. Jr.. William Ludwig.

,

Frank Nugent, and Barry Ship-
man.

Will Be Fxec Committee
i

Exec* board has ruled that after
the November elections the ad-

i
visory committee of TWG w ill be
known as the executive committee
of TUG. also that members of this
committee will in the future be
elected, not appointed. Sixteen

!

writers will be elected from the
following 32 nominees for the com-
mittee: Dwight Babcock, Lee Berg.
Robert Ibices. DeWitt Bodeen. Mor-
timer Braus. George Carleton
Brown. Morgan Cox. Dwight Cum-
mins. Albery Duffy, Fenton Earn-
shavv, James Gruen. Douglas
Hcyes, Polly James. Curtis Ken-
yon. Lawrence Kimble. Sid Kill-
icr. Etna Lazarus. William Livelv.
Ellis Marcus. A1 Martin. Betty
Mcars, Donn Mullally. Jo Pagano.
Stuart Palmer. Milton Raison.
Dean Riesner. Maurice Tombragel.
Catherine Turney. Eugene Vale.
Malvin Wald. Arthur Weiss and
Maurice Zimin.

Continued from page

prodding. For most comm< n i.d

purposes the screen size would tie

large enough.

This closed-circuit colorcast co-

starred with the backstage factm«
in dealer appeal. Nine fullblown
facets of the company’s chapeau
styles were presented live with
snappy running commentary by
Frank Waldecker. After each ex-

hibit, the nifty femme and equally
nifty male models entered t tie

stage from the sides and put on
revue-rigged .skit bits matching
the number’s title such as Easter
Parade. Lunch at the Club. Fair

Weather Foursome. Scene Under
Starlight. Sand and Surf. Roundup
Time. Young Man’s Fancy. Town \;

Country, Bull Market.

Finale was tagged Dramatis P» r-

sonae with the whole cast and pro-

duction personnel assembled on the

stage for kudos—these including
Edmund R. Richer and Donald M.
Smith. Jr., of Grey ad agency: Bai-

bara Jones, director and stager;

William Uliman. Jr., fashion co-

ordinator; John Martin, production
and technical control: Norman
Paris Trio, and E. A. Korchnov
sales and ad veepee for Lee. and
who supervised the entire getup.

Color Generally Good
The color values were generally

good and many of the brighter

tints excellent, though with some
observable departures from fidelity

when the actors appeared onstage

to reveal hair that didn’t match up

with the hues in the telecast 'for

instance, a youngster's flaming red

mop came out medium brown in

the video'. During the first couple

minutes of the screening, some ef

the colors played 3-D tricks, danc-

ing crazily before the eyes of view-

ers. When the eye became accus-

tomed to these tinted terps it put

them back on the screen wheie

they belonged and thereafter the

“registry” dovetailed. (Word vv.,s

that generator acted up for

brief period and was then

rected.)

Halpern said at the session

the selfsame facilities will be avar

able for single markets or in r

e-
works of selected cities as an o ! *

junct to his company's black

white setup currently employed b r

closed-circuits in some 50 an >'

He said companies will be able

“network” their meetings. *
1

through TNT color TV sirmiltai

ously in a number of major t

kets.

The non-compatibility factor 1

currently inveighs against the U
system in home telesets is not p.

of the hot issue vis-a-vis FR

compatible setup, since the ticim

stration related to business and

dust ry conventions or other In-

gatherings having no link with 1

ing loom video.
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APPAREL
99-2% INCREASE

HOUSE
FURNISHINGS

105% INCREASE

FOOD
141.4% INCREASE

^v, v

THEATRE
EXPENSES
98.9% INCREASE

FUEL
47.6% INCREASE

RENT
42.4% INCREASE

Those smoke signals on the horizon ... are signs of

rising costs ... signalling “
profit* in distress”

They are sparked by the Bureau of Labor

Statistics report that your cost-of-living has increased

92.8% from 1939 to 1953... with the cost of FOOD
puffed up 141.4% ...HOUSE FURNISHINGS 57.9% and

RENT 42.4%. These sparks are fanned by the Exhibi-

tors Digest findings that costs of THEATRE EQUIPMENT,

and SUPPLIES have risen 98.9% in the period from
. «

1940 to 1952! Pretty good reasons for distress.

However, you can take some encouragement

from a further examination of the record. . .which

will reveal the negligible increase9 IF ANY, you’ve re-

ceived from NSS during this same period.

Yes, compare all your costs with the LOW
COST, Service-With-A-Smile Policy of the Prize Baby!
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“Fort Ti” appears headed for $2

-

300,000.
*

Paramount execs have some
thoughts on the 2-D values of »
3-D film. Par’s “Sangaree”

j s listed
as a $1,500,000 grosser in the depth
market; after this the companv be-
lieves “Sangaree” can do about
$500,000 in 2-D theatres domes-
tically.

Picture Grosses
Continued from pace 9

hibitor. Aside from the personal
misfortune this has brought, it is

serious to the industry as a whole.
We fully realize the small contribu-

tion made by community theatres

to the total gross boxoffice of any
production.”

He went on to warn the industry
that it would be “unwise to lapse

again into a feeling of false secur-

ity. As important as the tech-

niques may be which have been in-

troduced over the past year, no in-

dustry on earth is rich enough to

waste them on selling otherwise
unsalable merchandise.”

Radio commentator Henry .1

Taylor, freshly returned from a

European jaunt, represented switch

on accustomed SMPTE keynote
addresses and was well received.

Annual Awards

At the luncheon. Barnett an-
nounced the election of A G. Jen-
sen of the Bell Telephone Labora-
tories as SMPTE’s new engineering
\.p. Baiton Kreuzer of RCA be-

c'*n cs financial v.p. and is suc-

ceeded in his old post of treasurer
by George W. Colburn Trio will

serve two-year terms. Rest of the
SMPTE officers are elected next
year.

Annual SMPTE awards, pre-
sented at a dinner Monday night,

further served to emphasize the
preoccupation with the screen’s
new media. The Society’s Journal
award went to R. J. Spottiswoode,
N. L. Spottiswoode and Charles
Smith as coauthors of the paper,
“Basic Principles of the Three-Di-
mensional Film.” judged the best
of Ihe technical papers published
in the SMPTE Journal during the
past year.

Dr. W. W. Wetzel of the Minne-
sota Mining & Manufacturing Co..
St. Paul, Minn., copped the Samuel
L. Warner memorial award. Fred
Waller, inventor of Cinerama, got
the SMPTE’s Progress Medal
Award, and Arthur V. Loughren of
the Hazelton Corp. was recipient of
the David SarnofT Gold Medal
Award for his contributions to the
development of a compatible color
TV system.

Honorable mentions went to Willy
Borberg; C. R. Carpenter and L. P.
Greenhill; G. C. Higgins and L. A.
Jones and Otto H. Schade. Norman
Collins and T. C. MacNamara got
a special mention for their “The
Electronic Camera in Film-Mak-
ing.”

Montreal, Oct. 6.

Big news here this session is the

socko biz being turned in by “Band
Wagon’’ at Loew s. Other spots

are mainly not doing so well. How-
ever. “Split Second” shapes good at

Capitol.

Estimates for This Week
Palace <C.T * <2.626; 45-75) —

“Scandal at Seourie” <M-G> <2d

wk*. Fair $11 000 following $17,000
opener.

Capitol <C.T* <2412; 50-80) —
"Split Second” <RKO>. Good $17,-

000. Last week. “Pardon My Back-
fire” 'Col*. $15,000.

Princess <C.T.) <2.131; 50-80) —
“Stranger Wore Gun” < Col » *2d

wk'. Fine $10,000 after opening
stanza did $16,000.

Loew’s <C.T.) <2.855; 50-85* —
“Band Wagon” <M-G>. Smifsh
$31,000. Last week. “Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes” < 20th ) < 4th wk),
$15,000.

Imperial <C.T.) <1.839; 34-60) —
“City That Never Sleeps” <Rep>
and “Flame of Barbary Coast”
< Rep) <2d wk). Slow $5,000 alter
nice $11,000 opener.

BALTIMORE
'Continued from page 10)

.ovvai tls socko $34 000 after colossal

$38 000 opener.
Keith’s 'Schanbcrger) <2.400; 25-

itfh
—“Little Boy Lost" <Par» <20

vi k ), Nice $11,000 after $15,000
lust week

Little 'Rappaport) <310; 25-90'

—

‘Sailor of King” <20th>. Good
$4 000 Last week, “Sea Around
I s

" <KKO) Old wk*. $3,500.
Mayfair 'links) <980; 20-70) —

' \bhott -Costello Meet Jekyll,
Hyde” C). Starts tomorrow
Uedi alter second week of

“Stranger Wore Cun” <Col) hit fair
$4 ')()<) following $5 200 opener.
New < .Mechanic! <1.800; 20-70) —

“Golden Blade” <U>. NSC $7,500.
Last week, "V icki” < 20th *

,
$8,200.

Playhouse <S 1 waher) <420; 50-

SI t-~'Liir<M-C) 1 12th final wk).
Winding up record run with oke
$3 000. Last week. $3,400.

Stanley <WB) <3,200; 25-80) —
“Lion in Streets'’ <WB). Slim
$8 000. Last week, “Moonlighters”
<WB), $8,400.
Town < Rappaport) <1,600; 35-80)— ‘‘Actress’’ <M-Gb Fancy $9,000.

Last week, “I, the Jury” <UA>,
$8,500,

Cincinnati, Oct. 6.

‘ Here To Eternity” looms loftily

in first holdover stanza at the huge
A! bee, adding to monumental
preem marker. “I, the 'Jury’
shapes okay at the Grand to top
four new hills. “Moonlighter” in
Palace looms light. “Sailor of
King” at Capitol is tame while
"Blueprint lor Murder” at Keith’s
looks fair. Hot weather and Yan-
kee-Dodger baseball crown clash
are proving detrimental currently.

Estimates for This Week
Albee <RKO> <3.100; 75-$1.25<—

“Here To Eternity” <Col) <2d wk).
Still gigantic at $24,000 after last

week’s modern era Cincy record
of $36,000. Stays another round.

Capitol <RKO) <2,000; 55-85) —
“Sailor of King” (20th). Tame $6 -

500. Last week, “Affair With
Stranger” <RKO) and “Tarzan and
She-Devil” <HKO), $6,000.
Grand <RKO) <1.400; 75-$ 1)

—
“I,

the Jury” <UA) and "Neanderthal
Man” <UA). Okay $9,000. Last
week, "War of Worlds" (Par)
'in o.i, $6,000.

Keith’s iShor) <1,500; 55-85)—
“Blueprint Murder” <20tli). Fair
$4,500. Last week, “Thunder Bay”
<
U

). $5,500.
Palace <RKO) <2,600; 75-$D—

"Moonlighter” <WBi. Thin $7,500.
Last week, “Melba” <UA), $7,000.

Lii— Continued from page 7 ss^m
the Victoria after “The Moon Is
Blue” and there is speculation that
the Astor many not be large
enough. With the Capitol Theatre
tied up. this leaves Loew s state
the Paramount and the Hnoh as
possibilities.

‘Robe* on Par With Charity
Minneapolis. Oct. 6

City officials considered the lo-
cal Cinemascope opening with
“The Robe” of sufficient import-
ance to grant special permission
to the Paramount circuit to string
a large banner across city's two
principal downtown business
streets at the busiest corner.

Ordinarily, such banners are not
allowed for commercial purposes
here, their use being restricted to
charitable drives and causes.

‘Jury’ Smash $18,000,

L’ville; ‘Stalag’ 15G
Louisville, Oct. 6.

While the world series usurped
much attention over the weekend,
first-runs were not entirely over-
looked. Rialto, with "Stalag 17”
plus Marciano-LuStarza fight pix,

looks strong $15,000. However, "I,

the Jury” at the State is the sock
entry. “Hannah Lee" at the Mary
Ann is light. "Moon Is Blue” at

the Kentucky in second week is

great.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky iSwitow* <1.200; 75-99)—“Moon Is Blue" <UA> <2d wk).

Big $8,000 after last week's $10,000.
Mary Anderson (People’s) <1,200;

54-75)—“Hannah Lee” <Indie).
Mild $5,000. Last week. “Moon-
lighter” iW B > '2d wk), $5,500.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) <3,000;
54-75)—“Stalag 17” <Par) and Mar-
ciano- LaSt a rza fight pix. Swell
$15,000. Last week. “Inferno”
<20th) and “Thy Neighbor’s Wife”
(Indie). $10,500.

State <Loew’s) <3.000; 54-75)—“I
The Jury” <UA) and "Terror On
Train" <M G). Sock $18,000. Last
week. "Man From Alamo” <U) and
“Big Leaguer” <M-G>, $9,000.

Gala Show Between Grinds
Cleveland, Oct. 6

When “The Robe” opens tomor-
row tWed.) at the 3,700-seat Hip-
podrome there will be a 5 p in.

and 11 p.m. performance on re g-

ular grind policy. But the 830
show will be set aside for the pub-
licity whoopla.

City and state officials will be
tape-interview'ed in lobby for bal-

lyhoo on WTSM next day.

Omaha. Oet. 6.

With the exception of "Little
Boy Lost,” biz is offish at first-rums
tliis stanza. Plugged heavily, the
Crosby pic shapes lively at

Orpbeum. “Latin Lovers” is okay
at the State while "Master of Bai-
lantrae” is fairly good at Brandeis.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis <RKO> <1,100; 50-70-

“ Master of Baltantrae” (Will and
“Combat Squad” (Col). Average
$<;.()<)(). Last week, “Island in Skv”
<WB» and "Tarzan and She Devil”
<RKO>. ditto.

Omaha (Tristates) <2,100; 5076)
--“Great Sioux Uprising" <U> and
“Mexican Manhunt” <AA). in 5
days, and “Male War Bride” (2t)*:i)

and “Broken Arrow” <20t hi tie-

issues) in 2 days, did only weak
$5,000. Last week “Kid From Left
Field" < 20th* and “Glory Brigade”
< 20th). $7,000.

Orplieuin (Tristales) <2.090: 05-
85) — “Little Boy Lost” (Par*.
Strong $11,000. Last week. "Roman
Holiday" (Pari and “Jamaica Run”
(Par), $10,000

State 'Goldberg) <865: 50-76)—
“Latin Lovers" <M-G>. Okay $5,000.
Last week. "Hide Vaquero’’ <M-G*
ami “Big Leaguer” <M-G), same.

‘American’ Lusty $8,500 |

In Port.; ‘Hero’ NSH 6G
j

Portland. Ore., Oct. 6.

Biz went in a slump here this
week although there are some
strong spots. "All - American”
shapes fancy at Broadway. “Half a
Hero" is not so good at the Liberty
while “This Is Love” is disappoint-
ing in two houses. “Moon Is

Blue” still is great in 10th Mayfair
session.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) <1,890; 65-90)

“All-American” (U) and “Stand At
Apache River” (U*. Fancy $8,500
or near. Last week, "Wings of
Hawk” <U> and “Siren of Bagdad”
(Col). $8,000.

Guild (Parker) <400; $1)—“Sea
Wound Us" <RKO) <3d wk). Neat
51 500. Last week. $2.?<V‘

Liberty (Hamrick) <1.875; 65-90)— Half a Hero” <M-G) and
“Champ for Day” <Rep). So-so
$6,000 or < lose. Last week. “Island
in Sky" <\VB) and "Sweethearts on
Parade" 'Rep). $9,000.

.Mayfair < Evergreen ) <1,500; 90-
$1.25)—“Moon Is Blue” <UA) <10th
wk'. Solid $4,500 or better. Last
week. $5:200.

Oriental < Evergreen) <2.000; 65-
90 »

—“So This Is Love" <WB) and
“Plunder of Sun” (WB>. Oke
$2,300. Last week. ‘‘Return to

Paradise” <UA> and “No Escape”
' U A ). $3,000.
Orpbeum (Evergreen* <1.600; 65-

9()»
—

“Return to Paradise” <UA)
and “No Escape” (UA* <2d wk*.
Nice $4,000 in 4 days. Last week.
$7,500.
Paramount < Evergreen* (3.400;

65-90i—"SO This Is Love” <WB*
and “Plunder of Sun" <\VB>. Okay
$6,700. Last week. "The Caddy”
<Pai ) and “Roar of Crowd” <AA)
< 2d wk<. $5,200.

United Artists (Parker* (890; 90-
$1.25)— “Here to Eternity” <Col>
'4th wk'. Splcruiid $8,000. l.ast

week. $10,300.

. ‘San Anton* Revise
San Antonio, Oct. 6.

Interstate is revising admission
prices to “Robe.” scheduled to

open Thursday (8) at the Majestic.
Instead of the $1.80 top. the top
price will be $1.50 on evenings
and all day Saturday and Sunday.
Weokday matinees, until 5 p.m.
will be $1.25 and, for children, it

will be 60 cents anytime.

\iSSa Continued from page 5

(3) the intermission required lor

retreading projectors.

Supak and Klapp said that Rob-
ert J. O’Donnell, Interstate The-
atres general manager, intends to

scrap all his old 3-D equipment,
which had cost $350,000. and will

replace it with the Nord system.
In N. Y. over the past weekend.

Columbia announced that all 3-D
pix on its lineup will be made
available in the standard two-strip

form or in Nord single strip, ex-

hibitors to have their choice. .Col

stressed this applies to 3 D'cis al-

ready in release and new ones not

yet in distribution.

INDIANAPOLIS
(Continued from page 11)

$9,000. Last week, “Stalag ~T7”
(Par). $11,000.

Keith’s <C-D) <1.300; 60-$l 20)—
“Martin Luther’’ < Indie*. <2d wk*.
Trim $5,500 alter $11,000 opener.

Loew’s (Loews) <2,427; 50-76) —
“Latin Lovers” <M-G> and “Sky
Commando” 'Col*. Okay $10,000.
Last week. “Here to Eternity”
• Col) <5th wk). $8,000.

Lyric <C-l» <1.600; 50-76) —
“Champ lor Day” <Rcp> and
“Marshall at Cedar Creek” (Indie).

Thin $3,500 -with Marciano-La-
Starza fight films added. To be
pulled after 6 days. Last week.
“Plunder of Sun” (WB) and
“Blackmailed” < Indie). $4,000.

‘Caddy’ Crisp $12,000 In

Prov; ‘Stranger’ Fat 10G
Providence. Oct 6

Sss Continued from pace 7

sible outlet. Another factor in any
tally on the number of outlets is

“bicycling.” or the practice of some
circuit operators to shift the 3-D
booth equipment from one theatre
to the next in their chains as the
3-D'ers are run off.

Warners’ “House of Wax” is the
champ money-maker of the dimen-
sional*. with a domestic distribu-
tion gross of $3,200,000 apparent
at this time. This eclipses Arch
Oboler's “Bwana Devil” 'which
was instrumental in starting off

Hollywood on its 3-D hinge).
‘Bwana’

When it was in early distribu-
tion “Bwana" set a phenomenal
b.o. pace hut slowed markedly in

subsequent dates as its novelty
values waned. It still rates as one
of the most amazing pix in history,
with a distribution take of $2,-
800.000.

Many other 3-D'ers followed the
pattern, that is. opening big in
key dates and then dropping off.

As a result, some distribs have
been maneuvered into “adjusting”
licensing contracts after a disap-
pointing 3-D run. Argument on the
exhibitor side was that the early
bo. showing ol the dimensional
film made 50-50 terms appear
equitable. However, when the pic
went sour in later runs the even
split terms ceased to he fair and
the “adjustment” had to be made.

In mostly all cases, distribs are
holding up on releasing the 3-D'crs
in single-strip conventional form.
While some 2-D dates are being
booked, the companies still can get
new 3-D business as additional
houses install equipment. Col. fig-

uring on 2.600 theatre availabili-
ties for “Fort Ti" and “House of
Wax” at this time, is waiting until
that total goes up to 3.000 before
sending out either 3-D'er as a
"flat.” “Man in Dark." incidentally,
could reach $1,800,000 in 3-D
money (domestic distribution) and

Trade is better here Ibis week
Si rand's “The Caddy” wound up
so< k Alhee’s “Stranger Wore a
Gun” also shapes big. Loew s is

sluggish with “Latin Lovi is.”
Majestic is mild with “So This Is

Love ”

Estimates for This Week
Albee <HK(» <2.200; 65-85) —

“S: ranger Wore (bin” (Col) and
“ Project* Moonbase" <Lip* Nice
$10,000. Last week. “East of
Sumatra" <U» and "Rebel Citv”
(A A). $7,000

Majestir < Fay * <2,200: 50-70* —
“This Is Love” <WB* and “Blunder
of Sun” 1 WB*. Mild $6,500. Last
week, “Thunder Bay” <U< and Mar-
ciano tight pix. $9,000.

State (Loew) <3.200; 50-70) —
*’Lat iiv Lovers” <M-G> and “Thy
Neighbor’s Wife" <20th>. Slow
$9000. Last week. “Here to Eter-
nity” 1 Col* <4th wk>, good $8,000
at upped scale.

Strand < Silverman* <2.200; 50-
70* — “Caddy” <Par* <2d wk*.
Started Monday <5*. First session
was socko $12,000.

Columbia Using Nord
Hollywood, Oct. 6.

Columbia Pictures has closed a

deal for the use of the Nord Ex-
tended Area System of single-strip

3-D film. Agreement was reached
after studio toppers viewed a dem-
onstration of sample pictures

printed by the Nord process.
First film in the new process to

be made available to exhibitors
will be ‘‘Gun Fury,” starring Rock
Hudson. Donna Reed, Phil Carey
and Roberta Haynes. Other Co-
lumbia 3-D films available in the
Nord process are “Miss Sadie
Thompson.” “The Nebraskan,”
“Drums of Tahiti." "The Mad Ma-
gician” and “Jesse James vs. the

Daltons.”

PITTSBURGH
1 Continued from page 11)

or less. Last week, "Caddy” 'Par),

$13,000.
Squirrel Hill <SW* <900; 50-851—

“Long Memory" < Indie'. Mild
$2,500. and not holding. Latft-weck,
“Cruel Sea” <U) (4th wk). $1,500.

Stanley <SW* <3.800; 75-SI.25'—
“Here To Eternity” (Col* <3d wk*.
Big $20,000 after $28,000 lor sec-

ond. Stays a fourth.
Warner <SW» <2.200; 50-85* —

"Martin Luther” 'Indie* <2d wk).
Fat $13,000 after $18,500 opener.
Holds a third.

WASHINGTON
'Continued from page 11*

$1.20* — “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes” (5th wk*. Hot $7,000.
Lot week. $8,000.
Dupont (Lopert) <372; 55-51 * —

"Moon Is Blue” <UA* <12th wk*.
Still going strong at $4,500, and
holds. Pic continues here after
having run day-date with Play-
house for fnM 11 weeks. Last
u eek. $3,700.

Keith’s 1 RKO) ( 1.949; 55-85'—
“East of Sumatra" t U ». Fair $8-
000. Last week, “Sword and Rose”
RKO' '2d wk). $8,500.
Metropolitan <SW) <1.200; 55-85*— Lion Is In Streets" (WB*. Nice

Sioooo. Last week, “Moonlighter"
WB. $6,500.
Palace 'Loew’s* '2.370; 55-85'

—

'

1. the Jury" <UA». Slim $6,000 in
4 days of second week. Last week.
(IK appointing $15,000 alter strong
early business.

Playhouse < lopert t <435; 55-SI)
Roman Holiday” MG'. Fine

$10,000. Holds Last week. "Moon
Is Blue” L A* 1

l ltli w k . $4,800.
Trans-|,ux <T-L» - GOO; 90-$ 1 25'
Hoc Fo Eternity” 'Col' <6lh

'' k Great $16,009. Last week.
: 7 000,

Gotham Cafes
Continued from pare 2 ,,^1

the hotel spots were swarming,
since they had not only loaded
registrations to draw from, hut
also the quota of customers that

are normally available.

The strong late September and
October start indicates that nite-

Vics are In for a hefty season. The
competition is down to its lowest
level in years and it’s likely to
stay that way. The odds against
the opening of any new cafes arc
tremendous. Present regulations hv
the N,. Y. State Liquor Authority
call for 90 days operation as a
straight eatery before a liquor per-
mit can he granted. Thus the pres-
ent (tubs hayc virtually a monop-
oly in the field.

Issss Continued from pace 3

by SMPTE for “the tremendous
cataplytic effects" of his work on

the industry. He is board chair-

man of Cinerama, Inc., as well as

technical consultant to the com-
pany. In addition, he is prexy of

Yitarama which holds the patents

and has licensed them to Ciner-

ama. Inc.

He is semi-retired, he said, but

is in frequent consultation with

S H, Fabian, prez of Stanley-War-

ner. which holds the Cinerama
rights. With Cinerama to go ahead

with lensing “Seven Wonders of

the World." Waller said three Cin-

erama cameras are ready and a

fourth is being tested.
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DON’T STACK THE CARDS

AGAINST YOUR 3-D PROFITS!
-

Prove to yourself that your patrons see

3-D best through Polaroid glasses

!

The optical quality of the glasses you

supply can make or break your poten-

tial profits on 3-D. Inferior glasses will

spoil any show for your patrons—and

stack the cards against your coming

3-D pictures.

You can prevent this from happening

simply by checking the quality of the

glasses yourself—before you buy.

It’s quick and easy. On the right

are three simple tests. Any pair of

glasses should pass all three with

flying colors—if your patrons are to

enjoy 3-D.

You’ll find that genuine Polaroid 3-D

Glasses pass these tests, and any

other quality tests, easily. Their high

optical quality is maintained by the

same careful quality control that

Polaroid Corporation uses on goggle

lenses made for the Armed Forces.

So why take chances? Order genuine

Polaroid 3-D Glasses and be sure.

IMPORTANT!

Polaroid 3-D Glasses

are now available from

your RCA THEATRE

SUPPLY DEALER.

FINGERPRINT TEST: Wet thumb and press against glasses. Take hand-

kerchief and try to rub off. Fingerprints are almost impossible to rub

off inferior lenses and polarization is often destroyed completely.

You’ll find fingerprints can be rubbed off genuine Polaroid lenses

without damage.

Polaroid Brand

f ij Brand "X"^3 ssssssssSSSSSSSS

DISTORTION TEST: Hold glasses at arm’s length. Close one eye, and look

through one lens at a distant straight line. Move glasses back and

forth. Through genuine Polaroid 3-D Glasses, the line will stay

straight. Through inferior lenses line will appear wavy. Patrons will

see a watery, fuzzy picture.

BLACKOUT TEST: Take two viewers. Hold one upside down against the

other. Look through lenses at light. Inferior lenses that are not

correctly polarized will let through light from wrong image and

patrons will see “ghosts”. Genuine Polaroid lenses are polarized

correctly. Each eye sees only the image intended for it.
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AFFILIATE REVOLT GROWS AS MUTUAL

INCEPTS ITS ‘35 FREE HOURS’ PLAN

Mul Hal's new station affiliation

plan; which w nit into effect la.st

Thursday ' 1 >, isn't getting the re-

in-lion the web hoped for. Out of

town reports indicate that more
and more allilintes are in revolt

against i lie plan. with several

groups ot

lhre.afeiv.iliK

Gorilla Tactics

J. Fred Muggs, star performer
on Dave Garroway’s NBC-TV "To-
day,” does another cross-the-board
stint when he goes on Herb Shei-
don’s VVNBT. N. Y.. show tor the

stations reportedly week starting Nov. 2.

to diop their alfil. i- Muggs was originally carded for

non wiin the web. one day, Nov. 5, but his agent re-

\ ( t vvork had reported that "60 « portedly came down in price suffi-

ot the '•lotions” had gone along eiently enough to warrant the

with the eontra't changes that give .monkey’s elongated booking,

the network 25 free hours of time]

in exchange lor 14 hours a week I

o] free programming lor local sale.

However, the trade is beginning to

discount tliis figure as more and)
mo’e complaints pour in.

Among the defections are a

group of Iowa stations, which will

call a meeting in the near luture
,

lo make a lormal piotcsl against

the plan. II W. Cassill. manager of ;

KIOA in Des Moines, .said that
jKIOA and other Iowa Mutual if-
|

filiates dislike the plan and wPl
|

call a meeting for a lormal protest, drive that has given the station its

Cassill said his station would not biggest hillings bundle WABD. Du-
go along with the new plan. Re- Mont’s N.Y. flagship, has added an
ports from Maryland indicate tlu* additional $1,330,000 in the past
the group of stations which tirst three weeks to give the station a
protested the plan, then were total of $2,770,000 in fall billings
wooed in by Mutual, now are again computed on an annual basis, far
unhappy about it. And there’s a and away the greatest in its his-
report that WGN. one of the key torv.
Mutual stations. Isn’t completely

] Topping the new business list is

satisfied with the idea. Coca-Cola’s cross-the-board buy of
Trades!* rs in New York w ere of "Sense and Nonsense,” amounting

two minds about the plan. One to some §600.000 annually on a
school held its the "doom of net-

, time-and-talcnt charge for 52
work radio." ( laiming that the rate weeks. It’s said to be the largest

WABD Ups Fall

Biz to $2,770,000

In Record Surge
Following up sharply on a sales

JIMMY NELSON
DANNY O’DAY AND
HUMPHREY HIGSBYE

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT
LOUIS W. COHAN
1776 Broadway, N. Y.

Norfolk’s Alphonse & Gaston
In sharp contrast to the intense CBS vs. NBC warfare which in

the few past months, projected Norfolk as the nation's major IMF
battleground 'resulting from the switchover of WTAR-TV to ihe
Columbia fold with NBC embracing the WVEC-TV ultra-high fre-
quency operation!, the Alphonse A Gaston act between tlu* two
rival stations in connection with the Gillette sponsorship of the
World Series has become the No. 1 eyebrow-raiser in the Tidewater
area.

If RCA-NBC board chairman David SarnofT is being looked upon
as something of a hero in these parts, it’s because the General,
strictly as a public service gesture and mindful of the 100.000 mil
tary personnel stationed in the Tidewater sector of Norfolk, waived
exclusivity on the Scries telecasts for WVEC-TV and permitted the
solidly-entrenched WTAR-TV competition to latch on to the gaim -

in order that 177,000 families who have not converted their sets
to UHF would not be blacked-out. As a reciprocal gesture. WTAR-
TV took full-page ads expressing its gratitude to Gen. Sarnofl i.,i

making the series available on the VHF spectrum here.
It was within Sarnoff’s province to limit the pickup to the I Ill-

station with its limited audience. But by paving the way for the
WTAR-TV pickup, consensus here is that the NBC-ItCA boss <! d
more to advance his cause in Norfolk than any previous .s.ngie

gesture.

TWA-CBS Negotiations to Resume;

NBC Pacts in TV (TWA),M (RWG)

Salt Lake Telethon

Gets Editorial Rap
Salt Lake City, Oct. 6.

Cerebral Palsy Fund telethon,

aired over KSL-TV for 16 hours,

was a sock success, but brought on

-ome heavy editorial opposition.

Cameos" tor Progresso Quality Entertainers headed by Howard
!• cods. Dana s Dining lips for qu (y ,n c Helen O’Connell, John-
C anada Dry and "RotO-Magician

. , . _ ,

bv Koto-Broil me Desmond and Pedro Gonzales-

Station three weeks ago had an- Gonzales, brought in pledges total-

nounced a record $1,440,000 in bill- i ng more than $70,000, a rare ac-
ings, along w ith a new talent line-

. com plishment in this town,
up. part of which was unsold. New '

,
. . ... . ,

business includes sales on some of
Luk back came in an edi ouul

that talent, including The Con-
j

appearing in the Salt Lake Trib-

, ,
. ...... tinental's hour-long film show, une, which praised the cause but

lion the adjacent hall-hour at no
Thom

J
s Let m,n* & Co

\
,1JS

.

boi,ght looked with disfavor on gettingmm nil .instil i. m 11.111 Iiwm m nu ornss-t hp-hn;o H na rt w*m:it innc in ... „ ,

that many dollars out of the city

card advantage it give- Mutual will

eventually cause other webs to

lower tlu ir rates to the point where
the stations will not he able to

operate profit; bly as network affil-

iates. Other school holds that there
are plenty of sponsors who won’t
go lor the Mutual si Hip no matter
how low the i rice, and that the
plan, especially became of stations’

adverse reaction, holds no danger
lor network radio.

Plan was actually an extension
of Mutual's Multi-Message Plan,
whereby the web carried a half-
hour strip with no station compen-

single order by a soft drink firm.

Another key order was the twice
weekly slotting by Piel’s Beer of
the "Life With Elizabeth” vidpie
series. Other sales include "Opera

TV Blows a Fuse
The Camel - loves - Chesterfield

version of the Macy-Gimbel story

happened last week, but whether
that crush is the mceoy or heads
will roll was undecided at press

time. Last week, during the "Cam-
el Caravan” on NBC-TV, a flash

of the rival cigaret appeared on
the telescreens of at least one area

in ihe U.S. Perry Como’s show lor

Chesterfield is slotted at the same
time, 7:45-8, on CBS. A razzle-

dazzle electronic disarrangement
that no one but an engineer pre-

tends to savvy, was seemingly the

cause of the line-crossing.

That was bad enough, but that

it should happen in a town where
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. manu-
facturers its product was an item
transcending the event itself. The
Winston-Salem station is YYSJS-
TV, a newcomer.

charge for local sale. Same prin-
ciple was applied in the new plan,
on.v on a larger scale—programs
instead ot compensation. Mutual
sold its Multi-Message spots -it

$1,500 p«T. tar below the tandem
ratis oi other nets which must
compensate nations on tandems as
well as anything ( Ke Ft cling is

that Mutual will work out new tan-
dem plans to take advantage of tre
nn-cimipt n-ation ^ i tup. but Mutual
e\i-( s point out th.'.t about 20 of
the 23 hours are aircadv so d.

eross-t lie-boat (1 participations in

that. Boseoe Co. Ins bought par-
ticipating strips in "Magic Cot-
tage." "The Roy Doty’ Show" and
"Saddle Scouts.'” all in the sta-

tion’s kiddie block.
Red Bow Foods lias bought 234

for a national cause with the local

Community Chest coming up a day-

later. Editorial pointed out Chest
has been unable to meet its quota
for the past two years, and telethon

participations on a 39-week basis
j

might very well be responsible for
in "Letter to Lee Graham." while failure this year too. It also com-
Claire Mann’s "Glamour Secrets” plained that drive for handicapped
has signed Buitoni Foods to its children might suffer when it holds
sponsorship roster 1

its annual Easter campaign.

Reynolds Cuts in DuMont
i
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TV Network Premieres
OCT 717

Following is a list of shows, either new or returning after a sum-
mer hiatus, which piccm on the lour video networks during the
next 11 clays.

YY PI). OCT. 7

Colonel Pl.iek 'Man Mowbray . Drama. DuMont. 0 to 0 30 pm.,
Aim! can Chicle Co. halt spoil or -Itipi. via Daneer- Fit/gerald-
Sa nple.

Ihnirctor Ma’k S.ilier. Urania. ABC, 7 30 to 8 pm., Ster-
ling Drue, v ia Da.nci i -Kit -gera.Id-Sample.

Till’RS. OCT. 8

Y\ here’s Raymond? Ray Boh.cr . Situation eoiVK-dy film). ABC
8. 30 to 9 p in , Pall M; II. via Sullivan. SlaufT. r. Colwell A- Bay 1 os;

Sin rw i n-YV i II iams Paint Co. v ki puller & Smith & Ross 'alternate
spon-or-h

FR!.. OCT. f)

Topper l.(o C rroll. Anne .lefl’rey s. Robert Sterling). Situation
comedy film'. CBS. 8 3i) to ft pen. R. .! Reynolds’, via Win. P.sty.

SAT.. OCT. 10
Jimmy Durante Show >C(»

,
',nlo Comedy Hour). NBC. 8 to 9 p m ,

Co'eaic-Palmol'va-l’ect. via YYm. E-iv. Ted Bates.
Yt inky D'nk A Y ou i.Jack Barry i. Kids variety, C'BS. 11 to 11:30

a.m . -u-taiin r.

SI N. OCT 11

Chicago Spmphony Orcli Piiiz Reiner). DuMont to <i pm.,
-u t. im r.

Juvrn *r Jury .lack Barry f’aneh CBS 4 to 4 30 pm . Serutan,
vi i '•.d K!( Her .Y-;«o( iates.

I fie Man Behind the Badge. D aina. CBS 9 30 to 10 p m , Bris-
!y». '-.a Doherty... Clitfo;d. Shcnflcld A Steers.

MON.. OCT, 1?
b»bn Daly and the News. ARC. 'Monday -thru- Friday, 7 15 to 7 30

i
' ar, ’ H'o::'- Prodiif t-. v a Biovv.

Yal.aot F.adv; D. .rua f’BS YJond.iy-t liru- Friday, 12 to 12.15 pm,,
r
• M. ’

I c :
;

' 1
•

•
.

V. i rlru -da and Friday *. via Knox Reeves;
I 'i.v. ; fid Tfuir day v a Poole ( pno A Melding.

I t FS. OCT. 13
l ife I- Worth Living Bi-l op Sin ( n Talk-, DuMont 8 to 8 30

P ir) . AdtYtral. vat Erwin. YVavi v.

l ilt KS.. OCT. 15
Kraft Television Thra rc. Diama. ABC. 9 30 to 10 30 p in . Kraft

},•><- ('o,-'. ,n J Walt (i Tho.jijison.

N.Y., L.A. Hearings

On UHF Far Off;

Ultra Elsewhere
Washington. Oct. 6.

Hearings on competitive appli-

cations for UHF stations in New
York. I .os Angeles and Washington
will be delayed for some time, as

a result of another revision in

,

FCC processing procedure adopted
; last week. Agency explained that

;

to give priority, under its previ-

ously revised procedure, to UHF
. applications in cities where all

VHF channels are occupied would
i be "manifestly unfair” to St.

Louis. Milwaukee. Houston and
other cities with only . one station
in operation.
The change affects applicants

W NYC and YVNEW) for channel
31 in New' York; contestants i Law-
rence Harvey. Harry Maiziish and
Spanish International TV, Inc.)

for channel 34 in L.A.: and Ind-

i Continued on page 56)

Negotiators of Television Writ-
ers of America seeking a scripters
pact will meet at CBS tomorrow
'Thurs. ) to air their views. De-
lay came about when at a pre-

hearing before the NLRB last

week the presiding officer. Ben-
jamin Neumoff. chief examiner for

N. Y. region, decided that TYYA.’s
petition should be made at a for-

mal hearing because the Authors
League of America "did not con-

sent" to a definition of the unit

for elections.

Meantime, the NBC continuity
staffers have concluded an agree-
ment (though not yet signed* with
the network for a new contract.

Chief gain, considered slight by
TWA, is a 7 l

ii
r
h salary rise, but

an unusual development widens
the coverage in that persons who
write questions for interview shows
are unionized. Pact is for two
years. Spokesman for TYVA ex-

pressed "regret” that the "unilat-

eral negotiations resulted in such
small gains.”

Organization’s negotiating group
consists of Robert Alan Aurthur,
Alvin Boretz, Hector Chevigny
(resigned president of Radio Writ-

ers Guild), Shelby Gordon. Murry
Karmiller, Ira Marion. Robert Ma-
son Pollock. William Ryan. David
Shaw, Leo Solomon, live Tunick,

'Continued on page 52)

NBC’S SWAYZE SALE

PLUS 1ST ‘NB3’ BUY
With every radio sale causing a

Ivcad-pin. NBC turned to the hand-
spring routine ye-tordny 'Tues.t

with vvrapup ot Stewart YVarner
'for Alemitei to hack the John
Cameron Swayze Tuesday. Thurs-
day and Friday capsule newscasts.
9 30 to 9.25 p in. It’s a 52-week
pact on lull vveh starting Oct. 20.

hut Swayze got the berth secured
by going in sustaining as of last

night. MacFarland. Aveyard of
Chicago is the agency.
As an additional fillip and per-

haps of more significance in the
overall blueprint, t lie web made its

first sale under its recently un-
veiled "NB3" plan for strip shows
'"Second Chance.” mornings; "It
Pays to Be Married.” late after-
noon. and "Fibber McGee &
Molly." night). Tunis 'Lewis Howe
Co.» becomes the maiden partici-
pant starting Oct. 13. with one
spot per week on each show. Rut li-

ra uff A Ryan agented.

Bill Oatis Story Set

For TV Dramatization

On WOR-TV ‘Tension’

Tele dramatization of the ordeal
of Associated Press correspondent
William Oatis is being prepared
for "High Tension," the new series

of half-hour single-actor shows
which kicks off on WOR-TV, N. Y.

next Thursday < 15). Play, which
will dwell on the psychological a—
pects ot' Oatis’ imprisonment in

Czechoslovakia, is titled "Brain-

wash.” and will probably be pre-

sented Oct. 22.

Larry Menkin, YY’OR-TV pro-
gram manager and originator of

the first solo character scries,

"Mono-Drama Theatre." will pro-
duce, with Richard Simon direct-
ing. Saul Carson is writing the
"Brainwash" script, and Stewart
Bradley will do the thesping. Other
plays planned in the Thursday
night series arc Robert Louis
Stevenson’s "Markheim." with .lack

Manning in the lead; "The Old
Ones," with Ruth YVhilr and "Mr.
Krosneck's Disappearance," with
Marlin Kosleck.

Allen’s Act ‘Contests’

Not Affecting Bookings
The YY’illiam Morris Agency lias-

assigned Jules Share, from the

cafe sector, Mo service the Fred
r Allen show, "Judge for Yourself.”

Tuesdays on NBC-TV. Morris

office will put as many of its own
acts on that show as is feasible on

t lie belief that the contest angle

will not affect the performer's

|

career and will not harm future

bookings.

Martin A Florcnz and Beverly

Allyson from the Morris office re-

cently played that show. Bobby

e

Priest A A1 Fosse and the Three

Rockets are also assigned spots on

'the program.
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EVERYBODY’S GOT RATINGITIS
* — - - -

,

Small Economy Size’ 5-Min. Local

Cut-Ins on Today’ a TV Bonanza

Robt. E. Lee (Ex-FBI) To FCC
Washington, Oct. 6.

President Eisenhower today <Tues.) appointed Robert E. Lee,
Directors of Surveys and Investigations for the House Appropria-
tions Committee and a former FBI man. to fill the vacanv in the

KCC created by the retirement of former Chairman Paul A. Walker,

l.ee was immediately sworn into office. His term is for seven years.

Appointment, which came somewhat as a surprise since it had
been expected that Robert J. Dean, South Dakota broadcaster,

would get the post, is subject to Senate confirmation. Sen. Francis

Case <R-S. D.l, Dean’s sponsor, told reporters several months ago
that Dean had been cleared by the White House and Dean himself
arranged to transfer ownership in his radio station. KOTA, in Rapid
City, in preparation for the job.

Explanation for the shift to Lee has not yet been determined but
it is known there was strong “in-fighting” for the FCC post, which
pays $15,000 a year.

Lee said he did not seek the appointment and had no knowledge
of it until this morning when the President called him to the White
House. How'ever, he said, Chairman John Taber (R-N. Y.» of the
House Appropriations Committee had urged it, along with other
members of the committee, as a promotion for his services.

Lee. 41, a native of Chicago, participated in campaign for Eisen-
hower. He joined the FBI in 1938 as special agent concerned with
enforcement of anti-trust and bankruptcy laws. In 1941 he was
made administrative assistant to Director J. Edgar Hoover and sub-
sequently w'as appointed chief clerk. In 1946 he went to the House
Appropriations Committee to direct studies to improve efficiency

in government.
Appointment of Lee (no kin to the famous general* raises Re-

publican membership of the FCC to four, highest number one party
may have under law. Other Republican members are Chairman
Rosel Hyde, John C. Doerfer and George Sterling. There are now
only two Democrats on the commission—Frieda Hennock and Rob-
ert Bartley. Seventh member is Edward Webster, an independent.

Canadians Crash Tele Bigthne In

D.S.; It’s ‘Pretty Good Plus Three’

Canada is in there pitching*
'•pretty good plus three” in its

most recent contributions to the

I S. tele talent pot. Currently the
No. 1 entry from the neighbor
country in the drama sweepstakes
is Lome Greene, w'ho’s been mak-

)

ing a lot of noise—a few weeks
;

ago as the authoritarian character
,

in Westinghouse’s “Studio One”
;

adaptation of George Orwell’s
i

*1984 " and last week as the mani-

i

aval husband in “Philip Morris
lMax house."

La.st week also marked a big-

ti.m* showcase for Shirley Harmer.
presented in a lush setting for her
vocalling on Dave Garroway’s new

|

nighttime show Friday at 8. This
was to have been a "test” for the
Canadian thrush, with the early
appraisal statisticians giving her a

In tier than fair chance to stay with
t he Can on ay half-hour.
Greene lias also been tapped for

the Howard Lindsny-Russel Crouse
h-giter. “The Prescott Proposals."
starring Katharine Cornell, due on
Broadway in December. He fa-

vored the part over a bid for his

services in the Columbia pic. “Hu-
man Beast." starring Olivia de
H.i\ illand.

‘The biggest splash by a Canuck
h the new season has been made
hv Gi.wle Mackenzie (nee La-
1 let he. her pro surname deriving
tiom her lather’s middle moniker)
on t lie Lucky Strike-Aveo "Hit Pa-
Hie. with her proem a few weeks

h e k widely kudosed. Blit Miss

• Continued on page 52

Mag O’Connor Quits NBC
Margaret O'Connor, one of the

NBC femme vets, is resigning af-

ter 26 years with the network.
Miss O'Connor, who in recent

years has been aide to John F.

Royal, retired NBC veep and now
NBC consultant, is the wife of

agent Bill McCaffery. Her future

plans have not been revealed.

Daytime Gleam

In NBC-TV’s Eye
Long awaited shot-in-thc-arm for

NBC TV's daxtime roster may he

[
t beaming this week with sale of

Mlfampur Girl.” one of the morn-
i' entries installed a couple
’ nr.ths back in the web’s $3,000.-
i)'") splurge to get off the daytime
•u Cuning hook.
With morning ratings starting to

n ,fHint. with “Glamour” practically
:n the bankroller columns, and
}'

:, h the ambitious noontime hour
Home" show now definitely set,

lt s the web’s feeling that the next
niont la or two may be the turning

in moving the daytime sched-
into high gear.
Home" show format is current*

1 getting some reappraising de-
s j‘>ned to integrate a number of
s topping features into the program
content.

RCA Dealers’ ‘We

Want Molly’ May

Cue Station Plan
It appears that a lot of the RCA

dealers around the country aren't

taking the demise of the “Gold-

bergs" show too easily, and are

agitating for its return. The Ger-

trude Berg comedy did mi m iner

duty on NBC TV as the RCA re-

placement for Dennis Dnx in the

Friday night-at 8 slot. However,

with the return of the fall season.

RCA shifted Day to Moncl.ax at 9

'opposite "Lucy") period and sold

the Friday time to Pontiac t<»r the

new Dave G arrow ay program
RCA dealers say that “Gold

bergs" hit the comeback trail in a

big v.aj and want the parent com-

pany to keep it going. As result

negotiations are now under way to

hurdle the nighttime SRO 'status

on NBC TV. which would permit

Miss Berg to go into a 7-7:30 Ma
lion time' period once a wee!;.

The network fried to maneuver
such a deal onto before, but the

stations wouldn't hold still tor it.

since they make more monex sell-

ing the time locally. However,

the new arrangement would per-

mit stations to part their local

RCA dealers for the pickup on a

100 'r fee retention basis 'where-

as they’d only get 40'/- ot their

TV rate card from the network *

WABC-TV Sews & Reaps

WABC-TV. the ABC Gotham
i key, pulled in a chunk of eagerly

sought department store billings

by signing Altman’s to sponsor a

half-hour sewing segment Thurs-

day afternoons with Lucille Rivers

as the star.

Program.. “Fashions in Sewing,

will give sewing tips and push the

store’s various homcmaking de-

|
partments.

FILL NIELSENS
Seldom has there been such

anxiety and champing at the bit in
eager anticipation of the new sea-
son’s first Nielsen TV ratings in
view of the reshuffled schedules.

: and particularly for the first ma-
jor inkling as to how meaningful
are the “New ABC" program en-
tries. station lineups and audience

!

acceptance.

There have, of course, been
some sporadic quickie ratings" on
some of newer candidates for pro-
gram recognition off the Trendex
five and 10-city research beltline,

j

hut it's the upcoming Nielsens,
with their coast-to-coast penetra-
tion land de«pite the still existing
claims that they’re too limited in

measurement to provide a full and
accurate gauge' that the Madison
Avenue fraternity’s waiting for.

Beeause TV programming in

general has taken a rise and be-

cause of the more competitive
situation, now that ABC has staked
a claim for acceptance among the
"Big Three." the Nielsens are sure

1 to determine the fate of a lot of
entries, agencies and sponsors be-
ing what they are.

Specifically, they’ll he watching
to see whether the high-budgeted
Danny Thomas Tuesday at 9 situ-

ation comcdv on ABC-TV can with-
stand the NBC competition and the
six-year viewing habit of riding
along with the NBC Tuesday at 9
“Fireside Theatre” with its en-
viable Milton Berle audience pick-
up Also to reckon with is the
CBS-TV Tuesday at 9 “This Is

Show Business" following. What
Thomas succeeds in doing may he
a tipoff as to how the upcoming
Theatre Guild dramatic series fares

in the Tuesday 9:30 to 10:30 pin.

ABC-TV slot following Thomas. A
lot of U. S. Steel coin is riding on
the Guild showcase.

They’ll be watching, too, for any
possible Gene Autrv-Red Skelton
opposite-Berle penetration on CBS-
TV. for it’s Columbia’s first spon-

sorship crack at the Tuesday slots.

NIK’-TV will be anxiously scan-

ning the Monday returns to see if

the RCA -sponsored1 Dennis Day
show can make a dent in the top-

rated Columbia “I Love Lucy."
What happens on Saturday night

assumes even greater importance
to both CBS and NBC. for it may
decide the fate of a flock of n» \v

CBS entries, including “Medallion
Theatre." "Revlon Theatre" and
even Herb Shrincr’s “Two For the

Money." while NBC is concerned
out Max Liehman’s ’5'3-’54 edition

of “Show of Show" ’and the ac-

claim accorded (’IIS' competitive

•‘M\ Favorite Husband" in the

Saturdix nTglil 9 30 slot.

\B('s Frida\ bid for preemi-

nence with its Haul Hartman
•.pride c.f the Famil.x,” the George
Jesse I Comeback" and Pepsi-
(

* » J a PI. i> house face- the Nielsen

challenge, and the ABC switchover

of Waller Vi inch* II to Sund y at 9

in 1 he tare ol “Philcn Telex i ion

Playhouse's" strong audience pull

Will attrait itioie than a (a nal

gander.

Berle’s ‘Ouickie’ Rating

Milton Merle's opening tor Bunk
laM The dax • 2!) • on N BC T\ had

him rilling roughshod oxer the

CBS opposition halt hours ot Gene

Autry at 8 and Red Skelton at 8 30

B< i !e\ rating Via the Trendex 10-

el \ tabulator) Xvas 39.9 and hi^

share ot audience 74 1 This com-

pares with 38 3 and 69 1 average

lor the second and third .shows of

las? season (when he introduced

the situation comedy and revue

lonnat for Texaco >, xvith the ’.'>2

preern not measured. Here’s the

Berle xs. opposition picture:

‘Lucy’ 53—Day 7.2
Trendex 10-city rating of ma-

jor competitive TV shows from
Saturday Cl » to Monday ( 5 >

gave the CBS "I Love Lucy" a

score of 53.0 against 7 2 for

Dennis Day in his new NBC
spot. NBC’s Martin & Lewis,
in first “Colgate Comedy
Hour.” drew 33 8 against 17 3

for Ed Sullivans “Toast of

Town" on CBS.
Martha Kaye <NBC» teed

off “All Star Revue". (90 min-
utes) with 28 0. with an av-

erage rating for CBS’ three
shows against her of 16.7

i these are Herb Shriner’s

“Two For the Monex,” Joan
Caultield-Barry Nelson "Fa-

vorite Husband" and "Medal-
lion Theatre."

Rating Share
of Aud

no o 7 » i

. H2 l »<)
R.rlr 'M?C'
Our Auti ' *CBS>

1st half hr ....
Kfd Skelton i(. US' 11 I 19 J

2*1 hall )>r

Burie s score for ti e fir t 30

minutes was 40.4, xvith 7a 8 as audi-

ence share, and tailend halt-hour

jpull xx as 39 4 and 72 4.

KSTP-TVDemands

Inquiry on Series

TV Pickup by Rival
Minneapolis. Oct 6

FCC has begun an investigation

here into a charge by KSTP-TV,
the NBC affiliate here, that KROC-
TV in nearby Rochester picked up
and rebroadcast the World Series

without authorization. KROC-TV
admits it carried the* games via Hu*

KSTP-TV telecasts, but declares

that it bad been- granted permis-

sion to do so by both KSTP-TV
and NBC.

Complaint xxas filed x\ith the*

FCC by Stanley Hubbard. KSTP
TV president, who saxs lie did the

“detective work that got tlu* goods

on KROC-TV.’’ He sent an engi-

neer to the Rochester area •»>

watch the* station there, th -n

slipped in an unscheduled station

identification card into the series

telecast KSTP-TV II) appeared
briefly on KROC-TV. until the

latter inserted it . own La'ei

KSTP-T\ aired a “network trou-

ble" slide which also appeared on
KROC-TV. Hubbard said

David Gentling. KRO(’-T\ mm
ager. said the KSTP-TV charge has
him ’“bewildered "

1 1 »• says lie con-

tacted the* station a month ago or

p Tinixsion to reproach t t games
and xxas told NBC would hive to

okax it Gentling s.*xs NBC gave
him an okax and so lie ;to* eecfi-cl

to re broadcast the gam.'/ Me says

lie expects lo collect the 11 anl com-
mercial ral'.s tor his broadcasts

But Hubbard c laim', ne '.o' i.al hit

Went only as far a - Gent ling’s t o-

que l and r< 'broadcast y. a witho'it

his permission It s the In t alleged

piracy in this area, and happervd
only because K!P>< I\ is t,.»i

link* d to 1 lif c able.

NBC ' Gave an Okay
Ail MU ' TV spokesman in N'ey

York said yeslnday 'Tim 1 that

Gillette and MU' had given KIPP
'I V an okax to c arry Hie gaiia -> .1

111 ex could, hut had no .ml hunt}
Pi if I ii>c s' a? -nfi to k- i'o ill

•

KSTP-TV telco a ts lie said th-.t

(ie pj*e the- ri.a ami poll *i oka'

the station still had to get p<’.

mis ion trom KSTP TV to rebroad-

cast then games.

LIPSCOTT, FISHER SET

AS THOMAS SCRIPTERS
Hollywood. Oct. 6

Alan Lipscott and Bob Fisher

have been signed as writers ol

Danny Thomas’ filmed situation

comedy series for ABC-TV. "Make
Room for Daddy.” which pre-

miered last week over the web
Mel Shavelson who wrote the

pilot, has too many film commit-
ments to continue turning out the

weekly scripts, will act as a script

editor and advisor on the serie*

Both Lipscott and Fisher are vet

j
Coast radio and video writers.

“Today’s localized coattail may
turn into a bonanza for the Dave
Garrnxx ay-hosted 7 to 9 a in. cross-

boarder on NIK'-TV. About three
weeks ago the “Today" sales unit

headed by Joe Culligan produced
a bouncing baby of five-minute
segments in which local stations

encompassed in the 47-market set-

up chimed in with their capsule
contributions. These are spotted
five minutes before the half-hour
and hour, at 7.25, 7:55, 8:25 and
8:55, and aside from the eqin angle,

tend to give "Today" a local flavor

to supplement the national scope
of the two-hour waker-upper.

Last week the Culligan forces

worked out an extension of the
"small economy size” stanzas that

bids to out -razzle-dazzle some of

the network's recent T-formations
in the AM and TV "set 'em up
again" sweepstakes of which the
latest is Hu* "NIK!" sales structure
in tlie aural division. And it’s Gar-
roxvay who again comes to bat to

execute a blueprint that has him
making a 50-second buildup talk as

part ot the* capsule for local spon-
sors. pinning down the “home-
town" angle during the pitch. Foi

the next 10 seconds, a card show-
ing where the product may b«

bought locally is cut in on tin

video, with Hie aural phase eliini

nated.
It's a tele extension of a prac

tice long used in black & whit*
and not unknown in radio itself

Word has gone out that the pin-

point display is to be "at a reason-

able cost" not to exceed $30 pel

station, a figure considered loxx

enough to be successfully aimed at

stimulating local dealer interest In

the show. The* first to latch on to

the scheme* xxere the Crosley Divi-

sion ot Axco Mfg. Co. and the

Spring Mills Sheet Division.

N. Y. flagship Segs

The five-minute* programmer?
on WCBS-TV, N Y , go into up-

ward spiral as of this month with
all 32 capsule lots accounted toi

m the* dollar sweepstakes. Com-
pleting the SIP) status is National
( 'ai hon Co. which latches on to

the* Jim McKay sport s«g ot “Six

O'clock Report” Oct-. 12 'Monday?
and Wednesdays' on the CBS kc>

Junior “Today" i- nearing the

sellout gait on Hie WNBT flagship.

Slotted tor local live ml. tillers are

Coca-Cola xxilli three a week. Dee-

ca Records txviee weekly. Fatima
( igarets < . oss t hc-hoai cl and Cam
co ( ill tains 1

1

1 l ie ** \\ eeklx

Ponder Status Of

Robert Sarnoff
|t v ,i n't iii

|
> i i i ng I hat the

naming of Boh* it W S.nnoll

a Ion ’ x ill* Jo eph \ lleflei nail

to th " NBC hoard o I director at

i< , meet i
• g lit I i id i\ 2 1 set oil

a c hai n i *-ac ton ol J i ode specula

lion a to tin 1 timet, *blr tor the

,'*>*** n* I a U * ’ ot ! :
* * N MG k fliu Divi

loll VeepC’C* to the MU ' p|0*x.X

Muh' re 1 1 i 1 1< *11'. Iioxxcxej l! <• di

i <•* tor .

i

1
1

1

» rod is ,* cm as r<*< ogin

lion o| Hi*' k<‘ too* S ii nofl ha*

played in ci|ovin'' the Filin' Dr I

ion into * in i |or autonomous op
ei at ion

Th** pfVx'iou- expec t an* v tlial

hoard cliaii min inlet mi prey

Gen David Sac noil would fill t h«*

pi ex* pot b\ Jan 1 appears now
t<* hax e tveii ell c-.ii eje'd. \x it h strong

lik« , i)hood that the latter xxill eon
tin ne heading op tin- operation in

definitely.

IfofYerrtan NBC xccpce for

finance and services, moved over to

the network irotu RCA in 1951.

Shenfield Retires

Lawrence L Shenfield r. tired

un Monday '5' as hoard chairman
ot Doherty, Clifford, steers a
Shenfield to become* its consultant

on ’ a regularly assigned basis
’’

Hr* xxas a co-founder ot the ac’

agency nine years ago and xxas it*-

I proxy until 1951.
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OCT. 7-17

Following Is a list of shows, either new or returning after a

summer hiatus, which preem on the four-major networks during

the next 11 days.
WED. OCT 7

Bulldog Drummond 'Sir Cedric Hardwicke). Drama, MBS, 8 30

to 9 p.m., co-op.
Mystery Theatre. Drama. ABC, 9:30 to 10 p.m., Sterling Drug,

via Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Report From the White House. News-panel, NBC, 10:30 to 11 .45

p m., sustainer.

Walk a Mile. Quiz, NBC, 8 to 8 30 p.m., R. J. Reynolds, via Wm.
Esty.

THURS., OCT. 8

Horatio Hornblower i Michael Redgrave). Drama, ABC, 9 to 9 30

p m., sustainer.
FRI., OCT. 9

Listen to Washington. Interviews, NBC, 10:30 to 11 p.m., sus-

tainer.

Ask the Sports World. Question-answer, NBC, 5:45 to 6 p.m.,

sustainer.
SAT., OCT. 10

Big Preview (Art Ford'. Music. NBC, 11 a m. to 1 p.m., sustainer.

College Quix Bowl. Quiz, NBC. 8 to 8:30 p.m., sustainer.

Johnny Mercer Show. Music. CBS. 7 to 8 p.m., sustainer.

Know Your NBC’s. Quiz, NBC, 8:30 to 9 p.m., sustainer. -

NBC Lecture Hall. Discussion, NBC, 7:30 to 8 p.m., sustainer.

Woman in Love. Drama, NBC, 10 to 10:30 a.m., sustainer.

SUN., OCT. 11

Edgar Bergen Show*. Comedy, CBS, 9:30 to 10 p.m., Consolidated
Cosmetics, via BBD&O.

Washington, U. S. A. News, CBS, 12 to 12:30 p.m., sustainer.

THURS., OCT. 15
George Jessel Salutes (Jessel, Paul Whiteman). Variety, ABC,

9 to 9:30 p.m., sustainer.
FRI., OCT. 16

Meet Corliss Archer. Situation comedy, ABC, 9:30 to 9:50 p.m.,

Electric Co.’s Advertising Program, via N. W. Ayer.
SAT., OCT. 17

Robert Q. Lewis Show. Variety, CBS, 10:15 to 10:30 a m., Milner
Products, via Gordon Best.

CBS was 'in a kinetic tint niood4

again this week on tin* eve of its

N Y. unveiling tomorrow 'Thurs.i

oi a new color T
production

costing only 30

Radio-TV at the Bat
If De Wolfe Hopper were

alive, he’d undoubtedly be
amazed at the AM-TV uses to

which his w.k. "Casey at the

Hat” recitative was put over
the weekend during the Yanks-
Dodgers baseball didoes. NBC
radio got in ahead of CBS tele

on Sunday and was right in

character via the reading by
Mel Allen (Yanks’ ballcaster)

of the tear-wringing classic on
David Ross’ new NBC show’,

"Golden Treasury.”
A few hours later. Ed Sul-

lican’s CBS-TV "Toast of the
Town” came through with the
teledebut of Lauren Bacall in

a rendering of the piece. But
just to indicate t hat the Casey
in the title had no connection
with Yank mentor Casey
Stengel, Sullivan had booked
Dodger mastermind Charlie
Dressen to make a "Toast”
appearance.

mass
above the equiv-

alent black & white tube of the

same size and shape. That figure

would reduce considerably the

$800 or so cost for color telesets

that lias heretofore been accepted
as the minimum outlay by home-
bodies.

Other details of the "revolution-

ary. low-cost” tint tube were set

forth by Bruce A. Coffin, proxy pf

CBS-Hytron. electronic tube pro-

ducing division of CBS, Inc. It’s

called the CBS-Colortron. dissim-

ilar to current planar or flat mask
type in that it reportedly lends

itself to mass output in large sizes,

including rectangular shapes, and
will be available this fall to home
set manufacturers. It’ll be in pilot

production at company’s Newbury-
port, Mass

,
plant by February, and

next fall. Hytron’s Kalamazoo,
Mich., plant .will begin operation
with first unit said to he capable
ol producing 15.000 tubes monthly.

If CBS has what it says it has,

another "color tube war’’ will be
on the way versus RCA. ct al.. and
Ihe network will be making its big

bid to reenter the hued tubestakes
alter being clouted on the head in

the past. The closed-circuit exhibit

will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria
tomorrow under a four-way um-
brella that takes in the CBS oper-
ating units—CBS Television, CBS-
Columbia • receivers', CBS-Hytron
and CBS Labs. Tubes will be
fhown in sizes up to 21 inches,

with the 14 and 16 dimensions
probably dominating.

But enshrouding other consider-
ations in the "battle of the tubes”
is an Oct. 15 huddle with the FCC
in N Y. in which setmakers will

allow the latest in home receivers
mated to the compatible system.
It will he Columbia’s "field sequen-
tial" against the field.

Kansas City; Oct. 6.

Sale of the KCMO Broadcasting
Co. to Meridith Publishing Co. of

Des Moines, will be made subject

to approval of the FCC. Publish-

ing company subsids will buy all

of the outstanding stock of the

broadcasting firm whose properties

include KCMO 'AM', KCMO-TV
and KCMO-FM.
Announcement of the deal which

has been quietly negotiated over
the past few weeks was made here
Friday by Tom L. Evans. KCMO
president, and E. T. Meredith, v.p.

of the publishing company. All of

the stock has been held by Evans
and Lester Cox of Springfield, Mo.

Announcement followed by a few
days the advent of KCMO-TV to

the air, as the new television out-

let began operation only Sept. 27.

Both radio and television outlets

are affiliated with ABC, while
KCMO-FM is the Transit Radio
unit here.

Evans is slated to remain with
the broadcasting company as chair-

man of the executive committee.
Officials of the purchasing firm
said they would continue to operate
all the facilities with no change in

policy of personnel. Some expan-
sion of the studios and facilities is

to be made. E. K. "Joe” Harten-
bower continues as general man-
ager of the operation.

Predictions of record sales of

television sets this year came last

week from three separate manu-
facturing sources, each reporting
independently of the other. H.

Ward Zimmer, president of Syl-

vania Electric Products, speaking
at Batavia. N. Y.. declared that set

sales in 1953 should total about
6,600,000. 10% over last year.

Magnavox Corp . in an annual
report which disclosed record
sales and earnings, predicted con-
tinuing bullish prospects for next
year, and DuMont Labs general
sales manager Dan Halpin. hack
from a 9,000-mile trip Ihrough
major markets, said the outlook
for sales “is one of the most favor-

able in the company’s history.”

Magnavox board chairman R. A.

O’Connor and president Frank
Freimann reported total sales dur-

j

ing the past >ear for the company
i of $57,979,669. an increase of 57%
I The Magnavox execs stated that

I

the television industry “faces a

I
favorable market for a continuing

i high level of business in spite of

|

the chronic adversities character-

I

istic of this industry. Though such

;

factors as ‘color talk’ may engen-
der some buying hesitancy, the ex-

panding new television market,
i the large unsold portion of the
older markets in the large metro-

' politan areas, plus the second set

and replacement market, comprise
a very large sales potential for the

j

coming months.”

Washington, Oct. 6.

National Citizens Committee for
Educational TV, on the first anni-
versary of its formation by the
Ford Foundation, reported today
it expects that 27 noncommercial
educational TV stations will be on
the air by the end of next year.
Committee said that plans for sta-

tions are so well advanced in 25
communities that operations
should proceed in the “near fu-
ture.” Two educational outlets
are now’ operating — KUHT in
Houston, Tex., and KUSC in Los
Angeles.

Expressing confidence in the fu-

ture of educational TV and satis-

faction with the progress already
made. Committee also reported
that in 86 other communities there
is activity in varying degree to-

ward establishment of stations but
with no target date for operations.
On most of the remaining 113
channels reserved by FCC, the
Committee said it was making no
attempt to report.
The Committee’s report was de-

livered by Robert R. Mullen, ex-
ecutive director, before a meeting
of the NCCET board of directors

(Continued on page 52)

As a supplementary attrac-

tion to bis discourses on
balanced programming and
budget balancing, Sylvester L.

(Pat) Weaker, NBC-TV’s pro-
gram chieftain, is now treat-

ing all visitors to his sanctum
to a new type of balance. You
don't get out of the office un-
less you've tried the Bongo-
Board ("you, too, can be the
life of the party”), now being
marketed by a company of
which Weaver’s a part owner.
(Major stockholder and in-

ventor is Stan Washburn,
of the J. Walter Thompson
agency.)

Newr game devise is designed
for entertainment and to ex-
ercise the legs (“especially
good for skiers”).

Mutual president and board
chairman Tom O’Neil, who in the
past tew months has been integrat-

ing his General Teleradio Co.
• which owns WOR-TV in N Y.. Don
Lee net on the Coast and Yankee
ret in New England' and Mutual,
ot which Teleradio owns 58%, last

v.eek furthered the integration
With the naming of four new
inembers of the Mutual board.
New members are Jim Gaines.

Ten radio v.p. in charge of WOR
and WOlt-TY: Ade Unit, Mutual
Sales v.p.; Karl M. 'Pete) Johnson.
Mnlual engineering and stations
relations veep; and Bob Schmid,
net s advertising-promotion-public
illations viee-prez.

Gaines’ elevation is particularly
significant since he has nothing to

do with the Mutual operation ex-
cept as WOR and WOR-TV service
the network, in addition to the fact

that lies only been at Teleradio
since March. Schmid and Johnson
are also v.p.'s of Teleradio and
members of the Teleradio board.

GE S CHRISTMAS HOOPLA

To Assemble All Its Stars For
Major Telecast Dec. 27

General El ctric plans going off

the deep end, coin-wise, this

Christmas, and is planning a major
telecast using the stars of its as-

sorted radio-TV programming.
One-shot holiday program will re-

place the Fred Waring Sunday
night show on CBS-TV.

In addition to Waring. GE will

recruit Bing Crosby (spouse ed on
radio by the company; Jo;. Davis

chief of the (who does the Wednesday ight

FCC Broad-
i

vidpix series for GE': Ray Milland
:1 from the (GE's Thursday night vidpix en-
become first trant', and Jane Froman (also spon-
ge of Legal sored by the company on CBS-TV'.
inent of Jus-

;

GE subsid, Hotpoint. also shares
i lawyer to in the sponsorship (along with
in the last Lambert Pharmaceutical' of the

,
Ozzie and Harriet radio-TV series.

Chicago, Oct. 6.

Educational TV as a cure-all for

the high rate of illiteracy, the ju-

venile delinquency problem, and
to raise the general IQ of the adult

population has been suggested by
a former FCC chairman. Speaking
before a group of business and
civic leaders in Chi last week, Paul
A. Walker said the realization of
educational TV Channel 11 in the
Windy City would bring such re-
wards.

Declaring that 11% of the U.S.
adult population are "functional
illiterates,” Walker said it is ob-
vious what help television teach-
ing could be to these people "in
the comfort and privacy of their
homes.”

He also pointed out that there
are 1.000,000 children a year "get-
ting into trouble With the law”
and suggested as a solution to this
problem the offering of "entertain-
ment that is wholesome rather

j

than harmful.” In the field of adult
education he said that educational
TV would serve as a tool to im-
prove the minds of adults.

Walker declared that radio has
never been utilized as it should
have been on the matter of educa-
tion. He said such was not the case
in TV. since the FCC has been far-
sighted enough to reserve 242
channels for educational purposes.
Me predicted that 20 more such
* tat ions would be on the air some-
time next year.

Chicago, Oct. 6.

"Creative Cookery.” Chi's con-
tribution to NBC-TV’s new "co-

ordinated programming” setup,

was launched last Saturday <2)

bankrollingwith three sponsors
five participations.
Tabs for the spots to be aired on

the web's o&o Chi, Washington,
i Cleveland and New Yolk stations

will be picked up by Louis Milan!

Foods and George D. Roper Co.,

for one each and Swift Co. for

! three. The WNBQ produced show
i is skedded in the 10 to 11 a m. slot

,

each Saturday.

"WOR Radio Playhouse," the
$1 000.000 investment in top tran-
scribed shows by WOR. N. Y., is

paying off handsomely, but with a

re\ci'se twist. In the three weeks
that the alternoon and nighttime
block*- of the Ziv and Harry Good-
man productions have been on.

nighttime sales have been outdis-
tancing daytime sponsorships.

Evening shows, comprising throe
ball-hour segment.*, are over two-
thiid* sold, with 42 out of a pos-
sible 60 a\ .'(liabilities sold. Over-
all total i' 81 out of 140 spot*, nr
week sold.

Brash New York radio indie. WNEW, is making with the barbs
again. This time station is sticking out its taped tongue at the
entire television industry, via lampoons of the various video pro-
gram categories. Taped satires, 10 of them, are used as lead-ins
to the WNEW shows, and are airing nearly every hour on the sta-

tion. Theme is "You won’t hear this on WNEW . . the tapes
themselves, the closing note, "But you will hear this.” the pro-
gram’s theme and the initial announcement, "This is Music Till

Midnight," or whatever show it might he.

Tapes, inspired by general manager Bernice Judis, written by
program manager Bill Kaland and all done by a single actor, take
ofl on such things as "This is 'Trouble Can Pad.’ the program with
people in trouble for your entertainment,” the "Too Late Show,”
leaturing vintage films * a barefaced rap at WCBS-TV's "The Late
Show ' and "W hat Am IV a panel quizzer. Others undergoing the
needle are weather shows with lots of double-talk about pressure
areas, etc. kiddies' animal shows <uith the prissv-voieed announcer
being routed by one of the lions', mail order shows 'selling a gadget
that (an cut a pumpernickel bread in 50 different ways), a private
eve program, w rest {ing. westerns and news shows.

Lart of the \VNE\\ needles, a jingle series called "Copy Cat,”
which accused nameless stations of earboning the WNEW music-
and-news format, was -generally interpreted to read "Copy Colt.”
after former WNEW general manager Ted Colt, now operations

j
Fitzgerald-Sample exec producer
who exited the agency a couple

. of months ago lor greener pro-

i
duction pastures, has been signed

j

to direct three "Chrysler Medal-

l

lion Theatre” stanzas on CBS-TV
Saturday nights.

He directed Claude Rains in •

video adaptation of an Alexander
Woollcott short story, "The Archer
Case,” last week '3» and is set for

two originals, "Trouble Train”, and

"Time for Heroes,” the subsequent
» Saturdays.

Hatchett Helms KIMO
Kansas City, Oct 6.

V ay nr J Hatchett has bebn
*d manager ot KIMO. at near-
Ii.d'-pendenc e. Mo.
Hr .* a ' e’eran of radio broad-
* .r.i. .a area having started
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No Dice on Gambling Biz (or Reno s

1st TV Station? Eye KZTV Pattern

Eye Kraft’s TV Pattern

One of those unusual “firsts” in TV will project itself into the

limelight with considerable interest this month when the second
company of “Kraft Television Theatre" preems on ABC-TV this

month, going into the Thursday night 9:30 to 10:30 p.m. slot.

From a variety of angles, the trade will be watching it closely, for

out of it will not only come a test of the “New ABC” strength in

the video sweepstakes, but from a sponsor standpoint may set

some patterns for the future.

The ABC show, of course, is completely independent, with its

own separate production unit, of the long-running “Kraft Televi-

sion Theatre” seen Wednesday nights on NBC-TV in the 9-10

o'clock stretch—in fact the granddaddy of all hour-long TV drama
shows. But then and there the differences end. All things being

equal, and without any ifs and buts, Kraft will be matching its

Thursday night ABC show with its established Wednesday night

NBC property, evaluating the payoffs on the tandem operation

strictly on a dollar-for-dollar basis.

Despite the fact that the NBC show has established its own
unique niche on Wednesdays, Kraft will be studying the returns

on its 40-live station pickup (including Coast outlets) on the ABC
production, which is being brought in on a more reasonable price,

since the ABC deal with stations is at a lower scale. Thus the NBC
show will be “on the spot.” The latter property doesn’t get into

1.. A. or Frisco, on the same live basis that prevails at ABC. The
NBC show still faces the formidable competition from "Strike It

Rich” on CBS-TV, whereas the ABC showcase will be competing
with less challenging NBC-CBS entries such as “Ford Theatre,” ,

“Big Town,” “Martin Kane” and “Philip Morris Playhouse.”

A lot, of course, will depend on the strength of the ABC affilia-

tions, which may provide a tipoff to the web’s future sphere of im-

portance in the TV bigtime.

‘How TV Is My Radio Show?’ Major

Concern of Network Veeps Today
In these “tough-to-make-a-sale”

days, radio program chieftains on

the network are now willing to

settle for getting new shows on the

air that might eventually make the

grade in TV. It’s particularly re-

flected in the thinking going on at

both NBC anc^CBS, where the pro-

gram veepees now consider it a

job well done if any of their shows
get tapped for the video transition.

Despite the pre-broadcast exite-

nvent generated by the inception

of the new “Stage Struck” show
on CBS (which has the coopera-

lion of the League of New York
Theatres in attracting major legit

talent to the program), the intent

is not so much to latch on to a

sponsor (although the web wouldn’t

frown on such an eventuality) but

lather to develop its potential as

a major TV attraction.

Similarly, at NBC, which is now
celebrating “Premiere Week” for

its two-baker’s dozen of new en-

tries, such items as the Hume
Crony n-Jessica Tandy “The Mar-
riage” situation comedy are being
groomed .for the TV sweepstakes
(although here, too. the network
wouldn’t be averse to a bankrolled*

falling in love with the AM edi-

tion '.

Robbins Vice Ameche

On Eddie Fisher Show
Don Ameche will do his final

stint on the Wednesday and Friday
Eddie Fisher NBC-TV show Oct.

23.

Ameche. who’s been with the

Coke-sponsored program since the

start, is being replaced by disk

jockey Freddie Robbins, who goes

in as of Oct. 28.

WOR-TV CopShow

Sets Negro Talent
New television dramatic show,

s ated to kick off on WOR-TV,
N Y.. next Wednesday (14'. will

give Negro actors their first chance

>
» play regular straight dramatic

tules on television. Program. “Har-
lem Detective.” will employ a

•nixed cast, and will use approxi-
mately a half-dozen Negro actors
('very week.

Already set for the leads are
William Hairston as the Negro cop.
and Owen Jordan as his white part-
ner, Josh White, Jr., the young
> >n of the balladeer. is set for the
initial drama, along with vets John
Mar-riot. Ruth Ataway. I.ulu B.

King and a youngster, Charles Tay-

Program. which will be aimed at

he general audience as well as the
n ote than 1.000.000 in the N. Y.
market, is the brainchild of WOR-
'l V program manager Larry Men-
kin. who will also produce. Staff
director Bob Eberle will meg the
series, while the first script has
been written by Jay Bennett. Pro-
gs am will air Wednesdays at 9 30
P in.

New, Old Clients

Return as WOR-TV

Preps Fresh Start

WOR-TV, N. Y . which returns to

the air with a nighttime schedule

next Monday (12) after beiirsrstiut-

tered during a six-week engineer

strike, already has $750,000 new
and returned business in the till.

Station has brought back many of

its old accounts and has added
new biz via a revamped program
sked.
One of the shows returning

after a summer-plus-strike layoff

j

is “Broadway TV Theatre,” which
t vs ill have Constance Bennett and

Fred Clark starring in the Ben
Heclit-C’hnrles MacArthur comedy,

j

"20th Century.” followed the week
of Oct. 19 by another Hecht-Mac-

! Arthur play, ‘ Front Page." Warren

(Continued on page 56)

TV Blamed for. Kids’

‘Frogitis’ (Frog Knees)

By Cleve. Specialist

Cleveland. Oct. 6.

Television is now being blamed

by a Cleveland medical specialist

for a new children s ailment —
frog knees.
Youngsters are developing many

injurious cases of TV knoek-knees.

Dr. J. I. Kendrick of the Cleveland

Clinic warned a group of medics

attending a postgraduate course

on pediatric practice.

“Frogitis” is caused, he ex-

plained, when kids watch televi-

sion squatting on floor with their

legs folded back at the sides like

a frog s. Such a habitual position

place too much of a iorce on the

inner leg ligaments, influencing

growth trends and leading to de-

formity for the small fry, he de-

clared seriouSlj

.

Four weeks hence, on* Nov. 3.

New Yorkers will go to the polls

to elect a mayor and other high

officials, and they will be influ-

enced as never before by a spend-

ing splurge in TV and radio on the

part of the four leading candidates

for the mayoralty chair. The can-

didates themselves have been in-

fluenced by the fact that Mayor
Vincent K. Impellitteri. nixed by

his Democratic party three years

ago after he had succeeded to the

higli chair following the resigna-

tion from that office of William

O’Dwyer to accept the ambassador-

ship to Mexico, set up the Experi-

ence party and did a multi-bicycle

stint on TV and AM. particularly

the former.

Since he was then the acting

mayor and had the support of im-

portant officials. Impellitteri also

was able to grab a load of cuffo

time on the most important tele

programs, including Milton Berle’s

and Ed Sullivan’s. Frustrated in

the primaries last month, the May-
or waited it out and then an-

nounced his candidacy to succeed

himself on the Experience ticket.

He entered the race about a week
ago with a $100,000 kitty for broad-

casting, with Suzanne Sedloek A
Bernie doing the time buying for

him. As'with the other candidates,

that sum may he only a starter

since it’s expected he’ll get more
chin as the campaign gets into

heat. (It’s understood that some ol

Hizzoner’s money for the race is a

holdover from the primaries in

which he didn’t spend the full al-

lotment.'

Denis Top Coin

From the known statistics, the

biggest spending will be done by

the Democratic camp of Robert F.

Wagner. Jr (prexy of Manhattan
Borough) Via the Arnold Cohan ad

agency. In a significant reversal of

events, it was that agency which
handled the Impellitteri campaign
in 1950. Overall budget for Wagner
at the moment is $130,000, with

about 7.Vt of it going to video 'all 1

six N. Y. stations. N, J s WATV
excluded

Typical of the Wagner distribu-

tion foil TV’ are daily 20-second

transcribed announcements from
Oct. 19 to the Nov. 2 tape, plus

10- and 15-minute programs on

WCBS-TV, N. Y. flagship of the

CBS net. As an example of the
j

current picture, that outlet had

50 spots during the primaries.!

upped to triple that figure for the

final sweepstakes. VVNBT, Clot ham
key of the NBC web. has been ear-

!

marked for some $12,000 from the

Wagner forces, consisting of a

quarter-hour show, two five-minut-

ers and a flock ot 10- and 20-sec- 1

ond station breaks. In radio, a

minimum nine stations will he

used, in WABC. VV’CBS. WNBC.
Wok. whom. wins, wlib
VVMCA and WMGM, with special

attention to the Italian. Jewish.

Spanish and Negro markets within

the 250 limitation.

Rudolph Halley 'prexy of City

Council . the Liberal candidate, is

being backed, among other forces,

by the Citizens Committee for Hal-

ley hut has not yet begun to open

up in full array. On the visual side

WCBS-TVisdown Mr at least four

lO-minutTuTToMing $3,200 arid the
i (>arl\ bookings on VVNBT show a

couple of Saturday quarter-hours
! for $ 1 780. As with the Wagner
setup, the objective is the lx st pos-

sible time segments 1 \ if possible,

B where necessary, C in a pinch;.

Probably the most act Amp in the

primaries, especially considering

that he had the Republican nod
uneontested and had no stake in

the preliminaries, which were con-

fined largely to the Wagner-Impel-
litteri candidacies, was Harold

Kiegelman, the Republican stand-

ard bearer. Since he's now playing

I
(Continued on page 42)

Ballots Sl Dollars
Washington, Oet. fi

Due largely to the high cost

of buying television time, run-
ning for national office will

become a rich man’s exclusive
preserve unless something is

done about it. according to

Sen. Hubert Humphrey (|>.

Minn.b He urged Congress to

put new restrictions on elec-

tion spending.
“The mounting cost of tele-

vision in recent campaigns.”
said Sen. Humphrey in a state-

ment here, “lias brought about
concern lest only the wealthy,
or those who have the support
of wealth, can afford to repre-
sent their fellow Americans in

national office."

Station Reps Blast

‘NB3 Plan’ as An

Invasion on Biz

With network tandem plans a

permanent target of station reps
and the more outspoken station

operations. NBC’s new “NH3
Plan" took a verbal shellacking
last week via a bulletin issued by

the Station Representatives Assn
,

quoting unidentified station reps.

Gist of the attack was that the

plan was an invasion of national

spot business, and that while NBC
hoard chairman Gen. David Sar-

noff, while asking stations to rec-

ognize the seriousness of the net

work economic .situation, fails him-
self to realize the need for healthy

station economics and station earn-

ings. Bulletin pointed up that

while Gen. Sarnoff, in his recent

address to affiliates in Chicago,

referred to loss of network income,
he made no reference to “the in-

come the stations will now lose il

NBC succeeds in diverting nonin I

national spot business to network
spot carriers.”

Unidentified station rep made
the point that with local program
ming. bis NBC affiliates could

make twice the income as i- pro

vided by the network for the ''aim-

time period. If t lie network bu-i-

“deteriorates further lie

“may we expect that there

be more NB3 shows v. ith

(Continued on page 56

Reno. Oct 6

Reno’s first television station,

KZTV, hurried into operation ill

time to bring in the World Series.

This had been tiie promise to ad-
vertisers and viewers since con-
struction began early this year.

Operating on VHF Channel 8,

station operates 4:30 to It pm.
daily Don Reynolds, owner of the
Las Vegas Review Journal, the El>

Daily Times plus several other
Nevada and midwestern papers, is

the owner of the station, lie’s the
former co-owner with Kenyon
Brown, of the ABC' outlet here,

KWRN.
The operation of a TV station in

this small market (about 45.000
population with 20.000 potential
sets* becomes a test Reno is a

unique TV market in many re-

spects.

The town has been properly
!>rijnrd for the grand opening of

TV for months and a great antici-

pation was built through continu-
ous radio blasting and newspaper
ads. An estimated 2.000 sets were
ready and waiting for the pattern
to flash. The First National Bank
of Nevada, in preparing to finance
TV sets, has practically opened a

new department. After several sur-
veys it expects to finance most of

the 6,800 sets it says will he In-

stalled in the first month.
Biggest advertising spenders in

Nevada are. of course, gambling
houses Clubs, however, are re-

stricted in what they advertise.

Gaming advertising is taboo. Then,
advertising for local consumption
is not a gambler’s idea of an ad-
vertising dollar well spent. If be
puts anything on TV. he would
rather it be in some big city mar-
ket. (lose by. such as San Fran-
cisco or Los Angeles And he also

knows that visitors who form
those markets do not come to Reno
to see TV.

Nevertheless, there is an en-
couraging flurry ot contracting
among the smaller businesses Ap-
pliance stores, auto dealers (on co-

op deals' furniture companies and
loan companies are spending rath-

er freely. Some local advertising
budgets have enthusiastically dou-

**
i Continued on page 52 1

ness
said

will

WCBS-TV to Train Big

Web Guns on Gotham

Election Nite Coverage
Having (Ticked in a “tivout”

launched for tin* New Yoi k pi i

niary election returns last month
WCBSTV will move the7 ' Time
package into the fray on election

night < Nov. 3 i campaign ( entered

around the mayoralty fight m Got-

ham. Big departure this time how-

ever. will be in the mom". setup

with National Carbon Co 'J'rc -

tone* picking up the tab via the

Wm. Esty agency, (’overage on tiie

primaries w as : uxtaining.

V in the first instance, the .sta-

tistical show will start at 11 13 pro
and continue until a den ion i in

t Ik* bag or conceded by the oppo i

lion. Recruited from tiie CBS 'IV

new - rampart,s will be the sell nme
quartet of Allan Jackson Don Hoi

b-nbcck Charles C'ollmgvvood

Douglas Edwards, employing
tested anchorman technique
remote pickups at re pert we
didates’ headquarters, plus s,

interview s.

This will l)p the fir-J fullblown

sponsorship of the local elections

on the N Y. key of the web Las!

year, when the Presidential te

turns were involved Chevrolet

Dealers picked up the check lor

I live-minute plugs every liour.

WCBS Joins Trend

In Day Rate Hike
WCBS ha*- joined the trend de-

veloping lately toward an itn reasi

m the daytime radio rate strip

tine New York flagship of CBS
Radio goes into the upward spiral

Nov 1. according to plans set uj

by Call Ward general manager.
Highlighted pi the new rise ap

pin able with Card 22 'wiiti tin

ii mil smnonth protection for cur
imt cordi act' i ai e some participa-

tion shows with the Jack Sterling
prot'iain rising horn $125 to $130,
.loan hd.vaidx from $150 to $175
and John Henry Faulk 'with com
bn d ion sates eliminated I lion

$100 to $125 Station breaks ir

1 1 < period from 6 to 6 go li om $101

to $125 mornings and $100 to $1M
afternoons, Time periods pi mr I*

2 p in are abo being hiked 15G
1 1 om a ha e rate of $075 to $776 25

Station claim an audience
to :r l.n gcr

and
the

and
i if.-

li d i n

Ilian any loc al ( oni-

pet it oi ‘on the basis ol total

week average " La t WCBS iat«

» aid a as i in d in 1949 Night
tone tariff remain uric hanged

TUTTLE, AMES GET

TV ‘FATHER’ LEADS
Hollywood, Oct 6

la-on Antes and Lurene TumJc
have been selected for - lead- in

( BS-T\ s Life W ;•:*.• Kathe i se-

nes by we.b progiaM. vccpec H.i.rv

A kenniih
Tentative -vtart.i g di*e is Nov,

22 Fletcher Markic product-* Ihe

s<ne« based on ti e Rus*e. c roase-
- Howard Lmd>.i\ propt i’y.
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ABC’S BID AS ‘BIG 3’ TV ENTRY SET

FOR AFFILIATE NOD ON FRIDAY (9)

By BOB CHANDLER
When ABC’s television affiliates

advisory board meets in New York

Friday '9>, exactly eight months

will have passed since the FCC
approved the merger of the net-

work with United Paramount The-

atres. When the ABC brass—A B-

PT proxy Leonard Cioldenson. AB-
PT finance committee chairman
Edward Noble, ABC prez Robert
Kintner and the rest of the toppers

down the line—tell their affiliates

the “ABC story,” it will he an ac-

count of one of the major come-
backs and revitalizations in mod-
ern show biz annals.

In the space of those eight

months, t fie network has paid off a

funded debt, signed millions of dol-

lars worth of talent < and sold all

of it to sponsors), established it-

self as a potent programming force

on at least three nights of the
week, expanded its network consid-

erably. and most important of all.

laid the groundwork for future
growth. ABC isn't anywhere near
CBS or NBC yet in the lace for

network supremacy, but it's out of

its stepchild position and has all

the ingredients, showmen, tylent,

programs, coin and facilities, to

spread the wings of its American
eagle symbol and take off for great-

er heights.

Radio Ciets Say, Too
In radio, too. there’s bgcn

growth, but the AM web has had to

tread softly and cautiously behind
the footsteps ol' its more expen-
sive sister, television. For there’s

big coin in TV. coin to make or
lose <and the pre-merger ABC’ was
losing it». and most important, TV
operations held and still bold the
public eye. But ABC-Radio will

have its say tomorrow iThurs.) at

Ihe AM affiliate board meet, and
the ABC brass will he able to point
to some daring innovations in pro-

gramming. to a greatly expanded
network, to bigger hillings than
the web has experienced in years,

and to future plans for use of the
talent that's been signed for both
radio and TV but thus far lias

been mod only in video.

The size and quality of the group
the TV affiliates board represent
m itself provides some indication
of the strides the web has take'.
That the TV- network now totals*
l.->8 stations Ln't particularly sig-

nificant. hut the fact that SI of
these are basic affiliates is. Where
the network had to battle to gvt
one of it-. *- how s on in a large mar-
ket eight nvontlv> ago, it's now as-

sured of coverage in nearly every
key market. It has established
foothold*- in cities that were for-

merly single-station markets, if not

through the signing of a basic af-

filiate. then through the improved
quality of the programs it's airing.

Significantly enough, the affiliate

sessions come at a critical time lor
the network -in this and the pre-
ceding week, much of the work
that went into those eight months
was put up before the public ta te.

Such stars as Danny Thomas, Ray
Bulger. Brandon de Wilde. Paul
Hartman and (ieorge Jessel pre-
miered their new shows in this pe-
riod. The returns aren't in yet.
but all indications point to a favor-
able acceptance by the viewers of
the majority of the shows. C r-

tainly the spon-or acceptance lias

been solid, with every major new
property sold, to the tune of $:>().-

OOO.ftACCiu gross annual hillings s< t

for the tall < see separate story'.

The plan for revitalization

mapped out long previous to t ie

okay of the merger, was simple

Formula of 3 Robs
Give the public what it wants,

or at least what we think it wan -

Sign st.uv give them new and
flesh vehicles, get sponsors to hu
them and g< t the stations to carry
them, and the i«st will work out
pretty much bv itself. Toward i i.it

end. as soon as tin* merger v s

complete. AH-PT sent over Boh
O'Brien to the net to take over
Administration as exec \ p . it - rit

over Boh Weitman to decide v. hat
the public likes and how to give
P to them as talent-programmin r

veep. And uith president Boh
Kintner heading up the t*am the
p.e. e» beg^r, to fall into p|a#e.

*i t orva« '• - o some months p e-

so-#* had declared public! ' !),«*

h« i*.-*ed or •# as jo.

a situation comedy series. Bolgcr,
who had done a one-shot appear-
ance on video for NBC, was
nabbed. Jessel, who’s become an
“ambassador of goodwill” for the
web, was signed not only to do
shows but to represent the network
in that capacity. While the Thomas
pilot pic was being readied on the
Coast, some sales began to come in

—Pepsi-C’ola bought a Friday night
half-hour for a film series hosted
by Arlene Dahl, following "Ozzie &
Harriet,” the net’s top pre-merger
contender. Armour and Bristol-

Myers followed with a buy of the
Hartman - starring MCA vidpic,

“Pride of the Family,” which the
net had bought. And Du Pont
moved its “Cavalcade of America”
over from NBC.

Meanwhile, the network launched
its "ABC Album” series, showras-
ing now properties, among them
“Jamie,” the de Wilde starrer sub-
sequently sold to Duffy-Mott and
later to Ekco as an alternate client

Web sold the series starting with
the third play to Plymouth, but
the important result of the ‘'Al-

bum” series was not so much the
immediate sales, but the realiza-

tion on the part of clients, spon-

!

sors and stations that the net could
put on bigtime TV shows.

The Thomas series was the key
to the big sponsor rush that fol-

lowed. American Tobacco bought
it almost immediately, picking up
alternate weeks of the Bolger se-

ries. sight unseen, to boot. With
Thomas set for Tuesday nights, the
network then made its big pitch to

U. S. Steel, which was switching
its Theatre Guild productions from
radio to TV. ABC won the Steel
show, boosting its prestige and its

availabilities. Speiclel came in on
Thomas. Sherwin-Williams on
Bolger. Kraft’s decision to stage
another full-hour drama series

brought that account into ABC.
Other clients came in. Cemex and
B, B. Pens for Jessel. Ex-Lax to

revive “Leave It to t he Girls."

Hazel Bishop for the Peter Potter
show. The web was on its way.

It had a strong lineup on three
nights, a fair one on a fourth.
Tuesday was solid with Thomas
and Steel; Thursday ditto with
“Quick As a Flash,” Bolger and
Kraft. Friday had Stu Erwin. “()/-

zic & Harriet,” Pepsi. Hartman and
Jessel in “Comeback.” Sunday had
Jessel. ' You Asked For If tone
of the better-rated pre-merger
holdovers*. Notre Dame football.

Walter Winchell and "Orchid
Award” and the Potter show.
The web got off to a start in

daytime programming, with v p.

Buzz Chapin delegated to head up
the project. ‘Turn to a Friend,"
which had pulled strong audiences
in radio, was tapped for TV. along
with Dennis James, its emcee.
'The Ern West more Show,” a

b.auty-hints audience participa-
tion! r. filled out the 4 to 5 pin,
hour, with plans now being pro-
jected to work backwards into the
early afternoon. On tlve occasion
of radio's "Breakfast Club’s" 2()th

anni. the web staged a sponsored
-imulcast which aroused so much
interest that it's only a matter of

time until it becomes a regular
morning network feature. Once
“Breakfast Club” is in on a spon-
sored basis, new shows will he set

to fill the morning.
Still to come are the Joel Gray

end Sammy Davis. Jr.-Will Mastin
Trio programs, the four vidpix se-

ries that Hal Roach, Jr., is turning
out for the net. the unexplored tele
abilities of Martin Block and other
properties <such as “Nothing But
the Best"* that sponsors are mull-
ing tor ABC because of the web’s
'till-existing strong availabilities,
plus local personalities who hold
no: work pacts -- Henry Morgan.
Bob A Ray, Jerry Lester, et al.

Other Expansions

The network expanded in oilor
du eel ions. It brought a top man
in George Shu pert to head up a

raw indication division, with Slui-
pc rt currently on the verge of
• losing deals tor outside properties
as well as setting plans for syndi-
cation of the house-owned shows,
it brought in John Daly to set up
a news *nd special events depart-
ment of higtime caliber, and that
piojecf is beginning to hear fruit,

wi n Daly let to start a sponsored

Continued on page 40)

ABC-TV Jumps Season

On Bishop Sheen Sermon
DuMont may have retained

Bishop Fulton J. Sheen as a reg-

ular video entry, but ABC-TV,
which had j>een reported trying to

woo him away, got first call on his

services after ail. While Bishop
Sheen’s first regular telecast in his

DuMont series, “Life Is Worth Liv-

ing,” is slated for next Tuesday
(13», ABC-TV picked up exclusive

rights to televise a special sermon
by the Bishop two days earlier, on

|

Sunday night ill),

j

Occasion is Mission Sunday,
which is administered by the So-
ciety for the Propagation of the
Faith, of which Bishop Sheen is

national director, ABC-TV will

pick up his sermon at 7:30 p.m. on .

an exclusive basis.

ABC-TVNow Eyes

Wei Nite Buildup
Now that it has pretty well re-

solved its Sunday. Tuesday. Thurs- i

day and Friday night programming i

rosters in its bid for bigtime rcc-
[

ognition in the TV sweepstakes. I

ABC-TV is now going to work on
strengthening the Wednesday:
night lineup. Immediate goal is

'

the 8-9 p.m. period, and the net-

work is currently shopping around
for a major dramatic show entry.

;

With the exception of the incom-
ing “Mark Saber” at 7:30 the net- 1

work’s present Wednesday lineup
is at a low ebb.

Although ABC has lavished
some potentially solid stanzas in

the Sunday night lineup (George
1

Jessel. Walter Winchell. Orchid
Award and Peter Potter’s “Juke
Box Jury”), it is for it is forfeit-

ing any immediate masterminding
on the 8 to 9 period 'currently oc-

cupied by Notre Dame football

pickups*, resigned to the futility

oi competing against “Toast of the
Town" or Colgate “Comedy Hour,”

ABC PLANS HOOPLA
j

FOR ‘POPS’ WHITEMAN
ABC-Radio is planning a big

programming buildup for Paul
• Pops) Whiteman, seeking to re-

j

activate the audience interest that
j

goes along with his prestige as the
“dean of American music.” White-
man will take over as host of the
net’s Sunday night hour-long
"American Music Hall,” in addi-
tion to his co-starring assignment
on the new AMer, “George Jessel
Salutes.”

“Music Hall” will undergo a

change in format, with Whiteman
fronting a large orch and a male

|

c horus. He’ll also unveil a new
|

Canadian singing discovery of his.

Shirley Manner. Whiteman, in ad-
dition to his performing duties for
ABC, is a veepce at the net Jn

,

charge of music.

ABC Premiere*
Reviews of some of the

major TV entries on the “New
ABC” agenda are to be found
on the Television Review
pages of Ibis issue. These in-

clude such programming seg-
ments as the Danny Thomas
“Make Room for Daddy” and
"Cnv alcacle of America.” which
preemed laM Tuesday; the
George Jessel-emceed "Come-
back”; Paul Hartman's “Pride
of the Family" and “Pepsi
Cola Playhouse," all of which
bowed last Friday; plus such
major radio network items as
the new “Phileo Playhouse” •

> ties, to he found on the Ra- i

diet Review page.
Upcoming this week are

Mich higtime TV attractions as
the Ra v Bolger - show and
“Kraft Television Theatre” (a
tandem counterpart of the
NBC video show*. Later in
month the U. S. Steel-spon-
sored Theatre Guild dramatics
bows on ABC-TV.

ABC-TV’smm New Biz
ABC-TV, starting to settle back now that the fall schedule is

under way, took a look this week at its billings picture and came
up with the announcement that a total gross annual new business
billings of $20,000,000 has been signed for the fall season. Most
of the billings have been signed in the past two months, but some
date back to the beginning of the summer, following the announce-
ments of acquisition of new properties and talent.
Alexander (Sandy) Stronaeh, the web's v.p., said the total of 22

blue-chip sponsors “established ABC as a top competitor” on the
network race. He said the web’s new star policy is a definite suc-
cess, pointing out that all of the talent the network has signed
will be sponsored when they go on the air this fall. *
Among the blue-chippers listed are U. S. Steel, Kraft Foods,

Bristol-Myers, Armour, Lucky Strike, Pall Mall, Du Pont, Spiedel,
Sterling Drug, Pepsi-Cola, Sherwin-Williams, Standard Oil of Indi-
ana, Carter Products. Hazel Bishop and Brown Shoe Co.

Bolger Relives a TV Show

4 Quotes Lastfogel Proverb
By RAY BOLGER

On Oct. 8 of this year, there un-
folds what I choose to call another
chapter in a Christmas Story.

You know the old bromide that

starts “If someone had told me
j

10 months ago that I ..”

I’m going to have to resort to
'

the cliche. Just about It) months I

ago. I was undergoing the dire
throes of a live TV debut.

A week before the show, if the

delphic oracle had sidled up, and
told me I would be going on tele-

vision on a regular basis, I’d have
sent the old bird scurrying with
a bellow ..“get that tout out of
here ...”

That is, I would have shouted,
if I hadn't been losing my voice.

|

I was also losing a bout with a bug.
Seven million bacilli traveling my
circulatory system disguised as
virus X.

Nothing was going right. Tvvcn-
'

ty four hours before airtime, you
could have heard Bolger snorting.
“TV is strictly for the birds.”

I had dragged out some old
clothes for the "old soft, sjioe” rou-

j

tine, which I hadn’t worn £ince
1946. Suddenly, everything was
too tight.

I learned it isn't easy to let out
a couple of costumes. It just isn’t

'

being done in a day.
All the routines I had been do-,

ing for years, which I had plann>i
to use in the revue. All of them

j

had to be cut. Suddenly, they too.

were brand new. along with
everything else about the medium
and the show I was doing in it.

Just Like An Opening Night
Show day was different.
I could feel the work of Jimmy

Jordan on the cameras. Rise Stev-
ens was a dream girl to work with.
Al Goodman, who conducted for
my first Broadway hit. “Scandals,”

!

was a reassuring sight out front,
j

All the elements of excitement
|

and fun of any opening night were
falling into place. Dashing from
one special number to a bigger
one became an exciting challenge.
As long and as arduous as was

the preparation, the actuality was
over far too soon. It was a breeze. I

Gwen, who had planned and de-
signed the Christmas “Comedy
Hour” for me. and I were thrilled.
We had hardly backed off the

stage when the phones started
ringing. The words we heard were
sheer music. Until three the fol-
lowing morning, we hugged the re-
ceiver.

Then came the rave critical
notices, the payoff to any actor.

But there was a bonus. Some-
thing that had never happened to
us before in my entire career in
quite the same way.
The spontaneity of the recep-

tion. letters from people from
Coast to Coast, warm, friendly,
living room guest type letters
these were.

You just don’t get them In Ihe
theatre. It takes years for so many
people to see your show. Even in
the movies This was here and
now stuif. and the response was
heady.
You must excuse another cliche

. . . I knew this was it. forme ...
I felt . . , well, a responsibility to

;

these people.
So, the ensuing chapter In a

story that started with a Christ-
j

mas Show in 02. opens with the
debut of a new series for TV. the
Rav Bolger Show on ABC.
Having reasoned that the revue

form was impossible to sustain in
ihe forever-land of successful TV. !

we strove for a format that would
give us scope, so we wouldn’t be
trapped. We have a central char-

j

acter caller Raj mond Wallace who
j

Is pretty nearly a reasonable fac-
simile of Ray Bolger. YVe’ve given
him a home life and a professional
life and some very human qualities.
And we’ve given Raymoiyl a lot
of freedom, movement and won-
derful support in a legit setting.

Gwen and I had some ideas and
Bill Bowers has Amie theQ come
to life, in a charming, off-beat
sort of .way that avoids being
real “cack-a-mamie.” Jerry Bres-
ler, a fine producer, is doing so for
us. Marc Daniels, than whom no
one knows TV better, is our di-

rector. Eddie Scott, who was at

one time musical director of
“Where’s Charley” with me, has
been doing great work. Our cast,

from Allyn Joslyn, Sylvia Lewis,
Pete Erdman, all Of them suit us
to a T.

We’re doing it in Hollywood and
on film and we like it that way.

It permits us to give the most of

ourselves. And We approach the
finished product without losing
any spontaneity.
There is another reason which

can be sung to the -tune of “llow
Green Arc My Residuals.”

Or. as the Chinese philosopher,
Lin U. 1 lastfogel. has said . . . "A
man witji a can of film under his

arm will never starve.”

ABC-TV Dickers

Chrysler Show
ABC-TV execs have been having

talks with Chrysler Corp. with a

eye toward bringing the motor
company into the network fold

with its own hour-long dramatic
show to alternate with the Tues-
day night U.S. Steel-sponsored
“Theatre Guild pf the Air” series,

which proems later this month.
Thus far there's been no deci-

sion. Chrysler sponsors the Sat-
urday night “Medallion Theatre’*
series on CBS-TV, but it's no
secret that the client has been un-
happy with the show and its rating
pull. It’s considered likely that

the latter would be cancelled out
in the event of an ABC-TV dial
for the Tuesday time.

Jean Carroll, Louis Nye

In ABC-TV Comedy Series
Jean Carroll and Louis Nye have

been set by ABC-TV for a half-

hour comedy show which the web
will probably slot in the Thursday
9 p. m. period following Ray Bol-

ger. Web Is flashing the audition
over a closed circuit Saturday
• 10), and program is virtually cer-

tain to be launched, sustaining if

necessary.
Probable premiere date is Oct.

22. Bob Lewine, ABC-TV eastern

program director, is producing the

audition segment, with Arnie
Rosen and Coleman Jacoby script-

ing and Alan Dineharl directing.

Buff UHF’er Preem*
Buffalo. Oct. 6.

WBES-TV, the new UlIFer here,

went on the air last week <27' less

than two months after construction
on the station started. Station re-

ported good reception of t lie 21.-

400-watt signal, strongest U1IF sig-

nal in western New York.

Station kicked off programming
with a pickup of the CBS-produced
Community Chest program and
followed it with ABC-TV’s telecast
of the Chicago Cardinals-Washing-
ton Redskins grid game.
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Mon Fri.4p.rn . DENNIS JAMES
Thun. 9pm.. DOTTY MACK

v.m., THE CEOHUE JESSEL SHOW
Mon. 8p.m., SKY KINO

10 p m . LEAVE IT TO THE HIKES

Fri. 9 p.m., I*AI 7. HAKTMAN
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(or so big ). Now, the critics are talking
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Fri. 9:30 p.m., THK (VStKHACK STONY

Sun. 7 p.m., ART RAKFR
Sun. 9:15 p.m.,ORCHIV AWARD

Mon. Fri. 4.90 p.m., FRS WFSl'MONF

Wt'il. 7:30 p.m., TOM ('OSWA V

Sun. 9 p.m., WAI.TFN WISlllFl l

the viewers are talking ...everybody's talking ABC«!
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And look who’s talking to

America on ABC Television:

•V'

American Chicle

American Cigarette 8c Cigar C<

American Home Products

American Tobacco Company

Armour 8c Co.

Bayuk-Phillies Cigars

B. B. Rolrite Pen

Bristol-Myers

Brown Shoes

Carter Products

Derby Poods

DufFy-Mott

Du Pont

Kkco

Ex-Lax

Cemex Watch Bands

General Mills

Gruen Watches

Ha/el Bishop

AMERICAN BROADCASTING

Hotpoint

S. C. Johnson

Kellogg’s

Kraft Foods

Listerine

Mars Candy

Pepsi-Cola

Ralston-Purina

Sealy Mattress

Skippy Peanut Butter

Speidel Watch Bands

Standard Oil of Indiana

Sterling Drug

Super Kem-tone 8c Kem Glo

C. A, Swanson Company

Thor

Tootsie Rolls

United States Steel *

Viceroy Cigarettes
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The greatest coverage • . . the best

reception • . . of any TV station in

the Greater Philadelphia Market I

WFIL-TV it the first Philadelphia TV station to

transmit at maximum signal strength permitted

by the FCC— 4 to 5 times more powerful than

any other station in the area!

Add to this the greater reach of low band VHF
and it’s easy to see why WFIL-TV now pro-

vides top-quality, one-station coverage of a

vast trading area that stretches from the Harris-

burg region to the Jersey Shore, from the

Poconos to Delaware Bay— a market of more

than 6,t)00,000 people!

No increase in rates even though WFIL-TV
gives you all the plus advantages of MAXI-
MUM POWER on LOW BAND VHF. It’s the

biggest buy in television today!

All of DELAWARE VALLEY,

U. S. A. plus Bonus Markets

at No Extra Cost

!

LEGEND

Engineer’* ettimate of

WFIL-TV coverage
under former power,

.5 mv. contour.

Actual WFIL-TV cover-

age under former
power ai e» ta blithed

by Americon Research

lureau.

Study the map above. Note the ‘27-

county coverage delivered by

WFIL-TV on its previous power,

Recording to the American Research

Bureau— far greater than the engi-

neer’s estimate. A new ARB Survey

is under way to measure the range

of WFIL-TV under MAXIMUM
POWER on LOW BANO VHF.
In the meantime, imagine what you

can expect with 4 times the power!

Engineer'* eitimote of

WFIL-TV Grade "B"

coverage under MAX-
IMUM POWER on

LOW BAND VHF.

New ARB Survey under

way — but imagine
what you can expect

with 4 timet the power I

WFIL-TV congratulates ABC -TV
... for great new programming that adds

creative importance to the technical achieve-

ment of MAXIMUM POWER.

Cfjt JMjilabelpflia inquirer STATION... ABC and DUMONT NETWORKS... Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY
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Originating from

WCPO-TV
CINCINNATI, OHIO

the DOTTY MACK show
. . . Musical Pantomime Set to Mood . . .

for the

ABC TELEVISION NETWORK
Saturday at 6:30 P. M.

Dear GUYS and Gentle DOLLS:

As ABC's basic affiliate in CLEVE-
LAND'S vital video market, we at

WXEL are lovingly ballying the

Web's preem fall lineup as boffo,

sock, lush, big, wham, colossal,

giant, bright, wow, fat, gigantic

and smash, at least.

What's more — we believe the ,

viewers of
#
over 800,000 TV sets

in the CLEVELAND area will add
their cheers.

Good luck and Good hunting,
j

fylattJihn Snyrlel
j

Television Station WXEL

THE BASIC AFFILIATE OF ABC-TV

IN PITTSBURGH

THE CITY OF INDUSTRIAL MIRACLES

SALUTES

The Big, New ABC-TV Program Lineup

ABC-TV

Evansville, Indiana

WF!E TV
Evansville's

first and only

TV Station

Represented Nationally by

The O. L. TAYLOR COMPANY
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"Broadway's a brighter

boulevard now that

George Jessel has re-

turned ..."

(New York World-Telegram & Sun)

FRANK FARRELL

"Georgie Jessel is the

most versatile and bril-

liant fellow in the enter-

tainment world today."

(New York Journal-American)

E. V. DURLING

"Mr. Jessel is possessed

of one of the most active

and brilliant minds in

the show business."

New York Time!

JACK GOULD

TELEVISION

ABC -TV SEASON
Sponsored by

BB ROL- RITE PEN

GEMEX
Expansion Bracelet

SEflLY MATTRESSES

EKCO WARE

• MOTION PICTURE ACTIVITIES •

In Release

GEORGE JESSEL'S

“TONIGHT WE SING”
Produced for 20TH CENTURY-FOX

United Artists Release

YESTERDAY AND TODAY”
Written and Narrated by

GEORGE JESSEL

for Abner J. Greschler Productions

In Preparation lor 1954

GEORGE JESSEL Production

“THE JESSEL STORY”
Iwaiting for the availability ol

EDDIE FISHER)

“RIP VAN WINKLE, JR.”

(wailing the availability ol

JIMMY DURANTE)

Mew York Offices:

kiltie Theatre Bldg.

240 W. 44th Street

Lectures and Personal

Engagements Under the

Direction of

THE WILLIAM MORRIS

AGENCY



ing a near SRO status up to noon.

Key factor here was Campbell
Soup’s moveover of ‘‘Double or

Nothing” from NBC.
Along with programming inno-

vations. the net expanded and
solidified its affiliation setup, be-

coming the second largest network
(next to Mutual) with 363 stations,

many of them in non-TV areas, and
more important, many of them
more powerful outlets in the big-

ger markets. New business totaling

$10,500,000 was signed for the fall,

in a one-month period a consider-

able achievement in these times,

and total quarter-hours sold for

October is 26'© over that for Octo-

ber last. And the web wasn't lax

on the talent end, either, being re-

sponsible for the moveover of

Stern via a sale of a sports strip

Lo Anheuser-Busch, one of the big-

gest radio deals of the year. Web
put George Hicks to work on the

lews end, following the acquisi-

ion of the commentator along with

.he Steel package, and got the CIO
o make its initial plurge into radio

with its John W. Vandercook. As
he TV elements started to jell,

fessel was tapped for radio, along

with the net’s vet v.p., Paul White-

nan. The Hartman series was
taped and is being peddled, and
>ther properties are sure to be set

n the near future.

O&O’s Automony

As in any other net, the owned-
md-operated stations supply a key

)ortion of the revenue, especially

oday In TV, and the network went
ihead with plans to build up the

o-and-o’s. Each station, radio and
TV, 10 in all, was made an autono-

mous unit, each undei its own op-

erating head and responsible di-

rectly to O’Brien. A major project

was the increase of power for each
of the five TVers, plus new facili-

ties for KGO-TV in San Francisco

and for WAfeC-TV in N. Y. John
H. Mitchell, who had made WBKB
a leading contender in Chicago,
was brought in as v.p. in charge of

WABC-TV. He’s instituted major
programming changes in N. Y., and
the station expects an SRO sign to

be out on local sales come the end
of this month. Along with the
power and facilities hypo in the
o-and-o’s has come a $750,000 ad-

vertising campaign designed not
only to build the new network
shows but to hypo the stations

themselves.

No one can foretell the future,

but it will "take far lesser men
than the ABC toppers to muff the

opportunities they anticipate. The
field of TV especially is growing
by leaps and bounds, as more and
more firms realize its potency as a

medium and establish themselves
as bnnkrollers. With this as one
factor, and the showmanship and
savvy the ABC brass has shown as

another, the web is going to give

CBS and NBC a good run for their

money in t he next few years. The
faces of those affiliate reps should
be all smiles when they walk out
of those meetings this week.

‘‘TV perfectionist” Milton Berle laid one little anachronistic egg j n

his upper register 1953 preem tyr Buick last week. Paired with gueMar
Frank Sinatra in a show biz segment, each flashed an issue of Variety.

Sinatra's was the then current issue, but the Page 1 bannerline of

Berle's copy indicated that he was holding a July copy. This was the

issue that led with a story on Las Vegas niteries in a period during

which Berle was knocking 'em dead at that resort.

ahead and plan shows for the new
star talent, it could, backed by the

expressions of faith of the new
DTP toppers, evolve new program
ming "and sales concepts. Thus
came the weekend music-and-news

setup, complete with the sale to

Chevrolet or a package of 24 five-

minute newscasts per weekend
(which when Chevvie dropped it at

the conclusion of its summer con

tract. Packard picked up>. Also

set was the ‘‘vertical” or “mood”
concept, with Thursday set for

drama. Friday for comedy, Tuesdaj
for public service.

Radio veep Charlie Ayers set

new concepts in sales, too, with the

realization of the increasing diffi

culty of selling nighttime half

hours. The cross-the-board 8 to

8:30 period was split in half, with

"Three City By-Line” and "Sammy
Kaye’s Serenade Room” going in

The Kaye strip was sold to Burling

ton Mills, and the web then pro

ceeded to strip the 8:30 to 9 pe

riod, slotting a soap opera <the

first in nighttime radio) and a

hard-boiled detective stanza there.

Shifts in morning strips were sue

eessful, too, with the web achiev

cross-the-board network news
show Monday <12). Plans lor half-

hour shows are being projected,

plus spot special events coverage.

The news department is also laying

the groundwork for a network-

owned newsfilm operation, starting

with camera-news teams in the

owned-artd-operated station cities

and expanding from there.

In sports, following a near-suc-

cessful bid for the NCAA grid

schedule, Les Airies, Sr., was
signed to head up booking of top

events, with the Notre Dame deal

the first big result. Previously, the

network had broken the ice on

network coverage of major league

baseball, getting a Saturday "game
of the week’’ on a limited net for

FalstafT Beer. Subsequently the

web got Standard Oil of Indiana

in for a limited pro football net,

co-oping the remaining markets.

Bill Stern was signed to an exclu-

sive radio-TV pact, and he’ll prob-

ably enter more and more into the

network TV picture as time goes
on.

While the TV plans were jelling,

radio wasn’t sitting still either.

While it couldn’t definitely go

Aside from his pressagent duties pushing the "music and news” sta-

tion, WNEW, N. Y., of which he’s publicist, Alan E. <Bud) Brandt i*

currently engaged in a good deal of musical activity of a different type.
He’s a songwriter (BMI), and currently has half a dozen records in cir-

culation on three of his songs. Nat (King) Cole (Capitol), Tommy
Edwards <M-G-M) and Bob Haymes < Bell ) have all recorded his “That s

AH;” Peggy Lee (Decca) and Margaret Whiting (Capitol) have done
"The Night Holds No Fear;” and Lisa Kirk (Victor) has disked bis

third current song, "All Man and All Mine.”*

Hottest property presenting himself before the big brass of CBS
Radio in their effort to build a local personality into a network noise

with a TV potential is Red Blanchard. According to Lester Gottlieb,

web's program chief, Blanchard has been working up a large follow-

ing in San Francisco via his zany ammunition on KCBS. an o.&o. outlet.

Gottlieb said he didn’t know much about Blanchard from a personal
view, but that Coast operatives have been “three-sheeting” the per-

former to such an extent as to oblige the network to look further into

the deal.

Blanchard’s appeal in his Frisco show reportedly stems largely from
kids in the 10 to 14 brackets. He goes in for bop talk, zany hats and
ditto productions and is said to be a “crazy mixed up guy” for pro-
fessional purposes only.

Martha Wright and John Raitt are doing a series of 13 closed circuit

shows via ABC-TV facilities for the March of Dimes. Series, which
started Friday <2), will be shown to March of Dimes workers in a dif-

ferent city each week. Initial show was beamed to Seattle, Miss
Wright's hometown.

ABC’s decision air messages by the mothers of the 23 POW's in

Korea who have refused repatriation got the web plenty of unsought
publicity breaks in the nation’s press. Offer of the net’s recording
facilities was made by ABC newscaster Paul Harvey with the coopera-
tion of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, whose commander-in-chief,
Wayne Richards, is in Tokyo and will deliver the tapes to the Far
Eastern Command for airing if the Truce Commission allows. News-
paper reports from various points in the country told of how motheis
making the recordings broke down and how station people were af-

fected by the sessions.

WTVN’S happy affiliation with ABC

and its great line-up of network shows

. . . plus audience building local produc-

tions and personalities is causing the big

switch with viewer and advertiser alike.

in the Booming

Pacific Northwest
TOPEKA’S FIRST TV ER

TO BOW ON NOV. 15
Omaha. Oct. 6.

Topeka’s first TV outlet. WIBW-
TV, will go on the air Nov. 15 on
a temporary basis and using chan-
nel 13, Henry S. Blake, proxy of
Capper Publications, Inc., an-
nounced last week.

Blake said the company decided
to go ahead on a limited st ale with
a power output of 10 kilowatts. It

will be stepped up to its full as-
signed 100 kilowatts by May 1,

1954, he added.
Art Holbrook, station manager,

said the initial telecasts should
have a good viewing radius of 30
to 45 miles, depending upon ob-
structions. Holbrook said the sta-
tion has contracted for the full

CBS program schedule but that In-

dividual program contracts have
not yet been signed. It also will
use film and studio programs, Hol-
brook said.

Get more than your share of this big Mid

weslern Market.

KING-TV
Channel 5

Soon 100,000

Wutts

or contactKansas City — Mid - America
Broadcasting Co. has taken on
Harold Backun as assistant to the
general manager of KUDL. Dave
Segal, general manager of the
company, brought Backun here
from a post in Canadian radio.

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON^
Now the Country'1 1 7th Market

THE KATZ AGENCY, INC
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up to noon.
Campbell

Double or Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
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Central Pennsylvania

316,000 Watts ERP

346,462 Television Homes

Telecasting from one of the highest points in the

State . . . covering the entire centrol ports of

the state . . . from Pittsburgh to Harrisburg.

HATS OFF TO ABC

FROM THE

%STATION OF STARS '

WTCN -TV

CHANNEL 11
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

BASIC ABC AFFILIATE

UPPER MIDWEST AUDIENCE

NOW GETS THE FINEST IN ABC AND

LOCAL PROGRAMMING ON WTCN-TV

PAUL WHITEMAN’S TV TEEN CLUB

SATURDAY - 7 P.M.est • ABC TELEVISION

SPONSORED BY TOOTSIE ROLLS

WFBG-TV
VHF Channel 10

ALTOONA, PA.

Basic ABC
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Afttf-Thaatr# Specialties

From the Production Centres

IS SEW YORK CITY . . .

Bobby Harkett or< h and thrush F.llse Rhodes inked as regular* on

ne * Jack Gregson daily da’.tine show. 'Jack’s Place." which opened

on ABC Monday 5- . . . Dave llebb. CBS radio associate director,

copped No 1 in I>»ng Gland Sports Car Assn’s ‘Rough ’n' Ready'

event ia=t week and Art Peek, network operations supervisor, finished

lourtb Connie Desmond, Red Barber’s “dekick on Dodgers ball-

cast s . worked Columhia-Prmceton game on C.iS’ "Football Roundup’

Saturdav 3. . . . Carnation Milk Renewed "Stars Over Hollywood" for

another year . . .
Nicholas Bosria, 10-year-old son of CBS flack Mike

Boseia, was guest on Bill Leonard’s WCBS-TV Sunday show . Taking

hows WCBS’ John Henry Faulk, for scroll from Jersey City Business

Men’s Assn, as ’’favorite daytime personality;" Galen Drake ‘"House-

wives Protective League" * and F.inilv Kimbrough, for blue ribbon hon-

ors' at \ .1 State Fair via "Outstanding programs of its type and di-

\ ision in radio
”

White Rock has bought into Stan Freeman’s new 10 35 to 11 pm
show on WMBC. taking Mon . Wed and Fri. and leaving only Tues. open

s:n<<* the Thurs. spot slots the Jarr Pickens show . . . Bill Cooper has

joined his brother Frank Cooper’s radio-TV packaging operation . .

’ Front Page Farrell" begins 13th year of broadcasting and "Just Plain

Bill" starts its 22nd year. Latter is the oldest daytime serial on the

air . . Mitch Miller’s "The Money Record originally slated as a sum-
mer-only project on WNKVV. will become a permanent entry on the

station . . . Jack O’Reilly, WOK-Mutual deejay and announcer, tapped

for announcing chores on the net’s "Bulldog Drummond” series star-

ling Sir Cedric llardwicke . . . Kfvin McCarthy drew the lead in ABC's
new nighttime soaper, “Hollywood Stairway," which kicked ofl Mon-
day <5*.

The Lawrence & Lee script. "The Minstrel Boy,” as presented on

NBC's Railroad Hour last week, will be printed in Braille for use by

the blind. The Catholic Guild for Iho Blind will publish the work in

Braille and Lawrence A Lee have granted special permission lor the

performance of this work.

f \ SAX FRANCISCO . . .

Bay area "United Crusade" show <4> received solid support from
headliners Hoary Carmichael, Dorothy Warenskjold, Walter Pidreon,

Marvin Miller and Bill Baldwin. Program, televised by three local

stations from Treasure Island, was written by KCBS’ Norman Kramer,
produced and emceed by localite Lee Giroux . . . Director George
Stevens briefed in for teevee and lecture date with S. F. Museum ol

Art . . . Recent televisitors were Terry Moore and Robert Wagner, here
lor the "Rohe" preem . . . Calif. Hospital Assoc, preemed a public serv-

ice program <4*. "A Life in Your Hands" on KRON-TV , . . Marjorie

King’* KNBC endeavor Increased to 45-minute airing, daily . . . Walt
Jensen airs hi* Mutual "Quick, What the Answer?" from KFRC, this

week . . . Singer Don Reran debuted on KPIX . . . Lea Malloy and his

KGO tele-talent entertained at Richmond’s Home Show . . . Garland
R. Farmer, Jr„ launched "Half a World," new public service aeries

4* on KNBC . . . Patty Prichard's new KPIX songfest landed a thrice-

a-week sponsor.

IS CHICAGO . . .

1.4 ward Kash to Henri, Hurst Sc McDonald agency as writer-pro-

ducer in radio-TV dept. . . . Eight new affiliates added to Keystone
Broadcasting System, bringing total to 673 stations . . . Chi rep of

WOK, George R. Jeneson, Jr„ to Gotham on biz . . . ABC’s "Club Time”
renewed for 52 weeks by Club Aluminum Products thru Buchan agency

effective Oct. 31 . . . NBC farm commentator Everett Mitchell to ad-

dress Woman’s Club in Milwaukee on Oct. 12 . . . Motorola bankrolling

remaining games on WMAQ fall football coverage sked . . . CBS’ "Quiz

Kids" half-hour moved from 3:30 to 4 p m. slot to 4:30 starting time

. , . Mutual Chi office account exec Mel Goodrode in New York on biz

. Fddie Hubbard starred on Chi portion of ABC’s "Celebrity Table"

with 15 minute segment originating from Boston Oyster House of Mor-
rison Hotel . . George Morgan, of Swift Sc Co.. Dr. Stewart 11. Britt,

of Needham. Louis Sc Bforby, and Florence Dragon, of Roche, Williams

A Cleary winners of NBC’s "Trade Ad Contest." each receiving an RCA
I V set

*

IS MINNEAPOLIS . . .

Cedric Adams, WCCO’s radio and TV top man. adding still another

sponsored show to his long list, "TV Sunday Supplement.” noon pro-

,

gram devoted to news and other features, and necessitating his racing

! immediately after its conclusion to WCCO radio station five blocks

distant for his regular edition of news there ... With Marty O’Neill,

for many years WMIN play-by-play broadcaster of St. Paul baseball

game, returning to airways after a year’s absence, this time as mod-
erator of WMIN-TV’s Sunday morning "Sports Hot Seat" show . . .

WCCO’s radio and TV luminary Bob Drllavrn adding another one hour

I

per week radio show' to his schedule, sponsored by Life Television . . .

Because of beefs resulting when WCCO-TV showed only 30 minutes
of Edward R. Murrow’s hour “Berlin" program—all that came through
to it—station obtained film of last half-hour and aired it last week
. . . Sunday St. Paul Pioneer Press now putting out eight-page tabloid

TV and radio news section, including all stations’ radio and TV pro-

grams for ensuing week . . . Veteran Clellan Card's “Saturday Night
! Party," comprising music and fun. starting second WCCO radio sea-

son . . . WCCO radio news head Jim Bormann a father for the sixth

time. It’s a girl.

RIGHT

TURN

IN PITTSBURGH . . .

Bill Finkel, local theatre owner and Variety Club's Chief Barker in

1952, and his W’ife off for Hollywood to visit their son. Bob Finkel, di-

rector of the new Paul Hartman teeVee series, "Pride of the Family"
. . . Ralph Quinn, after 24 years as a stagehand at the Sheridan Square
Theatre in East Liberty, has joined the WENS crew . . . WKJF-TV has
slotted Jane Gibson’s daily half-hour program in a new slot, at 4 o’clock,

immediately following the Kate Smith show . . . Jay Michael, WCAE
deejay. will be the toastmaster for the kick-off banquet starting Em-
ploy-the-Physlcally-Handicapped Week . . . Lee Murray has quit WMCK
to enroll at Northwestern U . . . Florence Sando, who quit "Ask the
Girls" in June to join her husband, Arthur Manson, p.a. for MGM in

Canada, is coming back. Her husband handed in his resignation to Leo
the Lion to take publicity director’s berth here for Cinerama when
it opens at the Warner Theatre in December

is boston ...
Richard E. Faroham. former public relations director of Westing-

house Electric TV-Radio division, has been appointed advertising and
sales promotion manager of WBZ-TV . . . John Marion has joined
WEEI’s announcing staff . . . WGBH, Hub’s non-commercial, educa-
tional FM station, celebrated second anni last week. Station is op-
erated bv the Low'ell Institute Cooperative Broadcasting Council . . .

G. Wright Briggs, WBZ music director and superintendent of depart-
ment of music at N. E. Conservatory of Music, has been appointed
conductor of the Harvard band. Hes’ a member of the class of ’31

. . .

Nelson Bragg, former WCOP announcer and longtime conductor of
the station’s Hayloft Jamboree, has resigned to join WBZ staff

Election Coin
SSmSSt Continue* from pact 27 ssj
for keeps, hi* budget, gtemming
from both the state and city cam-
paign committees, will probably
challenge that of Wagner's, with
the Ford Bond office mastermind-
ing the deal (they handled the
Dewey Presidential campaign in

N. Y. in 1948'. Outlay on WCBS-
TV is some $12,000, consisting of
six capsule talks and five quarter-
hours from Oct. 3 to Nov. 2.

On WN’BT, the largesse from
Riegelman is some $28,000, but this

includes the pre-primary extrava-

ganzas. Campaign consists of 34
breaks <20 seconds* from Sept. 7

to finish, plus 46 of ’em from Sept.

28 to Oct. 9; 27 spots from Oct. 12-

30; 33 SB’s in the primary buildup
and, as a highlight, five Tuesday
night quarters at 10:45. It’s report-

ed that a wad of fresh money has

been put into the jackpot for the
Riegelman race. In general, the

percentage factor of 75-25 for TV-
A.V1 seems to prevail for all parties

at this point.

The pattern on WPIX. indie

TV’er of the N. Y. Daily News,
may be subject to revision com-
pared to the money output during
the primaries. Mayor Impellitteri

was the biggest user of this sta-

tion in his defeat for the Demo-
cratic nod. He had a half-hour talk,

a run of ID's with 88 times during
Sept. 8-15, numerous live and
filmed segments from 10 to 15

minutes, etc. The GOP city com-
mittee bought eight 20-seconders
and a score of 20-second participa-

tions from Sept. 3-15; Halley’s citi-

zens committee spotted a half-hour
talk, and Bernarr Macfadden, the
vegetarian-physical culturist-pub-

lisher, who was still running on his

own ticket when last heard from,
had a one-minute live announce-
ment on WPIX last month.
With Riegelman's 15 -minute

shows having started on WNBT
last Tuesday <29 , a kinnie of the
program was aired on WABC-TV
on Saturday <3*. following the box-
ing bouts. There’ll probably he
more and more of "Operation
Kine" as the campaign moves into
high gear after a hiatus occasioned
by the World Series.

Political parties are hopping on
WABD, the DuMont key. Halley’s
backers have taken four 15-min-
ute programs at 7:45 p.m. starting

Thursday '8* and continuing week-
ly. via Furman, Feiner Sc Co.
agency. The Meyner forces in

N. J. have purchased nine five-

minute segments at various hours,
via Joseph Katz Co. ’American
Labor party is down for five quar-
ter hours w*eekly starling Monday
<5*. via Seymour Kameny Associ-

ates.

KFOR-TV
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

IS PROUD TO BE

THE NEW '

'ABC HIGHWAY
TO THE PROSPEROUS
SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA
MARKET.

kFOR
CHANNEL 10

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Easton UHF Conversion

At 30% Spots 50% Sold

Easton, Pa
, Oct. 0.

Over 50% of the available spot
commercial time on WGLV, the
UHFer managed by ex-State Dept,
video consultant Richard W. Hub-
bell. has been sold out In the seven
weeks since the station took to the
air. Accounts include 30 national
advertisers.

Hubbell. pointing out that UIIF’s
future depends on strong signals,
said that the factor, most respon-
sible for the station’s bright sales
picture is its new UHF transmitter
which he said transmits a signal
that affords complete coverage in :

the Easton area. Transmitter, Du-
;

Mont Labs’ new 5 kw unit, got its

first test via WGLV, which a few :

weeks ago transmitted a signal to
N. Y. and the Empire State Bldg,
llubbell said set conversion in the
Easton market is now at the 30%
figure.

Des Moines—Bernice llulin of
Minneapolis has been named pro-
gram director of KGTV, new tele-
vision station in Des Moines, sched-
uled to go on the air at the end of

!

October. She wrote, produced and
directed programs at KSTP-TV, St. I

Paul, for four years and more rer
centlv has been program director
lor tlie Arrowhead division of
WFTV, Duluth. I

THB FOOD 18 -

if DELICIOUS
* NOT OCCIDENTALLY

iCna STRUT &N0

>f VINT m AVI

NTW *0RK

New Yorkers say that food at Chan's

Like an exotic trip to faraway lands

Water chestnuts, snow peas.

Tibetian mushrooms, lotus leaves

All the delicacies of the Orient

Succulently blended and heaven-sent

Served to you in festive style

Make ancestors wink and smile.

V (erne sss . eel tests! • tec ysersstf. *>-.

JERRY BERGEN
Who Has Appeared on Every

MAJOR TV SHOW
Now Freelancing

and Available

Dir§etion—JACK KALCHEIM
140 W. 44th St.. New Yerk 34 JU 4 5574

CURTAIN TIME WITH NANCY

NANCY KENYON 1
Monogemenf At.ociofet-^IACK VAUGHAN— PEGGIE GATES 7 £», SSM, Street. New York

ABC-RADIO

American Music Hall

Sundays, 8*9 P.M.
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Television Chatter

New York
Rick Lelfhton, ex-WCBS-TV.

joined WLW-TV Cincy staff as

producer-director . . . Packager-

producer Rickard II. Gordon. Jr.,

and Herbert Brodkin. producer of

• ABC Album,” adding vidpix to

their skeds . . . June Graham
pacted by Westinghouse as perma-
nent standby for product demon-
strator Betty Furness . . . After

longtime video thesping. Martin

Brandt has signed for featured role
in Basil Rathbone-starirng “Sher-
lock Holmes” on B’xxay . . .

Haworth White gets newly-created
berth of manager of WCBS-TV
business dept., reporting to pro-
gram chief Hal Hough . . . Irma B.
taught. ex-Fulton Recording
has joined Teleprompter National
Sales Corp. in public relations and
sales. Before her Fulton hookup,
she was with Benton Sc Bowles and
MBS . . . Joseph Scully. CBS-TV
asst, casting director, moved up to
program coordinator on “Danger"
with Liam Dunn replacing him in
the Milo Frank-bossed casting sec-
tor. Another change sends (Miss)
Alixe Gordon from network cast-
ing aide to casting on "Studio
One.” Latter show, incidentally,
is marking a number of emoting
“firsts” with Michele Morgan hav-
ing skied in from Paris for “Silent
Song” '5) and Elsa Lanchester
planing from Coast for her live

videbut in "Music & Jenny Pratt"
1 12) with Philip Abbott, Patricia
Smith, Joe Sweeney and Virginia
Vincent, with Franklin Schaffner
directing.

Barnet Biro set for “Big Story”
cast on NBC-TV Friday <9) . . .

.1. II. Seider named general attor-

ney and secretary of CBS-Colum-
bia ... Ed Sullivan will judge the
winners on Ted Steele’s new ama-
teur show on WPIX . . . National
Comics filmed a special 15-minute
“Superman” vidpic to the Treasury
Dept, for its bond drive . . . Ida
Lupino joins the ranks of the film
stars making videhuts, via Screen
Gems’ “Marriageable Male” for

the Ford Theatre series. Pic rolls

Nov. 29 on the Coast . . . Herb
Shriner airing “Two for the
Money” this Sunday 'll) from his

home town of Ft. Wayne, Ind. . . .

Maxine Cooper, onetime Calkins &
Holden, Carlock, McCIinton &
Smith Chi radio director, and
Robert A. Dwyer, formerly of

Concle Nast publications, joined
the sales staff of WABD as account
exec.

work at Esquire Theatre gallery
starting Oct. 11 . . . Chi Bears
veepee Sid Luckman, Cardinals
coach Joe Stydahar, and newscast-
er Fahey Flynn starred on WBBM-
TV’s “Inside Football" in the Sat-
urday 6 to 6:30 pm. slot with
Dodge Dealers of Chi bankrolling
. . . Koolvent Corp., picking up
the tabs for WGN-TV's 9 to 9 45
p.m. Mondays, “Boxing from East-
ern Parkway Arena” thru Bozell
Sc Jacobs . . . Lew Stoerker from
head of Ripon College Drama dept,
to WBBM-TV production stalT.

TtuTrowso* Research Cen,er To Advance™

Grid Snips Barber Biz
Omaha. Oct. 6.

Latest biz in these parts to feel

the effect of Saturday afternoon
Co

,
j

football TV is the barbering profes-

sion.

That time of week used to he
the busiest lor the hair snippers.
But since mid-September, accord-
ing to a local tonsorial artist, “we
might as well close up."

Columbus. Oct. 6

"The Ohio Story," mainstay of

the kilocycles on 20 Ohio radio sta-

tions for nearly seven years has

been launched in a once a-week

television version in six cities. In

order to stay within bounds of its

budget, Ohio Bell Telephone Co.
sponsor of the historical drama
series, is cutting its “Ohio Story”
radio schedule from three times
to twice a week.

j

Nelson Olmstead, nartator of the
radio series, also appears in

the same role on TV. Frank Sie-

(

del remains as author and Stuart
Buchanan as producer with Ray

,
Culley, of Cinecraft, enlisted to

aid in the filmed production. Ted
Malone. 20-year radio-TV veteran,
has been signed to do the com-
mercials.

Stations carrying the new TV
series are: WXF.L-TV, Cleveland;
WBNS-TV. Columbus; WlllO-TV
Dayton; WSPD-l’V. Toledo;
WKBN-TV, Youngstown, and
WHIZ-TV. Zanesville.

Programs Set For U. of Michigan
Ann \rbbr. Oct 6

Armed with an initial $1.500 000

grant from the Ford Foundation,

through its Fund for Adult Educa-

tion. a Television Research Cen
ter i'- being organized at the 1 ot

Michigan,

H K New burn resigned as

president of Oregon t to he. it up
the project. The purpo-e of the

center will he to stimulate “high
quality telex isiqn programs.,'’ ae

cording to Lx Is* Nelson who was
assistant to Dr. Newborn at Ore
gon and will serve in a similar ca-

pacity here.

Dr. New burn said definite poll

« i
*

• s will lie decided in a meetu g
of directors in New York Thiirstt.iy

and Friday 'M9>. hut in general
the center will conduct re earcli

into effective broadcast and tele

cast program's, intended lor use b\

college and university' stations

The Fold Foundation has prom

ised additional sums oxer . i tut*

snecihed period B-side's research,
the c *nti r expects to subsidize
dramatic groups at colleges to film

high quality programs and finance-
their distribution

The C. of Michigan lias also

inaugurated a new series of lixe

TV shows over YYI’AGTV. Ann
Arbor, to give its students more
opportunity to gain actual on thc-

air television experience.

The sustaining run commercial
shows were arranged bv l‘rof.

Garnet R Garri on tor the l M
Television Otfi.ee and the Depart-
ment of S >rech. in cooperation
with Ted Baiighn. general inan-
agt i of WI'AG TV

IMo'iams will originate in the
u.uixvr itx's own couipb telx equip-
p'ed tin ee camera ‘tm'io Series
will include news and sports
•hows children's inflations .uni

dramas, interviews, original plays
and music recitals.

Hollywood
Charlie Ruggles to N. Y, for TV

guest ings . , . Former M'etro con-
trnctee Gig Young has lead in

Meridian’s “Part of the Game,”
rolling this week at Goldwyn stu-
dio . . . Gale Storm and Charles
Farrell named special gifts chair-
men of Radio-Television-Record-
ing-Advertising Charities’ 1954
campaign, while Lucille Ball and
Desi Arnaz head the drive . , ,

Audrey Totter, Robert Stack and
Edxvard Arnold nabbed leads in
“Ever Since the Day,” for Ford
Theatre . . . Rose Marie heads to
Gotham for video guestings . . .

Pat Harding and Jan Marlow join
Spade Cooley’s KTLA show as
chirpers . . , Ida Lupino makes
telefilm debut in “Marriageable
Male” for Ford . . . Johnston.
F reedy & Lampson renewed
“Sports Forum” on KLAC-TV for
13 weeks . . . Theatre Authority
cleared a telethon to be held over
KTLA Oct. 17, for City of Hope.
Seventeen-hour event will origi-
nate from Carthay Circle theatre
... Screen Gems pacted director
James Neilson for six vidpix . . .

Chester Erskine guns his “Readers
Digest” telefilm series Oct. 10 at
the Hal Roach lot.

Chicago
Talent Tots” spotlighting mop-

pet talent to debut via WGN-TV.
() ct. 15. in the 5 to 5:30 slot. Con-
nie Baxter to emcee for bankroll-
ing New Era Potato Chips 'thru
Fweil & Thurber agency . .

David Gray upped to associate TV
director at NBC . . . “Call the
''lav" late of WBKB in view again.
1 is time xia WGN-TV starting
O' t 11 with Leo Rose Clothiers
bankrolling

. . . Raymond Peritz
!l »m Katz agenev to CBS-TV spot

Maff ... II. Philip Nesbitt
: r,,n WITH. Baltimore, to WHBF
• H"fk Island, as asst. TV program
‘ K dor . . . Fritz Reiner to con-
L !' 1 Chi Symphony on DuMont’s
• " to tt-30 p.m. Wednesday mu-

shows starting Oct. 22 . .

Koy Brown, artist on WBBM-TV’s
Carfjgld Goose,” displaying art
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PHILCO RADIO PLAYHOUSE
(Fade Out)
With Jessie Royre Landis, Sidney
Blarkmrr, Hedda Hopper, Ever-
ett Sloane, Joan Shea, George
Petrie, Ann Tobin, Peggy Lob-
bin. Marian Brash; Joseph
Cotten, narrator

Fxee Producer: Cotten
Producer: James Burton
Director: Eugene Schiess
Adapted by Paul Dudley from
Sumner Locke Elliot TV script

30 Mins., Wed., 9 p.m.
PHILCO
ABC (transcribed*, from N. Y.

• Hutchins )

This new series marks return of

a major national advertiser to

radio. It also features the unusual

gimmick -of the advertiser (Philco)

presenting adaptations on radio of

plays originally given in its i’V

series (“Philco Television Play-
house”). On both counts, this

series is welcome.
Wednesday’s 1 30) opener. ‘ Fade

Out,” was no great shakes as a

dramatic vehicle, but its perform-
ances put it into the hit class.

Yarn was the sentimental, stock

story of a pair of show biz has-

beens, in desperate straits, sudden-
ly being remembered and discov-

ered by a film director, and
restored to a plaee in the theatri-

cal sun. But format of producer-
narrator Joseph Cotten. presenting
the story in short takes as he took
us on a swift tour of Hollywood,
dipping into this or that person-
age’s home, added interest to the
yarn, while the acting (especially
by the principals) was tops, to

make this a warming dramatic
saga.

Initial show starred Jessie Ro.vcc
Landis, Sidney Blackmer and
Hedda Hopper, trio recreating
their roles from the original TV
version. As a faded, once-famous
film actress reduced to pawning
her last baubles. Miss Landis gave
an eloquent performance that
won’t be soon forgotten. Blaidc-

mer, as her loyal, destitute hus-
band. was fine, as was also Everett
Sloane. as the director who **e-

habilitates the duo. Miss Hopper,
playing her breezy, hearty self as
a Hollywood columnist, was also
quite good. Supporting cast was
on to par. with just one role a
little too raucous and but of key.

Cotten wove the strands to-
gether neatly as narrator, file’ll

take the lead role, as well, in this
week’s second segment.) Commer-
cials were effective, while not
overdone. Philco dealers are spon-
soring. with Davega handling for
the N. Y. area. Bron.

WEEKEND
With Ed Herlihy, Merrill Mueller.

Earl Wilson, Tex McCrary, Jinx
Falkenburg McCrary, Florabel
Muir, Elmo Roper, Leon Pear-
son, Mel Allen, Allen Ludden,
Mary Martin, Duncan Emrich.
Charles Boyer, Leland Hayward.
Fanny Hurst, Les Paul Sc Mary
Ford, Stan Freberg Sc Co., Wil-
son Hall, Earl Godwin, Lawrence
Gallon, Ezio Pinza, Mrs. John G.
Lee, others

Producer: Merrill Mueller
Editor: Ed Herlihy
120 Mins., Sun., 4 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC, from N. Y. (transcribed)

“Weekend,” billed as “Sunday
newspaper of the air." is an
epochal event for the NBC’ Radio
Network, It's soeko all the way
and almost any one of its eight
segments, embracing 16 long and
short features spread over two
hours, would make a full-panoplied
program. It’s a spectacular
achievement for a radio industry
that crepehangers hath built into
the semblance of a requiem chant.
It radio is dead, they forgot to tell
the corpse, because while one
“Weekend” does not make a full

season, the opening aural rates a

wreath of laurel.
To begin at the beginning, the

first nods should go to Merrill
Mueller, the web’s news and fea-
tures exec who produced "Week-
end" and was on several times him-
self; to Arthur Wakelee, assistant
producer and . another network
staffer, and to the ubiquitous Ed
Herlihy, editor and emcee and
bridger of the various fragments.

Apart from its entertainment-
educational-sociocconomic and cul-
tural facets, this show is a distinct
departure in that it does not press
too hard, avoids verbosity and
pontifical ion. and moves sw iftly in

turning the pages of the magazine-
newspaper setup. From Mueller to
Mueller, who opened and closed the
book, it was alive with checker-
board subjects fronted by top and
little known names. First portion
was tame, but only compared to
the followthrough*. To bat came
Mueller with world and domestic
news plus a World Series wrapup
at that point in the fifth game Mho
baseball classic was strung
throughout the 120 minutes); N. Y.
Post columnist Earl Wilson with
some gossip cuties; Jinx Falken-
burg McCrary with a fashion size-

up and the voice of Mine. Pandit,
president of the UN General As-
sembly; and Mel Allen, bringing
up the rear via the teamwork as-

pects of baseball. Novelist Fannie
I hirst moved in on the “Feature
Article” ramparts with some biting
cynicism on financial security, cit-

ing some dodges in workmen’s
compensation., the retirement illu-

sion and age 65 riddle, and other
“economic traps." Like a super
vaudeville show, the change of pace
came along with an intriguing sec-
tion on “American Folklore." Li-
brary of Congress staffer Duncan
Emrich carried the ball on folklore
bits and a Texan called Sam Hil-
ton sang a children’s ditty with
fine simultation of noises from the
barnyard.

With the stage thus set. the
three-quarter-hour mark was
reached after a frank discussion
by teenagers on necking, smoking
rooms in schools and quickie q. A
a.’s. This permanent panel, with
Allen Ludden moderating. is

drawn from WTIC. Hartford, for
the show's “Young American"
stanza and should prove one of its

more provocative features. For the
“Music Column. ’’ Herlihy disk
iockeved the No. 1 record, the Les
Paul-Marv Ford edition of "Vaya
Con Dios." and in the second half
upsied with the platter plugged as
having the best chance to break

(Continued on page 50)

Saint, Pat Rooney, Rosalind
Russell, Edith Adams, Edna Wal-
lace Hopper, Shirley Booth,
Basil Rathbone, Arthur Schwartz,
Max Gordon, Louis A. Lotito,
Fred Astaire, Nannette Fabray,
Jack Buchanan, Oscar Levant,
chorus, orch

Producer: Howard G. Barnes
Director: Bruno Zirato, Jr.
Writer: Bob Corcoran
Production Assistant: Rose Tobias
60 Mins., Fri., 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS from N. Y. (Transcribed)

New CBS sustainer. a personal
project of stage-conscious network

j

Vice-prez Lester Gottlieb, has the
makings of a listenable series. The
producers might have taken a
page from the legit book by giving
the program something along the
lines of a tryout tour. But “Stage
Struck" is basically an entertain-
ing show that should shake down
into an audience-getter after a few-

more broadcasts. To use a Sardi-
! set bromide, the show needs work.

Perhaps the series should get a
revised viewpoint. The getaway
stanza suggested that too much
thought may have been given to

i

the secondary aim of promoting
i the theatre rather than concentrat-
ing ort radio values. Thus, the
better moments of the broadcast
w'ere the straight entertainment
segments, especially two song num-
bers and a pair of straight infor-
mational-feature interviews. The
weakest spots were the ballyhoo
spiels for the theatre, which tend-

,
ed toward sentimentalism and

,
stuffy artincss.

j

“Stage Struck" is presumably
supposed to attract and hold non-

i

trade dialers rather than satisfy

:
the special interest of legit pro-

;
ducers, theatre owmers, etc. On
that basis, the courtesy references
to such trade organizations as the

! League of N. Y. Theatres and the

I

Council of the Living Theatre
amount to listener-chasers. Who

|

cares about the “future" of the
theatre or the relative prosperity
of the road except those person-
ally concerned? Such palaver

I

reaches only those already sold.

But the opening edition of

j

“Stage Struck” had some excellent
I sequences and, when the network
boys decide to produce the series
without elaborate deference to

the coaching of the Shubert Alley

j

gang, they should be able to come

j

through with a consistently en-
i joyablc series.

The best segments of the debut

I

broadcast were the song numbers,
I “I Love Paris." from the musical
hit. "Can-Can.” sung by Lilo. and
“Ohio." from the click "Wonderful
Town." sung by Rosalind Russell
and Edith Adams. Also interviews
in which Cy Feuer. co-producer of

“Can-Can." gave a pleasantly un-
malarkved account of the remark-
able circumstances of Lilo’s being
signed for the show', and Charlie
Baker, of the William Morris
agency, presented a realistic pic-

ture of the function and routine
of a New York talent agent and
genuinely useful tips for the army
of would-be thespers.
An interview with young actress

Eva Marie Saint, who’s about to

have her first Broadway part, was
moderately interesting, as was an
ensuing confab with Pat Rooney,
of the original “Guys and Dolls."

Backstage interviews with Lilo and
Miss Russell sounded a trifle self-

conscious. and ensemble numbers
from “Can-Can" and "Wonderful
Town" lacked definition.
Long sequence taped at the

Empire Theatre, N.Y., last May
when the house was about to be
razed seemed stilted and overboard
on backstage sentimentality, with
Edna Wallace Hopper and Shirley
Booth voicing love of the theatre
and Basil Rathbone reciting a bit

from "The Tempest.” And a fol-

lowing sequence of spiels by pro-

ducer Max Gordon, theatre oper-

ator Louis A. Lotito and League
of N Y Theatres president Arthur
Schwartz must have been pretty

incomprehensible and so-whatish
to the non-dedicated that the pro-

;

gram presumably should attract.

I

Finale was a song/- "That’s En-

i

tertainment," by Fred Astaire.

Nanette Fabray and Jack Bucbesis.

i an. from the recent film. “The
Band Wagon." Stet that — a film

i
A theme song. "Stage Struck,"
supplied by Schwartz and Howard
Dietz, didn’t register, at least on
the basis of a single broadcast, and
a couple of chain-break spots, one
plugging other CBS programs and
the other a commercial for Wheat-
ies, seemed intrusive.
Mike Wallace is a skillful and

likable m.c. and the taped-in-ad-
vance format should be suitable
when the initial kinks are elimi-

nated. But punchier and more spon-
taneous-sounding interviews are

;

needed, and the scries should con-
centrate on entertainment and
atmospheric color instead of get-

ting mired in special-pleading
propaganda. ’ Kobe.

Jack Benny in the same time sog-

(
ments?

Tlie Hume Cronvn-Jessica Tandy
n "Marriage" situation comedy <7:30
*- to 8) has good possibilities, espe-

ciaUy for TV (they’re considering
making the transformation next

. season.) While the initial install*

I*
ment was more situation than com-

‘ edy. primarily due to script short-

]
comings, its chief asset lies in the

‘ brace of ex-“Four Poster" stars
V who, as Ben and Liz Marriott, with
. two children. 10 and 15. tee off the

,
scries on their 17th wedding anni-
versary. First stanza dealt with

j
their conflicting views on how to
celebrate the anni—nothing origi-
nal or exciting in the presentation
as such, hut suggesting that in the
Cronyn-Tandy team radio has a

husband-wife combo to endow the
A kilocycles with some warm mo-
M merits Incidentally, the bounce and
( l gaietv of, the musical bridges are
’• a major attribute. This one’s in *he

plus column.

^
- OK ‘Hollywood Story’

I. “Hollywood Story” <8 to 8 30 ) is

k put on in cooperation with the

n Screen Publicists Guild and drama-
e tizes the lives of famous film stars.

First entry was the "Wallace Reid
Story" with Robert Cummings,

I

Richard Alien. Jesse L. Lasky

l"
playing himself and Stanley Kra-
nirr demil Icing the show as pro-

r
duccr-liOKt. (Upcoming; Clara Bow

,
Story. Valentino Story, Danny Kaye

, !
in the Sam Goldwyn Story. Mari-

( j

lyn Monroe in her own story, etc ).

)t
Movie mag fans will go for it. and

I,
the Wally Reid saga, with its

( l

recreation of the Famous Playors-

}
Lasky days, as Reid rose from as-

sistant director on "Sword of

.
,

Flame" to his initial recognition as

j
Jet the Blacksmith in “Little

.(
Colonel ’’ and eventually to star-

p dom and eight films a year, pune-
t ualed by Lasky’s own thesping

U and Kramer’s commentary, was
listenable nostalgia. It captured the
restlessness of the Reid soul and

p h :

x eventual doom at the peak of
his career. Paul Franklin’s writing
was crisp in its capsule piesenta-

-
s lion of highlights and Arthur

Jacobson gave it some menninglul
direction.

n Jury Still Out on ‘Royal’

)< "Royal Theatre" <8:30 to 9). the
s Towers of London transcribed

show, will have Sir Laurence Oli-
vier as its weekly star (although

l0 he’s sitting out the first five weeks
r _ and only doing the intros while

v rehearsing his new play abroad.)

I,
Orson Welles starred in the first

> one up. an adaptation of Alexander
r_ Pushkin’s "Queen of Spades."

)r Chalk it up as a wierdie. pending
j (

. Olivier's takeover, hardly calcu-

li lated to stir up any kilocycle cx-

ls citMnent. This is the yarn of the
.q Countess who, in death, tricks
_ Welles at the gambling tables with

the Queen of Spades. The dame
>” died of fright while Welles was
if trying to extract from her tlie

id secret formula whereby three
if cards, played in sequence, could
n win him a fortune for life Towers
ts and NBC still have a raineheck
n coming on this one.

(

Good Challenge to CBS
•'j

' Of all the drama presentations.
( * “Stroke of Fate" merits top con-
'I sideration. As a potential TV pro-
s nert>. it can go CBS-TV's “You
1 ‘ Are There" a step further. It’s a

V. dilly of an idea, based on the
Id-tone possibility (with Columbia

^ L’s history professor Allan Nevins
!' as consultant and commentator)

.
that the course of human events

(Continued on page 50

•

GOLDEN VOICES
With Lawrence Tibbett, narrator;
Howard Reig, announcer

Producer: George Voutsas
Writer: Mrs. Henry Souvaine
30 Mins.; Sun., 3 p.m.
NBC. from N. Y.
For some quiet and plesant Sun-

day afternoon radio fare. NBC has
come up with an hour’s medley
of opera and poetry in a couple of
new back - to - baek transcribed
shows. Both of those airers strike
"cultural" note without being ag-
gressively longhair towards the
average dialer.

The initial half-hour of “Golden
Voices," with Lawrence Tibbett
as the classical disk jockey, dishes
up standout recorded performances
from the opera and concert reper-
tory. On the kickoff stanza (4),

Tibbett gave his selections an in-
teresting historical continuity in
presenting one artist from each of
the five past decades.

He opened with the contempo-
rary tenor, Jussi Bjoerling and
went backwards to Kosa Pon.se] le,

Caruso. Tamagno and a little-

known Russian tenor. Dmitri Smir-
nov. Tibbett spliced some amus-

TIIE GOLDEN TREASURY
With David Ross, guests
30 Mins., Sun.. 3:30 p.m.
NBC. from N. Y.

ROYAL THEATRE
With Laurence Olivier, emore;
Orson Welles, others

Producer * Director: Harry Alan
Towers

Musical Director: Sydney Torch
30 Mins., Sun.. 8:30 p.m.
NBC. from London (transcribed)

STROKE OF FAT.:
With Walter Kiernun. narrator:

Allan Nevins, commentator
Producers; Mort and Lester Lewis
Director: Fred Weihe
Writer: Mort Lewis
30 Mins.. Sun., 9 n.m.
NBC, from New York

THE MARRIAGE
With lluine Cronyn, Jessica Tandy
Director: Ed King
Writer: Ernest Kinny
30 Mins., Sun.. *7:30 p.m.
NBC. from New York

LAST MAN OUT
W'ith Paul Crouch: Richard Eng

lish, narrator
Producer: Richard English
Writer: Richard George Pedicini
Supervisor* Harry Ru’neek
30 Mins.. Sun., 10 p.m.
NBC, from Hollywood Hcrm
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leave it to the girls
With Maffi McNeills femcee;

Eloise McElhone, Vanessa Brown,
Florence Pritchett, Lisa Ferra-

day; malo fuest, John Henry
Faulk

Producer: Martha Rountree (Pres-

brey, Inc.)

Production Supervisor: Joan Sin-

clair
Director: Ed Nugent
30 Mins.; Sat., 7:30 p.m.

ex-lax
ABC-TV, from New York

t Warwick k Leyler)

Quick like a Nielsen, for the

record. "Leave It To The Girls” is

a hit. It's a big welcome-back, half-

hour returner which should never

have been permitted to be away.

So much for Ex-Lax. Warwick Sc

Legler, Maggi McNeills & Co.

Probably as Importantly for TV’s

“new faces” quest, this also goes

for one John Henry Faulk who.

while no stranger to tjic image
orthicon, seems to be a personality

who had to wait until Saturday
night. Oct. 3, to be "discovered.”
About Mr. Faulk more anon.

For the trade, there have been
big doin's in Sponsorville since

the turn of September, and it has
ex. loded into a jackpot avalanche
of new shows and new formats,
old shows and old favorites in the
past two weeks. Intra-trade there

has been a great big spotlight on
ABC-TV.
"Watch Channel 7” has been

fraught with occasional hazards,
or the-jury-is-still-out uncertainty.
Hence, the boffo impact of "Leave
It To The Girls” generally and
their inaugural guest, the Dixie-
drawling man-about-panels, John
Henry Faulk, in particular, with
its unequivocal affirmative reac-
tions will make the revitalized ABC
network’s Saturday-at-7:30 slot
mean much in the future.

"Girls” is almost a TV pioneer,
so fast have been the evolutions
and revolutions in standards, but
this is one early entrant into the
medium which didn’t have to go
the way of Dagmar and some of
its weaker panel and quiz show
contemporaries. True, the "battle
of the sexes”—the keystoner on
this show—even goes back to that
hoary video cliche, deep cleavage
—remember? But for some para-
doxical reason, just about the sea-
son when "What’s My Line?” was
starting to get attention, and
"Girls” found itself in kinescopic
competition with "Line” in some
of the link-up video channels, it

fell by the wayside.

The rest seems to have done this

Martha Rountree »& Presbrey)
package beaucoup good. Result
was a zingy half-hour, made par-
ticularly so by Faulk’s uninhibited,
thoroughly natural and genuinely
goodhumored foiling with Eloise
McElhone, who will be permanent
panelist (the fact that she is Mrs.
Paul Warwick, of the sponsor’s
agency, is purely coincidental be-
cause there might be some question
about Ex-Lax as an ideal sponsorial
product). Florence Pritchett and
Vanessa Brown are old standbys on
this panel, and Lisa Ferrada.v. third
of the swing-shift femmes to foil

with the male antagonist, rounded
out the premiere semester.

All proved expert and supported
femcee Maggi McNeillis’ premise
about beauty-plus-brains. All are
v.k. as quick-witted, oftimes bril-

liant and only occasionally acidu-
lous babes whose IQ is on a par
With th£ir s.a.

The show has been gimmicked up
with an inflationary $25 prize,
instead of a sawbuck for the ques-
tions - from - the - viewers, plus a
Hamilton timepiece for the ques-
tion getting greatest audience
reaction.

All were articulate, sagacious
and witty in their answers, but
Paulk provided the most sponta-
neous fun as a gallant yet unyield-
ing vis-a-vis. He was relaxed,
natural, knew' how to shade his
satire, and emerged so warm a
personality that, if he’s been gain-
fully employed in the medium 'as
be has been in actuality) he should
* ast his iconoscopes on w ider
wavelengths. In actuality that’s
.t’«st what he did Saturday night,
catching a nighttime audience to
great personal advantage.
Ex-Lax cartoon commercials are

palatable but three are one too
many, and the extra shading with

PERSON TO PERSON
With Edward R. Murrow, Roy
Campanella, Leopold Stokowski,
Gloria Vanderbilt Stokowski:
Bob Dixon, announcer

Producers: Murrow, John Aaron.
Jesse Zousmrr

Director: Frank SchafTner
30 Mins.: Fri., 10:30 p.m.
AMERICAN OIL CO.. 1IAMM
BREWING CO. (Regional)

CBS-TV, from N. Y.
(Joseph Katz, Campbcll-Mithuu

)

"Person to Person” should have
a surefire audience. Those very

elements responsible for the fabu-

lous success of gossip columns and
fan mags, the desire to see how
the celebrity lives and what he
thinks and says, should give the

show a mass appeal. And Murrow,
cautious and dignified in his selec-

tion of his guests and in his

questioning and intrusion into

their private lives, should bring

along the more sophisticated seg-

ment of the video audience.

But there’s more to making a

show successful than an idea. If

in the execution the interest

should lapse too much, the inter-

view's become awkward, trite or

stilted, there’s a great danger that

the program will defeat itself. And
in the initial segment, in which

CBS cameras went into the homes
of Brooklyn Dodger catcher Roy
Campanella and conductor Leo-

pold Stokowski, there were signs

of these drawbacks.

Murrow, possibly because of his

"See It Now” remote interviews.

has chosen to divorce himself from
the proceedings by stationing him-
self in a studio and interviewing
the celebrities via monitors. The
procedure was awkward for a num-
ber of reasons. First, the studio
monitor was a large screen on
which the remote picture was
projected, and gave the viewer the
impression the interviews were

|

filmed. Secondly, the technical

contrasts between the remote and
the impression that the remote
W’as on film. This, plus the

physical distance, lessened the

spontaneity of the program.

Another effect oJL the double
origination setup was that it made
the usually inventive Murrow not

only a little hesitant as the inter-

views progressed, but even made
him somewhat repetitious. There
were some awkward spots in the

conversation, and there were also

some dull ones, where Murrow
asked what w'ere often trite and
obvious questions.

Unquestionably Murrow would
have a difficult problem in man-
aging to appear at two homes in

one show-. At the same time, de-

voting a full half-hour to one
family or person would present

another set of difficulties. But an

attempt to get Murrow into the

homes for at least one of the inter-

views would prove very much
worth while. Conversation would
flow much more naturally— it

wouldn’t be strictly a question-

and-answer situation as it’s pres-

ently constituted. Actual presence

of their interrogator would put the

guests more at their ease, and
Murrow likewise would find his

questions easier to frame and
would give the show more fluidity.

As it is. each question is a cue for

movement by the guests, while it

Murrow were on the spot, move-
ment would be more natural.

As to the guests on the inilialler.

they were interesting and lull ot

j

charm, but Murrow missed some
good opportunities for pointed

questions and for bringing out

lesser known facts about them.

Particularly in the Campanella in-

terview. which couldn’t have been

better timed since on the same day

the catcher’s homer had given the

Brooks their first series victory,

Murrow tended to be a lit lie repe-

titious, devoting too much atten-

tion to bis trophies and to what

Campanella thought of live Dodg-

ers’ chances in tin* series. C am-

i

panella himself was very much at

ease, talker! easily and proved a

j

highly interesting guest,

j

The Stokowskis, although tend-

ing at times to be a bit stuffy and

Murrow also somewhat overly

|
obsequious) proved entertaining

guests, as the cameras roved

|
through their east side apartment.

They talked about their home life.

DAVE C.AKROWAY SHOW
With Cliff Norton. Jack Haskell,

Sinclair A Spaulding. Wally Cox.
Shirley llarmcr. Jill Corey,
Skitch Henderson Orch

Producer-Writer: Charlie Andrews
Director: Mike /.earner
30 Mins., Fri., 8 p m.
PONTIAC
NBC-TV, from New York

i McManus, John A Adonis )

Dave Garroway, the former Chi-
cago disk jockey who leaped to

Wray,
Hyatt.

PRIDE OF THE FAMILY
With Paul Hartman. Fay

Natalie Wood, Bobby
others

Director: Robert S. Finkel
Producer: Revue Productions, Inc.
(McAn Sain Perrin)

|

Writers: Paul Schneider Clint
Comerford

30 Mins., Fri., 9 p.m.
BRISTOL-MtKRS, ARMOUR (alt.)

,

ABC-TV. from Hollywood (film)
(Y k R; F. C. A H)

national prominence with the Chi-
1

The existing craze for situation
(•ago or leisurely style of vid *o

,

comedy in the video sweepstakes
presentation, has resumed that and on which ABC is staking its

type show with this Pontiac spun- major claim for distinction (as wit-

that "pass the candy" wasn’t neces-
j
about their tastes in music and art.

sary. Regular commercial spieler
]

demonstrated a set of Orient at

Donald Curtis punches too hard, gongs and were generally entcr-

too. particularly in that signoff. taining hosts. But Murrow couin

^ext week: Jane Wyatt and Aus- have taken more advantage of ')><’

tine, the Washington (D.C.* social conductor’s obvious tastes and dis-

columnist. with George Jes.sel as tastes to provide some sparkling

sored airer. Garroway comes to
this spot in a time shift which had
RCA Victor relinquishing the spot
on which it sponsored Dennis Diy,
and moving Day to the Monday
night slot opposite "1 Ia»ve Lucy.”

Garroway has resurrected much
of the same east with whom he h.t

the popularity jackpot in 11)41). lie’s

gotten comedian Cliff Norton,
singer Jack Haskell, and Charlie
Andrews, who wrote the program
at that tunc, is in the scripting and
producing slot. Of course. Ted
Mills who was instrumental in .set-

ting the pattern is no longer with
this layout.

As it must be expected. Garro-
way s leisurely and civilized pace
isn’t the big deal it was several
years ago. The video field itself

isn’t as frantic as it used to be
Many producers have learned since
Garroway that a -big rush doesn't
necessarily constitute great enter-
tainment. There are more cerebral
type presentations than there used
to he. In short Garroway isn’t the
novelty he once was. But he can

ness last week’s Danny Thomas
j

“Make Room for Daddy" premiere
and this week's upcoming Ray Hol-
ger "Where’s Raymond'’" bow > i*.

highlighted anew with the Paul
Hartman "Pride of the Family"
Friday night entry And. like so
many of the season's crop ol new
shows, there's nothing basically
wrong with Hartman and Ins

"Family" showcase that good, solid

scripting won't cure Unlike the
Danny Thomas program, where
the natural tlow of the humor gave

;

it a reality and sense of well-being
the Paul Schneider-UImt Comer-,
lord scripting contrib on the Tlnrt-

’ man stanza relied too tutTHi on eon-
jtrived and manufactured situa-

tions Hut eveq as it stands,
‘“Family" readily suggests it -elf

as a worthy Friday night
panion piece to ABC’s "O/.zic A
Harriet" situation comedy. \s

such it registers as an asset in

solidifying ABC-TV s Friday night
programming roster, which also

numbers such entries as the
George Jessel-cmcced "Comeback"... ,
and the new Pepsi-Crtla-sponsorcd

still stand on his own merits as mattes
line present day tele. Garroway
still has a lot to offer.

Program seems to keynote charm
and good taste, and good presenta-
tion of fresh as well as vet talent.

On the regular staff. Norton had a

comparatively small role, with
most of his lines coming at the
beginning when his phizz is off

camera. Haskell in an excellent
saloon setting, did "Gambler's
Guitar” for a top impression
There are two new girl singers

on this show, both making their
videhut. Jill Corey, a cute dish :n

essaying “World On a String."
worked in a manner that seemed
to be too mature for her years
Garrouav handled her excellently
and she’ll probably meet up with
a tune catalog that will be more
becoming to her. Other fcmine-
singer, Shirley Manner, looks like

a comer. She has depth, looks, a

knowing style and well-drilled
pipes. -Her single tune made a deep
dent that indicates she'll get along
handsomely in this medium

Dancers Diane Sinclair A K n
Spaulding are a couple ol lithe

citizens with good routines. Tlvir
work was heightened hv the trick

camera work which depicted them
in negative tones.

Skiteli Henderson's orchestral
backing was firstrate. He has a big

musical organization which lie con-
trolled excellently.

Wally Cox as the first gin st

ambled through the show attably
Jose.

the masculine vis-a-vis.
‘ Leave It To The Girls hit a

repartee.

On the technical side, except for

DOWN YOU GO
With Bergen Evans. Robert Breen.
Fran Coughlin, Toni Gilman,
Carmrlit.i Pope

Director: Barry McKinley
30 mins., Fri., !):30 p.m.
HELENE CURTIS, CARTER
DuMont, from Chicago

In contrast to the late "Sup r

Ghost" which he also emceed, Ber-
gen Evans has in “Down You Go”
a very suitable showcase for his

intellectual talents. Evans, and flic

hep tuursome he moderates, we
sharp ot tongue and wit and keep
this half-hour a last moving one

Idea is to guess a phrase known
to the viewing audience but kept
secret from the panel Each mem-
ber gels a free guess alter seeing

the phrase arranged in prof) r

word sequence but with the actual

letters blacked out. Then Uiev're

permitted to fill in letters, w hi h

if appearing in the phr.ee. arc

lettered in Should they rhoo *• a

letter that doesn't appear in anv

of the words, they are “down" and
forfeit five bucks to the viewer
who sent the phrase in G Hire

ends when the whole panel is down
or the phrase is correctly guessed

('jues given by Evans are ch vet-

puns adding to the fun ot he
guessing game. Show caught ( 2>>

used the phrase, for instance.

,
“High and Low.” and the clue given

was. “People are often this way .d

a wake!" Another was. I don't

want to set the world on fire.” and
the due for that. “The usual ex-

cuse for those who have no burn-

ing ambition."
The distaff side of the group has

two of the prettiest as well as

clever gjiK"seen on a panel show
Gilman and Carinehta

That ex-dance satirist Hartman
should register as well as he does
in a straight comedy role isn't too
surprising. Even through lus

dancing career, when partncicd
with e\-wile Grace Hartman, his

distinctive eomcdic Hair and man-
nerisms played a major pari in es-

tablishing the duo's niche and in-

evitably invited this segue Into

situation comedy Here, as the
somewhat harassed head of a

household, is a natural transition

for the Hartman brand ot comedy
It’s regrettable that the writing

t<am faltered on tin* initial install-

ment, for Hartman rated a better
sendoff. In resolving lus domestic
troubles the complicated way.
Hartman on the cj t bor rows MKM)
from his boss to permit Ins (laugh
ter to take a graduation class trip

He offers bis insurance policy as

collateral and through the succes-
sion of misleading (ins the family
is. convinced that lie's bent on self-

destruction. Pretty flimsy stuff ; s

it played, and not too imaginatively
conceived But the glad tidings

are that, once fortified with a more
qualitative writing asurt. Hartman
himself can endow the rote with
the proper values

In support of Hartman is vet

j

film actress Fax Wray. who dm s a

competent jot) in a tai Iro.n I Mil-

lions role hut. in terms of Holly
‘ wood service, looks suipri ingly

voting and just as atlraitive

•Natalie Wood and Bobby II' alt as

the children arc okay
Rev ue Productions. In MCA 1

hasn’t skimped cm the production
'indicative of Sam Peri in know-
how as associate product i' ..rid the

1 1 Ini quality is in the s'upi nor
bracket. Bristol-Myers and Aitnour
are pu king up the tah on an add

I iialc-week basis. Rose.

MAKE ROOM FOR DADDY
With Danny Thoma*. Jean llagen.
Sherry Jackson. Rusty llamer,
Ren Lenny, Horace McMahon,
Phil Arnold. Frank Jenka, Ann
Doran. Corky (terrier); music,
Earle Hagen. Herb Spencer

Producer: Lou F.drlinan (Marterto
Prods.)

Director: Bill Asher
Writer: Mel Shavelson
30 Mins.; Tues., 9 p in.

AMEKIUAN TOBACCO CO..
SPE IDEL (alt.)

ABC-TV, from II’wood (Him)
i HHD&O. SSCkH*

Danny Thomas is herein framed
within a situation comedy display

that is certain to revive his status

in a medium that he once declared
was "for idiots" The domestic-
rigged format will not exhaust the
material as quickly as did his pre-

vious straight comedy exhibit,

from whirl) his “vidiot" bitterness
presumably stemmed.

Thomas is a graceful member of
the laugh set; lie knows how to

project a Inn* and make himself
the butt of the m-t In “Make
Room for Daddy" he is also deftly
supported by a butter than aver-
age cast winch at initialer centered
principally around his wife, .lean

Hagen, a nifty rcjuirlecist and at-

tractive to boot, young Sherry
Jackson 'll) and Rmtv llamer Hi)

as bis lively brood: and believe it

ruin- or not, a regular devil in Corky,
who plays Laddie Hie family ter-

rier Crisp potentials further the
stanza in Thomas’ show biz super-
numeraries, with such authori-
tative aefors-entertamers as Hen
Lcsscy, his pianist; Horace Me*
Mahon, bis agent, Phil Arnold,
his tailor, and Frank Jenks. bis
scripter. The single sc sion with
the latter group 'Thomas is make-
believed as a name nitery co-
median who's Irving to find time
to renew interest m family) was
too brief to strike a definite note,
hut the possibilities appeared lim-
itless

The “overworked” theme and
staff personnel laugh limned setup
are similar to E/io Pinza's
"Bonino" for competitive eiggie
Philip Morris, hot thereafter the
departures measure the sharp dif-

ference. The till) and there's a

load of it develops from the
comic’s stalwart atl'Tnpt to fit hull-
s' If into the familv's Invent si, and
there’s a .scene wherein Thomas
lavs an egg before one of his kid's
assembly group at school when he
attempts to do his nh’ldeluh rou-
tine hut wows ’em in .i ri hearsed-
in advance switch to n citation of
“The Children's limn " Even in

this slightly telepiaplu (I stanza,
it's a rousing perfm manee, with
Thomas reduced to doing an olio
v inee the school’s main theatrical
on s* ntal ion is a play about King
Midas. Thomas ivin gets opnor-
1 unity for a vocal vurkout. done
as an afti rthmr'ht rather than ofl'-

senpt chanting and in this lie’s

joined by Miss liven foi a ditty
re honev mooning in Vlanlie City.
•The snapper on Ins cuffo school
appearance, in* id* ntall<

.
is that

his son wants him for Ins cl,os’
show as a tollin' no bunking to
pappy's big I .nr i "| i I <n v poem
sen i e i

A special vv mil In re
snappy m i ipt v. * 1 1 1 « u
Shaveh on t nr t hr p' « m
pared directum by Bill A
Lull Kdrlrna'n pi ndii'ing
mg 1 1 )es| In i is fit st rati

technical facets ditto
A

BURNS A ALLEN SHOW
With George Burns. Gracie Mien,

Larry Keating, Bra Benadaret,
Rolfe Sedan. Pierre Watkins,
Joe Kearns; Harry N on /ell, an-

nouncer
Producer- Dire* tor: Frederick (P--

Cordova
Writers: Sid Dorfniaii. Ilarvev

Helm, Keith Fowler, William
Burns

30 Mins.; Mon., 8 p.m.
CARNATION. B. F GOODRICH
CBS-TY. from Hollywood (filiin

* hru'in V. (/:;* *, HliltKf)

This show has been one ol lhe
iim-t consistent coined v ani l' on
T\ for the last few yeai and none
ol the lustre has been nibbed oh
on its return lor the ii* w e son

It's till among the brii.’ld* t TVor
to he seen .and the vet team o|

,

George Burns A Gracie Allen are
)

a shoo-in to again rapture a high
slot on the rating lists.

’Tins fall's kukoff stanza (!»>

summed up this series sucres

formula. The burner v. as last but

relaxed, the situation comedy was
clever without being forced and
performances were unqualifiedly

standout Gracie as usual. J
1

wired for laughs vntii her numb •

i Dora looks and lines. Burns i
**-

'

mains a master of dry wit and Im
j

direct-to-the-view er monologs are

for the
by Mel
plus well
I'll t. with
J he fi I in-

aml all

A llernate
'pup nr hip hv Amici i* ;in Tobacco
Lucky Strike 1 and Spcidt I gave
latter the hitchhike ft opener via
a I Inn ild Woods p'lig

Nash and E/l Thm gei
t he riggre i ominr i rial'

Thomas' ABC entry
?) o < loi k |u 1 1 h again
i nnipi t itiuri pi ovirh'd
Show Mu* mes “ '( MS
side I heat re" \ I’d I

inlu riling the lush look and leten
group from Milton B'u U s ..how .

Aid"' other iron" To* day po-
tentials' are do I’m,;’ C vaha,*le
of America" at 7 .’id ; ml the I S

wiih ( uulcri
* ii f i out mg

1**i I dies hr
I tli < fie i

*•*•

by “This Is

and "Eu«-
?tt< i o uallv

Steel dramas * oming up
hour followin'’ Tlmma I

to be quite a Till" d ' • u I

i n
ir

Hie
milt

I ra il

to

t .* *

f d ' *

r i : ui .in* •

'

' /
• do? i *

a

i.O.il'." * t of

horn .' dh

threeway jackpot on its return to the contrasts noted above. P*oj'

repartee: a hit for the package, a was excellent, with the ca
.

ditto for the "new" ABC-TV. and
1 moving smoothly throughout the

« personal standout job by Faulk i
rooms shown. Sound was goon

v ho did a right smart you-all job.

Abel.

in ITmi Piiman ana tarineutn T V , „ . V
Pope. The male members. Bob I

doubly effective bet-anse tlu v. . of H * '

Breen and Fran Coughlin, are bmh delivered conversationally registering

mental sharpies and with Evans
j

than as a gag routine which, ot

also adding clever comment, show course, they are.

manages to stay on an intellectual The plot for the preem was typi-

h«“t«hniMi"i're<li'w' on" the pl,M much higher thm the .Wd. When Burn* wld that 1,»

p"u»?w" I afi® video panel offering- *«-!* >» , «"Jack, i can t sec" an iron deer which a

luudlihui has Hi 1 .ill'll * Ml

Gi fern t*»?ik in hi . I ,ii i •> (

that he s going lilmd
tiiiiic angles • d li . ii

Mian and a r,< .

1 nfp ?' <

It was enough lot ' 1

so jptei *, t*» load- (!,.* ; ,r )

vo* k*.

'I he supporting < a i i
* * * I Icnl

vulh Be, i M* ii.ulfM » i* luinmg III

tier i*d*' a* a neig:hh*u l.aiiy Keat-

ing a newcomer to the east, scored
as tui husband Burn* inciden-

tally. interrupted the action to in-

troduce him in a m at bit that

epitomized this show's casual at-

mosphere. Harry You /ell was also

back in his dual assignment as one
cast and announcer, also

nicely as did the rest

of the supporting players
Carnation Milk and B. F Good-

rich tire company are bankrolling
this series on alternate weeks.

l/erm.
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BUH'K-RERLE SHOW
With Milton Berle. Arnold Stan*.

Kuth Gilbert; Frank Sinatra,

Tallulah Bankhead, guests; Alan
Both orrh; Vinton Hayworth,
announcer

Producer: Irving Gray
Director: Greg Garrison
Writers: Goodman Ace, Jerry

Seelen A Phil Chari*. Aaron
Ruben, Selma Diamond, Jay

Burton
60 Mins., Tues.. 8 p.m.

BUCK
NBC -TV, from N. V.

f Kndner >

If there has been a better reg-

ularly scheduled videolio than the

one with which Milton Merle racked

up his sixth seasonal entry in the

medium last week, it does not leap

to mind The power laden com-
bination of uin*,tars Frank Sinatra
and Tallulah '-Varikhead. with the
potent, dovetailed contributions ol

permanently niched Arnold Stan"
and Hutli Gilbert; sink and spark-

link scriptin'’, by Goodman Ace A
Co -meaning such helles-t tfres

holloists a< Aaron Hitben. Selma
Diamond Jay Burton, and the

words-and-mivsie team of Jerry
Seelen A Phil (’baric,- pills all the
other teehp/c'd credits from Irving
Gray’s production mastenn'ndn'*.
Gretj Garriso.n’s up-and-at-'em sla"-

ink and Alan Moth's cue-cute
looters.' prov'ded ohm of tho':'*

memorable sessions that flashed

over with such oaee and In' tv

comedy values that the 60-ni'nutir
seemed like a mere wink

Comparisons are od'ous. to he
sure i to use a well-dried Arrid
kac». hut with the proem as the
only currently available criterion.
Milts won't he any Dutch uncle
when it coni' s to giving quart* r

to the oPoosition. 'which lines tin

at the CMS 8 o’clock mark with
Gene Autry’s alfalfa opera ard a
half-hope later with Med Skelton.
Bishop Fulton Shi en’s start in the
8 p.m. s'ot over a huge DuMont
spread will he tirade next Tuesday;
Merle doesn’t discount the prelate’s

wide fanfare, hut the comic’s
classic remark of sometime hark,
‘'we’re both usinc old material."
doesn’t apolv to the get off of his

second season with a revised for-

mat woven around situat on lmf-
foonerv. musieomody motifs and
up-hud»'eted cuest talent.

Berle is no longer the trip-

hanuner standup gagster; and the
initialer demonstrated clearly that
he will subordinate himself to the
overall teamwork aspect—meaning
‘‘tin* show’s the think."
A Tallu-Sinatra tandem land

Berle makes three' doesn't come
too often in this day of highly
competitive booking, but the tioofT

to the new high Merle-ing point of
unloosened pursestring is that last

night's followup was to mate F.d-

ward G Hohinson and Eddie Fisher
—not exaetlv an obscure actor-
singer combination either.

It’s significant to note in the
“new order" that Berle fronted a

rapid-transit seven-minute opening
that seeped to the terminal station
without visible lctno save perhans
in tin* intendedlv "serious plavlet"
that, sans being anything near
sock, was almost a welcome relief

from tie* surefire succession. M ode
A ensemlde rode through a sohe-
danee medley coverin'' the star’s

I OMNIBUS
1 With Alistair Cooke, Hume Cronyn,

Jessica Tandy, Frank McHugh,
Fd Binns, James Dean, Carol
Channing, Elliott Reed, Richie
Andrusco, Ridge Bond, Lois Bar-
don, Mary Mario; others

Producer: Fred Rickey
Director: Bob Banner
80 Mins., Sun.. 5 p.m.
AMERICAN MACHINE A FOUN-
DRY; GREYHOUND: SCOTT
PAPER

CBS-TV, from N Y.

j

i Fletcher D Richards; Beaumont
L llohinan ; J. Walter Thompson

)

"Omnibus’’ was back on the air,

Sunday <4‘* for its second year,

with one of its better shows for the :

premiere. It made for a highdass.

!

varied hour-and-half of entertain- 1

merit, with just an occasional bit
,

of pretentiousness or archness
creeping in Emphasis was on film
and legit shows, in ail attractive

j

how to Americana. Teooff set a

good standard for the season.

A’istair Cooke was his easy, un-
im posing self as he meandered

,

through the session, quietly ex-
i

plaining matters and lightly bridg-
j

mg t he* gaps. Opener was an elab-
orate* production of scenes from
the lighter, "Oklahoma.” with the
vet musical still showing a lot of

|

flavor and "Omnibus" giving it

some fresh details. "Surrey” num-
ber may have been a little tool
Ion", hut the hoedown scene was a!
treat, neatly staged to bring out 1

c rowd effects and giving the dan> I

ing its due. Dancing was quite a
cut above presentations on many

, of the big TV shows.

Cooke then showed scenes from 1

the imhe pic. "Little Fugitive." j

Venice Film Festival prizewinner
which opened in N.Y. yesterday
<Tue . >, and brought on its pre-
cocious six-year-old lead. Itichie

!

Andrt'sro. for an amusing follow up
i

interview.

Session’s most Ambitious offer-
in". the proem of a William Inge
play written for TV'. “Glory in .

Flower,” didn’t come off com-
j

p’etelv despite some excellent per-!
formatters. A good mood piece in

the main about a sensitive small-
i town piano teacher’s longtime
crush on' a miner's son who went
off to become a prizefighter but

j

l

remain 'd a boor, show was a little*
|

too d'sjointed and confused, as well i

j

as too editorial and preachy. But
Jessic a Tandy gave a poignant por-

!

traval of the teacher, and got good
support from Ed Binns. as the pug;
Hume Cronyn. as a barkeep. and
Frank McHugh, as a traveling
salesman.

An interesting, offbeat film fol-

lowed. showing birdlife off the
Norwegian coast. Windup was an-

i other playlet that didn’t quite
come off. in James Thurber’s "This
Little Kitty Stayed Cool.” A satire
on Lucy Stoners, this told about
the femme tennis champ unwilling
to marry because her married

|

name wouldn’t be euphonious in

headlines. Carol Channing gave the
sketch some amusing moments,
and Elliott Reed was good support
as the distraught suitor.

Commercials for American Ma-
chine A Foundry. Greyhound and
Scott Paper were clean, attractive
and brief, for excellent taste and
effect. Bfon.

carver w’th apt tv rigged r\c*w

lvries to oldies, the topper even
work'ng in ids ace • 4 r> * ami r'ft v -

ing with "radio hasn't go' the thrill

of opening n.ife, waiting no to <-ne

wlvat the critics wit I write" He
was even caused to tongue-in-
cheek the oh* orvat ion that in past
seasons isnonor. Texaco* he
couldn't sav "Eihvl’’ Barrymore: it

had to |-e
* s;i<\ Chief" Barrymore

The ''ueri duo was woven in

and out skWtfullv at strategic
points to hvno anv nnvsihV s*r*

interlarded stronelv with the fix-

nt»ve tnatvrial of *'tarry-eyed Max
(Miss Gilbert). and ganga Francis
(St anc

Mi^s Bankhead was deplovpd
largelv as tlu* f'derutn for rap'c*r

thrus|s in her direction, but she
half-masted the enemy in her
r'»meb.’' k- » -ni>per'sties. reacting to

S'natra’s ‘Trio iDtirorhor' could
have used > on at second base" "i'h
“Dahlia" 1 nl.av the fi dd ” Th’s
sort a stuff went on a hit intermi-
nably oerh.vv* and got even ciis-

p ; er when Talltt sneer**d B‘*He
with "Von had a mother’’’ and he
rvoarti t*d w’fh "Tallulah La u tree

”

M.ris Bankhead’s kindest words
for Berle 'fd Suiatra was that =he
w a< « ;oi"ht between "corn and a

st rir ” bean" in a Manz.a of swifi'cs
notable al*o f treatments op Doc
Kin ev w. it bout anv direct refer-
ence to the scholarlv *e\ riatj-t*-

ci.an. Mings and personal ifie.s f dl

all o* or ile* iyint m nrofus'on
<T.il!u s aiitohiog. Sinatra’s what's-
the-n.am -of-t at -oie"

,

' v;* Gard-
ner’s "Mokambo " ad infinitum .

First fulf-htown Think commer-
cial was long in coming at the
ht’fway ‘tr.aik. and when it d'd
flower it wa*> riii k ynj,o itself via
« tj ff • ot .an Equit> -S \G-
AFTKY v. k Vr, Vinton If.ivworth.
who proved completely in key with

STITCHES IN TIME
With Mel Brown, Beth Norman
Director: Bob Davy
15 Mins., Tues., 9:15 a.m.
R F.C ; INA El ,ECTK IKBROOM •

POLISHER
Ki'IX, San Francisco

(Raymond L. Sines,*

With the aid of a sewing ma-
chine and "Ernestine." a clothes
dummy, former Hollywood fashion
designed Mel Brown attempts to
solve clothes problems for local
femmes.

Questions, as selected by Broun
an assistant Beth Norman, are
quickiy acted upon with Brown
giving on-camera demonstrations
of snipping, pinning and sewing
machine maneuvers In a matter
of minutes, his "stitch in time"
unknits milady’s garment worries
Segment has possibilities of at-

tracting fair share of distaff dialers
if fashion and figure theme is

more emphasized. Brown has sew-
hou sense and apparent -d^Ht.v.

Tone.

the production proper.
Dramatic insert had stock com-

pany overtones with Tallu as a has
been actress, Berle as her long
estranged, bankrupt, comedy hoy*
friend and Sinatra ns soda jerk who
brings them together; let’s face it.

Berle will never win any Pulitzer
prize for serious emoting, but the
mood\ "September Song" lead-in
to the vest pocket one-acter was
good.

Closing portions were hearty
nonsense daisy-chaining all hands.
High point was a production work-
op t on the Gordon Jenkins "New
York's My Home" that hit the
target. Berle is "Mr. Tele' *

< n''

again. Trail.
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DENNIS DAY SHOW
With Ida Moore. Cliff Arquette.

Jerl Lou James; music director,

Charles (Bud) Dant
Producer: Paul Henninr
Director: Rod Amatel
Writers: Henninr, Stanley Shapiro
30 Mins., Mon., 9 p.m.
RCA VICTOR
NBC-TV, from H’wood (film)

(J. Walter Thompson )

Dennis Day has been shifted
from Friday at 8. in favor of the
new Dave Garroway show, to Mon-
day at 9. in favor of RCA’s nod
to put him versus "I Love Lucy.”
The ratings will reflect whether or
not this extremely pleasant singing
actor is being used as a decoy
"expendable" in much the same
manner that Wrigley and CBS are
challenging the NBC-Buick Mil-
ton Berle on Tuesday at 8, with
Geritol sending Red Skelton in on
the 8:30 firing line smack in the
centre of the Berle show. The
ratings will be sure to show
whether it’s "Dennis, anyone?” or
the juicy "Lucy."

For the first vidpilch, Day was
situationed against the precious
aggressiveness of cherubic Ida
Moore, an elderly Jane Wyman
who moved in on him after a hec-
tic acquaintance on a train and
established herself as housekeeper
despite his designs to dislodge her.
The daffy incidents turned on
setup for an okay initialer

moved well and played for
laughmeter. Centralled in

script by Paul Henning and Stan-
ley Shapiro (the former also pro-
ducing. with Joe Bigelow as exec
reiner) was Cliff Arquette, who
added to t he daffiness as janitor
of the building in which Day re-
sides. The juve interest is supplied
by Jeri Lou James, listed as seven
years of age and slightly nuts
about Day. Other permanent is

Richards, as the star's girl-
hut not seen on opener.

Miss Moore is booked for five
programs and she’s a delightful
character with a wide-eyed, candid
approach. Framed within the go-
ings-on were a couple of songs by
Day. one in the boiler room. In the
other, complete with oompah hand,
there was good operatic-stylcd
singing but poor sync that was
glaringly evident. The old lady
worked up a nice deal by leading
the group in a finishing off "Sweet
Sue" via her eoneertina. (Songs
staged by Val Rosing.)

Day is the umpteenth topper to
be cast as an entertainer. In this
one he’s a bachelor vocalist. Ezio
Pinza is a singer in "Bonino" and
Danny Thomas is a nitery comic
in his new show'. The latter two
programs are pegged largely
around family life, with accent on
children. Since Day is a singler,
admiration from an elderly femme
might be considered cute. Jack
Benny, for whom Day once worked,
got the same kind of format of old
dame loving him dearly in the first
section of his Sunday (4) show.
Though Day’s battleaxe beaut came
a day later, his film predated
Benny’s live outing. It ain’t a new
idea to begin with, hut just funny
in a coincidental sort of way.
Rod Amatel carried off the di-

rection well (he’ll also handle the
fourth show with James Nielson
taking over the second and third).
The Ellsworth Fredriehs lensing
was vivid, with filming by Den-
mac Productions in Hollywood.
Charles (Bud) Dant scores with the
music direction. The RCA Victor
plugs are delivered at the 10 and
20-minute marks, unlike most half-
hour segments where lookers are
attuned to the middle

Carol
triend

pitch
T ran.

PAUL
CLUB

Producer:
Director:
30 Mins..
SWEETS
ABC-TV,

WHITEMAN TV-TEEN

Tele Follow-Up Comment
Sheldon Reynolds’ “Foreign In-

trigue" over NBC-TV has a new
hero by the name of James Daly,
and if first impressions are any-
thing* to go by, he’s a real TV
"find.” In the part of foreign cor-

respondent Mike Powers. Daly im-
pressed as a strong and pleasant
personality last week (1).

The Reynolds film series, lensed
abroad and under the sponsorship
of Ballantine Beer in Eastern mar-
kets. has always brought to TV an
extra touch provided in part by its

documentary flavor and the au-

thenticity of its backgrounds. Daly,

in addition to turning in a very
creditable performance, has the

added advantage that he photo-

graphs extremely well. In fact, un-
less Reynolds has him under con-
tract, it wouldn’t be very surpris-

ing were Hollywood to latch on to

him soon.

Daly is the rugged, he-man type
of character, an impression he fur-

thers by smoking a pipe. He has an
intelligent face that reacts readily
to the various perilous and amor-
ous situations he finds himself in.

On last week’s show, romance was
provided in the extremely attrac-

tive person of Francoise Prevost, a

French actress, with plenty of
glamor appeal. Her acting, too,

was a notch above the average.
Bertil Palmgren’s lensing pro-

vided quality and atmosphere de-
spite the somewhat low key. Story
by Reynolds, who also directs and
produces, was okay, dealing as

usual with a foreign conspiracy.
Plot was laid in Paris and the vari-

ous local touches were used to good
advantage. In picking Daly as his

new lead man. Reynolds showed
that, in addition to all his other
talents—his scripting last week
was surprisingly good—he’s also in

a class by himself as a castine di-

rector. Hift.

no time in

the Town"
Sunday (4).

Immediately

Paul Whiteman
Art Stober
Sat. 7 p.m.
CO.
from Philadelphia

(Moselle & Risen*
Whiteman’s showcase for teen

age talent opened its fifth season i

<3» and it was a less sugary and
j

noticeably improved session.
"Pops" gave his qualifications as a j

star-maker with a long list of
former "graduates"-—Jimmy Dor-
sey, Morton Downey. Mindy (’ar-
son and Bing Croshv. Whiteman
commented he "should have stuck;
with Crosby instead of the band."

jCommencement exercises at pre-
miere were held for last year’s
ro-emeee. 18-year-old Nancy Lewis
Bruce Steeg. 15, pianist, and Bob-
by Gregg. 17. drummer,

Before "Pop’s" prodigies per-
formed. the bandsman gave some

!

good pointers on show biz. remind-
ing Nancy Lewis that there are
thousands of girl singers—a re-!
mark, which if properly digested,

j

should prove as invaluable as prac-
tice. Miss Lewis who opened with
a jump tune and sang "I Believe"
for her second number, reveals
some good tones and her careful
coaching is evident Whiteman re-

j

hearses the youngsters in their

(Continued on page 48) I

entry . Something should be done
about a better sound level of tho-,e
commercials which break into •,

script, or even on the half-hour
mark. The ear is set for one level
for a drama or film; for another if
it’s a vaudeo; but in all cases (lie
spots blast it with a boom . Denni*
James does a sound conferenci'-t-
ing job on DuMont’s Friday night
talent challenge show, “Chance of
a Lifetime,” which now sec*
Leonard Sues, trumpeter-come-
dian. the "champion" for the
fourth straight week. This callv i

a continuing $l,000-per-week ca*.!i

prize and a booking at Lou Wal-
ter’s Latin Quarter. N.Y. "Stork
Club” show has wisely added a
miniature dancefloor which per-
mits Betty Ann Groves and kin-
dred song-and-dance specialise m
gravitate and terp. It gives the
show even greater bounce. Sher-
man Billingsley, as emcee, is more
relaxed as he chats with social!’ *

press, show biz and kindred guest-,!
Polly Bergen contributed two good
specialties, ditto Rudy Vallee and
Ted ’Straeter Remember the
show biz oldie. "I once saw a pic-
ture without Don Ameche?" Get-
ting to be a novelty to see a TWr
without George Jessel. ABC-TV
sure has its boy doing the "good-
will ambassador" bit, but in spade*.

Abel.

Ed Sullivan wasted
getting his "Toast of
• CBS-TV) show going
It started swinging
after the opening commercial and
didn't let up until the final bow-
off. Sullivan and his co-producer
Mario Lewis have been picking the
turns with a keen eye to vaudeo
diversity and it’s been working out
fine all the way around.

Stanza came up with a couple
of "firsts” (Lauren Bacall's tele
debut and the Sam Levenson’s in-
itial stint in his one-a-month deal
with Sullivan) that sparked the
hour. Miss Bacall, of the long
frame and deep voice, was given
an off-beat assignment but she
carried it off with flying colors.
Her recitation of "Casey At The
Bat” was delivered as if she were
a Mudville rooter herself. It was
a socko performance. Bil & Cora
Baird’s puppets were used neatly
to demonstrate the action.

Levenson has found his niche
again in the “Toast” display. He’s
a topflight stand-up raconteur and
hi.«^ essay on eating, window shades,
etc., in days gone by was a rib-
tickler. Fact that lie's on a one-
a-month basis will give him plenty
of time to prep his turn and won’t
eat up his material. A solid plus.
Guy Mitchell got the session off

to a lively start with a rousing
rendition of "Chick-A-Boom." Pro-
duction was set in a western saloon
which made it easy for Range Rid-
er A Dick West to move in for
their oater-stvled fisticuffer. It was
boss opera stuff at its best. Mitchell
put things in order after the battle
with a pleasant workover of "My
Heart Cries For You."
Some solid vaude turns rounded

out I ho show. Walter Dare Wahl
(assisted by Johnny Trama) re-
created his hilarious t erp-ac.ro-
finger grip bit with even Sullivan
coming in for some good sight
yocks. Helen Wood was effective
in modern ballet sequence although
the choreography was not too
imaginative. Youngsters Phyllis
K Inzer and Jimmy McDermott,
winners of the Cincinnati Times-
Star dance contest, did okay as a
iitterbugging duo. The Talbot
Bros, a Calypso outfit up from
Bermuda, scored easily with a
Calypsong and ‘Hello Young

Since there’s undeniably consid-
erable public interest in Holly-
wood's "new angles," intcllicorit
discussion of 3-D, Cinerama. Cin-
emascope. etc., as offered on
WCBS-TV’s "An Eye on New York’’
Sunday (4 *. proved worthwhile
programming. Expertly moderated
by Bill Leonard, who’s well in-
formed on the film business, the
show focused on varying opinions
anent the new pic processes via
views offered by four participants
in the conversation. Arthur Maver,
film importer; Otis L. Guernsey,
Jr., N. Y. Herald Tribune film
critic; Hazard Reeves, president of
Cinerama, Inc., and Richard Dick-
son, National Theatres exec, en-
gaged in the pros and cons. Un-
der Leonard’s guidance, they re-
frained for the most part from
technical talk which doubtless
would have confused the audience.

Gene.

Lovers.
Sullivan

ball fever
was on top of the base-
wit li an interview with

Chuck Dressen. Dodgers’ manager,
and bows for Yankee fielder Billy
Martin. Dodgers pitcher Carl Ers-
kine and vet manager Connie
Mack, Gros.

Jack ("Juvenile Jury") Barry
should adjust the Teleprompter
so that ( 1 ). his commercial reading
is not so obvious, and ( 2 ) do it in
a manner not to tilt his eyeballs
upward as he has been doing of
late. Especially since he is in-
clined to be the casting-on-the-
desk type. Otherwise, the show re-
mains a zingy and bright NBC-TV

Edward R. Murrow on his "See
It Now" show over CBS-TV last
week devoted the better part of
the program to an interview with
India’s Prime Minister. Jawaharlal
Nehru. It was the kind of thing
which only a Murrow' would tackle
and which only a Murrow' and his
staff could bring off so completely
successful.

For many meaningful minutes.
Nehru spoke to CBS correspond-
ent Joseph Wershba about India,
about himself, and about the fu-
ture. For most of that time,
cameraman Bill McClure focused
squarely on the sensitive, intelli-
gent face of the Indian leader,
catching every nuance of his ex-
pression in fascinating closeup. It

was an interview that will be long
remembered by those who saw it.

YV'ershba’s questions were slightly
unorthodox in that they required
Nehru to reply in highly personal
and at times in philosophical
terms. The Prime Minister gave
his answer with candor and without
apparent hesitation. He explained
that it was important to under-
stand that Asia is on the move;
that what is happening are not
“boudoir revolutions at the top.”
He didn’t think there was an essen-
tial difference between the East,
the West and the Orient.
What would India do if she had

atomic energy? "I would use it for
civil purposes.’’ Nehru declared.
"I lack power." Would he live
his life over again, taking the same
course, if he had a chance. Wershba
asked. Nehru smiled. "The indi-

vidual finds fulfillment ultimately
in functioning according to some
inner urge." said the man who.
having been brought up as one of

India’s patrician families, spent
years in British prisons fighting
for his ideas. "In the main, my
life would be the same.” He added
tha many who had had an easy life

are now retired. "But 1 have had
a far better time than they have
all through. I have enjoyed niy-

!
self at a higher level." What have
the children of India to look for-

ward to? "I should like what are

called the primary necessities ot

life to be available to all so that

this burden of poverty and of lack
of opportunity should go."

If the Nehru interview was up
to the highest TV standards. Mur-
row’s introduction keyed to the

eve of the World Series had equal

merit and was very well handled
"See It Now" camera visited Dodg-
ers’ Charley Dressen at Ebbets

Field. He spoke informally about

(Continued on page 52)
'
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develop Into a lawsuit, with ' troubles with its successor, the
teladaptation of the old radio
“Philip Morris Playhouse.” which
the ciggie firm has installed on
Thursdays in place of “Pentagon ”

Philip Morris’ disposition as to
keeping the CBS-TV time after
conclusions of the 13-week cycle
isn’t known, but it could do worse
than keep “Playhouse” on the air.
— “Playhouse” shapes as a better
entry than “Pentagon” from a
number of angles. !t has more
audience appeal, shaping up on the
basis of the initialer as a solid
mystery segment on the scale of
CBS’ “Suspense" and “Danger”
Production-wise (including scripts*,

it’s a nicely turned out job And
budget-wise, it shows promise of

hewing to a trim bankroll. First

show was a three-man cast. thr<*e

set job. with even the live com-
mercials being done on one of the
sets.

More important, in terms of con-
tent. the show got neatly off the

ground with an offbeat mystery
yarn about a rich psycho who
wanted to kill* his w ife because he

felt her money was degrading him
Eddie Albert, an escaped convict

furnished a ready-made killer, and
the psycho, Lome Greene, forces

Albert to do the job. Albert only

fakes it. and the ruse is succe^s-

than on current activities, that had
hardly anything in it on Mamie,
and was overall sketchy, superfi-

cial and trivial.

Program should have had Jinx
and Tex interviewing the Presi-

dent. or films showing him going
through the manifold duties of a

typical D. C. week. Instead, the
approach was oblique, indirect or

lar-fetched. Airer opened with
Tex. as a managing editor, showing
cartoonist Fred* Capper how to

draw a newspaper sketch of Ike

battling the issues of the week.
Then came a sentimental shot of a

Brooklyn Negro mother of GIs .and

sailors reading a letter of en-
couragement to the President.

There followed a lengthy interview
by Jinx with James Hagerty. Ike's

press rep. Although Hagerty in-

telligently explained what a Presi-

dential press conference was like.

Jinx made it too much of a per-

sonal Hagerty story for a 15-min-
ute show*.

Then came newsreel shots of At-

torney General Brownell queried
on the Gov. Warren Supreme
Court appointment; Sec. of De-
fense Wilson questioned on his

type of talks with Ike. and Gov
Stevenson interviewed on his visit

to D. C. and talk with the Presi-

dent. Several times during the
airer there were offered rather
dull shots of newspaper front
pages All of the above was mildly
interesting and of some hearing
on a Presidential week, but far
from what a viewer expected from
the show’s title or prospectus.

Brut i.

may develop Into a lawsuit, wun
Westmore claiming that “Glam-
our” was originally his idea and
the Westmore flipcards billing the

show as the "original Hollywood
glamour program").

Westmore divides the show into

thiee parts, first bringing on the

woman selected the day before

who’s been done over, then going

into the audience to pass out beau-

ty hints and selecting the best

looking woman in the audience,

and finally having the audience
choose between two candidates for

the next-day treatment. He’s as-

sisted by his wife Betty, who does
no more than present the gifts,

and by Dick Hyde, who sings and
handles the announcing chores. Se-
lection of the candidate for before-
and-aiter treatment employs the
“misery angle," but doesn’t overdo

the piano, however, a name a* conjured wun irn* iuue

l* gestures with the dwellers as that of Jane Stacey.

I wohblmgs seemed The writings 01 Jay Sommers and
Johonv Greene were bright and

, highly creditable witty and if at times overdrawn, so

Hue’’ with the back- is the character they’re embodying

chest ra. Gregg, a in the words.

ier and tap dancer. ft was skilled construction that

jleaser. At the end bridged the transition of Cathy

the telephone calls Lewis's outgoing and Mary Shipp’s

were from the Wil- incoming It was accomplished by

iffif e offering con- an opening curtain speech, in

Lewis and Gregg— which Irma told of Jane getting a

even if they were job in Panama. By placing an ad

» did the Columbia in the classified to find a new room
Pianist Steeg. The mate. Irma meets up with Miss

“Gees’” whipped up Shipp at the newspaper office and

•fitous occasions fell that opens up a new field of com-
edy among the printers devils and

f.i modern Ameri- “gentlemen” of the_ press. It

Initial session went a bit too

slowly, with too much talk and too

few hints, plus a plethora of mer-
chandising plugs for the free gifts.

Westmore has an okay personality,

but could be a little more subtle

in the way he hands out advice to

the distaffers in the audience, mak-
ing his remarks on their hair styl-

ing, for example, less like insults

His calling every woman "honey''
strikes a false note also.

1 Program, a Hallmark Produc-
tions package, was one of the first

touring TV packages, appearing on
stations in Miami. Birmingham and
Cincinnati before It was signed for

ARC-TV. Evidently, there's an au-
dience to he had for the show, and
it appears to have a fair chance

i of hooking a sponsor. But it seems
a pity that the network, starting
from the ground up in its daytime

I

structure, couldn’t have launched
something more original or mean-
ingful. Chan.

MV Fit IEND IRMA
With .Marie Wilson, Mary Shipp.

Donald MacBride, Brooks West,
Frances Mercer, Ailcen Carlyle,
Ita.v Kellogg

Producer: Nat Perrin
Director: George Cahan
Writers: Jay Sommers. Johnny
Greene

.'{it Mins.: l'ri., 7 p m.
BitOWN A WILLIAMSON (KOOL)
CBS-I V. from Hollywood < film

>

(Ted fiah'st

Things have happened to Irma
Peter,-on since she faded from tlu*

tubes Slu* i who else hut Marie
Wilson'.’ 1 lias a new roomie (Mary
Shipp*, a new product *Kools> and
more imomtantly, a new fool hold
in I V. The way she dug in on the
opener augurs only optimism for

all concerned She's oil her way
and Hid means up in tlu* ratings
like for so many years in radio.
Cv Howard, who now rates only

“creator" recognition, and Cathy
Lewis i.Iane Stacey*, her room
male for so litany years, are gone,
but from the looks of tlu* tee-up-
per they won’t he sorely missed.
Mary Shipp, a capable and comely
actress with a good comedy touch,
is Irma's roomie-to-be and gave
rich promise of making Kay Foster

KRN WESTMORE SHOW
With Westmore, Betty Westmore,

Dick Hyde
Producer: Kroger Babb
Director: Shelley Hull
30 Mins.: Mon.-thru-Fri.; 4:30 p.m.
Sustaining
ABC’-TV, from N. Y.
ABC-TV. kicking off its daytime

schedule with “Turn to a Friend”
at 4 p m. and “The Krn Westmore
Show" at 4:30, disappoints, not so
much in program qualitv as in the
fact that the web missed an oppor-
tunity to strike off in new daytime
directions. The Western* e show is

pretty much of a standard entry,
which should capture a lair share
of the housewife audience, but it's

not very much different from other
network daytimers.
Program is a beauty hints ses-

sion. much like NBC's “Glamour
Girl" (there’s a heated verbal bat-
tle currently between the two that

THE PRESIDENT’S WEEK
With Tex A Jinx McCrary
Director: Rob Priaulx
Producer: Sandy Sheldon
15 Mins., Sun., 78:45 p.m.
NBC TV, from N. Y.
Tex and Jinx « Falkenburg* Mc-

Crary didn't get off to a hoff start

Sunday *4i with t he initial seg-
ment of their new documentary-
type show, "The President’s
Week." Program's stated purpose
is to give an intimate glimpse of
tlu* busy week of President and
Mrs. Eisenhower via news film,

live coverage and interviews
Opener, however, was a weak, di-
gressive session that dwelt more
on tlu* background of Ike’s post

PHILIP MORRIS PLAYHOUSE
(Journey to Nowhere)
With Eddie Albert, Lome Greene.

Constance Ford; Ken Smith.
narrator

Producer: Charles Martin
Director: Charles Irving
Writers: Martin, Milton Lewis
30 Mins., Thurs., 10 p.m.
PHILIP MORRIS
CBS-TV, from N. Y.

< Rioiv)
Philip Morris, which finally

blew up on CBS-TV’s “Pentagon
U. S. A.” after the show failed to

live up to expectations and got into
multiple legal complications be-
sides, isn’t likely to have such

Palmer has developed into

one of our very finest sports announcers . .

CUE
"
Pre-game coverage was

excellently handled by Bud Palmer

"

* UfitZIETY

Press Box Preview (Oldsmobile)—NBC-TV—
Saturday Afternoons

"It Happened in Sports"-NBC-TV, 10:45-11 P.M.

Tuesdays

National Tennis Championships—NBC-TV
Today—NBC-TV
Sports Final-WNBT
Madison Square Garden—WPIX:
Hockey, Basketball, Westminster Dog Show,

National Horse Show

Madison Square Garden—WPIX:
Hockey, Basketball, Westminster Dog Show
National Tennis Championship—NBC-TV
Soccer Games—WPIX
Information Please—CBS

Personal Management:

LESTER LEWIS ASSOCIATES

II East 48th Street, New York IT

PLaza 3-5083

1951 Basketball—WMGM, DuMont
Baseball—Pre-and-Post Games—WMGM

1950 Basketball—WMGM
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Take “Three*’ with McGee-hear your product sold

round the nation, round the clock at the Unrest msf in

radio history.

NBC’s dynamic new Three Plan can be flexed to fit

any budget, large or small. For as little as $2,025 per min-

ute, this is what you get

:

THREE CHOICE NBC STRIPS! Fibber McGee and Molly,

It Pays to Be Married
,
and Second ('ha nee. Now, for the

first time on this network, these ‘big three’ are open to

participating advertisers for full 108-station coverage.

Buy your selling time in any combination yon like.. .on

any day of the meek you like . . . for as lony as you like.
•

MORNING-NOON-NIGHT IMPACT . . . a veritable marathon

of sales right through the day on three great programs,

one in the morning, one in the afternoon, one at night . . .

with cumulative audience impact growing through the

broadcast day.

LOWEST COST EVER! Fibber M< (ice and Molly (10-10:15

p.m.) — $2,017 per participation,..// Pays to Pc Married

(5:45-6 p.m.) only $2,025 per minute! Second Chance

(11:45-12 noon )
- $2,250 for a time-tested housewives’

,_deligrht.

We repeat : these are the lowest costs in our net.woi k's

history — made possible only by the “Three Plan” for better

selling. And you can earn up to K\ discounts in a 52-

week period

!

Petti r take “ Time ” tedh p ibbe r M < ( it e on . . .

NBC RADIO
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ANNA SOSENKO

in association with

TRIUMPH PRODUCTIONS,
INC.

announces

. . . more news about

HARRY
SOSNIK
CONDUCTOR • ARRANGER • COMPOSER

Has been especially requested by the Columbia

Broadcasting System to conduct and score

their October 15th Color Television Show which

will be on view in New York and before the

FCC in Washington, D. C.

Harry Sosnik continues to conduct, arrange

and compose for The Orchid Award TV Show

on WABC-TV every Sunday, 9:15 P.M., EST.

Harry Sosnik continues to conduct, arrange and

compose for the United States Treasury Show

for which he does thirty-nine shows a year,

and which shows are played on the radio day

in and day out . . . the length and breadth of

the country!!!

There will be more interesting informa-

tion with regard to Harry Sosnik's ac-

tivities in following issues of Variety.

TRIUMPH PRODUCTIONS, INC.

ANNA SOSENKO
KENNETH ALLEN

JAY LURYE

113 Wtst 57th Street, New York 19. N. Y.

Exclusive Agents: M.C.A.

Pub. Relation: SOLTERS t O'ROURKE

Wednesday, October

Vail, Jurist Set For

*CoL Flack’ TV Series
tester van nas signed as di-

rector and Ed Jurist as script edi-
tor for the Alan Mowbray-Fra i k
Jenks starrer. ‘ Colonel Humphrev
Flack,” which preems on DuMont
tonight <Wed>. Series, based on
Everett Castle’s Satevepost storie

.

is being half-sponsored by Ameri-
can Chicle, with the network sus-
taining the other half.

Show, one segment of which a:,,

peared last spring on the “Alu
Album” series, is a Wilbur Staik-
Jerry Layton package.

sent in by listeners. W’ard W’ilson
is the emcee of the show. Ford is

the longtime owner of this pack-
age.

Missed on the show is Joe
Laurie, Jr. He provided much
more atmosphere and a richness
that it doesn’t have now

.

Generally, the payoff is about
the same. There must be laughs
otherwise there couldn't he a show.
The present panel have a fine fund
of stories and they tell them well.

Much more couldn't be asked of
a program. Jose.

through to the top—Stan Freberg

St Co.’s “St. George A the

Dragonel” takeoff.

‘‘Overseas Ticker” department
was a smash tape recording by cor-

respondent Wilson Hall in Korea;
it was deeply moving and a fine

mood-piece. Mueller launched into

Part I of the second section with
world news, an editorial and a cou-

R
le of anecdotes tagged with the
uman interest label. (Notable here

and elsewhere was Herlihy’s step-

ping in at conclusion of a depart-
ment to serve up a catchall synop-
sis of the coming-ups.) Earl God-
win pitched in from Washington
with the series score and went in-

to a feature covering the President
McKinley incident on not showing
up to throw out the first first ball

(President Taft had to do it 10
years later). Tackling ‘‘Ideas,”

magazine editor Lawrence Galton
cited job opportunities, quickied
on inventions and gadgets and fil-

liped with an insurance buying
conclusion.

At 5:15—after 75 resounding
minutes—there was a complete
switch as Tex McCrary unfolded
his ‘‘Cover Story” on Mary Martin
that, despite the mutual admira-
tion and sentimental overtones, was
a walloping slice of theatre in
terms of the ‘‘South Pacific” lady
now out-of-towning “Kind Sir,” co-
starring Charles Boyer, before a
Nov. 4 Broadway preem. Miss Mar-
tin was heard in several of her
w.k.’s, notably ‘‘My Heart Belongs
to Daddy” and “I'm In Love With
A Wonderful Guy,” plus a delight-
ful workout on ‘‘London Pride” as
a bow to her British public.
Tributes were cut in here and there
from Ezio Pinza, Leland Hayward
and Boyer, but the end portion
was reduced in effectiveness by
hokey stuff, with McCrary off on
an excess of purring verbiage.

Segue to ‘Public Opinion
Dept.” brought Elmo Roper on for
an interview of Mrs. John G. Lee,
president of League of Women
Voters, who cited the important
reasons for participating in local

LOOKING DOWN AT TV
CLIFF JOHNSON FAMILY
With Cliff, Louella, Sandra. Pam-

ela, Linda, Cliff, Jr., and Vicki
Johnson

Producer; Johnson
45 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 8:15 a.m.
Participating
Mutual, from Chicago
The Johnson family's breakfast

is divided into three 15-minute
segments, ail of them sponsored.
It seems safe, therefore, to say that
the Johnson tribe, at least as rep-
resented on radio, is not a typical
American family.

Furthermore they enjoy a non-
typical long breakfast, devoting a

good deal of the time at this a.m.
repast non-typically discussing the
quality of the foods their sponsors*
purvey, similarly awarding them a
place on the Johnson ‘‘shelf of en-
dorsement,” Nevertheless, millions
of Americans, for the second year
on Mutual, presumably participate
vicariously in the verbal antics of
the group as they loll through
breakfast chit-chatting about this,

that and the other thing for 42
minutes and three local station
breaks.

Show’ caught (2i was concerned
with washing eight year-old Linda
a happy birthday. Since this was
"her day” she had more to say
than the other household members,
although the other moppets, rang-
ing from 18 months to 12 years-
old- were audible in the back-
ground.

Show is certainly a study in the
relaxed, casual school of radio. No
attempt is made to attract listener’s
attention. Mutual merely opens a
mike in the Johnson kitchen and
the family takes it from there,
obviously in complete unconcern
for the unseen audience they invite
to their home each morning.

Jack.

Climax, Colo., Highest Vidro
Community In World

Climax. Colo
, Oc t. 6

This trick-named town, at t) e

top of the Continental Divide
11,400 feet above sea level, got in

under the wire last Saturday 131

for the fourth ballcast of the
World Series in which the Brook-
lyn Bums tied up the N.Y. Yan-
kees at 2-all in games. Climax thus
boasted the title of highest TV
community in the world, going
back to last May to produce the
lofty saga. It was then that a min-
ing engineer struggled through
waist-deep snow to the top of
neighboring peak Mt. McNamee
where, at a rise of 13,770 feet, he
discovered he could receive a clear
tele signal from Denver, 60 air

miles removed.
After four months of battling

snow, glacial ice. lightning and a

formidable mountain, the Climax
Molybdenum Co. (which products
the mo-lyb-de-num strategic metal
for toughening steel needed for

national defense) finally planted
three TV antennas. Some two and
a half miles of coaxial cable—

a

good deal of it strung down
through the second largest under-
ground mine in the world—were
needed to bring the signal to Cli-

max. When the job is completed,
all 500 homes will be wired.

Memphis—Shirley Cohen, for-

mer Memphis flacker, has joined
KWEM, Memphis daytime indie,

as continuity chief.

(3C4,6 1 5 Sets

Against 192,697!)

WKZO-TY (Official

Basic CBS Television

Outlet for Kalaniar.oo-

Grand Rapid*) readies

27 rieli counties in

Michigan ami North-

ern Indiana—in which

V i d e o d e x reports

that WKZO-TV gels

153.2% rtfore even inti

viewers than Station

“BM ! Get all the facts!

le- Philadelphia — WPT7. received
ill first-place award for it« "Oocra-

tinn Blackboard" from Ohio State
re C. Citation was presented today
he <

G
» to Rolland V'. Tooke. general

ry manager of WPTZ. bv Dr. LouN
of P. Hoyer. suoerintendent n
as schools for the Philadelohia Board
he of Education, during the telecast

FETZER BROADCASTING

AVC1V NMOOCL. INC., MrtKSCHTATIVCS

of a yam of "Operation Blackboard
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WCBS RADIO ANNOUNCES

A WELL-EARNED

RATE INCREASE!

Reflecting its ever-increasing dominance of the New York market,

WCBS RADIO announces an increase in its daytime rates, effective

November-1, 1953. (Nighttime rates remain unchanged.) There are

good reasons for this rate increase -the best reasons in the world:

1. There are more families listening

to New York daytime radio today

than there were four years ago

(and that was before television hit

its stride, too).

2. There are more families listen-

ing to wcbs radio today during the

daytime*than there were four years

ago, when the last wcbs radio rate

card was published (May 1, 1949).

3. wcbs radio’s over-all share of

the New York audience is increas-

ing at a faster rate than any other

station's.

4. Taking the total week's average,

day and night, wcbs radio now

delivers an audience that’s 40.3%

larger than any other station’s.

A new rate card (number 22) is now in production and will lie

mailed soon to advertisers and their agencies across the nation.

In the meantime, for detailed information on rates and remaining
i

availabilities, call CBS Radio Spot Sales

WCBS RADIO
Number One Station in the Number One Market

$

* 6:00 am — 6:00 prtl

Svuic .* Pulse, April-September. 1063 1019
/
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Hearst Seeks Switch
Washington, Oct. 6.

Apparently despairing of

hope of obtaining channel 10

in Milwaukee, Hearst Radio

Corp. last week petitioned FCC
for rule-making proceedings to

switch assignments in Mar-
quette, Mich., and Green Bay,

Wis., so as to provide VHP'
channel 6 in Whitefish Bay,

Wis. Hearst submitted engi-

neering data showing that a

station In Whitefish Bay could

cover the Milwaukee area and
that the reshuffle could be ac-

complished without depriving

th'* surrounding communities
ol TV facilities. If the pro-

posal is accepted, Hearst and
any other applicant could file

for the channel.
FCC has turned down Hearst

claims that channel 10, which
has been reserved for educa-
tion, should be declared com-
mercial by virtue of a pre-

freeze application. Hearst has
taken the case to court.

Continued from past 25 _J
MacKenzie is not new to the U.S.,

having played radio, been in short

subjects, made records (Capitol >

and appeared on Jack Benny’s

vaude show on the Coast plus his

final TV’er last season.

Among other thesps with the

“Canadian born” tag but without

present TV attachments are Janet

Riley, who scored in “The Moon
Is Blue" on Broadway, and Joan
Miller, most of whose work has

been in London, who’s been seen

here in “Pin to See the Peep
Show.”

There are hundred of Domin ton-

ers, of course, performing in U S.

show’ biz. and their non-alien cate-

gory gives them opportunity to

stay on after a click. In the last

few years, the big producer-actoi

gun from Canada has been Fletch-

er Markle. who after gaining a rep

up thataway, was imported by CBS
to work on various programs,

Canada is not only accelerating

its pace as a TV centre but is bid-

ding for a “first” via a projected

Canada-to-U.S. live telecast of a

lightweight championship bout be-

tween world titleholder Jimmy
Carter and Dominion crown-holder
Armand Savoie. It’s being w’orked

out by Pabst Brewing as a Nov.
11 (Armstice Day ) tisticuffery

I from Montreal.

proud of another “Playhouse”
achievement. It held the viewer
spellbound and captured an atmos-
phere that was absolutely needed
to put the play over. Arthur Penn’s
direction was good but lacked dis-

tinction, particularly in some of

the climactic scenes involving Miss
Harris. She is an extremely sensi-

tive actress and the camera de-
served to benefit from this more
than it did. > Hift.

the Series and about ms uoys,

talking about them individually

and affectionately as he pointed

to their uniforms* hanging in the

lockers. Bit was crammed with

human interest as well as facts and,

wisely, was given a light touch by

Muri ow.

f inale was a re-run of some foot-

age from the Berlin show, involv-

ing a conversation with Berlin’s

mayor Ernst Reuter who had died

that same day last week. It pro-

vided the program with a punch

ending. It was a great show, and

it was primarily Nehru who helped

make it that J / i/t.

Pittsburgh, Oct. 6 .

Baseball ban on television will

be somew’hat modified here next
season by Branch Rickey, accord-
ing to sources close to the general
manager of the Pittsburgh National
League entry, but locals can look
for no home games at all on then-
screens. This is the only big league
city in either league that up until

now' has been closed to telecasts.

Faltering attendance last couple
of years is believed to have
prompted Rickey’s decision in gh
effort to pick up some needed
dough for the club. That’s also

coupled with the fact that one of

the owners of WENS, new UHF
Channel 16 which will get the
games, is Tom Johnson, a vice-prev
ident of the Pirates.

Present plans call for WENS to

a minimum of 35 of Pittsburgh's
away-froin-homc games, possibly

more, with the sponsorship to be
shared by Atlantic Refining, Chev-
rolet and Coca Cola. There’s a

chance, however, the beverage
company may not come through, in

which case Chevrolet and Atlantic

w'ill divide the tab. Play by play

and color will be done by A. K.
(Rosey) Row-swell and Bob Prince,

who have been handling Pirates’

broadcasts over WWSW and a re-

gional network and will continue
that, but simulcasting when games
are being televised.

It’ll mean that Rowsw'ell and
Prince will have to do some travel-

ing next season. In past, they’ve
always recreated road games from
telegraphed reports.

Continued from pacr 4? ssssJ

Vincent Scully shared the descrip-

tive shores in markedly contrast-

ing styles. Scully was dry and re-

strained (somewhat in the manner
of his mentor. Red Barber) while
Allen was like himself, a purveyor
of purple prose and incidental

statistics But despite the poetic

flights, particularly in that last

game where he was inspired by
the gloom of the day and the twi-

light of the Dodgers’ championship
hopes. Allen calls his plays sharply
and accurately. And, despite the
claims of the Brooklyn fans, Al-

len's partiality to the Yankees w-as

kept completely under wraps.
That’s a Giant fan’s objective view.

The plugs for Gillette run the
gamut from jingles, testimonials
and cartoons to a giveaway of a

baseball data book. Hrrm.

Drawing on tlx* Broadway stage, |,

* phi I co TV Playhouse” Sunday
j

night '4' over NBC-TV starred i

.Julie Harris in a tender, dramatic
story about a girl in a small Maine
community who. in spite of her

j

family’s views, wants to have her;

baby at the hig new hospital in

the nearby town. The play, which
at times tended to become over-

emotional. turned into an acting

triumph for Miss Harris whose
ability and vitality as a performer
are unexcelled.

She was supported by an out-

standing cast headed by the al-

ways reliable Mildred Natwick;
Wallace Ford as a doctor without
a license; Michael Strong as Miss
Harris’ farmer-husband; E. <*. Mar-
shall as the father and Sudie Bond
as the sniveling youngster. Within
the limitations of a script that

tried, perhaps, to say too much
in so fragmentary a story, every-
one did excellently.

N. Richard Nash scripted Sun-
days Philco play and provided lor

Miss Harris a vehicle that gave
her every opportunity to display
her virtuoso acting talents. When
Miss Harris performs, she becomes
the character she portrays. There
is never any' doubt about her sin-

cerity. and in that alone she bears
the mark of the great artist. The
trouble with the Nash script w'as

that it lacked substance for so

emotional a presentation.

Into the story of this frightened
girl, who has never been able to

do anything right hut who will

tight to the bitter end to get her
hahy “horn right.” Nash has woven
a larger and much more portentous
theme that speaks of the impor-
tance of hope as against the ma-
terial realism represented by Miss
Natwick. the mother, who wants
Julie to have her hahy at home.
In spots the dialog became almost
pretentious as the author went
considerably beyond the original
story frame.

In “The Happy Rest.” producer
Fred Coe has all reason to he |>ort

the spot resistance is more than

offset by the spot help.”

Pointing to its announcement in

August that commercial interests

had donated nearly $1*250.000 in

help to educational stations, the

Committee declared: “Certainly

this much 'can be said: no effort

by commercial interests to grab an
educational channel would have
any degree of enthusiastic com-
mercial support behind it. but

rather the reverse. In other words,

our position today is a positive

|
rather than a negative one.’’

As to its third problem—the

financing of stations, the Commit-
tee reported that “the most sig-

! nificant item of progress w'e have
made in this first year is the dem-
onstration of the fact that it is

possible, under widely varying
conditions and circumstances, to

rally effective citizen help, includ-

ing financial support, for educa-
tional television.”

Jane Wyatt, Back In

U.S., Set for TV Guesting:
Film-logit-tcle actress Jan Wy-

att returned to New York la -t

week after four months in Europe
and is set for guest appearance in

video. She’s hooked for the
Maggi McNellis “Leave It to the
Girls” in its second playout on
ABC-TV Saturday (10) and next
Wednesday <14> one-shots for the
Bud Col Iyer “On Your Way” on
DuMont.

Miss Wyatt's name is also crop-
ping up in the casting of the up-
coming Clifford Hayman-Herbei t

Berger legiter. “Love Story,” Vic-

tor Wolfson melodrama.

WARC Now WBBFOn Or About

NOVEMBER 1st

ROCHESTER

BECOMES A
TWO TELEVISION

STATION CITY

THROUGH

:

Latest Coral Release

IUIO «/w

ANYTIME—ANYWHERE
Dir.: MCA

Memphis. Get. 6.

WHBQ-TV. Memphis’ newest TV
station, hit the air here on Sunday.
Sept 2(>. in tune with its previously
announced target date. This is

Memphis' second TV outlet.
WMCT. which is owned by the
Memphis Publishing Co . has been
operat ing here tor nearly five years
on Channel 5 as the NBC outlet.
WHBQ-TV. which is o. and o. by

Harding College and the Church
of Christ of Searcy, Ark , has-en-
rouhtciYd minor obstacles during
the past several days on test pat-
tern-. and regular shows. Statiofl,
which operates on Channel 13.

'Jartf'd programming only during
the e\cmng and this week is at-

tempting a lull day schedule.
John ( leghorn is general man-

ager ot tiie outlet which has inked
a pair t with CHS TV. \ \l operation
is link'd with Mutual.
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SELL-OUTS!
Complete Sell-outs in no time at all!

LOOK AT THE STATION SALES RECORDS ALREADY IN

f M jlJ

SOLO OUT !™SA1
75 SPOTS WEEKLY •n first •wNiliani to

»*••• alert advertiser* . . .

• ALBERS SUPER MARKET • BAVARIAN BREWING CO.

• JUMBO PEANUT BUTTER • MR. MUSTARD

• PIPSI-COLA • WORTHMORB SOUP

• HOTPOINT APPLIANCES • DORSBL'S PLOUR

(dealer)

SOLD 0UT!KlMRWW LAMAR, COLORADO

75 SPOTS WEEKLY ,h«.

national

advertisers

LIKE THESE:

• Krejge 3 A JO

• General Midi flour

• Colgate's VEl

• Maxwell House Coffee

• Pertuttin

• Fletcher'* Castorio

• Zenith TV Dealert

• 7 Up Bottling Ce.

• ford Dealer

• Pontiac Dealer

• Dodge Dealer

• B-C Headache Powder

• Hoover Appliance Dittnfeu'er

e Babbitt Cleaner

• National Premium leer

• General Electric Dealer*

great group a* •ponier* . . .

* FLORA REXALL STORE • CUT RATE OROCIRT A

* MILNE INSURANCE CO. MARKET

* LAMAR LIGHT B POWER CO. • DON WESTFALL CREDIT

* PEBRY ELECTRIC BUREAU

* POWER'S FIRESTONE STORE • MAIN CAFE

* MORANS HARDWARE STORE

' \j ' ••
'

,

WING, Dcyt©r>, Ohio

ARE BUYING

PARTICIPATION IN

“THE HOUR Of STARS
’

ON FINE STATIONS

LIKE THESE:

WSAZ, Huntington, W. Vo.

KSD, St. louii Mo.

WfAA, Dollci Ft. Worth

WKOr, Bluet ield, W. Vo.

WJPD, Toledo, Ohio

WHOO, Orlonde. Flo.

WMC, Memphn, Tenn.

WSDC, Morin# City, Michigan

K til, Heutten, Te«ot

WDCV, Dover, Del.

PULLING SPONSORS

AND PROFITS FOR

STATIONS IN OVER

3 MARKETS!
RE SUM YOUR MARKET, YOUR STATION

IS IN THE MONEY WRITE, WIRE

OR PHONE

mm if

emm

!^9 M*0!S0H HOin"" wa mo
(manmr,

6 OHIO
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SUE BOB FELLER

Ballplayer Vidpix Series Fail* To
Draw Bankrollers

Cleveland. Oct. 6.

Bob Feller, pitcher for the

Cleveland Indians, has been sued

here for $5,500 by Motion Picture

Productions. Inc. Failure to ful-

fill contractual commitment is

charged.
Deal involved a series of 13

baseball vidpix starring Feller.

Feller was to finance up to $13,000

but paid over only $7,500, suit al-

leges. Film company was also to

get 15'o of any sponsor deals.

Feller’s defense is that the tech-

nical quality of the film footage

was not satisfactory and that re-

sultantly he has been unable to

dispose of the film.

Long-anticipated entry of Tom
O’Neil’s General Teleradio Corp.
<58% owner of Mutual and com-
plete owner of Don Lee and Yan-
kee networks and WOR-TV. N.Y >

into the syndicated vidpix field is

under way. Teleradio has gone into

producing partnership with Fox
Movietone News and will turn out

a series of 26 15-minute vidpix on
American heroes, titled ‘The
Greatest Drama.” Pilot film, on
Babe Ruth, is already completed

and production is underway on
others.

Actual distribution setup for

Telcradio hasn’t been decided
upon yet, according to Arnold
Kaufman, who’s heading up the

project for O’Neil. ‘‘Greatest

Drama” series won’t present any
great distributing problem, since

General Tire & Rubber (of which
Teleradio is a subsidt has bought
the series for some 65 markets,
with two other sponsors reported
interested in picking up remaining
markets.

However, the initial series may
prove to be .the foundation for a

large-scale producing-distributing
setup. Deal with Movietone is for

the one series only, but Kaufman
said that there’s a strong possibil-

ity that the partnership deal will

be extended for other productions.
Should this occur, a complete and
permanent distribution setup
would be mandatory, and while
Kaufman said Teleradio is still

mulling the structure of the setup,

he indicated it’s likely that it will

use Teleradio facilities. “Greatest
Drama” pix will go on the air with-

in six weeks.

Bernard Prockter is going out ol

the vidpix distribution business

and is' currently in the process ol

line Ins I’Sl-TV (Prockter

Stromberg, Seligman

As ABC Creative Team
Hollywood, Oct. 6.

Hunt Stromberg. -vet filmmaker,

and Selig Seligman. film exhibitor

and attorney, have been signed as

a creative team for radio and tele-

vision by ABC. Pair will operate

out of the Coast, developing new
properties for Coast origination.

Team was set by Earl Hudson, ABC
Coast veep, apparently with an

eye to hypoing the number of

Coast originations for the web.

Stromberg, a veteran producer

and director who copped an Oscar

in 1936 for “The Great Ziegfeld”

as the best film of the year, has

been an indie producer via his

Hunt Stromberg Productions and

has worked for the major film

companies. Seligman. prior to his

v.p. post with Northio Theatres,

was assistant to the v.p. of United

Paramount Theatres.

Princess Pictures’ pactlng of

live Tunick as story editor last

week brings to its stable one of

the top radlo-TV scripters, sup-

porting the outfit's recent ‘‘grand

design” announcement on a stepup
in star-tagged feature pix produc-
tion for TV display before theatri-

cal exhibition plus product in

color. This ifiethod of packaging

has been worked out by Princess

jointly with Vitapix Corp.

Tunick has been represented

with works on major TV and AM
programs. He has a larder of over

1,000 scripts presented on “Caval-

cade of America," “You Are
There,” “Eternal Light." et ah.

and has written 158 halt-hour

shows for “The World Is Yours,’’

Smithsonian Institution program
over NBC. His documentary out-

put is considerable.

under wraps until deals iinan/.a-

tion

Pending sale of PSI highlights

the tough going of syndicators in

the vidpix field, coining only a

week after the revelation that

y n i t e d Television Productions

couldn’t make it alone, hence the

sale to Gross-Krasne.

Prockter went into the distribu-

tion business about two years ago.

In the first year of operation the

company purportedly lost about

$250,000. Following checkout of

PSI prexy Paul White about a year

ago Prockter reshuffled the opera-

tion. but apparently things didn’t

work out. Fred Klein is the pres-

ent head of PSI. Whether he’ll be

absorbed into the Prockter Pro-

ductions operation is yet to be re-

solved.

On the other hand the parent

Prockter production setup is a

thriving enterprise. numbering
among its properties such major
items as “Big Story" (both TV and
radio

i ;
‘‘Treasury Men in Action,’’

“Quick as a Flash,” “Short, Short
Dramas," "Anyone Can Win,” the

A I Capp-emceed show now' under
option for a return; "International

Police” vidpix series (shot abroad,
With 26 already in the can*, plus

the upcoming Walter Brennan sit-

uation comedy series rolling on
the Coast.

The NBC Film Division’s hassle

with Denver’s KFEL-TV on vidpix

priority burst into a roar last week
via a letter from Robert W. Sar-

noff, v.p. in charge of the division,

to Gene O’Fallon, general manager
of the station. .A fairly heated ex-

change had passed between the

two in recent weeks when O'Fallon

protested to ask why his outlet was
not “given opportunity” to renew
the “Hopalong Cassidy” series

after carrying it for a year under
sponsorship. O’Fallon claimed
“Hoppy” was sold to a competitor
without notice to him and “before

expiration of our current series.”

Sarnofl’s preliminary statement
was made Sept. 14 in a letter to all

network affiliates declaring. “It is

<ouri sales policy to treat all sta-

in Central America ions on an equal, first come first

y’U continue on to rved basis.” SamofT vehemently
olombia, Brazil giul vjected to O’Fallon’s reproducing
1 by huddles on the <

• text of that letter and sending
the world with top p to “a number of television sta-

TV execs in the
! lions” throughout the country

longkong and Singa- along with a covering memo, which
ill move eastward. Sarnoff said was “so at variance

(ico is underwriting with the facts that I feel compelled
•y” on XHTV, Mexico

!

to state the truth. In order to make
bought “Yesterday’s the true facts known to all the in-

three a week in that dividuals to whom you sent your

Dry, “Favorite Story” memo. I am forced to make my
ibo! “Cisco Kid” in reply to you public.” Sarnoff then

ind Esso. “Sports Al- went into the “availability” aspect

ba (Cuban nroerams of the division’s relations with af-

filiates of the network in the fol-

lowing statement:

“The series which had been run-
ning on your station was the origi-

nal hour-long ‘Hopalong Cassidy’
films. They had been contracted
for not by KFEL-TV but by an
out-of-town agency for its regional
client and placed on your station.

For some time prior to the con-
clusion of that series, your station
was aware of the availability of the
half-hour series and had the op-
portunity to purchase it. However,
KFEL-TV indicated no interest in

the new series until after it had
been purchased by a competing
station and sold to an advertiser.
In fact, your interest in contracting
directly for the purchase of our
film programs had been virtually
nil—as a result, most of our prop-
erties are or will be appearing on
competing stations, including the
outstanding “Victory At Sea" se-
ries.

“It is certainly your station's
prerogative to decide what it wish-
es to buy and what it wishes not
to buy. However, it cannot com-
plain legitimately when a program
which it knows about but in which
it has expressed no active interest
turns ui) on a competing station ”

The United Press withil the

next month will unveil a new au-

tomatic facsimile device which will

bring directly to TV stations ready-
to-broadcast pictures from some
100 transmitting points throughout
the country. Hugh Baillle, UP
president, in announcing the new
device, said the innovation, exclu-

sive to UP, is currently in pro-

duction and will be available in

mid-October.
Device wmrks off an unattended,

automatic facsimile machine which
turns out pictures in a roll, just

like a teletype. Stations are hooked
up to the UP’s Telephoto network,
getting the pictures directly and
without the necessity of any proc-

essing. Baillie said the device

wculd eliminate delay, loss of pic-

ture quality and loss of time in

processing the prints.

Press service expects to deliver
an average of 60 or more stills a

day to stations, duplicating 24 to
30 of them in smaller size for balop
and telop projection. UP claims
a station news room can even train
its cameras right on the facsimile
paper roll and pick up the pictures
as they come off.

Tht Girl With Th« LIFT

—

in h«r voice!
• DRAMATIC LEADS
• CHILDREN'S VOICES
• COMEDY CHARACTERS
• DOUBLES (09. 2-60)

• COMMERCIALS
Contar t RADIO REGISTRY, MU R 6u<>0

SUrtlM Oet. II

C0LGATC COMEDY HOUR

Lee Francis Exits CBS
For ABC Film Division

Lee Francis resigned her CBS
Televison Film Sales sales promo-
tion post to join ABC as a sales
promotion staffer in the web’s new
Film Syndication Division. She’s
the third person in the embryonic-
setup. with George Shupert head-
ing up the department as v.p. and
Don Kearny set as sales manager.

Prior to joining CBS a couple of
years back, Miss Francis was a
copy and continuity writer for
VVOR and WNYC in N. Y.

TV Producer* and
Studio Story Department*

If You Know the Whereabout* of
We art Interested in the Rnanelni ef *ro

auction* and eontraeti with televinon nation*.

Apply te Dak V6I4S3, Variety, 134 West

46th St., New Yerk 36, N. Y.

Television Programs of America
has made further additions (o its

new setup to fortify the sales de-
partment under executive veepee
Michael M. Sillerman. James E
Rennie, former account exec of

KTYL-TV, Phoenix, has been
named account exec for the south-
west. based in Albuquerque. Posted
a> a.e. in the northwest is Casper
.1. Chouinard. of Minneapolis.

Chouinard is a former motion
picture sales manager whose most
recent work was with Warner Brfls.

BOB PATTERSON
Ple**a Call Collect

Superior 7-7403. Chicago

OPTICAL EFFECTS For
KLING STUDIOS, Chicago

by

RAY MERCER & CO.
4241 Normal Ave., H'wood 29, Cal.

Send for Free Optical Effect* Chart

Will Work for right or left-handed

bolt. Several yeart experience TV,

film, free-lance writing. Neat, intelli-

gent, personable, intelligent, hard-

working, intelligent, clever and intelli-

gent. Aleo «mart. Work* cheap

Box 71 L Variety. 154 W. 46th Street

New York 36.

to increase sales

profitably . . . economically reach

/§ ryg Channel 8-land

Lila Rai+i-u^has been installed as
president ol a new vidpix com-
pany. Cornwall Productions, and
first up will he a series starring
tin* actress titled “Janet Dean.
R.V William Dozier, executive
producer at CBS-TV. is exec voe-
poe in charge ol production which
get> under way Nov. 1 at Marion
Pur-.onnet Studios in Brooklyn.
Distribution deal has been made
with Matthew Fox. head of Motion
Pictures lor Television, with ex-
pectancy that show will tee oft in
January- Walter Blake is produc-
ti'in supervisor for the series.

Janet Dean" will be semi-doc-
ument a r> >t\!e

Wilmington, Delaware

Hundreds of local and rational adver.

Users use WDEL-TV consistently ... proof

positive of its profit potential. Writ# for

information.

Channel 12

Roprosontod by

MEEKER TV, Inc.
NEW YORK LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

New Yo-k

Chicog®

lo* Angele*

Son Fr#nci*tO
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Physical Producers of Television Film

PHYSICALLY PRODUCED

"SCHLITZ PLAYHOUSE OF STARS

starring IRENE DUNNESopUmbor 21. 1953

LETTER TO LORETTA
"CHINA SMITH"

starring DAN DURYEA

Filmed by Conn*-St«ph«nt Productions
for Proctor A Gamble, Executive produ-
cer, Tom Lewis; producer, Sherman Har-
ris; director, Robert Florey; teleplay, Wil-
lis Goldbeck and Dwight Taylor; camera,
Norbert Brodlne; film editor, Jason Bar-
nie; art director, Daniel Hall.

Cast—Loretta Young, George Nader,
Jor|e Curtrlght, Ellen Corby, Katharine
Warren, Don Beddoe, Gail Bonney, Mar-

f
aret Seddon, Stanley Andrews, Vince
ownsend. KNBH, Sun., 10 p.m. Running

time: 30 mins.

"WARDEN DUFFY"
starring

PAUL KELLY. JOANNE DRU. LOUIS HAYWARD
This is one of the finest displays

of tele-on-film to come out of Hol-

lywood. It’s class comedy with a

long established star — Loretta
Young—kicking up a tempest of

laughs that needed no artificial

track.
“Letter To Loretta” launches

Miss Young in a type of comedy
fitted to her facile talents. That it

may set a new fad for situation

humor, as “Lucy” did for slap-

stick, seems a plausible conclu-
sion. It’s more of the genteel ap-
proach than the current vogue of

anything for a laugh. The story

and the acting are the only moti-
vating factors, never strained or
pressed to achieve a situation ex-
traneous to the running narrative.

As the title might imply, Miss
Young answers letters from her
fans by dramatizing the contents
and tagging off after the fashion
of advice to the lovelorn.” In her
curtain speech to the writer, she
gives this inspirational reply:

“You can always get the right an-
swer in the Book of Proverbs.”

Miss Young sweeps into her liv-

ing room with flowing robe to take
a letter from a card tray. After a

brief commercial for Tide ("my
new partner”) she gets into the
story. It concerns a salesgirl at a

perfume counter, who finally suc-

cumbs to the romantic entreaties
of a customer and accompanies
him to Philadelphia to meet his

folks. Here the comedy hits all the
highs as Miss Young plays shop-
girl to the swank and snooty of

Philly’s Main Line, caricaturing
their grandiose manner of living

and shocking the elders with a

generous display of nylons, blow-
ing smoke rings and otherwise dis-

porting in the manner of a hoy-
den. She finally gets thrown out
but it was all an act to test the
boy friend’s love. He follows her
for the big clinch.

For Miss Young it's a ball and
good, clean fun for the folks at

home. Her comedy talents get full

play and her mastery of changing
emotions gives it a cameo effect.

Supporting players were meticu-
lously chosen and each is a charac-
ter in his own right. These include
George Nader, Jorja Curtright. El-
len Corby, Katharine Warren, Don
Beddoe, Gail Bonney, Margaret
Seddon. Stanley Andrews, Vince
Townsend.

Robert Florey’s direction is

sharp and moving, the produc-

tion by Conne-Stephens a gl.owj

ing credit to Hollywood tele-

"LETTER TO LORETTA"
( Pilot for NBC )

starring LORETTA YOUNG

"BEN BLUE, ESQUIRE
(Pilot for NBC)

starring BEN BLUE

"NATIONAL REPERTORY THEATRE"

starring ARTHUR KENNEDY, AKIM TAMIROFF

NOW SHOOTING

"INTERNATIONAL POLICE"

far PROCKTER TELEVISION ENTERPRISES

"CRIME QUIZ"

for ASSOCIATES IN CRIME

"QUICK AS A FLASH"

for QUICK AS A FLASH, INC

"FAMILY NEXT DOOR"-in Color

for PROCKTER TELEVISION ENTERPRISES

NOW PREPARING

"READERS DIGEST"

( with Star Nemet)

for CHESTER ERSKINE

"MY BOY SAM"

starring WALTER IRENNAN

for PROCKTER TELEVISION ENTERPRISESHelm

WE ARE NEVER THE PRODUCERS ...

ONLY THE PHYSICAL PRODUCERS
PHONES—VERMONT 1-2059; VERMONT 1-2484

•822 WEST WASHINGTON ILVD.. CULVER CITY. CALIFORNIA
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Continued from page 1

the recent convention of the Assn,

of National Advertisers in Chicago
literally flipped their lids in ex^

citement over what they had seen.

Hut the sobering moments set in

when costs were kicked around.

lead shots on “Comedy Hour”

'see separate box.)

Practically every top contender,

notably in the variety field of en-

tertainment, is shelling out more

coin for talent and production than

ever before. Milton Bcrle’s Buick

show, the Sid Caesar-Imogene

Coca “Show of Shows,” the Jackie

Gleason Show, and Colgate Com-
edy Hour have been compelled to

up their budgets from $10,000 to

$15,000 a week over last year’s

figure. As result guest talent de-

mands—which are being met right

down the line—have reached rec-

ord proportions, with little indica-

tion of any downgrading.

As evidence of what’s happening

this season, it’s costing General

Motors $140,000 a week (time and
talent plus agency commission) to

put on the Tuesday night Buick-
• Berle show. That breaks down to

$00,000 for the NBC-TV time, $08,-

Continued from page 24 sssSm

ders 'WGMS, WWDC and WEAM)
for channel 20 in DC.

It’s now believed unlikely that

hearings on these channels will be
held before next summer.

WIBG, Philly Daily News
Philadelphia. Oct. 6.

Construction permit for a new
television station has been given
the Philadelphia Daily News and
Radio Station WIBG by FCC com-
missioner Thomas If. Donahue.
New station will operate on UHF
Channel 23.

Paul F. Harron, president of

WIBG, said plans had already been
drawn up. and the transmitter for

the new station w'ould be placed
opposite Temple U. Stadium in the
West Oak Lane section of the city.

Equipment for a maximum power
station has been ordered and the
plant w’hffn completed will repre-
sent an investment of $1,000,000.

Downtown studios will be located
in the Wanamaker store.

The television corporation will

be controlled jointly by WIBG and
the Daily News. Other important
stockholders are Lemuel B. Scho-
field. former Director of Public
Safety of Philadelphia, and Jack
D. Lit, Camden. N.J.. realtor.

Harron is president of the new
company and other officials who
will guide WIBG-TV are: John B.

“Jack” Kelly, member of the fam-
ous theatrical family and the Fair-

mount Park Commissioner respon-
sible for Philly’s Playhouse in the
Park, chairman of the board; Jo-
seph Lang, exec v.p. of WIBG, and
Lee Ellmaker. Jr., publisher of

News, directors.

Merman’s 50G for Two
Ethel Merman’s long-await-

ed reprise on TV following the
sock stanza during the Ford
show last spring wrhen she
duetted with Mary Martin, will

be made on “Colgate Comedy
Hour” in January, She’ll fol-

low with a February slotting

at reported fee of $50,000 for

the two appearances. Details
of the surrounding production
are undetermined.
The singer thus will reduce

the show’s “to fill” slots to

three — down from six, with
Sonja llenie slated for a star-

ring spot between “Comedy
Hours" of the regular toppers.

000 net on the show itself, plus the
15r t agency fee. But Buick even
topped its own figure by an addi-

tional $15,000 for last week’s
guestar-studded premiere, with
both Frank Sinatra and Tallulah
Bankhead walking off with $7,500
apiece for their Berle assists. To
strengthen the show’s impact this

season, now that ABC has moved
into the Tuesday sweepstakes with
such entries as Danny Thomas and
» lie U.S. Steel-sponsored “Theatre
Guild of the Air," Berle will con-
tinue shooting for the best of the
guest talent crop. Three more
i'allu contribs are in the olfing.

Last night's i5> Eddie Fisher-Ed-
ward G. Robinson bookings will be
par lor the course.

‘Shows’ Tops Berle

“Show of Shows,” which is mak-
ing a guestar splash this season
with a dock of the top names in

show biz. will spend even more
than Berle, with the weekly talent-

production nut in the neighbor-
hood of $80,000. Gleason’s budget
lor his Saturday CBS-TY show is

up $10,000 over last year.

Top spender of all is Colgate
“Conieih Hour,” which this season
will be required to shell out in

excess ot $150,000 a week, with its

$0.000.000 time-show allocation for

39 weeks. That’s top coin among
all the TV shows dishing out free

entertainment to the American
populace and tin 4 reason why Col-
gate can’t afford to tamper with
an> thing hut a rating in the Top
Five category. “Comedy Hour"
competition from CBS-TY is Ed
Sullivan's “Toast of the Town"
and indicative of Sullivan's at-

tempt to move in on the Colgate
audieh'co payoff is the $8,500 he's

willing to shell out for a Sophie
Tucker guest shot Danny Kaye Iris

been offered as high as $25,000 for

a one-shot. Arthur Murray ear-
marked $75,000 lor last Sunday’s
Jackie Gleason - Red Buttons
guestar assists on his half-hour
CBS-TY display, hut in this in-

stance both comics “played a ben-
efit." turning the coin over to

charity.

With sponsors facing such rec-

ord-breaking nuts, apprehension
mounts along the Madison Avenue
huckster marts over the approach-
ing era ot color TV. Not even the
networks themselves are willing to

conjecture how much additional
it'll co t to tint up the shows. In
some cases it's been tabbed as dou-
ble the present amount. Paradoxi-
cal!;. the client-agency represen-
tation that Witnessed the dispi.7*

ot NBC-RCA color commercials at

YVHK’s Clear Field
Cleveland. Oct. 6.

Withdrawal of WJW’s applica-
tion tor Channel 19 hero left the
United Broadcasting Co., operator
of WHK. also an applicant for the
same spot, without any competition
tor the UHF station.

It is expected that FCC will

therefore quickly okay the now
uncontested request for Channel
19. sought by WHK since it built a

modern radio-TV center here* sev-
eral years ago.

This will giye Cleveland five tel-

evision outlets, since WERE’s new
UHF-TV station, now in construc-
tion. will make its appearance on
the air next year about the same
time WHK takes over the No. 19
slot

WJW dropped its application for
it. according to William O’Neil, its

prez and owner, partly because the
amount of effort and money it en-
tailed “was not justified" at the
present time.

“In my opinion." he assorted.
“L HP’ stations face a long haul in

this market which already has
VIIF stations on the air. I would
rather stay in the radio business
and make a little money than go
bankrupt.”

Difficulty in obtaining a network
affiliation in the Northern Ohio
territory was another reason whv
V\ JW did not press its TV station
application.

with a ready-made

audience cf . . .

• HAM FISHER'S beloved AU
AMERICAN CHAMP . . . now
bring* the impact of hi* un

paralleled influence and pub
lie acceptance to Television

. . . high adventure, romance,-

humor, boxing . , . in a Su-

perb Hollywood production
with an ALL-STAR CAST in-

cluding Jce Kirkwood, Cathy
Downs, Sid Tomack and
Maxie Rosenbloom . . . plus

comprehensive promotion, ex-

ploitation and mcchandis-
ing aids.

O JOE PAlOOKA is your best

guarantee of maximum au-

dience . . . maximum results.

JOE PALOOKA
dramatic

half hour series

available to local

and

regional sponsors

A GUILD Filmt Production

Continued from p.i-e ?7 1

more spot announcements to be
suld in them" Whore will it

stop?’’ Rep said that if NBC’s
plan is a success, other webs will
likewise have to institute low-price
tandems to meet Hu* competition,
.'.ml the stations will lose their
profitable business.
Another rep was quoted as that

while he has been appreciative of
I he contributions of networks to
the the growth and development of
radio and would rather operate a
representative business with net-
works than without them, “we may
have to do without them. If their
economics and prospects* are as
dire as painted, if their imagina-
tion for success is limited to in-

vading the growing, healthy spot
business instead of developing

Wednesday, October 7, 1953

their unique advertiser-sponsored
program business with its hun-
dreds of prospective network ac-

counts they are unable to sell, then

I fear for their future.”

Same rep continued with the

statement that if the networks are

unresponsive to new radio ideas

and if they “scheme up these

Tandem and NB3 plans to crop the

grass in the stations’ pastures in-

stead of rebuilding their own
acres, then I fear we shall have
to have a new pattern of radio

programming, non-network. While
I would regret the necessity and
realize the great efforts we shall

have to put forth to give birth to

the new pattern. I haven’t the

slightest doubt that radio would
emerge highly useful in its serv-

ice to the public.”

Comet Expands Vidpix

Catalog; Sets Goldman,

Bregstein as Veepee
Comet Films last week added

three new vidpix series to its dis-
tribution roster and named two
new veepees in line with ns
stepped-up activities. Top product
lined up for distribution is “Pons
of Call,” the Collier Young series
of 26 new half-hours starring Ida
Lupino, Joan Fontaine and Ed-
mund O’Brien, with Miss Lupino
directing.

Firm, headed up by Oliver Un-
ger, named Harold Goldman \ p.

in charge of sales and Herbert
Bregstein ad-pub veep. Comet also
picked up a series of 39 five-tmn-
ute women’s shows with Agnes
Moorhead as emcee, and a series ot
26 15-minute films on flying star-
ring Wayne Morris. Firm is cur-
rently distribbing 26 feature films
acquired from Harry Popkins, Hal
Roach and Abner Greshler. the
MD Medical scries current on “To-
day” on NBC and the Roller Derby
film series.

Continued from page 27 ssSSJ
Wade package is half-sold, via a

quarter-sponsorship to Nash and
eighths to White Rose and Sun Oil.

Revamped lineup threatens to

buck network programming at

least a couple of nights a week
via “Double Exposure” plan on
Saturdays and a vidpix-plus-live

dramatics setup on Wednesday.
WOR-TV veep Jim Gaines has
bought “Badge 714,” the “Dragnet”
reruns. “Captured,” the “Gangbus-
ter” vidpix, and “Dangerous As-

signment” for his Wednesday night

lineup and is backing it with “Har-
lem Detective,” the Negro and
White casted live dramatic airer,

Larry Menkin. “Harlem” originator

and station’s program chief, will

also produce “High Tension,” one-

man dramas on Thursdays.

Saturday “Double Exposure”
lineup has “Wild Bill Hickok.”
“Sky King” and “Captain Mid-
night" in the late afternoon, and
"Dangerous Assignment.” “Man
Against Crime,” “Homicide Squad,”
“The Lilli Palmer Show” and
“Pulse of the City” at night. Sta-

tion is expanding the Ray Heather-
ton starrer. “Merry Mailman,” to a

full hour cross-the-board in the
early evening.

Station will continue to broad-
cast from its 67th St. quarters un-
til the move is completed to stu-

dios in the Empire State Bldg., at

which time it will retain one stu-

dio in the G7th St. building. Mean-
while it’s continuing negotiations
with three prospects for sale or
lease on the uptown studios. Move
to Empire State should be com-
pleted within four weeks if weath-
er continues good.

Chicle Buys ‘Name Same’
American Chicle, w'hich dropped

“Date With Judy” on ABC-TV, re-

turns to the web Dec. 1 with alter-

nate-week sponsorship of “The
Name’s the Same,” the Tuesday
night panel show featuring Robert
Q. Lewis and following “U. S. Steel
Hour.” Chicle will replace John-
son’s Wax, which is dropping out
the last Week in November, with
Swanson remaining.

Chicle's buy. via Dancer-Fitz-
gerald-Sample, puts the gum com-
pany back to its pre-fall sponsor-
ship footing, with total of 45 net-
work minutes a week. Firm, fol-

lowing dropping of “Judy,” bought
co-sponsorship of “Colonel Hum-
phrey Flack” on DuMont. It’s been
a longtime co-sponsor of “Rocky
King” on DuMont.

Columbus—Ed Fergus, producer-
director at WBNS-TV. has taken
a director’s post as KSD-TV. St.

Louis, where he will direct the
weekly St. Louis Symphony and
ballet telecast from Kiel Auditori-
um.

SWITCHEROO ! !

!

Cal who hat h-d it in TV production ( Ken

Murray," "Frank Sinatra." "Faye Emrr

son." ot al.) tivin* it back to tho eater crew

cuts! Available as EXEC SEC ta NON
SCHIZO EXEC who need promi»« nothing but

good disposition and steady jab.

MUrray Hill 8-9132

‘Toast’ Goes Longhair

Via Remote Pianistics

Eil Sullivan is going longhair in

a big way on his Oct. 18 “Toast
of the Town" telecast, when he
does a live remote, picking up 10
of till* concert pianists playing (in

unison) Chopin’s Polonaise in A
Major.

Telecast pickup will he part of
a dress rehearsal for the Steinway
Centennial Concert to he held at

Carnegie Hall. N. Y.. the follow-
ing night i 19». in which top vir-

tuosi of the concert world will
take part. Moura Lympany. Alex-
ander Brailowsky and Guiomar
Xovaes are among the pianists
hilled for the Sullivan pickup. *

WANTED
National distribution rights

Films made for T.V.

Box V-10553, Variety, 154

West 46th St., New York 36.

Selling Allentown, Bethlehem, Easton

Bethlehem, Pa

X ,h*\
only single

medium

eaching the

entire
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Its a Man’s World Again On Wax

As Crooners Displace Canaries

Male supremacy has been as-'*

M >rU'(l again on the disdick lists.

Alter dominating the top brackets

throughout most of last year, the

Paul Quinichette's jazz combo
also has joined Deeca for rhythm
& blues diskings.

Decca Bags Brace
Janet Brace, a Chicago song-

SSTidtae Mi taTtaS;*""- •»? been added to I)wca s

,iinic throughout 1953 and in re- P»P ioster by Milt C.ablei, a&r

lent months they’ve been relegated head *

t„ a lower rung slotting in the

(lU i..ll disk standings. The male

\oial combos, too. have been in-

strumental in pushing the femmes

jiito the back scat.

Such crooners as Perry Como.

Feld ie Fisher. Nat (King* Cole and

Ki.uikie Laine have had a strangle-

!„,](! on the bestseller bracket

throughout the past couple of

months. Como has turned out four

hn> in a row. Fisher’s record of

turning out winners every release

is still intact while Cole and Laine -

„ rp folding fast in their standing Ann Shelton, have found it tough i

hit-makers 10 c
’rack the U.S. disk market. Brit-

1

‘Como *

is still riding high with ish orchs have been building grad-

• other Love’” and his latest ually into an important factor on

coupling. "You Alone” and “Pa -

1

wax in this country. While the i

j».,v, Mama” is off to a last start. English musicrews have not had

fisher is strong with “Many Times” any standout hits in the last year

ant l -with These Hands.” Cole is or so. they have been selling con-
(

!m his way to the top again with sistently to rack up overall im-

• i.mcr Come Back to Me” and pressive totals.

That’ All” and Laine is following For RCA Victor. Meluchrino

his longrun “I Believe” hit with Strings, batoned by George Mela-
• Ihv Joe” ehrino, has become one of the

The vocal combos « huh have compan»^ top album sellers. Vie-

pushed their way up recently are has sold 500.000 Melachrino al-

t-lip

toppers. The Ames boys currently

(Continued on page 62)

British Orchs

Clicko on Wax
While British vocalists, witli few

exceptions such as Vera Lynn and

01tr1iK.sTnAK.31r.s1r >7

Ames Bros, and The ‘

Hill- t
bums which were packaged in six

“Mood Music” sets. Additional al-

bums in this series, with romantic
Kodachrome shots on the jackets,
are being prepped,
London Records, U S. subsid of

British Deeca, has also been click-

ing with the orchs of Mantovani
and Edmundo Ros. Mantovani is

another exponent of pop music ar-

ranged for fiddles, while Ros is one
of the biggest names in the U.S
market for Latin music. "Manto-
vani Plays Victor Herbert” lias

about Lionel Hamptons appear- been the top album seller for Ren-
ames here and elsewhere. \\ ofcst don ujjs year.
outcry comes from Amsterdam.
where Hampton and combo played

Hollanders Floored By

‘Crazy House’ Hampton

Fans; Protests Mount
The Hague. Sept. 29.

There's been a wave of protest

normally SACKS-HILLIARD STILL

IN TALK STAGE ON ‘X’

Manie Sacks, veepee - general
manager RCA Victor disk division.

to a wild audience in

staid Concertgebouw.
After the concert, a reporter of

the Dutch daily Het Parool went
to the manager of the Concertge-

bouw to ask why he’d rented the
j

hall for Hampton’s event. Manager is huddling today (Wed ) for the

replied that if he’d known In ad-
|

first time with Jimmy Hilliard for

vance how the concert was going
j

serious talks on latter s taking

to nun out he wouldn’t have rent- 1 over an important slot in Victor s

ui the hall.
projected Label X.

Top point of the concert came Joe Carlton, pop artists & reper-

w lien one youngster bad an attack Join* chief at Victor, was original-

oi hysterics, and had to be dragged l.v slated lor Label X hut was

(lUl
‘ switched to Victor replacing Dave

When concert began there were N‘*PP- Hilliard previously hail

already shrieks rising from expee-
j

b (
’rn head at Dccea. If and

taut audience. Hampton was suf- "hen a deal is made Sacks will

filing from fever which doctor
had been called to treat, and the

high temperature seemed to com-
municate itself to the addicts in

tin hall.

Things got really hot after in-

termission. Fellow sitting bcTrtrtd

the hand, on stage, began churning
amis and legs like a locomotive.

not have the new label rolling un-
til after the first of the year.

RCA to Bow Its Hi-Fi

In Radio City, N.Y., Preem

t:n

to

Looked like place was going lb
on and on. getting worse and

' "i hut finally order was re-
s

'

M :’ed. One oldtime usher—by time
i' M was clearing

'•thing about
‘A ver again,” savs Ilct Parool.

>is recent concert tick there.
•<s Hampton's first tour in Eu-
and the Scandinavian music

tagged him “The Witch-
'd'" Orch currently is sw ing-

through the Continent.

ASCAP Sighting Record $18,000,00#

For 53, Prexy Adams Tells Coast

Dog’s Day

LAWHENCE WELK
and hit

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
111th Consecutive Week, Aragon
Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif.

Exclusively lur Coral Record*
. « OH
Racked hv

HALLELUJAH BROTHER

VICTOR PREPS

BIG JAZZ

PROJECT
As a followup to its click Glenn i

Miller Limited Edition album.
lU’A Victor is now propping an
extensive jazz program of disk re-

leases. It’s understood that Vic-

tor will package albums of classic

jazz from its vast archives as well

as cut new material by current
combos.

Hill Zeitnng. who has been han-

dling longhair review notes for

Victor, is likely to move into the

jazz album slot. This position was
originally set up for jazz critic

George Frazier, but the latter re-

signed from Victor after complet-

ing the Glenn Miller series.

Coin potential in the jazz mar-
ket is underlined by Victor's quick

sale of 85.300 sets of the Miller

edition. At $25 per set, that’s a

gross of over $2,100,000 at the re-

tail level, with Victor's billing to-

talling half of that total.

With Victor's vaults holding
masters that go hack some 50

years, the diskery is currently in

a position to issue a full cavalcade

.of jazz with virtually all of the lop

names of Hie ragtime-to-sw ing eras.

Victor i- tied several albums ot

old jazz a couple of years ago mu
longplav and 45 rpm di-ks but

without a concentrated promotion
New jazz program is being

planned under the supervision of

George At nek. Victor’s director of

arli'-ts & repertoire.

Litberson Off to Europe

On Talent, Repertory 0.0.

The high-fidelity onrush be-

ing what it is. RCA Victor’s

trademarked “llis Master's
Voice" canine is being re-

ferred to m the trade ns “hi-

fido."

Bell’s Fast Bow;

800,000 Disks
Bell Records, new 35c disk label,

got oil to a winging start, shipping
800.000 disks in its first two weeks
of operation, with 50' < of Us out-

lets yet t O' tic serviced Bell plat-

ters will be peddled by 123 000

outlets when the diskery is geared
to capacity.

Initial Bell set included eight

platters and the diskery has sent

out about 100.000 of each Arthur
Shtmkin, who heads the Bell oper-

ation. expects that tin* figure will

be topped with the October release

when more outlets come into the

picture. Belt is releasing packages
of eight new releases each month.
The October package will in-

clude a tune that hasn’t vet made
its mark with the jocks or jukes.

Initial Bell plan was to routine its

releases to songs that have already
made their way to the top but ac-

cording to Shimkin, deejays and
dealers around the country have
convinced* him that Bell should
make a stab at breaking a new
tune. Song seleeted for the lest

run is "That’s All." etched by Bob
Hayinos. It’s being released simul-
taneously with Nat 'Kingi Cole's

Capitol cut and Tommy Kdwards’
M-G-M version.

Bell also is now pressing special

10-inch platters for the < 1 1 > k jock-

eys. The Bell disk available to the

public remains the seven-inch si /e

Label also is prepping release ot

45 rpm records for the near fu-

ture.

RCA. which is launching its

high-fidelity phonograph cqwip-
l fc hc* tapped him on the shoulder ment this fall with a major pro-
fit*! asked him to quiet down. Pub- motional drive, is previewing its

reamed at the usher. Human hi-fi line for the press at the RCA
bivomotive got up. and began a Exhibition Hall in Radio Citv.
'

(I dance. Then lie was taken in N.V., tomorrow (Thurs.i. Next
1 and carted off. week. RCA will show iis complete

i hen Hampton began to dance hi-fi phonographs and iniermatched
' a girl in the audience, and components to the trade and pub-
of hall took up the dance till lie at the Audio Fair, which opens
"hole Concertgebouw seemed at the Hotel New Yorker. N Y

he jumping. next Wednesday H4).

RCA is accomping its hi-fi pre-

view with a hi-fi symposium that

will include a survey ot the past

and present developments in the

was mumbling phonograph and disk industries,

crazy house." plus a look into Ihe timin'.

i XTi'i
,“,vi

?
n nc" spapi'rs **v* Japs Get Kostv. Other Pops

1 nc! Hampton page-one coverage _ .
* _ .

In New Nippon Longplays
Tok' 0, Sept 2b

Nippon Columbia, which ha-

long been pressing classical I.Ps

here from masters supplied hv its

IS. affiliate, has now released

some 13 pop I.Ps ranging from
Japanese court music to the voices

ot British royalty.

Among the new release s i* a 12-

inch collection of Aijdro Ko-ieM*
( 'dclard Lichcrson. Columbia rietz musical comedy lavori'es; an

rtls exec vicc-prexy. took off album of vocals including four of

i: day i.v for his annual trip to the top 1952 Hit Parade songs —
"IK*. Lieberson will combine his "You Belong To Me and .Tamba-

-ion with an o.o. of the talent laya.’ by Jo Stafford. Half

repertory picture on the Con- Much.” by Rosemary Clooney, and

nt
.

*

“High Noon." by Frankie Laine—
hud Weston. Col's Coast record- organ music by Don Baker; Latin-

Hiffl. headed hack to Holly- America music by the Trio Los
" d \e terday Tues.i with his Ranchos, and a collection ot theme

* Jo Stafford, after huddles songs by eight well-known US

Decca Clicking With

Merman-Martin Duet;

Winchell Plug Helps

1): ( i a Records is off. winging

on it
1 promotion for the Ethel

Merman-Mary Martin duct from

the Ford 5<ith antii tele show by

racking up a 1 5().000-..safe for the

<h k MHind'iaek m the first week.

The duet which has been pack-

aged on all -pccdx with $2 9.* and

S3.»5 price tag'-, is shaping up as

one of Decca.N alltitiie album lies’

-

Mllcrs arid is getting the cbin-

pariv ’s he;: v ifD ad-promotion cam-

paign 1 iircc the Songs Of Our

Time” scries

The i 'fleet of the Walt* r Wini h-

«.]'l ladip-'IA’ plug lor the di-k on

hi- Sept 27 • how was immediate |\

left hy b< eea dislrihs. Numerous
f , rdf is w ere received from retail-

ors follow ing the WAV broadcast

Deeca. incidentally, has held up

its projected radio- I \ spot cam-

paign for this disk until this week
because ol the baseball Wmld Se-

ries radio-tele coverage Deeca

execs figured that interest in the

ballgmiK s would dominate the air-

lanes while the series was in

progress.

1 (UMneoifice txecs. bands.

PTOMAINE FLOORS JONI
An attack ot ptomaine poisoning

knocked warbler Joni James out

of her current corieerMrck through

Texas. Oklahoma and Kansas.

She was stricken in Dallas last

t week v30 / following a conceit date.

Hollywood. Oct. 6.

(’oast members of ASl’AP were
told at their semi-annual meeting
here last Wednesday (30) that the
Society is grossing more money
this year than at any previous time
m its history. Stanley \dams,
prexy, told the meeting that re-

ceipts for the first eight months of

1953 amounted to $11.385.Odd. At
this rate the total income for the
full Vear will be close to $18.000.-

000. Last vear it was a little more
than $10.000 000, a new ASCAP
record.

George Hoffman, controller of
the Society, revealed that the run-
ning expenses tor the first eight
months of this vear were $2 159.-

000. or 18 9', nl its income. Last
vear thev amounted to 20'/. lie

added that 10' < ol this year’s ex-

penses went for sal nr it s and Ihe
remainder for legal eosfs, rent and
c outi ilnitious for deceased, sick

and needy members.
Total of 442 Coast members at-

tended the meeting, the largest

ASCAP gathering in this territory.

Adams told them that only five

members of the Soeiety had ever
resigned to join BM1. regardless
ot some lucrative offers. Since
ASCAP liberalized its standards
lor admission to membership, he
said, more than 800 new members
have been added, making the total

about 3.200. That is the reason,
he explained, vv hy the average roy-

alties are not increasing.

L. Wolfe Gilbert, chairman of

the Coast committee, was con-
gratulated for his activities in be-

half of the Soeiety. Only enter-

tainer at the meeting was Mar-
garet Whiling, who sang a med-
ley of tunes written by her father.

Dick Whiting.

‘KATE’ 1ST EP FOR M-G-M;

ALBUM IN ALL 3 SPEEDS
M-G-M Records .is prepping re-

lease of a soundtrack allium from
Metro's forthcoming lilmusix.d

Kis , Me. Kate,” in t hree sepal ale

packages. In addition to a 12-inrli

dong -play package and a tour-pock-
et 78 rpm set. diskery will is? tie

the album in a three platter ex-

tended play set. It marks the fii t

time that M-G-M is kicking olT a

soundtrack album for the FP mar-

ket.

The Kate” album will feature

Kathryn Grayson and How aid
Keel Mi s Grayson, incident a i

:

l>

.

is an RCA Victor partee but re-

ceived special permi -inn from
Victor for the M-G-M sound’ rack-

ing; M-G-M was blocked on a

soundtrack album of Metro s "I lie

Great Caruso” a fi v. yeai ago l>. -

eaire M um l.an/a. at. <> a Yieini

paetee, couhlri t get an okay tor an

M G-M soundtrack cl Also etched
in. the “Kate" album are Keenan
Wynn, Ann Miller. Bobby Van md
James Whitmore

"Kate" will he M-G-M- 28th

soundtrack album rele.i e since it

inception five >ears ago In the

group only two were nrllcd from
20th- Fox pi x and one troni I rul'd

\ri cst All the rest v < r< 1 1 orn

Meho product.

i

Two More Tunes From TV

As Col Grabs Scolt Duo
'J l,e pubhery -diskery prowl for

tunes lrom TV continuer to io!l in

high gear Latest to be puk'd up
are "38th ParalleT’ and "Colorado

Trail,” whic h were c lefTed by Tom
Scott tor CIlS-TV documentaiy.

Columbia Records etched bo:h

tunes with balladccr Scott and u

releasing them both f'>r tin* pop
market E If Morris is publishing

Theme for NBC-TV *• " Bontno
'

series also is being glared lor a

pop push. Melody was written by

Ardon Cornwell and Ezio Pinza,

show’s star Cornwell rework-

ing it into the pop idiom. No pub-

lisher has jet been set.

Harry Fox Launches

Talks With Columbia

On New BIEM Pact
New steps to settle the* differ-

ences between French publishers
and the American disk industry
are being set m motion this week
hv Harry Fox, agent and trustee
for top ITS publishers and re-

cent ly name cl rep for BIF.M 'Bu-
reau Internationale DTJhlmns
Mee haniqiie). Latter society col-

lects coin on mechanicals tor

French puhli'hing Interests.

Fox has set a meeting with Sid-
nev Kaye who reps Columbia Rec-
ords in this matter, with the aim
cf coming up with an overall li-

censing am cement similar to the
one operative between I S pub-
li hcrs and deicers. Contemporary
French woiks ma.v n»nv be till only
through direct perinivion of the
pubic tiers.

It's understood that the French
pubs have been holding up 'lur

agreement with ITS. cliskers with
Ilnur demand lor more coin to

cover both disk ah", and p»u-
lorinanc c's ol the disks over the
air. In France the pules Hot only
receive pcrtormancc own In it 'ct

an addit mnal lee w lu n a eli k i

|)la\ e<l ci’. / i l lit- .nr Since tips

technique* is eontraiv to l s piae-

ill have to work out a

\ tern of i oy.ilt v ).

lie e, Imx
dil ten nt

ment

( On e i ox w i ap up a 111 I'M
w i Hi ( cduinhia, t he i e • t ol flu

Miaiois ate* expected to tall ill

and ink • inular agree in • id 1

p.u t

di It

line

Liberace Sets SRO Marks;

L’viile Skeds Repeal Date

,i be i ;<ic
I .one v i He f )' I l'i

ho(ik« d Ini :i one*-

night' r at \Ieinoiial \ucf (-let 2 f»,

ha hec-n wcuiipeflc d lr a ewriplefe

elfoijt to add a set ontl pei ltnm-
ar c e Del 30 Thi i I ii t t idle in

rirf'mbrv <>t longtime eonetu tgoe.rs

v h» ri the And had a complete
e ’l lout and added performance.
Hon e has been scaled at $18').

Meiiioiial Aud seats 2 349.

Milwaukee SRO Seen
Milwaukee, (Jet 6

Liberace, booked (Jet. 29 21 at

Milwaukee’s Auditorium, accord-

ing to advance ducat sales, will set

a new local, single attraction bo.x-

ollice lin kup.

Ray Mitchell, handling the evtyt,

reports nearly all of 13.000 avail-

able beats peddled.



OHCHESTBAS-MI'SIC

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE CROSS

Leroy Anderson: “The Type-

wntei ’’-"The Cin I in Satin’' 'Dec-

cat, Composer - conductor Leroy
Anderson lias come hack to the

pop scene with a powerful coupling
that will clean up on all levels.

•Typewriter’’ is a nitty novelty—
instrumental that's set against the

rhythmic rattle of typewriter keys.

Side-runs less than two . minutes,
making it a coinbox natural.

•Satin’’ a distinctive change-of-
pace, is a lush tango that things to

the ear. Headed for plenty of stuns

Art Mooney Orch: "Mogambo”-
"Off Shore” (M-G-M 1

.
‘ Alogamho”

is an offbeat instrumental sure to

It’.s a dramatic piece pegged for

current market tastes. ’’Trial.”

however, is overly dramatic for

pop appeal.

Norman Brooks: “I’d Like to Be
in Your Shoes. Baby’’-T’m Kinda
Crazy" (Zodiac >. Norman Brooks
continues his Al Jolson carboning
on this coupling. Snappy heat of
“Shoes” gives it the better take-
off chances. Brooks delivers easily

with a nice lilt. Reverse rates oc-
casional spins

Georgia Gibbs: “Home Lovin’
Man ”-"Bi idge ot Sighs” (Mercury.
“Home Lovin’ Man" is a standout
rhythm number which Miss Gibbs

Best Bets
LEROY ANDERSON

( Decca >

THE TYPEWRITER
The Girl In Satin

ART MOONEY ROCII MOGAMBO
( M-G-M ) Off Shore

LES PAUL-MARY FORD THE KANGAROO
( Capitol I Don'cha Hear Them Bells

create lots of noise in the market.
Moorrhy has cleverly interspersed
the tribal war-chant from the
.soundtrack of the Metro pic, “Mo-
gambo," giving the side an arrest-

belts out in top free-wheeling
style. Will rack up a big score on
all levels. Thrush changes pace
on the reverse for okay results.
It’s a heavy ballad delivered with

ing frenzy. Reverse is a pleasing
j

lots of feeling.
instrumental but lacks its mate’s
excitement.

Les Paul-Mary Ford: “The Kan-
garoo ’’-"Don'cha Hear Them Bells”
(Capitol*. “Kangaroo" will keep
the jocks and jukes hopping and
assures the duo of another top-
seller. Paul takes a solo guitar ride
on “Kangaroo" and whips it right
into the winner’s circle. Tune’s

mates
; Johnnie Ray: “An Orchid for the
Lady”-’’ Please Don’t Talk About

Kan- I Me When I’m Gone” (Columbia 1

,

.ells"
|

Ray has some strong material to
work with on this coupling and he
makes each side count. “Lady" is

a lilting ballad that Ray drives
home with standout wax projec-
tion. Dittoes on the flip side, a

revitalized workover of a fave
captivating heat demands repeat oldie.

spins. "Hear Them Bells” is a rous-
ing religioso-styled item which

Nelson Riddle Orch: “Martin
Kane Theme’’- “Make Believe That

Miss Ford warbles with an ittgra-
1

You’re in Love With Me" tCapi-
tiating verve. It. too. is a natural
for the juke trade.

Paul Wlnchell & Jerry Mahoney: '

“A Woman Is Strange"-“The
I

Friendly Polka” (Mercury), An- 1

other entry from the TV field, Paul i

Winchel! and his splinter friend ;

should do well in the platter mar-
ket. “Woman Is Strange" is a
catchy tune which Winchell war-

j

hies (as himself and as Mahoney*
in a pleasant manner. Cute enough
for an all-over click. Bottom side '

won’t get too far.

Vaughn Monroe. “I Know for
Sure”-“The Fiesta" (Victor*. "I
Know for Sure" gives Vaughn
Monroe a fast start in Ids initial
crooning effort sans his orch. It's i

a topflight ballad which Monroe
holts out in his typical muscular
styling. Will get a strong share of
the deejay's spinning time. ‘ Fiesta"
is in the Latino groove and Mon
roe handles the attractive heat and
Brie in top form Hugo Winter-
hatter does a standout hacking job.
Don Cornell: “I'm Yearning"-

“ You’re On Trial” (Coral’ Don
Cornell is hack in his “I’m Yours"
styling in "I'm Yearning" and it

has a good chance to do as well 1

tol'. “Martin Kane Theme.” from

j

the “Martin Kane” tele show, is a
! likable instrumental that will at-
tract d.i. and coinbox attention,

t
Catchy melody is expertly handled
by Nelson Riddle’s orch. Riddle
does an okay job on the bottom
deck but it has slim chances. Pat

I Auld helps the side with a neat

I

vocal.
Sam Rutera: "Chicken Scrateh”-

;

“Easy Rocking" (Victor), Although
;

“Chicken Scratch" is strictly in the
> rhythm Hr blues groove, it has
I solid chances to make a dent in
the pop market. Butera’s orch
raptures the driving heat for socko

i

results. “Easy Rocking" Is in the
same vein and will pick up a good
share of the spins.

Hantish Menzies: “Sonieone"-
“Yieki” 'Decca'. “Someone" will

i
help make Hamish Menzies an im-
portant contender in the male vo-
ealists sweeps. Tune is a top-
drawer blending of words and
music. and Menzies delivers in an
ingratiating style. Side’s overall
production values (Jack Pleis di-

recting orch and chorus* are an
i

important phis. “Vicki" is a pleas-
ant ballad but will he lost in the

' shuffle.

Best British Sheet Sellers

(Week ending Sept. 26)

London. Sept. 23

Limelight Bourne
Moulin Rouge Connelly

1 Believe Cinephonic
Bridge of Sighs Maurice
April in Portugal . . . Sterling

Seven Lonely Days . . . Feist

Look At That Girl Cinephonic
I’m Walking Behind .. Maurice
poppa Piccolino Sterling

Say You’re Mine Victoria

Walk That-A Way . . Aberhach
Can’t I Meridian

Second 12
Mother Nature . . . Aberhach
Your Cheatin’ Heart Wood
Kiss Feist

Hot Toddy Aberhach
Is It Any Wonder .v. ... Leeds
Wonderf ul Copenhagen Morris
Hold Me Thrill Me Mills

'Poll Me You’re Mine Chappell
Where The Winds Blow Dash
Vaya Con Dios . . Maddox
Have You Heard .F. D. Hi IL
Big Head Wright

Heavy Aussie Disk

Sale Competish
Sydney. Sept. 29.

Disk biz. Down Under is enter-

I ing the fiercest period of competi-
tion it has ever known, with ac-

I

cent on microgroove cuttings of

all types. Never before has the

public been offered so many labels

or titles.

Buyers will be offered records

from the best libraries across the

globe, even from the other side of

the Iron Curtain.

As recently as two years ago.

one disk group, EMI, marketed
some 90r ? of all records here. Now
at least six majors and some minor
companies are battling for repre-
sentation.

EMI distributes English IIMV.
English Columbia. English Decca
and American RCA-Victor. Com-
petitors include: Philips (Ameri-
can Columbia, et aid, Festival

(Westminster label), Amalgamated
Wireless (Telefunken), Australian
Record Co. (second only to EMI in

output'. Australian Radio Corp.
• Nixa. plus some U S. labels), Dia-

phon 'French and other groups).

Hypo for local pressing industry

came when Federal Treasurer Sir

Arthur Fadden drastically re-

stricted imports, even from ster-

ling areas. Import restrictions

lately have been eased and more
disks are coming from Britain.

Popular numbers (specially on LPi
still sell like hotcakes.

Wednewlav. October 7, 19.13

Longhair Disk Reviews

Smetana: My Fatherland (Mer-

cury, 2 LP; $11.90'. Complete fix

part symphonic cycle, rarely re-

corded. is superbly played here by
the Chicago Symphony under
Rafael Kubelik. who has a feel for

his native Czech music. Familiar
“Moldau” is no less sonorous and
lush than unfamiliar segments,
and full suite is an absorbing Bo-
hemian pastoral, melodic binge.

Pagiiacci and Cavalleria Rusti-

cana (RCA Victor, 3 LP; $16.35).

Lusty, rousing versions of the fa-

miliar. endearing double opera
bill. Singing of Zinka Milanov and
Jussi Bjoerling make “Cav” a stir-

ring performance. Victoria de <os

Angeles and Leonard Warren help
Bjoerling make "Pag” equally at-

tractive. Roberto Cellini conducts
both works, for a tuneful treat.

Schumann: A Minor Concerto,
Bruch: Kol Nidre, J. C. Bach: C
Minor Concerto 'Capitol; $5.45*.

Interesting, assorted trio of cello

works beautifully played by Jo-
seph Schuster and the L. A. Or-

chestral Society under Franz Wa.
man. Schuster brings a rich m- .

low tone and reflective. artist

'

style to his readings, and orch m;
port is fine.

D'lndy: Istar, Dukas: I. a Pe,i
(M-G-M; $4.85*. Two exotic to*poems. Oriental-flavored. \\r
played here by the Westminster
Symphony under Anatole Fistm-.
lark Added D’lndv “Fervaal ,

cerpt is a hauntingly lovely fr, ’.

ment.
Other disks of interest: Beetha-

ven Second and Fourth Sympho-
nies. in clean, crisp, well-balanced
readings by Arturo Toscanini and
NBC Symnhony Orchestra iRc \
Victor): Highlights from “Aid r
and “Marriage of Figaro.” from
the original Cetra full-length op-
eras (Capitol). Rron.

Ted Standfor, baritone singer
formerly on the staff of WFAA-TY.
Dallas, has resigned to join Jan
Carber orch currently at the Baker
Hotel, Deltas.

Rogers Victor Sales Rep
Peter Rogers has joined RCA

Victor as New York sales rep for

tin* custom record division under
.James 1*. Davis, head of that de-
partment.

Rogers was formerly assistant

general manager of the K. R
Smith- Allied Record Manufactur-
ing Co.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

VAYA CON DIOS (16) Paul Ford Capitol

YOU. YOU, YOU (13) Ames Bros Victor 4

CRYING IN THE CHAPEL (G) .. June Valli Victor J
DRAGNET (7) Ray Anthony Capitol f

OH! (13)

WITH THESE HANDS (3)

NO OTHER LOVE (13*

ST. GEORGE AND DRAGONKT (It

I’M WALKING BEHIND YOU f 13*

I SEE THE MOON (!)

Pec UVe Hunt Capitol

Eddie Fisher Victor

Pe r ry Covin Victor

N’ m Fr.-hcry Capitol

Eddie Fisher . Vic,
-

or

7"’.’ Mariners Columbia

Second Croup
EBB TIDE
RICOCHET
GAMBLER'S GUITAR
C RYING IN THE CII\PEL
SAY YOU’RE MINE AGAIN
ISTANBUL
THIS IS MY SONG
YOU'RE FOOLING SOMEONE
TIIE NEARNESS OF YOU
3 O’CLOCK IN THE MORNING
SEND RACK MY B \BY
EH CUMPARI
LOVE EVERY MOMENT
SHAKE A HAND

Fra Chacksfield .... London
Tor-- nj Br.tn r Coral

Ih- t Drop *r Mercury

I’ .- Alien4 . Decca
perry C o o Victor

Four lads Columbia
Parti Paye Mercury
Jopi Jins MOM
Ihth Mae a h:g Capi-ol
'
’<o •

• Kelly Essex

Poly Fed; stine M-G-M
Julius Lylipsa Cadence
F.d lie Howard Mercury
Savannah Churchill . . . Decca

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties', based on

copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.

Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,

Director, Alphabetically listed.

Survey Week of Sept. 25-Oct. 1, 1953

(Listed Alphabetically)

Baby. Baby. Bahv Famous
C’est Magniflque

—

*"’Can-Can” Chapnell
C’est Si Bon Leeds
Choo Choo Train Disney . ...

Crying in the Chapel Valley
Cup of Joy Southern
Don’t Take 'Your Love From Me Witmark
Dragnet Alamo
Ebb Tide Robbins
Eh Cumpari Rosarch
Emhrasse Disney
Gambler’s Guitar Frederick
Hey Joe Tannen
Hi-Lili Hi-Lo

—

: "Lili” Robbins '

I Believe Cromwell
I Guess It Was You All the Time Famous
I Love Paris—*“Cnn-Can” Chappell
I’m Walking Behind You Leeds
It’s Easy to Remember Famous
Keep It Gay— * Me and Juliet" Williamson
Many Times Broadcast
My Love, My Love Meridian
No Other Love— * "Me and Juliet” Williamson
Oh Feist

P. S., I Love You La Salle

Sittin’ in the Sun Berlin

Vaya Con Dios Ardmore
When My Dreamboat Comes Home Remiek
With These Hands ..Bloom
You. You. You Mellin

You’re the Right One Paramount

Second Group

A Fool Was I Gale & G
All I Desiie Broadcast
April in Portugal Chappell
Granada » Peer
I See the Moon Plymouth
If Love Is Good to Me Evans
Julie j Miller
Lonely BVC
Love Walked In Chappell
Mademoiselle De Parce . Mills
Moonlight Mills
My Love for You

—

: "The President’s Lady Feist
Pa-Paya Mama ...Sheldon
Rags to Riches Saunders
Ruby Miller
Shake a Hand Broadcast
Someone’s Bren Headin’ My Mail . ... Witmark
Love Goes Wrong— ''“Gentlemen Prefer Blonds .... Feist
Who Put the Devil in Evelyn’s Eyes Hartly
You Too, You Too Marks
You’re Fouling Someone ... Brandom

Top 10 Songs On TV
• Listed Alphabetically)

Choo Choo Train Disney
Dragnet Alamo
For Now and Always • ...Hill & R
It’s Autumn Again ‘ Duct
I’ve Cot the World on a String ..Mills
No Other Love Williamson
Oh . Feist
P. S , I Love You La Salle
Vaya Con Dios Ardmore
You. You. You Mellin

Five Top Standards

(More In Case of Ties'

Autumn in New York
By the Light of the Silv’ry Moon
Cool Water ...,.*

Coin’ on a Hayride
Guy With the Voodoo
I’ll Be Seeing You
Moon June Spoon
This Can’t Be Love

Harms
Remiek
American
Chappell
Duchess
Williamson
Spinlan
Chappell

(Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has keen in the Top 10J
J+4 4 4 444444444444444++444+.M »44444444444 444 4444444444 4 444444-

- Fihuusical. ’ Legit musical.
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Scoreboard

Danny Kessler, currently RCA
\; c tor's rhythm & blues chief,

t rd a $750,000 suit, through an

a sMg nee. Rochelle Lewis, against

Hcrnie Lang, manager of Johnnie

p l<v . in N. Y. Federal Court this

vnk. Action alleges that Lang
l,mke an agreement with Kessler

uniter which both would split

equally the 25ro management cut

ot Ray’s gross.

The deal, according to the com-
plaint, was to run for seven years,

with options for seven more, con-

currently with Lang’s management
pact with Ray. Kessler claims that

l,ang handed over only $1,800 to

jiim since the deal was signed two
v ears ago. Besides the 750G
hreaeh-of-contract damage claim,

the plaintiff is asking for account-

ing of all moneys earned by Ray.

At the time that Lang took over
Ray s management, Kessler was at

Columbia Records where he head-
ed the Okeh label. Kessler was
the first to cut Ray w’ith the latter

switching over to the regular Co-
lumbia roster for his subsequent
disking.

I.oe Eastman, attorney for the
plaintiff, said that Rochelle Lewis
was an employee in his office end
had been assigned Kessler’s rights
in the case as common legal prac-
tice.

RCA Victor' will finally debut
with its new low-priced Camden
label next Monday <12' in Boston,
at the .Iordan Marsh department
store, and GnnoU's and J L. Hud-
son in Detroit Two-clty break-in
for the label is designed to test the
effectiveness of Camden's advertis-

ing and mereh.iodising approach
Boston was selected because it is

a primary classical market, while
Detroit is rated high for somi-
elassical wax
The Camden disks, \vhieh are

being distributed directly by RCA
Victor to chain and department
stores, will retail at title for the 45
extended pla\ * platters and $1 8tl

for the 12- inch long-play disks
Initial release includes 27 classics,

20 light concert selections, 13
specially disks ‘marches, Christ-
mas carols, choral groups and west-
erns!, )5 pop standards and four
« in rent pop hits.

Disks were taken from Victor's
extensive vault of masters at Cam-
den and the initial release contains
the top consumer demand numbers.
Camden is also issuing versions of
current pops, such as Mitchell
Ayres’ o.rch version of “Dragnet"
and “Moulin Rouge."
RCA is icing established orchs

lor the Camden label, but in order-
riot to damage the sab of current
recordings on the regular Victor
label, is giving these groups such
manufactured names as the War-
wick Symphony 'derived from
RCA's suile at the Warwick Hotel.
NY'. Centennial Symphony and
World Wide Symphony.

In several eases where artists no
longer are cutting for Victor, per-
mission has been obtained to use
their real names In this category
are Richard Crooks. Lawrence
Tibbett

. Kenny Bake*. Jesus Maria
Sanrum.'i. Joe ReiJ-hman, Lew
White. Raymond Paige, Edwin
Franko Goldman. Texas Jim Rob-
ert on, George M. Cohan, Jr., and

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

n Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Mi

as Published in the Current Issue

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week ARTIST AND LABEL

1 1 LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Capitol)

2 2 AMES BROS. (Victor)

\,St. CJror^c and Drnponrt
/Little Blue Hiding, Hood

Ebb Tide

6 STAN FREBERG (Capitol)

7 FRANK CIIACKSFIELD (London)

3 PEE WEE HUNT (Capitol)

4 RAY ANTHONY (Capitol)

8 PERRY COMO (Victor)

5 EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

9 JUNE VALLI (Victor)

JULIUS LA ROSA (Cad. nc ) ..

initial Disk Due From

Bergman Benida Indie

This Month; Mayo Inked
Triangle Records, recently-

lormcd indie label headed up by
Dewey Bergman, has switched its

name to Benida Records. The
Triangle tag was not available,
since it's being used by a phono-

j

graph manufacturer. Benida is the
name of the corporation operating
the diskery.

hast week Benida added Bill
j

Stcgmeyer to its production staff
to assist Bergman in the artists A
repertoire department and to fill

label's musical director slot. Steg-
inever currently is arranger for the
Kate Smith tele show and “Your
Hit Parade.” At one time lie was
sideman with the Benny Goodman
and Tommy Dorsey orchs. Diskery
also added Frankie Lohmann to its

promotion department. Lohmann
formerly was eastern! promotion
man for King Records.
Benida will kick off its first re-

lease, a Stegmeyer instrumental
and a coupling by crooner Mark
Stuart, on Oct. 23. The diskery’

s

latest pactee, thrush Mary Mayo,
will hit the market in November.

Dragnet

No Other Love

(I’m Walking Behind Von
/With These Hands

Crying in the Chapel

Eh Cumpari

TUNES
(WSCAP. vBMI)POSITIONS

This Last
Week Week TL’NE PUBLISHER

, . . Ardmore

Mellin

Valley

VAYA CON DIOS

YOU, YOU, YOU
CRYING IN THE CHAPEL
OII! .

NO OTHER LOVE
DRAGNET
EBB TIDE

"I’M WALKING BEHIND YOU
ST. GEORGE AND DRAGONET
WITH THESE HANDS

RCA Royalties to Pubs

Top Last Year by 50%;

September Biz at Peak

Williamson

Alamo

. . Robbins

.... Leeds

, . . . Alamo

Bloom

According to the index of roy-
alty payments to publishers. RCA
V ictor hit a siz/ling pace from
June through August, exceeding
last year's payments for the same
period by some 50 '

,

. The summer
uuarter was also unusual in that
i* topped the previous three

Miss Mayo formerly etched for
Capitol Records.

During the first months of opera-
tion Benida will confine its distri-

bution setup to the east and mid-
west Bergman, who has been out
mi intermittent hops the past
<<mple of weeks, already has lined
up 20 distribs.

Deal Due Soon on London

Feldman Pub Takeover
London, Sept 29.

Negotiations are in an advanced
Mage for the takeover of the major
music publishing house of B. Feld-
man and Co., and a deal may be
s < i within the next few days.
An option to buy the business,

'Inch had been taken out in re-
imit weeks, lapsed last Wednesday
night and talks started immediate-
ly afterwards with other prospec-
ti. o buyers.

At one time there were legal
obstacles in the way of a sale of
v"*‘ Feldman organization, but
fount orders have been obtained
*nd a complete clearance ar-

v tanged. Any deal Is subject to the
approval of the beneficiaries to the
*

,

T; * te of the late B. Feldman, in-
Guding his daughter, niece and
Gher close relatives.

Brunswick Inks Tremaine
Judy Tremaine, Boston vocalist.
*- been inked by Brunswick Rec-
'G. the Deeca-Coral subsid. to a

/
’o pact after cutting her initial

'mr '-ides.

.

"
» s managed by Herb Leven-
professional manager for

'
' * Music.

r

I

I

I

1

P'AHIETY
Survey of retail sheet music

sales based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 11 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week.

* ASCAB t BMI

National
Rating

This Last
wk. wk. Title and Publisher

2 Taya Con Dios i A idmore >

1 Crying ln~The Chapel > Valle y
>

3 i You, You, You • Mellin

'

4 I’m Walking Behind You I.cMm

6 *No Other Love’ < Williamson

t

Dragnet 'Alamo* '

"*>. S. I Love You 'La jSallc^

Mission St. Augustine Hepuhlu

Withnfhese Hands Blootrw_

Dear John Letter 1 A merican'

Ebb Tide • 'Robbins !

MpriMiTPortugal ‘Chappell
>

I
-
Believe -Cromwell) .

~Eh Cumpari 'Crescent'

months by 24G . thus reversing the
usual hi/ dip dining the summer
months.

f ictor co i.i mned Ms p a r e
through September which, accord-
ing I" Manic Sacks, veepee and
general manager of the disk diu-
‘-mn. v as the biggest in eight
.years Sark 1 said that Victor’s Sep-
tember sales exeecdod that of Iasi

December, normally the peak
month i>l i hr year.
Sacks reported an 111';, hi-

c ease in long play di k sales ovei
Septcmb) r of 1952 with extended
play platters going 329'; over the
pace set when they were intro-
duced last tall Sales ol 45 rpm
disks increased 43';, compaied to
last year’s September.

In the longhair field Arturo
Toscanini's "The Pities \ Koun-
lainsOf Rome'' is pace-fetter with
50 000 copies sold the first month,
and A) thm Fielder’.*) “Cl, is* jra'I

Music h nr People Who If ate Clas-
sical Music'' cam c In 1m over 15-
000. The Toscanini coupling of the
l'i el hoveri "Fifth and Ninth Sun-
phonic je leased singly from Hu
Beethoven Limited Edit-ion, ha*
gone to 24 990 copies, or six times
t lie entire original limited edition
Of 4 000 copies.

Thiele to Coast
Bob Thiele. Coral Records’ ait

ivt A repertoire chief, headed to

the Coast this week for extern ive

recording sessions in Hollywood
It's his hrst trip west since taking
over the Cor.il aAr s|>ot a couple
ol months ago
Norm Winsiroer. diskery's sale*-

^manager is ticking to Chicago
lor confabs with local distribs.

t
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SORROW AND PAIN

YOU’RE GONE
er than "I Forgot More Than You'll Ever Know

SALES GROW
WHEN YOU GO “45

The Record Event

of the Year

The Glenn Miller

Limited Edition Album

• 70 recordings by the Glenn
Miller Orchestra, most of

them never before released

• Bound in handsome deluxe

album

• Available on 45 rpm and
Long Play

IF YOU WANT IT -
BUT YOU WON'T BELIEVE IT /

Beck in 1925, when everybody was goin* "collegiate'’

and the coonskln coat, the flivver, and 'vo-do-do-deo-

do" were the rage. Fred Warlng's Pennsylvanians re-

corded "Collegiate”—the hit tune of the day. Last

month. Jim O'Hara, a DJ in Milwaukee, pulled this

particular record out of the musty files and started to

spin it. Overnight the demand was phenomenal. Wo

stilt can t believe it. *o we’re not shipping the record

to our DJ list But if you're in the mood to expori-
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M G M RECORDS
THE GREATEST NAME fly* IN ENTERTAINMENT

701 SEVENTH AVE NEW YORK 36 N Y

LONDON PYE ACQUIRES

WESTMINSTER LABELX CAPITOL ARTIST
1. ST. GEORGE AND THE DRAGONET . Stan Freberg

LITTLE BLUE RIDING HOOD
2. VAYA CON DIOS .Les Paul-Mary Ford

J JOHNNY
3. DRAGNET Ray Anthony

J DANCING IN THE DARK
4 4. OH F«*e Wee Hunt

SAN
I 5. A DEAR JOHN LETTER Jean Sheppard
4 I'D RATHER DIE YOUNG

COM A1BI

A

I. RAGS TO RICHES Tony-Bennett-Percy Faith

HERE COME THE HEARTACHES AGAIN
I 2. I SHOULD HAVE TOLD YOU LONG AGO . Four Lads
4 ISTANBUL
J 3. ANSWER ME Frankie Laine

4 BLOWING WILD
4 4. IN THE MISSION OF ST. AUGUSTINE Sammy Kaye

NO STONE UNTURNED
4 5. STORY OF THREE LOVES Liberate

l
MAIDEN'S WISH SAMBA

1 CORAL
4 1. RICOCHET Teresa Brewer
t TOO YOUNG TO TANGO
4 2. YOU’RE ON TRIAL Don Cornell
4 I'M YEARNING
t 3. TOYS Eileen Barton

4 ANY TIME ANY PLACE
4. I GUESS IT WAS YOU ALL THE TIME Teresa Brewer

4 BABY, BABY. BABY
4 5. BOOGIE WOOGIE MAXIXE lack Richards

I’VE HEARD THAT SONG BEFORE

X DCCC.A
1. I’VE BEEN WAITING A LIFETIME Four Aees

$ LAUGHING ON THE OUTSIDE
4 2. WHO PUT DEVIL IN EVELYN’S EYES Mills Bros.

BEWARE
4 3. CRYING IN THE CHAPEL . . Rex Allen

I THANK THE LORD —
O 4. SHAKE A HAND Red Foley
** STRANDED IN DEEP WATER

5. TONIGHT LOVE Bill Darnell

;;
COME TO ME

i; LONDON
< 1. EBR TIDE Frank Chacksfleld
” WALTZING BUGLE BOY
o 2. I’LL WAIT FOR YOU Lynn-Mantovani
< MY LOVE. MY LIFE. >IY HAPPINESS
”

3. TILL THEY’VE ALL GONE HOME Join Regan
< I’LL ALWAYS BE THINKING OF YOU

4. GUESSING Dickie Valentine

X I SEE YOU AGAIN EVERY NIGHT
4 5. ONE MORNING IN MAY Ralph Sharon

X A GARDEN IN THE RAIN

t MKRCHRY
<> 1. STORY OF THE THREE LOVES I Murad-R. Hayman

SWEET I.EILANI

![ 2. EBB TIDE Vie Damone
<> IF I COULD MAKE YOU SING
" 3. OH MIS’RABLE LOVE . Bohbv Wavne
.. HIS BUSINESS IS LOVE

4. GAMBLER’S GUITAR Rustv Draper
;; FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION
o 5. MILWAUKEE POLKA Patti Page

;;
MY WORLD IS YOU

:: MGM
1. MY LOVE, MY LOVE Joni James

;; YOU’RE FOOLING SOMEONE
O 2. FORTUNE TELLING CARDS Riu\ F.ckstine
° I’M SAVING MY DREAMS FOR A RAINY DAY
O 3. ST. LOUIS BLUES—PART I Billv Krkstine
<< ST. LOUIS BLUES—PART II
**

4. WEARY BLUES FROM WAITIN’ Hank Williams
< I CAN’T ESCAPE FROM YOU
' > 5. SHAKE A HAND » I ran Warren
;; THE ANGEL PASSED BY

:: rc\ victor
I’

1. PA-PAYA MAMA Perry Cornu
X YOU ALONE
4 2. MANY TIMES , Eddie Fisher

JUST TO BE WITH YOU
4 3. YOU. YOU. YOU \mes Bros.
° ONC E I TPON A TUNE
X 4. I WANT TO BE EVIL F.artha Kitt
0 ANNIE DOESN’T LIVE HERE ANYMORE
;;

y DON’T TAKE YOUR LOVE FROM ME Three Suns
1 UNDER PARIS SKIES

London. Sept. 29
As result of its tieup with Nix*

Records. Pye Radio & Television,
which recently announced its in-
tention of breaking into the dLk
business, will have access to the
Westminster label. Nixa have been
issuing the Westminster label for
some time and the contract will be
taken over by Pye’s new company,
Pacific Records. James Grayson.’
Westminster exec, has been in
town finalizing details and it is re-
ported that Dr. Michael Naida is

due within a few days.

Since the preliminary announce-
ment was made by Pye a month
ago, it’s become generally known
that they are negotiating for a tie-

up with the Cora label. Confabs
have been proceeding for some
time and it’s believed in London
that a deal will be concluded in

the near future.

Apart from its own resources.
Pye is partnered in this venture by
the Caledonian Trust, a finance
house associated with a major
British shipping line.

Continued from |*a«e 57

are traveling at a hot selling pace *

with “You. You, You’’ on Victor
|

and The Hilltoppers are cleaning t

lift with "P S . I Love You” on the

indie Dot label. In the combo i

category Les Paul A Mary Ford
|

have been hot with “Vaya Con
,

Dios."

Also taking lots of play away
from the lemmes on the jock arid

i

juke level are Busty Draper and
Bohhy Wayne t Mercury ), Julius

La Rosa 'Cadence) and Tony Ben-
nett (Columbia). In addition t tie

warblers have been getting strong
spinning opposition from wax in-

id rumcntals. on which the guys
have a monopoly. Heading the list

Jn the instrumental category are

Percy Faith (Columbia). Richard
Hayman ( Mercury), Frank C’hacks-

lield (London), and Bay Anthony
(Capitol ).

June Valli is pacing the femme
contingent with her Victor etching
of “Crying in the Chapel.” It’s

her Hist click but it’s still follow-

ing on the heels of the high-riding

males. Joni James, who’s been a

steady winner for M-G-M, is mov-
ing with her current release, "My
Love. My Love" and Patti Page,
another socko gal entry, isn't mak-
ing too much noise with “Butter-
flies” on Mercury. Her last big

one was the novelty. "Doggie in

the Window,” early in the year.

Coral’s Teresa Brewer has a fol-

lowup potential to her bestseller
"Till I Waltz Again With You” in

"Ricochet,” but it's position is not
yet secure.

Capitol's hit-makers Ella Mae
Morse and Kay Starr haven’t been
making too much noise recently.
Miss Starr, however, has a solid

chance to get hack on top with her
current “When My Dream Boat
Comes Home” release. F.artha

Kitt made a big splash for Victor

Archer Elected Prez Of

Nat’l Ballroom Operators
Chicago, Oct. 6

National Ballroom Operators
Assn, ended its three-day conclave
here last Wednesday <30> with elec-

tion of officers. Tom Archer, prez
of Archer Ballrooms in the mid-
W'est, was elected to head the or-

ganization. vi«e B. E. (Doo Chinn,
owner of Crystal Ballroom in

Fargo, N. I).

Re-elected v.p was Alice McMa-
hon of Indiana Hoof in Indianapo-
lis. Joe Malec was installed as
treasurer and Kirk Haves as exec
secretary. Malec is proprietor of

Peony Park, Omaha, and Hayes of

Ali Bada in Oakland, Cal.

Soecial Lara Day to Mark

Mex Composer’s 25th Anni
• Mexico City, Oct. 6.

Agustin Lara. Mexican com-
poser, will be honored here with a

special day set aside in his name
Oct. 11. Lara is the composer of

"Granada.” which is currently on
revival kick in the U.S. Celebra-
tion will mark his 25th anni as a

tunesmith.

Mr. (and Mrs.) Ralph S. Peer,
head of Peer International, music
firm which publishes his works,
will arrive here for the celebra-
tion.

Atlantic Signs Two
Atlantic Records expanded its

jazz roster last week with the
parting of Tommy Ridgley and
Prof. Longhair (Roy Byrd). Both
are New Orleans blues shouteis.
Their first sides will be released

next month.

THIS TOO
SHALL PASS
AWAY

by Ervin Broke, Irvin Crohom and Jimmy Stvirl

on COLUMBIA RECORDS

k DARTMOUTH MUSIC, INC. M

LYRIC WRITER
PROLIFIC - TALENTED

LOOKING FOR COLLABORATOR
Have several terrifa pop lyric* available

but no ronn'Ction te place them.
Will R-nt— Sell— Collaborate, etc.

CH AS MARKS
*•1 Payvon Ave.. New York 34. N. Y.

LiT US SHOULDtrt YUUrt PROBLEMS
Wt are prepared to offer COMPLETE
shipping and receiving service. Alsa
experienced production, including re
cording, art, printing, pressing, etc .

and mail and phone service. Write
er phone a
CHIMES MUSIC CO S-317*
112 Wevt 4b St.. New Yurk 30. N Y.

Victor Inks Moppet Weil

To Longterm Contract
RCA Victor has tagged seven-

year-old Brucie Weil to a longterm
pact. Moppet broke into the big-

time several months ago on Ihe in-

die Barbour label with “God Bless
L’s All “ He’ll cut his initial side's

when Joe Carlton, Vietor’s pop
artists & repertoire chief, returns
to Ills New York olTiee from the
Coast next week Moppet will cut
four sides at the first session, two
ot which will be Christmas tunes.

Victor, incidentally, bid for the
“God Bless Us All" master when
t hi* side first broke in Chicago dur-
ing the summer Bob Weil, mop-
pet’s father and owner of the Bar-
bour label, turned Victor down,
however. The elder Weil will con-
tinue the Barbour operation.

«my KAYE
R£COI,OS

: ORIOLES Columbia

BUCCANEERS Jubilee

Rama
Published bv

REPUBLIC MUSIC CORPORATION

THE
OPERATORS

OWN
SINGING

COMMERCIAL

SUNG BY

THE MODERNAIRES
CORAL RECORD ^61037

B/W—ROCKABYE BOOGIE
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FIVE TOP

Buffalo Club Sued
Another copyright infringement

suit has been tiled by two ASCAP
publishers against the Swing Club,
Buffalo, N. Y. Pubs alleging club
performed tunes without authorize
tion are Remick Music and l)e

Sylva, Brown & Henderson.
Songs involved are "September

in the Rain" (Remick) and "Sep-
tember Song" < DB&H ). Pubs are
asking for tbe statutory $250 dam-
ages for each infringement.

ART “COW EYES” ENGIER

Starting Oct. 15

GATINEAU COUNTRY CLUB. Hull. Quebec

wee
PRINCE GEORGE HOTEL. Toronto

Pour Weeks Starting Nov. 9

OIM IIKSTHAS-M I SM

Bing Crosby sings

MILLS MUSIC, INC

Wednesday, OcloWr 7, 19.">:t

America's irastest

Records!Selling

LOCAL 802, MPPA NEAR

INKING NEW CONTRACT
N. Y. Local 802, American F

eration of Musicians, and t
•

major publishers have reached <

tentative agreement on a pact t ...

arrangers, copyists, proofread. ! ,

and pianists. Old pact expired e
end of-last month and negotnli
tor a new two-year deal were c m -

plctcd last week.
Pact, however, will not go im

,

effect until ratified by the l > ,r

802 exec board and tin* Mu
Publishers Protective A-mi t

committee.

t^Kitrr
Surrey of retail disk best

sellers based on reports ob
lamed from leading stores in

9 cities and showing com -

parat ive sales rating for tins

and last week.

National
Rating

This Last

wk. wk. Artist, Label, Title

PAtJL-FORI) ('Capitol)

1 . 1 "Vaya Con
SIAN I ICEBERG (Capitol)

2 6 ‘•.‘d. George and Dragonet”

3 A 2
AMRS BROS. 'Victor)

"You, You, You" 3 9 6 1 10 2 4 5 3 56

FRANK C’HAC’KSFIELD (London)
3M 3 "Ebb Tide” 4 4 3 2 4 1 7 7 56

5 5

PEE WEE III’ NT (Capitol)

"Oh!” 5 • • 7 4 8 6 7 6 5 40

RAY ANTHONY tCapRoU
6 4 "Dragnet" .

JULIUS LA ROSA (Cadence)

7 9 “Fh Cumpari"
PERRY COMO (Victor)

8 6 "No Other Love"

R. IIAYMAN-J. MURAD (Mercury)
9 15 "Story of Three Loves”

THE ORIOLES (Jubilee)

10 15 "Crying In The Chape l"

JUNE VALIA (Victor)

11 9 “Crying In The Chapel” . . . , ... .

.

FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)
12 11 “Iley Joe”

THE IIILLTOPPERS (Dot)

U 12 "P. S. I Love You”
THE MARINERS (Columbia)

14A 15 "I See The Moon” .

PATTI PACE (Mercury

»

14B .. "Father. Father”

WILLIAM KAPEI.L (Victor)

18 ‘‘Story of Three Loves"

REX ALLEN < Decca)
17A "Crying In The Chapel"

' THREE SUNS (Victor)

17B "Don't Take Your Love From Me"
MONTE KELLY (Essex)

19 ".‘I O’clock In the Morning"

JONI JAMES ( M-G-M >

ALBUMS

C* . e-xe * «r . . i ‘f . . IV# . . . .

1 2 3 4 5

VICTOR PRESENTS ME l JULIET CAN-CAN MUSIC FOR LOVERS THE BAND
EARTHA KITT Broadway Cast Broadway Cast ONLY WAGON

Victor

KPB 3062
LPM 3062

Victor

OC 1012

ROC 1012

LOC 1012
EGA 458

Capitol

S 452

F.DM 452

Jactci* Gleaton

Capitol

h 352

Fr«d Attair*

MGM
207

EPX 207

LPE 3051

KAYE SET FOR 60-DAY

JUNKET IN WEST, SOUTH
Sammy Kaye s on h. ‘which

opened a I hrcc-wcek stand at the

List I i under I .as Vegas, Monday
If,., will lol low will! a (lb-day tour

oi | :t stales on one-niter and loca-

tion doles Band will (over the

v«-.i and south on the current

junket

S.dlv Ann Summers has been

it diled to I be band as vocal-' L re-

placiin' Peggy Pov'ers. Jeffrey

( l * v i on mis in (lie male vocal

Spot

asm « \ I

JR

DECCA pr.

» 2881 A. *

Col, McCall Mag in Tiein;

Companion Orders Tune
Columbia Records’ kidPk di-

vision, headed by Hecky Krasnov,
has made a tiein with McCall's
magazine on a promotion for th*
latter’s cut-out doll, Betsy McCall
Rosemary Clooney has cut a num-
ber. titled "Betsy McCall,” for Hu*
Christmas market, with the m ig

using the disk as a promotional
peg for its advertising displays an t

fashion shows for the juve set

Women’s Home Companion alv»

is using a tune for its Christmas
promotion. Mag commissioned Di-
mitri Tiomkin and Ned Washing-
ton to write a Xmas number for
their exclusive publication. Deal
is similar to the one Life mag made
with Dick Rodgers & Oscar Ham-
merstein 2d for their Xmas tune
last year.

j

Victor Pacts Harmaniacs
The Harmaniacs, harmonica trio

now in the U. S. Marine Corps,
have been inked to a term pact by
RCA Victor.

! Trio, now serving at Cherry
Point, N. C\, were inked by Jo?
Carlton after Victor’s Cleveland
distrib tipped him on the comho.

Recorded by:

FRANKIE LAINE
On Columbia #40079

M. WITMARK l SONS
488 Maditon Av«nw«

Naw York 22, N Y

Olman, Goodwin Back

From European Treks
Abe Olman. bead of the Big

'Hirer (Robbins, Feist & Miller*,

relumed from Europe last week
after o o.’ing activities of affiliate

companies in Europe. Bernard
Goodwin, bead of the Paramount
Music group, landed in N. Y. Mon-
di\ • 5

1

after a similar business

tup to the Continent.

Elliot Shapiro, Shapiro-Bern.stein

Music exec, will head for Europe
later this week to survey the over-

seas music scene.

McCurdy Pinchhits
Joe McCurdy. RCA Victor ac-

count exec for the Carl Hyoir pub-

lic relations office, has stepped

temporarily into the top Victor

disk publicity spot as a till-in for

Warren Schwed.

Schwed is vacationing for two
weeks, following his marriage Sat-

1

in day (3) m St. Louis to Joan
I.aDriere. She’s not in show busi-

j

ness.

Max Kaminsky’s combo is set for

the weekly Childs Paramount, N.

Y.. jazz concert Oct. 11 with the
Conrad Jams crew.

Joxdoa
ECO D S

The finest sound recordon
FRANK CHACKSFIELDS
NEW RECORD SMASH!

Composer Grever’s 26G

Estate to Husband, Son

Estate of the late Maria Grever

has been appraised by the N Y.

State Transfer Tax Dept, at $26-

494, gross value, and $23,580 net.

including $19,833 receivable in

i royalties from the American So-

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER, Pres.

cicty of Composers, Authors and
Publishers. She was the composer
ol such tunes as "Ti-Pi-Tin,”

"What a Difference a Day Makes"
and "Magic Is the Moonlight."

Estate will go to her husband.
Leon A. Grever. an oil company
exec, and her son. Charles, a Tin
Pan Aliev publisher. She died in

1951.

^
Jukebox Ops

Continued from prige 1

upcoming hearings will last for a

couple of days. Last year, when
a similar hill was introduced, sev-

eral reps of the disk companies
testified in behalf of the juke ops.

The major arguments of the coin

machine interests against payment
of performance fees are based
upon their claim to making Hits

lor publishers and songwriters and
the fact that they are a tremen-
dous market for record sales, in

which the creators of music share
at the statutory rate of 2c per side.

M-G-M ADDS HARMER
M-G-M Records has added Shir-

ley Hanner to its femme vocalist

roster, Canadian-horn thrush will

make her disk dehut via M-G-M.
Her first sides are being re-

leased this week.

Randall Tooters Hurt In

Crash But Date Is Filled

London. Oct. 6.

Freddy Randall. Dixieland band-
loader. was injured, together with
members of his hand, when the
bus in which they were traveling
from Glasgow to Inverness crashed
on a bend near Crieff. Perthshire,
Scotland, last Thursday < 1 >.

Bus, driven by the band’s pianist,
went over a grass bank, somer-
saulted through a fence, dropped
10 leet and landed on its side in
a field. Randall was trapped under
the bus for some time. His girl
tenor - saxophone player. Betty
Smith, and trombonist Norman
Cave, who sustained a broken col-
lar-bone. were hospitalized. The
test of the players were bruised
and shaken, but they went on to
Inverness.

TIDE
CORPORATIONROBBINS

AFRICAN LULLABY
IECORDING BY EARTHA KITTRCA VICTOR RECORDING BY Published by HOLLIS MUSIC

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

MOWING WILD
j/ (The Ballad of Black Gold)
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AGVA-AFM BREACH WIDENING
4As Try To Revive Theatre Authority

In East Due To Success On Coast

Associated Actors and Artists off

America is attempting to resurrect

Theatre Authority in one form or

{mother. TA, which was dissolved
*

n t he east but is still active on

t lH Coast, is the agency which had

h«n set up to control benefits.

However, the eastern segment had

i, he dissolved when the American

Cm Id of Variety Artists pulled out

three years ago.

The 4As is anxious to resume op-

notions of that agency for several

,, jjsons. but need the cooperation

of AtiVA before any plans in that

direction can become valid. Or-

ganization’s welfare arm has been

inoperative since the TA dissolu-

tion in 1950. All the 4A unions,

plus various theatrical charities, in-

c hiding Actors Fund of America,
jtwish Theatrical Guild. Negro
and Episcopal Actors Guilds and
other show biz charitable outfits

‘hand in the TA. The coin that

Bettis Into Niteries

Valerie Bettis will try the nitery
circuit. Dancer and stage-film-TV
choreographer has been signed for
the Cocoanut Grove of the Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
March 18. and follows with the
Thunderbird, Las Vegas, April 15.

Mercury Artists Corp. made the
bookings.

Casino Royal In

D.C. Bigtime Status
Washington. Oct, 6

Casino Royal, formerly a user of
m,iuo iii u.r smalltime vaude acts, has gone un-n^dtobe clividedamongallthc.se

; , management in recent
outfits goes to AGVA exclusively

''**• <•»>•». The welfare funds of
. , dj s( w u( nan)t fnt ,.r.

tlu other 4 \ umts'have been hard !.
•

s
*

'
‘ since the vaude union moved

anagement
months and become Washington’s

lut

get AGVA back into the fold. i

However, it's doubtful that

(,ut of TA. and the purpose is to Since it was taken over last May. i

file spot has featured such acts as \

Johnnie Ray. Billy Williams Quar-
;

.. . . |

tet. Ella Fitzgerald. Helen Forrest,
AC.\A would " a,it to Kue up

,{

ts
j Denise Da reel, the Mills Bros.,

monopoly on welfare coin.
, Paul White. Billy Eckstine, the

|vaude guild, in recent years, set up Slate Bros . Louis Armstrong and
h nefit regulations calling ioi ni,n ”

|

combo. Pearl Bailey, the Four
imiim payment to performers plus

j
^ces {, n(| currently, Vaughn Mon-

a percentage to the union s welfare
,.ot,

fund. It's believed that the funds
f t oio this source are needed by
the union inasmuch as opposition to

the union's welfare fund levies by
nitery operators and club date pro-
ducers isn't bringing in thei expect-

III HE STRIKE
Waning strike of the American

Guild of Variety Artists against
New York niteries tends to point
up the extreme deterioration of re-

lations between the American Fed-
eration of Musicians and AGVA.
Each union has shown disrespect,
if not contempt, for each Others'
picket lines. The musicians con-
tinued to work tile spots that were
picketed hv the union There's
been no indication that either Lo-
cal 802 of the AFM or the parent
body will alter the situation.

On the other hand AGVA execs
haven't shown any regard for AFM
pickets either. One top paid exec
and a resident attorney of the
Guild waltzed past the AFM pa- i

radius in front of the Roxy The-
atre. N V . at the preem of "The
Rohe "

Underlying the uneordial feeling
between both outfits is believed to

be the agreement between the
AFM and AGVA which defines tin* i

acts that may belong to either
union As it now stands, the juri.s-

< Continued on page 66 )

» d revenue. Thus the 4Ak is ex-
j Tucker,

petted to have tough sledding in

an effort to get AGVA to split any

(Continued Hn page 66 )

Already hooked are Peggy Lee.
Nat Cole. Rudy Vallee, Olsen &
Johnson and Guy Mitchell. Leon
Zeiger, one of the partners in the
spot, says he is dickering for Joe
E. Lewis, Dagmar and Sophie

An 'Intellectual’ Agent

With a Built-In Heart

Was Chi’s Bill Jacobs
Bv ROBERT J. LANDRY

When he died last week in Hol-
lywood, William Jacobs had been
a moving picture producer for
nearly 20 years. But oldtimers in
Hiow biz will recall him as a vaude-
'ille agent in Chicago, both on his
<mn and teamed with Dave Beeh-
hi 'who is still around in N. Y >.

Jacobs may have been the most
unusual agent of them all for he
u;,v an "intellectual” in a field

The 600 - seat Casino Royal
charges $1 a head for admission
and, in addition to the name draws,
also offers fill-in acts and a six-girl

dancing line, which is to he regu-
larly used except when a complete
package, such as Olsen & John-
son's. plays.

Zeiger and his partner. Harry
Snyder, have been restaurant men
in Washington lor a number of

years. About a year ago they bought
the Blue Mirror, a small place
which offers entertainment but has
no dance floor. This didn't provide*

enough toll to pay for the name
acts, so they expanded to the

larger Casino Royal which also has
a 20 by 34 foot dance floor. There
is a regular dance orch under Bob
Simpson, with Bob Preble as per-

manent emcee.
Biggest draw so far. says Zeiger.

has been Johnnie Ray. Billy Eek-
vhere that type was unexpected.

|
stine proved a good second as a

His vast knowledge of literature boxoffice pull, with Christine Jor-
h<i him in the end to his second gensen the third most successful

;

‘•‘iccr as the producer of some money-getter for the establish-
features films, mostly for War- ment.

m r Bros.
|

|

Another fondly-recalled side of ___
was his great heart, lie

| g|G-NAME, BIG-BUDGET

Chi Launching

Drive Vs. B-Gals
••

In New Orleans
New Orleans. Oct. 6

Ernie Fits!, regional AGVA di-

rector from Chicago, was here re-

cently to direct a campaign to end
the B-girl racket in the city's

smaller night spots and to organ-
ize all non-union clubs employing
dancers or singers.

Fast said AGVA rules forbid
members to double as B-girls,

hence he contends it's the non-
union entertainers that are at fault.

"And police raids," he added,
“hurt the reputation of all enter-
tainers. including our members.”

He said the first step will be to

equip all AGVA members with
identification cards which, in the
event of a raid, will serve as no-
tice to the police that the girls

are legitimate entertainers instead

ol "just someone to strip and mix.”

Fast said he came to New Or-
leans to correct an unhealthy situ-

ation. "Too many AGVA mem-
bers are being blamed for things

thev do not do," he slated.

was an agent who would lend ac-
tcis money and made many an in-
convenient trip to tanks far from
C hicago to offer constructive criti-
<i <‘

,n to acts having trouble find-
lr»g themselves. In the ratrace
'Hiicli was vaudeville, he was wide-
H respected for his mind and
* tides.

Jacobs made his office for 15
><"is in the Woods Theatre Bldg .

SETUP FOR OMAHA SPOT
Omaha. Oct. 6 .

Biggest entertainment outlay by

an Omaha nitery since the gam-
bling-supported Stork Club was

operating a decade ago is planned

lor October and November at

Angelo's.
Budget for the eight weekly- * illlUgl l MM » V •

c imago. On the curbstone on sun- S | 1()WS is expected to hit over the
rv /’ays layoffs cluttered the side- $ 15,000 mark With capacity of

V." *• as in the old style of "The jgo. spot will have to hustle plenty
MMh" in front of the Palace. 0 f drinks at 85c per copy to get
A * Jacobs was one of the agents

Dominoes Cancel Out At

N.Y. Bandbox Over Billing

In a hassle over hilling, Billy
‘ Ward's Dominoes, vocal combo,
cancelled out of its date at the

Bandbox. N. Y . with Sugar Hay
Robinson. Bandbox show kicked off

sans the comho last night <Tues,».
!

It was the group’s third booking
at the spot.

Dominoes, however, will tour

with Robinson when he sets out

on a theatre swing next month.

Finale of AGVA Row With N.Y. Cafes

Nears As Lou Walters Signs Up;

Philly Formula Basis of Pact

Optimist

RUDY VALLEE IN PORTLAND

Ho could pass that Chicago
i '-uh" without drawing sarcastic

;

' ,:, s from the unemploy ed
Mipers. Too many knew too
' d of his kindnesses to the craft. *

< oils i-ame by his understand-
'- pi vaudev illiar.s naturally. His

' d was "Bowie Knife Abe" Ja-
' v longtime stagemanager at

.

'
' d Majestic when it was the

'

> -day house in the loop, be-
' the old palace 'not the prex-

A *‘ v converted to variety.

at 85c per

off the nut.

Pianist Al Morgan opened Fri-

day '2
» and will be followed Fri-

day i.9i by Erroll Garner Trio.

Corning on following Fridays tor

one-week stints, in order, arc

Delta Rhythm Boys. Page Cavan-

augh Trio. Frank Warren. June

Yalli, Connie Boswell and Billy

Williams Quartet.

It’s a Keturn-of-the-Native
For Ex-Crooner

Event

Alvin Geilcr, assistant to

Paramount Theatres hooker
Harry Levine, recently became
the father of a third child

Levine's comment "lie

must think vaudeville is ((till-

ing back
"

Union Asks Nix

On Indie Pacts

Jewing his appearance at the
E.mi ot Dallas big free show
2b in the Cotton Bowl. Gor-

• R«’>e will open an c ngaci -

• t the Mural Room of the
Hotel, Dallas, Oct. 21-31.

Cohen Rejoins Glaser

Oscar Cohen has rejoined Joe

Glasers Associated Booking Chip

to w ork on special *d» als.

Cohen bad been with the a cm n< y

until a 1 pup ir* ol V a go "Id n

1 w < lit into j n sonal mafiagcincnt

,
and n.iisic j

uhJdibihE-

Port land. Me . Ot t 6

Rudy Vallee will get a special

civic salute here on Oct 19 the

dav before Jie offers a one man.
two hour entertainment at the

Strand Theatre. A native of West-

bionk. outside Portland. Vallee

was head usher and later projec-

tionist of the Strand some 33 years

ago prior to Yale and crooning

ace •burn.

Ine eh n tally. \ alive has a new

lecture n.nnag* • tin Hiinj \\.nki i

Rin i .11 (I Bo-den fie 's 1 p< 1 tally

ii‘t( ri tod in ]• ot 1

1

m *• dm ing 1.

1

«•-

C'ln arid Lenten period*:

when theatre and r. < 1 y date* an*

.-1

1

to be slack.

The American Guild of Variety

Artists has sent letters to its re-

j

gional directors, ordering them to

outlaw all pacts which stipulate

acts are independent contractors*.
,

Directors will in turn minim all

branch managers not to okay any
such contracts.

Some nitery operators have
adopted the strategy of starting to

take out withholding taxes and so-

cial security from performers. If

the act beefed, the operator had
the actor stipulate that as an in-

dependent contractor* withholding
taxes did not apply in his ease and
that he would lie liable lor pay-

ment of all taxes.

Also, it arts are Independent
contractors, many eatemen feel

they are not responsible for the

$2 50 weekly welfare levy lor each

performer and have been avoiding

that payment It's also a disputed

point as to whether some operators

have to pay social security and un-

employment compensation taxes

on some line girls Some contend
that they buy their units from a

line producer, who is therefore the

direct employer of these girls.

Consequently . they feel that the

producer as the employer should

be liable for these bites and not

the operator.

It’s long been the contention of

AGVA that operators are the ulti-

mate employers of all talent and

therefore are legally responsible

for all assessments and obligations

of employers.

U.S. ICER SOCK IN TOKYO;

RAIN WILTS SCALPERS
Tokyo. Sept 29

"Holiday On lee 1953 Edition."

now 111 its second week of a I okyo

run. has bee 11 extended for an-

other month beyond the original

I one-month stand Soldout houses

prompted the extension How-
ever. houses have nevei been SRO

1 because of the continuous rain

which has caused scalpers to

suffer.

Show is the first C S extrava-

ganza to play Japan since the w.ir

and is getting terrific reception

(,'rix have Inert lavish in pi are ol

sets and cost nines a c well as th»

! skill of the peilormeis t here are

58 members ol the group me hiding

44 s|<ater s and a hand Lead

skaters an Margot Elicit and Wal-

ter Holer, speed pair; Nancy Ital-

ian), tin mil A u 1
1

1

a Man lire -ka'-
1 ing champ comedians Harry Red-

dy and Peter Van Gib. i;vdifl

(Toots from Belgium and Geiman
skater Inge Dorn.

The' ie e show will go to --nittheiri

Japan for another month of two-

werk stands in Osaka arid Nagoya

Jailer it finishes its Tokyo run.

‘Follies’ $123,400, L. A.

Los A npi lev Oct. f

Jc e Kal in s
1 a< ked np a tor rid

$12.3 401* in It* * c c o.pd f 1 arm at

1 ..n Pacific a SFad (I pace uric

period la*t year.

STij'U'd A. Johrren show li«v-

. one more week to go.

The maun break ifl the strike be-

tween New York nitery operators
and the American Guild of Variety
Artists came on Monday <51

when Lou Walters, operator of Hie

Latin Quarter, N Y . and former
proxy of Thcatic Restaurant Own-
ers of America, signed a contract
with the union
Over the weekend, operators of

the Blue Angel surrendered to the

union after the spot had been pick-

eted for sev er.ii day s

Focal point of the dispute was
Clause \ I w Inch in the form
signed by the Latin Quarter and
which will apply to the. Blue Angel
and other cafes which ink the pact,

stipulates that the principal per-

formers shall be regarded as em-
ployees for bargaining purposes
only, or until final deterniinat ion

of their status is made by the

courts or by other official tri-

bunals.

This compromise is known as Ihe
Philadelphia formula because it

was used earlier in the year in that

town to settle a similar dispute. It

had been offered last week to the'

operators, but had been rejected.

Owners had wanted entertainers to

be classified as "artists" on the

contract, and nitery owners to be
called "operators" Union had in-

sisted that entertainers be called

"employees" and owners "employ-
ers” Clause is regarded as im-
portant because classification of

owners as employers would make
them liable for social security, un-

employment insurance and other
levies.

It has been the .strategy of the

union to knock off nightclub own-
( Continued on page 66 )

Nitery, Teenagers Don’t

Mix, Pitt Owners Find;

Kid Matinee Is Nixed
Pittsburgh, Oct. 6 .

It may take time, tint perha'px

nitery owners around here will

one day learn that they can't pick

up a few extra bucks with names
which have teenage appeal even
under the mod favorable auspices.

Twin Coaches was latest cafe to

learn that last week when it had
set up a special Sunday afternoon,
soft-drink-only party lor the kid*

during the Nat 'King) Cole hook-
ing. Affair was to have been un-
der the auspices of Hie Lions Club
of Belle Vernon.
No ..oonei trad Ihe announce-

ment been made than flic* Penn-
sylvania Stale Liquor Control
Board stepped in and said nothing
doing, that it wouldn't permit
youngsters to patronize a licensee

regardless of whether booze would
he sold there at the time or not.

Linns Club figured there was no
point in making an issue of if *o

the Cole shindig was called off

Twin Coaches could have learned
from the downtown Copa, which
had a similar experience several

months ago Copa had I tie Four
Lads then and wanted to ring in

an extra Saturday afternoon ‘•how

[or the- v ouhgstr-r « when the bar

would tie shut down tight hut

I .irjunr Board put it* foot down
then as well. So at last minute
Lenny Lit man. e»w ne» ol the Copa,

l ransl err ed the' party

ball on 1 h«euuilsk 11

1

«

has no liquor heerise*.

to a dam t -

of town that

Ready Enlarged ‘Big Top’

TV’er for Use in Arenas
"The Big Top," a tele program

(originating cm WCAt
,

Philadel-

phia. i
i being enlarged 1 e»r pres-

ehfakiein in arena's. The Arena
Manage-!'- Aswi 1 * being asked to

route the layr/Ut into jt<- >-pe,t<- ne xt

season.
Charles Vanda, v. fin prceluees

t he sheiw cm v iete e;
.

j<- pile lung the

I
1 e.pe - itiejn to the kinr,-*)^ »i show-

. • ii
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demand by the union that all con -

tracts expire Dec. 30, day befou*
New Year’s Eve.
Agreement also has a dau .*

which stipulates that there slia. I

be no strikes or lockouts during rl *.

life of the contract. Except ion >

shall be non-payment of wages, i ,. .

ure by the owner to post a bor.d
compulsory mixing, or assault i,.

the oDerator.

One club ow'ner said that tie
contract will be more tenable ty

proprietors because under terms
of the agreement, it will be impos-
sible for a delegate to walk in and
threaten to pull tlie show because t

chorus girl hasn’t paid her dues tor
the month, or for some o»her minor
matter.

AGVA will classify cafes into

four groups, to be labeled A A. \

B and C. Classification will h.

based on size and type of talent

used and may coincide with the
American Federation of Musicians’
label. The AA niteries will pay
$125 minimum to principals and
$85 to chorus.

The LQ pact wound up nearly a

week of wrangling between the
ops and the union. AGVA. through
nitomey A. Frank Reel of the law
firm of Silverstone & Rosenthal,
had filed two unfair charges with
the State Labor Relations Board.
One was over the Blue Angel dis-

pute. Union says that the Angel
! was ready to sign, but held ofT at

the best of TROA. Other dispute
1 stems from union’s hassle with 52d
Street niteries. Union claims a

lockout, but owners on that thor-
oughfare say that they sent per-
formers home for one night be-
cai”e they didn’t want any trouble.

l rom this point on. union ex-
pects clear sailing in inking all

N. Y. cafes. They anticipate some
trouble with the 52d Street spots

* and perhaps some niteries in

Greenwich Village. Otherwise they
expect to cover all nightclubs with

I contracts in short order.

ers individually. They have re-

fused to recognize TROA as the

bargaining agent for the operators

and refused to deal with the organ-

ization as a group. Now, task of

the union will be considerably

easier because of the belief gener-

ally held that with the hfcid of the

organization Walters signed, others

will surely follow'.

Union Concessions
However, there were several im-

portant concessions made by the

union. Among them was the

union's agreement to submit dis-

putes to arbitration 30 day’s after

AGVA makes a decision in any

matter. The loser of the arbitra-

tion agrees to pay costs.

It was also agreed that all mini-

mum basic agreements will end on

Sept. 30. Date isn’t regarded as

ideal by the owners, but they feel

that it's better than the original

Sl.elley Winters in Vegas

Debut at Flamingo Hotel

IS o Goffslein, operator of the

Flamingo Hotel, Las Vegas, is

among those who came into New
York at World Series time to gan-

d t shows and look at talent pos-

sibilities for that spot. Goffstein’s

inn has just comoleted a series of

alterations which increased tlie

(V* parity of the hotel from 200 to

::t»U rooms by building an addi-

lion.’l win', and the casino area

has beep enlarged by 50'

Film actress Shelley Winters will

make her Las Vegas debut at t his

spot starting Oct. 15. Making a

comeback there starting tomorrow
(Tluirs .

)

is Veloz A Yolanda, vet

d’.'iice team who recently came out

ol retirement for some concert

dates.

Gpffstein is active in the Las

Ve'»:>s Variety Club tent. That
unit plans to build a clubhouse on
the strip of land being donated by

the hotel owners. The building

will have a simplex screen room
contributed by producer Bill Perl-

berg.

The fact remains that as the sit -

nation now stums, either union

ran throw a strike at a nitery or

v Hide house and the o
t
r. ravor, by

shrewd booking, can put on vir-

tually a comph e *-l.o ,
.y from acts

I hat belong to tin* opposing union

The forlheoinittg mating of the

AGVA national herd, which con-

venes Oct. 13 at the S'atler Hotel,

Buffalo, is expected to ask for

changes in its pact with tin* Al* H.

There has be n genera! di .satis-

faction with that agreement lor

.some time. Mo l ol toe AGVAites
feel that they’ve gull n the short

end ol the bar.,-.in since it was

si pied in 1951 by a “scared ad-

ministration. The AGV V attorneys.

Silverstone & Rosenthal, wanted
In light that out at the outset ill

the courts. There has been a

strong court precedent in a simi-

lar matter since the American
Guild ol Musical An i ds beat tin*

A FM when the latLr union tried

to I »ke over instrumental soloists.

Again another affiliate of the As-

sociated Actors and Artistes of

Aiifriea. the American Federation

ol Television and Radio Artists has

shown an inclination to fight the
\ 4 \ |{ar 0f Music Sets

A FM edict that its Members need . , »

not belong to any other union to Lineup 1 hrOUgn April
work in any jurisdiction where Hollywood, Oct. 6.

Ij got extra good clinic which
upped her to all meals.

Louise Riseo of tlie United World
Film Co. rated an okay to leave
lor one ineal in dining room.

Use Lowell, secretary for Buddy
Basch office in N. Y. t\. sent the
latest records for entertainment
department.

Louie i& Pops' Williams def-
initely beat tlie rap in one year,
and left for the Bronx to resume
work in the near future.

Henry Evans, a Warner Bros,

boy, won an all-clear green light
1

to go home.
Harvey ( Lee) Goodwin, iinpcr-

1

sonator, ended one year of rest

routine to rate an all-clear and
definite cure.

Your correspondent was given
a surprise birthday party celebrat-
ing his 68th birthday. A buffet
.unchcon at Don’s Melody Lounge
was held with Eddie Vogt and
Johnny 'WNB/J Garwood emcee-
ing the shindig and many gifts. Dr.
William Stern and three nurses
acted as chaperons. <My second
time out of tlie hospital in four
months'.

After a long siege in tlie Gen-
eral Hospital. Morris Weeker is

back at the Will Rogers resting
and recuping in solid comfort.

Will Nottingham off to Philly
i for a 10-day furlough.
!

Write to those who are ill.

Artists Representatives Assn.,

organization of talent agencies,

will elect its board of governors

Nov. 9. Elected board will then

convene the following day and bal- '

lot for organization officers from
among those already named to the

board. William Kent, who has :

been prexy of the organization

since its inception 13 years ago, is

again likely to succeed himself.

Nominated for the board of gov-
j

ernors to represent full members
are: Hattie Althoff. Milton Berger,

Harry Green. Leonard Green (Mer-

cury Artists Corp.V; Joe Glaser
(Associated Booking Corp.V Dave
Jonas, William Kent, Benny Kut-

,

chuk. Nat Lcfkowitz (William Mor-
ris Agency*; Jack Lenny, Leon

,

Newman. Charlie Rapp, Harry
(

Romm (Music Corp. ot America',
and Art Weeins (General Artists

1 Corp '. Associate members to be
voted on are Nat Debin (Liebling-

; Wood', Larry Gengo (Frank Sen-
1 ties' and Frank Taylor (Lew &
Leslie Grade Agency).

SEABOLD States Exposition here resulted in

a peculiar setup in which the
aquatic sections of the show had

J

to be separated from the other
j

portion of the program. Producer
Harold Sleinman couldn't install I

the tank setup for the Lottie
Mayer Diving Girls and for

,

“Dancing Waters" because of the
fact that the auditorium w as be-

j

ing used to judge livestock and a i

clear floor had t< he maintained
during the day. As a result, ‘‘Danc-
ing Waters" went under a sepa-
rate tent, and the rest of the lay-

out played the main auditorium.
The Lottie Mayer Diving Girls
didn’t work that engagement.

Gross for Dancing Waters was
$20,000. show playing at 30c a

head with shows on the hour. The
fountain used three routines.
Louis Armstrong Oicli, which was
booked for this engagement,
worked with "Hippodrome.” Gross
for the main part of the show was
.$50,000, for a $70,000 week's total

lor the Sleinman operation.

Normal combined presentation
prevailed for the engagement at

the Boston Garden which followed.
Show’s previous dates were played

I
in Quebec and Montreal.

Opening Saturday

^ for 1 /7th

9 of a Week

I GREEN BRIER

I White Sulphur

I Spring*,

J West Virginia

K—MARK J. LEDDY
LEON NEWMAN

Currently Oct. 1-14

NEIL HOUSE
Columbus, Ohio
Ju«t Completed

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
Now Orleans

Thonk

i

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.
FRANK HANSHAW, Cincinnati

TOM MARTIN, New York

Continued from page 65

welfare fund income with its sister

unions.
Despite the AGVA withdrawal in

tlie east, the vaude union continues

to share in TA divvies from the

Coast. They have not withdrawn
from that setup, one of the reasons
lying in tlie fact that vaude per-

formers aren’t the key to the bene-

fit situation as in the east. The
principal union is Screen Actors
Guild, which supplies top film

names to the gratis shows.
Eddie Rio. AGVA Coast regional

director, is expected at the N. Y.

office, where he'll plump for an
eastern duplication of the Coast
TA setup. West has a system which
calls for division of the coin to the
various unions in relation to the
talent contributions by the various
unions.
The 4As will discuss tlie TA mat-

ter today (Wed.*, but any changes
will have to he ratified by the
AGVA national board meet, which
convenes Oct. 13 at the Statler
Hotel. Buffalo,

Command Vauders Set
London. Get. 6.

Full list of participating artists

for the Nov. 2 Command Vaude
Performance includes Jimmy Ed-
wards, Jimmy James, Tommy
Cooper. Gloria Nord, Jack Warner,
Eve Boswell. Jo Jac & Joni, Anne
Shelton, Johnny Silver. Tom Pedi

and Lew Herbert from "Guys and
Dol Is." Sheila O'Neil from "Paint
Your Wagon’’ and Edward Hock-
ridge from "Carousel" road show.

Event is at Coliseum this year,

instead of the Palladium.

LEW

BLACK
•nd

PAT

DUNDEE

BOB
(Bobby)

ROLLINS fBtovty and
the least

)

A new note In
Clamor Comedy

Currently
CHUBBY’S

Camden, N. J.

Mat.:
GERBER WEISS
MERCURY
ARTISTS

730 5th A*., N. Y.

air t r>* r®op-r—

/ INOOOR SPOKT
/ SHOW

Jr P.t.rvin i Oct 5-ltt

Jr Oun’t tell Billy

Guldi* y«u cant
u • mr' Silly Bn

!

looked thru WILLIAM SHILLING
US West 44th Street

New York City

Paula Smith, wife of veteran
vauder Billy Giason. out ot hospital
after serious operation. Glasons
are publishers of the Fun-Master
Gag File service.

DEAN ALLEN
.

• i
’

- v • ’

_

• •
...

:

Palace. New York

NEW YORK CRITICS

PRAISE
Just Concluded

Successful Engagement
ot th# . . .

VARIETY
"Dean Allen is a clean cut gent
with a big set of tenor pipes. His
voice is clear, his technique is true
and he knows how to milk a song
for all its got. In addition to the
straight song segment. Allen offers
a bit in the voice of Donald Duck,
which he essa.ied for Walt Disney
on the coast . . . Yorks ... He’s
best in the song department, lie
makes pleasant listening of ‘IPs A
Lovely Day Today,’ ‘Jezebel,’ a
medley from ‘This Is the Army’ and
a sock ‘I Believe’ closer." Cros.
BILLBOARD
"Dean Allen, new to the house.

WALTER WIXCHF.I.L
"Encorsages: Dean Allen
Palace bill."

has a good voice . . . The lad has
a good novelty number in which
he explains that Hollywood
wouldn't let him use it, except to

stooge for Donald Duck. He uses

a dummy duck for an amusing
ventro finish."

EARL WILSON. New York Post

"Today’s Bravos: Dean Allen's sing-

ing at the Palace.”

DANTON WALKER. New York
Daily News

"Something new is playing at the

Palace . . . Dean Allen, original

voice ...”

II Y GARDNER, New York Herald
Tribune

“Dean Allen, tlie sock singer now
playing the Palace, ran't live down
tlie fact that lie was the original
voice of Donald Duck when he
(Allen, not the duck* was only
right years old."

FRANK Ql'IN’N. New Ymk Daily
Mirror

"Dean \llen, a singer in his debut
. . . lie has a good voice."

Representation for Palace Date wai PHIL GPPIN, 14S West 44th St„ New Yark—Plate 7-0242
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WM’s Lampkin Opening
Own Agency ifi Houston

Chicago, Oct. 6

Thil Lampkin. who recently re-
signed as head of the William Mor-
ris office here, is opening his own
agenev in Houston later this month
Lampkin. who covered Texas and
the middle west for Morris, will
have a working affiliation with in-
die offices in N. V . L. A. and Chi
The new Phil Lampkin Agency

also has been appointed to handle
national TV film syndication of
K-H Productions in Houston K-B
is currently making a pilot pic
with Carl Havazza.

Omaha, Oct. 6.

Annual Ak-Sar-Ben Rodeo con-

tinues to be a show biz phenom

l,err .
Latest opus, even with a

slightly slimmer entertainment

budget, attracted some 50.000 at a

t<60 top for the 11 performances,

Sept. 25-Oct. 3.

Prize list runs well into five fig-

ures, so several top cowpokes spent

tune shuttling back and forth via

air between here and concurrent

Madison Square Garden, N.Y.,

show.
Producer Leo Cremer’s stock is

in top shape and there were the

usual number of spills and chills,

although no serious injuries. Same
outfit moves from here to Chicago
Stockyards, opening Oct. 10.

Interspersed with the six rodeo

events are 12 other features. Ak-
Sar-Ben’s 4-H Club stock show is

held with the rodeo, so kids parade
their champ bulls, a lassie is intro-

duced each night as that day's

“queen,” high school bands are

brought in to perform; etc.

Top pro acts are the Roy Rogers
bosses, displayed by Corky and
Lynn Randall and trained by
Lynn's hubby, Glenn, who is sitting

out this season in Hollywood.
Corky does dancing horse bit,

puts the Red Pony of pic "fame”
through his paces, then brings on
eight golden Palominos for top act

of night.

The Palominos’ Liberty drill is

highlighted by one nag that does
comedy to top n.itts. Windup is a
hind-leg stand around the ring by
the hosses, a la Ringling ele-
phants.

Lynn, a comely brunet, takes
over for "The Equine Act Beaut i-

ful,” which not only is a dupe of
Elia Bradna's center-ring Ringling
net for years, dow’o to the different
colored pigeons, but also has iden-
tical billing.

A nine-year-old. Wanda Lou Mc-
Cush. goes over big in her five-

minute inning in which she rides
six ponies in a Roman standing
jump over a small hurdle. The lit-

tle gal sells like a vet.
Other innovations include Cre-

mer's display of original Texas
longhorn steers, which he grabbed
in Mexico last winter. They’re
brought on with house darkened
lor strobe effect that just shows
their long horns and brands. Strobe
is also used in grand entry for first
time. International Harvester trac-
tors are later brought on for a
"square dance” that is novel—and
doesn’t crimp the budget, since it’s

lor free.

Back again with Cremer are
downs Wiley McCray and Zeke
Bowery, with same old gags and
stunts. They're adequate—but it

ncms this is a field that could
‘-land plenty of new sight gags.

Washington. Oct. fi.

An adverse income-tax decision,

involving a deal with Frank Sin-

atra and the Music Coi p. of A liter*

ica, has been appealed to the U. S.

Supreme Court by General Artists

Corp.

Case involves earnings in con-
nection with Sinatra's switch of

representation from GAC to MCA.
It involves nearly $42‘000 which
GAC received for the fiscal year
ending Oct 31, 1944

GAC had Sinatra parted three
ways for live appearances, radio
and TV. and motion pictures. On
Aug 2l», 1943, Sinatra jumped to

MCA despite tin* contracts. On
Dec 10. 1943. GAC and MCA made
a deal whereby Sinatra Went under
exclusive MCA management. MCA
agreed to pay a portion of the
crooner's earnings to GAC.

In its tax return. GAC claimed
what it received was capital gains
for which it rendered no service to

Sinatra Therefore, said the agency,
the money was subject only to the
25*7 longterm capital gains tax.

Bureau of Internal Revenue in-

sisted the money was regular in-

come and subject to excess profits

tax. It demanded an additional
$20,573 In taxes. Case has already
been tried in the IJ. S. Tax Court
and the Circuit Court of Appeals,
with the Revenue Bureau winning
both times.

Medicos Sue N.Y. Copa For

3006, Claiming Assault
Pori land. Ore.. Oct 6.

The battle of the G-string or less

may be fought here next week
Portland never had a real bur-

lesk house until a year ago when
Candy Renee, better known as

"The Belle of New Orleans" and
an ace stripper, took over the man-
agement of the Star Theatre and
used name strippers as headliners
on a two-week basis. She tacked
on a tab of $1.80 per seat, and still

is raking in the coin.

Last week John Becker, a Cali-

fornian, took over t lie shuttered
Capitol Theatre and gave it a face-

lifting for a glorified burlcsk
house.
Becker is married to Tempest

Storm, who will work the spot next

week. She had two dates at the

Star this year and did smashing
biz. Miss Renee has inked Becker's
ex-spouse, Arabelle Andre, for the

same twb weeks. Results should
be interesting.

Two surgeons filed suit for

$300 000 against the CoparaInina.
\ V . claiming assault by several
waiters and other attendants Trial
has been set for Oct 13 in N V
Supreme Court by Justice James
B XL McNally, who granted a pe-

tition for immediate proceedings.

The medicos. Dr Charles F
Daniels and Dr. John \V Devine,
dr . latter of Lynchburg. Va . on
night of Dec. 14. 1951. it's claimed,
had been waiting for a table and
had a few drinks at the bar up-
stairs When they were told I hat
their table was ready. Daniels, it's

alleged, was carrying an unfinished
drink when he was told it was
against the rules of the house to

carry liquor through the premises
In the ensuing argument, it's said,

fisticuffs started and Devine went
to tlie aid of his friend Daniels
states lie wound up with seven
fractured ribs and other injuries
that disabled him for tour weeks.
Devine said he got one fractured
rib out of the deal.

The Copa entered a general
denial of all the charges.

k Allentown. Pa., Oct. 8

The Allentown Fair drew 125,-

070 paid attendance in five days
this year, 10.000 more than a year
ago. The big day was Thursday
•1'. with 35.546 paid. Total ad-
mission receipts were $62,535, with
more than $9,000 added front park-
ing fees.

Attendance in the gramhtand.
where vaudeville shows were
staged twice daily, hasn't been an-

nounced vet. hut it's estimated at

about 30.000 for the five days Top
admission price was $3.

‘CAPADES’ IN BEST PITT

SEASON WITH 260G B.O

Nazareth's Bankruptcy
Nazareth, Pa.. Oct. 6

Nazareth Fair, revived last year
after a lapse of about 20 years, has
filed a petition in bankruptcy.
Liabilities were listed at $100,000.
and assets, including fair grounds
and buildings, at $110,000.

Jerome Fried, manager of fair,

said petition was filed to clear a

claim of $13,000 against fair which
official considers isn't justified. He
said that fair corporation is able
to meet all debts and will continue
to operate the fair and also stock
car races there, a Sunday feature.

(oodwin, Miami Hold Op,

In N. Y. on Talent Prowl
Maurice Goodwin, operator of

the Sans Souci Hotel, Miami
Beach, was in New York last week
to look over the roster of talent
available for his hostel. So far, he’s
hooked Arthur Blake for four
weeks, starting Nov. 10.

He's looking around for names
for his spots.

Pittsburgh, Oct. 6.

"Ice Capades” engagement this

season was most profitable here in

show’s history. John H. Harris

skating extravaganza in 17 per-

foimances at The Gardens grossed

in excess of $260,000. every single

dollar show could do. It played

to SRO from opening to closing

Saturday night « 3 > and couldn't

squeeze another person into the

big sports arena.
Demand for tickets was so great

that Harris inserted an extra after-

noon show on Friday <2>, and 24

hours after announcement was
made, every pasteboard was gone
for this one. too. Newspaper ad-

vertisements were yanked at end
of first week since there was no
point in spending the coin alter

all the seats were gone.
In the past. "Ice Capades" has

usually had to push hard to sell

the final few days of the local

stay, but not this time. Could easily

have stayed an extra week to the

same story.

SAVAGE HANDLING 802 PRESS

Abe L. Savage has been named
public relations director for New
York Local 802, American Federa-
tion of Musicians.

Spot has been vacant since Ar-
nold Bcichman exited early this
year.

THEY ARE EXCELLENT" "THEY'RE A GOOD BET
— Jose, P^RlEfY —Trau, JSfinfET

BRING DOWN THE HOUSE EVERY TIMEM— W iilMir Frcnr

‘AMAZING*’ "KEPT THE CUSTOMERS
Murk, ySmPTY MITTING FOR MORE" -Billboard

WORK TO BEGOFFS*’ . . . “PAGE IS TERRIFIC”
. . . “CAN HANDLE ANY ROOM OR STAGE”— USk/FTy

‘Capades’ To Add Stereo
Following current Hollywood

trend. John H. Harris announced
last week that the 1955 edition of

his “Ice Capades” would he

equipped with stereophonic sound.

In his skating extravaganzas. Har-

ris always features a big produc-

tion number condensed from a pic

or a musical—this year it s "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs." be-

fore that it was “Brigadoon" —
and they're pre-recorded in their

entirety on the Coast before re-

hearsals begin..

Harris hasn't decided what hi*

big splash will he for 55 "Ice ( a-

pades." hut whatever it is. it II be

taped for stereophonic equipment

this summer and show will travel

with necessary speakers to he

spread out around the arenas Hie

icer plays.

FEliO anil

BRUNO
"There’s a short detour you have

to navigate before you get to the
Gatineau Country Club. But don't
let that stop you. Even if the
road contractors went berserk and
tore up the whole countryside,
this writer would hire a helicopter
to get hark to hear Felo and
Bruno. Two pleasant, polished
Cuban boys at two grand pianos.
Sixteen fingers and four thumbs,
hut what they can do on these two
keyboards! Their opening Friday
night had the firstnighters spell-

bound . . . and stunned with their

versatility. Wisely chosen is their

first number, dear to the heart of

every music-lover, George Gersh-
win's ‘Rhapsody in Blue.' from
there to rhumbas, sambas, mambas,
liberally sprinkled with popular
ballads all executed to thunderous
applause. In fact, the audience
couldn't hold their acclaim until

the finish of eaeh number . . . they
broke out spontaneously, uncle Joe
claims, and rightly, in his ‘gati-

notes.’ that you don’t have to go
to New York to see a good floor

show . . . and with this w* heartily
agree. We even offered the loan
of our hall-pointer so he could
sign ’em up for a stay-over. Don’t
let your arthritis keep you from
getting out to hear Felo and Bruno.
Any ambulance company can han-
dle your wheel rhair and even that
expense will be well rewarded."

—

C.B.F., the Ottawa Citizen, Ottawa,
Canada, August 11, 1952.

"Spitfire

s

of the Pianos”

Currently

NEW GOLDEN, Reno
(Return Engagement)

Signed for 3rd Engagement

Season

Future Engagements

CHI-CHI, Palm Springs
BEVERLY HILLS C.C., Cincinnati

TROPICANA, Havana
CHATEAU MADRID, New YorkEarl Carrolls Theatre Restau-

rant. unused as a nitery for more

than two years, will relight ( In i*t-

mas Eve featuring big productions

and a line of girls. Spot has been

taken over on a longterm lease by

vet booker Frank Sennes. who has

set Donn Arden to produce the

shows.
Sennes currently i* contemplat-

ing name change for the room.

Save for spasmodic television anil

private affairs, it has been dark

«ince the short-lived importation

of a Lou Walters Latin Quarter

Revue. He’s bankrolling the spot

partly on his own and partly with

private financing. A veteran of

nitery and vaude operations. Sen-

nes currently i* booking shows lor

the Beverly Hills Country Club

and the Desert Inn. Las Vepa«.

where Arden is also producing.

Room probably will operate on

a package food-and-drink policy

with a $5. plux tax. lab tor a chii k-

en-in-a-ba*ket dinnci plus bever-

age.

Spetiol

Permanent Safe*

from $17.50 Weekly

rtlo ft. Hi lino duo piano team, no conipi enrle

English hut. they t rant fate some Latin rhythm* lor

easy uiidei > landing arid enjoyment. The\ ie a

couple (if goqdjooking. uninhibited exhibitionists

who are fun to watch and arria/ing to hear. The
recital is an edge ol the seat, atlair from starl to

i inish.

The two arpigos bounce around on their stools,

kick them away and dance as they play, trade
pianos alter a jitterbug and rnambo, and enthu-
siastically urge each other on with highly accented,
sparse English. On "Cuniana" and "Guadalajara"
the pair icallv heat up. Klckity English helps
greatly to color the art, and exuberance is catching.”

Mark.
Variety, Sept. 30, 1953

Direction—LARRY GENGO
FRANK SENNES AGENCY
225 We»t 57th Street, New York

Transient rooms

also available.

RESORT INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Pertonol Management

NOEMI R. GARRI

Mt*r»— large ar imall active ar Inartiva.
•M R* X »»art Manaaer la l»a»«. aarrata
*" aiifltandmg larga retart in anllicn
>ar, titling. Wonderful opportunity.

V- 101*3, Variety, 154 W»M 4US St.

*»• V«,-k It N. V.
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AGYA MULLS ‘OFF LIMITS’

TAG ON CALUMET CITY

eral acceptance—a* an attraction
j

because they easily rate with the
LISE ROY
Song*
23 Mins.
Continental Cafe. Montreal

Lise Roy, after several months
of semi-retirement, preems her
Montreal return at Jean Norman*
din’s refurbished Continental Cafe
and chanteuse exhibits all her for-

mer song savvy plus an extra so-

phistication that takes her out of

the usual chirp groove.

The layoff from the cafe circuit

seems to have done this songstress

a lot of good. From the routine
Gallic pop that was her forte at

one time, she has now groomed a

songalog and manner that makes
her a cinch for any of the better

rooms either here or in the U. S.

Big factor in her appeal is the
ease in which she can switch from
French to English as evidenced
from her restrained but potent
handling of '‘Padam” to "Septem-
ber Song.’’ Each song packs a wal-
lop with this femme, and straight-

best of their kind.

This is the sort of acrobatic

adagio where the unknowing
would give disproportionate credit

to the woman but where the wom-
an is wholly dependent lor her

pyrotechnics upon the smooth sup-

port of the man. Here is a part-

nership of equals in high skill.

Standout impressions of the

pair are <1) the applause-inducing
door splits of the gal with which
some of the involved feats are paid

off, and »2> the incredible-seem-

ing ease with which the man es-

calates the gal holding her feet

in the palms of his hands.
The Music Hall is not an ideal

setting and the pair performed in

front of a somewhat "busy” mob
of mannequins and other passen-
gers ostensibly on a stratospheric
liner over the ocean. Girl works
in the briefest cloth-of-gold briefs

and bra. Because of the handling
and the need for a firm grasp of

flesh it is perhaps not possible
tor such a performer to wear
lights, But it would make a star-

tling effect in shiny black to the
hipline.

Put Cliiquita & Johnson in the
books as solid competence, capa-
ble of evoking spontaneous appre-
ciation from the best clientele.

Land.

Chicago, Oct. 6

Calumet City, 111., may be de-

clared “off limits” to American
Guild of Variety Artists members
if bonifaces there continue to re-

sist AGVA’s demands for better

working conditions and higher

wage scales. Midwest director of

the guild, Ernie Fast, said the strip

joints in the town had banded to-

gether and appointed a spokesman
to oppose him after they were in-

vited by AGVA to negotiate for a

minimum basic agreement.

Fast has sent letters to all night

clubs in Calumet City, warning op-
erators to meet his terms or suffer
the consequences of the out-ol-
bounds strategy.

I.OI.A FLORES
With Carmen Flores. Fairo. Paco

Aguilera. Manuel Garcia, Matos

Songs. Dance
40 Mins.
Tratro Strand, N. Y.

l.i, la Flores, the Spanish fla-

menco singer-dancer, who lighted

at the Te.it ro Strand. Brooklyn.

,._4 a session in Mexico, is

ihjy the hottest in the Iberian

and terp line to hit the U. S.

The senorita.

ith her sister Carmen.
Aguilera and dancer

best ex-
here-

follow mg
proha
tune i

since Carmen Amaya
m company w
guitarist Paco
Fairo, is just about the

pound of Castillian taps

about s.

Miss Flores is a singer and danc-

er. equally adept in both lines.

She's also an actress of consider-

able talents and a show-woman of

coosnmate skill. This looker, who
stirs the crowds in the gypsy arts,

hits her audiences with offerings

that earn heavy drama. Her full-

bodied songs tell of the depths of

sorrow, speak for the oppressed
and stir audiences in earthy lan-

guage that brings applause in the

middle id a comma Miss Flores
doesn’t have punch in the orthodox
sense of the word. Her songs and
voice have inherent power on their

own, : 'd she points up their mean-
ing w*h some impromptu dance
Sl cos.

Iii the dance line, she still leans
toward the heavily dramatic. Her
solo ventures are of an intense
variety, but one that still permits
a sock da nee design. Her heel work
is fast and powerful and her ap-
plause rating is top.

Miss Flores starts her solo work
in the raiment of royalty anil then
works down to the garb of the

Torward styling, with the refresh-

ing lack of hoked-up Franco dra-

matics, draws solid audience atten-

tion and reception.

Chirper is a brunet with a me-
! diurn hut attractive figure; taste-

i fully gow ned and her preambles

Dallas Nitery Held Up;

Joni-Morrow Just Closed
before each-pitch are bilingual and
brief. Chanteuse avoids the obvi-

ous and hackneyed in song test,

perhaps tries too hard at times to

do the more offbeat numbers but
tempos ate varied and shows much
promise.

Unlike most similar singers. Miss
Roy has carefully stayed away
from the trick mannerisms of the
top French thrushes. Other than
the fact she sings alone on the
stage with the orch behind a cur-
tain, a la Piaf, her gestures are kept
to a minimum. Okay for any vis-

ual medium, particularly TV and
intimeries.

Dallas, Oct. 6.

Three armed bandits escaped
with $3,200 at Longhorn Ranch
here early Wednesday (29>, after
forcing nitery ow'ner Hyman Fader
to open an office safe. Robbery
occurred after a sock one-night
stand by Joni James and Buddy
Morrow’s orch, which drew' 3,000
payees at $2.50 top.

Both Miss James and Morrow'
had been paid and left the club
before the holdup, when 20 per-
sons, including eight members of
Morrow’s band, were forced to lie

on the office floor w-hile the un-
masked trio waited for the loot.

IANA MASON
Songs
t*> \iinx

Basin Street, N. Y.
Jana Mason has what it takes

to gel into the bigtime bracket.
She’s a canary with looks, build,
style and a solid set of pipes.
Quickest way for a thrush to get
to the top of the heap these days
is via a disclick and even though
she’s not yet got that much sought
after diskerv pact, the road ahead
should lead to lotsa nitery and
tele work. The a&r men will catch
up to her soon enough. She pre-
viously hilled herself Jana Jones.

Miss Mason overcomes a pre-
tentious huild-up and some strange
lighting effects by bolting out her
songalog straight and hard with
an appropriate seasoning of
warmth and sex. Fact that she’s
easy to look at also makes her
easy to listen to. She gets every-
one in the room comfortable with

' an appealing "Jeover Man” and
sustains the mood as she moves

: into "Happiness Is A Thing Called
!
Joe.” She then jars the crowd out
of its dreamy mood with a rousing
rendition of "When The Saints Co

!
Marching In." She’s off to a big
mitt.

Her encore choice. "I Believe."
is another matter. She probably
wants to be au courant with this
rcligioso click blit it doesn’t tit

her form. She recovers quickly,
however, with a lively workover of
"Basin Street" anil goes off again
to solid and response.

Attractive garbing and coif
heighten her natural sa Gros.

JOHNNY MARTIN
Songs
14 Mins.
Black Orchid, Chicago
Johnny Martin, who for 2 1 2

years slugged production num-
bers for the now-defunct Chez
Paree Adorables line, is adrift as
a solo, having been axed along
with the chorus owing to the
budget reallocation at the Chez.
Although lie’s well enough known
in these parts, he doesn’t consti-
tute any particular lure by him-
self. but he does carry over the
stage-savvy and ingratiating de-
portment he developed at the Chez.
On the whole, he’s satisfying as a
standard act in an intimate room.

Tall, strapping youth is a straight
singer with an agreeable voice that
has a vague unmelodious quality
and a slight tendency towards
growing mawkish on love ballads.
His selections are refreshingly not
in the current pop splash, consist-
ing chiefly of seldom-heards and
smoothly sold oldies like "Do I

Love You?” and "Aren’t You Glad
You're You.” Martin has plenty of
volume and punch for folkish “I
Got a Song.” and his German-
English treatment of "Auf Wieder-
sehen" has good impact, but the
net can use a stronger palm-getter
than "Midnight” for closer. Lcs.

IIONKY BROTHERS (3)

Knockabout, Talk
7 Mins.
Radio City Music Hall. N. Y.

has been e\The name ‘Honey
tensively employed through the

,

years for turns. Honey Boys.

j

Drippers. Family, Girls. Troupe.
Trio and Dreamers, are all in the
New Act files of Variety. The

j

present act comprises three young
men who did not show to advan-
tage in the vastness of the Music'
Hall. What was intended to be

,

tunny proved, in these surround -

1

ings. pretty routine knockabout.'
In a smaller house and to less dis-

criminating clientele the response
might tie better. Here the results'
were flat at the bow off.

Turn opened j list before the
drapes closed in on one of the
lugger Music Hall production
scenes. Boys then worked in what
may pass for “one” at this giap-
torium. In an attempt to create
audience response at the outset
one lad dives into the pit using
the piano as a stepdown. If this
\aliant try for a laugh was greeted
at the Hall with stony silence, the
boys may at least comfort them-
selves with the story of the Ger-
man acrobat who broke his neck
in an attempt to enliven a dead
auilirnce.

The Honeys are taking a hard
route—the one from plain acro-
batics to comedy. Such is the
course of expansion, ambition and
showmanship but this trio has
much work yet to do for all the
seeming acceptance of a date at

the^liisic Hall. As a starter, they
could improve their dressing— al-

though it is possible that some-
one at the Music Hall inflicted
those ghastly orange neckpieces
on them. Land.

Currently 2nd Week

Bakersfield, Calif.

Pert. Mgt.: DAVE BRANOWER

OCTOBER 7

CARRY MOORE SHOW
CB9-TV

Currently
HORIZON CLUB

Pittsburgh

Pe rtonel Mgt :— DAVIO L. SHAPIRO
1774 Broidwiy. N. Y. Cl 5 Slit

For Night Clubs. WEISS GERBER
LILLY CHRISTINE <3»

Dance
14 Mins.
Basin Street. N. Y.

Lilly Christine’s stuff is as
subtle as a Kinscv report. She
hulls it home with her abbreviated
bikini setup and her frenetic un-
dulations. it’s strictly for the orbs
of the proverbial tired business
man

Miss Christine holds nothing
hack Everything moves. And her
control is amazing. Wiggles fore
and aft. separately and in unison,
for absorbing effect Choreog-
raphy. a euphemism here, is a lit-

tle repetitious since there aren't
too many different ways to shake
up parts of the anatomy and she
tends to lose her grip midway in
the sequence Could cut it for
stronger results.
She works with two unbilled

males who do little more than
chase her around. They finally
catch her tor does she catch them?!
and trio exits meaningfully to-
gether into her rooming house.

Definitely not for family trade
spots but okay for fun-loving bis-
tros. Gros.

COMEDY MATERIAL
for AH Branthes of Theatricoli

FUN-MASTER
THl ORIGINAL SHOW BIZ GAG fill

• The Sorvlro of tbo STARS)
First II fees $7 00— All 35 Issues S2S
Singly: SI 05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY
Beginning with No. 1—No Skipping!
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book S10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET *75 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk. *25 •
• BLUE BOOK iGags for Stags' *50 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

S3 00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS. $300. Worth aver a thousand

No C O D '*

BILLY GLASON
200 W 54th St New York 19-0ept. V

Circle 7-1130

WORLD'S GREATEST HYPNOTIST
Oef 13-11

shrine Auditorium
Croat Falls, Mont.

Publicity—BRANDON ENTERPRISES
430 W. 24th Street Now YorkBellevue Casino, Montreal

Roger Doueet. currently taking
vocal honors in the new Bellevue
Casino productions, shows much
improvement over past appear-
and's in this and various other
cafes around Montreal,

A short, stoekily-huilt lenor.
Doueet has moved ahead easily in
past few years and now takes a
song session with authority. He
has losl the rather pompous style
when fust starting the boite eir-
euit and works a ballad with the
same enthusiasm as an opera aria.
As a single in the present show.
Doueet reprises a rousing medley
of Jerome Kern tunes as high-
point for plaudits and then shares
Piping stints in the production
items with songstress Doris Wolin.
Doueet has okay value in most

mediums with the emphasis on the
full-stage offerings. Manner is
personable and well-trained voice
is adaptable to any size of room
or theatre. Ncu't.

SENSATIONAL
DANCE ACT

(THE VALENTINO WHIP)

WESTERLYCHIQl’ITA & JOHNSON
i Adagio
5 Mins.
Radio City Music llall. V Y.

i This is a delayed American de-
but for this European team which
has meantime continued fulfilling
a prolonged engagement in Ha-
vana. Cuba. A television date on
the Ed Sullivan dido preceded the
opening in the Music Hall The
capsule on Cliiquita & .Johnson:
they’ll have no resistance to gen-

WORLD'S WORST!

WE LL GET YOU
CANCELLED!

T rial Folio, Gag«, Bits
Perodle*, Intros, *1 00— CATALOO FREE —
SEBASTIAN 10934 V
Hamlin No. Hollywood.
Calif. SU 2-4459

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON
prBMBft

SASHA l.KONOI F
Accordion
10 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.
Making his first appearance at

the Dalai c, accordionist Sasha I.c-

onoff^ is said to have had radio
cYpeVience In Chicago as well as
"ii tile cafe circuit. Opens here bv
fingering a spirited "Dark Eyes"
amt follows with some tepid anec-
dotes and gags.

I.eonolT is very much the virtu-
o o when manipulating t ho squeeze
ho. lie swaggers and postures
ultra theatrically while making

i’ll such tunes as "The Shep-
heids Rhapsody." If his stance
v more decoiotis and lus patter
" ''re on the same quality level as
1 1 • - accordionist u s, he'd hav e a

me \i tiitl media potential. But at

i" 'id, the act is just another
turn. A GiJb.

LYNN CARROLL SUE MARLOWE
JONES & WILBERT
Acro-tap
6 Mins.
Apollo. N. Y.
Jones & Wilbert are an acro-tap

team with enough on the ball to
please at nahe vauders such as the
Apollo Act is also an okay bet
for niteries specializing in Negro
showcasing. Duo fierform in tails,
but outfits impress as needing
better tailoring.

Standout bit has one of the duo
lifting a table, supporting two
chairs, by his teeth and going
through his terp routine. Jess.

Enchantress In Tune

Vmerlcen Rep: WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL MAROUANI AGENCY PARIS

WHEN IN BOSTON
Ift ffceRecent Engagement*

Chi Chi— Pelm Spring*. Celif.

SHAMROCK HOTEL— Mou*ton T*m
LARRY POTTER* Hollywood Celif

CRESCENDO— Hollywood. Celif

All Malarial by Marc Raymond
— Fanonal Maaoqamaat—MARC RAYMOND. Hollywood, Calif

Ju*t Concluded
4 week* CHI CHI. Pelm Spring* Celif

Recent Engagement*
JUNG HOTEL— New Orleen*. Le
SHAMROCK HOTEL—Hou*ton. Teiet
CHASE HOTEL— St. Louu. Mo

Fire which practically destroyed
Danceland. Dallas night snot, did
estimated damage of $10,000. Spot

i
was operated by G. C. Cantrell.

Avery A WotbiwqtoB St*.

> i • » • » *ft
I



Waldorf-Astoria, !V. V.
Pcitachou: Nat Branduynne and

y lScha Borr bands; $2 and $2.50

cover.

patachou's third return to the

# Waldorf within this same 1953 year

not only a record for the flag-

ship hostelry of the Hilton chain

j,ut probably a record of some kind

in show biz annals. Marking her

American debut here last January,

she was brought back in March
for a second month and this fall

reopening of the Waldorf's Empire
Room sees her in for a six-week

1

'something of a record, too, is

the French comedienne's marked
advances in poise and Yank show
b;z savvy. This is not totally to be
unexpected in light of the expert

management she has in Arthur

I esser. a Yank with a native

French background, linguistically

and showmanship-wise. The same
thing he did for Maurice Chevalier

when he made his first postwar
l s tour with a one-man show, at

legit prices, has been achieved

with Rataehou. It is the leavening

of the Gallic flavor to Yank stand-

ards. with result she has almost
j

achieved the idea of satirizing her
;

o\wi native stylists.

In actuality, the lampooning is

a blend of the tres tragique style !

of the Riaf and Lucienne Boyer
;

school, played against the chan-
tuosie-irom-Milwaukee style of a
Jlildcgarde, both of which are

j

•standard" in the bistro belt.

On her own. Patachou is a tlior-
!

oughly uninhibited and quite in-

telligent interpreteur of t h e
j

Franco- Yank idioms. Her accent I

is on l'Anglaise. and even the
French stuff is sufficiently broad
and familiar for general consump-
tion In now good English, despite
the Montmarte brogue, she knows
how to mix up the home-on-lhe-
rango stuff with its la Champs-
Elysees flavor (this is an item from
a forthcoming Nat Hiken-Lesser-
Hay Ventura vidpix series. “Pat
of Montmartre’’) along with au-
thentic homegrown items such as
Charles Trend's “La Joie"; “Je
Suis Heureuse" (I Am Happy), a
new French pop which has a good
chance for America; “C’est Si
Bon. the Yves Montand hit, “A
Paris

'
plus her own interpretation

of '(' est Magnifique” 'from “Can-
Can ') which she satirizes in high
style. Same goes for the medley
of French oldies, and her treat-
ments of “Just One of Those
Things" (straight) and “Why Don't
You Believe Me?" (hoked>.

In the same stylized white
blouse and blue skirt, with only
an understandable conceit for
Inin shoes which do right by her
gams, she is a different comedi-
enne in that she’s not the “suffer-
ing diseuse type. She exempli-
fies the joie de vivre of her open-
ing Trend rollicking song. When
she gets into “Hue FEpique.”
named after that crooked street
off the Place de Terte (back of
Paris' Sac-re Coeur). where Pata-
< lion's bistro is situated, it is t lie
more remarkable that Lesser has
done what he did with his charge.

Pat adieu’s, on the topmost hill
of Montmartre, is a combination
Loon & Eddie s and the old Club
18 (Jack White’s*, where the heps
and t lie provincials used to mingle.
Mie went in for boomps-a-daisy
;, nd (utting-oft-the-ties shenani-

u ‘ ,h the locals and yokels
alike Then Maurice Chevalier
took her in hand, sponsored her.
<ut down on the hokum, and his
naming is evident in other man-
nerisms in her work. Certainly.

It> conservative Waldorf was
figured the least likelv spot lor
’er

- but Claude C. Philippe (of
tn** management), who knew her
"ork spotted her as a hot Atner-
( ( an potential. She has come a
mng way since, as evidenced by
her click at this stand.

*^at Brandwynne. pianist-maes-

cu'
18 exceUent musical assist.

>h* h « s only the inevitable

Story of (her) Life,” which
her a chance at some down-

ing. She demonstrates a chance
at opera, does a sultrv blues sing-
er who tours the ringside and
busses a male, does a typical gidd\
young singer, and winds m her me-
dium. with "Feudin,' Fussin' and
Fightin .”

Bob Williams performs miracles
in laugh-retrieving with hi- dug.
which docs not perform at all
Spaniel carries off a beautiful role
as a lazy, unconcerned pooch while
William encourages him uitfrTn-
thusiastic praise.

The Riverside Starlets are a lit-
tle premature with a “Winter Won-
derland’’ opener in this show. How-
ever. producer Moro was up against
a routine shortage faced with an-
other hillbilly or w estem-t v pe
show following Miss Shay, ‘he
throws in a cute hoedown for a
windup routine, with half the Star-
lets in bonnets and the others in
overalls. .Mark*.

Sli«*rrv.\<*th<*rlaml. \.y.
.Amru Sani I Bill Russel! at

piano); Lexter Lauin and Jae
Brunesco Orchs; $1.50 and $2 50
epu cover.

“Sultry, svelte, sophisticated,
exotic” and kindred adjectives
were Noahwehstered especially
lor Hindu-Panamaniaii songstress
Amru Sani who has appeared i*i

French. Italian, Egyptian ami
American bistros, including the di-
lated "Plein Feu" revue starring
Maurice Chevalier at the Empire.
Paris, a couple of seasons ago.

C hantootsie is a looker, born of
a Hindu father and Panamanian
mother, and knows her way around
the class rooms with repertoire to
match. She. has picked up .omr
good songs in her Italo and E4-
pagnol travels, notablv “Maria Do-
lores” and an “Ole” number Her
"C’est Paris” is in the Gallic
tradition. ditto "Magnifique

'

from Cole Porter’s “Can-Can" and
"Song From Moulin Rouge." She
is on the tall side, makes strong
personality impact, but is most ef-
fective at the mike as she lacks
vocal volume when she wanders
away from the system. She
is ideal for a room such as the
Carnaval in the Sherry -Nether-
land, under Serge Obolensky's
aegis. Bill Russell, who long con-
ducted for Betty Reilly, is now
arranger-accomp for Miss Sani.
and also starts this week as pianist
in the hostelry's cafe-bar.

Lester Lanin this season has re-
placed Hugo Bedell as the "muv

! ety " dansapator. but Jan Brunes-
eo's tzigane fiddlers continue as

!

alternates. Sylvestre Sbrigato is

featured at the piano of the Lan.n
j

combination. Per usual. Henry is

j

the savvy innitre d’ at the velvet
rope. Slated to follow, in sequence,
are Marina Koshetz. Juliana Lar-

;

son (last year at the St Regis'

I

Maisonette). James Sy mington and
, Helene Francoise (Denise IJared's
! sister'. Last two are returnees.

Abel.

Hnftiit Sircvl, V.
I /..!/!( Christine (3*. Step Bros.

'•) '• Jana Mason, Phil Xapoleon
* Mi plus Fire, Billy Taylor &\Jcse MeUs Trios

. $4 minimum.

Ralph Watkins and Albert Carlowoo operate the Embers. a popu-
lar i.i-tside jazz nitery. have gone
on a bayou binge for their new
w eslsiclf spot on the site of the
dvlumt China Doll, it looks like
they ve gone through a lot of coin
and trouble to set up the New Gr-
oans motif with a separate restau-
rant and nightclub housed in one
location, and it's moot whether
they can make it pay off Decor,
designed by Carlo, lollows the

:

N. O style and will attract some
spenders, but it's the talent lineup
that brings 'em in ami it's in this
department that the Watkins-Carlo
combine will have to straighten
themselves out.

• Fiom the opening card set for
the nitery room lexoticallv tagged
The Mamou. with the eatery' called
Salle D Orleans!. it's hard to tell
in which direction they're trying
to go. It's a strange mixture of

' ja// spot, int finery. vaude and bur-!
;

ley —and it just doesn't jell

Headlining is Lilly Christine, an
anatomy wiggler lrom tin* strip
joints and musieomedy. She's re-
viewed in New Acts as is vvarbli-Y
Jana Mason.
The Step Bros gel the show off

with their fast cleat work. They
don't have too much of a spread
on the room's stage Init they man-
age to pai k a lot of heel-and-toe
excitement into the small area. As
a tram and in solo efforts, the terp-
ing is slick and socko.

Phil Napoleon s Memphis Five
gets little more to do than hack
the show. They are a standout
Dixieland crew and should get
more than just an opening num her
showcasing. However, they sup-
ply each act with an exacting and
exciting hacking

Spot's pressagent. Jim Moran,
doubles a*- emcee., it’.-, not exactly
his forte. He brings on each turn
with a press release intro that be-
comes a little wearing.
Things are smoother and better

organized in the adjacent eatery.
Here the Billy Taylor Trio and the
Jose Metes Trio alternate on the
podium lor diner's music. Key-
board wink by both Taylor and
Moles spark their groups, and they
have enough variety in their reper-
toire to keep 'em hanging on for

an extra cup of collee or another

roomology which includes
1920 Dixieland routine, an impresh
ot the male partners parents vvhi'rl-
tng through a tango and a fast,
ndio bit oi ChaiTestoning Keith

j

& Armlield inject a hit of the
standard vaude with fcnritie part-
ner. appearing as a haggard dead-
pan 1 crow at the stait emerging
via 'gradually divesting |M r Moth-
er Hubbard and vug as a sink

I

shapely redhead Disrobing at t is

carried on while male partner
vocalizes Ohio and dishes out
dated chatter at the mike.

Bill winds w Mb the Adamsons, a
flashy perch act W Ivilc male uu-

,
dcrstanding balances the pole, gall
whips through a series ot atto I

tricks winding with a jet-propelled
j

neck swiveling stunt which gen-
erates hefty customer response

j

Emceeing chores are neat I v ban-'
died by Michael Gaylord, who also
batons Ins musitos through solid
backgrounding. I.ou Weir gives
out with organ melodies hi tween
sets. Flic.

Hof 1*1 I IlflMN Sf, I.OIli*
St Louis Sept i’ll

Johnnie Rail, liii i'll Min ton,
\ nice & (ilnrta lliindiick

. 1'imt
Fils tor ( )reh < 1 4 > . $ 1 .V I ,»().

I .it f i 4}unrl<*r. IIonIois
Boston. Oct. 2.

• G <’ s‘ Bros. '4' teith Ben Bach •

rech. HiYiuulctfc Fhchtn Dancers
J 1

,
.S f i Hp' Al Shine. Hob Conrad

Dancers <12!, Ilarru />e tm/di.t
pfeh 8 . /.aide llroy Iri o. $1
entertainment charyc; $3 re i-

iitum. Fn .Sat

snort. Gro.r

lliiliv Fimi'n. Al«mfr«* 2il

Montreal. Sept. 30.

Connie Sawyer. Fred Toldi. Boil-

er Jmibcrt. no mrer or minimum.

Slinmroek. Houston
Houston. Oct 1.

Gene Austin, Chandra Kaly &
Dancers. Joe Sudy Orch, Lynn
Bums. Convert $1.50-$2.

A mixed crowd of oldsters who
! came to remember and a younger
group whose crooner days start

I

with Bing Crosby both got off then-
hands to beat out appreciation for
Gene Austin on opening night in

the Shamrock's Emerald Room.
Consensus of opinion after his

: spotlight time at the piano gave
him a decided edge over latter-day

I song stylists in individuality, ver-
satility and manner of delivery. His
aren't the greatest pipes in file

world, but t lie old “Blue Heav en
'

i
guy still has plenty on the ball

Not only does he hold his oldster
audieees, but youngster who have
never seen or heard him before, as

J

for*supplementary' back- I 'XtZlT h#d hlm °" tw *
!

»nTK«d of,Ian
5 Austin Marts off with -Why I).. I

B'"r\ aU^nltl
Sa

,

pat on
,’
Mls

?
ha Love You?”, “if 1 Could Be With

j, . . , :

' 8lte, nate orchestral contri- Vftll rm*. iinm- Tnnioht " -Tat® it
«uiions continue as zingy as ever.

Abel.

Despite Ik r socko comedy style

and delivery, plus the best ma-
terial to come this way in many
months, a ud i (.-.nee reaction to Con-
nie Sawyer was mixed and returns
failed to come up to expectations.

Miss Savvy er. with her casual
but saw y -laden manner wowed
patrons on night (aught, but sub-
sequent showings drew only fair

attention as comedienne's special-

ized routines were lost on average
payee

Mis* Sawyer offers a potpourri
that is sometimes offbeat for even
the regular cafe set. At times she
verges close to hokum, forcing
many of her lines; at other times
the sophistication goes overboard
as she exhibits one of tiie best

comedy approaches in show biz..

From such raucous numbers as

"Man of Distinction" and “Gotta
Get A Guy." Miss Sawyer switches
neatly to a group from "Tree
Grows in Brooklyn." which she did
when playing ihe part of Aunt
Sissie in the musical version of

this play.

Kogt-r Joubert gives Miss Saw-
yer able hacking at the piano with
Fred Toldi doing emcee chores
‘and splitting 88 sessions with
Joubert. Newt.

Speai headed hv Johnnie |{.i\

t he current lav out that ma ns the
fall and wilder *eason .1 this west
end spot is i.rmmmv the room uilli
a cut s section of natives and out
of-towneis here lor a tiation.il con-
vention Biz is *-ocko

In the (-lowing slot Ft. IV whane
over his variety o! ditties ihm
consumes hall of the (ill minute
session and the payees e.M it up

- vv hen the warbler meanders among
the ringsiders and lings, kisses and
does ehcek-to cheek shill to the
femmes, 'I his is done dm me Ins
inti rp ot 'Walking Mv Baby Back
Dome." which is boll

With a distinctive ‘•(vie of chirp-
ing and faultless emmi iaf mn. May
tees off with "I ’lease Don't Talk
\hout Me When I'm Gone," mid
from then on has them with him
Even Hie awkwaid dance steps lie

displays during "Somebody Stole
My Gal' win ,t iv-oundmg mitt.

( omic Gary Motion icisters
solidly with his zany delivery
which includes .1 satire on the
I \ "Dragnet ." a guy t rv mg to
wolf a dumb gal miiiii impi ession v

a trumpet rendition ol "Star Dust"
and a 'well iam ‘•e-smn with Tony
Raster's gang T! i II y docks,
yoilfhful lad and gal. the lattei
ha pc’ y blonde looker
mg duo w ho nn< oi k

steps \ Jn f e woi ! mg
plat l(o in barely large
one I'astor eoulrihot
ing To Be \ (.'real

the hand voeali t Maiie .lolin*-oii

a p( I'Mmahle binnet. si ores v.itli

"April In foi l ugal "
I iie ha|i<l

bat ks up t lie proceedings with
eclat Sul i

IKjiihIImix. Y.
( nb ( a 1 1own n A c uhii'n rs 1 4 t

Bip tun McKceh n Hand <.'»', Her-
bie Fields On b Ml

. $3 50 /

mu in

1

1

< ‘ a

Mime
on a

i horn
, "If

Dav

a

hoo,' -

ll< W
‘ mall
ll fol

> (io-

v, rule

( )n the strength or their current
\ u lio' diseliek. "\ou. You, Non,”
plus tin- |,iet they re local hoys,
the \iiies Bros, judging from
opening night reaction, are a cmcli
to lure lieltv loz into tin* Latin
(Quarter during then 10-day stint
here Boys improve with each out-
ing and since tlioir last dale here,
about two years ago. they've point-
ed up their imiredv touches, which
coinded with their topnoteh group
vocalizing adds to the oveiall im-
pact

Sough,tg is varied, stretching
Horn lonesome Koad" through

( lathy Lowered the Boom." com-
pute with clowning, a spiritual,
to their w k "You, You. You." In-
terspersed are slick solo spots hv
the lead baritone ol "I Believe.”
the basso's treatment ot "Old Man
Rn er a spoofing In two of tin*
brothers ot an oldiime song and
dam e team, and Imkcd imprcshes
o| the sty M s o| various vocal con-
lempoi .11 ics. Lame. I’ui/a. ('ole,
etc Mousing milt action down the
hue re nils in a hcgoll

Lineup tees off with the Berna-
dette I’iieian dancers two males
who loss their femme partner
Ihioii h a sert.-s of sink agio and
adagio steps In older to make it

moie difficult the gal clutches an
mil size mirror throughout the rou-

!

Im c‘. with si inf garnering nice
I

customer rein lion Stone \ Shine
! me weak mi the i ouiedy slot, their
hod cpodge of < hatter, terping and
impi esfies tailing to ereali* more*
than polite and icspon e The Bob-
< opi.id dancers continue with
three s«did pindu lion mmiheis
topped hv the imdr.ipc-d stepping
ot Lorre ( a hot in the finale llarrv
D" \ti"elis batons in Ids eiitoinary
''•Ik id t laslimn. giv ing way to
Ih i l Baefu aeli for the Ames Bros.
*'H.nt alternating eiistomer tempo
Mtdii" with the /a rile Bros trio

Flic.

\inl»;iss2i«l«»r lloi«*l. I.. A.
I .OS \ Iigele- S apt 30

Jnl n tl V i liiiliis Daren F n litd,
wall

. \ rniiindu Hem m .lurk < ’on’.

tin n 1 n, n Fro; 1 2 T'edihf
Fliilb t's 1

1 3 • and J I ,, Robbins
' . * 1 (hih. $2 eorer

Wh.,1 amount
v amiev il!(

ill lie

m "lit

e» n on
lor flee

< mi I ot I

I e L-
-I it ss. adds t In*

pi ot'i aimimi”.

m

In

Niverftltle Hof<*K Reno
n Reno, Oct. 1.

r
Do co t/i

t/ Shay, Bob Williams,
“ I'erside Starlets (R». Bill Clif-
f"d Oreh; no cover or minimum.

Dorothy Shay, sexily-gowned so-
J'-'

ft leafed hick, scores strongly
ftter a slow start. None of
numbers is exactly a rousing

1 K inner. Her type tune doesn’t
* n one tempo, so it's

...
r,f * case of the payees rath-

ti
n s,,8y "arming up.

v ,

ns autl rtoes and by mid-

tn' reluctant to let her

u 9diet, subdued approach
ifl

ni®'es them to easy en-

t .

A good deal more chatty

hn-»
nu,in K her last appearance

her^vveli
° *' e* rS <‘ g0, th * U,k

A tute addition to her act is

You One Hour Tonight.” “Take It

,
From There," and one of his own
songs. “Look Down That Ixme-

i some Road.” He follows with "How-
Can You Do Me Like You Do." flu

inevitable “Melancholy Baby” and
of course. “My Blue Heaven.”
The Chandra Kaly dancers do a

split act. opening and closing the
show with both parts of their inter-

pretive dances well received. Head

j

daneer. Kaly, has dressed the act

in superb manner and performs in

a like way. With three charming
i and talented brunets, the group
goes through a series of East In-

dian or Egyptian routines that turn
! into a boogie beat. For their second
stint, they present a Caribbean in-

terlude.
i Joe Sudy s hand does a credit-

able job of backgrounding Hie

; show and providing danceable
music. Lynn Burns, featured vocal-

ist, is pleasing, pretty amt carries

her end of the woik with ea^e.
Jed o.

Hliiiftf ruli'N. HonIoii
Boston. Oct. 6.

lie Dnmone, Adamsons <2'.

Bourbon L Ham. Keaton & Arm
field, Maryo Wade, Michael Gal-
lord Oreh (111, Lou UYir, oryan;
$2 .50 in i n i mum

i

This is Vie Damone's first visit

to the Hub since his recent stint in

the Army and somewhere along the
way tiie guy has loosened up con-
siderably and is currently display-

ing strong showmanship along with
his topnoteh piping. On previous
visits here his projection was stiff

and aloof. Lut based on his initial

showing lie's learned that scoring
on a nitery floor is more than just

going through the vocal motions.
As rrsult, opening night and was
extremely cordial and lie sailed

through his songology lor niffy

mitt action.

Surrounding layout is okay, open-
ing with tiie slicktapping oi Margo
Wade, with and without orchestral
backgrounding. Bourbon & Bain,
a zany mixed terp duo. grab strong

iyocks with a se«h of satirical ball-

Although Cab (’aljow.iy lias ; orn
legit 'playing Sportin' Liti
"Rorg.v and Bess' >. he h.en't foi

gotten his wav around a nitery
his first cafe dale since lomine
the "Rorgy " troupe about two
years ago. Calloway ‘Mill maintain-
that oldtime savvv. hot he also
displays a new polish 'piobablv
gained from the legit cxnri iciii e >

that's added insurance lie looks

j

younger and slimmer and his
power-packed vocals are standout

j

items in anyone’s book
The Bandbox date is a bricf'iv

'booking only six day si. but Callo-
way is using it as a proving ground
for future doubling assignments
when “Rorgy” hits Hie road Show
is currently a couple ot block's

i away at Hie Zicgfeld Theatre lie

!

lias surrounded himself with a

four-piece group tagged the Cab-
alieis 'Jonah Jones, trumpet; Pan-
ama Francis, drums; Dave Mivcria.
piano; John Brown, bassi to lay-

down a solid heal for his vocal ef-

forts. And they do an expert job
On opening night Calloway held

the floor for 35 minute*', distune
out a well-stocked repertoire o!

lave numbers lie's a siiowm;ih
from Hie toes up and he gives r.n It

number added meaning v ia ex-
pressive body movements II*- even
does well with "That Old Black
Magic." a Billy Daniels trademark
Among tiie best in a socko song.i-

log aie “Lover Come Back To M<
‘Tve Got Th#- World ( >n A String
"Miss Otis Regrets

''

“I’ll Get Hv
and. of course
Moochet" and "St

rnary."
Big Jav

staple. H<
combo 'piano, has*',

with his frenzied sax work. Builds
plenty of tooting excitement as he
whips off his jacket or plavs vv hilt-

flat on his back Herbie Fields is

another name lamiliai to the j„//-

room devotees. G'ro*.

m»t
It 1 1 1 a

1 1 ( s l|

w Inch

at i o

Minnie
James

The
Infir

McN'eelcv is a ja// spot
spatkplugs an energetic

sax drum »

to .1 I lll’cc .11 I

how is h mg lidded
lor t Ik- ii«-\ i t w o vv i -( I s hv I lie

( oco.iiiut Grovt-, hot there i u t

pu'ch variety m hivin-' t« o ol Hu-
lui ns acrobat m i I s I

» y and dance.
I hcM* two aero act- are .unoii'.; the
top m Hu n fields hot Hum are
of Ha ;-< lire that •

tdl V I loll IIIO f ItlV

rid III s|||,|,t || f |

(
•’ rov e cover and
Cuban '-oil"'

note to Ho-
op* m-d 1 1’fji.

Julia & Niehol .IS Dai v as
daiieers, go tliroiivli lliiir speetae-
ular v

i x - in i ri ill «• lifts, spu.s and
h ap-ni; phis m a turn id< ntical
to Hi.il M**n hv set- uleis locally
• 27i on F.d Sullivan's Sunday v uieii
show I I Oil) \ \ 'fill Hill'll Isn't

|

especially adaptable to thfs t\j,e
ot act since only the f* vv ringsid-
ers and those at elivated lables aie
a hie to catch it all The same is

true of the Egy ptian re ley act the
two Amin Bros Only one is visible
a> fie spun through the air In flip*.
In-ad and hand stands by Ihe tm-
derslandei s clever I eel during
the four minutes they are on. Bolli
arm turns drew good hands

Kstclita. only recently reluinrd
to nirdit sp*it-, after M veral years
of fue lure-making at Mejuihlie ha*
good cafe presence and savvy and
is (he Fug click of the evening.
Ray-res get 27 minutes of well- nai-
led song entertainment Horn the
pint-sized, vivacious i Imp fl« r
pel onalifv, look* and delightfiil
accent are integral parts ot the
song chores She ha more Ilian
pet personality and voice to -*-H
too A male in tom# i va* luaid
teiiiai king cfitlnc-fic I u all- "U'uw
l**ok at those legs " w li# n she
Hotted in tights to h» i i.o jug
I lark Tow n

”

Te.ild.v Rhillips and hi 13 side-
men are m-w in th#* handstand to
pja< for the act and share dance
music clmres with The Tiro Rpb-
hm* rhimiha eorrttio His hand and
sing# i s Joan llovix and Clay Camp-
hell feature "Crying in the Chapel ’

as a show special. Conducting and
88 mg for Estelita is Arrnando Hi r-

r#ia. vvfiile Jack Constanzo pro-
vide* the bongo drum heat Both
arc good Hroo

A benefit at Small * Raindis*-,
N. Y.. Oct. 27 to he spommrd by
Coordinating Council for Xegio
Performers. Coles K Atkin r

,
ctanc*

er*, will stage the sliow.
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Su Hamn Dncra
fee Davidaon Oro

Sllvar Slipper
Hank Ilt-nry
Kalantan
Sparky Kayg
ThreeD'a
Manu
Johnny O’Brien
Jimmy Cavanaugh
M Gates Palominos
Lisa Starr
G Heilman Orr

Thunderbird
Mills Bros
K Lee 4 .Marc Platt
Peiro Bros
K Duffy Dansatlona
Barney Rawlings
Normandie Boys
A1 Jahns Ore

Torris Brand Ore
Last Frontier

X Cugat Ore A Kev
Abbe Lane
M Abbott Dnrrs

Golden Nu«got
Nelson A Knight
Ann McCormack
C the H & Laura
Joe Venutl Ore
Emil Gray :i

Sands
B 4 Jane Kean
Louis Jordan Ore
Copa Girls
C’has Nelson
Hay Sinatra Ore

Sahara
Ted Wills 4
Homanos Bios
Skylarks

VARIETY BILLS
Continued from pace 2

WEEK OF OCTOBER 7, 1953

Numerals in connection with bills below indicate opening day of show
whether full or spilt week

Letter in parentheses Indicates circuit. (I) Independent; <L) Leew; <M> Moss;

(Pi Paramount; <R; RKO; (Si Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warner

over for the shindig—William Mor-
ris. Jr., who left his wife in Porto-
fino, Italy, and who flies back today
(Wed.) with Bob Taussig, the Pans
and New York travel agent. Latter
also came over specially for Soph's
brawl, as did Jack Rubens, the Lon-
don theatrical CPA. Glen Mc-
Carthy, of the Shamrock, Houston,
made formal presentation of a $33.-
300 check as Texas’ gesture of ap-
preciation of Soph; McCarthy had
staged a “preview" $50-a-plate din-
ner at the hostelry.

True. Betty Hutton, who opens at
the Palace, N.Y., next week; Ce-
leste Holm, who is slated for the
Persian Room of the Hotel Plazj,
N.Y.; Edward G. Robinson, who
also has N.Y. commitments, and
others, were due in Gotham regard,
less, but they had advanced their
eastern visits.

Reading 4 Grantley
Donovan 4 Hayes

Peggy Powell
2 Playboys

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (I) •

Cbiquita 4 Johnson
JeannePe Tannan
llonev Bros
Lillian Murphy
Ro< kettrs
Corps ile Ballet
Kvm Orr

Patacs < R ) Ml
Howell & KudclifYe
Rogers
Mane Louise 4 C
Sasha I .runoff
Kenimvs
Paramount (PI 7

l.es Raster Orr
L Armstrong All S
Jay Barnes

Dunhills

CHICAGO
Chicago (Pi 4

Stuart Morgan Dnrs
Bobby Van
Bill l.awrenee
Sharkey the Seal

MIAMI
Olympia <P> 7

l.lndsav Lovlies
Betty Reilly
Gene Griffin
Nicki Noel
Pedro 4 Durand
Sandy the Seal

NEW BEDFORD
Olympia (Pi 14 only
Jose Greco Co

Ray Carson

K Anlunez Orq
Co de la Pla.va Ore

Tropicana
Christine Jorgensen
Tex Mex
Mano Lopez
Paulina Alvarez
Kudolfo Borges
Marcel Defour
Romeros
Elia Valladares
Sandra Taylor
Miguel Chckis
Jorge Martinez
Bobby de Argas
A Romeu Orq
Senen Suarez Orq

- Sans Soucl
Olga Chaviano
Juliet 4 Sandor
Fernando Valencia
Trio Galant
Tondelayo
Xiomara Alfaro
Helena 4 Hector
Cachia
R Ortega Orq
C Rodrigue/ Orq

Montmartre
Pedro Vargas
Olga Guillot
Itoia de Nicve
Flpidlo 4 Margot
Haul Diaz
Rene Cabel
Sonia Calero

NEW YORK CITY

Hotel Sherry-
Netherland

Amru Sani
Lester Lanin Ore
Jan Rrunesco Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lope/ Ore

Latin Quarter
Franklin 4 Lane
Charlivcls
lie Castro Sia
Gloria Leroy
Neila Ates
Arl Waitei Ore
B Harlow** Ore
Ne. I Plftn Ave
Bob Downey
Harold Fonvill#
iiazcl Webster

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Billv Vine
Carol 4 Alphonse
Sally Crane
Guv Marlowe
Joe I.aPorte Ore
D’Aqukla Ore

Park Sheraton
Irviac Fields
Joan Bishop
Ladle l.itwin
Le Ruban Bleu

Rita Dimitri
:i Riffs
Ross 4 West
Bud McCreer.v
Norman Paris Trio
Town 4 Country

Will Mastin Trio
Sammy Davis. Jr
Mainho Aces
La I’laya Sextet
Johnny Morris Ore

Versailles
Nice To See You'
Georgie Kayo
Fay DeWitt
Don Libert

o

Al Norman
Lou Nelson
Dorothv Keller
Patti Ross
Linda Lombard
Barbara Stewart
Carol Ohtnart
Salvatore Gioe Ore
Panrhlto Ore

Village Barn
Jackie Jay
David Bligh
Holly Warner
Zeb Carver Ore
Bohbv Myers Ore
Village Vanguard

Sylvia Sims
Orson Bean
C Williams Trio

Waldorf-Astoria
Pataehou
N Brandwynne Ore
Mischa Burr Oro

Basin Street
l.illv Christine
Jana Mason
SI ep Bros
Phil Napoleon
Jose Meli.s Trio
Billy Tayloi Trio

Blue Angel
Kay Ballard
Odetta Feliolis
Leo de Lyon
Peg La Centra
Harry Snow
Bart Howard
Jimmy Lyons Trio

Bon Soir
Jimmie Daniels
Charlotte Rae
Norene Tate
Garland Wilson
Mae Barnes
Kirkwood 4
Goodman

Cafe Society D'ntwn
Josil White
Gene Buvlos
Jo.va Sherrill
Wingy Minions
Chill ison Trio

Celebrity Club
Alan Gale
Firddie Slewart
.1 4 .1 Williams
Lairv Fuller

Chateau Madrid
Facundo Rivero (/

Copacabana
Joe E Lewis
•lant.s Paige
Mario 4 Fiona
Au-.iin Mack
Jonathan Lucas
Herb Fields
M Durso oro
Frank Marti Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Jules l.ande Ore

Hotel Astor
Three Suns

Hotel Blltmoro
Gleb Yellin
Hotel New Yorker
Arnold Shoda
Joan Walden
Dru 4 DiJon
Kinie Rudv Ore
\ Kollini Trio

Hotel Piorro
Hildegarde
Stanley Melha Oro
Chico Rolls Ore

Hotel Plazo
Champions
Cheerleaders
Ted Streeter Ore

Hotel Roosevelt
Guv Lombardo Ore

Hotel St. Reqis
Constance Moore
Mitt Shaw me
Horace Diaz Ore

AUSTRALIA
Uenitn Kramer
(’artiste 4 Weldon
Claudine Cheret
(’haddclls
Show Girls
Nudes
Ballet

SYDNEY
Tivoli (T I )

Joy Nichols
Wally Peterson
W 4 O’Rourke
Chevalier Bros
Jimae Co
Gene Jimae
Norman Vaughn
Duke 4 llorshuiuh
loey Porter
Bab* McKinnon
Peter
Dorothy Hall

ADELAIDE
Royal <T> S

Tommy Trinder
3 Fayes
Mary I’rlestman
Botina
(i De Pauls
llarry Morenv
Little Johns
Tom Lomond
l.lovd Martin
Maureen llelman
Dancing Boys
Adorable*

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (Ti S

II Sicilian 4 Archie
Ilareseo .1

Lowe 4 Ladd
Charley Wood Co
Frank Cook
Susan Jeans

L—,—

.

Continued from page 2 ^4
shown unable to study because of

the roar of cannons or looking at

American soldiers " hugging pros-

ties.

3 Yanks (?) In It

In concluding its lengthy edi-

torial, the Evening News deplored

the presence in the cast of three

Americans, all of whom have

served in the U. S. Army and who
are presently civilians in Tokyo.

One is with a magazine, another

in a cabaret, and a third operating

an escort service providing Japa-

nese girls as companions for for-

eigners. The paper suggested that

“the three Americans (who seem
to he making a habit to appear

in anti-American Pictures) . . ,

elver out of this country ... if

the.\ i 'ally want to help advance

Americ n-Japanese friendship and
keep the reputation of American
businessmen in Japan from becom-
ing besmirched.”

Bob Booth, publisher of View
magazine, who is one of the Amer-
icans in the cast, asked Toho to
delete those portions of film in

which he appeared alter the
stories broke in the press. Direc-
tor Senkichi Tanaguchi. who
stated the film is not anti-Ameri-
can, told the Mainichi newspaper
that “certain portions of the film
would be deleted out of considera-
tion for the American actors ap-
pearing in it,” He added that the
picture was made “to depict the
joys and sorrows of tiie people liv-

ing around a military base ... we
hope to let the Japanese people
understand the realities of the
question of military bases and to
contribute toward the solution of
this problem. We hope to have
the question of the military bases
solved by correcting the evils one
by one. There may he a difference
of views on trivial points.”

This Variety mugg felt that
even tin* Kremlin could not have
produced a film more calculated to
stir hate of Americans. Coming
upon the heels of t he current pleth-
ora of anti-American propaganda
in newspapers, magazines and in
the films ot left ish indies, this pro-
duction of a major studio would
seem to place the final seal of ap-
proval upon such diatribes, ad-
versely influencing the last remain-
ing open-minded Japanese observ-
ers and readers of the anti-Ameri-
can stuff.

and Lss Continued from page 2

Hie
Sophie Tucker, Joe E.

,
Lewis and

,™e Harry Richman bill was bought

rinff
for only $6 *500 - Today Soph gets

11
® $7,500 and Joe E. gets around thatauy sum for himself.

re_ Marden had to close the spot at

ribe the start World War II for a

“to very valid reason. As rationing

for forbade pleasure trips to this spot,

was and without the New York trade,

ired operation wasn’t worthwhile.

the Lush Takes
Bill Miller took over at the close

of the war. He had one year of

the tough sledding, and then the spot

vith caught on. He’s had a profitable

G operation since and with more than

>nai 900 capacity, which in combination

ea i.
with the Riviera’s lush price sys-

,te(j tern, made possible grosses of over

;en. $100,000 weekly. That sum was
was grossed with the recent engage-

ited ment of Frank Sinatra. Tony Mar-
an(j

tin also struck this jackpot.

lut- Eddie ,Fisher closed the spot. He
ntly was one of the performers that
1 a became a name because of an en-
ker gagement here. Miller originally
for booked Fran Warren, but a last-

lmo minute laryngitis necessitated her
ver. cancellation. Fisher was a des-

art- perate last-minute booking and he
her was an immediate click. Principals

and on last bill with him were Henny
Youngman and Blackburn Twins &

i

Marion Colby. Incidentally, this

'ars
was the last en8a8ement for the

as i latter team. Miss Colby has broken

Hen away from the twins *

ked Miller has stated that he’ll still

Me fight to keep the place open. He's

,ble slated to go before the N. J. High-

cky "ay Commission late this month
ired and plead his case. He wants to

ove show W'here another entrance to

ave the main road can be made, so that

lore the Riviera will not be touched,
into Besides, the Riviera is a valuable
ges taxpaying property and it’s just

not good business to cut off this

* kind of revenue. Injunctive pro-
" erodings are also set for late thH

lev
! month -

in-
j

Observers feci that it’s a hopc-

tein l ess battle. Crews are ready to seal

tan- °/f the spot momentarily. Some he-

irry lifvp that Miller was lucky, inas-

lan. much as the roadbuilders let him
oils finish the season.

Miller doesn’t leave this spot cx-

the actly a bankrupt. He was indeinni-

the tied by the State and besides, he's

roll- g°t two shares of the Sahara Hotel,

'ark Las Vegas, which he’s booking,
the

!

From that alone a guy can make a

tra-
1 nice living—much better than that

ietv
|

which he made as a hoofer and
dio, Liter as an agent. He started as

ling an entrepreneur as the operator
i
of the now defunct Luna Park,

r ro
L°nc >’ Island. But one thing is cer-

by tain. Miller will always look back

ieal bibulous Riviera operation

seo- as a landmark in nightclub opera*

ger> tion—one that may never be paral*

ture L'lod in this part of the country,

ican I he cafe’s last show marked the
fare first public appearance of Miller

at his cafe, Ae reprised some of

tor i'i old vaude routines. The line

i oi performed in a traditional closing

rich n| gbt clown manner by blacking*

She 0l| t teeth, puffing up checks, slop*

id,»v P.v hose. etc. Outwardly, no teats

ru-r were shed.

a’ in This is the second niterv land*
and mark to go within the past fvW
her, months. Leon & Eddie, a spot rich

22 in tradition, ended its 25-year c.i*

for reer and its effects were sold at

ott - auction. But the Riviera had to c *

at the top of its money-making
ame career.

;

(’ 4 Montgomery
Muiuty 4 Earle

[

Osm.ini Tp
Benny llill

Desmond 4 Marks
GLASGOW

Empirt (Mi S
Max Bvgra ves

I Irving 4 Gtrdwood
.
M Collins 4 Balls
Authors 4 Swinain
W <>o*lward 4 C
Cur/on .1

Richman 4 Jackson
I* 4 I* Puge
Nelson Bros

GRIMSBY
Palaca (I * S

Tom Moss
Robert i 3

I Guy Holloway
|

Valerie W\ n
; Ken Barnes 4 J
! 2 Aqua Maids
Water Goons

LEEDS
Empira <M> 3

Dave Morris
Dargie 5
Jo Jac 4 Joni
Williams 4 Shand
Bcrvl 4 Bolio
Bette Lee

LINCOLN
Royal ( I > S

;

Alfred Thripp
Ace Ladies
Jimmy llill

Aerial Gills
I* 4 R Roper
Wallv Hrenan
I’fZZV Bailev
Vic Kerry
Kancko Girls

I

Harmony Hillbillies

LIVERPOOL
Empire iM> S

Max Wall
i

.lulu* Andrews
lledlev Waul 3
Freddie Fi mton

|

Joan Mann
Sonnie Willis

1 Downev 4 Da'e
Ballet Halles

I MANCHESTER
Hippodrome <S> S

Ronnie Ronald**

;

Mutiny Doyle
Stan White 4 A
Laurie Watson

. Flack 4 I mas
1 Jimmy Jeff
Lacv T|»
NORTHAMPTON

New it) S

Tommy Godfrey
I'omn Vaughn 4 P
Dee Davies
Toni Korea
I* Forties 4 M

NORWICH
Hippodrome Hi 3

Lick I la is

3 e<| ( . . ft v
Russell Wright 3
liei? l.lovd
It 4 .1 Penn
Patricia Itilrv
Iowe Terry
•Minty Kennedy
Id Delni os.i (in Is

NOTTINGHAM
Empire iMi 5

\ n hie Levy is

j
Morris 4 Cow lev
Gaston Palmer
Radio Hamblcis
t Imps
Dan .id B Stuart
Held Twins

i
PORTSMOUTH
Royal <M J

G II KVI lot t

|
Leslie Welch
taCti Tripp

' Manic* 4 Au*t Hi
llclv.i But i \

fibber l Harbin
SCUNTHORPE
Savoy d 3

( siil bowler
Itboda linger*
WOLVERHAMPTON
Hippodrome I 3

Du kio Xittold
Vlii'klc \’> .i I f t I)

M. , I' le
\ alerle Walsh
\l .in o i* st olb r

Lush I bnishcs
I Mi v e 4 \ ,i it

WOOO G P E F N
Eeypire S 3

Lee Law rente

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (Mi S
Donald Peers
Jimmy James
Tanner Sis
Jimmy ('lit he roe
l.es Muiph.v
Georges 4 l.ennette
Rita Martcll
10 Celebrities

BLACKPOOL
Opera House (D S

1. Compagnons dc la

Chanson
llarry Secombe
Kve Boswell
Harry Bailey
Kathryn Monro
Trio Hugony
The Coronet Singers
Ann Tyrrell
Corps de Ballet
20 John Tiller Girls

Palace <D S

Carroll l.evis Co
Tower Circus (l> S

C Cairoll 4 Paul
8 Flying Croneras
Kis«*hers Elephants
S Hansels
John
5 Tains
BaMadinis
2 Canters
Knis Legionnaire
Portiigc-.e Horses
Welsh 4 Shetland
Kossmayer
Carolas Cockatoos
Kosstnayers Mule
Klats Lions
Tarzuna
Little Jimmy
2 Angelos
Jimmy Scott
Cn cusettes
3 Olympiads

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome (It S

I'hcllix Dixev
.lack Tracy
\ at {a Models

BRADFORD
Alhambra <M> S

!{.*« |)ixon
I*.m N..uivders
\ it t oi Seat in t It

.Vo'ce Randall
Leslie Noses
Tot I Gilbert
Bill Ryan
\ Cody Vnima.lx
I igai'o Co

BRISTOL
Empire < I > 3

Icon Cortiu
Doreen It • r i is

Nat (ionclla
Rhodes 4 lane

BRIXTON
Empress <0 5

( tiarlie ( h«'sicr

F lita Fi ver
M 4 II Nesbitt
link ford 4 Doy '.e

< . w \ net h 1 asi dies
11 iiime Leslie
Peter Pulav
Rio Ron 4 Rita
llarry 4 Betty

CHELSEA
Palace il> 3

Dolores Ventura
Freddie Sales
Benny Mill
Kirby 4 Hayes
Tony Lane
< 'teste

Monty Norman
( 4 C Boss

CHISWICK
Empire <S' 5

Mix Miller
M Mitchell 3
Silly Baines
Reg Salmon
p.-ter W hit**

I I Rosau e 4 T
Ka\»*s IVk.os

junni'y K.td 4 I

EAST HAM
Granad v i I 3

? Cndr,eiT s

CHICAGO
Bill Jordan
N 4 J Waldo
Buddy Rust
olie Clark
Dennis 4 Darlene
Houlevar-Dears (7)

F. Masters Ore.
Edgewater Beach

H Stern 4 Singing
Strings

Le Hoy Bros (?'

D llild Deis (10)
Skinnay Ennis Ore

Palmer House
Saveen
(ieorgie Gobcl
Wj ma
Three’s Company
M irtha A Bentlev
Hamilton 4 Thomas
Christopher 4 King
Peter Conlow
Louise McMullen
Dorothy Aull
Johnny King
Robert Cooper
Henry King Ore

Bluo Angel
Tanv Roman
Christina 4 Camille
Neville Black
Bill Young
Grace Nichols
Bob We Dvck Tiio

Black Orchid
\rthur Blake
Johnnv Marlin
Nicole
Ken Sweet Trio

Chez Pare*
Vagabonds * 4

•

Condos 4 Brandow
Maria Neglm
Brian Farnon lire
Conrad Hilton Hot’l
Eileen Carroll
Margie I.ee
Seitz 4 I. oit lunger
Pi* k Price
Sid Krofft
Kofiell
Maririch &
Peterson

Dick Sailer

IOS ANGELES

The Jaywalkers (.3)

Lebrac 4 Bernice
Hal Derwin Ore

Ciro’t
Xavier Cugat

Charley Toy’*
Pinkv Lee
\ Browne Ore

Mocambo
lane Morgan
E Oliver Ore

Statler Hotel
Carl Brisson
Charlie Fisk Ore

Ambassador Hotel
Da rv as 4 Julia
Estclila
\min Bros
Tcddv Philh|>s

Band Box
Buddy llackctt
Barry Sis • U

•

Bar of Music
Paul Gilbert
Savoir Fa ires *5)

E Bradford Ore
Biltmore Hotel

Jon 4 S Steele

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
• Leon 4 Eddie's
Myra liavis
( hui k Fontaine
\i its O'Reilly
Green Hair Gill
Jack if Gordon
Billv Austin
Nancy Kent
Charlotte Waters
Bill (.lav
i.'.ilph Gilb* 1

1

Sans Souci Hofei
I
Jose Duval
\nne Barnett
Sa earns Ore
Ann Herman D< r»

Saxony Hotel
Gr«* ,.;or v 4 Strong
r..m> 4 Dee

' V a I oiman Orr
Bnnic Mayer&on

( »rc
1 Ton\ Pe I.a Cruz

Black Magic Club
Lea Mathews
Bev Ireland
( hay h N.i'h
J.u k Kerr
Bill Trent
('h.)Hie Castile

Clover Club

Charlie Carlisle
I’egg* t.io*i
Poloies Renay
l ed I, a vine
ronv Lopez Ore
Selma Mai lov* e Line
Ja< k St ii . i rt 3
Vine Biit ne.tt

Nautilus Hotel

Baibara Bl.uk
\nlone 4 Ina

,'.d Si ,nley Oi c
J tif llarnell

Continued from pi*;e 2

was deliberate (since it's the day
before elections in the V. S.» is not
known now. I nderstooil that Gen-
eral I’eron took opportunity in the
film to discuss \rqentina-U, S. re-
lations. Milton F.isenhowcr's re-
cent Rood-will tour of South Amcr-
ica tor lus brother, 1’re.sident
DwiRlit I). Ki.st'nhower, and other
matters affecting the Argentine
vis a \ is the L . S.

I hat these relations have been
improved in at least one instance
becomes evident in Natanson’i ex-
clusive [f was recalled that he
was ejected from the country a
tew \ ears ago on a visa involve-
ment that was eventually straight-
ened out.

, 4 J M .xipis
S, ,h*'t«'b I'. ros
i: 4 ( Wln.it

CASANDRAS
Me ropol.t.m I

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
Desert Inn

Bill v (,r:»y

I'm (It vinmt
Ben l.**svy

I) \iden Oners
Xtthur .tuhns*m
Fluff Gould
( H.iycs Or**

El Corfet
George Kllb\
Sbirl**\ Puwell
Zci b.' i

Kiili** Skrivanek 6
El Rancho Veqas

I tli St ( * r
Uni momc.i R.inijIs
LI H.imhu Guffs
Bob Fibs ore

Ftammqo
Andrew* Sisteis
l.cnnv Ki'nt
Dupree .(

Barbara Perrv
1 lammgo Stailct*
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Music Hall, X. V.

Chiquira & Johnson, Honey Bros.,

Lillian Murphy, Jeannette Tannan,

Rockettes, Corps de Ballet, Choral
f'lscnible. Raymond Paige Sym-
phony, Richard Leibert. “Mo-

emu bo” < M-G > , reviewed in Vari-

i , tv Sept. 16, ’53.

A new Music Hall stageshoxv.

opening a fortnight after the Cine-

mascope unveiling at the Roxy,

leads to the natural impression

that the Music Hall was. and re-

mains. a true pioneer of “bigness.”

The thought can be carried further,

^oine of the production dangers

i layed up in all the postmortems
anent Cinemascope have their

counterpart at the Hall. Both
media have an affinity for spec-

tacle. Both have the power to

move anrd stir an audience on
sheer magnitude. But both Cine-

mascope and the Music Hall, each

in its own terms, has the perennial

problem of what to do with the
background mass when the fore-

ground is seeking to hold atten-

tion. The great challenge to the
producer of the big film and the

big stage spectacle is how to man-
age closeups, intimate touches and
—above all—comedy.

•Million Dollar Look” is the

title which senior producer Leon
Leonidoff has assigned the current
presentation. The reference is to

tall fashions and millinery, of

which a display is incorporated
into the proceedings. Women, no
doubt, will be raptly attentive to

line, cut and length as the models
cross, sometimes on the stage,

sometimes on the runway. A mere
tradepaper critic notes ungallantly
the awkwardnesses involved. Mod-
els must walk fast but not too fast.

It is a long way across at the

Music Hall. But the mannequin
manner, as conditioned, has a nat-

ural tendency to linger. Pushed
by theatrical demands and edu-
cated to stand, turn and slowly re-

move jacket, the models are a

touch stiff.

The "continuity” of the presen-
tation. after the usual non-se-
quiturs of a Music Hall stage show,
finally takes the models to the air-

port for departure to Paris, where
the millinery will be exhibited to

tiie French milliners. The airport
scene bore the marks of having
been cut, but not cut neatly as of
the third show Thursday (1).

Quite perplexing was the allusion
to "Now we hear Perry Como.”
Raymond Paige’s pit orchestra was
playing, newsreel cameramen were
shooting, the models were embark-
ing and the steam curtain effect,

courtesy Peter Clark, Inc., was ris-

ing for the take-off. What was the
dangling mention of Perry Como?
A guess, but only a guess, was that
a radio interview was supposedly
in progress at the airport and thp
program had been "returned” td
the unseen studio where Perry
Como was od the turntable. An
unrelated and extraneous small
detail like that stands out at the
Music Hall.

The models, the Rockettes and
the whole ensemble are finally
aboard a stratospheric cruiser. En-
tertainment ensues in the clouds
and concludes with the spectacular
"landing”—a scenic effect in the
more gorgeous tradition of the
Hall. Takeoff and landing, when
tightened up. will probably draw
applause. They are tiptop show-
manship.

The Music Hall introduces to
the United States the team of
< hiquita A Johnson, who should
have no trouble securing plenty of
‘ lass dates on this side. They com-
pare favorably with the best of the
latter-day adagio couples. The
man lifts his partner effortlessly
in his palms. She drops several
tunes into awe-inducifig floor
s Plits. Pair stood out at this debut
but it should perhaps be added
that in the frame of a more inti-
mate setting, or night club, Chi-
quita & Johnson should be more
spontaneously appreciated. Team
m reviewed in further detail un-
der New Acts this issue.

Early in the presentation, the
Honey Bros, (also Newr Acts* were
‘hove to embarrassing. As acrobats

y
bo have elected to stand or fall

** comics, their fate was sealed in
audience silence. Due allowance.
ag«'iin, must be made fey the vast
auditorium. But diction had noth-
ing to do with their failure. The

y
ords were clear. It was the ma-
1 ml that was weak. For a starter

mu- of the boys dived into the pit.
yuch is the immensity of the Hall
yiat the strange result of this dive
’ a sense of serious foolhardi-
m^s rather than amusing foolish-
r“ ,<>v

- In other theatres the boys
nught do much better. Here, at

;”‘ t °n the performance caught,

„
,|l‘y lost their battle. They wear

m.i orescent orange cravats and even
half-mile off in the mezzanine

. V
is nolor is an optical assualt that

‘ n di ( apped their impression.
At’or Chiquita A Johnson, the

participant who stood out moat
was Jeannette Tannan. she of the
remarkable balance. Her ability
to hold still for seconds on her toe
provides Miss Tannan with a dis-
tinctive dancing trademark.' Not
many could manage that. In gen-
eral her feather-light elevation
and grace rate the prominence as-
signed her in the Music Hall Corps
de Ballet. Lillian Murphy sang
pleasantly after the slowest scene
cue of the show finally gave her
the downbeat.

In this modern age of big screen
Technicolor and big tube televi-
sion < with color coming) the Music
Hall is nearly alone in having a
corps de ballet., a line of precision
hoofers, a 50-odd man symptjunv.
and a printed program. To ffxvcll

on these competent components
sometimes seems superfluous and
yet of course they all add up to
the "class" which, in combination
with its pick of the sockiest film
releases, keeps the Music Hall
lobby crowded and. puts that artis-
tically regrettable but financially
lovely crust of dusty footmarks ail

over the expensive carpeting.

The sheer job of bringing the
Music Hall stageshows together is

perhaps made vivid by the list of
credits at the end of the printed
program. For this once, to make
the point, these can be appended
in verbatim: Gowns and dresses bv
Sophie of Saks Fifth Avenue. Furs
by Fredrica and Esther Dorothy.
Contour curtain made under the
Ted Weidhass patents by Peter
Clark. Inc. Steam curtain effects
by Peter Clark, Inc., and American
Stage Equipment Co. Scenic con-
struction and painting by McDon-
ald-Stevens Studios. Yellow velour
curtains in "Crowning Glory”
scene by Allied Studios. Trans-
parent mirror by Gene Plate Glass
Co. Rockette headpieces and Bal-
let wigs by Pellieano. Fabrics by
Gladstone. Feathers by Sittenberg.
Ballet shoes by Capezio. Kenyon
Hopkins, composer-arranger. Orch-
estrations by Rayburn Wright.
Music Hall photographs by Jimmy
Sileo and Henry Rapisarda. Stein-
way Pianos are used by the Music
Hall. Lighting equipment by
Kliegl Bros. Land.

Palace. X. Y.
Wilfred Mae Trio. Sasha Leon-

off, Kemmys <2». Buddy Clayton,
Rigoletto Bros. & Aimer, Royers
<2), Howell & Radcliffe, Marie
Louise & Charles, Jo Lombardi
House Orch; "99 River Street’’
OJA).

Olympia,
Miami. Oct. 2

Fran Warren, Dick* Shaun, Los
Catos. Lindsay Lorelics '8>. Gene
Griffin, Nicki & .Voel, Les Rhode
House Orch; “So This Is Lore

"

i WU >

.

Trio of featured acts in current
lovue which follows recent 1> -set

production policy rates as one ot

best to play here in many a week;
they'd he a bet for a hotel or cafe
dating in season time.

All have played the better night
spots in area and in t his big house
stack up as solid vauders. Fran
Warren, via forthright delivery
and song selling knowhow, holds
up her topline spot in aud-ple.is-
ing style. Attractively-gowned
thrush spins out a songalog which
includes most of the better pops
and tunes she's been associated
with, to heavy response.
Young Dick Shawn, plax ing

first vaude date prior to Palace
•N. Y.) engagement 'in supporting
Betty Hutton bill), marks himself
as an upcomer among the new
comedians. Tousle-haired, tall

laughmakcr employs material
which is fresh and in the main
garners him steady series of gig-
gles and yocks. Looks a potent
bet for video as well as the better
tilings along the cafe run.

Los Gatos wrap up with their
balancing ideas. Stunts bring
plenty gasps and resultant mitt
mount as they increase tempo of
acro-antics.

Holding over is the Lindsay line
in new production numbers, with
Gene Griffin continuing in click
manner as singing emcee and
group vocalist. Terp team of
Nicki A Noel tees off matters with
zesty mambo for fast pace-setter.
Les Rhode and house orch han-
dle a difficult show—musicwise

—

in highly capable style. Lary.

t.ilizing is supplied by the Tommy
Reynolds band, made up of four
brass, four reed and three rhythm
Grew, with bandleader on the
clarinet, handles the musical
chores adequately. Vicki David,
decked out in a top hat and tux-
styled costume that accentuates
the gams, tails to connect strong-
ly with tier aero-taps and baton-
twirling stint. Handling of baton,
flaming from both ends, is one ot

the few instances where femme
manages to generate a little steam
Songstress Annisteen Allen is just

lair on the vocals with delivery
lacking any outstanding note.

Price, fronting an eight-man
combo, adds little color to the pro-
ceedings, except for lus garb,
which includes orange trousers
and green shoes. His vocal de-
livery isn't very impressive. Of
several numbers rendered only
"Laxvdy" seemed to stir up much
excitement. One of crew's saxers
gives act some movement bx con-
stantly jumping up and down,
while handling ills instrument
Jones A Wilber, acro-terp team,
arc reviewed under New Acts.

Jess.

Total ‘Robe’ Gross

KmpreNN, (•laMgsiu
Glasgow, Sept. 2(5.

Tummy Hood, Frank Harvey,
Hurt Bros *2'. HabeMe & Raoul,
Dancing Duvals (3», Doreen K
Sylvia Stephens, Grace Calvert,
Hetty Solan, Jack Smith, Renee
Vcnmorc Girls '8>, Alc.r Smith
Orch.

< I hi
Chicago. Oct. 2.

Bill Lawrence, Bobby Van, Stu-
art Morgan Dancers '4), Sharkey
the Seal (with Billy Roe); “Roman
Holiday” (Par).

Apart from a sprinkling of
worthwhile acts, current vaude lull

at this city-centcr house is pooristi,
comedy side being weak. Tommy
Hood, young Scot comedian, lias

too slow a style and pace, ami also
uses old gags and
have stood too long
v cai's.

titled
w hich
his
his

sketches that
the test of the

"The Street
the comedian

singing talent in

fiancee's hand in

With its present eight-act vaude
layout, the Palace is marking time
but presenting an extended 10-day
layout until the Betty Hutton two-
a-day unit opens Oct. 14. Bill is

a satisfying. 4hough unexciting
dish seasoned with both old and
new faces.

Wilfred Mae Trio, two males and
j

a femme, open the session with
some nifty hoop juggling that reg-
isters nicely with the pay ees.

|

Around for years, this novelty turn
is highlighted by a sequence in

which Wilfred Gregory rolls a •

hoop on a string while blindfolded.

!

John and Eva Kemmy, in the

;

trey, are a colorfully costumed
couple who please with some adagio
routines. Act has a comic aspect
in that he’s continually losing his
feathered headdress.

Impressionist for this sesh is

Buddy Clayton. He follows the
Kemmys with virtually the same
mimicing he’s been using since

j

first caught by Variety three
years ago. His carbons range from
Arthur Godfrey to Rose Murphy
to net an okay salvo.

Rigoletto Bros. A Aimee, another
oldtime turn, are a versatile three-
some who mix magic, juggling and
music in their repertoire. There's
nothing particularly fresh here but

i

it’s well executed to win a nice

reception.

Marty and Marge Rogers, who've
j

done their imaginative terp rou -

1

tines at such spots as the late Leon
'

& Eddie’s, are a youthful couple
j

that scores handily with lifts and
;

spins, a "mannikin-in-store-win-
dow” pantomime plus a reprise of

some yesteryear steps such as the
Charleston, etc.

Bert Howell, who’s had upteen
partners, is now teamed w ith Frank
Radcliffe and both adequately

Bill Lawrence and Bohhv Van
share the spot in a show that em-
phasizes youth, but they haven’t
near enough name value between
them to constitute any significant
lure. Clearly, attendance at Chi’s
lone vaudery for the current fort-

night will be largely dependant
upon appeal of the feature pic.

Still, as a diversified and quickly-
paced 40 minutes, the stage spread
registers as generally pleasant, en-
tertaining accompaniment.
Van is a lean, flexi-legged lad

who dances remarkably—like Ray
Bolger and projects plenty of
verve and well-being. He tosses in.

for so-so measure, a song, a few
quips and some impressions, but
fortunately these are disposed of
at act's outset, none of them strik-
ing any substantial impact. His
loose-limbed soft-shoe flights
across the stage, however, have
nice technique and a good touch of
comedy, rating top plaudits.

In the vocal slot. Lawrence of-

fers five numbers straightway, with
some slightly self-conscious intros
in between. He has a well-tuned
set of pipes with a light hoarse
quality that enhances his romantic
offerings. Most distinguished treat-
ment is given to "Little Girl.”
which he had recently cut on the
Mood label, and this earns him a

good walkoff.
It’s not often of late fiat trained

animal acts appear here, and Shar-
key the Seal, being something of a

novelty, scores as a big delight
with familiar turn.

Curtain closers are the Stuart
Morgan Dancers, who are not danc-
ers at all but acrobats, their hilling
accredited by their evenness of mo-
tion and perfect timing. Quartet
has among them the only femme in

the show, an attractive dish who
functions as the aero instrument
of her three male partners. Act
passes quickly and is smoothly
executed and well received.
Henry Brandon conducts the

house orch in showbacking and
doubles as ingratiating m.c. Les.

A sketch
Singer,” in

has to prove
order to win
marriage, is below standard and
poorly acted, tag being when a
screen is knocked over to reveal
a stand-in singer to whose voice
the comic has matched his move-
ments. Houses yocks from only a
handful of the customers, who have
seen similar sketches on numerous
occasions.
Hood has foils in Betty Nolan,

smallish, loud-voiced femme gab-
bing in the Glasgow vernacular,
and wiry Frank Harvey, latter com-
pletely unsuited to "feeding”
chores and more at home as a
frontline comic in his own right

There’s sfiek terping from the
three Dancing Duvals, combo of
two young males and one distaffer,
aided by good lighting effects. The
Burt Bros., are a duo of handsome-
looking men who belt out current
pops, one seated at piano and the
other standing behind Pair radi-
ates good humor and pep. and exits
to solid mitting.
More stviish dancing from Ball-

etic A Raoul. Scot terpers who
have given meticulous care to pi *-

duction of their hushand- ind-wifc
act. Doreen A Sytvia Stephens are
average accordionists, ami 'nc.il-

idng side is taken care of hv Grace
Calvert, blonde thrush with a pow-
erful voice, and Jack Smith new-
comer to vaude lavouts Eight
Renee Venmore Girls provide* an
adequate but nattily-dressed Pnc-
up. Gord

l onl imii'd from |>.icr 3_
emaScope confronts 2tdh. On the
one hand it is anxious to see the
itidustn adopt its widescreen
method as quieklx as possible,

partly because the number of Cin-
emascope films available will de-
termine the speed and number of

outlets that will equip
On the other hand, a rapid

switch to CinemaScopc by the
other studios is likely to take the
tarnish olf the system much taster

than it would in* done were only a

limited number ot Cinemascope
productions tensed. Whole-
sale comersion to CinemaScope,
its argued, would establish the
widescreen as a standard ami
would deprive films of that extra
pull at the* b o.

Foreign Dates Follow
Washington. ,( let <5

2flth-Fox is driving lor speedy
worldwide saturation with its

CinemaScope process and new pie,

"The Rohe." Spjros Skouras ex-
plained to a press conference on
Thursday • I >. as "The Robe”
opened its Washington run at

Lorw ’s Capitol.
He stated that, before the end

of 1953. he’ll have "The Robe”
plaiting in virtually every major
cit

\

in the world outside the Iron
Curtain.

First foreign opening will he in

Paris, either Nov 8 or 10. Then, in

quick succession, pie will be
launched in Rome. Stockholm,
Frankfurt and Berlin. A London
preen) is set for Nov. 19. Skouras
said tiie film will also open in Aus-
tralia. New Zealand and such situ-

ations as Hongkong, Singapore,
Jakarta. Indonesia, etc.

Said 20th has signed commit-
ments for $15.000 000 worth of pic-

tures and equipment under the
new process and already has com-
pleted work on 10 Tcchnicolr films
in flic CinemaScope process.
Worldwide, he estimated, the man-
ufacturers have $150,000,000 worth
of equipment either in work or un-
der contract, to reequip theatres
tor CinemaScope.

Haymes
Continued from |m g p 1 55^5

plane broke down and he'd be
unable to appear.

Earlier in the week, the Bureau
of Internal Revenue attached
Maxines' full salary because of the
tax bill owed to the Government..
Singer protested that he must he
permitted to keep some part of
his coin to meet current expenses
such as salai) for his pianist A1
Lcrncr.
The American Guild of Variety

Artists is expected to get the case.
Martha Rave is slated to open at

the Casino 'Thors..) '8'.

Cinerama
Continued from pqr 1 ^

Apollo, X. Y.
Lloyd Price & Band )9>. Tommy

Reynolds Orch 'll). Annisteen Al-

len, Jones & Wilbert, Vicki David

sequences was filmed, reported
that the number of visitors jumped
40' i following the release of Cine-
rama.
Cinerama also lias its effect on

"aramaing” U. S. industry. Among
the multitude variations on
"arama," there’s colorama, xis*v
rama, cofferama, Iiquorama, eata-

rami. and even a nursery school

called a kiddirama. A burlesque
queen had herself hilled as the

Sinerama Girl. A Cinerama cock-

tail became popular in Chicago.
Cinerama burgers '"tiie hamburger
with the new dimension") went on
sale in Detroit.

handle the house’s comedy require-
(

“Crackshot" revue; “Black Castle"
tvtnr\4 <• i n Mnvt rx rf rrxrxf/»

( jments in next-to-closing groove
Their songs and patter sit well

j

with the aud despite the veneer i

of familiarity.
Layout ran somewhat overlong

at show caught Friday '2' and thus
gave the closing aerial turn of

Marie Louise A Charles a scant

three minutes onstage. Miss Louise
was restricted to a mere xxarmup
on the swinging bar dnd never
had a chance to display her forte i— walking upside doxx n on the bar

while blindfolded.
Accordionist Sasha LeodofT

R&H TVer
Continued from pane 1

Harlem's vaude showcase is of-

fering one of its weaker hills this

sesh. Show is also a comparative
shortie, lasting only an hour.
There isn't a particularly strong
entry on the bill, although Lloyd
Price may have garnered some
nabe followers via his recordings
of "Lawdy Miss Clawdy.”

Indicative of show’s shortcom-
ings is the spotting of "Crack-
shot” in two comedy hits, instead

in of usual single slotting. He's a

the deuce,
Acts.

is reviewed under New
GHb.

house regular whose material goes

t
oxcr with the patrons. Instrumi n*

being aired via CBS facilities. CBS.
ABC and DuMont have tentatively

agreed also to repeat the show the

same night via hot kinnie from 10

to 11 pm., and NBC is also con-

sidering a report. Guiding hands

in the entire production haxe been

Morrow, Daly, ABC's Bob Well-

man, and CBS producer Martin
Manulis, who xx ill produce lor all

the nets.

Award to the President xxill be

made by Henry E. Schultz, the

League’* national diieetor.

Europe’s Punch
, < nntinurd from par? 4 —

xx hich proxides that each script

must be submitted for approx al

prior to shooting. Burst yn held.

He addccK that >he \wis struck by

the lar k of ideas. "When they have
»

freedom, the great artists don't

knoxx xx hat to say,” lie commented.
Burstyn is dismissing several

European production deals and

did acquire one film. "Green

Magic,” which was Brazilian-made

hut Italian owned.

Regarding the controversy over
the Italian selection of the Holly-
wood films competing at the Ven-
ice film fete. Hurst yn said he sym-
pathized with the Jestival authori-

ties who wanted to set certain

artistic standards in the face of

determination on the part of pro-

ducers from all nations to use the

occasion to exploit their pix

When Clare Booth Luce, tiie

American Ambassador to Italy, first

saw the list of L S films partici-

pating at Venice, she refused to

attend on the grounds that "they

are likely to gi\e our country a

black eye” Later, after seeing a

private screening of "Little Fugi-

tive” she sf*nt Burst} n a letter

praising the picture. Burstyn said

it was his impression that tiie

American entries at Venice left a

poor impression of America, but

that it xx a» his understanding that

tin* selection committee had re-

quested several pictures like

Shane " and "From Here to Eter-

,nit>" but bad been turned down.
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Sadler s Setting Alltime Ballet Mark

With 458G for Four-Week N.Y. Run

NEW BURKE-VAN HEUSEN

SHOW FOR ‘VINDICATION’

Bv ARTHUR BRONSON
Tin- Sadler's. Wells Ballet of

London will finish a four-week en-

gagement at the Met Opera House.

N V Sunday night 'ill with an ap-

prox 'mate gross of $458,000 for

I ii«. run. I Ins marks an alltime

record lake for ballet in the U.S.

or elsewhere, today or in the past.

On basis of daily turnaways and

sock not ices the British dance

troupe received, it's estimated it

could have gone on for another

I wo months in N.Y.. approximat-

ing its weekly $110,000 average

take But the 3.600-seat Met
Opera I fons<* was only available

for tour w eeks, and no other N Y.

theatre was suitable. Troupe, han-

1

died in t lie U.S. by Sol Hurok. of-

fers the ironic situation of the top

N Y hit attraction having to leave

town, to tour.

In its first week, at a $6 top,

which included an extra perform-

ance 'opening night at $10.80 top).

Sadler’s took in $129,000. Troupe
grossed $100,000 Us second week,
110(1 the third, with another 110G :

expected this linal stanza. Take is
,

tax-free. Weekly average equaled
the combTied take of Broadway’s!
top two hits. “Wonderful Town”
with $55,000, and “Me and Juliet”

with $.“8,000.

Troupe is off on a 15-week U S.-

Canada tour next week, opening
j

in IMiilly. Most stands are half to

completely sold out already. Sad-

ler’s was here twice before, for a

nine-week U.S. visit in ’49-’50 and
20 weeks in ’50-’51. It’s top was
lower, and outfit w-asn’t tax-exempt
then. This N.Y. visit, on most
counts, has been its most suc-

cessful.
Paradox

Paradoxically, though troupe
isn't as strong as on the two pre-

vious visits, it’s make the strongest

impression. This trip, it lacked
Moira Shearer and Beryl Grey
among ils top ballerinas, while

Ann Vaughan Goes Back

Johnny Burke and James Van
Heusen, who co - produced and

supplied the songs tor “Carnival

in Flanders,”, hope to do another

Broadway musical next season.

They’re looking around for a book

or a suitable story property.

Inside Stuff-Legit

for

Ann Vaughan will rejoin

in the Ozarks" next week

ronlo to resume the leading role of

Fanny Coliver. She was with the

company last winter, but left to

fulfill a nightclub engagement at

I»a|m Beach. Formerly known in

show biz as Annett MacQuarrk*.
actress now uses her new married
name. She will get featured hill-

ing under her new contract with

producer John Kenley.

“Maid in the Ozarks” has been
on the road off and on for ovci a

decade and threatens to rival '‘To-

bacco Rond” as a hardy perennial.

Farce by Claire Parrish has been
described in the trade in the words
any resemblance to the original

script is purely coincidental.”

Latest to add “business” was Bert
Wheeler, who starred in last sea-

son’s road tour hut is not with it

this season.

Show' plays Toronto,. Hamilton,
two weeks in Detroit, Columbus,
then hit into New England around
the holidays.

Commentary on the limited opportunity for Negro actors in the

professional theatre is contained in the biographical notes in the Play-

bill for “Take a Giant Step.” drama by Louis Peterson at the Lyceum,
N. Y. Paragraph relating to Louis Gossett, a highschool student mak-
ing his stage debut as the lead in the show who was given laudatory

notices from the critics, concludes with the sentence, “His future plans

include Duquesne U. and a career in pharmacy.’’ Indicating the gen-

erally negative attitude of the theatregoing public toward most plays

about or with Ne»roes is a display for “Take a Giant Step” in last

Associates say the veteran lyric-
j
Sunday’s <4) N. Y. Times, Calling attention to the fact that the show

isl-composer team was not dis- Kot almost unanimously favorable reviews but has thus far done little

couraged by the recent “Carnival'’
j
business, the copy was headed. “We’ve got a hit! Where are YOU? Buy

flop, even though they took a tickets now—or never!” Copy contained the warning. “If the public con-

financial trimming as co-producers
j tin0es to buy tickets at the present rate this hit w ill close at the end

as w'ell as a critical shellacking for 0 f this week.”
ihe music. Also, the reception to %
their two songs in the new Bing

|

Auth0 r and management of a recently-opened Broadway show may
Crosby picture, "Little Bov Lost, ^ tagged with a libel suit because the name of the leading character

during the tryout engagement was the same as an actual person. Ln-

To ‘Ozarks* Perennial I
Which they’d engage an adaptor

“Maid

at 'l’o-

has reportedly made them more
determined than ever to do another

legit show as a vindication after

“Carnival.”

I «

.

Robert Helpmann,
after dancer and

wonderful char-

comedian, was
also absent, and dancer-choreogra-
pher Frederick Ashton has made
limited appearances. Another lead

ballerina. Pamela May. hurt her
kr ee abroad and was confined to

character Hits. Replacements for

the missing ballerinas — former
soloists Violetta Klvin, Nadia Ner-

ina and Rowena Jackson—weren’t
as strong And the troupe lacked
the excellent soloists in small
pails because these soloists had
been raised to ballerina status and
weren’t equivalently replaced.

Fortunately, troupe still has had
Margot Fonteyn, finest dancer in

the western hemisphere. There
ap to the next star bnl-

bul Misses Nerina and
made excellent impres-

ide in Svetlana Beriosova,
up front Sadler’s Wells
Ballet to this troupe this

a- soloist. Sadler’s has a

star who’ll tie up among
oiiai let in a couple of

w hi-a

ler ua.

.1 aekson
s Oils, u

inn ed
The.it re

.* easou.

|
olent i.i

the top

Minors
W hat

sock i it ,

incomprrahU
Letter cho re

.'.ceounted for Sadler’s
et this t rip. aside from the

Miss Fonteyn, was a

ol repertoire than in

the past two \isils, and some' excit-

ing new works The short “Daph-
ris and Chloe" was a memorable
event while the full-cvening-
’’S>lvia" proved a lush, lavish

work in t :r sock classic-romantic
t’iditmn of “Swan Lake” and
“Sleeping Beauty." Both ballots are
Ashton c reations. "Sylvia” has stun-

ning sets and delectable Delibes
music to accompany Ashton’s high-
ly imaginative choreography, while
every time Miss Fonteyn came on
stage she lit it tip Brian Shaw in

• or anything else), Miss
in “Skaters.’’ Michael
Daphnis" or "Sylvia.”

Id and Alex Grant in

Miss Bcrioso\a in

Beauty." Miss Nerina in

and Miss Fonteyn in

leave glowing memor-

*'Skaters"

J ickson
Somes ip

John Fie
“Daphnis.’
‘Sleeping
’ Swan Lake,
ev et v thing.

Equity Passes Anti-Red

Ruling to Put Quietus On
j

Subject in Union Affairs

In another effort to eliminate
Communism as an issue in Actors
Equity affairs, the union council
has adopted a rule to expel any
member “proven by due process of

law” to Ik* a member of the Com-

;

rnunist party, or any other organi- 1

zation seeking the overthrow' of
the Government by force. Action,
taken at last week’s meeting, is

not subject to approval by the
mem bership.

Step was the culmination of sev-
eral months of maneuvering and
discussion within the union. Fol-
lowing the annual election last

spring, when the conservative fac-
tion sought to make ‘‘active’’ anti-

,

Communism the sole issue, various
proposals have been advanced for
dealing with the subject. The
council had been considering sev-
eral courses.

Prior to the recent quarterly
membership meeting, the conserv-
atives filed a petition for a con-
stitutional amendment to bar Com-
munists and other subversives
from membership. The council
also offered a resolution similar
hut r >t exactly like that adopted
last week. Both measures were
voted down by the membership,
tint there was favorable comment
on the council resolution That led
to last week's passage of the new
rule hv the council.

Key clause in the resolution
adopted reads. "That in compliance
with the findings of the courts artl
the law o| the land. Council wives
notice that any member who i

proven Ly due process of law to he
a mrmb. r of the Communist parly,
or any agency thereof, or any or-
ganization which seeks to over-
throw the Government of the U. S.
by force or violence, or who i>

proven guilty of any subveiviv >

act. shall automatically he charged
by the Association, by the writing
of such finding, with conduct prej-
udicial to tlie Association and shall
In* subject to Article V of the By-
Laws" i that is. expelled).

Furl her clause, calling for per-
sonal endorsement of the resolu-
tion by each member of the union,
by a poll of all voting members,
was held up for further council
discussion.

Met Preps 70th Year With

Two More Legit Stagers

Added; 16 New Singers

Next month marks beginning of

the Metropolitan Opera’s 69th sea-

son, and 70th year. (No 'opera

was given during 1892-93 because

of a fire). The season will teeoff

Nov. 16 with some prominent faces

added and some important ones
gone. Tendencysto streamlining of

productions will be as marked as

before, with the Met’s new tie to

legit (via use of theatre directors)

standing out more than ever.

Fact that legit directors have cut

out a definite spot for themselves
in opera generally is pointed up
especially this season. The Met,
which has used six legiters during
the past three seasons, is adding
two more for the coming term, in

Cyril Kitchard and Peter Brook.
The N. Y. City Opera Co., giving

the U. S. preem of Gottfried von

|

Einum’s "The Trial” Oct. 22, has

|

borrowed Otto L. Preminger
i "Moon Is Blue,” "Margin for

Error”) to stage it.

For the Met, Ritchard (who
staged last season’s “Misalliance”
on Broadway) will direct “Barber
of Seville.” Brook, stager of "The
Little Hut,” which bows on Broad-
way tonight (Wed.), is to direct the
Mel’s “Faust,” which tees the
opera season Nov. 16. Duo thus
joins an imposing list that Met

j

manager Rudolf Bing has added in

,

his three-year tenure, comprising

derstood the plaintiff in the prospective action was a boyhood acquaint-

ance of the play’s author and the name similarity has caused him em-
barrassment. since he is a board of education official in the unnamed
town that’s the scene of the show*. Individual in question was not aware
that his name was being used until the show’s tryout in another town
and consequent new » aper reviews and reports were mentioned to him.

After he served notice of possible legal action, but prior to the Broad-
way opening, the play’s author and management changed the last name
ol the leading character.

Joseph Shipley, of the New Leader, has been reelected president of

the N. Y. Drama Critics Circle for another year. Other incumbents re-

tained in office are Walter F. Kerr, Herald Tribune, vicepresident;

George Freedley, curator of the Theatre Collection of the N. Y. Public
Library, secretary; Tom Wenning, Newsweek, treasurer. Henry Hcwes.
associate drama critic of the Saturday Review', was elected a member
of the group. John Mason Brown, critic and associate editor of the
mag, w'ill not be covering shows regularly this season. Meeting was
held last Wednesday (30) at the Algonquin Hotel. N. Y.

Indicating the degree of confusion likely when "Teahouse of the
August Moon" opens Oct. 15 at the Martin Beck, N. Y., w'ith "Tea and
Sympathy” already established at the Barrymore, N. Y., there have
already been mixups in the trade over the two shows. Most obvious
thus far was the misplacement of a date strip on one play instead of

the other last week. Management of “Teahouse” ordered the date sign
to be fastened above the display frames in the Beck lobby, but they
were erroneously put on the “Tea and Sympathy" displays in the Barry-
more lobby a day or so prior to the latter show’s opening. It was a

couple of days before the mixup was spotted and corrected.

Legit Bits

House management of the
j

Broadhurst, N. Y., was evidently

going by the calendar rather thap

the thermometer for last week’s

premiere of “The Strong Are 1

Lonely,” so
,
first-nighters got a

I

free Turkish bath . . . Producer
Richard Aldrich, on crutches with

a broken leg. returned to his offee
this week , . . Anthony Parella’s
proposed production of "Mardi

i

Margaret Webster. Alfred L,unt. 1 Gras” is now being financed at

ie> as they depart.

Duke Clefs ‘Dilly’

Hollywood. Oct 6.

Vernon Duke has begun eleffing
the score of “Miss Dilly Says No,”
new musical scheduled for produc-
tion on Broadway later this season
by Gala Ebm John LaTouche i<

writing- the lyrics.

Jerry Lawrence and Robert F
Lee are penning the book, adapted
from a novel by Theodore Pratt.

Garson Kanin, Tyrone Guthrie.
Joseph Mankiewicz and George
Balanchine.

Two Maestros Back
Two distinguished conductors

are returning to the Met this sea-
son. in Pierre Monteux and
George Szell. They will help fill

spot of riepartured Fritz Reiner,
now maestro of the Chicago Sym-
phony.

Sixteen new artists have been
engaged, as against nine at the be-
ginning last season. Newcomers
include three winners of the Met
Auditions of the Air: HeiHi Krall.
Maria Leone and Charles Anthony.
James McCracken, tenor who
made his Broadway debut in “Tree
Grows in Brooklyn.” and Theodor
rppman. who created the lead in

Britten's “Billy Rudd” in England
and America, were also added.

But the most Important of the
new singers are Inngard Seefried.
lead soprano of the Vienna Opera,
and Nicola Rossi-Lemeni. Italian
basso w.k. abroad, who impressed
in last season’s San Francisco
Opera bow. Back on the roster
an* tempestuous soprano Ljuba
Welitch and baritone Ferdinand
Fraptz.

Departures include Helen Tra li-

bel, who resigned resoundingly
I >st week; Delia Riga!, Anne Bol-
linger, Mario Del Monaco. Giu-
seppe Di Stefano. Giacinto Pran-
delli. Ferruccio Tagliavini. Emery
Darcy. Sigurd Bjoerling. Herbert
Janssen, Paul Sc hooffler, Paolo
Silveri and Robert Woedo Tag-
liavini a few seasons ago was re-
garded as a terrific find, a new
Gigli, but lie's slipped recently.
The Met will offer three new

productions this season, a “Faust"
tlie 1953-54 season * v> i(b sets and costumes by Rolf
Theatre. Brooklyn. Gerard, staged by Peter Brook and

conducted by Pierre Monteux; a
“Tannhauser.” also with Gerard
decor, directed by Herbert Graf
and batoned by George Szell, and
"The Barber of Seville," with sets
and costumes by Eugene Berman,
staged by Cyril Ritchard and con-
ducted by Alberto Erode.

Repertory will consist of 22
operas, and the season W ill run 22

,
w eeks.

Mcnachcm Rubin to Open
With Yiddish Musical

"In Every Home,” new Yiddish
folk play starring Monac-heip Ru-
bin. will open
at the Parkway
Friday <9\ Written by Harry Kal*
manowitz. comedy-drama has a
musical score by Sbolom Secunda
and was pioduced and directed by
Rubin

Supporting cast includes Ren
Bonus. Mina Bern, Fanya Rubina.
Ywdel Dubinsky. Freidele Lip-
'iutz. Sain Grrtler, Hanna Hol-
lander. Jacob Su-anofT. Sarah Gm-
gohl and David Popper.

$55,000, a reduction of $10,000
Bianca Stroock is supervising tlie

costumes for “Sabrina Fair.”

’•The Golden Onion” will be the
first' production of the newly-
formed Musical Comedy Guild of
San Francisco . . . Lewis Harmon
Is associate to pressagent Sol
Jacobson on "Teahouse of the Au-
gust Moon’’ and the upcoming
“John Murray Anderson Har'e-

1

quinade" ... Gerry O’Connell, who
was company manager the last

two seasons with the touring "Bell.
Book and Candle.” has the same
assignment with "Time Out for
Ginger" on the road this season.

|

and then switches to tlie musical,
“The Girl in Pink Tights.”

Zara Shakow has returned from
Tel-Aviv, where she directed and
taught for the Chamber Theatre
and conducted a director’s sem-
inar for the Ministry of Culture
and Education . . . Fred Neder-
lander has transferred from the
Wisconsin area to overall member-
ship in the Assn, of Theatrical
Press Agents A- Managers. Albert
Calley has switched from the mu-
sic field to overall membership in
the union, and Herbert Bonis has
been admitted into the vaude and
film field . . . Producer-theatre
owner Anthony B. Farrell has re-
turned from an Alaska hunting
trip and is now commuting ho-

lt ween his upstate lodge and his
Mark Hellinger Theatre. N. Y.

James Whale will direct “Of
Opera. Song and Life." Lotte Leh-
man platform piece presented by
Russell Lewis and Howard Young
wh'ch bows in Santa Barbara. Cal..
Oct. 11 ... Geraldine Brooks will
star in "Dream Girl” as the season
opener, starting next Monday (12)
at the Hilltop Theatre. York, Pa.

Muriel Smith, who played
Bloody Mary in the British pro-
duction of "South Pacific.’,’ will
have the role of Lady Thiang.
favorite wife of the Siamese mon-
arch in “The King and I.” which
opens tomorrow night (Tliurs.) at
the Drury Lane. London. “S P.”

!

is currently touring the British
provinces, having closed Sept. 2G

1 at the Drury.

Charles Lederer, film writer-
librettist who took over this w-eek
as producer of the incoming “Kis-
met. ’’ is the son of the late Broad-
way producer George W. Lederer

and the late musical comedy singer

Reinee Davies, sister of Marion
Davies . . . Irving Buchman will he

stage manager and Paul Vroom
company manager of "End as a
Man” when it moves to Broadway
. . . George S. Kaufman and How-
ard Teichman, authors of the in-
coming “Solid Gold Cadillac,” will
write the book of a new musical,
“In the Money,” planned by pro-
ducer Max Gordon as a vehicle
for Phil Silvers and Mary Wickes.
Richard W. Krakeur and Ran-

dolph Hale, producers of last sea-
son’s revival of “On Borrowed
Time.” were tagged with a $1,202
judgment in N. Y. Supreme Court
last week for delinquent unemploy-
ment insurance payments on the
show. Plaintiff was the N. V.
State Industrial Commissioner . . .

Arthur Miller has been proposi-
tioned to stage revivals of his “Mon
Who Had All the Luck,” “All My
Sons” and “Death ol a Salesman’’
next season at the N. Y. City Cen-
ter . . . Musical comedy singing-
comedienne Helen Ford, who re-
tired to private life some years
ago. is returning to legit . . . Guy
Spaull and Joan Croydon have
been signed to the acting com-
pany of Dallas Theatre ’53 by Mar-
go Jones, managing director.

Murray Queen named production
manager for “Little Jesse James,’’
going into rehearsal Oct. 19 . . .

Matinee top for N. Y. City Opera
Co. is $3; not S4 as erratumed . . .

Ballet Theatre returned to New
York last Wednesday (30 * from
Munich, where on Sept 28 it gave

i

the final performance of its five-
month tour of Europe and Britain

Hesseltine to Produce
H^sty Pudding Show

Boston, Oct. 6.

Stark Hesseltine. Harvard ’52.

has been named producer of this

year’s edition of the Hasty Pud-
ding Club Show. “Ad Man Out.

”

marking the first time a Harvard
grad has been appointed to under-
take the production of the Club’s
annual spooling theatrical. During
his undergrad days Hesseltine ap-

peared in four Hasty Pudding
Club shows and since graduating
has been house manager of the

Aldrich & Myers-operated Cape
Playhouse and. during the past

strawhat season, associated with

Falk-Cupp’s Boston Summer The-
atre.

Donn Fischer, formerly associat-

ed with Aldrich A: Myers and di-

rector of last year’s Hasty Pudding
show, will again handle the direct-

ing. while Dolly - Niggemeyer is

slated to direct the choreography
once again.
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Off Broadway Activity Heighten:

IKIilTHI.ITi: 73

Under Spur of Big Main Stem Costs

High cost of Main Stem produc-

tion is spurring top theatrical ac-

t’vity off-Broadway. Legit-goer at-

tention is again being focused on

play production outside of the

Times Square area. Current year

has probably been the hottest,

prestige-wise, for the oll-Broadway

groups since 1949 when such out-

fits as The Interplayers. OIT-Uroud-

v, v. Inc . an' 1 Studio 7 were in

operat ion.

Latest pro-flavored outfit to en-

ter the off-Broadway ranks is The
phoenix, new producing company
i, nned bv legit director Norris

11 .ughton and T. Edward Ilamble-

toh. who’s already been through
t Broadway management mill.

l)uo has taken over the Stuyvesant
Theatre, a lower eastside house,

for the presentation of a 20-week
si-i ies of plays, patterned along the

lines of London’s Lyric Hammer-
smith Theatre. Until Saturday '3).

the 1.200-seat Stuyvesant had
functioned as a film showcase. At
one time it had operated as the

New Jewish Folks Theatre.

Eastside setup will have a $3 top
with Houghton-Hambleton keeping
tiie production cost down to a min-
imum via concessions from differ-

ent theatrical unions. Season will

feature five plays, each funning
lor four weeks. A single unit set-

ting will be utilized for all the
presentations. Sidney Howard’s
• Madame Will You Walk.’’ which
closed after a Baltimore tryout a

few years back, will inaugurate
the series Nov. 24. Directors will

vary for each of the offerings. Don-
ald Oenslager will be artistic di-

rector and Alvin Colt will handle
the costuming. Plays will be budg-
eted at about $12.000-$15.000.

Movement of "End as a Man”
from the Theatre de Lys in Green-

(Continucd on page 76)

Chrysler Drops $54,500

In 70G ‘Lonely’ Loss
Walter P. Chrysler, Jr. pro-

ducer of "The Strong Are Lonely."
which opened and closed last w«ck
at the Broadhurst. N. Y. person-
ally supplied most of capital for

the show. Venture was financed
at $75,000, of which the motor
family scion put up $54,500. Pro-
duction is estimated to have lust

about $65.000-$70.000.
Other backers included film-

legit star Brian Aherne 'listed in

the partnership agreement as B
deLaey Aherne), $1,000; Jack F
Chrysler, the producer's brother.

$7,500; realty operator William
Zeckendorf, $1,500; his daughter.
Susan Zeckendorf Nicholson. $1-
750; William Zeckendorf. Jr.
$1,750, and the show’s designer,
Rolf Gerard. $2,500.

The producer and Margaret
Webster, who staged the play,

were general partners in the
project.

‘Cuckoo’ Out in Frisco
Hollywood. Oct. 6

‘ Time of the Cuckoo,” now play,
mg the Alcazar in Frisco, folds
Saturday night <10*. sluing four
weeks run in halt. Also cancelled
later dates in Portland and Spo-
kane Bad n view s and bad biz

were reported reasons for the
abrupt exit ot the Mary Astor star-
ter in Frisco.

Legiter rove nMy finished three
weeks' dale in Los Angeles in the
red.

Show Biz Unions Make

Terp, G&S Troupes Toe

Mark on Three Fronts
Show biz unions won out in three

hassles last week, one in N. Y.
against the New Youth Chorus and
Dancers of Spain; another in

Washington against the Jose Greco
dance troupe, and a third in Chi-
cago against Dorothy Raedler’.s

American Savoyards. Fourth tussle,

against Leonard Alotbcl's produc-
tion of "Anna Lucasta” in Boston,
was unsettled as of yesterday
(Tries. >.

Refusal of the Spanish vocal-
ici P aggregation to employ union
personnel resulted in the Assn, of
Theatrical Press Agents & Mana-
gers. American Guild of Musical
Artists and American Federation
of Musicians’ Local 802 throwing a

picket line around Carnegie Hall,
N V

. prior to outfit's scheduled
bow there Thursday <1>. Group
bad been set to appear at the Hall
through Sunday <4>. but picketing,

p us lean b.o. activity, resulted in

< an illation of all performances,
'•nil house returning coin on ad-
v.mre ticket sales. Company was

Continued on page 76

»

‘End’ Into $35,

M

Class With Shift

Production tab on "End As A
Man” when it moves into the
Vanderbilt Theatre. N. Y ,

Oct 14,

will be about $35,000. Show, cur-

rently running at the Theatre de
Lys in Greenwich Village, was put
on at the ofT-Broadway showcase
for around $5.000-$6.000, Addi-
tional coin for the uptown hike

has already been raised.

At present, play is honefittinc

from the usual concessions given
ofT-Broadway productions by the

various legit unions. Weekly op-

erating nut at the 299-scat Theatre
de Lys is approximately $2,500.

The Claire Heller production will

break even at around $9,000 per
week at the 720-seat Vanderbilt.
Show can gross a little under $5.-

000 a week downtown, while ca-

pacity at the Vanderbilt is around
$18,500 per week at a $4 80 top.

Village house has a $3 top. Show,
which winds up a four-week run
at the de Lys Sunday 'll), has been
pulling in an average gross of

$4,000 per week.
Concessions at the Theatre de

Lys include weekly payments of

about $145 apiece to three stage-

hands. $90 to one boxoffice man. 1

$42 for one ticket-taker, around
$25-$32 for three usherettes, over
$50 for a porter and $125 for a

pressagent-managor. Cast is per-

mitted to work for $25 per week.

Aldrich & Myers to Pass

Up ‘Moon’ Tour; Too Busy
Aldrich & Myers has scotched

1 bins to send out a touring edition
"i The Moon Is Blue” this fall.

Firm will devote its activities to
the Broadway scene. However, the
L Hugh Herbert comedy may now
I" sent out on tour by George
Brandt who’s been angling for the
1 operty. Legal papers. leasing the
first class production rights to the
'"•Ik. were sent to Brandt's lawyer
l ist week. However, the pact hasn’t
been signed as yet.

vldrich & Myers has one show.
Herbert’s new "A Girl Can Tell.”
•beady set for Broadway. Comedy,
"hich preemed out - of - town at

]

e Hartman Theatre, Columbus,
' Mirsday il), is due to open at the

1 i' ale Theatre. N. Y.. Oct. 29. Be-
s fti*s "Girl.” producing duo is eon-
" Bering several other plays for
ain Stem presentation. These in-

[
n,lc "Dear Charles.” a comedy

Alan Melville, Marc Gilbert
•s '»uvajon and Fred Jackson; "Sail-

s Delight,” a comedy adapted by
Lawrence Langner, which tried out

the strawhat circuit this past
dimmer, and Edmund Morris’ * The

• ooden Dish.”

ELAINE PERRY OUT 44G

IN HER ‘PARADISE’ FLOP
Elaine Perry, producer of "The

Paradise Question.” which folded

10 days ago during a tryout en-

gagement in Philadelphia, person-

ally invested $44,300 in the $00,000

venture. Show is figured to have
lost about $50,000.

Walter Hart-Riehard Maibaum
comedy, staged by Hart, played a

preliminary tryout late in the sum-
mer at the Lakew’ood Theatre.
Skowhcgan. Me., and was slated

for further tuneup in Philadelphia
before coming to Broadway. How-
ever, it drew unfavorable notices

and tepid audience reaction, so

Miss Perry decided to close it Pro-

ducer. a daughter of the late An-
toinette Perry, had a failure Iasi

season with "Touchstone,” her
first managerial try.

Other hackers of "Paradise” in-

cluded Max Factor. Jr., S4.800;

Hollywood talent agent Nat C.

Goldstone, $2,400; former film

critic Thornton Delehanty, $600;

actress Dorothy Patten, $300;

former producer Raymond M. Cur-
tis. $600, and actor John Baragrey,
$150.

UNION HASSLE SNARLS

‘LUCASTA’ BOSTON BOW
Boston, Oct. 6

Opening of "Anna Lucasta" at

the Copley Monday night <5» was
stymied when the pressagents
union set up a picket line early 1

Monday morning, resulting in

teamster*’ relusal to unload scen-

ery shipped here from Hartford
until alter noon. Three members
of the Equity east volunteered to

aid producer Leonard Altohell

unload, resulting in a threat of ac-

tion by the lubthumpors union.
Hassle v as result of Altobell’s

refusal to hire a company manager
and tubthumper. agreeing to com-
promise by hiring a flack but in-

sisting on handling t lie manager-
ship himself. Altohcll reports no
previous union troubles when he
handled "Tohaero Road” on the

same setup. He insists "Lucasta
will open tonight <Tues A, explain-

ing the skedded opening delay was
due to 'phy-iral trouble caused by

delay in delivery service, not

pickets.”

Odd angle is that Altohcll claims

the theatre was leased under
agreement for play to say while

biz warrants, whereas Brattle The-

atre operators were inked to open
the spot Oct. II as an art film

house. "Lucasta” advance sqles-

were reportedly weak.

Anna Russell in Switch

To Carnegie Hall Date
Comedienne Anna Russell, ret

cently on Broadway with her Lit-

tle Show,” will make her only N Y.

concert appearance of the season

Nov. 27 at Carnegie Hall.

She gave three Town Hall, N Y
,

recitals last season.

fiuild Adds 2 More Plays

To Broadway Season Sked
Two more plays have been add

ed to the season’s production

schedule of the Theatre Guild

They are "Home Is the Hero, by

playwright -novelist-actor Walt er

Macken. and "Day of Grace.” by

Alexander Fedoroff. to star Mac-

Donald Carev. ‘Hero” was pro

dviced last season at the Abbey
Theatre. Dublin, and “Grace" was
tried out during the summer at the

Westport i Conn.) Country IMay-

house.
Guild's season opens with "The

Trip to Bountiful,” Horton Foote

drama starring Lillian Gish, slated

to open Nov. 3 at the Henry Mil-

ler, N. Y

Musicals Back in PhiKy as Tooters,

Shuberts Settle Contract Dispute

Vanessa Wins $250 Hike,

Pic Assignment Leave

To Wind ‘itch’ Hassle
Dispute bttween Vanessa Brown,

featured ft nune lead in the orig-

inal company of "Seven Year
Itch.” and the show’s producers,
Courtney Burr and Elliott Nugent,
was self ted I rot week with the ac-

tress gelling a salary rahe from
$750 to 81.000 instead of being
upped to costar lulling with Tom
Ew ell.

Agreement also extended the
actress’ contract through May 31

of next year, with the right to take
a seven-week leave of absence for

a possible film assignment, plus a

week's vacation. Under the ex-

tension. either party to the deal
has the right of cancellation on six

weeks’ notice. Miss Brown with-

drew her arbitration action “with-
out prejudice.” meaning that she
has the rigid to reinstate it.

Claim against the management
was based upon a letter of agree-
ment made prior to negotiation of

the formal contract. Key clause
was a sentence reading. “You are
to receive equal hilling with Tom
Ewell, your name to appear second
to his. but only his name to pre-

cede yours." Another sentence
read. "The regular Equity contract
embodying these terms will be
sent you as soon as our produc-
tion and partnership agreement
have been executed.”
When Ewell was boosted from

first-featured to star billing and
Miss Brown took her claim to Ac-
tors Equity, the union refused to

support her. since the matter in

dispute was not covered in the of-

ficial contract. Under the letter

of agreement. Miss Brown got $600
a week, with an increase to $750.

effective last Sept. 1.

Kollmar Hunts Backing

In Penn. Hinterland
Reading, I’a Oct 6

Broadway producer Dick Koll
mar has-been visiting this area,
trying to obtain financing for the
tm Incoming "Plain and Fancy.” a

musical comedy based on an idea
submitted by localite Mai dm
Weaver. Kollmar presented a pre-

view before a select group here
at RiVeredge and also at the Hotel
Tray lor. Allentow n

Music was written by Mbert
Hague, with lyrics In Arnold I lor

wiit and book bv Joe Stem and
Will (Hickman Choreography is

by Michael Kidd. Kollmar stated
Thomas Mitchell may play a lead
role.

Okla/ Still N.Y.

Longrun Pacer
With the windup Saturday '3' of

a limited five-week engagement at

the City Center. N. Y.. "Oklahoma”
now has a total of 2.360 Broadway
performances under its belt. Show
is still the Main Stem's top long-

run musical with an aggregate con-
tinuous-run record of 2 248 per-
formances. Rodgers A Hammer-
stein tuner tacked on another 72
showings during tin* summer ot

1951 when the national touring
company went in to the Broadway
Theatre. NY. for a nine-week en-
gagement Recent stand accounted
tor an additional 40 performances.
Only close contender for the

"< iklaiioma” title is RAM's "South
Pacific.” Show, interrupted its N Y.

run May 16 of this year, after

rein-lung a total of 1.693 showings,
to go out of tow n. Musical returned
to the boards June 2!). after a six-

week absence, and as ol Let Sat-

urday has hee^put on an addition-

al 112 times, giving it a total ot

1 805 presentations "Pacific" would
have to run for a little more than
a full year to take the continuous
longrun title from "Oklahoma"
and until January, 1955. to over-

run its predecessor in the total

number of Broadway productions
category.

"South Pacific” had already es-

tablished itself as the No 2 long-

run musical prior to taking Os
leave of absence from Broadway in

May. Holding down the third and
tom III spots. respectively. are

"Hellzapoppin” <1.404 perform-
ances' and "Annie Get Your Gun’
<1.147 performances!. Latter show
is being nosed out. though, by
"Guys and Dolls." which racked up
a total of 1,136 Broadway showings
as of Saturday. However the
Damon Runyon work falls into the

same category as "Pacific.” in that

its continuous run was inlcnnptrd
June 27. when show look oil for

out-of-town per-*

that time it had
cord Union i un ol

.Musical ret o- ned
to Broadway Aug 24

\l' o in the running i RA II

The King and f.
' with a cnntpui

me run total ol I 056 pertbr mail'* <

as of last Saturday.

King’s English to Square

With B’way Legit Terms
Perennial confusion between the'

\ merit an and Brit i hoe of Hi*

legit terms; "producer and di-

rector.” is apparently about to tv

permanently clanlied So ret\ r i

West End Theatre Manager > ha*

i ecornnicndcd to its nu mb' i hip

that in future the terms - hould

have the same meaning in London
as in the U. S. Change will h - ef-

fective upon the termination ot ex-

isting contracts.

In the U. S. theatre, the term
"producer” refers to the individual

or firm presenting a production,

raising the capital and handling i

the business affairs, including ne-

gotiation ol contracts. The director

is the person who stages t lie per-

formance of the show Contrary
meanings have always applied in

England, where the director refers

to the management and the pro-

ducer is the one who does the stag-

|
dig.

eight weeks of

lormances. At
reached a total

Philadelphia. ( )ct
. 6

Musicians l nion Local 77 and
the Sliwhert Theatre Corp . oper-
ators of the four legitimate houses
in Philadelphia, have settled their
month-long hassle after a scries of
conferences in New 5 m k last week,
between J .1 Sliiihcrt and Frank
Liu/vi. Local 77 president.

Immediate effect ol settlement
was the i eturn ot music' to tin*

M.dnut St Theatre tor the Satur-
day i3» night opening of "The l a-
di's of the Corridor.” Another re-
Mdt was the booking of "An Eve-
ning With Beatrice Lillie" into the
Shubcrl. for two weeks, starting
Get 15) Miss ! ,i I lie’s production,
winch carries two pianists, was one
of the !ir>.t casualties til the dis-
pute, originally scheduled for the
Forrest lor three weeks, starting
Sept 21.

Although neither suit* disclosed
terms ot the agreement. Local 77
demands were generally granted.
I lie new contract, which will lx* in

e fleet until Labor Day. 1954. calls
tor an increase in flu* orchestras
for non-musical shows from five

to six men. and raises the local
men from I!) to 20 for musical
shows Musicians in the tuneshows
also get a 10'T increase. "There
were only few minor changes made
in the contract." I.iu/zi stated.
The Rea l.illie show is classed

as a regular attraction and just

entails hiring the regular house
orchestra 'six men'. To arrange the
Philly date. Miss l.illie cancelled
scheduled slops at llershey. Pa.,
and Wilmington.
Two other musicals were divert-

ed from Philadelphia during the
union impasse. They were "Okla-
homa.” which was skedded for the
Slmbcrt. Oct. 5. but shifted to Chi-
cago instead, and Victor Burge's
"Comedy in Music." which was
listed for the Forrest. Sept. 21,
hut weld on to Broadway. John
Shubcrl, general manager ol the
corporation, said the diverted ‘mu-
sical offerings would return to this
city later in the season,

Graham Return Okayed

For ‘New Faces’; Agent

Brody Gets Heave-Ho
< hicago. ( )et 6.

"New Faces” producer Leonard
Sillnian last .week handed sudden
dismissal notices to pressagenf
Stan Brody, who had flacked for
the show during the past 16
months. Both parties ebarged the
tilt to personality difleri nees At
almost the same t.me Niltmaii
okayed the return of Ronnie Gra-
ham, early hulw.uk ol tix* cast,

back into the lineup Graham had
been ousted a few months ago for
quitting a performance without
not iff cat ion beforehand

Sillman said he'd permit the
comic to reenter the show as a
concession to Berman Swarttz.
film product r in Holly wood who
will shoot the p pit revue to Cjnt*.-

maNeupe Graham i to return for
1 he last week ol t he ( hi run vv hx h
at pro erd police has bei p t It pri-

ed t.o N"V 7 vv P h the how dated
to cmliqik for the ('da I flu* billow-
ing day Bet ween the dale of 1 1

•

,n i i\ a I in I foil*, vv o> d and I let I

.it vvhcii time the show i hooked
tor a hooted ton at the Brltoioic
Theatre. ? \ the filming will b<-

done.

I fe| b ( \i| im. lor

music and ballet *

beep called in to

and will travel ue
* now Brody refiopcd to Gotham
Saturday '3< to ico.ep in public

i ( hit I'd. - of f |f f

Caj;e Ccd Music Circus To

Shift, Use Bigger Tent
Gape Cod Mie-p- ( nap at Hv-

.• inn- Mass,.* w ill ino* c lo a n* *.

location in the aim* town next
eason present Mam SI site,

where it had been since ils open-
ing in the summer of 1950, has
been sold for development as a

shopping centre New spot to he

selected will probably be away
from the town centre.

With the move to a new loca-

tion, managing director Richaid
Aldrich intends to expand the op-

eration with a larger tent, so the

old one will be sold. He does nui

plan to lengthen tne season.

d po hi it i i lor

iow h< 1 1 - has
replace Biody

I w in d "ij| the
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Plays on Broadway
Tea anil Sympathy

Mljyvn ijihis ( <> piodurlion 'in associa-

tion will) \l:nk K Frank', of drama in

Du <«> ;k i s (foi'i Aiom’Hi by Robert Ann»r-

him Mils I) 'Imriih Kerr. feature* John

K-ri. Li‘.f Emkson.
Kazan; *« ••m < r v

/IIUT lUhlUIII* - '.

Mat i s mm ••
.
N A'

i$'i opening .'ii"l

I.a ura Hevnold*
l.iMv Sons
Torn I

I) i v id II n i i' • •

.

Ralph
A

I

SltlM* • •

Mill Ilf vnol'l > ..

I'hil

Ilf i In- rt l.f
Paul

Diiertfd by Klia

and ll'htinK. Jo vliel

Anna Itlll Johnstone. At
Sept JO, ">1; 14 HO lo|>

FiidavSaturilaj nights)
I ifbora It Kerr

........ Florida Fr mbits
..... John .<(• rr

Milliard Mid.'lcy

........ Alan Sues
Dirk York

Arthur Steu'T
...... I.e if Kriekvm

. . . . . Mn hard Fram hot
...... John M< Govern

Yale Wfxler

The Strong Are Lonely
Walter P Chrysler, Jr., production of

drama in two aft* 'five scene*) by frit/.

llo< hwaldet . adapted by Eva I.e Gallienne
from Frem h version. “Sur La Tone Au
Cell.*' by Jran Mereute and Hifhard
ThtebcrKer. Star* Victor Franien, Dennis
Kirns; features Philip Muurneuf. Nil*

Asther Wesley Addy, Directed by Mar-
yard Webster; scenery and costumes.
Molf Gerard; incidental music Lehman
KiiKfl At Broadhurst. NY. Sept 20. U.l,

$4 80 top <$ti opening and Friday Saturday
nights).
Father Provincial \ ictor I ranren
Father Orox Wesley Addy
Father l.leberman Earl Montgomery
Indian Chief* Edward Groan. Junalu ka
Andre (‘-(rnelis ........ Nils Asther
Father CTatk Paul Balluntvne

A Her a generally depressing?

early sea- on. Broadway came up
last week with an enthralling,

throat-catching drama, "Tea and
Sympathy." hy newcomer Robert
Anderson. It’s a boxolTice smash,
good for months of sellout busi-

ness, hefty touring profits, even-
tual stock royalties and. despite

Its delicate subject matter, poten-

tial film adaptation.

As usual in such cases, the

show's click brings a number of

accompanying developments! II es-

tablishes film star Deborah Kerr
as a gifted, magnetic legit actress

and b o. name, and her unrelated
namesake, young John Kerr, as a

star prospect It returns director
F.lia Kazan to top rating after

mixed results with films and the
"Cambio Real" stage whatsis.

"Sympathy" also gives the Play-
wrights Co. in partnership with
Mary K Frank, a dividend ma-
chine. and establishes Anderson,
a new Playwrights member, as a

dramatist of obvious talent, gen-
uine accomplishment and glowing
promise , Incidentally, the pre-
miere occasioned one of the most
stirring audience ovations in re-

cent seasons.
Locale of the play is a New

England hoarding school where the
faculty wives are supposed to give
tea and sympathy to the boys on
Sunday afternoons. When a sensi-
tive lad. already resented as an
"off-horse," is condemned on flim-

sy circumstantial evidence as being
at least an incipient homosexual,
one faculty wife’s heart goes out
to the youth and she defends him.

That brings to a head a growing
but heretofore unacknowledgea
rift with her housemaster-husband.
Shocked at his relentless persecu-
tion of the hoy, she Anally leaves
him. In the final scene, played to
an absolutely hushed audience on
opening night, the wife goes to the
agonized lad’s room to give him
physical reassurance of t lie man-
hood he himself has come to doubt.

This risky material has been
handled with impeccable taste,
compassion and dramatic skill, not
only by the author, but also by
the director and principal players.
Although tension eases a hit in the
second act as time is taken to fill

in every possible chink in the wall
of circumstance around the lad. the
play remains compelling, and the
final act is afiectingly, excitingly
theatrical.

"Tea and Sympathy" is imagi-
natively, superlatively cast. Under
Kazan’s adroit, evocative direction,
it is beautifully played. Miss Kerr,
making her Broadway bow. gives
a quietly persuasive performance
that builds to a restrained but elo-
quent emotional peak in the grip-
ping third act She is a subtle hut
captivating actress with authority,
personal radiance and an already-
demonstrated box-office draw.

As the innocent youth. John
Kerr gives an admirably controlled
but spectacular performance. The
part is difficult and at the same
time offers unusual depth and
range, and the young actor, who
made a debut click last season as
a juvenile lead in "Bernardino."
emerges as a virtually certain star-
to-be.

Leif Erickson, hack in legit
after several years' absence, gives
the best performance of his career
to date as the housemaster who
remorselessly hound’s the hoy for
a weakness he fi *rs in himself
John McGovern, brilliantly cast as
the unconsciously self-centered
father who can't understand a son
who i "n't one of the herd, gives
an expressively hesitant perform-
ance

Florida Friebus offers a gem of
a portraval as a chattering., seem-
ingly dimwit "facility wife Dick
York is believable and likeable a-
the roommate who has the decency
to be ashamed at his desertion of
the act used youth There are also
acceptable hits by Alan Sues, Ar-
thur Steuer and others a* heedless,
rumor-happy students
Jo Mielziners two-level dormi-

tory- permitting simultane-
ous action in the hou-ematter's
sitting room and a student bed-
room is an atmospheric, playable
masterpiece, and Anna Mill John-
ston's clothes have ju>* the right
tou'-h of campus informality

nabfi

Don Pedro
Sergeant of Guard .

Spanish Officer* ... ..

Lorenzo Guerinl
Buenos Aires Bishop
Jose Hustillos
Garcia Gucseda .....

ratable
MeineKK
Torres
Claussner

Alvaro
Eat her
Father
Either
Ihdian

Dennis Kim:
Stuart Vaughan

Martin HOdv

.

Frederick Roll
i'hdip Mourneuf
Hermit Murdock
. . . John V art v

Dion Men
. . . John St i ut)

. Joseph Doolev
May MU/.i

Dion Allen

i You nr'

Chiefs ........ Kuruks t’ahitu.
Delvl Berli

Indians Ernesto Gonzalez. Tuktu
Spanish Soldier* Hubert Ludliim.

Wyatt Cooper

Although it is a challenging nlny

on an intellectual level, "The
Strong Are Lonely" seems remote
and without sufficient emotional
impact for Broadway. There’s little

in it for pictures, stock or other
media, either.

Adapted by Eva Le Gallienne
from the Paris success, "Sur La
Terre Au Ceil." by Jean Mercure
and Richard Thieberger. which was
based on Fritz Hochwalder’s orig-

inal German, the play takes a rela-

tively obscure page of history to

explore several rather cerebral
themes. These include the place
of idealism in a practical world,
the conflict between church and
state, and authoritarianism as
means toward social betterment.

"The Strong Are Lonely" shows
how an idyllic communal state run
by the Jesuits in 18th century
Paraguay aroused the economic
envy of the rapacious Spanish
planters and merchants, the jeal-
ousy of other Catholic orders and
finally the opposition of the Span-
ish throne and the disapproval of
the head of the Jesuit order itself.

Despite Its stimulating subject
matter, it tends to be static, talky
and impersonal.

There are expert and occa-
sionally impressive performances
by Victor Francen. imported from
Paris to recreate the subdued role
of the Christ-likfc Father Provin-
cial of the Jesuit community; Den-
nis King as the urbane, colorful
emissary of the Spanish throne,
and former silent film star Nils
Asther. making a vivid legit dehut
as a blunt, swashbuckling Dutch
trader.

Philip Bourneuf is competent in
the wooden part of the secret
legate from the head of the Jesuit
order. Wesley Addy Is convincing
as a militant priest, and Kermff
Murdock. Farl Montgomery. Paul
Ballantyne and John Marley are
acceptable in lesser roles.

Margaret Webster’s direction
seems emphatic hut a trifle rigid,
except in a lack of consistency as
to acting styles. Rolf Gerard's sin-
gle setting and costumes create an
appropriate contrast between cler-
ical severity and military splendor,
and Lehman Engel has supplied a
background of trumpet fanfares
and drum roles. Hob e.

i Closed Saturday night < ;? « of-
fer severt performances. >

Muni, Harding Set For

Syracuse Stock Tryouts
A trio of tryouts will wind up

the initial half of the winter stock

series at the Astor Theatre, Syra-

cuse, N. Y Astor producers Mi-
chael Ellis and James Russo have
skedded R C. Sherrill" s "Home
At Seven" for a two-week run be-
ginning Nov. 10. Paul Muni will
star in the production, which the
duo plan for Broadway presenta-
tion Run of the Sherriff original
will he followed by "Red Letter
Day." a new play by Andrew Ro-
senthal Ann Harding is scheduled
o star in the offering, which will
tlso he put on for a fortnight's
un starting Nov. 24.

Lenard Kantor’s "Dead Pigeon,"
tabled for Broadway production in

December by Harold Bromley,
will trail Rosenthal's work Lloyd
Bridges. Joan I.oring and James
Westerfield have been named to
appear in "Pigeon.” which tees ofl

tor two weeks Dec 8 Theatre
then shutters for a two-week holi-
day layoff, reopening Jan 3 for
another 12 or 18-week season
Opening production at the 1. 400-

seat Astor was ' Born Yesterday,"
starring Jay Jo'styn. Vicki Cum-
mings and John Dali. Bill Ross
directed.

I

Borge Rides Rave Notices

As Most Solid One-Man

Show of B’way Season
Victor Borge, the Danish comic

who has clicked on the nitery and

radio-TV circuit for the past

decade, has packaged his routines

into the most solid one-person

show of the current Broadway sea-

son. Set for an indefinite run at

the Golden Theatre, at a $6 top,

where he opened his "Comedy
With Music" show Friday night (2),

he’s the fourth name to essay the

solo personality format on the New
j

York legit and concert stages in

the last few weeks.

Riding on rave notices from the

regular N. Y. legit critics, who
were probably surprised hy an act

that's familiar to nitery-goers,

Borge looks set for a lucrative

stand at the Golden after complet-

ing a highly successful cross-coun-

try tour of hinterland auditoriums

and theatres. That will be in con-

trast to the flop of Anna Russell,
tiie British song satirist, earlier

this season and the uneven b.o.

pattern of the current "Evening
With Ethel Waters" at the 48th
Street Theatre. The only other
one-man b o. standout was Libe-
race’s one-night sellout Carnegie
Hall stand Sept. 25.

Borge will likely duplicate the
click of the Beatrice Lillie show
• with Reginald Gardiner) which
broke in on the strawhat trail in

the summer of 1952 before making
good Broadway run last season.
"An Evening With Bea Lillie’’ is

now on the road. The one-person
show* format also paid off this sum-
mer for Hildegarde on the straw-
hats but she returned to her stand-
ard hotel room bailiwick this fall,

opening with a current 12-week
stand at the Cotillion Room, Hotel
Pierre, N. Y. In former years, of
course, Maurice Chevalier was a
successful exponent of the one-
man show* idea and a couple of
years ago, Eddie Cantor hit the
jackpot with a similar format in

the concert halls before he jetti-

soned this additional activity un-
der doctor’s orders.

Borge’s blend of music and pat-
ter is perfectly tailored for the
small Golden Theatre, which has
virtually the same intimacy as a
nightclub. In this closeup atmos-
phere, he’s able to drop his gags
casually without depending exclu-
sively on the mike. In several
spots, where he doesn’t use the
mike, he is, in fact, most effective.

The Dane scores consistently
with his comedy, topping off a sus-
tained routine with two standout
bits, his opera parody and his
story narration with verbal punc-
tuation marks. The latter nifty, a
standard from his nitery reper-
toire, breaks up the house com-
pletely.

The show* runs for a neat two
hours, including one intermission.
Between his chatter, Borge splices
in his pianistics, some of it straight
but most of it hoked-up version of
the popular classics, such as "Lie-
bestraum” and "The Warsaw Con-
certo." His medley of audience
request numbers is a brilliant mas-
sacre of such pops as "Tea For
Two" and "The Third Man Theme."

Borge bows off with a smart
kick at the end of the first act
by bringing on a quartet of stage-
hands and. for the finale, does a
longish farewell monolog with a
superb mixture of sentimentality
and comedy *or a pleasant after-
glow. Herm.

Plays Out of Town
The Solid Gold 4 aclilla<»

Hartford. Oct. 1.

Max Gordon presentation of comedy in

two act* *12 scene*! by Howard Teicn-

mann and George S. Kaufman Star*

Josenhine Hull. Loring Smith Staged by

Kaufman Setting* and costumes. Eo'™™
Gilbert. At New Parsons. Hartford. Del.

1, 'S3; *4 20 top
T John Blessington
Alfred Metcalfe ....

Warren Gillie .........
Clifford Snell
Mr*. Laura l*art»<l«e .

.

Amelia Shotteraven ....

Mark Jenkins
Farnsworth Beauchamp*

Geoffrey I.umb
Wendell K Phillip*

Reynolds Kvans
Henry Jones

.... Josephine Mull
..... Mary Welch

Jack Kuth

Current London Shows
(Week ended Oct. 3)

'Figures denote premiere dates)
Affair* of Sfato, Cambridge (8 21-52).

Air* Shotstring, Royal Ct. (4-22-53).

Anastasia, St. James (8-5-53).

Aren't Wo All, Haymarket (8-6-53).

As Long As Happy, Garrick (7 8 53).
Bad Samaritan, Duchess (6-24-53)
Buccaneer, New Watergate (9-8 5.’,).

Confidential Clork, Lyric (9-16-53).
Dear Chariot, New (12 18 52).
Devil'* General, Savoy <4 23».
Escapade, Strand (1-20-53'.
Folios Borgoro, Pr Wales (924)
For Bottor Worse, Comedy (12 17 52).
Glorious Doyt, Palace (2 28 53)
Guys end Dolls, Colliseuffi (5-28-53'.
Living Room. Wvndham* (4-16-53).
London Loughs. Adelphi (4-12-52).
Love From Judy, Saville (925 52).
Loyol Traitors, New Lindsev (9-7-53).
Moon Is Blue, Duke York (7 7-53).
Mousetrap, Amhas. (11-25 52).
Old Vic Repertory, Old Vic (9-14 53).
Feint Your Wegon, Majesty * (2-11-53'.
Fenelope, Art (9 10-53).
Private Life of Helen. Globe (6-11-53).
Reluctant Heroes, White (9 12-50).
Ring Out Bolls, Vic. Pal. ill 12 52).
Seagull* Sorrento. Apollo (6-14 50).
Seven Year Itch, Alriwych (5-14-52).
Trial A Error, Vaude (9 17 53),
Two Bouquet*, Piccadilly (5 12 53).

Miss L’Arriere
Edward L. McKeever
Miss Logan .........

The A P
The U. P.

1. N. S
Woman
Bill Parker .....

Dwieht Brookfield ,

.

Estelle E\ans . -

David F Perkins
Charlotte Van Lein

, . I.oring Smith
Vera Fuller Mellish

Carl Judd
A! McGranary

. . Howard Adelman
. ,. Gloria Maitland

Henry Norell
Mark Allen

Lorraine MacMariin

SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Birthday Honour*, Criterion (10-6'

.

King and I, Drury Lane (10 8'.
Wi*h You Wore Hero, Casino (10 10).
Blind Men * Buff, St. Mart. (1014s.

For the backers of "Solid Gold

Cadillac." the road ahead seems
paved with gold. Two sources will

provide that loot—pew- purchasers

and films. For latter it is a nat-

ural.

"Cadillac" is a combination sa-

tire and fantasy. Minor script re-

visions. usual tightening, picking

up of pace and some rewriting will

have affected this production be-

fore it hits Broadway.

Howard Teichman-George S.

Kaufman comedy is presented in

two acts, in which there are a se-

ries of skits H2). Herein lies one
of its major flaws. First act runs
an hour and a half and despite its

solid appeal to an audience script-

wise. acting-wise, etc., it’s just too

much and too tiring. This first

stanza should be split in two.
Other defections are apparent

and will most likely be corrected
before show' hits New York. There’s
too much stage wait between
scenes. Revolving stage could
speed up this department.

Despite its occasional lags in

which nothing important happens,
“Cadillac” is a well-tailored show
from writing, acting and direction
standpoints. It tells the story of
a naive old lady who attends the
stockholder’s meeting of a giant
octopus, General Products Corp.
A small stockholder, she proceeds
to ask embarrassing questions
about high salaries for the board
of directors, etc. To quiet her, the
board puts her on the payroll as
a special liaison officer between
company and stockholders.

In the play windup she becomes
the company prexy and general
manager, plus a score of other
titles. Simultaneously, she mar-
ries the tycoon who started the
company and then went to Wash-
ington to serve as a big depart-
ment head.

Forced to sell his controlling
stock—because Government regu-
lations forbade such stock owner-
ship while in U. S. service—he has
been forced by these same regu-
lations to take a profit of some
$3,000,000. As a result of the
sale of stock and loss of control-
ling interest, a quartet of former
company cronies take over the
reins of the corporation, freezing
him out of future company opera-
tions. How-ever. they try to use
hint to secure Governmental con-
tracts.

"Cadillac" is a lampoon on the
operation of big business, its in-
fluence in Washington, it^ swal-
lowing up of small businesses, its
sometimes inefficient manner of
operations, etc. With public in-
terest today high on bi% business
influence in Washington and the
high number of people who own
small hunks of corporation stock,
this is a natural for b.o. interest.

Josephine Hull, as the naive
stockholder, plays her role to the
hilt, exuding a very personable
warmth. Loring Smith, as the de-
posed company president, turns in
a fine acting job with comic his-
trionics. His rendition of "Spar-
tacus to the Gladiators" is the
show’s funniest moment.

Geoffrey I.umb, Wendell K Phil-
lips. Reynold Evans and Henry
Jones give fine supporting per-
formances as the corporation board
of directors. Mary Welch, as the
lovelorn secretary, turns in an okay
job.

The film clips showing the ex-
corporation head in flight from
Washington with his femme com-
panion help the yak department.
Three simple but expensive sets

are plentifully adequate. Tape-
recorded narration by Fred Allen
and special material on "Sparta-
cus to the Gladiators" by Marc
Connolly are excellent. Eck.

Champions Delay Tour
Marge and Gower Champion are

postponing their dance concert
tour for Paul Gregory, scheduled
for next February, until November,
1954, because of their commitment
to appear In the film, "My Sister
Eileen."

Time Out for 4»ing«»r
New Haven, Oct. l.

Shepard Traube & Gordon Bollock
association with Don Hershe.vt product
of comedy by Ronald Alexander v
Melvyn Douglas. Staged bv Trau
scenery. Eldon Elder. At Shubert \
Haven, Oct. 1, *53; *3 60 top.

Cast: Melvyn Dougla*. Edith Aiwa’
Nancy Malone. Steve McQueen. la
Pie rpop t, Philip Loeb. Barry Tru
Jewell Lain. Judy Barrett. Will Hussu

‘II!

if Y

h**;-

‘•Ts-

ai a

Road production of last yen's
Broadway tenant shapes up a* a
likely candidate for good tourin '

grosses. Name value of Melwn
Douglas is abetted by a worthy
cast which adds up to an overall
good presentation. Hinterland
spots accustomed to beefing about
inferior troupes being sent then-
way will have no such gripe with
this one.

Utilizing the original scenerv. an
attractive living-room set. "Ginger ’

has been paced effectively and un-
furled smoothly for a generally
polished total. Douglas gives an
excellent reading of the role of the
speechmaking father whose misin-
terpreted verbiage starts a new era
of free thinking in a middlesize
town where he holds forth as a
bank official.

Edith Atwater fits nicely as an
understanding wife and mother,
and Nancy Malone continues to
register well in her original Broad-
way role of the femme teenage
footballer. Philip Loeb’s Gotham
repeat gets solid response, as also
does Laura Pierpont’s carbon of
her original assignment. Newcom-
ers Jewell Lain. Judy Barrett.
Steve McQueen. Barry Truex and
Will Hussung all offer okay sup-
port. Bone.

A 4*lrl Ian Toll
Columbus, Oct. 1.

Richard Aldrich & Richard Myers pio-
duction (in association with Julius
Fleischmanni of comedy in three act* ty
F. Hugh Herbert. Staged by Herbert.
Features Janet Blair, Paul McGrath. Tod
Andrews, Marshall Thompson, Dean
Harens, Joan Wetmore, Alexander Clark.
Set* by Stewart Chaney; costumes. Edit It

Luytens. At Hartman, Columbus. Oct. 1.

1953; $3.75 top.
Jennifer Goodall Janet Blair
Hannah Eulabelle Moore
Nancy Natalie Trundy
Vernon Barry McGuire
Artie Marshall Thompson
Mr. Benton Paul McGrath
Mrs. Benton Lulu Mae Hubbard
Bill Tod Andreas
Freddie Donald Symington
George Dean Harens
J.G Alexander Clark
Natasha Joan Wetimore
Emmett William Kester

Phone Voices
Betty Forsythe Virginia McGuire
David Bill W'indom
D.F Henry Hart

With enough carpentry (and it

needs quite a bit* F. Hugh Her-
bert’s latest excursion into the field

of young love, "A Girl Can Tell.’

can be shaped into a neat theatre
job and be a fair bet to recoup its

$100,000 investment with some
change left over. At the premiere,
plenty of laughs from the dialog
carried it over some very rough
spots.

Story is of Jennifer Goodall. 33-

year-old mother of a 15-year-old
daughter, Nancy, who herself just
became engaged to a teenager un-
der an abstraction at the Museum
of Modern Art. Looking through
old photo albums, Nancy asks her
mother how a girl can tell when
she meets the right man. Between
this prolog and an epilog lies in
flashback the adventures of Jenni-
fer at the age of 18 as she teases
six young men into proposals ot

marriage.

The Bentons, her parents, calm-
ly and indulgently observe her co-
quettish adventures, even when
they narrowly avert disaster. She
is pursued and pursues Artie, a

Harvard man and friend since
childhood; Freddie, a stuffv moth-
ball heir; Bill, a red-blooded CPA;
J. G.. her graying boss at the ad
agency; George, a lecherous copy-
writer at same, and Emmett, the
young doctor who removed her
appendix.
She leads them all on. and her

father assists with the proposition
that whoever gets Jennifer gets
the huge house, a white elephant
really, in which the Bentons live.

Jennifer toys fondly with a dream
of polyandry but finally cnooses
one.

Until the epilog tfinal scene 18

years later), the audience doesn t

learn which man she chooses, and
Herbert uses th* gimmick like a

merciless plaything at the end.

ringing in false leads before he re-

veals which one she chose.
The script is typically spiced

Herbert, which may save the day.

Writer has drawn deft characteri-

zations of every male in the cast

but has not delineated Jennifer al

sharply and incisively as might he

wished. The play Is a little cliff*

tered, and 20 to 80 minutes ton

long and has several dead spots

that Herbert, who is also directing

must ruthlessly weed out All

[Continued on page 76 1
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‘Moon’ $21,71)0, ‘Hut’ 15G, ‘Love' 8G
• • Boston, Oct. 6.

Hub’s legit season is currently

in lull swing with majority of the-

atres alight and reporting from
cood to strong biz. "Teahouse of

ti t* August Moon," in its first week
;i t tiie Shubert, led the town la: t

\ cek. with current, final week
-haping even stronger. "An Eve-

ning With Beatrice Lillie” which
moved from the Shubert to the

Colonial for the third and final

week, continued big.

The Little Hut.” in final week
„t the Plymouth, held up nicely

while a newcomer, "Late Love.” at

the Wilbur, received mixed notice?

hut wound its first seven perform-
ances with modest gross Imported.

Estimates for Last Week
Evening With Beatrice Lillie.

Colonial <3d wk* <$4.20; 1,500*.

Wound three-week stand with slick

$21,000. House is dark, "Kismet"
bowing in Oct. 19.

Late Love, Wilbur (1st wk>
$3 60>; 1.200). Not too strong at

S8.000. Final week is current.

Teahouse of the August Moon,
Shubert (1st wk) ($4.20; 1.700*.

Nice $21,700 for first week, witn
strong advance reported for cur-
rent. final week.

The Little Hut, Plymouth <2d

wk 1 <$3.60; 1.200*. Wound final

week with just under $15,000.

Toronto Tent Setup Ends

Boff 250G 16-Week Run
Toronto. Oct. 6.

After a successful 16-weeks’ sea-
son of musicals at Melody Fair
for some $250,000 gross at their
1.800-seater tent setup <$3.40 top)
at the Canadian National Exhibi-
tion, Leighton Brill, executive pro-
ducer. and Ben Knmsler. general
manager, headed by car lor the
Coast last week. They have plans

|

to operate in three undisclosed
towns with Hollywood singing
stars.

Only hitch in Melody Fair opera*

i

tions this season here was during
the fortnight of the Canadian Na-
tional Exhibition, when -heatwave
and rainstorms, but mainly noise,

dented business for first two weeks
of their three-weeks’ run of "Ca-
rousel” with Walter C’assel and
Gail Manners. (Third week grossed
$18,650. >

In First St. Louis Week
St. Louis, Oct. 6

The Ansell Bros teed off the
local 1953-54 legit season at their
Empress Theatre with a 12-night
stand of “Debut.” the first stanza
winding up Sunday '4* with an es-
timated $10,500 at $2 50 top Peggy
Ann Gardner. Tom flelrnore and
Noddy Mellow all head cast
St a lag 17" follows “Debut.”
The Athene.an Theatre, trans-

planted from downtown to mid-
town. only a short distance from
the Empress, teed of last night
'.Mon 1 w it li a one-week stand ol
“Kind Sir. with Mary Martin and
Charles Boyer. The house was
sold out a week ago.

B way B.O. In General Slight Dip;

Tea/ Season’s 1st Hit, $19,900 on 6;

‘Town’ $55,200, ‘Pacific’ $30,200

PACIFIC' ENDS TORONTO

6-WEEK RUN WITH 41

G

Toronto, Oct. 6.

On sixth week here, "South
Pacific” whammed across with a

$41,000 gross, with only the
Wednesday matinee not sold out.

Koval Alexandra < 1,525-sealer)
was scaled at hefty $5.50 top. Six-
weeks’ engagement saw a total
gross of $292,850, minus Govern-
ment hospital tax clip of $32,500,
for a net on the six-weeks’ engage-
ment of $260,350.

Despite heat wave, "South Pa-
ciiic" engagement has set the
record as the longest and most
successful engagement in the
40-year history of the Roval
Alexandra.

‘Cadillac’ Solid $11,200

For Four in Hartford
Hartford, Oct. 6.

"Solid Gold Cadillac” grossed a

strong $11,200 at New Parsons here
Thursday-Saturday (1-3* in four
performances. New Howard Teich-
mann-George S. Kaufman com-
edy had its preem tryout here.

First of series of 10 subscription
plays, it had the usual $4.20 top.

‘Girl’ $11,400, Columbus
Columbus. Oct. 6.

"A Girl Can Tell” broke in at
tin- Hartman here last week, gross-
ing a fat $11,400 in four perform-
ances at $3.75 top. Columbus thea-
tiegoers have recently been sup-
I >oiiing premieres in fine style.

House was sold out each of three
nights and lacked only 60 or 70 of
capacity at the matinee.

Shows in Rehearsal
Kciis: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD i Comedy-Drama >, R (Revue),
MC < Musical Comedy t. MD <Mu-
seal Drama), O (Opera).

Escapade (C*—Alfred de Liagre.
•h -Roger L. Stevens, prods.; de
l iagre. dir.; Roger Livesey, Ursula
-h ans, Melville Cooper, stars.

Gently Does It (D* — Edward
Choate, George Ross, prods.;
Bretaigne Windust, dir.

John Murray Anderson’s Harle-
<iuinade <M* — Stanley Gilkey,
Harry Rigby. Michael Grace, prods.;
( ' ril Ritchard, dir.
Sherlock Holmes (D*—Bill Doll,

l"od
; Reginald Denham, dir.;

Nasil Rathbone, Jarmila Novotna,
stars.

I rip To Bountiful (D<—Theatre
Guild-Fred Coe. prods.; Vincent J.

Donehue, dir.; Lillian Gish. star.

‘Colonels’ 11G, Hershey
Hershey, Pa.. Oct. 6.

Re\ Harrison and Lilli Palmer
The Love of Four Colonels”

l' il led in a huge $11,000 in three
:
Mormances at the Community
Hatre here last week. Show

: • -M-d theatre Friday-Sat urday

"lay is currently at the Nixon,
1 1,1 -burgh.

Current Road Shows
< Oct. 5-17*

American Savoyards — Harris,
Chi <5-10*.

Anna Lucasta—Copley, Boston
<5-17*.

Children's Hour 'Patricia Neal.
Fay Bainter*—Ford's. Baltimore
<5-10*; Nixon. Pitt. <12-17*.

Evening with Beatrice Lillie
'Beatrice Lillie*—Her Majesty’s.
Montreal <5-10*; Shubert. New
Haven (12-17).

Frogs of Spring < tryout*— Ply-
mouth, Boston <5-17*

< Reviewed in

Variety this week*.

Gently Does It 'tryout*—Wilbur
Boston (12-17*.

Girl Can Tell (Janet Blair* < try-

out*—Cass. Detroit <5-17* 'Re-
viewed in Variety this week*.

Good Nile. Ladies— Playhouse,
Portland <5-17*.

Guys and Dolls <2d Co.)—City
And., Jackson, Miss, « 5-ti

* ; Aud..
Little Rock <8-10>; Aud., Memphis
'12-17*.

John Brown’s Body 'Tyrone
Power. Anne Baxter, Raymond
Massey)—Geary. S. F. '5-10*.

Kind Sir (Mary Martin. Charles
Boyer* 'tryout* — American. St.

Louis <5-10*; Hanna. Cleveland <12-

17* (Reviewed in Variety, Sept.

30. ’53*.

Kismet 'Alfred Drake* (tryout*

—

Curran. S. F. <5-17* 'Reviewed in

Variety, Aug. 19. '53*.

Ladies of the Corridor 'Edna
Best. Betty Field* (tryout*—Walnut.
Phila. <5-17) 'Reviewed in Variety
this week).

Late Love 'Arlene Francis, Lu-
cille Watson, Neil Hamilton* ’ 'try-

out* — Wilbur. Boston <5-10* 'Re-
viewed in Variety. Sept. 30, '53*.

Love of Four Colonels <Rex Har-
rison. Lilli Palmer)—Nixon. Pitts

<5-10*; Shubert, Detroit <12-17*.

Maid in the Ozarks—Royal Alex-
andra. Toronto <5-17*.

Misalliance — Locust, Phil a

<5-17*.

New Faces—Great Northern. Chi
<5-17*.

Oklahoma—Shubert. Chi <5-17'.

Pal Joey (Harold Lang'—And.,
Portland <6-9>; Metropolitan,
Seattle <10-17).

Postman Always Rings Twice
• Tom Neal. Barbara Payton* —
Shubert. Detroit <5-10'; American.
St. Louis '12-17* 'Reviewed in

Variety this week*.

Sabrina Fair (Margaret Sullivan.

Joseph Cotten* 'tryout*—Shubert,
New Haven <8-10'; Shubert, Boston
<12-17*.

Seven Year Itch 'Eddie Bracken*
—Erlanger, Chi. <5-17*.

Sherlock Holmes 'Basil Rath-
bone. Jarmila Novotna' 'tryout'

—

Majestic. Boston <12-17*.

Solid Gold Cadillac 'Josephine
Hull* 'tryout* — National. Wash.
• 5-17* (Reviewed in Variety this

week).
South Pacific (Jeanne Bail, Webb

Tilton) — Aud.. Rochester <5-10':

Erlanger. Buffalo '12-17'.

Teahouse of the August Moon
'David Wayne. John Forsythe* 'try-

out'—Shubert, Boston <5-10* 'Re-

viewed in Variety this week'.

Time of the Cuckoo 'Mary Aston
— Alcazar. S. F. '5-17).

Time Out for Ginger (Melvyn
Douglas* — Court Square. Spring-

field '5-7*: Parson. Hartford '8-10
;

Shubert. Wash. 12-17'.

Trip to Bountiful 'Lillian Gish*

• tryout* — Playhouse, Wilmington
• 15-17).

‘Faces’ $20,500,

‘Itch’ 26G, Chi
Chicago. Oct. 6

Warm weather last week didn’t
help to brighten the tarnished
legit scene here, although "Seven
Year Itch" continued to attract
healthy coin in ils second week.

Both current shows received
some help trout corn entioneers.
“Oklahoma." at popular prices,
opens here tonight 'Tues *.

Estimates for Last Week
New Faces, Great Northern <23d

wk' ' $6, 1.600). Up to $20,500.
Seven Year Itch. Erlanger '2d

wk* <$5; 1.334 1 'Eddie Bracken*
Buoyant at $26 000,

‘SIR’ CAPACITY $37,838

IN NEW ORLEANS WEEK
New Orleans, Oct. 6

"Kind Sir,” with Mary Martin
and Charles Bo.vcr starred, racked
up a capacity gross of $37,838 tor
eight performances at the Civic
Theatre here laM week Preem
performance Sept. 26 'Saturday*
drew $4,700. gi\ing show a total of
$42,538 for nine performances.
House had been sold out weeks
before the opening.
Norman Krasna comedy is at the

American, St. Louis, this week.

‘Dolls’ Draws $20,800

With Two-Stand Week
Wichita Falls. Oct 6

"Guys and Dolls" pulled in

around $20,800 last week, with

playing time it between the
Music Hall. Houston, and the Mu-
nicipal Auditorium here. Musical
was in Houston from Monday <28*

through Thursday '1*. Take for the

five performances was nearly $51.-

600. Show played here Friday-Sat-
urday '2-3*. grossing almost $5,200

for two performances.
Tuner is splitting this week be-

tween the City Auditorium. Jack-
son. Miss . Monday-Tuesday <5 6*

and the Auditorium. Little Rock.
Thursday -Saturday <8-10*.

Dublin Players $11,500,

Greco IP/2G in Dull D.C.
Washington. Oct. 6.

Slow business marked the past

week in Washington’s two legtt

houses.
The Dublin Players, bringing a

week of repertory to the National
Theatre, did a very mediocre $11-
500. Reviewers were rough on
the Irish troupe and this did busi-

ness no good.
The Jose Greco troupe of Span-

ish dancers, which has drawn
strongly at the boxofTiee in earlier

years, did no better than $11,500
for the first half of its two-week
stand at the Shubert.

‘Ladies’ 82 G, Portland

Portland. Ore , Oct 6.

"Good Night Ladies’’ grossed a

mild $8,500 for a matinee and
seven evening performances at the

Playhouse Theatre last week. The
1,500-seat Hamrick house was

scaled at $3 60 with half-price pro-

motion deal Layout had an ex-

tensive publicity campaign. Biz

seems to bo building and should

pick up the next two frames.
This is the first Hamrick \ oritur*

here for legit stuff.

‘Ginger’ $9,200 for 4
New Haven. Oct. 6.

Opening of "Time Out for Gin-

ger" 'Melvyn Douglas* road tour at

Shubert laM week <1-3* pulled good
biz on its $3.60 top Four perform-
ances snared an approximate
$9,200.

Current is preem of "Sabrina
Fair" *8-10'. a complete sellout in

advance lor this Margaret Rulla-

van-Joscph Cotten starrer. Next
week gets -a lull si.nr/a '12-17 of

"Evening With Beatrice Lillie.”

• Broadway took a general dip
last week Drops were slight 111

most eases, with majority, of shows
maintaining pace with tin* previous
week Gams were registered in a
few situations

Receipts for the initial six per-
formances 'including a preview* of
"Tea and Sympathy” indicate
Broadway lias it' first hit of the
new season Show plaved to
standees at all |> rtorm.uiees Only
other shows to hit capacity wre
"Can-Can” and " Wonderful Town"
World Scries which began laM
Wednesday *30* and ended Mon-
day <5*. cut into some ot the mati-
nee trade

Of the two openings la,4 week.
"The Strong Are Lonely” closed
after seven performances. Play

1 was hit with live pans, one acco-
lade and one ye.s-and-no review
Other preem. "Tea." drew six ayes
and one nay. Lone opener this

week is "The Little Hut." which
bows tonight (Wed 1 "Oklahoma"
exited last week after winding up
its limited fiveweek engagement
at the City Center Saturday '3*.

Estimates for l.ast Wrek
Keys: C '('oinedy. I) < Drama ),

CD < Comedy Drama 1
, R ( Rente J ,

MC ( Musical (’omedy >, AID 'A lust

cflf Drama', O 'Opera'
Other itareiithetie dosiyuat ions

refer, respectively, tn lop proves.

number of seats, eapaeit y yrnss and
stars. Price includes 20' * amuse-
ment tax, hut yrosscs are net: i e ,,

exclusive of tax.

At Home With Ethel Waters,
48th St". <2d wk* 1 R $4 HO; 925; $22.-
927 » 'Ethel Waters' 1'iidrr $5,100
1 previous week. $5,700 for seven
performances 1

Can-Can, Shubert <22d wk* 'MC-
$7 20; 1.361; $50,100*. Holds ,-t

$50,900
I Dial M lor Murder. I *1 v mouth
<49lh wk* < D-$4 80; 1,002, $29,815)

1 'Maurice Evans* Nearly $21 200
[ 'previous week. $22,700*.

Fifth Season. Colt <37th wk* 'C-
$4 80; 1.056; $25,377* 'Menasha
Skulnik. Richard Whorf* Almost
$23,300 'previous week. $22,300*.
Guys and Dolls, 40th St < 142nd

wk* <MO-$6 60; 1 319 $39,704*. ()v»r
$30,800 t previous week, $31,300'.

King and I. St James < 132nd wk*
I <MD-$7.20; 1.571 $51717* <Y<*I

1 Brvnner*. Nearly $41,000 'previous
week. $43,400*

Me and Juliet. Majestic '19th
wk* < MC-$7 20; 1.510; $58,000*
lOver $50,300 'previous week $58.-

100 *

My 3 Angels, Moiomo '30th wk)
C-S4.80; 935; $24 252* Almost $17 -

400 (previous week, $17,000*.

i

Oklahoma, City 'Center '5th wk*
, (MC-$3: 2.100; $35,000) Ap-
proached $25,700 'previous week.
$28,800*; wound up limited engage-
ment Saturday <3*

Picnic, Music Box <32nd wk*
<CI)-$6-$4 80; 997; $27,534*. Even
$26,400 (previous week. $27,300*.

Porgy and Bess. Ziegfeld '30th
wk* <0$(i; C628; $48 244 Nearly
$25,000 'previous week $25,900'.
staying through Nov. 28. then will

tour.
1 Seven Year Itch, Fulton 16th
wk* <C’-$6-$4.80; 1.063 $24,400*.

<T6m Ewell*. Nearly $24,200 ync-
vious week. $24,400*.

|

South Pacific, Broadwav >227th
wk* <MC-$6-$4«0; 1.990; $44 000*
'Martha Wright, George Britton'.
Almost $30,200 'previous week,
$30,300*.

I

Strong Are Lonely, Rroadlmi vf

(1st wk* <D-$6-$4.80, 1.160; $29,500)
'Victor Fra neon. Dennis King*.
Opened Sept. 29 to one favorable
notice 'Watts, Post); five pans 'At-

kinson, 'limes; Chapman, News;
Kerr, Herald Tribune. Hawkins,
World-Telegram A Sun, McClain.
Journal-Amcrican*; one yes-arid-no

opinion 'Coleman. Mirror*; first

seven performances grossed around
$10,200; closed Saturday '3* at a

loss of $65 ()00-$70.000

i Take a Giant Step, Lyceum '2nd
wk* ' D-$4.80; 995; $22,845 1 Almost
$8,900 'previous week, $6 200 foi

first four performances!.
Tea and Sympathy, Barrymore

'1st wk* <D$6-$4.80; 1060 $28,000*
* (Deborah Kern Opened last Wed-
nesday <30* to six favorable re-

ports 'Atkinson, Times; Chapman.
News; Hawkins. World-Telegram A-

Sun; Kerr, Herald Tribune; Mc-
Clain, JoUrnal-Arnerican, Watts,

Post'; one dissenter 'Coleman. Mir-

ror*; first vix performances 'includ-

ing a preview* grossed almost $19-
900., with standees at all showings.

Wish You Were Here, Imp r'al
• <67th wk* ' MC-S7 20. '

1 400, $52 -

080' Over $38100 previous week
$37,000*

l Wonderful Town, Wintei Gar-

den *32nd wk* 1 MC-$7 20. 1.510;
$54,173* 1 Rosalind Russell*. Again
almost $55,200.

Opening This Week
l.ittle llut. Coronet (C$4 80; 1 .-

027; $28,378* 1 Roland Culver. Anne
Vernon, Culm Gordon*. John C.
W ilson II M Tennent. Ltd. pro-
duction of play by Andre Roussin,
adapted by Nancy Milford, opens
tonight <Wed ).

‘CUCKOO’ $9,800 FRISCO;

‘KISMET’ OKAY $35,000
San Francisco. Oct. 6

“Time of the Cuckoo,” with
Mary Astor, which reopened the
Alcazar, Monday <28* hacked by
Theater Guild subscription, will
shutter Saturday '10* instead of
running (lie four frames as an-
nounced. Decision was made to
shutter following generally bad
erix reviews and weak ticket sale.

"John Brown's Body,” with Ty-
rone Power, Anne Baxter and Ray-
mond Massey, moved into the
Geary last night <Mon * for a two-
week run.

Estimates for Last Week
Kismet. Curran <3d wk* <M-

$4 8(1; 1.775* ' Alfred Drake, Doretta
Morrow 1

, An okay $35,000. Pre-
vious week. $38,000.

Pal Joey. Cleary <3d wk* <M-
$.4 80. 1.550* 'Harold Lang, Carol
Bruce*, Still big $36,600. Previous
we-k, $38,000.
Time of thr Cuckoo, Al. a/ar '1st

vVk' 'C-$3 60; 1,140) 'Mary Astor).
A colorless $9,800.

‘Postman’ Brings Dull

7JG to Tee Pitt Season
Pittsburgh, Oct. 6

The Nixon opened Pitt’s legit

season last week with Barbara Pay-
ton and Tom Neal in "Postman
Always Rings Twice" and hit a

clinker for the getaway. Show w t.s

Under $7,500. not so hot for the
house’s beginning since news value
of stars was expected to get them
better I ban t hat

"l/ovr of Four Colonels” is cur-
rent. M's the first subscription play
of the season and advance tick'd

sale has already reached around
$10,000 per week on subscription
offerings, which is already above
peak of last year.

‘(’hildren’s Hour’ $8,000

In Four at Wilmington
Wilmington. Oct 6

"The Children’s Hour,” starring
Patricia Neal and Kay Haintcr,
drew around $8,000 in four per-
formances at the 1 223-seat Play-
house here last week Drama ran
from Thursday- •!< through Satur-
day <3*.

Play is current at the Ford’s
Theatre. Baltimore

Future B’way Openings
' Theatre nnlnated ij h.tol.ed)

Little Hut, Coronet, tonight
Wed
Late Love. National. Oct 13

End as a Man, Vanderbilt, Oct.
14

Teahouse of the August Moon,
Martin Beck, Oct 15.

Frog of Spring, liroadfmrst

,

Oct 20.

I.adies of the Corridor. Long-
acre, Oct. 21.

Gently Does It, Playhouse Oct.

28
Girl Can Tell. Roy ale. Or t 29
Sherlock Holmes, Cent u r v.

Now 3.

Trip to Bountiful, Henry Miller,

Nov 3
Kind Sir. Alvin Nov 4

Solid Gold Cadillac, Bela

Nov 5
Sabrina Fair, National Nov 11.

Escapade, 48th St ,
Nov 12

Kismet, Mark Mellingoi Nov it;.

Oh Men, Oh Women. Nov 25

Wooden Dish, week of Nov 30
Home At Seven, Dee 7

John Murray Anderson’s Harle-
quinade. Imperial. Dec. 10

Colomhe, week of Doc 13.

Flame-Out, week of Dec 14

Prescott Proposals, Broadhur *,

De 16
Dead Pigeon, Deo. 23.

Sav It With Flowers, week of

Jan 11

Child of Grace, week of Jan 11,

His and Hers, week of Jan 11.

By the Beautiful Sea, Feh 24

7 and 1 i cent*, week of

March 1.
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liamstowa, it proved a pleasant
j

adjunct to the week’s celebration «
and was greeted favorably by 1 j
friendly audiences.
Author Arnold Sundgaard. who

wrote “The Promised Valley’’ for
! brougl

Utah’s centennial and collaborated
with the late Kurt Weill on the

; u -

’

opera, “Down in the Valley. ’’ dis- i .

plays a gift for characterization,
j "

J

Unfortunately, due to the limited
_ ^

en

histrionic field director David C Cwl* s
\

Bryant Jr., had to select from, the 10 scp

author’s ability in this is lost in tounn

most of the parts. Only three of banno

the cast had previous stage cxperi- line ir

ence and Bryant deserves kudos Ire pn
for getting as much as he did with there
the available talent. Standout per- which
formantes were given by Donald noon,
S. Warner and William G. Cole,

j

memb<
Designer Wilton E. Owen took top re fU sii

honors with his stage settings, rep*
j
^ se^

licas of early historical spots of the .

town. Incidentally, the physical n f

plant of the theatre outshines most ^ j!
of the Broadway showcase*.

j

sinus.

IIhss,
I

°ne-m

Bessie Love Takes Lead

In London Irish Play
Bessie Love, former Hollywood

star, is the femme lead in an Iri*i,
play. “The Season’s Greetings," h,
Hebe Elsna, which opened last
week at the “Q.” a private sub-
scription theatre in London.

Actress has appeared in a num-
ber of shows in Ireland in recent
years.

Continued from {Mg* 71

thc'.e tilings can be fixed, along

will) an ending that is tasteless.

Janet Blair, who has the ke\

role, plav the young Jennifer with

trnse st iccalo-like twistings, turn-

ings and moues. She may look too

young for tier mother’s role in pro-

lug and epilog and too old for her
teenage role during the hulk of the

plav An \ way. there is no dis-

tinct line between the two roles.

Aiming the men. all of whose
mins til them like a glove. Tod An-
drews is most convincing and ex-

pert as Bill; Paul McGrath garnets'

laughs and understanding with his

portrayal of Mr. Benton, the
lather, and Marshall Thompson
tniwr-in a really sock performance
as Arti-v Dean llarens, Alexander
Clark. William Koster and Donald
Symington are right as other
suitors. Joan Wetinore as Natasha
gains applause In her scene in

Bill’s auartment. Eulabelle Moore
is her usual competent self as the
maid. I.nlu Mae Hubbard is con-
vincing as Jennifer’s mother and
Barry McGuire makes a fine swain
for Nanev,

Stewart Chaney has contributed
three handsome sets in an upstair*
living room in a Washington
Square house, an ad executive’s
modern office and a New York
bachelor's apartment. Between-
scenes scrims on which are painted
Jennifer’s scrap book photos and
memorabilia, however, add little.

Dean.

First night <3 ia final curtain fell

about 11:40, after a fairly late

start Remarkable thing is the gen-
eral effectiveness and engrossing
nature of the piece even with that

excess - baggage. Among other
things it’s a tribute to the interest-

ing material Miss Parker and her
collaborator are using, the sym*
pathy generated by the characters
and. of course, the sterling cast

“The Ladies of the Corridor" Is

in the general school of “Grand
Hol'd’’ and “Dinner at Eight" and
resembles the latter especially,

even to the one character who
takes the suicide route in his hotel
room. This technique of playwrit-
ing, of course, means that the piece
is episodic, with three or four
strands of story running through
the entire action hut only sketchily
related.
The main strand or at least the

story to which most time is given,
deals with an aging but still attrac-
tive widow who, on her husband’s
death, sells her home in Akron and
comes to New York to be near her
married son and his family. They
move out to the suburbs and don’t
give mama much of their time.
She swears she won’t join the
bored sisterhood of the hotel cor-
ridors and when she meets a per-
sonable man. much younger than
herself, she throws herself into a
sudden romance. Difference in
age. plus her wrong technique and
over-straining for his affections,
break the affair up and in a final

brutal scene he gives her a definite
and pretty savage hrushoff after
trying to he kind about it. In the
end. she’s one of the lonesome,
bored "ladies of the corridor."
Another strand—the definite

tragic one—concerns a young mar-
ried woman living in New York
while her husband, a dissolute but
wealthy no-good, remains in Cali-
fornia and takes his time about
sending her checks. Other charac-
ters appearing are two gossipy
widows, one living only for all-too-
few invitations to visit her married
children, the other a prating dame
with a forced Southern accent who
is addicted to kleptomania; a busi-
ness woman and loyal friend of the
lady who takes on the unexpected
romance, and members of the hotel
staff. Miss Parker’s salty, rueful
sardonic style is often in evidence.
The cast is tops, with Edna Best

giving one of her finest American
stage performances as the roman-
tically-inclined widow, Betty Field
shining as the tragic alcoholic,
Frances Starr superb as the wheel-
chair mother. June Walker and
Vera Allen notable as other "ladies
of the corridor" and Margaret Bar-
ker a standout as the loyal friend.
On the male side. Walter Matthau
is noteworthy. In fact he shares
honors with Miss Best and Miss
Field. Shepperd Strudwick is ef-
fective as a sexuallv-warped son.

Ralph Alswang’s sets are plenty
good. Harold Clurman has done an
overall good directorial job. but he
can’t afford to rest. He’ll have to

I

he sitting in with the authors on
the shortening and sharpening
process. One scene that is patently
much too long and must be
trimmed is the suicide.

“Ladies of the Corridor" doesn’t
appear to he a middle-of-the-road
candidate; it’s more likely to he
either a socko hit or nothing, and

1 everything depends on that gigan-
tic contraction job. Anyway, the

i show is worth it. Waters.

Continued from pa«e 73 55^
with Village to the Vanderbilt

Theatre next Wednesday M 4 •

. tin-

hefty reportorial and critical copy
accorded by the N Y. press to such
shows ,as “The World of Sholom
Aleiehem," currently playing a re-

turn engagement at the Barbizoi -

Plaza Theatre, and “The Gra*s
Harp.” in its final month at the
Circle in the Square, have put the
spotlight on the off-Broadway area.
Terese Hayden’s repertory series
at the de L.vs. a few months ago,
also added stature to the off-Broad-
way scene.

A few groups have resumed, or
are planning to resume production
after laying off for the summer.
Other outfits are planning to enter
the picture with tryout produc-
tions. Current Stages Is back on
the scene with a production of

"The Climate of Eden," while The
Greenwich Mews Theatre reopens
Oct. 15 with “The Emperor’s
Clothes.” Trio Productions, which
exited the Cherry Lane Theatre
for a strawhat season at the East
Chop Playhouse, Martha’s Vine-
yard, Mass., returns to the Green-
wich Village showcase sometime
next month with the first N.Y. pro-

duction of Paul Vincent Carroll’s

"The Wise Have Not Spoken."

Cherry Lane will be taken over
in the interim by Producer's Co.,

which bows Oct. 14 with “Have
You Heard This One,” an original

by Paul Leslie. The Provincetown
Playhouse, another Village outlet,

is bringing in a new' musical next
month. Tuner. “Zoom,” by Fred
Weiss, with music and lyrics by
Paul E. Gleason and David J. Herz-
brun, will be presented by Herz-
brun and Stanley Phillips. An-
other scheduled tryout is “Ameri-
can Gothic." Victor Wolfson’s
adaptation of his book, "Lonely
Steeple.”

I’oNiniAn Alwfivs II ill UN
Twin*

Pittsburgh, Sept. 28.

Clifford Dayman Violin "Hi'Mirr prod u-
tipi) of drama in thrr< arts <11 swnvsi
by Janipx M. Cain. Stars Barbara Hay foil,

Tom Neal. Staved by Joe Bernard Sets,

J.ouis Kennel. At Nixon. Pittsburgh. Sept.
28. *53.

Nir Papadakis I.eonard Y irr

Customer Allan Kick
Cora Panadakis Barbara Pgvton
Frank Chambers ......... Tom Neal
Officer Carney Joseph Hardy
Customer Maurice Brenner
Truck Driver - Joseph Brownstone
Walter Sackett Kenneth Paine
Secretary Iloslvn Valero
Mr Nash Maurice Brenner
Priest Allan Rich

Some success on the strawhat
circuit this past summer may
have given the Barbara Payton-
Tom Neal "Postman Always Rings
Twice" a false sense of security.
Production just doesn't have it:

whole thing’s thirdrate from every
angle, including James M. Cain's
dramatization of his own novel
and the acting.

Sponsors are planning a two-for-
one campaign for the tour (Nixon
vetoed it because management
didn't want the season to open that
wayi and this, coupled with exploi-
tation value of frontpage figures
heading the cast may possibly turn
the trick. “Postman" will certain-
ly not get by on merits, however.

Cain is supposed to have tight-

ened up his original version, which
costarred Richard Barthelmess and
Fay Wray on Broadway in 1936,
hut nothing happens. Although a

skillful novelist, he’s a pedestrian
playwright. Cain peeds room to

write in. Theatre crowds him too
much. “Postman" was a book of
steel-trap tensions and bruising
melodrama. It had a hard centre
and a lashing sting. But on the
stage, only the bare facts remain
and writing has no style.

Story of the hobo who comes
into a roadside tavern owned by a
hearty Greek married to a sexy
blonde, and couple’s murder of the
cafe-keeper after one attempt mis-
fires. never catches fire on the
stage. Although the line of the
book is generally followed, includ-
ing dismissal of charges against
pair through machinations of a

smart shyster, suspicion and dis-
trust when consciences begin to
bother them and the accident
which causes girl’s death and for
which bov goes to the chair. Cain
has strung it together indecisive-
ly and audience is left in dark
about too many main points.

Although play has 1 1 scenes,
there’s only a single goo'd one. in

the district attorney’s office, when
prosecutor and a crafty counselor,
well-played by Kenneth Paine and
Joe Bernard, respectively, go at
each other. It’s the only spot
where "Postman" gets off the floor.

Miss Payton and Neal may look
the parts but their performances
are indecisive and strictly summer
stock. Late in the second act. she
dons a white bathing suit and he
puts on swimming trunks in a

beach scene that's pretty embar-
rassing. Leonard Yarr overplays
the Greek and Joseph Hardy turns
in an okay job as the policemen
who isn’t above making a few
smart bucks.
“Postman" is strictly lower-case

theatre. Cohen.

.Julies of | ho f 'orriilor
Philadelphia, Oet. 8.

W.ilii-i Fin" I production of drama in
throe a«ls 1 1 4 scone!, 1 by Dorothy Parker
and Am.mil d'llueiu. Stars Kdna Best.
Belly Field; features Walter Matthau
Fiam-es Starr. Shepperd Strudwick. June
Walker. Margaret Barker. Vera Allen
l.onme Chapman. Directed bv Harold
Clurman Sets and UkIiUiik by Ralph
Alswang; ca .tomes. Noel Taylor. At Wal-
nut. Philadelphia. Oct 3. *33.

Mi Humphries Hubert Van Hooton
Mis. Cordon ...... ... June Walker
Mis. I.aulerhach Vera Allen
M's. Nichols ... France* Starr
Charlet Nichols .... Shepperd Strudwick
ljarr\ Lonnie Chapmjn
f'asev Louis Cris.s
Lulu \ hie* Kdna Best
Mildred Tvn; 11 Betty Field
Hubert Ames Clemen' Brace
Betsy Am.-s . . Carol Wheeler
Constance Mercer ...... Marvaret Barker
Irma Kate Harkin
Paul Osgood W'alter Matthau
Tun l.inscutt ....... Donald McKee
M.ir.v Linscott ... . Harriet MacGihboii

Pardon My FrenHi
London, Sept. 29.

Val Parnell A Bernard Delfont <by
arrangement with M. Paul Derval A
Michel Gyarmathyt of revue in two acts.

Staged by Dick Hurran: dances. Hazel
Gee; costumes. H. St. John Koper; addi-
tional scenes by Charles Heading and Tod
Kingman. With Frankie Howerd. Wini-
fred Atwell. Anny Berryer. Trio Llanos.
Ted A George Durante. Los Likajos. Four
Congaroos. Helen Davis. Cecile Tcher-
nova, Madame Blanchie Moore, Stanley
Kobinson, Tony Hulley, Bobby Trantor.
Peter Brichta, Kenneth Blrrell. Kita
Keane. Lee Young. Annette Brcsil. Sunnv
Rogers. Peter Jocnin A the Rhythm Bovs,
the Folies Bergere Girls. Harrold Collins
Orch. At Prince of W'alcs. London. 42.20
lop.

Since their first introduction into
the West End some four years ago,
the Folies Bergere revues have
proved profitable money makers
for the Val Parnell - Bernard
Delfont combo and the coin-
making formula has been success-
fully repeated with this latest joint
enterprise. The production is big.
bright and glossy with a strong
comedy streak plus some first-rate
specialty acts.

Frankie Howerd. as un-French as
they come (“I’m on my own. I’ve
got nothing to do with this foreign
-lot,” are his appropriate opening
lines', carries a big slice of the
production, and is good for laughs.
There is nothing subtle about his
brand of humor, but his boisterous
approach and a dominating person-
ality help him along, often in sur-
mounting indifferent material. The
principal femme role is played bv
Anny Berryer, a gal with a tuneful
pair of pipes, the knowhow to pro-
ject a warm personality and a
bright stage style. She fills several
scenes with charm.
A major attraction in the lineup

of speciality talent Is Winifred
Atwell, who is given a great build-
up by ingenious presentation, and
who naturally scores w-ith her own
pianistic skill. The girl from Trin-
idad has an agile touch and her
keyboard renditions earn hefty
yocks. Starting with the “Five
Finger Boogie," she later moves
into the classical bracket with
Chopin’s Grande Polonaise and
reverts to style with her own cute
arrangement of "Lady of Spain."

First of the vaude acts to he
featured are the Trio Llanos, with
an outstanding serpent dance in
which the sole femme member of
the team writhes with all the skill

1 and cunning of a snake. Another

j

unconventional act is Los Likajos,
a pair of duellists who bring an air

j

of realism to some exciting sword-

|

play. But the girl who just stands
I on stage and screams in horror
could easily he dispensed with. Ted
and George Durante are an above-
average duo of comedy acrobats.
Apart from their polished perform-
ance. they introduce bits of busi-
ness. particularly facial expressions,
which provoke a^trong laugh reac-
tion.

Helen Davis is more than ade-
ouate as a blues singer. The Four
Congaroos do nicely in a lively
Harlem number w h i 1 e Cecile

season has come up with
promising candidate for

in “The Ladies of the

BOOKING COMPLETE PACK-
AGED NAME ATTRACTIONS
AND BROADWAY MUSICAL
AND DRAMATIC SHOWS FOR

Charles Schiflf will be guest con-
ductor at the forthcoming 20th
annual “Night of Stars" at Madi-
son Square Garden, N. Y., Nov. 23.

FLORIDA ADVANCE AGENTS !

COMPANY MANAGERS

!

Theatres — Auditoriums

SARASOTA ORLANDO
DAYTONA
BEACH ... JACKSONVILLE

MIAMI MIAMI BEACH
TAMPA ... FT. LAUDERDALE

CONTACT
EDDIE SMITH AGENCY

1 497 Broadway, Naw York City

JU 6-3345

W# hava baan sarving theatrical

shows for over 42 yaars. Ours is

tha oldest, most reliable and ex-

perienced transfer company on the

West Coast!

* Railroad privileges for handling

•hawt and theatrical luggage.

• Complete warehouse facilities!

* Authorized in California. Squippod

to transfer and haul anywhere in

U. SI

• KATES ON REQUEST I

Atlantic Transfer Company
GEORGE CONANT
601 East 5th Street

las Angeles 12, Calif.

MUtual SI 2 1 ar Oxford 9-4764

BROADWAY ANGELS
INC.

Common Stock

Price 50c a Share

On Hemlock IKrook
Williamstow n. Mass.. Oct. 2.

W'i I ltd inMow 11 Bicentennial Committee
production of drama by Arnold Sund-
Kaard In two art* 'seven Kcnry. Directed
by David Rivant. Jr Setting* by Wil-
ton K OvVen Vt \dants Memorial Thea-
tre. W i|li«fmMom n, M i** . Sept 28, '33.

BROADWAY ANGELS, INC

29 W. 65th St., New York 23

TRafalgar 4-181 S -

une-week snowing ol this new
play was the alpha and omega of
its existence, as there is nothing
m it tor professional consideration.
Written especially for the 200th
celebration of the founding of YVil-

Weekly salary plat percentage.

Famous one-man skow. WEEK
STANDS. To handlu promotion.

Pro-tale theatre parties, ate-

COAST-TO-COAST TOUR.

Writu full particulars to Box IT,

3SO W. 88th St., Naw York 24. N.Y.

Religioso Pageant
Springfield. Mass., Oct. 6.

George Brendon Dowell, assist-

ant professor of drama at Smith
College, is directing a religious
pageant being presented Sunday
‘lit at the Coliseum here, for the
regional congress of the Confrater-
nity of Christian Doctrine.

Pageant, which traces the his-
tory of the Catholic Church in
America, was authored by Rev.
Thomas B. Listc.

Sportin' Lift

“Porgy and Bess”
28th Week, ZIEGFELD, NEW YORK

Stag* Lighting Businass; antlra shop
consisting of machinery, dlrnm*'
boards, faadart. arcs, atacts, spot

lights, cabtas, plugging boxas, ate

Contact

BROADWAY STAGE LIGHTING Co ,
l«c

437 Wost 3 1st Stroot, Now York

The Vienna Academy Chorus,
conducted by Prof. Ferdinand
Grossmnnn. will give its first N. Y.
concert, in Town Hall, Dec. 13.
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Book Pub Author’s Precedent
Something of s precedent is be-

lieved to have been set last week
when Random House obtained a

judgment in N. Y. Supreme Court

for $3,104 against Wolcott Gibbs,

drama critic and staff writer of

the New Yorker mag. Coin repre-

sented a $2,500 advance of a pro-

,

posed novel, plus interest and costs

Suit was undefended.

General policy of publishing

houses is merely to write offj

advances paid to authors who sub-

sequently fail to come through
with the manuscript as specified.

In this instance, however. Random
House took the attitude that Gibbs,

with a regular New Yorker salary,;

large royalties from his comedy
lut. 'Season in the Sun.” plus a

viable legacy believed to have been
lilt by an aunt, could afford to

n turn the advance when he didn’t
|

write the promised novel.

Contract for the yarn was signed

in December, 1948, and the manu-
script was to have been submitted!
in September of the following

\<ar. Gibbs is said to have in-

iormed the publishing house he
could not complete the book, and
promised to return the advance.
He never did so, however, and
«f(er four years ‘ of reminders,
Random House went to court.

!f"
yTL“"d «.?<*

;

since Ottawa was knownthe Yanks. Maybe its a little
subtler, but it's there all right
Cole’s anthology (with illustra-
tions by Sprod) proves it. It’s good
fun. \ Abel.

Mike Steni Starts Somethin’
Author Michael Stern, currently

in Rome for Macfadden Publica-
tions. has been hit with two crimi-
nal libel actions, filed in that city
by Italian film financier Michel
Olian. In addition. Olian has suits
filed against Random House and
Fawcett for $50,000 and $1,000,000
respectively. Court action again t

RH stems from its publication of
Stern’s “No Innocence Abroad ”

while Fawcett has been tagged i >r
its True mag yarn. ’’Wine. Women
and Money.” Article, penned by
Stern, appeared in mugs August
issue.

Stern had previously been sued
by Olian for an article that had ap-
peared in Europeo. Italian publi-
cation. Olian, however, withdrew
the complaint.

as Bytown; as a daily for 88 wars,
with the evening edition starting
5b years ago. It’s part of the V a:i-
couver-to-Ottaw a Southern chain,
each paper of which is independent
of the others in editorial polity,
supporting most shades of politics
among them. Citizen has had a 1

Guild contract for three years;
Guild was recently certified as bar-
gaining agent tor Journal editorial
stall.

Four
selected
aw aids
Ohioana
sesquicentennia
lumbus. ( >, t , 24

4 Ohioans’ Prizes

Ohio authors have been
to receive the annual

from the Martha Kinnev
Library Association at it*

luncheon in Co-
An asoeiation eom-

Franciaco Chronicle columnist,
sails to Europe for six months of
pulp assignments Saturday 10»
Jennings, who suffered heart attack
which resulted In hts retiring from
Chronicle duties, recently com-
pleted an Elizabeth Scott ' short ie
for Coronet.

’’Don’t Call It Frisco.” Frisco
Examiner columnist Herb Caen’s
fourth tome, will he published
Oct. 19. by Doubleday, hacked
locally by mucho pari > in k and
cocktailcry.

per-times of Frank Leslie, and
manent lame and fortune.

Most of the great names of late
19th centjury show biz figure *n
Miss Stern’s witty, scholarly, de-
lightfully-written hook. There is a
thorough compilation of notes and
sources, which makes almost as
good reading as the text itself. Ten
pertinent illustrations, many of
them highly amusing, embellish the
volume. Down.

nnttee picked the following
judging 50 books: fiction
Bounty Lands” by William D
Cleveland: biography. ’The

after
“The
Ellis,

Kx-

‘Egad, Men, Wake Up!'
After the Dodgers lost the first

two straight in the World Serious,
i lie Brooklyn Eagle which, inci-

dentally, is in the throes of a mer-
ger-sale to/ with the N. Y. Herald
Tribune, in a P. 1 streamer en-
treated: ‘ Egad. Men. Wake Up!”
The N. Y. Post’s post-second game
streamer read, “Today? Now, Well,
it . . The N. Y. Journal Ameri-
can simply put it. “It’s Up To
Krskine." PS—Erskine didn't dis-
appernt the Greenpertners.
The Brooklyn department store,

Abraham & Straus, had a cute two-
col., lull-depth ad in the N. Y,
Times on Saturday (3) morning,
captioned “No hard feelings,
but . .

.” and extended greetings
*'to the Yankees” and “to the
Dodgers.” All the omens were il-

lustrated, in opposite contrasts,
with the nod to the Brooks, of
course, viz., broken wishbone ( Yan-
kees i, whole wishbone (Dodgers);
black cat versus rabbit’s foot;
broken mirror versus whammy;
spilt salt versus shamrock; walic-
under-ladder versus knock-on-
wood; and horseshoes, wrong side
versus right side up.
. Incidentally, a Variety nuigg
coming down the 6th Ave. (N. Y.)J
bus with 10 pennies, which the
driver had to exchange before de-
positing it in the dime coinbox,
was goodhumoredly greeted by the
omnibus jehu: “Betting on the
Dodgers, eh?”

Harold Bone's ’Info’ Post
As of current October issue of

Info, general monthly mag pub-
lished in New Haven, addition to
masthead now lists Harold M.
Bone as advertising director and
associate editor. Bone was for-
merly an advertising counselor in
the display department of New
Haven’s morning sheet, the Jour-
nal-Courier, and has been. Variety
mugg in that city for the past 23
years.

Info is published by Sol Chain,
who was general manager ot tile
publishes.

liaordman Mr. Morris” by Howard
Swiggett. Ripley; religion and phi-
losophy. "Making Prayer Heal” by
Lynn James Radcliffe. Cincinnati;
and social' studies. "Republic and
the Person.” Gordon Keith Chal-
mers. president of Kenyon College

McQuaid’s NATO Post

Elias McQuaid. former New
Hampshire Sunday News reporter,
left with his family from (lieu
home in Candia. N. H . for Frame,
where he will serve as press sec-
retary to Ambassador John C
Hughes of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization He was tor*
merly press counselor to the I S
Embassy in Paris for tom years,
and since last tall had been special
consultant on press relations to
Secretary of State John l ost t
D ulles in Washington.

Faye Emerson’s Legman
Legman for Faye Emerson,

whose new TV column is running
in the World-Telegram A Sun and
Seripps-Howard syndicate, is Ches-
ter Feldman.
Among other affiliations. Feld-

man has done work for jabber-
jockey Henry Morgan.

Bill Dowdell's Blank ‘Column’
The Rome American News, of

which Bill Dowdell was editor and
publisher, until his untimely death
at 53 last month, last 'week pub-
lished the front page blank, in
mourning border, save for an ac-
tion shot of U. S. Ambassador Mrs.
Clare Booth Luce. This was the
traditional P. 1 position of column-
ist Dowdell’s newsy “Seen &
Heard,” a Roman runaround.
Michael Chinigo. president of the

publishing company, incepted a
“Front Row" column which stated
this "could never be a substitute
for ’Seen & Heard.’ ’” Harry Cushin
IV, Albert Salvatori. Peter C.
Borre, along with Chinigo and
Dowdell, are /directors ol Ameri-
can News Pub. Co.

Koegel s New Book
Otto K. Koegel, of the 2<Mh Cen-

tury-Fox Film firm of attorney,
Dwight. Koyall, Harris, Koegel A
( askey. has written a hook in
tribute to Walter S. Carter, found-
er of the old New York law firm,
titled “Collector of Young Mas-
ters.” Koegel traces the bibliog-
raphy ol a galaxy of eminent bar-
risters and jurists who were
Cradled by the founder of the pres-

!

entday law firm, including Chief
(Justice Charles Evans Hughes,
Paul D. Cravat h, Jacob Gould
Schurman. cl al. Unicorn Press
town's only exclusive F.M station.
IWBIB. prior to its acquisition by
WELL another Kim City outlet

Danish Journalists’ Junket.
Eleven Danish newspaper

scribes, touring the U S under tin 1

Foreign Operations Adiuini.sti a-
tion program, were guests of the
AMP!* yesterday <\lon • on the
Paramount and Warner lots.

Newspapers they represented
were the Copenhagen Borscn. Po-
litiken and Aahus Stifst idende, the
Lyngby Berlingske Tidende and
Social-Demokratefi. the Holb.uk
Xmas Venstreblad. the Dagblad
Roskilde and the Sborg Finansti-
dende.

Another ’Expose’ Mag
Eugene Tillinger. freelance

magazine writer, hitting the stands
with li is own mag, Top Secret. Oct.
14. Mag will include “exposes on
Hollywood. Broadway, cafe society
and the international scene” It

will go bi-monthly after the first

issue.

Noblesse Oblige
Unlike CBS and NBC which

only recognize each other as “on
another network.” the N. Y. Times'
It. id story Saturday (3 >. on the
YIP Sing Sing visitors to convicted
labor leader Joey Fay came out
with a frank credit to the N. Y.
Journal American and the N. Y.
World-Telegram A Sun. which
broke the yarn the preceding eve-
ning (Friday). It dealt with State
Senators (now Lt. Gov.) Arthur H.
Wicks and William F. Condon,
among the’ political bigwigs who
were the convicted extortionist
Fa\ s regular visitors at Ossining.

Gov. Dewey, openly incensed,
ordered Fay removed to Danne-
mora. the “Siberia” of New- York
date's penitentiaries.

N. Y. AP Meet In N. Y. C.
New York, rather than an up-

date city, will be the scene of this
V ear’s meeting of the New York
Slate Associated Press member-
papers, at the Hotel Biltmore, Oct.
13-19. The meetings have been
held in Albany for several years
I)Hs t. Governor Thomas E. Dewey
i*' scheduled to make an off-the-
record address to the publishers
and editors.

Roger S. Phillips' World Mag
World, new magazine of world

events, will make its initial appear-
ance on the newsstands Oct. 23.
A monthly, it will be published by
the same group which turned out
UN World for seven and one-half
years, with Roger S. Phillips as
publisher. In addition to the
monthly, the mag will furnish sub-
scribers with spot newsletters,
titled “World-Cable.” within 24
hours after the exclusive cables
come in. ,

Mag will attempt, according to

Phillips, to fill a need for "a truly
topnotch American magazine which
will report and interpret the news
of world politics and world busi-
ness accurately, fearlessly and
right down to the roots.” Phillips
is aiming at a “select” circulation
of 150,000, of which one-third is in

the house via UN World subscrip-
ti ns.

Prolific Victor Rosen
Y ictor Rosen, who was reported

last week as having completed
work on his biogs of bandit Vincent
(’oil and hanker Otto Kahn, artual-

I I.v is still writing the Coll hook and
1 Still researching the Kahn tome,
after three years. He won’t begin
work on his historical novel for
Lion Books’ ‘paperback originals*
Joaquin Murietta. till the first two

i are out of the way.
I Incidentally, it Was Rosen w ho

j

initiated Gold Medal Books' series
'of “classic murder cases” with his
t “A (bin in His Hand.” a re-crea- I

tion of "Two (Jun” Crow lev's mur* 1

der of a policeman on Long IslantL
! in 1931. which Gold Medal pub-
lished in April. 1951.

French Film Rooks
Three new film books have come

out in Paris, to excite interest Two
are in French and are now being
translated for the Knglish and pos-
sibly. the American market. The
third is in English, put out bv the
press section of the Venice Film
Festival and called “Twenty Years
of Cinema In Venice.”

Gallic hooks an
moniaque” (“The
Screen by Lotte
Surrealism Dans 1

Ado Kyrou. M
leading aulhnril
film here. Her
written looksce
origins and the

“L'Ectan
I) e m o n

‘isner, and
( 'iriema.'

Eisner is

Do-
i a e
“Le
by
the

Seldes Tutoring
Gilbert Seldes Is conducting

two courses on television at the
! New School for Social Research.
N. X. Both are 90-minute sessions,

j

one on “Television: Its Nature
Programs and Uses.” the other a
“Television Writing Workshop "

I Seldes currently ha* a radio
commentary show on WNYC, N. Y.

Packs Beauroup ‘Punch.’ Too
England had its Punch, Germany

hid its Simplircimus. the French
had the old Figaro. America had
,,s °ld Judge and Life and Leslie’s
weeklies to reflect the moods and
n ores of our country in cartoon
and short takes. All have gone, ex-
"pting Punch. American humor
) s now either newspaper, syndi-
' ated. or its aspects have fled to

h broader media as The New
Yorker, the Satevepost's humor
< orner. not to mention the cartoons
v hich punctuate that weekly, Col-

r s and elsew here.
William Cole, who is pa. for

Enopf. has edited “The Best llu-
1 <»’ From ‘Punch’ ” for the com-
P«‘t it i ve World Pub Co. <$3.50‘, and
!"od value it is too. He lias
moken down the short and long
.

Bte prose and poetry and
Parodies, into chapter categories.

all orderly and well organized
• 1(1 s*ne. but the pleasant feeling
'W2CS that the British—praise

' — too hare their vagaries and

.

'Tempo’ Goea ‘Bold*

Pocket Magazines, Inc., publish-
ers of Tempo, is readying a new
pocket-size monthly to be tagged
Bold. Teeoff issue will hit the
stands Nov. 5.

It’s the second mag venlure for

the corporation formed by seven
former editors of the now defunct
Cowles mag. Quick. Bold will be
edited by Mickey Grecnman.

Books on ’Scrabble’
First two books on the new game

craze. Scrabble, are due for pub-
lication during November by Gros*
set A Dunlap. Paper-backed vol-

umes. at $1 each, are called “How
to Win at Scrabble’’ and “The
Scrabble Word Guide." Both are

by Jacob Orleans and Edmund
Jacobson. Publisher has an exclu-

sive deal with the patent-holder
of the game.

Krutrh Between Covers
In 1952 Joseph Krutrh delivered

a series of lectures at Cornell Uni-
versity on “Modernism in the
Modern Drama.” Krutch’s talks
are now published (Cornell U

!

Press; $2 75). From Ibsen to Miller
;

and Williams, these essays pretty
thoroughly cover the field of lat-
ter-day stage literature, assessing
Shaw. Strindberg. Pirandello
Synge. Chekov, O’Casey and An-
derson. among other playwrights.
Of specal interest are hitherto un-
published quotations from conver-
sations between O’Neill and
Krutch.
One may not agree completely

with the author's evaluation and
definition of such recent works as
"Death of A Salesman" and “A
Streetcar Named Desire.” hut few
readers will debate Krutch’s eru-
dition and many will enjoy his
concise manner of presenting his
subject. Down.

mi the German
honk is a we!l-
at German him
period from 1!M9

to 1928 when the mass exodus to
Hollywood just about cleared Ger-
many of all its pic greats Book
neatly sums up the contributions ot
the great directors who subsequent-
ly' went to the U. S„ Midi as Frit/
Lang. Fred Murnau, Ernst Lu-
bitsch, Paul Leni and others Book
is informative and vveH-eunstructcd
and a good asset to any compre-
hensive film libraries

Kv ton’s “Surrealism” is in a

completely personalized vein and
gives an individual idea ol what
cinema should be. Though a Ini

(anting in spots, it has an interest-
ing. fresh viewpoint, and is ol in-

terest to those immersed in films
as a means of expression

“Venice" is an informative com-
pilation of all the films shown
the Venice Film Fest since 19.(2
It also has articles from leading
erix from various eoiintiics. and
shapes as a good info material
East U. kudos and entries aie
thoroughly recorded and of inter-!
est in diversity and the appeal
they had to aud and juries in
Venice. Monk.

Good Biog
Most stagers

Ottawa Citizen Folds
Ottawa Morning Citizen, pub-

lished as an edition of the Evening
Citizen, folded Sept. 30. two years
after the Ottawa Journal's morn-
ing gave up the ghost. This leaves

the Canadian capital without a

morning paper, the third daily

—

Franch-language Ue Droit, being a

pin. Toronto and Montreal still

have one a m. each, and two p in s.

Citizen has been published for

Barnaby Conrad's Bistro

Barnahy Conrad, author of hr»t-
seller “Matador” opened his own
nitery in the heart of North Beach
near San Francisco. Oct 1. Boite
named after his bestseller, will fea-

ture flamenco music and bulKnng
by author
the After-
specialty of

murals also painted
Conrad. “Death In

noon” will be a bar
the house
Conrad's newest tome. ‘La

Fiesta Brava,” which according to

the author is “the bible of bull-
fighting,” will be released hv
Houghton Mifflin the latter pait
of October.
Dean Jennings author of San

Quentin Story” and former San

of Mrs. Leslie
will enjoy “Put ole

Passage,” Madeleine B Stein’s ex-
cellent biography of Mrs. Frank
Leslie, American publishing tveoon
of the ’80s and '90s «U. of Okla-
homa Press; $3 75 >.

In addition to running Leslie’s
Monthly, parent publication ol Hu-
current American Magazine, M-<
Leslie was once an actress

Born in Louisiana in 1836 as
Miriam Florence Folline, this'amaz-
ing Creole masqueraded on the
hoards as Minnie Monte/ sister ol

the celebrated Lola. The duo bowed
for the first time in 1857 at Al-
bany's Green Street Theatre 'I le v

played Edward Stirling's drama
The Cabin Boy,” in whicli .Minnie

appropriately essayed the role ol

Jenny from Dominique ' who .e

whole life has been a strange
mystery '!

The Monte/ sisters act soon broke
up. and Minnie t rouped a< a st.u

in her own right, appearing in Tom
Taylor's “Plot and Passion ' She
loused audiences with such dialog
as "Miscreant! dog! slave ol a

slave!—stand up or I will tread vnu
under my feet!" Hundreds wept
when Minnie anguished. “The link
must tin n—it must—or fheie r
laudanum at the worst!”
Miriam-Minnie doffed her leo-

tard to marry wealthy E G Squu-r
who lured her from the gieenioom
to greener haunts of security and
respectability. From this vantage
point, the sprightly lass skipped
and bounded into the life and

Kronrnhorgrr And GHS
Louis Kronenherger has edited

and written the mtroduetion for
"George Bernard Shaw: A Critical
Survey” (World, $(>>.

1 he book comprises 21 essays on
the late Irish dramatist, including
Max Beerbohiu's 1901 “Conspee-
iiis.” and closing with Thomas
Mann's 1951 comment on Shaw,
lie Was Mankind's Friend.”
Along the wav, there are Shav-

ian reflections by Hunekcr H905>;
George Jean Nathan (19311; Ed-
mund Wilson ( 1938); Auden <1942‘;
Stark Young (1948>; and John Ma-
son Brown's review of the 1950
Broadway production of "Caesar
and Cleopatra ”

Certain to provoke discussion is

Ludwig Lew isohn's 1922 entry,
“Sliavv Among the Mystics.” In
these times ii is good to re-read
the evaluation of G. B. S. by G. K.
Chesterton! certainly one of the
most polaric of the playwright's
c e I e !> r a t <• d contemporaries. It
seemi. a pity that some ot Gabriel
Pascal's remarks about translating
Shaw into the cinema have not
been included.

Kronenherger supplies a Shav-
ian chronology, which is helpful:
and the wit and urbanity of the
editor’s introduction arc in hi.s best
Hyle, Down.

CHATTER
w W. Norton A Co on Oct. 26

is pubic lung “In For Life," by
bank robber-lifer Tom Runyon.

Publication of “The Voice of
Xmerica I bis Week” has been dis-
continued will) issue No. 63, week
ot' Sept. 11-17.

Gold Medal will Issue 300.000
copies of “Hondo” in November
tfi coincide with the release of the
Wayne- Follows product ion.
Gerald Green, managing editor

for NBC-TVs "Today." has just
had published bn, second book,
“The Sword and the Sun," a histor-
ical novel about Peru. Publisher
is Scribner's.

Writer Louise Baker « “Snips and
Snails,” “Out on a Limb,” “Party
Line ) of Lincoln will be the speak-
er at the 12th annual Midwest
Book Reviewers Conference In
Omaha tomorrow 'Turs.r.

Ian Ballantine. head of Rallan-
tine Books, will discuss promotion
in the double market, relating to
simultaneous hard and soft cover
publication, at Hie monthly meet
of the Publishers Adclnb Oct. 15

Norman Cousins, Saturday Re-
view editor, hack in Japan for his
bird postwar visit Cousins is

gathering material for future writ-
ings and checking on a program
of “spiritual adoption” ol lliros-
h-rna orphans which lie instigated
on his last visit.

Mrs. Dorotliy Barclay, writer on
home economics for N Y. Times,
has been appointed by the Hoard
of Regents, meeting in Albanv, 1o
a five-year term on the State Home
Economics Council. She succeeds
Gerald H. Salisbury, managing
editor of the Albany Knickci-
bocker News.
Waller Murtagli, former report-

er for the Union-Leader arid Sun-
day News in Manchester, N II ,

named editor of the St. Albans
•Vi .1 Messenger. He reaigned ax
publicity director of the N. M.
Stale CIO Council and Walter
Ifcalv of the Union-Leader was
chosen to succeed him in that post.

Bennett Cerf, Random House
president, magazine columnist and
I \' panelist, will deliver 27 lec-
tures this season, 17 of them to
college groups throughout the
country. He'll do a short midwest
tour in October and a transconti-
nental jaunt in Jarman Hie latter

carrying through, early May
Prof Herbert c Mot tun foi-

m< rly with the St Paul Piom i r

Pres-- Dispatch and the C ot Min-
nesota S< bool of Journalism, has
gone to Dartmouth College to gi-.e

a two-semester course on "'Report
Writing.” The course is designed
to help students intrea i e the ef-
fectiveness of their written icpoits
ori bu-mtss problems.

A new experiment in joint pub-
lishing is being tried by the Satur-
day Evening Post and Doubleday
in connection with Phil String's

new' novel, “Return in Align t

It’s being serialized in six parts try

the mag. first installment appear-
ing Oct. 16, the day that the book
goes on sale. Normally, a book is

not published until after magazine
serialization, and in many cases
not until months later.
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Broadway
Bob Dowling, realtor-showman,

in Lenox Hill hospital.

• London film man Ben (and Ciss'

Henry due over end-October.

Grace Kelly in from the Coast

for the opening of “Mogambo.*’

Lisa (’flickering,

family, singing at

Empress.

Milton Pickman,
tuies studio exec.

of the piano
Otto Kassel Is

Columbia Pic-

and his wife,

hi for a week to see the plays,Kay
etc

.Julie Wint/.. MCA band depart-!
merit, bark at his desk alter a

three-month leave to recover from
surgery.

Spencer Tracy, back from Eu-
rope this week, will remain a

Gotham visitor until railed for his

next Metro assignment.

Cvnda Glenn back from Paris
and due for a Mayo clinic checkup
before repairing to her Jamaica
(BWI» manse for the winter.

Cole Porter back from the
Coast after witnessing the final

version of Metro's “Kiss Me Kate,”
ba^ed on his Broadway musical.

Nicole Maurey, French actress,

off to the Coast Sunday (4> to work
with Charlton Heston in Para-
mount's “Legend of the Inca.”

\dele Astaire (Mrs. Douglas
Kingman 1 and the Bill (CBS)
Paleys join the Montego Bay,
Jamaica, BWI, colony this winter.
John Halaban, head of the Bal-

ahan & Katz chain, Chicago, and
his wife, Bertha, come in from
Europe next Tuesday (13). Their
first trip abroad in 25 years.

North-of-lreland exhibitor Louis
Klmann and his wife returning
tiiis week; also the Cecil (Granada
Theatres* Bernsteins to London.
Both came over to o.o. “the new
scopes.”
The Sidewalk cafe of the OU

Brevoort Hotel on lower Fifth Ave .

held a last supper Wednesday ill

prior to demolition of the land-
mark hostelry to make way for an
apartment building.
Crowded coektailery at Sardi's

Friday <2> was a sendolT for Leon
Both, United Artists’ assistant pub-
licity director who went off to the
Coast Monday to become liaison
with indie film producers.

CpI. Bruce Ralnbnn, son of for-
mer Hoxv Theatre head A. J. Bala-
ban, now on the Inter-Service
Ticket Committee. Ibeated at Gov-
ernor's Island, which handles all

ticket contributions for servicemen.
Former hoofer Charles Conaway

who. until last year did some east-
ing for Lou Walters’ Latin Quarter.
Is the agent who made a $30,000
'’offer" to Mayor Impellitteri to
become chairman of the hoard of
the Conaway Agency. Anyway, it

got some space in the dailies.
Polan Banks, film producer and

novelist, and now hoard chairman
of the Federal Construction C’qrp.,
Newport News. Ya

, received the
National Order of Carlos Manuel
de Cespedes. from Cuban Ambas-
sador Concheso. in a Washington
ceremony Oct. 2 attended by
Banks’ friends, including Asst.
Secretary of State John Cabot.
Maxwell Rabb of the White House
stall. Rear Admiral Richard E
Hvrcl. Bolivian Ambassador Victor
Andrade, and others It's Cuba’s
highest decoration

week to see a couple of iceshows.

Sue Delphey. who repped Pitt

on radio’s Philip Morris Playhouse
last year, joined Miniature Theatre
Co. here.

A1 Goldin. Metro exploiteer in

this territory, had narrow escape
in an auto crash while enroute to

Cleveland.

Alan Konrad, out of

Capades” tor two months
broken bone in his foot, went
into the show here.

Mrs. Ann Walsh, widowr of

ton Theatre manager, who died two
weeks ago, will continue to make
Pittsburgh her home.
George Jalfe, long-time burlesk

baron, missed bis first World
Series in years; he’s laid up in hos-
pital with heart condition.

Ex-Lieutenant Tony Chakeras,
discharged from Air Force, now
assisting his father. Andy Chake-
ras, in Horizon Room operation.

London

"Ice
with
back

Ful-

Paris
New Technicolor labs to he

erected here will be in Joinville.

Danielle Darrieux signed by J

P. Melville for femme lead in

“Duke d’Knghein" film.

First French pic in 3-D. "Paris
Nights," started here. It will be in

the Cinestercovision process.
Jean Bretonniere. nitery and

musical comedy warbler here, get-

ting Ids first pic stint in “My Little

Madness.”
Christian Jacque to make pic of

Henri Becque play. “Woman of
Paris.” in Technicolor, with Mar-
tine Carol starred.
Ogla Baclanova and husband,

Richard Davis, foreign film import-
er, here for week after Italian
tour. Due to sail for U. S. Oct. 10.

An Italo-Swedish co-production
setup will have Roberto Rossellini

and Henri Decoin directing a series
of sketches based on Thomas
Mann’s short stories.

Charlie Chaplin negotiating with
Jean Giraudoux heirs for film

rights of “Madwoman of Chaillot"
comedian is reported want-
make into a pic.

Ben Henry, Eros Films director,

sailing for N. Y. at end of month
lor annual looksee.

Radio comic Sam Costa not hurt

w-hen his car was wrecked in an
accident in Wiltshire.

Legit actress Diana Wynyard to

he guested in Vic Oliver’s “Variety

Playhouse" on BBC Oct. 17.

McDonald Carey among show
biz passengers who travelled to

England via the lie de France.
Betty George arrived from N. Y.

last weekend and opened a cabaret

season at the Colony this week.
Val Parnell tossed a private fam-

ily lunch party to observe 91st

birthday of his father. Fred Rus-
sell. the vet ventro.

Richard Davis, owner of Fine
Arts Theatre in New York, in for

a quickie from Paris to look over
new British product.

Visitors to London last week in-

cluded Morris Helprin, Herbert
Kline, Leo Godowsky, Richard
Basehart and Victor Mature.

Richard Kayne, composer and
lyricist, leaving for N. Y. next
month following publication of his
first novel, “Mrs. Livingstone, I

Presume?"
Don Angel in town from Ger-

many for the tryout of his new Gl
production, "Comedy Caravan.'
which preemed at Bushey Park
camp last week. “Harem Scarem.”
another Angel presentation, just
opened in Wiesbaden.

A. Beverley Baxter, M. P., who
returned last week from New York,
is to take over the film column in

the Evening Standard in place
his drama reviews. Necessity
being on hand in the House
Commons often precluded his
tendance at legit openings.

of
of
of
at-

Mexico City

local

which
ing to

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan

Cadillac Tavern launched fall

season with Dave Appell’s Quartet
and Rocky Valentine orch.

Joe NannC former Capitol Rec-
ords promotion manager, took ov»*r

for King "Records in Cincinnati.
Sid Saul, promotion manager

for Capitol Records here, to Chi-
cago for like post with company
there.
Eugene Ormandy, Philadelphia

Orch maestro, receives honorary
degree from Lehigh University
Oct. 12.

Latin Casino signed Eddie Fisher
for three days starting Jan. 14; it’s

South Phill.v singer’s first home
appearance since hitting big-time
Tony Phillips and Willie Weber

took over personal management of
Al Antonio; will send young come-
dian on New England and Can-
adian tour to break in act.

Andy Russell featured on
radio station XEW and XEQ.
Mona Lake from N. Y. topping

show at the Rivoll, vaude-revue
house.

Sara Guash, Chilean actress
who is a big name in Mexico, seri-
ously ill.

Maria Victoria, comely radio-
TV thrush, inked to work with
Milton Berle.

Emilia Gui, blonde Spanish
looker, inked for two Mexican
films to be made in Havana.

National Actor Union expels
four exotic dancers, contending
that strip teasers aren’t thespians.

Rosina Pagan, Brazilian pic-
stagc actress, back from tour of
Brazil. France and Italy and set
for new pier

Rosita Quintana, film star, por-
sonaling in Merida, Yucatan state,
theatres. She’s accompanied by
her husband. Serge Kogan. Colum-
bia pix manager.

Minneapolis

Miami Beach

presenting

Johnny

tap at

Dick

Chicago
press agent for
demonstrating

Rov
3D

Santis renamed his
from Drury l.ane to
after his nearby res-

cos-
for
Ace

Al Rackin,
Rogers, hen
si ill camera.
Tony De

si raw ha tier

Martinique
taurant.

Leonard Sillman staging
fume hall as farewell party
“New Faces" cast at Canadian
Brewery Oct. 26

Dr. Eric Oldberg. Orchestal
Assn, proxy, hosted dinner to ac-
quaint Chi Symphony with new
conductor Fritz Reiner.

Wallv Cox. Liherace. Robert Q
Louis. Patti Page. Bamhi Linn and
Rod \lexander. Morton Downey
and Sammv Kaye orch all per-
formed before 1 500 members of
National Assn of Food Chains in

one of biggest outlays of coin here
for any club date.

Tile citv > charges that Pliy-
w right's Theatre Club cannot rop-
re-'-nt iKelf as a theatre on its

ijid-flour premises was dis-
seM t non t ‘Mil i la-d w erk on
gt'iotuL ili.it (fie grout) Holds

By Lary Solloway
Haymes set for Clover

Club beginning Jan. 5.

Charlie Farrell set for the Clover
Club run starting Oct. 14

Five O'clock Club reopens for
season Oct. 16 with Jack Carter
and the Nov-Elites topping show.

Riek Mardel. Albion Hotel sing-
ing click, signed for 13 week TV
series on WTVJ here.

Miguel ito Valdes orch set for
Caribe-IIilton (San Juan. Puerto
Rico' winter run. Alan Dean also
parted.

Hal Gardner, former Montreal
newspaperman, appointed puhlieitv
director for new DiLido Hotel
which proems Dec. 13.

his replacement in the Japan slot,

Wallace R. Orr Orr formerly was
the Singapore chief.

Johnny Grant, L. A. deejay, on
his, fourth tour of Korea, accom-
panied by soldier entertainers

Balban Beilo. John R. Magelewski
and Henry Hadler, James Sasso,

and WAC Elsie Davis.

Berlin

By Hans Heehn
Lit Armstrong appearing at Cor-

so Theatre.

Berlin's October Festival opened
at Zoo with a variety of attrac-

tions.

Komoedie preemed “By Candle-
light,” starring Max Hansen and
Oscar Karlweis.

Reinhold Schuenzel parted for

role in “Father's Horses," German
pic starring Eva Bartok.

“Don Juan in Hell” will be

staged at Titania Palast, starring

Werner Krauss, Rudolf Forster

and Lola Muethel.
Fred G. Taylor, director of

RIAS (Radio in the American Sec-

tor!, assigned director of Rot-
Weiss-Rot Viennese radio station.

Gordon A. Ewing, his former
deputy, took over his Berlin job.
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By Glenn Trump
Clyde Bros circus slated for in-

door date at* York; Neb.. Oct. 29

Veteran Leo Cremer again pro-
duced Ak-Sar-Ben's rodeo last

week
“Hollywood Ice Revue" slated to

open at Ak-Sar-Ben Coliseum
Nov. 17.

Horace lleidt Show at Hastin
Monda\ 5 and North Platte yes-
terday Tue> '.

Stretch Miller broadcasting all
W islungton l football and basket-
ball games for W1L, St. Louis.

•I it k Payne. \\i)\V sports direc-
tor i* giving play-by-play of some
huh school games ot teams near
Omaha

John W Boyle. Cleveland. O
eletfed pi e\> of C'irc.U* Fans \>sn.
'»! Atnei if a at group.'* annual con-
clave ,<» W i< hit, i Kins.

Local TV .cameraman provided
nigh- at fii *• department water

l* rnon-t rat ion la i week. While
grinding ftvay, he hacked up and
disappeared into a filled reservoir.

playing at

there (Vt.
Mayo
22 .

Civic Auditorium

Zorich

By Les Rees
Theatre - in - Round

“Philadelphia Story.”
St. Paul Flame has

Savage’s Jazz Quintet.
'Late George Apley" on

Edytlt Bush Little Theatre.
Songstress Felica Sanders and

dance team Elsa & Waldo at Hotel
Radisson Flame Room.
Charles Laughton to do two-hour

reading program at University of
Minnesota convocation Oct 15.

Norm Wrobel. long St. Paul
RKO-Orpheum manager, resigned
to assist father-in-law on Montana
ranch.
Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey and

their 1953 Jazz Cavalcade played
Prom Ballroom two-nighter Oct. 1

and 2
James Melton and Meredith

Willson in joint St Paul Women’s
Institute appearance at Audi-
torium.

Dorothy Lamour and her vaude-
ville unit get only as close, to the
Twin Cities as Rochester. Minn.,

By George Mezoefl
“Terry's Theme from Limelight”

is a top record-seller here.
Swiss tour of Yugoslavian Na-

tional Ballet of the Belgrad State
Opera a hit in several cities.

“House of Wax" <WB>, after first

being banned by Zurich censor,
now released and doing smash biz

at the Apollo.
New Carol Reed pic. "The Man

Between” (formerly “The Berlin
Story"), Jame* Mason-Claire
Bloom-Hildegarde Neff starrer,
will be season-opener at the Orient
in Zurich.

Vienna
By Emil W. Maass

Otto Preminger invited to di-

rect in Josefstadt Theatre
Composer S. C. Eckhardt-

Gramatte off to N. Y. on biz.

American violinist Julian -Olev-
sky appeared in Konzerthaus.

Vienna Academy for music and
theatre opened a film studio.
N Y. mezzosoprano Martha Lin-

ton sang in “Aida at the State
Opera here.

Rousing reception for Maria
Jeritza at the State Opera when
she sang “Tosoh.”

Reno
By Mark Curtis

Ella Mae Morse plans to live in
Reno.
Carmen Cavallero into Mapes

Skyroom Oct. 8
Reno Sports Car Races set for

Oct. 17-18 at Stead Air Force Base.
Matt Dennis *nd Virginia Maxe.v

into Mapes Terrace Room for
month.
Sons of the Pioneers follow

Dorothy Shay into t he Riverside,
Oct. 15.

in-

Tokyo
By Richard H. Larsh

Comic - Joey Rardin opened
definite run at Latin Quarter.

J. William Piper, of Paramount
Intertainal Films, due here in

October.
Milton R Rackmil and Alfred E

Daft. Universal toppers, due to
visit Japan this fall

Eddie I’ga.st, 20th-Fox Far East
general manager, will supervise
area preem of “The Robe" in Hong
Kong.

Toei Studio installing six West-
ern Electric West rex channels in

Tokyo and Kyoto studios. Three
of the big five studios now
WE equipped

Dumbo ' dubbed inlo Japanese
under direction of Disney Studio
rep Jack Cutting who worked on
the job for three months, using top
Japanese radio voices.

Arthur G. Doyle’s. Universal-In-
ternational’s new Far East general
manager, back in town introducing

Portland, Ore.
“The Rohe" set to preem at the

Orpheum Oct 8
Champ Butler and Loretta Mil-

ler held for a second week at the
Clover Club.
Advance seat sale brisk for “Pal

Joey" currently at the Auditorium
for four nights and one matinee.
“John Brown’s Body” inked into

the Auditorium for two nights.
Oct 21-22.
Mary Astor in “Time For

Cuckoo" inked into Oriental
this month.
“Good Night Ladies" held a sec*

ond week al Hamrick's Playhouse.
Happy Jesters, Lottie Brun, and

Ross & Pierre held for a second
week at Amato’s Supper Club.

Roscoe Ates here for some night-
club dates.

The
late

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

Stan Getz combo into Blarkhawk.
Pearl Bailey inked for Venetian

Room at Fairmont Hotel Oct. 20
Charles P. Skouras and Earl

Sponable in for “Robe" opening
Bella Pacific, new nitery, to

open in international Settlement.
Jorte Rentes. Purple Onion

songstress, signed by Herbert
Jacoby for It i s N. Y. Blue Angel.

Hollywood
Al Ritz recovering after abdom-

inal surgery.

Harlan Thompson recuperating
after surgery.

Grant Withers hospitalized for
major surgery.

Yola D’Avril recovering from
major surgery.

William Heineman to Montana
on his annual hunting trek.

Film industry tossed a luncheon
for Crown Prince Akihito of Japan

Eddie Jackson out of the hospital
after treatment, for liver trouble.

Wendell Corey in from N Y. for
role in Paramount's "Legend of
Inca.”

Shirley Booth in from N. Y. to
make “About Mrs. Leslie” for Co-
lumbia.

Roy Rogers guest of honor at

Farmers Insurance Group's silver

anni. dinner.

Fox West Coaster M. A. Lund-
gren to Ansonia, Conn., for his

father’s funeral.

Nat Holt given a gold medal bv
United Indian War Veterans for

his production of “Arrowhead.”

Jerome Lawrence Lee) will

address the writing class at Saw-
telle Hospital tonight (Wednesday).

Dore Schary received fourth an-
nual “Man of Year Award” of

Beverly Hills Lodge of B’nai
B'rith.

June Haver returned from
Leavenworth. Kans., convent hut

says she will not resume her film

career.

Sam Engel will supervise Screen
Producers Guild activities until

prexy Carey Wilson recovers from
illness.

Pete Smith’s Metro short, "Cash
Slashers,” drew clippings from
8.000 house organs of tayiks and
trust companies.

Mervyn LeRov to be cited for

his direction ot "Quo Vadis" at

First Motion Picture World Broth-
erhood testimonial dinner Oct. 15
at the Beverly Hills Hotel. Jack
Warner is chairman of committee
planning the affair.

Havana
"Julius Caesar” on the America

circuit.

Teddy and Phyllis Rodriguez due
to return to Montmarte in No-
vember.
Montmarte manager Mario Gar-

cia named advisor to the provincial
tourist commission.

Sans Souci became first big
nitery to abolish minimums at

tables except Saturday nights.

Creation of an Inter-American
Tourist Bloc was approved here bv
the Third Inter-American Regional
Tourist Congress

Birmingham
By Fred Woodress

Lotus Club has Johnnie Ray
booked for week of Oct. 23.

Barnes-Carruthers Show opened
at Alabama State Fair Oct. 5.

Dick Haymes due in with Rita

Hayworth at Lotus Club Oct. 8-10.

Gloria Swanson here to promote
sale of her dresses and for per-

sonals with press and radio.

Penny Parker and Jimmv
Woods at Mirror Room. Tutwiler
Hotel, replacing Two Beaux and
a Peep.

Houston
By Jerry Doyle

Henry Busse at Downtown Elks
Ball Oct. 3.

Jan Garber returns here Nov 4
to play for the Edna Gladnet Ball
in the Shamrock Emerald Room.

Radio station KNUZ putting
finishing toucTies on its TV tower
and experts to start already signed
pro-football broadcasts Oct. 11.

Quebec
By R. I.aPointe

Ving Merlin and his Violinists

at La Porte St -Jean.

General Platoff Don Cossacks
at the Capitol Oct. 5.

Salzburg Marionettes at the
Palais Montcalm Oct. 11.

Singer Guylaine Guy at Chez
Gerard for two weeks prior to

American tour.

Juliette Meloche. Hammond
organ specialist, played at the
Palais Montcalm, before sailing for

France to play at the Lido.

Barcelona
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis

“Sangaree" <Par' is at the Coli-

seum.

French singer Marina Valdor a f

Monterrey summer nitery.

“Treasure Island" «RKO» at th-

Tivoli to open fall season
Antcvnita Mil lan. Lina Berry and

Feli Suarez at Emporium niterj

Rossellini's “Europe 1951. wito.

Ingrid Bergman, at the Feiuin i

Italian Choir Cogna of 50 vole <.

directed by Luigi Aita. to give on y

one concert at the Komea.
Pepe Blanco and Carmen More .

' Andalusian show at the Caldef"' .

|
finishing three-week successful t on
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1 p.tny doing an outside original, or
the Shakespearean Festival in On-
tario. As outlined, it'll allow tor
split-veieening ol men skiing down
Squaw \ alley m C'alilornia while
a man rales a surfboard further
south, or troKineii at the llawk
r.m.rl in 1 orida, or riders on the
\ i i/oiia plateau

Chiefly.' s. \ s Weaver, "we
want to take \ .ewers to the ‘Big
Do vvlierevi r it s being done "

died Sept. 30 in Long Beaeh C.ihf ..

following a stroke Trained as a
\iolinist and orchestra loader,
Nichols often took part in the sta-

tion's musical and itraipatu* broad-
casts. lie is survived by widow,
niece and nephew.

Eva Tanguny, William Kaversham
and Hale Hamilton.

Her husband, brother and two
sisters survive.OBITUARIES

DUCHESS OLGA
Duchess Olga Eva l.iminaha

Bohr, 54, Spanish language pic

aelress-w riter-producer who work-
id in New York. H oil v wood and
Mexico City, died recently in Mex-
ico City. She produced a short in

New York in 1921).

Miss Olga later made a series

of pix in Spanish in Hoi 1> wood.
She was the ex-wife of Jose Bohr,
a top Argentinian pie-stage actor.

A dauglUer. Carmel it ;i 'Pedro
Armo.ndariz's vvile) survives.

frank munn
I rank Munn. 58, known as •'The

{Vlilen None of Radio” for 23

until his retirement from that

i r'ii rtainment medium in 194(5.

, .1 Oct. 1 at the home of his

I
,, 'u r-in-lavv in Queens, N. Y.

C niimng his singing career to

. 'io and recordings, he made his

tM )U t in the 1920’s via a Bruns-

u lk recording of “Little Mother

„ Mine” Gustave Haensehen. Na-

i
Broadcasting Co. conductor.

Munn $300 to make the rc-

t u. ding. .

In 1923. MTnn joined the “Bruns-

v a k Hour of Music” and was in-

t
(|, iced on the airer as “The Gol-

, 1 , n Voice of Radio.” In 1927. he

v signed io appear on WEAK s

, n

'

(rA WNBCi "Palmolive Hour.”

nnil. r the name of Paul Oliver. He
vr(V v iih that show for awhile and
, -n v. ng on the Columbia Broad-

*i
-ting System’s "Lavender and

o'd Pace" production. From 1931

until his retirement he was a Sun-
( l,iV night regular on NBC’s "Al-

bu.ii ot Familiar Music.” He a. so

v. ;i v. heard regularly until his re-

tin mi nt over NBC’s “Waltz Time.”
u hi. Ii hovved in 1933. His pro-

jjiaius were always sponsored.

as a background for his act. His
son. Ba.vnham Honri, is the techni-
cal director at Ealing Studios and
is the current president of the
British Kinematograph Society.

Survived by wife and daughter
in addition to his son.

Mother, 90. ot Larry Sin'ilx. a

voepco of the Steve ll.mii.u..u
tlaikcrv; Lee Smits. author. mws-
paper eolmniiist and hrii.ulcusti i

lor WXYZ. Detroit; and I id
Smits. Associated Press general
sports editor, "died Oct. 3 at her
home in Constant me. Midi. \u-
other son also survives.

MARRIAGES
WILLIAM JACOBS

William Jacobs, 65. died Sept 30
after several invalided months with
leukemia. He had spent the last 19
.'ears in the film colony and had
been a producer at Warner Bros,
lor five years. In all Jacobs had
to do with a total of 59 film re-
leases.

Actually, the Hollywood career
was a second major phase of Bill
Jacobs life. He had long practiced
as a vaudeville agent in Chicago,
part of the time in partnership w ith
Dave Beehler. part of the time on
his own. A further commentary on
this phase of his career is pub-
lished in the vaudeville section of
llie present issue.

A widower, three sisters and one
brother survive.

Ann Huthertord to William
Do/ier, New Ynik. Oet 6 Bride
is film aelri '-s. groom is CBS TV
exec producer

Nancy l.ee Garvey to Thomas
I. Clean

. IM.sbui gh. Sept 15.

Bi idt* has hi i n a dancer lor Pitt
Civic Light Opera Assn since it

started in 1946
Madge Mcnddh to Dr Charles

I. Corley. Los Angeles. Sept 29.
Bi ide is a screen actress.
Sandra Cur, is to John Payne,

Bel Air, Cal. Sept, 27. tirooui is

a screen at for.

Jo Ann Lee to Brian Stevens,
Durham, lug Sept 22. Sites
terpiT with "l\V>e Marie on lee”
company.
Anne Donkin to l.es Henry, at

Blackpool. Fny
.

Sept 17. lie's

member ol I in ee Monarch* com-
edy-musical ml, she's chorine.

Maggie Li e lo Dick Murray.
F.liiihiu * t . HI. Sept 26 Bride is

record lihrari 'ii lor WCFL.
Lorraine Clu is| iansen to Fred-

eric Butcher, Chicago. Sept. 26.
Groom is ( in NBC broadcast co-
ordinator

Joan |.al)i ic e to Warren Schvvcil,
Oet 3. St. 1 outs. He’s publicity di-

rector for |{< \ \ u lor disk divi-
sion

Liliane Bm:>h\ to Thomas Stud-
lev. Dublin. Sept. 29 lie's an ac-
tor and impressionist
Joan Steer to Ronald Slansfield

Pet hers, Coventry, Eng.. Sept 28
Bride is member ol Jack Hy lton's
production of "Wish You Wen*
lb re.”

Pam Freeman to Wallace 1

1

1 1
-

horn. Oct 4 Dallas Sin* is the
daughter of Carrie and CliHiles J.

Freeman, general representative
for Interstate Theatres.

Miriam Gillespie to Joe E. How-
ard. Allan! ic City. N. J, Aug 17
and kept secret until now. He's
the vet composer-show man.

Patricia Brooks to Ted Mann,
New York. Oet. 5 Bride, an actress,
is currently appearing in "The
Grass Harp" at the Circle in the
Square. N Y .

lie's the play's co-
producer.

Dolores LaMura to Carmine
Baldilio. Nut lev, V J Oet 4 lie's

assistant Io Nat Kalclieim of the
William Morris Agi ney.

Marion F. IHeh. 63. a newsreel
cameraman for Patlie News prior

^p World War 1. died at Ins home
in Hampton, N. I! . Sept. 28 attet

a long illness lie was a former
resident of Bar Harbor. Me . and
bad jived in Hampton tor the past

15 years. Wife survives.

DENNIS II. LONG
Dennis H. Long. 70. secretary-

treasurer of the Fourth Avenue
A mus. Co., and of a theatre chain
which operates bouses in Indiana-
polis. Terre Halite and Lafayette.
Ind.'. died Sept 25. alter an auto-
mobile accident near Seymour, Ind.

His widow, a sister, and son
survive Hi* son. D. Irving Long,
is president ol the amusement com-
pany.

Prof. Charles Sanvifo, 71. for the
last 36 years musical director ol

the American passion play. "Ve-
ronica’s Veil.” in l mon City

. N J

died Oet 1 at his home in Wee-
haw ken. N. J

CHARLES J. 1)1 KE. JR.
Charles J Duke. Jr . 55, presi-

dent of Portsmouth Radio Corn .

owners of WAVY, Portsmouth,
Ya . died Sept 2(5 in Portsmouth,
lie had only recently entered the
radio field and headed the group
which purchased WSAP from Tom
E. Gilman &•_ Associates in July
arid suhseouently applied for YHF
channel HI.

Wife, a son. a daughter and two
sisters survive.

Mother. 87. id George II Gallup,
director of Hu* Institute of Public
Opinion, died Sept. 28 in Washing-
ton alter a three-month illness.

Surviving, besides her son. are two
daughters and another son

ARTHUR SUTHERLAND
Arthur Sutherland, founder and

co-producer of the International
Players, died Sept. 30 in Kingston,
Ont. lie was in his early 40's.

Sutherland formed the Interna-
tional Players, a stock group, in

Kingston in 1948. Outfit, which has
a record of 1.000 consecutive per-
formances, has been in operation
since its formation.

He, toured New York and New
Jersey with stock companies and
was one of the three founders of
Imperial Players, a professional
company that played the N. Y. area
for six y ears.

During the last world war. he
appeared with U. S. Army variety
shows. He had also been in several
films.

Widow, 69. of Jules K Mast
haunt, wlm at the time of Ins death
in 1926 was president of the Stan-
ley Co. of America, a maior theatre
chain, died Oet. 1 in New York
Surviving are three daughters.

RAYMOND LOVELL
Ra*. mond Lovell, 53. British

legit -Him actor, died Oet. 2 in Lon-
don Born in Montreal, he made
li,s acting debut in 1924 in a tour-

ing ..company production of “East

Lwuu" in Dundalk. Ireland. 11c*

Inal appeared on the British stage

ill Charley's Aunt,” "Anna Chris-

ta. The Green Goddess.” "A
Kijl ol Divorcement,” "Jupiter
Laughs.” "Laura” and “Murder
Without Crime.” He made his

London debut in 1930 in "Gojjsip.”

Lovell made his only Broadway
appearance in ”Cry of the Pea-
cock.” which ran lor two perform-
ances in 1950. He had also ap-
peared in a number of British

tilms. These include “Time, Gen-
tlemen Please.” “Blackout,” “The
Young Mr. Pitt.” “Hotel Reserve,”
"So Evil, My Love,” “Candlelight
in Algeria.” "Caesar and Cleo-
patra. The Bad Lord Byron” and
"Appointment With Crime.” He
wav also a legit director and had
Ins own repertory companies in

Leeds and Southampton, England.

ROBERT MAWDESLEY
Robert Mawdeslcy. 53. who in

recent months had been featured
in a BBC radio program. . "The
Archers," died recently in London
after a long illness He made
his London debut at the Adelphi
Theatre nearly 30 years ago in

"Diplomacy” and has twice ap-
peared on the New Y'ork stage,

lie last placed there in "The Mid-
dle Watch."

Mrs. Grare .McKee Stoddard.
former head of Columbia's lilm
library, died Sept 28 m Holly-
wood. She was also legal guar-
dian for Marilyn Monroe

John Philip Felippeli, 74. who
supplied floral decorations tor
numerous legit productions, died
Oet. 2 in New York Wife and
three daughters survive.

Peyton II. Moore. 77. pioneer
film attorney, died Oil. 2 in Holly-
wood after a long illness. Among
his clients in a past era were Greta
Garbo and John Gilbert.

SIR ARNOLD BAX
Sir Arnold Bax, 69. British com-

poser and musical equivalent of
the poet laureate, died Oet. 3 in

Cork. Ireland. He had served as
Master of the King's Musick for
King George VI and master of the
Queen’s Musick for Queen Eliza-
beth II.

Sir Arnold was a top English
composer for 45 years. His works
included seven symphonies, three
concertos, a collection of piano and
violin sonatas and several song
cycles. He lived in Ireland for
awhile, where he wrote two novels
and some short stories under the
pseudonym of Dermot O’Byrne.

EDWARD S. HI RER
Edward S Huber. 44, who to-

gether with Dennis II Long, suffer-
ed fatal injuries in a head-on
collision of their auto and a truck
near Seymour. Ind.. Sept. 25. was
purchasing agent for the Fourth
Avenue Amusement Co., and a

native of Louisville. Kv.
His widow, daughter, two sons,

mother, sister and aunt survive.

Wife. 51. of Hixhy Smith, head
of Paramount's tax and insurance
departments, died Sept. 25 in

Holly w ood.

.
Father of legit producer-director

Robert Breen died Oet. 1 in San
Antonio. Widow, another son and
two daughters survive.

FRIEDRICH WOLF
Friedrich Wolf, 65. German play-

v right, ihed Oct. 5 in East Berlin,
t o East Zone A.D.N. news agency
repotted. Among his plays were
'Professor Mamlock” and "Sailors’
ol Cat taro.” The former, written
in Russia after he had been ex-
pelled 1 1 om Germany, was pre-
vnted in New York in 1937 by
the Federal Theatre. A film ver-
sion of the play was produced a
.'ear later in Russia and was also
>liown in N. V. "Sailors” was put
on in N. Y . at the Civic Repertory
Theatre in 1934.

Mining 14 other plays written
k\ Well was "Cynkali,” a protest
agani't anti-birth control laws in
the Weimar Republic. His plays
caused much controversy in Ger-
many and finally led to his exile
m 1933. Most of the playwright's
banishment was spent in the U. S..

L andinavia and Russia.
Wolf was the East German Re-

public's first Ambassador to
I’olaml serving from October.
1949 to June. 1951. He resigned
to devote his time to writing.

WILLIAM C. STOF.SS
William C. Stoess. formerly mu-

sical director of WLW. Cincinnati,
died Sept. 24 in Forest Hills. L. I.

He began his career with WLW in

1923 and was the first fulltime
musician to be employed by the
station.

(

During the early 30 s. hr fronted

the "Flying Dutchman” radio orch.

Mother, 76 ol Boh KI*on. Chi
radio-TV sports announcer, dud in

Ottawa. III.. Oet. I Survived by

three sons and a daughter
BIRTHS

Mr. and Mrs. Angie Morin,
daughter. Sept. 28. Chicago. Fa-
ther is head ol *m,all units for Chi
G AC.

Mr. and Mis. David F!. Gould,
von. Hollywood. Sept. 28, Mother
is former sen clary to William
Morris in N. Y Father is a pub-
licist.

Mr. rind Mr* Lester Mandel. son.

Chicago. Sept ”3 Father iv » stage
electrician with ABC TV in Cbi-
ea7ro.

Mr. and Mr* Jack Curran,
daughter. Chicago. Sept. 23 Moth-

Wife of writer-producer Ilaiiv m iv (miner Chi model.; father i*

A. Gourlain died in Hollywood member of "Welcome Travel-

Sept. 27 after a long illness. ei*" east on VIJC-TV.
Mr and Mrs. Kurt Hoffman,

daughter. V v Y'ork. Sept. 27.

Father do* v public relations.

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Cohen son.

Pittsburgh, S* ot. 28 Father is with
Pitt Symphony and mother was
Fanny Mattis. long exec secretaiy
for Symphonv Assn.
Mr and Mis Bernie Sindell,

daughtf r Hollywood. Sept 28
Father is an agent with Sam Jafle
of fire,

Mr and Mis Ben Gage, daugh-
ter. Santa Monica. Oet I. Mother
is Esther Williams, film star.

Mr and Mrs James Allardue.
daughter, Burbank. Cal. Sept. 29
Father is a sneen writer.

Mr and Mis Atari Dean, daugh-
ter. New York. Sept 26 Father i*

a pop ‘inger
Mr. and Mr* Jack Cruise von

Dublin. Sept 22 Father is come-
dian.
Mr and Mrs William Layne

soil. Ridli v Pai k Pa .
f >ct 1

Father is member of comedy team,

of Layne A Hines.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Palmer,

von. Camden. N. J . Sept 3b

lather is manager for Charley
\ ent lira’s on best i a

Mr and Mrs Sid Ginsberg, son.

Kew Gardens. L I . Oet. 2

Father is director of publicity for

Trans-Lux Theat res.

Mr and Mrs Alan Shulinan, son.

Seaisdale, N Y Oet 2 Mother is

Sophie Bo*iclmann. former cone* i t

pianist; lather is composer and
NBC Symphony cellist.

Mr and Mi*. Arnold Weis.sbii-

ger son, .New Yolk, Oct 5. Mol lei

ballet. i« former Sandra I)eel, intivu.d

i i mn- imnedy peiloi iner.

NATHAN G. (NATE) ROBBINS
Nathan G. (Nate) Robbins. 57.

Utica and Syracuse theatre opera-
tor and one-time head of a states

right film company, died of a heart
attack in Utica. N. Y.. Sept. 30.

Born in Syracuse, he began his

career as an usher.
Organizing Robbins Enterprises

in 1919 as the nucleus of a theatre
circuit, he later owned or con-
trolled some 10 houses. His dis-

tributing firm was known as the
Robbins Film Co. He sold four of

his Utica theatres to the Schine
Circuit in 1927.

Wife, two sons, a daughter, a

sister and a brother survive.

Cyril Bunker, 59. WB sale* man
in Manchester, Eng . died in that

city Sept. 22. He had been with
Warners for 20 years.ANN4 SHIELDS

Mrs. Alexander Stolfi. 61. one-
time vaudeville performer, profes-

sionally known as Anna Shields,

died Get. 1 in Miami Shores. Fla.

She had been a vaude performer
until her retirement 30 years ago
and had appeared with the James
Barton troupe and Jimmy Durante.
Husband survives.

BOBBY WOfHERSPOON
Bobbv Wotherspoon. 33. stage

xylophonist and musical director at

Tivoli Theatre, Aberdeen, died in

that city Sept. 23. He was native

of Bolton. Lanes. England husband
of soubrette Vivian Lee His moth-
er was w.k theatrical landlady in

Bolton.

Clyde Elliott, <52 . veteran irnli*

pendent film distributor, died <)<»

1 in Chi.

Father. 63. of ( ’harles .

program director of WIN(
died Sept. 30.

DORIS HOSKINS
Doris Hoskins. 46. who aired for

the American Broadcasting Co. in

London during the Nazi onslaught,
died Oet. 3 in Wanstead. Eng.,

after a brief illness. She had been
with the British Broadcasting Corp
overseas service for a number of

years and during World War II had
recorded interviews with OI's for

broadcast in the U. S. More re-

cently* she had Fieen secretarv to

ABC London bureau chief Yale
New man.
Her mother and a brother Mir-

v iv e.

Shuberts' 2-a-Day
iSmmm Continued flOIII p.l K * I -

found, there's lots of money to be

split up But Ethel Waters, at the

48 St. Theatre. N Y' , doesn't look

like she’ll do mop-up bi/ and
Anna Russell trying the vaiule-

legit format failed to make the

Broadway grade.

Of course, the terrific Ini' iness

at the RKO Palace with the Judy
Garland, first Hetty Hutton and
Kaye engagements, is regarded as

the original inspiration for the

Shuberts’ revived iritci***t in legit

vauderx. At present, it's contem-

plated that Miss Miranda will four

the provinces and then come into

New York if v ucccssl u I on the

road;

ADOLPH TANDLER
Mloiph Tandler, 78, first con-

diu-tor of tile Los Angeles Sym-
phony Orchestra, died Sept. 30 in
* *1111 ide pact with his crippled
*'»-> ear-old daughter, Hedvvig
landler. Death was due to inhal-

carbon monoxide in his car,
p-u kt (1 ID Eagle Rock, Cal.
Former director of the Kaiser's

6 " ;d Quarter in Germany. Tand-
moved to Los Angeles in 1908

;nd helped organize the L. A. Sym-
Imi \ Orchestra, forerunner of the
Imilliai monic. Later he returned
,u Germany to s**rve as conductor
*’[

,l
)*' International Music F'csli-

X;,: m Sal/burg.
P 1934 Tandler became conduc-
of tin* American Chamber Syin-

P "!i\ In recent years he was a
'list for the Philharmonic Or-

‘ ’
i a. retiring in 1951.

VICTOR A. ORANSKY
Victor Alexandrov itch Oransk.v.

Russian composer, died Oct. 1 in

Moscow, according to Soviet news-
paper reports.

Oransky’s works included mod-
ern ballets based on "The Merry
Wives of Windsor” and "Three
Fat Men.”

GAYLORD E. CONRAD
Gaylord E. Conrad. 38 Bismarck.

N I) .
newspaperman, know n to a

number of show bi/ite*. was killed

in an auto accident Oct. 5 in Bis-

marck His wife also died in the

accident.
Surviving are three children.

JOSEPH M. HICKEY
Joseph M. Hickey, 66. retired

showman, collapsed and died in

Milwaukee Oet. 2. He was present-

ing a show before an industrial

concern’s group when stricken.

A playright. Kricist and actor

Hickey authored “The Square Guy
some years ago and was also seen

in musical stock presentations. At

one time he was assistant manager
of the Riverside Theatre, Milwau-
kee.

Wife, a son and a daughter

survive.

MRS. IDA J. MANION
Mrs. Ida Jennings Manion. 70

former legit and vaudeville actress

died Oct. 1 at her home in Santa

Monica. With her husband. Rav^-

mond Manion. she played in N. Y.

and on the road as a member of

the vaude team of Glendovver and

and Manion in the early 1900s. She

also appeared xv i t h such stars as

WeaverLou Shapiro. 54. RKO location

manager for the last 15 years, died

Sept. 28 following an illness.

Shapiro had been in pix since 1920.

starting as a cowboy and double.

Survived by his widow, a son and

three sisters.

PERCY HONRI
<N Honri, 79, vet vaude per*
1 and famed as a concertina

died recently at his home
• ex. Fmgland. where he lived
i'li rement. He started his
* r as the Champion Boy Tenor

Thompson Trio of which
thcr and father were the
members. This act toured
-h Britain, America and the

'}• nt.

’.iis real name was Percy
I hompson and he w as one
Fig pei formers to use film’s

HARRY P. FIELD
Harry P. Field. 67. former piano

player in old Roxy Theatre orch.

New York, died Sept. 25 in Eliza-

beth. N. J after a brief illness.

Widow and a si*ter survive.

Hal G. Nichols, 68 cofounder

and owner of radio station KFOX,
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HI-FI: NEW SOUND IN SHOW BIZ
Mrs. Glenn (RCA) Millers Test Suit

BIG BOOST TO I

See $500,000,000 TV Time Billings

On U Biopic’s Decca Soundtrack
Tu a friendly test suit which*

will have bearing on future biopix
(

involving musical personalities,

the estate of Glenn Miller would
restrain Universal - International

Pictures and Decca Records from
releasing an album of the sound-

For ’53; 4 Webs Eye $210,000,0110

future biopix — it I ix /»

Mi'iku" wouid
* racy. Hepburn Due On

fe£
n
fEm B’way in Kanin’s Play

if the sound- Spencer Tracy and KatharineKatharine
track of the just-completed ‘ The Hepburn are understood set to co-

Glenn Miller Story.” Widow of star on Broadway next spring in a

High Fidelity is the new big lift

to show business. Once again, a

parlay of electronic wizardry and
showmanship has generated a far*
Hung hoxoll'ice stimulus—this time
lor the disk and phonograph in-

dustries.

Plush River Packet To

Be Showboat Eatery

proaeh and

$.100.000.000

the bandleader, suing in N.Y. Su-
preme Court (although a Cali-

newf play by Garson Kanin and wile
Ruth Gordon. Producer of the

High Fidelity, or Hi-Fi, is no last

will-o’-the-wisp gimmick or pass-

forma resident), has a participa- show is reportedly not set and the
tion interest in UI’s “Miller” bio-

;
title, subject matter and other de-

Producer ot the jng fad It’s another phase of the
y n°t S(‘t an(l the all-encompassing postwar enter-

pic. but contends that all she sold tails of the script have not been
II was the right to produce the disclosed. The Kanins, who have
film and no by-product disk rights.

;

been in Paris for some months, are
Through attorney David Mackay,

\

due back in the U. S. next Janu-
denies ‘exploitation” .

ary.

.should embrace a Decca-released Tracy’s only Broadway appear-
“Glenn Miller Story” soundtrack ance in recent years was in Robert
-.11 »» ' . 1 I •_ • B 1

album. Especially since she has a E. Sherwood’s “The Rugged Path"
continuing residual interest in her

jn 1945-46. Miss Hepburn starred
late husband Major Glenn Mil-

j n the Theatre Guild revival of
Km’s RCA Victor recordings. The Shaw’s “The Millionaire.”
bandleader died at the age of 40.
in line of duty, in a London to
Pans pre-Xmas 1944 plane hop, as O 1\ IIF
P»rt of his batoning for the Allied

fYCclV 1

It is inevitable that, with pro-
gre'ssion of time, other biopix of A El ITHp
bandleaders, musical personalities, 11 C nlpVi |i|K|
ct al

, will be screen-or TV-pro- llvAl 1 lUV/
duced. and Mrs. Miller’s attorney
thinks this is an important theatri- Indications are that Syl
cal test case. This has nothing to (Pat) Weaver vice-chai

See Pat Weaver

As Next NBC Prez
Indications are that Sylvester L.

(Pat) Weaver, vice-chairman of

from' Ho* \jrvf
eight men

the board of the National Broad-nom t lie original Miller band par- .. _ ... ,

ticipaled in the film’s scoring. For lasting Co will be named presi-
f II .. .. I nAnt HihAn TAtuLl C „ Ct K -4

rui m -
j

tammont revolution that has
)t been cracked through the old boundaries
i° have

j n every corner of show biz. fil-
ths are j/j j s the new dimension for music
t Janu- on disks—the parallel to the ad-

vent ot color for television, and
appear- * 3-1), stereophonic sound and w irie-

Robert » screen for films,

i Path" Hi-Fi is the “new sound” that
starred the disk industry caught in its

ival of
|

chase for those ultimate bass and
treble notes on the audio spectrum.
Cutting through the specialized
tweeter-woofer argot of the engi-

r
neers (explained in other articles
in this issue!, hi-fi is another way
to describe canned music that's

richer in detail and more realistic

J - in impact than anything ever heard

|P/ before, outside of the actual con-
' 1 v“

j

cert hall.

What began as a hobby some 20
‘stei L. yea rs ago is now burgeoning into
rtan (Continued on page 81 >

further authenticity. Mackay states
dent when David Sarnoif. board

he loaned” Universal the original
cha,rman of RCA. board chairman

o-x and Pr0 (( ‘m P«’cz of NBC. bowsU onlinued on page 8,) out
F
Timctab ,

,

p on Sarnoffs re-

turn to the 53d floor of the parent

mo T 1 ill J ni RCA operation now looks to be
ung I dlCnt nC6dS I mC0 March 1. instead of Jan. 1 as

i H ,

originally planned.

0 l eriOrm. u3VS Schsry,
1 When Frank White exited the

D U -
J top NBC spot, a subsequent exec

Bui Breaks Always Come ,c - huf
4

t,e
4

b,oi, «ht Weavr r b;u *

T I ntc the top progra.rming spot
ibe tragedy of kids breaking v th Charlos C. « Bud > Barry’s

» ->howf biz today is that they switch to program sales. Weaver
‘ no place to be lousy.” has been don nan) bol l in black-
(editing the line to comedian ar.d-white and the more recent
u ge Burns, Metro production ciXtr TV ptogramming. and is

.
Oore Schary stressed the viewed the most logical overall

Young Talent Needs Place

To Perform, Says Schary,

But Breaks Always Come

Ad That Never

Ran Irritates

Joe Louis Fans
I lie tragedy of kids breaking

f!l ' showf biz today is that they
hive no place to be lousy.”
Crediting the line to comedian

George Burns, Metro production
( net Dore Schary stressed the

By FRED TEW

comedian ar.d-white
production ci>hr TV

Portsmouth, O . Oct. 13.

The plush Gordon C. Greene,
last of the famous passenger
packets to ply the Ohio and Mis-
sissippi Rivers, will become a
show boat restaurant at Owensboro,
near Louisville. Kv.

Purchased recently to become a

floating hotel for workers at the
new $1,219,000,000 Atomic Energy
Plant in Pike County, hear Ports-
mouth. the ship’s owners. Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Fish, decided to sell the
boat to If. Randy Atherton and
Sylvester Clark, of Owensboro.
The pair said they would decorate
the 28- year-old, 100-stateroom
packet in the motif of the days
Mark Twain wrote about.

Miami’s 10-Hotel

TV Web for Pix
Miami. Oct 13

First experiment on dosed tele-

vision over a 10-hotel-motcl cir-

cuit will be undertaken shortly in

the greater Miami area, it was an-
nounced this week by the Kmel'i
Corp. To be called “Million Dollar
Mov-E TV," plan calls for projec-
tion of full length films via leased
telephone wires.

Hotels involved will pay $1 50
per room, according to John F
Tucker, chief engineer for the cor-
poration. with the amount to tie

added to daily rates. F.xpected
that if the experiment proves suc-
cessful attempt will he made to

interest the hundreds of hotels
and motels in thi.4 south Florida

viewed
V ptogramming.
the most logical

.

KN'
V

[

b,r the expansion of the lit- experienced topper with both NBC
theatre movement around the programming operations. He was

tountry at a gathering of about 600 named vice-chairman v hen Wh'te
young tliesps at the American became prez and Sarnoff reas-
cadein-y of Dramatic Arts <N. Y.) sumed the board chairmanship ofM week. Conclave was held un- NBC with Niles Trammell's exit

* ’( auspices of the American *

* iiea* re Wing Professional Train- _ . .",,ram
Big Board s TV ItchAs an old trouper (“I played the

J™1111 5 1 T llul
G’lo role in ‘The Last Mile’”), N. Y. Stock Exchange is shopping

j

' nary said that the most impor- around for a television show .

t *nt thing was to act anyplace, any- Nothing fancy or ultra-expensive.
iere and that the early parts, the but dignified and with cultural

'(e-liners and walk-ons would help trimmings. It would be Exchange's
«eve op the technique that may teledebut.w (dually lead to Hollywood,

j Something like “Information
'Continued on page 18) Please” is wanted.

Detroit. Oct. 13.
j

interest the hundreds of hoicks
Detroit, home town of the for- and motels in thi* south Florida

mer worlds heavyweight chain- report sector.
[lion, has had itself a newspaper i

—
tempest over a proposed piece of Ap .. r n . niA
advertising for The Joe l.ouis 61 % OF U.S. RADIO
Story. The ad copy in question /v

was contained in the United Artists H0MFSI HFARH ^FRIF^S
pressbook as part of a 720-line type

Ill/IliEiJ JlLnAI/ JlAIlJ
set. The ad never actually ran A recoid h umber of families

hut newspapermen reacted to the heard the radio version of the

exploitation angle at the local * World Series this year, w-ith one
press preview of the film. or more of the Mutual network de-

UA's copy ran along these lines: script ions heard in nearly 27.500 -

“The Sensational Story of the 000 homes Results were reported
Great Champ of Champs— His true by Richard J. Puff. Mutual di-

life. What they said about him— rector of research and planning
w?s it true? Was he owned by the Report is based on a preliminary
syndicate? Did he have a secret tabulation of a survey conducted
manager? Did he squander and by J. A. Ward on a sample of more
gamble vast sums of money? Did

j

than 14.000 homes. Tabulation dis-

he become a playboy with dozens closes that 61% of American radio
(Continued on page 86 » 1 homes heard the Series.

Television industry ‘will ap.

proaeh and possibly pass the

,

$500,000,000 mark in gross time

r
revenues in 1953. There’s no wav
of absolutely predicting the total
station and network revenue, hut
"ii the basis of early trends,

‘tradesters believe the half billion
mark will he reached, if not this
year, then certainly next

Belief is based on a number of
factors constantly increasing vol-
ume of network business, not only
for NBC and CBS but for tie* t» s |-

advancing ABC and the last bnt-
not least DuMont; on rapidly ex-
panding national spot Ini aims and
on tin* least known factor, local
business in the new televiuon mar-
kets.

Total broadcasting revenue in
1952 was $336,000,000. a 4Vi rise
over the year belore Assuming
that this year. With expanded s'a-

i

lion lineups, old advertisers in-
creasing their timebuying and new
advertisers entering the fold, the
rate of increase will be the same,
projected total is then $430 000,-
000 Of last years $336,00 1,000
total. $180,000,000 came from net-
work business. Nets Hits year fig-

ure to gross between $210 000 000
and $230,000,000

Current Publishers Inforuri; ion
Bureau figures for the tu t eight
months of the year show the total

network hillings at $137,282,000,
approximately 20' h ahead o' the
1 i 1 st eight months last year Should

(Continued on page 87

*

Matchmaking ‘Monopoly’

Seen Behind ABC-TY’s

Blackout of Wed. Fi : es
First instance of alleged monop-

olistic practices in boxing aflert-

ing television network progi 'Mi-

ming plans was di < losed lln>
week when it was learned that

\ BC TV' was ton ed to i in* el u ,

i proposed Wednesday night boxing
[iiogia/M two weeks ago because
th** independent promotci s fining

the matchmaking couldn't come op
with bouts and fighter-, of rr-lwdrk
< a i ore.

B*-f an ;• tin* proposed Imciio of

bouts was unsat 1st a* tor-. lliC TV
was forced to cancel t)i*> boxing
show and fill in with T) minute,
of substitute programming on Scot.

30. again on Oct, 7 and again to-

night 'Wed As a result;, the web
has abandoned plans to’—dntep

—

Wednesday as a sports night and
is currently shopping for variety

(Continued on p*ge 87

»
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Rob’t E. Lee Seen FCC-FBI Link In

Ferreting Out AM-TV ‘Subversives'

Time is some apprehension in

radio-TV circles here that Robert

K Lee. tlie ex-FBI agent whose

appointment to the Federal Com-
munications Commission took the

industry bv surprise last week, is

* dedicated man—to the stepping-

up of the campaign to ferret out

vi-fidled subversive elements in

radio-TV circles. As result, there

are some well-founded reports

both here and in Washington that

Lee. in all probability, will be the

guiding spirit with the blessings ot

the Administration, in reactivating

the drive against AM-TV personali-

ties who are reputedly Red-tinged.

Two of the major reporter-corn*

mcntaiors in network AM-TV are

already said to be “suspect’ in

Lee's eyes and designated for “fu-

t ore scrutiny. " While the K(’(\ as

such, would remain aloof from as-

suming an active role in the cam-

paign against subversion in broad-

casting. the assumption is that Lee.

as an ex-administrative assistant to

FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover,

would he* in a propitious spot to

••case’’ the industry as a forerunner

(u action by the House Un-Ameri-
can Activities Committee.

DE HILLE SCRIPTURAL

MONOPOLIST AT PAR
Although Biblical stories are on

the high priority list in Hollywood,

largely b, cause of the b.o. success

ut rcligioso pix in past and be-

cause t lose with sweep lend them-

selves to the new widescreen treat-

ments. Paramount is not in the

market for them.

Reason, it's reported, is that at

Par only Cecil B. DeMille can pro-

duce stories from the Bible, that to

assign one to another producer

would rot likely sit well with the

vet filmmaker. DeMille is now
readying “The Commandments''
for len-hng next year.

1

'*
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Coorant Stands on Dignity-

Gotta Invite Critic Back
Hartford. Oct. 13.

The Hartford Courant has delib-
erately failed to take advantage of
a new State law allowing entrance
of newspapermen into a theatre
where before they were banned
because of a house dislike. Law
was passed this summer after the
New Parsons put Courant critic

Jed Parker on the ban list for
alleged barbaric pannings and
caustic columning.

On passage of the law. Courant
editorially announced house must
invite Parker back if it wanted any
Courant coverage. It said the law
wouldn’t be used by the paper to
force coverage, and implied strong-
ly that no other than Parker would
cover the house.

At beginning of current season.
New Parson^ reps sought an audi-
ence with John Reitemeyer. pub-,
lisher of the Courant. He was out
ot town. Emissaries saw Vigo
Anderson, amusement ed of the
sheet, and said they wanted to talk
the situation over.
Anderson told them flatly, “Par-

ker and no talking over,” meaning
that if house wanted coverage, it

must invite Parker back. Result
was and is a Mexican standoff.

In the meantime, Courant is

running acts of the New Parsons
and using readers as well as other
feature matter.
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Paramount Tags Metro

Zeal for Press Slurs On

‘Roman Holiday’ Gross
Paramount sales and ad-pub reps

are doing a burn over adverse
press reports concerning the run
ot “Roman Holiday” at Radio City
Music Hall, N.Y. They claim the
run was fine and blame the news-
P a p e r downbeating, strangely
enough, on a Metro source.

Frank Farrell, N.Y. World Tel*-
b'li'in & Sun columnist, touched off
the hassle with an item on “Holi-
day'' being yanked from the Hall
because of low-gear money intake.
Ilcdda Hopper syndicated on Fri-
day <9» that the film had be..*n
taken out two weeks ahead of sked
lor the same reason.

Par sources counter that “Holi-
da.v '' went for five weeks ami
grossed close to $650,000 in that
period. This, they stress, would l>e
a strong run for just about any-
body's picture. The Parites add
that an over-zealous flack at MG
vas responsible for the Farrell-
Hopper errata. The M-G-cr nlleg-
• dly sought to strengthen his blurb
lor ‘ Mogambo” (which followed
Holiday at the Hall) with the '.in-

tlatterjng commentary re “lloli-
dav

HORACE HEIDT
FOR LUCKY STRIKE

Under Personal Management
JOHN LEER

111 Fifth Ave.. New York

k

Florabel Bounced

By LA Mirror
Hollywood. Oct. 13.

Boldface line reading “Florabel
Muir Has Resigned” under the
standing column head “Florabel
Muir Reporting” was the only
mention the Los Angeles Mirror
made in its 5th birthday edition
Monday <12i of departure of the
femme who was the local scene
scrivener with the tabloid sheet
since its inception. Her departure
followed a weekend cause celebre
when the L. A. Daily News and
L. A. Herald Express both embar-
rassed the opposition Mirror by-

break in g a story that Miss Muir
and her husband, Denis Morrison,
had purchased and resold liquor
licenses—a practice the Mirror had
roundly condemned tyvo days ear-
lier in teeoff of a mobster expose
tagged “Saloon Empire,” Despite
the resignation announcement.
Miss Muir, who also covers the Los
Angeles-Hollywood scene, for the
N. Y. Daily News, let it be known
she was flred.

This isn t the first time Miss
Muir has been neyvs material her-
self. Almost two years ago she got
into a row with Franchot Tone in
Giro's. He spat in her face, later
paying a $400 fine. A few years

(Continued on page 86)

Uncle Sam Taking Over

NX’s Paramount Hotel
Deal for the sale of the Para-

mount Hotel on New York’s 46th
St., to the Government for use as

an office building, is understood
nearing agreement. Negotiations
have been in progress for 14

months, but terms are said to be
pretty near set.

Report on Broadway this week
that the deal was actually set, with
the Government to take possession
of the property Dee. 1, is denied
by the hotel management, which
reveals merely that negotiations
are continuing. It’s understood the
Government intends to use the en-
tire building for offices for the
Internal Revenue Department, now
located in a building in East 45th
Street, N. Y.. and for some of its

Postal Inspection staff.

Loss of the Paramount as a hotel
is figured a potential blow to show
business, since it’s one of the few
major-size spots in the Times
Square area adjacent to the legit

district. The establishment caters
primarily to transient commercial
trade.

of Juth-f'oy

• virtual

cuts agreed

Linda Darnell a Seagoing
Jivehound—Beaverbrook

Halifax. N. S.. ()c t. 13.

Film actress Linda Darnell has
iiMlie quite an impression on one
William Maxwell Aitken, otherwise
Lord Beaverbrook. '

The Canadian-born British news-
paper magnate and industrialist ar-
rived in this eastern Canadian port
l.'t week with Miss Darnell.
MTioaul the Cunard liner Queen
Mary, .diverted here because of the
New York dock workers’ strike. The
l> ir made the four-day trans-
oceanic voyage in adjacent com-
part met) t s.

\"ked by a Canadian Press re-
'

porter whether or not he knew he
j

"a* traveling next door to a film
'Lit'. Lord Beaverbrook replied:

How could I help but know?.
She played records the entire trip
She even played them during her
meals," he added.

Miss Darnell, who left for New
5 oi k in a chartered airplane, ar- !

1

1

\ t'd in ( anada after a four-month
t.ip abroad. While in Europe she
(orn pitted work in Rome on an

|

ivdi-.n picture. "I'nv. anted Wom-
en eo- starring with Oscar-winning
Anfhonv Quinn.

,

s '

,,
‘ ''•I return to London in

November to *!*,- j n i).(V)4j

, . Iller-dti eet ed produc tion of an
Lngij>)i film, Twist ol

j

Spyros Skouras Heads

Christopher Awards;

Also Perlberg, Seaton
Spyros Skouras, president of

20th- Fox, heads a number of in-

dividuals in the entertainment
fields who have been named to re-
ceive Christopher Awards for the
third quarter of 1953. Among
other laurel

* !osed today

William Perlberg and writcr-di-
» color George Seaton.
Founded in 1945 by Father

James Keller, ftie Christopher
movement aims at “stimulating a
greater sense of personal respon-
sibility in education, government,
labor relations and the creative
ends of literature and entertain-
ment.” Each award winner will
receive a Christopher medallion
lor accomplishment that “reflects

j

" p
the God-given talent that can be i

,l *”

exerted for good by one individual
in the communications fields.”
Skouras won his accolade for

'Continued on page 95)

Dutch Resistance Group

Hits M-G Pic; ‘H’wood Way’

Nixed for Subject Matter
The Hague, Oct. 6.

Hollands leading wartime re-
sistance group has hit out at the
current filming here of M-G’s “The
True and the Brave.” Pic shows
Clark Gable as a Dutch resistance

!

leader who is imprisoned by the i

Germans, and then released by his i

fellow resistance men. Adding ro-
mantic interest is Lana Turner, i

who rppears to he working for Ger- !

mans, but is really on the good
side. Victor Mature completes the
starring threesome.

Resistance group, called The
Dutch Assn, of Ex-Political Prison-
ers of the Occupation Period. I

doesn't like the idea of making a .

film for entertainment concerning
the resistance. It would like to see
a documentary type pic. Further- ’ four
more, say the miffed underground- i

ers, “the continuing appreciation of
the deep seriousness of the resist-
ance is certainly not served by
making a film in the Hollywood
way.”

Piquant point of affair is that
the Dutch government stands solid
ly behind Metro's venture. It has
provided technical advisors and
other assistance. Furthermore,
judging by the enthusiasm of the
Dutch public. Gable et al. can do
no wrong. Ever since he arrived,
burgomasters have been falling all
over themselves trying to get him
to come to their communities for

Financial showing
! this year has made
certainty that salary

to by the company’s top exe** la^t

January will be completely re-

stored. Reduction scheme was ; i

force also during 1952 as an ecun.
omy measure with year's tiful
earnings permitting restoration of
lull salaries fob that year. too.

Original plan was to reduce
overhead as a safeguard in autici-

nation of the final profit j-gure.

Producers, stars ami directors Vl!i .

dor contract to 20 h aren't in-

eluded in the plan. Whether the

elastic reduction will be contlnuui
for 'a third year in 1954 has n .

been decided yet, hut insiders fig-

ure it's again in the cards.

Preliminary estimates of 2i)th
earnings for the first three quar-
ters of '53 are put at $1 100.000.
Third quarter profit was $942,000.
Fourth quarter, due to Cinema-
Scope. is expected to skyrocket the
company's earnings.

Salary cut for 1953 called for a
50 f

’o reduction in all salaries in

!
excess of $500 a week for the \ear
ended Dec. 26. It's figured that
this resulted in a potential saving
of close to $1,000,000 compared
with a reduction of $630,000 un-
der the scheme in effect in 1952.
Cuts that year were fully restored.
Under the 1953 policy, salary re-

ductions are to be restored out of
earnings in excess of $1 a share on
the common stock.

DUAL CITIZENSHIP

SNAFUS FERNANDA
Fernanda Montel’s passport trou-

ble, which stymied her return to
the Hotel St. Regis’ Maisonette
Room, N. Y., last Thursday <8»,

is due to a dual citizenship.
She was married to a Brazilian

and. until her divorce is granted
in three months, she has neither
Brazilian nor French passport.
(She was born in North Africa.)
As result of the snafu.
Regis’ Pierre Bultinck is

over Constance Moore for
weeks.

the St.

holding
anot her

w inners, its was ciis-
|

small fiesta;' gift-ii^in^'H^'w^S
-Wed.), are producer

j shooting began in the southern
town of Maastricht, the town
stopped dead, and everybody was
out cheering the company on the
town square. Even Gable’s staiul-
in got cheers.
Metros Paul Mills, who is super-

vising public relations, says the
film has to he understood as a work
of fiction. He adds: “We’re trying
to make it as near as possible to
something you can believe. But

must have some romance in

Walters’ H’wood Hop To

Audition Jane Morgan
Lou Walters is meeting Barron

Polan, rep for Jane Morgan, in

Hollywood to catch her at the Mo-
cam bo. She will star in Walters’
neyv revue, “An American Girl in

Paris.” opening at Palm Island,
Miami Beach, Dec. 23 with a 10-

vveek route into Lou Walters’ La: in

Quarter. N. Y., in the spring. The
Bernard Bros, and the Szonvs will

co-star with Miss Morgan. Walter*
has never seen Miss Morgan work.

Songstress is being tested by
Arthur Freed (Metro) and she ha*
the privilege to leave after 2(1

weeks to do a picture or a TV
series. She's set with George .E"--

m I Nov. 1 on his ABC-TVer out ol
N.Y,

Reverte-English
Story going the rounds

Madison Avenue. Agency
Lucky Strikes engaged a
search outfit to telephone
couple hundred celebs and
their brand of cigarcts. Those
giving the correct answer were
asked to endorse the product
in the current newspaper
campaign. One name on
I'M was that of Dr. Alfred
Kinsey. A research girl finally-
got him on the .phone in In-
dia na.

'Wed like to ask you.

on
on
re-

1 a

ask

ad
the

Benny Aipbonsegastons

Jessel at Friars Feed
i

Comedian Jack Benny will toast-

master the George Jessel Testi-
monial Dinner t «> be given by the
Friars at the Hotel Waldorf-As-
toria, N.Y,, Feb. 21.

It's a reciprocal turn, as mu h
as Jessel presided over the Jack
Benny dinner given by the Friars
about a year ago.

Sir Carol Reed in N.Y.
Sir Carol Reed, who recent!

completed “The Man Between" ft.

London Films, planed in from Brit
ain Monday (12) to help launch tin

picture’s American preem at tin

Victoria Theatre. N. Y. It's set t<

open there following the curren
run of “The Moon Is Blue:”

Also arriving with Reed were hi

actress-wife, Penelope DikIIc:
Ward, and Lopcrt Films prez I ly

;

Lopert, who is distributing tin

Janies Mason - Hildegarde Neff
Claire Bloom starrer in the l S
Reed produced and directed .tin

suspense thriller which is locale*
in Berlin.

C.

“v hat e i g a r e t

she

y ousad.
sbiokt

I fi>\er discuss my personal
afia is tor publication.” said
D. . Kinsey, and luing up.

Buzz Meredith A* Villain

|
Hollywood. Oct. 13.

Paramount is dickering for Bur-
gess Meredith to play heavy in up-
coming “Legend of Incas.” Mel Ep-

,

stein production rolling Oct. 19.
with Charlton Heston.

Nicole Maurey and Yma Sumac
are femme leads. Jerry Hopper

i diieets.

Corwin Screenplay of Ibsen
Hollywood. Oct 13

Norman Corwin has been sign*

by producer Tom Cries to *1

screenplay of Ibsen's ‘ Hed''

Gabler.”

Exec producer Allan Dow lim

who’s • completed a first Oral

adaptation, leaves for N. Y. t i

week prior to proceeding to K>

,
rope, where he'll scout locations-
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GOING OVER HEADS OF CENSORS
Hope Filipino Film Will Counteract

Reds in Malaya and Indo-China

V S. Government’s drive to com*

l,,t Communism in the Far East

nr|V he aided by distribution of a

Filipino film in that area tagged

• Huk in a New Life.” Recently

completed by the LVN Studios, it

concerns a man who rejects com-

munism after he discovers the

ev j| s of subversion. State Depart-

ment is reported vitally interested

in seeing that the picture gets ex-

tensive screenings in Indo-China.

Malaya. Korea and other critical

territories.
.

Celia Flor. a top Filipino ac-

tress who stars in the film-, con-

ferred with State Department offi-

cials in Washington last week as

veil as with Eric Johnston who
heads the Motion Picture Assn, of

America. Both Johnston and mem-
bers of the State Dept, told her

that such a picture would be bf

great value. Meantime, a print of

“Huk” is enroule to the U. S. and

is expected to arrive in time for a

Washington preview the end of

this week.
Another special screening may

be held in New York this month
at a theatre as yet to be ar-

ranged. Showing would be under

auspices of CARE and proceeds of

the performance would be turned

over to widows of Filipino soldiers

killed in the Korean War. Miss

Flor. who leaves for the Coast to-

day*- 'Wed. i to study Hollywood
techniques in lighting, lensing and

(Continued on page 21)

DISNEY’S BIG

2 YRS. AHEAD
In contrast with the majority of

other film outfits, which are cutting

down on production schedules.
Walt Disney Productions has
mapped a program of 14 feature-

length films for release over the
next two years. This is the most
ambitious sked in Disney’s history.

Influencing the stepped-up pace
at least in part has been the
marked success of Disney’s current
release. “Peter Pan.” Tji.b entry
looks certain to bring $7,250,000.
or more, in domestic rentals and is

Riid to have convinced the pro-
ducer that the market is as big as

ever it was for some pix, in terms
of money yield.
Df the 14 upcoming releases, two

will he reissues: “Pinocchio” and
“Fantasia.” Latter is now being
converted for Cinemascope projec-
tion

Lineup of new' films in ("Scope
Includes “20.000 Leagues Under
the Sea,” a live aetioner; “Lady
ant fhe Tramp” and “Sleeping
Buuity,” cartoon features, and
“Switzerland.” which is a “People
ant Places” feature.

Distribution Switch
Leo Samuels, global sales chief,

disclosed in N. Y. this week that
the Disney company will ifatulle

hs own distribution of at least four
(, 1 tin* upcoming productions in a

itch from the usual policy ol

•Continued on page 2D

Zukor to Be Honored
By British Film Biz

London, Oct. 13.

The British motion picture in-

dustry is to honor Adolph Zukor’s
Golden Jubilee with a banquet and
ball to be held at the Mayfair hotel
Oct. 29. Function is being organ-
ized on an all industry basis by a

committee headed by Sir David
Griffiths, head of the Kinemato-
graph Renters Society; Robert
Clark, prexy of the British Film
Producers Assn., and Sir Henry I.

French, the BFPA director general
Forthcoming Zukor visit is also

to be marked by a special tribute
from the Cinema Veterans who are
sponsoring a luncheon. They feted
Zukor in a similar manner on his

last visit to London.

Indians Still

Very Touchy

On ‘Stereotype’

. Hollywood. Oct. 13.

Indian uprisings ceased long ago
but pressure groups working for

the Redskins are still marching on.

according to Robert Aldrich, who
is readying “Broncho Apache.” the
Harold Hecht production co-star-

ring Burt Lancaster and Jean

[

Peters.

To date Aldrich has heard from
the Association on American In-

! dian Affairs, the National Indian
Association, the Indian Rights As-
sociation. the National Congress of

American Indians and 18 other
:
groups, all telling him how to shoot

! the film. But not a word from the
Apaches.

TV Revives Distortions

Indians are sensitive to “racial

- stereotypes” at the-1 present time

I

partly because very old films have

,

been revived on television. These
show’ Indians a s'"very 'bloodthirsty

i ahd without legitimate grievance
against Whites. The historic facts

have been so badly distorted

through the years that pressure
groups for the surviving tribes,

many of whose chiefs are college

graduates, have hollered loud and
often.

Even the Indian tribes of New
York state, who haven't scalped

anything but a ft*w football tickets

in 135 years have an annual pow-
wow on the Meadow of Central

Park in Manhattan to protest tin*

white man’s persistent misrepre-
sentation of them.

O DONNELL CHIDES NORD

Not Junking Present 3-D Gear In

Interstate Theatres

B. T. (Bob' O'Donnell denied
^ the weekend that he is junk-
>' g 3-D equipment now in use in

Interstate Theatre chain and
ir 'tailing the Nord system. Claim
v ' made by Nate Supak. prexy

the single-strip system, and Dr.
' w Klapp. in talks with exhibs at

1 Allied States convention in
Lo’on.

'> Donnell said the contention
v ' a "grO'S niisstatefnent.” adding

he had attended a demonstra-
te th* process and thought
‘d fine possibilities but that

/"intended to await developments.
(

“ve no intentions.” O’Donnell
11 ed. “of junking my present

1 uupmerit at this time.”

Ad Copy Stressing No

Reserved Seats Better

Sell Than ‘Big Screen’?
Detroit. Oct. 13.

David M. Idzal, managing direc-

tor of the Fox. reported that a

! switch in newspaper advertising

for the CihemaScope production ot

"The Robe” has increased attend-

ance greatly.

First adds stressed CinompScope.
the big screen, etc. V.ong with

local critics’ laudatory comments
Idzal found that alter lie began

to stress continuous performances

—with times of show s listed- and

no reserved seats that last Wednes-

day and Thursday attendance

picked Up sharply. He believes it

made possible the record-breaking

$95,000 gross.

This week, lie is continuing the

same ad ideas, but adding that ah

shows will begin one hour earlier

in answer to complaints from De-

troiters that last show was keeping

them up too late He’ll pitch on

the early to show. ear!\ to tied

l theme and Uunk» it will pay diw-

THEATRE IV TO Whole Economy of Film Industry

’F
A novel scheme fo circumvent

the film censorship in Ohio is in

prospect. A group of exhibitors
proposes- to transmit a number of
features into Ohio, despite censor-
ship, by using closed circuit tele-

vision originating in Detroit Films
would be exhibited to film theatre
audiences not as films but as tele-

vision programs over which the
Ohio censors have no jurisdiction.

Appeals From Censors
Washington. Oct. 13.

The United States Supreme
Court yesterday <12) consent-
ed to hear an appeal from the
Ohio decision banning the film

“M." When the ease will he
argued is uncertain, probably
not before February.

Court lias not yet indicated
whether it will hear an appeal
Horn New York state censors
involving “La Rohde.”

Changing With ‘Epic’ Trends;

No More Poor Man’s Peepshow

‘Big Heat* ( loses in Huh,
(Joes Subrun Next Day

Boston. Oct. 13.

At tin* end of a three-week run
today <13> at the Pilgrim, a down-
town firstrun, “Big Heat” *Cul> will

bypass the usual wait and open
in nine suburban first suhruns
Wednesday < 1

4

1

. This is believed,

to ho the first time in lluli that a

pie has had all clearance waived
allowing it to open in subruns a

day alter closing at a downtown
major.

Ohio is known in the film trade as

one of the most erratic states in its

judgment and is frequently in dis-

agreement with the censors of

neighboring New York and Penn-
sylvania.

Idea mapped by the Independent
Theatre Owners of Ohio calls ior

the beaming of “The Outlaw,”
“Devil in the Flesh. Fhe Moon
Is Blue” and or other pix from a

Detroit TV station to the large

screens of film houses in Colum-
bus. Cincinnati and Cleveland.

'1 heat remen point up that TV’s
freedom from censorship already
has been upheld in the courts in

the disposition some time ago of a

test case which originated in Penn-
sylvania. Video’s freedom con-

trasts with the ciisor rule of pic-

tures and it is this inconsistency

which the Ohio exhibs want! 'to

dramatize. The ultimate aim is to

put the Ohio censors out of lni'-i-

ness as a stone age relic.

The idea was introduced at pri-

vate meetings of members attend-

i Coni in wed on page l(i>

14 Boxoffice

Boffs of Past

Now Remaking
Hollywood. Oct 13.

Paramount assigned Irving Ash
er to produce and Michael Curtiz

to direct a new version of “'I he

Covered Wagon.” emphasizing a

trend among film studios to re-

make big money -earning pictures

of bygone days. No le>s than 14

of tiie-e properties are either in

current release, completed, shoot-

ing or in preparation.

They include Metro’s “Mogam
ho.” formerly “Bed Dust “; “All

tin* Brothers Were Valiant” and
“Rose Marie”; Warner’s “So Big.”

"A Star Is Born” and “Helen of

Troy”; Columbia’s “Miss Sadie
Thompson." formerly. “Bain." and
"My Sister Eileen”; 2<Hli Fox's

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” and
“Vicki,” formerly “I Wake Ip
Screaming”; Paramount’s “Ten
Commandments." and l I s “Mag
mficent Obsession.”

Columbus Day holiday weekend
is giving biz a boost at many fiist-

iuns over the country this week
However, currently some of the

lesser films are finding the com-
petition from the big. topflight pix

tough to overcome, such as “The
Bohe" '20th ». "Eternity’’ <Col' and
“Mogam bo" '.M-G>.

“Bohe." ((iming in first again for

third consecutive week, is grossing

$1.020 000 in some Hi kov cities,

bv far the biggest amount ever

taken in by a single film one week
About -half o| the playdates this

round are holdovers or extended-

runs.
• Here To Eternity” (CoD again

is second, same as a week ago.

Third money is going to “Mq'gnm-

t)o" M-G . first stanza out on re-

lease to any extent. Dates range

from good to ''ferritic, with the pie

likely to be heard Horn again in

the future.

“Cinerama’’ (Indie* is winding

up a smash fourth, the opening in

phi lly this round swelling the to-

tal “Little Boy Lost” 'Par 1

, fourth

last' week, is fifth this session.

“Martin Luther" 'Indie is pushing

on to sixth spot from eighth ol a

week ago
“All-American’ M'(, cashing in

on fact that the gridiron season is

now in tull swing, is capturing

.
sc\entii place. “Moon Is Blue”

( \ . long high on the ill will be

eighth while “Big Heat” <Col». a

newcomer, is ninth. “Roman Holi-

(Ja>
'' Rar

.
fifth lot round, round,

out the Big 10 list'.

•'.Moonlighter" WB'*. “Slalag 17”

par and “Lion in Streets” 'WB
are the runner-up p*x this frame.

“Ea-t ol Sumatra” 'Li, mild in

Seattle, shapes yieat in Toronto.

There is concern in some motion
picture industry circles that films

are becoming anything hut a poor
man s entertainment . The current
trend to “epic” pictures, with ad-

mission prices to match, stands in

sharp contrast to the home televi-

sion rival, described in last week’s
Vahij i v streamer as “the greatest
tree show on earth

”

" The Bohe" at a $3 top in N Y ,

“This Is Cinerama'' at $3. (10. and
countless other offerings in key
houses at $1 HO are. of course, only
partial evidence that a family visit

to a film parlor is no longer a

small change propo it ion

But today’s outstanding releases
and tin 1 upped prices lor admission
mas well he setting 11k* pattern tor

the future, say trade trend spot-

ters Cinerama is aiming for an
eventual 100 theatres in the U S.

These, lor sure, will he posting lug-

ger price scales. In Detroit, where
a top of $1 was standard until re-

cently, “This Is Cinerama" is

scaled up to $2 80.

Meantime over 1.000 theatres al-

ready have ordered CincmaScope
(Continued on page 1H>,

DEFENSE DEPT.

SEEKS COUNSE
C S Defense Department is

looking to the film industry for
help in establishing a co-op pm-
ject through which Hollywood
producers and N. Y film company
honied IT ire execs would serve m
consullants in Armed Services pix
act ivit os

Film execs reportedly li tve been
given only broad information on
the project so far In genet tl

terms, the plan calls for subsl m-
'Conlinued on page, HI)

National Boxoffice Survey
Holiday Weekend Ups Trade; ‘Robe’ Champ 3d Wk.

In Row, ‘Eternity,’ ‘Mogambo,’ ‘Cinerama’ Next

• “Shoot First” <l'\’. a Do new.
looms trim in Chi. “Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes” '20lli . out on P"|>-

syale runs now. is strong in Wash-
ington and great ill L. A

“Return To Paradise” 'I \ looks

neat in Frisco “Sword and Bose

'BKO' is okay in LouDville •Cad-

dy” 'Par 1

,
good in Pro\ idence,

shapes stout ill V ^ Blowing
Wild” (WB .

another new pic, is

doing good in V ’i and Boston,

but is slow in Baltimore.

“Wings of Hawk” 't 1
i rated

nice in Chi. “Dream Wile VI -< • >

.

okay m Detroit, look- fine in

Omaha. “Arrowhead' Pat looms
okay in Frisco and \ Y. "Plunder
ot Sun" (WID is ok.e in Chi. Ac-

tress" M-G 1 is rated slow m Bos-

ton. modest in Cln and neat in

Toronto. ' Beggar s Opera WB
ranges from mild to sttndy this

week.

“Cruel Sea” C . fast in Boston

and Phlily. )> trim in Cleveland

and gi eat m N Y Bide V.opiero

'M-G’ looms fine in Indianapolis.

' Comp/efe /io (-office f,’"por’ . oh
/M '/•.< 910)

Allied Eyes California

Move to organize an Allied unit

in California will be mad*' by John
Woltberg. exhib org's national sec*

i el ary.

WV*M be
i g; from DenAer, indi-

cated that the Allied Boc ky Moun-
tain unit v. ill serve as the spear-

head YVollbmg. operator ot seven

ilreatie, in Denver and two in Los

Angeles, will employ hi* L A con-

nection to corral indie exhibs in

the area.

Trade Mar k ll» glstfi e<1
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Rossen to Italy, Will

Direct Film for Italo

Prods., Plus 2 for UA

Promoters of closed circuit the

]

atre television have suffered tw,
notable setbacks in the past week
but are carrying on. In the c»h
of weekly boxing bouts, no , „ n
tracts have been closed and
hibition terms are being drasticaJh
eased. In the case of Notre Dan
football, the promoters have mad,
some progress but are now | u ,,k

ing to smalltown situations aft, i

I

discouragement in lining up metro
!
politan centres.

Box Office Television. Inc thi*

|
coming Saturday 1 17) will not ha\>

|

a Pittsburgh theatre to cam ih*
Pittsburgh vs. Notre Dame gaim
from South Bend. Harris had
been set but cancelled upon book-
ing “The Robe” and onlv othei
tele-equipped house, the Stanley
declined to do business. BOTV
will have 10 theatres in eight citie*

i

for the game. This is a start, but
1 disappointing to original hopes,
i BOTV has run into heavv oppo-
sit ion from the circuits, wit h Stan
ley Warner, Loew’s and rkc
adamantly nixing the football
games. Argument is that sur-

New Orleans, Oct. 13.

Raymond W. Wild. Sr. of Dallas

was re-elected president of the

Colosseum of Motion Picture

Salesmen Of America at the clos-

ing session of the independent

union's two-dav convention here

Sunday 'll). Other officers elect-

ed are James McCormich. Atlanta,

first veep; Glenn llaviland, Seattle,

second veep; Jack Kckhardt, Chi-

cago. executive secretary; Norman
l.ougee. Chicago, secretary; Edgar
K Shinn. New Orleans, treasurer;

II P Moseley, New Orleans, assist-

ant treasurer, and Larry J. Seidel*

man, Milwaukee, and V. Christian.

Dallas, publicity directors.

District vice-presidents were
named as follows: Cordon Bugic,
Albany; K. I.. Dotterer, Indianap-
olis; William Wink, Omaha; Tom
McKean. Oklahoma Oily; and
Wayne Bateman. Los Angeles.

Nest annual meeting in Chicago,
with the dates to he announced
later.

President Wild told the delegates
that the Colosseum was more firm-

1\ united in its purpose than ever
before and in the best financial

condition since its inception. “We
have demonstrated our rit.dit to a

place within the great motion pic-

ture industry.“ he said.

Eulogize Salesmen

David He/nor. Colosseum gen-
eral counsel, told the group that

American industry knows that

there is no suhst itute for live sales-

manship. "The film salesman is a

vital, vibrant and important seg-
ment of the film industry and is

destined to remain so," he* said.

A proposed demand upon film

di'tribntors for a $5 per week
salary increase, plus SI per day
increase in road expenses from $9
to SHI per day. was given unani-
mous approval. Under the same
agreement . minimum salaries for
salesman with a year's experience
would he $80 per week.

Colosseum set up a committee to
investigate a group insurance pro-
gram and adjourned with t lit* tra-
ditional memorial service for the
late Prank Salley, founder of the
Colosseum.

Zukor on Exhib Yelps
Current (and probably un-

ending) hassle between thea-
tre owners and distributors
over the cost of pix is nothing
new to the pioneering set,

Adolph Zukor. in his auto-
biog, “The Public Is Never
Wrong.” relates this incident
40 years ago: “The profitable

marketing of ‘Queen Eliza-

beth’ (with Sarah Bernhardt)
was . . . difficult. Exhibitors
were angered by the demand
for high rental prices—as

much as $50 a day.

‘“That is outrageous.’ Mar-
cus Loevv shouted. ‘No pic-

ture can be worth $50 a day.’
”

TV an Illusion?
Hollywood. Oct. 13.

Time for "gimmicks” is over
and film industry should settle

down to consistent schedule of

production of good pix. Pano-
ramic productions topper
Leonard Goldstein said Sun-
day.

Pointing to clicks of ‘‘Mogam-
ho.” “Rohe" and "Eternity.”
producer commented, "after

seeing weekend crowds at

these pictures I feci there was
no such thing as TV.”

Hollywood. Oct. 13. will he back in the U. S. the early

New all purpose camera, (level- part of the year." he added, "and
oped after months of secret ex- i by that time I will have finished

periment by Metro technicians, the script. We then will he ready

probably will he used for the first
j

to cast and also will have deter-

time in the remake of "Ben-Hur"
j

mined the locations.

”

next year. Until that time it will 1 Plans call for “Alexander” to go
be used for experimental pur- before the cameras in a color <as

poses. Since last May. when the vet to be decided) i ext spring or

studio unveiled its own version of early summer. Every attempt will

wide-screen projection, scientists he made, Rossen emphasized, to

have worked out refinements en- make the film as historically accu-

ahling the camera to shoot films rate as possible. “There'll be a

that can be screened in any aspect great many battles in this ‘big pic-

ratio without fuzziness or distor- ture .” he said, “and finding an ac-

tion.
' tor to play t lie title role will ne-

While Metro is still secretive
,

^ssitate quite a search for he

about details ot the new system, it ^
al,lc 10 ll0m ,he age ol

is understood that its development i

1
’

,
. .

followed the lines introduced at a
,

\'b«le Rossen expects to shoo

demonstration last Mav. At that Alexander in color, his second

time John Arnold, head of the de- I

1 * project will be in black-and-

partment. used a camera with a \" tv a "d ** scheduled to roll next

(torn wide-angle, long-focal lens,
i

tal1
.

w ,l 1 Rossen bolding the pro-

with the negative running through ducing-chiect mg i eins. As tor pos-

sidewise and on a curve. The film
" ,hIe us

?
"ulesereon mema-

is reduced to standard sized picture
j

‘ 00
P! '

,

<0.' U> S
‘?,
K

-,V
l1 <>t> ' ou

frames in the printing. • °|
,gh \° he as flexll

l

,1 <‘ as
•
V0

1

u ta"

, , !
about these things. I have a hunch

It is different Lorn anything c’inemaSeope is probahlv very good
row in use. according to a Mctio

fOI. jj lc type of picture ‘Alexander’
spokesman..jand "ill permit P**0*

• will he, but meantime I'm going to
jection up to any desired ratio.

j (
.ain ;in( j cxjieriment with as many

hounded only by the size of the
|0 f t|H. se processes before starting

screen and the type of the projec-
, production "

addition, there’s commitments to
film companies to play top piori-

! uct on weekend time, and theatres

I

are reluctant to preempt the valu-
i

able Saturday matinee period
|

Unlike Nate Halpern’s The-
atre Network Television, which
shells out a hefty guarantee lor
the championship fights, BOTV s

!
agreement with Notre Dame calls
for no advance payment. Univer-
sity is on a percentage basis which

r
enables BOTV to proceed with

,

games without fear of suffering
;
substantial losses.

!

Wicket charge for. the grid
I
events vary from $1 to $1.5(1. with
BOTV sharing 50-50 in the receipts

|

after paying long lino and local
loop charges. Cities and theatres

•Continued on page 21 1

Louis B. Mayer Puts

$800,000 Tag to Sell

3 Stories as Package
Hollywood. Oct. 13.

Louis R. Mayer apparently is

abandoning any ideas In* had about
going into production, at least for
the time being. Indicating this is

the report that tin* former produc-
tion chief at Metro is angling to
Sell his three story properties.

M.ivcr h«s put an $800 00Q ask-
ing price on his "package." which
comprises "Paint Your Wagon."
“Joseph and His Brethren" and
“Blossom Time,” Scripts already
have be, n done on "Wagon"
(based on the legit musical) and
“Brethren."
Some time ago the three prop-

erties appeared set tor lousing by
Cinerama. This was when Mayer,
via a stock deal, stepped in as

Cinerama board chairman. He no
longer has an active role in this

outfit, however.
Coast studio sources sav that

Mayer wants to sell all three of
his stories in one deal rather than
enter negotiations tor any one of
them separately.

Contributions to Party By Filin
Personages Is Revealed

Washington. Oct. 13.

Hollywood's Democrats have
been lining up this year to con-
tribute to the Democratic National
Committee and help reduce its

post-election deficit. Larger con-
tributions for the first eight
months of the current year, as filed

by the National Committee with
Congress, as required by law, show
the following donors:

Mr. and Mrs. Leo Spitz, $1,000:
Jerry Wald. $100; Dorc Schary,
$1 50; George Cukor. $100.

In addition, the following pur-
chased tickets for the Western
States Dinner of last Feb. 26

—

Harry Brand, of 20th, $200; Sher-
rill Corwin. $200; Milton Gunzburg,
$200; Sam Fuller, of 20th Studios.
$200; Joseph G. Houghteling. $200;
Will Rogers. Jr., $200; and Roy
Brewer. $100.
The Volunteers for Stevenson

Committee, headed by Mrs. Leo
Spitz, paid in $4 000 to the din-
ner. The Hollywood for Stevenson
Committee, whose address is care
of William Gordon, publicity di-
rector. Universal Studios, sent the
Democratic National Committee
$3,663.

Washington. Oct. 13.
The United States supreme court

yesterday <12> indirectly upheld the
right of a local community to im-
pose sabbath closing laws on mo-
tion picture theatres. On the
ground that no substantial question
was involved, the court refused to
hear an appeal brought by Charles
B. McGee, operator of the north 29
drive-in theatre, at Charlotte. N.C
McGee was appealing his con-

viction for violation of a city ordi-
nance that Sunday motion pictures
may not operate from 6:30 to 9 p m.

Europe to N. Y
Siren Adjemova
Inez Bull
Gloria De Haven
Jerry Desmonde
Lynn Fontanne
Mrs. Sylvia Gable
Rita Gam
Herb Golden
Hilde C.ueden
Morris Helprin
Bob Hope
Wilma Lipp
llva Lopert
Alfred Lunt
Yehudi Menuhin
Seymour Moses
Paul Paray
Mrs. Joe Pasternak
Howard Phillips
Grace Poggi
Sir Carol Reed
Manny Reiner
Jan Smeterlin
Arturo Toscanini
Charles Vidor
Penelope Dudley Ward

Order Sale of 2 (Jarfield

Pix to Settle Bank Claim
Los Angeles. Oct. 13.

Superior Court Judge Frank G.
Swain ordered the sale of two
John Garfield starrers. "Body and
S, ul" and "Force of Evil." as a

result of foreclosure proceedings
by the Bank of America.

Plaintiff declared Roberts Pro-
duct inns had borrowed $2,610,000
to make the two films and still

owed $216,500. Richard Anderson
Mort Hlumenstock
Anthony Butt it t a

Olivia Dellavilland
Allan Dowling
Carl Dudley
Joanne Dru
Harry Ellerbe
Jose Ferrer
Jascha Heifetz
Jack Holland
Martha Hycr
Michael Kanin
Jesse L.. Lasky
Anatole Litvak
William Meiklejohn
I. H. Prinzmetal
Helen Rose
Jane Russell
Loren Ryder
Fred Sammis
Sylvia Sidney
George A. Smith
Jimmy Wakely
Charles Walters
Herbert Wilcox
(Jig Young
Max E. Youngstein

Subscription Order Form
Enclosed find check for $

Please send VARIETY for y^s
India Edwards to L.A

U'le„»« Punt Name Richard W. Altschuler
Kay Buckley
Eddie Elkort
Celia Flor
Lew Grade
Arthur P. Jacobs
Yal Parnell
Milton Pickman
Barron Polan
Dore Schary
Spencer Tracy

N. Y. to Europe
Allan Davis
Victor Francen
Sheldon Reynolds

Washington. Oct. 13.

Herbert T. Edwards, former
head of motion pictures for the
State Department's International
Inlormation Administration, and
his wife, India Edwards, vice chair-
man of the Democratic National
Committee, have sold their Mary-
land home. They plan to pull up
Takes and drive to Los Angeles
commencing Oct. 12.

While retaining her vice chair-
manship. Mrs. Edwards has re-
signed her iv» id job as director of
women's activities for the Dcmo-
< rats.

Regular Subscription Rates

One Year—$10.00 Two Years—$18.00

Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional per Year

y^RIETY Inc.
IS* Wcif 46th Street New York M. I
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LAST TRY FOR LEAGUE PEACE
Ask Australia Transfer Blocked Coin

#

To Yankee Account in Britain

Supplementary to the extension

of last year’s Anglo-American film

agreement, the U,S. companies are

asking permission of the Australian

government to transfer to Britain

a large number of blocked pounds.

Coin” amounting to about £300,-

ODi) $840,000). would serve the

double purpose of stimulating more

American production in Britain

but might also be used to help the

distribs remit their full quota of

allocated dollars under the pact.

Whole matter has been given

the hush-hush treatment by the

Motion Picture Export Assn, but

wax discussed extensively in Wash-

'ingtoh during the renegotiation of

the film accord.

British are anxious for more
Hollvwood producers to come to

Britain to make pix. The compa-
nies aren’t averse to the idea, but

claim that most of them are heav-

ily overdrawn now and that addi-

tional sterling would be needed as

an incentive for such cross-pond

lensing. Under the last agreement,

most of them used up their pounds

in Britain and the companies have

been borrowing from one another

to meet their obligations.

The official argument presented

to the British delegation in Wash-
ington was that the transfer of

Australian pounds, and possibly*

also of some sterling funds from
other parts of the Commonwealth
such as South Africa, would not

only raise the level of American
production in Britain, but would
tend to keep dollar remittances
below those actually authorized un-
der the agreement.
Under the last pact, which ex-

pired Oct. 1. an amount variously
estimated at from $2,000,000 to

$2 500.000 was not picked up by
(Continued on page 16)

Italian Film

Fest In Chile

Santiago, Chile, Oct. 6.

Italian Film Week will be ob-
served here Oct. 19-22, with Sil-

vana Mangano and Silvana Pam-
panini. film stars, and director Vit-
torio de Sica scheduled to partici-
pate. The festival is projected by
l nitalia Film, an organization at-
tached to the Italian Government.

Similar “Weeks” throughout
T.atin America are lined up as fol-
lows: in Buenos Aires, Oct. 8;
Santiago. 18; Lima, Peru. 31; Ha-
vana. Nov. 30; Mexico. Dec. 10.

Attending the festivals besides
the two Silvanas and de Sicca and
his wife, will be Cesare Zavattini,
writer; Marquis de Theodoli. direc-
toi of the National Film Exporters
l nion of Italy, and Franco Fanfani,
manager of Films Ital-sud-Buenos
Aires and representative in South
America for the National Associa-
tion of the Italian Cinematographic
Industry.

FOREIGN FILM ADS

HIDING FACTS—FTC
Federal Trade Commission has

complained to the importers of for-
eign pix that their ads are mislcad-
•' g the public by not stating clear-

that the films are in a foreign
linguage with English subtitles.
"• F. Davidson, FTC attorney,

a 'ks the distribs to submit sam-
F‘ <>s oi ads and posters on various
*' ins. Matter has been turned over
to Ephraim London, attorney for

e Independent Motion Picture
Distributors to which most of the
tndie distribs belong.

Columbia’s Dividend
Hollywood. Oct. 13.

o.umbia board has declared a
• (lend of 25c per share on the
1 'y

n.i non stock, payable Nov. 2 to
s 'ckholders of record on Oct. 22.

. \ '> voted was a 2 Lg% stock
payable Dec. 7 to stockhold-

v v <u record on Oct. 23. »

EEN WRITERS' ^ °f Troublespots Overseas Mars

EASTERN TRIP
Recently Optimistic DollarRemittances

Sex Still Popular
Romance pays off better

than the excitement of the
African jungles, on the basis

of Metro’s experience in play-

ing with the two themes in ad
copy for “Mogambo."

First campaign for the film,

in connection with its opening
on the Coast, stressed the go-

rilla hunt, etc., content. Public
reaction was so-so. New ad-
pub copy was substituted, this

focusing on the Clark Gable-
Ava Gardner boy-girl maneu-
vers. Business picked up no-
ticeably.

85% of Bids

For C’Scope

Are Smallies
By FRED HIFT

wm Apart from a few of the very
large circuits, the vast majority of

Cinemascope equipment orders
received by 20th-Fox are from
small houses. Spyros P. Skouras.
20th prexy said in N.Y. last week.
He estimated that about 85 f

’r of

the requests for Cinemascope so

far have come from the smaller
situations.

Skouras opined that this proved
beyond a shadow of a doubt that

CinemaScope had a great attrac-

tion for the “little guy” and he
termed “pure nonsense” any sug-

gestion that, with the advent of

the widescreen era. 20th and the

other majors were no longer as

vitally interested in doing busi-

ness with the indie ops.

The 85 r
r figure flies into the

face of a widespread contention
that the ' smaller operators are

holding back and. according to

Skouras. proves that, if anyone, it’s

the firstruns that are taking their

time converting.
He disclosed that 20th at the

moment had 1,200 installation or-

ders for CinemaScope on hand
and that he expected to have some
1.500 installations completed by
the end of the year. The real bot-

tleneck in CinemaScope wasn’t in

the equipment hut at the theatre

servicing end, he said.

Queried re 20th’s attitude on
booking pix into houses equipped
with an anamorphic lens other

than the one supplied hv it for

CinemaScope. Skouras indicated

(Continued on page 21*

SIMPP Will Try Gather

All Blocked Sterling

Into One London Acct.

Hollywood. Oct. 13

Centralization ot all blocked

coin accruing to members of the

Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers in sterling areas

is subject to negotiations currently

under way with the British govern-

ment. SIMPP prexy Ellis Anvill

told the indie group yesterd iv

(Mon.). Money would he trans-

ferred to the Society’s account in

London where it would be made
available to indie producers.

Arnall and James Mulvey. both

of whom repped SIMPP at the re-

cent British film pact talks in

Washington, expect the scheme to

go through. SIMPP members now-

get practically all their coin out of

Britain either via production or

the various permitted uses.

SIMPP prexy won unanimous ap-

proval for the setting up of a tor-

eign information program which

eventually may develop into a

selling setup. Arnall and stall are

due to make a tour ot European

capitals as soon as preliminary

steps for the program are coin-

I
pleted.

|

A delegation from the Screen
Writers Guild arrives in New York
Oct. 23 for another try at a reor-
ganization plan with and within
the Authors League of America
There are signs that this time the

!

League and SWG must find a

modus operandi for the future or
the dream of “one big shop" for
all writers will he wrecked on the
tw in questions of:

1* The inability of salaried writ-
ers and freelance writers to get
along, and

2> Who gels jurisdiction over
television.

Recently much lias been heard
about the dissatisfaction of the
Radio Writers Guild with tie*.

League. Actually the League h/
perhaps under even greater pres-
sure from members of the parent
core Authors Guild and the second

,

oldest Dramatists Guild. Both
guilds contain an articulate seg-

j

ment which advocates separation
;

from the RWG so that authors and
dramatists (preponderantly free-
lance) can tend to their private
knitting. There is considerable
criticism that for the past three
years practically no business but ;

television and radio business has !

been transacted at League council
meetings. This makes it almost ini- !

possible to got full attendance of i

author-dramatist members.
RWG Won't P»v Share

Another inside friction within
1

the Authors Guild and the Drama-
j

tists Guild concerns the total fail-
j

ure of the RWG to contribute to

the costs of running the League
Some months ago the League tried

1

(Continued on page 2 1
•

FESTIVALS IN

OTHER LANDS i

New Rib Roast
Hollywood. Oct. 13.

Publicists Guild is seeking a

new format for ribbing the
Hollywood press at its annual
Panhandle dinner to he held
next month.
With this in mind, proxy

Walter Compton, appointed a

committee consisting of Jack
Atlas, Don Morgan. Stan Mnr-
gulies. Bob Fender. Jerry
Juroe and Bernie Ramins.

Importers of

Italo Filins

Split on IFE
Joseph Burstyn. leading im-

porter of foreign pix and kingpin
of the indies' fight against Italian

Films Export as a releasing or-
ganization, has now done an about-
face with a qualified endorsement
of IFE. His attitude has caused
a sharp split in the ranks of the
New York importers of lingualers.

Diverse view’s were brought out
in N. Y. last week as the Independ-
ent Motion Picture Distributors of

America, in which many of the
indies are represented, met to hear
a report from prexy Burstyn on
his recent trip to Rome Burstyn
indicated the extent to which he
had reversed himself on IFE and
said that, providing the Italo out-
fit continues in biz without Italian

government subsidies and without
special privileges, he’s now willing
to compromise.
When he saw this attitude op-

posed within the group. Burstyn
appointed two IMPDA voepees.
Arthur L. Mayer and Max A Gold-
berg, to go into the matter further
and explore a formula under
which a compromise agreement
could he reached with the Italians.

IMDA prez expects to make a re-

< Continued on page 1H>

Another Jap-Yank Pix

Hassle Looms Over RKO

Plans on ‘Leathernecks’
Tokyo. Oct 13

With the shelving of "Aka.s n

Kichi" (“Red Line Militate Base"
by Toho Studio of this highly con-
troversial “anti-American" til n

about conditions around I S mili-

tary bases in Japan, the furor over
such pix abated last week only to

he brought to another head with
the announcement that RKO is

planning to release “living
Leathernecks.” about L S Marine
flyers in the Pacific Wai

Local RKO office is apparenHv
acting in defiance of confidential

memo to Motion Picture Assn ol

\merica members in Japan from
MPA A veepee Ralph Ifet/H whom

(Continued on page UP

OKAY
Washington. Ocl. 13

Hollywood should consider the
creation of an all-industry com-
mittee to handle American partici-

pation in the foreign film festivals,

in the opinion of Nathan D Gold-
en. director of the Motion Picture
and Photographic Products Divi-

sion of the Commerce Department.
GoRtnrr- who represented the

U. S. Government in the recent
Venice Filin Festival, believes

American participation can he
made more important and more
successful hv such a committee
to select the best and newest Hol-
lywood pictures for entrance in

the Festival judging.
He is strongly of the opinion

that Hollywood should participate

in the foreign festivals, but sees

no particular advantage in holding
an international film festival in

this country.
“A festival in this country." he

said, “would cost from $150,000

to $200,000 to stage. There would
be no point in having jusl one.

They must he annual events if they
(Continued on page HP

United Artists Step Nearer Production

With ‘Informal’ Story Dept, in N.Y.

United Artists has begun mov-

ing even closer to production with

a plan for setting up a story de-

partment at the New York home-

office. Idea is in it* eatly stages

of development hut publishers al-

ready have he» n asked to submit

new books for consideration as

film material.
Operation, at present, is a loose

one, that is. with execs ol the

company serving as “readers" and
presenting their Views on a story's

pie potential A .more formal set-

up will he established eventual!)

-if the early experiments woik out.

it's apparent. Head of the opera-

tion is v p. Max E. Youngstein
L A has a financial participation

in most of the releases provided
by its roster of indie producers
In many cases this gives the distnh
a voice in mapping the productions.

In general terms, the story d"part-
i ment idea simply calls for the

spotting of a choice novel, for ex-

ample, and then “marrying" it to

a producer who would undertake
the film project, largely with

mon'ev provided, or arranged lor

.hi LA.

y The foreign film market, which

only a few months ago looked

bright with promise, has suddenly

broken out into a rash ol trouble

spots. Motion Picture Export Assn,

prexy Erie Johnston leaves today
i Wed * for Paris in an attempt to

straighten out thr tangled French
agreement situation. He was pre-

ceded there last week by Grifflh

,

Johnson, the MPEA economist and
Washington rep

Various aspects of the situation

abroad shaped up in N. Y. last

week on the favorable side. For-
eign market is actually running
true to Johnston expectations, an
estimated record dollar remit-

,
lances total of $170,000,000 for the

j

current year. But distributors are

|

warned it will he tougher sledding
abroad in 1954.

MPEA of lafe has taken a much
stiller attitude concerning restric-

tions imposed by foreign govern-
ments. Most recent example is

Holland where the MPEA member
companies have served notice of
withdrawal from the Bioscoop
Bond < viz, the market) in the face
of Dutch unwillingness to raise the
ceiling on rentals. Here are some
of the developing dark spots in the
foreign picture:

Franre
The four-months extension of the

last agreement runs out Nov. 1.

Johnston is seen having a tough
time making a new deal in the face

of French demands for a subsidy
of some kind. The French also

want to reduce American dubbing
licenses from last year's lit) to 70

(Continued on page 16)

Raul Apold Told

Argentina a Loss
Promise to consider the Ameri-

can distribs’ problems in Argen-

tina at another meet in Buenos
Aires in the near future was the
upshot of meetings in Washington
Monday '12* and yesterday

|

'Tues. » between Raul Apold, Min-
1

i.xter of Information ot the Presi-

i

deucy in Argentina and that coun-
try’s film chief, and Motion Picture
Export Assn prexy Eric Johnston.
Result of talks so far was called
“promising."

Apold. who’s been here for sev-

eral weeks as guest of the MPEA
and only on Monday returned from
a visit to Hollywood, was feted at

a dinner given by Johnston last

night. About 40 attended, includ-
ing foreign diplomats. State Dept,
reps, several Congressional lead-

ers and MPE \ exec,.

Apold Was picked up on the
Coast and brought to Washington
b.\". Robert Corkery, exec assistant
to MI’L \ \ p Ralph Het /e|, who
also was in on the powwows Tenor
ol Johnston's argument with Apold
was that, unless a wav is found to

let the \meruan distribs in Argen-
tina have at least some of their
fio/en revenue there, il will he im-
possible In cari'.v on much longer.
The I S companies have about
$8,000,000 1 1

* *< I np jo that country
and have encountered corisuleranle
difficulties in g/dtn.g exhibition
pei nuts

\pold i. due m N’ V today
Wed ai.d expect io stav two

da’ s h’*i o! e returning home hv

boat He h et been i n N Y for

about a week hcfO'c going to Hie
Coast, 'Ibis is hiv first visit to

this count i

Bing In Bang
Hollywood, Oct. 13.

Bing Crosby received sprained
hack in automobile collision early
Sundav and will he out of Para-
mount's “White Christmas" for a

few davs as a result of car Crosby
was driving and another collided

with both vehicles being demol-
ished

Three persons in another car

» weic* hospital: zed.
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The bUNH Web
(3-D)

Murder-mystery with interest-

ins TV studio background and

okay chances in regular

ket. Available either

3-D.

mar-
“flat” or

Hollywood, Oct.

rmv«Mh»l release of Albeit
production siais Kdward €*,

John Kortythi'. Kidhle* n
Henderson. ii‘i)lur<‘*

13

J. f'ohen
Robinson.

Hughes. Marcia
Richard Pennine

JIumIi Sunders. Jean Will***, tve M« Waij.i.

limy o Ivli*i Directed by Jack Arnold

S< leenpiay, Robert Bless. l^onard
based on a novel by Max Simon
camera . Maury Gcrtsman; editor. Red J

Rent Piev.eved (X t. (*. 5.1. JtunninK

time II MINS.

L*
Ehrlich,

llenrv Have,
lion Newell
1‘aula
Louise Newell
lhivi‘ Maikson
Steven*
Sonia . •

Viv .........
Jake ... ..

Annouruer
Itob Whim n
I’laim lotlie. m.
Fred Abbott
Mr* Doyle
Tramp t'nmie

Kdward (I Robinson
John l-or.sj he

. .. Kathleen Hughes
.. JtrTrria Henderson

, ... Riehard Derunnn
Hugh Sanders

Jean Willes
Eve McVea di

Harry O Tyler
John lliestand
Clark llovvn!
Itob Nelson

...... John Verros
Helen Wallace
llenny Kuhin

or ha* a cholct of projection ac-

cording to hi* situation.
Joan Fontaine. Jack Palance,

Corinne Calvet and Robert Douglas
star in thi* tale of intrigue that

spills it* violence out against a

background of modern-day Tangier.

Charles Marquis Warren fashioned
a complicated screen story, peo-

pled with characters so strangely

mysterious they never become

j
well-defined, and his direction is

not always able to keep it moving
at a pace becoming to melodramas
such as this. The players are re-

quired to do a lot of talking in

between the chase and suspense
sequences in the contrived doings.

The involved story line finds

Miss Fontaine, Palance and Miss
Calvet lined up against Douglas in

Irving to be the first to get to

$3,000,000 in letters-of-credit and
negotiates coming into Tangier
from an Iron Curtain country. Ap-
parently lined up against both

Louldlana Territory

3-D Travelog in spltendld color

but 65 minute length as a pro-

gramming puzzler.

RKO release of Jay Bonafield and
Douglas Travers production. Director and
camera (Bathe Colon. Harry W, Smith.
Screenplay, Jerome Brondfield: music
George Passman, editor, Milton Shifman.
Previewed in N.Y. Oct. V. ’53. Running
time, 45 MINS.
Robert Livingston Val Winter
Charles Talleyrand Leo Zin-.er

George Benton Julian Meister
I'hylis* Caldwell Phyliss Massicot
Jane Benton Marlene Behrans

for the blonde fascinator, Aumont
boyish, Meredith grim, Murdoch
the archetypal stuffy Englishman
the Britons don’t like Americans
to poke fun at, all rolled up into

so much balderdash. Anatole de
Grunwald as producer goes to

actual story locales for his back-

grounds, but gave the script the

once-over-hghtly treatment, which
Gordon Parry also repeated in his

direction. Whit.

An inside look at the workings
of a television studio gives an in-

teresting background to “The Glass

Web,” as well as a good outlook

for its general plnydates. Picture,

wisely, is being made available

either “Hat” or ih 3-D, and the

former version will draw the most
favorable audience reaction. How-
ever, there are some situations that

find stereo a b.o. booster, so the

depth treatment, despite its dis-

tracting effect, can be used to ad-

vantage.

Albert J. Cohen's production is

concerned with a TV crime show
and gives film audiences a first-

hand looksee at the video pro-

gramming that goes on in putting

a weekly show on the air. A good
cast, headed by Edward G. Robin-
son as the most familiar name, a

satisfactory murder-mystery script

by Robert ltlecs and Leonard Lee.

and nicely valued direction by Jack
Arnold make for an okay unfold-

ment of the melodramatics.

Robinson, frustrated researcher,

and Jolm Forsythe, writer, are te-

sponsiblo for the "Crime-of-the-
Werk” program being televi sed !

each week Both are being taken
for money by Kathleen Hughes. T\
actress, who is blackmailing For-

sythe because of his summer dalli-

ance with her while his wife was
away, and bleeding Robinson on
the strength of his infatuation for

her.

The blonde blackmailer is killed

and her death becomes the subject

of a show, with her estranged hu -

band apparently the patsy. Finale

pins the killing on Robinson, how-
ever. because of filings bis research

digs up. and bis plan to Listen

the death on Forsythe fails. CliiYLV

uses video cameras in a vacant

studio to tip the police that another
killing is underway and they arrive

in the nick of time to save For-

sythe from Robinson's gun.

Robinson gives an excellent ac-

count of the frustrated researcher

who feels his true worth isn t ap-

preciated. and Forsythe conics

over well as the writer. Miss

Hughes turns on the obvious s a.

for her hard-boiled role and bring?

it olT neatly. Marcia
hasn't much to do as

wife. Richard Denning,
ducer. Hugh Sanders.
Jean Willes and the others in

cast respond cipaWye to the

sides is the international security

office of Tangier, and the FBI also

has a hand in the weird goings-on.

The motivations behind each group
are obscure and this prevents the

players from more than surface
portrayals.

Physical polish on the Nat Holt
production is suitable to the melo-
dramatics and Ray Rennahan's
color lensing does well by the play-

ers and settings. Technical phases
arc expertly handled. Brog.

Tli Si col I.a«lv

Action melodrama for
grammer bookings with
Cameron, Tab Hunter.

pro-
Rod

Hollywood. Oct. 12.
United Artista release of Edward Small

•Me -filiation, produced by Grant Why-
1'iik. Star* Hod Cameron. Tab Hunter;
'c turrs John Dehncr. Richard Erdman.
'ohn Abbott Directed by E. A. Dupont.
‘ creennl <v, Richard Schayer; *torv. Au-
brey Wisberg: camera, Floyd Crosby;
editor. Grant Whytock; music. Emil New-
man. Arthur I.nnve Previewed Oct. 9. 53.

Running time. 14 MINS.
*’it;o Monoban ....
Billy Larsen .....
c

(I Harlow
im Evan*
Mu- , El Mclek
' bri’; T.ras
"a*efi
br-i’nim
'• r lor- on ...
' •' * Operator . .

.

D'vncer

. , .

.

Rod Cameron
Tab Hunter

. . John Dehncr
. Richard Erdnrvh
... John Abbott
... Frank Tui'lia

. Anthony Caruso
Christopher Dark

Dick Rich
Charles V'ctor

Carmen d’Antonio

. i

mands of script and
Technical assists.

Gertsman's lensing
TV studio settings,

art direction, are all

Henderson 1

Forsythe's
video pro- :

detective
the
de- 1

direction,
from Maury
through the
editing and

good. Bron.

Ftifgtil I 4i Tanjlier
(3-D COLOR)

Mildly entertaining ehase
melodrama in 3-D and Tech-
nicolor. Good cast names, fair

b.o. prospects.

Hollywood. Oct. 12.

Paramount release of Nat Holt produc-
tion Stars Joan Fontaine. Jack Palance.

Corinne -Calvet. Robert Douglas; feature*

Marcel Dalto. Je'f Morrow. Richard Sh. tv

non. Murray Valhe*on. John Doucette,
John Pickard, .lame* Ander*on Written
and directed by Charles Marquis War-
ren; camera 'Technicolor'. Rry Henna-
han; editor. F-ank Rrarht: *ro-e. Paul

Sa* tell rrr- wed Oct. 5. '53. Runtime
time. M MINS.
Susan
Oil Walker ,

Nicole
Danzar
Goro
Colonel Wier
L? Luzon
Franz Kovac
Ttrera
Hank Brady ,

Dullah

. . Joan Fontaine

... Jack Palance
. . Corinne Calvet

. Robert D.iti^’ ?

. . . Marc el Dali

'

Jeff Morrow
R'.ch.ird Sharevm.
Murray M*th«-.>n

John D*)uc< l e

John Pic k r l

James Anderson

Action melodramatics across the

Sahara in a World War II German
fork key “The Steel Lady” for a

f ur response as a program feature

in the more general situations.

P’ot idea has some novelty to help

the action and the picture will

rive its purpose as a dualer. go-

i— * j'ither top or bottom of the

bill according to the house playing

it

The modern-day plot deals with

an .or excursion over the Sahara
n : o oil-scouting safari. On this

?i\a*u» venture are Rod Cameron.
b Hunter. John Dehncr and

r ' chard Frdman. They are ground-
ed . rid the plane wrecked during
a and 'form. The latter uncovers
H e fink and the foursome takes

off ; n it across the desert. The
cerfiiet among the four characters
serves ore plot aim. while another
has to do with the discovery of
rt-ms worth a fortune in the tank
-'d the effort s of an Arab band to

hijack them. This hijacking comes
to naught as three of the ouartet
<>v-\ • it to safety while the fourth.

,

ihe trouble-maker in the crew.'
i '
o

i ( I s off the bandits and dies a

h *’o.

Framing of all this action is

m«‘ *
1 v stereotype, although some

ce’orful spots are managed to

'iv n the footage here and there
as F A. Dupont’s direction puts
the plavers through their paces.

T’ e acting follows a standard pat-
fovn v.-ith possibly Dehncr coming
off the most showy because of his
• fouh’e-maker character. Cameron
is nroperlv stalwart as the group’s
leader: Hunter is the likable young
"'ember of th£ outfit and Erdman
H e Brooklyn comic - mechanic.
John Abbott is the principal heavy
"'nong the pursuing Arabs. Since
tin re i<? an oasis stopover, the
nv.kfrs felt it necessary to intro-

duce a dancing girl. Carmen d’An-
(onio. for a terp spot, and she’s

t!i° only femme.
Richard Schayer scripted the

Grant Whytock production from a

story hv Aubrey Wisberg and.
while there's nothing above-aver-

• in the film, it is okay for re-
Irvsc intentions and the budget ex-
penditure. Floyd Cro<by nhoto-
"r- ohed and producer Whytock
edited. Footage is a bit over-
f ngth at 84 minutes. Prog.

Spreading a travelog over 65
minutes of running time right off

means a programming problem de-

spite the pictorial values. “Louisi-
ana Territory” has scenic plusses,

as done in attractive Pathe Color,
but still a camera excursion of this

type does not lend itself, imme-
diately, to the usual spot on the
bill. Even the 3-D lensing. which
is good, doesn’t endow the entry
with enough substance to bring it

up to marquee importance.

“Territory,” then, must be re-
garded as “special” available ma-
terial, to run off with a 3-D feature
as supplement on condition that it

may be cut (or left substantially as

is) to fit in w'ith each account’s
own program dictates. Film, in that
sense, is not the conventional fea-
ture.

Camera hobbyist and the non-
uevotee alike will find delight in

the 3-D-eed visit to New Orleans.
The park settings, bayou country,
Tulane University campus, etc.,

make for ideal subjects for the
exquisite color photography. The
extra dimension is accented as a
tennis ball and baseball are driven
“into” the audience, although such
gimmicks are not needed.

SUight effort at “screenplay” is

via the appearance of a character
from the past (Robert Livingston,
who swung the 1803 deal for the
purchase of Louisiana) who comes
back to survey the property today,
and some hoy-girl romance bits.

Tour of N O. culminates with in-
teresting Mardi Gras footage.

Sharp focusing on a Chrysler
converlible and the general tenor
of the travelog suggest production
participation bv the Chrysler Corp.
and the New Orleans Chamber of
Commerce. Could be we’re wrong,
of course.

Lighting is fine, editing is loose
and music is okay. Gene.

Ha4*ligr4*iin4l
(BRITISH)

London, Oct. 1.

Associated British Film Distributors re-

lease of Group 3 (Herbert Mason) pro-

duction. Stars Valeric Hobson. Philip

Friend, Norman Wooland; leutures Janette

Scott, Mandy Miller. Jeremy Spenser.

Lilly Kann. Directed by Daniel Birt;

screenplay, Warren Chetham Strode. Don
Sharp: camera. Arthur Grant; editor,

John Trumper. At Leicester Square. Lon-
don. Sept. 29, ’53. Running time. S3 MINS.

Barbie Lomax Valerie Hobson
John Lomax Philip Iriend
BiU Ogden Norman Wooland
Jess Lomax Janette Scott

Linda Lomax Mandy Miller

Odrian Lomax Jeremy Spenser
Brownie Lilly Kann
Mary Wallace Helen Shingler
David Wallace Richard Wattis
Mrs. Humphreys Thore Hird
Mis* Russell Louise Hampton
Judge Joss Ambler
Arthur Meade Brian Harding
Mackay Jack Melford
Defense Counsel Lloyd Lamble

Arnlao Negro
(Black Ermine)
(ARGENTINE)
Buenos Aires, Sept. 19.

Argentine Sono Film release and pro.
duction. Stars Laura Hidalgo, Roberto
Escalades features Nestor Zavare
Nicolas Fregues. Bernardo Perron,.’
Ricardo Gatache. Enrique Abeledo, Giro a
Ferrandiz, Federico MansiUa. Directed Y.y
Carlos Hugo Christensen. Soreenpla\ t,y
Pedro Vignale. from novel by Kaf , j

Maluenda; camera. Ricardo Younir; ,

tor. Jorge Garate; musical background
Julian Bautista. At Gran Rex. Bu<-n s
Aires. Running time, 144 MINS,

old
!v» s

Mrs. Young
Clerk

Barbara Hicks
Ernest Butcher

Warren
adapted his

screen, but
few characters
to broaden the

Chetham-Strode his
own stageplay for the
apart from adding a

he has done little

canvas. The story,

TIb 4* Isay A4lv4*ntiar4*

A dull British import for
lower-bracketing only in least
discriminating situations.

Hollywood. Oct. 5.
t’nitcil Artists release of nn Anatole de

CmnWald production. Stars Burgess Mere-
dith. Jr. n Pierre Aumont. Features Paula
Valenskn, Richard Murdoch. Kathleen
Harrison. Directed by Gordon Parry.
Screenplay, Paul Darcy: camera. Guy
Drisse: art director. Tom C.oswell; editor.
Ger 'Id Turney Smith: music. Misch.i
Spolianskv. Previewed Oct 5, ‘53. Running
time, 42 MINS.

with its strong emotional content,
could have attained a wider appeal
with more mobile treatment. As it

stands, it is set for fair grosses.

From the boxoffice standpoint,
the pic is given a strong lift by
three quality moppet perform-
ances. The trio of youngsters are
the victims of an impending di-

vorce, who fear the buffeting that
may follow the parental separation.
Developed as a tearjerker. the
story moves inevitably towards a

happy ending. Characterization is

generally effective and the basic
situation is convincing enough.
There are, however, heavy senti-

mental overtones which will appeal
more to femme tastes.

Va’erie Hobson turns in a be-
lievable performance as the mother
and Philip Friend aptly suggests
her ambitious lawyer husband.
Norman Wooland does a nice job
as the third member of the tri-

angle. But it is the kids’ picture
all the way. with Janette Scott,
Mandy Miller and Jeremy Spenser
having most of the best lines and
situations Lilly Kann makes the
best of a big role as an over-senti-
mantalized family retainer.

Film has been adroitly directed
by Daniel Birt and other technical
credits are adequate. Myro.

Theme of this one is the
story of femmes selling themse
for cash to aid needy relatives
The picture was made against a

visually beautiful Peruvian back-
ground (Lima and Cuzco), with an
eye on exploitation angles in inter-
national markets, but the aged,
even pornographic yarn will
scarcely get by foreign censorship.

Picture has a novel, interesting
locale, good camera work, a beauti-
ful heroine, l’amour in large doses,
lavish sets and an interesting musi-
cal background. All this, however,
is cancelled out by the vulgarity
of the story.

Laura Hidalgo plays the unm ir-

ried, but allegedly aristocratic
Peruvian mother of an adolescent
boy (Nestor Zavarce), who suffers
through realization that she has
many light o’ loves, unaware th.it

these pay for their luxurious liv-

ing and that of impecunious rela-
tives and friends, who nevertheless
ostracize her. Kid finally kills him.
self.

Roberto Escalada has been un-
skillfully made up to resemble Val-
entino. but thesps competently and
naturally. Zavarce, the teenage/,
in his first big role shows definite
promise.

The Peruvian background may
have documentary interest for U S.

audiences, but the balance i«? rood
for laughs only. Nid.

1.4* Hon Diou Sants
6'«mf4*NNi4»n

(Good Lord Without Confession)
(FRENCH)

Venice, Sept. 22.

Pathe-Consortium release of Gibe inn-
duction. Stars Daniele Darrieux. Henri
Vilbert. Directed by Claude Autant Lara.
Screenplay, Lara, Ghislaine Auboin tin
novel bv Paul Vialar; camera. Andre
Bac: editor. Madeleine Gug. At Venire
Film Festival. Running time. 100 MINS.
Janine Daniele Darrens
Francois Henri Vilbert
Marie Isabelle I*ia

Denise Mino Burney
Maurice Yvan Demy
Roland Claude La' .In

Varesco Gregoire Aslan

Dick
Did re Marchand
Nuzy 1

Sonia I

Hcdv j

(sobel
David Felton ....
Waterhouse
Jones
Clergyman
Photographer

Burgess
Jean Pierre

Meredith
Aum >nt

Taula Valenska

Kathleen Harrison
. Richard Murdoch

Julian Dalbie
. Jose de Alnv*yda

, . .

.

Kenneth Cove
Henry Pascal

hroeder Karel Stepan^k
Max
The Colonel
*'ir«t Offtecr
Spci nd Officer
Mimi . , .

.

'dark Marketeer
Captain ...

Commanding Officer
Mr*. Felton
\tr. Felton .....
Betty Felton ...
N'njht Cub Girl ...
John Felton .... Jam*'*
Connelly Colin

Glvn Lawson
Edward Lesy

Derek Blomfiold
D'Arey Conyers

Eva Sava re
Milo Sperber

Richard W’nrner
. . Ivan Sampson

Hilda Bayley
. . Ernest Jay
. Natasha Parry

Sandra Dome
Crabbe
Cordon

t’erdrelll Hurh Morton
*>r hIo«s Riehard Molinas
BBC. Min Philip Slessor
FtXby . Gordon Tanner
Hedy’s Husband Patrick Rarr

El Paso Sfttiitpe4l4*

Routine Allan “Roeky” Lane
entry for average returns in
lower-bookings.

Hollywood, Oct. 1.
Republic release of a Kudv Ralston

production. .Stars Allan “Rocky" Lane
and stallion, Black Jack: features Eddy
Waller, Phyllis Coater. Stephen Chase,
Itov Barerolt. Directed by Harry Keller.
Screenplay Arthur Orloff: camera. John
MncBurnic: editor. Tony Martinelli;
music. Stanley Wilson. Previewed Sept.
30, ’33. Running time, 53 MINS.
Allan “Rocky” Lane Allan ’’Rorky” Lane
His Stallion Black Jack
NuKget Clark Eddy Waller
Alice Clark Phyllis Coates
.Vason Katnscy Stephen Chase
Floyd Garnett Roy Barcroft
Josh Bailey Kdward Clark

Tom MonroeMarty
Marshal
Joe
Rancher

Banning Stanley Andrews
William Tnnnen

. . John Hamilton

This British import belies its

title, reeling off 82 minutes of
very dull footage. It’s for low'er-
brackoting in the least discriminat-
ing situations only.
Yarn is told in three parts, with

This windup of the Allan
“Rocky” Lane series after six years
on the screen typifies the down-
grade series has taken during the
past year or two, and leaves only
the Rex Allen oaters on Republic’s
agenda. “El Paso Stampede” is

strictly lower-bracket.

Title bearing no relations to plot,
film is poorly-contrived all the way
and suggests having been sloughed

Claude Autant-Lara has fash-
ioned an uneven film which splits

emphasis between two protagon-
ists, and remains a series of liter-

ary sketches rather than a co-
hesive film. Extreme talkiness
makes this slow. What was aimed
bourgeois morality emerges as an
at a condemnation of French
unconvincing portrait of unsavory
people. Chances look ordinary
both locally and in the U. S. It

has the name of Daniele Darrieux
but that’s about all.

A middle-class industrialist, who
had married for convenience, falls

in love with a conniving, ambitious
wife. He installs her as his mis-
tress. Even the husband’s return
from war does not deter the
predatory wife from her soft

touch. The husband leaves her
and the family of the industrialist
turns against him.

Miss Darrieux plays the role of
an essentially shabby lady with
good results but Henri Vilbert is

not up to giving the role of the in-

dustrialist the weight it needs.
Claude Laydu and Isabelle Pia are
okay. Director Lara leans on too
mnnv extraneous points. Lensing
is subdued. Mosk.

i trio of males consecutively day-
[
off. Rocky, a U S. agent, is sent to

Only a mild round of chase m •!-

odrama diversion is stirred up in

this Technieolored stercopic. bill it

Is equipped uith several exploita-

tion factors to give it a chance in

the general market While ijc

mechanics of the depth treatment
are easier on the eves than pre-

vious Paramount 2-D offerings, the
stereo lensing adds li<t!e to story

values. Released in either 2-D or

3-D, and for wide-screen, exhiint-

Casting ‘Baton Rouge*
Hollywood, Oct. 13.

20th-Fox paetees Terry Moore,
Anne Francis, Debra Paget and
J< ffrry Hunter are virtually set
(or Leonard Goldstein’s “Baton
no-mo ” ‘

'•’oMing later this year thi-

2-0 v idescreener Mill be iocaicd in

New Orleans.

dreaming about a blonde they espv
while on a journey from Paris to
London. Jean-Pierre Aumont, the
Frenchman, is the first to see the
gal. Paula Valenska, on the Paris
train to Calais, and she’s con-
verted into a photographer’s model
whom he meets and falls in love
with on the Riviera.

Burgess Meredith, the American.
sops her on the Channel boat, and
his dream picks her up as a singer
in a low Berlin nitery, when he
was stationed there with the army.
Riehard Murdoch, the Englishman, ' terizations,
meets her in a compartment on

!

the train to London, and in his,
fantasy she’s a film star, who takes
rotupp jn his suburban home to
elude the press. Final scene shows
trio watching femme pet off the
t’ain and preet her husband and'
i
;,,4cp rhildreq.
Miss Valin In. with a hcavv ae-

echt and *to ,; d r* ;

« n is difficult

I to understand and a poor Choice
t
competent.

a border area where a series of
cattle rustlings prevent the ranch-
ers from delivering stock to the
Government for feeding of US
troops in war against Spain.
Stephen Chase, the town’s dentist,
is directing this outlawry, for pur-
pose of selling cattle to the Mexi
cans. Rocky finally cleans up the
gang with aid of Eddy Waller,
grain merchant.
Lane Rives his role the once

over-lightly treatment, and bal-
ance of cast are in stock charac-

demanding little from
them. Phyllis Coates is pretty
Chase and Roy Barcroft are the
conventional heavies. Waller is in

as usual for comedy relief.

Rudy Ralston as producer ac-
cords film physical mountings but
forgot story,' and Harry Keller’s
direction is necessarily static. John
MflcBumie’s photography and
Frank Arrigo’s art direction are

*l4»iirn4*y to Love
(ITALIAN)

I.F.E. release of Bomba Film produc-
tion. Stars Umberto Snadaro. Vera Carmi.
Directed by Giorgio Pastina. Srreennlay.
Vitaliano Brancati from story bv Fabt>H-
zio Saranzani; camera. Ausruxto Tier/! At
Cinema Verdi, N.Y., starting Oct. U, '53.

Running time. 95 MINS.
Torquato Merumi Umberto Spad:.ro
Teresa, his wife Vera Carird
Cesar, his child Enzo Rtaiola
Caterina, the grandmother Anna Di Leo
Woman on the Train. . Sonli Lo Gni U' C
Saletti Nando Bruno
Puntlgll Edoardo Rassarelli

WlUt.

(In Italian; English Titles)

Umberto Spadaro, a first-rate

Italian screen comedian, appears
to be trying to look and act like

Charles Chaplin in “Journey To
Love.” Unfortunately the Fabriz o

Saranzani story, which Vitaliano

Brancati whipped into a screen-

play. lets him down. And the di-

rection by Giorgio Pastina fails lo

blend the pathos with the humor-
ous aspects. There is too mu n

striving for laughs, the serious

side never convinces w hen imecu d

near the close. Result is a wan
down Chaplin character!/;

’

However, the obviously smart <

logue makes this a solid cut''

Italian-houses where those not. i

:v.

derstanding the language
(Continued on page

fol-

24)
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RAP ALLIED ‘STUDIO VOICE’ IDEA
Likelihood of Standard Dimensions

|
[M||[[|j5 DETECT

Small at Present, Say Engineers

Tin* recent 74th semiannual con-

vent tun of the Society of Motion

Picture and Television Engineers

at the Hotel Statler. N.Y., was at-

tended by 600 technicians but pro-

duced little hubbub. Partly this

mav have been due to prevailing

stress on secrecy with so many
new methods and processes fight-

ing out the who-gets-what of the

film industry.

Step towards standardization of

at least the stefeophorHc sound
portion of the widescreen systems

came when the SMPTE sound
committee adopted tentative work-

ing standards for multitrack di-

rectional sound reproducing units

which are the type used by Cin-

emascope. SMPTE execs hastened

to assure everyone that these were
by no means final standards and
that the purpose in speeding stand-

ardization was primarily to permit
the production of seven test films

for use in the installation of the
equipment. The films should be
ready in about a month, according
to John K. Hilliard, chairman of

the SMPTE sound group.
With considerable pressure be-

ing exerted on the Society to move
in the direction of standardizing
the various widescreen and 3-D
systems. SMPTE is in something
of a quandry, particularly since its

own leadership is by no means
convinced that the time has come
to act.

‘Might Be Too Hasty*
SMPTE is “naturally” interested

in aiding industry standardization,
Herbert Barnett, SMPTE prez,

(Continued on page 21 >

Slow on 3-D

At Republic
Hollywood, Oct. 13.

Republic will not make any 3-D
0,1 Cinemascope films during the
1953-54 season, nor will it use any
complicated or expensive sound
tracks. These tidings were issued
by proxy Herbert J. Yates in re-
sponse to queries from the Allied
States Association of Motion Pic-
ture Exhibitors.
Assuring exhibs that Republic

not do anything that will ne-
cessitate costly theatre equipment
y.hich may become rapidly obso-
lete, Yates said:

We intend to shoot and pro-
duce our pictures so they will be
•suitable for exhibitors who have
standard or wide vision screens,
aiu‘ use only one conventional im-
proved sound track in connection
"ith all our pictures.

I still believe that good pic-
tures do not need any radical di-
uu nsional gadgets to make them
dux office or entertainment. Re-
pub le s 'The Quiet Man’ and Co-
lumbia’s ‘From Here to Eternity’
Proves this.”

Two 3-D Features In

Elat Prints Also As

Paramount Does Switch
hi the first such switch of its

"
,

Paramount has decided to

T 2-0 versions of two new
p ,' r

U,es
' W* Schwalberg.

Mribution head, disclosed
,

E light to Tangier,” which

^ ! i

’

°j!n Fontaine, jack palance

b
( °rinne Calvet in the

mi “Those Redheads from

H i v*
' Rhonda Fleming-Gene

a

.

J
'

.

costarrer, will be made
* ,|1 Lw

1 e Immediately as “flats” or

for-
,"
es

'.
dePending on which

exhibitors want.

l
n Past has been for a

Play out the 3-D market
b. ,okiM»

<,Ch
f

3 *D er before taking
^e film in conven-

*’»
u ‘llt>er8 said individual the-

j. ,, i'.

n

s

and trade associations
had called upon him to

continued on page 16)

Rate Allied Themes
Boston. Oct. 13.

Tabbing the Allied States'
Convention, which wound here
last week, as the “most busi-
nesslike and productive” in its

history, general chairman Nor-
man Glassman summed up the
important themes of the con-
fabs in this order.

1. Shortage of product.
2. New media.
3. Arbitration.
4. Pre-releases.

BAD BUNCHING

HURTS 3-D IN
V

LOOP

mediocre re-

bill. the gim-
has been so

customer re-

with a good

Chicago. Oct. 13.

With the film industry generally
adopting a wait-and-see attitude
on three-dimensional films, recent
boxofTice performance of 3-D en-
tries has seriously weakened the
Loop’s confidence in depthies.
Some film men hereabouts go so
far as to opine that a sign reading
“3-D” can be translated into “Keep
Out.”

According to one disgruntled
exhibitor who paid for an extra
operator and drew
turns on his pop-out
mick value of 3-D
overworked that the
fuses to associate it

story. Feeling of one local critic

on a daily here is that “Kiss Me
Kate” may prove or disprove the
worth of the medium, and most of
the industry in Chi seems inclined
to agree.
Three tri-dimensional films were

issued into the Loop concurrently
last week, the largest number to
play first run in the downtown
area since the early days when the
deepies were still worth some-
thing as a novelty. All registered
floppo in what was otherwise a

good week for Loop attractions.

B&K jerked “Moonlighter” out of

the United Artists a week early,

when the first round rang up a

siim $12,000. Ordinarily, an ad-

vanced-price pic at this deuxer is

(Continued on page 21 '

Comes now the answering echo.
Last week at its Boston convention
the Allied States Assn, duly re-
solved that it should buy Into one
or more film companies and there-
by secure a voice in the choice of
films to be made and in the rental
terms at which these films would
be offered to exhibitors. This Al-
lied proposal has now been round-
ly rapped by distributors, and es-
pecially their attorneys, in New
York but without direct quotation.
“After all we still have to do busi-
ness with Allied members.”
The proposal to put Allied, as a

stockholder, into film production
was the keynote address of True-
man Rembusch. “It’s just a guy
making a speech,” was the dismis-
sive comment of one legal eagle in
Manhattan.

A sales executive, intimately in-

volved in trade practice questions,
posed this argument: “Suppose
they acquire 10% of the stock and
win a \oice in management, what
happens to 90% of the stockhold-
ers who are interested in getting
dividend payments. It’ll he a

breach of fiduciary duty to discrim-
inate in favor of special groups
and could result in numerous
stockholder suits. If at the urg-
ing of the theatre-owner stockhold-
ers film rentals are reduced, the
company’s profits will be drastical-
ly reduced. It could result in eco-
nomic suicide for a company.’’

Exec further termed the idea
“loose thinking” and only a move
“to scare distributors who might
have difficulty in retaining control
of a company because of dissident
stockholders.”

Another veepee and general
counsel termed the Allied plan a
strange way to accomplish a busi-
ness result. “I think the Dept, of
Justice would have something to

(Continued on page 21 *

British Prods. Find It Difficult

To Get Voluntary OK on Eady Fund

Self-Rescue
Boston, Oct. 13.

Represe nt i ng Massach use 1 1 s'

Gov. Christian Herter at the
Allied States exhibitors con-
vention banquet, Governor's
Council member Dave Wil-
liams astounded the guests
with the barefaced remark, “I

haven’t been to a movie since
1945.”

When the boohing and hiss-

ing died down the guy bailed
himself out quipping “And
neither would you, if you were
on the Governor’s Council and
worked every night.”

He further cleared the at-

mosphere with clincher, “Be-
lieve me. I’m on your side, I

don't own a TV set,”

SET, COSTUME

MEN NO LIKE

3-D

LENS TVS ‘DRAGNET
1

AS 2-D COLOR FILM
Hollywood, Oct. 13.

Jack Webb’s television show,
“Dragnet,” will be filmed for thea-
atrical screening early next year,

with Webb as producer and his TV
production crew doing the filming

Picture will be shot in 2-D and
in Eastman color. Ben Alexander
will portray th^same role he does

on TV.

Set and costume designers have
become outspoken opponents .of

3-D because they fear that the re-

sultant “color degradation” handi-
caps their work This was disclosed
by Charles Kosher of the Metro
studio at last week’s N. Y confab
of the Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers.

According to Polaroid’s Lew
Chubb, only 40' ’> of the total light

hits the screen in 3-D projection

and 3W \ gets through the 3-D
specs. This factor, according to the

designers, is detracting from the

proper presentation of their cos-

tumes and sets.

This particular limitation of 3-D
has already become apparent in a

number of 3-D pix and was par- !
anent the role

ticularly noticeable in Universal’s
;

the company's

“Wings of the Hawk” in which the

Technicolor hues appeared tinged

with a blueish overtone when
viewed through the filters Getting

sufficient light onto the screen for

Techni pix has always been an ex-

hib concern and 3-D presentation

of tinted films aggravates the prob-

lem
Further complication comes with

(Continued on page 1
8

»

By HAROLD MYERS
London, Oct. 6.

It may be easy money when it

starts rolling in, but British pro-

ducers are finding it anything but
easy to get continued voluntary
agreement within the industry for
a prolongation of the Eady Fund.
They are encountering strong re-

sistance from the exhibiting fra-

ternity towards an ’extension of

this indirect subsidy for British
films.

Since the government issued its

warning last March that it would
promote statutory legislation if the
trade did not negotiate a volun-
tary settlement. British producers
were confident that the extra coin
would come trickling in. But in

recent weeks the situation has
changed, particularly since many
exhibitors are prepared to throw
discretion to the wind, and gamble
that they might be better off under
a government operated project.
HOT Seeks Action by Oct. 31
Unless there is complete cut-

and-dried scheme this month and
not just an agreement to agree, the
Board of Trade will introduce leg-
islation to make the Eady Fund
statutory before next Christmas.
Thu warning was given to indus-
try toppers at a government meet-
ing last Tuesday < f> > when the trade
was told that a definite decision
must be made in the next three
weeks.

In most specific terms, tin* Board
of Trade told tin* industry that
agreement must be reached on two

(Continued on page l(i»

Hold C’Scope

At Columbia

Suppliers Battle to Keep 3-D Films Alive
|f
4

4
>444444444

What amounts almost to a last-

ditch fight to keep 3-D alive is be-

ing made by equipment and specs

manufacturers with big financial

stakes in stereopix. This was evi-

dent at last week’s Boston conven-

tion of the Allied States Assn.

Conspicuous in staking demonstra-

tions, exhibting and lobbying were

the Polaroid Corp., the Nord sin-
j

gle-strip 3-D system, the Pola-Lite i

Co., and the recently-organized

Council for 3-D Film Progress. Lat-
(

ter, represented by its exec direc-

tor Robert H. Odell, is said to be

backed by the Pola-Lite Co., Matty

JFox firm which manufactures all-

plastic 3-D specs.

The 3-D proponents are placing

great importance in the upcoming
Metro test of ' Kiss Me Kate." Pic

will be tested in six situations, with

three showing the film in 3-D with

stereophonic sound and three in

widescreen 2-D, also with direction-

al sound. On the basis of the test,

Metro will determine its future re-

1

lease plans for the film. “Let's

hope.” declared an exec with ster-

eopix interests, “that Kate s kiss

is not a kiss of death."
While concerned about the out-

come of the test, the equipment
and accessory people are doing

their utmost to improve projection

,

techniques and the quality of the

1 glasses. Despite the element of

competition, they’re working close-

ly together to renew interest in

3-D via better projection methods.

Polaroid's technical service pro-

gram as well as its synchronization

demonstration at Cambridge, Mass.,

for Allied delegates is an indica-

tion of the policies being pursued.

Nord's Impact

The Nord demonstration as well

as the company’s announcement
that Columbia, possibly Warner
Bros, and several independents will

make prints available on a single

strip of film was generally favor-

ably received by the exhibitors con-

vening in Boston. Allied, which

had been loud in condemning 3-D

for poor projection and sub-stand-

ard pictures, indicated a less down-

beat view of 3-D following the

Nord showing. A report from one
of film clinics expressed consider-

able interest in the single-strip sys-

tem.

Col. H. A. Cole, a dominant fig-

ured in Allied, declared: “Don't

discount 3-D. The use of perma-
nent-type glasses plus good syn-

chronization will make 3-D a good
boxoffke attraction for an occa-

sional show.” Cole, who operates

four theatres in Bonham, Tex., said

he hasn't installed 3-D in any of his

houses as yet. However, he noted,

if he could be assured of top-notch

3-D pictures under a system that

provides for perfect synchrouiza- ,

lion, he would bo willing to msiall .

the Nord or a similar single strip

method in his theatres. An ideal

introduction of 3-D, he said would

be the 3-D version -of “Kiss Me
Kate" employing a .single-strip sys-

j

tem.

The Texas exhibitor and eo chair-

man of the industry's National lax

Committee, believes that use of the

single projection method will mark
the rebirth of 3 1). However, he

cautioned that a lot depended on

the type of pictures released by the

studios.

Film companies have some 20

odd completed pictures which have

been made for 3-D presentation,
j

They are. however, cautious in .'net-

ting release plans, with many wait- :

ing for the outcome of Metros
“Kate” experiment before deter-

mining issuance in 3-D or 2 D. High
interest is developing among film-

eries in the single-strip systems.

Warners, which was just about

ready to release “House of Wax"
and "Charge of Feather River” in

their 2-D versions, is withholding
its decision pending the outcome
in the development of 3-D on single

prints. WB. like Columbia, is ex-

pected to make all its 3-D pictures

available to exhibitors on the Nord
; single print system.

Columbia execs Were reported
this week as growing less certain

• of CinemaScope in
future production

policy. Col originally had indi-

cated a program of at least six

films in ("Scope. Now, though,
Col feels that widescreen system
may not he compatible with the
story properties owned by the
studio and intended for tensing
in tin* near future.
As a result. Col’s (“Scope lineup

has been trimmed to only one
film and even this is said not to he
tn‘0 definite. Indicated as the solo
(“Scope entry, if it goes through,
is "The Long Gray Line.” an
adaptation ol the hook. “Bringing
Up the Brass.

’’

While Col prez Harry Cohn and
exec producer Jerry Wald at the
outset were -high on (.“Scope, no
formal commitments were entered
with 20th-Fox for licensing of the

system.

Cole Sees Projection

Gear Putting Smalltowns

‘At the Mercy’ of Terms
Smalltown and nabe exhibs will

not install new projection sy terns

that place them "at the mere;, of

the picture and the system in rela-

tion to terms lor product This is

the conclusion reached by ob.yc.rv*

ers at last week’s Bo too conven-

tion of Allied States Assn Kxlub

outfit feels that in ordej to main-

tain a competitive maiket which
w ill allow its members to hat gain

effectively on film rental lewis,

the operators of small houses will

only (onverf to systems that will

assure them of a steady flow of

product at reasonable terms.

Although impressed with Ci.i-

emaScope and assured that there

will he product. Col. H. A Cole, ol

Texas Allied, declared “Cinema-
Scope will place me at the mercy
of one company In order to plav

Scope pix, I’ll have to pay high

terms. The rental terms are 'ill-

important for a smalltown. On
some percentage pictures, even if

I (Continued on page 18'
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New Pix Boost LA; Mogambo’ Great

, Heat’ Hotsy 30G, ‘Blondes’

Torrid 3SG, ‘Robe’ Rousing 55G, 3d
T.os Angeles. Oct. 13.

Newcomers are perking up first-

run outlook here this week, with

several strong holdovers helping.

All situations last week were hurt

by the heat and the world series.

L A. first-run grosses for the fust

39 weeks this year are running $1,-

503,469 ahead of like period in

1952, with a total of $7,956,552 for

this year.
“Mogambo” is heading for a

wow $28,000 or possible more at the

Egyptian, to pare field. “Gentle-

men Prefer Blondes,” on popscale

run after showcasing date, is great

$35,000 in four houses. “Big Heat”
is hotsy $30,000 in two spots.

“Here To Eternity” is holding at

solid $65,000 in second week, two
sites. “The Kobe” still is fancy

$55,000 in third stanza at the

Chinese. “Homan Holiday” is just

okay at $12,000 in second round,
two spots. "Cinerama” is holding
steady after great $33,300 in 23d
frame.

Estimates for This Week
Egyptian <UATC> <1.538; 90-

$1.80)
—“Mogambo” <M-G). Wham

$28,000 or better. Last week, in

another unit.

Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-
mounts (AB-PT-F&M) (3,300; 1,430;
70-$1.25)—“Big Heat” (Col) and
“Slaves Babylon” <Col). Hot $30.-

000. Last week, “Lion In Streets”
(WB) and "Blades Musketeers”
(Indie), $17,200.
Los Angeles, Uptown, Loyola,

Iris (FWC) (2,097; 1,715; 1,248; 814;
90-$150) — “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes” (20th) and "Mystery
Lake” (Indie). Nifty $35,000. Last
week, in different units.*
Orpheum (Metropolitan) <2,213;

70-90)—“Band Wagon” (M-G) and
“Royal African Rifles” (AA). Blah
$4,300. Last week, with Uptown.
“Women In Window” (Indie) and
“Stranger” (Indie) (reissues), $4,-

200 .

Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) <2-

752; 2,812; 95-$l 50) — “Eternity”
•Col) <2d wk). Solid $65,000. Last
week. $83,600.
Downtown, Vogue (SW-FWC) (

1

757; 885; 70-$1.10)
—“Roman Holi-

day” (Par) (2d wk). Okay $12,000
Last week, $14,000.
Loew’s State <UATC) <2.404; 70-

$1.10)— "Golden Blade” (U) and
"Mexican Manhunt” (AA) 1 2d wk).
Scant $3,500. Last week, with
Egyptian (6 days), $15,300.

El Rey (FWC) (861: 70-90 »—“All-
American” (U) and “Desperate
Moment” <U) (2d wk). Light $1,500.
Last week, with Los Angeles, Iris,

$12,200.
Chinese (FWC) <1.905; $1.20-

$2 40) — “Robe” (20th) (3d wk».
Fancy $55,000. Last week, $58,200.
Fine Arts (FWC) '631; 80-$l 50)—“Beggar's Opera” (WB) (3d wk).

Thin $2,000. Last week. $2,000.
Ritz (FWC) G.370; 90-SI 50) —

“Martin Luther” (Indie) (5th wk).
Stout $4,000. Last week, ditto.

Wilshlre (FWC) <2,296; 80-$1.50)—“Little Boy Lost” (Par) ( 6th wk).
Pushed to $6,000. Last week, nice
$5,400.

Hollywood <SW) <1.364; $1.20-

$2 80'—"Cinerama” (Indie) '24th
wk>. Into 24th frame after great
$33,300 last week.
Four Star, Rialto (UATC-Metro-

politan) (900; 839; 80-$ 1.20)—“Moon
Is Blue” (LA) (15th wk). Strong
$6 500. Last week, same.
Vagabond (Rosencr) (385: $1.20'—“7 Deadly Sins” < Indie) (6th wk'.

Hep $3,500. Last week. $3,800.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $812,400
(Based on 24 theatres)

Last Year $582,400
( Based on 20 theatres)

Cinerama Wham

$35,000 in Philly

Philadelphia, Oct, 13.

Film biz is booming here this
stanza with strong product in nu-
merous houses. “Cinerama,” aided
by full-dress preem, made a splash
entry, and is racking up a giant to-
tal opening week at the Boyd. “Mo-
gambo” is rated sensational at the
small-seater Arcadia, setting a new
house record. “Lion In Street,

'

big at the Goldman, is being held
over although originally booked
for only one week.
"The Robe” again Is topping the

city for the third straight week
wfth another giant session at the
Fox. “Eternity” and "Martin
Luther” continue plenty strong in
fourth and third weeks respec-
tively.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.20'—

“Mogambo” (M-G*. Terrific $20-
000. Last week. “Actress” (M-G)
(2d wk) $9,500 in 10 days.

Boyd <SW) (2,360; $1.30-$3 .25)—
"Cinerama” (Indie). Giant $35,000.
Last week closed.

Fox (20th) (2.250; 99-SI 80) —
“Robe” (20th) (3d wk). Colossal
$55,000. Last week. $65,000.

Goldman (Goldman) <1,200; 50-
99)—“Lion In Streets” (WB). Big
$18,000 or near. Last week, “East
of Sumatra” (U), $12,000.
Mastbaum <SW) (4,360; 86-$l .25)—“Vicki’’ (20th). Slow $14,000.

Last week, “Wings of Hawk” (U),
$ 11 ,000 .

*

Midtown (Goldman) (1.000; 85-
$1.25) — “Beggar’s Opera” (WB).
Mild $7,000. Last week. “Danger-
ous Crossing” (20th), $6,500.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 85-

$1 30)—“Little Boy Lost” (Par) (2d
wk). Sturdy $18,000. Last week,
$28,000.

Stanley (SW) <2.900; 85-$1.30)—
“Here To Eternity” (Col) (4th wk>.
Fancy $25,000. Last week, solid
$35,000.

Stanton <SWr
( 1 1,473; 99-$1.25)—

“Martin Luther” (Indie) <3d wk).
Sock $15,000. Last week, $18,000.

Studio (Goldberg) (500; 85-$1.25>—“Cruel Sea” <U) (2d wk). Fancy
$4,500. Last week, $6,000.
Trans-Lux (T-D (500; 99-SI. 50'

—“Moulin Rouge” (UA) <32d wk).
Fine $4,500. Last week $4,300.

‘Stalag’ Fast $6,500,

Balto; ‘A&C’ Nice 5G
Baltimore, Oct. 13.

Grosses here this week continue
the average trend established last

week. “Stalag 17” opened nicely

at the Playhouse. “Here To Eter-
nity” • is still hefty in its third
week at the Hipp. Low grossers are
Terror On a Train” at the New
and “Big Heat” at the Town. “Vice
Squad” is okay at the Century.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) <3,000; 20-

70)
—

“Vice Squad” (UA). Okav $8,-

500 or near. Last week, “All-Amer-
ican” (U), $8,800.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;

50-$l.25)—“Eternity” (Col) (3d wk).
Holding firmly at $30,500 after

wow $33,800 for second week.
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,400; 25-

80)—“Little Boy Lost” (Par) (3d

wk). Sliding to $7,200 after great
$11,000 for second.

Little (Rappaport) (310; 25-90)

—

“Lavendar Hill Mob” (U). NSG
$3,000. Last week, “Sailor Of King”
(20th), $3,800.

Mayfair (Hicks) <980; 20-70)—
"Abbott-Costello Meet Jekyll,

Hyde” (U). Second week starts to-

day (Wed.) after nice $5,000 opener.
In ahead, “Stranger Wore Gun”
(Col) (2d wk), $4,200.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)

—

"Terror On Train” (M-G). Mediocre
$7,200. Last week, “Golden Blade”
(U). $7,500.

Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50-

$1)—“Stalag 17” (Par). Big $6,500
or over. Last week, "Lili” (M-G)
(12th wk), $3,000.

Stanley (WB) (3.200; 25-80)—
“Blowing Wild” (WB). Slow $9,500.

Last week, “Lion In Streets” (WB),
$8,400.
Town (Rappaport) (1.600; 35-80)

—“Big Heat” (Col). Fair $8,000.

Last week, “Actress” (M-G), $8,800.

Robe’ Colossal

Minneapolis, Oct. 13.

Most roads currently, of course,
lead to Radio City where “The
Rohe.” first CinemaScope pic is

making its territory how and prov-
ing the same boxoffiee sensation
here as elsewhere. Despite the
enormous amount of attention con-
centrated on the newcomer, how-
ever. holdovers “From Here to
Eternity” and “Moon Is Blue,” in
their third and eighth week, re-
spectively, are by no means entire-
ly eclipsed. Aside from “The
Robe,” only fresh entry of conse-
quence is “All-American,” which
naturally is finding the competi-
tion a little tough.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) <1,600; 65-85)

—

“Little Boy Lost” <Par) (mo.).
Well-liked picture holding up well
after brisk initial Radio City
week. Big $7,000 in 8 days. Last
week. “Affairs Dobie Gillis” (M-G),
$4,000.
Gopher (Berger) <1.025; 65-85)

—

“A. & C. Meet Dr. Jekyll & Mr.
Hyde” <U) <2d wk'. Stays only 4
days so house can resume Wednes-
day openings. Okay $2,000. Last
week. $4,500.
Lyceum (Nederlander) (1,850;

(Continued on page 18)

Det Spotty Bat ‘Robe’ Huge 97G, 2d;

“Wife’ $10,000, Cinerama’ 28G, 30th

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $3,387,800

-
( Based on 24 cities, and 224

theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

cluding N. Y.

)

Total Gross Sam* Week
Last Year $2,367,700

(Based on 23 cities and 184
theatres.)

'Robe’ Mammoth

$75,000 in Cleve
Cleveland, Oct. 13.

Three hefty preem-night perfor-
mances of “The Robe,” at $1.80
per, got the CinemaScope spectacle
off on the right foot at the 3,700-

seater Hipp. Initial week is push-
ing all house records aside, with
mammoth $75,000 sighted. For its

second round at State, “Mogambo”
also looks big. “Here to Eternity”
on fourth lap is still stout at Pal-
ace. “Gun Fury” at Allen shapes
next best newcomer outside of
“Robe.”

Estimates for This Week
..Alien (S-W) (3,000; 55-85)—“Gun
Fury” (Col). Okay $10,500. Last
wreek, “Lion in Streets" (WB), ditto.

Hipp (Telemanagement) (3,700;
$1-$1.80)—“The Robe” (20th). A
colossal $75,000, with standees first

three days. Last week, “Vicki”
(20th), $10,000.
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,200; 55-85) —

“Martin Luther” (Indie) (2d wk).
Wow $13,000 following $13,500 last

week *

Palace (RKO) (3,300; $1.25-$1.50)—“Eternity” (Col) (4th wk). Excel-
lent $17,000 after $19,500 last folio.

Stays again.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-85) —

“Mogambo” (M-G) (2d wk). Smart
$20,000. Last week, $21,000.

Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-85)—“Arrowhead” (Par). Fair $7,000.
Last week. “Roman Holiday” (M-G)
(m.o.), $5,000.
Telenews (Tel’ment) (485; 55-85)—“Cruel Sea” (U) (2d wk). Neat

$3,000 following $5,000 last week.

Robe’ Dominates Hub, Mighty 7SG,

‘Wild’ Good 19G, ‘Bagdad’ Tall 11V
2
G

‘Mogambo' Wow $40,000,

D.C.; ‘American’ Cozy 8G,

‘Robe’ Whopping 50G, 2d
Washington. Oct. 13.

Biz holds strong at the pnain-

«-tems currently, thanks to un-
usually solid product in most sit-

,

nations Top newcomer is “Mo-
gambo” which promises a great
<otal at the Palace with advanced

,

prices, “The Robe” looks terrific 1

in second Capitol round. “ Ml*
Arperican” shapes trim at Keith's.

Roman Holiday” i s ho’dmg up
ell in second stanza at Play-

house.
Estimates for This Week

Capitol 1 Loew’s > <3.434; $1-51 50-

-“The Robe” '20th'. Heading for
$50 000. a record second week for
iny film in Washington after an

.

initial week of giant $63,000, big-
gest ever here.
Columbia 'Loew’s) <11 74; 55-

$1.20 — “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes" '20th' 'Oth wk Strong
$7 000. Last week, $7,000.
Dupont ‘Lope it 37 2 ".”-$1 —

“Moon Is Blue” 'UA' 13th uk>.
(Continued on page 18i »

Boston. Oct. 13.

It’s all “The Robe” here this

stanza with the pic luring boffo

biz into the Memorial. The 3.000-

seat house looks to draw $75,000.
best in city ever for a single house
Balance of town is not so good.
However. “Here To Eternity” in

eighth and final week at the Or-
pheum. “Moon Is Blue.” in sixth
week at the Astor. is dipping a bit.

"Blowing Wild” at the Met looks
good. “Veils of CJbgdad” shapes
lusty at tire Bos;on.

Estimates for This Week
Astor BAQ> • 1 500; 50-SI 10>

—

“Moon Is Blue” <U.V) <6th wk'. <)fT

to near $7,000 hut still fine alter
$9 000 fifth stanza.

Boston RKO) 3 000; 50-90' —
"A oils of Bagdad” U> and “Cap-
tain Searface” 'Indie. Tall SI 1.500
Last week. “All-American” 'Ui and
“Gay Swordsman” 'Col . $ 8 ,000 .

Exeter <Indie> 1300; 60-$D

—

“Cruel Sea” « LT » 7th wk\ Fast
$5 000 following $6 200 sixth week
Fenway NET 1 373; 50-90 —

“Vicki” <20th> and “Man of Con-
flict" (Indie. Opened Monday '12
following 4 days of “Champ For
Day” 'Rep » and * Royal African
Rifles” i A A i did less than $2 500
Last week, “Lion In Streets” <WB»

and “Project Moonbase” (Lip),
$4 000.
Memorial (RKO) <3.000: 85-SI. 80)

—“The Robe” (20th •. Huge $75.-
000. Last week, “Kev Largo” <20th)
and “Treasure Sierra Madre"
'20th) (reissues). $4 500 in 5 days.

Metropolitan 'NET) (4 367; 50-
90)—"Blowing Wild” (WB* and
“Affair in Monte Cristo” (AA). Not
had $19,000 or near. Lnct week.
"Redheads From Seattle” <l*ar>
and “Trent's Last Case” (Indie.
$14,500.
Orpheum < Loew’s) 3 0C0; 74-

$125)—“Eternity” (Col) '8th wk'.
Fine S17.000 after $19,000 foe
seventh frame.
Paramount (NET) <1 700; 50-90»

—-“Vicki” <20th) and “Man of Con-
flict” 'Indio. Opened Monday (12»
following yanking of “Champ for
a Day” (Rep) and “Royal African
Rifles” <AA) after 4 days cot less
than $6,000. Last week. “Lion In
Streets” (WB) and "Project Moon-
ha.se” 'Lip*, fair* $12,000.

Pilgrim <ATC> il.DOO; 60-95) —
“Rig Heat” (Col> and “Combat
Squad” <Col). Oke $7,500 for 5
days of third week. Last week.
$10 500.

State <Loew’s) <3 500; 50 901—
“T'he Actress” <M-C, • and “Slaves
of Babylon” <Col < *2d wk'. Slow
$6,000 after $10,000 first week.

‘Mogambo’ Sock $17,000,

K.C.; ‘Robe’ Wow 35G, 2d,

‘Lion’ Meek With $5,000
Kansas City, Oct. 13.

“The Robe” continues its record-
breaking pace in its second week
at the Orpheum. With a pickup of
matinee biz, it may even top the
first week’s figure. Opening week
was a terrific $25,000. Midland is

playing “Mogambo” at $1 top,
shapes socko. Others are light-
weight. Paramount having “Anna”
for only 5 days. “Lion in Streets”
is meek at the Missouri and “Great
Sioux Uprising” is mild at the four
Fox Midwest first-runs.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire 'Fox Midwest) <820; 65-

90)—Closed after several weeks of
special films and 3-D. Last week.

* “Wings of Hawk” (U) and “Safari
Drums” <AA) <2d wk) okay $2,500.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 65-85)

—

“Lili” M-G) <22d wk). Good $1,500,
now bidding for longrun record at
house. Last week same.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 75c-$l)—“Mogambo” (M-G). Great $17.-

000; will hold. Last week, “Latin
overs” <M-G) and “Big Leaguer”
<M-G), so-so $8,000 at 75c top.

Missouri (RKO) <2.650; 60-86)—
"Lion in Streets” (WB) and “Roval
African Rifles” < AA). Drab $5,000.
Last week. “The Moonlighter”
(WB) and “Glory at Sea” (Indie),
$3,500.
Orpheum (Fox Midwest) <1.913;

$1 -SI.50)—“The Robe” <20th) '2d
wk). Holding very close to opening
week’s total with smash $35,000
after $25,000 opening round.
Paramount (Tri-States) (1.900:

65-85)—“Anna” (Indie). In for 5
days as house switches back to
Thursday openings. Oke $5,500.
Last week, “Arrowhead” (Par) and
“The Vanquished” (Par), $6,500.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra-

nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2.043;
700; 1,217; 65-85)—“Great Sioux
Uprising” (U) and “Dangerous
Crossing” (20th). Mild $11,000.
Last week. “All-American” (U) and
“City That Never Sleeps” (Rep),
$ 12 ,000 .

Vogue (Golden) (550; 65-85)—
“Little Chickadee” (U) (reissue)
(2d wk). Satisfactory $1,500. Last
week, $1,600.

i>. .
Detroit, Oct. i3

Biz is spotty downtown thi«

“The SEE1#®The Robe is being lifted j 0 abetter than first-week gross in th!
second round, both being m V), ^
"Cinerama" ia still plenty h.J fi
Music Hall. -Eternity" looks
in sixth week at the Madison Of
the newcomers “Houdini’ shim,..
good at the Palms with plentv 0fbally over the fact that tin- mat
gician died here in 1926. “Du am
Wife” is okay at Adams m

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5.000-

$1.80—“The Robe” (20th) 2d wki
Picking up speed to hit giant $97 :

000. Last week, $95,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) 4 000 -

80-$l)—“Return To Paradise l ai
and “Desperate Moment^ « u 1

. Slim
$16,000. Last week, “Let's Do it
Again’’ (Col) and “Missing Over
Korea” (Col), ditto.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 80-SI ' —

“Houdini” (Par) and “Combat
Squad” (Col). Good $18,000 Last
week, “Moonlighter” (WBi and
"Clipped Wings” (A A), Rll.oon
Madison (UD) (1,900; 95-$ 1.25—

“Eternity” (Col) (6th wk). Big $20 -

000. Last week, $22,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,938; 80-

$1)—“Vicki” (20th) and “Terror on
Train” (M-G). Slow $9,500. Last
week, “Latin Lovers” (M-G), $8,500.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 80-SI >

—

“Dream Wife” (M-G) and “Big
Leaguer” (M-G). Okay $10,000 or
near. Last week, “Sword and Rose”
(RKO) (2d wk), $5,800.
Broadway-Capitol (Korman) < 3 -

500; 80-$l)—“Gun Belt” (UA) and
“China Venture” (Col). Passable
$12,000. Last week, “Hannah Lee ’

(AA) and “Royal African Rifles’’

(AA) $10,200.
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc-

tions) (1,236; $1.40-$2.80) — “Cine-
rama” (30th wk). Great $28,000.
Last week, ditto.

'Mogambo’ Torrid

$23,000 in Pitt

Pittsburgh, Oct. 13.

Downtown’s really jumping this

week, with “Mogambo” coming at

Penn to give that house its best

break in months and challenging
the older leaders. Second stanza
of “The Robe” pulling the unusual
here in staying even with the first.

Fourth round of “From Here to

Eternity” holding fast at Stanley.
“Martin Luther” is winding up
strong in three-week stand at

Warner.
Estimates for This Week

Fulton (Shea) (1.700; 50-SI > —
"Moon Is Blue” (UA) <3d \vk>.

Dropping under $5,000 for windup
on top of great $8,000 last week

Harris (Harris) (2.200; 85-$ 1.50)

“The Robe” (20th) <2d wk*. Run-
ning slightly ahead of opening
week’s figures first few da vs and
should get around $41,000 in cur-

rent stanza. First week was $40-
000, both sensational at this house.
Penn (Loew’s) (3.300: 50-SI 1 —

“Mogambo” (M-G). Sizzling $23,000
and best here since “Moulin
Rouge” (UA*. It is holding, of

course. Last week, “Vice Squad'’
(UA), $9 000.

Squirrel Hill (SW) <900; 50-8‘ —
“Tonight at 8:30” (Indie). Noel
Coward piece got some unfavorable
reviews, important here. Not even
$2,000, mild. Last week, “Long
Memory” (Indie), $2,500 in 8 days.

Stanley <SW) (3.800; 75-SI .25 —
“Here to Eternity” (Col) (4th v\k*.

Original booking was for three

weeks only but going too good 10

take oiit. Smart $15,000 looms.

Last week, $18,500.
Warner (SW) (2.000: 65 -$! 20 —

"Martin Luther” < Indie) '3d wk).

Shooting for $8,500 this stanza on

top of fat $12,000 last week, ('"iild

stay again but management wants
to get “Lion In Streets” (\VM in

before house shuts down t" £<‘t

renovation for Cinerama, \v hich

comes in next December.

‘Sumatra’ Sock $12,000,

Toronto; ‘Eternity’ 1TG

Toronto. Oct
“From Here to Eternitv ’ and

"Desert Rats” are topping the city

with solid biz, with “East of Suma-

tra” also big among the newcomers.

On holdovers, “Stalag 17' h“ ds

sock in second frame, with ’ *

man Holiday” ditto at two h< -el

in fourth stanza.
Estimates for This Week

Crest, Downtown, Glendale
fair, Scarboro, State (Taylor

1.059; 955; 470; 698; 694: 3'- 6- -
“Gangsters at Bay” (Inch--’ *< na

(Continued on page is
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Chi Holdovers Buoy Biz; ‘American’

Brisk $22,000, ‘Shoot’ Sharp I8V
2
G,

Rohe’ Smash 85G, ‘Luther’ Lush 21G
Chicago. Oct. 13.

FiiM-run biz’ is dipping slightly

tinVtT recent weeks but still re-

“,
irs luiovant in most quarters.

Sth -holdovers making the loudest

mu ,
Three newcomers, all double-

jTifure hills, are nothing exccp-

gK but still are healthy.

* \ll- Ymerican" and “Golden
Ri’i.. at the Roosevelt look bright

<>21)00 while “Shoot First” and

“fire'tt J esse James Raid is nice

cifj /op at the United Artists. First

of Plunder of Sun" and

"Spareways” looks par $10,000 at

the Grand.

•Vniong second-weekers. “Roman
Holiday” with Bill Lawrence on-

stage is fairly good at the Chicago.

McVickers is collecting a nice total

for Wings of the Hawk.”

“Robe" is still mighty in third

frame with a smash session at the

Stn'e-Lake while “Martin Luther”

is ftots'v at the Loop, also third.

Sixth round of “Here to Eternity”

sounds resounding at the Oriental.

The eleventh session of “Cinerama”
at the Palace is still great.

Estimates for This Week
Carnegie (Telemanagement) (5Q0;

951—"100 Hour Hunt” (Indie) (3d

wk>. Good $2,700 after $3,800 last

week.
Chicago (B&K) (3.900; 98-$1.25)

— 'Roman Holiday” (Par) with
stageshow (2 wk). Brisk $37,000.

La^t week. $50,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 55-98) —

“Plunder of Sun” (WB) and “Space-
ways" (Indie). Okay $10,000. Last
week, “Devil’s Canyon” (RKO) and
“Terror on Train” (M-G) (2d wk),
$8,500.

I.oop (Telem’t) (600; 98-$1.25) —
“Martin Luther’/ (Indie) (3d wk).
Socko $21,000 after $22,000 last
week.
McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 98-

$1.25)
—

‘Wings of Hawk” (U) and
“lair Wind to Java” (Rep) (2d
wk' Modest $11,000. Last week,
$20 ,000 .

Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 55-98)

—

“Actress" (M-G) (2d wk). Light
$5,500. Last week, $9,000.

Oriental 'Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
—-‘ Here to Eternity” (Col) (6th wk).
Smash $30,000. Last week, $33,000.
Palace <Eitel) (1,484; $1.20-$3.60)

—"Cinerama” (Indie) (11th wk).
Great $45,500. Last week, $45,000.

Roosevelt <B&K) (1,500; 55-98)
—"All-American” (U) and "Golden
Blade" <U). Fine $22,000. Last
week, “Arrowhead” (Par) and
’Vanquished” (Par) (2d wk),
$10,500.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98-
$1 80 —“Robe” (20th) (3d wk). Ter-
rific $85,000. Last week, $90,000.

Surf 'H&E Balaban) (685; 98)—
Melba” (UA) <m.o.). Here after

two weeks at Esquire. Stout $4,-

3?- Last week, “Sea Around Us”
(RKO 1 1 fith wk), $2,300.

1 nited Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55-
98'—"Shoot First” (UA) and “Jesse
•lames Raid” <AA). Trim $18,500.
Last week. “Moonlighter” (WB) and
Kid From Left Field” (20th),

Moods fEssaness) (1.073; 55-98 1—
Beauty and Outlaw” (M-G) (3d

$1500(?
,OW $12,500 ’ Last Weck ’

(
/iegfeld (Lopert) (485; 98>—
Beggar's Opera” (WB) (2d wk).

Sturdy $4,000. Last week, $5,500.

—
Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net; i. e. f

without the 20% tax. Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

‘Eternity’ Socko

$23,000, L’ville

Louisville, Oct. 13.
“Here To Eternity” is fulfilling

all expectations currently with a
terrific session at the State. Run-
nerup, but still a long way off the
pace, Is “Sword and Rose” at
Rialto, at okay total. “Lion In
Streets” at the Mary Anderson is

looking for medium take. “Moon
Is Blue,” in third stanza at the
Kentucky, still is plenty virile.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1.200; 75-99)—“Moon Is Blue” (UA) (3d wk).

Still strong at $7,500 after second
week’s $8,000.

Mary Anderson (People’s) (1.200;
54-75)—“Lion In Streets” (WB).
Fair $6,000. Last week, “Hannah
Lee” (Indie), $5,000.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
54-75)—"Sword and Rose” (RKO).
Oke $11,000.- Last week. “Stalag
17” (Par) and Marciano-LaStarz.a
fight pix $15,000, and m.o. to
Brown.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 75-99) —
“Eternity” (Col). Tremendous $23,-
000/ Last week. “I, the Jury” (UA)
and “Terror On Train” (M-G),
$18,000.

Taradise’ Neat $9,000,

Frisco; ’Cruel’ Crisp 7G,

’Robe’ Gigantic 58G, 2d
San Francisco, Oct. 13.

New product is not getting far
here this week, with “The Robe”
still dominating Market Street. It

is colossal in second round at the
Fox after a record opening week.
“Return to Paradise” shapes fairly

good at the United Artists to pace
newcomers. Other new pix are dis-

appointing. “Little Boy Lost” still

is big in third St. Francis stanza.
“Mogambo” looms good in third
Warfield session.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) 2,850; 65-95)—“Moonlighter” (WB) and “No

Escape” (UA). Mild $10,000. Last
week. “Mighty Joe Young” (RKO)
and “Isle Dead” (RKO) (reissues),

only $6,500.
Fox (FWC) (4.651; $1 $2 40)

—

“The Robe” (20th) (2d wk). Colos-
sal $58,000. Last week, record $75,-

‘Moonlighter’ Hep 1 1G,

Prov; ’American’ Lofty

8G, ‘Lili’ NSH $8,500
Providence, Oct. 13.

Majestie’s 3-D “Moonlighter” Is
leading the town this round. Co-
Jun bus Day holiday also helping

SJ" s
-

.

Loew’s with “Lili” is mild.
«KO Albee’s “All-American” looms
nice

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2.200; 50-70*—
AH-American” (U) and “Dark

<o|'lH
re ’

'Indie) (reissue). Nice
1 'P-

Last week, “Stranger Wore
* un

„ Mol) and “Project Moon-
bd

;;
,'Lip), $9,000.

.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 65-85>—

i njonlighter” (WB). Upped scale
,; r

ng to neat $11,000. Last week,
1 Is Love” (WB) and “Plunder
s„n” (WB) $6500
‘Me <Loew) (3.200; 50-70*—

r 'M-G 1 and “Dangerous
in* '20th>. Slow $8,500. Last

,
’•< Latin Lovers” (M-G) and

5 (,
,

Neighbor's Wife” (20th),

" ^ 'nd 'Silverman) (2,200; 50-70*

\
Heat" (Col) and “China

„
Co’). Opened Monday

^ «ooda',caddyM <pan (2d

500.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2.656; 85-

$1.50)—“Mogambo” (M-G) (3d wk).
Good $13,000. Last week. $23,000.
Bridge (Indie) (400; $1-S1 -20)

—

“Cruel Sea” (U>. Torrid $7,000 on
new first-run policy. Last week,
subsequent-run.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)

—

“Arrowhead” (Par) and “Plunder
of Sun” (WB) (2d wk). Oke $8,000.

Last week. $14,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1.400; 75-$l>

—

“Little Boy Lost” (PaiT*(3d wk).
Big $8,000. Last week. $10,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2.448; 65-

95)—"East of Sumatra” (U) and
“Valley Head Hunters” (Col*. Slow
$9,000. Last week. “Eternity”
(Col) (5th wk). $14,500 at $1.25 top.

United Artists (No. Coast) (1.207;

65-95)—"Return to Paradise” <UA>.
Neat $9,000. Last week. “Raiders
Seven Seas” (UA) and “Gun Belt”

(UA), $5,000 in 6 days.
Stagedoor (AR) (370; $1-$1 .50)

—

“Sea Around Us” (RKO) (4th wk).
Fine $2,200. Last week, $3,500.

Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)
—“Fan-

fan Tulip” (Indie) 3d wk). Big
$3,500. Last week. $3,800. _

Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)

—

"Assassin” (UA*. Good $2,500. Last
week. “Young Caruso” (Indie) (3d
wk ) $7 QOO
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (377; $1-

$1.20)
—“Life Begins Tomorrow”

• Indie) '2d wk). Nice $1,900. Last
week, $2,500.

‘BOY’ BRIGHT $15,500,

ST. LOO; ’HOUDINI’ 11G
St. Louis, Oct. 13.

Bi/ at mainstem houses perked
on Columbus Day ( 12 * alter slow
going previously in this session,
with ideal autumn weather hurt-
ing "Little Boy Lost,” with big
total at the Ambassador looms as

|

best new entry. “Houdini" is only
fair at the St. Louis. “Moon Is
Blue continues solid in sixth ses-
sions for two houses. “Here to
Eternity" still is stout in third
frame at Loew’s.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador 'F&M* (3,000; 60-

1

75'
—

“Little Boy Lost” (Par) and
"Affair With Stranger” (RKO). Big

!

$15,500 Last week, “Roman lloli-

j

day" 'Par) and “Girls Pleasure
.

Island" (Par) (2d wk*. $9 ,000 .

I Fox <FAM> (5.000; 60-75'—"Lion
in Street” (WB* and “Stand at
Apache River” (U>. Opened today
'Tilt's Last week, “Moonlighter”
‘WB* and "Plunder of Sun” tWB*.
good $13,500.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (3.172; 85-$1.20>

—“Eternity” (Col) (3d wk). Solid
$19,000 after $21,500 second stanza.

Pageant (St. L. Amus.i (1,000;90—"Moon Is Blue” (UA) 16th
wk*. Great $4,000 after $4,500 in
fifth frame.

St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4.000;
60-75*—“Houdini” (Par) and "Male
War Bride” (20th) (reissqe). Fair
$11,000 Last week, "Arrowhead”
(Par* and “Vanquished” (Par);
$9,000

Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
90)—"Moon Is Blue" (UA) ( 6th
wk*. Big $3,500 following $4,500
fifth frame.

Robe’ Sockeroo

$42,000, Indpls

Indianapolis, Oct. 13.
“The Robe” is running away

from other new entries here this
stanza, with all-time house record
at hidiana looming. It opened
slowly hut built to sock biz bv
weekend “Ride Vaqucro" at

Loew s shapes fine. “Great Sioux
Uprising” at the Circle looks dis-
appointing.

Estimates for This Week
Circle 'Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50-

76*—"Great Sioux Uprising” fU>.
Slow $7,500. Last week, “All
American” <U> and “Stand at

Apache River.’’ $8,500.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 95-$l 50)

—

“The Robe" (20th). Sensational
$42,000 or better. Last week. “Ro-
man Holiday” (Par), $9,000.

Keith’s (C-D) (1.300; 50-76*—
“Sea Around Us” (RKO). Fair $4.-

000. Last week, “Martin Luther ’

(Indie) <2d wk», $5,500.
Loew’s 'Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)

—

"Ride Vaquero” (M-G) and “Ter-
ror On Train” (M-G). Nice $ 10 ,000 .

Last week. "Latin Lovers” (M-G)
and “Sky Commando” (Col), ditto.

Lyric <C-D) (1.600; 50-76* —
“Gun Belt” (UA) and “Big Break”
Indie. Oke $5,000. Last week.
“Champ For Day" (Rep) and “Mar-
shall at Cedar Creek” (Indie), $3,-

500 in 6 days.

‘Boy’ Boffo $12,500 In

Cincy; ‘American’ Fancy

. 6G, ‘Eternity’ 15G, 3d
Cincinnati. Oct. 13.

Downward trend in film biz this

week on main line has exhibs
blaming extended warm wave re-

currence for wilting. Of three now
bills, “Little Boy Lost” is leading
the way with best Palace marker
in some time. Town topper for
third straight session is “Here to

Eternity." solid at Albee. and
warranting an unprecedented
fourth frame. Capitol appears
headed for okay stanza on “Let’s

Do It Again” and “All American”
shapes as a winner for Keith’s.

“I, the Jury” Is pleasing ^Jioldover

in the Grand.
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (3.100; 75-$125)—
‘‘Eternity’’ (Col) (3d wk). Solid

$15,000 after $23,000 second stan-

za. Holds a fourth. Such a long

run sets a precedent in Cincy’s
biggest theatre.

Capitol (RKO) (2.000; 55-85)

—

“Lets Do It Again” (Col). All

right $7,500. Last week, "Sailor of

King" (20th), $4,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$l)—“I.

the Jury” (UA) and “Neanderthal
Man” (UA) <2d wk). Okay $6,000.

Last week $9,000.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 55 85)—

“All American” (U). No complaint
at $6 ,000 . Last week, “Blueprint
for Murder” (20th), $4,500.

Palace (RKO) (2,600: 75-$!)—
“Little Boy I>ost” (Par). Socko S12.-

500. best here for some time. Last
week, “Moonlighter” (WB), $6,500.

N.Y. Tally High: ‘Wild’-Satchmo-Baxter

63G, ‘Mogambo’ 152G 2d, ‘Lost’ 42G 2d,

‘Robe’ 199G 4th, ‘Eternity’ 66G 10th
Although only three new bills

opened during the current session,
trade continues at a fast clip at

most Broadway first-run theatres
The fact that Columbus Day, a
legal holiday, this year fell on
Monday, gave the deluxers the
benefit of a long weekend. With

I

the Canadian Thanksgiving also on
Oct. 12. the holiday weekend was
further helped by many visitors
from Canada.

“Blowing Wild” with Louis
Armstrong All-Stars. Les Baxter
hand and the Dunhills heading the
stageshow hit a good $63,000 In
first week at the Paramount.
"Little Fugitive." a winner at the
recent Venice Film Festival, hit

a smash $15,000 in the first week
at the Normandie, best at house

i

in months, “Tanga Tika" was
solid $9,500 in initial stanza at

another arty house, the Sutton.

Still money champion by a wide
margin is “The Robe.’’ which looks
to reach a terrific $199,000 or over
in fourth session at the Roxy to
-top the third week by $14,000.

“Mogambo” with stageshow is

climbing to socko $152,000 (ahead
of first) in second round at the
Music Hall, and will stay a third
and longer. “Here To Eternity”
ran ahead of the previous session

j

to grab a very big $66,000 in the
,

10th week at the Capitol.

“Little Boy Lost” likewise held
close to last week, with a smash
$42,000 in the third stanza at the
Rivoli. “The Caddy" also is run-
ning neck-’n-neck with the preced-
ing week with a sturdy $18,500
likely for fourth frame at the May-
fair.

“Stalag 17" wound up its 15th
session with a great $19,000 at the

j

Astor, and could have held longer. !

Soaring ‘Robe*
“The Robe" is soaring to

the fantastic gross of $1,026.-
000 for some 16 key cities in

the current week, or about
double the highest figure ever
previously attained in such
keys by any film. This Initial

CinemaScope picture’s ability

to hold up at the N Y. Roxy
is amazing even the most opti-

mistic execs at that house. It

will hit $ 1 99.0*0 or better this

(4th) session at the National
Theatres flagship, well ahead
of the third week

Instead. “Main Street To Broad-
j

way” opened yesterday <Tues.).
i

Paramount desiring to get “Stalag"
|

out on release in other houses of
metropolitan area.

“Moon Is Blue” continues Its

great run at the Victoria after,

landing a smash $23,000 in its 14th
!

stanza, just a step behind the 13th
week’s take.
The Palace brings hack two a-

day with Betty Hutton and a 1
1-

vaude bill* tonight (Wed.), Other;
openings this week include “Torch
Song” at the State Monday (12);

“Let's Do It Again” at the Holiday
J

yesterday (Tucs); "3 Girls From
|

' Rome” at the Globe, also Tuesday,
i

"Big Heat” at the Criterion today;
(Wed.); and "The Actress” last

j

Sunday (11) at the Trans-Lux 60th
Street.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80$ 1 80'—"Main Street To Broadway" <M-

G). Opened yesterday (Tups.). In.

ahead. “Stalag 17" (Par) (15th wk).
held at big $19,000, and could have

!
gone longer excepting that Pnra-

;

mount wanted to get it into other;
houses of N. Y. area. The 14th

week was $21,500.

|

Booth (Shubert) (723; $120-'

$2 40)
—

"Julius Caesar” (M-G>|
(19th wk). Present round ending

I tomorrow (Thurs.) continues high-

j

ly profitable with $10,500 as against

j
$9,500 for 18th week. Stays on

:
indef.

Baronet 'Reade> '430; 90 $ 1 50)
' —"Beggar’s Opera” <WB) ' 8th wki.

The seventh session ended Sunday :

|

'll) held at solid $5,400 after $6 .-

500 for sixth week. Continues on
Capitol (Loew’s) '4.820; 70-$2 20)

i—“Eternity" (Col) '11th wk). The
10th round ended last night 'Tucs >

continued very big with $66 0001

to top ninth week’s $65,000. Stays

on indef.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 85-$2 20»—“Big Heat” (Col). Opens today

(Wed ). In ahead. “Devil’s Canyon”!
1

(RKO* '2d wk 5 days), okay $11,000

!
after $17,500 opening week.

Fine Arts (Davis) '468; 90-$l 80»

'—"Cruel Sea” <U) MOth wk>. The!

;

ninth week ended Monday M2'
‘ held with great $7,200 after $7,800

for eighth frame. Should he here
for many more weeks
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 60-$ t 50)

— “3 Girls From Rome” (IKK).
Opened yesterday tTues >. In
ahead. “Dangerous Crossing”
1 20th) (2d wk*. fair $9,500 after

$ 10,000 opener.
Guild (Guild) (450; $1 -$1 H0 >

—

“Ma rtin Luther” Undie) ( 6th wk'.
The fifth frame ended last night
(Tues.) was big $19,000 after $17,-
500 for fourth week.-

Holiday (Rose) (950; 70-$l 8(»—
“Let s Do It Again” (Col). Opened
yesterday (Tues*. In ahead,
“Arrowhead” (Par) (4th wk), was
fine $1().()<*() after $13,000 for third
week.

Mayfair (Brandt) (1.736; 70-
$180* -“faddy” (Par) (4th wk>.
Current round ending today (Wed.)
likely will land sturdy $18,500 to

beat third week’s $17,500.
Normandie (Normandie Thea-

tres* (592; 96-$ 1 .80)—"Little Fugi-
tive” (Hurstyn) (2d wk). Initial ses-

sion ended Monday (12) hit great

$15,000, this Venice Film Festival
winner starting in rain but build-

ing to terrific weekend. Got many
rave reviews, and at present gait

looks set for long run.
Palace (RKO) (1.700; $1 20-$G>—

All-vaude headed by Betty Hutton,
Los ChaVales de Kspana. Trio
Charivel. Opens tonight (Wed ). In
ahead, “99 River Street” (UA* whh
vaude, strong $32,000 in 10 days at

$150 top. Held through Sunday,
with house then shuttering to make
ready for all-vaude lineup.

Paramount 'Par) (3 664; R()$l 80)—"Blowing Wild" (WB* with Louis
Armstrong’s All-Stars, Les 'Baxter

orch. Jay Lawrence, the Dunhills
heading stage hill < 2d-final wk*.
Opening session ended last night
(Tues ) was fairly nice $63,000 In
ahead. “Lion in Streets" (WB)
with Mindv Carson. Rusty Draper,
Neal 1 1 eft i orch. Al Bernie on-
stage '2d wk*. $49,000.

Paris (Indiei (568; 90-$l 80*—
"Captain’s Paradise” (Lopert) '3d
wk*. Second frame ended Sunday
(II) held with great $21,700 after
$23,000 for opening week.

Rivoli (U AT) (2 092; 95 $2*—
"Little Boy Lost” (Par) <4lh wk*.
In third session ended Monday <12*

this held at smash $ 12,000 aft'T
$43,500 for second,

Rialto ( Mage i <600; 50-98)—
"St rinorama" Undie) (2d wk*. ini-

tial holdover week ending tomor-
row (Thurs i looks like great $13,-
000 after $13,800 for first week,
both unusually big for this small
house on a first-run.

Radio City Music Hail (Rocke-
fellers) (6,200; 90-$2 40>—“Mogam-
bo” <M-G) with stageshow '2d wk*.
First holdover stanza ending today
(Wed i looks to get smash $152,000,
being helped especially by the ho'i-

day weekend. First week was big
$147,000 Stavs on indef.
Row ' Nat ’I Tb ) (5.717; $1 $3'—

“The Robe” (20th) (4th wk). Cur-
rent session ending today (Wed i

looks to hold with terrific $199,000
or over, to top third round. Third
week was colossal $185,000. Con-
tinues inch finitely.

State (Loew’s* '3.450; 85-$l 80)—
“Torch Song” <M-G>. Opened
Monday (12) to excellent results.

In ahead, “Redheads From Seattle"
(par) '2d wk-5 days), only $8 000
after fair $16 000 opening week

Sutton 'RAM) '561; 90-$l 50>—
"Tanga Tika” 'Schaefer) '2d wk*.

Initial round ended Sunday 'll)

hit very solid $9,500, and is con-
tinuing strongly.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T L* '453;

90-$l 50)—“The Actress" 'M-G*.
Opened Sunday 'll) to nice —

-

turns, fn ahead, “Sailor__of Kin'’"
' 20th) ' 6‘h wk-4 days), was $1,500
after mild $2,600 for fifth full week.

Trans-Lux 52nd St. <T-L> <510;

90-$l 50)—-“Lili” 'M-G

>

<32d wk*.
The 31st round ended Monday 12)

pushed to hangup $6 600 after

$5,800 for 30th week.
Victoria (f’ifv fnv * 1 060; 95*

$1 80—"Moon Is Blue" I A- 1 5th

v. k ) The 14*h scvV.ion held with

smash $23,000 after $22,000 for

13th week
Warner 'Cinerama Prof! /

1

1 600;

$1 20-$3 60* — “Cinerama” 'Indie)

'19th wk). Present round ending
tomorrow 'Thurs > looks to push up
to smash $50 000 after $48,500 for

18th week. Stays on

Ch«t Friedman to Canada
Chet Friedman has resigned hh

editorial post at Boxoffiee trade

mag to become press rep for Metro
In Canada, effective next Monday
(19);

Friedman will headquarter in

Toronto.
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Is your theatre equipped for The Kobe
" TICMNICC

and the big parade of wonderful

£|NemaScoPE pictures coming your way
from M-G-M, Walt Disney. Columbia
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Allied Artists and 20th Century-Fox,
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Tiny Bail’s Merchants Band to Get

Fdmery Reopened; Publisher Runs It

Chicago, Oct. 13.

Some 66 merchants of Walnut,

111. 'pop. 1,000', banded together

to sponsor the reopening of the

Walnut Theatre in an effort to re-

store the general business level to

what it had been before the the-

atre shuttered last July. In addi-

tion, the local businessmen arc

sponsoring free shows on Wednes-

day nights as a gesture to lure

shoppers from neighboring com-

munities. House, a 400-seater, re-

opened last Friday '9>.

Walnut shopkeepers turned out

100% for the project and have

RepV Altschuler Off

On Tour of Far East
Richard W. Altschuler, Republic

Pictures International Corp. prexy,

planed to the Coast last week on
first leg of a six-week tour of the

company’s Far East branches.
Altschuler will huddle with

Rep topper Herbert J. Yates at the

firm’s North Hollywood studio

prior to planing for Tokyo. His
itinerary includes the Philippines,

Hong Kong, Thailand, Indonesia
and Australia before returning to

pooled sufficient resources to keep the homeoffice Nov. 20.

the free shows going for a full !
"

year, though for the present it’s

operating on a six-month trial

basis. Previous to closing, the the-

atre operated seven nights per

week, hut present arrangement has

it closed on Tuesday and Thurs-

days, with three picture changes
per week. All shows are single fea-

tures at 40c admission for adults

and 20c for children.

House is to he managed by Eddie
Wilson, co-publisher of the Walnut
Leader <circ. 171 8). and Cecil Britt,

pre-war operator of the theatre.

How Money Is Allocated

Between Various Media

In Sunport of ‘Robe’

20th
tic off

Chicago, Od. 13.

Cent ur\ -Fox took the elas-

the bankroll tor the open-
;

ing here* of "The Robe Promo-
tional budget hit $123,000. prob-

ably an all-time high and certain-

ly the biggest tab in current mem-
ory. Film is at the State-Lake.

In advance of the pic. and for

the first week. 20th dished out a

near $38,000 for advertising costs,

sinking $23,000 into daily news-
paper ads; $2,000 for community
and other outlying papers; $5,000

for radio and TV; $5,000 for out-
|

door postings; and $3,000 for spec- 1

ial displays. Approximately $3,000
additional per week will sustain

the promotion lor the duration of

the "Robe's" Loop run.

At cost of almost $5,000, a full-

page tour-color ad was placed in

the Chicago Tribune for the pic-

ture's opening. It was the first time
lint h had ever purchased a color

sheet in Chi.
"Robe" campaigns in most ma-

jor keys will be helped along by
an allocation ot roughly $4,000 per
week.

English Titles Added

In France Incorporate

Lots of ‘Britishisms’

European producers, and particu-

larly the French, of late have been
exporting their releases complete
with English subtitles. Practice
saves distribs in the United States

some money, hut isn’t always satis-

factory since translators in Euro-
pean residence have a tendency
to use British rather than Ameri-
can expressions.

As far as the French are con-
cerned, subtitling in Europe is due
to the Far East opening up with
demands for French films with
English titles. Indie distribs say
there has been a considerable im-
provement lately in the quality of

titling jobs done abroad.
It costs about $1,200 to have a

film subtitled in New York.

Delay in Patent Fight

As Depix and Polaroid

Allege and Counter-Allege
Boston, Oct. 13.

Hearing of the suit, brought by
Depix Corp. of Brooklyn, manu-
facturers of 3-D viewers, against

Polaroid, of Cambridge, claiming
infringements of two patents held

by Depix prez Alvin Marks, was
postponed for three months by
Federal Court Judge George Swee-

; ney here last week. Court ruled

! that the extra time is required to

!

permit taking of additional pre-

trial depositions.

In a counterclaim, Polaroid al-

leges that the Marks patents are

invalid and a'so asserts that Depix
Corp. is infringing on four Pola-

roid patents. Each firm seeks a

ruling that the other’s patents are
invalid and also injunctions stop-

ping further infringements as well

as an accounting of profits and an
award of damages.
Marks patents are said to cover

"inventions in crystalline forma-
tion used in lenses” while Polaroid
claims its patents cover "light po-
larizing plastic sheeting used in

making lenses.” Polaroid further
charges infringements of its trade
mark by the Brooklyn company
whose product is known as "Pola-
lite.” In rebuttal Depix challenges
the validity of the Polaroid patents
and has asked the court to rule
that Polaroid is a generic word and
invalid as a trademark.

Special Scales for Unpleasant Work

Extras’ Guild Demands More If Wet, Bearded
Mounted on Camel or Elephant

or

Classify ‘Star Is Born’

Unsuited for Warnerscope
Holly'vood, Oct. 13.

Warner Bros, will not produce

"A Star Is Born’’ in Warnerscope.

This reversal of decision followed

two weeks of testing technically

and study of the Moss Hart script.

Twas decided the story was "too

intimate” for the dimensional

needs of Warnerscope.

METRO, WARNER ORDER

NEW LAMINATING TAPE

TECHNICOLOR STEPS

UP ITS CRITERIA
New and effective method of im-

proving the quality of Technicolor
prints on pix aimed for wide
screens has been developed by
Technicolor, proxy Dr. Herbert T.

Kalmus disclosed last week '9'.

The system produces on the screen
a picture of greater clarity, visibil-

ilv and freedom of graininess.

MILWAUKEE OPENING

OF ‘ROBE’ HELD UP
Chicago. Oct; 13.

Row of "The Rohe" in Milwau-
kee. originally skedded for the
Wisconsin Theatre on Oct. 22. now
has no specific opening date and
may not have a theatre. James
Coston, operator of the Riverside
Theatre, last week contested the
Wisconsin's right to the pie in Chi-
eargo Federal District Court on
the grounds that an antitrust de-
cree prohibits extended runs for

the theatre. However, Coston is

an outsidi r as far as the decree is

concerned, and inasmuch as the
Tovvne Theatre, which holds the
decree, raised no objection to the
hooking of "Rohe" into the Wis-
consin the CincmaScopcr has been
hooked there for an indefinite

period.

To play safe, since Coston reg-

istered his complaint, the Wiscon-
sin Theatre withdrew its scheduled
opening date until it receives coin t

permission for.an extended run. In

the meantime, since neither Coston
nol* hi* attorney , Emil Lev in, has
been able to tint! any precedent in

law for a third party a*kmg for
privileges under the decree. Judge
Julius Hoffman is allowing them
t me to find authority under v hich
they might enter the c:i*c Co*ton
» leges that he had hoi heaviiji for
the pie anti, thinking he had von
t ie hid fot h:* Riverside Theatre,
immediately hat! the bouse equip-
ped for Cir.erhaScope. His petition
accuses the Wisconsin and Tome
theaties of eoiiu*ion, charging that
the Wisconsin had paid off the
Tow ne for the pi .vilege of .show-
ing "The Robe " Tow ne Theatre at-
torn*’. Thomas McConnell, at
present is piepating a of
the collusion allegation.

Process, already in use by Para-
mount in tensing "White Christ-

mas." involves use of a single strip

33m color negative which runs hor-

izontally through a modified black-

and-white camera. Scenes are ex-

posed over two full normal frames.
Techni then takes this double-

frame negative and reduces it to

make possible the manufacture of

a standard 35m Technicolor dye
transfer release print which can
carry either photographic or mul-
tiple magnetic sound tracks. Ac-
cording to Kalmus. the resultant
print can be used for any aspect
ratio from 1.5 to 1 on up. No spe-

cial projection lens is required at

the theatre.
Technicolor has been working on

the new system for 18 months
the method is already in opci
"in moderate volume" at the Tech-
ni plant in Hollywood, Kalmus in-

dicated. Lab will soon be able to

handle the process of a number ol

features lensed in this fashion
which give much more picture de
tail on the negative than hereto
fore.

Indicative of the general trend
towards multitrack single film mag-
netic sound, both Metro and War-
ner Bios, have ordered magnetic
tape "laminating" equipment from
Minnesota Mining & Manufactur-
ing Co. in St. Paul. Minn., Dr. W.
W. Wetzel, research director for
Minnesota Mining, said in N. Y.
last week.

Wetzel explained that his com-
pany holds the basic patents on the
laminating process which involves
compressing the magnetic tape
tracks onto the release print. Ma-
chines are being made for Minne-

J

-•ota Mining, leading tape manu-t
tacturers in the country, by Engi-

1

heeling Development Laboratories
and cost approximately $10,000

I

each. They are leased, not sold, to
the studios.

In addition to Metro and Warner
,

Bros.. 20th-Fox also has one of the
laminating units on trial order,
Wetzel disclosed. 20th prefers di-
rect coating but has found that this
involves considerable variations in
output level, he said. Application
ol multitrack stereophonic sound
is one of the great delaying factors
:n the development of widescreen
nix right now, since an insufficient
number of units are available to do
the job.

There are at present four labs
quipped to laminate film with

J

magnetic tape in the 16m field, but
s and

i

°nly .Minnesota Mining is in a posi- ' 5

•at ion
j

ion to laminate 35m prints. Ac- W
•ording to Wetzel, color prints are
to problem since the film is lami-
nated on the back. He added that
t was one of the advantages of the
ystem that, unlike direct coating,
required no specially skilled op-

Additional Funds Needed

By Engineers Society;

Students Duck Films

Society of Motion Picture

Television Engineers, in order to

cope With vastly increased de-

mands on its services, this year

needs an additional $25,000 to put

it on a sound financial basis,

SMPTE prexy Herbert Barnett

said in N.Y. last week.

He added that the Society was
weighing different schemes to

raise the coin and that failure to

do so would necessarily entail a

curtailment of expenses and serv-

ices. SMPTE meanwhile is trying

to increase dues collections via a

drive to add sustaining members.
Fiscal worries of the Society

weren’t taken up at last week’s
74th semiannual SMPTE conven-
tion. Society has a budget of

around $250,000. Membership runs

to approximately 5.000 and is di-

vided into student members pay-

ing $5 a year, associate members
good for $10 annually and active

members who pay $15. In addi-

tion. there are sustaining members
which are made up of companies
rather than individuals. Several of

the big outfits contribute money to

maintain the Society which also

has an income from its various
publications.

Barnett said the Society was
concerned over the lack of interest

on the part of engineering stu-

dents in entering the motion pic-

ture field. SMPTE unfortunately
is not in a position to offer or
sponsor scholarships hut might act

as an agent for outfits interested
in sponsoring such inducements,
Barnett indicated. He added that
among the several proposals under
consideration is one under which
SMPTE would advise universities
and technical .schools on the in-

clusion of film industry topics in

their curricula.

Hollywood, Oct. 13.

Association of Motion Picture
Producers and all other theatrical
film producers groups plus a tele-
pix producers organization arc
studying precedental demands
handed them by the Screen Extras
Guild, in connection with reopen-
ing of talks on the major
next Jan. 2.

pact

t

UNFAIRLY BLAMED

Filin Industry
Piece by

No Like
Canadian

•Life

•rators.

'Attending the Society of Mo-
ion Picture and Television Engi-
eers' 74th semi-annual convention
’i N. Y . last week, Wetzel received
he Society’s Samuel L. Warner
•lemnrial Award for his work
Magnetic tape recording.)

on

Motion Picture Assn, of A meric;
is steaming over an article in tin

current Life on international rela
lions bv Bruce Hutchison «a Cana-
dian' who. at numerous points, rap
American pix. Manning Clagctt. ,

public relations head of MPA A it
;

X. Y., denounced the Hutchison
;

piece in a letter to the weekly mag !

saving that "lie 'Hutchison' even'
goes beyond the classic snobbery !

of some critics of American motion
j

pictures by attributing to Holly-
wood film makers a conscious 1

plan’ to damage America abroad.'
j

Clagctt adds: "Without any doc-
umentation. he refers to the Trim- I

inal cunning of the American
movie makers’ and to the 'mis-
chievous agency of Hollywood.’
This kind of absurd and damaging
generalization can only make mis-

{

pect the validity of his contribu-
tions to belter U. S,-Europe under-
standing.'*

Life had identified Hutchison as
a "warm friend and critic of both
U. S. and Europe.”

Warners’ Chicago Meeting
... Chicago, Oct. 13.
w arncr Bros, product for release

mring the next four months will
"elilight the two-day confab of
he company's district managers
beginning tomorrow (Wed.) at the
Uackstone Hotel here. Ben KaJ-
nu nson. distribution veepee. will
'reside at the sessions. Pub-ad vcc-
>ee Mort Blmncnstoek is due in

!

• ‘•morrow from the Coast.
!

In kdelit Ion to the district staff-
vrs - * contingent of homeoffice
' \ecs will he on hand for the pa-
law is.

j hey ihclude division sales
managers Roy Haines. Jules Lapi-
' us and John K. Kirby; short sub-

topper Norman H. Moray;
I

play date chief Ed Hinchcy; e\-
,

change supervisor Bernard K.
Goodman; exchange auditor Rob^
tit McGuire; advertising manager
Gil Golden; eastern

,
publicity di-

rector Larry Golob 'and field ex-

,
ploftation chief William Brum berg.

AT LEAST 40 METRO

PICTURES PROMISED
While confirming that it will

make fewer pictures "but each will
represent size and importance,”
Metro assured exhibitors that the
ompany will have available at

least 4(1 pictures, including backlog
product. This was disclosed in
New York Jast week by production
thief Dore Schary following con-
fabs with Loew’s prexy Nicholas
M. Schonck and other executives.
According to M-G, 18 to 20 pro-

ductions will go before the cam-
eras and he completed in the fiscal
year ending August. 1954. Produc-
tions, it’s noted, will be selected
from 27 yarns which have been
purchased and prepared for pro-
duction in script form.
Company indicated it will follow

an all-technique program, filming
some in Cinemascope, some in

3-D. and .all in widescreen. Me-
dium to he selected, Metro said,
will depend on the story. Company
said all pictures will be made im
stereophonic sound and most will
be in color.

Proposals include demands for
paid vacations, pension and health
and welfare funds, 5% of pix re-
leased on television, and reissued
theatrically, and wage hikes lanc-
ing from 10 to 15%.
Guild further asks producers to

agree on "a joint guaranteed an-
nual employment committee to ex-
plare ways and means of assuring
registered extra players of a mini-
mum level of yearly employment.’’

Negotiations will probably be-
gin in December on reopening of
the pact which runs to Jan. 2. but
allows reopening of negotiations,
with proposals to be given 90 days
ahead of the reopening date.

Copies of the SEG contract
proposals w-ere also delivered to

the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, Independent
Motion Picture Producers Associa-
tion, Alliance of Television Film
Producers, and some indie produc-
ers not affiliated with any producer
group.

SEG demands producers make
5% additional payment to extras
when films produced for theatrical
release are televised or re-issued,
and that 5% additional payment
be made extras when tclcpix are

re-run.

Other demands include:

Uppance of general extra from
$18.50 to $22.50 daily, stand-in,

from $17 to $20 daily; dress extra,

from $25 to $27.50 and hikes in

the multiple other classifications.

Weekly salary shall he five

times the daily rate.

If Wet, $5 Extra

Hike in wet work, extras Mik-
ing $5 daily wet allowance.

“Adequate” pension fund sought
for extras.

"Adequate” employer-paid health
and welfare fund for extras and
their dependents.

Extras to receive vacation pay
according to coin earned during
preceding year, maximum being
12 days for over $4,200.01 earn-
ings, lowest being one day for

from $350.01 to $700 earnings an-
nually. $25 p£r vacation day asked.

On a Camel, $55

Extras riding a camel or ele-

phant, $55 daily; extras leading a

camel or elephant. $37 50 daily;

silent bit, $70 dailv; amputees,
$37.50 daily.

Extra with body makeup or oil

on his body, and/or w ho is required
to and does wear hair goods at-

fixed with spirit gum (specified as

lull beards, mutton chops or a com-
bination of goatee, mustache, and
sideburns) shall draw an additional

$7.50 daily.

Adequate parking facilities shall

be provided all extras.

Results of the joint committee
on an employment minimum would
be reported on or bet ore Sept 1,

1955.

After negotiations are completed
with the major studios, the guilds

i will negotiate with the indie pro-

ducers, both theatrical and tele-

film.

ONLY 1,700 WORK AT 20TH

Even Coffee Shop Closed Awaiting
C4Scope Conversion

With
ing the
sion to

on the

Hollywood, Oct. 13.

production curtailed dur-
st udio’s complete conver-
CincmaScope, the payroll
20th-Fox lot is down to

1.700 names. Both the commissary
and the coffee shop have been
shuttered until heavy production
is resumed.

Studio police force, formerly
numbering 50, has been cut down
to four on the day shift and 20
at night. 1

Bank Asks ‘Mirror’ Sale

To Pay 600G Debts Of

‘Senator,’ ‘Peabody’

Los Angeles. Oct. 13.

Bank of America asked Federal-

Court to order the sale of 'The

Dark Mirror” to satisfy debt* «>n

two other pictures, "The Senator

Was Indiscreet” and "Mr. Peabody

and the Mermaid.” Request
made in an amended complaint in

the suit against Inter-John Pm*
ductions and Universal.

Bank declares the defendants

put "Mirror” up as security on

the two other films, for which d

loaned $1,000,000 and $990,000 1*"

spectively. Complaint says in*

present debt is $270,321 on • r, ‘

i ator” and 9328,952 on "Peabody.
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Paris Show Biz Off to Boff Season

Start; Niteries, Legit, Dance Active

t li»‘

Paris, Oct. 6.

Hu. Paris entertainment season

i,., % j,ad a nifty beginning. Niteries

at ,. again getting a big play, with

, o biggies. Lido and Nouvelle Eve.

racking up huge biz. The new

loiters are also coming in for the

i d] coin. as well as the spec, chan-

jammers and better pix.

1 egjt has over 50 new plays see -

1

•

n ,.' the light during the next six

.'mbs ami are now opening at
;

ra*te of four a week. Hits are

he •inning to emerge from the first

h ,u h. Among successes are “La
j

peine Blanche” (“The White

tJueen" >. "Le Coup De Grace,” I

• h, > Invites De Bon Dieu” ("God's

Invitees"*. ‘“Tovaritch,” a reprise

with Micha Auer and Elvire Popes-

,,, Hie Ballets De Paris Roland

jvtit. and “Demeure Pure Et

Chaste"*, the French version of

• Seven Vcar Itch.”v Jean-Louis

Barrault has also started his rep

season with a version of Paul,

Hauilcrs “Christoph Colomb” to
j

music bv Darius Milhaud, which
|

gut tine crix appraisal and looks set
j

as an important rep portion of this

company.

Advent of widescreen here is
:

also a plus factor with “Sangaree” 1

iPur>. in 3-D, wide concave screen,

doing neat trade and “Quo Vadis" :

(MG', opening on a wide pano-

ramic screen for top advance re-
|

coipts. “Kobe” (20th) will arrive

in December with a heavv fanfare
j

preceding it. Also racking real I

money are “Singin’ in Rain"
j

(MC. “Niagara” (20th), “Salome”
|

i Col » and two French exploitation

pix Night Companions” and “The
Slave."

Dance Season Starts Nicely

Dance season is also getting oft I

to a nice start with Ballet Do !

Paris Poland Pel it in for a solid !

si x week season at the Empire. The i

Empire then keeps in the terp
j

groove with the Grand Ballet Du
Marquis De Cuevas in November

j

and December, and then Antonio
|

and his new company in January
and February. A special recital

by (he two Russo dancers who
chose liberty, Nora Kovaoh and 1st-

1

van itohovsky. then fellows, with a

return engagement of “Porgy and
j

Be>s" following.

Other dance specs are the Ballets
YougoMavian at the Palais De Chail-
lot and Rosario and her company at

the Theatre Des Champs Klysees.
Also expected are Sadler’s Wells
I* diet, while the Opera Ballet is

read \ with a series of new compo-
sitions.

Not being neglected is jazz, with
a series of concerts ranging from
Sian Kenton to Count Basie plus a

growth of big jazz names in the
specialized jazz boites here. The
nil heat niteries are also polishing
up their shows.

Davis (Fine Arts) Sees

European Pix Lagging
Paris. Oct. LI

After two months on the Conti
nent. in which he attended the

Venice Film Festival and visited

Rome, Paris and London. Richard
Davis, owner of the Fine Arts The-
atre in N. Y., left for the l

T

. S this

week. Davis was disappointed with
the present European product.

Davis is contemplating some film

production activity on the Conti
nent. lie has some shorts going in

Rome and may go in with Oregon
Ratoff on a color adventure yarn to

be made in Egypt. Davis claimed
the French are beginning to ask

exorbitant prices. Davis is accom-
panied by his wife, Olga Baclo-
nova.

Whale of a Grosser
Palis, Oct. 6.

With niteries and revues getting
lugger prices here every day. the
mammoth topper in grosses this

week is Jonas, a (in-foot long, fin-

ton whale. A super-trailer truck
brought the giant into Paris and
placed it on view alongside of the
big esplanade before the Invalidcs.
the Champs De Mars.

Over 1 .iii>0 curio seekers waited
m line the first day to pay UK)

francs *25c» for a look see at this

monster. Whale was captured oil

the coast of Norway, and has been
exhibited in Sweden. Denmark.
Belgium and Austria with top re-

ceipts. i.

London First-Runs Biz Still Sturdy;

3-D ‘Space’ Terrif $11,000 for 2d,

‘Man Between’ Big V/fi, ‘Master’ 8G

Canadian Exhibs Fight

Return of Hypnotism

Arg. Cinema Price

Cut Slashes Gross

ARG. GOVT. PLANNING

5,000-SEAT THEATRE
Buenos Aires, Oct. G.

The peron government's inter-
est in show biz has been evidenced i

again by submission of a bill to

congress, proposing erection of a
uuo-scat municipal theatre, to be
the biggest in South America."

|

1 be scheme, which is hound to be
approved by the rubber stamp leg-

islators, calls for expropriation of
1 film theatre, El Inca, and other
adjoining buildings on the Aven-
d'a C’orrientcs (B.A’s Broadway*.'
,U’M t<» the present Muncipal Oral.

,

•s *n Martin, a theatre recently rc-
imulelled and already owned by

• city fathers. Formerly- this
1

">*-e was known as the Teatro del
1 ' bio i The People’s Theatre*.

* city already owns the Colon
'Pm a. 2.200 seats* and the Gcr-

lus '2 000*. apart from a new
''"’-scat open-air theatre. The

t 'biri is now frequently used for
l"' it ical rallies or mass labor
'

*»«\t ings. Presumably the govern-
interest in having the big-

- m theatre in South America is

bed more to politics than the
''pian art.

Buenos Aires, Oct G.

The price cut put into force at

film theatres here late in April has
wilted grosses since then even be

j

low what gross trade was prior to

the slash. Downbeat continued in

:

spite of a fine array of recent rc

leases down here. The boxoflice is

well below what it has been in the

•I
previous years.

“An American in Paris" (MCI*,
past its fourth week at the Opera,
looms as one of the big grossers of

the year. This pic, together with
“Don Camillo” 'Italsud* and “Nous
Sommcs Tous des Assassins"
• Difa * are expected to be top
grossers for 1953.

So far this year. "Detective
Story” »Par* is the boxoflice

champ with SI 28.32 for 10 weeks
I
in first-run. This film was re-

leased just before the price cut.

“Great Caruso" • M-G *.-released in

July, was the No. 1 grosser for

the third quarter, with $113,953 in

14 weeks on first-run. “Night Noon”
<UA*. previously in the top spot,

now goes into second place with

j

$113,160 for 23 weeks. It was re-

leased just after the price* slash. A
surprising gross was set by the

Russian "Circus.” which went 1G

weeks at the A.stor.

Some pictures which were big

( grossers in other countries, did

|

well hut not sensationally here.

Latest local releases have been hit -

j

ting new lows.

Sonic of more recent grosses

are: “Queen Is Crowned" 'l
-

',

$85,905; “Edouard et Caroline"

j
'Difa*. $85,755; “Streetcar Named
Desire” tWB', $84,939; “African
Queen” (UAL $76,383; ‘Favorite

Spy” 'Par'. $74,359; “Father’s Lit-

tle Dividend’ <M-G*. $71,783;

"David and Bathsheba” <20th>.

$72,422: 'Death of Salesman"

|

i Col*. $55 809; “Happy Go Lovely"
' iRKO*. $53,797, and “Came"

• Par', $53,751.

New Film Biz Dejected

By Dwindling Interest

Of Yanks in Mexico
Mexico City. Oct 6.

Film players, directors, aides

and others in the film industry are

dejected bv strengthening indica-

tions that those Holly vvoodians

among tlvm the makers of “Plun- *

dec in the Sun," “Hondo” and
“Blowing Wild” have copied to-

,

ward Mexico as a profitable locale

tor production. Two of these were
not so big at the L'.S. boxoflice.

Major reasons cited here for

this cool altitude are the recent

61 -day strike against the studios

the pay hike for the strikers that

makes budgets less attractive to

Americans, and I S. tax laws.

Along these lines, the industry

generally agrees that 1953 will see

a new low in production, at least

in point of number ol productions.

It now seems likely there will be

le>s than 100 productions. This

I
low is attributed to v.lrious factors,

including the recent strike and the

intensification on quality. Opinion
on 1954 production seems to hinge
on the foreign coin is counted on
coming mostly front Francia Films

and L Itramar Films, distributors

of French and other European pix

The trade’s own hank sees Mexico
making t inters and 3-D pix

perior to those from Hollywood.

;

One thing appears certain, not

more than 75 films seem likely

! lor 1954.

St John. N R . Oct. 13.

The Maritime Allied Exhibitors
Assn, has protested against a re-

vival ot hypnotism on the stage in

(he maritime provinces alter an
absence of 40 years.

The Great Morton, principal in a top 3-Der in town

London, Oct. fi.

West End first-run business con-
tinues healthy, and improved re-

sults are shared by most prerelease
situations. The upward trend,
which started a month or so hack,
has given an encouraging fiillip

to the industry.

Since “House of Wax” finished
its 21-week run at the Warner,
l niversal’s "It Game From Outer
Space" has taken the lead as the

This grossed a

one-man show with dates til three
days to two weeks, has been using
schools as well as church and tra-

tcrnal lulls for Ids shows with a

$2 top. Film exhihs object to use
ot public buildings tor this form
ot competition. They also protest

against an overdose of publicity.

Bril. Producers

Hit NFFC Setup
London, (hi 12

|

Criticism of the methods and the i
"Man

smash $12,000 in its first frame
at the London I'avilion and the
second week looks terrific $11,000.
The other third-dimensional film

in the West End. “Inferno.'" has
also attracted solid Id/ at the
Odeon, Marble Arch, with a first

round of over $9,000 and a nice
$7,000 in its second week.

The new Carol Reed pie, “The
Man Between," still is very Idg
at the Carlton with $7,500 or near
in its second stanza. British-made
“Master of llallantrae” is heading
for a sturdy $8,000 opening week
at the Warner.

Estimates for Last Wrek
Carlton G'ar'i <1,128, 55 $170' -

Between" till.* <2d wk'.
oolicv of the National Film Finance
Corp which have been discussed
at two consecutive meetings of the
executive council ol the British
Film Producers. Assn . are to he
raised at a meeting with NFFC
toppers next Mondav GO A depu-
tation Irom the BFP \ is to ipcet

James II Law t ie, director • ol the
i il in hank, and Robert J Stopford,
the chairman

For a long time there has been
concern in production circles over
the terms and selective policies

operated by the NFFC These be-

came more acute as a result ot the
introduction ol the group produc-

vv ere

3.500-Seat Cinema For Mexico

Mexico City, Oct. 6.

A 3.500-scat swank cinema is be-

ing readied lor Puebla City, capi-

tal ot ad mining Puebla state, by
William 0*car Jenkins.
He is the American exhibitor

tycoon in Mexico.

rn
V

Garduno Made Film Exec
Mexico City, Oct. G

Lduardo Garduno, prexy of the
!n t rado's bank, is the new vee-

'
• • ot C'l.va Films Mundiaics. one
” Mexico's oldest and frontline
e ' pt oducers-dktributors.

Blame TV for Slump

In Scotland’s Vaude
Leeds. Eng . Oct. 6.

Vaude shows arc flourishing in

bars in 'both Yorkshire and Lan-

cashire, creating a new field ol

employment for professional ar-

tists. Comedians, singers and

dancers perform six nights a week
on well-equipped stages, rival sa-

loons competing with each other

for the best t mertdiners.

The more modern pubs have

spotlights, microphone systems

and dancing mats. Several have

resident orehs while others boasi

miniature theatre organs. Layouts

consist mainly ol three to font

acts. Audiences are often far-

traveled. many arriving by coach
1

in special parties. Others drop in

|

tor saloon-bar entertainment after

going to sports events.

At Oldham. Lancashire, landlord

James Parkinson, of the Regent

Hotel, has been hooking acts lor
1

his stage for 18 years. Landlord

normally sits below the stage act-

ing emcee. Idea ol private

v auderies started, before the last

• vvar in Oldham.
.

,• %< t »i

ZANUCK CUTS 4 'SCOPE

PICTURES IN PARIS
Paris. Oct. 13.

Darryl Zanuck has started to cut

four CinomaScopc* films here, using
probably the* biggest projection

room for rushes on record. He is

working in the 3.000 seat Rex.
which is the only house equipped
with the magic mirror sc reen here.

Zanurk is screening and cutting

“Prince Valiant.” "King of the

Kh\ her Rifles." ‘Rivet of No Re-

turn" and "Hell and High Water,"
with cutters Kolrert Simpson. Bar
bara McLean, and James Clark.
Opening ol the “Rohe" has been

put oil here until December be-

cause of difficulties encountered
in getting the special screens

,

through French customs. The Rex
screen is already installed for this

was a special demonstration screen

and there are no rules on that. Nor-
mandie screen is expected to he

ready in November. Meanwhile
Parisians are getting their first

tastes ot widescreen villi "Sam
garee 'Par 1 ;.»:id 'Quo Vadis"

'MG'. Both are doing nifty hi/

Whether this will crimp or height

cn “Rohe" interests, remains to he

seen.

SCI- * tion schemes, two of which
I allied to the majors and the third,

i
the only survivor, which was on a

wholly independent basis One of

i

the main i sues to he raised at

those confabs will lie the position

lot Group 3 particularly as many
I

producers feel that this organiza-
tion is getting advantageous terms

|

to the detriment ol other com-
pand s.

At various times Lav tie has ad-

mitted that the films hank often

i
makes advances only on a partic-

ipation basis, sometimes claiming
as much as 30' » of the earnings
Independent producers have shown
an increasing reluctance to accept
financial aid on these terms, and
are turning more to direct hank-
ing sources. In comparatively lew
cases does the NFFC now make
the grants on a noini.al interest

percentage as it did in the days

when il first went into business

The first company to benefit from
the setting up of the NFFC was
British Lion with a loan of $8 400
000 None of . I hat „capi1al lias

been repaid althugli HI. an* known
to he regularly meeting then in

feres! dues which are believed to

he at the rale of 4' >' <

One of the major i tie to he

raised at next week’s meeting will

be the question of equal treatment

tor all producers'.

Aussie Builds Hep As
Strong Him Market

Sydney, Oct. G.

The IGin exchange turnover

here is- snowballing an estimated

llL annually, with all majors ex-

cept l
r

hi ted Artists competing for

trade with the 100-odd commercial

narow gauge situations plus thou-

sands of non theatrical buyers

Distribs also arc happy over the

nice 16m hi/,- which is a strong ad

junct to 33m operations.

Exhihs. however, still oppose

substandard film. seeing its

growth a-> a serious threat to their

French, Brit. Producers

Plan More Cooperation
London Get. fi

Moves towards elo-er cooper:*

tion between Briti h and French
film makers wen* taken in Lon
don last Friday '2' when a dele

gallon of Parisian product!' sup-

ported by the rep fiom the Fierirh

Kmb.ts^v in London, opened con

fAbs with British film topper 1
.

The French delegation, headed

by Jacques Eland dneetoi general

of the Centre Natioiiale de la

Cinematographic Fr.atieai-e and
Lreien Ge|P

.
hi principal avu-.t

ant, opened prelim diseu unis

'with the British Film Producers

Assn., which was repped by Rob
ert Clark, the proxy; Reginald I*

Baker, immediate past p re/.; John
Woolf, head of Romulus Films, and

Kenneth Win* k]e« of the J Arthur

Rank organization, together with

Sir Henry L. French and E. W\
W ingrove.

Both parties are to report hack

to their respective councils, and

further joint talks will follow at a

Strong $7,500 after hefty $3,700
opening week Continues.

Empire <M-G* <2.099; 53 $1 70' -

"Ride Vnquero" *M G* <lst wk'.
Opened in av erage si vie hut build-
ing to luce $10,(100 "The Intruder”
iBI.t opens with royal preeni
Oct. 13.

Guuriioiit <CMA* <1.500; 50 $1.7(1'

— “Is Your Honeymoon Really
Necessary 7" LVdcIphi* and “Mall
From the Alamo” <GFI)i *2*1 wk':
Holding at good $6,200 after fine

j

$7,000 opening week. Stays an-
other week.

]

Leicester Square Theatre <CM\»
<1,753; 50-SI. 70* - 'Background”
< ABKI)» and “Lone Hand" <GK1)*.

Fair $5,300 Hold-, for usual three
weeks.
London I'avilion <1 \' <1217. 50-

i

$1 70' "Came From Outer Space"
<GFI)' <2d wk 1 Doing near turn-

I away Id/ with hollo $11,000 likely

in second round after $12,006
opening frame. Looks in tm run
Odeon, Leicester Square <('.M\»

<2.200; 50 $ I 70 -"Return to Para-

dise" <L'.\ and "Tlie Secret Four”
l A' <3d vv k Solid $(>,500 alter

$8 400 in second 1 1 anm.
Odeon, Marble Arch <(’M\* <2,-

|
200; 50-SI 70* "Intel no" »20ln<

;

'2d wk . Sturdy $7.<»0<* or ov i

after opening Hattie. Holds one
more round

!

1*1 a/a 'Par* < 1 .092; 70 $1 70' —
“Shane” <Pai' <5lh wk*. Still in

the chips with $7,700 this frame,
excellent for length ol run

Hit/ i M-G ' 432. 30 S2 1
5* -

"Moulin Rouge" * III)* * I Ol J i wk'.

Good $2 500 Stays indef.

Warner 'U li 'I 735; 50-$ I 7<)' -

“Master ol Ballariliae <WIH.
Healthy $8000 likely in opening
w eek ( out mu* s

: UA TO RELEASE AA

|

PRODUCT IN AUSSIE
t oiled Artists will release Al-

lied Artists product in Australia, if

was disclosed in N Y la t week
bv Monogram International pie/

Norton V Riteliev following con

elusion of negotiations with - l \

foreign chief Arnold Picker Prod-

net involved in the agreeiueht is

headed bv A V 3 Dei The Vja/e

Plans call for i -lea *• ol the filin'

t li roil Li Hoyts Ail '< alia di n ibu-

liou starts with a bjaill *'t plav ml

over Hoyts (bam of some 26 pie-:

tore a deal aii *nged rn S- dnev

by VOlliam E <) hm -tie.
' 51onog,i'"a ui

liiternaltonal's a . si taut e pm t

manager in C retp'-i at ion 'Hli He
Ibt'ls office and Ronald Muiiaeb
I

“ \“> A ust raliari in i/iagei

•i '» > i i I i," • t

Bep-Wilcox Film Set

For Scot Highlands
Inverness. Oct G

"Ti ouble in the (fieri " Kepubin -

He i belt Wilcox pie. will h<* len-ed

soon m th» Se<*t Highlands, with

Margar.t Lockwood stamr.g Her*-

hell Wilcox and Herbert Yates are

discussing choict* <»t an America^

male star.

Based on a story bv novelist

Maurice Walsh, film will lure

/screenplay trank Nugent.
i d 1 i i ill* * I



THEATRE TRADE SHOWS-OCT. 26
Important To Read This!

We have planned the Theatre Trade Shows of M-G-M’s marvelous color musical ’'KISS ME
KATE” in a manner suited to the stature of this famed musical hit of two continents.

The Theatre Trade Shows make it possible for showmen to see how "KISS ME KATE” is

presented in both 3-D and flat, with wide screen and stereophonic sound, in full color glory.

At the Theatre Trade Shows, with audiences, you will realize how M-G-M, creator of the screen’s

greatest musicals, has immortalized another great'stage property in a screen production rich with

its famed songs, eye-filling in its spectacular beauty, Big in its renowned entertainment qualities.

See it and enter M-G-M’s "Lucky 7” showmanship contest for Big Money Prizes!

M-G-M presents “KISS ME KATE" starring KathryrC Grayson • Howard Keel • Ann Miller • with Keenan Wynn • Bobby Van • James
Whitmore • Kurt Kasznar • Screen Play by Dorothy Kingsley • Based upon the play produced on the stage by Lemuel Ayers and Arnold Saint

Subber • Music and Lyrics by Cole Porter • Play by Samuel and Bella Spewack • Photographed in Ansco Color • Print by Technicolor

Directed by George Sidney • Produced by Jack Cummings
•

.

THE COMING INDUSTRY EVENT IS M-G-M’s FIRST CINEMASCOPE PRODUCTION
"KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE" (Technicolor)
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STUNTING IT UP HAS ITS LIMITS
Allied Blocks 'Non-Aggression Pact

Diitribs Greet Boston Stand With Relief-Arbitration

On Exhib Lines Called Unrealistic

Allied's renewed turndown of an

industry arbitration system caused

little concern in distribution cir-

cles this week. In fact, some film

company execs were inclined to

forget the whole thing and drop

any efforts to renew the talks.

While officially in favor of an

arbitration system, many distrib

sources have privately opposed

t!u* plan and are happy that Allied

introduced roadblocks that would

make it impossible to establish the

•non-aggression” pact. Exhib out-

fit. at its national convention in

Boston last week, indicated that it

sau no practical benefit to its

members in any arbitration plan

that docs not provide for the ar-

bitration of rentals on a regional

and national basis; that counte-

nances pre-releases on even a lim-

ited scale, and that does not pro-

hibit initiation of competitive bid-

ding execot at the demand of the

exhibitor.”

Sideline comments of sales ex-

ecs and distrib attorneys empha-
size that arbitration is a "one way
street." which would only work to

the advantage of exhibs if Allied’s

demands were met. Purpose of an
arbitration system, company execs-
noted. would be to cut down on
antitrust suits and other litigation

that has been harassing the in-

dustry for many years. However,
it was pointed out. that Allied
board chairman Abram F. Myers
has many times stressed that court
action would still be open to ex-
hibs even under an arbitration
sy stem.

Execs expressing the anti-arbi-

tration views noted that it was
only their personal opinions and
that ollicially they, as well as their

companies, would continue to sup-
port arbitration. However, little

hope was seen for the plan in the
light of Allied's most recent
action.

COMPO FUNDS AWAIT

TOA MEET ON NOV. 2
Mtlioiigli the Council of Motion

Picture Organizations is anxious to

get underway with a netv member-
ship and dues drive to build up
iis depleted treasury, the all-indus-

try outfit still must hold off on
such a move for at least another
two weeks.

Campaign must await an okay
front 1 1 it- Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica and a vote by this outfit can't
he taken until Nov. 2 when its con-
v,, ntion in Chicago opens. Allied
Slates Assn, in effect gave COMPO
ns go-ahead signal for the drive
last week. Third group which must
endorse the COMPO money pitch
is the hoard of the Motion Picture
Assn, oj America. However, the

okay is regarded as a fore-
'one conclusion and the formal au-
thorization can come at any time.

COMPO hoard of directors and
evecutiv e committee unanimously
v 'ted lot- t lie new membership
move at a N. Y. meeting last
month, subject to affirmation bv
'Hied. TO \ and MPA A. COMPO
|

IJ ' begun its new fight against the
Federal 20'V admissions tax and
P j it ot the dues revenue will be
i ninired for financing this.

Babysitting Made Easy
Columbus, Oct. 13.

Robert A. Wile, Indepen-
dent Theatre Owners of Ohio
executive secretary, passes
along this suggestion to organ-
ization members to boom biz

on the babysitter and parental
front: Go to the local high
school and sign up a list of

girls who will babysit. Advise
patrons of list and that you
will supply one for anyone
who wants to attend the show.
When couple appears give

them a pass with babysitter s

name on it which they can use
as part payment for the sitter.

"She comes to the same or
another show,” says Wile, add-
ing the snapper, "probably
with an escort.”

Monsignor Says Catholic

Mag Praise of ‘Moon’

Is Unfairly Exploited
Minneapolis. Oct. 13.

Abbott Swartz, United Artists
branch manager here, has an-

nounced publicly that he has had
no part in circulating the favorable
review of "The Moon Is Blue”
which appeared in the Catholic
family monthly. St Joseph Maga-
zine. or including it anywhere in

the film's advertising campaign.

Swartz's disavowal followed an
attack by Msgr. J. W. Hogan ot

Minot, N. I)., and the Minot News
upon the Minot Outdoor Theatre
for using a portion of the St. Jo-

seph Magazine favorable review in

its newspaper ads lor the picture.

The ozoner quoted the magazine
as stating: " The Moon Is Blue’

will surely figure in any moviego-
er’s favorite list. It is hard to im-

agine a more irresistable enter-

tainment piece.”

The same quotation had been
used in the St. Paul World's news-
paper ads for the picture without
any adverse church repercussions,

although St. Paul has a very con-

siderable Catholic population.

However, in Minot the aroused
Msgr. Hogan in the Minot News
denounced tin* outdoor theatre, de-

claring that to have made use of

“such false endorsement'' was "a

violation of every type of decent

ethics."

The Minot News then contacted
St. Joseph Magazine and was in-

formed that the favorable review
had appeared in the July Issue,

hut had been written and printed

before the Catholic Legion of De-

cency gave the picture the "C"
rating and that, in the same issue,

the news of the Legion action was
published and a warning given.

Thereupon the newspaper also

scolded the outdood theatre. In a

story carrying a three-column head
and revealing its investigation's

results, it editorially commented
that "reduced to the simplest

terms, the fact is that ’The Moon
Is Blue' was sold to the Minot pub-

lic by use of a device of printing

part of the truth as the whole
truth.”

Hlni Business History
Set Via United Artists

‘ yesterday and Today.” Abner
Gre.Mifer indie pic which traces

' H In -lory of the film business
f

‘ hie p.ist GO years, is set as a

:
!•

r l '<* on the United Arti>ts
:

’"‘up.

^ A T" is comprised of .scenes
I’ dating hack to 1393 and

I' irwred bv George Jes-el. Lat-
4 '» appears in some spots.

ONLY 3 YOUNGSTOWN

HOUSES IN BLACK
Youngstown. O . Oct. 13.

Not more than three Youngstown
theatres are operating at a profit,

according to Edward C. Prinsen,

operator of the Palace and State,

in a plea to City Council last week

to repeal the city's 3'<- admissions

tax promptly.

"We went along with the idea

of the admissions tax when it was

passed a few years ago because we
were making money and the city

needed money," Prinsen said.

"Now the situation is reversed. We
need help and we need it fast.

'

About $60,000 is collected an-

nually by the citv through the tax.

MAIN ST. ZEST
Production-distribution beef that

smalltown exhibitors are delin-

quent in showmanship is sharply

disputed by Charlie Jones, Klma.
Iowa exhib and executive secre-

i

Ltrv of Allied’s Iowa, Nebraska
and Mid-Central unit. Jones says

that the accusation coming con-

stantly from major distrihs that

tlieatrenien do nothing in the way
of showmanship is as equally un-

true as exhib complaint that all

product is overpriced. Jones' ar-

gument is to ask: just how many
good showmanship ideas can an

exhibitor offer in one year?
I "A dozen ideas could be ex-

hausted in a month in a tlirec-

|
change town." he says. "It should

he obvious that it is impossible to

carry out 150 stunts a year, year

alter year. Some showmen have

been in their town 20 years or

more. Too much showmanship can

become as ordinary and common-
place as none at jdl. Each exhib-
itor should decide for himself how
much and how often he can go all-

out on a special stunt and still

keep his stunts fresh, novel and
appealing. Repeating the same
thing over and over again is not
showmanship, of course, but com-
ing up with the new and novel is

good and I think more exhibitors
do than they are given credit for
generally.”

Another exhib complaint anent
showmanship is that at trade
.showings, distrihs rarely had an
exploitation man present to out-
line campaign ideas. It was stressed
that not every picture is "colossal”
and at the most an e.xliih can
sell" one pictuVe a month.

Percentage Chokes Zest

Percentage pictures and not ex-
hibitor complacency has killed

showmanship, according to some
tlieatrenien at last week's Allied
convention in Boston. Exhibs quer-
ied at the Sheraton Plaza Hotel
indicated that there was no incen-
tive for selling percentage pix

since most ot the profits went to

t he distributor.

Floyd E. Brice, operator of a

theatre in Marysville. <).. popula-
tion 4.000, said he is passing up
all the percentage pictures and
hooking only fiat rental films.

"Any effort I expend for a fiat

rental picture goes in my own
pocket ," he noted, "while the dis-

tributor would benefit from extra
showmanship on a percentage pic-

tun* So why should I bother? My
town just doesn't offer the volume
to make any money on a percent-

age picture."

Col. II. A. Cole, operator of four
theatres in Bonham. Tex., suggests
that distrihs introduce an incen-

tive method for selling pictures.
* I' v e been advocating (Ins for

many years." he said. "It was tried

successfully by 20th-Eox about ,i\

months ago and then dropped. Al

Lichtman was against the idea"
(ole's plan calls tor the setting

ot a control figure for every thea-

tre based on previous experience*'

and when that figure is reached
the percentage terms drop. This

.•»v stern, according to Cole, would
give the exhibitor an incentive to

i sell the picture since his take

would he greater when he passes

the control figure.

He cited the test with 20th ‘s

Ruhy Gentry,” which he. de-

scribed as "a good but not a great

picture.” Under the incentive sys-

tem. tried in 10 Texas theatre-,

nine recorded a 50'* increase in

their grosses, according to Cole
The 10th. he said, was affected by

bad weather, ('file said the exper-
iment was so successful that he
didn’t understand why 20th or

other distrihs were unwilling to

continue the idea.

"American business i, geared to

profit and incentive system." he
said, "but film company sales man-
agers are stupid in following ar-

, chuic policies.

Poll 8,000 Exhibs, Only 400 Reply;

Screen Ratio Survey Too Limited

Be*t Directed Film?
Hollywood, Oct. 13

Ballots fiir selection of the
six best-directed films during
the first nine months of this

year have been sent out to

members of the Screen Di-
rectors Guild of America It

is part of the procedure
whereby quarterly nomina-
tions are held to select the
annual SDG award for the
best-directed picture of the

> ear.

Selections for Hie best -di-

rected pic for the first six

months were: "Call Me
Madam," directed bv Walter
Lang; "Come Back, Little

Shelia.’* by Daniel Mann;
“ Li I i by Charles Walters;
"Shane." by George Stevens;
"Titanic," by Jean Neguleseo,
and "Young Bess,” by George
Sidney.

! Easier Insurance For

i

Film Houses Is Hope

!
Of Allied Exhibitors

Boston, Oct 13

Terming insurance rates for tin*

atres inequitable, the hoard o| di-

reetors of Allied States last week
named a committee to launch cam
paign for reduction in such rates

Board contends present insurance

I
costs are antiquated since many
safety factors have long since been
introduced in theatres.

Irving A Isaacs, head of flu* In

. dependent Exhibitors ot New Eng-
land, who has collected much data
oil subject, will head committee
Board hopes reduction in insurance
rates can save exhibs con-aderahle
<oin and can prove to he another
factor, along with tax reduction,
better rental terms, in keeping dis

tressed houses in business

EXHIBS HELPED IN

MURDER OF ‘B’ PIX
Hollywood Of t 13.

Robert I.ipperl. who operate- (iO^

film houses in Northern Cdiloinia
and Oregon, expresses a glonmv
view Distributors' demands phis

diminishing supple ot ‘IE picture

plus high admissions and lorced

long runs are breaking the indus-

try's backbone.
High rentals and labor i osf h, ve

cut the profits from 1 1 : circuit by

30'-. Lippert declar es Tin dr
prices him of cushion He expect-,

some ot Ills locations will have to

shutter
Lippert docs not spare hr t • •

|

low exhibitors m respoiisilulii * lor

Hie fading ot ‘IE pictures It the

distrihs forced rentals up on big

product the exhibs al o wen* hi u

tal in forcing meagre rental on
low-budget , non-demand Him
Hence they sabotaged incentive ol

the IE product
Lippert gave his view in a.fi Hi

terview upon his return from
Europe He report Mi ill I » ex

hihitoi - also disturbed by • i*

shrinkage ol IE product

Thailand Film Exec

On U.S. Goodwill Tour
\a i Ko-ol director of t 'lifted

Film Service ol Bangkok Thai-

I md who recently arrived in life

T’S. is on a goodwill tour of the

'•ountry as guest ol the Govern-
ment-. \ s chairman of the Hainan
Assn of Thailand a- well a- the

China As n. ol Thailand he'- had
audiences with Vice President

Nixon. Gov. Thomas E Dewey and
Other government officials.

Kosol. who 1 e company di trib-

utes Allied Artists product in Thai-

land. huddled with A A .
foreign

duet Norton V. Ritchey in New
York last week and gifted him
with an 800-year old porcelain

wine vesnel. He will also look ovei

i
new AA product while lime.

• Sampling of 350 theatres last

week provided the basis of a So-

ciety of Motion Picture A Tele-

vision Engineers screen aspect ra-

tio tending to show that the aver-
i ago American theatre is unxiiitcd
for the installation of very wide
screens due to severe limitations

ion screen height.

Report by Ben Sohlangor. chair-
man of the SM PTE’s theatre screen
survey committee, at the Society’s
71th semiannual convention in N Y.
was immediately criticized as being
inadequate due to the comparative-
ly small number of theatres milled.

SMPTK group was handicapped
hv the apparent indifference of
ovhibs who didn’t respond in ade-
quate numbers to the question-
naires that started mailing last

May. Total of H.000 theatres were
contacted, but only 400 responded,
and of these 50 disqualified.

Remainder was divided into
three categories: (1* Houses seal-
ing 500 or less and representing
•*l O f of the nation's theatres. In
Hus category 18'- ot those queried
came through. <2> Theatres with
500 to 1,500 seats, repping 42.5'

e

<>t American exhibition. In this
'roup 4(1' J responded HP 1.500
scats and over, representing 5.8'

>

of the houses. Of these, 35','. re-
idled so that categories two and
three are more representative than
category one.

Technical Data
The questionnaires inquired

a limit maximum available screen
height and maximum viewing dis-
I nee which is the distance from
• he last hackrow to the screen,
i roni these and other items ol in-

.urination, the commil.ee came
up with the following information:
One group I* Average available

height. 14 ft. H in; average niaxi-
mu'ii viewing distance. 80 ft

; as-
pect ratio range I 5 to I up to
1 87 to 1 for an average of I 7 to 1.

Group 2 Average height, 19 ft.

2 in maximum viewing distance.
1 03 !•

; aspect ratio range Irom j

low of 1 HI to 1 to i top of 2.18 to 1

tor an average ratio ot 1 9 to I

Group 3 Average height, 2 1 it

2 m maximum viewing distance.
103 It

. aspect ratio range from a
low of I HI to I to a top ot 2 Hi to I

tor an average ratio of I 9. to 1

S> hi,anger said his committee
had lound height the mo I generally
restricted dimensions ue to ceiling
height and balcon y a i u fr-lu* stressed
the difficulties confronting thealic,
hi moving the screen forward in
houses that have stage- In olhcr
instance such an arraiigeirienl
could icsiilt in the blocking ol exit
doors.

The Sclllailger poll while too
c*inrd only with cdablj.liing wlral
•'c pert ratio the average theatre
can accommodate vvilhoul In mg
sci ecu height, did icpr’csenl a slap
at ( i riernaScope and other v Pie

' re<* n systems will ratio, of 2 55
to I or 2 fit* to I Si (danger
tie, rd that, hv sacrificing height,

a tlp atie could of cool e. go to a

l ir'i'r aspect ratio In tie* old dav>.
• I ••••II v idt-h Used t * , he defei turned
hv dividing the maximum viewing
dj lance by 5 2

The SMf'TE que .tjorm hi e al o
i

•
1

1

whether exhib, had convert
<i| to 3 f) whcthei the planned in

do o this ycat and w h -I her they
.intended playin' 3 1) pix at ail

In i a t ego
t y one II V- . .nl tlu-v

h .d (nstaHed 3 1) cqin prnent In

i vti-:>i»r\ two, 49' - iiidii ;.tc<l they
at • equipped, and III rati gory thiee
H'E i po/ ted t hem- ep. , ready lot

f bird dimensional pix Summing it.

tip Schlanget said 51'

•

ol lla*

houses responding to flu* survey
said Hay were equipped for 3D
\not|)cr 15 8'- plan to convert this
v ear and the remaining 33 5 '*

a re n t going ahead with 3 1) ( )i

Hu*

a

goodly proportion indicated
thee |-p waiting for single film 3 D
V for the wide screen. 7 4'-

ol the theatres polled said they
had -already installed it \ total

of 59'v intended to do this year
and the remaining 33 5'- indicated
no intention of installing a v ide

j
screen for the rest ot 1953.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE

MAY COME ALIVE
Amusement Stock Quotations

(H.Y. Stock Exchange)
Washington, Oct. 13.

The motion picture advisory

committee of the Commerce De-
partment's new Business and De-
fense Services Administration may
be invited to confer with Depart-
ment officials on how better serv-

ice can be given to the industry.
The committee was set up early

in the days of the National Produc-
tion Authority and included top
figures in motion picture produc-
tion, such as Barney Balaban,
Spyros Skouras, Nate Blumberg
and Steve Broidy. There was no
cause for it to meet under NPA
and no meeting was ever called.

However, with the motion pic-
ture and photographic products
division, headed by Nathan D.
Golden, hack in the Commerce De-
partment. the Department is cast-
ing about for ways in which it may
give additional service to pix biz
and to all other industry. The sum-
moning of the industry advisory
committees for their advice is one
of the ways under study.

For Week Ending Tuesday (13)
Weekly Weekly Weekly Tues.

1953 Yol. In High Low Close
High Low 100s
15‘h 12' a Am Br-Par Th 78 1*4% 13^4 14
48% 38% CBS, “A” ,.. 66 48% 46% 46%
481* 38V* CBS. “B” ... 34 48V* 46V* 46V*
17% 11% Col. Pic 21 16 15V* 15%
12V* 77* Decca 64 87* 8% 8%
47 41% Eastman Kdk. 117 44% 43% 44%
14% 10% Loew’s 69 1<>7* 10% 10%
7% 4% Nat. Thea. ..90 6% 5% 5%

30% 24>* Paramount .. 61 26% 25% 25'*
36'* 27% Philco 37 30'* 29% 29%
29% 21% KCA .227 24% 227* 227 8

4% 3 RKO Plots. 33 3% 3 3%
4% 3% RKO Thea . . 37 3% 3% 3
4 '

4

2% Republic .... 3 3 27 8 2~h
11% 9% Rep, pfd. ... 4 10V4 10% 10%
12% 8 7 H Stanley War., 22 10 9% 9%
19% 13V* 20th-Fox .... 82 15 14% 14%
17% 14 Cniv. Pix. .. 6 16% 15% 16
68'* 61 Univ.. pfd. . 90 63'* 62% 62%
17% 11% Warner Bros. 13 11** 11% 11%
84 63% Zenith 21 71 70 70%
American Stock Exchange
17% 10% DuMont... 28 10 7 k 10% 10%
4% 2 7 « Monogram ..41 4% 4 4%
17% 14 Technicolor . 42 14% 14V* 14%
3% 2% Trans-Lux ... 2 3% 3% 3%
Over-the-Counter Securities Bid Asl
Color Corp. of Amer. . 1% 1%
Cinerama 2% 3%
Chesapeake Industries 2% 3%
Polaroid 41 43
U. A. Theatre 9% 11 %
Walt Disney .* 7'* 8'*

( Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

fie arrives in Paris tomorrow
Thurs.t.

French are less interested in a

subsidy patterned after the one re-

ceived from the American industry
by the Italians. Instead, they main-
tain that the only equitable rela-

tionship between the two industries
lies in an arrangement which pro-
vides that the U. S. distribs take on
a certain number of French pix for
the American market if they want
to continue shipping their lull

quota of films into France.
In the past, the MPEA has cold

shouldered any proposal that would
hind the American majors to take
on foreign lingualers in any form
to an agreement. Attitude still

holds, but it’s less determined since
a product shortage looms for the
next year. It’s argued that dubbed
foreign imports might well help
take the place of the vanishing
American “B” product on which a

good many theatres count as fillers.

Divorcement Angle
Distribs’ big pitch is tfr.it. flnce

divorcement, they're no longer in a

position to guarantee bookings to

anyone. To which industries
rbiroad reply that, long before di-

vorcement. the majors showed no
inclination to help them out active-
ly by securing circuit playing-time
for imports.

and they want to eliminate the

capital account.

Italy

The government there recently

turned down the proposed increase

from 37%% to 40% in American
lemittanrcs. With this went a

promise of a review at the start o!

the second quarter, the main con-

sideration being flow of dollars

earned by Italo pix in the U. S.

The Italians still owe MPEA an
accounting on expenses of Italian

Films Export.
Spain

As the deadlock continues, the

American distribs refuse In pick

up permits at the price asked bv
the Madrid government. Johnston
is expected to take up the Spanish
problem while in Europe. It’s

hoped that, with the Spanish-
Ameriean agreement signed, the

companies will get some coin out

n! tfiat market.

Britain
Fayette W. Allport. MPEA's

London rep, cut short his Amer-
ican vacation last week and hur-

ried back to London to give t ie

U. S. distribs’ point of view' in the

current discussions on a new Early

plan. The Americans, as member
ol the Kincmatograph Renters So-

ciety, are concerned, among other
things, about a scheme outlined by
the Cinematograph Exhibitors
Assn, in Britain. It proposes set-

ting up of an aid fund in which
producers, exhibs and the govern-
ment-— hut not the distribs—would
share. The Americans would be
hardest hit by such an arrange-
ment which, it's said, would amount
to "taxation without representa-
tion" since the Early coin accrues
from an added bo. tax.

As this would work out. 50% of
the overall fund Would go to the
Treasury. A total of 70%. rep-
if sonting approximately £3.000-
000 i$R,400.0001, would be allocated
a* the producers share, and*£L-
300.000 i $3,640.0000 — the 30%
s!»ce—would be handed to the e\-
Irlis who now don't share in the
Fatly scheme at all. Under current
arrangements, the Americans art*

guaranteed a minimum of $4 000.-

000 in E tiv money hut they h*\e
waived conversion rights to the
coin.

Holland
Unless a '/i cement is reach: d by

Dec. 31. when the American*-'
membership in the Bioscoop Bond,
the local industry group, expires.
MPEA will in effect lie out ol the
maiket since it's necessary to h< -

long to tin* Bond in order to do
business in the country

Burma
The country has just raised im-

port tillin '- 4011' / and unless an
adjustment is made in both tins
anti other taxes. Its considered
< « i tain that the US distribs will

Coiitimifd from page 3 Shm!
tial cuts in money spent on Army.
Navy and Air Corps films dealing
with enlistments, orientation, t rain -

ing and morale. Hole of the in-
dustry execs, as it's now mapped,
is to lentl their counsel in ways
anti means til avoiding wastes via
duplication anti cutting corners in

production.
Move is said consistent with pol-

icy under the President
bower administration <

the know-how of outside «

Government activities for
of economy anti efficiency.
The film business co-op setup

was taken up at a N.Y. meeting
Friday i«> of the board of directors
of the Motion Picture Assn, of
Amenta. This amounted to explor-
atory discussion, it was said. MPAA
anti Defense Dep't reps are follow-
ing through this week with more
detailed planning in Washington.

Ask Australia
mmkb font limed from page S

the US. distribs largely because
they didn't have the necessary
sterling balances to cover it. This
money has no connection with the
close to $5,000,000 in Fatly Plan
earnings on which the distributors
waived remittance rights in the
fall of ‘52. a procedure that is be-
ing repeated under the new deal.
Latter allows a basic remittance
ol $17,000,000 plus various incen-
tive bonuses.

Actually, not all of the American
di-tribs are in the same boat, it's

'aid Extent to which they are
overdrawn depends on the range
of their activity and obligations in

Britain. At the* same time, there
isn't near enough money left in

Air tralia to cover the entire gap.
Under present arrangements,

the companies can take out of Aus-
tralia a total of $4,800,000 annual-
ly. Prior to that, the limit was
75S of the amount earned in 1946.
or an equivalent ol S5 300.000.
V' hen the Americans’ earnings
<iidn t reach that level in subse-
quent years, the amount was re-
duced to $4 800 000, Total now
blocked in Australia is estimated
at £300.000.

It's assumed that the transfer of
the Australian pounds would be
agreeable to the British Treasury,
particularly since, from tlu* British
point-of-view . availability of the
money represents a distinct ael-

Eisen-
of inviting

i sources in

purposes
principles if the industry

wants to avoid legislation. The
first is the duration of the scheme
and the second, the scale of the
levy and the total amount involved.

|

4 Trade Groups Meet To Decide

As an immediate sequel to the
government's warning, the four
trade associations are meeting in

London Tuesday • 1 2 > in an at-

tempt to resolve two outstanding
points of difference. The major is-

sue in dispute is the producer in-

sistence on a minimum Eady in-

come of $8,400,000 against the
latest exhibitor formula which of-

fers a subsidy of $6,450,000. Also
outstanding is a dispute between I

exhibs and distribs over the ques-
tion of break terms, the UFA in
sisting on special rates to help the
small theatre owner.

Infoimed industry leaders are
now convinced there is little hope
of a voluntary settlement. One
idea of having a short term pact,
subject to modification alter the
next budget, has gone cold as a
result of the government edict that
any industry proposals must be
made "without financial reserva-
tion.”

The producers have now taken
the line that the government must
take action to put exhibitors in a
position to pay the levy, pointing
out that even their Compromise ot-
ter is not within their capacity,
based on present income and ex-
penditure. This is regarded as
something of a switch from earlier
BFPA demands, which were ac-
companied by the statement that
they were "not concerned*’ where
tin* money was to come from.

J Arthur Rank told the annual
meeting of Odeon Theatres that
thru* would be no reduction in
British JU.pi production. He said
that aftei talks between the gov-
ernment's Board of Trade and the 1

trade associations in the film biz,
|an assurance was given that the

Eadv Fund would be extended.

Continued front page *

producers, and for the time being,
there is a setalemate.
Even among exhib ranks, there

is anything but full agreement.
Some feel that a voluntary scheme,
however onerous, is to be preferred
to more gov’t legislation. Others
are prepared to take a chance on
the premise that no minister
would ask the exhibitors to con-
tribute more than the producers
are currently demanding.

In exhibitor circles, the J. Ar-
thur Rank Organization, with its

two major circuits, has come out
heavily in favor of voluntary ex-

tension of the Eady Plan. This
viewpoint has been reenforced
since the Rank pronouncement last

month that production would be
slashed if there were no guaran-
tees of continued Eady money. The
Associated British Picture Corp. is

also leaning towards extension, but
many independent groups feel tiny
are being forced into a position
where, indirectly, they are helping
to finance their more powerful op-
ponents.
Under its present setup, the

Eady Fund returns a bonus to Biit-
ish production equivalent to more
than 40rr of the domestic gross.
All pix qualifying for a quota label
are entitled to their cut and this

umbrella includes British produc-
tions financed by U. S. majors and
shorts made for American TV
which have obtained theatrical dis-

tribution.

Jap-Yank
_ Continued from page 5

(I “review of releasing policy
Pacific War films) j n Japan.”

report c d that "The State
through high officials of its

lias requested
picture com-
sponsibili'y

ur;

tit

Memo
Dept..
Far East Division,
that the American
panics, on their own re

and in recognition ol' tlu* national
interest, retrain from releasing any
more war picture' in Japan at this
time. I In* American Embassy and
the State Dept, consider it harmful
to American interests to show su'-h
pictures in tlu* foreseeable future.

”

RK.O Japan sales manager. M.
Ishikaw a. - said that "his company-
had received no instruction from
WPA A advising it to retrain from
releasing pictures dealing with the
"lit with Japan and that because
"exhibitors' support ol the pr»-
Rosed release was encouraging”
ami because "Flying Leathernecks"
had a tcadv been clcm-eri m tn„

Internal dil I u-ulties are affecting
t he t ilm b / there. The distribs’
accumulated coin up to April 1 of
thi' year lias been cleaned out. hut
the government has now junked a
lormul.i tor the transfer of current
e.irnincs and instead has put for-
ward a proposal involving » Hu)',
premium on convertibles. The
American companies have rejected
this.

.1.: pan
I he em i t nt (le*al there rims to

next April but the* Japane se have
begun giving oui special permits
oh a bonus basis with Russ, a g< t-

t
i UR the- I.C'I of the* bargain MPE \

v iy s Ihe* Japanese polit y of hand
ing e it permits in exchange* for
the acquisition e>f local pix violate*'
the spirit ol ttie* agreement US.
ch'* ribs don't benefit from tins'

mov e*. The orel iea Uy . bonus pod
mils are to be aljovatid only n
small eount lies

Argentina
Raul Apold. Pt roll's rigj.it hand

man is m t • :
j ' eeuntrv and dm

back c.i'f t
1 o,n a Hollywood v -it

this week IPs t tip )' spon on d f \

the MPL \ which hopes to reach
an agree merit with him that vovicl
« as* the rc'tj lotions on the in

-

I ei a* on i I I S pix info \ r
g« n-

tin a and v.im d i. < Milt in ‘ome ie-

mil fane : '

.

I re nch Expectations
A at irpv fihn pndwc mg e uwn-

tne' .alii pad. ami pari re o’ : v

France, an attempting the . ,t t , : .
j

.-

that then sfioil'el tie eon- i . e I i:..l

reciprocity in their relation* hq ' dined at

with the American film industry A Deheaif.
de manel of thi' kind is like !v to to O'.Sfii

confront Motion Pictun Expotl was rec
Ami.

| re >v Fuc Jedinstori when com relit

Censors
Continued from

Foreign Festivals
—i i

ominm-n liom j«.o;e .5

are to build up real importance.
They Would not help Hollywood to
'ell pictures in tins country.

< ’n the other hand, the* Euro-
pean le studs arc different. Today

i
we have* 7d' r of tin* world's sc ree n

nut time and de rive about 40 ' of Hol-
te«o ly woods income from foreign

dud 'bowings of our pictures; There-
for lore, it is de finitely worthwhile to

put our he * t toot forward in the
d a European iharket, which brings
)er buyers from many countries. We
Ro.ti * ant ' t ay r'oof from these fes-

liva.s withe ut antagonizing foreign
well < mini ; ie-* y , i.i

•

s e b,i' i hv*ss our mo-
i
var lineup weie tic.n p crude I'ldu'tiy needs,

ai division man- "It o inc \p ri'ive f» i th,* Ameri-
c h ope ned at the en studios to

|
.. 1 1 j< p .

t -* in the
l '‘> with Europe.. n 1* stiv a Is dm

Par Flat Prints
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When Antar, Prince of

Rogues...defied the

desert’s barbaric

hordes for the .

lips of Bagdad’s A
exotic love prize! M

Pictures with that Universal appeal
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‘Luther’ Great $12,000,

Denver; ‘Boy Lost’ 12
Denver, Oct. 13.

"Martin Luther” is rated sensa-
tional at the Aladdin here this

week while "Little Boy Lost” is

terrific at the Denham. Both are
holding. "Big Heat” shapes tine at

Paramount while "All-American"
looms okay in two spots. "Here
To Eternity” moved to the Bjjpad-

way, to continue

TORONTO
( Continued from page 8)

"Fast Company” <M-G>. Sad $11.-
OOO. Last week. “Trader Horn”
<M-G) (reissue) and "Bright Hoad"
<M-G), $9,000.

Erllnton, University <FP) <1.080:

1.558; 40-75*—"Homan Holiday”
(Par) <4th wk*. Holding at nice,
$11,000. Last week. $14,000.

Hyland 'Rank* <1.350; 50-85'—
“Genevieve” 'Rank* « 7th wk*. Still

hefty at $5,000 after $5,500 fori

sixth week.

Imperial <FP) <3.373; 40-75>—
"Stalag 17" <Par> ‘2d wk). Nice
$12,000. Last week. $15,000.

Loew's (Loew’s) <2,096; 65-95)

—

"The Actress” <M-G). Neat $14,000
in 8 days. Last week, "I, the Jury”
• LA) <2d wk), $11,000.

Odeon 'Hank* <2.390; 50-90*

—

"Desert Rats" <20th>. Big $15,000.

Last week, "Cruel Sea” (Rank) <2d

wk>, $11 000.

Shea’s 'FPI <2.386; 40-75)—
"Eternity" <Col>. Big $17,000 Last
week. "Second Chance" <RKO),
$ 11 ,000 .

Towne 'Taylor) <693; 50-90)—
"Li li” <

M -(I » <llth wk). Still hold- •

ing at fine $4,500, same as last

week.

Uptown <Loew) <2.743: 40-75)—

,

“East of Sumatra” <
U ». Wham $12.-

000. Last week, "Half a 'Hero”
<M-G), $6,000.

Picture Grosses

MINNEAPOLIS
'Continued from page 8>

$ 1 20 1
—"Beggar’s Opera" <WB* <2d

Last week.vk\ Sluggish $1,800
$3 000

Lyric Par) < 1 (X

"Woman Almost Lynched” 'Rep*
and “San Antone" <Rep», Lii/ht

$3 000 Last week, "Jalopy" < \A*
and "Roar of Crowd" <AA<, $3,500.

,

Radio City 'Par) <4 000; $120-
$150 —"The Robe” <20th). R ives

galore and a magnificent selling

job should k( ci) this ond going for
some time, Crix and puhlie put-
ting s'amf) of approval on Cinema-
scope and acclaiming picture
One ol biggest weeks in theatre**
history. Muoendous $5” 000. Last,
\< y k "Utile Boy Lost" 'Pan,
$10000 in (i days at 85c top.

KKO-Orpheiim (Par) <4 000; 85-

$1 !()'• "Eternity” <Co!* <3d,wk).
Will move over to RKO-Pan for

( out inuat ion of run ;*<{**»• l 'g "1".-

000 this round. Last week, $17.-

ooo

State < Par) <2,300; 65-85)—"All-
American'’ <IJ*. Well-liked foot-
ball picture, hut pub'ie probably

i

l.oo much wrapped up in real grid-
iron ? aires and "The Ro!>e.” Fair
$6,500 Last week. "’> o<Ui'*ads
From Seattle” <Par), $4,500 at

Portland, Ore., Oct. 13.

"The Robe” opened here in the
morning last Thursday at the Or-
pheum. this being the first city to

op< n tiie CinemaScope production
in the daytime. It looks to finish

the first round with $31,000, ter-

rific for a 1.600-seat house.
"Stranger Wore Gun” looks fairly

good at the Broadway, hut other
newcomers are not so hot. "Moon
Is B uc" is still solid at Mayfair
in record-breaking 11th week
while "Eternity” continues fine in

litfli frame.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway < Parker) <1.890; 85-

$1 10» — "Stranger Wore Gun”
Col) and "Slaves of Baby ion”
CoK Fine $8,000. Last week.
"All-American” <U) and "Stand at
Apache River" <U>. S8.500.
Guild 'Parker) <400; $1 >

—“Seven
Deadly Sins” < Indie). Nice $4,000.
Last week, "Sea Around Us"
<RK()» <4th wk). $1,500.

Liberty 'Hamrick) <1.875; 65-90)—".Moonlighter” <WB* and "Bad
Blonde” < Indie). Fair $4,500. Last
week, "Half a Hero" <M-G» and
"Champ for Day" <Rep>, $6,300.

Mayfair 'Evergreen* <1.500; 90-
$1 25)—"Moon Is Blue” <UA) <llth
wk*. Sturdy $4,500. Lust week,
$4,700.

Orirntal 'Evergreen* <2,000; 65-
00*—"Blueprint for Murder” <20th)
and "City of Bad Men” <20th*. Oke
N2.500. Last week. "This Is Love"
<WB* and "Plunder of Sun" <WB),
$2,300.
Orphemn 'Evergreen) <1.600;

$1.25-$ 1.751—'"The Robe" <20th*.
Torrid $31,000. Last week. "Re-
turn to Paradise” <UA» and "No
Escape” <UA) (2d wk) <4 days*.
$4 000.
Paramount 'Evergreen) <3.400;

65-90)—"Blueprint for Murder”
<201 Id and "City of Bad Men”
« 20t li *. Excellent $6,500. Last
week. This Is Love” <WB) and
"Plunder of Sun” <WB). $6,700.

United Artists (Parker) <890; 90-
$1.25*—"Eternity” Col) < 5th wk*.
Fancy *7.500. Last week. $8,000.

its strong ^*un,
alter four weeks at Paramount.*

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin 'Fox ) <1.400; 50-85)—

"Martin Luther" (Indie). Big $12.-

000. Holds. Last week. "So This
Is Love” < WB» < 3d tvk*. *5.500.

Broadway (W’olfberg) <1.200; 60-

$1)—"Eternity” (Col) <m.o,). Here
after 4 weeks at Paramount. Fine
S8.500. Slavs over. Last week.
"Actress” <M-G> <2d wk), $6,000.

Denham CockrilP (1.750; 50-85*—"Littie Boy Lost” 'Par*. Great
$12,500^ Holding. Last week.
"Caddy” 'Par* <3d wk). $7,000.

Denver <Fox) <2.525; 50-85)

—

"All-American” <U) and "Man of

Conflict” < Indie). Okay $14,000 or

near. Last week. "Scoutmaster”
'201 h* and "Fighting Lawman"
< A A », $13,000.

Esquire (Fox) <742: 50-85)—"All-
American" <U) and “Man of Con-
flict” (Indie). Oke $3,500. Last
week. "Scoutmaster” <20th) and
"Fighting Lawman” <AA), $3,300.

Paramount (Wolfberg) <2.200;
50-05)—"Big Heat” (Col) and
"Mission Over Korea” Col). Fine
$15,000. Holds over. Last week,
“Eternity” Co!) < 4th w'k), $12,500.
Tabor <Fox) (1.967; 50-85)—

"Dangerous Crossing” <20th) and
"White Goddess” <Lip). Fair $5,000.
Last week, on reissues.
Vogue <Pike> <442; 60-90)—"Stars

Look Down" <lndie>. Fair $1,500.

Last week. "Tonight at 8:30” 'In-

dio. $2,000.
Webber < Bailey) <750: 50-85)—

"Dangerous Crossing” <20th> and
"White Goddess" <Lip). Modest
$3,000 or near. Last week, on re-

issues.

Buffalo, Oct. 13.

"The Rohe" continues standout
with another whopping gross in

J

second week at the Buffalo. P.est

newcomer is "Big Heat." with
sturdy takings at the Century.
"Little* Boy Lost" still is brisk in

second Center stanza. "99 River
Street” looms solid at the Para-
mount.

Estimates for This Week
BufTa'o ‘Loew’s* <3.000; $1-$1.50»

—"The Rohe" <20th* <2d wk*. lime
$40,000. Last week, record $50,000

j

Paramount 'Par* <3.000; 40-7O>—

j

"99 River Street" <UA» and "Mex-
ican Manhunt" e Indiet. Solid $11.-
500. Last week, "Redheads trom
Seattle" 'Par* and "The Fighting*
Lawman” <lndie», $10,000.

Center 'Par* *2,100; 40-70* —
"Little* Ben Lost” (Par* «2d wk'.
Brisk $10,500. Last week, $13,000

Lafayette Basil) <3.000; 00-$ 1
—

"EUrnitv” Col* <4th wk*. Big
$1 1 000. Last week. $13000.

Century '20tli Cent » *3.000; 40-

7 <»
—"Big Heat” Col> and "Sky

Commando” 'Col*. Strong $12,000.
I.avt week. "Marry Me Again"
•RKO* and "Dangerous Crossing”
• 20th'. $7,500.

C'ont nurd from page 3

equipment and doubtless many oth-

i ers will follow. These situations

will want to amortize the costs

pronto. This and the high rentals

,
for "The Robe” and. doubtless, for

other C’Scopers in the future, will
' force the exhibs to raise the b.o.

tariff.

On the overall front, the shift

in the pic industry's modus op-
erandi and general economy fur-

ther points up the expected de-
parture from traditional price

, ranges.
Hollywood studios are anteing

j

higher stakes in fewer pix. This
i cutdown in numerical output must
mean a greater money return for

each film or the Cinema economy
goes kaput. And this obviously
will lead to more agitation for
tupped ticket prices.

Film companies are enjoined
from insisting that theutreinen tilt

the scales. But maximum rental
terms, such as the 70-30 split, in-

variably influences the exhibitor to
elevate the prtce on his own.

Loyalty Is as Docs
A distribution v.p. in N. Y. this

we k took the position that the in-

dustiy no longer "owes any allegi-

ance to the public for the reason
that theatre-goers no longer sup-

i port tin* business as they had in
past He continued: "There was a
time when we had a certain, almost
automatic, support of all our pic-
tures. In consideration of this
loyalty we tried to keep the prices
down.

i
"Ac tually, no "other business has

been so reluctant to increase
prices. But now that we must de-
pend on a relatively few films to
sustain us. meaning those which
appeal to the public, arid the prices
tor these must go up.”

conceded that he didn’t know all
J

naJ°rs in Italy. Distribs la

the answers. <
j

or*ed over 12’t»'b of thei

Pix-Legit Acting • . ‘"J*,*®
*he It*! i »n 'ndustr

. . ,
subsidy. Amount lias now b

In a question-and-answer period duced to l(Kr.
that followed his introductory ad-

'

dress. Schary fenced neatly with
the inquisitive Theatre Wingers
Geraldine Page took exception to
his remark that there was no basic
difference between stage and
screen acting. Miss Page com-
plained of Hollywood's rush-rush
attitude with actors and that she.
personally, needed time to really
get her teeth into a characteriza-
tion. "The stage,” she said, "gives
me this opportunity.” Schary re-
butted that in many instances now
directors are working closer and
longer with their actors before the
filming begins and that in her rase
she should get a picture with a
longer shooting schedule. He added
that the studios are working out a
plan with the Screen Actors Guild
w hereby actors would be allowed a
rehearsal period. Schary expects
that they’ll be testing the plan next

According to Americans recent-
ly returned from Italy. IFE execs
there are now very anxious to have
good” films go to majors or

indies. This puts IFE into the
somewhat puzzling position of hav-
ing to work with pix that no one
else wants.

Italian argument countering in-
die criticism is that the local in-
dustry produces some 150 films a
year; that comparatively few of
these are selected either by the
big companies or the indies, and
that no one can or should blame
• he Italo industry for trying to
break into the U. S. with pix that
have been rejected bv American
releasing outfits.

terrific takings at the Coliseum.
"The Robe,” which set an all-time
high for northwest area opening
week, still is wow in second round
at the Fifth Avenue. "Blowing
Wild" is rated okay at Music Hall.
Both "Lion in Streets” and
"Stranger Wore Gun” are sluggish.
'Moon Is Blue” still is solid in
12th stan/a at the Music Box.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse 'Hamrick* <800; 90-

$1 25*—"Melba” <UA> <3d wk>.
Okay $2,500, after $3,000 last
week.
Coliseum ‘Evergreen) <1 829 65-

90*—"Little Boy Lost” (Par)' and
"Norman Conquest” 'Lip). Smash
$ 1 4.000. Last week, "Blueprint for
Murder” <2(lth> and "City of Bad
Men” <20t h*. $9,700.

Fifth Avenue 'Evergreen) <2 366
$1.25-$ 1.75 '—"The Robe” <20th*
2d wk*. Wow $35,000. Lest week.
$42,000. setting new record for pix
in Northwest.

Liberty i Hamrick) <1 650; 65-90

<

—-"East ot Sumatra" <U*. And
'Desperate Search” 'l * Mild $5

-

(*<'<) Last week. "99 R*ver St.”
l \) and "Steel Lady” <UA>. $5.-
300,

Music Box < Hamrick* <850; 90-
SI*— “Moon Is Blue" M-G* 1 1 2i

h

w k 1 Sw ell $5,500 after $5,700 last
w eek.

Music Hall 'Hamrick* <2.263; 65-
90'—"Blowing Wild” 'WB» and
"Champ for Day” Rep* Okay
$7.<mio Last week. "Actress'* <M-G*
$4 "mu m 9 days.
Orphrunt Hamrick* 2 700; 65-

9*) Lion in Streets” <WB» and
'Black Fury” UR*. Slow $5,500.
L:'M week. "Moonlighter" WB*
$5 000 in 8 days at 95r top
Paramount 'Evergreen) 3 039.

65-90 1
—"Stranger Wore Gun"

Co!' and "Sky Commando" 'Col*
Mild $(> 500* Last week, "Redheads
fn*m Seat tie” Par* and "Skv
Commando” Col 1 *2d uk\, $5,800
at 95c top.

‘American’ Lively 10JG,

Omaha; ‘Wife’ Nice 7'G
Omaha. Oct. 13.

It’s a fast-moving boxofficc week
here currently. "All-American"
looks good at Orpheum. "So This
Is LovC at Brandeis and "Dream
Miff' at the Omaha also are nice.

Estimates for This Meek
Brandeis < RKO* 1 1.100; 50-76*

—

"So This Is Live" <WB' and "Trail
Him its" A A*. Okay $6,509. Last
wick. "Master of Ballantrae” <WB'
ami "Combat Squad” <Col». $5,500.
Omaha Tristates) <2.100; 50-76*

- "Dream Wife” <M-G< and "Fight-
ing Lawman" <AA*. YerV nice
$7,500 Last week. "Male War
Bride” '201 In and "Broken Arrow”
<20th> ' i e issues*. $6,500.
Orphemn 'Tristates* 2 890; 65-

85 —“All-American" <C» and "Sun
Shines Bright" 'Ropy Good $10-
590. Last wok, "Little Bov Lost”
• Par . $1 1 OIK).

State 'Goldberg' '865: 50-76* —
"Siorv of 3 Loves" * M-G.'. So. k
$(.5<K). La *9 week. "Latin Love v

I.M-G . $5,000.

Continued from page *

every person in the town secs the

Picture, I can't make a profit.”

Ex'hib favored ordinary wide-
screen, because "I can play pic-

tures that are even three years old
and I’m not confined to dealing
with one company.” Although »c-

WASHINGTON
'Continued from page 1

fin*.* at $4 500. Last

Metropolitan SW 1200; 55-85
d* H». i L A 1 < >k.i\ ?? 5O0 oi

h' •O'.' La-t week. "Lion in Stic t-‘

(U H $9 5oo m 9 days
Palace Lnew’.o *2 370; 7l-$1 20
Mo-jambo” M-G Smash M<»

<’ ’<* L..M week. "i. the .Tins
<1 \\ $19 000 lor 11-day run

Plavhouse Lopeft '435; 55-$

i

-- Roman Holiday” M-G 2<l v k
S'l.mg $8:500 after $9 400 initial
*• an/.i.

Virginia Kellogg Paid $5,000
Hollywood. Oct. 13,

An not of court settlement h. ( s

b( ( I) reached by Edward Small
productions with w liter Virginia
Kelietp «he getting full $5,000 for
*• hi eh she sued. She contended
Drat amount due her on $10,000
pm i lu-e pi ice of fu r .screenplay
Si i earning Eagles.'”
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lion was to become a film star, an

ambition she aiso realized.)

Vidor utilizes Variety as a mile-

stone in two major transitions of

the picture business, recalling how
Cinerama’s concurrent impact was
paralleled by a headline he saw in

Variety one day in Paris, in 1928.

heralding, ”Pix Industry Goes
100% For Sound.” He had only

been abroad two months but, sil-

ting in a sidewalk cafe near the

Place de l’Opera, he realized how
fast a major transition in the pic-

ture business had come to pass. In

1953 he was readying himself for

wide-screen production.

In the more than a third-of-a-

eentury that King Vidor has been
active in Hollywood much has
come to pass, and he recalls it

affectionately, intelligently and
most interestingly. Because of the
milestone nature of almost any
form of mass entertainment—pop
songs, plays, pix—the reader’s
chronological juxtaposition with
each transitory phase of Hollywood
makes Vidor’s recounting that
more appealing. Abel.

A Real 'Gone* Rook
N.Y. Post syndicated columnist

and globetrotter Karl Wilson pre-
faces his new book “Look Who’s
Abroad Now” 'Doubleday; $2.95)
with the "four G’s of travel; Go
native, go light, go easy, but go!”
This is the gonrst travelog book,
excepting it’s not as pedantic as it

sounds.

It’s a gay, al fresco sampling of
a wide-eyed and eyes-open re-

porter putting down on paper many
ol l he things any lainmister from
a Cook’s tour absorbs but doesn’t
digest as graphically as did an
expert like Wilson. Result is a
busy, dizzy, namedropping globe-
trot which Wilson has charted. It’s

erratic and irregular, zigzagging
hack and forth betimes, making no
pretext of following any set geo-
graphical route, but he does man-
age to pattern it, in a broad sense,
from Europe to Africa to the Mid-
dle East, the Far East and hack
through the LA. to N.Y. route,
winding up with having hominy
grits in a “weekend at the Wal-
dorf,”

This is good readin*. keen per-
ception of the passing show of life,

and hcaueoup sagacity for other
wouldbe globetrotters. Abel.

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
1 1 1 1

•

t #

i

m 1 1> By Frank Scully

Literati
Suit

I
What the critic may entitle other

Gavaran hooks of this type issued prior to
held liiat

,

19(g) tvmains a moot point. Na-
wts more : titan's subject matter, much of it

valtics on .
“leaned from his newspaper writ-

Conliden-
j

in-gs, deals with the state of the
fUlential,” t h e a t r e, American playwrights,
and Lee

|

British and Continental imports,
o kayoed placers in general, the musical
that the

i

stage, critics and reviewers, and an
esaay called "Shaw and His Ae-

itcrial
|

tresses” < excluding Olivia de Ilavil-
ilanrii. There are various "append-

containing brief remarks on
;the»trU-al matters. As always. Na-

department than is witty, intelligent, sometimes
acerbic, warmly pro-Shaw and pro-
O'Neill, and vigorously anti-Holly-
wood.

Louis Kroncnbergor has assumed
editorship of the “BVkt Plays”
scries from John Chapman, who
succeeded the late Burns Mantle.
Present volume is 36th in the series
which reports the Broadway legiti-
mate scene from 1899. Differences
under Kronenberger are apparent
in the makeup of the book. The
format is uniform with earlier vol-
umes, hut innovations are stage
caricatures, and the use of several
costume and scenic designs as il-

lustrations. Pius the usual photos
from the 10 “best” productions,
there are other theatrical portraits
with illuminating captions. ,’J’he
theatre away from New' York is

still covered by Claudia iTrib) Cas-
sidy for Chicago and Edwin <L.A.
Times) Schallert for Southern Cali-
fornia. New sections include a
Paris report by Andre Josset; one
from London by Kenneth Tynan.
Garrison P. Sherwood records the
“off-Broadway" season. Variety's
tabulation of financial hits and
flops is reprinted. Several pages
are devoted to the year’s hooks on
theatre. Other departments are in-
tact. including the useful recap of
the season’s credits, from which,
for some reason, stage managers,
despite their indispensable func-
tions. are omitted. Other backstage

tial” and “USA C<

bestsellers by Jack L<

Mortimer. The jury «

Crown’s counterclaim
authors had breached a warranty
not to sublet libelous inn

v, In n it found that the mss. was
in tact not libelous, including the

|

celebrated suit brought by Neiman-
Marciis, the Dallas ( .

store, and its employees.

Justice Gavagan also made news-
paper law in the State of New
Yoik when he ruled that he wou'd
not compel Lait and Mortimer to

divulge their sources of informa-
tion and ruled that “newspaper-

phone outlets on a single party-line, one paved road, and three TV
antennas. Nobody has a doorbell.

Our dry season runs from April to December. If we want to sec

rain we look at a neighbor's TV screen. If we want to telephone we
go to the trading post. If a call comes for us almost anybody will ride

up and deliver it. We could get a phone installed for $125, but if you

don’t know when you’re well off, you’re a badly muddled escapologist,

for part of the charm of our Rancho Pancho is that there are no ring-

ing bells, no jangling telephones, no aspirin, no benzedrine, no night,

life. The nearest picture house is 25 miles away.

Recently all five parties on the telephone line were alerted by a

call from the nation’s capital. For two days one after another on the

party line chased us down to inform us, “Washington is calling you!”

That Washington Mesa

They were too excited to take down the number of the operator.

"If Washington calls again.” I said, "tell Ike to clean up his own of-

ficers’ mess. I’m not going to Korea, and you can tell him so!”

After that the story got around Desert Springs that I had refused

to take over the post of John Foster Dulles.

Actually all it concerned was a call from Drew Pearson involving no
inside story about anybody.
Then the other day, as I looked out on Saucer Square to Lake Mirage,

50 miles away, and tried to see if I could make out Mt. Whitney 200

miles to the north, I saw a beautiful baby-blue Cad creeping into the

square. Out writhed two of the youngest old crocks I had seen in

years. One was short Ernie Buttner. who looks about 32 and must be

nearer 60, and the other was tall Lincoln Theodore Monroe Andrew
Perry, whose years have treated him kindly, too.

I hadn’t seen Stepin Fetehit rince 1934, when he was under contract

to Fox and was trying to lift "merica out of its depression by a one-

man spending spree. He paid $1,000 for cashmere suits, hired Oriental

servants in bunches and was a sucker for every flashy car that couldn't

be sold to anybody else. At one time he had 12 limousines, one of

them a pink Cadillac with neon lights.

lie was making $160,000 a year and spending $300,000. In the end his

overspending landed him in what he calls, with pardonable pride, "the

biggest bankrupt case on record."
After that he hit the road as a sort of hit-and-run performer. He

fooled a lot of sheriffs who thought that slow, tantalizing routine of

his was not acting but the real Step. Thus by weaving in and out of

traffic all over the country he managed to get spot-bookings and blew
out of town before the dinger could he put on him. I guess that baby-
blue Cadillac is attachment -free, maybe in his wife’s name, or maybe
in the name of Herman Pagels, a retired St. Louis millionaire who
wants Step to make a real giant-sized comeback, just for the fun of it.

Step and Buttner were telling me about a French song-and-dance man
they just left in Hollywood. He was trying to lure Step to Paris. He
was sure Step would take the French capital by storm. “But I'm a

character actor, ’ Step insisted. “I'm not a song-and-dance man.”
“Well, we’ll cover that with a chorus line.” the Frenchie argued.

"We’ll try the act out in New Orleans and then work up to New York
and then fiy to Paris.”

"Yeah.” said Step. “And when we hit Atlanta you’ll be on one end
of that chorus line and I'll be at the other—3.000 feet up in a helicopter.”

“Zut, alors.” the French fiend for punishment admonished, “stop
clowning. In Paris you will be terrifique. You will be the toast of the
town."

“Uh-lnih." said Step. “You'll be the white toast and I'll be the
burned toast.”

No Satch for French
“Or We could do a Benny-Roehester routine.” the Frenchman of-

fered. Step took this one deadpan. "I will play Rochester.” added
the Frenchman.
"And me Jack Benny?" asked Step.
The thing was getting funnier by the minute.
“I tell, Ma Sewer,” said Step, trying to mollify his devoted public,

"T'm committed. I have a year to complete a picture deal starring me
as Satchel Paige.’

"Je le ne connais pas."
“He’s the world’s greatest pitcher!”
His French friend looked as blank as a new checkbook. Step wound

up and made with all five of Satch’s pitching motions. ’ Baseball.'’
"Tiens. Baizbol!”
“Yeah, baizbol.”

“Pas pour Paris." he said sadly. "C’est domage.” So they parted the
best of friends and Step and Buttner took off for Desert Springs to
give me some laughs and possibly soften me up to help them along
with the “Satchel Paige Story.”

“It's a great story,” I said, trying to stall them off, “but it lacks a
wienie.”

“Shall we tell him?” Step asked.
Step hesitated and then whispered it in my ear.
“Seriously?” I asked.
They assured me it was. U certainly cleared up the mystery of the

Fair Enough
Sardi’s Hhc restaurant) and Vin-

cent Sardi. Sr., the author 'with
Riihard Gchinan) of “Sardi’s; The
Story of a Famous Restaurant,”
are going 50-50 with Henry Holt
£ Co. on a literati press cocktail-
cry towards the end of this month
to launch the new hook.

Incidentally, the publisher had
to replate one page and make a

eostiy insert heeau.se the veteran
Broadway r< staurateur insisted on
( tiding a "drunken”' reference to

a vv.k. Broadway lyricist, It's a

reference to which the subject
would have been the last to take
exception. But restaurateur < first*

Sardi told author Sardi that "that
wasn’t nice.” and Holt couldn’t
publish until the change was made.

llandy Fncyelopedia
"Columhia-Viking Desk Encyclo-

pedia” < Vikng; S7.95). published
this week, is a handy reference*
book of special interest to profes-
sional and business people, and a
"must" for harried editors and
copychicl's in newspapers, ml agen-
cies. etc.

Concise version of the huge "Co-
lumbia Encyclopedia,” this is a
handy. authoritative. desk-size
tome of 1.100 pages that gives ba-
sic info on all essentials, right up
to the minute. The arts—music,
legit, dance—also get good cover-
age. including latest events, while
the whole contents are in lingo of
the layman. FulLpage maps and
illustrations arc extra assets.

Broil.

Trih’s Eagle Pilch Flivs
Negotiations for purchase of the

Thooklyn Eagle by the N. Y. Her-
ald Tribune fell through this week
alter lull agreement on terms had
been reached because of union re-

sistance to the sale. Frank D.
Sell ruth. Thigh* publisher, notified
bis staff Monday '12' that “full
agreement had been reached"
after three months of negotiations.
I»ut that "in the final analysis,
however, the Herald Tribune could
not withstand the resistance of the
unions."

Sehroth said that lie felt the sale
would have been to the advantage
ol the Eagle's stall' and subscrib-
ers. but now that the deal is off.
the management will "dedicate"
iKelt to making the* paper “bigger
and better than ever."

Keating Cues 1’p
John Keating, editor and drama

critic of Cue. back in N. Y. after a
month in Europe covering legit in
London. Paris and Rome, resumed
his TV program. "Cues for To-
night," over WOR-TV on Mondav
• 12 ).

The five-minute stint is in a new
time, 7:20 p m. cross-the-board ole!

time was 6:55 p.m.).
Feteing Bernard Sobel

Bernard Sobel's autobiography.
"Broadway Heartbeat (Memoirs of
a Press Agent i." w hich Hermitage
House is publishing shortly, w ill he
launched with a series of show biz
fetes The Pen A Pencil restaurant

Y.i is hosting a "celebrity
night ' for the longtime Ziegfcld
pa. on Oct. 17. and on Oct. 23. the
official publication date, the ZieU-
teld Club 'which Sobel helped
found' will hold a reception for
him at 21.

Press Notice
"This corner today," wrote sports

editor Harold Hartley in his daily
column in the Grand Island iNeb’t
Independent last week, "is devoted
to complimentary comment con-
cerning the Cornhusker showing
in the Nchraska-Kansas State foot-
ball game.”
Then followed seven column

inches of blank white space. Ne-
braska. favored, was trimmed by
Kansas State. 27-0.

3 Important Stage Books
Three important record books

of the Mage a»e about to reach the
sialls: George Jean Nathan's "The
Theatre in the Fifties" Knopf;
$'4.50|', “The Best Plays of 1952-
1953" 'Dodd. Mead; $4 50). and
"Theatre 53“ 'Random House; S5'.

Since Nathan abandoned his
"Theatre Book of the Year" after
covering the 1950-51 season, he
states in a note trt his new work:
'

I he purpose of this hook is not
a complete record of the New York
theatre in the early years of the
1950s, but rather simply a detailed
impression of the over-all picture."

King Vidor’s Fine An tolling

Yet* film director King Vidor
takes the title of his fine autohiog.
"\ Tree Is A Tree" 'Harcourt.
Brace; $3.95) from pioneer film
producer Abe Stern’s aphorism

—

"A rock is a rock, and a tree is a
tree. Shoot it in Griffith Park!"

—

and appropriately traces his own
rich career from 2-reclers to 3-D.
Director of such standouts as "Big
Parade," "Duel in the Sun.”
"Northwest Passage” and others.
Vidor's natural flow of remini-
scence pclforce parallels the
growth of Hollywood. As such, it

is a rich canvas against which
bounce the names of the great and
the colorful, contemporaneous and
gone. His closewps on many fa-
miliars arc authoritative and pun-
gent. just as is his attitude toward
the business in which he was so
prominent. '.Vs was also his then
wife, Florence Vidor, whose ambi-

VVANT LITERARY AGENT
To Handle Western Stories

JOHN HAWKS
79S0 Ethel Avenue

North Hollywood. Calif.
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Skouras view, tins is a mistake
both practically and physiologi-
cally. Allied had asked the 20th
prexy to make available ‘The
Robe” at least without stereo
sound which is the most expensive
part of the CinemaScope installa-
tion. The average small house
pays between $8,000 and $10 000
for the complete Cinemascope
unit.

20th-Fox "Meeting In N.Y.
Five of the 12 pix«skedded for

release by 20th- Fox between now
and next February will be Cinema-
Scope productions in color. 20th s

two-day sales convention at the
Park Sheraton Hotel in N.Y was
told last week. Of the remaining
seven, one is a standard film in

Technicolor, another one was
lensed in KastmanColor and the
remaining five are 2-Ds black-and-
white.

Meet, concerned with Cinema-
Scope selling and ad-pub

'
policy on

future releases, heard 20th proxy
Spyros P. Skouras say that the
company had staked its existence
and its future “as no corporation
ever has done before" on its belief
in CinemaScope. He went on to

say that the switch to Cinema-
Scope was “was not a desperate
decision, but a determined one.
w-hich we felt was the only way to

save the motion picture industry.”
A1 Lichtman, 20th director of

sales. conducted the meeting
which also heard from Charles
Einfeld, 20th ad-pub v.p., on cam-
paigns for upcoming CinemaScope
and standard productions. Com-
pany this year and next plans to

release 16 CinemaScope films, 10

2-Ds from Leonard Goldstein’s
Panoramic Productions and a

number of indie pix.

Coin unit'd Imm |i.i

k

r 4

say ” he said. “It’s a form of inte-

gration. That’s just what Allied

complained about when it advocat-

ed antitrust suits."

\nother industry topper said:

“It they manage to get one man on

a film company board, what good

will it do? Perhaps they’re con-

vinced now that integration is im-

portant and there’s value in the

picture-makers owning theatrds. If

divorcement hadn’t been brought

about, the production companies

would make three times as many
pictures to keep their own theatres

going. Picture companies should

he made up of people w-ho know
what’s going on on both sides.”

At the close of the Boston con-

vention last week. Allied prexy

Wilbur Snaper appointed Ben Mar-

cus ot Milwaukee. Nathan Yamins

of Fall River, Mass., Ruber Shor

of Cincinnati, Jack Kirsch of Chi-

cago and himself as a committee

to study the possibilities of Allied

members buying stock in major
film companies. Although this defi-

nite move has been taken, it was
learned that the exhib org is not

interested in actually “taking over”

film companies from a management
standpoint. Sideline comments
from Allied members indicated

that aim was to acquire enough
stock to give exhibs an important
voice in policy determination.

Snaper, in remarks to Allied

members at the convention, said a

loose check of only a handful of

Alliedites revealed that 25.000
shares of stock in film companies
were held. “Charlie Green only
had 40,000 shares in Fox and look
at the trouble he made.” Snaper
was referring to the recent unsuc-
cessful attempt made by Waft
Streeter Charles Green to wrest
control of 20th-Fox from Spyros
Skouras and the present 20th man-
agement.
“Nobody w'ants to pay attention

to us as customers,” Snaper said.

“If we can’t be heard as individ-

uals, maybe we’ll make more of an
impact as a group. It looks like

muscle-flexing is necessary.”

any theatres on the dotted line be-

cause of the unrealistic terms de-

manded by Cappel, MacDonald.
Rosen said that TTA wanted $1,000
as security plus 25c for every seat

in the house payable 10 days in

advance of the event. In addition,

he said an additional 15c was de-

manded for every seal sold Rosen
said he was unaware that TTA
would ask such stringent terms,
and although reluctant, he had no
choice hut to oiler them to exhibs.

What Price Interest?

Rosen noted that lie and Mullen
have now adopted more realistic

terms for their presentation.
They’re asking $230 security
against 40c for every seat sold.

Pair said there would he no charge
to theatres tor long lines or local

loops.

I'apell. MacDonald's version of

its pullout, as explained by exec
veepee Sam H Lebensbcrger. was
that his company had been misin-
lormcd as to tin* market for the
event. As protection, he said, it

had inserted a clause in the pact

with Rosen allowing it to get out
hv Oct 10. I.ehenshergei* called
the company's terms “business-
like" and declared that not one
theatre even got a glance at the
contract. “The terms ot the con-
tract were not involved," said
Lebensbcrger. “There was just no
interest in theatres to go ahead
with the project."
Kxec said C’apell. McDonald was

reviewing its entire theatre tele-

vision plans and as yet hasn’t de-
termined what direction to take,

"Our original interest was indus-
trial. The fights were o ^ a

means to an end. We thought the
industrial packages would follow
once the local loops were installed

on a permanent basis.”

carrying the games Include Wal-
ter Heade's St James. Vshur.v

Park. N .1; Century V Marine.
Brooklyn and Prospect. Fltishin \
N Y

; Halabail \ Katz's Marino
Chicago; S & S's Crown, Clue eo,
Hollywood. Detroit; Tivoli. To-
ledo; Fabian's Grand. Albanv.
Y Y Orphemn Omaha, and Para-
mount. Dcs Moines The Indiana
Theatie. Indianapolis, may join

tlu* lineup on Oct 31.

Can Rent Equipment
Cnahle to pact the big theatres

m key stations. BOTV is now eve
mg smalltown and italic houses
Outfit made pitch to Allied mem-
bers at exhib org’s Boston conven-
tion last week for use on a rental

basis ot portable closed-eircii't

equipment BOTV, in plan out-
lined to convention by exec veepee
William Rosensohn. guaranteed
that it would give theatres 30
closed-circuit events annually For
equipment. suitable for small
houses, closed-circuit company i>

asking $30 per use for first 30
events, with all uses above 30 an
nuallv at no charge. lie said

BOTV expected to provide 50 uses
annually, since otherwise it would
he economically unwise to main-
tain local loops. Rosensohn fur- !

titer slated lus outfit would oiler

no shows on Friday. Saturday.
Sunday or holiday nights.

Terms for all shows would he
similar. He said there would tie

no advance or guarantee from the-

atres. with BOTV and theatres
sharing 50-50 in b.o. receipts.

BOTV requires first call on the-
|

atres for events, but the houses are
permitted to take attractions of
other producers if there’s no con-

i

flirt Rental charge for equipment
would be substantially higher than
$50 for non-BOTV events.

For large theatres, more suit-

able for large RCA sets, BOTV
would pay cqst of the set, charging
exhib $100 per use for a total of

20 events. Exhibitor is required
to pay the installation charge, es-

timated at $3,000.

Wile Heard From
Meanwhile, BOTV has conclud-

ed a deal with the Allied Theatre
Owners of Indiana and the Inde-
pendent Theatre Owners ot Ohio
for the local exhib units to he ex-

clusive agents in their states for

pitching BOTV’s theatre television

setup. Allied units would net as

sales representatives for the

BOTV-sponsored sets. Asked by
Variety if the Allied units would
receive a commission for their ef-

forts. Boh Wile, executive secre-

tary of ITOO, snapped; “It's none
of your business."

Projected plan to present reg-

ularly scheduled weekly boxing
bouts as “second features’’ in film

theatres via closed circuit televi-

sion has struck a snag The spon-
soring organization, Cappel. Mac-
Donald A Co. sales and market-
ing consultancy firm of Dayton O
and two leading officials of Thea-
tre Television Associates. Leo
Rosen ami William Mullen have

I
gone their separate ways
The original plan was to have

i
gone into operation Oct. 27 hut

Roam and Mullen wore unable to

meet the kickoff condition til a

minimum of 33 elosed-eirr nil unit

or 80.000 seats, by deadline last

Saturday. Oct. 10 Since then the

pair have been seeking new fi

m.nrim'.
Rosen and Mullen asoit that

the Cappel, MacDonald term*
were too tough hut the Dav ton or-

ganization's answer is that the pi o

motels simplified the problem arid

over-repre opted the potential at

t hi> t inie.

Ease I’p On Terms

Ro-en and Mullen now hop* to

sign theatres fro a four- week pe-

riod in older to give the even* a

comprehensive test. They state

that they are assured of obtaining

fighters through an arrangem' nt

with the International Boxinr'

of the rival Guild, an association Of manage!

. a situation and fighters Rosen is separat' i .

and drama- prexy of TV Fights. Inc . a eo" 1 *

:md causing party formed for the purpose oj

Horn these theatre telecasting boxing bout

Meantime, in a short handout

T1 \ noted it was withdrawing

from the fight activity because oi

unforeseen complications in the

efficient handling of the propp 'd

but TTA would eop-

s interest in closed -cu cult

industrial use

contracts to replace agreements
which begin expiring this month

Only RKO Pictures and RKO
Theatres, represented by the Sign,
Pictorial & Display Union. Local
230. AFL. is reportedly near a deal
after several months of negotia-
tions. Union and RKO Theatres
were in a bitter hassle, with the
laborites picketing Metropolitan
area RKO houses on exonings ami
weekends.

The Screen Publicists Guild.
District 63. with largest representa-
tion including Warner Bros . Co-
lumbia. 20th-Fox. Universal and
United Artists, is seeking industry-
wide negotiations for its units.

Previously, talks were held with
each company on an individual
basis. SPG’s membership meeting
on Oct, 28 will devise proposals for
submission to the filmeries.

Paramount, lone puh-ad unit

affiliated with the Motion Picture
Homeoffice Employees Union. Lo-
cal H-63, IATSK. is currently re-

viewing grievances and readying
proposals for presentation to Par’s
executives.

(nnlinurd from pJKf S

to grapple with this money ques-
tion. Ar resolution was adopted that

all three guilds (the Screen Writ-
ers Guild is merely affiliated with,
not a member of. the League

>

should share equally in the $25,000
annual budget. Thus far the radio
leadership has been tone-deaf and
eve-glazed so far as any response
to this challenge to assume its

share of the League costs is con-
cerned.' In this connection, the
League did a real burn when the
KWG in Hollywood was rich

enough to present its retiring ex-
ecutive secretary, Mike Davidson,
with a severance “gift” of $1,000.

In practical effect it Is the

Dramatists Guild which has. in re-

cent years, financed 1 the League
hut the Authors Guild has run up
a big deficit in keeping up its end.
These facts play a big part in the
thinking of those eastern writers
who are willing to part company
both with the screen scribes of the
west as well as the “troublesome"
radio scribes. Current deficit of

the League itself may he running
upward of $100,000.

Against this drift, other eastern
writers deplore any "separatism"
which would leave freelancers in

one camp and salaried writers
i radio, television and screen) in

two or more organizations off by

themselves. This outcome runs
counter to the hopes entertained
for the past decade. The great un-
solved question is the same as

since 1948 when it began to grow
acute under the imminence of

video: how can those freelance
writers who think in terms of

rights, royalties, leasing and re-

prints find common ground with
those writers collecting weekly
salaries, or tlu* equivalent of such?

NTC Cooperation Worked
Three years ago the Screen VVri-

ers Guild ami tin* League formed
the National Television Committee
with 13 members forming an east-

ern section and 13 a Hollywood
section and with all the four guilds

represented. For some time this

worked well and a freelance con-

tract was negotiated with the

television networks in New York
However, before tfiis contract

cou hi be signed and put into effect

it still is not ' a splinter group in

Los Angeles County, the new Tele-

vision Writers of America, chal-

lenged the jurisdiction of the

League and won an NLRB side-

elecion. At this point the series of

In frictions, annoyances and charges

k. of sabotage of the League began. It

ig- turned out that several RWG mein-

on hers of the Authors League counc il

ce were actually members
Id TWA at the same time

,vo described by authors

•e- tists as “intolerable” ;

tso in turn, resignation

ot guilds in protest.

Such is the background of the'

ng ’ong “feuding” within the League
ics Add to this the strong dislike of

• i- the Screen Writers Guild against

j," any solution which puts all writers presentation

ir- into one Broadcast Writers Guild linue it

the newest proposal) and the com- television for

no plexitics facing the Oct 23 con- According to Rosen. Interest in

u- ference on League i oorguniziition !
the field package was high among

• is clear. 1 exhibs* bill he said lie couldn’t get

Ssz Continued from pace 7

said Itfst week. However, he com-
mented. any firm move in that di-

rection now “might be too hasty.”

He opined that it might be a grave
mistake to freeze the industry into

a definite pattern when time might
bring about additional improve-
ments and innovations.

While exhibs are particularly

anxious for the studios to get to-

gether and adopt standards, the

likelihood of this happening at the

present time is extremely slim.

The futility of any action was un-

derscored last week in Boston

when Allied States adopted a reso-

lution urging standardization on

an aspect ratio of 2 to 1 for all

processes. Call for this kind of a

ratio ignores the fact that 20111-

Fox has an ananiorphic lens pro-

viding for a ratio of 2.55 to 1 and

that the company has already in-

vested heavy coin on equipment

that isn’t flexible and must stick to

the prevailing width-to-height re-

lation. Other ananiorphic systems,

such as WarnerScope, must of ne-

cessity be compatible with Cinema-
Scope.
SMPTE convention put heavy-

emphasis on the new screen proc-

esses with stereophonic sound and

new* light sources getting the lion’s

share of the attention. Sessions

were generally well attended. Leon-

ard Bidwell of RCA collected

kudos for the highly efficient man-

ner in which lie handled the con-

vention’s press relations. Next

SMPTE shindig is skedded for

Washington next May and will fea-

ture a thorough rex iew of screen

history.

Continued from pace 3

releasing through HKO. In this

group are “Fantasia” and a trio

of feaure-lenglh “True Life Ad-
venture" pi

x * “The Living Desert.”
“The Vanishing Prairie” and “The
African Story.”
As lor “Desert,” which is first

ot the “True Life” series of fea-

tures. said Samuels “A distribution
pattern lias not yet been fully de-
veloped. But we do know we are
going to open the picture first in

New York, give it a ‘hand tailored’

campaign and follow up with open-
ings in selected cities"

Pie, which runs 73 minutes, will

tie tied up hi a package along witti

“Ben ami Me,” which is Hu* first

two- reel cartoon turned out at the

Disney studio, running 20 minutes,
and “Stormy.” 46-minute entry
whose story centers on a horse
horn out of season.

In addition to the features, the

Disney organization is maintaining
its regular yearly output of 16

cartoon shorts.

Disney’s Buena Yista

Walt Disney Productions has set

up it - uw n distribution unit,

Buena Vi la Film Distributing Co,
to handle sales, hookings and ad-

pijh for “The Fixing Desert” and
iitlin Disney pix in the future not

going tliiough standard distribu-

tion (flannels such as RKO l.eo

Skouras Interview
) - ---- Continued from page 5

that it was all a matter of repro-
duction quality and that, should
20th approve of such a lens, if

would have no objections against
its use.

This is the same position taken
by the company in connection with
the screens for CinemaScope. Dis-
trib recommends its own Miracle
Mirror and Astrolite screens and
says it will not "book its Cinema-
Scope films into theatres using
other make screens unless they
have been approved. So far, this

has not been done.
Uncertain On German Lenses
Skouras said he was aware of

the fact that cheaper lenses would
probably be coming along from
Germany, but he stressed that he
wasn’t convinced of their quality.
Also, it’ll take until next February
until compatible ananiorphic
lenses in any quality will be avail-

able. Current price quoted by
20th for a pair of its CinemaScope
lenses is $1,800. It’s understood
that the German lenses may even-
tually sell for as little as $350.
Skouras indicated that, in view of

20th’s heavy investment in getting
lens production going, he saw no
immediate prospects for dropping
the price of the CinemaScope
lenses.

Obviously pleased with his re-

ception at the Allied convention in

Boston last week, Skouras said the
enthusiasm- that followed his im-
passioned speech could be ascribed
to the fact that “I was telling them
the truth." Parenthetically lie

pointed out that quite a few of the
men who lent their voices to criti-

cism of CinemaScope have actually
ordered the 20th widescreen units
foi some of their houses.

Comparison Test
He said that he was prepared to

rnake good on his promise to ar-
range a comparison test between
“The Rohe” with stereophonic
sound and a standard print of the
picture without it. It would prove,
he said, how much of an added at-

traction directional sound can he.
To release 20th CinemaScope pix
in standard versions would be con-
trary to the exhibs’ own interest,
he declared.
AYith the exception of 20th. all

oM.i r companies lensing Cinema-
^lope films have announced they

m f out imii-fl Im»hi ’)

:m ’ ifig X’.nl je’iitn 1'i aHe lid both *

Washington and N Y 'Screenings.

\'i) | S (list r i tin* ion (leal has

|)<-rn made Joi link as yet. Miss

F.loi said list week. Arrange*

merits v. ill he made following ar-

rival of t he print Much oi the

pielnre wa> filmed on the island

of Mind an o where “ex-Commun-
jst s have settled to become useful,

productive citizens.” Miss I lor

Defrays (he .wile of a link who
-aw the light For distribution

outside the Philippines, incidental-

ly, the picture will lx* dubbed in

Malax an. Chinese and various
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Exhib’t Side-Hobby
St. John, N. B ,

Oct. 13.

Mitchell Franklin, veepee of

Franklin & Herschorn, oper-

ators of 10 theatres in this

area, has become one of lead-

ing uranium prospectors here.

Franklin, owner of a Geiger

counter, was drawn into the

search for the atom bomb ma-
terial, via his hobby for

searching for gold claimed to

have been buried along the

Bay of Fundy coast by Capt.

Kidd.
Reports of uranium discov-

eries about 22 miles inland

from St. John brought numer-
ous requests for the loan of

Franklin’s Geiger counter.

From that beginning he has

become a prospector on his

own and has lodged 25 official

claims.

Delay in the production of “Susan Slept Here” may cost RKq tie

loss of Dan Dailey as co-star with Debbie Reynolds. Property v.^s

originally owned by Alex Gottlieb, who sold it to the Howard Hughes
studio. Dailey has a commitment at 20th-Fox for “Pink Tights." which

carries an early November start and will require Dailey to report be.

fore that time for dance rehearsals. Unless “Susan” rolls thi> week
he will be out. Meanwhile Miss Reynolds is rehearsing dance routines

alone and RKO is negotiating with Cary Grant for the top male role

in case David Wayne, also cast for “Susan” had to pull out for N y‘

rehearsals for “Tea House of the August Moon.”

New type of magnetic playback head for mutiraek sound which
should outlast nickel alloy heads curently in use 10 times has been

developed by the Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. of St. Paul. It's already

gone into production.

According to Dr. W. W. Wetzel, Minnesota Mining research head,

heads presently in use tend to wear out after about 1,000 playings, en-

tailing considerable expense for exhibs. The new head, in addition

to lasting longer, will also provide better sound, said Wetzel.

General James A. Van Fleet, former U. N. commander in Korea and

now a director of 20th-Fox, briefly addressed the 20th sales meet in

N. Y. last week. Said he: “It’s a joy to be here. I never knew a

greater man than Spyros Skouras. He’s a great, human fellow. He’s

got the stuff that makes the wheels go around, that makes an outfit

click and makes a fighting army fight.”

Although the legiter, “Picnic,” may still have life in it by Jan. 1. 1955,

particularly as a vehicle for a national company, Columbia is free to

release its film adaptation of the William Inge play at that date.

This was one of the conditions insisted on by Col in its deal for pur-

chase of screen rights for $350,000. Film company plans to produce

“Picnic” next summer. Cast has yet to be set.

In line with its expansion policy, Technicolor, Inc., this week wrapped

up a deal for $5,000,000 in new financing.

Private sources are providing the coin in an arrangement sot up by

the Lehman Bros. Techni is issuing notes due in 15 years at an in-

terest rate of 43ib ^c.

Fred Clark, who’s been signed to play the editor in the Dean Martin-

Jerry Lewis film version of “Hazel Flagg,” won’t have to go farther

than his own household for helpful hints on the assignment. Benay

Venuta, who’s Clark’s wife, played the same role in the female version

on the Broadway stage.

“From Here to Kternity” first

picture since Oct., 1949. to go into

third St. Paul RKO-ON)heum
week,' previous one was “Jolson

Sings Again.”
Bennie Berger's 1,025-seat Go-

pher on competitive bids landed
“Mogambo,” taking it away from
Paramount circuit which has four
downtown houses, including 4.000-

seat Radio City. Picture opens
Oct 21.

With shuttering for season ol

two more drive-ins only two ozon-
ers are still operating in the lace

of cold nights.
RKO circuit shifted Russell

Stevens from RKO-Pan here to St

Paul RKO-Orpheum manager to

succeed Norman Wrobel who re-

signed to enter another field.

James Heuser, assistant RKO-Or-
pheurn manager, promoted to Pan
post and Leonard Wood brought in

j

Miami Story
from Iowa to fill Orpheum vacancy.

]

< *• * ~
Bill Sears

CHICAGO
WB in court seeking extended-

run permit lor "So Big.’’

The B&K Chicago hooked “Little

Bov Lost” for Oct. 30.

Koval Theatre reopened here

last .we-ck- by Ben Kiscnberg, for-

me i* branch manager for Mono-
gram.

Indiana-Illinois circuit holding

two meetings this week for all

managers and assistants to award
prizes for 20th artni drive.

World Playhouse bringing in

“Two Cents Worth of Hope" Oct.

16, for an indefinite run.

Ansel Winston becomes city

manager of RKO * three Dayton,

Ohio, theatres today (Wed). He’s

replaced as manager of the Grand
here by Tyrus Anderson and Ger-
ald Sullivan.

slightly during the month of

August. Weekly paychecks aver-

aged $116.16, or 75 cents below
those of July. Average hourly
rate U r August was $2.80.

Fred F. Sears to direct “The
Sam Katzman pro-

duction at Columbia, starting Nov.
10 . . . Paramount signed Dean
Jagger for “White Christmas,” re-

placing Millard Mitchell who is ill

. . . Noah Beery, Jr„ snagged a role

in the Schenck-Koch indie, “War
Clouds” . . . Jeff Donnell and Big
Boy Williams play comedy roman-
tic roles in "Massacre at Moccasin
Pass,” Wallace MacDonald produc-
tion at Coluipbia . . . “Sabrina
Fair” troupe returned to Para-
mount after shooting on location

in N. Y Lift Gaye plays femme
lead opposite Audie Murphy in

Ul’s “Drums Across the River”

... Mickey Rooney and company

j

to Reno to start shooting “Little

Giant” for Columbia. ...
Sonny Tufts, Marie Windsor and

Susan Morrow toplincrs in A1 Zim-
balist’s 3-D production. "Cat
Women of the Moon.” . . . Virginia

Gibson plays one of the wives in

Metro’s “Seven Wives for Seven
Brothers.” . . . Paramount assigned
Dick Shannon to "Alive and Kick-
ing,” formerly “Hazel Flagg.” . . .

Joanne Gilbert’s player option
nicked up by* Paramount . . . Rob-

general manager of

six Twin Cities’ area ozoners, back
at desk after hospital siege.

PITTSBURGH
Hal Cornelius upped from assis-

tant manager of the nabe Schenley
to manaeor of Washington, Pa.,

Theatre, both being Stanley-War-
ner houses.

Donald Steve Lucas, usher at

Shadvside Theatre when he went
into the service, returned as assist*

ant manager at the house.
Alex Manos, son of Mike Manos.

Indie chain operator, resumed
working at eireuit headquarters
after being discharged from the

Air Force.
Ray Al'ison. Altoona exhib,

suffered a heart attack but his con-

dition is reported good. His broth-

er. Leonard Allison, who withdrew’
from exhibition year ago, is back
during this emergency.

“The Big Break,” w.hich had its

first local showing at William
Goldman key nabe, the State, was
produced and directed by former
local, Joseph Strick.
Arcadia shuttered after final

show Sunday (4) night for four
days to install now wide-vision
screen. House reopened Friday
< 9 ) with “Mogambo.”

City Revenue Commissioner’s re-
port showed amusement tax col-

lections for the eight-month period
was $1,828,984 as compared with
$1,908,042 for like period in 1952.

I Eugene Mori. Vineland, N. J.. ex-

j

hibitor and racing mogul (Garden
Three regional meetings of

i State track) in hospital for obser-
Filmnkcrs Releasing Organization vation.
will he held this month to estah-

1
Councilman Victor H. Blanc at-

lish future sales policies. Confabs tacked the 10r r city amusement
will he held in Chicago. Oct. 14- tax as "confiscatory” and an-
15. New York. Oct. 18-19, and Los nouneed he intended to fight for
Angeles. Oct. 25-26. repeal hill now pending in coun-
Andrew Stone closed deal with cil’s finance committee. Blanc

United Artists for release of two said the 20r r Federal tax coupled
forthcoming indie films. "Taran- 1 with the city’s 10rr levy was "not

Continued from page C

ing collaborated on a few others.

In this, he satirizes the “wastrels,”

the do-nothing sons of middle-class
Italian provincials whose life

ranges from schoolroom to pool-

room. Beyond lies the big city, a

thing they eternally dream of. but

few ever see. Work is strictly

taboo, and they spend their lives

avoiding it.

Fellini has mirrored this atmos*

S
here and its characters sharply.

uch sequences as the carnival ball,

the visit to the village of the

broken-down vaude troupe and

many others are good entertain-

ment. Scenes of Alberto’s drunken
wanderings is a classic of the

genre. Thesping throughout points

up the strong direction.

Development of story concerning
Franco Fabrizi and his wife. Leo-

nora Ruffo, is weak with the ending

hurried and a bit too pat. Alberto

Sordi stands nut as Alberto while

other “wastrels” perform capably

in various colorful roles. Miss

Ruffo is okay as the wife.

Nino Rota’s music makes for

good, backdropping to the action.

Three cameramen worked on the

pic, which w'as held up variously

for refinancing, but switches are

not noticeable, and the work is

ronsistently good. Editing needs

tightening. Hank.

Journey to Love
low’ the routine titles. Pic
much in translating.

mildYarn concerns a
Sicilian accountant, who accident-

ally is rewarded for his honesty.
With the reward coin, the brow-
beaten worker decides tp take a

vacation and get away from har-
assment from his wife, mother-in-
law and offspring. Enroute he
flirts with a supposed countess
only to be robbed of his wallet.

Arriving penniless in Rome, he
is unable to find any relatives who
might stake him, and finally joins

a group of pilgrims visiting St.

Peter’s for the Holy Year. This
enables the audience to see many
highlights of Rome, and newsreel
clips of the Pope officiating during
the Holy Year. All the time, a pair
of tight-fitting shoes make this

junket a misery for the penniless
Merumi (Spadaro). He finds tem-
porary peace and rest as gardener
iti a monastery, bflt is shamed into
returning to his family on learn-
ing his son is sick.

The producers were determined
to ring in a Cook’s tour of Rome
while unfolding the story. This
points up the meek Sicilian’s dis-
comfort with his shoes but far too
much time is given this phase of
the story.

Spadaro, as Merumi, the little

accountant, docs okay with the
role and story given him. The
production crew must take the rap
for this pic not amounting to
more. Vera Carmi does well
enough in the less important part
of his wife. Likewise Enzo Stajola,
as his child, has only limited foot-
age. Sonia Lo Guidice, as the
“countess.” provides an unusual
vamp study. There is a competent
cast in support. Wear.

Kaiserwnlxer
(Emperor’s Waltz)

(AUSTRIAN-MUSICAL)
Vienna, Sept. 29

Gloria Film release of Franz Vn el-

Ncusser production. Stars Winnie W ,rku*

and Rudolf Prack. Features Gun! her

Phillip, Maria Holst and Oskr.r Sima.

Directed by Fram Antel. Camera- Hans
Theyer: music. Hans Lank. At Fliecef

Kino, Vienna. Running time, 10 M<N$.

Winnie Markus, romantic sing-

er. and Rudolf Prack. handsome
balladist. carry this old-time mu-

sical with good results. A nieely

told yarn concerns an archduke,
posing as his aide-de-camp, n mi a

comely school teacher. Pic should

do well in many markets.
Action swings smoothly from

Schoenbrunn castle to Bod K du.

once famous summer resort of the

royal family and operetta wrter*.

Maria Holst as “advising" Einprr c s

does nicely. Gunther Philips, u o

also scripted with Jutta Borne*

mann and Friedrich Schrcyvo-srcl,

provides many laughs.
Franz Antel’s direction is only

so-so. Hans Lang contributed four

songs to many original S’ aus

scores, with pleasing results

1 Vifellonl
(The Wastrels)

(FRANCO-ITALIAN)
Venice. Sept. 22.

EN’IC release of a Pt*K-Cite Films Pro-
duction. Stars Alberto Sordi. Franco In-
tcrlenkhi. Franco F’ahrizl. Leopoldo Trie-
ste. Leonora HufTo. Riecardo Fellini. Di-
rected by Federico Fellini. Screenplay.
Fellini. Fnnio FTajano, from story by
Fellini Flajgno. Tullio Ponelli: camera.
Marlelli. Trasatti. Carlini; music. Nino
Kola; acts, Mario Chiari. At Venice Film
Festival. Venice. Running time, 105
MINS.
Alberto Alberto Sordi
Moraldo Franeo Interlenghi
Fausto Franco Fabrizi
I.copoldo Leopoldo Trieste
Sandra Leonora Ruffo

NEW ORLEANS
Joseph (’. D’Antoni is now as-

sistant honker at UA.
Alvin Dastc opened the new

Caff in, Negro patronage house, in

suburban New Orleans.
N. Solomon Theatres. McComb,

Miss., returned the 45 Drive-In.
Pritchard. Ala., to its original own-
ers. Paramount-Gulf Theatres.
L W. Dantin reopened the Reo

at Golden Meadow s, La., near here.

Po<Vef»l!cr Center

BOSTON
Bryant Haliday and C.v Harvey,

operators of arty Brattle Theatre.
Cambridge, signed a lease with
Shubert interests here preparatory
to taking over operation of Hub’s
long-shuttered 1.200 seat Copley.
Pair intend to convert the thea-
tre Into first-run art house teeing
off new policy last Sunday <11 ).

with “Mr. Potts Goes to Moscow.”
Duo will continue to operate the
Brattle.

‘Ben Cammack Month
Dallas. 0< t

:

RKO-Radio Pictures hes <

nated November as “Ben ( «m;..

Month.” in the Dallas. Ok»
;

°

City and Memphis area. H< "

trict manager. Makes his u

quarters here.

(mmSmmk
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Phil Spitalny

Park Sheraton Hotel

^6th Sts. at 7th Avenue

York 19 >
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. phil Spitalny:

Dur of Charm Band" are

cement in our Paradise Roo.,

- that I tell you how

„ are ever your splendid success.

- successful

re-irtd for the beautiful new room*

Interest you to know that we

g
fofdS?aS future. W

.

entertainment

and section were una 1 two

y°^nrsoo“ can! we want

!:/lu
j

r wonderful aggregation back

As you ana

concluding an engage®*

I think it only pr°P®^

very happy

life could not have had a more

onening period for the

interest you

ur hotel. Ihe vwo

the luncheon Show

. were beautiful and

lining and direcUo
eVi vou continued

Since

-Manager
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With more and more network shows going into syndication, it’s

getting so you can’t tell the rerun without a scoreboard. Here's

the latest list of retitlings:

‘ Fireside Theatre” oldies have two titles, ‘‘Royal Playhouse.”

which United Television Programs distributes, and ‘‘Story Theatre,”

which Ziv handles. “Dragnet” is “Badge 714“ ‘previously “The
Cop,” which was dropped because of police objections to the title’s

connotations). “Gangbusters” is “Captured;” “Big Town” is “Heart
of the City”; ‘Ford Theatre” is "Your All-Star Theatre"; The
Doctor” is now “The Visitor”; and “Counterpoint” is “Rebound.

”

“Schlitz Playhouse of Stars,” which has just been taken over by
ABC’s Film Syndication, is now called “The Playhouse.”

Taking a leaf from station pro-*

grainming i<l ‘as. sponsors in the

New York market are expanding

their concept of the value of re-

peats of filmed shows. Latest in

a series of deals calling lor repeat

showings over a short period i*-

Piel s Beer’s pact with Guild Films

and W’ABI). the DuMont key, call-

ing for tw ice-a-week showings of
,

“Life With Klizaheth.” Guild's new
Situation comedy vidpic series, on

tin station

' picl.’s will air “Elizabeth” on

Sundays at 7 p m. and then will re-

peat the same film on Thursdays

at 10:30. Whelan Stores recently

set a similar deal on WABC-TV,
tin* ABC Gotham key, calling for

(wo-a-week exposures of Ziv’s

“The Unexpected” and "Boston

Biackie.” and Piels set Bernard

Prockter’s “Orient Express” on the

same* station tor two.-a-wcek show-

Maurice Manson has been tapped
for the title part in the "Inspec-

tor Maigret” vidpix being made in

France by Pat lie Cinema, which
recently secured the rights to all

f»() of the Georges Simei.on psycho-

logical whodunits. Jean Lenauer
is directing.

Manson is a legit-TV veteran w.k.

for his portrayals of historical fig-

ures.

London. Oct. 6.

The British government is put-

ting the spotlight on American fi-

nanced films, made specifically for

U. S. television networks but which

arc getting theatrical distribution

here and. at the same time, collect-

ing their share of the Eady Fund.

This fund was aimed at assisting

the British film production in-

dustry.

During the current year, two
series of American telcpix lensed
in London have been adapted for

theatrical screenings. The field

was entered with films made by
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., for NBC-
TV. Three featurettes were mar-
ried to make* one full length fea-

ture under the overall title of “Tri-

angle." The film was distributed

through British Lion and a second
offering of a similar calibre ob-
tained a circuit release via the As-
sociated British group.

Subsequently, Paramount
adopted a similar course in connec-
tion with TV films made for dis-

tribution in the American market
by the Danziger Bros. These, too,

are also being married in sets of

three for normal release through
Paramount’s distributing organiza-

tion in Britain.

These recent developments have
agitated British producers who
have now persuaded the Board of

Trade of the need for immediate
action. Consequently at its last

meeting the Cinematograph Films
Council appointed a special com-
mittee to examine the situation

I and to report back to the parent
body as quickly as possible.

As quota subjects, these married
features qualify for Eady levy at

the full rate. In other words,
apart from their normal distribu-
tion earnings, they qualify for a

bonus of approximately 40rr of the
gross from a fund which was
meant to keep British production
healthy.

JIMMY NELSON
DANNY ODAY AND
HUMPHREY H1GSBYK

PERSON A I. M A N AGEMENT
LOUIS W. COHAN
1776 Broadway, N. Y.

Judge for Yourself
Minneapolis, Oct. 13.

KSTP-TV has come up with a

new wrinkle in programming.
It has announced that for the

first time the public will have a

chance to select a film of its own
preference on TV.

With the start of its 11 p. m. Fri-

da vs “Movie of the Week” show
Oct. 16. there'll be trailers of a

number of prospective future pic-

tures at the feature’s end.

Viewers then will ha asked to

signify which of the pictures they’d

like to see the following week. The
film getting the most votes will be

the station’s next offering.

Hollywood, Oct. 13.

Nov. 1 is tin* starting date set

for Bing Crosby's initial telefilm

show*.

Budgeted at $35 000. the variety

format will be telecast by CBS-TV
Dec. 27 with General Electric tak-

ing over Fred Waring's slot for the
one-shot.

Crosby plans to do one more
\idshow this season, early in the

spring. Bill Morrow will produce
and write the film, which will be

under the* Bing Crosby Enterprises
banner and probably be le*nseel at

the Hal Roach lot where BCE has
been shooting until recently.

Hollywood. Oct. 13.

A talent hunt for directors has
been launched by Revue Produc-
tions. which with seven telepix se-

ries has the most ambitious pro-

duction program in Hollywood.
Company’s hypoed production sked
has necessitated the all-out search
for meggers, with the firm placing
great emphasis on directors.

The MCA vidpix subsid is par-

ticularly anxious to develop new
directorial talent, and its newlv-
signed meggers include Herschel
Dougherty, formerly a dialog di-

rector at 20th-Fox, and making his

directorial debut on Revue*'s “City

Detective” and another series.

Revue, located at Republic stu-

dios, is responsible for Chevron
Theatre, the Paul Hartman show,
“Pride of the Family,” Ray Mil- i

land series. “Adventures of Kit
Carson,” Pepsi-Cola Playhouse,
Revlon Mirror Theatre ami “City
Detective,” starring Rod Cameron.

NAM ‘Industry on Parade’

125-Station 4-Yr. Jackpot;

Voice ‘Backbone’ Overseas
“Industry on Parade,” the week-

ly* 45-minute industrial newsreel

presentation of the National Assn,

of Manufacturers, goes into its

fourth year of production this

we.*ek with a lineup of 125 stations

carrying the films in the United

States and nine stations or net-

works showing the films overseas.

Program, comprising four se-

quences on various industries plus

two 40-second institutional mes-

sages in each film, was started in

October, 1950, by G. W. 'Johnny

)

Johnstone, the NAM’s director of

radio and television. Production

was originally handled by NBC-

TV News, but passed last year into

the hands of Arthur Lodge Pro-

ductions of N. V.. which is still pro-

ducing the shows. In its three

years, program lias spotlighted de-

velopments in 708 industries.

Films are distributed by the

Voice of America to foreign tele-

vision groups, and program is aired

: weekly in Paris, Tokyo and other

!
foreign capitals. It's one of the

few tele programs handled by

\oice*. and has been described by

the U. S. Information Bureau as

the “backbone” of its overseas
tele operation.

Films go to schools, libraries and
civic groups following their TV
runs, and have received Ohio State

U. and Freedoms Foundation
awards. Roger A. Young. Jr., one-
time Washington Post staffer and
later with Paramount News, is

NAM’s newsreel editor and acts as

liaison between NAM and the pro-
ducers.

Hollywood, Oct. 13.

Metro contract director Don
Weis is being paged to meg up-

coming video version of “Halls of

Ivy,” although the studio has
never before granted a loanout on
a pactee to TV.

Weis’ pact has four more years
to run. and such an okay would be
precedental for Metro.

Don Quinn is producing “Ivy,”
but packager Paul Radin ap-
proached Weis on the deal. Show*
would be on CBS-TV. Weis’ last,

Metro assignment was “Half a
Hero,” starring Red Skelton.

Outfit buying out Bernard Prock-
ter's PS I-TV film district setup is

headed by Fred Levy, Jr., wealthy
Coast realtor who some time back
figured in the Howard Hughes-
RKO negotiations.

Understood deal for the Prock-
te*r subsid switchover has yet to be
finalized, although reported as im-
minent. *

Canadian Studio Plans

Making Vidpix Series

For American Market
Ottawa, Oct. 13.

Crawley Films. Ltd., which has
grow n to an annual gross of around
$750,000 from a modest man-and-
wife beginning 15 years ago in an
old church will invade the Ameri-
can vidpix market. F. R. (Budge)
Crawley expects to make series in

13 and 26 units once a big annex
is built.

Crawley lias shot industrials
heretofore for such American con-
cerns as McGraw-Hill, Encyclope-
dia Britannica, Coronet. This has
amounted to about 20C© of its busi-

ness.

Crawley sees no chance of sell-

ing vidpix at this time to the lim-
ited Canadian television industry

—

entirely in the hands of the Gov-
ernment-owned Canadian Broad-
casting Corp. Nor can Canadian
advertisers stand the gaff. Their
maximum is about $3,000 per film

short and the cheapest a passable
quality short can be made in Ot-
tawa is $5,000. Against this eco-
nomic fact the CBC itself can buy
American-made vidpix with names
for as little as $500.

Herb Jaffe Exits MCA

For MPTV Sales Post

George Weiss, national sales

manager of United Television Pro-
grams. has resigned from the firm
following shift of the distributor's

headquarters to the Coast. UTP,
which has named Wynn Nathan,
formerly the firm’s Coast sales rep,

to the national sales post, said

resignation was amicable. Nathan
will continue to headquarter on the
Coast.

Reshuffling resulting from pur-

chase of other interests in the firm
by Jack Gross and Phil Krasne
continue, with certain aspects of

the situation still unclear. Aaron
Beckwith, Gross-Krasne sales vee-

pee, returned last week from the

Coast and will remain in New
York, but his exact position in,the

new UTP setup isn’t clear. He
was eastern sales manager of UTP
before being named v.p. of Gross-
Krasne to devote himself exclusive-

ly to their product. Now he’ll un-

doubtedly be selling all UTP prod-

uct again via the bigger N. Y. agen-

cies. but he has not yet been named
a veep of UTP.

Product-wise, newly constituted

firm will give a sharp o.o. of its

current product, with the likeli-

hood that some of its weaker shows
will be dropped to make way for

other series. Gross-Krasne’s physi-

cal production will continue with

"Rig Town” and “The Lone Wolf,”

but the new UTP toppers will be

on the lookout for new syndication

i product, too.

ABC's Film Syndication Divi-

sion. still in its formative stages,

went into business last week with

the purchase of the “Racket

Squad” and “Schlitz Playhouse”
vidpix series, which it will begin to

sell immediately. George Shupert.

v.p. in charge of syndication,

wrapped up complete purchase of

the 98 "Racket Squad” vidpix on
the Coast and at the same time

firmed the “Playhouse” sale.

“Racket Squad” was purchased
from Hal Roach, Jr., and Carroll

Case, producers of the half-hour

series which last aired this sum-
mer for Philip Morris on CBS-TV
as the "I Love Lucy” replacement.
“Playhouse” (leal was made via

John Gibbs, whose Meridian Pro-
ductions filmed the se*ries for

Schlitz. In both cases. ABC
bought the packages outright.

Shupert. while on the Coast, is

setting sales personnel there, and
will set up office's in Chicago on his

way back. So far. the syndication
setup is a three-man operation,
with Shupert. Don Kearny as sales

manager and Lee Francis promo-
tion manager. Actual sales force
will be set within the next couple
of weeks, however, and operation
is expected to get into full swing
by the end of the month.

‘Big Playback’s’ Spread

Burton-Mercur Prexies >,r

New Vidpix Operation ^
New \iclpix firm for the produc- mar

tion of low budget films for TV non ,

and theatrical release has been c j1t,)

formed by film writer producer lo ie j

Paul Burton-Mercur and film at- Sc
torney Harry Sclvhciderman. Firm. $t ar
Burton Picture Productions, is

"

tu ,n
headed by Burton-Mercur as presi*

dent, with Sehneidcrman a direc- (jie
tor. Alexander Reid & Co.. New- 13

|

ark incest merit brokers, are the noil
underw liters.

Slated for production are “Dark
Violence." a crime scrie*s with lo

cation shooting set for Newark
"Wanted for Murder-,” another charge of the Atlanta office, joins
crime series, and two features, CBS-TV Film Sales in New York
"Tanya" and "Lucrezia," both next week as an account executive,
scripted by Burton-Mercur. "Lu- Orchard was formerly with
erezia” w ill he done in Technicolor Unity Sales and Paramount TV
in Italy, fFilms.

"Life With Elizabeth” Guild
Films' new Elizabeth White-star-
ring situation comedy series, has
been sold in 27 markets in the two
weeks it's been in syndication.
Sales included one to Procter it

Gamble in Chicago, to Bowman
Biscuit Co. in Denver and to banks
in Washington, D. C., and in

Seattle.

Film scries, adapted from Miss
White’s live show on KLAC-TV in

Los Angeles, had been sold the
week before to Piel s Beer for a

. New York slotting on WABC.

Orchard to CBS Films

James Orchard, manage

i ) / I / » 4
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PLAYWRIGHTS LAY A TV EGG
CBS’ Buffalo TV Coup

CBS-TV has scored its major affiliation coup, even transcending

in importance the WTAR-TVv
Norfolk, acquisition, with WBEN-TV,

the Buffalo Evening News video operation, switching over to the

Columbia fold. One of the top projects on the Frank Stanton agenda
for the past few months, the deal was consummated yesterday (Tues.)

with CBS making the official announcement on the air last night.

WBEN-TV was one of the first video stations on the air. The
radio affiliation with NBC dates back to 1930. Until the actual

consummation, NBC had only an inkling of the seriousness of the

CBS negotiations, with the w'eb being notified only a few days ago,

concerning an automatic renewal, that WBEN did not wish to ex-

ercise it.

NBC had hoped, in the wake of the Princeton meeting a few
months back, that any further defections beyond Norfolk were
permanently in check. It leaves NBC with no alternative but to

*\-Io UI1F” in the major Buffalo market, as it was compelled to do
in Norfolk. While there are two upcoming VHF stations allocated

lor Buffalo, they’ll probably be a long time coming in view of con-

tests for the channels.

Legality of Radio-TV Giveaways

On U.S. Supreme Court Agenda
Washington, Oct. 13.

Legality of a ban imposed in

1949 by FCC on radio and TV give-

away shows will probably be ar-

gued before the U.S. Supreme
Court within two months. The high

tribunal yesterday (Mon.) agreed

to review the case and allowed two
hours for argument. ABC, CBS
and NBC networks, which fought

the ban before the U.S. District

Court for the Southern District of

New York, will argue on behalf of

giveaways. It's expected that as-

sistant FCC General Counsel
Roger Wollenberg will argue for

the Government.
Principal question to be decided

is whether listening to or viewing
certain giveaway programs con-

stitutes a “consideration” which
is analogous to payment for a

chance in a lottery. The commis-
sion contends that shows which
give prizes to non-studio audiences
are in effect, lotteries if incentive

to view or listen is a possibility of

winning.
In requesting that high tribunal

to review the decision of the lower
court, the Commission maintained
that “there is a consideration pres-

ent in the time and effort contrib-
uted by the listeners and there is

substantial consideration received
by the sponsor and the station

from the increased listening audi-
ence.”
When the ban was originally

imposed, a number of giveaway
shows which gave prizes to unseen
Midience was on the increase and
the FCC received support from
some broadcasters to its proposal
to interpret lottery statutes as ap-
plying to such shows. Although
the ban was stayed by the lower
courts, pending the Supreme Court
determination, there has been a

decrease in the number of give-
aways which give prizes to listen-

ers or viewers. Other shows have
been modified to a studio audience
format.

Aren’t We Devils?
Harry Bannister. NBC's

veepee in charge of station re-

lations. had occasion recently
to write all affiliates in con-
nection with a coup he had
maneuvered and suggesting
that he rated a 17-gun salute
the next time he visited their
city.

Last week Bannister put in

an appearance at KPTV, in

Portland, Ore., to help the sta-

tion celebrate its first anni.

In the banquet hall was an
anti-aircraft gun. manned by
three National Guardsmen of

the 41st Division (the same
division in which Bannister
served during World War I).

NBC exec got his 17-gun
salute—but with a toy cap
pistol.

Time ‘Man of Year

As TV Showcase
Parker Ten Co., via .T. Walter

Thompson agency, is mulling a
special week hour-long TV show-
c so, with likelihood of ticing in
with Time mag for a “Man of the
Year'* production immediately pre-
c ding the mag’s front cover award
of its annual accolade. If program
materializes, Parker Pen will pick
on the tab for talent an J produc-
t >n. with the magazine buying the
time,

initially Parker Pen was constd-
oi. ng a Christmas Week two-hour
Sunday atternoon musical extrava-
ganza on NBC-TV, but the deal fell

through when the client and web
couldn’t get together on the exact
type of offering. As a result, the
“Man of the Year” idea has been
projected.

Since Time itself prefers to have
«m exclusivity on the person chos-
en. the TV show would be built
around the list of major candi-
dates for the award on the Sun-
day preceding the “Man of Year”
Time issue.

Art Ford Burns

As WNEff Nixes

‘Big Preview’ Bid
Kingsized hassle has developed

between WNEW, N. Y. indie, and

Art Ford, one of its top disk

jockeys, as a result of refusal by

the station to allow Ford to emcee

a network show for NBC. Latter

last week installed Fred Robbins

as emcee of its two-hour Saturday

“Big Preview” show* in place of

Ford, following the indie station’s

nix.

Dispute involves a number of

factors, but centers around Ford’s

two-year WNEW pact, which al-

lows him to do outside shows on
the four networks and their Goth-
am keys (no indies, though) subject

to WNEW approval, with station

not supposed to withhold permis-
sion “unreasonably.” According to

Howard Epstein, Ford’s lawyer,

station could nix an outside deal

on three grounds, format of the

outside show, time of the show
and frequency of Ford's outside

appearances.

Station gave as its reason for

nixing the deal the fact that Ford,
who does the nightly “Milkman’s
Matinee” from midnight to 4 a m.,

would not be able to perform prop-

erly on Saturday nights if he did

the NBC show Saturday mornings
following an all-night stint. Station

added that it had never given a

definite okay to the deal, that its

negative decision was the only de-

cision it had handed down on the

matter. Nix was made in the inter-

est of “good radio” and to protect

the quality of its own shows, sta-

tion added.

Epstein, however, came up with

a different version. He said that

WNEW was prepared to approve
the deal until NBC ran a trade-

paper ad last week billing Ford
as the originator ot “.Milkman's

(Continued on page 41)
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TO TURN TRICK?
By GEORGE ROSEN

The TV networks' program
chieftains are reappraising their

thinking as to the wisdom of shell-

ing out fabulous coin in order to

negotiate exclusive pacts with ma-
jor writers from other facets of

show biz, notably legit. They point

to the fact that there have been

too many casualties and disappoint-

ments from these ranks and, at

best, their output tor TV is unpre-
dictable and certainly nothing to

get excited about.

Despite his enviable
1
record on

Broadway, Ben Hecht, much to

CBS-TV’s chagrin, virtually came
a-cropper on bis Columbia TV
series. It’s recalled that the net-
work braintrusters virtually did
handsprings in heralding bis en-
trance into the CBS stable of

writers. There was similar ho-
sannahs over the negotiations
which found another major Broad-
way playright, William Saroyan,
committed to a number of "Omni-
bus" shows last season. As with
Hecht, these, too, drew something
less than critical acclaim.

%

Still on the upcoming agenda at

NBC is the Robert K. Sherwood
output. His first script entry un-
der his longterm, top coin deal,

which hit the front pages of the na-
tion’s dailies when negotiated some
months back, doesn't materialize
until the latter part of December.
NBC cherishes high hopes that
“this time it’ll be different." If he
clic ks as a video writer he’ll he the
first in making the lcgit-to-TV
transition. There’s been one other
notable exception (in this instance
requiring adaptation a.-sist). That’s
Bill Shakespeare.

Still another ex-legiter, James
Thurher, failed to stir any excite-

ment in the TV spectrum when He
was signed by J. Walter Thomp-
son for “Lux Video Theatre."
Whereas TV is literally inun-

dated with producers and directors
who cut their show biz teeth in

stage and film, as far as writers

are concerned it’s the conviction
that TV is something else again
requiring a new kind of vitality,

spirit and fresh approach, as with

the strictly TV-conscious stable of

writers (Horton Foote, David Shaw,
Faddy Chayevsky, Thomas Phipps,
et al ) doing rotating duty on “Phil-

co Television Playhouse.", Also
blamed is the fact that too many
writers fail to take TV seriously as

a creative medium and are content
to resurrect old scripts that have
been gathering dust for years.

Oddly enough, the broadcasting-
to-lcgit record is just the reverse,

with some of today’s outstanding
Broadway playwrights “graduates”
of radio and TV. Outstanding
among them are Arthur Laurents,

who authored last season’s “Time
of the Cuckoo”; Arthur Miller, au-

thor of “Death ot] a Salesman” and
“The Crucible,” and Arnold Perl

("The World of Sholom Alecliem”),

who until recently wrote the Pall-

Mall -sponsored “Big Story" on TV
and for years was one of radio-TV’s

top scripters.

Most recent of the TV-to-legit

success stories involves Horton
Foote’s rx-Philco “Trip to Bounti-

ful" play which is now Broadway-
bound. and Howard Tcichmann. the

radio-TV writer, as co-author of

tin* upcoming legit entry. “The
Solid Gold Cadillac,” with George
S. Kaufman.

JWT Hurdles Explosive Situation

With Wholesale Exits Stemmed

JWT a Casting Haven
Probably the busiest easting

office in New York these days
is the J, Walter Thompson
agency. The JWT casting di-

rector. Miriam Dougherty, is

literally burning the midnight
tungsten as result of the

agency now being involved in

getting two separate weekly
productions of “Kraft Televi-
sion Theatre” on the air (one
at NBC. the other at ABC).
In these days when agencies
are virtually bereft of any
“house shows," (buying either
network-controlled shows or
outside packages), the ordeal
of tasting two hour-long dra-
matic stanzas sets something
of a precedent in TV.

Preein this week of the
ABC-TV version of “Kraft
Television Theatre,” inciden-
tally, now gives the show a

Canadian outlet (with cut-in

commercials on behalf of

Kraft Canadian), the new To-
ronto TV station having
bought the program.

Divided Loyalty

Puts BBD&O In

A Ticklish Spot
BBD&O agency finds itself in

the middle of a client conflict

dilemma — and it has no way out.

Embarrassing situation, although

not without precedent, arises over

the U. S. Steel sponsorship of the

new “Theatre Guild of the Air” TV
series, which gets under way Oct.

27 in the Tuesday night 9:30 to

10:30 period.

U. S. Steel is a BBD&O client.

But so is Armstrong, which bank-
rolls the “Armstrong Circle The-
atre” on NBC-TV in the Tuesday
night 9:30 to HJ slot. What pin-

points the “divided loyalty” situa-

tion is the fact that Armstrong has
notified BBD&O to come up with

an especially hiked-hudget dram-
atic presentation on the night that

U. S. Steel preems it drama
series. (Offering will be “Julie’s

Castle,” with some top Thames be-

ing considered as IcWdsY Arm-
strong motive is to try 1o whittle

down the competition as much as

possible.

On the other hand. BBD&O,
alerted to tin* fact that U. S Steel

is one of its most lush clients,

recognizes the need to put its best,

foot forward for the Theatre Guild
bow. If Steel takes all the play

away from Armstrong there may
be some questions asked And vice

versa.

J. Walter Thompson agency was
Involved in a critical impasse over
the past few days, reaching the
point where for a while It looked
as though John lteher, the radio-

TV topper, would nnkle-Uicjig. ney,
leaving at stake the future of per-
haps $20.000.000 in billings and
the lucrative brace of hour-long
“Phileo Television Theatre” pro-
grams However, late yesterday
atternoon (Tues.) the situation was
apparently resolved to Rebel's
satisfaction. He’s staying.

Instead of a wholesale walkout,
only one key agency man, Howard
Reilly, is leaving to join William
Morris agency as a radio-TV exec.
The departure of Paul Belanger
and Boll Haig was also imminent,
but as result of yesterday's amica-
ble settlement, they’re sticking.
Had they left there was a strong
likelihood that Heber would also
walk.

It appears that when Richard
de Rochemont was brought into
the agency in a key TV spot, it

resulted in a reshuffling of assign-
ments among others that kindled
dissatisfaction, with result that
Reilly, manager of the TV depart-
ment and the JWT man on the
Hallantinc account, got himself the
WM job and Belanger and Haig
were also exiting. Situation, in

turn, burned Reber to the degree
where, it’s reported, he too would
have walked unless he could stein
the Belanger-Haig resignations.
This was accomplished only yester-
day.

Status of t lie two big production
units on Kraft. Involving more
than a score of men, plus status of
Boh Halim, one of the agency’s
other key men, were also at stake.

‘BRIDE & GROOM’ BACK

VIA NBC-TV, JERGENS
“Bride & Groom.” divorced a

1

few weeks hack from CBS-TV, will

be back together again as a noon
, strip on NBC tele starting Der. 1.

' Jergens Lotion picks up the check

j

for Monday - Wednesday - Friday,

via Robert Orr agency.
!• The Tuesday-Thursday segments
were expected to be sold momen-
tarily following word which went
out late yesterday (Tues.) that the

ishow is returning.

ABC Web in Quest Of

A Sponsor for Metop

‘Faust’ Telecast Nov. 1

7

ABC-TV is looking for a spoo-

lsor to buy t 1 m* network’s exclusive

telecast of the Metopera’s opening-

night produelion of “Faust" on

Nov, 17 Web, which carries the

Met’s Saturday schedule on radio

lor Texaco, has first refusal on TV
i rights for 1 he opening perform-

ance and is looking for a bank-

roller to foot the bill. It probably

won’t carry the opening as a sus-

tainer.

Web offered the show to Texaco,

which as radio sponsor had first

refusal on TV, but was turned
down. Network consequently is

peddling the property to other

clients. Peter Brook, the F.nglish

director who is staging the “Omni-
bus" version of “King Lear” Sun-

day (18) on CBS-TV, is staging the

i Met’s new version of “Faust.”

Tap Sinatra For

TV Comedy Hour’
Frank Sinatra will head up a

Colgate “Comedy Hour” as an
added starter to fake* up some of
the slack singe there were three
open spots on the Sunday NI1C-
'IV ’er before he was booked.
‘There had been six previously,
hut Ktliel Merman is down for one
workout each in January and Feb-
ruary and Soiija Honie gets one )

There would necessarily have to
he a reasonable gap between Sin-
atra.s starring appearance and Ins
guest cr with Jumpy Durante on
latter’s second show Nov. 8 This
would probably put it into late
November.

Sing* i act or helped Milton Belle
open his Hoick show a couple
weeks ago on a $(;,()()() pact, with
Tallulah Hankhead receiving $*),-

hOO Price is understood up lor Ins
Sehno/zola hooking and consider-
ably hiked for his own spot, re-
portedly near the I0G da s

Purely coincidentally, Ava Gard-
ner is being dangled by the Wil-
liam Morris agency for guesters.
However, Miss Gardner is a Metro
par ire and I hat studio has banned
Os players from tele appearances,

I
and lienee it’s assumed .she’ll get
the noil to limit her telescreen i rigs
to plug her latest film, “Mo-
gamier."

NO TV FOR HAYWARD

J
’TIL ’54-’55 SEASON

ItS a practical eertaintv now
-t hat Broadway impresario I.eland
Hayward won't do a TV production
for NHC this season, with proba-
bility that when he tees off in video
during the '.n4-'.

r
»r» semester he'll go

directly into color.

Haywards longterm contract
with NHC has already been in ef-

fect several months (an offshoot
of his now memorable Ford Anni-
versary show with Mary Martin
and Ethel Merman), hut he’s told

the network that in coming months
he’ll he too busy with his legit

enterprises and the upcoming “Mr.

4 Roberts” film production.
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FOUR-NETWORK $106,313,622 8-MONTH

AM BILLINGS FRACTIONAL GAIN OYER ’52

1

For (Ik* first eight months of this

year, network radio bounced hack

from a minus percentage in Janu
ary billings compared to 1952 to a

small advance on the plus side of

the ledger by August, ending the

period with an invoice of $106,-

313,622. It's a small 0.0'© gain

over the ’52 skein, to be sure, but

considering that January billings

represented a rap of minus 4.4''©

and an increase in the negative fac-

tor to 5.5'/© in February, the slight

upturn in "dead" AM’ery seemed
like a healthy spiral. If the Feb-

ruary minus sign were put against

August's upturn total, the come-

CROSIEY'S TACTIC TRIAD*

than 6'r for the

ABC and

and NBC came
former from a

back reads better

four webs—CBS, NBC,
MBS.

Both Columbia
from behind, the
low of minus 0,9' in in February to

a plus entry of 8.9' c, while NBC’s
surge was less spectacular, from
February’s minus 3 3'© nadir to a

highpoint in June of 2 3 '© and fin-

ishing the stretch with 1'© ahead
of ’52, Mutual enjoyed plusses all

the way through, from a 3.8' © low
in February to a climaxing 12 7 '

t

at the eight-month tape. ABC
never saw even a gleam of day-
light. Its best months were 18.0'©

minus for both Mareli-April and it

ended up 19. 0' < behind the pre-
vious year for a clean negative
over the span.

Of the total billings. CBS led

with near I v $11.000 000. followed
by NBC’s $31 450.000. ABC’s S19-
350,000 and Mutual’s $14,000,000.
Best billing month was March with
$41,180,000. The low was Au-
gust’s $11,700,000. MBS w.,s the
only one of the webs to display a

month better titan March, its May
total being close to $2,000,000 tor
its high, although March was right
behind. Percentagewise, best
performance over corresponding
month of last year was made bv
Mutual in August, with a 31.2
change. NBC’s high in this cate-
gory was June’s 7.3' i and ABC s

best was a minus \’ , achieved in

August The CBS bc-t was Julv s

24 2 'r upturn

At (lie moment, radio’s dollar ft'*-

lire of SI 06.000 000 slacks well with
network TV revenue for the eight-

month period of $137,000,000. but
video’s rise over 1952 is 20' r. com-
pand to aural’s mere 0.6'/. On
tht other hand, its a question of

radio not only trying to maintain
Us level but actually going ahead,
which it did. Whether it can do
the same in 1954. or tall not too tar

behind, will be more important.
A key factor in the whole picture

i* a report on total set sales which
coincidentally cover the eight
months Last week. David II

Cogan, pre\v of CBS-Columbri.
Have this figure a'- "more than 8-
HOO.OOO.” or a hike of 2.000.000
Fever the same period last soar.
The year’s total is. expected to he
1 1 .000,000 receivers. Sets
in 1952 were 110,000.000,

in u e

Novel Radio Sale* Formula I*

Launched for Advertisers

Cincinnati, Oct. 13.

After eight months of audience
and program research, Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. has come up
with a novel radio sales gimmick
for advertisers and project is be-
ing offered by WLW sales offices
here, N. Y., Chi, Atlanta and the
Coast. Operation is called "Tactic
Triad,” embracing "three funda-
mentals In a successful campaign
for sponsors—sales, programming
and promotion.

Robert E. Dunville, Crosley
prexy, said that the plan, an-
nounced jointly with sales v.p.

Harry Mason Smith, is based on
the study of cumulative audiences
over an extended period to test

radio’s strength in "reaching peo-
ple and moving merchandise.”
WLW sales and programming

sectors have assembled a Series of
morning, afternoon and night
shows to provide sponsors with
"total coverage and total impact.”
Three edition of "700 Limited"
• how are each produced by a sepa-
rate staff headed by an "engineer”
who becomes the "personality” at-

tached to that segment. Newsmen,
weather reporters, feature editors,
femme commentators, music spe-
cialists, etc., assist the "engineer.”
Other features are added, plus
special writers and producers.

First of the programs was pre-
sented Monday.

Steve Allen: Author
A few weeks back Steve Allen

appeared in an actor's role on
"Danger” and was given the nod
over the script. So he’s going on
the CBS-TV show again in about
six weeks, but with an author’s
credit as well.

Allen’s playlet is called "Flamin-
go” and has a Jungle setting. "Dan-
ger” competes with Fred Allen’s
quizzer on NBC tele.

‘TodayV Hot 400G

TV Wrapup From

Fedders Iced Air
Dave Garroiv ay-ho'-ted "Today.’'

tins week wrapped up one ot the
most unusual ; nd chunkiest pieces
ot change with signing of Fedders*
Wuigan Corp., airconditioning man-
ufacturers. fin lin participations
starting on Dec 1 and cunt inn-

ing through n \t 4ugu«t. It’s a

$400,000' bundle for the 7 to 9
a. in. NBC-TY cro-s-boarder. via

the BBDAO ad agency, and repre-
sents t lit* biggest sale under the
show's recintiy inaugurated loculi
cut-in p'an 'wit h Harrow ay nick-
ing a 50-second local pitch for
product and 10 seconds being al-

lowed on the* video only lor data
on local distributor, etc.)

It's also the first major buy in

TV by an independent aircondi-
tioning outfit, with the through-
1 lie-winter peddling setup harking
hack to Coca-Cola’s early drum*
tiling in radio and other media
during the off-season 011 theory
that "they’ll drink in the summer
•ftywsy. so push the product out
of season.” , . ,

.

Courtney Asks 250G

For N.Y. Copa Lounge

Deejay’s ‘Phoney’ Tag
Comments made by disk jockey

Kal Ross lrom the lounge of the
C'opacabana. N.Y . in November.
1951. and aired over WMGM. N.Y.,
aie the basis of a $250,000 slander
-uit brought in N.Y. Supreme
Court by TV producer Robert S.

Courtney. Named defendants in

the action are Boss. C’opacabana.
foe. and Marcus Loew Booking
Arenry as operator of WMGM.

Suit was disclosed last week
when the Loew Agency appealed,

a ruling of Justice William G.
Hecht. Jr. which denied a motion
to dismiss Courtney’s complaint.
Court held that the "language
complained of clearly was spoken
nl tiie plaintiff in relation to his

business and bad a direct tendency
to damage him in his business.”

Courtney, who is said to be pro-
ducer of a TV show tagged "Ring
the Bell.” charges that Ross mali-
ciously defamed his good name by
slanderous accusations broadcast
from the Copa lounge on Nov 28
and 29 in 1951.

In ruling that the first cause of

action "makes out a good case in

slander against the moving de-
fendant” 'Loew Agency*, Justice
Hecht noted t lint "the language
complained of included statements
that Courtney was ‘a phoney pro-
ducer. and unreliable;’ that plain-
tiff ‘is a buslivracker producer of
television shows;’ and that al-

though plaintiff's eo-produeer was
'an okay guy.’ plaintiff 'is plrouev
and unreliable.'

"

NBC Sefls Toscy

Symph Series As

Radio Biz Perks
In a deal involving a time-and-

talent expenditure in excess of

$500,000. Socony - Vacuum has

bought the NBC Symphony Or-

chestra broadcasts for a 22-week
fall-winter season, starting Nov. 8.

It's most important of the major
network radio sales in months and
is of particular significance in view
ot the fact that symph concerts,
with their limited audience pull,

are considered the toughest AM
program commodity to sell.

Arturo Toscanini will conduct 14

of the concerts, with Guido Can-
telli batoning the remainder. Con-
certs will emanate from Carnegie
Hall, N. Y. 'Toscy refuses to con-

duct from any other house), with
the program switching from its

longtime Saturday evening berth
tf> Sunday 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. This
will necessitate shifting of the

“NBC Great Plays” hour-long se-

ries to a late Sunday night period,

with the resultant moving of t lie

new half-hour stanzas. "Last Man
Out” and "The Hollywood Story,”

to pther evenings.
The Toscy-NBC Symph concerts

have been sustaining for a number
of years, with the exception of a

brief interval a couple seasons
hack when Squibb picked up the
tab.

A major item on this season’s

roster of broadcasts will be a two-
nart Toscy performance of a full-

rength opera, this time Verdi's
"The Masked Ball."

Sale of the NBC symph broad-
casts follows by a week the initial

sponsor acceptance of NBC’s new
"Three Plan" and t he John Cam-
eron Swayze news strip, and at a

time when bankrollers are showing
a renewed interest in network ra-

dio and the assorted sales patterns.
Additional bankrolling of the so-

called "NB3 Plan” appears to be
on tap, while at CBS Radio similar
sponsor interest is being manifest
in some of that web's newer en-
tries.

Socony - Vacuum, incidentally,
was one of NBC's first radio spon-
sors. B.'iek in 1927 the company
sponsored Van A Schenck.

Fun With a Rating
Newest crop of Nielsen and American Research Bureau (ARB)

ratings for September offer some interesting point-for-point and
dollar-for-dollar evaluations on major network programming, high-
lighting anew the long-accepted premise that costs and audience
payoff can be at sharp variance and that "It's not only your show,
but w/iere you’re spotted.”

ARB’s initial rating of 3.5 for the Ford Foundation-incepted
"Excursion,” which carries a weekly talent-production tab of
$27,000 and which NBC-TV has been unsuccessful in peddling for
$40,000 (both time and talent), has occasioned no little surprise.
Particularly since NBC has the lone entry in the Sunday afternoon
3:30 to 4 period, with no competition <on a local level) to speak
of. Yet the show, despite its poor rating, is endowed with quali-
tative programming components on a par with, if not better than,
many of the major TV nighttime production*.

Big eye-opener is the Nielsen for the two weeks ending Sept. 12.

which gives the Saturday night NBC-TV “Original Amateur Hour”
(considered one of TV’s low-cost entries at $12,000 a wreek > a 27.6

rating, whereas the same web’s "Hit Parade,” with its "Show of
Shows” audience pickup and approximate $40,000 budget, registers

practically the same rating (27.9).

Same Nielsen tally posts a 19.7 for the CBS-TV "Medallion
Theatre,” one of the more costly halfrhour dramatic shows, re-

flecting the "tough-to-get-a-rating” situation that pertains when
dramatic programs are slotted opposite musicals <in this instance
"Show of Shows”). Similarly, "My Favorite Husband,” though re-

garded as one of the newer candidates in CBS-TV’s strictly-plus

columns, fetched a 24.9 Nielsen because of its "Show of Shows”
competition, as against the latter’s 35.1. Herb Shriner’s "Two
for the Money” enjoyed a field day on ratings when spotted Tues-

day nights at 10 on NBC-TV last season, but comes in a poor
second in the Saturday night CBS-TV at 9 period (also opposite

‘‘Show* of Shows”’).

WHY BE HALF-SAFE?

Alternate Week TV Sponsors Find
Webs Ever So Obliging

Despite bigger and better bank-
roller lineups being enjoyed this

year by all four video networks,
some apparently still can’t resist

making a "deal” here and there to

get a sponsor into the fold. Par-

ticularly irksome is the fact that

some of the very video execs who
so loudly denounce these cut-rate

practices are sometimes the very
ones to jump at the chance to per-

petrate them.
Most obvious device these days

is to sell half a sustainer to a spon-
sor on an every-week basis, and
instead of confining his spread of

commercials to the half the show
purchased, giving him the entire

program until a co-sponsor is

found. Latest example is Du-
Mont’s sale of half of "Colonel
Humphrey Flack” to American
Chicle, with Chicle getting blurbs

in DuMont's sustaining 15 minutes
as well as its own. Another case

was cut short on ABC-TV recently
when Ekco Products came in to

purchase half of the "George Jes-

sel Show.” Gemex Watch bands
and B. B. Pen Co. had purchased
only 15 minutes each on alternate
weeks, not the complete alternate
half-hour as generally believed.
And Jessel's plugs for each far ex-
ceeded even the normal com-
plement for a regular half-hour
sponsor.

Telenews Feeds Daly
Telenews finally got the nod

ever considerable competition to
supply the dispatches for John
Dalv's newscasts on ABC-TV.

You Kiddin’?
Television commercials are

reaching new heights of logic
these days. Like the filmed
blurb ior Pall Mall on the new
Ray Bolger show on ABC-TV
last week '8*. in which the
announcer said:

"Compare kingsized Pall
Mall to shorter cigarHs.
They’re longer.”

Couple Soliciting Funds

For TV Polio Benefit

Wind Up in Hoosegow
Minneapolis. Oct. 13.

A pair of St. Paul business men.
P. K. Nickols and J. P. Gillen,
concocted the idea of a television
show, "House of Talent,’’ to pro-
mote funds for one of the Twin
Cities’ hospital’s polio wards and
the Sister Kennv Institute here.
They then promoted the sale of ad-
vertising among small business
firms, promising that the show
would go on KSTP.-TV and the
advertisers would receive commer-
cial mention during it.

In consequence, however, of ob-
taining several thousand dollars in

solicitations and then being un-
able to deliver the show, the two
and their company, Video-Sonic.
Inc., are now facing criminal
charges of second degree grand
larceny through false pretenses.

Theatre GuOd To

Skirt Legit For

U.S. Steel Series

United States Steel’s new ABC-
TV television show will mark a

j

sharp departure from the policy

of the firm’s longtime radio trade-

i
mark, "Theatre Guild on the Air.”

Despite the fact that Theatre
Guild is producing the program
for Steel (with John Haggott as

producer and Alex £egal as direc-

j

tort, the new series will forego the
old AM formula of adaptations of
top legit plays and films in favor
of original teledramas, adaptations

;

of novels and short stories, with

]
legiters limited to a few special

j

occasions.

Set for the first production on
I Oct. 27 is an original by novelist
! David Davidson, "Prisoner of
War,” a documentary study- of

|

physical and moral pressures un-
,
dergone by GI’s in Korean POW
camps. Guild is seeking Montgom-

!
ery Clift to play the lead, but
hasn't been able to firm a deal as
yet. Remainder of the casting will

await the signing of a lead.

Meanwhile, it's just about cer-
tain that "ABC Album,” the web-
owned package, will initially oc-
cupy the alternate weeks with
Steel. Even if a deal is set for a

hankroller for the alternate week,
point has been reached now where
any new* property a. sponsor brings
in won't be able to go on the air

(Continued on page 44)

BENRUS PICKS UP TAB

ON DU MONT ‘CONGRESS’
Benrus Watches has signed* to

sponsor "Meet Your Congress,” the
Blair Moody (ex-Democratic sen-
ator from Michigan) package on
DuMont. Show will air Sundays
from 4:30 to~5, when there’s a pro
iootball game on the web and at

1:30, when there’s no game. Pact,

for 13 weeks, was set via Cecil At

Prcsbrey.

Program was originally on film

and sold by Moody on a syndicated
basis. DuMont picked it up last

spring and has aired it on and off

^n a sustaining basis.

Radio Network 1953 Gross Billings

(CUMULATIVE TOTALS, JAN. TO Al’G.)
( Shcir iny percent increase or decrease over 1952)

January
February
March . .

April . .

.

May
June
July
August .

CBS
Dollars f

, Change
$ 5.165.404 — 0.1

. 9.826,493 — 0 9
. 15.3.52.853 1.6

. 20,728,096 3.4

. 26.061,577 4.2

. 31.287.673 -r 5.5
. 36.157.392 -f 7.7

. 40,947,506 r 8.9 ,

NBC
Dollars

I 4.260.555
8.074.157
12.416.239
16.612.248

20.753,318
24.732.789
28.227,119
31.446.369

Change
— 2.2

— 3.3

— 1.0
*

4- 1.4

f 2.3

4- 1.5

1.0

ABC
Dollars

$ 2.674.622
5.213.285
8.010.829
10.648.193
13.242,116
15.355.841"

17.386,830
19.348.243

Change
- 190
- 19.5

- 186
- 18.6
- 19.3
- 20.9
- 20.2
- 196

MBS
Dollars

I 1.786,134
3 424.209
5.398.908
7.573.267

9.367,625
11.175.793
12.833.256
14.571.504

4-

1

4-

4-

4-

-t.

Change
5 1

3 8

5.3

8 3
8 6
89

10.6

12 7

TOTAL
Dollars 5

$13,877,715
26.538.144
41.178.829
.<5.361,804

69,424.636
82.552.096
94.604.597
106.313.622

Change— 4 4
_ 5 5
o-33
— 2.1

— 16
— 11
— 0 1

~ 0.6

* Less than ,05r© loss.

Source; Publishers Infonnation Bureau.
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FINAL LAP ON TV’S TINT SPRINT

F
Washington, Oct. 13.

"I ,i< week should tell the story

, N to w hether the NTSC system of

cfilor TV will be adopted by the

11 < The official demonstrations

„i i in* system. to be held Thursday
j;> at on the Waldorf-Astoria

(title!' in New York, are certainly

'••not just a formality.” Although
flu* new color system has been in

process of development for nearly
jiiree years and has the virtually

unanimous support of the industry.

Commission policy requires visible

prnni of performance before adopt

-

,n * new standards. It’s a matter
ul seeing is believing.

”

The NTSC system will have to

meet exhaustive tests at the N. V
deni, ut't rations—tests which have
t n do with registration, resolution,

fidelity."- compatibility, definition,

detail, absence of flicker, breakup,
etc. The system will have to show
it- ability to travel the coaxial, to

hold colors in rapid motion, at

v n ion- distances from the camera,
under lights and in the outdoors.

I he criteria are rigid because set-

ting oi standards is serious busi-

ness. involving manufacture and
design of new transmission and re-

ceiving equipment costing hun-
dreds of millions of dollars.

Not only must the Commission
lx- concerned with the 25,000.000
set owners t and a future 50.000.-
noo who will be affected by color
hot also with the hundreds of TV
stations which will have the respon-
sibility of transmitting color to t he
public. If color is to be more than
a network proposition, stations will
have to invest heavily in new eqiiit>-

numt to provide their audiences
with local "color.”

By Christmas?
Assuming the system meets FCC

requirements, will it be authorized
b\ Christmas (as so many hope or
Ix-lieve i? The Commission itself

doesn't know. As one official ex-
pressed it. "wore biting off one
piece at a time.” It's very possible
that more information might be
wanted on certain aspects of the

>tem. It’s also possible that the
demonstrations may uncover some
hitherto unseen bugs and that
more tests will be required. And.
n -hould be remembered that the
Commissioners have not had re-
< iv'rs hi their homes (as they did
fm the 1950 color proceedings' to
H.v out NTSC color like ordinary
viewers. If thev decide on such a
niiirs' before giving NTSC the fi-

nal , kav
. it would he necessary for

the net works to arrange broad-
< i'ts. And that would take time
and possibly involve complications.

Ilowever. if t lie demonstrations
move v,, convincing that the ma-
i, i it \ »»f Commissioners decide on
immediate adoption, that too would
take time. The earliest the Com-
mission could meet to discuss the
.question would be next week. As-
'"ining it comes to an agreement
t i adopt the system, it would then

i Continued on page 44'

Martha Rountree Exits

Tress,’ ‘Issue’ Moderator
Having previously severed part-

nership with Lawrence E. Spivak

on “Meet the Press” and "The Big

Issue." Martha Rountree will bow
out next month as moderator lor

both shows, llcr successor is not

yet named.

Miss Rountree and her Ini-band.

Oliver M. Presbrey, head a com-
pany controlling "Leave It to the

Oirls." "Washington Exclusive"

and "Nation’s Press Conference."

to which they’ll devote themselves

Lotsa Hurdles Yet

Before Color TV

Is Accepted: Moch
Chicago. Oct. 13.

Color TV has a great many tech-
nical problems to face and solve
beiore it w ill ever gain the a< -

ceptance present black and white
sets enjoy, according to the Na-
tional Alliance of TV & Electronic
Assn., proxy Frank J. Moch.

Here Iasi week for the first in

a series of nation-wide seminars to
Ih held by TV technicians. Moch
to'd Variety that the quality of
color transmission can’t he judged
by demonstrations like the RCA-
NBC showing in Chi several weeks
ago.

Moch says these demonstrations
were made with topnoteh engi-
neers on hand and under ideal con-
ditions. He says it will be a quite
dillerent matter when the home
sel owner is confronted with dou-
ble the amount of controls as
found in b A w sets. Then, such
problems as improper register,

which Moch likened to a three-
color lithograph job where colors
run together, and smearing, vv here
color won’t he able to follow fast

action, will be common.
According to Moch. a situation

that finds the public willing to

overlook distortion on radio, but
unwilling to accept it on TV since
the eye is much more sensitive

than the ear. will be further ng-
grav ated by color TV where per-
fect reproduction will be de-
manded.

Moch says the service manage-
ment people aren’t content to wait
for big manufacturers and TV labs

to solve these problems but will

attempt to solve many of them
themselves.

‘Color TV is like a new wonder
drug,” Moch stated. "In the lab

stages it looks good, but for the
real test it has to tie put in the
clinics so we'll know vvliat the re-

al t ions to it will be.”

Adams’ ABC-TV

Sponsored Quizzer
Y new comedy-quiz show, willi

"•> Adams as emcee, has been
“ I tor sponsorship and will get

1 1 hors'day night showcasing on
VlK-’-TV. elTective Oct. 22. Newest

f| o/ entrant, a Barry-Enright-
I : tendly package, is called "Back
1 Fact." Show was sold last
V k to fly J. B. Watch Band Co .

'fid will b.. slotted Thursdays at 9
"‘tween the Ray Bolger show and
Kralt Television Theatre”*. Half-

-
,u r period was originally re-

1
! Ved by the network for the up-

' o ing Jean Carroll .‘how, but the

V ;l< k»e sale of "Fact" has cued a
'•/' ;'*h •<* in plans.

(

* "'.a tcli band outfit is buying’
program on an alternate week

1 vvith ABC sustaining it the
" vt vks pending a partrcipal-

*’••» 'Poii'or.

No More Planks
Washington, Oct. 13.

Designation of the Starlight
Hoof of the Waldorl Astoria in

New York as the locale for the
official NTSC color TV
demonstrations this week is

quite a contrast from the scene
of the 1950 comparative tests
of three sy stem (CBS, RC \
and Color Television, Inc,'.
The competitive tests were
held at the FCC laboratories
in Laurel. Md. The approach
to the cement block garage
where the demonstrations
were staged was by narrow
planks oVer a muddy field.

David Sarnoff. Frank Stanton,
vt al. walked the planks

Election of the Waldorf for
the NTSC tests was a com-
promise li was originally
planned to hold tin* proceeding
in Long Island, but bickering
among the contestants for
"neutral territory” caused
FCC to pick the famous hos-
telry. While only one system
is involved in the 1953 tests,

there’s competition between
RCA. CBS. (IE and others tor
credit and publicity.

Give Sponsors ‘Free Ride’

In Early Colorcasting,

Sez Hallicrafters Prexy
Chicago. Oct. 13.

Video advertisers should get a
"tree ride" on networks during
initial colorcasting period, accord-
ing to William Halligan, president
of Hallicrafters Co, because of
the high cost and limited audience
at the outset, he told Jhe American
Legion admen's post yesterday
'Mon.'. Transmission should be
subsidized by WEBS, he asserted,
and "in the beginning I believe it

best for just the commercials to be
in color."

Halligan thinks there will be a
trickle ol color sets on the market
next spring, developing into a
"mighty stream" as manufacturers
get tooled up for production. When
color sets, currently pegged at

from SHOP to $1,000. get down to
the $500 mark. Halligan anticipates
"quite a big business that will last

lor at least five years,’’

Ted Mills Doubles As

Armstrong TV- Scripter

Ted Mills. MU’ TV producer.
Ia>l week picked up a last $050
when he sold a TV script to "Arm-
strong Theatre" while waitug
around for the net w oik to gel loll-

ing on the upcoming daytime
"Home" show, on which he’s ex-
cent iv e producer.

Mills' script, "Herman" is about
a taxicab driver. Most of it in-

volves outdoor shots, which were
filmed in N. V. last week Show
goes on "Armstrong" Oct 20. with
Vin/ie Strickland and Larry Hlyden
in the leads

WMGM Program Upbeat;

Set Ted & Rhoda Brown
U’MCM, Loew’s-owncd N Y. in-

uie VMer. is inaugurating a pro-
gram upbeat starting next week
Station is s'otting Ted & Rhoda
Brown, whose two-hour morning
^Kk-and-comcdy strip is complHe-
y sold, in a new nighttime strip,

is launching a post-midnight strip

with Bill Silbert. is expanding its

"Cavalcade of Music" to a once-
v eckly one-hour show and is dick-
ering with a top Negro personality
in preparation lor a shot at N Y'As'

Negro market.
Bert Lehliar. Jr., station man-

ager. and Ray Katz, program chief,

announced that the Browns would
air six nights a week from 6 to 7

from their home in Riverdale. Si 1
-

belt, who has a 4-5 pm. strip, will

handle a midnight to 2 a m. strip

six nights weekly. ‘"Cavalcade.
’

based on Dr. Jules Mattficld’s book
originally published in Varikiy.
has been airing in afternoon seg-

ments but will shitt to the Sunday
night 7-8 slot with Ed Stokes em-
ceeing. Station wouldn’t reveal,

name of the Negro personality n

V

seeking, but said it v;»s a woman. »

PHILLY ORCHESTRA TO

DO CBS RADIO SERIES
Philadelphia. Oct . ,13.

The Philadelphia Orchestra will

return to the air after a four-year
hiatus, with a series of one-hour
weekly sustainers over CBS radio
m tv oi k. starting r;ilv in January
and running until May 1.

The programs will originate
trom the Academy of Music, in

this city, unless the Phil ly Orcli
is on tour, when the transmission
will tie from the out-of-tow n con-
cert hall Hart McDonald, mana-
gci ol the Orchestra, said the pro-
grams are scheduled as direct
broadcasts, but some may be taped
I o i delayed broadcasting.
The 110 musicians will be con-

dueled by Eugene Ormandv. in

i t gular sy mphonic p r o g r a in s

McDonald said. The Philadelphians
have not been heard regularly on
radio lor four years.

See 1 Big Happy

Teevee Teepee

On Patent Pool
Statement of CBS prexy Frank

,

St niton la -1 Thursday <K' at its

color demon Oration in N. V that

i

his company would welcome an in

,

dustry pool on patents lent si"inii-

cance to the whole question of pat
ent exchange and found rival HC\
in there pitching. Available that

i
da v was a live-page statement from
RCA saying that it bad turned over
to engineers ol virtuallv all tele
set manufacturers "the toll details
of desi mi and performance of
RCA’s basic color television- re-
ceiver" It declared that the tech-
nical information was presented to
some 250 reps at a color TV s\m-
positim arranged by RCA at the
Waldorf, in line with the Corpo-
ration's policy ol making available
to RC \ licensees its inventions and
technical ‘know-how’ in compatible
color television, a- it did m black
and while television st\ years ago"
I hi- includes the tricolor tube,
rival of CBS’ Imlb.

In giving the details, Even C.
\ nderson. RCA \ p over tin* com
men iil dept, who presided at the
conference, said ‘I would call
votir attention to the fact that we
are making no representations con
corning the inventions ol other-, it

anv ." m an obvious dig at arch
rival ( olumbia. "You have beard

I much ol a so-called NTSC color
system We do not know ot anv
NTSC color system. NTSC, which
is comprised ol scientists and cn
gi fleers of virtually the entire tele
vision industry, lias unanimously
agreed oil certain signal sperifica
Dons and recommended them to
the FCC as standard- for color I V
broadcast ing. It the KC( ' adopts
I he-e standard., they will become
FCC standards, ju-t as the NTSC

'

standard.*' for black and klute TV
became the FCC standards under
which v' e operate today We call
the apparatus we use as disiui
"li is lied from the signal s|ieei(iea
tions (he R(’\ compatible color
s' stem. The R( A color sy stem op
erates mi the standards recoin
mended by the N.TSC, and we ,,ai

Hi ipated in the development id
•hese standards and joined in rec
ommending that the FCC adopt

'Continued on page 441

Stanton: ‘We’ve Got a Tube’
What Hie viewer saw at last Thursday’- CBScolor (ness demon-

stration was a far cry Horn the superior definition of color blends
that characterized Columbia’s initial entry into the lint sweep-
stakes a few years back via tin* now-abandoned held sequential
tri-colored mechanical disk 'regarded by many as coming closest

to color perfection' and on which CBS had staked its claim tor

color preeminence Nor did Thuisday's demon «.t ration match in

color brilliance and sharpness' the recent RCA NBC color sl.iov s.

particularly the half-hour tinted version of the Ktiklapolilans
St. (leorge and the Dragon" a month ago.

Whatever the .shortcomings of Thursday's CBS unveiling (and
they were so pronounced that the rival NBC echelon picking up
the CBS show with their own Radio City "monitoring ' were prac-
tically licking their tinted chops at what they saw i,.'it remained
CBS prexy Frank Stanton's conviction last Friday, at a followup
demonstration for the affiliates, that "regardless ot what went
wrong on Thursday, we know one thing—we’ve got a tube" Stan-
ton asserted that the Friday demonstration came up to full ex-

pectations and won, by resolution, overwhelming endorsement of
the affiliates, and maintained that the previous Monday and Tues-
day demonstration <lor equipment people 1 at Darners, Mas*., was
equally as cflecthe. • , , » •

•
.

•

By LEONARD IR Al HE
Amid the hullabaloo attendant

upon the pros and cous of last

week's unveiling by CHS of Its

new, multi-faceted equipment de-
signed to hasten tin* "color era”
for television, virtually lost in the
shuttle was the intra-trade dollar
and cents factor upon which any
tinted system and the gear to go
with it must rise or fall. While
colorv ision already is .1 reality in

• lie technical sense and John V.
•tor Video* Public may contrary
to the thinking ot some economists
--host out all over to get in on
the spectrum pilch with his loose
dollars after Inch* Sam has
hooked Inin first on that "with-
holding engagement.” it’s the sta-

tions around the country that will

condition the speed with which
tinlele is to be unfolded. And tlmse
stations, in whatever size market
or whatever affiliation, will first

be conditioned In their advert is-

ei s.

Thus the CBS c-timatcs on the
cost ot the physical trappings that
will help to usher in color along
with w hat looks on paper like huge
savings compared to other type
equipment, pin point the real story
under a panoply ot partisan bally-
hoo The story is contained in tin*

three "operational areas" of 1

1

•

network TV operation. '2' typical
large market station operation, and
'3* medium market station opera-
tion The web sets up its statistics

on costs on an assumption that
cros-( ountry TV will utilize 1 1 Ml

cameras at two dillerent main
cities, that the large area station
would list' eight cameras, and the
medium maiket lour cameras, with
llicse costs '"assuming a normal
programming schedule"' to be:

\.-1 TV
I..O K**

VI k t si a

Al ••< 1 1 111 n
MM si a

$1

’! 1 ill.. C hi iiiiiiti'iiitr r Snin<
C aiH-i 4 I’h ku |> l *ini{

< . a i.‘ii»i 'ins. (ei-.
;. .1 ci 'h 11 .<»»*<

»

I Hitt '
m •< 1 I 4

171 .INI 7 iil .ooo

Z:o.7(mt

M.1 .VHI

Along with tin- comparison esti-

mate ot annual technical operating
costs for the identical categories:

: 1 iii»*> < in ..in.* £4 x 1111;

S.-I 1 V VI l .IHUMMHI V) 7'tlt.l'i'l $1,2.11 ^•^ l l

1.4 1 ,«•

vim 1 0M2 *h"» 11 M. raid a*.7 .*40
Mi-.f VIM Ml.J.O'MI 470 4 Ml l.iX'iO"

And llti- compaii-on estimate ot

annual tub' replacement costs:
l I nix- ( In . .11 1

4

S ix mg
MMMMI kl Ilia I»M) iN.-l I V

I ... I «>•

VIM
Vl.-.l VIM s»

Mill

1MM 1

191 :'mi

17 ; m»»
111 2#ki

OJ.'HMI

Total saving lived and annual
env isinned under this treatment

(Continued on page 4 l

'

Wall St Reacts

To CBS-TV Color
On Wall Si I.i-I Thursday '8

.

ill the eight new highs lor the
year on the Stock Exchange, two
were chalked up by both CBS k

and B issues, each c losing at 4H' ;\

up 1 '
i The spoil c.’ilne on the day

when the web via- unveiling 1

1

new "color suipiise." at the Wal-
dorl \slona but did not ie fleet tie
ci ilic d 1 1

1

cfition to that operm g.
1 \ detailed advanc e on ( olnn l. a

color was pave-oned pievicm Mon*
oav in the Wall St Journal 1 (>n

Friday' bcdfi i m- retreated: the-

A to 4b . lor a I < I o . • and the- It

tci 4b i for a I drop 'I hi owe
have been < m <-d h the alino t

unaniriMMp dow rdieal re’ u v.s of

the web’s tint (»r c»:.;i aninun;' \

Sizable* Upbeat in tin* ( MS slock

came ahont clnrir.g the week c>l

S**pt 21 when uoid went aiouncl

that the net was about to spring
-ome ‘ -urpri-es m colorv ision

especially in a ‘ low eo;,t" tedetube*.

With financial and commodity rnai-

kets shuttered on Mcuiday tc.r

Columbus Day, the ‘settle dowri”
point cam** ycsteiday 'Tues • when
A dreipped 1 h to 46’s and B dipped
likewise to 4G !

*_*.

The Waldorf tint program took

a shellacking in principal N. V.
1 (Continued on |)ag«d4' .»
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Loss of Major Theatres Poses

Studio Problems for NBC-TV
Fold'd to abdicate two of i t s

major studio showcases, the ('enter

Theatre and the International The-

atre, in New York <’ity, NBC-TV
finds itself in a tough spot, with

likelihood that it may tie compelled

to step up its Hollywood origina-

tions to ease the threatened bottle-

neck on studio facilities.

Network only has until .Ian. 1 to

vacate the International, located at

Columbus Circle. Building lias

been condemned to make way ior

the proposed city-owned Coliseum
tit’s hoped to have it completed by
1956 in a bid to attract both the
Republican and National political

conventions to N. Y. ) . Internation-

al is probably the busiest origina-

tion point in the web’s studio
chain, with programs emanating
from the theatre every day in the

week. As it is, NBC is using t he
theatre "on borrowed time,” hav-

ing originally been given notice

to exit ttie house last June. How-
ever, a reprieve came through be-

cause of litigation instigated by
some of the Columbus Circle ten-

ants.

NBC is forced to give up the
Center Theatre « in Rockefeller
Center) next May. Owners are
converting it into odices to permit
for better financial returns.

Situation as far as NBC is con- 1

reined becomes more acute be-
j

cause of t tie imminence of color i

programming, which necessitates
j

expanded facilities in the east,

mice practically all of the tint-

formatted programs are "N. Y.
babies,” rather than the type of
shows originating from Hollywood.

TV Network Premieres
• < Orl. 14-24)

Following is a list of shows,
either new or returning, which
preorn on the four major video
networks during the next U
days

THURSDAY, OCT. 15

Kraft Television Theatre.
1 ama, ABC, 0:30 to 10:30

pm.. Kraft Foods Co
, via J.

Walter Thompson.
SUNDAY, OUT. 18

Eddie Cantor Show (Colgate
Comedy Hours). NBC, 8 to 9
pm., Colgate-Palmolive-Peet,
via Ted Bates, Sherman &
Marquette.

MONDAY, OCT. 19

Arthur Murray Dancing
Party. Variety, NBC. 7 30 to

7 45, Consolidated Royal Cos-
metics. via Danccr-Fitzgerald-
Sample.

TUESDAY. OCT. 20
Rob Hope Show. Comedy

(one out of four weeks*, NBC',
8 to 9 p.m , General Foods, via

Young A Ru bicam.
Pantomime Quiz. DuMont,

8:30 to 9 p.m., Parliament
Cigarets, via Benton A Bowles
(alternate week sponsor*.

Seattle Thins Out

AM Staffs 50%,

But Biz Still Big

RWG in East Sets

Nov. Election Slate

JTS’ Sarnoff Citation

Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA-NBC
board chairman, will be cited next

Thursday <22) by Dr. Louis Finkel-

stein, chancellor of the Jewish

Theological Seminary, for 10 years

of “unique partnership in religious

broadcasting” between the JTS

and NBC. The decade refers to the

anniversary of "Eternal Light” and

will be marked by a luncheon in

the Jansen Suite of N. Y s Wal-

dorf-Astoria Hotel.

“Eternal” is now in t he midst of

presenting its four best programs

to set oil thl* anni.

post war time
of television

rap for the
close to the

Seattle. Oct 13

Local radio staffs have been re-

duced about 50' i of
high, with advent
usually fakin'-’ the
'diminution. Those
Tfr'ture, however, say that staffs

would have dropped i n anv ease
because trimming of staffs is due
at least as much to change in ra-

dio programming and sales picture
as it is to television.

Local of American Federation of
Radio Artists has dropped almost
50'; from past years when local

numbered about 2<*o members, but
the drop is partially due to switch
ever ot former radio performers to

the sales side.

Television has taken up some of
Ihe slack from radio stations, al-

though television here 'just one
station. KING-TV. is on the air.

with KOMO-TV set to hit the air

Dec. 11* has trained own produc-
ers and Doormen to great extent.
Change in radio station staffs

has been going on for some time,
with accent on trim, rather than
expansion, but only this fall did
clear picture emerge. At pres-

c nt there are virtually no live pro-
grams produced locally. Every-
thing. even on net stations, is one-
nu.n stuff — newscasters, commen-
tators and disk jorkovs. Seattle
was one of the last cities in the
bat ion to go all out on disk jockey
personalities, but now every sta-

tion has featured deejays, some of

whom have top draw audience and
sale su bc>.

WGN AFTRA Sign
9 iz

Chicago. Oct. 13

WG.W Inc . has finally signed an
AKTRA contract after sonic 10

inMiths el haggling over the word-
ing *<t the part. AKTRA struck
\\ GN last December when an ini-

leached over seve ral of

proposed by AKTRA
< .die el e iff att* r a vei bal

be t w t on t tie stat ion and

Eastern region nominating com-
1
mittee of Radio Writers Guild,

;

through chairman Douglas Stone,
last week submitted its slate of

candidates to he tapped lor elec-

tion at the union's annual meet-
ing in New York on Nov. 5. Jerome
Lawrence is chalked for national
proxy, his nomination being by
succession, by the western region,

land concurred in by the eastern
group and replacing 1’liilo lligley.

Nelson Sykes, current v.p. of east-

ern region, is spotted for that of-

fice. with eastern regional council
as follows:

Steelman Coles. Sam Dann. II ig-

ley. Ernest Kinoy. Robert Lucas.
Mildred Merrill. Elizabeth Pen-
nell. Frances Kickett. Howard Rod-
man, Mama Starr. Douglas Stone,
Gene WyckofT.

For reps to the Authors League
council: Donald Agger, Abram
Ginnes, Graham Grove, Higley,
Kinoy. Lucas. Sigmund Miller,

Sam Moore. Arnold Perl. Rod man,
Sykes. Frank Wiener. Additions
to all lists may be made by written
petition to be received with 15
days of mailing of list ol nominees
to membership (Oct 20 in this

case.

Wisconsin Permit

Seen Victory For

Educ 1 TV Forces
Washington, Oct. 13.

Plans for a state educational TV
network in Wisconsin advanced a

big step last week with issuance

of an authorization by FCC to the

state’s Radio Council to build an
ultra high video station in Madison.
The permit was the 22nd granted
for a noncommercial TV outlet.

With the grant of the Madison
application, educational TV forces

appear to have won another vic-

tory in their fight to hold the reser-

vations for educational channels.
It’s recalled that Sen. Joseph
McCarthy of Wisconsin went to bat

last Spring in behalf of Hearst
C'orp. to prevent FCC from grant
ing the educational application of

the city of Milwaukee for Channel
10 in which Hearst claimed a prior

right by virtue of a pre-freeze ap-
plication. Later. Gov. Walter
Kohler of Wisconsin requested that

FCC bold up action for two years
on all state educational applica-

tions.

It was noted that Comr. John C.
Doerfer of Wisconsin, who assisted

Kohler in drafting legislation to

I

delay action on the state’s
I projected network, voted for the
Madison permit.

The Commission now has for

consideration two applications for

the Milwaukee educational chan-
nel—one filed by- the city and an-

j

other by the State Radio Council.
It’s now expected that these ap-

plications will be consolidated and
!
granted.

TV-1953
By PETER LIND HAYES

“Well, here we go again folks with everyone’s favorite television
show . . . Help Thy Neighbor! Yes. indeedy. let’s see what the old
grab-bag will come up with tonight . . . First on the docket we
have Mrs. Harold Immerman from Camden, New Jersey. All right,
Jerry, wheel Mrs. Immerman right up to our camera. Cm’on’
folks, give Mrs. Immerman a big hand; after all this little lady has
been bed-ridden for 17 1

* years . . . (Applause!) . . . There, now,
that’s more like it.

"Well, Mrs. Immerman. doesn't that applause send shivers up
and down what’s left of your spine? . . . Tell us, dear lady, when
did you first realize that you were going to be paralyzed lor lit* /

. . . After that first drink, eh? . . . ( (Laughter) . . . How ’bout that,
folks, 17' i years in bed and still has a sense of humor; l«t give
Mrs. Immerman another big hand for being such a good sport
. . . (Applause* . . . And now tell us, Mrs. Immerman. did your bus-
band jump off the Empire State Bldg, before or after your only
son died of spinal meningitis? . . Before, eh? . . . what a pity .

the little tvke never got to know his father. (Close up ot

drunk laughing in audience). Well, that’s life and Mrs. lmmtr-
man is the first to admit that we musn’t be bitter. Her philosophy
rings true when she says. ‘Ceilings can be beautiful when you’ve
looked at them long enough.’
“And now it’s time to ‘help thy neighbor.* (Organ music). Mrs.

Immerman, at the beginning of the show you mentioned that you
were from Camden. New Jersey. All righty, in 108 seconds or
less, tell us the name of the fourth largest city in the world, the
city of Brotherly Love, the city that is the proud possessor of the
Liberty Bell and also the city that lies directly across the river
from good old Camden. New Jersey? . . . Please, no prompting
from the audience . . . What was that Mrs. Immerman? . . . Pitts-

burgh! . . . No. No, No, I'm sorry* the city we had in mind was
Philadelphia, but they both start with the letter ‘P’ and so we are
going to give you some beautiful prizes anyway.

"Jerry, read off the list of gifts that "Help Thy Neighbor’ is

giving to Mrs. Immerman . . . That’s right, a genuine set of Wur-
litzer drums just like the set played by Buddy Rich and Gene
Krupa; a year’s supply of Cubeb cigarets guaranteed to cure the
cold you will probably catch on the way back to good old Cam-
den, and last but not least an honest-to-God Harlev-Davidson
motorcycle with U. S. Royal puncture-proof tires. Thank you again
Mrs. Immerman . . . Wheel her out, Jerry.
“And now folks, remember ‘Help Thy Neighbor is your pro-

gram; we depend on your entirely ... so if you are the proud pos-

sessor of some rare malady or incurable disease, please contact us

immediately and we^will send an ambulance to your house and
before you know it. you, too. may be seen on ‘Help Thy Neighbor.’
Join us next week—for our guest star next week we are present-
ing a real live leper! . . . Good night, folks, and remember—'Help
Thy Neighbor'.”

WAKR-TV’s Operation Barehands’

Sparks Akron UHF Conversions

KSEL Sale Okayed
Lubbock, Tex . Oct. 13.

FCC has approved the sale of

KSEL here from the Lubbock
Broadcasting Co., of which Walter
G. Russell is prez, to News. Inc.

Reported sum is $225.0(10.

Although Hearst went to court
after FCC denied its petition to de-
clare channel 10 commercial, it

has apparently given up the fight

for the channel. The company re-
cently proposed that FCC assign
another VHF channel to Whitefish
Bay which is close enough to Mil-
waukee to cover the area. If the
channel is assigned. Hearst would
apply for it but would have to go
through hearings if other applica-
tions are filed.

Last week, the Commission
called for comments on the Hearst
proposal, which would require a

change in channel assignments in

Marguette, Mich., and Green Bay.
Wis.

CBS-TV Changes Mind
Recent sorties by CBS to open

its tele day at 9:30 via spotting of

the Baird puppets are now a dead
issue and the web waker-upper
will remain Arthur Godfrey at 10.

Net’s research division is under-
stood to have thrown cold water
on the whole proposition, claiming
that anything before 10 a m. is too

early as far as CBS-TV is con-

cerned. „
With the Bairds now ofT the air

except for guest shots, other ar-

rangements will have to be made
tor the puppeteers.

WOV Counterclaim Vs. IBC on Shutout’

Fights Timed for Olson-Turpin Bout

| w«.*e was
five terms
Strike w as

acu micnt
union
WG Vs

d 1 1T( is in

contract
*>c\ ( ral

with AKTRA
respect* from

tlo'C signed hv other Chi broad-
caster* including placing WGN
find WGN-TV newsman out of
AKTRA jurisdiction; no checkoff
f<r collecting union dues; no
change in tin- stations * H k leave

I (die % . and the establishment ‘ f a

freelance sound effect* rate.

|

WOV. New York radio indie,

filed a counterclaim action yester-

day <Tues.> against the Interna-

tional Boxing Club in connection

with certain rest net ions on boxing
bouts broadcasts 'through prior
sale of rights) stemming from a

N Y Supreme Court’ decision just

prior to the Marc iano-LaSLirza
heavyweight title fracas last

month Station anticipates a trial

on the* matte r sometime ne'xt

month.
The* WOV aelion. made* known

by WO\ '* executive veepee Ralph
N Weil, may have* s» *m«- relation 1

*hip to the* fact that the Oct. 21
world middleweight fight at Madi-
son Square* Garden be tween l S
champ Carl 'Roheo Olson and
Britisher Handy Turpin will not he*

aired in Gotham, Pab*t Be*e*r or-
dinarily telecasts the' Wednesday
bouts via CHS and will still do so
except in N. V which is blacked

,
out because ol a Theatie Network

Television commitment similar to
that which prevailed for the heavy-
weight battle* e>n. which WOV
sought and won the* right to air
round by round summaries. Sta-
imn now socks a declaratory judg-
ment affirming broadcasters’ equal
rights with newspapers.
’’WOV asks tlu* court.” Weil

*: aid. "to declare’ that broadcasters
have the* unlimited right to broad-
east any ne ws which they can ob-
tain legally. This statiem contends
that once news is released to the
press it is released for all pur-
poses including broadcast pwr-
poses. WOV aim demands that
the* IBC produce and disclose any
contracts on which it relied for
exclusive broadcasting or TV
rights in the Marciano-LaStarza
fight. The issue’s raised by WOV's
counterclaim affect the rights of
e*v e*ry broadcaster.”

Station is represented by Charles
B McGreuldy. of the law film of
Alexander A. Keenan.

WNBT’s Blow-by-Blow

On Mayoralty Election,

With Top Gabbers Set

WNBT will do a combo “get out
the vote” and ballot coverage for

N.Y.’s mayoralty election Nov. 3
and will treit out its mainmost
new smen-analysts from the AM
anel tele (amps of the NBC flag-

ship. These* will include Ben
Grauer. John Wingate. John K. M.
MeCafTery IV*. latter on bis 11

o’clock slo* nd Kenneth Bang-
hart. Peter Roberts and Bob Wil-
son 'radio*. Key stations’ news
ar»d special events director. Bill

Bcrns. will employ the "Today”
peep-from-the-street studio on
49th St. as the focal point for de-
livering the blow by blow, man-
on-the-strcct interviews, etc. Spot-
ted throughout most of tin* day
will be plugs to "get out and vote.”
News of the returns will start

officially at 10:45 p.m.. but Bob
Considine is skedded to do an
election session on his 10 30 "On
the Line” program, with Wingate
ushering in the evening’s ballot
-news by citing the preliminary
trends on his 6:45 program for
Esso. Station will also devote cov-
erage to the hot gubernatorial
fight in New Jersey.

Akron. Oct. 13.

Promotion, programming and

personnel are given credit lor the

record of WAKR-TV in converting

26.121 TV sets to UHF in two

weeks after sign-on of the channel
49. In 'what WAKR-TV general
manager S. Bernard Berk calls

“Operation Barehands” (sans net-

work aid, a la NBC-TV’s "Opera-
tion Norfolk”), the station has

j

effected conversion of over one

;

third of the sets in its Grade A
coverage area in less than three

months.

Berk decided that retail outlets

! and TV set servicemen must be

tiie first to be sold on the value
of UHF. Just as soon as the sta-

tion received its grant. Berk
started his missionary work with
some 400 dealers and servicemen
—a series of letters on the installa-

j

tion of antennas, converters and

|

tuning strips, what to guard
against to avoid repeat Irips to

,
the home which don't pay off in

cash, latest information on new
set models, the progress of his in-

j

stallation, estimated date for test

pattern and first program transmis-

;

si on.

Along with the barrage of mail.

Berk sent his engineering staff (n

the luncheon circuit—to talk UHF
to dealers, distribs. servicemen,
reporters, businessmen and house-

wives. Then each group was in-

vited to the WAKR-TV workshop
in First National Bank Bldg, to

see demonstrations of UHF. lioni

as far away as Youngstown.

j

As time for actual programming
approached, O’Neil department
store held an eight-day clinic in

its TV department, where the^ta-

( Continued on page 43*

Faye & Skitch Briefie
Fave Emerson A Skitch Hender-

son will team up for a five-a-week
quarter-hour gab and piano show
on WNBT, N Y.. Matting Oct, 26.

Mr. A Mrs. duo will replace
"Ask the Camera" on the NBC
UJq flagship.

UAW Permit Favored

For Del. TV Station

Washington. Oct. 13.

First TV authorization to a labor

union was tentatively granted >< v -

terday (Mon.) with an FCC exaiii«

incr’s recommendation to is*ue a

permit to United Auto Workers t"r

a UHF station in Detroit.

An initial decision favoring l A'V

i

was handed down b\ Examiner

William G. Butts alter two con-

;

testants for the channel dropped

their applications. Decision take*

i effect in 40 days.
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‘GOD BLESS OUR TV COMM’LS
Havana’s Video Perfecto

Havana. Oct. 13.

Havana populace Is shaking its collective head and wondering,
with a total population of 1.400.000 and with a total set circula-

tion of 125.000 for the entire island of Cu6a (of which 91.000 are
located in Havana), what this city is doing with five television
stations. For that’s the situation that will prevail when George
Storer preems on Channel 11 within the next three months. Gen-
eral consensus here is that neither the economy of the city'nor the
country can support that many TV operations. < For that matter
if s always remained a source of bewilderment how 32 radio sta-

tions could heat up their Havana transmitters day in and day out. •

One thing, however, remains a -certainty—and that is the en-
trenched position of Goar Most re’s CMQ five-city TV network
-which encompasses Havana, Matanzas, Santa Clara. Camaguay and
Santiago Uhe only Cuban web blanketing all of Cuba', with its

80' r SHC) status on time.

But even more novel to the Havana citizenry is the innovation
in TV programming launched by Mestre in recent months—to
which a separate station on Channel 7 is permanently dedicated.
Tl» is. in effect, is a TV carryover of the offbeat "Radio Clock”
station on which Mestre has a continuing pattern of giving ti e

time every minute interspersed with news and spot announce-
ments. < Some U. S. stations operators have entertained similar
ideas, but the FCC wants no part of it ior this country. >

Channel 7 in Havana is unique. Every day. seven days a week,
there’s a two-hour film show, which starts at 2 pin

, is repeated
at 4 p.m. (from 6 to 7 the fare is changed for kids', with the
regular feature returning at 7 and again at 9. thus re-creating for

TV the same pattern as a continuous-run film house. As in the

L'. S.. the commercials break in about every 15 minutes. On a

cumulative basis, the station gels a 24' < audience saturation.

RWG Puts Up Its Collective Mitts

For 'State of The Union’ Showdown
The Radio Writers Guild was in *•

a fighting mood last week as it

went to the front with its member-
ship to spell out the current '‘state

o* the union situation with the

overall aim of solidifying the rank-

and-file roster against recent in-

roads by opposition elements. It

made no bones about sticking with

t lie parent Authors League of

America, declaring that the east-

ern region "has now agreed on a

policy of positive action’’ within
the ALA to make possible “a re-

vitalized RWG.”
National proxy Philo Higley and

eastern region veepee Nelson Sykes
informed their members that Tele-
vision Writers of America, "now
seeking to represent radio writers
on the news and continuity staffs

of CBS and ABC and the radio
news staff at NBC. was formed
principally by radio and TV writ-
ers on the West Coast." In an
M.RB election last summer. TWA
defeated ALA to win the right to
bargain for freelance TV' scripters
employed by CBS. NBC and ABC.
As part of the joust for jurisdic-
tional move-in. it was stated that
the League has signed contracts
with a number of eastern packag-
ers and Screen Writers Guild simi-
larly has contracts with packagers
<m tin* Coast. "The question facing
NWG mem iters is simple.” said
Higley and Sykes. ‘‘Should all ra-
dio writers leave the League and
join TWA? Four of our council
members in the east were of this
opinion, and in t lie long wrangle
"'•'I policy have resigned from
hUC leadership and decided to
devote all their efforts to TWA”
'included is Hector Chevignv. who
lcccnily resigned as proxy to hook
up with TWA forces'.

We do not. we could not con-
demn TWA. It was formed by our
brother writers whose aims and
purposes are, in the larger sense.

(Continued on page 41
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PROGRAM ITSELF ;FCC’s Poser: Did Cherry Buy Off

LESS IMPORTANT
(m»e6a! TV Applicants for 205C

‘President’s Week’ Sold
NBC-TV has wrapped up a spon-

sor for the new Tex & Jinx
McCrary Sunday afternoon show.
"The President's Week.”

Half-hour show has been picked
up by Tifari. Krussman A. Fisliel

to plug its costume jewclrv.

Britains Stand Pat

On Com! TV Web
London. Oct 13

The government is standing l>\

its declared policy of introducing
an alternative TV network, a man-
date to this effect being over-
whelmingly given by the Con-
servative party's annual confab last
week. It is understood that a
white paper will lie issued next
month setting out details of the
n°w public corporation of which
tiie government will control 51

'

f

of i he stock.

It will, however, he a restricted
service without direct sponsorship
There will he commercials and
screen time will be sold to adver-
tisers. who will have no say in the
choice of programs This will he
left entirely in the hands of the
new corporation.
Opposition 7o government policy

was Voiced at the conference bv
Dennis C. Walls, well-known ex-
hibitor vdho is also a conservative
Parliamentary candidate.

In an era when "strange tilings

are happening" on the video spec-

trum. the nursing and care given
to TV commercials, even to the
extent where frequently they get

priority over the show itself, lias

brought in its wake a whole new

j

reevaluation of agency functioning
and the existing No. 1 fair-haired

buy jytatus of any agency’s com-
mercial department.

Today the agency’s primary con-
cern is to bring in (cost no object*
a real sockeroo of a commercial
that will make the client happy
The program itself is something
else again—relegated to a position
where they’re bought on the out-
side from a packaging operation,
or the network itself, so that it

I

the show fails to come up to client
expectations, the agency no longer
takes the Tap.

But to deliver the kind of com- I

mereial that w ill keep the sponsor i

in a hippy frame ol mind is to
solidity the agency’s standing with
the hankroller, which in turn
means l.VT commission on the'
overall program budget, despite

[

the tact that the agency’s sole
creative contribution lies in tin*

production of the commercial.

As result, some eyebrow-raising
incidents are occurring all over the
video lot. Agency for an automo-
tive outfit involved in sponsorship
of a half-hour network dramatic
show devotes more hours of on-
camera rehearsal to the live com-
mercial than the show itself gets.

The studio in which t tie Commer-
cial is done is twice the size of the
studio from which the program
originates. The top camera crews
and directors are channelled into
the commercial segment, rather
than the show itself. The client is

so happy with the* commercial that
he's lost sight of the fact that tin*

program itself has been slipping
in quality and rating.

Some of the live commercials on
TV today cost half as much again
as the show itself. That's why the
trend toward filming of commer-
cials—which at least permits for
repeated use at the basic original
cost— is on the ascendancy. Some
ol the one-minute commercials run
as high as $7,500. Those running
in the neighborhood ol $4,000 to
$5,000 are par for the course on
major network programming.

Jessel’s Jolson Tribute
George Jesse! will devote a po -

tion of his Oct. 25 "George Jess'd
Show -

' on ABC TV to, a eulogy to
Al Jolson. Jcsscl will repeat a
three-minute portion ot the funeral
oration in* delivered three years
ago at Jolson's death.
Remainder of the show will have

as guesters Teresa Brewer and die
Blackburn Twins.

WMAQ f

* Juvc Jag
Chicago. Oct. 13

WMAQ program director
George Heinemann thinks lie

may have the answer to the
Windy City’s rapidly rising ju-
venile delinquency rate. He
feels t fiat one wav to get the
kids off the street may lie to

give them a better dirt of
good, live music rather than
the canned pop disks they now
thrive on.

Starting Oct 18 and every
Friday thereafter, station will
employ tin* services of one ol

Chi’s top deejavs. Howard
Miller, long a favorite with the
teensters. to emcee a 10:45 to
1

1
p', m. live show featured

w ill be the NBC oreh. 30 \ F \|

members strong under the Jo-
seph Gallicchio baton.
Only program now how do

von get tin* kitls oil the street
long enough to listen to the
show in the first place?

Hubbard Charges

Grid Piracy, Too
Minneapolis, Oct 13

Stanley I) Hubbard. KSTP TV
president, is on the warpath to
stamp out what lie alleges in he a
new t v oe ol television "stealing

"

'(hit’ll lias put in its appearance in
this territory since a number ot
small-low rt TV stations wit limit
network connections have come
into being during Hu* past year.

It’s winf Hubbard calls "airwav
piraev” and consists ot the datums
unauthorized’v picking up troui
K ST I ’-TV televasts ot such im-
portant sports events as tin* world
Series games, as reooited last

week, and tie \C\\ "football
Game of the Week "

Hubbard already has tiled com-
plaints with the FCC against
K ROC-TV, Rochester. Minn, and
tic says lie's now ‘ investigating" to

determine Imw mum oilier ol the
territory's stations, it am. have
been similarly "guilt' " lie claims
to have evidence involving at least

one other station.

In his first complaint I did with
the FCC Hubbard charged that
KR()C-T\ without his permission
picked III) the World Series bee
ball game’s from KSTPTV

After .submitting evidence to tl e

FCC anent the World Series’ mat-
ter. Hubbard charge's that he dis

covered that K ROC-TV aim ha-
I >e*<‘ ii picking up from hi- station-

wit hotif permiksion flu* \C \ \

"football Game’s ot the Week " So
he announced, he has Ideal a see
end complaint with
against t he RoclioMn

.

t ion

the

M urn
I ( (

Steve Allen Vs.
6

Late Show
*

OPERA SINGERS PACTED

FOR TV WINE PLUGS
Several opera singers have been

Corked into 20-second and one-min-
'"e vidpix commercials for Gallo

,

11 it’- Among them are Frank
Gnarrera and Jean Madeira of the
Met opera. X. Y.. and Franca Duval
01 Seals in Milan.

( at !o Vinti ad agency is hun-
ching.

For about two months now an
interesting situation lias been de-

veloping in N. V. late night tele-

programming that liny well be the
tipoff to what can be done with
competitive formats in other areas
to the benefit ot all camps. That
tiie joust is between Gotham’s two
largest stations, tiie flagships of

t heir "largest networks.” helps to

fortify rather than weaken the

theory of "expansion under com-
petition.”

The fight pits "The Late Show”
filmery on WCBS-TV against tiie

up available to night owl prowlers',

an indicated "choose up sides" on
looker interest actually goes out
Che window to a large* extent.
While the choice is there, the big

pay oil is in increased circulation

for both, the combo low gear -.nappy

comeback Allen being credited
with bringing about a vast change
in post-11 p. in. teletuning without
exactly doing other than singeing
the hair of "Late Show."

It was not always thus under the
direct competition of film vs. film,

where the choice (for the same
Steve Allen Showy a variety type type ot audience >, was between two

A&C's Gotham Client

Abbott & Costello vidpix got
going again on Saturday <10»

Chunky Chocolate Corp. spoil-
'"'ing on WNBT. N. Y.. at ti p in.
Deal is ior 13 week-,.

stanza on WNBT. Latter show has
a fixed spotting at 11:20 p. ni. 'pre-

empted only for extra long boxing
bouts, emergencies, etc.', while the
celluloider goes on at 11:15 or

11:30, with the CBS-packaged
"Chronoscope” taking tiie 11

o’clock time on a M-W-F basis, fol-

lowed by quarter-hour news and
sports back to back.

good B screenings 'fairly rare',
one good and one bud B iprob-’
ably', or two bad Bs 'a reasonably
frequent occurrence up to the time
both stations bought up enough up-
dated product to give their respec-
tive "theatres” an aura ot quality

programming'. The ARB ratings
of a year ago (September' gave
"Late Show" a slight nod over

» With this sharply contracting set , WNBT’s 11th Horn Theatre, ’ La t i

month a twelvemonth later the
film schedule still bad an edge, this

time over Allen, though tne riling
meter was almost twice a umeli
for "I.ate Show ” in the previous
month, when Allen w.*- getting
stalled on a show that >ince then
has gone into a snappy upward
sw ing And September October
may well show 1 Allen sharply p u

ing the sweepstakes toi the stay

Ups.

‘Two-Station Audience'
Less important than the d.i bv

day, week by week and rnonth !>•

month scores i-, the composition ot

the two station audience and tin*

"flow" 'probably the highest point
registry for tiie segment was made
in 1950 wiu’ii "Broadway Open
House" hit Hie 1 1 o'clock period
on WNBT and competed with "Late
Show" when latter preeuied almost
a year later. The ‘ B'way” measure-
ment was in tiie higher teens, but
it started to sag and late in tiie

V Continued on page 43;

* Washington, Oct. 13

In tiie first case of its kind, tl

FCC last week stayed an authon
at io'ii to W PRO-TV in Provident

R I., tti commence operation
Pending disposition of charges 1

a prospective U1IF station tli

irregularities were involved in tl

deal b.v which contestants for VH
channel 12 dropped their applic
• tons, giving WPRO the pern*
without hearings.

i WPRO, owned by William :

Cherry, who is the principal stoc
holder in WNKW in New York. h.

planned to go on (lie air lit

month as the second VII F stati*
in Providence. The lillf si at in

owned by a local group calh
Channel 16 of Rhode Island. Im
received its permit six months a
but lias made little progress vv i

const ruction.
Slay was issued following filii

ol a motion by former FCC con

I

s»’l Benedict Cottonc, in behalf <

Channel Hi, declaring tint a $2();
000 payoff by WPHO to Hie cm
pet ing applicants under an agre

,

incut for their withdrawal was r

"unconscionable” consideration
(•rant of the stay was npposi

by WPRO, through its entrust
Paul A. O’Bryan, which cliargt
( liunnel Hi with making "no sn

i

Main ial effort” to get its station i

operation and a'tempting to “o’
struct and delay" tlu* opening •

a second VII F station WPRO ah
luited that George Gerber, on*
third owner of Cliannel Hi. rcsigt
• d as president ot Hie company h
cause of reported disa”l'eemef
with Ins colleagues over the I Pit
of the protest.

Regarding the pay oil agreemen
WPRO declared that it lias hoe
"misunderstood and misint 'rpre
ed The deal, it explained, mere!
"ranted a "revocable option" 1

“’it 'in parties to purchase IP
01 tlu* stock of the corporation t«

" birli the WPRO I V permit wool
be as-igned In the event the o|
tmn is revoked, the holders r<
•’( •’ <’ the stipulated considerad iot

In terms of equity sai<
M PRO, "this consideration wouh
be • ’lined adequate and pist fo
•I"* loss that the optionees wouh
s,| lfcr . . . The only funds that wi 1

• \er change hands under tiie term
nl this agreement will he upon th
revocation of the option am
will merely compensate 'the pai
ties involved' for then loss ol pci
pel iv e advantage "

A strong dissent to the Comuii*-
smn action was issued l>\ Conn

(Continued on page 43'

WWDC’s ‘Waiting List’

For Clients; Wash. AM’e:

Never Had it Go Goo<
Washington Del 13.

It television i-. eompet ii ion i

radio, station WWDC (\\P i

Washington appaientlv hasn't fef
d Sold out "completely" lioln i

a in. to midnight, seven da.v's

veek. the station l.vt week, lor th
fir. I time since it started 13 ve.u
ago hung up a ’’waitin'' hsi" to

advertisers wanting to Inly tone
The boom in WWDC -. bu iries>

said Be n Strouse, manager. ’ prove
that radio is bettei than c or a

a sides medium”' The u.idm
list he added, i- "definitely rui

a gimmick It’s a dist me' iv e seta

ice to advertisers who de die t

avail themselves ot WWDC as
|cs medium iri the Great I -

1

Wash
melon area;"

Operating around Hu* cibef
WWDC is also nearly sold out frog
midnight to fi a.m wi'h only .

j. vv spot s available at sta'io

bie .ks A sizable audience flill in

t ti
i

period comes from auto ra

(iifts, particularly taxis which ai

as ’link here as politicians.

Even. WWDC-FM is doing okay
despite tiie failure ot i» s Tranxi
Radio operation in the Capital
trolleys and busses.

Sales manager ot WWDC is Hei
man M. Parris.
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UHF Advocates of Pay-As-You-See

TV Ask FCC To Get a Move On
Washington. Oet. 13

IJIIK petitioners looking to sub-

set ipiion TV as the gimmick to i n-

able the ultra highs to survive

alongside the competition ol \lll

last week urged the FCC to make

haste with hearings on pay-TV. In

a supplemental petition to the

agency to institute rule-mak ng

pi oceeclings, the UHF’ers said the

introduction of the llinshaw hill

in Congress to classify pay-as-vou-

s» e as a common carrier ‘has

sharpened the issue as to the h gal

form which subscription TV should

take and makes it highly desir-

able that the Commission thor-

oughly explore this issuer at an

early date.”

The petitioners, spearheaded by

WDI1N-TV of New Brunswick.

N.J., pointed out that Congress
“will unquestionably require ex-

ti nsive information” regarding

various aspects of pay-TV and that

it will likely call on the Commis-
sion for guidance. "For this rea-

son,” petitioners said, “the Com-
mission should be fully advised

concerning all aspects of subscrip-

tion TV and the ideal and mod
!

piactieal way for the Commission
t

to advise itself fully in tins re-

gard” is to institute proeeedinps.

Petitioners said they would be

piepared to submit arguments
favoring establishment of pay-TV
as a broadcast service rather Ilian

as a common carrier. They point

out that the hill by Rep. Carl llin-

shaw (R -Calif > would put all

forms of pay-TV < including thea-

tre TV l under rate regulation.

Therefore, they asserted, caret ill

study of the ability of tin* TV in-

dustry to operate such regulation

is essential before Congress makes
any determination.

Finally, petitioners declared, “in

addition to providing more and su-

perior programs for the viewing
public, subscription TV can pro-

vide the economic foundation to

assure the development of a

healthy TV system of national

scope, including UHF broadcast-

ing as a lull partner Undue delay

may dory the Commission the op-

portunity to use this new proposed
service* to teali/e that object iye."

The ITIF'ers petition was filed

two months ago by the Home News
Publishing Co., licensees of WDIIN-
I V. with three other stations join-

ing in support. A fifth UHF out-

let later gave its endorsement am!
last week a sixth added its vo !re

Peoples Broadcasting Co. holel-

»i of a permit for channel 41 in

Ti i nton \ .1.

Peoples told

hope of getting
t ion in \ lew of

l lie Tr« nton an ,

WEMP EMPLOYEES

GET STOCK CONTROL
Milwaukee, Oct, 13.

Croup of station employees took
our controlling interest of WEMP
here following sale of his stock by
Clen I) Roberts, Madison attor-

ney and president of Milwaukee
Broadcasting Co, which operates

the station. Sale, subject to FCC’
approval, increases the employee-
held stock from 20' a to SOjW.

A. M Spheeris, who took over
as president following Roberts’
resignation, which came with the
same, heads the employee group.
Other employee stockholders are

Hugh K. Boice. Jr., now v p -gen-

eral manager; John Gagliano, now
a director and sales manager;
Suzayne C. Cleaveland, treasurer

and comptroller; Thomas T. Dyson,
a director and sales rep; Roland K
I’aske. chief engineer, and Earl

W Gillespie. Jr, sport director.

Other stockholders include Mid-
Continent Radio-Television. Inc.,

which operates WCCO and WCCO-
TV. Minneapolis.

FCC it ha- little

a network aflilia-

dual cover.u'e ol

i bv New York and
Philiflelphia V1IF stations But
even if an affiliation i- obtainable,

-aid Peoples, the avai liabi

I

i'v of

network piograms trom New A <» i k

and Philly would act to curb oon-
veision ol \HF sets m the ana
“unless some exceptionally Iiil’Ii

qualitv. unique and different pro-

gtainming wire presented as an
induce mi nt

In addition to Peoples WTI'M 1

,

tin Home Niws petition has been
supported 1 W IP-TV in Philadel-

I lua. WEI Id TV in New llaxen.

Conn. WOCN in Atlantic C tv

N J.. and Stamfnrd-Norvalk T\
Cor p in Stamford. Conn.

‘Traveler’ Staff Shifts

Chicago. Oct. 13

Switch io a delayed simulcast
a- ,a sub-t;lute lor a live version
* I tlx Welcome Travelers” radio

-l.tju h.is resulted in personnel
e f tilt s

Fortnerh ptoducer of the radio
yti-ion Mvi'o’i Golden, has been
I I a ns g!apt * d in New York as pin
dm ( i oi ( TS-1 \ s "Search For
'lemoiiov. Writer Dale llani-on
lvas la tri retained by Blow agency,
new no lunger connected with the
show . as the firm's rep in Chi
Other -t.ll writer, Gcoige \r der-
-i n. ha- gone back into private en
it i pi at ; - a Partner m Antler-on
fn Anth i-on proiluet ions

VVPTZ’s Bank Coin
Philadelphia. < let -13

Tit tl» fourth eon-eeiil i ye* year
T , ti* lit’ Ph, huh phia Tni-t (hr. is

I
< king up 1 h t t.il) for “Great Mti-

• • m WPTZ. -hiflibg Sunday
late -n.glit program this sea-on to
the 12 30 ti 1 pm -lot, with se-
nes -tatting last u, , k.

Ring St. Loo Doorbells

For Funds to Operate

Educ’l TV Station

St. Louis. Oct. 13.

A benisc-to-heiuse fund raising

campaign in 100 communities in

the greater St. Louis area to oper-

ate Channel 0, St. Louis educa-
tional 'I’V station, got under way
last week and 15,000 volunteers
are seeking $490,000 in cash dona-
tions and pledges for future opera-
tion. Most of the communities in

a 50-mile radius, containing ap-
proximately 2.000,000 persons, are

within the* station's signal.

An intensive campaign via sky-

writing. newspaper, radio and TV
is being used to hypo the interest.

Funds to construct station facili-

ties for Channe l 9 have been donat-
ed by the Ford Foundation that

kicked in with $150,000 and Arthur
It Baer. pro/, of the Stix. Baer &
Fuller department store whose do-
nation was $215,000.

Contributions totaling $150,000
from 25 cooperating school dis-

tricts. including a $75,000 pledge
Iron.) the St Louis Board of Edu-
cation have been reported accord-
ing to Robert P. Ferguson, the

campaign director. These pledge's

and the $490,000 goal will he used
to finance programs. The station

will operate from the* Washington
U campus with a pro staff of 40
persons, including TV producers
and technicians. The station will

be_operateel by the St. Louis Edu-
cational Television Commission, a

non-profit corporation ant horized
bv FCC to construct the* station.

Round-the-Clock TV.
Philadelphia, Oct. 13.

Indicative of the trend to-

ward round-the-clock televi-

sion station operation, now
that stations with SRO status

are exploring new time areas

for sponsorship, is the situa-

tion in Philly.

Although NBC-TV proved a

long time ago via its “Today”
showcase that there would be

an audience as early as 7 a in.,

both WPTZ, the Westinghouse
outlet, and VYCAU-TV, the

CBS affiliate, are going the

network one better.

WPTZ. which has been car-

rying “Today,” is now plan-

ning to precede the pickup

with a (5 45 to 7 a m. local

show. VVCAO-TV is readying

to warm up its transmitter at

6 30 a m., with a client stand-

ing by.

Sarnoff, Folsom

Sell RCA Stock

To Pay Off Loans
About three-fourths of their

stock in RCA have been sold by

board 'chairman David Sarnoff and

prexy Frank M. Folsom. The sale

was made Sept. 22 and revealed

Sunday * 1 1 ». with Sarnoff dispos-

ing of 75.000 shares and retaining

30,000 of common stock and Fol-

som selling 37,50f>* and holding

13,000. This significant develop-
ment was made known via virtually

identical letters from the toppers
to RCA’s board of directors under
date of Oet. 1. Sarnoff said in his

communication that on Nov. 3.

1950, tiu* board granted him and
Folsom restricted stock option on
RCA common which was approved
by some 93' r of the votes cast by
stockholders at annual meeting on
May 1, 1950. In February of this

year Sarnoff exercised his option

in full.

"In order to purchase the stock

unele*r option.” Sarnoff stated. "I

was obliged to borrow a substantial

sum of money. It is no secret that

I am not a wealthy man and I

would not have been able, without
such borrowing, to exercise the op-
tion in full before it expired in

1955. I therefore obtained personal
loans from banks and I hoped it

would lie possible to have these
loans extended. As you know, there
has been a material change in

• Continued on page 41

)

Robert Burns
its 10-game col-

schedule. origi-

gyms starting

LOTSA WP1X BIZ ON

FALL, WINTER SPORTS
WP1X. N. Y. Daily News station,

continued last week to rack up
business on its fall and winter
sports schedule. Station signed
Pied's Beer and
Cigars to sponsor
legiate basketball
noting in college

Dec. 12 at Columbia. Cigar firm
had previously purchased one quar-
ter of the station's schedule of
events from Madison Sq. Garden.

Station also sold its entire pack-
age of 10 second ID s Mil l minding
the Garden schedule last week to
Grove Laboratories for Bromo-
Quinine. Also on the sales roster
for the station last week v*. a- a
General Foods purchase of the
"3 55 News cross thc-hoard strip
with John Tillman and purchase
by Better Living Television Enter-
prises of a 90-minute Sunday after-
neon film segment. "Adventure
Thcat re.”

‘Boss Lady* Reruns
I he 13 half-hour “Boss Lady”

lelepix have been acquired by
M \ A Alexander Productions on
the Coast tor redistribution,

"Hoss” wo originally produced
ly Jack \V rather and played cn
NBC-’I \ last season a*> summer re-
placement for P & G's "Fiieside
Theatre.” It stars Lynn Bari, with
,GI<nn Langan Icatuud.

Philly Schools Tee Off

New Video Semester

As Educ’l Shows Bow
Philadelphia. Oet. 13.

Classroom radio and TV pro-

grams kicked off the new scholastic

season last week. Programs arc

produced by the Radio and Tele-

vision Staff of tin* Philadelphia

public school and the Radio-Tele-

vision Council of the* Philadelphia

Diocesan Schools.

WEIL launched its “Wiffil

Schoolhouse” Series (Mon. through
Fri.. 2:15 p. m.> and the televised

series is aired from 11 to 11:15

a. in. WIP's “Radio School Room”
(Mon. through Fri. 9:45 to 10

a. m.) resumes under the sponsor-
ship of the Philadelphia Savings
Fund Society . Broadcasts are pre-

sented under the direction of Sam
Scrota WIP's educational director.

"Operation Blackboard.” prize-

winning classroom television pro-

gram. is scheduled each dav from
10:30 to II a. m. on WPTZ. “Ca-
reer Forum." on WCAU. is aired at

9:30 a in. on Sundays, and "Junior
Town Meeting,” on KW. Saturdays
at 5 p. m.
A new art program for children

of the first three grades has been
added to the WF1L-TV series on
Friday by request from teachers.

"Mmem Piece” will be shown on
"Operation Blackboard” 'WPTZ.
Thursdays*. The 14 museums of
the city have agreed to make per-

sonnel and materials available to

acquaint in-school viewers with the
rich resources of these institutions.

Public schools in Philadelphia
have 230 TV receivers, with hun-
dreds more in parochial, private
and other schools in the suburban
areas.

From the Production Centres

IN NEW YORK CITY . . .

Frank White, the ex-NBC prexy, is back in town . . . Deejay Ted
H using has written his first song, collaborating with conductor Joel

Herron on “Swing Low the Moon.” Husing wrote the lyrics . . . Walter

Kaner, WWRL flack, writing a three-a-week show biz column in ti,»

Long Island Press and Long Island Star-Journal. He replaces Eileen

MacDonald, who’s gone to Europe on picture deals . . Tex & Jinx

< McCrary • doing tape interviews at the Betty Hutton opening tonight at

Palace, for replay via their NBC radio show* . . WQXR taking space
at the annual Audio Fair this week at the Hotel New Yorker, the only
station to do so . . . John Henry Faulk show, WCBS cross-boarder at
5:05 to, 5:55 p.m , adds Saturday starting Oct. 17 with 10:30 a m. hall-

hour slotting . . . BBC and WCBS have arranged to receive reviews

from London newspapers and radio critics on opening of Brit, version

of “King & I.” Emily Kimbrough show* will carry the transcripts plus

her own comment . . . Barbara Britten (“Mr. and Mrs. North”) visiting

here for a month . . . Ted Koop, CBS Radio news and public aMaii«

director in Washington, on committee to receive the king and quetn
of Greece on their visit to D. C. Oct. 28 . . . WCBS’ Joan Edwards to

vacation late this month on Virgin Islands with Connee Boswell sub-

bing. Incidentally. Sam Slate celebrates second anni as station’s pro-

gram director this week '15).

Lin Cook into cast of “Aunt Jenny” on CBS for a long run . . ABC
veep John Daly last week in Washington to dedicate new public build-

ing . . . Irving Hammerman, formerly with Hoffman Publications and
Emerson Radio, joined WLIB as an account exec.

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .

Vice President Richard Nixon radio guested with K NBC’s Marjorie
King on recent stopover . . . "Science In Action,” KRON-TV's award
winning teleshow, added to a fourth market—Atlanta, Ga. . . . Bay
area TV set ownership now totals 752.350 . . . Localite Leo Diner filmed

the World . Series games tor next day tele-airing on KONA, Honolulu
. . , General Electric's local radio-TV head, T. C. Gilliland, returned
from Naval service . . . KFRC’s Mcl Venter added an afternoon shot

to his daily ayem “Tell-o-test” show . . . “You Are the Jury,” U. of S. F.'s

student participation teleseries, returned (11) to KRON airing . , . City

of Paris salesman Dick Waganor recently guested on Bert Park’s

“Double or Nothing” teleseries . . . KRON-TV personalities. Edith

Green, Bonnie Kever, Bill Bradley, Pat Blake, Dr. Tom Groody and
Lu llnrley, participate (17) in a remote, closed-circuit telecast at open-
ing of Modesto's new shopping center . . . Bill Weaver’s "Friday Night

Special” cancelled on KCBS . . . Albert White’s KNBC “Masters of

I Melodies” celebrated first anni.
i

I IN CHICAGO . . .

Gene Dailey named asst, program director at WBBM. John Mies

j

from freelance status to continuity dept., and Diane Isola to education

:

dept, at same outlet . . . Jim Lounsberry to WGN 'AM-TVt announcing
I
staff ... A. C. NieNen Co.'s John II. Betjemann and Arnold C. Ramlow

. elected to client service veepee positions in Chi. Donald R. Harper and
I
H. T. Murphy for similar spots in New York and Paul F. Powell to v p.

status in home office . . . Frank S. llicks named YVHBF. Rock Island,

j

program director . . . WGN newscaster Howard Earle and wife off 1<>r

i

month European trip , . . New winter oil product of Standard Oil Co.

|

to get spot treatment on 52 midwest AM and 15 TV stations . . . Czer-

!
wiec Lumber bankrolling 8:15 to 8:30 a m. segment ol Mutual’s “Cliff

|

Johnson Family” for 13 weeks direct . . . Bob Grant subbing on Dick
Bingham newscasts via WBBM while latter vacations for two wicks
. . . Don Quin from summer replacement spot to permanent announcing
staff with WIND. Rose Neumann new' flack staffer at same outlet.

IS MINNEAPOLIS . . .

As of Oct. 1 TV sets in Twin Cities’ area numbered 401.200. a new
high, according to KRTP-TV compilation . . . CBS network IRC Pahst
Blue Ribbon fifth telecast to originate from Minneapolis for first t

: mc
Dec 16 . . . Radio and TV setowners in area still fuming because IBC
refused to allow radio broadcast as well as general telecast of Mar-
eiano-LaStarza championship fight. Protests have poured in on sta-

tions and newspapers and threats have been made to “take up the mat-
ter” with Congress . . , Cedric Adams, WCCO-TV and radio top man,
moved into new country home and. starting in Nov., lie II use a*- a

tail-end theme to his nightly T/ dinnertime newscast “You’ve invited

me into your home, now let n ? invite you into mine.” For an enfiie
week he'll then show blowups of pictures taken inside various ot the
house’s rooms . . , Saturday night “Fight Followup” show an addition to

schedule of Marty O'Neill, former St. Paul baseball games play-by-play
announcer, who. alter year’s absence, returned to airlanes on W’MIN-
TV’s Sunday noon “Sports Hot Seat” show . . . Growing number of

Twin Cities’ newspapermen appearing regularly on various locally pro-
duced TV and radio shows include* Cedric Adams. George Grim. Mill
Jones and Dick Cullum of Minneapolis, and Bill Diehl, Don Riley and
Mark Tierney of St. Paul . . . Bristol-Myers Co. sponsor for Clelhn
Card’s WCCO radio “Saturday Night Party” tun and music show which
starts second season.

IN WASHINGTON . . .

William M. Blaisdell. former State Department official, has 1 c * n

named manager of WCF.M. Washington's cooperative-owned KM da-
lion . . . Mrs. Carolyn llagner Shaw, editor of “The Social List of Wash-
ington,'' returns to WMAL w it h a weekly broadcast of protocol and
etiquet . . . GrifTing Bancroft. CHS radio correspondent, back from a

vacation in .California . . . Jackson Weaver, of WMAL-TV. will act a-

master of ceremonies for the* Navy Relief Ball Oct. 24-25 . . . Brice
O’Toole has joined the* announcing staff of WMAL and WMAL-TV .

Roy Meachum, WTOP-TV morning man. is featured on the screen of

the* 3-1) equipped drive-in theatre in this area. He appears in a promo-
tion trailer for his show . . . James E. Kovach, director of programs lor

WRC and WNBW. the* NBC o&o. stations here, has set up a program
comm it lee. consisting of George Dorsey, production manager; Ralph
Rurgin, program manager of WNBW; Burton Bridgons. manager <f

[public service programs for the stations; Kenneth French, prpgiam

I

manager for WRC; and Casaius Keller, manager of news and special

i events for the stations.

ijy rmsRCRc.ii ...
New “Jane* Wilkcns" on telev ision for Wilkens Jewelry Co. is llcdlis

Burke, formerly a model on “The Big Payoff” who also pinch hit t<‘ r

Bess M.verson when onetime "Miss America" was on vacation , . . Andy
Chancellor, Post-Gazette editorial writer, now the moderator on WDT\ **

“This Time Next Week.” replacing David Otburn. who becomes a regu-

lar number of the panel, with Ginger Brook moving out of panel to « o

the* Hamburg Bros commercials exclusively . . . Jill Corey, singer • n

I Dave Garroway's nighttime network show Fridays. i« Norma Jean Spe

-

ran/a. trom nearby Avonmore. Pa . . . Jackie Seigliano, son ot John
i Srigliano. head of KDKA sound effects department, made the hand at

Pitt, where he's a lieshman pre-med . . . Latest feature of Joe Deanes

| (Continued on page 43)
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JOHNNY MERCER SHOW
|

N. Y. PHILHARMONIC SYMPII
with Paul Smith Trio, The *Nota- With Janies Fassrtt, commentator;” n W rknnla 1'lnvJ f- Rliip L IT ..i

pics, Roter Wagner Chorale,

Johnny Jacobs, announcer
Director: Bill Brennan
Writer: Glenn Wheaton
DO Mins., Sat.; 7 p.m.

Sustaining

1 BS, from Hollywood (transcribed)

In bunding the ‘ Johnny Mercer

Show” up to a 60-mi nuter < it

Parted as a quarter-hour stanza

i as t June*, CBS lias a solid back-

to-back lineup for its Saturday

eventing programming schedule.

N»*l gets an early start with Mercer
teeing oil at 7 and followed by

rGunsinoke.” “Win Elliot Salutes.”

‘Canghusters
” “Two For The

Money” and “Saturday Night Coun-

li v Sty le ” CBS is pegging its

A M ad campaign on "Radio Goes

Floyd G. Blair, Edsar F. Kaiser,
Adrian Murphy

90 Mins., Sun., 2:30 p.m.
WILLYS-OVERLAND
CBS, from New York

(Canad.v, Eire M, Thhrber'

For the first time in years the
two major radio network'—NBC
and CBS— are hitting the sun-
phonic sponsorship jackpot this

season, what with Socony -Vacuum
negotiating for bankrolling of the
NBC Symphony Orchestra Sunday
evening broadcasts iwith "Arturo
Toscanini batoning 14 of the 22-

week cycle . and Wills x-Ov erland
dedicating itself anew to a 7)3 7>4

perpetuation of the N. V I Mi 1 1
-

harmonic concert-*'" on the CHS
kilocycles. As such, the AM Sab-

\\ luuever You Go.’ With this Sat- ; b .

» ,

day setup, dialers will go wher- talh
t

"»'>-ner neve had n m ...ml
” in terms o Qualitative lunch. in

ever CBS is.

Mercer hour is a diverting pot-

pourri oi song and spiel intelligent-
j

lv knit together by Glenn Whea-
ton’s sharp scripting. The easy-;

flowing pace is set by composer- ’

crooner Mercer, whose Georgia
drawl, in song and gab, makes for

soft and pleasant listening. *

The preem 60-minute stanza Sat-

urday <10> worked in a college

,

moliil of rah-rah tunes and a salute

to universities around the country.
'

|t was all neatly put together with

Mercer sharing the vocal assign-;

merits with The Notables, show's;

regulars and guest group The
Huger Wagner Chorale. The Paul

Smith Trio came in for some ex-

citing instrumental workovers.

Announcer Johnny Jacobs does

a fine job as Mercer’s gat* pai d. In-

cidentally Mercer and CBS ought 1

to get together on the patter and
institutional ad blending. After a

satiric rap at TV hv Mercer the

net came in for an institutional

plug, dicing the station break, with

a strong spiel for its CBS-Columbia
tele sets. (iros.

COLLEGE QUIZ BOWL
With Allen Ludden, Roger Tuttle.

others
Producers: John Moses. Don Reid
Director: Ken Macgregor
30 Mins., Sat.; 8 p.m.
NBC, from N. Y.

After a long and steady stream
of sound-alike audience-part icipa-

j

turn (piiz shows, radio has come
;

up with a welcome change, a quiz

with tough questions and quick
p.icir.g. personable and knowledge-
aide contestants and a minimum of

cornhal! “entertainment” involving
contestants and audience. “College

in terms of qualitative longhair
programming

This is the 2 4th season for the
CBS identification with the Car-
negie Hall-originating Philharmon-
ic musiefests, and in recent years
the showmanship values of these
broadcasts have been heightened
considerably by the overall "pack-
age” delivered to CHS listeners in

which the intermission-time James
Fassett commentary and interview-

ing of major virtuosi play a large

part in audience acceptance.

Sunday's < 1 1 > impressive ppenei
had the mill’s musical director.

Dimitri \liU'opo:u!us, conducting a

two-number program, in Schu-
mann's Third Symphony ("Rhen-
ish") and Berlioz's "Harold in

Italy." In tlu* latter, the mill's

first viola player. William I. nicer,

was the able soloist.

Instead of a musical figure. Fas-

sett olTered Floyd (J. Blair. Phil-

harmonic pro/; Edgar F Kaiser.
Willys-Ovei land head, and Adrian
Murphy, prez of CBS Radio, as his

intermission guests. Kaiser wel-

comed return of the PliFharmomc
warmly, referring to it as a "cul-

tural mark in radio." lie also

added the felicitous remark that

he didn’t lose himself in music
Rather, lie said, in music lie found
himself. Hron-.

BENNY FIELDS & BLOSSOM
SEELEY

Director: Frank Manriui
120 Mins., Mon.-S.it.. 11 a.m.. 6 p.m.
Participating
WMG.M, N Y.

Benny Fields A- Blossom Seelvy
will give WMGM. NY. a show-
business accent for two hours
daily. This couple, who have prob
ably as wide an entertainment
industry background as any two
people still active on tlu* boardv
give an aura of prestige and iu

Hjority to this disk jocke.v show

Couple started originally during
the summer a> a one-week replace-

ment tor vacationing Ted Husing
They were extended for the lull

run of the Hdsmg hiatus and h ive

been retained on a t w icc-u-dnv
basis for an Imur-ai a dip

Miss Seeley and Fields jUst brim
over with their showbiz back-
ground. They’re on a familiar ha -as

with virtually every name in the

field. They can discourse authori
latively on any aspect of the field

and their chatter is entertaining

On their opening show, their

talk was almost limited to thanking
show hi/ luminaries for their •e-

corded telegrams. Some of the a*

were extremely diverting The
Goodman Aces and the Georje
Bu ills 'Grade Allen' sent some ex
tremely funny recordings

Fair lend an add d dimension to

disk jockeying. Their nostalgic
moments are warm and their dis

courses on modern d tv luminaries
are knowing. They indicate a knack
of keeping listeners interested
through disk selections as vvell as

through their gab. Jose.

Rill

Radio Follow-Up
l

FORI) THKATRK IIOFR
With Austin Willis, Kate Reid, \l

Bertram, Peg! Brown. Sammy
Sales. E. M. Margolese, Edward
McNamara. Ben Leuuick. Larry
McCance. George Robertson

Producer-Director: .Van Savage
Writer: Leo Orenstein

l(>
Musical Director: Luigi Agostini

(^iii/ Bowl " is one of the most sat- poRD*^!OT( )K CO. OF CANADY
isfymg radio quiz entries since CBr , from Toronto
Information Please
In this John Moses-Don Reid 1 ( od>’ ,; hl-Hroirn >

package, two collegiate teams make, On filtli consecutive season. vvPh

up the contestants, with the win- Ford of Canada Ltd., handing Alan
ners getting a $500 Savage, their original producer-
f-ollege and the Sl r

>
^dt^ng in- djm .

( , )r> aimt tu*r 55175.0011 budget

tinned 'at^ NBC affiliate in their
;

-

' '

(Vt ' r utVo

'

'pi a v s” CM

-“V’T [j
fl

.V-'
1',- ' h

„
,l'„;V- lor-m .k.-t spoil .«>!•> ki. k.-d off Willi

l.-n l.ud.U-n in N. V is Ihe quti- ,* •• v

ji "'"'dii-r of MON for {he
"™wfnrd <>n's2.wm'k ski-/"'Knl

r.irm l answers. Team with Hie „ Ml „„ ,

largest point total w ins and returns
tli * following week to face another
college team.
T *ams on the initialler were

Theatre Hour" will he carried on a

4fi-slation coast-lo-eoast network ol

the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

"The Big Leap” has the novel

from Northwestern and Columbia ‘‘twist of a "nature hoy" in hr.

N’oi thwes‘ern won*, and tin* itieni-

h m s showed intelligence and good
humor, interspersing with their

actual answers comments and ob-
serv .diors that made the session

more entertaining. Questions them-
selves embraced literature, music,
politic-., art. sports and general in-

formal inn. and presented a ehal-

len 3 * to both teams and li-teners.

Chav.

FOP BETTER LIVING
With lU*n C-rauer. guests
Producer: Henry .'lorgenthau. 2d
1”» Mies.; Sun.. 1 p.m.
Sms' lining
NPC. from N. Y.
"For Better Living" came across

»s an intelligent and in orm:Pive
l ‘•-minute aiier on kiekoff show
S»o>f| iv < ! l >

.
Program's format

i i!
1

> for listeners to stuicl in quci-
i s ed iting to pei onal problems.
F tch ouosi ion is answered by a

t Mi ison ilitv considered qual-
ifi d to renrl'M’ authoritative conl-
f "d on the subject brought into
pl i-

Fm st vt.j't-e on opener was enm-
piised of Dr. Lawrence Ktibie.
t'sv ctii at l ist and psvedroan alist ; Dr.
N i mi. m Vincent IVale, a rector;
AP <* Thompson, editor and pub-
[ o' Seventeen Ma" - Sylvi'*

. financia* columnist; ard
oo’Pvn Dodgers’ Jackie Roh-

Subjecfs ran the gamut
••cr.-a st-eady dating to editi-

on inflation and mental i!l-

I »:!.•:

t h . r» .

in son
from t

n >••*»»•» s

7

1

Hr
. V :

•

!

in
I • ' r

lilt >

»or •’ i is on tape allow ing for
vi>t •cMvdv in th * clio*ee of

B'-ii Gr.’m -r oitched th *

'nr 's •,*•>0 bandied the proceed*
f* M.'i lively, J C;,S.

with the Niagara River and tin*

lure of conquering the Falls hv

going over the brink in a barrel

only will'll a moll talks him out ol

the venture when she convinces

him that Hie g.uigsl er-gumbl-u s

have cut the gentle simpletons
monetary returns into verv small

pieces. Conipiicatioos include Hi-

jacking hv a rival gang ot the

$3,000 barrel hut I.wckie Keeler, a

diver who whimsically phi's vvi’ii

dolls, insistin'’ that "the Niagara

River is my gul Irientl" and "vvh n

1 g»*t into that barrel. I II he ' •

drunk that I Won’t know anv thing.

Ja< ku*. th** sui t ice dumb dm k

convinces tin* bairel-lioy that he is

being played for a sucker by Hu*

gamblers and why should lie be

killed wh'*i he can live his lite to

some good married use, Kun-mH
of I.uekie sees .i finale .surprise

twi-t in which the galig.ste.r-g.'iiu-

1)1 -I s demand that the gl.o pro-

moter. ,0 gun uiorit. eniei tlu* iiai-

rel for tlie Niagara Falls drop Ho v

he talk-, hr, way out ol it and’ m-
pthi'i substitute goes o' er He falls

' siiceessj u 11 x i> a novel tvvi.sl that

holds plentv of suspense, couiph-te

with helicopter radio announcing

for linalc buildup
Script has plenty of stage an I

pix possibilities on noveltv theme,

as evidenced in th,* 60-mtHs. i .dr»

pre/ of the Orenstein p!a' -script

"Big Lean tees oil to a hedy 't ilt

of the "Fold Th'/tie Hour s. ii '-.

with a how to the perceptive di-

rection of Alan Sava u* and lus

disciplin ,*' I ( !'t. plus the sitbdii d

mi.'si' .d breaks Of Lui.o A'-'o>. :m

at- I b. Hi*n m orchestra On Hm
l- i i ;.,r* ' • ' -t

’’
;

'

in 1 1 i :
g

i

. dnecUon. . F > • j-

Criticism rampant a'amml tlu*

"Welcome Travelers ’ offu '* a while

hack that tin* video version got all

the best interviews with, radio

gelling the slougholl' have been

stilled now that the AMer is a

delayed simulcast. All guests

herded in by la's Lear .and stall

now get till* TV treatment first,

then are heard again on NBC radio

a week later.

Judging from show caught <H

the change, for purposes ot econ-

omy. hasn’t hurt the radio version

at all. The uninformed vv.ll prob-

ably never realize while listening

that Tommy Bartlett -.Bull Cunning-
ham directed interviews are now
lilted by tape recorder from the
video version, with open, do e and
commercials inserted later.

Radio format that fornmtly fea-

tured four interviews Ins been cut

to three following the TV pattern
and the result is a tighter show.
Interviews Were of the familiar
heart tugging varielv. starling with
unhappy plight of a drought —
stricken farmer of West Texas and
his w ife who is going blind.

Act II <so hilled by Hu* WT
staller.si served as a balance to the
heavies that came before and after
and concerned happy life of a 67
year-old newlywed couple. As
otttimes happens on the show, one
act. the third, had a tearful break-
down at tlu* mike as a woman
guest revealed she had married a

man she didn't love only to find

>ame some 16 married years and
10 children later.

Even without tlu* TV versions’

closcwp of facial expressions as

gifts are presented at end of in-

terviews. indications of excitement
come across quite nicely by aod’bh
means

FIBBER McGEE & MOLLY
With Marian A Jim Jordan.
Thompson. Arthur Q. Bryan

Producer -director; Max llutto
Writer: Phil Leslie
I T> Mins,: Mon. thru-Fri.. 10 p.m.
NBC. I roiu IFwood (transcribed*

Fibber McGee A Molly" is

down to a cross-the hoard sliip at

ter its 18 seasons as a once-a-week

30-minuter. "I p” might he a bet

ter word in view ot tlu* tael that

Marian A- Jim .Ionian are now ped

illing their tongue-in-cheek cracks

and crossfire t hat often Only a

tailed sophisticate might object to

the vet duo's approach and "old
vatide" weapons, but the Jordans
could give many a "sophisticated"
coiuedv setup cards and spade'
ami clock more genuine laughs
Tins is the only thing they live tot

and m iv they go on forever

4u Hu/ new deal, they're part ot

the network's NB3" participation

plan 'with tlu* morning "Second
Chance" and late afternoon "It

Pays to Be Married"' and Tunis
latches on to tlu* threesome as ot

( K t 13 via one sp.0 weekly Re
gardlc's of the commercial con
sideration. Tt* W’isllul \ ist i re-

mains one ol tlu* heller residences,
in radio and should more than
earn the overhead

Show caught last week '7' was
pegged around hirdlife, the Jbi

dans playing house with a |>ai i

keel What doe E Lewis lias done
for lliis leathery Inriid '"she’s got

the biggest parakeets hi town,
rlc i the Mr. and Mrs. team mm
aged to accomplish with less shock
treatment In a sea on ol AM l \

that has been replete with edinci

denies in theme the parakeet i.

no exception For instance. CBS
radio's Boh Trout also teed otV on
the Imd last week via data from
Fail Schneider, author ot "Ml
\ bout Parakeet " Granting th*

c

-

1

1

M 1 1

1

; 1 1 excellence of tied Imok
we II tak»* the Fibber A- Motlv vr
sum because it’s probahlv luiuir i

Back at tlu* same old stand ai ‘

Bill Tbomnson as the (>hl Tinier

and V.’allv YVimph* 'since 15136' a*’ii

Artliur Bryan as I lor (lainlde

And ot course* there’s Mix licit!?*

a- producer and director and tlu*

Phil Leslie* MSS Trim

NBC I ECU ItE II M L
W’iMi lleoiry .Cassiclv. moclc*rater;

Mine. V'ljayj Lakslimi Pandit,
guest

PrcMtucer: Mrs. Doris C’orwitli

30 Mins.. Sat., 7:30 p m.
Sust lin'tiR

NBC. from N.Y.

NBC has an excelU

tlu* making lie* re*,, in

setut) of lec’lures tiy

(inures, held before* an Invited an

diene** in Studio 6B. at Radio ( it*

Jlic

III series

this we<

in

k*
out -.1 iiidin,

"The Eternal Eight" remains one
of the best religioso shows on
Sunday midday, trom the histri-

onic production and general show-
manship perspective. ( *n the occa-

sion of the 10 th anniversary of

the series, Gen David SarnolT arid

Dr. Louis Finkel stein, ehaticellnr

o) the Jewish Thcoio ;ieal Semi-
nary. under vvlutse aiispi-ee.s "Li '.lit"

,s produced, spitke. The didin
gliislied i a'.rhi -aluted Gen Sat null

tor his "spiritual st it 'sin III , hip."

*and the RC \ luiatd Hi.iirman ie-

iter.Ved N'i’.C's pi tv dec to he

a ,*ociab cl vvdh a program which
reemphasi/es ,t lu*~TFFTTSiei hood ot

man under tlu* fallirriibod ul («nd

For tlu* anniversary e< lehrat-ion.

lour of "Tlu* Ktern d Light high-
lights are being reprised the first

being "The Song ot Rerddchcv."
\gain it was a skillful Motion
Wtshiiigi ad sctipting. unit Robert
Segal prom. nerd m the cantorial

sequences ti insla'e I by Judith
Eisenstem. and with cad promi-
nent.' including Roger d -Kuven * in

the Idle rede'. Santos Ortega. Dan
( )c!vO. John McGova rn. Fuv Repp
Narrator was A'exmfler Scourljy
Milton Ka*ims conduct' d the vvell-

int* grated sec trljf tun ual pa-sages
and I'dw ard K'ng rates a neat

.credit for the direct, >m Abet.

are.
and

vet-

N \' Judged hv limup ol goes',

'll S< hary. Carl SatuRnii Dr
Robert Hutchins Leopold Stokov -

ski. etc.', this will he an impoit in!

conlnbuliou In discussion <>l puhl r

alTiirs as well as the arts Teenil

ni ogtam last Saturday '10, with
Mine Vi jav.i Lakslimi Pandit pr« /

of the l riiled Stales General \ \-

semblv as guest, was probably .Ms

significant as any discussion p- t tod

on the air that week

’This w as in spite, t at her t It iri

bec.iit •* of Hu* presenre ot Henry
Cassidy. NBC news comment at u

,

who is to lie moderator ol the e

s -sions, and who covered 1 1

1

m -.*
• 1

1

with anything hut glmv Salmdiv
Generally pielentions or cub*, lie

interfered m answers to cpre lion,

and in one instatu really pot hi

toot into it But Mine Pandit's

aplomb and knowhow olf .<*1 so -

li

-ilerelict ions, to keep the alter to

its high level.

Ml in* Pandit gave a short 1‘!

minute talk nn h u native India in

to lav's woi Id, mainly living to

pi ov e how closely India " d

\nuu ic i were aile d, in po!i* u ,

[leoples. peaceful aims, e tc Spec!;

itrg simply ,
sincerely and v-t v in

telligihlv, she made a piofoun 1

impres inn. 'The nmistial!'. ho '

IM-m inn'e que t mn se,>ion th

tollowed. a, is it ual. turned out to

tie th<> most interevling put ot tl

airei Studio audience who k
•

jit

it up a It < i tlu* hruad< a t pO'tioo

Was ovet asked j?
*

• r 1 1 n * rv 1 <|u,

t on >.> htch Mo-e Pamlit h andj* d.

neat :*.
. m an ch> tre nt d"Tefis • o!

Ref country'' po-i'iott as it stj.v

EDGAR HERfiEN
With Jack Kirkwood, Viola Vonn,

Gloria Cordon. Ray Noble, Paul
Trees. Cordon MarRur, Candy
Bergen

Producer-director: Sam Pierce *

Writers: Zeno Klinker. Norman
Paul, Si Rose

LANOLIN PLUS
30 Mins.. Sun.. 6.30 p.m.
CBS. from Hollywood

i nnn&()>
More often than not tin* writers

h iv e taken the falls tor a hail show,
it vvmks tlu* other way around, too,

especially with Edgar Bergen's sea-

sonal kick'd! Iasi Sunday They
' made" the show, with some valu-
ably assistance trom Bergen and
tics dummies, and here* they

/ono klinker. Norman Paul
Si Rose

What they delivered to the

era'll ventriloquist was a laugh*
parked script without a letdown in

(he hollo department. It was sock*
ami-go all tlu* way and Bergen
should lx* so I ti< ky as to have as

,

good the* test of the* way 'The* jokc*s

y, m e strung out on a stor.v thread
• fid snipped only from tlu* weight
oi tlu* laughs.

Writers hit on a situation that

Bergen was through and Charlie
McCarthy had the poll to prove
it Bergen’s comeback was that

llu re’s a good many years left in

m •" and on the* basis ot what came
over lln* wires lu* is so right. Jack
Kirkwood, a long * I mu* - around
i mute, catiu* to Bergeii’s defense
hH traded insults with Charlie for

i sock routine*. Gordon IMacRae*
broke it up with a straight roman-
la* intoning ot "I Still Dream of

•on." Ills vocal, a cross between
P i tv Como and 'Tony Martin, was
ivi i e .lung and car-caressing Ray
Noble’s -music* was solid.

tli *b mark ot the comedy profit*

'mi came when the* pollsters inter*

ve-ved various charuders. At
ITird Nations when Charlie* told

I’:* Soviet delegate* his name* was
'

' C ullt\. In* broke* up the assetn-
'

;

’

> Pud f ices, Gloria Gordon and
\ io'a Vmm proVeel excellent inii-

I ri ve cli u .lelei s Otdv one voter
,!i i peed that Bereen was through

be, daughter. ( amlv
.

v* ho ap-
I

I

>i i| through the courtesy ed Mr.
iri VI r Bei gen

I. triolui Plus, which comes from
h • -o to sharpen the skin, is the
ibern ite sponsor (’BS is liopelul
led Hie parent eompanv « 'TV s»*t s,

i Toi ds etc » will split 1 lu* tab
It*' I HI:

>i\ VI ERY THEATRE
i ,f iis»»eetor Mark Saber*
W ; *ii l,**s Damon, \X dte*r Itiirke,

Join Alexander, Bob lla cue.
l ens Van Itooten, Santos Ortega

IN'tiilueer: liene Patterson
') rector: Erank Papp
Writer: Iven Eietd
’’

) Mins.. Wed., !) :*,() p.m.
S t'EKLING DIM G
ABC. trom New York

(

I

)nicer Fit •(/•reihJ-.S'fioipi,' >

Sterling Drug has built a readily
identifidilc* eliaiael el in Inspector
Muk Saber via its radio and 'TV

exposure*' over the* past couple* ed

isuii-;. and now it’s back again on
\BC (AM A 'TV* lor what should
h»* ;j good audience* payolT Pro-

gi mi is a prole siohally linisliej

iob with mure* than llu* customary
pro hid ton trappings, and initialler

was an i*xeellenl mystery ins1.il!-

iii'iit

W'th l.es D u* ei a. Saber and
V/iJiei Burke* ";is hi' a isistard.,

, Ti'*', L’<d <dl to a good start will'

i Ken Field s -script eel miiiiiei yarn
liiniit one Ot Sahel’s edd gal

iii«'ud> who’s turned sum since In)

I i I saw li«‘i 'I ogel In i with her

i '•cent Iv -acejuired hu-.baiul. slm
:, i i Is hu look alike brother and
i ei i'll e-, it t » appear as it the < ot p a*

is her husband so they can collect

Id, insurance and at the same time
• i lid of tlu* hrotlg'i hv making

it took as it tie's run away. Mean*
yl ih* slu* make's a plav lor Saber,

to throw <dl xusuie ion and
l),-r III .•* Slice'S hOled Willi lie) (ills-

In ul When 1 lu* Fit lei objef t s

lor w hid it e ottsith t - it

e.

Qirgi u's covered Point Tour t

!i:»ion political parties, relati a",-

with III ita.ri. r;«-u* i alistn. etc

It was here that C’assidv < i*

tally bill ride re-el. deciding to put in

i qneslioh and aris.vet of his ov i.

n"Ut rail sin," and pip -

into Mme. Pandit's

hadn't used. She* v*.

a

to break iri with ‘No
American would hr.<
wav," and explained

too lu* kno' ks him "ft to*). but
s 1

’ »< I vv hi le apt" ill it::' to be
lup( •d lias In •e II V\ 1 a* to tl e 11 I ' it

,

(1,

'

t
: me

u neon and But ke hail'd led 1 heir
. t moot Id v. a rat Joan Al< xun-

v> cxe <•
1 h-pt a s the V. Olll 'ft

•
: , i II tv.ue a S le i Iri ba riH. 1 .Ul s

\ ,-V l.'oo t I'tl it ' 1
»a l i oh fi.iM arid

s If I o < ) ill 'if i as ,a Me u an mn -

mu' were all good i tank

i’ ''d > direr t um v a .It and me
,-id . I icon*' • 1

Pre tiiU ic • li* '!
i

team g" i.
t ; i

• pr-odiu t ion up nice l> h n a

on India’

ting words
mouth she
final I v able
one hut an
put H that

iter

vv as

lor

! live

read position, so that Cassidy
< a led on to apologize* I' made
an exciUti'j as well as infonni-

seSsion. Rrog.

V\ VI.K x Mil. I.

\\ ’ll Bill f uHcik iiiuuiurtci*r>. Joe
K big. Joe Kipb v

D' rec toft Merton Kolin
’,<) Mins,; Wed.. H p.m.

H REYNOLDS TOB XCCO
NBC. fr;»rn N. Y.

i /•. ;t •/ •

‘Walk a Mile" tank; among Di.f*

loighter giveaway aners Show's
t! a "li impact |u*s in the give-and-
* k* gat) sessions between cun-

• t i
n s and enu e*e Bill Cullen.

brgram
f.St1
1

does a first -rale job in

('ting rpii/ees who windup a-?

(Continued on page •} O .

•J'J
’
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niNAH SHORE SHOW
With The Notables (vocal quintet);

Vie Schoen Orch; Art Baker, an-

nouncer
froducer-Direetor-Wrlter: Alan

Handler
15 Min#.: Tues., Thurs., 7:30 p.m.

c hevrolet
NBC-TV. from Hollywood

( Campbell Eteald •

Along with the Perry Como video

gefies the “Dinah Shore Show”

j, the ranking musical session on
n y Returning for her third sea-

son' Miss Shore again is project-

„ig a songalog notable for its

vjrmth and intimacy in a 15-min-

u »e stanza that w-hizzes by like a

spot announcement.

\ s in previous years, Miss

Shore’s standout warbling style is

Letting some ace production show-

e, sing by producer-director Alan

Handlev. The settings for each

number are unusually rich in de-

t,il without being obtrusively

elaborate. Although Miss Shore

could undoubtedly carry this ses-

sion without the scenic props, just

Como does it on CBS-TV. the

settings add important atmospher-

ic values to the music.

Last Thursday <8>, the show
opened in a train’s bedroom suite

which framed Miss Shore's vocal

of "Choo Choo Train” and segued

into a visit to a small Spanish

town in California. Here Miss

Shore delivered “Blue Canary.”
“Moanin’ Low” and “Crying I

n |

The Chapel.” only the latter tune
having any direct relevancy to the 1

setting. The whole session, how-!
ever, ran olT with a pleasingly un-
pretentious quality.

The Notables, a harmonizing
quintet, supplied expert hacking
as did musical director Vie Schoen
who worked from Tinker Free-

man's arrangements. Plugs are

handled sharply and briefly by Art

Baker with Miss Shore adding the

closing commercial punch with her

delivery of “See The U. S. A. In

A Chevrolet.” Herm.

IVINKY DINK AND YOU
With Jack Barry
Producer: Dan Enright
Director: Jerome Shaw
Writer: Lewis Hayward
.70 Mins.. Sat., 11 a.m.
Sustaining
CBS-TV, from N.Y.

Producing firm of Barry. F.nright

& Friendly has developed a new
technique in children’s shows that

should prove a bonanza—audience
and sponsorw ise. What they’ve
done is reached a practicable way
in which the at-home kiddies can
actually participate in the show,
and it works.

Device is simply a drawing kit

that consists of a transparent plas-

tic mat which the kiddies place
right on their television screens,
some crayons and a cleaning cloth.

J irk Barry, in the studio, stands
looking through a glass screen,
lie proceeds to draw something,
and the kiddies at home simply
follow his strokes with their own.
When both are finished, the kiddies
tan take their mat off the screen
and they’ve got a finished picture.
Barry stands in the lower light
hand corner of the television pic-

ture. and all his crayon strokes are
confined to the middle of the tele-

vision screen.

Kiddies have to write in for their
“Winky Dink” drawing kits at 50<*

apiece, and whether there’s a profit

involved for the firm or not, they'd
better run for the hills, because
the rush is going to be on. It's a

natural for the moppets, and
there's going to be many a parent
plagued during the next few weeks
for “money to buy a Winky Dink
kit

”

Danger in the entire project is

the fart that the kids may tin* of
the game after a few tries, hut
HEAP have wisely created other
sources of interest for the kids,
fine of these is an elfin cartoon
character called Winky Dink,
v hose picture is animated on a

‘•ort of blackboard and who talks
to Barry, plays games with him and
i-i altogether as enchanting a char-
acter for the moppets as any pup-
pet who's hit the video screens.
Both Barry and Winky tell stories,
vith Winky accompanied by ani-
mated pictures. Barry tells a story
tf’olumhns discovering America,
for example) about the picture he
draws for the listeners 'a ship, of
Course).

Altogether, it’s quite a show. At-
j. ime participation device seeming-
*v has no loopholes (with the pos-
sible exception that too much
pressure on the mats by kids might
conceivably crack their television
greens i. Cartoon character of
Winkv and the drawings-plus-
st pries present infinite script possi-
bilities. Animated portions of the
show are well-done. Barry is ex-
tremely likeable in his role, putting
himself on the children’s level
v. ijhout looking down on them.
John Cart’s music is a definite plus.

Chan.

COLONEL HUMPHREY FLACK
With Alan Mowbray, Frank Jenki,
Lauren Gilbert, Frank Cam-
panella, Donald McClellan,
others

Producers: Wilbur Stark. Jerry
Layton

Director: Lester Vail
Writer: Ed Jurist
30 Mins., Wed.. 9 p.m.
AMERICAN CHICLE
DuMont, from New York

( Dancer Fitzgerald-Sample

)

“Colonel Humphrey Flack" is an
example of a potentially fine tele-

vision property getting the type of

treatment that dooms it to medioc-
rity. The characters of Colonel

Flack and his sidekick. Garvey,
created in the Saturday Evening
Post by Everett Rhodes Castle,
lend themselves to a video series
which for delightful characters and
amusing situations would In* hard
to beat. But as it emerged via Du-
Mont in the premiere of this
Stark-Layton package, it was a dull
and shambling affair.

Series about a goodhearted
phoney who knows all the angles
and uses them to help the needy
is perfectly east, with Alan Mow-
bray Hie Colonel and Frank Jenks
as Garvey. But here the good
points of the production end.

Mowbray’s role of a blustering
1 hut shrewd swindler calls for lines
i which sparkle 'at least in spots',
i but scripter Ed Jurist only went
j

half way, providing a neat plot hut
uninspired dialog. And Lester
Vail’s direct ion, instead of moving
the story along at a quick pace to

provide some sense of scintilla-

tion, let it lag and droop most of
the way.
Mowbray and Jenks proved dis-

appointing too. Former, although
a natural for the part, went
through, it rather mechanically,
while Jenks stumbled and faltered
more than once. Other players in

the cast were competent. But
"Flack," which got a previous
showcasing last spring over Hie
"ABC Album." needs a good going
over on this DuMont exposure. It

could he great, hut here it's mere-
ly dull. Chan.

FORD THEATRE
(Tangier Lady)
With Patricia Medina, Scott Brady,

Virginia Grey, others
Producer: Irving Starr
Director: Ted Post
Writer: Karen DeWolf
30 Mins., Thurs. 9:30 p.m.
FORD MOTOR CO.
NBC-TV, from Hollywood (film)

(J. Waller Thompson '

This halt-hour offering having

been billed as the first of the new
season in the Ford film series, it’s

to the show's advantage to recall

that it isn’t exactly a novice to the

airwaves and that, in the past, it

has done a lot better. Certainly,

“Tangier Lady” wasn’t the kind of

flimsy adventure-romance on which

a program could stake its reputa-

tion.

The star-power was there. Patri-

cia Medina is a looker with a

certain amount of talent. Virginia
Grey has a pleasant personality
and Scott Brady retains a following
as a movie tough-guy. But their

combined efforts couldn’t rescue
the Karen DeWolf script from be-

ing what it was—a poor copy of

the “B" quality output which
Hollywood abandoned some time
ago. Because it’s on TV. and free,

doesn’t mean that this type of en-
tertainment suddenly goes over
with a bang.

Story east Miss Medina in the

part of an adventuress who likes

money and has attached herself to

rich Egyptian. Ben Astar. She’s
attracted to Scott who works for

Miss Grey in a middleeastern
gambling joint Miss Grey also

likes Scott but in less obvious and
more selfless fashion. At any rate,

the jealous Astar sets the local

sleuths on Scott’s trail. They find

he's wanted for murder in Chicago.

At just about that time, police

are also told that the real murderer
has confessed. That leaves Brady
free to settle affairs in his own
poker-faced manner. In the end
he and Miss Medina escape Astar's

trap by taking the next plane to

the States, leaving Miss Grey and

the rich Egytian to cynical con-

templations of life.

All this in 30 minutes, with a

couple of love scenes thrown in for

good measure by a scripter more
immediately concerned with writ-

ing for the respective stars than

for overall effect, was pretty hard

to take. Sets were fairly elaborate

but without distinction *and Ted

Post’s direction added little that

might have lifted the show' out of

its strictly routine format. It’s

reasonable to assume that better

davs are ahead for "Ford Theatre.
fitft.

JIMMY DURANTE SHOW
(Colgate Comedy Hour)
With John Wayne. Eddie Jackson.

Jack Roth, Jules BufTano. Harold
Stern Strings, Roy Bargy Orch.
others

Producer-director: Joseph Stanley
Writers: Charles Isaacs, Jack Elli-

son, Jack Barnett
AO Mins.: Sun.. 8 p.m.
COLGATE
NBC-TV, from Hollywood
(Rates; Sherman A Marquette)

Jimmy Durante again proved
that lie’s a ladies' man. Without a

femme accomplice of the dimen-
sions of Sophie Tucker, Helen
Trail bel or Margaret Truman, a lot

of Duranteisms fail to measure up
to full strength.

Durante’s opening indicated that

the Schnoz still has it He's one of
the prime zanies in this era .anti

one of the more lovable comics
around However, his opening
script failed to give him oppor-
tunity to give full play to his

talents.

The better portions of the show
were found during the production
numbers Duranle gave an excel-

'

lent account of himself in the song
and dance work One of the more

j

touching moments was the reprise
of the Clayton. Jackson A- Durante
team with a vacant spotlight and
off stage taps tilling in for the late

Lou Clayton.

The guest of the occasion was
John Wayne, who seemed to he a

very quiet man for an assignment 1

with Durante. The script was a

takeoff on the Northwest Mount ie

thrillers with Duranle irre-

pressibly mushing around the
screen, while Wayne delivered
very little Many filmstars not dis-

tinguished hv ability to do song
and dame must he given a highly
vivid script to get across.-The line-

age didn’t have that quality.

The other elements in the show
were in the usual Durante groove.
The’ comic on his own provides
most of the laughs and vigor with
a fine assist from Eddie Jackson.
Durante does excellently in his

work with the line and in the other
situations where he can throw in
those Duranteisms. But weak
sketches seem to cloud his partic-
ular talent.

There were other plus elements
along with the Durante personal-
ity. Rov BargyT~wmsical hacking
and choreography helped the
Sehnoz’s cause in spots. Jose.

THE MAN BEHIND THE BADGE
With Paul Tripp. Joey Walsh, Kath-

arine Bard. Charles Taylor, Huzzy
Martin, Harry Davis, Cameron
Priid'liomme, Matt Crowley. Al
Ramsen, Kathleen Niddy; Nor-
man Rose, narrator

Producer: Jerry Robinson
Director: Arthur Singer
Writer: Paul Monash
30 Mins., Sun., 9:30 p.m.
BRISTOL-MYERS
CBS-TV, from New York

i Doherty', Clifford, Steers
She nfield)

Tele packager Bernard .1 Prock-
ter is digging into “authentic case
histories from the files of law en-
forcement agencies” for this new
CBS-TV series, “The Man Behind
The Badge.” Trouble is that a lot

of TV packages have been prowling
the files of law enforcement agen-
cies and he seems to he left with
the bottom of ttie barrel. It’s a

doubtful entry in t he net’s Sunday
night programming. Dehut show
was further handicapped by a

static, almost actionless thesis, a

fundamental antithesis to the vivid
title.

The kickoff show for “Badge”
Sunday 'll* told the story of Ber-
nard Burger. Clark County, Nev..

probation officer, who sparked the
founding of the Boys Industrial
School at Elko. Nev.. through his

work in the rehabilitation ol young
lavs breakers**

Paul Monash's script pinpointed
Burger's belief that the juve of-

fenders were capable of reform if

given understanding treatment and
not scooted off to the jail house in

spinning the yarn of a delinquent

who is brought into Burger’s home
liter committing a petty crime.

Joey, the delinquent; resists Bur-
ger's square treatment at first since

lie trust no-one hut he soon learn-,

that the probation officer is playing

ii on the level and goes straight

with a vengeance. The tale un-

folded at a lethargic pace and
lacked any dramatic highpoints.

Paul Tripp w'as stiff as Ihe proba-

tion officer and Joey Walsh didn't

get much across as the top juve

delinquent. Katharine Bard over-

played t tie role of Tripp's under-
standing wife. Supporting players

were competent.
Production trappings were okay

hut Arthur Singer's direction lack-

ed the pace and style that could

have given the stanza a lift.

Bristol-Myers blasted its mes-
sage for Ipana toothpaste in strong,

if not too appetizing, terms
(Jros.

TOPPER
With Anne Jeffrey*. Robert Ster-

ling, Leo G. Carroll; Lyle Talbot
Producer*: John W. I.ovrton. Ber-
nard L. Schubert

Director: Phil Rapp
Writers: George Oppcuhclincr,

Rapp
30 Mins., Erl.. 8:30 p nt.

R. J. REYNOLDS
CBS-TV. from N Y. (film)

( Ksty »

The clicko honk-to- Hollywood
history of Thorne Smith's “Topper"
looks to repeat tin* goldmine’ in

television John W Lovet on- Ber-
nard I. Schubert vidpix package
got a socko start last week with a
slick cast paced into an eetoplastic
winner by the Phil Rapp staging ot

his own script done jointly with
George Oppenheimer The Mr. A
Mrs. team ot Anne JelVieys and
Robert Sterling, along with vet-
erans Leo G. Carroll and Lee
Patrick, fit snugly into the highly
amusing ghoster and the preem got

a solid assist from Lyle Talbot as

the realty agent selling t in*

house of now -w e're here now -w e-

ain'l George A Marion Kerbs
'Sterling A Jeffreys' to Mi A Mrs.
Cosmos Topper 'Carroll A Patrick'

There’s also a St Bernard in tin*

“mostest of the ghost est" parade,
lie's being exploited as the grand-
son of the canine that played in

Clark Gable’s ‘.‘Call ot tin* Wild"
One of tin* pooch's lug scenes is

getting blotto on his own "Goad
Samaritan" brandy.

tnitialcr smartly established the
Kcrbys as creatures ot the after-

world play ing a return engagement
to their home planet following
their ties! met ion 'along with the
lost pooch' in a snow avalanche
while off on a skiing trip for their

anniversary Rest of the capers was
played out in their erstwhile home
in a series of nonstop langhcadcs
vis-a-vis the Toppers, for only the
male of which the Kerbys mate-
rialize It was a rouse r even unto
some slapstick and stock disappear-
ing acts. All hands played the

shenanigans for all they were
worth, with Carroll revealing turn-

self as the most logical successor

to t he late Boland Young as Top-
per. Miss Jeffreys and Sterling are
a ( harming couple, whether on the

cafe circuit or ibis delmt in a reg-

ular teleseiies.

Program replaces Ralph Bella-

my's “Man Against Crime" for

Camel Cigarets. which has shitted

that to NBC and a small DuMont
spread based in N Y 'WABD'.
Miss JetVries and Sterling carried

one of the plugs nicely. In a season
of excess situation comedies "Top
pci" bids for a high place among
1 he bleed If it can maintain the

level of the teooffer -and certainly

author Smith has furnished a large

larder — here’s fine of the most
diverting skeius ot the year

Tran.

Joeljrn,

Karath.

Jean

WHERE'S RAYMOND?
With Ray Roller, Allyn

Claire Dtibrey, France*
.iirhard Krdtnan. others

Producer: Jerry Bresler
Director: Marc Danlela
Writers: William Bower*.

Ilalloway
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
AMERICA TOBACCO, KEM
TONE (alt.)

ABC-TV, from Hollywood (film)

i.s'.st’iH Fuller, Smith A Ross')

If ever there
show m TV, the
situation comedy
Raymond"' is it

ciselv as it should

was a one-man
new Hay Bolget
series. " Where’!
Which is pie-

he. Jean Hallo-

VALIANT LADY
With Nancy Coleman, Jerome
Cowan, James Kirkwood. Anne
Pearson, Lydia Reed

Producer: Carl Green
Director: Ira Cirker
Writer: Charles Elwyn
15 Min*.: Mon. thru Fri.. 1! fnboni

Participating
CBS-TV. from N Y.

Noontime slotting of this croxs-

the-board soap opera series should

give housewives an excuse to take

a breather from their routine

chores. It’s ideal for those who
want to see flu* hardluck characters

in action Preem show, Monday
'12' didn’t waste much time in

creating an emotional crisis,

though of a comparatively minor
nature.

Initiator introed most of the

series’ major characters, all of

whom were members of tin* Emer-
son family. These Included the

title character. Mrs Emerson.
Nancy Coleman: her luivband.

Jerome Cowan; her 17 year-old

way and William Bowers arc
credited as the writers of t lie

preem installment which bowed
Thursday ifit as ABC-TV went into

tin* home stretch on its now talent

parlay, and as scripting assign-
ments go. they had a breeze. Koi
with 30 -minutes of Bolger (sav«

tor the allotted time-out for com-
mercials) here was one show that

practically wrote itself Like th*

Danny Thomas program, which
does similar duty for ABC-TV on
Tuesday nights, the Bolger frolic

enriches video programming with
one ot the choice items in the com-
edy sweepstakes.

The decision of bestowing a sit

nation comedy format -and par
ticulaily one which is so looselj

constructed and so flexible as to

permit for a free play of Bolger'i
unique talents as dancer, comic
and pantomimist was a wise ony
A straight nuisicomedy or vaudec
presentation, such as Colgate
“Comedy Hour,” could easily have
dissipated his value to TV as a

weekly performer. Granted that
his “Comedy Hour’* one time con
tnl> on NBC-TV last season wai
one of tin* major delights of the
season, obviously the repetitive
ness of the iniisicnmedy format
could have palled on tin* viewer,
utiles properly spaced.

But tin* mere thread of a “hook’
as conceived for “Where's Hay
mond which is nothing more
than a hare peg on which to hang
the comicalities of Bolger as a

Broadway musical comedy star to

whom anything can happen and
does on his way to the theatre, i«

made to order for the Bolger buf-
foonery. It’s hard to conceive ol

someone engaged in as harmless a

task as walking down the street
'as only Bolger can walk' watch-
ing a woman deposit a letter in i

mailbox (cueing the incvitahl*
crack “You know, I think von did
right'', or gamboling in the park
on Ins way to the subway for a

fling at some marble shooting with
some kids, or again getting In

solved with an ex-school choir
over the idiosyhci asms or where
abends of some old flames (on

|

fortunately a too elongated xe
quenro', yet trarisl.ding it for l he
most pail into hilaidy. From sue!
x llimsilv woven continuity Butgei
managed to extract some genuirx
moments of comedy. The windup
ot course, finds him onstage, foi
ju-d the right amount o| Bulgeriar
song A dance capers.

I'rodiu t ion-w ise, “Where’s Rav
inond’” is endowed with topslielt
qualities and the filming is ex-
cellent Mare Daniels again deni
onstrafes fits deft directorial touch
Supporting cast is uniformly fine.

Hose.

daughter,
nine
[tec*

MlsS

Anne Pearson and her

year-old daughter, Lvdia

I James Kirkwood billed as

Coleman's P) year -old son

didn't appear on preem Teeofl

vain played up family'-, pout finan-

cial situation which seemed some-

what incongi ous in view of their

comfortable home and n a< appear-

ance
Opening program started the

hall rolling on a plot involving

around Miss Peat .on s yen to at-

tend an exHuuve college,, which
her mot her felt would make too

big a dent in the family budget

Program left oft with Cowan not-

ing that he might be able to do
something so as 1o make her at-

tendance at the school possible.

Mi-s Coleman looked like a

woman burdened with troubles,

while Cowan impressed as being a

self-assured family man Miss

Pearson was satisfactory as the

teenager and little Mi-.s Reed was
likeable as the kid-sister.

Show*: is spon>or«*d by General
Foods Mondays, Wednesdays and

ELOISE McELIIONE SHOW
With John Tillman; guests
30 Min*.; Mon. thru Erl., 3 p.m.
Participating
WPIX, N. V.

Garrulous Eloise MrElhone. nev-
er at loss tor words on TV panel
programs, is now presiding over
her own eross-t ho-hnard show via
WPIX, N. Y. But for tins halt hot"
afternoon session, she’s much more
subdued and manages to exercise
fateful restraint aver her volu
hr lily.

Although far from becoming
taciturn, Miss MeEHione play-, her
role as it should tie -that id an
miohtr uxive hostess w ho hold-, a

figurative coffee.k latch with fVrniiio

viewers and men, loo . On one
of h» r show - caught la t week she
tope bed hrieflv fill Mia ell I Hie st vie ,

.

gave furit, to di taffers on flow to

hold huvhandx and introed fashion
expert Andrew At km to brief’ the

stav -at hollies on new trends m
niiladv , apparel.

Apparently that's to be the bi.ic

format ft so, it's not a bad * hoiee

sine** Miss MrElhone reigns gra-

ciously over the proceedings arid

her range of subjects obviously lie

a wealth of interest for afternoon
audiences WPIX s John Tillman,

Who'S more familiar to the station's

viewers a a newscaster, showed
his versatility by modeling a leop-

ard's fur bow tie and discoursing
briefly on men's fashions. Guest
Arkm brought along several live

models to demonstrate the fall

trends and described thej-r attire

with a hep commentary, On the

,
this entry is a cift above the
TV afternoon fare. Cilb.

j

Fridays and hv the Toni Company whole, 1

1
Tuesdays and Thursdays. Jess. - I average



FIRST RATING
The first ratings of the season are in! And NBC Television

programs are off to a breathtaking start.

Here is Nielsen’s first report for the 1953-54 season for all

NBC Television programs which premiered-before September 13:

NOTE: (Mu time sji oil's which jn't in >( ml Jn'forr S<pl< inh* r J.j

lire included in Xielsin's first nporf for tin jn^d-dd stusnii.
%

Proyro ins sfortnirj ajh r Stjiti ndw r !•!, n'dl In nportnl Infer.
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monday

Robert Montgomery .... 32.3

tucsday

Fireside Theatre 33.0

Armstrong Circle Theatre . 28.2

Judge for Yourself ..... 26.4

Wednesday

My Little Margie 22.4

th u rsday

Treasury Men in Action . . 29.7

/riday

Gillette Cavalcade of Sports 28.7

The Big Story 24.7

satu rday

Your Show of Shows «»•«« 35.1

9 : 00 - 9:30

10 : 00 - 10:30

Your Show of Shows

Your Show of Shows

Bonino 29.3

Your Hit Parade 27.9

Ethel and Albert 1 4.2

Most of these programs topped all

competition. The average rating for

all NBC premieres was an impres-

sive 27.4, a full 24 "« higher than

the average network evening show.

Placing a show on NBC Television

assures big audiences from the

opening gun. It happens year after

year. And now that the 1953-54
%/

season is underway, NBC leadership

has emerged stronger than ever.

c
TELEVISION
a serrire of Riuho Coi'jioivt >otc <>f Amenra

Sunday

Paul Winched . . . 19.2

SOURCE:

Kielsen, rutiiig*. All averages jtrope rig ivvtghtrrf Any. 30-Sept. li, tU.)3
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ferts, brought footloose” Rocky
into a job as a delivery boy for a

perfumery. Initial errand led him
to the apartment of a "blonde bar-

racuda” who invited him in. She’s

had one too many and after mak-
ing a few futile passes at him
passes out. He’s out the window as

the doorbell rings. Next, the police

nab him for her murder. After a

couple of hours of third degree
he’s released but still under suspi-

cion. Naturally, to get the cops off

his back he sets out to find the
real killer. He does this with
alacrity only suffering a rap on the
head. The murderer is the per-
fumery receptionist whom Rocky
had been trying to date. She did it

to protect the perfumery boss on
whom she had a crush and whom
the "barracuda” was blackmailing.

Not much of a yarn—but as
Sinatra played it, it turned out to

he fun. lie got a substantial assist

from several topgrade mike mum-
mers. Director David Harmon kent
it all bright and easy. Gros.

(

h

firmed from page 33

strong laughgetters, either on their

own or as foils for Cullen’s yock-

baiting. Queslion-and-answer seg-

ment for broadcast s cash prize

awards is secondary to Cullen’s in-

troductory discourse with the \ari-

ous participants.

I.eadoff guest on initialcr, Wed-
nesday f 7), started show off on the

right foot with a jocular volubility.

When told it was time to play

"Walk a Mile.” the. conti stant. an
color prising southern housewife,
(pupped she’d "rather talk a mile

’’

A Scotchman and a New York
dance instructress made up the
remainder of the guest li.st Both
maintained the sprightly pace set

by their predecessor.

Cj <*/. format calls for participants
to answer four questions, with
i ach correct answer representing a

(|Uartcr-of-a-milc advance. ( ’on-

test ai t gels $250 for covering a

full mile. There’s also a jackpot
giveaway with a bottom of $.

r
»()0.

II Mu* honu.. question is unan-
swered. the coin is added on to

the following week's jackpot. Ques-
tions asked were angled so as to

make an appearance on the show
worth while.

Cullen ably maneuvers his spiel

so as to draw top entertainment
valm s from his guests. Show’s
major drawback is its overindulg-
en: e in commercials. Plugs for
Camel (’igaret were inserted after

each contestant’s appearance and
at the start and windup of show*.

Jess.

ROCKY FORTUNE
With Frank Sinatra, George Petrie,

Betty Garde, Phil Kramer, Char-
lotte Munson, Carl Betz, Hollis
Irving, Leon Janney

Director: David llarmon
Writer: George l.efferts
25 Mins., Tues., 9:35 p.m.
NBC, from N.Y. transcribed

This guy Frank Sinatra will
tackle anything. Now he’s a skinny
Sam Spade. Although Rocky For-
tune, Sinatra’s new radio character,
is no private eye, he gets into the
same kind of jams, with dames
and murderers, and he tells his
story in similar hard-boiled first-

person narrative.

The series is a whodunit with a

light touch. It's biggest danger is

to keep from becoming so feather-
weight and flimsy that’ll evaporate
in air. Opening stanza last Tuesday
<6) had little script weight but was
kept from flying away by Sinatra's
bouyant thesping. lie sounds like

he’s enjoying the toughie role and
his enthusiasm builds it into pleas-
ant listening. As long a« Sinatra
likes w hat he's doing ht re. the
dialer can’t help but respond ac-
cordingly.

Plot, as laid out by George Lef-

PLOWVILLE PREVUE
With Jack lluston, Maynard

Speeee, others
rodueer: Bob McKinsey

Director: Jim Borman
Writer: Charles Sarjent
30 Mins.: Fri., (25), 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WCCO, Minneapolis

In this vast and important farm-
ing region. WCCO radio has helped
to amass its vast audience by serv-
ing agriculture well. With numer-
ous and frequent interesting farm
programs and various projects in

ruralites’ behalf. The CBS station

has contributed its part to making
the area’s farming more efficient,

scientific and profitable.

Its co-sponsorship of 1953 Plow-
ville logically follows its interest

in and concern for the farmer be-
j

cause this annual event, a joint

'

promotion of the U. S. Soil Con-
servation, U. of Minnesota Agricul-

j

tural Extension Service and North-
west Farm Equipment Association i

and enlisting the cooperation of

numerous groups and industries,

holds great importance. While in-

cluding plowing and other contests
- of an entertaining nature, the
Plowville main function is to fur-

ther soil conservation and among
its programs highlights are dem-
onstrations of how this may be ac-

complished. Held on farms in a

different Minnesota section each
year, it also presents prominent
speakers.

WCCO’s series of programs prior

to and during the event, as well

as its co-sponsorship, constituted
good public relations and undoubt-
edly enhanced the station’s already
great prestige. This must be so if

only lor the reason that all busi- 1

ness hereabouts has a great con-
cern over agriculture’s health inas-

much as its own well being de-
pends largely on the farmers’.
And then, too, because the Plow-
villes give the citv people a better
understanding of soil conserva-
tion’s importance and emphasizes
how the latter affects their living

standards.

"Prevue.” aired the night before
j

the big doings that attracted an
;

Otrl&Uj

The world's most famous towers are. left to right, the Eiffel

Tower, (lie l ower of London and the I .canine l ower of Pisa,

By now the tow er-come latch
(
right) may he just as

familial to \on as these old landmarks. It is one of the many

radio lel.n towers that speed television service coast to coast.

It was in May. 194S, that the Bell Telephone System

opened the Inst commercial I \ network service using some

of these towers. Its 916 miles of channels served just five

eastern cities.

In onl\ five years the network lias grown to M.000 chan-

nel miles, serving 120 cities with a potential single audience'

of 9s,0i 10.000 people. 'These fac ilities represent an investment

of almost a hundred million dollars.

PROVIDING TRANSMISSION CHANNELS FOR
'
rJ

INTERCITY RADIO ANQ TELEVISION TODAY AND TOMORROW

Eg? <7v|

uls§

uoLA
Jw

R
jng
\\7a

iuny assembled and edited tapedshow which undoubtedly achieved
its aim to stimulate interest ,nPlowwille and arouse listeners de-
sire to attend. The plugging how.
ever, developed indirectly ffom ^
teresting data and interviews Bvsubduing the publicity overtones
the show s promotional values in.
creased. It was narrated effec-
tively by Jack Huston and May.
nard Speech.

ft,., v
J

THE HY DAVIS SHOW
Producer-Writer: Davis
4 Hours, Mon.-thru-Sat., 6am
Participating
WCBR, Memphis
Memphis’ newest davtime \M

indie has racked up another i>eat
in its current ’’invasion’’ of a bet-
ter than average of the listening
audience down here by coming up
with a smooth-talking and orinu!-
pleasing deejay in Hy Davis The
clever WCBR platter pusher has
already earned beaucoup vpms
down here in Dixieland with Ins
four-show daily morning stmt hy
injecting a style of literally talk-
ing with the listeners instead of ;,t

’em. Davis is no stranger to the
South as he joined WCBR on the
heels of a terrific record regis-
tered in Jackson, Miss., and New
Orleans.
One of Davis’ ace trump cards

which ho displayed when caught
was that he definitely stays clear
of repetition in his selling of both
his platters and commercials which
he al libs in socko style. Davis,
who is at ease before the WCBR
mike with his free-easy perform-
ance, has a style all his own which
is sparked cleverly throughout Ins

show with clever intro quips to his

well-selected list of records. He
also scores aplenty with his unique
rhyming routine of tune titles to

fit the mood of the different pan-
cakes he sends over the air waves.

Davis, who is steadily becoming
a daily contagious menu for Mem-
phis fans, did a hangup job in

spieling teh title of "Please Tell

Me.” and "The Most Beautiful Girl

in the World.” He followed this

pair up by demonstrating his radio

showmanship when he poured out

with "Street of Shadows.” Hy
was really high in the audience
winning department during the

playing of this trip. This now
Memphis d.j. is a cincheroo to

"score” in any league. B>< s.

THE CLASSICAL TRADITION
With Dr. J. Norman DeWitt. Shel-

don Goldstein, Shirley Jac Fra-

zier, Ray Christensen, others
Producer-director: Northrop Daw-

son, Jr.

Writer: Dorothy Greenwood
45 Mins.; Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 1:30 p.m.
Sustaining ^

KUOM, Minneapolis
A series of 80 45-minute pro-

grams launched by this non-com-
mercial U. of Minnesota radio sta-

tion will provide "a new approach
to a study of the much neglected
great classics.” Combining 15-

minute classroom lectures by Dr.
Norman J. DeWitt. Classical Lan-
guages department chairman, a

nationally famous scholar, and
half-hour dramatized episodes "il-

lustrating the great ideas and
themes of the ancient Greek and
Roman writers which are all Amer-
icans’ heritage,” the shows seek to

project culture and learning as

well as first-rate ether dramatic
entertainment.
A result of five years’ planning,

the series has been designed to

afford classroom students and
tuneis-in their first chance to be-

come acquainted with the gnat
classical authors and the hitter's

works through gripping drama
that brings the episodes to life,

the characters involved being por-

trayed by U. of Minnesota Radio
and TV Guild’s capable actors.

Episodes are taken from Horner's •

"liiad” and "Odyssey," Virgil's

"Aeneid.” Euripides, Sophocles
and Plantus’ plays, Homer’s poems
and Demosthenes’ writings, etc.

Assuming that the first of thfi

series. "Dido and Aeneas,” a

representative sample. Dr. DeW .’t s

conviction that the Roman and
Greek classics in their topdrauir
English translations and in 'dra-

matic form would make "live’y

radio” proves well founded. Pre-

ceded by the professor’s illumi-

nating talk, the taped drama, piped

into the classroom and sent over

the air simultaneously, marks a

.milestone in its combina'ron of

education and entertainment
In "Dido and Aeneas." narra-

tion, drama and background mu- c

are fused tightly into a compm L
fast-moving tragedy without mV
sacrifice of the beautiful prose or

classical mood. Writing acting olid

direction are in the professional

manner.
High praise is merited for .1

concerned with this unusual proj-

ect. Rr

Milwaukee—Danny Sheds ‘

ed his deejay show from W < ' *

in Norfolk to WCAN here
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4 NEW FRAMER-MADE SHOWS 4 SALE!

“Make A Million”

You’ll Be Surprised”

“Jack In The Jukebox”
•

•:
'

•
' i;

•
• 1 •*.’

.
•

'

'
. /’ /. - ••

•
. •

, ,
\ * yj“. •,

'

“Race Through Space”

*Kintscope Available

Walt Framer says—
It pays to buy independent

—

1

—

Control your show for your client

2

—

Save money on sets and facilities

3

—

Buy for less

We prove by performance

“STRIKE IT RICH”
1 i COLGATE

“THE BIG PAYOFF” j

,hru WM ESTY co

“DOUBLE OR NOTHING” fr CAMPBELL soups
, thru WARD-WHEELOCK

WALT FRAMER PRODUCTIONS
"America's Leading Independent TV Producer"

1150 Sixth Avenue New York 36, N. Y.
'

OX 7-3322
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New York
ABC-TV moved two of its shows

into Saturday night slots, with
Dotty Mack shifting over from
Thursday and Arlene Francis-em-
ceed “Talent Patrol’’ coming over
from Wednesdays ... WPIX named
Charles Vosco to the post of assist-

ant chief engineer . . . Station Rep-
resentatives Assn, managing direc-
tor Tom Flanagan addressing the
N. Y. Radio & Television Execu-
tives Society luncheon today
• Wed.) on network invasion into
the spot field . . . Michael Higgins
into the lead of ' Keep Our Honor
Bright” on tonight’s Kraft Televi-
sion Theatre’’ . . . McGraw-Hill
bringing out another tome by con-
sultant Rudy Bretz, “The Tech-
nique of Television Production”
. . . Dane Clark and Faith Domer-
gue have the leads in Saturday’s
1 17) “Revlon Mirror Theatre” pro-
duction of “Equal Justice” . . .

Dick Rawls, general manager of
KPIIO-TV in Phoenix, in town
making the network and agency
rounds . . . Ben. Z. Kaplan pro-
moted to coordinator of national
sales at CBS-Columbia . . . News
commentator Don Goddard cited
by the Glen Cove 'L. I.i Commu-
nity Chest for his efforts on behalf
of the campaign . . . Focal Point
Film Productions appointed Wil-
liam F. Morgan as its southern
New England sales rep . . . First
meeting of Radio & Television Ex-’
ecutives Society workshop will be
held Oct 22 at ABC and will cover
tele commercials, according to Don
McClure, workshop chairman. D.
Morgan Neu and Jack Boyle of the
Daniel Starch organization, will
address the group.

1

Harry Marble subbing for Rill
Leonard on WCBS-TVs "An Eye
on New York” this Saturday < 17

»

as Leonard goes on weekend jun-
ket to Paris . . . Albert Linville,
multi-roled in Rosalind Russell’s
“Wonderful Town” at Winter Gar-
den. did straight dramatic part in
switchover preem of Ralph Bel-
lamy’s "Man Against Crime” from
CBS to combo NBC-DuMont net
on Saturday ID ... As of Monday
• 12> Ernie Kovaes got screwball
contest underway via his WCBS
morning cross-the-boarder. giving
away dally vial of perfume < M

v

Sint for worst or best household
eyesore sent him such as corny
statues, old shoes, broken pitchers
etc. . . . Singer Betty Madigan.
whose Gotham videbut was made
on WPIX last summer via the Ted
Steele show, returned to that pro-
gram on Monday for her fifth week

Peter Fernandez east for “Kraft
TV Theatre” tonight (Wed ) in
“Keep Our Honor Bright,” mark-
ing vidscript debut of George Roy
Hill. Marian Russell 'Fernandez’s
spouse' plays in “Rocky King. De-
tective” Sunday < 18* . . . Richard
C. (Dick) Kandel, on leave of ab-
sence from ABC-TV, to Muscular
Dystrophy Assns. as radio-TV pro-
ducer . . . Cameraman Mitch Pet-
rekyo is photographing and direct
ing the college campus sequences
for the filmed ABC-TV telecasts of
the Notre Dame football games.
He was erroneously listed as pro
ducer for the series.

Barbara Joyce to play opposite
Gig \oung on “Robert Montgom-
ery Presents” next Monday (19) in

‘‘Jhf Sunday Punch.” . . . Hugh J.
McDermott planed to Cleveland to
stage the Bob Hope show next
Tuesday <20) replacing Milton
Berle’s hour for that week . . .

Pencilled in for the Oct. 31 -Nov 1
Arthritis Telethon on a WPIX re-
mote from Carnival Room of Capi-
tol Hotel are Sam Le<enson. Jackie
Gleason. Ed Sullivan. Red Buttons,
Robert Q. Lewis, Jane Froman,
Herb Shriner, Dennis James, Perry
Como. Garry Moore, Bud Collyer,
Faye Emerson and Victor Borge!
with BBD&O's James McGarry
producing the 13-hour show and
that agency's prexy Ben Duffy and
t ecil & Presbrey’s James Cecil
serving as co-chairmen of talent
committee . . . V. S. Army recruit-
ing 1 V show. ’ Talent Patrol,” with
Arlene Francis m o v e s from
\\ednesday to Monday nights start-
ing next week (19) at 9.

Jerry Lester replaces Morev
Amsterdam on WNBT’s late Sat-
urday night “B’way Open House,”
retitled “Jerry Lester’s Late Date”
and preeming Oct. 24 from 11 1*
to midnight. Jean Martin is fea-
tured singer, Bcrnie Wavne the
orch and Chock Full O’Nuts again

weeks : Lew Landers inked trdirect “Topper” series
Werris added to writing statin!
Donald O'Connor's "ci? ,,

1

shows . . Jack Denove Prod^r
10ns shifted from General S,

, £to Goldwyn studios . . . Rt-veru
Tyler replaces Jane Nigh in IoJh
of Gross-Krasne’s “Big Town ’so.nes . . . KLAC-TV wrapped unpackage sale of seven show” 5Dr. Ross Dog and Cat Food dealapproximating $400 000 if opt

, n

rdM*
P
.
IC
tr

d
fc

UP • ’ Ja<* Benny andEddie Fisher guest on Eddie ( J
tor’s initial “Corned v Hour V, «
Oct. 18 on NBC-TV

. v,'

‘

Pictures for Television \ ,
Lf

Madden back lo N.
*

trek here . . Aroiand Schaefer /nfrom Gotham biz sesh

Chicago
Personnel switches at

TV put Russell Mayberrx m
commercial program directors
spot. Mark Reinsberg as

j Vpromotion manager and l.arrv
Gutter for continuity de pt

t>o s j.

tion . . . Delos Owen named ;i v pro-
ducer on WGN-TV's "Talent Tots'
. . . WNBQ newscaster Rill Rav
subbing on Len O’Connor news
segments on "Today” while the
latter vacations this week Chi
Magic Center to bankroll a Ih min-
ute unnamed live show in the Sat-
urday 11:30 to 11:45 a m for
13 weeks via Rocklin In in-
cy . . . "Super Circus” «4ar Mary
Hartline to Detroit Mondax 191
for p.a. on behalf of United I nun-
dation charity drive . . . Joe \\ii.
sor. as commentator on UNMQs
remote Faetz & Nieson how ling al-
leys of "Championship Bowling’
in the Tuesday 11 to 12 midnight
slot via WNBQ starting W, 3
Seven -Up Bottling bankrolling
three film’ shows and lain- order
of spot biz for 52 weeks via \VCJ\-
TV via Guenther-Bradf on!
C’ott Beverages and TWA puking
up the tabs for re-run of Amos
’n’ Andy” in the Sundav 2 3(J to

3 p m. slot on WBBM-TV.

DANTON WALKER
for accepting the chairmanship of The Lighthouse Telethon

which will help brighten the lives of thousands of blind men,

women and children. Your generous assistance, Mr. Walker,

in securing the coperation of all our friends in show business,

your untiring efforts in planning and coordinating the show,

guarantees a smash hit on Saturday, November 14 from 9:00

P.M. to 1 :00 P.M. the next day.

After last night's 'Twos.' show
Jane Froman headed for Clove-

land to do her CBS TV or tomor-

row <Thurs. > from Neia Park as

part of the GE hoopla am nt 75th

anniversary of its bulb division,

headquartered there.
Whether Oct. 15 is the precise

date of the anni may be a transpar-
ency since Miss Froman's Tuesday
program might just as easily fit

into the celebration pattern except
that it’s sustaining. GE picking up
the tab on Thursdays onlv.

Omaha—Preliminary color TV
tests are being beamed into here
on American Telephone and Tele-
graph Co. tests.

We join you in thanking WATV for giving us “opening

night” on their new’ Channel 13. This telethon, WATV’s

first show from its newr antenna atop the Empire State Build-

ing increasing its coverage throughout the entire Metropoli-

tan area.

And, Mr. Walker, we join you in thanking the talent, the

volunteers, the unions, the contributors of food and merchan-

dise, ABC (for donating the Ritz Theatre for the show) and

just everyone for jumping in with offers of cooperation to

make this the best of all possible telethons.
Latest Coral Release

ANYTIME—ANYWHERE
Dir.: MCA

SPECIAL OPTICAL EFFECTS

AND TITLES
On FIRESIDE THEATRE

Television Show
by

RAY MERCER <S COMPANY
4241 Normal Ave., H wood 29 Col

Send for Fro* Optical Effect' <

THE NEW YORK ASSOCIATION FOR THE BLIND

ATTENTION
TV Producers end

Sfudio Story Department*
If You Know the Whereto*'*

BOB PATTERSON
Please Cell Collect

Superior 7-7405, Chicaeo

111 East 59th Street

fTM«s ad wan donated by a frond ef tho Lghthouto)
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i ‘Igor Cassini Show’ In

Sun. Switch to DuMont
DuMont has set the “Igor Cas-

sini Show,” which this week fin-

ished a run on WNBT. the NBOT\
N. V. flagship, for a network ex-

posure starting Oct. 25 New pro-
gram featuring the Hearst -syndi-
cated society columnist iCholly
Knockerbocker) will be expanded
to a half-hour and will originate
film and live from Washington.

Program will air Sundays at 6

p in . following the Chicago Sym-
phom telecasts. Show, as outlined

j

by Cassini, w ill be devoted to in-

terviews of such celebrities as
Helen Hayes. Bernard Baruch. Dan
Topping and others in their homes,
via film, or to society events. Show
is packaged by Geoffrey Jones.

Continued from page 33

financial markets since February,

2 953,
when my loans were ob-

tained. As a result, it became nec-

essary for me to repay or substan-

tial^ reduce the loans made to me.

To >av off the loans I was obliged

to dispose of at least 75% of the

KC\ stock I had acquired under

notion Accordingly, at my request.

. banking firm on Sept. 22, 1953,

placed for private ^investment

three-quarters of the stock which

1 had acquired under the option.

With- the money obtained from this

I repaid the loans made to

faith in the future of RCA and my
belief that my investment in RCA
stock is. and will remain, a sound
investment. I intend to retain for
investment the stock which l now
own and I have no present inten-
tion of distributing this stock

"

Chicago, (Vt 13

On the standard broadcasting
premise that John Q Public and
family are back in the living room
after a summer out of doors local

TV outlets are again scrambling
for a large slice of the audience
Here's how they are going about

mg., in at the same time as Ding
Dong,”

Over at the Merchandise Mart,
WNIUj’s program director. George
Hememaitii, with a full SltO
house is content to play a pat
hand Fall sees the continuation of
same shows that brought coin in

all summer The morning lineup
consists oi a flock of network
shows. < three of which NBC-TV
originates here with the same situ-
ation prevailing at night except for
an hour weather, news, sports and
music strip that starts at 10 pm.
and is followed by a feature pie.

The CBS-TV outlet. WBHM-TV,
follows a pattern much like its

NBC competition Most of the
nighttime space is filled with web
offerings followed by a 10 to 11

p m sextet of shows in a format
similar to the NHC airings at the
same hour.

With the exception of a half-
hour ladies audience partinpa-
t inner eross-the-board al 3 pm.,
an early morning weather show,
and an am. newscast, the sked
looks very much like the summer
lineup during the weekdays.

DuMont affiliated WGN-TV. al-

ways a big celluloid server, has
gone even farther into their film
vaults this fall in a search for pro-
gram fare. While on the surface,
this appears to he a defense mech-
anism employed in the face of stiff

competition from the other outlets
here who get better network stuff,

hefty ratings and the healthy'
bankrolling such film fare enjoys
belies that surmise.

In any case, WGN-TV', from a

summer diet consisting of 35%
film, has upped its feature pix and
tele film output this fall to about
55'; of the total weekly program
sked.

Art Ford Burns
A BC-TV anchor WBKB. former-

ly a prodigious consumer of films
is on a live show Ik* tit in its effort

to lure attention Station topper
Sterling "Red” Quinlan, after ex-
pending a great deal of effort and
coin in promoting the outlet since
assuming command in mid-sum-
mer. is making good on the sta-

tion’s promise of better than ever
local service While not neglecting
film to any great extent, '.station

still grinds out about 5.5 hours of

the canned stuff per week 1 WBKB
has added eight new live shows to

the sked.

With a stronger position on the
matter of network programming
assured by the better quality fare
being fed in from the web as a re-

sult of the AB-PT merger. Quin-
lan A Co. are hot in pursuit of the
hausfrau audience and her mop-
pets.

To get the Mrs out of the kitch-

en. there’s an hour and 45 min-
ute block of live shows, starting m
the early afternoon Only old of-

fering in the hunch is the returnee
from last fall. "All About Baby"
in the lead-off 15 minutes at 1 p m
This is followed by 15 minutes of

Stuart Brent’s chitchat on house-
hold topics, a Mr. A Mrs. show for

a half-hour, 25 minutes of women’s
audience nai t icipation variety w ith

Claude Kirehner, a five-minute
news slot and finally Mique Collis

and tips on fashion before the sta-

tion goes to piped-in net offerings

The moppet marked, already in-

vaded this summer by F.mmy
Sheeh.v and her "Childi rafl Show”
in tin* time slot right after NBC’s
“Ding Dong School," is further
penetrated now by new kiddy
beamed “Pied Piper Show" ring-

Lm Continued from page ?7 ssSmS

Matinee.” This, he said, miffed the
station and resulted in its refusal.

He countered the WNEW claim
that Ford wouldn’t be able to do
"Matinee” properly by revealing
that the station had offered to ap-
prove the deal If NBC announced
that Ford w-as appearing “by cour-
tesy of WNEW.” and said that if

station was really concerned about
Ford's performance, it wouldn’t
have brought the credit business
up at all.

Epstein further added that Ford
had offered to buy up his WNEW
contract, which runs from June.
1952, to June. 1954, by offering
to pay the station 40% of his fu-
ture earnings, but that the station
had refused his offer. Station, in

reply to both the credit charge
and the contract offer, said that in

neither case did the negotiations
reach that point, and that neither
were important considerations.
Station said that it had declared
in the course of negotiations that
even if it did approve the NBC
deal, a credit to WNEW would
have to be inserted, but that was
all. And it added that the Ford
offer was never seriously consid-
ered. since its primary interest was
in his effectiveness on “Matinee."

Proposed contract for Ford at

NBC was to run for 13 weeks,
with options. Epstein said that he
and Ford would watch the “Big
Preview’s” progress, and if the
show is successful to the point
where Ford could have lost a sub-
stantial sum due to the WNEW nix.

will consider filing a -damage suit

against the station for the amount
Ford loses out on.

sale

me
They had to dispose of the hold-

ing, presumably because banks

vvJuid not extend their personal

loans to take in the purchase of

stock.

Samuil s and Folsom’s acquisi-

tion of 150,000 shares last Febru-

ary was at the then price of $17.75

per. or $2,662,500. The sale of

three-fourths of it last month was
at the then figure of $23.50 per

share, or $2,420,000. Investment
banking firm of Lazard Freres re-

portedly was the medium for the
private transaction, at two points

below the $23.50 market price. The
shares went to a small number of

investors and trusts without specu-
lation of immediate disposal in

view.

Of Sarnoff’s 30,000 shares, he
owns 25.000 of common acquired
by exercise of option and 5,000
held before that exercise. Folsom’s
13.000 shares consist of 12,500
bought under the option and 500
owned before exercise. The shares
they sold do not fall within the
short-term capital gains provision
ol Federal income tax regulations
since they were held for more
than a sixmonth. Requirement of
the Securities & Exchange Com-
mission is that officers and direc-
tors of corporations they manage
must hold securities for the six-

month minimum.
SarnolT 'with a similar nod by

Folsom • .said that his shai'es rep-
resent “substantially all my life

savings." and that “because of mv

Continued from p.ise 31

identical with our own, but we
feel t hat the logic* of events is

forcing TWA into positions which
are harmful to the winning of our
common objectives. TWA. split off

from the main body of writers,
has been forced to spend more Of
its time and energy in attacking
ilu* League and SWG than in deal-
ing with employers, and there are
signs already that they will soon
find themselves attacking RWG
also. We believe that a battle of
writer against writer is harmful
and can only result in the weaken-
ing of the general effort to obtain
contracts and put them into ef-

fect.’’

Union put the candid mike to

the parental weakness by declaring
that getting all writers back with-
in the League framework "will not
be easy,” that many of the
League's actions throughout the
long hassle “have been shortsight-
ed and ill-tempered." hut that

“some of the actions of RWG have
been mistakes, too. if not in pur-
pose and motive, at least tactically.

We are determined, however, to

to rise above the bitter-

Seattle Dave Crockett, formerly
radio and television director for
Cole & Weber agency here, has
been named program director lor
KOMO-TV. New TV outlet will
take to air Dec. 1

1

try now

,

ness and recriminations of the past

in an effort to find a real solu-

I

tion of our common problems."

talk, akont WLW-A has a firm grip on Atlanta \
viewers—and they love it! Because >

WLW-A consistently woos them with

the kind of top-notch live productions they

demand. ARB ratings prove it-—WLW-A
leads all other Atlanta stations in local

television programming!

And WLW-A can pull greater

sales for you in t,he Atlanta area— -

with top-ranking shows plus y
20 distinct and exclusive A,

client services. a1| , OrSSpT

RO ASCAST1MC il
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The hazards of television performing were accented in the last few
days in two separate incidents, with Gotham NBC the fulcrum. Ntil

Skinner, an actor in last Friday’s “Ethel & Albert” TV’er, had a heart

attack in the latter part of the first quarter-hour of the show, but fin*

ished his performance and was immediately taken to Roosevelt Hos-
pital. Peg Lynch's script for the last half was quickly adapted to the

situation.

While rehearsing for his new “The President’s Week” program, Tex
McCrary was stung by a scorpion used to support a suggestion by atomic

physicist Robert Oppenheimer that Russia vs. the democracies is like

“two scorpions in a battle.” McCrary employed small tweezers to pick

the scorpion out of a brandy glass, but on the show itself he unearthed

an elongated set of grabbers for this stint.

ed in an hour rather than a half-

hour, hut Paul Monash s sensitive

adaptation and Telford's light di-

lection brought out its sain nt

points lureeluily and di aniatu ally

ufTrsir 3b-minuiO period. And an

internal fault ol the stock company
,,i, a is that the casting may not

appear altogether cliective iJing.t

app< a red a Ini too old to he proper-

ly iasl as Miss Fitzgerald's hus-

ha.nd. but here again the general

excellence of the acting more than

< oinpensaU d lor the apparent dis-

pai it y

.

the reformed

Anthony has a passable voice
with a schmaltzy delivery, and the
Local 8(J2ers behind him show
competence. The commercials are
heavy and frequent. Perhaps one
cl the silliest mail getting devices
ever devised is being tried on this

display. Viewers are supposed to

guess how many of the coats manu-
factured by the sponsor have been
distributed to retail outlets. Near-
est number wins.
Announcer Buckley Koslow hits

the commercials with vigor. Parts
of the sales spiels are well pres-
ented with models parading the
garments around. This section of
the show is probably the only item
on layout that will interest the
femmes to whom program is

pitched. Jose.

over the air. They re videogenic,

too, especially Riley.

Initial show' lound the panel
members scrapping more among
themselves, rather than putting

the guests on the griddle hard.

Latter were Fred Bacjewski. stellar

Cincinnati pitcher, and Phil (Jalli-

van, Brooklyn Dodgers’ scout. With
the World Series hi progress the
baseball subject seemed apropos.

Bacjewski worked for Rogers
Hornsby and the debate raged over
whether hardboiled managers like

him are more successful than the
friendlier Lopez and Stengel type.

Bacjewski said many of the Cin-
cinnati players disliked Hornsby,
but he didn't care for them, either.

However, they gave their best ef-

forts just the same because base-

ball is their livelihood and there
was no dissension.

(Jallivan defended Manager
Chuck Dressen and the Brooklyn
club against the panelists’ attacks.

He said the hatred for Brooklyn
was a price for its success, hailed
Dressen as a great manager and
denied that Robinson is a “cry
baby.” The latter, he declared, is

a great team player. The “couple
of sportsvvriters” who pick on the
Brooklyn manager probably have
cocktails with Stengel and “then
write that kind of stuff,” Gallivan
thought. O'Neill sided with him.
Minnesota football goes on the

pan next. Rees.

William Prime, as

holi who returns to Paris, the
j

sime of prev ions debauches that •

caused tin* death of his wife, to
\

take his daughter home with him, I

irave an honest and stirring per-

formance. But Miss Fitzgerald, as
j

Iris wile's sister and guardian of

his daughter, stole the show with

a crackling performance. Her por-

trayal of a cold and hating woman
was a gem Dingle scored as her
husband, sympathetic to Prince,

and Miss Christie, as one of

Prince's old acquaintances who
hasn't realized the fact that the

“gay ’20s" are gone, was excellent,

(lave Jordan was fine as the young
daughter, and Marcel llillairc as a

bartender, A n t h o n y KembaH-
Cooper as Miss Christie's hoy

-

fiicnd and Joe Fallon as Miss -Fitz-

gerald's son did highly competent
jobs. A I Ostrander's sets were
natural and convincing.

The Monash script was topflight,

compressing into that half-hour a

real feeling of Prince's guilt over
his former behavior and his pain-
ful desire to provide a home for
Ins daughter. In hiring Telford
away from Young A Rubicam a few
months back, DuMont made one of
the smartest moves in some time
His was a brilliant produeing-di-
i tiling job, particularly the latter,

and if the web gives him a free
hand in the future, he should be
able to conn* up with some topflight
programs for DuMont. But first

things t i rst—Telford has shown
that DuMont can come up with
strong adult programming: it's up
to the web now to take advantage
ot the fact. Chan.

Walter Winchell has offered to emcee ABC-TV’s Thanksgiving show—

•

if the web puts one on—with the proviso that his fee be turned over
to the Damon Runyon Cancer Fund, of which he’s the head. \Y« b. is

currently considering doing either a tele version of “Ziegfeld Follies ’

or a big variety show’,

In either ease, however, shows won't go on unless they're sold to a

sponsor. ABC-TV won’t foot the bill on a sustaining basis.

Gordon Leroy’s sixth annua] television poll of major executives in

the industry was in the mails this week to the tune of 1.000 ballots.

Non-profit project embraces a series of searching questions that have
had a wide response in the past, since the poll is aimed at bettering

the various facets of the television industry with the accent on pro-

gramming. New queries in the ballot include opinions on best crea-

tive sources and ideas and Hollywood's role in tele. Results are ex-

pected to be made known early in November with a full report avail-

able for the press later that month.

NBC-TV, from Chicago
WNBQ’s “Creative Cookery” has

always had a good share of the
hausfrau audience as a daily local

entry for the last two and a half
years. Now they’re after masculine
viewers, too. wiio delve in the culi-

nary arts as well as a bonus audi-
ence of women watchers along
NBC-TV’s o&o lines.

This Chi contribution to the
web's new “coordinated program-
ming” set-up has Hapa Hope and
sons’ Frank and Boh starred in a

role that comes easy and natural
to them. All are teaching chefs at

their own cooking school in the
Windy City.

Starting with an empty skillet

the c rew has a complete meal ready
at the end of the 60-minute for-
mat. Meal planned for the show
caught <3) started with Shrimp de
Jonghc as the main course, had a
Hope-invented cheese and mush-
room concoction as a side* dish and
ended with a German pancake for
dessert. Even without the aid of
color or smell, the food took on an
appetizing appearance.
To save time a good deal of <he

food is prepared beforehand so
that the Hopes have merely to
repeat methods of preparation, re-
serving most of their time for
explaining little tricks that make
the food more palate pleasing.
Camera work was excellent, with

a prism lense on the camera per-
mitting mouth-watering doseups
of the food.
Commercials for various food

products were integrated into the
show, allowing the 60 minutes to
tick off in last order. Jack.

Will Roland, producer of Arthur Godfrey matutinal sessions, was
liis boss' personal nomination to replace Archie Bleyer as batoneer
during the latter’s two-week vacation. Roland not only did all the day
radio and TV programs but “Talent Scouts” and “Friends.” Not gen-

erally known that Roland, a violinist, had a dance band in Pittsburgh

and later managed Benny Goodman before he went into production.

He returns to the control room next week.

N. O. RHYTHMS
Producer:' John Arthur
Director: Les O.orall
30 Mins.: Sun.. 6:30 p.m.
BARNETT FURNITURE CO.
WDSU-TV, New Orleans

This is a musical melange
framed around a different local

band each week, covering the field

from Dixieland to Latin, and high-
lighting prominent guests.

Stanza teed off with Danny
Deane and his Swan Room crew,
with lovely thrush Jody Miller as
guest star. Show, presented with-
out costly trappings, had a pleas-
ing informality. If the premiere
stanza is any criterion, televiewers
are in for plenty of frothy Sunday
evening fare.

Show serves as a breather be-
tween network drama and comedy
offerings and fills the bill nicely,
dishing out plenty of zingv and
bouncy rthythms and bits of banter
between oreh leaders and emcee
Ollie Cain, who keeps show mov-
ing at a relaxed pace. Liuz.

The seven-minute conking out of “Suspense” on CBS Radio Oct. 5

was turned into a semblance of a virtue last Monday « 12) when spon-

soring Electric Auto Lite offered dialers a mimeographed "solution”

through the mails. Program went off during a tense moment in story

starring Herbert Marshall and was caused by a “master control patch-

ing job” originating at WTOH, Washington. Only the northeastern

part of the U. S. was affected '41 of the 193-station “Suspense” spread',

with recorded music—what else?—used during the blackout. The
show’s long-used builder-upper

—
"a program well calculated to keep

you in suspense”—thus went beyond the original intentions of that

bait line by six days and 23’ z hours, plus time elapsed for receipt of

the canned “solution.”

NBC and CBS Hollywood commentator Shirley Thomas are squab-
bling on the Coast over NBC’s new sustainer, “The Hollywood Story.”

Miss Thomas claims, she has prior rights to the title, saying until two
months ago she used the tag on her show, then dropped it to prep a

video series with that label.

NBC says it cleared the title, and got an okay to use it from UtR-
versal-International. which produced a film by that name a few years
ago. Publicists Guild, which sold the package to the net, says it has
had idea and title for four years.

DON ANTHONY
With l.eo Dyer Quintet, Buckley

Koslow, others
Producers: Borkin & Levin
Director: Mort Levin
13 Mins., Sun. 11 p.m.
LASSIE COATS
TYPIX, N. Y.

This WHIN session with singer
Don Anthony and the Leo Dyer
Quintet is an unimaginative and
tasteless session. It's just a guy
singing in front of a small band

NBC Radio went to unusual lengths last Sunday Ol), taking large
three-column space in the N. Y. papers that day to plug its two-hour
"Weekend” toplined by “this afternoon—another newspaper.” Sole
quote was from Variety, with 18 lines of “super adjectives” extracted
from review of previous Sunday.

SPORTS HOT SEAT
With Marty O’Neill, Don Riley,
Mark Tierney

Producer-direetor: Oscar Backlund
30 Mins.: Sun., 12 p.m.
HOWARD'S CLOTHING
WMIX-TV, Minneapolis

During "Sports Hot Seat” no
verbal punches are pulled and
arguments wax warm between St.
Haul Pioneer Press-Dispatch snorts
writers Don Riley and Mark Tier-
ney as moderator Marty O'Neill
presides and sports personalities,
occupying the guest chair, try to
answer more or less embarrassing
questions and take heat.

Torrid controversial subjects are

Damone Gets TV Rights,

But on Limited Basis
Hollywood, Oct. 13.

Metro violated one of its own
hard-and-fast rules by granting
television rights to Vic Damone, an
exclusive contractee. However, he
will not be permitted to do his own
TV series or appear on filmed
shows.

Singer is free to appear as a
guest on live TV programs when-
ever he pleases, as long as these
appearances do not conflict with
his work at Metro.

Continued from page 34 55s!
itself, it’s what the public sees
that counts. First off is fhe
"blending” of two pictures < Mur-
row and guest' by a matting ampli-
fier that eliminates slopping over.
Of the 10 cameras used, four are
in the studio and three each at re-
motes. the latter with wide-angle
lenses to insure expansive detail
within home*. At the point of re-
mote there’s a monitor for the di-
rector on the latter, hidden speak-
ers for each room visited, and a
wireless, high frequency mike with
an FCC nod on temporary use.
The vv m equipment consists of a
pocket mike that can he slipped
into a breastpocket. Nearby are
spotted two cases of less than
breadbox size which receive the
mike’s signal for transmission to a
relay receiving point.
To prevent feedback at the re-

mote point, sound facilities have
been so arranged that only Mur-
row’s voice comes out of the
speakers in the homes of guests

—

out of range of the wireless mike
but picking up the voices of the
wearer and those within five-foot
radius. Studio crew numbers 26
and the remote points each re-
quire a technical director, two pic-
ture men. a ‘oundman. two light-
ing men. plus the cameras. About
five or six man the remotes for
microwave relaying. What they do
in the hack conditions what Mur-
row can accomplish “front, centre
and distant.” Tran.

Th« Girl With Tht LIFT—
in har voico!

• DRAMATIC LEADS
• CHILDREN’S VOICES
• COMEDY CHARACTERS
• DOUBLES (eg* 2-40)

• COMMERCIALS
C«n(att: RADIO REGISTRY, MU I-460C

Mgt.: William Morrla Agency

growing

OW §
Wilmington, Delaware • Channel 12

WDEHV advertised products

Write for information about your
profit opportunity in WDEL-TV's
large, rich market.

NBC • CBS • ABC • DuMont

Lancaster, Pa.

market prosperity

viewing audience

information —

.
Seattle—TI 11 ce new members of

KOMO-TY production department
have been announced by Dave
( rock eft, program director for the
NBC rv affiliate which will hit
the airwaves Dee 11. Robert 1)
(Jordon, from KSL-TV, Salt Lake
( it y and David H. Lee. from
WNBQ-I\ Chicago, will he pro-
ducers at KOMO and Haul S Mor-
ris. formerly with KRSC-TV and
KI\(J-T\ recently producer for

KQM4J., _\vUl hi* .UxUqu til vq-.
onlturner Y*pntiR»n^vt*'PV*!*RRin«*
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Steve Allen
|

- continued from pace 11 « J

summer of '51 was taken off with

\\\'BT putting in “11th Hour The*

.tre now berthed an hour later

‘Midnight Movie”). ARB look-

see for August, for instance (Mon-

“Late Steve
Show” Allen
34% 42%
51 56
15 2

see I or

day liir

Male JJ
0

Female *• •*•••••

Kids < under 16) . . . 15 Z

The Columbia key claims a “fam-

ily audience” on these figures and

th e same statistics show that Na-

tional's N. V. centerpiece has the

edge on the femmes and that Allen

aint for the upper-age moppets,

who are more addicted to the flick-

ers.

A more significant story is in the

evening shows. The viewers now
have a choice between a dramatic
show (the station’s terminology for
its feature films) and a variety,
show and as far as we are con-
cerned, it’s healthy. Both stations
have benefited from the W.NBT
move. New York television has
also gained because more sets are
in use after 11:15 p. nt.”

WAKR-TV

audience flow:

“Late Steye
Show” Allen

New audience ....

From preceding
news & sports

24% 27%

programs
From \Y N BT

52 71

( news) 18 2
From

WCBS-TV
From YVABD 6

Septcmber-October figures (Va-

MtTV is using two-month clusters

to reflect the “long” story)- may
toll a different story, but the “new
audience” and “inheritance” fac-

tors definitely put the accent on
formal values. For instance, the

11 o'clock news periods on both
stations showed gains of varying
amounts in July-August on ARB,
Telepulse and Hooper scorecards.

And it's obvious that viewers are
leaving their sets on after the news
segments—more so, it’s indicated,
than ever before. The CBS local

might be said to have a larger
stake in the current nocturnal
sweepstakes since its flickeo went
SKO as of this month. Allen’s
show is still short of that position,
but with its climb In the ratings
will likely enjoy a similar status
soon.

A WCBS-TV spokesman summed
It up this way: “It is our position
that it is better for the two lead-
ing stations of New York to have
different programming in their late

Continued from page 30

tion set up a “jeep" so visitors

could see themselves televised on
the in-store circuit. Reps of 10
major set manufacturers were on
hand with cutaway models show-
ing the advantages of UIIF. An-
tennas were shown and proper in-

stallation demonstrated. O’Neil’s
used five full page and two double
truck ads in the Heaton Journal
to promote the clinic. O’Neil’s also
sponsored the station’s kickoff
telecast. WAKR (AM) also pro-
moted the TVer heavily.

During the week preceding the
opening, the Beacon Journal gave
the station two front page stories,

seven full columns inside and one
editorial.

Live news and special events
plus feature films formed the back-
bone of early programming. Dur-
ing the first eight days of opera-
tion. 49 live shows were telecast.
Station currently is beaming 55
live local shows and seven hours
of ABC-TV web shows weekly. A
gimmick which proved successful
in getting viewers during the in-

itial — and vital — period was
WAKR-TV’s “Gold Rush.” Serial
numbers of dollar bills, put into
circulation the previous day, were
telecast at various times during
the day and the home viewer
could get as much as $490 for pre-
senting the correct bill to the sta-

tion.

Berk set Lowell Jackson, for-
merly ABC Central Division sales
manager, as sales topper of the
station. Bloyce (Blue) Wright was
brought in as program director
from KGO-TV, San Francisco,
where he had been serving in a

similar capacity. Milt Komito,
came in as director from WMAL-
TV, Washington. Adrian (Bud)
Cooper, vet program manager of
WAKR (AM), heads promotion and
publicity at the video station.

Who’* on Fir»t?
Everyone, it seems, wants to

turn their cameras on Bishop
Fulton J. Sheen. DuMont,
which regularly airs his pro-
gram for Admiral. “Life Is

Worth Living,” got slightly
miffed when ABC-TV an-
nounced it was doing an ex-
clusive telecast of his Mission
Sunday address last week ill),
two days before “Life” kicked
off.

So WABD, the DuMont N Y.
flagship, got exclusive cover-
age last Thursday (8) of the
Alfred K. Smith Memorial Din-
ner, and its cameras picked up
the Bishop delivering a prayer,
introducing some guests and
delivering Cardinal Francis
Spellman’s speech in the lat-

ter's absence.

FCC Cherry Poser
'mmmmmmm Continued from pane 3t

John C. Docrfer who found little

to indicate that Channel 16 has
"a genuine concern” for the public
interest, Pointing to the lack of
progress made by the UIIF permit
holder in building his station,
Doerler asserted: “If he has as lit-

tle faith in UIIF as his present
pleadings indicate, he should not
have applied for the permit in the
first place.”

Regarding allegations of irregu-
larities, Conn*. Doerler said the
Commission has remedies it can
invoke “without further denying
the public a service, which but for
administrative difficulties it should
have had a long time ago."

Doerfer disagreed with his col-

leagues that the Commission was
compelled by law to grant the stay

“No decision has been reached to

grant or deny a hearing on this

protest," he pointed out. “Such de-
cisions must be made in nine days
Inasmuch as we have made the
grants and authorizations in the
public interest, no good purpose
would be served by invoking an
extraordinary power for such a

short time. On the contrary, the
public will be denied the service
during whatever time it takes to

determine an essentially self-serv-

ing contest.”

RAilO.

From the Production Centres— Continued from pace )t SmSSSSSSimmSHiiSm^i£5>

daily deejay show on KQV is a Monday afternoon “Deane’s List,” It

which he invites two students from local universities for some recon
talk and opinions . , , John Roberta. Just out of the service after beuu
with Armed Forces Radio Network in Japan, has Joined WDTV an
bouncing staff.

IN bOSTON . . .

At season's first meeting, members of the Radio Execs Club of New
England okayed pie/. Herbert (\ Masse's suggestion that the club b«

known henceforth as the Radio. Television and Advertising Execs Club
of New England. Members also confirmed Masse's appointment o
Ben Kartzoff, YVVOM veepee and general manager, ns 2d v.p. to rc
place the late Arthur Brush . . . WNAC-TV has skedded a new roligiou
series, “This Is Temple Israel” for the second Sunday each montl
. . . As result of Anthony LaCamrra’s recent blast in bis TV-radio
column m Boston American accusing local deejays of “thoughtless pro
gramming” YVHDH's Fred B. Cole invited him to set up an hour’?
show for airing on Cole’s regular a m spot . . . YVBZ-TV has slated a

new documentary senes, "Tins Is Your City" for Friday night beamings

IJV PHILAltBlPHIA ...
Jeff Scott, local disk jockey, kicked off new late night aim* GO p m

to 1 a m > on YVPYY'A, Chester, l*a. dp . . . Gordon Walls, WCAU-TY
sales exec, facing long recuperative period at home after release iron
hospital . . . Sam Fiber, promotion manager of Wl'EN. is in Universit:
Hospital, following tall down flight of stairs . . . Franklin A. Tookr
general manager of KY YY

,
aceepted trophy on behalf of “Dragnet" pie

sented by Pittsburgh Courier. Program selected as best radio show
in a reader poll . . . Ilarry S. Sylk, vice president of Wl’EN and druj
chain president, has been named general chairman of the 1954 Alliei

Jewish Appeal here.

KVAN-TV in Jan. Bow
Vancouver, Ore . Oct. 15.

KY\\N TV, Channel 21. in Van-
couver, will he on the air by Jan.
15 of next year, Vancouver Radio
Corp. president Cheldon K. Sackctt
said last week following notice by
the FCC of its grant of the channel
to Vancouver Radio.

Station has ordered a 5.000 kw
transmitter from DuMont Labs,
which will be installed across t he
Columbia River in Portland, Ore.,
with studios planned for Vancou-
ver. KVAN-TV won the fight for
Channel 21 from M. T. Scott Tele-
caster, Inc.

Omaha—Robert L. Johnson. Lin-

'

<*oln, has taken over as manager

.

of KFGT, Fremont. He succeeds
James I). Milliken, Jr, who re-
signed to take a sales position
with KOW11, Omaha.

BARTHOLOMEW SET

FOR ’JEEVES’ ON T\
Freddie Bartholomew has bee

signed to an exclusive rudio-T'

pact by Stanley J. YVolf, proxy c

Rockhill Productions, and as th

initial assignment the ex-film sta

will go into the title role in th

upcoming I*, G. Wodchous
“Jeeves" series, to be done bob

as a live TYr show and a taped radi<

show.

Rockhill has acquired the AM
TV rights to the Wodehouse novel.*

with the author, now a perinanen
resident of New York, serving a

script consultant. Pilot film t

the first sequence for the Hv
“Jeeves” series will be complete
around Thanksgivng Day.

salute the NBC Radio Network's extraordinary new

THREE PLAN.

are delighted that NBC has selected our program

"SECOND CHANCE" to be the morning lead-off show in

this new venture.

r pledge our finest production efforts to NBC, our first sponsor

TUMS, and to the other astute advertisers who

are sure to follow

FRANK COOPER ASSOCIATES

NEW YORK
521 Fifth Avenue
VAnderbilt 6-5661

TOM BRENNAN
BILL COOPER

Producers and Salesmen of Radio and Television Programs

FRANK COOPER— President

SY FISCHER — Manager New York Office

HOLLYWOOD
6277 Selma Avenue
Hollywood 4-7258

MARTY SPERBER
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100,000 WATTS

figure refers to mass production of

the bulb at the same peak reached

by the monochrome tubes. The
price factor would apply “in 1955

or 1956.”

The gathering received a bit

of a shock when Cogan said in re-

sponse to a question that the C’BS-

Columbia 15-inch colorset would
cost $1,000, since it had been
thought that the web subsid was
prepared to sell on competitive
basis, i e.. t he $800 or under figure

of RCA and other receivers. The
1G would be reduced by at least

40' r , Cogan declared, and the

lower costs would come about
“somewhere around the end of

1955 or early 1956.”

Stanton said that programs in

color had been started by his com-
pany last month 'Sept. 10) and
that henceforth there would be net-

work show in the hues from time
to time, including some entire

shows and segments of major com-
mercial shows, and that by April

the “full swing” would be under-
way. He looked for color on "all

programs" and “early daytime
dominance'' in tint vis-a-vis the

product displays, saying that the

affiliate latch-on would come as per
their color feed readiness. He
said color would provide more “in-

telligence” and “see” to program-
ming and then observed, in re-

sponse to a query, that he would
welcome an industry pool on
patents, inclusive of his own com-
pany's.

Continued from i-age 29 ssJ
direct its staff to write a decision.

It took the Commission over

three months to get out its deci-

sion on color after its 1950 hear-

ings were concluded. However,
with no compatibility problem in-

volved in the NTSC system and no
competitive issues to complicate

the question, the task now is much
simpler. A decision, it’s expected,

can he written and agreed upon in

30 days, provided there’s no seri-

ous dissension.

This would make possible a de-

cision by the end of November.
Allowing the necessary 40 days re-

quired by law for new standards

to become effective, commercial
color telecasting might yet get un-

der way by the end of the year.

But it's only a possibility.

Continued from pace 29
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<iye „»rogram vvas billed “Eye
cameras.

» Opener.")
( ost factor The possibilities were hinted at.

By taking the “look what V°u however, in a production number
gave” approach, the Frank Stanton .starring Carmen Miranda, and in

At Co. hierarc hy of CBS is able
J

eloseup by Kajar the Magician in

to point to 'll lower costs of not
; i,j s “manual dexterity” stint, but

tintele to advertisers and thus even here the required movement
greater and more rapid growth of

j

0 f the hands caused blurs in the
such programming; <2» anticipate a hues. An elaboration of color
regular sked of commercial net-

j

fought the singing sequence by
work programming in color “as p0 |ly Bergen, but the tints were
soon as the NTSC standards are vivid if occasionally a weight on
adopted”; <3) envision color rerep- the orbs. Serving as conferencier
lion by stations about April. 1954.

j

was “Toast of Town” Ed Sullivan,

if these already have orcic*red
j

Critical reception by the lay

transmission equipment, w i t h I press was largely in the negative
CBS-TV meantime devoting its i st.e separate Story). Over the 30
transmissions to the N. Y area

j

minutes, the average result seemed
(others cm the CBS o At o line fully to suggest those “3 for 5” resort

equipped are Chicago and Los An- postcards that are mass produced
|

geles; the net states that approxi- ‘ w ithout regard to class consumption
mately 20 of its affiliates "have in-

j

and it appeared obvious that as far

cheated” that they have ordered next l)ec. 25 is concerned, every

-

equipment for carrying web-origin- one will still he resigned to a

aled color programs). “black and white” Christmas for

Program Disappoints their mainmost TV fodder.

Prograimvise, Columbia’s color firing Line Display

show at the Waldorf in N. Y last In a question-answer session af- ,

week seemed to lie behind equip- ter the show, prexy Stanton

ment development in visual values, mounted the rostrum for a firing

It presented a half-hour live, open line display at him and his cabi-

eircuit colorcast from the studio net. consisting of heads of CBS
plus a remote in Central Park en- operating units, including J. L.

compassing singing C.ene Autry ' Van VoJkenburg. prexy of CBS
and some of his acts from the Madi- Television; Dr. Peter (ioldmark.

son Square Carden Hodeo. Three teepee over ( BS Labs; David H.

colorsc ts from CBS-Columhia 'the Cogan. prexy of CBS-Columbia,

receiver subsidiary) were spread fnc* Bruce A. Collin, proxy of CBS-
out in tlie \ i«*wing room along w itli Hytron. the electronic tube mak-

ad jaeent monochrome sc*ts. The *ng subsidiary 'with the tube

color tubes were 15" on 13" dubbed CBS-Colorfron>. On dis-

Screens In the Autrv horsecade. »>l»y at the side of thcyjpom were

the trick riding sequence was lost the pickup equipmen”the color—— —— . i

tube and the color receiver.

I

"

'There’s a built-in spinning wheel

Ia

a

h iimiwm with adjustment to compatibility.)

ni||/ lJk|DI I fll The demonstration used four
Willi I kll Chromacoder cameras, the first

single-tube eoloreams developed to
pick up the NTSC system, a new
electronic device known as the
Chromacoder. and what was her-
alded as a low-cost color tele-
picture tube. The latter has been
announced as ready for t he mass
production market as a 15-incher.
hut the bull) targeted for manu-
facture within about seven months
will be of 21-inch si/e. This will
cost about 30' f more than the
equivalent black and white tube,
hut it was brought out that this

Washington, Oct. 13.

Television is beginning to grow
in Canada.

In addition to the three big gov-
ernment-owned stations — sen mg
Montreal. Toronto and Ottawa-

a

new station is just going on the am
in Sudbury. Ontario Province Tins
is CKSO-TV, privately owned. The
other three belong to the Canadian
Broadcasting Co.
Other privately licensed stations

under construction are (“FPL 1 V
in London. Ont., due on the air by
the end of November. Another at
Hamilton. Ont.. jointly owned by
that city’s two radio stations
CHML and CKOC. is due to start
operating some time in December.

In addition, the City of Quebec
holds the license for a French lan-
guage station. CFCM-TV. which is

expected to start operating in De-
cember. By April, of 1954. another
French owned station will be op-
erating in Rimouski. Built by Cen-
tral Public Service Corp., it is

backed primarily by radio station
CJBR, of Rimouski. It will re-

ceive network programs from Can-
ada and the U. S. via CBC. Also
in the works is a CBC plan to build
a second station in Montreal to

handle English language programs
exclusively, leaving the present
Montreal station solely for French
programs.

Theatre Guild

the first few weeks. "Album” exec
producer Herbert Brodkin has

gone ahead and set three definite

properties for the show.

Steel lineup of a dozen proper-

ties already purchased shows no
plays, one novel that falls into the

“semi-classic” category and one
recent bestselling novel. Remain-
der are lesser-known novels or

stories and originals. Classic is

William Dean Howell’s “Rise of

Silas Lapham.” which is being
adapted by Robert Wallsten as

“The Laphams of Boston.” John
P. Marquand’s “Haven’s End" has
been set for the series, but no
adaptor assigned yet.

On the “Album” lineup. Brod-
kin has chosen an "adult western”
to lead the sUpw off on Nov. 3.

Program is “Outlaw's Reckoning,”
a llalsted Wells adaptation of an
Ernest Haycox story, which Ralph
Nelson will direct. This is to be
part of a projected series titled

“Stories of the American West.”
Second property is “Westward the
Sun,” which Alvin Sapinsley is

adapting from Geoffrey Cotterel’s

recent Book-of-the-Month Club
choice. Nelson will also direct this

one.

For a Christmas show, “Album”
will present the first tele perform-
ance of James Thurber’s “The
Thirteen Clocks,” which Fred Sa-
doff is adapting. It’s a musical,
with Thurber’s lyrics and music by
Mark Bueci. This will be the fourth
in the “Album” series, with third

not yet selected. Phil Stein will

be associate producer lor the series,

while other directors on tap are
Don Richardson and Bill Corrigan.
Fred Stover will do the sets.

Others in the Steel schedule are
“Hope for a Harvest.” a Norman

I

Lessing adaptation of <i Sophie

j

Treadwell story, set for the second
show*, Nov. 10; "Johnnie.” by Wil-
liam Kendall Clarke; “Light in the
Forest.” by Conrad Richter; ‘ The
Corner Store.” by Albert Idell;

"Mr. Candido.” by Walt Anderson;
“Rise of Carthage.” a Lawrence
Williams story; “Thin Air.” by
A. K Hotschner; “Tin Wedding."
by Hagar Wilde and Judson O'Don-
nell, with Miss Wilde doing the

i teleplay, and “Highway,” by Miss
Treadwell.

Continued from pace 29

dailies, by Jack Gould in the
Times, Gene Smith in the Herald
Tribune, and Ben Gross in the
Daily News, plus Joe Guilfoyle in

the Wall Sf. Journal. The only
“yes” vote from a metropolitan
paper was by the World, Telegram
Ac Sun via staffer Robert Prall. not

heretofore identified with the
daily mission of TV coverage 'the

bailiwick of Harriet Van Horne'.
Ralph Hendershot. the Telly's fi-

nancial editor, said in his Friday
column that “more and more peo-

ple are greatly reducing the time
they spend before their sets.” He
then added cryptically that “the

introduction of color television in

the months ahead probably will

have the effect of reviving interest

to some extent, but expectations
from that quarter may not be com-
pletely fulfilled.”

Charlotte, N. C.—Charles M
Marshall, former sales staffer at

WSOC here, upped to v.p. in

charge of sales promotion and pub-
lic relations at the NBC outlet.

CONNECTICUT
HILLTOP HOMETOP CREDITS

• GAMES
• STUNTS
• IDEAS
• INTERVIEWS
• GAGS
BOX V-66-31, VARIETY

154 W««t 46th St., New York 36

Jmt Hid place to relax ... or en-

tertain. 80 beautiful acres on top

of the world. Attractive 5 room
and bath, year-around, all conveni-

ence heme. Large garage. No
finer view anywhere. Asking

$30,000. Shewing by appointment.

TANNIS M. WALKER, Realtor

j. appleseed farm
Sandy Hook, Conn.

Phone NEWTOWN. Conn.
Garden 4-4044

KSTP-TV NOW REACHES

NEARLY TWO MILLION
PEOPLE REGULARLY WITH

ITS 100,000 WATTS ON

CHANNEL 5.
Bethlehem • Allentown • Eosfon

Fie planned coverage reaches the homes - the

people m this rich market Write for information.

MEEKER TV, Incorporated
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Its l)e\eIo|)mcnl Ila^ Been Kvolulion

I or 2") Years and a New Mass

Market Potential Looms

\U l »«\NK >1. HII.SOM
' l'n‘fhh‘1,1. IICA

The greatest business enterprises in I h i Coiin'i I :av,

.*

prospered on the concept th.it what 1 - good for people c
good tor bus'iiu'.ss.

Seldom is that tact more evident than it i in the rrevv

mass market lor high fidelity In .in*

—I

music system'-

II lull 1
1 I I OXp ; I! v u

y ' an 1 . 1 / III:*, I n -ho. I t 1 1 o;:i t !
i • •

1 :< ! • i

•

^ ol a rel.it iv «•!.. mall gi nun ot tun :» ..I

1 ami technical dev otee .
to a de\ eh*p

:|v iA. & menl V. huh ha- be*, erne a itiltu ,d

UMi ami enter;.nmmiu goal wit inn t he
h • m-rni reach ol i.,o avviage Aau’t trail lam-

that the Federal trade Commission
can enforce honest advert mum of hi li

mere Itandi-c

Something has to tie done and
pronto' -about the hitchhiker hi

tempting to tm onto the' high fidelity bandwagon I have
seen recent hi-fi ads about m«*i chaiulise that is about as

close to tryc high iidelity ;o a Model T engine is to jet

propulsion, Public enthusiasm will fade faster than a

It road wav bust it phoney pitches like* these continue.

The move of In li from cultist den to living room pre
splits real merehandi.se problems. Cull ist s reveled In as

seinbling individual components to produce cllects that

pleased them The general public has different ideas.

John Q Public, now becoming a hi ti fan. is not at all

the same* sort of hi ti fan who in the* past was willing to

spend many hundicds of dollars in stringing together half

a roomful ot ungainly coiiiponeiits in order to hc'ar the

symphony conductor turn his panes or the scrape of a

chair when the second violinist squirmed in Ins seat. The
present mtfs- appeal in hi li conies from a desire for

real quality in music reproduction— for something belter
than has usually been available in commercial sets.

This presents a great opportunity

to the entire electronics industrv . The
potentials and the challenges ol high
fidelity today are in 111am ways com-
parable to those which confronted us

at the introduction of television

For many years, the professional -quality, sound repro-

ducing equipment required for high fidelity performance
was not distributed through consumer outlets, and was
generally available only to broadcasters, recording studios,

and the sound motion picture industry. Responding to the

demand created by the popular “swing to high fidelity."

major electronics research and manufacturing organiza-

tions are now making available to the general public

similar equipment, especially engineered tor use in the

home.
This development obviously opens new economic hori-

zons for industry and new cultural horizons for the public.

It reflects the growing cultural aspirations of American
society, and the never-ending quest of our research scien-

tists and product engineers to achieve perfection.

The “coming ol age" of high fidelity is an important
milestone in the history of the phonograph and record.-.

As an economic factor, the phonograph grew from an idea,

to what was at first regarded as a toy. and then to an in-

strument respected by the world’s loremo-t musicians.

It has repeatedly confounded skeptics and detractors by

rising to new heights after each competitive encounter
with new torm- of home entertainment.

( omdr, MrDon ild

Frank M. Folsom

I Krrall I ViTorinaiicr

The music lover i interested in what comes out of the
speaker on a complete radio, phonograph, or TV receiver
honed in a good piece of turniture. not in a maze of wire,

boxes, and turntable lie should Mol be eonfused by
extravagant claim for one component ol his receiver,

if they are not a real measure ot ds.o rmtll performance
What good lor example, aii amplifier that will pass tie-

quench - up to JOOOOO cycles '.limbing over 20 DUO cycles
i -i ot interest only to the insects, birds and bees and fm
noia-lc > dog whistle'', it the set has a speaker of narrow
range that wall lepfodme little nioi r than tin* croaking
ol a bull liii.' lie bould not be told that a radio phono
graph is bill il vt will merely pa- a wide range n| ire

queniies, hut i filled with distortion or ha a turntable
that cannot play records at the prcci e speed they weie
recorded II Mould nol be told tlj.it an complete radio
phono p aph or 1A .el is In li utile \ d i . e.ui.ibU* of deln
ermg real overall high fidelity performance t > thr rtn

Moreover, the radio phonograph is only part of the lory

No in tnum nl tan torn out beltei mind than the radio
signal it receive- m the pfiouogi iph icnnd it play-
The fine t high fidelitv radio phono in tin* world would
be a sheer waste of elertronic genius it it d'd not have
true high fidelity leeoidmgs or KM broadcasts to provide
the nitr ic for reproduction There are too many phono
graph m olds ol inlei ior quality on tlie ui.'ii kel today. and
too many ol these arc being played over radio stations
l( i up to the i cording and broaden ting industries to
see that the material they call In fi i! so in fail. KM
stations in parlnul.ir cm cajpl ali/e on the groVvth of hi li

intere t hv broadcasting at maximum ellrcieney and by

careful selection of program main in!

1

1

1 -fi is niore than a gimmick to be u cd like the woid
chlorophyll for the sab* of any and all rnerchandi e. It i

a method of rep-i od'icrng the full beauty and realism ol

forte that has been made po tide by KM bioadea ling and
the new technique of recording mil ic With fione-t
niiTfii indi <*. lior t t'p. advertised. the bonanza ptoini e

of Id (i will be'e me a real it v Without some y afcg.ua j d

Sales ol phonographs and records dropped when radio

first appeared as a competitor for the home listener’s time

and interest, but they soon rallied and rose to higher levels

than they had ever enjoyed m pre-radio days. Much tin*

same thing happened when television .was introduced
Each time a new home entertainment service becomes
established, the perennial phonograph comes hack, tech-

nically better than ever before and pointing up the fad
that it provides a popular service in its own light lor

which no other medium oilers a satisfactory- substitute

Such “competitors'' as radio. TV. and sound motion pic-

tures have actually strengthened the position of the phono-
graph by helping to popularize and develop a healthy appe
tile for more than better music \nd as (bese and other
influences have raised the level ol musical taste, they have
stimulated the mass market interest in high fidelity repro
Auction that is now flourishing

This mass market is not staked out for any one company
nor can it be developed to its full potential by .anything

less than industry w i(le recognition and action. RCA
knew this to he true in the case of television and took the

initiative in urging and helping competitors to enter the

field. We know it to be equally true in the case ot the

future of high fidelity for the mass market.
The average person who lias heard little or nothing

about high fidelity until fairly recently, may consider it an
over night phenomenon, but its development fia- been evo
lutionarv. Some major technical achievements' leading to

today’s high fidelity reproduction were gained during the

past quarter-century, although ever since the phonograph
was invented engineers have been working continuously

to improve the art of recording and reproducing -mind

I()
Tim fii-i step toward today's high fidelity : sound w

,, undertaken in 'behalf of sound motion picture . ot i,

broadcasting, and ol d.i-k recording ii du-tiic- be • •;. <
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HIGH FIDELITY

Custom-Built ‘Assemblers’

Give Way to Larger Field

Progress Behind The Scene

= By ANDRE KOSTELANETZ *=

Wtdnfday, Ortob^r ]4, j 9S;<

The Inevitable Plus

In Showmanship

01 Packaged’ Hi-Fi Public

By THEODORE A. SMITH
(V.P ,

Enyineeriny Products Dept., RCA Victor)

Manufacturers must reconcile themselves to this funda-

mental about hi-fi— it’s a double-headed proposition.

When the "high fidelity movement” first started some
20-odd years ago, it was largely the province of engineers

and experimenters who assembled and
designed their sound reproduction

systems.
Today a great segment of the hi-fi

exponents still tailor their units to

meet individual tastes and require-

ments. But today this group has been
joined by thousands of other persons

who want high fidelity music but who,

in the past at least, did not feel they

had the technical skill to put together

a custom unit.

The needs of these new high fidel-

ity “laymen” are being met in two
ways. Many are joining the “assem-

blers," as a result of the availability at reduced cost of

highest quality intermatched components that are sim-

ply plugged together in any desired arrangement. Others

arc purchasing complete high fidelity instruments, now
for the first time available at popular prices.

In the not-too distant past, w hen hi-fi was very new, it

was sometimes next to impossible for high fidelity fans to

secure the equipment they wanted to complete their home-
assembled systems.

, This was because, in some cases, only professional-type

equipment—such as that used by broadcasting stations,

recording studios and motion picture industry— was capa-

ble of meeting the exacting standards of true high fidel-

ity reproduction. And the professional-type equipment
was not available through consumer distribution chan-

nels; or, if it was, the cost was usually prohibitive for the

average home experimenter.

But today the picture is different. RCA. for example,
with years of engineering and manufacturing know how,
is tailoring professional type equipment especially for in-

dividuals desiring custom high fidelity installations.

High fidelity is a much misunderstood concept. It de-

scribes the gradual improvement of all phases of the

recording industry and not a new invention having to do
with one particulad aspect thereof.

Although the term "high fidelity” has been stressed

for the improvement of record players at home, there are

many other behind-the-scenes improvements which all con-

tribute to render the reproduced sound as close as pos-

sible to the original. These are the improvements in

studios, microphones, recording equipment, pressing-ma-

terials, etc.

Although the advent of the long-playing record gave
tremendous impetus to the development of high fidelity,

the quest to reproduce sound as near to the original as

possible was a slow development. This quest began long

before the arrival of the LP record and the tape-recording

technique, and is still in progress. f

As a conductor I am interested that the different colors

of the different instruments not only be clear and distinct

but also stand in the same relation to each other as they
are heard in a concert hall. If ail we had to consider were
merely the most perfect interpretation of the composition,

as is the ease during an actual concert, matters would be
simple indeed. It must be remembered that the music on
records is dependent on technical equipment. In making
a record, technicians in charge of recordings must con-
sider in what particular way the recording mechanisms
affect and change the music, and keeping this in mind
they must before hand take the necessary steps to off-set

this change. The end result is the only important matter.
This may be achieved in many different ways.

Incidentally, acoustics can change within the same stu-

dio through difference in atmospheric pressure. Today we
make certain, hours before a recording session, that the
air in the studio be neither too dry (through overheating)
or too moist 'a special hazard in the summer). And, of
course, there are numerous ways in which a microphone
can be placed in reference to one of the sections of the
orchestra. The matter of moving it just a few inches in
any particular direction can make a great difference in the
final clarity of the tone. There are many, many various
aspects in which high fidelity plays an important role,
too numerous to discuss in this limited space. One thing
is certain though, we are probably as far removed today
from the old recording technique of singing into a horn,
as the gaslight era is from our modern electronic age.

High Fidelity's Chain Reaction in Arli«.tic
Values Interpreted Into Ultimate B.O.

By EMANUEL (MANIE) SACKS
(V.P. and G.M., RCA Victor Record Dept.)

It’s an axiom In today’s highly competitive world , f
show business that no performer can stand still: he either
shoots ahead or slides downward—and once the douni m
slide has started, it is not easy to stop.

nnm

work in television, radio, motion tic
tures or records. The developnn m
of new talent and new vehicles for
talent must be the paramount con-
cern.
The public taste for new talent has

always been insatiable. But stai dik-
ing and star-making is a sonic times
frustrating, frequently costly and a I-

ways difficult process. Yet the ulti-

mate measure of success in any
branch of show business is always

M.m. sack.
related directly to the nc«-» at.
tamed in the development of new

talent and tomorrow’s stars.

Today an important show business “name” can he built
by means of a single hit record. After such a disk, the
performer is in strong demand for television, radio, motion
pictures, nite club and theatre appearances.

This is a tribute to the magnetism of recordings and
to the showmanship of the record industry. The industry
has made a major contribution to all branches of show
business through its role in revealing new’ song hits and
new styles.

Now the full development of high fidelity provides a new
dimension for recorded music and offers a new sound lor

music lovers.

Hi-Fi gives the record industry what color added tc

black-and-white photography.

For the artists, it has a twofold significance; it en-

hances the public's enjoyment of their artistry and, be-

Pioneers in hi-fi were a very independent lot when it

came to equipment that went into their systems. These
earliest audiophiles who “built their own" demanded the
best available components. The same is true today of

thousands who are discovering for the first time the broad
new horizons of home enjoyment available through ex-

it nded range reproduction of records and radio broadcasts.

Hi-fi was born in the minds of individualists who de-

manded the best. What they pioneered is a new high
• point of more than half-a-century of uninterrupted prog-

British Decca Pioneered

HI-FI TRIX IN PIX
By LESTER ISAAC

(Cinerama's Director of Exhibition)

Hazard "Buzz" Reeves, the young genius behind Cin-

erama's multi-channeled stereophonic sound system, ob-

served recently that we seem to be “on the threshold of a
new era in sound.” He was thinking not only of sound in

theatres, which has undergone a vast revolution within the
past year, but aJso of FM radio, the improvements in TV

cause hi-fi will bring music into more homes, it enlarges
their audience.

For the consumer, of course, hi-fi means better sound
and greater musical enjoyment.

From a sales standpoint, hi-fi gives the recording indus-

try what the automatic transmission system gave the auto-

mobile manufacturers.

On a short-range basis, it furnishes the industry with
new selling ammunition that must result in the sale of

more and better phonograph players. If you sell more
razors, you must inevitably sell more razor blades. Sell

more turntables and almost immediately more records
must be sold.

The long-range importance of hi-fi is that it will make

Full Range Recordings
Ry E. R. LEWIS

< Chairman , British Decca Records)

London.
Although having a distinguished pioneering record in

the realms of science, medicine and engineering, the Brit-

ish arc by instinct a modest people. London, for example,

was the first capital in the world to have its own daily TV
program way back in 1937, but that is hard to appreciate

now as we plod along with our single network barely em-
bracing the whole country, while America has a chain of
outlets and a coast to.-coast transmission system.

sound and especially phonograph recordings. I am per-

haps a bit less cautious than “Buzz.” I feel that we have
already taken a giant step beyond that threshold, that the
time is ripe for us of the film industry to think creatively
about the use of sound.

Certainly, the record industry deserves all the praise in
the world for its heroic efforts to make the public “hi-fi”
conscious. Ever since the advent of the long-playing disk
five years ago. sound quality has been improving until
today they are recording frequencies inaudible to the
average human ear. Along with that, of course, have come
improvements in phonograph equipment for the home.
Alter all, the best phonograph record can sound no better
than the machine that plays it.

new musical converts for the industry. Better sound
must broaden the music market througout the world.

Our continuing objective at RCA Victor has been to

make new hit records which enable us to keep current
stars on top and to build new stars. Our efforts— in

terms of exploration, experimentation and exploitation
—have been endless.

It is now our conviction that hi-fi represents a new
opportunity for showmanship that should test—but not
tax—the record industry's resourcefulness.

any small child in a dark room will tell you. The squeak
of a door, the dripping of a tap immediately becomes
transformed into a thousand sinister monsters. Edgar
Allen Poe in “The Tell-Tale Heart” turned this truism

There is aiso a lesser example in the use of penicillin.
This, too, was the invention of a British scientist, but it is

in more common use on your side of the Atlantic than it is

on mine. All of which i* something of a roundabout way
of saying that in actual fact Britain, or. more specifically

,

my own company, Decca Records, was first in the field with
the new quality recording which has been given the mis-
nomer of “high fidelity" in the USA.

Taking a look at the Oxford Dictionary 'the Bible for
pedantusi 1 see that “fidelity" means “faithful." Pre-
cisely what the prefix "high" is meant to convey is not too
clear, unless, of course, it implies that this is the "last
word" in reproduction.

On my last trip to America a month or so ago, 1 no-
ticed that everyone in the* record industry was talking and
thinking in terms of "Hi-Fi." It has become the new
thing in the disk business and, like all innovations, has
given a fillip to the trade. Which is all to the good. I am
all in favor of developing new ideas which have a favor-
able effect on trading conditions.

It was for that precise reason that Decca Records
launched out nearly 10 years ago with recordings up to
1.000 cycles per second. We did not call it "Hi-Fi." but
i' sucd these records under 'the mark ffrr 'full frequency
range recordings'. It was in 1944 that we made the actual
switchover and since then all our recordings, both dassi-
‘ •'! and pop. have been of this quality-. Likewise our repro-
ducing instruments. These are designed to take fullest
advantage of the degree of perfection attained by flrr.
W h : 1

1- ip .Now \ork I could not help but be impressed
)v the growing interest :n improved quality recordings. In
A nor. < a y ou are fortunate in having more outlets for high
ful* ;.ty recordings, for example, the BBC does not gq
i . vond » oorj .-./;* but the FM stations in the V S. can

1 r< member bc.r g viv.'dly impressed by the
< on.; *
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/ .dread- er.jov high fidelity is
f,r.t .'Ail return enjoyment ciivi-

But I should like to suggest that in the year just past,
the year since Cinerama made its bow on Broadway, it
has been the film industry that has provided the chief
spur to the general public's awareness of high fidelity
sound. Once audiences found themselves surrounded
bv tiie clatter of the roller coaster or following the roar
of a motor boat as it raced across and beyond the screen,
once they heard with thrilling reality the voices of a mag-
nificent choir or the music of a great orchestra, it became
impossible for them to settle for less.
The results are quite clear. Within a few months of

Cinerama, stereophonic sound systems began to appear
like magic everywhere. Hundreds of theatres across the
nation have already been re-wired to make possible some
lorm of directional sound. And the number is growing
every day.

No less significant is the fact that, once the movies had
led the way, our radio stations began experimenting with
vv hat they call binaual sound. Several stations are now
transmitting their programs over two signals simulta-
neously, one FM and one AM. so that the listener with two
radios properly adjusted can approximate the sound of a
live performance in his own home. Some of the record

companies are now issuing dual-tracked clicks which, on
specially constructed phonographs, can provide the same
illusion.

ah ot this is tremendously challenging to anyone de;
ing creatively with the new medium of stereophon
sodnd. I remember a demonstration some vears ago vvhi
directional sound was still in the laboratory stage, tl.
gave some indication of its dramatic potential. .Befo
us was a bare stage, tfie curtain slightly raised to she
hat no actors were standing behind it. Then, throu*
he bank of loud speakers placed at strategic interva
la-hind the curtain, came the immortal lines of the "nose
s' c-nr lioin Rostand s "Cyrano de Bergerac."

’ll)*- effect was electrifying. With nothing before us bi
a hare stage, we could imagine the action from the souroonc. \\, could tell where Cyrano was standing, he;
th' i.i p of his sword as Do drew it from the scabbard. W
<o'i <1 Imlow the entire progress of the duel as it move
Ji< -ii place to place now, left, now right, now downstag
I"

"
''

I .

,!ir r, ;,r
- Awl by the time his final "strik

h* :ia had been delivered, e ach of us in the audience W;
'< - .viar that, he had sc on the most perfect “Cyranoever pioduced.

foi Mmnd is a powerful stimulus to the imagination, as

into art. His insane hero hears the ticking of a clock as

the terrifying heart beat of the man he murdered.
Today with three, or five or even seven separate sound

tracks to play around with, we can afford to be even
more imaginative. While the audience's attention is

riveted to the screen, we can have off-stage sounds—the

beat of a heart, the roar of a train, the stealthy foot steps
of a would-be assassin—appear in any part of the house.
We can create strangely disturbing effects, as having a

voice come from the screen at a point far removed from
the visible speaker, or music from an unseen source weave
physically across the screen. Similarly, the Ghost in

"Hamlet" could move from place to place without ever
being actually seen—just as Shakespeare directed.

We might even, with the utmost realism, synchronize the

voice of the hero to the lips of the heroine, and vice versa,

creating the illusion that the two had exchanged pci son-

alities completely.

But this is only part of the story. Fred Waller, the in-

ventor of Cinerama, was telling me recently that with the

new "control track" that directs the distribution of sound
from speaker to speaker behind the screen it is now pos-

sible to perform automatically much of the physical labor

involved in putting on a show'. By suitably marking the

track, the curtains could be opened and closely electionic*
ally. Another marking would raise and lower the house
lights. Even the size and shape of the screen would he

altered from scene to scene, if that were desirable. Loin
the same track that controls the sound.

Obviously, we have still a long way to go in exploring
the new* dimension of sound that has so recently t«*n
added to our movies. A great many technical pu l am*
are still to be solved. Yet each new film suggest'- hi vv

much more can be done with sound—now that audit ncf<

have been prepared to listen to it. The car-pit icing

shrieks of the gorillas in "Mogambo," for example. have a

dramatic impact that virtually flattens the spectator, mak-
ing him cower in his chair. It isn’t, too much tr ‘-.v

that here the sound track has literally made the i u

-

x

of that film.

One thing is certain. Hi-fi sound is out of the 1..1 •

tories now. The public has heard it and approved • f

•

Standards for sound reproduction in theatres, lm >‘ lS

inadequate, are at last being raised. It is new up ?i *

artist*-, the film makers, to use boldly and imagiipAev.y
this exciting new instrument which the sound tcchf.it . i

*

have suddenly thrust upon them.
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HIGH FIDELITY IS HERE, WITHIN
THE REACH OF EVERYONE!

t

Steadily over the years, progress by RCA and RCA Victor

in all aspects of sound has overcome the obstacles to faith-

ful recording and reproduction and brought us closer and

closer to the time when . .

.

the complete enjoyment of High Fidelity could he made

available
, and brought within reasonable cost, for every-

one seeking the finest in musical entertainment.

That time, so long anticipated
, has now arrived!
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audience

. . and the new RCA rr

Intennatched”

High Fidelity Equipment

THE MARCH TOWARD 1I1CH FIDELITY

Realism in recorded sound steady progress

from tlit* early years o! 1

1

1 > Master s \oice *

at

the turn ot the reiilmv. \ it lor made ('arusu ami

tlu* other great voices ot the Holden Age ot

Opera famous throughout the world.

\ iclor made the great entertainers

like Sir Harrs l.auder beloved in L-

every home.

Even today it if* astonishing; how

clear and strong their \oiees Miimd

on the famous wind-up "\
it lrola*

?

phonograph that sloott in America’s

living room in the early decades.

The real Mart of High Fidelity came with the

electronic age. Phonographs and records improved

tremendously in the twenties. From

early radio was developed a new

science of electronic recording

and HCA made the phonograph an 0
electronic instrument.

...i: WBBMMMtt

Hut th«* most insistent d<*inand for improvement

was from theater audience** then experiencing the

crude beginnings of movie sound. It was m making

movies more pleading to the ear

that IK ,A accomplished the

imist striking earls adsanees

in reproducing -mind. Some-

where between the .-quawkics

and the talkie-. High

i* ideliiv w as horn.

• . . and quickly adopted hy

broadcasting. \\ iih further de-

velopment. I!(.\ -ound for -Indio-
c

set new
< 1

1

1

a I i t \ -iandard- which

became know n a- broadca-t

qualilv. "Ili-Fi bobbsi-l- began to acquire

professional equipment to build -ound -y-tems

at home.

Th is aeliievement is the story of the penetration of one

"sound harrier*' after anotlier hy RCA and RFA \ ietor de-

velopments in all the many related fields of sound. A quality

achievement in records, in home instruments, in broadcast

6ound, in moving picture sound, in military equipment,

and in public address systems.

RCA's newest contributions in the High Fidelity field mark

the first time an organization with such comprehensive

engineering and manufacturing experience has made

available all the ingredients for the enjoyment of High

Fidelity. In this sense it symbolizes the "coming of age
’

of the High Fidelity movement.

RCA A ietor record and phono-

graph engineers werr'al-o moving

ahead, exchanging development- and

experience with the re- 1 id the organi/atimr.

Important for High I idditv. lot i xample, was

HfA \ ic|or - i i > I roduci ion of the virtually nuis.e-

free plastic record. Further refinement-, in IN-

and long-plaving record-, culminate*! in |{(1\ \ it tor

".New Orthophonu High I idelitv Sound. lire

miracle of High 1 ideliiv wa- complete and it only

remained for l<H.A \ D ior to firing il Imme.

New rca Victor nigh Fidelity

doubles the impact of recorded music!

iAJr—

f !

• If
m
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. . . allowing juat a f«*H of tin* KCA and RCA Victor who*** exciting outcome baa been made possible only

quality achievements in the development of High by tbe depth and breadth of RCA research and
Fidelity sound. A continuous and interlocking story activities in all the litany related fields of sound.

RADIO AND BROADCASTINGPHONOGRAPHSRECORDING

1900 Proofs* of recording original master on a wax
disc developed by Fldridgr It. Johnson, founder

of the Yirtor T-ilking Machine Company

Fir*t practical disc phonograph patented by

F.ldridge R. Johnson

First "A ictrola" phonograph—an acoustic

achievement vears ahead of its time
1919 Formation of the Radio Corporation of

America
1902*1920 (iolilen Age of Opera on Victor Record*

1925 The “Orthophonic highest achievement in1925 Electronic Recording succeeds in rrprodm

mg complete symphony orchestras 1926 RCA establishes NBC. first national network

'Electrola" phonograph with electron

i

amplified sound. Magnetic pick-up
1926 RCA introd lice* first electrody namic

speaker—major step towjrd higher quality

radio reproduction

cssful automatic phonograph with

record changer
1930 RCA Vidor Radiola 86 a super

instrument even hv today’s standard*

First wide-range speaker (Double Voice Cnil)

introduced hv RCA
N idor Acoustically Compensated Vol
Control add- a new degree of realism

tinpros e«

1932 NBC opens Radio City studios—Finest studio

sound, using RCA Velocity Microphone (Olson)

and Double Voice Coil speaker (Olson)

'III***- first long plu« record
urn n ur < m > \ c. . 1. ! t rpm

.

1932 RCA I nidireelional

new ‘di-v riminatiMti i

1936 F : rst combination Horn and Direct Radi
alor Loudspeaker (Olson) improved low Ire

quency response

U A Vidor “Dynamic Expander” achieves

inking new reali-m in recorded music

1936 RC A A idor R')') High Fidelity Phonograph
foreshadow* todax’s new era in sound

r introduce* the xirtuallv noi.e-lree

•tic record, essential t • > r eniowucnt

dclit v reiir t M lu< turn

1936 Magnetic wide-range pick-up for broadcast

studio transcriptions

A idor “(.olden Throat" Tt»ne System
ho es i uni c|i( of balanced electrical and

•to il clur.iefcri-tics of radios and phono-
i. a* i omplcte s\ .tents fot fine-t tone qualit v

Famous I.C-1A speaker (Olson). I"" '«•

axial, congruent, .cparalelx driven cone,

(kin kl\ .•* I new standards for Ihgh hdrhlv

reproduction

lonogr.ip

Rt A announces the m
itv Starmaker" micro
with lines! “broadcast uu

1950 Improved long pla

1952 RC, A (n in via I microphone (Olson), highly

directional microphone (developed for the (..on

vent,ions and Inauguration)

1 9 .“3: RC A VICTOR
men fidelity records

1953: RCA VICTOR
HIGH FIDELITY "VICTROLA” PHONOGRAPHS

The finest High Fidelity Table Finest High Fidelity console at Companion speakers are made

Model Phonograph, 3HES5, moderate price, 3HS6, $275.00. available to plug into the phono-

$139.95. Brings the new sound The most startling achievement graph to provide a more ' spa-

within everyone's reach, in a in quality sound ever designed cious” quality of sound, or for

complete compact instrument. for the mass market. . installation in another room.

i '• ••• »'i^ ',<-,lr,l li-| pi it f, ami «r« aligtitl) li'jjlifi in pic buulli IU‘i 1 «i VI esl
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MOTION PICTURE SOUND, PUBLIC ADDRESS

1926 Fir,' movie round on Rroudway (Warner
Bros. "Yitaphnne") on Victor discs

1928 First vinyl pla-tic discs, made By Victor for

Warner Bros.

I

1930 First complete AC theater installation-
first theater sound without Batteries

»

«

•

1931 RCA Velocity Microphone (Olson). Dcvel*
oped for movie studios, inaugurates new fidelity

in every field of sound. 1 lie first dmrtionol
microphone

1931 Noise reduction in sound track. RCA process

enables new quality in moving picture sound
reproduction

1932 RCA High Fidelity Photophone System
brings a new era in movie realism, with lltra

Violet Bight reeording, Rotary Stabilizer, one*
vay cellular speakers

i

-t

1932 Radio City Music Hall Sound System, for

over 20 years world'8 most famous showcase of

reinforced sound

1932 rca unidirectional microphone (01 soil)

first High Fidelity "d ialogue” microphone

1936 rca two-way horn-type speaker— sets new
Standards in High Fidelity large scale sound
reproduction development

1940 RCA Fantasound (Disney's "Fantasia”)
foreshadows today's dimensional movie sound

1952 RCA Uniaxial microphone (Olson), highly

directional microphone (developed for the Con-

ventions and Inauguration)

1953 RCA first modern stereo sound (for the

Warner Bros, production, "House of Wax”)

1

1953: RCA " INTERMATCHED”
HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT

A complete selection of record changer. AM FM Tuners,

Amplifiers, Pre-Amplifiers, Speakers, Decorator-Designed

Equipment Cabinets permitting hundreds of possible

combinations all perfectly matched and balanced, easy to

assemble and install.

. . . and in the future

RCA research in sound lias* atKaneed tin* fidelity of

musical reproduction in eounlless nay * which have sel

ami which will continue In set new Mandat'd* for listening

enjoyment in the future. Farther in the future, commer-
cial engineers will create new usefulness and pleasure

from the explorations in sound now in progress at these

great laboratories.

Nciv RCA Victor High Fidelity

doubles the impact of recorded music.

the strangest places on earth— the "Free Field Sound Room'*
at the David SarnoH Research (Renter <>! RCA at Princeton, New Jersey. Here,

RCA exjieriments and developments in sound can l*‘ measured in total quiet

. . . echo-proof, without resonance, without reflection. Like "stepping into

the ether.”
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Sound came lo the movies in the new electronic

era of tin* mid-twenties. Nowhere in reeorded sound

was the need for improvement so "real as in these

first talking pictures, duhhed the ""squaw kies.**

And nowhere in the w hole storv of souml was

progress so dramatie as in the teehnieal advances

which soon followed.

From them stemmed new eoneepts of quality in

broadcast sound ami in music on records. From

tin*se beginnings. to a great extent, come today's

triumphs in High Fidelity.
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Three year- before the H(! \ \elocity Mierophone of

1931 li terall \ announced the 1 1 i ii 1 1 lidelitx era. \ ielor

mo\ ie di-es had made use of \ iny I plastic, foreshadow ing

toda\*s fidelilN record in".
• • r

IK . V in-talled the first complete \(! theater instal-

lation in 19.30. continuing with a scries of important

developments advuneing the whole lield of souml. The

famous oneway mulli-ecllular speaker behind the

sereen brought new realism to theater audiences.

Recording and broaden-! studio- tpiieklv adopted

another IK . \ development for motion pictures: the

IK . \ l uidireelional Mierophone of 1932 (Oj-on . with

it- new di-eriminatin"” ahilitx. It became the -landard

boom microphone for (/m/ogue, while the \clocitv

microphone continued a- the ideal ear for itlii'i' .

I)i -ne\ - I anta-ia wa- lilmed in 19 10 with I lie

startling new musical re;di«m of IK . \ lanta-ound. 1

1

employed the iir-t multiple sound track on one lilm—
forerunner of lodav s stereophonic sound. Fast year,

IK \ lilmed the lir-t modern -tereo -ound ( for W ariier

Jho-. llou-eo( W a\ and today pro\ ide- -y-rem- l
,ir

all the new Ionus of motion picture -ound.

Tialmiii.m- -lilt ret ail when 1

1

.o

I tot wa- lii I i l'-ai lv lie.nd hi a

ui" i'- m a line -jk>!.»-ii le* \|\iinl,"v.

I in I list note ol High I idehlv w.H

| >t* fell ti|i mi tin; lev nlntimiai \ \ !
I oi>

I , . MU l<Oi*|(M\h develop'd |,V IM V's

I 0 01 - 111 ,' III 19.51 —line "I till* Mil i -

1

iin|i"l tu 1

1

1 development- ill tin* -lory

i>l -mind I i‘|i| i nine t inti

.

tin mov ii • ii;i* Ih i htinml A ini'llmil

( 1

9

i.’i y\ ilK M\ ma I'.ov . I r In- I Inward,

Aim II ii

<

I j i iy». I hi- wa- the fir-
1
|m Imp

at Mail" (alv ( enter I heater and the

lu-t lilmeil with llt.\ Mil'll Fidelity

I'hnlnpliniir Sy-tem. nine the iieiy

I Ilia Violet bight lemuling method.

How High Fidelity grew
‘

’ 1 '• • . • f " . .

'•••'
; |

*
•

from RCA pioneering in movie sound
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The emergence of High Fidelity was

like the lifting of a ‘cries of muffling cur-

tains. Many of the advances were made hy

Dr. Harry F. Olson, a world authority in

every phase of sound, who is today Director

of the Acoustical Research Laboratory at

the David Sarnoff Research ('enter in

Princeton. KCAde-igned microphones and

High Fidelity speakers have -top hv step

raised the rfuality of sound reproduction at

home, in the theater, in Froadcasting, in

militarv iioUillati<>ii‘- and in imhlic address.

During tin* early thirties, visitors in radio broadcasting stations

experienced a thrilling new sound which was known

professionally as HCA "broadcast quality.” Broadcast-type

amplifiers, monitor speakers and other RCA components were

installed at home hv a new cult of "hi-fi" hohhvists. In its

importance this group was similar to the amateur "hams" in

the development of radio—serving as an early proving ground

for the vital new High Fidelity movement which has today come

of age for every one.

From the forming of MIC. lirst nationwide network, in H)2o. KCA

led in the striking and rapid advance in studio sound. I hat same

vear the first commercial dv mimic cone speaker wa- introduced hy

l)r. Kellogg. HCA pioneer scientist who penetrated many ol the

earliest "sound harriers.’’

From newly opened \B(! studios nt Radio t.ily the Ivddie

('in nl"i | hull \\;i*- d 1 1 ip lav <u lie in I lie earl v 1 1 ill lie*- . New It I \

Uni i npliniie- weie ! 1 1
>- n winking I lieu ie\n|iilioii I • > i a v\ idet

scope n| entertainment a*- w* II a*- a i* !• i i.nigc • • t
- • • i n i»l.

range amplilirat ioi

such as the famou

rofcs'ional equipment and w

hohhv i-|. I ligli I idclit v w as

\\ Hat still restricted the movement to an timer circle ol Ians wai

c cost of the equipment, the cii-niber-omc installation, and the

s t u r I » i
n

<

r amount of surface noise. I he qualitv ol -liellae reeords

ts not -uitahle for High fidelity listening because every airfare

w became magnified to an unpleasant degree with eaeh inerca*-** o

e tonal range. ,\ot until l<( 1 inlnttlnm/ the iirlri(ill\ muv/css

„Slie mold in IV 10 could the High iMiiy nioimirnt git muUi nay

the corninu. miracle in sound.
'the R( \ Victor Berkshire Series, introduced in |

fM~, ve the

fine-t in -t* • in In
|

»•*. 'I«|i|\e, lii^li to!* lily equipment ol its lime. I I a * e

were i lie In -t home in*ti ument*. to l< ature the |.( . I \ (Ohon) Speaief,

doubles the impact of recorded music
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Whether your interest is in "pops” or classics—whether

you’re a fan of Arturo Toscanini or Perry Como—you're

* almost sure to find that the High Fidelity record you

want is an RCA Victor Record. The reason for this is

that RCA Victor has the most—and the best—in high

fidelity recordings.

The most, because RCA Victor, for over fifty years leader

of the industry, has been making complete range high

fidelity recordings since 1949. The best, because RCA
Victor engineers are unexcelled in their knowledge of

studio sound dynamics and reproduction techniques, while

RCA Victor artists are recognized "The World's Greatest.’*

“AViu Orthophonic” High Fidelity—
the finest recorded sound to date

When you see the great new' list of RCA Victor High

Fidelity Recordings—largest selection of High Fidelity

recordings in the world—you'll note that certain albums

in this list are starred "New Orthophonic" High Fidelityj

More than just High Fidelity—these are the finest in

recorded 9ound. They are, like all others listed, complete

range recordings. Rut in addition, special microphones

and studio acoustics have been used to produce on them a

brilliant, highly defined sound wliich features maximum
separation between instrumental choirs plus exceptional

clarity and presence of solo instruments.

To enjoy such "New Orthophonic" High Fidelity per-

formances as The Pines of Romo, II Trovatore or Beethoven's

Ninth Symphony is reason in itself for owning a new High

Fidelity "Victrola" phonograph;

Just a few of the titles in the forthcoming
RCA factor High Fidelity catalog!

Perry Como Sings Merry Christmas Music
•An Ania Dorfmann Recital

Sousa Marches. Arthur Fiedler, cond., Boston Pop9 Orchestra

•Slaughter on Tenth Avenue and Other Ballet Selections.

Arthur Fiedler, cond., Boston Pops Orchestra

Eddie Fisher Sings
r • ° 1 • i

• . . I ; /
* *

Culmination of a half century

of RCA Victor leadership

in recorded music

Original Cast music sparkles as never

before, on RCA Victor High Fidelity

Since Caruso’s first recordings at the turn of the

century the world’s greatest artists have chosen to

record for RCA Victor—supreme recognition of qual-

ity leadership for over fifty years.

Leadership has been continuous from the very first

years of Victor recording ... for the quarter century

of opera’s "Golden Age” ... for the quarter century

that began with RCA electronic recording . . . and today

at the beginning of a new era in musical enjoyment.

With the RCA Victor introduction of the virtually

noise-free vinyl plastic record in 1916 began the recent

series of developments leading to today's great new

RCA Victor treasury of High Fidelity7 sound.

The famous RCA Vic•tor 45 rpm record followed in

1919—new clarity, new fidelity, new freedom from

distortion— then the improved long play record, quickly

setting new standards for the industry.

RCA Victor developed to its highest tut the use of

magnetic tape to record the master impression, making

it possible to retain all the brilliance of sound, includ-

ing the elusive high and low notes not previously

captured on disc-type masters.

With these and other improved techniques, RCA
Victor High Fidelity has achieved a quality of sound

unmatched in recording. Certain of the new RCA
Victor recordings, designated

f'NewOrthophonic” High

Fidelity, are of an artistic and technical excellence

which mark them as exceptional even among the finest*

There’s a measure of artistry in

the best popular entertainment you

never knew existed . . . until you

hear it on RCA Victor High Fidelity.

Perry Como's Don't Let The Start

Get in Your Eyes which shared the

First Annual Audio Engineering

Awards with II Trovatore, reveals

the startling effect of actual pres*

tnce in popular recording.

new sound at it* best on *'40 EP’i

High Fidelity at low co9t!

A great new orchestra wliich doublet

In impact on RCA Victor High Fidelity

selection of HIGH FIDELITY

From Como to Toscanini,
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Toseanini*9 nnw1*! allium i- an n< riunplishinent

in rooiinling and interpretation which m E a new

target for the entire indiMrv. R< *pighi wrote l hr

Vines •>] Hmne for a wide-range s
j

< t

r
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1

n t which did

not e\i«.t in home music until IK '.A Victor lilted

tl»c art of High Fidelity to it*- present peak.

Al Goodman Plays Dinner Music
Ba«-h l naceompaiiicd Sonatas ami Partitas. Jascha Heifetz,

' iolinist

•Concerto No. 5. in E-Flat, Op. 73 ("Emperor *). Vladimir
Hnrowjt/, pianist

*11 Tronatore

Bottoms I p. Spike Jones
tBf A Victor Presents Eartlia Kilt

Husie for Dining. Melachrino Strings

J* S. Hach Suites: No. 1, in f; No. 2. in B Minor; No. 3. in D;
•’°* t* in D. Fritz Reiner, conductor

Rodgers and Hammersteiu Present "Me and Juliet." Original
U itli the first disc cutting, another in w dc-

velnpnifiit rumen into play. J he rln ttiihh ally

hen ltd stylus prevent# loss of briHiari'e which

generally occurred when a cold stylus moved
toward the inside of a record.

First "master"’ impression of the music i« now

n ade on magnetic tape instead of a disc. ArtiM#

can hoar pla\ hacks instantly. Engineers <an

•monthly ''edit ’ by splicing. On the finish' d

record, brilliance never before possible.

’ °nrrrto No. 2, in B-FIat, Op. 83 (Brahms). Artur Rubinstein,

piani-t

w Directions in Music. Santer-Finegan On he-tra

RoIhti ’"haw (inducts Volume IlofChristmas Hymns and ( and9

Ballet and Bizet. Leopold Stokowski and hjs Symphony Orchestra
B"'> Fingers. Three Suns
^•opl.ony No. 9. in D Minor, Op. 123 ("Choral")

s
' mphonv No. 1. in C, Op. 21 (Beethoven). Arturo I ocean ini,

' MK. Symphony Orchestra
Tr, ‘lan and Isolde . . . ,

doubles the impact of recorded music! $

“New Ortbophonic
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Climax of the "Victrola” half-century!

1808 First practical disc phonograph patented by
Kldridge R. Johnson, founder of the Victor Co.

1008 First "Victrola” phonograph—an acoustic

achievement years ahead of its time

1025 The Orthophonic "Victrola”—greatest

achievement in mechanical reproduction

FIDELITY

Finest reproduction

of music ever offered

at popular low prices!

C
V Jonvcntimial phonographs arc* limited in the

amount of recorded sound they can reproduce.

In fact, most conventional phonographs cannot
*

reproduce much more than half the sound on

todav's finest recordings. Much of the record

limbic, in other words, i- masked or ’'hidden'’

by conventional phonographs.

The "hidden” nuisie is the very high- and very low-

pitched sounds. These "highs” and "lows” give

music it- sparkling brilliance and life. Conventional

phonographs are incapable of reproducing most of

these "highs,” and the "lows” mine out as dull,

lxiomy sound.

RCA Victor, world leader in recorded music, after

years of acoustical engineering rxjHTienoe in phono-

graph design, circuitry and efficient utilization of

power, has produced the new High Fidelity

"\ ietrola” phonographs. They reproduce music w ith

a degree of faithfulness that is astonishing. This

ac hievement is RCA. \ ietor High Fidelity

!

"J ietrola" High Fidelity . . •

neic in every plume

From record changer to cabinet, RCA Victor High

fidelity * \ ietrola" phonographs are the products

of new de-ign- and specially Constructed parts.

There's a sjtecidl new amplifier designed for high

p>w. r w it h minimum di- tort ion at all output levels.

A hrand -net-, i-e^^d automatic record cltanger Util-

ize- a jjowerliil motor thatfiinnuni/es eic» Ironic hum

Model 3HESS f 13Q.Q3
Mahogaii) Finish (l.irned Oak extra)

and rumble. Tts turntable is precisely weighted and

halaneed to assure smooth, constant -speed ojx*ra-

tion. 1 he pickup used in the console record changer

is the universally acclaimed variable reluctance

type. The table model record changer uses a sens-

itive ceramic pickup. Both pickups have long-lasting

manufactured sapphire sty li, or needles.

/Jr. //. F. Olson, world-renowned acoustical

expert, designed a new, wide range
loudspeaker for " f ietrola” High Fidelity

Because the louds|xuiker must accurately reproduce

the sounds made by every musical instrument and*

voice, it is, perhaps, the most important single unit

in any high fidelity phonograph.

To design a new loudspeaker capable of reproducing
' ilighs” and "lows” that are natural and lifelike,

R( . \ \ ietor called on IJr. H. F. Olson, of the David
Sarnoff Research Center at Princeton. His answer

was the new cunilinear loudspeaker with a specially

developed wide range that was literally "made” for

RCA ^ ietor High Fidelity "Victrola” phonographs.

The cabinet— meticulously designed
for " Victrola” High Fidelity

In High fidelity the cabinet plays an important
role . . . it i.s the loudsficaker's acoustical chainHat.
I he new \ ietrola ’ High Fidelity cabinets are

mil t with extra-thick walls, special bracing in the

icoustical chainlicr, cost tierjoinings. Fxclusive "stay

nit” friction hinges keep console doors at just the

l irlo eon tA'ant

Stvlc-wise, "Victrola” High Fidelity cabinets arc

stunning Contemporary designs that are "fashion

right” for every room setting.

Hear lifelike music anywhere in the home

With a new RCA Victor Companion Sjieaker and

Cabinet you can hear brilliant, natural sounding

music anvwhere in vour home! When used in dual
• •

operation with your High Fidelity "Victrola” phono-

graph in the same room, music has greater depth

and the illusion of realism is increased.

A three-position switch on thejihonograpli |x*rmit3

playing of Companion Sjx*aker alone, phonograph

s|>cakcr alone, or both speakers together. Com-

panion Speakers have 50 feet of cable, all necessary

adaptors and brass-finish hardware.

Model SPK-8, matched for use with table phono-

graph 3HKS5, has an 8-inch "Olson-design loud-

speaker. Model SPK-1, matched for use with con-

sole phonograph 3IIS6, has a 12-inch
f
’Olson -design

lotids|H-aker.

Prir** are aug^rklrd lint price* and are alightW higher in the .
Jt

and tar Weu. S|H*rifiratii>n» snihjert to ciiaiti:- without no.i*
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1026 The "Electrola" with elec ironically

amplified sound brings complete symphony

orchestras to the home

1027 First successful automatic phonograph

with a practical record changer

|03l RCA Victor Acoustically Compensated

Volume Control adds new tonal range

IB33 RCA N iclor "Dy namir Expander'*
achieves new realign in recorded music

IBJItt RCA Victor K<H> High Fidelity

Phonograph foreshadows today's

new ora in sound reproduction

IB IK Balanced RCA N iclor "(jolden
I hroal" l’onc System

IB 17 RCA Victor "Berkshire Series'*

establishes a new high standard for High

fidelity phonographs in the home

IB IB l.trpm System fu>t record and

changer designed for each other

IB.V7 .*l-s|M*ed "\ ietrola" record player

tor improved enjoyment ot all >|>ecds

Model 3HS6 1275

Mahogany, Walnut Finohes (lamed Oak extra}

F Model SPK-8 Mod. 1 SI’K 1 l«9.05

Mahogany Finish (Lmifd Oak rutra) Mahogany, Ualn.it hinshr* (l imed Oak olifi)

the "hidden*’ highs and lows

’Yictrola” High Fidelity

now reveals the highs

in your records!

Only HCA Virlor

lias the new High Fi«h*lily

“(folden Throaf ’ l our System
.•Ay.'-.vy

Shaded area shows the

limited sounds of the

conventional phonograph

wY//& mmM
( oinponen t >, < o>i*t» ri i in* *.t i i

an even gn al' i 1 1 iurnph « d -on

ing. f hi- ro w and ov* n mop' « \a

oi High I idofity j.i< 1 up onipl

and a< pu-li<‘al < liatulo
/
pi odur*

irnet brilliant ton*- you eve

nm-ic on record-. It s anotln i

and only IB .A \ i< tor ha- it

!

Vietrola” High Fidelity

now reveals the lous

in your records!

Moat phonopraplx cannot propnrlv ff|>r™ju« w I" Pth 'g> '

'

pitch'd aounda. Thr-r elusive "highs’ and ln»« .ound far di-d ha!>.

In conventional phonograph.. Vm often they arc nnmpl«nl, -»«««.

Hearinp .bn fmevt rcenrdin,. .ill. "Victrol. II,fh Moldy .-an no t asn.he

r.„r ,
f„,m top to bottom, dote .0 100'i . . . dmoal Joulla tlx r«l„m!

doubles the impact of recorded music
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For those who like to "build their own”. .

.

The complete new RCA line of

203 possible combinations
,

each perfectly matched and balanced,

iall assembled with ease— —mt
ranging from a modest lonv-cost setup

to the finest d<: luxe installations

IVPt St-1

DECORAIOR-DESIGSFD

EQUPMEM CABINET

Handsomely styled equipment ealunet of
custom quality atul appearance in "con-
servative-contemporary” design. Modern
in spirit, yet it will "fit in” with virtually

any decor. It is furnished with 16* legs to

approximate the height of television and

other cabinets in the room. The SE-1
cabinet is designed with ample space to

house a ,record changer, tuner, and pre-

amplifier (if employed). If the tuner is

omitted, record storage space will be avail*

able. Blond and mahogany finishes.

SC-8, SC-12, SC-15

DECORATOR-DESIGNED

SPEAKER CABINETS
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"Intermatched” HIGH FIDELITY equipment

*MKt

ata#®****
1

MM» «tM®

WO-COtK 15 INCH

'Oiscr SfUKEK

iYoir, anyone who wishes ran adopt the "separate unit ** idea . The new lino

«l RCA lliKh Fillclity Kijtiipiunil providcK a variety of players, tuners, ampli-

fiers, speakers and enclosures. All are intermateheds simple to connect, power-

proportioned for home systems. Complete flexibility permits rearrangement

at will, w itli provision for expanding tilt* installation in easy steps.

The '

‘separate-unit*’ idea had its beginning among hobbyists who liked to
r
build their own*’— selecting professional equipment of finest quality, selecting

custom assemblies to fit the individual application. Such units as the KUA
f
‘Olson*’ (LC-IA) Speaker, originally designed exclusively for broadcast 'sta-

tion use, literally became collectors’ items. Hut only an expert can assemble

units of various types and be certain of the result. Unmatched impedances or

incorrect coupling can lead to disappointment.

Type SRC-3 1 Record Changer. De luxe,

three-speed, automatic record changer.

Shuts nlT automatically at end of last

record. Equipped with heavy duty 4-pole

motor—assuring constant s|>eed. Turn-

table is weighted toprox ide smooth rumble-

free operation. Sound iv cut of! by swit* h

during cycling operation.

Type ST-1 AM-FM Tuner. Fxccllcnt

reception over the standard AM-FM bands.

Sensitivity: better than 3 mierovolts. Out-

put: 2 volts at lev-, than 0. distortion.

Response: *ldh from 20 to 20,000 c.p.s.

Band switch, volume control and tuning

control.

TypeSVT-l AM-FM De l uxe Tuner.

AM-FM radio tuner and built-in pre-

amplifier with combined input selector

switch, volume control, tuning control,

bass and treble control-. |)c-igii*d to feed

dire* tlx into RllAV High fidelity |)e l uxe

I’oxxer Amplifiers.

Type SV-1 De Luxe Pre-Amplifier. A

de luxe unit in every sense of the word. *

Designed especially for use x\itli power

amplifiers of the RCA line. Response w i 1

1

1

Tv pe SB- 10 or SB-20 Bower Amplifier

On radio: 20 to 20.000 e.p.v. * 1 dl». On

Oi thoplionic: ,10 to 1 3,0(10 e.p.v. *-
1 * 1 1 ».

Type SA P-10 10-Watt Amplifier. I or

live in hi-fi sx steins w her* 1
it is devirahle

to combine input selector, xoltage ami

power amplifier* functions in a vHigle unit.

l!*piip[H‘d with input -elector switch for

phonograpli-radio-auxiliarx position'. vol-

ume control, bass ami treble controls.

Type SP-20 De Luxe 20-Watt Power

Amplifier. I Itimate in RCA hi-fi pou* r

amplifier-. Blenty of reserve. I In* id* .d

unit for power and performam r. Respon-e;

20 to 20,000 e.p.v. -f 0.3 lib 0.2 <lb.

Type SP-10 De Luxe 10-Wall Power

Amplifier. Response: 20 to 20.000 c.p.s.

-f- ( db. 0.2 db. Input: 0.3 X oils b»r

maximum output.

Type SL-B Fxtended Range B-Incli

Speaker, lor limileil lot* rung spa* e.

(mod re-poil-e ()•> to lU.OOO e.p.s. («ill

handle |0 watts o| power, a* luexes excel-

lent sound balam e m the i{<:\ sea
on* losiire *>r it' equix.ihnt. I he leailiug

qu.ilil x -peak T in it- • 1 .0 *.

|xp«*Sl/-l2 Lxtemled Range 12-lueli

Speaker. Iim-t I2in*h -pe.ik*r ever

nude aval Uhl* to lli*' hi I a I* lit v ent hu- i.ot.

Jiulv faithful ii'proilm tmn oxer the . »0-

to |().(Mlf) *\ *
!*• i a Mgr.

Tx pe I ( - I \ Duo-< one 13-lneli

"Ohon*" Speaker. I l.«- famed I > in* li

duo <oii*‘ -p«ak*i *1* - igned I > x Itr. (thou,

hea*l of lh*' \* oil ti al I a hoi atones of the

Maxid Vu iiofl R»'-< ai*h (,* nl* r. * »ff *-r**»l

tm li* it i* ii * t**i tin fit t time. An ex* lit-

i
\ # ( 1 1 ..ii de- ij't'l* >1 innovation in -p< ak* r

I Mil. till tern the u * o| a*oii l|* ,tl dome*
. v

i Ini'. I. iv p</ii ibl* f..i lh*- min- iially

Uiootfl |e poll •' fill’ l!|*' I ( .- 1 \ S lilt* I ly

I* an - < * 1 1 1 1
* 1 .

~ ' ‘ *

RCA liitrrinatclieri High Fidelity Fqiiipiu<‘iil removes rink nml guesswork from

h<Hitc High Fidelity assembly, opens wide for all one of (lie most fascinating

and rewarding avenues to musical enjoyment.

RCA "Interniat* lied High I id* lit

y

cnni|HUient« are designed to make

their assembly into home nnisie

systems easy f* »r those who liaxe

the interest ami desire to build

their own.” Many people, however,

prefer to haxe this work done for

them profe-sionallx , (Qualified t«'< h-

nieians, manx of whom specialize

in high fidelity in-tallatioii-, a re

available throughout lli<- *<uinlrv.

In addition. 1

1

1
»• -tall **l tli*' IH . \

Servii'e ( *>.. In*., unhide* l « «

1

1 r 1

1

-

ciaiiv r-pc* i.dlv tram* *1 m tli*' m-t. il-

lation ali*l in .i in I • n. ill* •• of IH \

high fi*!< lit v eipiipm* lit . I* ( \
V

* rv -

jre Cornpaiiv hranrhe-. h»« at< «| in

prm* ipal < iti* - throughout tli*'

cotintrv. are 1 * - 1 « I in tli* telephone

director i*

lA'FOH.MATRfA about KC\ ‘

1

1

1

t« i matt he*l High I i*h lit;. I quip*

ment may be obtained from your high fidelity l |* ' iah-t, or ,wr ite lb - A

Engineering Products Department, -/f A
,
Building I > I, C<im*!'-n. .V J.

r

J

’ ^ Country’s leading st;
f

-j«aker cabinets in colls
^

1
' acoustic scientists to ar

i _ .

1 losure from functional

t

andpoints. Cabinets may
•

!M/un tally or vertically, a
_ * 4 •

A feature of these enclosures h the use of

diagonally placed damping material for

ab-orhing cabinet resonances, assuring ex-

cellent acoustic characteristics. Ihc-e are

phase-inversion type cabinets. Available in

either blond or mahogany finish.

New rca Victor High Fidelity

doubles the impact of recorded

59
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• doubles the future

of home music

for the listener. With show music there’s

ail on stage quality that lifts you from the 8th

row center ami places you right in the middle of

the original cast. For the first time at home you

can summon the breath-taking brilliance and

impact of a great symphony orchestra.

By achie\ing truer dynamics, by providing tip to

100% increase in range of tone. RCA Victor High

Fidelity doubles the pleasure of music. The record

has become a \irtual duplicate in sound.

: V
. y v, ", 'yy

for the artist. To he hear.l nidi RCA Victor

High Fidelity is like being ' discovered” all over

again. Fstablished fans will listen with double

enthusiasm and appreciation. New fans will multi-

ply as the High Fidelit v movement increases

record and phonograph listening.

for the showman, rcy Victor High i i-

delity oilers new horizons for all who present,

stage and produce talent. \ new diamond-bright

showcase in which artist and performance sparkle

as ivev er before.

for the broadcaster, rcy Victor lligh

fidelity makes listening a more enjoyable pas-

time. Vi itli wider musical appreciation on the

part of the public comes new entertainment

opportunity for broadcast stations.

for the educator. Symphony Hall moves

into the classroom with RCA Victor High

Fidelity. Mu>ic l>ecomes an exciting, stimulating

and rewarding experience—-awakening a desire

for more.
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Hi-Fi Came Into Real Fruition

8 Years Ago with Magnetic Tap
1 By CORDON JENKINS 1

There hasn’t been so much excitement around the
record business since Mitch Miller discovered the French
horn; what has been in the past a hobby to the few is now
commonplace to the many. While in the midst of finish-

ing a trip around our major cities, plugging my “Seven
Dreams” for the record dealers, the talk w-as “Hi-Fi, Hi-Fi,

Hi-Fi.” In almost every town a confused dealer has called

me aside, and asked, “Just what is high fidelity?”

They are inclined to think that hi-fi is some new cure-all

for the record business, that was discovered along about

last February. I tried to explain to them that high

fidelity is merely a description of the particular character-

istics of a given record player; high fidelity is an adjective,

not a noun.

Back in the '20s. I used to listen to my Armstrong rec-

ords on a high fidelity machine. That is to say. it was a
machine of the highest fidelity of that era. The player
that came out a few years later was of higher fidelity, and
so on. The current excitement is due to the fact that, for
the first time, manufacturers are making better quality
machines available to the public. Unfortunate’.?, for the
buyer, some companies are using the hi-fi label pretty

the buyer need not be an engineer to make a loosely; lo-fi would be a lot more apt. in some instances,

in selecting high-fidelity equipment. Reliance The ret.or(j dealer cries ‘‘Buy this, it has multiple
ation of the dealer and the manufacturer, plus speakers!!" The customer gasps, writes a check and goes
own judgment of performance through dem- home with a machine of only moderate fidelity at best.
>efore purchase, will assure him ol the lull Two speakers or 20 don’t necessarily make for superior
f this rich medium of entertainment and relax- listening. During my trip 1 had the opportunity to hear

most of the new brand-name hi-fis, and a few custom————————— M — jobs. I found at least two sets selling for around $500

_ — . mtmtma that weren't as good as my $300, two-year-old machine.

The current craze must seem a little belated to a fellow'

like Don Bernard, the Hollywood ad executive. He has
probably spent more money in the last 20 years than most
people have ever seen, changing amplifiers, pre-ampli-
fiers. speakers, cartridges, etc.

There’s no question in my mind that the current trend
will be of tremendous value to those of us in the record
business; for one thing, the listener at home, hearing his

favorite LI* as he has never heard it before, won’t have
his TV set on; that’s for sure.

Our engineers at Decca have been anticipating the
present trend since 1947, and I’m sure all the others have
too; the range of modern records will be plenty for any of
the new machines.

A word to the prospective buyer; don’t be misled by
technical data, and don’t buy the first one you hear; hi-fi

is a label easily applied; and the only thing “high” about
it may be the price.

( Director
,
David Sarnoff Research Center

)

I Princeton, N. J. and low frequencies
High fidelity sound equipment might, in a broad sense,

be considered to date from the beginning of commercial
phonogi aph and record development more than half a cen-

tury ago. Because high fidelity is a relative term, the
product of each advance in the con-

tinuous improvement of sound record*

ing and reproduction was “high fidel*

ity” by comparison with earlier re-

suits.

m However, the measure of realism or
V gp naturalness Implied by the term today
* A ' W

j s the fruit of a series of scientific

a
. 'Wfttf-

research and engineering achieve-

O** ments that began with efforts to im-
prove early motion picture sound. In

the late ’20s, the infant talkies were
afflicted with some serious speech im*

oi on pediments.
r> su

Existing sound recording and repro-

duction equipment could not be made to meet the require-

ments of the !new medium. RCA was privileged to play

an important role in the devlopment of special equipment
and techniques. Among its numerous early contributions

were the introduction of noise-lree vinyl plastic record

material in 1928, the highly sensitive and directional

velocity microphone in 1931, optical recording with ultra-

violet light in 1932. and the highly selective unidirectional

microphone in 1934. Similar advances were made in pick-

up equipment, amplifiers, and cellular loudspeakers for

theatres.

As the voice of the movie screen improved, no time was
lost in adapting the new principles to the needs of radio

broadcasters and developing improved equipment espe-

cially designed for broadcast use. Among RCA’s early

contributions to high fidelity in this field was the 1932

development of the double voice coils loudspeaker, first

extended range loudspeaker to be Introduced com-
mercially.
Such equipment became known professionally as “broad-

cast quality” equipment, and it was when a few radio and
communications engineers began using this equipment to

build music reproducing systems in their homes that the

so called “hi-fi movement” was born.
Perhaps the most important single year in the evolution

of today s hi-fi equipment, however, came only eight years
ago In that year. lic’A Victor adopted the use of magnetic
tape in its recording activities, permitting the capture of

a wider range of sound frequencies with less noise and
distortion, as well as greater flexibility in editing, and in-

troduced the first commercial records made of noise-free

vinyl plastic. These two developments were followed by
tin* introduction of the 45-rpm system of recorded music in

1949 the improved long play system in 1950. and the uni-

axial microphone, most directional commercial micro-
phone developed to date. Since high fidelity means true

reproduction of all elements ot the original sound, wide-
range recording with a minimum of noise and distortion

i> essential to high-fidelitv reproduction.
Meantime'. 1947 brought the introduction of the RCA

duo-cone loudspeaker, which is actually two speakers in

one, with the high frequency and low frequency cones ar-

ranged congruent ly 'in the same plane'. In addition to

separate cone>. this speaker incorporates separate voice
cmls and separate magnetic structures for the high and
low frequencies^ Originally introduced for broadcast
use. it was also used in R(’\ Victor's de luxe “Berkshire
Series" high fidelity instruments. To its original features,
as it u now made available to the general public for the
first tune as a separate component, there has been added
a design feature consisting of seven acoustical domes,
attached to the inside of the low-frequency cone, which
further improve it> performance.

Many Factor**

Factors to he weighed in the evaluation of high-fidelity

phonographs and equipment units include frequency
range, distortion, what is known as transient response, and
directivity.

While the range of 40 to 15.000 cycles may be considered
the practical ideal, the effect of restricting the range
within these limits varies according to personal tastes.

(leneially. the choice between ideal and restricted fre-

qtiencv range must be made on the basis of cost. Dis-
tortion should be held below tfhe level of perception for
the frequency limit and peak volume afforded by the
equipment.

Because all speech and music is in a continuous state of
change. ' transient response"—-that is. the promptness
with which peaks of sound build up and diminish— is an-
other important factor. If this characteristic is poor, the
result will be *fu/z-y reproduction in the upper frequen-
cies and a hangover of tones in the lower frequencies.
The directivity or distribution pattern of a high-fidelity
loudspeaker should be broad and uniform for both high

By CEORCK R. MAREK
(Victor A&R Director)

On my recent trip to European capitals I was impressed

by the fact that while high fidelity recording techniques

are in general use, public exposure to high fidelity repro-

duction lags far behind the United States. The reason is

readily apparent on examination.
A substantial amount of recording

done in F.urope is designed eventually
for world consumption. Yet the cost

of high fidelity reproduction is still

prohibitive for most listeners in most
countries, despite public enthusiasm
for the new development.

In some countries the public is now
enjoying its first mass exposure to 45
rpin and long-playing records. The
welcome acceptance of microgroove is

so evident that the next phase—avail-

ability of instruments for high fidelity

reproduction of these records—is

bound to be accelerated.
This international acceptance of new criteria of record-

ed sound and reproduction is directly related to the re-

cording artist and the repertoire selected for recording.
From the artist's standpoint if may no longer suffice to re-

cord a work so that it sounds “just like a concert per-
formance.” Assuredly the sense of realism conveyed by
a concert performance is desirable, even essential. But
the concept that a recorded performance should sound
as it did in the concert hall must beTTe-examined.

The acoustical environment of a concert hall filled

with people, may he far less desirable than that of a re-
cording studio, whose sole occupants are the performing
artists and electronic equipment needed to transmit music
to the tape-recording machines. This is equally true when
the same auditorium in which a concert was given subse-
quently is used for a recording session.

Uncontrollable factors frequently influence a concert
performance. A hall filled with people absorbs and damp-
ens musical sounds. Deficiences of design and architec-
ture may alter the interpreter’s musical intent to the ex-
tent that he must shape his performance to overcome them.
The same auditorium, stripped of people and adapted

for recording purposes, or a specially.,designed recording
studio, becomes a controlled acoustical environment.
To the extent that recording technicians have control of

the acoustics and the placement of microphones, there may
emerge a performance different in sound from what may
have been heard before by a live audience. This is not
to Imply that an orchestra must play differently, a singer
sinp differently, or an instrumentalist perform differently.

Geo. M.irek

By <;OI)D\RD LIEBERSON
(Executive V.P., Columbia Records

)

According to our engineers, high fidelity, as applied to
recording and record-reproducing instruments, means re-

production so realistic that the illusion is created of being
present at the actual performance. Our artist & repertoire
directors amend this definition—the
illusion is frequently even better than
being present at the actual perform-

All of us. however, prefer the word Mt
0'

“realism” to the phrase “high fidel- M
ity,” which has now come to mean M
virtually all things to all men, a kind
of record business “chlorophyll.” Al* HR
most anything can and is claimed to BHL Jfl!
be “high fidelity”—unbearably loud
records, painfully shrill records, any
phonograph in a leatherette case
priced at more than $50.

It is, of course, gratifying to find

the general public as well as the industry so concerned
with excellent sound reproduction. But we wonder if,

instead of coining exotic new' words for life-like sound, we
shouldn't all go back to some nice, meaningful old-

fashioned adjective like “realistic.”

Realism Is. after all, what we want. We want a string

quartet to sound like four men playing in a small, intimate
hall. We save the spaciousness and big-rich effects for a

full opera company or a symphony orchestra, which ought
to sound as they would at the Metropolitan or Carnegie
Hall or the Philadelphia Academy of Music. We don't
aim to drown any listener in sound, to batter any ear-

drums or, for that matter, break up any homes.
We believe in departing from realistic conditions only

when they can be improved by recording techniques and
production ingenuity. This is particularly true in the ca>e
of such material as plays and musical shows. Frequently,
a real, live production isn’t even available for recording —
‘ Pal Joey,” ‘ Porg.v and Bess,” and even “The Band Wagon ’

were only cherished memories when we decided to stage
the revivals in our studio. Then we have to start from
scratch, so to speak, to create the excitement of a theatri-

cal performance, give the listener the sensation of sitting

in the best house seats, let him hear every single word of

every song without losing a syllable because of audience
laughs or coughs.

Who can deny that Shaw’s “Don Juan in Hell” is even
better savored when heard on records than from a stage,

where even the virtuoso Drama Quartette is at the mercy
of poor acoustics and audience noise.

When Ira Gershwin first listened to our complete record-
ing of “Porgy and Bess,” he noted happily that this was
how his brother George would have wanted people to hear
his opera. Realistic, wide range recording has given the

phonograph-owner the opportunity to have not a faint

carbon-copy but the full exciting impact of a stage per-

formance. But, to be completely realistic, of course, we
must say that applies only to phonograph-owners whose
equipment is good enough to reproduce everything we

Goddard Litberson

Artistic Obligation

have put on the record
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Mr* Goddard Lieberson
Columbia Records Inc*

799 Seventh Avenue
New York 19, N. Y.

Dear Mr* Lieberson:
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You were right. The Columbia n}60n arrived yesterday simul-

taneously with your letter. It is true, I had to wait a

long time, but I assure you that I feel richly compensated

for that "Wangen und Bangen in schwebender Pein". For I
*

am simply delighted with this miraculous machine which seems

to me the decisive step forward on your, on our way. This

is really the first time in my experience that I have heard

such a fully satisfactory orchestral sound, in colors and
,

sonority, in beauty and in clarity, from a phonograph —

just the sound I had always longed for. Let me congratulate

you from all my heart on this great achievement

With mary thanks and greetings.

Sincerely yours.

Bruno Walter
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Disks and High Fidelity

As Mutual Sales Hypos
By l*UL J. WEXLEK

< Utah's V. Columbia Records)

High fidelity sound, which up until now has had limited

appeal, is getting its first his. concerted push this fall.

Dealer enthusiasm is at a high pitch and initial reaction

of the trade Indicates that this will be the biggest year

ever for phonograph sales,with a tre-

~7T
~~— ~—

~| ntendous emphasis on hi-fi equipment.
jM Hi Fi in all price ranges is proving

to tie the the (h-aler

expecting, and it is tilling the

* i,iiim. to some extent, which has

Jl been created by slumping sales of

other merchandise.

J&aKb -. > ' The demand for high fidelity equip-

f|j
|

rn nient was actually created by in-

WjL ><^ / creased record interest. The con-

B ti nually improving high standards of—— recording and increasing amount of

entertainment value on records lias
au *’ x < r

stimulated the desire for more com-
plete listening satisfaction. Never before has such a fan-

tastic selection of repertoire, artists, literary greats, politi-

cal figures, etc., been available on wax.
High fidelity has been a specialized business. During

the fall, however-, we shall see the emergence of a new
product adaptable for mass consumption. The effect on
retail record sales can only he excellent, to put it mildly.

Itceordings will obviously sound better than ever before

and will appear to a great mass of the consuming public

to lie an entirely new product in terms of sound reproduc-

tion. It will stimulate the consumer into becoming a

record buyer and will bring into the fold many people4 '

who have been postponing purchase of a really good
phonograph.
We know from experience that new phonograph owners

are heavy record buyers. We also can assume that much
of the high fidelity equipment which will be sold this fall

will be bought by people who have never owned a phono-
graph before, or people who own antiquated pieces of

equipment and have ceased buying records This cer-

tainly bodes well for record sales. High fidelity could
conceivably bring a second piece of playing equipment into

the home. The old phono may well become a castoff and
be handed to Junior and the new standard family machine
will become a hi-fi set. 'Phis will certainly happen in

many, many homes soon and will certainly stimulate over-
tin* count or 'record activity.

As far as the acjji a I selling is concerned, high fidelity

must be demonstrated, it cannot merely be talked about.
As a matter of fact, the actual machine is the best sales-

man and the playing of a recording on the machine is the
best sales technique.

High fidelity is, in essence, a new standard in sound
reproduction and in the long run. the consumer will not
settle for anything less. The tremendous increasing inter-

est in this equipment, if properly exploited through mass
distribution channels, can result in a volume businss which
is stable and profitable.

Quality Sound on TV a Factor

In the Future of Hi-Fi
By II. LESLIE HOFFMAN
(fVe.?., Hoff than Radio Corp.)

Los Angeles,
In the great enthusiasm for high fidelity sound systems

for borne entertainment, the significance of hi-fi in the
biggest, newest medium of them all—television—has been
overlooked by many.

Ever si.nce the inception of tele-

_ vision, there has been a vast potential
for quality sound reproduction that

0 ’ failed to receive proper recognition.

| That potential was created by the
S Federal (’ommuneiations Commission
* m decreeing that TV sound would he

w transmitted in the full frequency
range of KM. In other words. TV
sound has always been KM sound, and
the capacity for higher quality sound

V'V reproduction has always boon there.
— '

•

* •—-Sm In the unprecedented surge in TV
II I.. Hoffman

popularity in recent years, with the
demand for even bigger screen sizes

and improved pictures, the important “other half" of TV
was almost overlooked. Where TV stations were trans-
mitting all of the sound range* audible to the human ear.

most television receivers could receive only about half
of iImn range —eliminating the real depth, resonance and
tonal color of musical performances, for example.

This capacity for hi-fi sound in TV is the biggest single
advancement in quality television reception in years. This
has been quickly realized by the public, who have proved
most able to evaluate th** electronic "miracle's!' that have
rev olut ionized so many p|ra.ses- of American life.

Network program d heelers are a! o alert to the new
pi’igi imnnhg pb sibifitar* for an audien e .equipped with
ln-ii T\. Tins development opens the door lor more fie-

queii ; I A program* of op’t'a. coUji ert.* operetta and musi-
cal comedy, a- tin* T\ ';vi<*we( will become a TV ' listen
ci a pell a lis« pier w ho ha* a "new d i ,i iefi -ton in

sound to i»dcl to d In* vi-t:.. <4ctg ()f 'IV.

IVrhap* tn«* hot tu as of ,ii, .arm- t a hi ti i:i television
home C 'Ciycrs i* lie* tut that P ( in hi* offered to Hie
puhlia wp hout -udd'dilv *ky rocketing prices.

mJ-
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Fritz Reiner
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Promoting Longhairs
By DR. FRITZ REINER

(Until his recent appointment as Musical Director

of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Dr. Reiner was
for fi re years the leading conductor of the Metropoli-

tan Opera.)

Asking me to write about high fidelity recording and re-

production of music is somewhat like asking a man of the

doth to expound on religion. I consider it a pleasure and

a privilege, as well as something of a duty, to preach the

gospel of high fidelity.

I use the word “duty" because I

e
fecl that everyone in the field of

music should do whatever can be done
to excite new interest, win new devo-

tees, and to work in every way for

the improvement of the art. High
fidelity contributes in many ways.

While I know that the number of

local symphony orchestras in this

country and the frequency and
breadth of concert recitals have been
vastly increased in the last decade, it

has been through phonograph records
Fritz Reiner

that t j ie greatest number of people

have come to know and love good music. Actually, the

record listiming public is growing like Jack's beanstalk

In varying degrees, high fidelity is bringing to older

music lovers a new excitement that is tantamount to a

new dimension in phonograph recordings. It is also

winning new audiences, as any improved product always

does. For anyone who will listen, there is in high fidelity

a wealth and richness of sound, enabling the listener to

come closer to the inherent values of the music than was

ever possible before.

On my return from abroad in September, I was very

pleased to learn that such American companies as RCA
Victor are now manufacturing good high fidelity equip-

ment at a price which most music lovers can alTord.

1 think a moderate price is very important in order to

bring such wonderful advantages to the greatest number
of people, typer since I began to make recordings in the

1930s, there have been deluxe models available. But

very few could pay the price. Records themselves were
vastly improved in sound quality. Du t only a wealthy

few owned the equipment to realize the full advances in

recording,

It will he gratifying to ail conductors and musicians

that this new era of high fidelity is bringing into every

home the full value of music as the composer wrote it

and as we have played it.

What Hi-Fi Means to Pop Singers

By PKRKY COMO
Most people think of high fidelity as something that is

primarily for longhair recording artists and fans. I don't.

1 think it's one of the greatest things that has ever hap-

pened to the pop music business. Why? Let's go back

a few years.

I like to think I've always been careful about recording.

Once, some years back when I first started making records,

a recording director turned to me after we’d made several

takes and said. “Look. Perry, if we do one more we won’t

have to press up copies, we'll make enough money by

just selling what we've got on these lacquers."

But the next lake was it, and everybody was happy when
we listened to the final playback. The equipment they had

in the studio made the record sound just the way we
wanted it.

A couple of weeks later I got my regular factory press-

ings of the tune. In my home I had what I thought was

a pretty good phonograph. But the record didn't sound

the same as it had in the studio. Something was missing:

there seemed to be tones that I’d sung into the micro-

phone that weren't coming out of Hu* speaker, especially

when I'd turn down the volume.

I started asking questions. Engineers gave me the an-
swer*. At that time records were as good as the experts
could make them. I wondered if they'd ever be able to
make them sound tin* way a playback sounded in the
studio.

All thi* was long before anybody but the professionals
and a few experimenter.* knew what the term hi-fi meant.
Then I started noticing improvements. Plastic records

cut out the hissing sound called surface noise. The now-
speed discs minimized distortion. Then came hi fi.

A friend of mine a >ked me over to his house. He said
he had something he wanted to show oil. That night l

got my first listen to a hi fi rig. I thought it was great.
No matter what you did with tin* volume, you didn't seem
to lose anything.

1 found my sell thinking about hi fi. during our next
recording >e -.ion. I vva* more careful than I'd ever been.
As the wo: I got around about hi-fi 1 noticed that the
musician* and tin* conductor were taking even greater
fate, too Everybody wanted everything on our records
to he p'htect even though the 'number of people with hi fi

rig* still w a ' small.

Now the number of hi fi phonographs around will he
( on-! mil y growing I hi* year several prominent companies
a»>* turning out hi-fi -el* that most people can afford.
Nothing could In* better for pop singers,

K\oi' body know* ii * the kids— mostly-—-who buy pop

ee they get

a a

I *ec it all the* dtli.-bs ait* -going to
in ever h loro because the kids are
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Hi-Fi Need Not Be

High-Priced
By EDWARD R. TAYLOR

(Vice-President, Motorola)

, ,
Chicago

We, at Motorola, have long felt that hi-fi and high pi *

need not be completely synonymous. We know hov
with the introduction of a high fidelity combination sella
below $100—that a quality sound system has been brougL

within the income range of all mu.
* —i lovers. We think conditions are e*p *

daily ripe for a big hi-fi year.
First, the phonograph record is o; •

of the few items that has gone down
in price since 1951.

Next, record company executive*
claim that classical record sale* are
zooming to all-time highs. Since the
classical record lends itself so well t >

faithful reproduction, it is a natural
tie-in with the introduction of our or
any popular-priced hi-fi unit.

*• R T.vinr Third, surveys show that in th *

K * n ‘ y more mature TV markets people at *

spending less total time in front of their television se *

"than last year. They're becoming more selective in their

entertainment.
How long this hi-fi upsurge will last is anyone’s g.uevs,

but a development as logical as quality sound reproduc-

tion should be much more than a momentary fad. It will

probably get some competition from color TV in the

next few years. FM radio, which once held such promise
for quality sound, was given a jolt by TV. and it's not un-

reasonanble to assume that color TV will have an effect

on hi-fi popularity. We also know that record sal **

dropped in '48. the year TV began to roll. While TV
may not have been the sole factor in the drop, it doubtless

helped. These are factors to he watched closely.

Meantime, hi-fi has had a definite effect on our merchan-
dising. Were getting into music* stores, record shops,

•! and jewelers that we never cracked before. We exhibited

at the Audio Fair, the Jewelers convention, and Mu*.c
Merchants show—places we had never shown before.

Probably no other product we sell calls for the consumer
education that hi-fi does. For this reason, we have aimed
special merchandisers at the retail salesmen. We believe

the customer should be told in simple terms what hi-fi is

and what it isn't: why it sounds different from hi* ol 1

record player, and why it will make his old records sound
better. Naturally, these merchandisers are slanted toward
selling our model. As our Hi-Fi system is unique, we
want the floor salesman to be armed with all the fact.*

concerning the differences between our capacitive type of

pickup and the others, and how our system differs froth

the conventional hi-fi. “Hi-Fi at low cost” is the theme.
Another means of consumer education is our itinerant

display wherein the customer can see as well as hear liie

difference between the ordinary phonograph and our In-

fidelity model. Both units, playing the same record, are
connected to separate oscilloscopes placed side by side

for easy comparison of the two sound patterns. True,
most people don't know the exact technical aspects of wh.it

they are seeing, but they can see a difference. As their

ear has told them that the Hi-Fi device is superior, the
added visual proof is the convineer. We first had this

display at our July convention. Distributor personnel
liked it so much that we are putting it on the road for

any distributor who wants it.

As mentioned before, our merchandise is showing up in

new places. We are meeting new people. No matter how
far tlie hi-fi surge travels, we're aboard for the full trip,

and were having a lot of fun with it.

Those NEW SOUNDS Now

Can Be Really Heard
By JOE CVRI.TON

t Victor Pop A&R Manager)

Everybody in this business is always talking about “new
sounds.” The truth of the matter is that the term i* very
ambiguous; the meaning of it varies with the person using
the term.
One person may mean things like echo chamber and

filters.

Another uses it to describe new arranging technique*
Someone else may mean a singer's style or vocal qualilv.

To me. however, there’s only one really important appa
cation of. tlu* term and that has to do with hi-fi.

Freshness i* one of the* most important words in an
A & R man's vocabulary. Frankly. 1 think you're dead
without it.

Sure, you have to give the* public what it want*. Tint's
common sense. But at the* same lime you must constantly
keep making and introducing new things.
And it'.* not only new names I'm talking about. ai-

tliough they’re certainly important. What I mean. I;
-

ever, is that you've got to keep your engineer* on t v r

toes, continually on the watch for new electronic devel •

incuts that may give your records fresh sounds. You v
*

also got to keep your ears open for the sound* that ar-

rangers are coming up,with.
But now the definition of "new sounds" that I think i*

most important in term* of hi-fi: Everything that *-'•>'

men and engineer* and artists had been doing cm ivc n *

before the introduction of hi-fi phonographs vva*. do..*

within the limitations of old-fashioned reproducing ey: v
ment.
Why take the trouble to put a delicate string ham

bn type when you knew that most ol the phonograph -

peoples' home* wouldn't pick it up?
This was the picture in the old days. Today. how**,

the lid i* off. With moderately -priced hi-fi cquipm
now available and with the broad distribution lucil.' *

of major companies in the field at work. I believe
we’ll regularly be doing thing- in recording the* ,u- r

(ouldnt have been done hefo're or would hav e b *en

for most of our audience.
There simply isn't any question about it: hi-fi meat - r

fields for ex'ilora* ion. new freshness, and new free.:

for the recording business.
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Motorola

Hi-Fidelity
System

Puls Hi-Fi within the Reach of Ail!

Motorola research and engineering have again achieved the

‘'impossible”; true Hi-Fi reproduction at a price anyone can

afford. Hi-Fi fans will marvel. Millions who know only out-

moded "ordinary” reproduction will l>e astonished, delighted to

discover that their records— old and new— are richer, truer, finer

than they ever dreamed.
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through all of the Golden

Voice radio that made MM Am
Motorola first in radio sales!

Hear this completely different, new
High Fidelity radio-phonograph with

3-speed Intermix record changer

—

NOW!
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Hi-Fi Spells New Store

Traffic for Dealers
llv LkWRENCK I„ KANALV

(General Sales Manager, RCA Victor)

The enthusiastic response both from dealers and the

public to high fidelity instruments and disks should account

for an estimated 1.5-20% increase in classical record sales

during the next 12 months.

The high fidelity boom should also result in a substantial

increase in business for the instrument dealers, who un-

doubtedly will capitalize on the opportunities for big ticket

sales afforded by the new hi-fi equipment. Many of these

dealers also will reactivate and expand their departments

to capitalize to the fullest extent on this home instrument

profit potential.

Always a potent record sales force, instrument dealers

now will be brought into a wider sphere of influence than

ever before, to take a stronger and more active part in the

promotion of high fidelity. They and the record dealers

both will be (puck to see the advantages ol pushing both

the instrument and record lines, hand-in-hand.

Phonograph Owners themselves, who earlier saw the

advantages of the new 45 rpm and 33 1
:! speeds and

adapted their machines accordingly, have been equally

interested in the greater frequency response of high fidel-

ity. with important consequences to dealers.

The recorded interpretation now most in demand is one

with high fidelity or its equivalent, Thus the record buyer

will be weeding out many of the old disks cut under pre-

hi-fi standards. With between 70 and 80'; of the classi-

cal market now influenced hy high fidelity standards, this

means an upsurge in healthy, new store traffic, since con-

sumers will be out shopping for their replacements.

The new hi-fi market power looms big as well in the

popular music field. Both pop and jazz fans now want
to hear all the extended range available on an instru-

mental or vocal record. And the pop field will become
increasingly important to dealers as trends develop in

bands, singers or instrumental groups which will explore

all the new acoustical potentialities of the recording

studio.

We know, of course, that the big retail record sales lie

In the low-priced single item within range of the teen-

agers’ pocket book. By the youngster who today buys the

ballad or bounce tune recorded under the new reproduc-
tion standards should, in many cases, be the high fidelity

equipment purchaser of tomorrow.

The teen-ager, too. is aware of the new' sound on his

hit disk. When he moves mto^ a .larger income bracket
he is going to want, and will be able to pay for/ a machine
which reproduces all its potentialities. This means an
ever-widening market for future hi-fi products.

The record dealer can look towards a cohstantly ex-

panding market due to the hi-fi enthusiasts, who represent
one of the most important sales potentials in the record
industry's entire half-century history.

The Fad That’s Now Big Biz

I\«‘w Billion $ Industry in Ili-Fi
m

\U JOSEPH II. El 1.IOTT
• VP, RCA Victor >

Camden. N J.

That Hew sound"— high fidelity—coming these days

from home entertainment instruments across the nation

gives even indication of heralding the advent of a new era

in the billion dollar industry that began three-quarters

of a century ago with the birth of the

phonograph.
In some respects, the growth of hi-fi

as a potent force in the electronic busi-

ness borders on the phenomenal.
Right now, it is important business.

Potentially, its dollar impact can hi*

compared favorably with that of radio

and television receiver sales. This is

the more remarkable when it is re-

called that only a few short years ago
hi-fi was strictly in the fad category.

What brought about this sudden
boom?
Many suggestions have been ad-

vanced. But perhaps the strongest reason for the growth

of high fidelity can he found in the desire most Ameri-

cans have for doing something better. And hi fi today

marks the best far achieved in the steady evolution and

advancement of sound recording and reproducing tech-

niques.

In the professional sound fields, hi-fi has been with us

for years. But to a large percentage of tin* general public

it is brand new—something as modern as tomorrow. Sales

records prove that high fidelity has passed from the prov-

ince of the fi’w engineers, hobbyists and music lovers who
started the swelling movement.

Today companies with established names make avail-

able to the hi ti tans desiring them components of highest

quality for use in custom-built high fidelity installations.

And RCA Vidor, along with other concerns whose names
are assurances m highest quality, also are manufacturing
complete high fidelity phonographs for those thousands

of persons who want high fidelity but do not want to

worry about technical assemblies or any of the technical

"musts’ that go into the assembly of a custom installa-

tion.

Mod certainly, the high fidelity aspects of our industry

still represent a virtually untapped source of business.

Most people who have become familiar with high fidelity

sound reproduction refuse to be satisfied with anything
less. But until recently such people faced a problem.
They wanted hi-fi hut not badly enough to assemble custom
units which wore, in most cases, comparatively expensive
and complex.

In this connection, perhaps one should recall the early

days of radio. It wasn’t until consumers were able to

buy ready-to-operate receivers that radio became the

industry it is. As long as it was necessary for people to

build sets for themselves, radio was a glorified fad. But

when manufacturers started building sets for the great

consumer market, sales zoomed and the industry—as we
know it today—really was born.

St it is today as phonograph manufacturing companies

turn to high fidelity. "Hi fi" has come of age and high

fidelity reproduction instruments are available, assembled

and ready to play, in finely-styled cabinets and at prices

within the reach of the mass market.
Just how big the market will be is still largely a subject

of estimation. But the industry’ agrees it will be very

large.

We believe high fidelity will recreate the whole phono-
graph industry because it gives the listener an entirely

new concept of musical reproduction for the home.

Hi-Fi Quiz
Capsule guide to the new dimension of sound in high

fidelity reproduction, compiled by industry engineers
and specialists.

Q. What is high fidelity?

A. The finest musical reproduction you cait hear. Ac-

tually, high fidelity is relative, since there are no fixed

standards, either artistic or technical, by which it can be

judged. Ilowever, for want of a better name, it serves to

identify the improved records, reproducers and atdustic

systems that have been developed in recent times to pro-

vide sound reproduction faithful to the original, which
will convey the feeling of realism and naturalness to the

listener.

Q. Do the listener's personal requirements and charac-

teristics affect the definition of higlr fidelity

?

A. Yes. as a hobby or as a type of listening pleasure,

the objectives of high fidelity are highly personalized by
individual taste, response, and home listening room char-

acteristics.

Q. How about '‘cycles" and "dbV?
A. The pitch of sound waves is determined by fre-

quency, expressed as "cycle per second" <ops>, or more
commonly called "cycles.” Their intensity, or loudness,

is expressed in "decibels" <db>. Extended frequency and
dynamic ranges are important, but not sole essentials of

a good high fidelity system.

Q. Why won’t extended frequency and dynamic ranges
alone result in /aith/ubiess and naturalness of reproduc-
tion?

A. Though each of the separate elements of the high
fidelity system may have the necessary extended fre-

quency and dynamic ranges, each must be intermatched
to work together with the other elements as a system.

Q. If the elements of the high fidelity system fail to

work together as a system, U'hat will be the result?

A. It will fail to give balanced reproduction throughout
the frequency range audible to the individual. For ex-

ample, it may favor the "highs" and result in shrillness, or
the ‘lows’’ and result in unwanted rumble, or the middle
ranges and result in the loss of tonal detail and color.

Mismatching may also result in noise, distortion, and other
undesirable characteristics.

Q. What are the basic elements of the high fidelity

system?
A. The source of the reproduced sound (either record-

ings or FM radio tuner* record player, pre-amplifier and
amplifier, loudspeaker and enclosure or cabinet.

Q. Why is balanced reproduction important in the high
fidelity system?

A. It’s a matter of esthetics. The matched hi-fi system
will result in the illusion of reality, though the individual
is listening to reproduced sound rather than an original

performance, because it is capable of recreating the
audible balanced range of tone and subtle nuances of

timbre which give individuality, beauty and expression
to voice and musical instruments.

Q. Explain the recurrence of the word “audible " when
talking about high fidelity frequency range.

A. The practical range of human hearing is roughly
from 30 to 15.000 cycles per second. But hearing varies

from individual to individual. Many people are deaf in

varying degrees to ‘‘highs.’’ Acuteness of hearing with
respect to high frequencies also decreases with age. so
that many adults cannot hear well those tones about
10.000 cps. It is also a characteristic of the human ear
that sonic ranges of frequencies are not heard well unless
they are quite loud. All these factors affect what the
individual hears from the hi-li system.

Q Is it necessary to hare a system icith 30-15,000 cps
range for high fidelity enjoyment?

A. Yes. for those with trained musical ears, who want
the finest reproduction. But since the finest system is

also the most expensive, many music lovers have found
that lower-priced balanced equipment with less frequency
range provides almost as satisfactory reproduction, often
involving differences in tonal quality that are scarcely
perceptible.

Q Is there any single dependable criterion of a good
high fidelity system

?

A. Yes. what sounds best to you in your own listening

room. Home acoustics, the size of your listening room,
location of the reproducer, and similar technical factors
will affect the kind of system you require. Another factor
may be whether you have an extensive record library from
which you want to get the most enjoyment. Since older
records have a restricted frequency range, a modestly
priced high fidelity reproducer may meet your needs.

Q Do you mean that old records will sound better on a
high fidelity reproducer than on a conventional phono-
graph?

A. The high fidelity system will bring out all that’s in

the record, tones and overtone* which you may not have
heard on conventional radio or phonograph reproducers,
who frequency range is about from 100 to 6.000 cps.

Q. What about surface noise on older recordings.
A. A high fidelity reproducer will emphasize the surface

noise inherent in older records, because surface noise is

largely high frequency sound. Surface noise is reduced
by turning the treble control down.

Q. How much is it necessary to spend on a good high
fidelity system?

A. Quite satisfactory high fidelity reproducers are avail-

able for under $150, either as complete instruments, or as

Hi-Fi Finds That Lost Chord

On Wax-The Live Beat
By BOB THIELE f

) (AAR Chief, Coral Records)

When I took my first flyer into the recording busine-j

a dozen or so long years ago, I did so because I felt there

was a definite need for a different sound in pop disks. I

didn’t know' about hi-fi then, but as a longstanding ja/z

collector. I had been partial toward performances that re-

tained a live bent as well as fresh musical ideas sponta-

neously expressed. I felt that the big companies were
emphasizing polish and perfection to the point where they

sapped the spirit, and for me. th* excitement out of mo t

sides. So I tried recording guys who could be counted on
to forget the limitations of the studio and its deadly in-

ducement to self-consciousness. And always I seemed
inclined to forget that needle on the control board, and
let some uninhibited sound come through. The occa-
sional "peaking" (sudden overloading) and distortion
never really bothered me if 1 was able to get something
exciting into those grooves.

Then some labels started cutting a new kind of rhythm
and blues record, and to get the desired effects (actually,

it may have been just bad engineering!) they seemed to

put individual mikes on the drummer’s high-hat cymbal,
on the bass, and later on the gutty baritone sax. Though
these recordings lacked the brilliance of present day tech-
niques, there was terrific presence on the rhythm which
contributed to many hits.

Then along came hi-fi. the Telefunken mike, the use of
live concert halls instead of padded studios, and the only
thing that "peaked" was the public’s interest in recorded
music. The listener began to get the feeling of being
"right there." He could imagine himself present while
a great performance was being spontaneously fashioned.

Where has the pop recording man been in thi.s revolu-
tionary period? For me. personally, there has been the
realization, alter years of struggling for it, of real rhythm
presence on every pop platter we turn out. I can now
arrange to hear the cymbal vibrate as long as it does "in

life"—and I can get its true timbre with its capacity for
setting one’s nerves a-tingle. I can make prominent u-e
of the triangle, celeste, accordion, and other instruments
that were either lost or loused up in the old-style record-
ings. And hi-fi has literally "liberated" the guitar from
its role as * fclt-but-not-heard” factor. From new record-
ings the ear can even detect whether the guitarist is using
fingers or pick, and the effect can vary greatly. Even in

big band recording we can now’ make the guitar cut
through crisp, clean and flavorsome.

Recently I have made a practice of placing vocalists on
the highly-sensitive Telefunken mike, which some com-
panies still consider too live and critical except for large
orchestral cuttings. The result, I honestly believe, ha*
been several of the most exciting vocal sides in my experi-
ence. It has boon possible to pick up the true voice sound
—top, bottom and middle—with every nuance. With a

dramatic singer like Coral’s Don Cornell, for example, we
can capture emotional effects that would do credit to

Stanislavsky. Of course, the voice has to be there to begin
with. A bum can t bluff the hi-fi equipment. But I do
think that the hi-fi sound can inspire an artist to project
the best that is in him. Instrumentalist or vocalist, when
he hears a playback in all its hi-fi brilliance, he’s usually
inspired, acquires self-confidence, sees the possibility for
fuller expression—and I inevitably get better records.

Incidentally, there’s an obvious, immediate economic
factor involved too. Today we don’t have to hire 60 musi-
cians to sound like 16. In hi-fi recording, the reverse is

quite possible.

groups of separate elements—automatic record changer,
amplifier with pre-amplifier, and high quality speaker—
for custom assembly. A high fidelity system of greatest
frequency and dynamic range, with the best home hi ft

amplifiers, speakers, and decorator-designed cabinets, may
involve an investment of around $1,000. But many music
lovers will find that an investment of from $300 to $500
will give them a superb system.

•

Q. Is it necessary to start off with the finest equipment
at once?

A. Not at all. Intermatched high fidelity component-,
for example, are available in a wide range of units t »

meet individual n£cds and desires. These are fully inter-

changeable. simply by plugging into each other. You can
start with as a modest system as you. want—for example,
an automatic record-changer and amplifier, on bases which
make possible their use on a bookcase or cabinet shelf,

and a speaker—and add to it at any time. You may later

purchase cabinets, better amplifier and speaker, or set u *>

a multiple speaker system, just by plugging in the inter-

changeable units.

Q. Is there any difference between high fidelity records
and older records?

A. Yes. High fidelity records not only have wide fre-

quency range, but involve special recording techniques
which sharpen the identity of the separate instruments.
This helps to enhance the illusion of reality by resulting

in a feeling of "presence" in the listener—the seeming
projection of vocalists, for example, in front of the ac-

companiment.

Q. How will high fidelity recordings sound on conven-
tional phonographs?

A. While the restricted range of the conventional audio

system will reproduce only the middle registers of the high

fidelity recording, the higher tonal quality of the new
recordings will result in much greater enjoyment. Of
course, for the best in musical reproduction, high fidelitv

recordings should be enjoyed on a high fidelity repro-

ducer.

Q. Is it possible to convert a good pre-war radio or

phonograph in t(r>qhjyirfidelity reproducer?
A. While many people have replaced old record changers

and crystal pickups with new changers using variable

reluctance pickups (plus a pre-amplifier), modification

of old instruments is not generally recommended. The

high fidelity system involves amplifier, speaker and cabi-

net as well, and these elements in conventional instru-

ment* were not designed for full range reproduction.

J. B. F.lliott



The only high fidelity combination that can give you perfect pitch

High Fidelity simply means true reproduction of

sound.

To secure true reproduction, a phonograph

record must be played through a fine high fidelity

system at the exact recorded speed.
t

If played faster or slower, pitch and tempo will

be off, timbre will change, and the finest high

fidelity system in the world becomes a sheer waste

of electronic genius. t

Unfortunately, record players do vary in speed

at time of manufacture and get worse as they *

grow older.
|

Even with a Zenith a change takes place, but

with the Zenith Cobra- Matic Record Player with

Stroboscope you can be sure you play every

record at precisely the speed of the original re-

cording. For if your ear doesn’t tell you the

Zenith Stroboscope will tell you visually when

your record is playing at its exact recorded speed.

Reason is that this amazing record player can

revolve at any speed from 10 to 85 RPM ... in-

cluding, of course, the standard 78, 33ja, 45 and
j

the new “talking book” speed. With the

Stroboscope you can instantly set the turntable

to play at the exact speed the record was re-

corded. Only Zenith gives you this studio con-

trol of music quality.

Zonith Cobra-Mafic Record Player

with Stroboscopo permits perfect

playing speed for all records.

Only Zenith has this I

To complete Zenith’s Extended Range High

Fidelity System, every Zenith high fidelity com-

bination gives you matched components. These

components are Zenith built and backed by 35

years of Radionics know-how to give you the

finest quality in high fidelity. The result is music

such as you can hear only on a Zenith (or at the

concert hall). Experience true high fidelity at

your Zenith dealer now.

Zenith offers 7 High Fidelity Combinations—

5 with radio and TV—2 with radio.

Only Zenith gives you these true high fidelity features:

Zenith Cobra-Matic Record Player with Strobo-

scope. Only Zenith has this

!

Zenith Cobra 1** Tone Arm with extended range
high fidelity cartridge—has response far beyond the

limits of audibility. OfTers 1 and 2 mil stylus J&t

microgroove and standard records. Feather light,

makes records sound better, last longer.

Zenith Weighted Turntable with Rubber Base.

Weight provides smoother spin. Rubber cushion re-

duces sound distorting slippage, greatly reduces

groove wear from lint and dust.

Zenith-Built High Fidelity Amplifier and 10-tube

FM-AM RADIO. Features virtually drift Iree tuning.

FM circuitry engineered by Zenith, pioneers in FM
sound. Push pull high fidelity amplifier has 11 ;watts

undistorted output and frequent y range Wyond the

limits of audibility.

Zenith Dual Range Tone Controls. Cover high and
low tones separately. Provides infinite variety of tone

combinations, compensates for sound variations in

Itcording anti broadcasting.

Zenith-Built Extended Range High Fidelity Speaker.

Provides frequency range previously pr tainted only

by dual unit sj*akers. Size 12 inch, with 1.1.2 oz.

Alnito 5 magnet. Special design increases tonal

response 50%.

ASK ANY ZENITH OWNER

Th« Bony— Model L2593H. Features 24* C in*Warn

Picture Tube. FM AM Radio, Cobra Matic Record

Player with Stroboscope. In modern Cherry veneers

and solids. $850*.

Tht royalty of TELEVISION
ft

Backed by 35 years of Leadership in Radionics Exclusively

ALSO MAKERS OF FINE HEARING AILS

Zenith Radio Corporation • Chicago 39, Illinois

‘Manufacturer’s suggested retail price (subject to change) includes Federal E*f ise

Tax and Parts ar^d Tubes Warranty. Slightly higher in South and Far \Aest. NOW IVIN BITTER! INVEST MORE IN SAVINGS BONOS coip ma
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Hew Trio*phonic Hi-Fi gives you the "other half”

of TV pleasure...makes your favorite shows as much

fun to hear as they are to watch. It’s high-fidelity

sound in TV for the first time ever. Doubles the usual

television sound range ... brings out high and low

notes new to TV. .
.
produces thrilling harmonics.

Completely different. Trio*phonic Hi-Fi is unlike

other TV sound systems because it’s engineered like

custom-built Hi-Fi phonograph systems. Features

dual speakers, 10 watts of push-pull output, cross-

over network, and separate bass and treble tone

controls. You’ll recognise the amazing difference the

moment you hear a new ’54 Hoffman.

Easy-Vision, too. Hoffman is famous for the un-

matched eye comfort of its exclusive Easy-Vision

Golden Lens. It changes harsh, bluish TV light into

natural rays that let your eyes relax. See it today!

IV TRADITIONAL IEAUTY. Trio-phonic Hi-Fi

and Improved Easy-Vision in a handsome

mahogany veneer cabinet. See and hear it!

Plus...California styling. Hoffman is recognized for

leadership in distinctive cabinet design— including

contemporary models in the casual California man-

ner. See the exciting new ’54 models. Beautiful!

Hear and see the one different TV

...the new '54 Hoffman!

•Trademark
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romantics who want to day-dream i 1* I ft

or what-have-you while the Jackie £1 ll|||An|||ip
Gleason alburn of “Music for Lov- Mllllv|lllllv U\
ers Only" plays softly in the back-

ground. or while Nat Cole creates T 17 A
a similar mood singing “Tender- I A hUPITV A
ly." any good commercial phono- AV AJTVI J 11
graph is perfectly suitable, and 1

am sure will always be completely By JIM WALS
satisfactory for this kind of music. Sound recording’s slow

However, for some of the driving
fu i trek through the pa<

arrangements of Billy May, Ray to the heights of hi-fi

Anthony, or some of the unusual rnarked by squabbling
instrumentals of Les Baxter, or sort s of technical prol

even a vocalist like Yma Sumac, procedures,
high fidelity will bring to the lis-

j For the first 25 vt
toner all that the a&r man and

wasn t much argument'

<

the artist worked to put into it
the more popular r

Tliis can only result in increased
disk or the cy iinder. Th

listening pleasure, increased a&r had it aU the way> A11

opportunity, and certainly a more
j smal , brown wax type <

wide-spread interest in the record
lacked volume, they we

business generally. In fact. I think
wi , h virtually silent

the current hi-fi rage is about the wbereas Emi ie Berlinei
best thing that has happened to

z jnc ^

j

sks were no?;v an'
the record business since the de- victor's signing of C
velopment of the vacuum tube. i nthpr oneratic notables

AEW W. LIVINGSTON
V. P ,

Capitol Records i

of the attention given generally to

high fidelity through all types of

record buyers, but spurred also by

the strong efforts ot a&r men to

“out-sound” each other. Probably

Yet few, if any, aspects of the enter-

be faced tainment field are as strongly com-

petitive and as fast-moving as the

record business today, and high

fidelity recording and reproduc-

tion opens that many more ave-

nues for interesting and effective

musical sounds. The old acoustic

phonograph was lucky to get by

with transmitting the intelligence

with of a lyric and a musical theme.

Today the Res Pauls, Stan Ken-

tons and other bands and instru-

mentalists of note are taking every

conceivable advantage of high fi-

delity tape recording. But unless

the public can reproduce it, much
of their efforts, and perhaps even

occasionally a hit record, can be

lost.

|
Sometimes Not Needed

_
1

Of course, there are a few situ-

ations where high fidelity is of

little importance. In fact, it can

even be undesirable for a certain

kind of listening mood. For exam-

ple, we sometimes make a par-

ticular point of reducing the fre-

quency response in the recording

itself to gain certain mellow string

sounds, or to take the edge ofT of

a vocalist’s voice. For the young

Hollywood.

Since the advent of tape some

five vear a m, artists & repertoire

men have been recording under

high fidelity conditions in almost

everything they have done

the feet had always to

that the way the music was repro-

duced was invariably far from be-

ing bit'll fidelity, and in many
cases the full impact of. what had

heen n cot ded was lost. T hci c-

fore, th** sudden interest and wide-

spread i: e of high fidelity play-

back equipment was greeted in

this p.M titular department
tremendous enthusiasm.

The initial attention in the high

fidelity field has been given to

classical music. This would seem
quite logical in view of the great

nnpoi ( nice of tonal quality in this

field, as well as the wide range of

frequency response required to

give a symphony orchestra true

balance and listening pleasure.

Dynamic Variations ure also par-

ticularly import anthill the classical

field, and can only be accom-
plished through not only the best

in technical equipment, but also

pressings which are of the highest

quality, and as low as possible in

noise level.

However, the Importance of

high fidelity is gaining in the pop-

Sound and Effect
.By MITCH MILLER

Nobody knows what goes into
what we call the “new sound,”

|

least of all me. By and large, it’s

the creation of several things. In
no special order, we have a tech-
nique of enlisting instruments not
regularly heard in popular music,
such as the French horn, the harp-
sichord, and the oboe. These sounds
are standard in classical music, but
in the popular field they create
new textures, and consequently to

the sensitive listener new excite-
ment.

Moreover, we don’t work on any
preconceived plan. We. move the
microphone or microphones around
in the studio until we get the best
possible balance. We tinker with
the electrical outlets until the mu-
sic and the voice sound better than
we can remember hearing it. We
work for realism, but realism with
an extra dimension. And most im-
portant of all we have a corps of
superlative engineers. They work
wonders with any material.

The so-called new sound In pop-
i

’ r music isn’t that at all; it’s

l.. inly a closer attention to sound,
a careful attention to balance and
quality that makes pop records
sound as they’ve never sounded be-
fore. Today the popular record can
hold its own in recording against
any classical recording, and we
treat it as if it were just that, and
hence get that sound, and will con-
tinue to work on a constructive
sound sense that makes dimension-
al sound in every record.

ular field as well, not only because

By GEORGE AVAKIAN
from the standard of 1950 (the
year the album w'as issued).
The lessons learned so well in

mastering the Goodman concert
were put to still more dramatic
use in the reissuance of such col-
lectiofis as the Louis Armstrong,
Bessie Smith, and the Bix Beider-
becke story. Here, the original
material was waxed between 1923
and 1931. Many of the recordings
were made acoustically; in some
cases the original masters had
been destroyed or were so badly
worn that it was necessary to find
old pressings in private collections
in order to make the^ape transfers.
Particularly in the case of the Bes-
sie Smiths, original recording char-
acteristics varied drastically from
one session to another, thus creat-
ing an additional problem in
achieving a high standard of sound.
Yet, through painstaking applica-
tion of a formidable battery of
filters and frequency “equalizers,”
these reissues have actually im-
proved upon the quality of the best
original pressings which have been
preserved.
The quality of present-day equip-

ment is such that jazz musicians
have finally achieved their dream
of being recorded without having
to go to a studio, or even to move
about as they play in order to main-
tain correct balance. Turk Mur-
phy’s jazz band In San Francisco
recently recorded with a one-mike
portable setup in the night club
where the band customarily works,
and the payoff is that the one
microphone was held in the hand
of an engineer who was a fan of
the band, and knew exactly what
was coming up next so that he
could under “normal” conditions,
spot to maintain balance. The musi-
cians didn’t pay any attention to
him, much less the usually-dreaded
microphone. ‘

High fidelity, tape and the long-

playing record have revolutionized
the field for the jazz* collector.

It was not until the 1938 Benny
Goodman Carnegie Hall Jazz Con-
cert was released on four LPs that
the full significance of the revolu-
tion was felt. For the first time,
an entire concert (with the excep-
tion of one number which couldn’t
be used because of a defective
safety disk) was reproduced on
records, with all the excitement
of a live performance preserved in

the crowd noises and the free-
wheeling performance of musicians
who were having a ball without
thinking about the awful perma-
nency of their work, the time re-

strictions which had channeled
studio jazz recording into a three-
minute format, and the constant
concern of having to play for
microphones which had been
placed just so—and therefore, mu-
sicians had to be placed just so.

too.

The impact of (he Goodman
hand playing “Sing, Sing. Sing”
straight through for nearly a quar-
ter of an hour was so enormous
that it overshadowed the fact that
almost all the numbers in the al-

bum could not have been recorded
in their performance forms on a
standard three minute 78-rpm rec-
ord
Hidden still further though, was

a ramification which took on
greater significance when it was
decided to transfer some of the
great albums of early jazz classics
to the now’ show speeds. The
Goodman concert had heen copied
to tape from acetate transcription
disks; aside from the fact that they
had been played several times and
had undergone a certain amount of
r*'»tnral exterioration, they had been
recorded for reference use only

l with equipment which was far

as though
you were
there • . •

when
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FRANCO AUTORI JAMES MELTON RISE STEVENS GEORGE SZELL PAUL WHITEMAN
Auociate Conductor, N.Y. Phil- Singing Star of Opera, Rodio, Star of The Metropolitan Opera Mutical Director, The Cleveland Dean of Modern American

harmonic Symphony Orchestra and Television Company Orchestra Music

"The reproduction I heard
is truly an exciting and
thrilling experience.”

"Sound so realistic and
lifelike it uill bring the

concert stage right into the

American Iicing room

"

" This is truly High Fidel-
ity . . . and one of the most
beautifully-designed eu bi-
nds I hare ever seen"

" I n os amazed at the pres-

ence and realism of its

performa nee."

" The most exciting sou ml
I hare ever heard'"

Masters of Music hail Philco’s Greatest Triumph!

World’s First

High Fidelity

Radio-Phonograph

/ There has

g that looks

like it . . . or jjerforms like it . . .

for Phonorama

*

is first to bring

you high fidelity sound in Full

Dimension! And *.the effect on

FM and AM radio, and on

records, is like adding three

dimensions and Color to a mo-

tion picture.

The room is flooded with the

purest, most thrilling sound you

have ever heard— from deepest

bass to highest treble. It is

sound of breathtaking "pres-

ence”. Hear this new hind of

sound . . . on Phonorama, tit your

Philco Dealer s now!

Amazing 'Acoustic Lens’ floods the room with the full range of Sound

!

and distorting resonances, assures you

of natural sound, in Full Dimension.

(Right) Phonorama’s Visual Tone

Blender on the control panel actually

lights up to show the Bass and Treble

"mix”. A sensational Philco develop-

ment that lets you see the range of

sound being played . . . and makes it

easy to set your records and all pro-

grams for finest response and Bass-

Treble balance. Only Philco has it!

You have never seen or heard a

speaker that performs like this! For

the first time, there is no large grille

hole, or door to open. Through this

distinctive
’
'Acoustic Lens” developed

by Philco engineers, the full high fidel-

ity output of Phonorama. floods the

room. No matter where you sit
,
you

hear every instrument and voice perfect-

ly. And the revolutionary new cabinet,

designed to abolish carry-over tones

Your Philco Dealer invites you

to hear a personal demonstra-

tion of Phonorama . . . today!
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks The same showmanship on wax which has seen come extraordi-
nary disk items merchandised in recent weeks keynotes RCA Vic-
tor’s “limited edition” of Glenn Miller and his orchestra, a S ‘>5

item, in fine white leatherette binding, reprising, on EP 28 sides
some 50-odd works. What appeared to be a limited, jazzy item
has pyramided into almost the 100,000 sales mark, which is extraor-
dinary when totalizing the retail of the wholesale values.
When Decca hit the jackpot with over 1,000.000 of the “original

cast” albums of “Oklahoma,” that set a pattern for Broadway
musicals. Then came original cast legit plays, in their entirety-
next readings by poets and authors (Columbia’s $100 item includes
Steinbeck, Ferber, Capote). Same company’s Goddard Lieberson
disk-produced standard musical comedies with a specific eye to
wax, one of which may have been influenced by the revival of
“Pal Joey”). Decca clicked with the original soundtrack of the Ethel
Merman-Mary Martin medleys, which they registered so resounding-
ly on the Ford’s 50th Anniversary dual-network telecasts. Col went in
for “John Brown’s Body” (Stephen Vincent Benet) and the like. Vidor
clicked with Toscanini’s nine Beethoven Symphonies, in a $50 lim-
ited edition, miscalculating by keeping it down to 5.000 copies.
There have been and soon will be other cavalcades of old and

new items (Victor’s “Curiosity Shop’’); Decca's upcoming “Seven
Dreams,” by Gordon Jenkins; Victor's “Show Biz,” also upcoming
cavalcade of the American theatre; M-G-M’s original soundtracks
from “Julius Caesar,” “Band Wagon,” “Quo Vadis,” and the like;
any number of individual soundtracks, Hollywood personalities,
transmuted to wax; Eddie Cantor’s soon-due “The Eddie Cantor
Story”, album (Capitol), to coincide with the WB biopic’s release,
and many others.

And a case in hand is the Glenn Miller album which George
Frazier researched and for which he wrote a graphic profile on
Iow'a-born (1904) musician who, as Major (Alton) Glenn Miller,
met a hero’s death in a military air hop from London to Paris on
or about Dec. 15, 1944. In a rich and versatile snan of but four
years (1939-1942), as the discography indicates, Miller contributed
to the American scene a wealth of dansapation which, fortunately,
has been preserved forever on tape. •
Many achieved staggering sales, such as “In the Mood.” over

2.000,000 platters; “Sunrise Serenade,” over 1,800,000; “Chattanooga
Choo Choo.” 1,500,000; “Moonlight Serenade,” 1,400.000; “Kalama-
zoo.” 1.000,000; and “Jukebox Saturday Night,” almost that.
The album thus is a musical biography of the talented maestro-

composer-arranger. More than half of it is from the tapes from
Miller’s Chesterfield broadcasts, some of whose transcriptions
peddled for $25 each as “hot” items at the time. The stability and
durable appeal of the Miller style is fully evidenced in retrospect,
more than holding its own with present-day band standards. Part-
answer lies in names, such as Hal McIntyre, Billy May. Ray An-
thony, Tex Bencke, arrangers Jerry Gray and Bill (Sauter-) Fine-
gan, were part of the basic Miller band. Other contemporaneous
familiars who performed or chirped with Miller, include Kay Starr,
Bobby Hackett (now trumpeter, then playing guitar with Miller),
Paula Kelly. Ray Eberle, Marion Hutton, Jack Lathrop, Dorothy
Claire and The Modernaires.
The Chesterfield tapes are unique in their inclusion of the lead-

er’s voice heard heralding his then trademarked “something old,
new-, borrowed, blue” medleys, most of them warm, danceable and
nostalgic pot-pourris that stir the memory—and the feet. A fine
job all around. Abel

By IIERM fcCHOENFEL

Platter 'Pointers

The Mystery Band on the
Mystery label does an okay job on
“I Love Paris” and “The Moon Is

Blue”*. . . Jo Ann Lear continues
to impress as a potent thrush with
“What Would I Do” on the indie
Gira label . . . Dorothy Collins has
a slick extended play disk (“Sing-
ing in the Rain,” “Dinah,” “Tiger
Rag” and “Sometime’s I’m Hap-
py ”) on Audivox. Raymond Scott
Quintet accomps . . . Margaret
Whiting (Capitol) and Peggy Lee
(Decca) have only fair chances
with “The Night Holds No Fear”
. . . Jan August’s Mercury coupling
of “Cow Cow Blues” and “Martha”
is clicko shellac . . . Henry Jer-
ome’s M-G-M etching of “Tipica
Serenade” and “Cafe Paree” is de-
lightful listening . . . Bobby Wood-
len’s Harlem Mambos peppers
"Tales of Boogie” and “Mambo
Inn” on Victor with some exciting
chile rhythms.

Ralph Marterie orch has a top
side in “Warsaw Concerto” (Mer-
cury) . . . Bob Carroll should win
lots of spins with “Am I To Blame"
(Derby) . . . Crooner Danny Sutton
teams up with Noro Morales for a
nifty cut of “Two Dreams” (Victor 1

.

. . . Bonnie Lou will pick up plays
with her rendition of “Pa-Pa\a
Mama” (King) . . . Woody Herman

LAWRENCE WELK
and his

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
111th Consecutive Week, Aragon
Ballroom, Santa Monica. Calif.

Lxcluaively for Coral Records
EBBTIDE
Racked by

BEAUTIFUL OHIO

Cleveland, Oct, 13.

“Jazz at the Philharmonic” unit
drew a gross of $8,450 into the till

of public Music Hall Sunday (111,

jumping over its take here for last

year.

Norman Granz upped orchestra
tickets to $4 in the 3.000-capacity
auditorium but sold all the best
scats, with an attendance of 2,800.
No trouble with noisy exhibitionists
was experienced here along the
bnes of his headaches last week in
Cincinnati, where he had to severe-
ly rebuke audience troublemakers
lor being rowdy.

Higher gate charge and not so
much hysterical jazz, in Granz's
opinion, are bringing about better
behaved, more adult audiences, for
his annual “JATP” series here.

WANT A HIPPOPOTAMUS FOR XMAS
Are My Ears On Straight

has a clicko coupling in “Motcn
Stomp" and “Beau Jazz” (Mafsh
Standout folk, western, rhythm

A blues, religious, folk, etc.: John-
ny Bond, “Let Me Go. Devil” (Co-
lumbia* . . . Geordie Hormel. “El-
mer’s Tune” (Coral) . . . Hawkshaw
Hawkins, “The Mark ’Round My
Finger” (Victor) . . . Autry Inman.
"Pucker Up” (Decca) . . . Black-
wood Bros. Quartet, “How Mam
Times” (Victor) . . . Webb Pierce.
"There Stands The Glass” (Decca'
. . . Porter Wagoner. “An Angel
Made of Ice” (Victor).

In The Window"; “My World Is

You"-"Milwaukee Polka” (Mer-

cury). “Arfic" is a followup to

“Doggie In the Window” and ad-
heres closely to the original in

lyric and melody, plus a corny
script. It’s a two-sided production
which carries the original idea to

an irritating extreme. Dog lovers,

however, may go for it. On an-

other coupling. Miss Page reverts

to straight material with far better

results. "My World Is You” is an
attractive rhythm ballad delivered
neatly by Miss Page with choral
ensemble backing. "Milwaukee
Polka" is a rousing polka item with

a catching beat.

Arthur Godfrey: “Wait Till Th«

Shims Nellie Blues’-’ Don’t Tell

Me The Same Things ” (Columbia).
“Nellie Blues.” which hit on wax
a couple of years ago. comes up
with another solid version by Ar-

thur Godfrey. Latter’s personal
vocal style is tailor-made for thD
revamped oUlie and gives it a good
ride via a duet with himself. Flip

is a i In thin tune w ith a good lyric

idea.

June Valli: “Mystery S'.rcet"-

“Don’t Forget To Write” i Victor

‘

Alter her click with the simple
“Crxing In The Chanel.” June
Valli comes up with a diametrical-
1\ opposite tune in “Mystery
Street." This, is a dramatic, some-
what pretentious, piece o| material
that Mi' s Valli balls over to the
hilt. It’S rating in the pop lists,

however, is dubious ' Write" Is a

pleasant item with a nice lilt.

Dick Todd: “I See The Moon’’-
“li 1 Never Get To Heaven” <l)ec-

ca Dick Todd come? up with his

best disk to date in “I See The
Moon." an adaptation of a folk

number. Side is done on a com
nmnity-sing peg that could catch
on big similar to ‘On Top Of Old
Smokev" a couple of years IKick
Flip reverts to a conventional
groove with mild results.

Frank Chacksfie’d Orch: “ \ Git
'

Called Linda"-'Golden Violins'

(London). This British orch. which
hit in the U. S. with “Limelight
and "Ebb Title. " turns up with two
more tastefully produced sides
These are lovely melodies set in

rich fiddle arrangements lor ea\\
listening.

Kitty Kallen: “Are You Lookin'
For A Sweetheart”-" \ Little Lie'

'Decca ‘Sweetheart’’ is a promis-
ing niijnber that could ’put Kilt'

Kallen hi ,rh in tin* hit 1 1
- ( - This

i» a supple tunc with solid hik<
and jock rating “Little Lie" is a

fair it' tn in a conventional groove

Johnnie Ray: “Ploa-c Don’t Talk
About Me When 1 m Gun "-

"Ar:
Orchid For Toe Lady” Go uni bin
Johnnie Ray's style ha? ionc.

stopped being a novel 'y on we**
but la s still -.capable ot

j roiect r
a nutnbe i w ith con ’ po\i c

lie s * x< eilent on “Don't, Talk
Abou! MC*.’’ wm king out toe' id die
wuii tru ky i. hyt hr <•

:
•• ft :

'

< )
’

chid" is a good h "
1 a ]

LetiO be *
4 t , ;

tune with overa/i iv

$8,900 In Minneapolis
Minneapolis, Oct. 13.

Playing its annual Auditorium
exclusive Twin Cit'es engagement
laM week “Jazz at The Philhar-
monic’’ grossed $8,900. about $1,000
under last year.' Top was 54 in the
5 700-seat hall, compared to $3.60
a \ car ago. -<

Attendance was about* 1 .500 less,

being about 6() r
’o of capacity.

Sue Hampton for 52G
Over Ad Lib Date \M

Los Angelos, Oct. 13
Brisk Enterprises, band promo-

tion agency, filed suit for $52,812
in Superior Court against Lionel
Hampton, his wife Gladys, and
Associated Booking C’orp.. his
agent, charging breach of an ora'
agreement.

Plaintiff declares Hampton
agreed to a series of 33 one-nigiii
cr in Oregon. Washington a *1

British Columbia, with the defend-
ant supplying a list of citie- in
which he had previously operated
at a profit. Complaint states that
Hampton had never appeared pm
viously in 21 of the cities In*
listed, causing Brisk to lose mbnrv
on the tour.

Bach: Sonatas & Partitas (RCA
Victor, 3 LPs.; $16.35). Violinist
Jascha Heifetz, unaccompanied
plays three sonatas and partitas of
Bach, including the w.k. Cha-
conne. displaying all his virtuosity,
style and musicianship for a stand-
out album.

Chopin: Waltzes (Vox.; $5.95).

Complete set of the 15 waltzes by a
Chopin specialist. Pianist Guio-
mar Novaes brings familiar treas-
ures alive again under her skilled
toimii and ilfep musical under-
standing, for a treat to the ear.

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 6
(Urania; $3 50). Good buy in
Urania’s new Request Scries, a
lively, sonorous reading of the
Pathetique by the Radio Leipzig

Symphony under Hermann Aben-
droth.

Rimsky-Korsakov Program
(M-G-M; $4.85). Highly engaging
disk has six varied, lush orchestral
excerpts and the short piano con-
certo of the Russ master, color-
fully played by the Philharmonia
Orchestra under Anatole Fistou-
lari. Fabienne Jacquinot is ac-
complished soloist in the concerto.

Albeniz: Iberia (M-G-M; $4.85).
Albeniz’s flavorsome Hispano suite,
rich in mood and melody, has a
fine reading here by the London
Symphony under Gaston Poulet.
Disk also includes shorter pieces
by Turina. Granados and Falla, in
a tonal color splash.

Other disks of interest—Nine
Brahms Hungarian Dances, ingra-
tiatingly played by the Berlin Phil-
harmonic (Decca); Bach Preludes
and Fugues, well-played by organ-
ist Carl Weinrich, backed by sever-
al Bach transcriptions .including the
Chaconne, delicately performed by
master guitarist Andres Segovia
i M-G-M); pianist Menahem Press-
ler in a tasteful performance of
Bartok’s short folk pieces, “For
Children"; Beethoven’s Seventh

Csl Appoints Fuiita

As Its Art Director
S Neil Fuiita, illustrator for

*» <*i
:,a I national mags, has been

named art director for Columbia
Records by exec vice-prexy God-
dard Lieberson.

Fuiita. formerly art director of
N. W. Vyer Go. in PhiJI.v. recently
won an award from the N. Y. Art
IF •••:

t :»i-v* Club for his advertising
w oij^

Paul Ford Capitol X

Avars Pros. Victor X
Stan Frrbcrq Capitol ^
Fa i Anthony Cfl/dtol

Eddie Fisher Victor

Pep Wee Hunt Capitol X
June Valli Vidor t
F.ddie Fis'hcr Vic'nr

The Mariners Columbia
Rusty Draper Mercury X

VAYA CON DIOS (17)

YOU. YOU. YOU (ID
ST. GEORGE AND DR \COM i < :

DR \GNET (8)

WITH THESE HANDS (D
OH! (II)

CRYING IN THE C l! M I I. <7>

I’M WALKING BEHIND 3 Ot <!D
I SEE THE MOON CD
GAMBLER’S GI ITAR (1* ASCAP Stages Program

For Global Delegation

X NO OTHER LOVE
. ,

PA-PAYA MAMMA
GOODBYE MY LOVE

J WHO PUT THE DEVIL IN EVELYNS I YES
RICOCHET
EBB TIDE
SAY YOU’RE MINE AGAIN

X t TVING IN THE CHAPEL
FORGIVE ME. JOHN * ; , .

’

Ell CUMPARI
t P. s i LOVE YOU
X * FORGOT MORE THAN YOt I l F\ I R KNO\

THIS IS MY SONG
< 1ST SI BON

. . . Victor

. . . Victor

. . . Derly

. . Dacca

.... Coral

. London
. . . Vidor

Dccca
. Capitol

Cadence

. . Dot

CoUiinl>ia

Mercury
Victor
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$300,000,000— —

Music Biz Focuses on D.C. Hearings
; J[[

Over McCarran Bill to License Jukes
With the jukebox groups sched-4

ulfd on Oct. 26 to present their

lit .<e against revision of the Copy-
right Act before the Senate Sub-
committee on Patents. Trademarks
A- Copyrights, the music biz is now
focusing on Washington for the

next couple of weeks. Center of

attention for the juke interests as

well as songwriters and publishers

is the proposed bill by Sen. Pat
McCarran which would remove
the performance licensing exemp-
tion from syndicate-operated coin
machines.
The writer and publisher seg-

ment of the music industry, which
testified in behalf of the bill last

July, has been battling many years
to get the juke exemption off the
statutes in an effort to get more
income for the creators of the na-
tion’s music. The juke ops. on the
oilier hand, have been fighting to

maintain the status quo, under
which they ’pay no royalties for the
u^e of music in their coin ma-
chines.

History of the dispute stems
from the 1909 Copyright Act, which
provides that playing of record-
ings in jukeboxes in public places,

where no admission fee is charged,
does not constitute a public per-
formance for profit. The exemp-
tion was originally made, because
40 years ago coin machines were
penny arcade novelties which
played short recordings through
earphones at lc a spin.

While conceding that the exemp-
tion was okay for its time, the
songwriters now claim that it’s ob-
solete, since the juke industry has
become a multi-million dollar en-
terprise. According to Census Bu-
reau statistics, the juke industry
grosses between $250,000,000 to
S300.000.000 annually, with an
average take of about $650 annually
for each machine. Estimates of
the number of juke machines vary
from 450.000 to 550.000, with the
average operator controlling
around 60 units.

Discriminatory Claim
The songwriters claim that since

1934, when the juke industry was
established in its modern form, the
copyright exemption has been dis-
criminatory against other users of
music. They point out that all

(Contiuncd on page 80)

GIL McKEAN HEADS

COL'S CUSTOM DEPT.
Gilbert S. McKean, who has

been head of Columbia Records’
special products division since
early this year, has been upped to
head the diskery’s transcription
department. He replaces Alden O.
Carlson, who resigned. Col's tran-
scription division handles press-
ings for their labels and makes up
special sales promotion disks for
commercial firms.
McKean’s first move in his new

snot was the appointment of A1
Khulman as national sales mana-
ger from the transcription depart-
ment. Shulmnn, formerly in sales
service, will be the chief liaison
man between the homeoffice and
the field personnel. Col’s tran-
scription division has offices in
^ Y„ Chicago and Hollywood and
does its pressing out of the Bridge-
port and Hollywood plants.

Politico Waring
Columbus, Oct. 13.

Orch leader Fred Waring goes
political again when he toastmas-
ters the $50-a-plate Republican
Progress dinner at the Neil House
here Oct. 20. Dinner will be
keyed as a memorial tribute to the
late Sen. Robert A. Taft.

Waring will also participate in
the

IN 1954

The New York Audio Fair, which
opens today (Wed ) for four days
at the Hotel New Yorker, will be

the kickoff point for the most ex-

tensive sales promotion campaign
in the snowballing high-fidelity
equipment industry. According to
Henry G. Baker, RCA veepee over
home instruments, the hi-fi surge
will put phonograph and equip-
ments sales between $200,000,000

musical program at the din- and $300,000,000 during 1954
ner, Ohio GOP headquarters re-
vealed.

Local 802 Gets 10% Wage

Hike in N.Y. Legit Houses
Now York Loral 802, American

T' deration of Musicians, reached
an agreement yesterday iTues.)
w.lh the League of New’ York
3 deatres, representing Broadw ay's
bgit houses, granting tooters a

Diskers Still

Play Footsie

With Juke Ops
The record industry is continu-

ing to play footsie with the
jukebox operators despite squawks
from publishers and songwriters.
Latter are being asked to pitch
in extra coin to expedite the spread
of their disks in the boxes.
The diskers are distributing the

platters to the operators at spe-
cial rates and are asking the pubs
to shell out the difference between
the ops’ tab and the wholesale
price. In several instances plat-

teries have shipped the jukes as
many as 5.000 disks at 10rb off

and asked the pubs to make up the
loss. Pubs are now referring to

“the high cost of getting on wax”
since many of the diskerics also

require promises of top advertis-

ing and promotion before setting a

tune on the cutting schedule.

Pubs, for the most part, are go-

ing along with the added coin de-
mands because of the growing im-
portance of coin machine exposure.
The publishers, incidentally, are

currently in a hassle with the

jukebox industry over amending
the Copyright Law of 1909.

Some of the indie labels are now
spreading out into jukebox opera-

tor contact work. The indies are

setting up promotion staffs to plug

along the same lines as their disk

jockey contactmen. This new-
style plugger will tour the operator

circuit to build up stronger ties for

the diskery and preview upcoming
releases. Dewey Bergman’s new
indie label, Benida Records, for ex-

ample, recently set Frankie Loh-

mann as operator-contactman. I.oh-

mann will take off on his initial

trip next week. He’s skedded to

cover ops in 20 cities.

M-G-M ON TALENTKICK;

ADDS 8 NEW ARTISTS
M-G-M Records is on a talent-

paeting kick. In the past several

weeks, label has added eight new
artists to its roster. Frank Can-

non is the most recent crooner to

join the M-G-M stable.

In nabbing Cannon. M-G-M also

picked up four of the crooner s

masters, which were independently

rut by his manager Nicky Aqua-

viva. Diskery is prepping a big

push for Cannon as well as its

other recent pactees, Betty Madi-

g n, Shirley Manner. Twigg Wil-

son. Tommy Heed orch. Michael

Fredericks orch. The Meljowmen

and the Tony Mottola orch.

The boom in the hi-fi field is

highlighted by the fact that the
Audio* Fair will have a record num-
ber of 1()0 different exhibitors this

year. Five years ago. when the
\ udio Fair was instituted, there
were only a handful of exhibitors
who displayed their wares before
a relatively small audience of
audiophiles. This year, with the
hi-fi trend attracting wide public
attention in the daily press and
national mags, 25.000 potential
customers, conservatively estimat-
ed, are expected to attend the fair.

Immediate Impact

Rejuvenation of the phono in-

dustry under the hi-fi banner is

expected to have immediate impact
on the disk industry. George R
Marek, RCA Victor’s artists &
repertoire director, foresees t he
disk industry’s sales volume rising

from $225,000,000 to over $300.-

000.000 within the next five years.

The hulk of the increase. Marek
predicts, will come in the longhair
field. If that comes to pass, the
classical market will be virtually
on a par with the pop field, which

ASCAP Withdraws Motion to Amend

Consent Decree in Video Rate Hassle

From Pops to Ops
Although Helen Traubel is

setting an ops to pops trend,
Karen Chandler. Coral Rec-
ords thrush, is doing a reverse
switch by including operatic
arias in her nitery songalog.
Miss Chandler, who went into

the Stage Coach. Hackensack,
N.J., for a nine-day stand Fri-

day (9>, has been using arias

from Puccini operas on her
personal appearances for the
past couple of months.

Miss Chandler originally

studied for the opera and
formerly worked with the
D’Oyly Carte Co.

Cap Shooting

To Top ’48 Mark

Of $11

now covers some 70'c> of all disk
sales.

As indicated by participation in

the Audio Fair, hi-fi is getting its

biggest impetus from the partieipa-
,

tion of the major disk and phono
|

featured Cap
companies, which heretofore have i

roles, stressed

not been a factor in this specialized
market. Such outfits as RCA and
Columbia are furnishing the na-
tional promotional push which is

making the whole disk-buying
public hi-fi conscious. The smaller
companies, which have dominated
the hi-fi market, are expecting even
bigger sales despite the increased
competition due to the vastly

widened market.

While Columbia has bit the hi-fi

market with a fully assembled unit.

Victor is aiming at a twin target

In addition to marketing packaged
console and table model machines
Victor also preemed its matched
component line in N. Y. last week
This merchandise includes speak-
ers. amplifiers, AM-FM radio tuners
and automatic turntables, available

In several different combinations.
For the first time. Victor is mar-
keting the Olson Duo-cone speak-
er, heretofore limited to broadcast
use, for home use. Victor’s mini-
mum hi-fi system of components
costs about $140 while its deluxe
outfits range from $960 to $1,350.

While the mass market is mov-
ing towards hi-fi. the audiophile’s

avant garde is now entering the

domain of binaural and stereo-

phonic sound Several such systems
are being demonstrated at the

Audio Fair both in tape and di k

form,

Capitol Records wound up its se-

ries of cross-country dealer meets

last week, eyeing a record take for

1953. Cap sales brass expect that

this year’s campaign, "Record

Profits with Self-Service,’’ will

bring the diskery over the $17,000,-

000 sales mark set in ’48.

The dealer conclaves were con-

ducted by Cap's territorial distribs.

who drove home the "KPPS”
theme via elaborate brochures and
a special color film made by Glenn
Wallichs, diskery prez. Pie, which

brass in thesping
the importance of

self-service in today's record re-

tailing.

Campaign was culminated with a

drawing in Cap's New York head-
quarters for the name of a dealer
to get a special award. Name
drawn was M. O’Neil of Akron, O.
He’ll get 20 modular fixtures and
units to launch a self-service setup.

CAP’S AUSSIE OUTLET

SETS UP NEW PLANT
Hollywood, Oct. 13.

Australian Record Co. has
opened a new plant four miles out-

side of Sydney, Aussie platfery

exec George J. Aitken reported on
a visit here this week It’s to spur
domestic recording and increase
the output of disks released under
a distribution deal with Capitol.
Aitken spent several days here
and will visit in New York and
London before returning home.

ARC has the Australian and
New Zealand distribution fran-
chise for Capitol in a reciprocal
deal under which Capitol will

utilize Australian talent that; ap-
pears to have a U. S. potential

Only ARC artist currently known
in the U. S. is Bob Gibson.

In a surprise legal maneuver, the
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers has with-
drawn its motion before the N Y.
Federal Court to amend the Gov-
ernment antitrust decree under
which it has been operating since
1950. The withdrawal was made to

expedite adjudication of the licens-
ing rate dispute between ASCAP
and a group of 56 indie TV sta-

tions Move does not prevent
ASCAP from again petitioning for
an amended decree.

ASCAP originally moved to

amend the consent decree as part
of the rate hassle with the TV sta-

tions which is eventually due to

come up in the N. Y. Federal
Court. Via an agreement between
the late Robert Patterson, ASCAP’*
special attorney, and ex- Federal
Judge Simon 11. Rifkind. repping
the TV stations, it had been agreed
that the hearings of the rate dis-

pute would he held after the mo-
tions to amend the decree were
disposed of. ASCAP's motion to
withdraw now puts the rate ques-
tion next on the agenda.

ASCAP’s withdrawn amend-
ments involved two provisions in
the antitrust decree. ASCAP pro-
posed that it have the rigid to de-
mand blanket licenses from any
station having a similar license
with Broadcast Music, Inc. Under
the present consent decree, all sta-
tions can make per program or
blanket licenses with ASCAP.
The second ASCAP amendment

would have given the Society right
to get a fee from spot announce-
ments which adjoined programs us-
ing ASCAP music on stations op-
erating under per program agree-
ments. ASCAP argued that the
value of such spots was directly
dependent on the surrounding pro-
grams.

The current dispute between
ASCAP and the indie TV outlets
stems from the latter’s rejection
of the proposed rate schedule for
the per program and blanket li-

censes. Under the consent decree,
either party in the negotiations has
the right to ask the Federal Courts
to deride the rate level. The case
has been pending for a couple of
years. Examinations before trial
are still continuing and attorneys
in the case have no idea at this
point when it will come jlircctly
before the court.

SPITALNY ORCH SET FOR

CONCERT DATE SERIES
#" W“

I’h i 1 Spit al ny orch will head out

10 r increase payable 7'2<~0

Galiico Shutters Indie;

Joins Shapiro-Bernstein

Indie publisher Al Galiico has

taken over the general professional

manager's post at Shapiro-Bern-

stein He replaces George Pineus,

who ankled S-B two months ago to

set up his own firm.

Galiico has shuttered his indie

firm (Galiico Music) and SB has

taken over his latest song.

he raised from 22 men' to 23 this
j

World Is You." which has been cut

i ear and 24 next year. i by Patti Page on Mercury Records.

this
.'car and 2 Vfc

r
c next year. An

i -ieement on a change of vacation
policy was also reached, giving
musicians with 45 cumulative
'yeeks in any theatre vacation priv-
'’oges. Union will hold the money
in escrow*.

Tooters in orchs playing in the-
cs of more than 1.100 seats will

on a senes of concert dates

winter. Tour is scheduled to

off about Dec. 7.

Spitalny in being repped on

tour by the National Concert

reau.

1 his

kick

Hie

Bu-

M i( key
the di'-k field

Mior f”L The Jury,”
Quick") has penned a

is moving into

he whodunit au -

1

land
My Gun Is

1

fiction piece

Gabor Album Set
Eva Gabor, actress and quondam

disk jockey, has been set by RCA
Victor to do an album of special

material songs.

Miss Gabor recently had a late-

night chatter spot on WABC, N. Y.

Guy Mitchell does a week at the
j

Casino Royal, Washington, opening
Oct. 19.

*

in his tough detective fiction style,

set to music composed by Stari

Purdy. Mercury Artists is han-

j

dling Spillane’s music hi/, activitii s.

The ^lbum package currently is

making the rounds of the major

j

diskerics. Spillane goes along wiih
1 the package as narrator. K B
Marks Music topper Herbert K.

Marks is negotiating with Leonard
Green, Mercury Artists prez, for

publication rights.

Spillane also huddled with

Charles M. Underhill. ABCJ-TV

MADDY MAD AT CONVICT

CAMP NEAR MUSIC SPOT
Detroit, Oct. 13.

A hassle has developed over the
attempts of the State* Corrections
Dept, to construct a convict labor
camp adjoining the National Music
Camp at Interlochon.

Dr Joseph E. Maddy, founder
and head of the nationally-famous
camp, touched off the explosion by
saying he didn’t want convicts
roaming the woods where thou-
sands of >oung music students
assemble each summer. Convict
laborers started building the camp
three miles from Interlochon. he
said.

Gov. c; Mermen Williams has
agreed to study Dr. Maddy s objec-
tions and has halted all work
pending his decision. Dr Maddy,
who is also noted for several monu-
mental rows with A KM head James
C Petnllo, estimated the camp's

and building were valued at

$1,750,090 Last summer there
were 3 000 students fit tin 40 differ-

i

ent states lor an eight-week sea*,on
combining camping and music
training He said 2 000 of the 3 000
were girls under 20.

Scores of famous musicians have
conducted concerts at The camp
Dr. Maddy founded on a shoestring

26 years ago in a 57-year-old resort

hotel. The camp is a non-profit

organization. Dr. Maddy is also

noted for several. monumental rows
with AFM head James C. Pctrillo.

veepee. yesterday <Tue$.) on a

planned tele showcasing.

Vaughn Monroe booked into

Glen View Naval Air Station, Chi-

icago, for a one-niter Oct. 19.
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Wednesday* October 14, 1953

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Mi

as Published in the Current Issue

KOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL
reloped from the ratio of points scored • two ways in the case of talent ( disks coi

and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music t.

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week ARTIST AND LABEL

LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Capitol)

STAN FREBERG (Capitol)

AMES BROS. (Victor) . . .

.

RAY ANTHONY (Capitol) .

FRANK CHACKSFIELD (London)

PEE WEE HUNT (Capitol)

TINE

Vaya Con Dios

LSt. Grort;e and Dra^onct
/Little Blue Riding Hood

You. You, You

Dragnet

Ebb Tide

Oh!

(No Other Love
|
Pa -Pav a Mama

1 You Alone
(Say You’re Mine Again

Eh Cum pari

(With These Hands
O’m Walking Behind You
(Many Times

Crying in the Chapel

PERRY COMO (Victor)

JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence)

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

JUNE VALLI (Victor)

TUNES
(*ASCAP. fBMI)

TUNE

*VAYA CON DIOS
fYOU, YOU, YOU
fCRYING IN THE CHAPEL
Oil!
*DRAGNET
*ST. GEORGE AND DRAGONET
*EBB TIDE
*NO OTHER LOVE
*EH CUMPARI
I’M WALKING BEHIND YOU

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week PUBLISHER

. . . Ardmore
Mellin

Valley

Feist

Alamo
Alamo

. . . . Robbins

Williamson

. . . Crescent

. . Leeds

tmrHESTit.%s.Mrsvc

Survey of retail sheet music
sales based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.

* ASCAP t BMI

National
Rating

This Last
wk. Title and Publisher
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12
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1 *Vaya Con Dios (Ardmore)

3 tYou, You, You < Mellin ),

2 tCrylng in the Chapel (Valley)

.

6 *Oh! (Feist)

5 *No Other Love (Williamson)

7 ’Dragnet (Alamo).
12 *Ebb Tide (Robbins)
10 *Wlth These Hands (Bloom)

8 *P.S. I Love You 'La Salle)

9 t Mission of St. Augustine (Republic* 9

- *1 See the Moon (Plymouth)
15 Eh Cmtapari * Crescent > .

.

13 M Believe (Cromwell)
13 *April in Portugal (Chappell)
* *l’m Walking Behind You (Leeds)

Disks (or Pops, Tapes for Longhair,

Seen as Future Recording Setup

Cadence Expands Roster;

Marciano. McNeil Set
Cadence Records, indie l.ihel

j

which got oft to a fast start last

year with its first pattoc, Julius

j

LaWosa, is expanding its artists

roster. Among those who joined
;
the label rerent ly arc Roeky Mar-

1 ciano. Don McNeil, Eileen Parker.
Eileen Dalton and harmonica play-

j

er John Si hast ian.

On Marciano s waxing s t heilule
‘are leet tires on liealth for the
ktdisk market. Itud Moss and
Archie Hleyer, diskery's pie/ amt
v.p.. respectively, recorded McNeil
and Miss Parker in Chicago Mon-
day (12*. Both McNeil and Miss
Parker are on the Chi-originated
radio show. “Breakfast Club." Miss
Dalton is on Kate Smith's tele
stanza.

N.Y. Orch Sets $1,241,500

Budget; Sees HOG Loss;

Ups Ticket Prices 9

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

10/

2 U
The N. Y. Philharmonic Svm

>hony. which began its 112th year
ast Thursday night »H). estimates

;

ds expenses for the '53- ’54 sen* on
will be $1,241 500. its income $1.-

101.500. and. the probable deficit
'140.000 For the season just

Kissed t’52-'53>, the on h ran in

tie red for about $107,000
This year, various rusts have

’one up. Musicians’ minimum lias

>een raised from SKID to $140 a

week (next season it goes up to
145.\\ith orch also nicked for in-

'Teased pension cot*), and the
(.triers' union has insisted on t ir

eason being extended two weeks.
Tom 28 to 30 weeks, thus adding
o the symph’s usual defied
With the 1'40(J estimated loss

taring it in tin* face, the manage-
ment has had to raise prices
o that the Thursday Friday top is

low $4.50, and on Sunday it is
'3 25 Furthermore, on Nov 5
hrough its Friends of the I’hil-

armnnie group headed hv David
M. Keiser. Mrs. Lytle Hull Mr*
Robert L. liogiict, .Ir

, and Mr* ('

Stor'ing Bunnell, the orch will

launch a public drive tor funds
hoping to raise $140,000 This will

mark third year for a Phil liar momi
public fund drive to ofl*cf deficits
First year's driv e produced $H0 -

000, and last year’s SI Kinoo
“Btg gifts are drying up ' said

Arthur Judson. oreh’s co-manager
last week. “That's why we've de-
cided to spread our support among
a great many people at small fig-

ures’’ Friends invite donation* ot

$50 or more, $25 $10 and even $5,
sums admitting donors to various
privileges, like rehearsals.

Orch. which ran to Ml rapacity
attendance last season. hupi s to
increase it this year For one thing,
it’s aiming for a different audience,
one given to lighter entertainment,
via three popular Saturday night
concerts batoned by Andre Kos*
felanet/ But increased costs and
fluctuating patronage have man-
agement worried.

Average cost per concert last

vear. according to co-manager
Bruno Zuato was $0 400. Average
income was $5 800. for a loss per
concert of $3 000 The organization
carries 3H men on pension now.
with pension fund cost set at $100
000 annually.

As for the new season it expect
to take in $010,000 from ticket
sales, $300 500 from broadcasts and
records, and $125 000 from invest-
ments and other income, for total

of $1,101,500 With estimated ex*
pen*e of $1,241 500. this leaves ex-
pected deficit at $ 1 40 000

The advent of prerecorded tapes
fur the mass market is definitely in
the cards, hut present day disks
will continue to play an important
rule m home mu* ir That’s the pre-
diction of the industry’s leading
tape engineer, Dr. W ilfred W Wet-
zel. technical director of magnetic
recording for Minnesota Mining Ac
Manufacturing Co. (Wetzel's report
on tape in the film industry Is de-
tailed m the Film Section »

|
Wetzel sees tape as toe future

for longhair music doe to its high
fidelity, case of parka m g and
long cunning time. Disks however,
will continue to hr u ed for pop
music. Mine selectivity of individ-
ual tunes i* an important factor in
this tii d There is no reason. Wet*
/cl said, why the recording indus-
try can't operate o.i a rii->k and-
tape basis for an indefinite period.

Wetzel reported that all of the

i

major disk comp . him s were cur-
jivntly experimenting wuh pre.re*

I corded tapes hi view of the steady
I

increase in the mimhiv of tape ma-
chines in the home I'hr current
public interest in hi ii e<|uipmrnt is

spurring the development of tape,
‘•inn* it is opening row horizons
tm the highest <| u

.

1 1
i
f y in music re-

production. The hig prohl* in in en-
tering the tape field lor the major
diskers, how cvir. is the obsoles-
cence ol their present catalogs.

I hc introduction ot bin air.. I and
stereophonic sound into the home,
following Ms rapid pi *;*d into film
theatres along with the 3 l) and
widescreen tecliioipu s, v ill hi*

made via tape r toi ding* Wetzel
asserted the doubt 'track system
ot tape recording ha - greatly sim-
plified the t* clinical hurdle*; in hi-
miural sound and rn ain-dii \ id-

c*t iM iced mrvejiinc UKiv heeonu*
avaitab'h* for the in • * marl et.

While 1 lie in t 1

1

' tape ir rcla-
t iv elv hif'li mei . W ’ •,•/(' 1 said that
irtcrea*' d prodije Mi i liriiil r. pidlv
lower I n* price IP a ' H report'

d

ilia! c* peri**’Cf(t,i l|i, u i • in i pm
cceibeg hi Pipe 1 l ( 1 f . • i v hi cli
w mild permit iIih i le the . Mount of
running time on le «“ *•'*.1.1* spools
now Ic ing u* id to In. Id tapes.
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RCA Issues 2d Edition

Of Educational Catalog
RC’A Victor is issuing a second

edition of its educational di k cata-
log, which has been designed a v a

teachers’ guide in the use of rec-

I
orris in the classroom.. The first

edition, issued last January, to-
1 tailed 50,000 copies.

New' catalogs listings of the

classics are keyed to suitable grade
school levels and sperial sections
arc* devoted to folk dances, orches-
tral instruments, language study
and children's records. Victor is

i selling the catalog at 10c a copy.

< hi

( ini

Liberal e's t| ;» *,|

Opcia lloua I. el,

s» llout well ov er
his opening tins
( 'fiai lev (

»

1 1 hi 1

1

manager, r* ports
or der sale as ot * n
Mune/ial » ver fr

this sort.

J he 3.531-scat l ou i' \', hi' li can
do a capacity of S I 0 400 p» r p,
forma nee., coll-cfed fyninp in mail
orders for the Hire* inghls before
the hoXOffice opi ti> 0. P.r.Hp* p
ly over $1,000 vn.i’li «,i s * . .

;

h,r
sale at the window Lx pi p,, the
Usual inoiinceu i .1 t h:Jln g
was si . . cely public./' d

Miliinder in Bankruptcy

I Filing; 3o[G Liar,iiities
v> 7 *

I

'

•
'

.!

'

•

; H . / •
:

.

A voluntary pc: ij ion n I ink-

ruptcy has been fi!< d in V Fed-

eral Court by on h b ar;* r J.itt ,us

Leroy (Lucky* Millifub , , ..-.(mg

liabilities of $30 525 and no assets.

Of that amount, $18 822 is owed to

unsecured creditoi s and $17,700 to

the Government and sta e.

Unsecured credi'ors arc King
Records, $4 901; Mo<* ’Gad , $900,

Di d Gale agency, $7,702; Tobey
Winters and AGN A. -$107: Ford &
Harris. $50, and General Artists

,
Coi p., $282.
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Spectacular!

Flanagan Orch On

Seven-Month Trek
A Her a month’s layoff. Ralph

Flanagan is reactivating his orch
for an extended swing through the
midwest and to the (.'oast. Hand
takes oil ori a seven-month trek
Saturday < 17'. The orch is booked
solid throughout

The long tour is in keeping with
the new hooking pattern recently 1

set up for the orch. Orch will go
on extended pops around the
country, working its way back to

New York for a six or seven-week
timeout.

During his last dates at the Pal-
ladium. Dos Angeles, and Frank
Dailey's Meadow-brook, Cedar
Drove. N .1 , Flanagan tested terp-
sters response to about 19 differ-

ent standards for an album he was
prepping. Last week RCA Victor
released two extended play pi at -

ters • “Flanagan at the Meadow-
brook" and “Flanagan at the Pal-
ladium") with four of the most 're-

quested tunes on each disk. Both
the “Palladium" and the "Meadow-
brook" platters have been put to-

gether in a single longplay disk
with the overall tag, “Dates With
Ralph Flanagan."

_

<jT

MAY TURNING OVER HIS

BAND BATON TO DAWES
Hollywood, Oct. 13.

Billy May is fronting his band
for the last time in the engage-
ment starting tonight 'Tues.t at

the Palladium here. When the
three-week stand is completed
May will remain here, and his
road manager will take over the
baton. It will be booked as the
'Hilly May Band, conducted bj
Hob Dawes."

May will continue to write ar-
rangements. and own band on a

partnership deal with Dawes. But
he prefers to stay here hence-
torth.

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Survey 0/ refatl disk best

sellers based on reports ob
tained from leading stores in

11 cifira and showing com-
paratire sales rating for this

and last week.

National >£

Rating
This Last J
wk. wk. Artist, Label, Title

PAUL-FORD •Capitol)

1 1 "Vaya Con Dios" 1

STAN FRFBKRG •Capitol

»

2 2 "St. George and Dragonet" 2

FRANK CHACKSFIELD (London*
3 3 "Ebb Tide" 5

‘ * AMES BROS. (Victor)

4 3 "You. You, You" 3

JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence)

9 7 "Eli Cumpari" 8

PEE WEE HI NT (Capitol

)

6 5 "Oh!" 6

RAY ANTHON Y (Capitol 1

7 G "Dragnet" 4

PERRY COMO • V ictor)

8 8 "No Other Love" . . . 7

TilKMAR INERsTCofumhia •

9 14 "I See the Moon" 9

JUNEVALLI Tv ictor •

10 11 "Crying in the Chapel"

VHANKIE LAINE (Co 1u 1nb ia •

11 12 "Hey Joe" .

,

R HAYMAN-J. MURAD (Mercury
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Milwaukee Pops Orch,

With 60 Men. Is Set Up
Milwaukee, Oct. 13.

i

A regular permanent pops or-

chestra consisting of about 60 Mil-
waukee area musicians, is slated
for here. Incorporators plan an
orchestra patterned after the Bos- '

ton Pops Orchestra to purvey pop-
ular light and longhaired music.

John D Anello. manager of "Mu-
sic Under the Stars.” popular sum-
mer outdoor music attraction local-

ly. has been named music director*
ot the proposed orchestra. i

12A 9 "Story of Three Love*"

W1LLLAM~KAPELL ( Victor)

12B 16 "Story of Three Loves”.

jON1 j VMES
14 20 "My Love, My Love"

STAN FREBERG (Capitol •

1 .) "Little Blue Riding Hood". . .

~ THE HILLTOPPF.RS (Dot

•

16A "P.S. I Love You"
JAYE P1

. MORGAN (Derby)
16B "Just a Gigolo"

TONY BENNETT (Columbia-
18 \ "Rags to Riches". .

TERESA BREWER (Coral)

1 8B
"Ricochet

’'

Four Lads (Columbia*
20. "Istanbul"

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

1 2 3 *

ME B JULIET VICTOR PRESENTS MUSIC FOR LOVERS CAN-CAN

Broadway Cast EARTHA KITT ONLY Broadway Cast

j
Victor Victor Jackio Gloason Capitol

OC 1012 EPB 3062 Capitol S 452
EOC 1012 LPM 3062

h 352 EDM 452
LOC 1012
EOA 458

1

-
:

Guy

MITCHEL1

SIPPIN’ SODA
on COLUMBIA RECORDS

1 HOLLIS MUSK, INC.I

WILSON’S TURNAWAY BIZ

AT SCOTTISH CONCERTS
Glasgow 1

. Oct. 13.

Hundreds of fans were turned
away when Todch Wilson. U. S.

jazz pianist, placed a onc-night
stand at the 3.0()0-seater St. An-
drew's Hall last week. Pivery inch
of standing room was taken.
The Kenny Baker Quartet were

also featured on same program, fly-

ing into Glasgow direct from Hil-
versum. Holland, where they had
been broadcasting earlier in the
day.

Wilson also played one-nighters
at Falkirk and Kirkcaldy, gaining
many new admirers despite the
British Musicians Union ban on
rhythmic accompaniment.
At City Hall. Newcastle. Eng,

,a drummer and bassist were about
to go on the stage to accompany
Wilson voluntarily when Ellis

Jones, northern area organizer for

the Musicians—Union, intervened
and prevented them making the
gesture. He forbade them to play,

and Wilson appeared solo.

I

•'

Bandleaders Defy Ban
London. Oct. 13.

I
' * *

.

'
.

,
When pianist Teddy Wilson

played the final concert of his Brit-

ish tour at Walthamstow < East
London) last Wednesday • 7 * . lead-
ing bandleaders combi tied together
to play two numbers with him in

defiance of the Musicians Union
ban against British musicians ac-

companying him on his dates.
The bandleaders rallied round to

j

help out when Freddy Randall, who
was to have played the concert.

THE BAND

WAGON
FnJ Actair*

MGM
207

EPX 207

LPE 3051

was forbidden to by his doctors.
Injured in a bus crash. Randall and
the front line of his band were in-
capacitated by injuries, and fellow-
leaders made up the band for the
concert. They were Johnny Dank-
worth t alto-sax

' ; Kennv Baker
•trumpet); Keith Christie (trom-
bone), and Sid Phillips (clarinet'.

They played “One O’Clock
Jump" and “How High the Moon"
with Wilson—the first and only
time he has had instrumental back-
ing on his tour.

Wilson flew hack to New York
Thursday (8*.

Professional Music Men's Assn.
will hold its drawing for a new
Ford at Huttons Restaurant. N. Y..
tomorrow <Thurs.>. Proceeds of the
drawing will go to the music
men's relief fund.

Nip Cats Blase

To Jazz Shows
Tokyo. Oct C

Nipponese cats haven't been i.-
acting like US. jazz fans to thru’own domestic bands which h, ebeen presenting “jazz concerts .»

downtown Tokyo theatres.

The All Star Jazz Concert ’

presented last month at the \ 1C | .

geki Theatre, drew packed housed
of teen-agers who crowded t**
aisles and inched their way touaid
the stage at show time, but v 0
acted like little angels when t

i

curtain went up. The “Hot
pers." a Japanese Dixieland aggie-
gation. brought forth no 7W ; ( |

shouts, no violent stomping aid
no swaying in the aisles. R av
Conde’s Band, acclaimed by mar.v
as the best in the country and
headed by an acknowledged]} j, n< .

clarinetist, brought forth a hit
more enthusiasm, but not much
more. The teen-agers listened
quietly, applauded with restraint
alter each number and settled
back for the next. A bebop group,
the “Six Lemons” and the “Vic-
tors All Stars,” the latter using l,>

pieces, got the same blase treat-
ment.

Vocalists Bobby Hata and Mori
Yoshiko failed to rouse the girls
to screams and sighs; the ho s

viewed them with calculated indif-
ference. Everything was well-man-
nered.

Live jazz in Japan is a pleasure
restricted to the w'ell-heeled, nor-
mally older than the age group to
which it usually appeals most. The
best Japanese jazzmen play regu-
larly in the night clubs of the
Ginza where the cover charge and
price of drinks is far out of reach
of Japanese students. "Concerts"
like the one at the Nichigcki are
rare and the program is cut and
dried with little or no extempo-
raneous improvisation.

As a result, jazz to the crew cut
university men in Tokyo means
jazz on records, and this means
imported jazz in the main. Because
Japanese hot musicians are far be-
low the standards found on im-
ported disks, few local aggrega-
tions cut many platters and so the
Japanese fan, in large, is more
familiar with foreign artists than
with the homegrown cats.

Because these imported disks are
expensive, especially so to the im-
pecunious student, there have de-
veloped in the city quite a few
hole-in-the-wall jazz dens where
good hi-fi equipment plays latest

imported jazz music for the pa-
trons who sit lor hours over a

single small beer. Most of the spots
seat no more than 20 but they aie
an attentive hep audience.

Another “Goodnight, Irono"

MARAIS jfe

MIRANDACyfP

MAILMAN
ANY MAIL?

on COLUMBIA RECORDS

hi DARTMOUTH MUSIC, INC. V

the most exciting Jazz Concert ever recorded

TED HEATH AT THE
LONDON
PALLADIUM

(Recorded at Ted Heath's 89th London Palladium Sunday Concert) April 12, 1953

LL 802 1 - 12
'
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Broadcast Music, Inc

newies, which Shaw knocked out
lor this group, stand up as strong
entries.
Shaw has his head shaved, sev-

eral degrees below crew cut, for
this stand, but unlike Samson, he
has lost none of his power.

Crus.

ARTIST t
Stan Freberg ^

Les Paul-Mary Ford

;; capitol
"

1. ST. GEORGE AND THE DRAGONET
LITTLE BLUE RIDING HOOD

;; 2. VAYA CON DIOS
o JOHNNY
° 3. OH
\\ SAN
o 4. WHHN MY DREAMBOAT COMES HOME Kay Stan

SWAMP FIRE

y DANCING IN THE DARK *

I! COLOMBIA
< 1. RAGS TO RICHES Tony-Bennett-Percy Faith
° HERE COME THE HEARTACHES AGAIN
O 2. I SHOULD-HAVE TOLD YOU LONG AGO Four Lad,
<> ISTANBUL

3. IN THE MISSION OF ST. AUGUSTINE Sammy Ka\ *

o NO STONE UNTURNED
” 4. STORY OF THREE LOVES Liber tee

o MAIDENS WISH SAMBA
° 5. HEY JOE . . Frankie Laine

;;
S1TTIN’ IN THE SUN

jo CORAL
” 1. RICOCHET Teresa Brewer
;; TOO YOUNG TO TANGO
O 2. I’M YEARNING Eileen Barton
° YOU'RE ON TRIAL
o 3. BABY. BABY. BABY Teresa Brewer
<> I GUESS IT WAS YOU ALL THE TIME
]

* L TOYS Eileen Barton
o ANY TIME ANY PLACE
° 5. DON'T TELL ME GOODBYE Buddy Greco
;; HOW DO YOU THINK I FEEL

n DECCA
y 1. LAUGHING ON THE OUTSIDE Four Aces
O I’VE BEEN WAITING A LIFETIME
<> 2. WHO PUT DEVIL IN EVELYN’S EYES .Mills Bros

;; BEWARE
O 3. CRYING IN THE CHAPEL

I THANK THE LORD
« 4. WHEN I PLUNK ON MY GUITAR
;;

WOULD IT BE WRONG
O 5. SHAKE A HAND
y STRANDED IN DEEP WATER

i: LONDON
< 1. EBB TIDE Frank Chacksfield

y WALTZING BUGLE BOY
< 2. I’LL WAIT FOR YOU Lynn-Mantovani
< MY LOVE. MY LIFE, MY HAPPINESS
o 3. GUESSING Dickie Valentine
0 I SEE YOU AGAIN EVERY NIGHT
° 4. TILL THEY’VE ALL GONE HOME Joan Regan

I’LL ALWAYS BE THINKING OF YOU
O’ 5. JAMAICAN RUMBA Mantovuni

y SWEDISH RHAPSODY

1 MKRCIRY
o 1. STORY OF TIIE THREE LOVES J Murad R Dayman
f SWEET LEILANI
0 2. EBB TIDE Vic Damone

IF I COULD MAKE YOU SING
1 3. GAMBLER’S GUITAR

FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION
4. WARSAW CONCERTO

LAZY RIVER
o 5. T. V. IS THE THING
;; FAT DADDY

| m4j.m
’ 1. MY LOVE. MY LOVE
O YOU’RE FOOLING SOMEONE
o 2. WEARY BLUES FROM WAITIN’
y I CAN’T ESCAPE FROM YOU
O 3. WHEN HE TAKES ME IN HIS ARMS
o TWO LOVERS
o 4. A DEAR JOHN LETTER
O NO STONE UNTURNED
;;

5. SHAKE A HAND
0 THE ANGEL PASSED BY

- RCA VICTOR
y 1. PA PAYA MAMA ,

.. YOU ALONE
” 2. YOU. YOU. YOU
J ONCE UPON A TUNE

!
3. MANY TIMES

f JUST TO BE WITH YOU
X 4. CALL ME FOOI

YOU ARE MY LOVE
|

I 5. THE VELVET GLOVE
1 ELAINE

crown. The tooling is sharp and
clean and though it might lack

some of the free-wheeling spirit of

the 30s. it now' has a maturity that

gives it added listening appeal.

Fact that he holds tablers through
sets running about 45 minutes is a

tribute to his musicianship. JL*‘s

still got what it takes and lie isn’t

holding hack.

Lots of credit for the solid sound
also belongs to the Gramercy Five

complement. They follow the maes-
tro’s lead and lay down a solid

beat in support as well as shine m
their own solo assignments Group
is made up of vebes 'Joe Roland',
piano (Hank Jones), drums iDenzil

Jones>, bass (Tommy Potter) and
guitar (Tal Farlowe).

Each number is dearly defined
via slick arrangements. They’re all

excellently presented, using some
formalization without sacrificing

spontaniety. Every instrumental is

a gem and there are plenty of

them. Among the familiars are

“Crazy Cat,” “I Can’t Get Started.”

I

“Summit Ridge Drive,” “Besamc
Mucho.” .Back Bay Shuffle.”

“Frenesi" and the inevitable “How
1

High the Moon." Even some of the

ARTIE SIIAW & GRAMERCY 5

Embers, N.Y.

When Artie Shaw wants to get

down to the business of turning

out music, lie’s one* ol the top pui-

veyors of the jazz mood, tie’s down
to business in his current Embers.

NY. stand

After a long time out to pen a

novel r“The Trouble With Cinder-

ella’ > and to trek through Europe.

Shaw picked up his clarinet again

early this year to front an orch on

a swing through Texas. He was a

solid lei p crowd draw.

This gig i-. strictly for listening

and he's dishing it out in socko

style lie has surrounded hirnsdf

with i coinlm using the w.k. tag

ol the Shaw heyday. Gramercy
Five, and is belling out Hie kind

ot rhythm that hasn’t been heard

in these parts for some time. Spot
can count on ropes-up biz for his

eight week run, and if he wants to

gel hack to steady si'nall-room

podium work he can just about
w rite his own ticket.

Shaw’s 1953 clarinet work doesn’t

have to take a back seat to the

days when he was battling Benny
Goodman for flu* "King of Swing"

DON ROTH TRIO
With Pinny Lee
Hotel President. Kansas City

Don Roth and his compact group
have by now become perennial
favorites in the Drum Room of the
Hotel President, this being their
fifth extended date in the room
in the past five years. They are
due to stay at least two months
this trip, and will be back again
next season.

Outfit rates as one of the top
trios hereabouts, readily evident
from its big backlog of bookings
and its long string of satisfactory
dates in some ol the better spots
in the midwest, south and south-
west. Rcjth leads the outfit on ac-
cordion and vibes, with Bill Mc-
Pherson at the Hammond and
celeste and Jimmy Markey on
electric guitar. They give individu-
ality to a wide range of numbers,
and their work is embellished' by
the baritone warbling* of Markey.
For their Kansas City engagement
Roth has added Ginny Lee. a song-
stress. She gives the croup added
eye appeal, as well as extra
strength in the voeal department.
Biz during this session is hitting
satisfactory pace regularly.

Quin.

Rex Allen

Pittsburgh, Oct. 13.

Aero Mayflower Transit Co. of
Indianapolis filed suit here in
Common Pleas Court last week
against the Pittsburgh Symphony
Orchestra for $4,471. Firm claims
local symph owes it that much for
transporting musical instruments
and trunks on tour last March
in a van. >

Symphony claims that the May-
flower outfit had agreed to haul
the trunks and instruments for
$1,900. Instead, they charged $4,-

471. which they insisted was the
ICC’-filed tariffs. Consequently, the
orch refused to play, preferring a
court decision in the matter.

The tour last March included
visits to New York, Buffalo, Har-
risburg. Stamford, Conn., and
Bethlehem. Pa.

Billboard

FAREWELL—SO LONG-GOODBYE
(Eaitwick)

BILL HALEY (Em**)
Sleeper of

tho Woolt

Now Record

to Watch

IN THE MISSION OF

ST. AUGUSTINE (Republic)

SAMMY KAYE (Col )

Sloopor t
AwardTHE ORIOLES (Jubilee)

Rll
SleeperTHE BUCCANEERS (Rama)

Sleeper of

the Week
New Record

to WotchDON CORNELL (Coral)

Ellington $9,600, Regina;

40G Can. Tour Take Seen

Dinah Washington
I'VE BEEN WAITING A LIFETIME

75 (Good)THE FOUR ACES iDecco)
Joni James

LAUGHING ON THE OUTSIDE i»m

THE FOUR ACES ,0.<to)
Disk of

tho Week

B+ (Excellent)RALPH MARTERIE (Mer ) 75 (Good)

Perry Como
MR. PEEPERS (Homo

JACX PLEIS (Dec )

TEX BENEKE (Coral)

B (Very Good)

C+ (Good)

78 (Good)

PA RAYA MAMA (Sheldon)

PERRY COMO (Vic )

Sleeper of

the Week

BONNIE LOU (King) Novaes, Jan Smeterlin. Alexin It
U ninsky and Berevidge Web-' t,

and others.

A preview of this event will h?

a highlight of Ed Sullivan’s CB>-
TV show, "Toast of the Tow/m.”

Sunday night (18). A remote ;n

lip of the dress rehearsal n»>t

Carnegie Hall w ill be follow e l fiy

an interview with the firm's pr u -

dent. Theodore K. Steinway, ivi I

the 34 participating artists .Vfu'l

concert has been sold out ' t
months.

88’ers in 10-Man Relays

For Carnegie Hall Gala
Thirty-four pianists are to ap-

pear at Carnegie Hall, N Y , next

Monday night <19* for a Steinway

centennial concert which will tee
'

off celebrations throughout t'ne

world this year, mat king the famed
piano company's 100th anni. Key-

boarders will play together :n

groups of 10 at a time on 10 dif-

ferent concert grands. Dimitri i

Mitropoulos will be one of the
|

pianists, as well as leading his N.Y.

Philharmonic-Symphony in several

numbers.

Included in the roster of par-
j

ticipating pianists will be Jacques
Abram, Alexander Brailovvsky.

Robert Casadesus. Abram Chasin.s.
Ania Dorfmann, Rudolf Firkusny,
Carl Friedberg, Rudolph Ganz.
Sascha Gorodnitzki. Gary Graff-
man. Leonid Hambto. Vladinvr
Horowitz, Constance Keene. Muriel
Kerr, Seymour Lipkin, Kugene

!

List, Mout a Lympany, Guiomur

SINCE YOU SAID GOODBYE (Comet)

BONNIE LOU (KING)
New Record

to Watch
B (Very Good)

Best British Sheet Sellers
' Week endinr/ Oct. 3 •

London, Oct. fi.

Limelight Bourne
Moulin Rouge .... Connelly
I Believe Cinephonic
Bridge of Sighs ... Maurice
April in Portugal . Sterling
Seven Lonely Days . . . Feist
Look At That Girl Cinephonic
Poppa piccolino .... Sterling
Walk That -A Way Aberbach
I'm Walking Behind Maurice
Sn You're Mine ... Victoria
Mother Nature , Aberbach

Second 12
Your Cheatin’ Heart:.. Wood
Kits

. Feist
Is It Any Wonder . . Leeds
Uan t I Southern
Hot Toddy Aberbach
\ Y' i Con Dios ..... Maddox
Flirtation Waltz... Bourne
Where The Winds Blow Dash
Wonderful Copenhagen Morris
Hold Me Thrill Me Mills
Melba Waltz Chappell
Hey Joe Robbins

SIPPIN' SODA mo

GUY MITCHELL (Col )

STROLLIN’ BLUES

GUY MITCHELL (Col )

(Montdore)

C+ (Good)78 (Good)

B (Very Good)72 (Good)SANDY SOLO Derby)

Sleeper 8

Award

Bullteye of

the Week

Recorded by

DARREU. GLENN Volley) 77 (Good)

On Columbia

M WITMARK 8 S3N|

488 Modoon A*«^«

New York 22 N *
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Jukebox Hearings
^ Continued from pace 71 g-j

other users of music, includir -

radio, television, films, symp'jm ,

orchs, conc ert artists, hotels, d »n< •

halls, skating rinks, etc. must p .

.

composers a performance lice:

if music is used for a profit
Tlu* juke ops. however, confetti

that they compensate the song-
writer when they bu> the n<m i

and that payment for the uv ,i

records would be “double t na-
tion.” The proponents of ti.e

McCarran bill rebut bv point,: 4
out that radio siations. for it >
stance, pay for disks as well as p. v

lot the use of the music. Accord-
im» to the songwriters, the (’r>p\-

right Act distinguished between
the manufacturing and the pel-
formance right "While the juke in-

dustry is trying to lump them to-

gether. Songwriters maintain that

it’s a basic principle which en-
titles an author to a royalty when-
ever his work is performed pub-
licly for profit.

The juke interests further claim
that a performance fee would im-
pose an intolerable economic bur-

den on them. The songwrifeis
deny this, pointing out that ail

other segments of show husine->
pay such fees and that it’s in then
u^n interest to see that users of

music operate profitably. The third

ji’ke argument that the McCarran
bill would place coin machine ops
at the mercy of composers Is re-

futed by the latter’s claim that

composers have never imposed un-

reasonable tees on commercial
users of music.
The McCarran bill is getting

widespread support from all seg-

ments of the music biz. Such or-

ganizations as the American So-

ciety of Composers. Authors &
Publishers. Broadcast Music. Inc.,

Songwriters Protective Assn, and
the Music Publishers Protective,

Assn, are all pressing for its pas-

sage in a unique display of indus-

try unanimity.
Sole opposition- to the hill is

coming from the jukebox ops,

since it’s undersvod that the di-k

manufacturers, who were on tin*

juke side last year when a similar

hill was introduced, will now main-
tain a “hands oft" attitude.

Hem m Scot 23 Va^'kty said Dannie Kaye’s Decca refold

Mills’ song. ’ I’ll Buy the Ring • \ rid Change Your Nam • to R

first waxing o ditty Since Mills. I'd Bose and V/illie Raskin wri

I, ., m pi ’7 S’ .airment is not entirely accurate. VarsEty Mu'

Inn Waivii o Yin Ion. V ;» . lias < a'neo record of song, platl-rec

1,V t kulc lc Bailey” (Webb Halmett Ollier side is "Yearning

Ymi'g.

Walsh's ; miHis about records and nap music in Vah’LTY a

public it ions 1 centh won him a tree week *nd plane li”o to W
ton. Ma>- ,

s -in nil of Boston. Artie!' , w re read by HO-yenr-

Margarcl '/lute. who has a siropg a ilmi ration for o’d-l in

comic. B'lt.v .* una \ Learning t iat '. itsli is a friend of Min i;

White’s mi>i I er L. While. oi,e<y..i i > pay his experts s I >

lie woo'd \ 1 Ids mot her and an-; r her questions about

Klderh iajnv has collection of in:>r • ttign if*!') clolls drcs> cl b

to icpi mi h. ilo'ical charnei ers. r nging from Cleop'itra to

Mai Art bin i nd from the- first" CV* n liM ' dicth to pre ent

( njeeii Mo .

1 r Billy Murray and his recording associate, Ac

The fop 30 sorifj.t of week (more in case of tics'*, based on

c'jft irifjtit^d Audience Coneraqe Index & Audience Trend Index,

Published ("/ Office of Research, Inc, Dr. John Gray Peatman

,

Director, Alphabetically listed.

Survey Week of October “J-8 , 1933

( Listed Alphabetically

)

Baby, Bahv. Baby . a.!.. . - - Famous
Ftui.erd c*s ..... Santly-J
(’’ st SI I!i,ii Lci'ds

(’ho 0 (" on Train Disney
Crymg m the Chapel Valley
Cup o* / iv . Southern
Don’t ’:c Your Love From Me Witmark
Dr ign'd Alamo
F.bh T d * ...Bobbins
Klcrnal'v • Bourne
( t'linb’er’s Guit ar • . . Frederick
llev Joe Tannen
t|‘-LilU » i l.o- '• “l.ili" Bobbins
l l ove Pans—“C in-C’ in” Chappell
I S >e the* Moon ... Plymouth
Jo t A*’ ol-her Po’ka • Frank
Ker'o It C:r—“Me and Juliet” .Williamson
Mademoiselle De Paree Mills

Manv Times Broadcast
No Other Love—"Me and Juliet" Williamson
Oh Feist

P. S 1 Lov'o You La Salle

Rieocle t ...Sheldon
Siltin' ; n the' Sun Berlin
Vova Can Dios Ardmore
When Love Coes Wrong Feist

When My Dream boat Comes Home Remick
With Tin so Hands B’oom
You Ton. You Too * . • Marks
You, Yon. You Mellin
You're Tlu* Right One Paramount

|),w< 1 1 : |! I l-alked up a*-o • “f':i l" with t h e recent release

ol the soundtrack album of a st gin ,;t of Ford’s 5(llh ami l de show

W'llh Kthel , iL*nm.n and Mary M;im n. Although disk :*rie, have been

steadily digging into TV lpr new inai. ii.il, the Decca album ina'ks the

initial tele soundtrack- » diiwt. Ten \ .s ago. the laic Jack b a op, duk-

ci \ founder, launc hed lc\it musical original cast albino with 'Okla-

homa!" \*
The Menu: n-Martin taping, inc identally, includes the medley of tunes

sung on the tele stanza except for "You Made Me Love You." Song
was deleted because of a disagreement over royalties between tlu* pub-

lisher. Broadway Music, and l)t*cca

Second Ciroup

A lle/.-vous F.n— 1 “Can-Can”
Am I to Blame
April in Portugal
CYst Magnilique— * “Can-Can”
From Here to fraternity

Granada
1 Believe

,

I Forgot More Than You’ll Kv r Know ...

.

I Guess It Was You All the Time
I Just Love Non
I’m Walking Behind You
Julie
Just to Be With You
Lonely ,•

Love Walked In

Moonlight
My Love. M.v Love
Pa-Paya Mama h

Ramona
Song From Moulin Rouge— "Moulin Rouge
Who But the Devil in Evelvn's Eyes

Chappell
Feist

Chappell
Chappell
Barton

The background harmonica on Guy Mitchell's "The Strolling Blues"

for Columbia Records was done hv Jrny Adler, not b\ his brother,

Lury \dler, as errat unu*ri. l’.v\n .Yidchell was mixed u > on whicla Ad-

ler it was rn l on a recent interview shot with Dave (iirrov.av on NBC.
said 11 was L'liy Adler. In orde r to avoid c infusion. Jciry Adler has

been using the name of Jerry Lilli; rd.
Cromwell
Fail w :y
Famous
Miller
I .reds

Miller
Trinit v

BVC
Chappell
Mills

Meridian
Sheldon
L'on
Broadcast
Hart lev

Capitol Rt iords w ill proem i\ - 1 : w high-fi.lelit y album package at

a coekl.iilcw tod.-.'y iNVcd.f at tin* I' *'cl Warwick. N. 3 Album is

lagged "Fu'l D.mcnsicmal Sound \ Study in High Fidelits" and will

include hi* li r. j

»
• oduet ion of s. \ n j and sewn classical pieci s fiom

Cap’s cala’o: \ special 12-page booklet on hi-fi by Charles Fowler,

editor of lli-l i mag, will he distributed with the album.

M-C-M Record- is embarking on a disk education campaign on the

con .umer lev I Label has prepar. d a poster explaining different <1 i -k

speed ,, how l,.r 'e tie* vari-speed re, ords are. how much plaviii » time
on 0 icb an t what they look like, which it is distrihiitin • to dealers

around the country. The poster course on disk speeds was propped
by Sol 1 land we i ger. M-(LAl's publicity topper. Infringe Suit Filed

;

Vs. Missouri Club
] A copyright infringement suit

j
has been filed by three ASC’AB
publishers against the T & T Club,

Kennett, Mo. Pubs who allege

spot performed tunes without au-

thorization are Melrose. Pickwick
and De Sylva. Brown & Henderson.
Songs involved are “Careless

Hands” (Melrose*. "You Always
Hurt The One You Love” 1 Pick-

wick* and “Walkin’ My Baby Back
Home” (DB&Hh Pubs are asking

for the statutory $230 damages for

, each infringement.

Top 10 Songs On TV
(Listed Alphabetically)

With the 1 a

>

1

1

id TV show themes 110 a getting on wax. Columbia Rec-
ords i- dippmg into radio for a possible click theme with the etching
ot "3.1th Parallel." an instrumental featuring clelier Tom Scott as a

whist! a Scott wrote the music for a CBS documentary taped on tin*

Korean war trout just before- the recent .truce was signed.

C'est Si Bon
Crying in the Chapel
Hey Joe
I'm Walking Behind Yon
I've (lot the World on a String
Many Times
No Other Love
Sweet Mama Tree Top Tall .

Vaya Con Dios
;

.........
With These Hands
You. You, You ..........

Leeds
Valley
Tannen
Leeds
Mills

Broadcast
Williamson
Hollis

Ardmore
Bloom
Mdlin

F.veRn i\li> Phil Spitalny) has taken her first try at lunesmithmg
with "There Mint Be a Way to Your Heart." Turn*, which is based on
a Beethoven Yudin Concerto theme, has been given a lyric by Irving

Caesar. Spitamy is currently featuring the tune in his book and Caesar
i-* lining up ill-king assignments.

Five Top Standards
(More In Case of Ties )SATCHMO Southern

Sherwin
Harms
Oxford
Bobbins
Santly-J
Harms
Berlin
Beilin
Chappell

I Know That You Know
I'd Give a Million Tomorrow
Loveliest Night of the Year
Lucky. Lucky. Lucky Me . .

Molls Malone
Pretty Girl Is Like a Melods
White Christmas
Wish You Were Here ......

PARAMOUNT
NEW YORK
NOW!

DECCA RECORDS EXCLUSIVELY
Fil,musical

Bess Music Files Suit

On ‘Baby’ Infringe Claim
Bess Music filed suit in N. Y.

Federal Court last week against

Jay-Gee Publishers. Lois Music
and King Records, for an injunc-
tion to restrain and enjoin the de-
fendants from publishing, selling
and recording an alleged infringe-
ment tune. "Bain I'm Doing It

"

Vet ion also asks that tlu* defend-
ants pay damages sustained and
surrender all infringing material
during pendency of the suit.

According to the complaint.
Bess copyrighted a tune in 1932
tith’d Baby Don’t I)o It.” com-
posed by Low man Pauling, which
was assigned to them. Complaint
charges that since February, 1953.
Hie defendants, although notified
ot tlu* alleged infringement, have
been publishing and selling their
tune.

Bing Crosby sings

PAREE
DECCA i

« 2S8M>
Topical Song and Production Number for STAR Artist and Ensemble, er Solo. COPYRIGHT 19S3. Infringements or
Imitations will be prosecuted. No "professional copies" to be distributed. PRESENTATION restricted in ALL entertain-
ment media. Available only by written permission.

FOR INFORMATION: Stag* Producers, Star Personalities, Authentic Agents,

Please Contact LEON VINCENT NOEL—Address NOW.
Direct—1303 Widenor* Inilding, Philadelphia 7, Penna. (Will Visit New York Soon) MILLS MUSIC, INC

THE
OPERATORS

OWN
SINGING

COMMERCIAL

SUNG BY

CORAL RECORD ir61037
e

B/W—ROCKABYE BOOGIE
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The Gardens Oct. 23 . . . Johnny
Long and Shep Fields both can-
celled out on the William Penr.
Tavern . . . Tommy Carlyn has IS?

one-nighters booked in this terri-

tory between now and first of the
year. Tommy Moses, a civilian

again alter two years in the serv-
ice. has joined Carlyn’s sax sec-
tion and Bob Ilaberman has re-
placed Harry Irwin on trumpet .

New York
Kfn Remo begins a two-week

*t Tommy Collins Lounge.

P.M-brnth. Oct. 23 . . . Fr.n War-

\rtt mio Eddy’s Cafe. Kansas City.

Fruhv ,16' . . . Cleveland Jukebox

noerators picked Blue Barron's

Vi c;-M platter. "That’s Amore." as

<ii«ik-of-the-month . . . Abbey Albert

(,k1i currently at the Hotel Statler.

Washington. ......
>1rl Powell, former pianist with

the Benny Goodman orch, lectures

,,n "Jazz Music and Responsibility"

6t Queens College tonight 'Wed,)

Tommy Reynolds orch hits the

joad with Bob Hope’s troupe on a

six-day swing beginning Oct. 20

Charlie Yates is now managing the

wr,h . . . Ed Smollet ankled Dave
fiber's Hackery to join Virginia

irks . . . Gayla Peevey, Columbia
Records 10-year-old thrush, guest-

ing on Ed Sullivan’s CBS-TV show
Sunday (18) . . . Russ Morgan orch

into t lie Hotel Statler’s Cafe Rouge
tor seven weeks Friday <16).

Another inKansas City
Sonny Howard, after very pleas-

ant tort night at Eddy's Restaurant,
returns ifest with dates set for four
weeks in the Blue Room at the
Hotel Roosevelt. New Orleans, in

November, to be followed by two
weeks at the Chase Hotel. St. Louis

Don Roth Trio due to hold in

Drum Room of Hotel President
through October, alter which Paul
Davis of the McConkey Orchestra
Service has set them for the Kan-
sas City Club for two months, fol-

lowed by stands at Keesler Air
Force Officers Club. Biloxi. Miss .

and Oklahoma Club, Oklahoma
city, next spring.

FOUR ACES' ms
• Perfidia• It's No Sin

• Should I

• Tell Me Why

• Organ Grinder's Swing

Chicago
Tommy Reed extended at Chase

Hotel St. Louis, through Nov. 10

_
i. Pee Wee Hunt opens Lake

Club Springfield. Nov. 10 lor sin-

gle | lame . . . Will Jordan on one-
nighters in territory through Oc-
tober . . . Charley Barnett to Colo-
nial Tavern, Toronto. Oct. 19-2fo

Shep Fields pegged for

SchroeUer Hotel. Milwaukee. Oct.
13-25 . . . Chuck Cabot follows into

Schroedef Oct, 27 for fortnight,
after closing St. Anthony. San An-
tonio. Oct. 21 . . . Chuck Foster
slated lor Roosevelt Hotel, new
Orleans. Oct. 22 for three rounds
. . . Boh Kirk inked for Baker Ho-
tel Dallas, Oct. 19 for four frames
. . Paul Neighbors into Aragon
Ballroom. Chi. Oct. 13 for three
weeks . . . Charlie Spivak doing
lour days at Syracuse Hotel. Syra-
cuse. beginning Oct. 20 . . . Fran
McKenna on one-nighters here
through Oct. . . . Art Kessel. with
Gloria Hart vocalizing, in at Mar-
tinejue Restaurant, Chi, indefi-
nitely.

— Rudy Veil orch played
coming dance at Wayne

i ltlSDUrgn Teachers College Saturday
Nat (King.) Cole, Sarah Vaughan. Duffy Belorad hit Howell

Ralph Marterie orch and Illinois Ballroom Tuesday and T
Jaeuuft band in "Biggest Show of '6-8'. with Paul Moorhcj
19.V4 " booked for a one-nighter at following on Sunday cLU. Dccco 28843 (78 RPM) ond 9-28843 (45 RPM)

CATHY RYAN
tings

MGM 11602

K 11602
Granz $9,300, San Anton’

Sno Antonio. Oct. 13.

Not man Gran/.’ "Ja/z, at the Phil-

harmonic' at the- Municipal Audi-

torium here last 1 hyrsday '8>
(

drew around $9 300.

During the concert. Granz had

to come on stage to rebuke some
noisy me mbe rs of the audience. De*-

spjtc that fact, he announced he*

would return hire again next year.

Ella Fitzgerald went on despite the
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Left Hand-Right Hand
Dallas, Oct. 13.

Bank prez H. L. Thornton
finds being a civic leader can
be embarrassing at times.

Last week, as State Fair of

Texas prez, he applied for a

rain insurance policy during
the expo's run here, Oct.

10-25.

As mayor also. Thornton
heads a city council which last

week hired a Denver cloud-

seeding .firm to increase rain-

fall in ' this drought-stricken
area.

The American Guild of variety

Artists and Actors Equity Assn.

ji;,ve become involved in another

juri (liclion.d hassle, this one re-

garding the <"'fe unit. ‘‘
t oo IVt-

, u hi* h ouens at C’huhhv's.

( Viliineswcod, N .1 .
Nov. ft. The

A .soci.it (‘(I Actors & Artistes ot

America lias stooped in and ap-

pointed a (onunit-lee to study the

unit and report hack to the central

bodv
( ummitn c v ill commi* <• fivc

\C\ \ uvip^ers, on'* ot which is

to he from the rlmrt's; three mem-
bers from Equity, end two from

Chorus Kquitv, w-hich will thus

equai'i/e the AG V A-Kquity votes.

Other inemVis will comprise one

4 -rn-h fro i t lie Nimoican Fed v* ra-

tion ot It tI'o & T devi ion Artists,

Screen Actors OHId and the

Aoviic oi Guild of Musical Artists.

The Top IJananc” unit is the

Second cal'* Irmas to have come
oo between ACJVA and Equity.

watch as unsatisfactory, since*

time alone is not the major factor

in the dispute and it does not take

info account definitions of basic

jurisdictions, and a means of es-

tablishing a basis of permanent
settlement.

Basic dismite stems from the fact

that ACtV A claims any show that

goes into a cafe. Equity says all

te"its belon" to it. "Ton Ba-
nana” is an abbreviated legiter go-

ip" into a cafe, and so on the face

ot it, each side has .a valid claim.

There fic.ve been frequent

squabbles between AGV.V and
Equity and they arc lik(*lv to be-

come more frequent unless a per-

manent formula for settlement is

found. Kquity and ACJVA have

argued on tab legits going into

vavde houses; straight pi'As going

into film theatres, and an in-

creasing number of squabbles will

most likely r *sult from the annual

tall revival of legit-type vaude and
one-man shows such as Betty Hut-

ton opening today (Wed.* at tin*

Palace. N. Y : Victor Burge at the

Golden Theatre, and Ethel Waters,

who closed Saturday <10' at the

48 St. Theatre.

(Bobby)

'

'-'-Jr
Hey Roy Cooper

—

m v I IN DOOR SPORT
jr
jr on. j-im

j/T l)an't tall Billy
Guldia yuu ran't
u « in*' Silly Bay

'

looked thru WILLIAM SHILLING
161 West 46th Street

New York City

ftk RETURN ENGAGEMENT
BILTMORE BOWL

Biltmore Hotel, Las Aaqolo*

LEW

BLACK
Chicago. Ort 13

Milton T Raynor, attorney for

Cafe Owners Assn. here, emphati-
cally denied statements issued

publicly by American Guild of Va-

riety Artists t hat peace is near in

Chi between the two organizations,

currently at opposite ends of a

$2,700,000 damages suit. Raynor
particularly objected to AC.VA's
claim that full settlement out of

court is now' contingent upon the

question of what to do with per-

formers who were placed on the

guild's unfair list.

Cafemen actually are adamant
in their insistence that AGVA
withdraw "its unreasonable and
unilateral demands" requiring op-

erators to pay $2.50 per performer
per week for the union's welfare
fund. Raynor said the bonifaees
are just as determined now as they
were a year ago not to pay the
$2.50 and that they intend to pros-

ecute their case in the Federal
Court to the fullest possible extent.

Omaha, Oct. 13.

A check of Omaha's niteries re-
veals there’s more Indoor show- biz

on tap than at any time in recent
years.

Latest to enter the field is the
American Legion Post, which this

week is featuring Leonard Bros.,

Lucky Longstreet and Walter Har-
rold combo, following successful
runs bv comic Lenny Collyer and
other name acts.

Angelo’s currently has Erroll
Garner Trio as group heads east
to join Stan Kenton show*. Fol-
lowing Garner are Delta Rhythm
Boys, Page Cavanaugh, Fran War-
rent. June Valli. Connie Boswell,
Nellie Lutcher and Billy Williams
Quartet.

Holdovers include Marjorie, at

Regis Hotels White Horse Inn;
Panto Mimics, at Grand Bar; Fats
Pichon. at Colony Club, and Wal-
ter Scott, at Airport’s Jlaydan
House.

In addition. Jerry Colonna show
was in for a one-nighter Friday
<9>, midwest magic conclave staged
an exhibition same night. Jan
Garber weekended at Peony Park
and Mai Dunn orch moved in at

Music Box.

PAT

DUNDEE
|

(Beauty and
fee least)

A new note In
Glamor Comedy
CHUBBY*

,
C*mdtn, N. J.

Mat
GEIIBF R WEISS
M0 W 'it N Y.

Ml RCURV
ARTISTS

Mi W ,7 SI . N V.

Curr*"* 1*

lAilwdukd*

Thank* »•

Mwtlc C*rpi #f 1

New York
Evelyn Worth succeeding Marion

Colby in the act with the Black-
hum Twins . . . Larry Storch to

the Carousel. Pittsburgh. Nov. 16

. . . Nanette Fabray parted for the
Hollenden. Cleveland. Nov. 15 . . .

I)e Castro Sisters will be on the

preem show at the Earl Carroll

I

Theatre Restaurant. Los Angeles.
I Dec. 18 . . . Mary McCarty tapped
i
for the Persian Room of the Plaza

I

Hotel. V V.. Dec. 10 . . . Billy Gray
cafe unit, with Moore & Lessy,

i

set for the Chez Paree, Chicago.
Oct. 19

Cass Franklin, who handles the
talent operations for Lou Walters,

Latin Quarter operator, has signed
dancer Ruby Richards, Lee Sharon
and Luelenne & Ashour to per-

sonal management deals.

The Man Who
M Murdered

9 Vaudeville

1 Reenacts the

|
Crime

I SEVILLE THEATRE
f Montreal

K—MARK J. LEDDY
LEON NEWMAN

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON
prasanti

Felix Knight, former Metropoli-
tan Opera singer, will join a rein-

carnated version of the Yacht Club
Boys, a song and Comedy quartet

that was famous as a cafe act dur-
ing the speakeasy era.

Billy Mann, who helmed the act

during its heyday, will reorganize
the turn. Jimmy Kern, who wrote
for that toursome at that time, will

join with Mann in scripting mate-
rial for the revived act.

American Rep.: WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVIL MAROUANI AGENCY PARIS

"Special Material by
VISX" ... the signature that

lend* prestige to your act.

. For information write

A. GUY VISK
Writing Enterprise*

*’C re. tort of Specie! Comedy Material
t« Hill Street Troy, N. Y

i The Mirthplece of Show Bit!

New Dallas Lounge
Dallas, Oct. 13.

A new* lounge, the Zombie
Castle, has been opened here by
Michael and Lawrence Burch, with
Jack Nichols as manager.

Entertainment is furnished by
Sam Price at the piano. James
Petty on drums and vocals and Jo
Bartell, vocalist.

7X Latest Comedy Meteriol

7m ter MC't, Masicisnt, Enter

teieert, ate. Sani l*r an'

Tv 1 lataat price Hit •» *r'»'MTn ORIGINAL shAKs.
\/J API left. dielepi. ptrodiM

•A «tc. Written t» »h*«

AmmQlbir tap gagmen. Or

llWllll far $>U ward at »'*»«(

Maeay beck If nat »»ti>Aed

LAUGHS UNLIMITED

Chicago
Rusty Draper and Kfan- Sisters

,

set for two weeks at the Chicago ,

Theatre. Oct. 16 . . . Johnny Mar-
tin and Ilelene Dixon hooked lor ,

two frames at Towne Room, Mil-
waukee. beginning Oct 26 . .

.'

Jose Greco into Opera House, Chi, I

Oct 23-31 . . . Betty Mattson play-

ing Tic Toe Club. Milwaukee, now
for a fortnight . . . Fran Warren
in for two weeks at Eddy’s. Kan-
sas City, beginning Oct 15.

HMIO so much .

Entertainers and Agents WITHIN ONE MONTH
Return Engagement

LOU FOLDS
Et'o Fitnarold

Halan Forratt

Johnny Roy

Dorttte Oarcai

Millg Brothprg

Billy Eckttin*

Slot* Brp*h*ra

Th# Four A(a*

Peed iaiUy

lewia Armstrong

BiRy Williomg

K Vaughn Monroe

Sort Block ( Auodated Booking Corp )

Som Brannon (Wm. Morris Agency

J

Sandy dost (Wm. Morris Agenty)
Jack Groan (Willard Alenander)

Joe Higgins (General Artists Corp.)

Stovo laSieer (Ihorehom Music Corp )

Jim Murray (Music Carp, ot Amenta)
lorry Myors 6 Norman Waits
Murray Nadell (Gale Agenty)
loan Nowman
Eddio Riloy

Frank Taylor (lew A Leslie Grade)
Steve 6 Charlio Yatos

Stanford Tuckor

By Happy Benway
Sa-ranae Lake. N. V., Oct 13.

\ posy to Amazing Mr. Bal lan-
fine, Walter CBS> Romanik. Jay
Marshall, the Murray Kissens' and
Henry Bei linghoff .for making pos-
sible a party for the le>s fortu-
nate*.

Audrey Lumpkin, daughter of
James Brennan. IATSK exec, ended
her summer vacation in our down-
town actors colony and left for
Ra msc\, N J After a short stay
there, she resumes work.

William Joyner, owner of Dixie
Sc Gilead Theatres. ofT to Troy,
N. C , for a 10-day furlough. Ditto
tor Thurman RKOi Sims, who will

stay in Yonkers. N. Y.. and see his
former co-workers at the Proctors'
Tlicali e. ...

Original Magical Juggler

Currently

ALPINE VILLAGE
CLEVELAND

THU Act Not Tolovisod
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A late spurt over the weekend
i'iul a heavy influx on Columbus
Day 'Mon > is expected to slot the
World Championship Rodeo busi*
tusv at N N \ Madison Square
Garden to within 5 '

\ of last year's
i-’ate l.ast season, the gross box

-

tud near $650,000 and this sea-
son s take is expected to come
close to $600,000 The 26-day run
ends Sunday 18'.

Of course, the rodeo hits a si/,

able prol'd with this kind of coin,
even though business is nowhere
near the more than $1,000,000 that
was realized during the war for
rodeo runs Draw of the show this
year is Gene Autry, with The
Range Rider 'Jack Mahoney • \
Dick West in the featured slot. The
topper last season was Roy Rogers.

Nearly as many people are see-

inc me vaudeville today as they

awi five vears ago, when eonsider-

Ihlv more theatres were in opera-

:
ion However, the successful

v aide is playing at a top of $3.60
‘ more They are bigger, more

namp laden, and all components

tarn more than they could pos-

ii()]y under four-a-day.

v'aude has gone over to such lay-

outs a s “The Biggest Show of

1953." ' Hippodrome.” pnd various

legit-type ventures, and of course

me ice-skating outfits. Built for

mammoth-size auditoriums and

arenas, they can play for a week
in a town and realize as much as a

combination film and vaude bill

could in a month of continuous op-

eration.

Another phase of show business

of which the backbone is vaude-

ville, is similarly hitting bigger

takes than under the four-a-day sys-

tem. The fairs, which use more
acts during season than all re-

maining vaude houses, hit some ex-

ceptionally tall takes.

Regulars Stuffed
In short, showmen are coming to

the conclusion that vaude is becom-
ing a bigger and more expensive
proposition, and it has gotten out
of the reach of the usual exhibitors

on a regular basis. To illustrate, a

house such as the Paramount.
Brooklyn, which used to have
vaudeville regularly, can now af-

ford ‘‘The Biggest Show” only as

a one-day attraction. The Mit.
Providence, is booking that layout
also for one day and latter house is

also setting up various travelling
troupes, all of which will be sold

at $3.60.

Theory of showmen is that they
now have to do shows better than
television if they’re going to com-
pete with free entertainment Thus,
the average show on tour will rep-

resent investments of more than
$300,000, with ice shows going
to more than $500,000.

To get top headliners, the lead
names must be given percentages
as well as guarantees and as a re-

sult frequently take out more in a

week than possible in several

months of touring with four-a-day.

At the same time, the exhibitor
takes less of a gamble, since the
deals are on a percentage basis.

However, the exhibitor must be
content to book on the short end
of a 70-30'r basis after expenses
are deducted.
The exhibs and arena managers

are seeking these shows with great-

er avidity. When frequency of
showings in any particular town is

carefully controlled, there’s lots of

money in 'em.
These major roadshows are fre-

quently the only vaudeville avail-

able in a town. The showmen ate
coming to the conclusion that the
only way to realize a profit in

vaude is to make it scarce and
expensive. It seems to be working
out that way.

turned wage. At’.VA had one show
a couple of years ago. but AFTHA
killed that by the cuflo talent ban.

On the cuflo talent line. AGVA
will also discuss means <d strength-
ening its free performance ban.
Present minimum for names on
benefit shows tor (upgrade names
is $285. There’s been some talk of

increase in that minimum. There
will also he a discussion on the
re-crealing of Theatre Authority in

the east.

The pact with the Ameiiean
Federation of Musicians will also

come under rex iexx Pact isn't

working out satisfaelorilly either
for the A I'M or A(»VA Neither
union is respecting the others
picket lines.

There will also ho a review of
the employer-employee status in

the AGVA minimum basic agree-
ment of an educational director,

ment of an adueationnl director,

and possibly a token talk of reduc-
ing expenses Another annual, the
paeting of line producers, is also

making its appearance on the
agenda.

Hilliard Dyrr-Hrnnrt to do
program of songs and ballads
Town Hall. N Y . Nov. 7, undci !

Hurok management.

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branthei of Theatiitalt

FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG HU

(The Service of the STARS)
Flrtt U filet *7 00— All 15 luue* SIS
Singly: St 05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY
Beqmnlnq with No. I— No Sklpplngl
• I Bkv PARODIES, por book 4)0 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET SIS •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS . to. bk. SIS •
• BLUE BOOK 'Gag* lor Sl»*il SS0 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

SI 00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS. $100 Worth over • thousand

No COD *s

BILLY GLASON
200 W 54th St New York 19-Dept V

Circle 7 11)0

Betty Hutton’s $50,000

Palace (N.Y.) Advance

Despite Sudden Dating
Betty Hutton, who opens tonight

(Wed.) at the RKO Palace, N V .

which resumes its two-a-day policy,

will preem with the shortest notice
ever to be given any of the major
headliners to go into the house un-
der this format. Miss Hutton's
sudden booking permitted only a

13-day advance sale with $50,000
coming into the till.

Most of the headliners hooked
for the Palace were able to come
in with a terrific publicity buildup
plus a longer period in which to

sell pre-opening ducats. Miss Hut-
ton was at this hoii'-e for six weeks
two years ago, being the first long
run to follow Judy Garland who
preemed the policy.

Miss Garland was at the Palace
for 19 weeks and Danny Kaye, the

sole headliner last season, ‘•taxed

for 14 weeks before being .forced

out by picture commitments. In

all these instances, the headliners

ended their runs at the height of

their boxoffiee appeal. All of them
could have played much longer
than they did.

Two limited runs of txxo weeks
each by programs topped by Lau-
ritz Melchior, and another by Ol-

sen & Johnson-Jose Greco and
Jackie Miles, were the only other

two-a-day layouts to play the house.

Spec ial

Primantnt Rote*

from $17 50 WecUy

Currently

Transient rooms

also available
TORONTO

Personal Mgt.:—DAVID L. SHAPIRO
1>7* Broadway, N. Y. Cl 5-5361

For Night Clubs: WEISS-GERBER
5? Hotel Winstar

SENSATIONAL
DANCE ACT

(THE VALENTINO WHIP)

WESTERLY BOOKED SOLIDLY
until January, 1954

The World Famous

13S last 33rd St., New York
PLaza 7-6300

WHEN IN BOSTON
Ift the

Omaha Cops Put Nix On

Femme Impersonators
Omaha. Oct. 13.

Female impersonators apparent-

ly aren't welcome in Omaha.
Angelo's nitery brought in a pair

for a xveek's run and splurged

heavily on ads. But the police

department's morals squad,

prompted by many beefs from

local ministers caught the first

show* and told the hoys to pack up.

Angelo’s went back into name

The Home of Show Folk

Avery & Washington Sts.

WORLD'S WORST!

and his Authentic and SumptuousWE'LL GET YOU
CANCELLED!

Trial Folio, Gags, Bit*
Parodies, Intros, *1.00— CATALOG FREE —
SEBASTIAN 10934 V

Hamlin, No. Hollywood,

Calif. SU 2-4459 music policy

An International HIT-HEADUNER

JOE HILLER(and "Eddie Echo")

Just closed "CABIN CLUB - '

Cleveland, Ohio

Currently '"BLUE CRYSTAL"
Youngstown, Ohio

(We'll be back tor New York
Club Date* November 1st

KEN ORAYSON
SUxauehanna 7 ICI4

Century Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa
rently: TIVOLI THEATRE

Sydney, Australia
t been on tour • month*'
LEW A LESLIE GRAOE, Ltd.

Per*on»l Management

Wr
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Soph, the Golden (Jubilee) Girl

Of ’53, a Wow at NX’s Latin Quarter

„ N. Y.
Suyar Ray Robinson with Joe

Scott, Maryee McClory, Chris Co

•

tow bo, Hortetise Allen Dancers
1 8

1

, De LaRose Quintet; Count
Haste Orch, Johnny Hamilton
Quintet; $3.50 minimum.

Jayne, likewise ha* a variegated
, Hotel New Yorker. N

l

Sophie Tucker's opening M«*n-

0 :iv i li! i at Lou Walters’ Latin

Quarter. was another milestone in

Sopli's celebration of her jubilee

\ • .r m show biz. During this

\i\n\ nearly everv honor that the

cMlei t.iiiiincnt industry can offer

li.iv been accorded Soph. Her
5<ni* a n in in this business has been

marked by editorials in many
newspapers in the country, recep-

tions and celebrations in various

cities, 'nil probably the greatest

sustained press coverage to be

given any recent theatrical event.

Her preem at the Walters’ hos-

pice. just eight dajs after her

Show biz personalities continued
to pour out their affection for

Miss Tucker with a terrific at-

tendance at the late show.

The rest of the program is still

a major cafe item. This longrun-
ning show remains one of the
more entertaining Walters displays.

A major hit. as always, are Lr*.

Charlivels < 3 > . who sing, dance,
instrumentnlize, and perform some
amazing ballet and acrobatics.
Lucienne & Ashour apache their

way into a solid milting; Cass
Franklin & Monica Lane charm
with a pair of fine voices, and
(Horn Le Roy pleases in the pro*

CoUlcn Jubilee Dinner tendered duet ion songs. The Can-Can Line

her In the Jewish Theatrical ' and the regular line, when together

(huld at the Waldorf-Astoria, was
prohahlv one of the more brilliant

Broxtwav cafe openings. Many
on the dais of that event were
ring siding.. Soph read off a' list

of names present at the dinner
show tied included some of prime
personalities in the cafe orbit and
allied fields.

Th'*r<* was even a more striking
parallel between the Waldorf event
and the LQ opening. The episode
wherein toastmaster George Jesse I

was trying to silence a runaway
wag. Joe K. Lewis, was duplicated
here when Soph, paying tribute to

those that c stile to honor her. tried

to silence an ebullient Jesse I

.

.lesscl interrupted the proceedings
to berate Soph for not mentioning
her first accompanist Ludwig ton
lleeihoven. Soph, in recalling

on stage, make for one of the most
populated nightclub floors in tin*

country. Even without Miss
Tucker this show has a profusion
of entertainment, and with her. it’s

one of the more memorable cate

shows seen on Broadway. Jose.

Ilnip irOr. I*arls
Paris. Oct. G.

Montand ji. Hevri Bry, Bernard
Hilda, Rcfyita Cadiz. Alma Andrea, 1

V ii'cente B’ltram Orch 1 2 •
. Zam-

bella; $5 minimum.

I.nliia <|>iiarlrr, N. Y.
l.on Walters presentation “Cn

("F.st Paris” .sfarri/.’fi Sophie Tuck
er iriih Ted Shapiro at fh-* piano.
With Les Charlivels <3*, Lucienne
& .\shonr, ("ass Franklin & Monica
Lane. (Horn LeRoi/, ("an Can
Girls <0*. Line (12*. Art Wflner
Orel). Buddy lliirlowe Trio; chore
ooraphy, Natalie Kamarorc ; cos
1 >tm \.s\ Freddie Wittop; orchestra-
tions

, Georye Kamoroff; $5 eii-ii-

'iii n m ,
.

those with whom she was associ-
ated during her career, was in -

1

lerrupted by the same heckler who
reminded her to mention Lincoln
and Ma\or Gaynor. Jesrel even
got up to make a speech dospde
Stipit’s wanting that he might he
tined by the American Guild ot

Variety Ar ists. However. Jessel •

persisted In saying that if he’s
,

going to take a bow, he might a«
well do something to earn it and
thereupon, extolled Soph as being
one of the great ladies of all time •

‘hi a class with Florence Night-
ingale. Mine. Curie. Polly Adler''
and others.

It was an event which caused
honifate Walters to take an un-
precedented sten in printing menus
of cold villi nrixe tixe dinners at

ST. 50 and Sin The menu was
surrounded by early photos of the
headliner,

Miss Tucker’s performance was
onl\ one of the high snots of this
extraordinary event. The rone no
premiere and her performance
proved to he two reasons why,
after a I.ah ••«ntury in slue hi/
*vhe y mi- ‘-’•ill command XT.500
weekh with more engagements
offered h r than she can till. She
came in v. ii’j a now song catalog,
not all no-fee; |y delivered on her
tir-t night, but still with enough
force and eloquence to get pro-
longed mitts. From her entrance
in i gold gown with an ermine and
gold cane citing a basket of or-
chids and w-aring a feathered
hairdo. Miss Tucker got an ova-
tion that was matched only by her
exit salvo.

To between this show bir titan
d-d a raft <>• numbers with the e\-
prevsiv > titles of “I’m Getting
Older Ever' Day. But I’m Gelling
Younger Every Nieht," ‘Tin a
Tl-iv I) Mona With a Wide-
S nvui " " Shaniro and 1 \re \oi
Marro-fi" 1 1 -er referring to her
piat’i-t Ted Shaniro who has been
!'•!• iyor-vist for the past 23 ye ir' <

’ Keen o-i Tj-yin 0 " and, of conr-e
’ So-ine of These Days," and others.
P v - a miv tore of rihah’rv and
- n’r- enl d ‘liven'd with the ex
peri ;iii'v» i one who kno a > bel-
li"- ' - srd t'er audiences c<« • t a I i \

" ' vL-> T'ieker, before going
into 'e r. flnnk\ous. was on more
f

1 ail a h .i
! • -he' r at her opening

r' in - 'how It w I- one of the
r <n • rew i (lin- nei form.uues >ine •

-he h * i. knur the La* in On a;-

I t • : V w V< »t k stop, She'JI he
V T i* soi.: for two weeks, thence
to Phil ..ffelubis and afterward to
M mi: B • >( h for the better part oi
* % irtteV

kmor.g the names in the atwli-
-• .1 the preem was BeMv lf.it

-

’ iii in New York for her f> :d,»c:e

O.e'jiifi - today Wed..*', who’ll :><o

i This plush headliner boite is now
open tor the season with the top

,

sing, r among the younger set here,
j

1 Moulotidji. topping the .slim vari-
|

1 et> hill. This will have a draw
among the show hiz and younger
carriage set for its four-week run
before .Jo ephine Baker takes over
the -.pot. Present show is adequate,
with a lack ot strong supporting
feature*-. Addition of an audien c

participation gimmick paid off here
in thawmg out the room before Hie
top halt of the program.

Show opens with flamenco-cast a-

net terping of Pepita Cadiz. Gal is

okay but lacks fire and authority.
Alma Andrea unveils a bird act

with six love birds, riding a merry

-

goround. pushing each olive
around in coaches and baby car-
riages. and in general behaving
like human beings. First half winds
with a Contest between three men
picked from the aud in diapering
tile i/ * rubber dolls.

Second halt has the droll story-
telling ot Henri Bry. a staple of .he
bode, who does a nice dialect turn
gutLiWcd by the Gallic clientele
hut trustrating to the Americans
present. Then out comes Moulnudii
lor a begot t stmt. Youthful, black-
g.irbed singer has a gamin air
whieh tils with his renditions ol

oli ho.it ballads. He has deliver'
and style, and a handling of the
hries which makes him a top per-
sonality warbler. He seems to he
in his mature phase with a fine
choice of ballads, novelties and
standards Bernard Hilda emcees
with e.-e and ingratiates both Gal-
lic and tourists with his bilingual
intros. Vincente Belt ram orelt Mi-
tills in adequately with dance music
and Zamhclla warbles the rhythm
times with a rich, vibrant voice.

Mask.

Since hanging up his champion-
ship gloves lor a flyer in show hiz

last year. Sugar Ray Robinson has
evolved into a slick performer and
has .surrounded himself with a
good troupe for his Bandbox stand.

Robinson’s forte is his inherent
hooting talent, once displayed in

'

his nimble ring footwork and now’
showcased in a lirstrate tap ron- ;

tine. Those' intensive hoofing les-

sons he’s had in the last year have i

paid oil with some striking sto» !

ping turns and ballet leaps which
\

rank him among the best in the i

genre. Robinson is definitely all
j

class when lie’s dancing.

He’s also essaying some comedy
chatter with his stage sidekick, Joe
Scott

,
who bandies ail the’ punch-

lines to Robinson’s straightman
setting up of the gags. He handles
his lines well but the script needs
considerable strengthening. Most
of the humor is obvious and corny
and Robinson could easily hold up
a smarter gab routine thanjhe old-
style give-and-take vaude comedy
stuff lie’s doing with Scott. Latter
is a good funny man and also paces
the champ in his hoofing stints.

Part of the Robinson troupe.
Margce McGlory registers nicely
with her impressions. She does a
familiar gallery of takeoffs, rang-
ing from Bette Davis to Satchmo
and she gets better as she goes
alone. Some of her carbons are
weak, such as Miss Davis and Kay
Starr, and they could be dropped
to strengthen the turns impact.

Chris Colombo, the only ofay
member of the troupe, scores
strongly with his full-voiced vocals.
There’s a marked trace of Frankie
Lai*fe in his delivery and he gives

!
workovers to such numbers as “I'm
Gonna Live Till I Die." ‘Tin Wa’k-
ing Behind You” and “Jezebel.”

Bounding out the show are a

|

Lai *n vocal-hoofing combo, the De
LaRose Quintet, comprising two

. stint with a barrage of cartwheels,

flips and spins surrounding a Bette

1 Davis caricature and a French
song sung from an inverted po-

sition. during a handstand. Her
intros are personable, her comedy
effective, though slight, and gen-

eral impact is for a big mitt.

Four-act spread advances so

quickly and smoothly that the

Chez Adorable*. house line which

is absent for the first time since

the night club's inception, isn t

missed at all. Brian Faroon orch

“Compass Points” Ice Rer,,^
unth Arnold Shoda, Joan Walde
Dru & Dijon, Marion Lulliuy -\ !

leen Adeler, Aim Boykin, Florence
Budny, Ernie Rudy Orch < 14
Adrian Rollini Trio; $2.50 j..

(

mum; $2 coueert Saturdays.

In that special segment of show
huziness which glides on a hard
frozen surface, the durability «f
the New Yorker Terrace Room 1 *

well established. Such entm.vn-
, ment begins with irreducible iniiu-

showbacks nicely and plays for the mum of audience appeal. Not ti.e

ballroom between shows. Emcee
chores are bandied by the Vaga-
bonds, who take turns on the an-

nouncements. Les.

Hlue N. Y.

Du ’ujht Fiske, Pat Carroll, Harry
Snow. Jackson Sisters <3>. Jimmy
Lyons Trio, Bart Howard; $5 mini -

mum.

Over the years, Dwight Fiske

ha sdeveloped loyal iollowing for

his piano-ditty work. And it's a

payoff cult, too. since they con-

tinue to come hack for the Fiske-

isms. old and new. Spot should

have no biz headaches during his

stint.

Fiske's repertoire is more Polly

Adler than Pollyanna. Sex is the

main subject and he doesn't beat

least is the simple truth that on
skates nobody can fake a dan *
routine. In a sense everybody in
such a revue is a virtuoso' and 11 s
not condescending to add “even
the chorus.”

The report on the new show
which opened last Thursday -H is

that all the turns score brilliant I v
The room’s clientele, including tile
children who are always promi-
nent at the Saturday matinee and
the first-night performance, will

;

find it easy to recognize the solid
competence, obvious grace ami
daring of the skaters. Add to tins
highly imaginative choreography
by Dolores Pallet and Helene Vin-
son and Mine. Berthe’s tasteful
dressing of the troupe. The result
is an exciting, fast and showman I v
divertissement.

Arnold Shoda’s vigorously mas-_ j,,* 1

/mihmu simhki s vigorously ma*-- -

around the bush to get his p online style is in the tradition «*t
across. Ot coins*( 1 s

,
a Jose Greco, liis dizzying spinsinnuendo nun and a lecherous 1 a ,

• ...
* ’

.innuendo, pun and a lecherous
leer, hut there’s not much guess-

work about w hat he’s trying to say.

Self-accomping at the 88 . Fiske
nabs a mixture of blushes, titters

and roars as he plow-s through his

tahles-in-song catalog. Each num-
ber has its highs and lows and the

overall effect is okay. He occasion-

ally gets a little rough in his word-
painting, which may embarrass
those unused to the Fiske formula.

and general spectacularity make
him an easy wow. The work of
Joan Walden, who has dance-
skated with Arthur Godfrey on
television, is as optically satisfying
as a tray of French pastry. The
third feature turn is Dru Diion,
voung. blonde and neck-risking.
Their wrist-liolds. lifts, snaps and
general whirlwinding are the sort
which draw- bursts of spontaneous
applause. Incidentally, the young
man looks like a blade-wearingIt rocks his fans, however.

Pat Carroll, from the downtown^ Kirk Douglas of the films,

bistros (Village Vanguard and One Of the four “Ice Lovelies
Fifth Avi'.i and Red Buttons’ tele

j

Marion Lulling. Aileen Adeler
show, clowns her way through for

(
Ann Bovkin and Florence Budnv*

an easy more. Satire and mugging 1 such skill in the pool hall would
1 are her forte and she mixes
up in a delightful songfest. She’s

men and two women with a drum-
j

”°1 a good warbling voice, too. A
mit accompanist. Team delivers point in her favor is the inate-

lu ighlly in the specialized tnatnbo !

l
**ah It’s sharp and witty, at times

groove. The Hortense Allen Danc-
crs. consisting of six girls and two
male dancers, frame the show whh
l luve fair production numbers.
Count Basie’s orch dishes up

solid swing music and cuts the
show in tine style. Johnny Hamil-
ton’s jazz quintet alternates be-
tween shows with the Basie orch
for customer dansapation. Herm.

( hex Paree. I lai

Chicago. Oct. 6 .

Vaoahonds (4», Maria Neylia,
Condos Brandow, Elisha Jayne.
Brian Farnnn Orch ( 10 *

;

m u •mn in, $1.10 cover.

The Chez is juggling its open-
in’ nights from Fridays to Tues-
days. hoping to holster midweek
hiz and avail itself better to the

|

daily press. Its first attempt at

this with more than a little help
from the Vagabonds, stuffed the

!
hou^e to the rafters for the first

I
time in moons. Popularity of the
riotous foursome, playing only
the i* second engagement at this
’li ’ht Huh in the past foe years,
h.'s been kept hot hv their TV
apne''' ranees with Arthur Godfrey,

|

and it's also Hear that many of the
; so-lho'ders here had caught thi*-

There's a solid appeal to the “ 1 b "ore in the Vagabond's own
younger generation in the new lay- A 1 • n»' i bistro.

out at this rendezvous and with tiiei The hoys open and close the
local colleges operating aga n. ‘•how. using every bit of the ex-
pro. pects are good for this at- uhcr. nt material for maximum
mosphere spot. Stuart Harris head> hilarity in their 35-minute slice,

the hill with the music of Ted Fin Their slightest effort gets a rise.
Rito for dancing, some harmony ] and their burlesqued and subtler
and comedies by the Treasure : stuff run on continuously for top
Tones and Walter Grbss’ impee- 'v*pnn‘e. They harass each other,
cab'e ke\ hoarding to provide a 'amnnon television commercials.

i rexcemlo. Ilollvu noil
Holywood. Oct. 1.

S’n'art Harris. Walter Gross.
7 (/ / o flito's Orch » T • with
Treasure Tunes; cover. $1.50 level.

-

ends.

a shade too special for mass appeal
but soeko for chichi intimerics
such as this.

Off to a frisky start singing “I

Never Should Have Gone On The
Stage." she whips up plenty charm
in a takeoff narration of O’Henry's
“Gift of The Magi" and then se-

gues hack to song with parodies of
old fashioned lyric ideas, a solid

show hiz flavored tune. “I Love
Paducah" and a light ditty tagged

{

"My Best Girl Friend." Her im-
presh of Edith Sitwell reciting
"Facade" is too cerebral and too
long but her workover of "Little

White Duck" is standout.
Harry Snow has a strong set of

tenor pipes and knows what to do
with ’em. He belts out a reper-
toire of standards and pops for
ear-appealing results. Displays a

nice light touch with “Hi-Lili, Hi-
Lo" and "Look For The Silver Lin-
ing." and a good feeling for such
pushier items as "Granada" and
"Return To Sorrento.” The Jack-
son Sisters, a Negro warbling trio,

is reviewed in New Acts.
Jimmy Lyons Trio dishes up a

nifty boat during the intermixh
lulls and is topflight on the hack-
ing assignments. Bart Howard al-

ternates with some classy key-
board work. Gro.x*.

pool hall would
e,

.

n
|

suggest a neglect of highschool
i
classes in scholastic days. Put the
four attractive gals down as sexy
and talented, in the order of their
importance.

The musical support of Ernie
Rudy’s 14-oiece orchestra and the
leader’s businesslike announce-
ments are in sound professional
tradition. This orchestra is a in-
operative unit, something rare in

the trade. In betw'een the regular
group’s dansapation the veteran
Adrian Rollini Trio, he of the
caressing electrified guitar, keep
the guests on the hoof. Land.

Ml. IKova I Hotel. 3l»»ri
Montreal, Oct. 3.

James Melton, Richard Hankie-
son, Heller & Helene

,
Maryaril

Pulliam, Ma.v Chamitov Orch <R',

|

with Norma Hutton, Bill Muodie
Trio; $2-$2.50 cover.

Eiltl vtt*« K. r.
Kansas City, Oct. 3.

Bet in Clooney, DeMarlos 1 2 \
Tony DiPardo Orch < 8 »; $1 cover.

soft bn - k m round lor the bet w eon-
slums fable chitchat.

Harris is a personable young
tenor who eschews tricks of sty 1 in '

to belt Min his song wares. The
'•vice is "ood and the manner en>y.
lit* could dispense with the mik"
here since it tends to impart a

•tiuionev to his offerings. Tenor L
hast on the ballad stuff, but he still

general's considerable interest
w'ith the houneier, beat.

Treasure Tones get a lot ol

music out of a bass, accordion and
electric guitar combination and
their lr rhioni/ing is on tlm pk\t>*
ant so! *. Comedy stuff is dull,
however, and should be sharpened
or dropped, preferably the latte,.*

Gn> s. m addition to providing
Harris' hacking, is on for a consid-
erable put of the evening, never
tailing to please with his ai ran !e-

mefll.s.

I'io Rito is hacked by six m mi
this time out. handling the pian's*
ties hiui.seli. of course. It's inline
"it'll an easy danceable heat and
the ciMoincrs like both the n.vIo

and make mockery of everv kind of
*'"n«. It's broad comedy from the
Hawaiian travesty through “Mari-
r- r 's Band." Italian correlative
ol MacXamara’s. and the boys
hr \ * to beg off in an ovation

Violinist Maria Neglia fiddles
around with the Vagabonds as they

,

overlap their acts momentarily for
1 hoedown bit. As is the case with

»*• - li aH in the lineun. she passes
1 ••.ft some comedy of her own and
ho v - out to hearty kudos. Her
o’i hie face is as important to the
ce 1 omers as is her fluent violin,
fin I )vr numlxrs are as well re-

'

- wed for her bow tricks as for
,
h r grimaces, ogling and other
facial contortions that deliberately
ae"Oinpanv her playing.

Steve Condos and Jerry Bran-
,
dow submit a crnckeriaek terp
t"rn as a couple of versatile, hard-
' orking youths, who. among their
* j> and soft pedal routines, sing,
impersonate, joke and
* • d instruments. Act
cm* otveis’ heads whirling with its

di'e * ity and meets wish a salvo."Mie iH’ii. a ;>or- cmihihi^ line ooui inc s t yie (U'e-iiy ana me r; s Well a sa'vo. ciuo. and should
tra> ,M - Tucker y, ,il/e lining. ai)4 ,t|ie tainiliar liinar\. Kap.

( ^ f
.^tiiict^vp, ,acrp

,

djityctjiy El^ijUa siyj^cr again soon.

Songstress Betty Clooney makes
her nightclub debut in town wi n
this fortnight, and opening night
indicated a very favorable coming
out • Bill lias tile terp and comedy
work of the two DeMarlos. and the
usually capable m e. work by Tony
DiPardo to round it into 40 well-
paced minutes.
Opening is taken by the DeMar-

los in a variety of dance numbers
interspersed bv some well-deliv-
ered comedy. Team has played
here previously, and now as then
their work is polished and accom-
plished with a flare all their own.

In her nearly 30 minutes. Miss
Clooney gives the patrons a fine
round ot song, delving into the old
faves pretty heavily and pacing it

in a couple of spots with special
material. A brunet with a straight-
forward. sprightly song style, she
impresses on the wholesome side
and stresses throughout that the
song is the thing. She runs through
a string nf numbers including a
peppy "Getting to Know You," a
"Pretend"—a bit slow for the noisy
Saturday night crowd—and a more
lively special bit to “That’s Good

play mu- Enough for Me," which recaptures
[

girl

keens the interest. Miss Clooney appears
Ver>
club

Qitiii.

Although James Melton gHs
solo billing in all cases for the
show currently on view in tin*

Sheraton-Mount Royal’s Normandie
Room, he produces others in liis

package who do much to showca-e
this affable tenor’s presentation.
Unit throughout is top-drawer m -
terial and makes for ideal enter-
tainment in a room such as this

Using a hand mike at all times.
Melton works the room in a very
relaxed manner, gabbing to all and
sundry about the song he is going
to do and putting the ringsiders ;n

a relaxed mood lor anything lro .1

his opener. “Laura.” to a soeko
rendering of an aria from “Tosco

’

Ballroom hoofers Heller A
Helene take the lead slot in revue
and offer three numbers that have
the payees pounding for more.
Femme half of team is particularly
appealing and duo could’ve done
another set on *the night caught
except for the overall timing win h

Melton keeps rigidly to despite i

casual manner. Following a set I v

Melton which included the in-

evitable “Sorrento" and a bilingual

interp of “Autumn Leaves." Bit "*

ard Uankinson. pianist with ’he

group, takes over for a fine session

highlighted by a Chopin interim 1

/•

Returning to the spotlight. MH*
ton teams up with soprano M «r-

garet Pulliam as they reprise

Do I Love You?" to salvos;

For general showmanship ar '

programming that is wisely re-

signed to all tastes, the Melt"

company is a cincheroo for

medium. There is nothing conde-

scending at any time, in spite <"

Melton’s frequent flashbacks to >’-

opera days. He is having a

time doing the show and this H*

ing is conveyed to all cornets

the room.
. ,

.

The Chamitov orch. with t"

violinists added by Melto

„ f. , plays a solid musical backgrovn

well-tailored to this plush; with band vocalist Norma Mu'

i. and should be a welcome doubling as an attractive •'
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Sahara* La> Vegan
Las Vegas, Oct. 9.

lavrirz Melchior & Co., u*ith

, inline Collins, Lee Sweetland,

u iilwin Chapman. Dolores Davis,

S,„ “narie De Carlo. Alex Mflrt.n.
V

vrae Roth, Sarah Paeff; a

r u.me Moro production with Sa
t Dancers M2'. Atlaud Le

‘rZue Charlene Carrell. Cce Da-

vidson*
Orch <15»; ho four or

riitiinunn.

C

I auritz Melchior is credited with

inspiring bosses along the Vegas

strip into hiring longhair. Alter

a smash week the first of this year

Jml subsequent visits, all marked

bv top biz. the Great Dane racks

u p another high tote for this

month in the Congo Hoorn.

Melchior and his personal ac-

romper-arranger George Roth,

searched diligently for a new
format crux to enliven the song-

coming ud with a Jerome
Kern tribute. With this idea, and

dipping into rich stores of other

top American composers, Melchior

and assemblage could tour in-

detinitely and encourage enthusi-

astic support for their musical

stock company. However, it

wouldn’t have the gloss of the Sa-

hara production devised by George
Moro. This in itself is of tremen-

dous value to the Melchior show,

adding the necessary pace-chang-

ers for extra bright spark, and
girls for glam.

Melchior's first appearance, fol-

lowing a sharp up-tempo line

opener, is signal for hefty palms.

From then on through the full

hour of melody, the jovial tenor
either solos or is aided by his sex-

tet of youthful warblers. His seri-

ous highlight, “Vesti la Giubba.” in

costume of Canio. is effectively

staged, resulting in an ovation.

Otherwise, he goes along with the
lilting light music or middlebrow
fare, adding a polished lustre to

set tings.

Angeline Collins has earned high
encomiums for all her soprano
thrashing in past Melchior units,

and carves even a better impres-
sion with this set of frames. Gor-
geous pipes, a vivacious manner,
and knowledge of thesping songs
make her a valued member of the
company. Surrounded by canable
and often excellent voices of her
male partners. Lee Sweetland.
Alex Martin. William Chapman'
she gives a top job in some Kern
classics.

Dolores Davis shows definite
promise during her showca sings of
“The Touch of Your Hand” and
‘ Who.” At show caught, soprano
Rosemarie De Carlo was suffering
from largynitis. giving up solos,
hut lending strength to choral
backgrounds.
George Roth and Sarah Paeff

provide double-piano backgrounds
for most of the show, aided by spe-
cial orchestrations handled nicely
bv the string-augmented Cce Da-
vidson Orch. Will.

dent vvalkon until hi* impudent I

begoff he has the crowd respond-
ing to his slightest gesture. His
material is fresh, in both senses of

the word, and when he misses his

mark in simulating voices he scores
pointedly in catching the taci.il

mold, body movement, and essen-
tial personality quirk. Blake's
trappings include a scenic back-
drop, costumes and disguises, and
some introductory records which
he plays to the darkened room
while switching quickly from guise
to guise, in his impersonations ot

w.k. show biz figures.

Forerunning bill is ample fare.

Nicole, a sprightly, petite lass, pro-
jects two French moods into the
room: one of wistful nostalgia tint
smacks of Edith Piaf, the other
of French dance hall gaiety. While
she’s effective in both genres, it’s

the barroom stuff, like “Hig-a-Bov”
and “Oh La La.” that generates the
most enthusiasm and prompts
extra encores.

Johnny Martin, erstwhile Chez
Paree line singer, leads off with
a sheaf of pop numbers (see New
Acts). Rudy Kei payas. piano, and
Jim Alton, bass, hack the show
expertly. and Ken Sweet plavs the
interim mood keyboard. Lrs.

Oltl lloumanian. Y.
R“’h/ Voir, Sadie Hanks, Janies

J ciccll. Curol & Alphonse. Sal Ip
Cram . Line ».Ri

t Joe La Porte &
D Aunilla Orehs; $3, $4 minimum.

rharley Fi*y*»* I„ A.
Sherman Oaks, Cal., Oct. 6.

Pinky Lrr, Smith Sisters, Culln
Richards, Charley & Mam Fay,
Margaret Padula, Abby Hruun's
Orch <4t; $2-$2.50 minimum.

llilz CarUon. Montreal
Montreal, Oet. 9.

Shirl Conway, Johnny Gallant,
Joe Scttano Trio; $1-$1.50 cover.

edv
vie w
well
siav

A

Blonde Shirl Conway’s second
Montreal appearance as headliner
at the Ritz Cafe presents an en-
tirely different chanteuse than
when she broke in her act at the
old Samovar here more than 10
years ago. In the intervening years
*he has added much to her inher
ent stage savvy through musicom-

sessions, and routining on
in this plush boite augers
for femme if she decides to

in cafe biz.

tall charmer with a neat
figure. Miss Conway is both fash-
ionable and sophisticated, with
enough rowdy comedic touches to
g< t her out of the average deep-
bosnmed chirp class.

Material for the most part is

varied and refreshing but could
do with a little polishing and tight
ening for better reception. Chat-
ter between songs is about right
and ability to mix ’em up and
bilingualism makes Miss Conway
* (incheroo for any of the better
i ales.

Johnny Gallant, house pianist,
backs her solidly throughout and
docs interlude music* between the
turn Settano Trio’s dansapation
set v. Newt.

Pinky Lee, the diminutive dy-
namo, has' forsaken the gay spots

since television opened sesame to

his vast, ludicrous talents. This
four-week stand might be called a

“comeback” for one of the town’s
favorites since the old Earl Camnl
days. Now off TV, he’ll be ; seen
more often by the night owls.

Pinky can do more different rou-

tines than any other comic. It’s not

all on the raucous side, either, and
on occasion he turns serious ns in

his hoofing and xylophone playin'*.

He pipes a lair tune, too, hut his

lisping monologs and violent com-
edy win over the sitters. He work';

so hard and assiduously at his an-

tics that opening night in the court-

room scene, in whieh he plays fhe
,

judge, defense and prosecuting at-
:

torney, he almost collapsed. Most
of his turns have been around
many times but the nitery crowd
never seems to tire of his breath-

less didoes. As protean comics go.

he must be rated with the tops.

Smith Sisters, a leggy pair of

attractive singers, impress with

their harmonizing. They can belt a

song with the gusto of the muscu-
lar set. They give the room a note

of class with their long, white
gowns and blonde hair falling over

one shou’der. They’re new here
but should have little trouble get-

ting bookings in the better boites.

Charlie and Mary Fov liven

things with their song-and-danm*
turn and Cullv Richards, an old

hand around Fov’s, keeps the air

charged with gamey gags off the

stag line. Margaret Padula, one of

the early musical stars, pours out

nostalgic tunes at intermission

time at the piano and is as much a

part of the place as Fov himself

Abby Brown’s orch gets a real

workout with Lee and come off

with good style. Helm.

Billy \ inr'v opening at the Old
Roumanian last Wednesday '7'

may mark the beginning of a new
era ot thinking by upper layer of
names. Only the handful of per-
formers from the prime cut of the*

headliner structure can choose
their spots The others no longer
have control of what cafes they
shall play in New York. If an act
isn’t hooked at the Copacabana or
the Latin Quarter, there’s little

freedom of movement. The comics
in many siratas must look around
for other outlets and the Jack Sil-

verman spot is one of them.

At the* same tune, the Old Rou-
manian stands to gain a great deal
m getting the*e headliners. 'In
that way. they insure the con-
tinuing patronage of those that have
been coming there for many years
and at the same time stand a great
chance to expand their trade.
They’ll get a larger slice of the
regular Broadway clientele, and
not merely those that will go there
occasionally tor the novelty of it.

Vine gives this lower east side

spot a lilt in several directions.
Socially and artistically, the spot
moves up ‘evcral notches. Vine is

a fine performer with enough ma-
terial to interest customers in any
part of town. He has modified
some of his routines. His crying
drunk i* given a new setting. He
has a new crop of stories and he
introduces some hits of business
that haven't been seen hitherto.
His encore is a serious-veined
recollection of some of the greats
of former davs. It's a piece that

should he done by a guy of Joe K
Howard’s age. Otherwise, lie’s a

tremendous hit here.

•*The other major attraction is

Sadie Ranks, in herself an institu-

tion who has entertained in these
environs virtually since the spot

was established more than 30
years ago. Miss Banks’ risque
recitatives are somewhat toned
jdown. hut she still has a delivery
that interests the customers. To
many she’s the main event—and

I

for good reason too.

With such staples as Vine and
Miss Banks, Silverman may have
to change the basic format in

hooking. Perhaps one solid act to

tin: n woo'd Ik* more in keeping
with the Broadway type of atmos-
phere lie’s trying to create. The
direction should veer to quality

rather than ouantity.

One n f the acts. James Jewell,
meets these qualifications. Sally

Crane and Caro* K. Alohonse enm-
nlcte the bill. All are under New
Acts. The Joe La Porte Orch and
D’Aouilla rhumbas simply the

music and the Boots McKenna line

decorates the floor. Jose.

two. it doesn’t add up to enough
of a show.
A lot of people, however, will be

satisfied enough mcrclv with
Dominique Young fellow warms
them up with—stune card stuff, at

which lie’s a master, and then goes
into his table-to-table pickpocket-
ing routine, finally winding up on
the stage with tour or five cus-

tomers whom he goes to woik on
with loads ot laugh i etui ns
Dominique works quickly and
cleverly, never violates the hounds
of taste and treats the people he
gets up from the ringside so good-
humoredly that the> can’t possibly
take any offense He's an ace per-

former but needs heavier support
on a bill; with that, lit ’d be twice
as effective, too.

Confer, me. and singer with
Walter Gable’s house hand, has a

gtmd pair ot pipes and sells easily,

and he gets tin* entertainment on
the road with a brace ot tunes,
lie’s followed by Bt vcrlv Palmer,
an attractive, well-stacked miss,

but pretty ordinary at tapology.
Girl apparently can hoot but she
needs some routines that have a

little flash.

Gable’s hand is okay on all

scores, and between dance sets.

Tony Little’s organ music piped in

from the Lounge is good.
( ’ohen.

La llose Ituugt*. Pnris
Pails, Sept. 30.

Yves Robert Troupe 1 ti • i»f

"ArOliml the World In HO Duns,''

written by GiiiMame Hti.ioteun,

Pierre Therard, stay d by Utdnrl,
produced by ,\ico; Ins Guaranis
»4>, Nicole l.onro r, $2.;>0 mint
mum.

Moenmlio. Hollywood
Hollywood. Oct. fi

Jane Moraan. accompanied bn

Pay Rflseh: Eddie Oli err Orch with

Paul Hebert 'ft'; Joe Castro
Rhumba ml <4M $2 cover.

Colony A Asior, l«omlitn

London, Oct. 7.

George, Felix King and

Western caution in accenting

new faces and the subtle differ-

ences in entertainment tastes car

make Jane Morgan a slow starter

for the Mocamho—but buildin"

uord-o' -mouth should give thi*

“American From Paris

Be
Don

t tv
Carlos

a

the
poor
fort-

Bands; $5 minimum.

Newest arrival from Broadway
on the West End nitery scene is

the American-Greek chirper Betty

George, filling her first London
date at this Berkeley Square cafe.

Gal’s lush personality and spark-

ling style immediately put her into

the popularity bracket, insuring a

boffo season.
has established a

consistency in its

They never get

but maintain a

which customers
recognize. Miss

The Colony
reputation for
entertainment,
overambitious
steafly quality
have come to

into this

songalog

Cole

Black 4lr«*lii«l. 4 111

Chicago. Sept. 29.

Arthur Blake. Johnny Marlin, N i-

Ken Sweet Trio; $4 mini

•

till.

What cornua res with previous
s mows as a row-budget entry has
hired heavier coin to its opening
{ban had most of the higher-priced
bills preceding it. Capacity house
i-nd numerous turnavvays may
largely be credited to the zealous
billowing here tor headliner Ar-
thur Blake, whose 45 minutes
vorth of satirical impersonations

the intimate room ringing with
tackles and applause.
Prom the moment of hi? impu*

('IV \v

group.

George fits comfortably
class, offering a breezy
in bright pop vein.

The gal. in a luscious white

gown, quickly captures the mood
of the room with her opening

song. “Mow’d You Like To Love

Me? ” and holds attention through-

out her routine. Her interview

with a hurley star is sure for

steady yocks and she follows

quicklv with a dramatic number.

“The End of a Love Affair.” to

sure returns. She’s hack to the

pop stvle with “Mamie, the Toast

of the’ Rue de la Paix.” followed

by a Greek lament as another con-

traster. Also in the hit range.

“Shimmv Like My Sister Kate

earns heftv mitting from the

ringsiders. Act is given sterling
;

traction

background support by

King aggregation who alternate

with the Don Carlos band on

dais for the terping session^.
in gro

overall total ot covers for

ni"ht.
For the Coast there s a touch

too much of the Parisian emphasis

but Miss Morgan is a smart singer]

who can readilv adapt to the need
of the room. She has good snook 1

’

material to sell and she handles i*

with ease Too. she’s an attractive

blonde with a much better-than-

averaue set of nipes—all decided

assets for the Mocnmbo habitues

Material ranges from a delightfid

“A mil in Portugal” number in

both French and English to a slv

“Made in France” that draws guf-

faws Best piece of material i

“New Hat From Paris.” done With

pint) hats, but it might be better

with one stanza dropped.
Opening nit'hf stint was marred

1o some extent by uneven pianistie

backing from Ray Ra«oh and too

much brass from the Eddie Oliver

orch batoned by Paul Hebert

Added strings would help Oliver

continues to share the dance
S ;,blv with the Joe r ’ »ro

Kap.

Back from a brief sunmu r hiatus

is the neatest ot the Existentialist

cave shows. A lew new additions

and Inc usual vcivc and invention

are adding up to the usual SitO
proceedings in this packed subter-

ranean room. Membership at $2..< (
i

1

a year is still a prerequisite lor

entering Hie ciub. and one ran
bring all his I i n lids.

Two-hour show kick*- oil with

the animated film. -llMajlin Auo
i

Gaston,” by Henri Gruel Nicole

Louvier, who rcceiitlv won me
Deauville prize lor m w sing; i s.

delivers an original medley ot s ( U-

comnosed songs with a In'k-c'iant

origin. Gal is stockv and unim-
posing, but her St. Germain black

garb and sell-assured del*v» i y

make this a pleasing stint, end hci

sclf-accompcd guitar and n. .it

lighting e fleets help make tli.s a

recipient of heavy mitts.

Li s Guaiinos. ail authentic Para-

guayan quartet, siippiv color! ii

Costumes and fine n ndit-ioiis ot the

interesting tolk songs and rhythms
of middle South America. Guitars
and an early type harp sunp'v fine

|

backing.
!

Show winds with the inventive

takeoff on Jules Verne's “Around
The World In P.O Days” bv ‘he

pocketsize Yves Robert theatre

group <(•). Lightning changes, ph.v-

ing of many roles, and the verve

md spirit of the Writing and p’av-

ing male* this a yoektul offer 1 n *

Claude Richards is replacin'' Vac
’obert as the Phlegmatic Ph'iicc
Fogg, and though adequate lack

'he aplomb and gentle mimicry of

Robert. Rating hie appbius* are

Rosy Varte Guv Pierrauld Jean-

Pirrre Amato and Jacques I Ti 1 1 in •

'

Moyl

SatiN Soiiei. .Miami 11*4*1

Miami B *aeh. O* ’ 1“

Mam Burton. Ann H< rmfit

Qoncers, Satinas Orch: '2 moo
mum.

Troplrana* Havana
Havana, Oct. 8

Christine Jorgensen, Afnuo t , <>•

pei, Tex Mex Trio, Myles Bell,

Paulina Alvarc:, Armando Romen
& Se rien .S’luirc: Orehs; $4 mini-
mum nt tables; $1 admittance.

Christine Jorgensen makes a val-

iant attempt at feminity, but the
change from Gl boots to semi-high-
he« led *>hoes just isn’t convincing.
A pretty face well done up, Chris-
tian Dior gowns < *;ize 12* and a

husky feminine voice help, but the
hands, gestures, stance and walk
are masculine • although at times
a la Greenwich Village t. And
there is no consistency re the wear-
ing of "enganadorcs” < falsies) un-
der tin* dresses in different shows.

Jorgensen sings a few ditties,

does one or two dance steps and
exchanges rauid patter with Myles
Bell. The ditties are innocuous,
tin* patter humorous and the danc-
ing awkward. There are the in-

evitable lines about “unfair fate.”

“rearranging nature” and why Jor-
gensen can’t have children i”Whnt
would 1 tell mv little son if lie

climbed up on my knee and asked
''is mother about her boyhood?’’).
Windup of the act is a statement
< including “lift*, liberty and the
oursiiit of happiness”) about why
Jorgensen went to Denmark. Jor-
"enseti repeats the statement in

i
Spanish, reading phonetically and
not too badly from a sheet of pa-
per.

Main interest on the part of the
public, is in seeing Jorgensen, and
'o the nature ot the act is rela-
tively unimportant. Like the 500-
pound woman at tin* circus. Tropi-
ca na has widely realized this, and
has kept Jorgensen under wraps,
barring appearances elsewhere.
And again like the fat woman’s
ide show - - Tropicana has taken
the upiisual step ot charging $1

admittance. The admittance fee
alone nrohahly paid off Jorgen-
sen’s $2,000 salary (‘or one week)
within two or three days.

Pacesetter of the show when
Jorvcnscn isn't around is Mono
Lope/, who probably rail handle
. lid knows as much about Cuban
music as anyone He sings in a

rich, powerful voice, frenetically
heats on African drums and strums
a guitar, holding ii on his should-
ers behind his head.

The two production numbers,
“N'abnnga-llail i" and “Cuban Med-
ley" lone in each show), are the
usual colorful catchalls ol catchy
rhythms and scanty costumes.
A I o in the show art* Paulina Al-

varez. who 'ings, and the Tex Mex
Trio, who sin*' and strum guitars
and interlard their act with .some-
what humorous flatter 'in English
as veil as Spanish, hut it doesn’t
help). Only noteworthy part of
the act occurs wiled one of the trio

does a highly cf'ccnvc imitation of
"edros Vargas, currently at Mont-
martre. Next we- k Montmartre is

reciprocating hv Iniildin" its whole
how- aonnd Jorgcn -urn's life Jay.

Ankiirfl. Fill
Pittsburgh, Oet. 7.

Dominiavc, Brvrht Palmer,

,] hr* a i n Confer,
~

i
• eo cover

* i

Walter Gable
or minimum.

Orel,

Dropping leers for a few weeks,

Ankara has brought in a crack at-

in Dominique. Unfortu-

the Felix Inately. French deception^ can do

only fclxiut 20 minutes and with
for a couple of

the

Current engagement* in *1"

‘mart room maiks another m»Im

date on the return trail lor vc'

singing comedienne Mary Burton

With it she prov es a p* i forme
with plenty of the savvy needed for

the bagful of specially-tailored ma-

terial framed lor her by Eli Has-.**

Striking blonde is a haikback to

the free-wheeling, tort bright .
<

'•
I

ways punching young Sophu
Tucker type—of whom, inciden-

tally, she occasionally reminds in

'elivery Her opening night and

cnee went tor her mixture «>

straight and special. Big crowd wa
first in man\ weeks lot this room

and augurs healthy hi/ V. bite .<nr‘

gold gowned chanter gets them t.v-

vx it h “Gonna Live Till I Die. tir o

launches a special on the males

with Christine Jorgen en arml s

worked in toi the lair Ii and e*.« -

hrow raisers to set eomc'dv slant

. Change of mood and nostal-'ia
i eo tries in following numbers, won

!
guffaw -raiser “It You’re Married

to a Salesman" and “Ol' M ui

Most*” for big palm payolt

Ann Herman <lanc< i s tee olf m **-

ters with ses'h of well-conceived

Latino tempos. Sacasax and hi'

orch. longtime feature <n this

sw alike ry, make for additional hue

for the pub-craw lej.s and dish up

dansapation that keeps the floor

painmed. On the show si«l*- they re

one of the best aggregations

around, with Saeasas div ingulsbing

1.*.%ml rnl. Purls
Paris, Sept. 30.

M Mesle gr'sentat ion of reene
„ two parts, “ Patatras with Jean
dare Thihault, Rotter Pierre, Gene -

•true Kervine, Jean Delbeeo, Rob •

rf Dertain, S'.rtrr Puppets <2>,
')nrry Gotties. Singed by Thihault;
eritten by Roger Pierre; decor,
''assira; $2.50 minim line

This cellar cabaret off tie

( ’hamps-Elysre.x is lit up tor biz

igain with the voting troupe which
las made this cave a gathering
riaee for show hi/ pooole and ‘.he

tight Bank intellectual set. How-
ver, the woik of Jean-Mare Tbi-

’lau't and Korei -Pierre is not up
o par this year, and it will take
letter material to keep the name
hat this hunch bits built Revue is

pread thin with olt-done parodies

nd numbers and the revue lacks

lm pacing, spirit and animation of

ore. However, it is still drawing
he faithful and lias enough hrignt

noments for tin* average niteiv-

<(,i r It is mostly Gallic m riuatr e

nil most will he mi' id by Hie

.on list.

Show starts with a good puppet,

icl. Starr Puppets managed bv a

man and wife who do uncanny
\ ll w
(IO"S

‘he

Conlel*:')nx'. I himself on .h, pl.no .,, o.nP;

and b/rid vocalist, doing a song or l
* v ’

viich work to record' in plain

nt the and Dai i v Cow Vs then

In’s w k Fiench doubletalk

which is a laughgetti i toi

locals.

Then after a dariei int< i lode,

how 'a-hays into the revue sec-

i ion \ series ol skits depict u 1.1 iv.e-

off on a heavy Ru i >n drama, a

French classic and Malian n<*o-

realistic films All aie familiar.

Thihault and Pierre are fine in

all their spots, whether it is imitat-

ing a western barroom brawl, a t.I

on the verge of battle or a poeti-

cally minded'worker trying to get

a day off to welcome spring. !*’*»

Delbeco supplie.s nice piano inter-
! lude that sub? for listening and
dancing Boite is a shipshape affair

modeled after a schooner with port-

holes to match. Mask.
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Olynpla* Miami
Miami, Oct. 9.

Betty Reilly, Pedro & Durand,
Sandy The Seal, Lindsay Lovelies
(81, Gene Griffin, Nicki & Noel,
Les Rhode House Orch; “Sea
Devils’* ( RKO ).

VARIETY BILLS
piano, Rives top styling to tunes
delivered. Affable personality of
88er and other members of the
group is also a plus factor.

Miss Anderson and The Drifters
are reviewed under New Acts.

Jess.

* Paramount, X. V.
Louis "Saleh mo" Armstrong and

All Star;, with Velma Middleton
<(]•; Jay CdVirehce, Dunhills <S),
Les Baxter Orch 125); “Blowing
Wild ” (WH>, rel ieved in Vaiuf.ty

Sept. lf>, ’53.

WEEK OF OCTOBER 14, 1953

Numerals In connection with bills below Indicate epenlng day of show
whether full or split weetr

Letter in parentheses Indicates circuit. (I) Independent; (L) Loew; (M) Mess;
(P> Paramount; (R> RKO; (S> Stoll; (T; Tivoli; (W) Warner

Package on tap this frame fol-

lows zingy pace set in recent weeks.
Betty Iteilly, in the topliner spot,

is a click all the way, with a varied
catalog of tunes staged adroitly to
draw' fast aud response and con-
sistent returns. Show-wise blonde
mixes her Latino tunes with Amer-
ican ideas with such items as bon-
go-beating and guitar strumming
to add to overall impact. Pacing
is sharp and handling assured; at

times injection of tongue-in-cheek
approach establishes further rap-
port with stubholders.

Pedro & Durand earn themselves
big portion of gasps and giggles
with comedy-lined aero work care-
fully contrived to bring optimum
returns. They top matters with
bring-on of moppet to join in the
muscle-control eye-openers.
Sandy the Seal is in tradition of

such acts with standard array of
.tricks routined to bring the mitts
and chuckles.

Production ideas are fresh and
entertaining and frame the pro-
ceedings to set bright pace. Singer
Gene Gridin turns in his usual
competent handling of assignment
with reprise on “Sorrento” and
addition of a ballad for healthy
hands. Nicki & Noel come up with
Balinese-angled routine to show
versatility in switch from their
Latin ideas, to spark the line num-
bers.

Les Rhode and house orch, per
usual, handle the showbacks in in-
telligent manner. Lory.

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (I) 15

Chiquita A Johnson
Jeannette Tannan
Honey Bros
Lillian Murphy
floekettes
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

Palace (R) 14
Betty Hutton
The Skylarks
Los Chavales de

/
Esuana

Trim Reyes
Trio Charlivel
Bil A Cora Baird
Skyrettes
Paramount <P) 14
Les Baxter Ore

L Armstrong All S
Jay Lawrence
Dunhills

CHICAGO
Chicago <P) 14

Stuart Morgan Dnrs
Bobby Van
Bill Lawrence
Sharkey the Seal

MIAMI
Olympia <P> 14

Lindsay I.ovlies
Betty P.eilly

Gehe Griffin
Nlrkl Noe)
Pedro & Durand
Sandy the Seal
NEW BEDFORD

Olympia (P) 14 only
Jose Greco Co

TOOTING
Granada <l> 12

Flack & LucasMAE Rose
Richman A Jackson
Larenty Tp
Eleanor 8
Kirk Stevens

WOOD GREEN
Empire 12

Syd Seymour B<
Bunny Doyle
Lionel KingBAB Adame
Sylvanus
Stuart A Gray

f'aftino, Toronto
Toronto. Oct. 9.

Frances Langford, Gil Lamb,
Milt Ross, London's Midgets <4>,
Cycling Kirks (2), Archie Stone’s
House Orch; “Cry of the Hunted’’
(MG).

With this session, hooker Harry
Levine is at tempting to introduce
some new faces to Paramount au-
diences. The process works out
excellently, especially with a sub-
stantial headliner like Louis
“Satchmo” Armstrong to give the
necessary solidity to the bill.

The Satch is one of the more re-
veled names in American jazz.

His music is a mixture of New
Orleans, the ’20s. Dixieland and a
few other loose ends that go into
the makeup of one of the most
picturesque musical outfits around.
Armstrong fronts a mixed crew of
top instnmvi ntalists that includes
Trummy Voting, trombone; Barney
Bigard, clarinet; Cosy Cole, drums;
Milton Hinton, bass, and Marty
Napoleon, piano. Each is an ex-
cellent soloist, and each fits in

with Satch's musical ideas. With
Armstrong comes Velma Middle-
ton, the heavyweight singer who
belts out the blues in an authori-
tative manner. With Armstrong,
she bats out "That’s My Desire.”
which is topper lor their joint ef-
forts. Armstrong's closer, in con-
junct ion w’tli the Les Baxter Band,
is ‘ Saints Go lVarchin’ In," a rous-
ing and jazzy finale that sends the
customers out j n a good mood.
The Sab h* trumpet, incidentally,
is an eloquent in trument and to-
gether with his gravel-voiced
songs, lie impresses as a terrific
persona I it \

.

Opening the show are The Dun-
hil !s, a standard terp threesome,
who -have t diibited in virtually
every vauder in town. The group
warms up the. house excellently.
Their dance designs are good and
they help make the audience re-
ceptive to the program that fol-
lows.
Lex Baxter's orchestra Impresses

ns a welcome addition to musical
ranks Baxter, although not a show-
wise personality, will be once he’s
becomes accustomed to theatre
work. He has an unusual (for the
Paramount • instrumental setup
which has lo fiddles, two violas
and a pair of cellos (one of !h<*
latter doubles on sax). There are
an additional pair of saxes and
three brass.
A setup such as this Is capable

of some ethereal instrumentals
and they get some excellent effects
with *Ti opieam.” “.Vue Tango"
and sew deliveries of a medley of
their Capitol recordings. Baxter
does a number on the harmonica
expert 1>. nd with an unbilled
vocal quartet chimes in with sev-
eral songs. Should, a quiet and
restrained outfit like this ever
rateh on With the matinee set at
the Paramount, it would bo a cer-
tain si ’i teat juv' nilo tastes are
being ele\..t d It's an excellent
group h r < veiling audiences.

•* \ | . wren re is described under
New \c Jose.

Frances Langford shares the
marquee billing this week with Gil
Lamb on diversified talents, with
both getting ovations. Opening
night saw Miss Langford with a

had cold, but it wasn’t too evident
in her singing except for sexier
huskiness in the slower numbers.
Stunning in a green and gold
brocade gown, wilh flares in the
proper places, Miss Langford
opened with "I’m in the Mood for
Love" and a bouncy "Who Cares?”
finishing the set. Encores arc
"Night and Day” and "La Vie en
Rose,” both sung in a small spot
just lighting the face and
shoulders.

Sequel to his two starring ap-
pearances here at Brlll-Kamsler’s
summer Melody Fair setup. Gil
Lamb has a hefty Toronto follow-
ing now. Tall, lanky comedian
opens with "When You’re Smil-
ing.” but wisely thereafter drops
the singing—there’s plenty of it on
the bill—and goes into his person-
able patter. A hit is his pan*omimc
hit of a be-bopper attending a
Benny Goodman stint at the Para-
mount.

Lamb’s graceful, effortless ec-
centric dancing, together with high
kicks and crossstage butterfly
whirls, draw the heaviest applause
of tin* evening. His harmonica hit.
in which he "swallows” the instru-
ment to musical effects while prod-
ding his torso, gets a terrific rc-
ccmI ion.

Surrounding acts are notable for
‘heir speed and novelty, w'ith Milt
Ross acting as emcee and later do-
ing his own stint of chatter and a
Wham satire of an operatic bari-
tone narrating the story of the
nlay, complete with arias etc., that
also reveals the lad has a good
voice. Others include London’s
Midgets, a South American novelty
ict. with four men racing through
ton-speed crossstage tumbling,
pyramid building and three-man
shoulder stands: the Cycling Kirks,
man plus a shapely brunet in
briefies. for trick riding, halancine
end spins on detachable bikes, and
(lien on the 12-foot-high unicycles
for a dramatic and dangerous jit-
terbug finale that rates a rousing
begoff. Archie Stone and his house
etch solidly back throughout the
70-minute stag# bill. McStay.

NEW YORK CITY

Batin Street
Lilly Christine
Jana Mason
Step Bros
Phil Napoleon
Jose Melis Trio
Billy Taylor Trio

•Blue Angel
Kay Ballard
Odctta Felums
Leo de Lyon
Pe* La Centra
Harry Snow
Bart Howard
Jimmy Lyons Trio

Bon Soir
Jimmie Daniela
Charlotte Rae
Norene Tate
Garland Wilson
Mae Barnes
Kirkwood A
Goodman

Cafe Society D'ntwn
Nellie Lutrher
Geo DeWitt
Brock Peters
Vln Stron 3
Dan Rivia 3

Celebrity Club
Alan Gale
Freddie Stewart
J A J Williams
Larry Foster

Chateau Madrid
Facundo Rivero <4

Copacabana
Joe E Lewis
Janis Paige
Mario A Floria
Austin Mark
Jonathan Lucas
Herb Fields
M Durso t>rc
Frank Marti Ore
Hetsl Amtoass'dor
Jules Lande Ore

Hetsl Astor
Three Suns

Hotel Biltmoro
Gleb Yellin
Hotel New Yorker
Arnold Shoda
Joan Walden
Dru A DiJon
Ernie Rudy Ore
A Rollini Tria

Hotel Pierre
Hildenarde
Stanley Melba Ore
Chico Relli Ore

Hotel Plata
Celeste Holm
Ted Straeter Ore

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore

Motel St. Rents
Constance Moore
Milt Shaw nr.
Horace Oii-» ore

Hotel Sherry-
Netherland

Amru Sani
F.ester Lanin Ore
Jan Brunesco Ore

Hotel Statler
Russ Morgan Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

Latin Quarter
Sophie Tucker
Franklin A Lane
Charlivels
Lucienne A Ashour
Gloria Leroy
Art Waner Ore
B Harlowe Ore
No. I Fifth Ave
Rob Downey
Harold Fonville
Hazel Webster
Old Roumanian

Sadia Banks
Billy Vine
Carol A Alphonse
Silly Crane
James JeweU
Joe LaPorte Ore
D’AquIla Ore

Park Sheraton
Irviac Fields
Joan Bishop
Eadia Litwin

La Ruban Blau
Rita Dimitri
3 Riffs
Ross A West
Bud McCreery
Norman Paris Trio

Two Guitars
Vladimir Rozhen
Lubov Hamshay
Misha Uzdanoff
Senia Karavacff
Misha Markoff
Town A Country

Will Mastin Trio
Sammy Davis, Jr
Mambo Aces
La Playa Sextet
Johnny Morris Ore

Versailles
'Nice To See You*
Georgle Kaye
Fay DeWitt
Don Liberto
A1 Norman
Lou Nelson
Dorothy Keller
Patti Ross
Linda Lombard
Barbara Stewart
Carol Ohmart
Salvatore Gioe Ora
Panchito Ore

village Barn
Jackie Jay f
David Bligh
Holly Warner
Zeb Carver Ore
Bobby Myers Ore
Village Vanguard
Sylvia Sims
Orson Bean
Andre Phillipe
C Williams Trio

Waldorf-Astoria
Patarhou
N Brandwynne Ore
Misrha Borr Ore

AUSTRALIA

Renlta Kramer
Carlisle A Weldon
Claudine Cheiet
Chaddells
Show Girls
Nudes
Ballet

SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 12

Joy Nichols
Wally Peterson
W A O'Rourke
Chevalier Bros
Jimae Co
Gene Jimae
Norman Vaughn
Duke A Horsburgh
Joey Porter
Babs McKinnon
Peter
Dorothy Hall

ADELAIDE
Royal (T) 12

Tommy Trinder
3 Fayes
Mary Priestman
Rouna
ft De Pauls
Harry Moreny
Little Johns
Toni Lamond
Lloyd Martin
Maureen Helman
Dancing Boys
Adorable*

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 12

II Sieman A Archie
Daresco 3
Lowe A Ladd
Charley Wood Co
Frank Cook
Susan Jeans

Dawn White Co
Billy Russell
Columbus
Joe Black
Western Stars
LorraineNAN Grant

LINCOLN
Royal (I) 12

Jack Haig
Ted Gafty
Russell-Wright 3
Reg Lloyd

,

R A J Penn
Patricks Riley
Joyce Terry
Buntv Kennedv
10 HeTlarosa Gifts

LIVERPOOL
Empire (Mi 12

Donald Peers
Jimmy J.mies
Tanner Sis
Jimmy Clitheroe
Les Murphy
Georges A Lennette
Rita Martell
10 Celebrities
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome <S> 12
Lee Lawrence
Moreton A Have
Harry Bailey
Pharos A Marini
Jackson A Ritchie
E A J Webster
Runty St Clair
2 Corellis

NEWCASTLE
Empire <M> 12

Derek Roy
Leo Fuld

New (I) 12
Tnyilis Dixey
Jack Tracy
Varga Models
Revel A Fie’ds
Clown Bobo
Cynthia A Gladys
P Wldte A St'«'’",.rDAD Remv
Jack Simpson
Rat nett A Del !(io
Rona Ricardo
NORTHAMPTON

New (D 12
Phyllis Dixey
Jack Tracv
Varga Models
Revel A Fields
Clown Bobo
Cynhtia A Gladys
Pop White A
Stagger

NORWICH
Hippodrome (I) 12Tommy Godfrey
Tony Vaughn A P
Dee Davies
Toni Riri^a
Forbes A Briody
Picalle Girls

NOTTINGHAM
Empire <M) 12

G H Elliott
Leslie Welch
Jack Tripp
Manley A Austin
Hclga Barry
Robert Harbin
PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M> 12

Rex A Bessie
I)r Crack CoSAP Kaye
Malcolm Mitchell 3
George Martin
Allen Bros A J
Kazan A Katz

SHEFFIELD
Empire (Mi 12

J Jewel A
B Warriss

Cooper TwinsBAM Konvot
Davies A Tuinin
Harry A Hetty
Benson Du lav Co
Rio Ron A R.’a

SHREWBUR Y
Granada <li 12

3 Smith Bros
S A M Harrison
3 J's A June
Crochet
Delly Kin
Bob Nelson
SOUTHAMPTON
Grand m 12

Dickie Arnold
Mickey Warren
Des Dale
Valerie Walsh
Maurice Stoller
Lush Thrushes
Ga>e A Van
SUNDERLAND
Empire <M) 12

Vic OliverBAA l’earson
Sylvia Campbell
Clifford Stanton
Ford & l.enner
Linda A Lana
Joan Ilinde

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 12
Dave Morrit
Dargle 5
Medloek & Marlowe
3 Valors
Williams A Shand
Bette Lee

BLACKPOOL
Palace (I) 12

Max Wall
Medley Ward 3
loan Mann
Freddie Frlnton
Julie Andrews
Downey A Day*
Willis
Teddy Beaumont
Tower Circus (D 12
C Cairoll A Paul
8 Flying Croneras
Fischers Elephants
5 Hansels
John
.8 Talos
Ba’ladinis
2 Canters
Knis Legionnaire
Portugese Horses
Welsh A Shetland
ICossmayer
Carolas Cockatoos
Kossmayers Mule
Klats Lions
Tarzana
Little Jimmy
2 Angelos
Jimmy Scott
Clreusettes
3 Olympiads

BRADFORD
Alhambra (Ml 12
Arthur English
Eddie Gray
E Rogan Girls
Peggy Powell
7 Playboys
Reading A Grantley
Donovan A Hayes

BRIXTON
Empress <D 12

Nitwits
Stan StenneltSAM Hairison
Lilian Brown
1 Traceys
Curzon 3

CARDIFF
New <S> 12

Mian Jones
Robbie Kimbcr
t Hours
l.en Marten
Fred Harris A C
''.indy Mery
Richman A Jackson
Les Valettos

CHELSEA
Palace (D 12

’tmm.v Wheeler
'can Hogan
t.eorge Cameron
Newman Twins
Francois A Zandra
Italic A Rabs
Vickie Ross
Nnlo

DERBY
Hippodrome (S) 12
’onnic Ronnlde
’ob Andrews
terry O’Neil
" egy llaig
G.ikford A Dovtj
2 'ciandas
LS 1< aversos
•dn<

EAST HAM
Granada (I) 12

Sensational Demos
l.ogan A Ricardo
Dennis Bros A J
Metropolitan <|) 12
David Hughes
Karen Green
Georgle Wood
Dashs Chimps
Aneaster
Mavis Whyte
i’eter Raynor
Conway A Dav
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 12

2 Sterlings
David Whitfield
D A R Lane
Michael Denting
Walthon A D
Peter Sellers
Kosinas
Sally Barnes
Londons
Jo Jar A Jonl

GRIMSBY
Palace (I) 12

Suzette Tarrl
McKenzie Reid A D
M A M Mills
Alissandro White
Wonder Wheelers
Allen A Lee
Uabu Rao

LEEDS
Empire iM> 12

Frankie Vaughn
Kayne A Evans

i—

s

Continued from page 1 ssgJ
of girlfriends? Was he duped by
false friends?”

Reporters picked up the angle
and scathingly commented that
this was no way to sell Louis,
known in Detroit and revered as
a clean-living credit to his race.

Ti» ... feeling, Detroit is convinced,
is ! r-d by the American people
gen. . ’!y.

Once the story broke in the lo-

cal dailies, Mark Parson, Broad-
way Capitol manager, was quoted
as having advised United Artists

in New York that the ad should
never he used. Most Detroit re-

porters would not realize that its

very size, 720 lines, would prob-
ably preclude general publication
anyhow on the score of cost.

Sportswriters here ^editorialized

that yvhile scandal may have
touched Joe Louis’ entourage in

the days of his reign, it never
tainted the champ himself. The
film doesn’t dven hint at syndicate
control nor the lady’s man role
painted for Louis in the proposed
advertising. So local scribes and
boxing fans ar.e scratching their
heads, shrugging their shoulders
and. then, becoming very belliger-

ent about "crazy Hollywood public-
ity stunts” trying to besmirch the
character of "good old Joe.”
There is more than a little syn-

thetic indignation involved and
one film man’s quip may sum up
"The newspapers reviewed the ad
that never ran, instead of the pic-

ture.” It seems likely that the
big ballyhoo incident to "exposing”
the pressbook may have been a

real bonanza for the film, which
opens Wednesday (14*. fc

CHICAGO
Blut Angel

Tan.v Roman
Christina A Camille
Neville Black
Bill Young
Grace Nichols
Bob We Dyck Trio

Black Orchid
Arthur Blake
Johnny Martin
Nicole
Ken Sweet Trio

Chez Parte
Vagabonds (4)

Condos A Brandow
Maria Neglia
Elissa Jayne
Brian Farnon Ore
Conrad Hilton Hot'l
Eileen Carroll
Margie Lee
Seitz A Loichinger
Dick Price
Sid Krofft
Kodell
Maricich A
Peterson
Dick Salter

Bill Jordan
N A J Waldo
Ruddy Rust
Olle Clark
Dennis A Darlene
Boulevar-Dears «7)

F. Masters Ore.

Edgewater Beach
H Stern A Singing

Strings
Le Roy Bros (?>

D Hild Dcrs (10)
Skinnay Ennis Ore

Palmer House
Savecn
Georgle Gobel
Wyma
Three’s Company
Martha A Bentley
Hamilton A Thomas
Christopher A King
Peter Conlow
Louise McMullen
Dorothy Aull
Johnny King
Robert Cooper
Henry King Ore

SpvIIIp. ^Sonlroal
Montreal. Oct. 3.

Norman Brooks, Bolinno lvanko
Troupe (4 ». Maxie & Millie. John-
'•'on & Madill. Ken Berry. Lrn How-
ard Orch (8»; “Woman On the
Run ” (U’R).

tfMilSo. V Y.
Shea ring Quintet. The

<•»'. l.ueky Mi'Under &
>rch i 1 r» ) , Billy & Ann,
' "tieryon, “('ravkshni ” &
liner 1 17/1 1.

Despite strong supporting acts
that make the current Seville show
otto of the best ever to play this
I heat re. biggest reception goes to
N’orman Brooks, the local boy who
Ins parlayed his Jolson-like voice
and personality from minor radio
and cafe stints to a headline posi-
tion in a few short years. Since last

appearance here as a hesitant
singer with only the barest sugges-
tion of an act. Brooks has blos-
somed in a hurry and now blends
the Jolson stuff with his own per-
sonable delivery for well-deserved
plaudits.
Opening slot goes to the tern

team of Johnson & Madill, two
very aide hoofers who mix a neat
bli nd of piano drums and vocal-
isms with their tap routines for
solid mining. Best hit is their
music box elieko. with one of the
partners at the piano and the other
doing a neat soft shoe.
The Boliano lvanko quartet, no

strangers to this tbwn, repeat their
smash adagio numbers, wowing the
payees with their seemingly casual
but precise antics.

K( n Barry does emcee chores
for revue and then takes over a
solo spot w ith some just fair g tg

material Lett Howards pit band
backs this last show handilv.

Newt.

Brgti 1

11 Apollo patrons should
hf p'c.im' i Uitii the current layout.
('.nd iti. lt ties two acts making
tin n how. Both, songstress Margie
Anders ut 1 and Tire Drifters, vocal
(giintel. soured with audience at
Slum { aught Friday i<)i. Of the
more tamiliir turns, heorge
Shea tin.,'. Quintet holds down the
lm<> p i di m in sock fashion.

With 1 uel;\ Millinder fronting
hmiM’ orch, show gets otT to a
height start with hand racking up
a rumpus medley. Barked by the
rhythm see! ion. sidemon join hands
on stage tor choral workover of a
f'.'W turn's Trend segment closes
nr.dlv with two band member-,
father and son. pitted against each
ft her in a Initio of the footers.
Band take;, the floor later in the
program fur some sizzling instru-
h’» nta i" ng. Mi Binder's fronting of
the orch is, zestful. Hts friendly
stage p, n< • makes for good au-
dience reunions.

Billy t Ann fill in with sonic
ok.av hn .I'-nj. but standout clouting
is spar-o Male half of the duo
ni isinnai’\ works up sortie steam
hut its shortlived. Duo make a
line appearance. Comedy stint,
along the usual burle.sk lines, is

.ylenuatoh handled by ’’Craekshot”
A Co.

Shearing group doses show on
a high note with smooth arrange-
mems of tunes, running the gamut
from 1 he I.adv is a 1 ramp" to
Lullaby of Birdiand." Combo,
made up of \ ibes. has*, electric
guitar, drums and Shearing at the vous, Philadelphia

IOS ANGELES
Fiorabel Bounced

Ambassador Hotel
Tony Martin
Alan Kind
Teddy Phillips

Band Box
Buddy Hackett
Barry Sis <2>

Bar of Music
Paul Gilbert
Savoir Faires (5)

K Bradford Ore
Biltmore Hotel

Irene Ryan

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH

Harbers A Date
George Prentice
Hal Derwin Ore

Ciro's
Xavier Cugat

Charley Foy's
Pinky Lee
A Browne Ore

Mocambo
Jane Morgan
E Oliver Ore

Statlar Hotel
Carl Brisson
Charlie Fisk Ore

Continued from page 2

earlier. Miss Muir was in the com-
pany of mobster Mickey Cohen
when rivals tried to gun him down.
She stopped a rifle slug with her
thigh and a Cohen henchman was
killed. Soon after, her husband
turned up on a trip to Texas with
Cohen, posing as the mobster's
father.

Miss Muir contends that the Mir-
ror knew of her liquor license
transactions; that she and her hus-
band planned Beverly Hills and
Pasadena eateries, but sold the
licenses when plans fell through.
The Mirror, officially maintaining
a discreet silence, let is be leaked
1 hat she’d been advised not to buy
licenses, but had done so anyway.
The red haired news-hen, w ho au-

tobiogged her experiences a few
years ago under the title "Headline
Happy," gave an interview Monday
M2) to the Herald-Express, in
which she put political overtones
on the situation by claiming the
Minor didn’t like her support of
Sen. McCarthy.

Black Magic Club Sid Stanley (

Lea Mathews Jo
,

e Har
U
elL J

Bey Ireland Leon Edi

Lhaya Nash 5?>’ra .

Jack Kerr Chuck
Bill Trent Acres O Reilb

Charlie Castile n
J,Jackie Jflordoi

Clover Club Billy Austin
Charlie Farrell Nancy Kent
Del Breese Charlotte W’a
DMores Itenay Bill Gray
Ted Lawrie Ralph Gilbert
Tony Lopez Ore Sans Souo
Selma Marlowe Line Mary Burton
Jack Stuart 3 1

Anne Barnett
Arne Barnett 1 Saearas Ore

Five O'clock Club Ann
e,*!LT

M
M«

Jack Carter n-tfv R^llv
Nov-Elites (3)

Len Dawson Ore OtaiS O
Nautilus Hotel Bernie Mayer

Jimmy Husson Ore
Antone A Ina Tony De La

(Continued on page 87)
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>HELLEY WINTERS
sun(<< Drama
27 Mins.
Tups. San Difto
Whatever combination of sox

;imi savvy it takes to plea.-e tooth

*l '

eight-pavers and distaffers, sil-

ver-blonde Shelley Winters has it

in abundance. In a word, she’s

>ocko—with a place in the nitery

sun assured.

In the most auspicious break-in

at Vale Kahn’s canteen since Nel-

s.m Eddy unloosened his pipes

nearlv a year ago. the him thesp

kuis the pants off sex—some of it

kidding on the square—and puts

heavy-breathing life into some
pood Ray Gilbert material.

From the start, when she is in-

tioed as “Hollywood's foremost
dramatic actress,” Miss Winters
gets past the rockiest hurdle—she

i< liked personally bv the audi-

ence This city—close to Holly-

wood only in miles— is wary of

film stars, but Miss Winters wins

Vm with a warm personality that

is neither patronizing nor obse-

quious.

Once the battle of personal ac-

ceptance is over. Miss Winters is

off and running in an act that

* builds to a smash scene from “A
Place in The Sun.” This one is

electricity, a performance that,

surprisingly, equals her Academy
Award-winning work in the film.

Heading is staged simply. She
weai*s Navy blue coat, sets scene
quickly and moves into touching
rowboat episode amid pin-drop
silence. Hush remains for a second

JAY LAWRENCE
Comedy
14 Mins.
Paramount. V Y.
Jay Lawrence is no stranger to

the vaude and nitery circuits

but hasn’t been documented in

Variety’s New Act files. H» ’s a

brother of comedian Larry St torch

whom he resembles physically and
artistically.

Lawrence, at his Paramount
showing, indicated that he’d like

to attempt cerebral humor. It

didn’t go too well and so He -moved-;

into the commercial channels and
there he makes more than par for
the course His best effort is a

fight broadcast, and this set him
off so excellently that he slammed
across a reverent takeoff on Nat
i King) Ode singing “Mona l isa

”

His turn is solid for most markets.
Lawrence didn't do his full act

as is evidenced by the fact that he
omitted several impersonations
that he did in the film version ol

“Stalag 17.” Jose.

ANDRE PIULLIPE
Songs
15 Mins.
Village Vanguard. N.Y.
Andre Phillipe rates as an, okay

addition to the Village Vanguard
bill (Orson Bean. Sylvia Sims'. He
was brought in as a replacement
for comedy songstress Enid M osier

He's a Gallic groaner with sure-
fire appeal for the femmes. Nice
build, black curly hair, a flashy
smile (although he overdoes the
denture bit) and moody eves are
the bait that’ll catch the gals. His

half follow <« uith comedy imperson-
ation of Mario Lanza singing “Hr
My Love,” to accompaniment ot

gramophone record running down
and finding sticky trouble needle-
WiSC on the turntable For this
unpresh performer has dummy
chest which heaves to and fro while
he's allegedly singing Lan/a-slyle

Crazy windup to act with one
tearing up telephone- directory
while garbed a* church minister
ami the other posing as dnn-K-
sp'ilden smner to off-stage disking
ot ' Ctg.trt ets and Whiskey.” l >c*
till bet lor l s s.tude market

Cord.

MARGIE ANDERSON
Sours
8 Mins.
Apollo. X. Y.

Margie Anderson mixes comedy
and songsteiing into palatable
dish. Negro chirp, however, will

have to season her act fpmewhat
before its full potential can be
realized Femme does a neat sell-

ing job on a couple of jump tunes
Her balladeering of “I Can
Dream." with comic overtones, is

a good piece of business.
Impact ot the yock-angled num-

ber would probably be stronger it

distaffer interspersed her comedy
material into a straight rendition
of the song instead of pitching for
additional laughs- by mugging the
\ocal via excessive hand move-
ments and undistinguished pip-
ing. Miss Anderson delivers her
comedies with a Bette Davis char-
acterization that registers in the
laugh department.

Gal is an okay looker and know s

how to handle herself on stage.

Act can develop into a potent en-
try for vauderies and niteries of

the Apollo genre. Jess.

after blackout, then a thunderclap
[ , are pleasanl enough

the room, it is a
; both sexes>

nutting rocks the room, it is a

rj'
1?!

I

Phillip, comes in with a nice
that is more thcatie than n te y. romantic touch by opening amid
Garbed in figure-clutching ivory-

; t^e tablers and working his way
brocaded gown and chartreuse

! slowly to the mike crooning “Some-
gloves. thesp spoofs sex with

j

where In The Night.” Then rieliv-
I Got My Start" to

1

jazzy upbeat. “Find
That’s How-
open act on
Me a Primative Man” is delivered
in same tongue-in-cheek sexy style

that scores strongly. One vulgar
line should be pruned, however.
It nets no laughs and is unneces-
sary.

Actress turns torchy for “You
Let Me Down” and offers rare in-

stance of ciggie-in-hand appearing
natural rather than an awkward
prop. Husky growl in voice sells

blues that serves well as pace-
changer. “Something About a

Cowboy” is Gilbert’s weakest ma-
terial and is barely salvaged.

After “Place in Sun” dramatics.
Miss Winters belts out a "flaming
youth of the 1920s” songalog bol-

stered by physical movements that,

again, please the males and don't

offend the weaker sex. She's
brought back for another score hy
toreher, “Lie to Me, Baby." which
earns hefty mitt but would be even

j

better without a somehow jarring
expletive.

With a pleasing voice that stays !

on pitch, actress sells songs with
dynamic sex appeal held in firm
rein. Joe Hooven’s arrangements

|

are tailor-made and Bert Pellish's

piano helps considerably to inject

drive into Jack Nye’s hou^e crew. I

Material, too, is geared right for

well-rounded performer. But a

few lines in the Hollywood vulgate
could be scratched— “Don't call

me the belle of the ball; just have
a ball with the belle.” and refer-
ence to Cadillacs as wealth symbol
by now is slightly corny.

In all. Miss Winters handles her
nitery debut superbly—a definite
surprise to the doubters. She has
a Mae Westian flair for sex with
laughs. This can’t miss. Don.

i ers "Mademoiselle do Paris" with
an ingratiating lilt and "La Vie Fn
Rose” for good results. Falters
only in closer, “When I'm Not Near

,

The Girl I Love.” Although it's

j

heavily accented, tune fails to mis-

tain the French mood he set up

|

so successfully with the other mel-
odies. However, he does manage

|

to get a roguish quality into it that
is appealing.
Should fare well in similar in-

timeries and occasional tele-

show casings. Gras.

JACKSON SISTERS (3)

Songs
10 Mins.
Blue Angel, N.Y. .

The three Jackson girls' make a
strong impression here displaying
topflight vocal verve and neat har-
mony techniques. Negro trio will
find doors opening to vaude, tele
and wax assignments.
Decked out in schoolgirlish garb,

'skirt, white blouse and red vest),
the Jacksons have no trouble win-
ning the crowd to their side from
the start. And once they start sing-
ing. they’ve got it made.

Their style is effervescent and

THE DRIFTERS (5)

Songs
13 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
The Drifters are another addi-

tion to the hefty lineup of Negro
vocal groups currently in opera-
tion. Headed by Clyde MePhatter.
who’s featured on the vocals, quin-
tet shouldn’t have much difficulty

getting to the top in the blues and
rhythm field. McPhatter’s handling
of the key spot is polished and his

appearance and personality are a

sure bet to click with femme
patrons.

MePhatter. incidentally, held
down the vocal spotlight with The
Dominoes when that Negro quar-
tet was originally formed. Singer’s
flexible tenor voice is a solid boost

for any combo. Unit member 1

give act motivation by executin'
body and foot movements to some
of the tunes rendered. Frenetic
delivery gives numbers a dramatic
coloring. Harmonizing is aug-
mented by an electric guitar.

Repertoire includes “M e r e y
Mercy. Baby.” “Money. Honey.
“Lucille” and “These
Things.”

chap, has the demeanor Htul voice
that are more in the musical come-
d> and tele genre than in the cates.
He has a well cultivated baritone
that has been drilled m vocal es
sentials and he has a pleasing
manner.

Jewell negotiates .» series- of

st •ndariD with coo.i effect lit

metis a little more pO'itnc alt... k
i ii these itirm be is lor this voj
.•nv u How i \ » r. he i ath a gtotod

impression on the uoud. J< •>«-

CAROL A ALPHONSE
Dance
8 Mins.
Old Roumanian. V Y.

Carol A Alphonse are r.r. unit mi
., 1 combination l.ad dm*. liitlc

no're than pound the conga dimm
.t which he’s expert and the nil
does a line of terps which h is

some Latin moments blit she do
.pends on acrobatics to get Ini
across. It’s an incongruous setup

The routines need considerable
sharpening in the sfrairht torn
ua* * vges. and team lias \et to cot
a sot ol stops that would put the
ba-io character of their a< t *ni«>

simmer focus Costuming. * ' v

ly. i* below par Jose

STAN STENNETT
Comedy
15 Mins.
Empire. Glasgow-
Youngish goggle-eyed comedian

has goofy-voiced approach to com-
edy. standing with guitar before
microphone and talking nonsensi-
cally. He is aided by fact that

majority of his gaps are slick and
laffworthy. although he must be-

ware of danger of repeating ma-
terial ad lib. as he does with his

u.k. travesty of cowboy western
pix. Comic can't rest on reputa-
tion of ‘this alone.
To first hearers, his oater take-

off. as socn through the eyes of

"your kid and my kid.” will ap-
pear humornu v

. but on second end
third hearings it begins to tire.

Comedian lias obvious talent and
scores with impressions of the Ink
Spots, Johnnie Ray and Billy Dan-
iils. catching the Daniels hand
mannerisms with subtlety. Okay
for general run of vauderies in
1' K Commonwealth and less de-
manding U. S dates; Gord.

TV Billings

» (onlinltrd fiom paer I —
rate of Increase apply, for tin

Foolish
Jess.

CRANESALLY
Songs
9 Mini,
Old Roumanian. N. Y.

Sally Crane, who appears to be
a eute girl essentially, seems to

have gotten completely away from
! that effect because of her ooiff and
couture. Miss Crane isn't too ex-
pert in her field as yet. Her de-
livery lacks force and her son'
selection isn’t in the category best

appreciated by the customers here
Most of Miss Crane’s deliveries

are ballads. Her entry into rhvthrn

CI’RZON TRIO
Comedy Cycling
10 Mins.
I’.mnlre, Glasgow
Trio of two gats and one male

score strongly wi'Li bicycles and
unicycles, and entire act has much
mice and benefit of good timing
Cyclists open with rearing of m;i-

Hiines bronco-style, and gimmick
s male riding over one of the
‘emmes and also around her. Male
•dsn utilizes Ins cye’e to do a spot
of skipping while the girls swing
kipping rope. One of the distaff-

rs also does a trick somersault
over table complete with hike, she
oing over first and trailing ina-

hine behind her. Male’s drunk
mpersonation while riding a mon-
icycle is also high on the palrn-

neter.
Okay for general run of vauder-

cs and niteries with space, both
n U.K. and in America and flit*

Commonwealth. Gord.

RUTII KFl.LF.Y
F >ancc
1! Mins.
Bc’tevur Casino. Montreal

Terpster Ruth Kelley gets fine

showcasing in all the finish Ma-
dame Komarova productions in the
current Bellevue Casino layout and
this attractive brunet is effectin'
in each, routine. A youngster with
little more than beginner's experi-
ence. Miss Kelley has the personal-
ity that, with the proper groom-
•tig and training, should tie more
than adequate as a soloist or limit-
ing a pony line.

Hoofer is of medium height,
photogenic and with an average
figure. Standout in present show-
ing is her aero antics midway
thiough the Casino revue. A whirl
on her toes showed possibilities
and general animation during all

sessions boosted values nicely A
standard hallct-type act suitable
for any sight outlet. Xeiet

Glenn Miller

„ ion limit'd ft out puce I

Glenn Miller arrangements - “but

only f m‘ the purpose of producing

ti e pie. ure a. d not for l i s con-

tro Tung c o.upatn Decca Records,

;<> latch onto the soundtrack tor

the purposes of a t album selling

nivuiui $o 15

fin'ra trade ol i curse fi e just

i c i o.i sid RCA Victor aptho og>’ of

a ,im id edition'' ot Chun Mil-

ler i a cords a soi p’ isingly lug

•lie places -harp to us mi the

compel Ui\ e diskeries A u tors an-

thology retails at $24 95 and lias

sold over Hu.t tOO sets making it a

$2 POO POO increhamlh mg item.

Alls .idle i and RC \ presume
pi era's , sound! rack version wood
tie a 12- null ! !* m the $5 b aeket.

Gh, mi AJillt r Sion ," direeteif

1 1 \ A iron I'osenb rg will) James
Stewart as the Ivmd'eader and
June Ally son as '•rs Miller, was
M eak pi eView ed ill l.o'ig Roaeti.

fill .last I i idav t*» and is due for

ti ade* Imw ing shortly Deeea and
l 1 have been temporarily re-

named from releasing the album,
ai.d further hearing comes up Oct.

L’li lie! ore Justice Dtllcen in N Y.

Supreme Court.

for the* CRS-TV
Rilihon bouts oil

MARTIN COLLINS & BABS
Knife Throwing
13 Mini.
Empire, Glasgow
This act. a daring novelty, has

the customers gasping and is a us •-

'ul bet for vaude bills anywhere
<n the world He opens with slick

display of whip-cracking, hitting

article's out of his blonde partner’s

hands and making her fire gun
while it is held pointing skywards

, in her hand Then he places her
tunes are in the sophisticated vein

;iKa inst trestle-board and surrounds
for which Old Roumanian custom-
ers aren’t in the market. Her po-

- style is effervescent .... . 4 . .. ,

the bubbling enthusiasm hits with ential wou d best be realeo d in

impact. Get a nice bounce into the the intimeries. J'ne.

i liv thm numbers and -proper
warmth and emotion to the bal-
Jads. Opener is a tasty workover
of the fave “Lullaby of Broadway”
hieh lets aud know it’s in for

something special. And the girls
hon’t disappoint. Follow with “All
Gl A Sudden My Heart Sings.”

1 hree Little Maids,” and a patter
t(mnd of "The Green Grass Grew
All Around." sans musical backing.
Nifty closer is a standout treat-
ment of “Hotchkiss Coi ner." They
van t miss. Geos,

AUTHORS & SYVINSON
Comedy Miming
12 Mins.
Empire. Glasgow
Canadian duo shape up as prom-

ising miming male twain with zan\

line in travesties. Fair open v.i'h

standard takeoff of tiie Ink Spots
singing "You Always Hurt Ti : * >he

You Love.” One hall of act 1;if n

does burlesque impression of John-
nie Ray in “Cry.” t h i «- to litas y

register ol palming, and the o m.

r

(

her with knives.
Male spins rope while balanced

with one foot on wire, and femme.
•i blonde looker with long tresses.'

does tan dancing routine for\aria-
tion. Highlight is knife-throwing
at girl while she is fastened on

evolving circular hoard, lights be-

ing dimmed to catch fluorescent

dress effect This has customers on
edge of seats. Go rd.

JAMES JEWELL
Songs
7 Mins.
OH Roumanian. N. Y.

.James Jewell, a nice looking

* aim

remainder of the vcar. the nets

would gross slightly over $210,000.

OOP Hut all indications point in

a record breaking fall for the four

networks CMS is expected to con-

tinue its breakneck pace in its bid

tor network .supremacy': N'RC now
hows a nighttime Slid with the

( rit ire day time field a strong piw-
>ilile revenue source; ABC's hooks
''five vet to register the In men
dons sponsorship surge it's rvoeii
cured with its new talent laden
Pro" ram lineup; and DuMont'*- pm
tool hall lineup, with its $4 75.(1.000

killings bonanza and its increased
business, aren't shown in the An
girt totals.

Fart of this increased network'
volume is due. of course, to in

rrea*ed station lineups. There will

be some 350 stations on the air hv

the end of the year, compared to

123 as of the end of 1952, when the
tirst post-free/e grants were lie

ginning to go into operation. With
network advertisers eager to reach
new markets and to increase their

exposures in the now multi-station

markets, more coin is tunneling
into network and station colters.

But the same eagerness on the
part of the network advertisers

apply to national spot bankrolters
« in many cases the very same
sponsors). Not only is national
spot increasing in the old markets,
•which last year collected over
$143,000,000 in time revenue 'an
increase of 33G over the year be-

fore i, but it’s reaching out into

new markets and new stations in

ever-expanding volume. Not only
C the number* of stations a factor

hut also the number of advertisers

using national spot. National spot

users increased 50' < in a ihree-

. month period this year, jumping in

the second quarter to 1,800- bank
rollers.

I Anal and h ast predictable rev-

enue source is local advertisers.-,

but it's a sure bet that these will

increase too. Tendency in the in w
video markets has been for local

advertisers to jump on the tele

band v agon at least in the medi-

um's initial stages. And even in

the lew eases where they as

promptly jump olf again, yt fie

number of new tele outlets t iis

> ( ;,i will be such that local bank-

rolling figures will be far and

av.ay aboie those ol last >car.

ABC-TV Fils

^ < ttiiimiii it |mm- I

and dramatic properties wii.li which

to build a strung program lineup.

Network officials were reluctant

to discuss the boxing cancellation,

Imt tacitly admitted that pressure

by the International Boxing Club,

which allegedly holds a monopoly

nri fight promotion, was responsi-

ble lor the fact that ABC-assigned

promoters couldn't build a satis-

factory lineup IHC. incidentally,

is the prninolci

I fillet Mini

\\ ednevday s.

ABC TV has found itself outside

the IRC orbit all along. Its Satur-
day night fights are booked by for-

mer trainer Ray A ice 1
, who three

'weeks ago was slugged in Boston
by hoods. Several sports column-
ists at that time charged that the

' -lugging was instigated because of

A reel's successful promotion of the
1 ARC fights. The Wednesday lineup,

which was to lie sponsored locally

by ARC initiates |carrving the
bouts, was to be booked by various

i members of the Intr rn.-it miial Box-
ing Guild, a group ol f’u.'ht inan-

arcis. and by oilier mdep< ndcut
! mail hinakii * IBC. it’s understood,
by tying up key fighters and are-

na*. prevent! d the independents
limn coming up with any superior
entries, ami ARC t lu ri loi c had

uni ii course but to eanerl the pro-

gram.

Variety Bills
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Cuffo, Give-What-You-Can Policy

Keeping OffB’way Groups Alive

Legit on a voluntary admissions

basis is proving to bo the keynote 1

in tin* survival of permanent ofT-

Broadway groups. These are Ihe

outfits that operate on a seasonal

or year-round scale.

Only permanent ofT-Broadway
j

group' currently charging an en-
j

trance fee is the Circle in the

Square Remaining regulars, all
j

operating under a culTo admish

policy, are tin* Davenport Theatre,
j

Current Stages, the Amato Opera
Theatre, Originals Only and the)

Greenwich Mews Theatre. Outlets
;

such as the ITovineetown Play-

house, the Cherry I<ane Theatre
|

and the Theatre de I,ys are being
,

utilized hv transient producers.

These theatres a’so have a h o. tab.

Oldest of the give-what-you-ran
j

operations is 11. e Davenport The-

i

at re. v liieii has operated under
that poliev sinee 1923. Theatre has
been taken over this season by
The Repertory, a newly-formed
producin'' emnoany, which is cur-

rently ofiering a tryout of David
Berg’s “Mother Rnba.” Contribut-
ing set u it at the 208-seat theatre
has paid o f in th«* past with take
usually a lit IV ahead of costs.

Originals Only, which has been
in opei a! (in since 1019. started a

policy o’ voluntary contributions
in lO.'if) I’ ior to that fix had been
priced at * I 20 $2 40. Theatre asks
patrons for a handout at the door,
which m nall'y brings in around $1
a bead. \n earlier system of pass-
ing a bask I among seathoiders
used to net about 50c a person.
Coin taken in usually doesn't cover
the cost < f production. But Tom
Hill, who i oiis Ihe operation, cov-
ers expens s w itti rentals he gets
from running a hoarding house and
from fendin'*

PLAYWRIGHTS & SMITH

TO DO ‘SUMMER HOUSE’
“In the Summer House,” drama

by .lane Bowles, has been sched-
uled for immediate production by
the Playwrights Co., in partnership
with Oliver Smith. Play will star

Judith Anderson, with Elia Kazan
mentioned as possible director.

Smith will presumably design the

production.

Play, which has been considered
by various Broadway managements
in the last several years, was tested

last summer at the Ann Harbor
< Mich. i Drama Festival, under the

sponsorship of Smith and Roger
L. Stevens. Latter is a member of

Playwrights Co.

at re.

chon
Will, ll i

Hard Physical Comedian

Can’t Last, Sez Cordon;

‘Soft’ Line Is Strongest

Max Gordon, whose "Solid Gold

Cadillac,” new play by Howard

Teichmann and George S. Kauf-

man. is due on Broadway next

month, has his own ideas about to-

day’s physical comedians on TV,
in the theatre and in the cafes,

compared to the yesteryear school

of subtle funsters.

When Gordon handled the Frank
Sinatra TV show for CBS two sea-

sons ago, despite its ultimate with-

drawal the producer wrote a mem-
orable prophecy to the network’s

president, Frank Stanton, about

the crooner-turned-actor, Gordon
roomers at the the- i put accent on Sinatra’s potentials

equipped with kit- i
as a light comedy player. Gordon

faeilil i* s.

So -rk Bar Assist
Kilrlu n ; '•(» enables Hill to take

in addition 1 r.wn by featurin'* a
snack bar at tb * theatre during in-

termisdnr.v Performers and tech-
nicians in f I ill's group also buy
their ovals at the theatre at spe-
cial rate 1 -. Pi *be-it take at the Orig-
inals Onb- pi »vhnt’se for one week
was $7o0 during the run of
an all Kqiu'v ufoduetion of “Love
in Our Time " Hill occasionally
utilizes Point v po-formers in his
produm vu' The 130-seat house is

current iv eTer---* Harold Levitt's
"Ore Poo' t t t

1 '
• Sea.” now in its

fifth i o»'?b

\ma'o f t s
)*a T’o.V re, which has

been ; t it-, wiV' nt 233-scrt show-
rase for t " n yea's. presents opt r-

as dra j " - .a' i so'o concerts
l’atrons h re given envelopes
info whiirh <’ nns are placed
A vp r,'i

1 f> * eon' vi’ r'ion N about 50c
V ifll OOC>ra' nn h "e " h

i

n g just even
on prod lie’''' .... There are about
150 nv mo. - in the company,
v Midi i - h .led bv Anthony
Amato. : i da

.

end music director
who's on f be ‘

' a T of the American
Theatre V n

Md et

tos. 50-senter which
s among the world’s
Pcs. is currently of-
Climafe of Kd^n."

Cur-nt St;

probably ran'

smallest
faring “Tt'e

wiiicli wr a r'ccnf Broadway flop
G I’oup ii 's a membership subscrip-
t <*n lid .if 5;")0-600, hut house
wouM h: \e 4o he full each night in
order for th 0 breakeven point to
be reaclic 1, There’s no h o. tab
for those on the membership list

or for stray customers. Outfit
hopes to trove show to a larger
theatre if hr warrants it. Group
ti'Cs both Kquify and non-Equity
performers
Greenwich Mews, a non-profit

o- g concentrates on theatre par-
ses for i’s voluntary contribution
t ike, which tutnlly runs about 85c
f -om that * nircC. Donations from
t'' general public average $]-

D fly rings at the 280-scat
t '.ttre pu’l in about $750 weekly,
T the norma! v covers the produc-
t or. roc v ,*’i enough left over to
take care of the initial expendi-
tores on the next presentation
Theatre, which has been operating
for five rears, charged an entrv
f"*» at one time for a short period.
"The Emperor's Clothes,” another
recent Broadwav failure, is slated
to open at the Mews Oct. 22. with
an Equity cast.

Magee Back at WM After

Year With Radio Europe
Joe Magee has returned to the

William Morris Agency following a

leave of absence of over a year.
He’ll work in the legit department
and will double into video, with
stress upon placement of legit per-

sonalities and properties into lat-

ter medium.
Magee spent his sabbatical work-

ing for Radio Free Europe. ' He
was stationed in Munich. He start-

ed with the Morris office as as-

sistant to William Morris, Jr., and
then segued into legit and tele.

Legit Followups
Th«* Seven Year 1 1eh

(FULTON, N. Y.)

feels this was borne out in "From
Here to Eternity,” the Columbia
picture with Sinatra one of the

principals.

"The hard physical comic can

never last,” says Gordon, pointing

to the fact that "the big money
stars have always been sound char-

acter players, whether comedian
and serio-comic, of the ‘soft’ type

such as George M. Cohan. Willie

Collier, Frank Bacon. William
Hodge, David Warfield. George
Arliss. William 1L. Crane (‘Way
Down East’*, Raymond Hitchcock.

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew (the

forerunners of today’s ‘I Love Lucy’
style of family humor', Frank Tin-
ney. Leo Dietrichstein. C’lilT Gor-
don. Grant Mitchell, Louis Mann
and Sam Bernard. Herbert Kelcey,
Fffie Shannon, Cameron & Flana-
gan. Nat C. Goodwin. Arnold Daly,

and many more of that calibre.

“Why does Jack Benny last to-

day so long—another light come-
dian! That was the answer to Ger-
trude Lawrence and the answer to-

day to Noel Coward, Beatrice Lil-

lie. Sid Caesar. Imogene Coca.
Wally Cox. Danny Kaye and that

school,” Gordon continues. "The
Europeans were past masters, such
as Albert Chevalier and that goes
also for Maurice Chevalier mo re-

lation; one is English, the present-
dav one French). Wilkie Bard.
Alice Lloyd, Harry Lauder.

"Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, l.e-

nore Ulric, Jeanne Eagels, Irene
Fenwick, Raymond Hitchcock.
Thomas W\ Wise, are all of the
same pattern of subtle troupers.
Seenery-chewers just don’t and
can’t last."

de-

fer

en-

Itch’ Easing Into

Weekly 12G Gain
With two companies playing to

sock business, "The Seven Year
Itch” is settling down to a weekly
operating profit of around $10,000-
$12,000. The Courtney Burr-Elliott
Nugent production has earned
$230,327 profit as of Sept. 20. It

represents a $00,000 investment.
George Axelrod comedy cost

$42,443 to produce, plus $7,408 try-
out loss.. The touring edition,
financed out of profit, involved
$38,125 production cost. The dis-
tributed profit to date is $198,000,
of which the backers received $99,-
000, or a profit of 165% on their
investment. Additional assets in-
clude $24,926 in bonds and
posits, plus $13,401 available
cash reserve.

For its two-week breakin
gagement in Detroit and the initial
week of its current run at the Er-
langer, Chicago, the touring com-
pany grossed a total of $72,507,
and earned $6,524 operating profit.
That left $31,601 still to bo re-
couped of the second company
production cost. Show is expected
to earn $6.000-$7.000 a week when
it shakes down in Chicago.
For the four-week period ended

Sept. 26 the original production
at the Fulton. N. Y.. grossed $90.-
.’>94 and netted $16,851. In addition
to its operating profits, recent rev-
enue has included $165 souvenir
program royalty, $540 French roy-
alty, $416 British royalty and $22,-
950 representing the show’s share
of the second installment from the
$255,000 sale of the film rights
(previous installment was $50,000).
Weekly operating statement for

the touring troupe shows that the
cast payroll was $3,976 on a gross
og $26,606, with Eddie Bracken get-
ting 10% as star. Other items in-
cluded $100 a week for a produc-
tion assistant, $925 for backstage
crew, $590 for stage managers,
$375 for company and general
managers (the company manager
of tlie original production gets
$250). regular minimum author
royalty (5-7 , t*-10%>, and 1%% di-
rector royalty (2 ,

i»% on the orig-
inal production).
Other operating items on the

touring edition included a total of
$3,855 share of advertising for the
three weeks, a total of $3,114 rail-
roading. S967 total for transfer and
cartage, $2,504 total hotel expense,
$1,066 taking-in expense in Chi-
cago and $344 for an opening night
party in Chicago. Office expense
for the touring company is $250 a
week ($300 for the original).

Original production is currently
in its 48th week on Broadway.

Eleven months on Broadway have
|

somewhat altered the values of

j

“The Seven Year Itch.” but it re-

mains a sock comedy that should
be good for another year or more
of profitable biz.

Standout impression of a return
Visit to the show is tiiat George

)

Axelrod’s script is perhaps better
than it originally seemed. It has a

basically funny premise, which is

skillfully capitalized in the reverie
sequences as the errant hero is

overw helmed by his rampant imag-
ination and conscience.

In the matter of performance,
however, "Itch” has deteriorated.
Although Tom Ewell, whose play-
ing of the hectic husband earned
him star billing, is still vastly fun-
ny in the marathon role, he now
exaggerates such mannerisms as
the bouncy walk, jittery nervous-
ness, etc., so that the comic effect
is lessened.

Similarly, while Vanessa Brown
is still a click in the featured part
of the girl from upstairs, her per-
formance has also slipped, partic-
ularly in the overuse of a high-
pitched voice and, that old bugaboo
of long runs, the gasp of breath be-
fore reading each line.

On the other hand. Neva Patter-
son, as the vacationing wife, and
Robert Emhardt, as the pychiatrist-
auihor, are still giving remarkably
clean, direct performances, perhaps
more relaxed and therefore more
effective than when the play
opened. George Keane remains
quite good as the amorous novelist
and the various supporting players
seem okay, the only change since
the premiere being the substitution
of Paulette Girard for Irene Moore
as the disappointed Westport mer-
maid.
Now that he’s got the London

and touring companies successfully
launched, director John Gerstadt
might drop around and get his two
original leads back in form.

Hobc.

Map European Tour For

U.S.-Canada Drama Troupe
Ottawa. Oct. 13.

Norman Roland. Toronto-born
actor and opera singer, is trying to
raise backing for a U. S.-Canadian
theatrical company to tour Eng-
land. Greece and the Scandinavian
countries. Roland has played Pro-
metheus in a Delphi festival.

Having invitations from Dome-
trios Rondeiris of the Greek Na-
tional Theatre in Athens and Ja-
cob Nielsen of the Folketeatrct in
Oslo, he interested Tyrone Guthrie
this summer, on an if-and-when
basis, in directing such a company.

Plays Roland has in mind are
Sophocles’ "Oedipus Rex." with
"Masque and Aesop.” by Robertson
Davies. Canadian playwright and

Wilma Lipp. leading soprano of
cdiTor of the Peterboro. Ont.. Ex

the Vienna State Opera, has her n aminer. as a curtain-raiser;.Tennes-
engaged by Andre Mertens. of Co- *ef‘ Williams’ "Camino Real”;
lumbia Artie’s Met. for a concert "Othello,” and "Taming of the
tour of the United States this fall, j

Shrew.”

Sugar Ray’s Wife as Star

Of Touring Negro ‘Born’
Edna Mae Robinson, wife of

former fight champ Sugar Ray
Robinson, will star in a touring
edition of "Born Yesterday,” to be
produced by the Negro Drama
Group. Equity outfit, under the
management of John H. Young,
will he booked for one-night stands
before, clubs, schools and other
organizations, opening Nov. 14 in
Newark •

Powell Lindsay will stage the
show, which will have a mixed cast.

Peerce, Farrell as Guests
For 1st Bach Aria Meet

The Bach Aria Group, directed

|

by William H. Scheide, has set
four concerts for N Y. this season,
at Town Hall, with Jan Peerce and

j

Eileen Farrell as guests for the
opener, Dec. 9. An orchestra and
chorus will also assist, conducted
by Frank BricfT.

William Warfield will be guest
j
for the Jan. 6 concert.

Misallianw*
(LOCUST. PHILLY)

Philadelphia, Oct. 12.
This Shaw revival — first Thea-

tre Guild-American Theatre So-
ciety subscription of the season
here—bowed last week (5) at the
Locust for a two weeks’ stay.
Martyn Green, who took over

the role of Tarleton, wealthy Eng-
lish underwear tycoon in the Sha-
vian farce comedy about the
middle of its successful New York
engagement, when Barry Jones
left for film commitments on the
Coast, is being starred in this
transcontinental tour. The former
D’Oyly Carter and expert in G &
S roles is a big favorite here and
his presence in the cast undoubt-
edly means a lot for this Shaw
play which, despite its last season’s
success on Broadway, has always
been regarded as one of Shaw’s
misfires.

Jan Farrand has the role of Hy-
palhia, Tarleton’s unconventional
and slightly oversexed* daughter,
and she is the only member of
last winter’s New York revival who
was originally set for the tour. An
auto accident the dav before the
Philly opening incapacitated Edith
King, who was scheduled to plav
the role of Mrs. Tarleton. and
Dorothy Sands, who had the role
in New* York, was persuaded to
step in.

Green, and the Misses Farrand
and Sands, do admirable jobs as
the three members of the Tarleton
family, but the other replacements
are just as able. Admirable, espe-
cially. is Katherine Sergava as the
Polish aviatrix whose one long
speech in Act III is a highlight
of the Shaw comedy. Lee Richard-
son is credible as Joey Percival
and Hugh Thomas does a grand
job in the fat role of Gunner who
is called upon to spout a lot of
Shaw’s pertinent philosophy at the
time this play was done (circa
1910). George Turner seems a little
colorless as Lord Summerhays.
while Robert Casper doesn’t have
quite the finesse shown by Roddy
McDowall in the New York revival.
Robert Fletcher is okay as Hy-
patia’s rather stuffy brother.

Waters.

I.ovi* of Four Colonels
(NIXON, PITTSBURGH)

Pittsburgh, Oct. 5.
There have been only two

changes for the road in the cast
of "Love of Four Colonels,” which
Rex Harrison and Lilli Palmer
played for several months on
Rroadway last season. Edward An-
drews has the role of the Ameri-
can colonel, originally done by
Larry Gates, and Maureen Hurley
is acting the part Leueen MacGrath
created, that of th? Good Fairy.
They’re both okay. Andrews is get-

ting typed as a bluff American
(he was one with Julie Harris in
"I Am a Camera”) but he does it
with a style that has bombast
without being overpoweringly so
and Miss Hurley drills a nice de-
cisiveness into what is basically a
pretty colorless assignment.

Since replacements are of high
order. "Love of Colonels” remains
what it was a year ago, an acting
paradise that glosses over the
facetious obscurities of Peter Usti-
nov’s fantasy. With Harrison and
Miss Palmer giving glissando per-
formances which light up the
stage, “Colonels” has a lilting
spark that touches off a skylark-
ing entertainment. Although the
work itself is of no more than a
sleek playwright in love with the
random reflections of his own
heady gifts, it’s frequently witty
and amusing.

Other three colonels are cap-
tured to the hilt by George Vos-
kovec (the Frenchman), Stefan
Schnabel (the Russian) and Robert
Coote (the Englishman), all of
whom, along with Andrews, ate
permitted to woo the Sleeping
Beauty (Miss Palmer) in the period
of their country’s history they
choose while Spirit of Evil (Harri-
son) is egging them on and Good
Fairy is always thwarting him
with the help of the colonels’ own
consciences. Reginald Mason also
has a solid bit. Cohen.

Royal Winnipeg Ballet,

Propping First U.S. Tonr,

Impresses at Niagara
Buffalo, Oct. 13.

The Royal Winnipeg Ballet of
Canada closed the season at the
Niagara Falls Summer Theatre last

week, with a two-day engagement
marking its first appearance on the
(U. S.-Canadian) Niagara frontier.

Ballet is the senior group of its

kind in Canada, having been es-

tablished in Winnipeg in 1938 by
Gweneth Lloyd and attaining
knighthood this year as the only
ballet in the Empire to be granted
the official designation of "Royal”
by the Crown.
On its home grounds, i.e., the

Playhouse in Winnipeg, it operates
under the general management of
Henry Guettel on a round-the-sea-
son, strictly boxoflfice basis, the sole

exception being the theatre itself,

which is contributed by the munici-
pality. Its membership is recruit-

ed from all Canada, with a few
faces from the English ballets. Un-
der ballet-mistress Betty Farrally,
its performance is marked by a
surprising originality and freshness
in approach to the original ballets

and a new fillip or two of those of
the old classical line.

Opening program was devoted to
"Swan Lake” and two originals,
“Shadow on the Prairie” and "Fin-
ishing School.” "Swan Lake,” al-

ways one of the ultimates in ballet
repertoire, was rather beyond the
capabilities of the soloists, but un-
covered an engaging corps de bal-

let a-nd some striking scenic effects.

But it was really in the modern
"Shadow” frontier-piece and in the
caricature-like "Finishing School”
that the group found its finest ex-
pression.
The natural athleticism of the

ensemble reached the heights in
"Shadow,” a sombre Canadian ‘‘Ok-
lahoma,” with premiere danseuse
Carlu Carter revealing a striking
dramatic talent in her delineation
of the hapless fearstruck heroine.
"Finishing School” proved a de-
lightful. mannered cartoon of a
19th-century Parisian girls’ finish-

ing school. Here, again, Miss Car-
ter demonstrated her dramatic ver-
satility, this time with a notable
assist from Bill McGrath as the
dapper dancing master. In both
originals, the entire corps per-
formed with verve, vitality and a
distinct group personality.
Troupe will make its first U. S.

tour early in 1954, its main en-

gagements being spotted for Chi-
cago and Washington. Burton.

Shows in Rehearsal
Keys : C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama) , R (Revue),
MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Mu-
sical Drama), O (Opera).

Escapade (C)—Alfred de Liagre,

Jr.-Roger L. Stevens, prods.; de

Liagre, dir.; Roger Liyesey, Ursula
Jeans. Melville CoopOT, stars.

John Murray Anderson’s Al-

manac <M>—Stanley Gilkey. Harry
Rigby. Michael Grace prods.; Cyril

Richard, dir.; Hermione Gingold,

star.
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Winter Stock Replacing Road Tours

As Out-of-Town Hypo; Aid Tryouts

(ioddon's ‘Noah’s Ark’ Set

For Theatrical

Winter stock may replace the*
shrinking road in keeping out-of-

town legit alive. Traveling scripts

rather than itinerant productions

would dominate the touring pic-

ture.

Contrasting the steady decline

of touring presentations and out-

lets has been the gradual rebirth

of a winter stock circuit. The high

cost of operation and the lack of

sufficient shows to round out a

season have resulted in the shut-

tering of a number of roadhouses

in recent years. Theatre’s current

status indicates a continuance of

this situation with prospects of a

change unlikely in the near future.

During this same period, new
additions to the cold-weather cir-

cuit have brought the number of

houses in operation up to a present

total of approximately 20. Included

in this count are three theatres

which are debuting this season.

Trio are the Astor, Syracuse, N. Y. t

the Hilltop, York, Pa., and the

Strand, Wilmington, Del.

Other comparatively new show-
cases for the muffler trade include

the Dobbs Ferry (N. Y.) Playhouse,
now in its second year; the Em-
press Playhouse, St. Louis, in its

third year; the Penn Valley Play
Series, Narbeth, Pa., which begins
its second season around Jan. 16;

the Memphis (Tenn.) Arena Thea-
tre, going into its third year about
Nov. 1; and the Palm Tree Play-
house, Sarasota, Fla., slated to

start its third season Jan. 5.

A good percentage of the winter
showcases are Equity houses and
a number of the spots use stars.

Except for the transient marquee
names, productions are put on by
resident companies. As is the case

in summer stock, a single play can

(Continued on page 92)

BEEF FROM BALCONYITE

ON OUTSIZED HOUSES
New York.

Editor, Variety:
According to information pub-

lished so far, both “Sherlock
Holmes” and ‘‘Kind Sir,” still try-

ing out, are booked for the Cen-
tury and Alvin Theatres, N.Y.
Heaven only knows, the Century,
Alvin and Ziegfield Theatres are

impossible enough when musicals
are booked, but the current situa-

tion of booking straight plays into

outsized barns is deplorably unfair
to the average theatregoer. I can
understand why this is being done,
especially in view of expensive
productions with huge overheads,
but the fact remains, especially in

the case of a show like “Sherlock
Holmes,” most of the dialog will

be impossible to catch from bal-

cony seats, and I have found from
my personal experiences in the
Century Theatre, that any seat

less than $3 is impossible from the
acoustical and esthetic side. Sure-
ly, something can be done to keep
straight shows in houses such as

the Coronet, Morosco, Martin Beck
and Broadhurst, to mention but a

few of thff-very fine houses for

straight shows.
I hope that for the sake of the

majority of playgoers who can’t

aflord more than $3 tops for a

show, that something will be done
to take into consideration the fact

that all enjoyment is ruined when
intimacy is sacrificed for the sake
of cramming another 1,000 people
in a theatre to defray costs.

Harriet Ravitz

Mansfield Latest in B’way

Radio-to-Legit Shift

:

Burner Godden's narrative poem.
In Noah's Ark.” is being adapted

for a theatrical reading by Jose-
phine Nichols, who’ll also direct
the work Heading will be put on
at Adelphi College, Garden City.
•V Y , by college’s Headers The-
atre. It wUl be presented for two
performances at Adelphi s Little
Theatre beginning Nov, 24. Adap-
ation will run for an hour and
will also be presented out-of town
to local community groups upon
request.

A reading of “The Glass Menag-
erie’’ will also be offered by the
group this semester.

Heading City Center Mgt. Divided On Drama
it It'rt l\Annt I

^ ^

Seasons Merits; Plays Criticized

Another Broadway theatre is

about to revert to legit after sev-
eral years’ use as a radio studio
Latest is the Mansfield, which h is !

been under lease to CBS for the
J

last three years. Michael Mycrberg,
j

the owner, expects to resume pos-
session of the house next spring
and will book it for legit.

Other legiters formerly used for !

radio purposes include the Long-
acre (where “Ladies of the Com-

j

dor” is set to open Oct. 21). the
Vanderbilt (where “End as a Man’’
reopens tonight (Wed.) after mov-
ing uptown from the Theatre cie

Gold Cadillac” opens Nov. 5). the l
ht* boxoffiti; lately.

Playhouse (where “Gently Does It”
i

opens Oct. 28) and the Avon (avail- f

Dolls’ To Merge

For New Tour
“Guys and Dolls," which has had

able).

The Royale reverted to legit sev-
eral years ago after a spell as a

radio house.

B’way Show Tour Adds

Pigskin Caper Gimmick
Broadway show tour in town this

week from Columbus. (>., is adding
a new gimmick with the inclusion
of an extra feature, an optional
stopoff on the return trip next
Saturday *17* to attend the Ohio
State-Peini football game at Phila-
delphia. Current tour, the third
sponsored by The Columbus Citi-

zen, is the first run in tin* fall.

Previous two were in the spring.
Present trip is again under the

direction of Norman Nadel. thea-
tre editor, and Dick Tracey

,
pro-

motion manager, of The Citi/eo.

There are 170 participants, with a

basic rate of $99 50 apiece to cover
roundtrip transportation, hotel ac-

commodations (excluding mealy*,
plus tickets to "Seven Year Itch,"

’Can-Can.” “My 3 Angels.” “Won-
derful Town.” “Cinerama.” Radio
City Music Hall and a visit to the
Latin Qua tier. Side-trip to the
Ohio State-Penn game is extra.

Four R&H Tuners Rack Up

750G in Five-Week B’way

Run Despite Low Tariffs
In five weeks on Broadway, four

Rodgers ic Hammerstein shows
grossed $750,000. Take was accum-
ulated during the five-week limited

City Center engagement of “Okla-
homa,” which ended Oct. 3. Musi-
cal's continuance for another two
weeks would have brought the ag-
gregate total gross to $1,000,000.
As it is, the quartet of tuners took
in a combined total of $717,270
for the five-week span, which be-

gan Aug. 31.

Overall take was $226,315 shy
of the potential capacity gross of

$943,585, exclusive of standing
room. Shows, besides “Oklahoma.”
were “Me and Juliet,” “South
Pacific” and “The King and I.” Of
the four productions both “Okla-
homa” and “South Pacific” played
at reduced b.o. rates. Top at the
former was $3, while latter hit a

$4.80 high all eves except Saturday,
when scale jumps to $6.

Individual show' takes for the

five-week period were “Oklahoma,”
$126,369; "Me and Juliet.” $268.-

895; “South Pacific,” $137,405, and
“The King and I,” $184,601. Re-
spective capacity grosses for the

some period were $175,000, $290.-

000, $220,000 and $258,585. On the

basis of coin taken in for the five

weeks, an additional fortnight’s run

of "Oklahoma” w ould have brought
the gross up to the $1,000,000

mark.

will merge its two companies for
a tour of eastern cities not pre-
viously played, plus a few repeat
dates. Touring troupe will fold
Nov. 21 in Atlanta, while the origi-
nal production is tentatively slated
to vacate the 46th Street, N. Y., a

week later.

Combined company will com-
prise the New York leads and cho-
rus singers and dancers from both
troupes. Included among the
Broadway leads going on the road
are Iva Withers <Miss Adelaide*.
Julie Oshins (Nathan Detroit),
Norwood Smith (Sky Masterson*.
Pat Hooney (Arvide Abernathy*.
Susan Hight (Sarah Brown), B. S.

Pully (Big Jule>, Jack Prince
'Nicely-Nicely), Dell Markee
ry the Horse*. A1 Nesor < Benny
Southstreet*. Tom Ahearne <Lt.

Brannigan) and Nctta Packer (Gen.
Cartwright).

New tour will open in Baltimore,
w ith following dates in Wilmtng-

|

$5,100

i
ton, Philly (where the original

j

take,

production tried out three years vance
ago*, Hartford and then Boston Management now feels the show is

for a run starting Christmas night, i
set for a run. but this week and

After Slow Start, ‘Giant’

Takes Big B.O. Step; Still

No Line on Its Chances
After a slow start, “Take a Giant

Step” had a boxoffice pickup last

week at the Lyceum. N. Y. Lynn
Austin-Thomas Noyes production is

<Har-l n°w figured to have an improved
chance to catch on, but still isn't

out of the woods.

Louis Peterson comedy drama
pulled a gross of almost $14000
last week, a jump of more than

over the previous week’s
At the same time, the ad-
sale reportedly tripled

There's been dissatisfaction ex-

pressed, both in the trade and
among theatregoers, with the an-

nounced eight week drama season
at the N Y. City Center this fall-

winter. Season, starting Nov. M,
and starring Jose Ferrer; will com-
prise four revivals, three of them
identified with Ferrer, in "Cyrano
d Bergerac, The Shrike." "Char-
ley’s Aunt” and “Richard III.”

Objections are bjised on the fact

that most of these shows have been
seen on Broadway not too long ago,

and that* a couple of them
• "Shrike” and "Charley's Aunt")
are questionable boxoMice draws.
Comment lias also been heard that

Ferrer and the City Center Iward
followed the easy way out by sched-
uling plays Ferrer bad done, in-

stead of trying other presentations
more news or b o worthy.

Center management itself has
been sharply split on the drama
setup and choice of productions.
Lincoln Kirstein. Center's manag-
ing director, has slated bluntly
that lie's very much opposed to the
present drama season, as being "ab-
solutely against what 1 consider the
Center to be for or about.” Kir-
stein, who put on a Shaw and
Shakespeare season last year, says
Ins aim was to build up a drama
department similar to the Center’s
ballet and opera setups, with a

similar continuity of policy and the
same artistic standards. This the
present drama season does not rep-
resent. he feels.

Kirstein also points out that he’s
been angling for a grant from some
foundation tor his drama setup on
an artistic basis, and that the re-

cent $200,000 Ford Foundation
(Continued on page 93)

Thereafter, the Frank Loesser-Jo
Swerling-Abe Burrows musical will
go to New Haven, Providence,

(Continued on page 93)

Large-Scale Tryout Plan

For Woodstock, N.Y., Barn

Year-Round Arena Setup

For Reading, Pa., Area
Reading, Pa., Oct. 13.

Plans for a ycar-around .arena

theatre to serve residents of Berks,

Chester and Montgomery counties,

a population area of 768,000, were

announced. The group, which will

be known as the Lakeside Arena
Theatre Co., has leased property

LAMBS ELECTION LOOMS

AS CONTEST THIS YEAR
Annual election of officers of The

Lambs, usually a purely routine

matter, has become a contest this

year. Two tickets havejjeen en-

tered, with the balloting to be held

at the annual meeting tomorrow
(Thurs.) at the New York club-

house of the theatrical group.
Opposing candidates for shep-

herd are Conrad Nagel, regular,

and Walter N. Greaza, independ-
ent. Both groups are backing
Harry Hershfield for Boy, Bobby
Clark for corresponding secretary

and Harold Hoffman for librarian.

Both the candidates for recording
secretary are Herman Phillips, reg-

ular. and Michael Abbott, inde-

pendent; and for treasurer, Joseph
Downing, regular, and Lep Solo-

mon. independent.
Unopposed candidates for direc-

tor, to serve three years, are Lor-

ing Smith. Robert Griffith. Jack
Whiting and Frank McHugh, but

for the fifth place on the board the

regulars have named Len Doyle
and the independents have picked

have

town.
operation with the American Na-

tional Theatre & Academy.

The theatre will be housed in a

refurnished barn with a seating

capacity of 200 to start. One of

the backers is James Mantis, angel

1 for the Berks Players barn troupe

|

that works summers at Green Hills

A large-scale tryout policy Is be- Theatre here. Plans call for es-

Ing planned by A.^L. Sainer for his tablishment of a permanent pro-

Woodstock (N.Y.)* Playlfpuse next ' fessional company to present

17 miles southeast of here, at Potts-
’ Saul

.

R” êr
,

s
,’

r)

a

tun
Sponsors are working in co- nominated Martin Br gley for a t o-

summer. Strawhat operator plans
to offer at least five new works
during a nine-week season. Sainer,
however, doesn't contemplate go-
ing out on a financial limb with
the new setup. His intention Is to

ask potential producers, who want
their property tested, for a guar-
antee against the breakeven nut
of presenting the work. If show
makes a profit, then Sainer will

foot the entire production bill. In
addition, he wants a percentage of

Play’s take if it’s done on Broad-
wav.

S:, iner showcased two tryouts at

new play every
to

other week.

Rochester Arena Bows
Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 13.

“Gigi” will open the fourth fall

and winter season of the Arena

Theatre here tonight (Tues.L The
professional resident stock com-

pany has been offering theatre-in-

the-round here continuously since

September, 1950.

W'illiam Andia will guide “Gigi”

through a three-week run. “Fatal

Weakness” will follow. Also

year term as director, with the

regulars also putting up James K.

Meighan and the independents en-

tering H. Pierson Mapes for the

other director on a two-year term.

Regular nominating committee
included Earl Benham. chairman:
Brandon Peters, Tom Shirley. Cal-

vin Thomas, George Feinberg.

John Chamberlin, George Hagger-

ty. Horace Braham and Erie Dress-

ier. Indie committee included

Harry N. Allen. Happy Felton,

Ralph Bellamy, Bert Lytcll and Ar-

thur Vinton.

Ft Worth Inks Hobday

_ planned are the annual Shake-
V. ootfstock this past summer. They

j

speare and Shaw productions.

*err “Some Little Honor” and “A othy Chernuck and Omar K.
Lady's Gentleman.” I man produce the shows.

Fort Worth, Oct. 13.

GoefTrey Hobday, British con-

ductor and composer, will succeed

Karl Kritz as musical director of

the Fort Worth Civic Opera Assn,

and Texas Christian U. Opera
Workshop.

Kritz resigned his position to

accept a conducting job with the

Dor- ; Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra.

Ler- i
He has been with the local group

l for the past three seasons.

next should give a better indication

of whether the increased pace can
be maintained and whether the
$60,000 investment is likely to he

recouped.

Reason for the sudden b.o. spurt

isn’t clear. Some of it is preswnia-
b'..’ due to the generally improved
legit trade on Broadway last week,
as virtually all shows topped the
preceding stanza’s totals. However,
some of the "Giant” pickup is fig-

ured to have been sparked bv en-

thusit tic followup comment on
the play in the drama columns of

the previous Sunday <4* by Brooks
Atkinson of the N. Y. Time', and
Walter F. Kerr, of the Herald
Tribune.

Unusual Ads
Another factor probably was the

unusual display ad in the same
Sunday drama sections of tin*

Times and Tribune Copy cited the

favorable reviews “Giant" had re

eeived, under a head reading.

“We’ve Got a Hit! Where Are
You?” After the Increased trade

last week, another display ad re-

pealing the same laudatory critical

quotes, was used last Sunday *11)

j

lo exult. “You’ve Made l's Sure We
Have a Hit!”

In finer print the ad continued

“Last Sunday we expressed our

puzzlement and anxiety at the para

dox of ‘Take a Giant Step' a new

J

hit without an audience. The re-

i
sponse to our statemvnt was im-

1 mediate and extraordinary. Early

i Monday, lines DID form at the

Lyceum Theatre boxoffice, and
! mail orders DID arrive in great

I numbers — a whacking improve
ment over the first week's attend

ance.

'To those who responded swift

]y our sincere thanks. To those

who have not yet purchased tick-

et's, we say only that Ihe hearty

laughter at Take a Giant Step

last week indicated that those pres-

ent were delighted to be there

The critics were right when they

called Take a Giant Step’ a hit;

now’ were sure of it. We're put-

ting tickets on sale at the boxoffice

for the next 12 weeks.
’

MIXED REACTIONS TO

CORONET’S ‘LOVE SEATS’
There are two schools of thought

with the $6 pew customers at the

1
Coronet. N. Y, where "The Lit-

tle Hut” opened last week with the
unveiling of tim e tandem love-
seats. The first five rows are scaled

' at $6 top, which is fancy tariff for
a straight show week days; rest of
the house is $4 80.

i
Management theory to up these

tandem "love seats" -they are in

!

sections of two, with a movable
,

armrest— is to cut out the specula-
tors’ surcharges and keep the dif
Icrential at the boxoffice. to benefit
the author's share, management’s
margin of profit, etc. ('The rose-col-

* ored comfortable seats are on the
‘dyle which every VIP American
tourist knows at the Folios Bergere,
Paris; the choice down front loca-
tions are deep cushioned and as
comfortable as a parlor couch.

1 The negative a poet,on the upped
scale is ' 1 >, the snob appeal, since
they are limited to five rows; and
•2*. the fact that they don't tilt up
as easily as the others, and can
only he raised as a tandem unit
'two seats).

‘Moon’ Seen Wrecking U.S.;

Omaha Youths Object
Omaha. () I. ]3.

A petition carrying signatures of
300 youths in the Community Play-
house neighborhood here, object-
ing to the showing of “The Moon
Is Blue,” was published in the
World Herald's Public Pulse col-

umn last week
Letter said "V*'e *. r>imp people

don't like it heeau ,c it is indecent
and immoral Such p ays will de-
troy American you'll and then
A mer i< a

”

World Herald critic John Koff-

cnd. who term d play ‘'Worth see-

ing,” al'o was objected to erd-
irism of his review by another
writer in the sam»* «ol**mn the

'•arm* day.

'ARDEN' IN NEW YORK
An adaptation of “Arden of

F'versham in Kent,” by Lew \on-

harden, will be presented at Cara-

van Hall Theatre, N. Y . for a limit-

ed run beginning Nov. 23.

Production, it’s believed, will

mark the preem presentation of

the Elizabethan drama In this coun-

try.

C. A. Smart’s First Play

A then* O .
Oct. 13

Charles Allen Smart, novelist

who wrote “Hossr ornrnoM,” “Sassa-

fras Hill” and "R F D. ” has .com-

pleted hi.s first drama, "The Green
Adventure.”

i The play which depicts the hard-

ships iq founding the first univer-

\

sitv in the Northwest Territory

150 years ago, will be produced

Feb. 18. 1954. at Athens, O,, where

Smart is a writer-in-residence at

i Ohio University.
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Plays Out of Town
ous, insecure and entirely too ani-

mated in the part to suggest the
j

detached and cerebral qualities as-

soc-iated with the masted detective.
)

kll ,lp |nM in a one-nightor at the Granada Where Holmes was inevitably
ia rni

filmhouse and despite the theatres abstracted and engrossed. Rath-
New Haven, uci. « outsize for a legiter. it came off bone is emotional and extraverted;

In ‘ »5«
W

4r'ii JF bv
m
sa°inuVi r»> • as though it had a season on !

where Holmes was cool and icy.

ini' si <i i s \iari5ar**t Suiiav.«n. Joseph
. Broadway under its belt. Bestseller

;

Rathbone is hot and hasty His

5 S
d
;V!,

l

r.

t‘ n
iiu

N
X*u

t

V.oiVm7. !
I fenn a n

_

Wouk has woven ’a" coin-
!

stage deportment, as well as his

S ou Mc'kav, Robert Puke Directed r»v

II ( P«tt*>i . seiimK and lishtinK. Don-

al>| 0<misI.iK«m .
i " tmne xiinerv ixion.

Mi 'iw* S'rix -k A* S'lubeit. New Haven.
I let H ‘33. $4 HO top
.lull. i Ward MiKnllock
Maude l.»rrabee
M iri’ai «•'

I .intis l.armbee, Jr
I I tv id I .an .dice
iiretihen
I. inns l.'iratiee

S bi in.* I'alri hild
F trcHj'd
Y'liini' Woman
Yotirt*' \T ui

Another N'ouii" Woman
Anotlic v <>iiii" Man
I’iiul l

>' \ i renson

I.uella Gear
( at hteen Nesbitt
Katharine lliht

. . . Joseph Gotten
Scott Mi K iv

lluth Woods
John Cromwell

Margaret Sid la 'an
Russell Collin*
Harriet te Selby
Gordon .Mills

l.oraine (trover
.V* hael S'ee'e
Robert Duke

CiiomcnUiig in terms of initials

before "Sabrina Kail" can hope
tu ap'iroximoi#* SRO it’s going to

reqi'i'a 4 an M l). Depending on
road tryout ((‘visions, this one can
become either a moderately amus-
ing plav or a distinct theatrics 1

dtsaooo ntment. It doesn't seem to

have the makings of a solid click

If re'ease of »»ie now-in-orodur-
tion film version is contingent
noon the length of tlr* play's run.
it ma' not have long to wait. Per-
haps the wider latitude of a screen-
play can infuse something substan-
tial into this story, hut as vet the
stage interpretation has failed to

do so.

Played in two acts of two scenes
each, first half is an inelTectual
gabfest that establishes its charac-
ters as a highly polished segment
of Nojrth Shore Long Island so-

ciety, but d'-os !ittl“ toward stirr-

ing up audience interest. Plav’s
final scene is rewardingty amusing

polling stage piece, played flaw-
,

speech, is too racy to provide a

lessly by a superb cast headed by convincing glimpse of Holmes at

Henry Fonda. John Hodiak and
;

work. Even when he sneaks be-

Lloyd Nolan. It’s directed smooth 'v hind a curtain in Irene Adlers
and to the hilt by crooner-actor > dressing room he does it entirely

Dick Powell; produced with taste too quickly and furtively; Holmes,

by Paul Gregory and Chari *s
;

after all. would have known he

Laughton and Is destined for smash could get behind the curtain with-

boftoffice and critical acclaim i out being observed. He needs, in

wherever it plays. Laughton also I short, a great deal more work to

lent a hand in staging in final week get into the vein as Holmes and
prior to opening

|

so display the character without

Siaiiinf; borrows a note Iron,
i

“«*iiuf him any more absurd than

"Trial of Mary Dugan" and audi- ls *° beilin with,

ence is placed in the role of court- As Watson, Jack Raine is visual-

room spectators for all of the l.v perfection, but the script is in-

action except the dinner sequence dined to make him out too much
at the finale. This type of show- the breezy old duffer to be slapped

manship works in favor of the on the back by Holmes. As Irene

piece, since it gives the action an !

Adler, "the woman,” Jarmila No-
aura of realism, and tension keeps !

votna is in the vein from the out-

mounting gradually until the very set and presents a beautiful pic-

dramatic anti-climax when Lt.
!

lure to boot. She does a couple of

Commander Queeg unmasks him-
self as the paranoiac he is. Nolan as

Queeg does the job of his fine

career and he’ll be in strong con-
tention for top acting honors on
Broadway this year

songs to good effect, too. Thomas
Gomez superbly suggests the men-
ace of Moriarity, and all the minor
roles are well and colorfully han-
dled.

Ouida Rathbone’s yarn is de-
Up there with him is Fonda in rived largely from a spy ineller of

t he highly sympathetic role of I "The Bruce Partington’s Plans,”

Greetiwald. the Jewish attorney
j

the stolen submarine designs giv-

who wins the acquittal of Lieu- ing the play a more contemporary
tenant Maryk, also played expertly ' flavor. There are elements of

“Scandal in Bohemia” and "The
Second Stain." as well, and the
playwright has accomplished skill

by Hodiak. None leaves anything
wanting in his performance, but
Nolan in his long and difficult ses-

sion on the witness stand and ful blend of plot materials. There
Fonda, particularly in his closing are no major discrepancies to

drunken speech in which it un- t otfend the Sherlockian; indeed, the
covers Lieutenant Keefer, played writer might have been better off

. . . by Robert Gist, as the real villain to ignore the Sherlockians for the
and flu* overall none of register-

; (jH, case are unquestionably the sake of a stronger narrative less
ing lies in so'ving the problem of standouts.

j

encumbered with inside details
elevating the balance of the script .... . , , . , . f

1

and authentic Hnlmpcian Hialnp
t„ in it i.U-,.1 1 Entire cast was handpicked for an

?
auinenuc noimesian aiaiog.

excellence and there isn’t a let i .

*n mounting and staging the
Theme n f an attractive young

c ]own anywhere Eddie Firestone Piece - producer and director have
girl making her choice of a mate on( .,, .. t,j,i

, adio actor around Ch : - allowed more than a suggestion to
from her childhood imaginary

J
t

. at,0 j s wonderful as the confused crc°b in they are kidding the
love, a glamorous foreigner who signalman Urban; Charles Nolte j s

'subject, as by using fake oldtime
can ofTer m ferial possessions and very strong as Lieutenant Keith, gaslights in the borders. A more
the man

y
ho dominates her. is who hacked up Maryk's action in

something less than original. Plav s deposing Queeg, and Ainslee Pryor
denouement. in which Sabrina is realistically apoplectic as the
selects the man the audience knew

| Advocate General. Herbert Ander-
a'l along she would, is romantic son and Stephen Chase are exc“l-
°hl hat.

j

lent as psychiatrists placed in a

Uniformly excellent cast has
,
state of utter confusion bv Fonda.

straightforward approach might be
better, in which this, as well as the
pre-curtain poetry, is omitted, and
the play radically tightened but
given a more spacious tempo.
here are, in short, many difficul-

ties to be solved to keep this one

enterprises as building a house on
stilts, erecting a vast swimming
tank and getting involved with a

neighbor in a splendid drinking
bout that finds poor Belden in jail

for the night and losing his job.

During all this the women have
amiably endured their husbands’
normal indifference, but when one
of the children falls into the tank.
Mrs. Belden calls a halt and
threatens to divorce her man un-
less they move away.

It is pleasant enough and en-
tirely credible, but the action is

nothing if not static; the whole
thing is merely a civilized conver-
sational bout with ideas. The au-
thor works in a very clever gag
with a tank of helium, pulls off a
magnificent drunk scene and dem-
onstrates a firstclass literary gift.

As the visionary neighbors, An-
thony Ross and Hiram Sherman
are superb. Ross captures a won-
derfully frantic atmosphere as the
professor while Sherman is end-
lessly entertaining as the soft-

spoken Belden. The women. Haila
Stoddard and Barbara Baxley,
never quite have enough to do to
fulfill their talents but are excel-
lent in their roles, capturing a
great deal of the bewilderment
and hurt of the ignored wives
without overstatement. Mary Grace
Canfield turns in a fine sketch as
the bewildered maid, seconded by
a gem of a portrait by Fred
Gwynne as her suitor and a highly
amusing bit by Lou Gilbert.

Boris Aionson’s set Is exceeding-
ly suitable and handsome and Bur-
gess Meredith's direction, though
skillfully blocked out, doesn’t lend
too much speed to a mostly ac-
tionless play. It’ll have a lot of
aopeal for a smallish, special sort
of audience, but "The Frogs" are
not likely to be croaking next
spring. Elie.

Anna LucaMla
Boston, Oct. 8.

Leonard Altohell presentation of drama
in three acts (six scenes! by Philip Yor-
dan. Directed hv Altohell. At Coplev,
Host on. Oct. 6. ’33.

Katie .Tndilh Cole
Stella Michelle Condre
Theresa Carolyn Brenner
Sten'ey \ MMarvin (treene
*''ank Joseph, Elic

Jeno MMate
. Jeno Mate

Noah
Blanche
Anna .

.

Danny
t.es'er
Rudolph

A1 Durand
Janet March

Fayne Blackburn
. Fred Viliani

Robert Getz
. Ray Newcomer

been selected for this one. Fans
,

and Russell Hicks holds the line in

of Margaret SuHavan and Joseph dignity, poise and good breeding
Gotten will like their efforts here,
but in neither case is the role a

challenge to the ability of the in-

dividual. As of the premiere, it

is a matter of two sterling players
wast'ng their histrionic fragrance
on the air of a literary desert.
Miss Sullavan, as the chauffeur's

as Captain Blakely, president of
the court.

Action takes place on a virtually

on the main line as a devoted char-
acterization of a famous character
rather than a corny meller of a
bygone period.

Bill Doll’s production, involving
the Reichenbach falls and all, isbare stage framed by a grey cyclo- firstclass

'

throughout though in-Iama ' w ith Hicks seated on a hig*i dined, by means of fadeins, to give
court bench flanked by six naval 1 R

officers, all extras without lines.
Fonda. Hodiak. Pryor and a couple

action to long expositional pas-
sages, to be obvious. Reginald

daughter with socialite potentials I of court stenographers are seated !

s
*.
directi

,

0,
\

slil * overem-
tics gives a sensitive reading of onstage at tables, while others are

! JHSL
od

2!I
,
“-.

*"d

the part and is at all times be- (called in from the wings a.s wit-
l’evable. Smooth acting punctuates nesses. Final sequence, represenl-
Cotten’s version of an excitement-

j

ing a celebration party at a Sail
seeking tycoon who becomes the Francisco hotel night of the court
girl's ultimate choice. martial, involves only the quick

John Cromwell, as a stuffed- * dragging in of a table, at which
shirt aristocrat whose hobby is at- the celebrants are quickly seated,

tending funera's. draws lion's "Court Martial" is scheduled tor

share of the play’s laughs with ' a tour prior to a New York open-

cludes too much swiftness and
jerkiness of action, but the (whole
show is entirely in the works at

this point. They’ve got something
there, but the crux of the matter
now is to give it just the right
scope and emphasis. Elic.

Shorloek

an outstanding performance. Cath-
leen Nesbitt lends proper dignity
to a society matron role; Luella 1

Gear does incisive justice to the
part of a semi-invalid relative;

j

Russell Collins scores as a well-

1

read chatiff mi)*; Scott McKay gives
j

authority to a younger brother
characterization, and Robert Duke

j

impresses favorably as the charm-
ing foreigner. Minor support is

handled capably.
Staging is at its best in the

fourth-scene levitv hut has not
i

fared well with first-half tempo.;
Donald Oenslager has contributed
a stunning set that combines at- i u»*u»n. o<i io. su

tractive living quarters with a tiSES:
colorful Long Island Sound per- Mrs. Hudson
spective. A betweon-scenos rain- ! M°n Tretawnry Hop*

The Frog* of Spring
Boston, Oct. 7.

I.vn Austin and Thomas Noyes <in ’is-

soriation with Robert Radnitz and Rob-
ert Sagalynk production of comedy in
three acts (six scenes' bv Nathaniei
Benchley. Directed by Burgess Meredith.
Sets and lights. Bocis Aronson. At Plym-
outh. Boston. Oct. 6. '33.

John Alien Malcolm Broderick
Chris Allen Billy Quinn
'lobby Relden Kevin Goughian
Oannv Shaw ............ Ronald Brumlik
Kay Allen Haila Stoddard
Virginia Relden ......... Barbara Baxlev

Boston. Oct. 10.
j

'••men Allen Anthony Ross
Bill Doll production of drama in throe Vhco Kemp .... Mary e.race Canfield

acts i seven scenes! by Ouida Rathbouc,
j

Charles Belden ........ Hir->m Sherman
from stories by Conan Doyle. Stars Basil Luther Rauheo Fred Gwvnne
Rathbone; features Jarmila Novotna. Or. Lindnuist . Roland Wood
Staged by Reginald Denham. Sets and Asa Gelwicks Lou Gilbert
costumes. Stewart Chaney; incident ui
music. Alexander Stoinert. At Majestic. ' This |s ? literate, talkv and often

ing Jan. 18. It should build a wave
of word-of-mouth and tremendous
advance sale before N Y. critics
have their go at it. but there
should he no fears on that score
And incidentally it will be a ie.-

rific trailer for the Columbia pic-
ture of the same name. Scho.

Leonard Altobell’s production of
;

Anna Lucasta with an all-white

j

cast is purely for the sticks. The
!

Philip Yordan comedy emerges in

j

this treatment as a straightforward
hid to divert attention from the
Kinsey report to the stage of the
Copley, and so loses all of the real-
ism and impact of the all-Negro
version of the original.
Even before opening this one

was beset with troubles. House
was picketed by pa. union and
show didn’t open as scheduled on
Monday <3>. It opened against "The
Frogs of Spring" on Tuesday in-
stead and drew second-string crix,
some of whom gave it the nod. As
it stands, this one is directed with
all emphasis on the sex angles,
bringing out all the corresponding
double meanings, postures and at-
titudes. In all this Fayne Black-
burn stands out. but the others do
their best in this obvious bid for
sensation.

S3 (>() top.

bow-striped drop also is* effective.
I'Irtv

U
H„p 1?

OKan v' est K "

Lush scenic splendor has a worthy) Eduardo i.ucm ..... g
colleague in costume ditto.

Boi'c.

Elwyn Harvev
John Dodxworth
Richard Wcndl *\

Eilocn Peel
.regmy Morion

.
Anna .... Margit Fors.sgron

I

fount Pc Roihiere ..... Chester Stratton
'rene Adler larmila Novotna

( aim* Mufinv Court
.Martial

Santa Barbara, Oct 12.
P iul Gregory presentation of (iregorv-

Charles l.aughton production of platform
di *m* in two acts by Herman Wouk.
a iarite.' from hi.v novel "The (' ine
Mutin' ’* Stars Hotuv Fonda. John Ho-
d ik. I.lov 1 Nolan feature-. Charles Nolle.
Russell Hicks. Steohen Chase, Vinxlo'.
Prv-Yr R.beit (list Directed hv link
P-'well \f Grenada Theatre
b.is, ( *1 , Ort 12, '3.1. $4 HO top

Walker
Lest rude ......
Mice Dunbar ... .

.

Andrew . .

'•rdfes.xor Moriarity
Baron von Boi

k

Captain von llerlmg
Prince Bulganin .

Gregsoit
Viljard

Jack Raine amusing version of a short story
presented on the stage. It is not
likely that it will catch on despite
its many excellent Qualities be-
cause it lacks both substance and
dramaturgy.
New Yorker writer Nathaniel

Benchley. whose gift of dialog and
characterization is acute, here
deals with an interesting theme.

Thom”,

c

Thf' idea, in general, is that mov-
Ludwig Roth 1

m - away from an awkward sitti-

Msnin Brandt at.jon doesn’t necessarily solve it.

Arthur
J
v

n
s5?nn£g a,u,

(

to demonstrate this he pre-
Alfred a. Hesse sent* a pair of attractive married

couples living next door to each

SkelphpN on a Roman
- Wall

... „ Hollywood. Sept. 30.
William F Kleinschmidt production of

i
drama in three acts (seven scenes) byBen Si mcne. Directed bv Vincent F, Son-

i

Jlni. Set bv James O'Neill At Haroufs
|

Ivar Theatre. Hollywood, Cal , Sept. 29.

|

1T5::; S3 40 top.

Irma Naiman
; .

Philip Sudano
!

Nunzlata Steffi Sidney
I £2™ David Fresco
;

Widow Marta Mitrovich
c ’.an Don Orlando

I
Tony DeMario

Professor Bellagio Jack V. George

Terence Kilhuiii
Bryan Herbert

Marv On

I.* Rurriev Greenwald
L* Steps -n Mart k
!.* ( rrdr Queeg
1/ Willis Keith
( apt Klak-!v
I>r Fnrrett Lundeen
Lt f mdr John fhallee
l.t Th<>mas Keefer
S g n >ni in Junius L’rban
C ipt Randolph Southard
Dr Bird

There are very real problems in other in New York,
the next three weeks, to pull As is often the case in such a

Santa Bar
,

"Sherlock Holmes" together to dis- situation, the two men enjoy a

nr> Fonda blay potential as a hit. If* in singular but characteristic re-
tryout here the script, now too lationship involving a good deal of
complicated, too long and too fantasy that w'holly ignores the*
fussy, can be pruned, clarified and women and is. in fact, not under-
strengthened by more characters

i

stood by them anyway. James
zation and less detail, it can well

j

Allen (Anthony Ross', a professor

H«*nr> r < 111 -1*1

. . J'thn Hodi.ik
T.lovd Noldii

Charles Nolte
RumcII Hickx

Stephen Chave
Alnfley Prvor

Robert Gist
Eddie Firestone

Paul Birch

contend as a bit of entertaining
nostalgia in melodramatic terms

John
A
Hoffm.n :^ s I*1® opener, however, [the fantasies and projects orig

on sabbatical leave to write a hook,
is the idea man in that most of

(Hiram Sher-

Stenographer .. ...
orderly Greg Romm

,

it woutdn t get by long enough to mate with him.
Member* of tb- Court larry Barton,

j

pay off.
j Charles Belden

Ft'rh* rd*' Farme*^ Rich vrlt
Although there were two public man* goes agreeably along with

• Norm. p..t Waltz
!

rehearsals before a Saturday night ! anything including taking down
!'10» preem. Basil Rathbone hasn't the fence that separates their

"Caine Mutiny Court Martial”
j

settled down to the role of this yards. With the fence down, the
played its fir-t engagement here legendary private eye. He’s nerv- ground is laid for such communal

The first original of the Coast
season. "Sketches on a Roman

:

Wall." slips swiftly into the dreary
classification of the other 149 now-
plays debuted in Los Angeles in
the last five years. It has nothing
to offer either films or legit and

;

won't be around long—even in the
400-saat house in which it is get-
ting its world premiere.

Stark, unrelieved tragedy by Ben
Simcoe is backgrounded* by the
squalor of postwar Italv. Its pro-

1 tagonists struggle to eke out a mis-
erable existence while living in a
grotto outside Anzio, and what
little plot there Ls springboards
from a government decision to taxe
oyer the grotto as a tourist attrac-
tion because of the ancient Roman
murals on its rocky walls. Simcoe’s
dialog frequently falls into the
glowing rhetoric category which
doesn't enhance the script.

There’s little discipline in Vin-
cent E. Sonsini’s direction and the
characters overact and gesticulate
themselves into a frenzy througn-
out. James O’Neill’s grotto set and
Richard Cassarino’s murals are
about the only positive credits.

Kap.

Merman, in Rare Off-B’way

Appearance, Rons Away

With Her Dallas Revue
As in ’52. State Fair of Texas

execs have given Charles it
Meeker, Jr., veepee-assistant gen-
eral manager, a blank check to
lure expo visitors to the annual
16-day run. Bettering rather than
carboning last year’s successful
’Martin & Lewis Revue.” Meek r
has produced and directed the cur-
rent annualer. in for 24 perform-
ances, starring Ethel Merman an i

George Murphy, with five top acts
in support. Click show augurs a
heavy b.o.

Management expects the show to
gross about $200,000 for the 24-
performance stand. Miss Merman
is in one a flat $50,000 fee. with
other acts bringing the talent
budget to about $98,000. exclusive
of the orchestra. Entire operating
nut comes to about $152,000. in-
cluding advertising, and the man-
agement figures on netting around
$40,000 on the venture.

Billed here as "Broadway’s
Queen of Musical Comedy," Miss
Merman, in a rare off-Broadway
appearance, quickly establishes her
crown role in the latter half of the
140-minute show. Her 35-minuie
segment opens with two new tunes,
penned for Texas showing by

The Ethel Merman Show
Dallas, Oct. 10.

State Fair Auditorium presentation of
revue in two acts, with Ethel Merman.
Franz Alters and Tom Merriman;

Murphy: Wiere Bros. (3». with
Mildred Seymour: Borrah Minevitch's
Harmonica Rascals (6), Russell Nype. Los^tos

.,
Trio ' GeorXe Moro's Mer Maids

<20). Hyman Charninsky Orch (24). At
?cf

t
t.^

Falr Auditorium, Dallas. Oct. 30,
53; $4 80 lop.

Roger Edens, "Lady With a Song”
and "You’re in Texas.” With top 88
backing by Tom Merriman on stage
and Franz Allers conducting the
pit band, the clarion-voiced chan-
teuse insures audience rapport in
reprising trademarked tunes—an
even 10—from her Broadway stage
hits.

From her first N.Y. musical.
"Girl Crazy,” she belts over "I Got
Rhythm.” Through the years, with
her w.k. "No Business Like Show-
Business.” to her last success,
"Call Me Madam,” during which
bit she’s teamed again with Russell
Nype for the "You’re Just in Love”
duet, Miss "Merman wows the
payees. After her dozen offerings,
it’s still a begoff-. In the 4,300-scat
expo auditorium, the musical com-
edy star’s vocal efforts are evenly
and clearly heard by appreciative
hinterlanders.

George Murphy, costarred, is an
affable emcee, inserting new Texas
yams between acts, and filling a
spot himself with a gabfest and
neat soft shoe bits. Laryngitis hin-
dered his vocal efforts and introes,
opening night.

Next-to-closing Wiere Bros, have
’em in the aisles with zany bits of
fiddling, juggling, hat passing and
hilarious "Minute Waltz” frenetic
dancing bit. as towering Mildred
Seymour does an able piano assist.
Trio works a 25-minute stint to
heavy mitting.

Pint-sized Johnny Puleo holds
attention through the Harmonica
Rascals’ session. Panto comic rates
yocks as he belts and bites his

a
uintet of mouth-organists, but
oesn’t prevent slick renditions of

"Nightingale” and "Peg o’ My
Heart.” Borrah Minevitch troupe,
remembered from a 1937 Pan-
American Revue on this same
stage, gets sock reception.

Russell Nype’s solo turn includes
eight vocals in a click 25-minute
turn. Sock bit is a recitation from
"Goodbye, Mr. Chips.” segueing
into the lyrics of "You’ll Nevr
Walk Alone” to a hushed audience
in the only solemn note of the
sock opening show.

|

Flash opener has the Los Gatos
Trio, male acrobalancers. getting

,

the show off to a fast start and
payees off their hands with ani-

! mated sesh spiced by headstands,

J

falls and lifts

George Moro’s Mer-Maids. 11-
girl precision dancing line, with six

1 walkon lookers, add eye-appeal in
three tarp turns, highlighted by
three colorful costume changes.

!

Final appearance kid* burly, wiiit

the 20 comely femmes divesting
portions of yellow and black rai-

i

ment under Strobolite, with un-
mentionables glowing in the dark-
ness. Girls add bumps to the
travesty for a sock turn but,

strangely, this bit draws light nut-
ting.

Peter Wolf, State Fair Musical-*
art director for seven years,

mounts an impressive theatre mar-
quee single set. bannered "The
Ethel Merman Show." in huge let-

ters. Hyman Charninsky, veteran

local maestro from vaude days,

batons the 24-piece orch in expert

backing of show's supporting acts.
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ChiFJ Legit Business Building;

Itch’ $27,(00, Okla.’ $21,800
Chicago, Oct. 13. 4

Oklahoma” made its fourth bow
( hi last Tuesday night ( 6 ) to

noticesmoderately encouraging notices in

tii dailies. Physicians, food editors
,7

;
5.000 Eastern Stars in con-

htVe here helped legiters to build

lv, with
ig hoisted

‘Seven Year
to its highest

Itch”
gross

iuc
lull

jo,
• New Faces” definitely will close

7 and “Postman Always Rings

jwi' (>” is slated for the Harris

i 1 «•

Estimates for Last Week
\>w Faces, Great Northern

,24ih wk) ($6 ;
1,600). Up to $23.-

4 '

Oklahoma, Shubert (1st wk) $3-
2.100). Opened Tuesday * 6 ),

g; -tiering $21,800.
Seven Year Itch, Erlanger <3d

uk't ($5; 1.334) (Eddie Bracken'.
Built to $27,600.

‘Guys’ Grosses $36,000

In Two-Stand Split

Little Rock, Oct. 13.

“Guys and Dolls.” playing a

seven-performance split last week
between Jackson. Miss., and here,
grossed a total of $36,000. Musical
pulled $7,000 in two performances
Monday-Tuesday (5-6) at the Audi-
torium. Jackson, and added $20.-1
000 in five shows at the Auditori-
um here Thursday-Saturday « 8- 1

0

>
!

Show is playing the Auditorium.
Memphis, all this week.

‘Hour’ $14,300, Balto
Baltimore. Oct. 13.

“The Children's Hour” teed off
the legit season here last week at
Ford's, garnering a fairish $14,300
total The Lillian Heilman drama
was the first of seven plavs prom-
ised to Theatre Guild-ATS sub-
scribers.

i lords is dark currently but will
relight Oil. 10 with “Misalliance.’
“Time Out For Ginger” is set to
follow on Oct. 20 Both plays are
on Guild-ATS subscription.

B.O. Spurt, New Openings Perk B’way;

Hut’ 19G First 7, Giant* Up to 14G,

‘Sympathy* SRO $28,309, Waters Exits

‘SIR’ $39,825, ST. LOUIS;

‘DEBUT’ SLIM $7,500
St. Louis, Oct. 13.

Divided reviews greeted “Kind
Sir,” which teed off the new legit

season at the refurbished Ameri-
can Theatre in midtown, but piece,

a sellout for weeks in advance,
wound up a one-week frame Sun-
day ill) with an estimated $39,825
gross. Charles Boyer and Mary
Martin played the leads.

“Debut” wound up its second
and final week at the Ansell Bros.
Empress Sunday (11) with a gross

of approximately $7,500. "Stalag
17” tees off a two-week frame at

the Empress tonight (Tues). Bar-
bara Payton and Tom Neal head
cast of “The Postman Always Rings
Twice,” which opened a one-week
stand at the American last night
i Mon.). The house is sealed to

$3.05.

‘MISALLIANCE’ $12,100;

‘LADIES’ $10,200, PHILLY
Philadelphia, Oct. 13.

Legit is lagging here, with only
two houses lighted,
hurt “Ladies of the
the Walnut, with a slim $10,200
gross for the initial week.

Theatre Guild-American Theatre
Society subscription helped “Mis-
alliance” to a fair $ 12,100 for its

first stanza at the Locust.

Moon $31,423,

‘Frogs’
§jjj

Hub
Boston. Oct. 13

The second week of “Teahouse
of the August Muon" at the Shu-
bert smashed all records for a I

dramatic show, pulling a so.-ko
$31,423. Balance of legits were not
too strong.

Basil Rathhone's version of
"Sherlock Holmes” preemed at the
Majestic Saturday night * 10 ) and

Current Road Shows
(Oct. 12 24)

‘Colonels’ Okay $21,500

For Week in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh. Oet. 13.

Nixon finally got off on the right '

foot last week with “Love of Four
j

Colonels,” after a false start with i

“Postman Always Rings Twice.’’!

which teed off the new legit sea-
son. Rex Harrison-Lilli Palmer
comedy, although it got in-between
notices though stars themselves
wore showered with critical ad-
jectives, did $21,500, to give both
house and attraction a satisfactory
profit.

Children’s Hour” is current hut
without subscription backing. Her-
mit Bloomgarden production hav-
ing been vetoed because it had
already played Pittsburgh, even
though that was nearly 18 years
ago.

‘Joey’ $21,200 in Five;

‘Udies’ $7,500, Seattle
Portland, Ore., Oct. 13.

Harold Lang and Carol Bruce in

“Pal Joey” grossed a disappointing
$21,200 in four evening perform-
ances and one matinee at the Civic
And last week (6-9'. The 4,500-
sc.iter was scaled at $4.80 and was
the first musical of the season in

the William Duggan series. Dug-
gan couldn’t get the Aud for the
Saturday ( 10 ) date due to a con-
flict in booking, so “Joey” had to
truck to Seattle for a Saturday
date there.
“Good Night Ladies” moved into

a third frame at the 1.500-seat
Playhouse last Sunday ( 11 ). after
grabbing a good $7,500 for the sec-
ond stanza. House is scaled at
$3 (i0 . with gobs of half-price pro-
motion tabs.

Anna
(12-17).

Caine
(Henry Fonda, John Hodiak, Lloyd
Nolan) (tryout)—Granada, Santa !

Barbara (12); Russ Aud., San
Diego (13-14); Munic. Aud., Long
Beach (15); Bridges Aud., Clare-
mont (16); Harvey Aud., Bakers-

1

field M7); Civic Aud., San Jose
(18'; Highschool Aud., Stockton I

(20>; Aud., Fresno <21); Highschool
i

Aud.. Sacramento (22-23 >; Auditori-
urn Theatre. Oakland <24 >. (Re-
viewed in Variety this week).

Children’s Hour (Patricia Neal.

!

Fay Bainter)—Nixon, Pitt. (12-17); i

Hanna, Cleve. (19-24).

Escapade (Roger Livesey. Ursula
Jeans) (tryout)—Parsons, Hartford
(22-24).

Evening with Beatrice Lillie

(Beatrice Lillie)—Shubert. New
Haven < 12-17'; Shubert, Phila. <19-

24'.

Gently Does It (tryout)—Wilbur,
Boston (14-24*.

Girl Can Tell (tryout)—Cass. De-
troit (12-17); Nixon, Pitt. (19-24*.

|

(Reviewed in Variety, Oet. 7. ’53>.
j

Good Nite, Ladies—Playhouse.
Portland (12-17); Aud., Klamuth
Falls. Ore. (19); Aud., Redding.
Cal., (20); Aud., Chico, Cal. <21 ';

And.. Marysville, Cal. (22); Aud ,

Eureka, Cal. (23-24).

Guys and Dolls (2d Co.)—Aud .

Memphis (12-17); Aud., New Or-
leans (19-24),

Kind Sir (Mary Martin. Charles
Boyer) (tryout)—Hanna, Cleve. <12-

17); National, Wash. (19-24T-(Re-
viewed in Variety. Sept. 30. ’53;

Followup Review this w’eek>.

Kismet (Alfred Drake) (tryout)

—Curran, S. F. (12-17); Colonial.

Boston (19-24) (Reviewed in

Variety, Aug. 19, ’53).

Ladies of the Corridor (Edna
Best, Betty Field) (tryout)—Wal-
nut, Phila. (12-17) (Reviewed in

Variety, Oct. 7. ’53).

Poor notices
j “Sabrina Fair.” starring Margaret

Corridor, at Sullavan and Joseph Cottcn. bowed
into the Shubert Monday (12) for
fortnight. “Gently Does It" opens
a two-weeker at the Wilbur Wed-
nesday <14).

Estimates For Last Week
Anna Lurasta. Copley (one week'

($3.60; 1.100'. Hassle between pro-
ducer Leonard Altobell and press-
agents union hurt this one. $4,500
or less for seven performances.

Frogs of Spring, Plymouth 'one
week) ( $3.60; 1.200'. Nabbed mild
notices and moved out at end of
first week. About $6,500.

Late Love, Wilbur <2d wk) ($3 60,
1,200'. Failed to score. So-so $8 ,000 .

Teahouse of the August Moon,
Shubert <2d wk'i$4.20; 1.700). Went
clean with $31,423, new house rec-
ord at that scale.

‘Kismet’ Finale $37,000-;'

‘Body* .SKkOOO, Frisco
San Francisco. Oct. 13.

“John Brown’s Body” opened
last Monday <5 at the Geary to
strong crix reviews However, the
opera season, which is at Ms height
plus week-long record heat, hit all

legit hi/..

Estimates for Last Week
Kismet. Cun an 4lh wk’ <M-

$4.80; 1.775' < Alfred Drake. Doret
ta Morrow). A pleasing $37 000
lor final frame. Previous week
$35,000.

Time of the Cuckoo. Alcazar < 2,1

wk' <C-$3.6(); 1.140' (Mary Astoi

'

Down to a thin $ 10,000 in spile of

Thesjrc Guild subscriptions Final
frame. Previous week. $13,000

John Brown’s Body, Gearv dsl
wk > ($4 80; 1.550' (Tyrone Power
Anne Baxter. Ravmond Massey*.
Colorless $16,000.

Lucasta—Copley, Boston
[

Mutiny Court Martial !

‘GIRL’ $16,000, DETROIT;

‘POSTMAN’ POOR $8,500
Detroit. Oet. 13.

Pre-Broadway showing of “A
Girl Can Tell.” new F. Hugh Her-
bert comedy starring Janet Blair,

did a fair $16,000 in the first week
of a two-week booking at the 1.482-
seat ('ass. Top is $3 60. Show got

mixed reviews here, with Harvey
Taylor of the Times being most
critical. J. Dorsey Callahan of the
Free Press and Russell McLaugh-
lin of the News wrote it more from
an audience reaction standpoint,
which was favorable, hut indicated
more work must he done in trim-
ming and polishing.
“Postman Always Rings Twice.”

with Tom Neal and Barbara Pay-
ton. did a poor $8,500 at the 2.050-

seat Shuhcit. Top was $3.60. Cur-
rent at the Shubert. with a top of

$4.20, is “Love of Four Colonels.
’

starring Rex Harrison and Lilli

Palmer, in tor a fortnight.

‘CADILLAC’ $19,300, D.C.;

GRECO TROUPE $12,500
Washington. Oet. 13.

Although it took considerable of

a critical panning, "The Solid Gold
Cadillac” managed to rake in a

comfortable $19,300 for the first

half of its two-week run at the
National Theatre. Play, which has
three weeks ahead of it before it

reaches Broadway, is undergoing a

considerable amount of rewriting,

here by George S. Kaufman. A new
scene was put in last niglil

At tin* Shubert Theatre, the Jose
Greco dance troupe wound up a

second week with $12,500 in the
till, about $1 000 better than the
first week. “Time Out for Ginger,"

I
on the road after a New York run.
opened a fort’nO'ht stand at the
Shubert last night.

‘Sabrina’ $19,300 Sellout

In Advance at New Haven
New Haven. Oet. 13

Complete advance SRO on preem
of “Sabrina Fair" (Margaret Sulla-

van-Joseph Gotten) at Shubert last

week (8-10) had $19,300 in the till

before curtain went up. Figure re-

sulted from four performances at

$4.80 top.

Current is full week of “Evening

‘Bagels’ About $9,000;

‘Roberts’ $4,300, L A. J,’

1

Los Angeles. Oet 13

Town's legit hi/ hovered around
the $15,000 mark last we< k

a new low considering- that one
major and two small -sealers w. te

open. Latter w< re over on the

right side of the ledger hut the
Biltmore, with “Bagels and Vox.
dipped into the red.

Estimates for Last Week
Bagels and Vox, Biltmore <2<1

wk) <S4.20; 1 636'. Around $9,000.

over 25'; capacity and in the red

Mr. Blank’s Family. Civic Play-

house (1st wk* '$3; 4(10 * . Okay $2,-

000 for the first five nights.

Mr. Roberts, Las Palmas <I 6th

wk' ($3 60; 400). Up to $4 300 and
holds an extra week, finaling this

Saturday <17'.

Love of Four Colonels (Rex Har-j With Beatrice Lillie • 1 2- 1 7

L

Coward to Star Again

In Charity Cala, Nov.
London. Oet.

For third consecutive year.

Coward is to star in a one
charity stand at the Cafe de

to aid the Actors’ Orphanage

1

6 .

Noel
night
Paris
( iala

De-

Lillie $36,400, Mont’l
Montreal. Oct. 13.

The unexpected booking of the
Beatrice Lillie show into Her Ma-
jesty’s Theatre last week—instead
xf Philly proved to be the biggest
legit start of any Montreal season
in the past decade.
Long a fave in this town, Miss

Lillie, despite the fart that she
hasn’t played here for many years,
drew capacity biz throughout the
week, grossing a near $36,400 with
prices scaled from $3.94 for this i

House goes dark until Nov. 12-14,

when Katharine Cornell comes in

with world premiere of “Prescott
Proposals.” Also booked for No-
vember 1 1 5- 1 6 » is Charles Laugh-
ton with his skod of readings.

rison, Lilli Palmer)—Shubert,
troit (12-24).

Maid in the Ozarks—Royal
Alexandra, Toronto (12-17); Savoy,
Hamilton. Ont. (19-24).

Misalliance—Locust. Phila. (12-

17); Ford’s. Balto. (19-24).

New Faces—Great Northern. Chi
(12-24).

Oklahoma—Shubert, Chi (12-24).

Pal Joey (Harold Lang)—Metro-
politan, Seattle (12-17); Lyceum.
Minneapolis (19-24).

Postman Always Rings Twice
(Tom Neal. Barbara Payton)—
American. St. Louis G2-17'; Harris,

! n jght’s engagement at

Chi (19-24). 'Alexandra here, with

‘Ozarks’ Okay $7,900

In 1st Toronto Week
Toronto,

For a 90% sale on
“Maid in the Ozarks”
neat $7,900, with all

satisfied, on first week

Sabrina Fair (Margaret Sullavan. sc aled at $3 50
Joseph Cotten) (tryout)—Shubert. fortunate*

in

1 700-seater.

in

‘Ginger* $15,715, Split
Hartford, Oct. 13.

Fairish $8,875 was racked up Dy
me Out For Ginger” here in a

-day (four-performance) stand
New Parsons Thursday through

'Lirday <8-10). Usual top of $4 20
ailed. House is dark this week.

) "st haH week, show got $6,840
Springfield, at the Court.

Boston (12-24) (Reviewed
Variety this week).

Seven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken)
—Erlanger, Chi (12-24).

Sherlock Holmes (Basil Rath-

bone, Jarmila Novotna) (tryout)

—

Majestic, Boston (12-24) (Reviewed
in Variety this week).

Solid Gold Cadillac (Josephine

Hull) (tryout)—National, Wash.
<12-17'; Locust St., Phila. <19-24)

(Reviewed in Variety, Oct. 7. ’53'.

South Pacific (Jeanne Bal. Webb
Tilton'—Erianger, Buffalo < 1 2-24

L

Time Out for Ginger (Melvyn
Douglas)—Shubert. Wash. <12-24

Trip to Bountiful 'Lillian Gish'

ftrvout) — Playhouse. Wilmington

4
15 17;; Walnut, Phila. (19-24;.

Oet. 13.

cut rates,

grossed a

concerned
of a fort-

the Royal
1 ,525-seater

top for such un-
incredibly escaped
of the town with

will be . held Nov. 1, with a price

tag of $15 per cover. On the two

previous occasions, Coward has co-

starred with Mary Martin, and he

is hopeful that another femme
star will be available to Join him

on the cabaret floor.

W’ith a maximum capacity of

500, the gala in each of the pre-

vious years has raised more than

$8,400. The Cafe de Paris manage-

ment give the room and food

gratis, collecting only the liquor

sales.

Broadway resumed Ms traditional
autumn upbeat last week after the
brief setback of the previous stanza.
Virtually all shows fait the in-
creased tempo, and indications are
that conditions will improve still

further this week
Of the new entries, “Little Hut”

drew a st\ to-onr negative set of
notices and must be rated ques-
tionable to continue much beyond
its theatre party Ino'dng, but
“Take a Giant Step” reordered a
sharp b o pickup and i‘< now a
run prospect <ser separate story).
“ \t Homo with Ethel Waters”
folded last week

Estimates for Last Week
,

K i >/s C < Coined!/), P (Drama),
CD < Corned i/ Drama J

,
If tfferue),

MC 'Musical Corned </), MP (Musi-
cal Pro nta >,() ( Opera >.

Other jyarenthetie de sit) nations
refer, respeetirel i/. to top pripen;
.’lumber of seals, capacity uross and

j

stars. Price includes 20 r
in amuse-

ment ta.r, hut (/rouses are net: i.e.,

erclusire of tar.

At Home with Ethel Waters, 48th
St < 3 id wk' < U-$4.8(), 925; $22 927)

j
'Ethel W aters* Nearly 84.700 (pre-

j

vious week. $5,000'; closi d Satur-
day night <10) after 23 perfor-
mances. at a loss of around $25,000.
Can-Can, Shubert (23rd wkHMC-

$7 20; 1,361; $ 50 ,
160 ' Drew $50,900

again,

Dial M for Murder, Plymouth
* 50th wk) < l)-$4 80; 1.002; $29,815)
(Maurice Evans. Almo't $22 900
• previous, week, $21 200'.

Fifth Season. Corf '3.5th wk) (C-
$4 80. 1.050. $25 '*77

» Menasha
Skuln k. Richard Wliorf). Nearly
$23,700 (previous w'.-ek. $23 300*.

Guvs and Dolls. 40tli St. < 143rd
wk* 1 MC-$0 .0(); 1810 ;

$89,704*. Got
,$21,200 (previous week, $30 800*;

elo *ng Nov '.’8, to tour.

Ring and I, St Jam's < 133rd
wk* 'MD-S7 20; 1.571: $51,717' ' Ytil

Brynner * Almost $*3 090 (previous
wVek. $41.0001.

Little Dut. Coronet 'Ll wk) <C-
$0. 1.027; $80,000) (Anne Vernon,
Roland Culver. Cohn Gordon'.
Opened last Wednesday night <7)

• trie favorable noti e (Chapman,
News) and six pans 'Atkinson,
Times;

,

Coleman, Mirror Haw kins,

World-Telegram Sun; Kerr. Her-
ald Tribune; McClain Jorunnl-Am-
ci i an; Watts, Pn< l •; first five

performances and t
•

•
«
»

previews
gro red over $19 000

.Me and Juliet. MaiesLu ('20th wk)
« MC $7 20. 1.510, $58 0001 Over
$53 200 (previous wi eh. $50,300'

"dv 3 Angels. Morn < o '-3.1st wk)
'C «4 80; 935; $24,252’. Almost $18.-

890 'previous week. $17,400'.

Picnic, Music Box '28 d wk) <CD-
$0-8180, 997. $27 581' Nearly $27,-

409 'previous week. $20.41)0 ».

PorT.v and Bess. /*' Icld '31st

u k • (
) $0; 1628: $4.3 214 Over

$21 800. including tax 'previous
week. $25 000*; elo ing Nov. 28. to

tour.
Srvn Year Itch, Fulton < 47 1

h

wk* »<C-$6-$4 80; 1 0»>3; $24,400'.
Tom Ewell'. Over $24,500 'pre-
vious week, $24,200).
South Pacific. Broadway < 228th

wk* * MC-S6-$4 80; 1 990; $44 000)
(Martha Wright. George Britton).

Almost $31,600 (previous week.
.$30,200*.

Take a Giant Step. Lyceum <3d

wk» i D-$4 80: 995; $22 845'. Just
inr-.sed $14,000 'previous week.
$8 800'.

Tea and Sympathy. B.ut

a

more
2d v. k ' < D-$6-$4 B0; 1000 $28,000)

|< Dr bora'll Kern Over $28 800 <pre-

|
vious week. $19 900 for first six

i performances and a preview'.
Wish You Were Ifcre, Imp' rial

j
<68tl» wk * 1 MC-57 2() 1,400; $52.-

(

080' Nearly $37 600 'previous
I week . $38,100).

Wonderful Town, Winter Gar-

who
the blanketing
twofers.
Though piece was here five

weeks last season and again was
mercilessly panned by the crix. re-

peater attendance is big. with Fri-

day-Saturday <9-10) nights doing

turnaway biz.

’Caesar' London Preem Nov. 5

London, Oct. 6 .

The London preem of “Julies

Caesar” has now been set for the

Carlton for Nov. 5 for an indefinite

r.*n. It is the first Metro picture !

to play that Haymarkel thea* »*e

since “Quo Vadis” more than 13

t months ago.

Redgrave’s Own Play

Michael Redgrave, currently ap-

pearing at the Shakespeare Me-

morial Theatre at Stratford on-

Avon, has authored a new plav.

“Juliana,” in which he is slated to

appear next year in London.

Following the Stratford season

.ending Oct. 31. Redgrave and the

rest of the Memorial Theatre com-

pany. including Peggy Ashcroft and

Marius Goring, take their rep'r-

tory of Shakespeare revivals to i n

Princes Theatre, London, for a six

we' k run.

den (33d wk) 'MC- r
'-7 20:

$54 178' 1 Rosalind R’i <•'>

md' r 4 55 209 again
OPENING THIS

find as a Man, \

.

$4 80 720. .$18 550i ( i

production of Older 1

dra mat izat ion of hP "

uio\ i s uptown from t e i

L>s. opening tonight
. c''iij;.r run.

I.a'.e Love. National

1.172; $.80 000; 'Ar cr*»

I .m i le W'tson.
Mu liitcl Abbott

.510;

Just

Jan Smeterlin, Polish piarii t

due in N. Y. Friday 1 <* ‘ion

abroad, and will give his New York

l
recital at Town Hail Oct. 26.

V. I LK
rtortult ' D-

; re Jleller

Uinpharn s

n novel
ii a* rc de
(l » for a

$6 $4 80;
Francis,

Neil Hamilton),
product on of

•to emary Casey corn"’”, opened
la .t ru' lit (Tues *.

#
T< ahouse of the August Moon,

p, . ( , (C $R-$4 80 1 21* $31000)

Daud Wayne. John For ythe).

Mauiiee Evans fc Geo ge Schaefer

production of John Pa’ru k < dram-
;-i,/ iron of the '"in Snculer

novel, opens tomorrow night

» Clours.)
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Second Marriage
Second Ave. Theatre production of

drama in two acta <*even scenes) by Louia
Freinan. Star* Edmund Zayenda. Irvine
Jacobson. Music by Manny Fleischman;
l>rics, Jacob Jacobs. Dit acted and adapied
by Freiman from his radio aerial. ‘Sec-

ond .MarriaKe.” At Second Ave. Theatre.
N.Y., Oct. 10, ’3.!; S3.60 top

Singti'h l\.vle McDonnell and
i
Harold l.an* starrer

John Tyers will play the non-sing-

ing* leads in a touring revival of

the 4M-\ ear-old comedy. *'lwm

H (Is
” by Su'isbiiry Fie’H and Mar-

garet .Mayo . Jos** Ferrer will,

siar m "C'hai'li v .i Aunl toi a tvM>-

\v (*<*k run as tin* fourth bill of toe

winter drama season at the N. ^ .

Cilv ('enter. Schedule now memo s

‘ (‘vrano de I! igeraf." Nov. 11-22;
I

‘•Tlic Shrike.” Nov. 25-Dec. b:
;

“Kichard III.” Dec. 9-20; "Charleys

Aunt.” Dec 23-Jan 3 . . .
Syivan;

l.evin, v. Im '•(inducted for the l .am-

hcrtville < N..I > Music Circus
j

ojM icttas all In t summer, to make
Ili oadw; \ haloo debut as eonduc-

;

tor lor Shepard Traube’s "Girl <n

pink Ti'dil.s" this season . . .Koiiin-

ittm Store i casting director for

Jose Ferrer and the New York City

Tl» at re Co.

Christopher C’ronyn, 10-year-old
j

(Son ol llunie Cronyn and Jessica

Tandy, is set for a principal role

in ‘’Stars in a J»ei:;on's Hackyard.”
drama by Ji.v ”r*sson, to he pr>
sealed this l all by Producers Thea-
tre. Inc., n w syndicate comprising
Robert UhUe’ierd, Koger I.. Stev-

ens and Robert W. Dowling. It

will be the youngster's stage debut.

A Gilbert & Sullivan Theatre
Rail, presented under auspices of

the American National Theatre &
Academy, will he held Oct. 27 at

the Pla/a Hotel. N.Y.. in conjunc-
tion with onening of the biopic,

‘‘Gilbert & Sullivan." at the Bijou.

NY, that night.

Richard Skinner, house manager
the past season at Westport. Conn..
Country Playhouse, named com-
pany manager for "Trip to Bounti-
ful.” which opens tryout in Wil-

mington tomorrow (Thurs.l

F.d llass is company manager for

Sadler’s Wells Ballet on tour as <n

N Y. Irving Deakltt is tour press-

agent. . . . Maurice Turet in Chi in

advance of “Postman Always Rings
Twice." which hows at Harris Oo.
1H Stan Brody, erstwhile flack

for "New Faces." hack in Gotham
last week from Chi. Mary Jane
Hill has joined the "Pal Joey" cast

as line captain. Mabel Rae has re-

Los Angeles, Oct. 13.

Newly-organized American Thea-
tre Arts. Inc., will get under way
Nov. 20 with a revival of "Our
Town” in Tail, Cal., home town of

James Terry, head of the group.

Marilyn Erskine will star.

Program calls for the staging of

eight plays throughout California

on one and two-night stands, with
Hollywood or Broadway names.
"Our Town" will he directed by

Charles Christenberry ol N. Y.

"Second Marriage” should have
a blissful run at the Second Ave.

Theatre. In adapting his Yiddish
radio serial into play form, Louis
Freiman has fully retained its soap-

opera flavor. All stops have been
pulled in this yarn about the mari-

tal difficulties of a young Jewish
couple. Play is loaded with hard-
ships and sorrows that practically

guarantee its finding acceptance
with Yiddish theatregoing audi-

ences. That, however, is the extent
ol its appeal.

At play's start the husband
(Muni Serebrof) is unemployed,
with wife < Miriam Kressyn) serv-

ing as breadwinner. This sets the

stage for a complex plot that in-

volves a divorce, remarriage,
births and deaths.

Yarn, however, also has a com-
edy sub-plot built around a ro-

mance between Irving Jacobson
and Mae Schoenfield.

Miss Kressyn is convincing as

the hardluck wife, while Serebrof
develops nicely from a loving hus-
band into a contemptible cad.
Edmund Zayenda gives a sincere
portrayal of a goodhearted guy.
Lucy Gehrman makes a properly
sorrowful appearance as Serebrof

s

mother. Miss Saltzman and Bertha
Gerstein both do okay as distaste-
ful personalities.

Highlight of the show, how’ever,
is the song and dance routine de-
livered by Jacobson and Miss
Schoenfield in the second act. Duo
gives an English rendition to a
medley of pop tunes that had the
audience on opening night. Satur-
day (10), shouting for more. Duo
41so adds a pleasant comedy relief
to the proceedings. Zayenda and
Miss Kressyn, incidentally, do a
good job on a couple of incidental
tunes.

Freiman’s direction doesn’t ap-
pear to be as heavyhanded as the
script. Jess.

iltger I,. Stevens . . . Josepn
Guru o, a member of the singing

chorus of "King and I." took over

Hr* role of Lun Tha. the lover of

the slave girl, Tuptim, last week i

whi'e Larry Douglas vacationed.
Canco is a member of the execu-
tive committee and the council of

Chorus Eouity . . . Helen lloerle is

nrcssa'tent and l.es Thomas com-
*>anv manager of "John Brown’s
Body."

*

Greer Johnson, co-author with
Chaeifs Sebree of “Mrs. Patter-

son," the proposed Leonard Sill-

nsnn production to star Eartha
K ? tt, has authored a new play,

tentatively titled "Whisper to Me.”
adapted from the William Goyen
short story. "Tlui^LetJt.er in the
Cedarehest" . . . Eugene Lerner, a

member of the New Dramatists
Committee traveling in Europe,
has set up a publicity and talent

agency in Rome, in partnership
with Hank Kaufman . . . Jan
Leighton signed for a principal
role, that of a jet pilot, in "What’s
Up." due at Provincetown Play-
house. N. Y.. Od. 27.

Father of pressagertt-strawhat
producer Lewis Harmon is serious-
ly ill . . . Bartlett Robinson is

switching from the role of Lt.

Harhison in the Broadway edition
of "South Pacific" to a principal
part in "The Prescott Proposals”
. . . Joe Conkle will be house man-
ager, Murray Lang treasurer and
Dan Melnick assistant treasurer of
the Longaere, N. Y.. when it re-

opens as a legit house Oct. 21,
with "Ladies of the Corridor” . . .

French s : nger Marcel LeBon will

make his U. S. legit debut in "John
Murray Anderson’s Almanac."

Play on Broadway

John Wilson and II. V Ti*nn«*nt.

I.td.. production ol' tiimrdv hi three dels,

adapted iiy Nancy Millord from 'he
French of Andre Roussin. Stars Anne
Vernon. Roland Culver, Colin Gordon.
Directed by I’eter Brook: decor. Oliver
Messel. At Coronet, N.Y., Oct. 7, ’53; at

So top (S8.40 opening)
Henry
Susan
Philip
Stranger
Second Stranger

C’olln Gordon
Anne Vernon
Roland Culver
John Granger

Ray Gil

The “American Album of Fa-
miliar Music" tees off its initial

concert tour Saturday (17) iti

Worcester, Mass. Worcester date
will be a dress rehearsal for the
national tour beginning Oct. 27 in

Marshfield. Wis. “Album," top

radio name for 20 years, is being
sent out by the Kenneth Allen As-
sociates.

Entire production will be in

charge of its originator, Gustave
Haenchen, who will continue to

act as conductor-director. Vivian
Della Chiesa, soprano, will head
the list of soloists, assisted by Earl
Williams, tenor, and Michael Rob-
erts, baritone.

The big question mark about
"The Little Ilut" for the last cou-
ple of years has been whether such
a featherweight, naughty sex farce
could possibly succeed on Broad-
way without Robert Morley. The
answer, it turns out, is no.

With Morley as star, this Nancy
Mitford adaptation of Andre Raus-
sin’s Parisian hit was enormously
popular in London. But returning
travelers have speculated that
without an actor of Morley’s adroit,

ingratiating style, such a frankly
amoral play might seem in bad
taste.

They need not have worried, at

least on that score. On Broadway,
where the John C. Wilson-H. M.
Tenncnt production opened last

week, "Hut” doesn’t seem shocking
at all. It is just thin and, except
for occasional moments, disap-
pointing.

The situation of the shipwreck 'd

husband and wife and her lover
who work out a "logical" design
for living on a tropical island, is

diverting for a few minutes and
there are intcrmitt'‘|U flashes of
wit thereafter. But without super-
lative playing and the glitter of a

star personality, it never ignites
into real merriment.

The direction of the touted Brit-

ish stager, Peter Brook, seems in-

ventive and flexible, hut it cannot
provide the stature or quality that
merely adequate performance
lacks. Without stressing unfortu-
nate comparisons, the present who-
dat cast is competent where bril-

liance is essential.

Anne Vernon is attractive, lively
and amusing enough as the accom-
modating wife, but her playing is

simply not up to the specialized
requirements of farce. Roland Cul-
ver is passable hut without the
mannered drollness needed for the
role of the philosophical husband
who discovers Unexpected satisfac-
tion in the alternate-week marital
arrangement.

Colin Gordon is acceptable as
the lover who finds he cannot en-
dure a domestic triangle on an or-
ganized basis and John Granger
gets by in the modest part of a

third-act recruit. Oliver Messel’s
imaginative scenery provides a de-

! lightfullv comic note.

The magic of virtuoso perform-
ance and slat* hi .tie would he re-

j

quired to put "Hut" over on
Rroadwav. Ho be.

Franz Alters, who recently com-
pleted the soundtrack for Michael
Myerberg’s pic. "Hansel and
Gretel.” is heading up the orch for

Ethel Merman at the Dallas State

Fair Musicals Oct. 10-25.
^55 Continued from pace 89

make the rounds of all the thea-

tres, with each location putting on

its own production. Certain stars

may appear at various houses in

the same vehicle, but with different

supporting casts in each instance.

Continued growth of a winter stock

circuit will undoubtedly cut sharp-

ly into Equity’s perennial unem-
ployment roster following the close

of the strawhat season.

Besides offering tried works,
the winter outlets are becoming
active as testing grounds for new
properties. Producers wanting to

see what an original script will

look like on stage, without going
to the expense of putting together
a production for an out-of-town
tryout, have been utilizing the silo

trail for this purpose. This com-
paratively low-cost auditioning
process is being repeated in win-
ter stock.

Pointing up the tryout trend are
three original works scheduled for

.showcasing at the Astor and two
new plays on the Empress’ slate

for this season.

An important factor in the win-
ter stock setup is the Arena Guild
of America, which currently has
several members theatres operat-
ing in that category. These include
the Astor. Strand. Penn Valley
Play Series. Memphis Arena and
the Palm Tree Playhouse. Arena
Guild, which was organized in

19U. now has a circuit of 22 the-
atres. both Kquitv and non-Equity,
Theatres operate either in the sum-
mer or winter or on a year-round
basis. Some of the other groups
included as winter stock setups
are full-year operations.

*

Additional cold-weather stock
situation..- include the Arena The-
atre. Dallas; Playhouse Theatre,
llou-lon Sombrero Playhouse.
Phoeniv; Bcimudian Theatre, Ham-
ilton. Bermuda; and theatres in

Miami Beach and Palm Beach
Fla . and Palm Springs. Cal

House on larand Street
Benjamin Rothman production of com-

edy-draina in three acts (five scenes) by
Kadia Molodowskv. Features Diana
Blumenfeld. Rosetta Biales. Jacob Mestcl.
Robin Oliver. Zipora Click son. Rose
Shoshano, TUlie Rabinowilz. Moishe
Feder. Directed by Yonas Turkow. Sets
by Isadore Elgard. At President. N Y.,
Oct. 9. '53; $3.60 top
Ethel Kramer
Selma
Ruth
Mrs. Schor ...
Rivkah
Abe Kramer ..

Eddie Schwartz
I.arry I.evitt
Mendel Kaplan
Mrs. Srhvyartz
Mrs. Schlifko .

Complete ticket and
j

mailing service for I

“TW0FER”
|

PRODUCTIONS.. Rosetta Biales
. . . . Robin Oliver

Marion Magid
Tittle Rabinowitz
Zipora Glickson

i... Moishe Feder
Nathaniel Kruger
Mordecai Rosen

• . . Jacob Mestel
Rose Shoshano

Diana Blumenfeld

We have complete facilities for

printing end meiling tickets end

letters to promote "TWOFER”
productions anywhere. All mail-

ings guaranteed. Estimates on

request. * -

THE PLAYGOER
1231 Chorry St.. Philo. 7, Pa.

Locust 7-5334

THIS week

^yr ot the

^Winter Theatre
Jay ®\£6e*itb

The Charles L. Wagner
Production of

"II TROVATORE"
Sunday, October 18

Denfeld Auditorium
Diruth, Minnesota

The Yiddish theatre, declining
in its longtime Second Ave., N.Y.,
environment, is seeking a new
lease on life on Broadway. Several
excursions uptown have been made
in the past without marked suc-
cess. A new' effort to establish a
permanent Jewish acting company
in the Main Stem area is being
made by Benjamin Rothman, a vet-
eran Second Ave. pressagent who
is making his bow as a producer
with Kadia Molodowsky’s “A
House on Grand Street.”

On the basis of this first presen-
tation. it’s doubtful that Rothman
will fare any better than his prede-
cessors. While generally excellently
acted hv a fine cast and sharply
directed by Yonas Turkow. Miss
Molodowsky’s play is static and
talkv. It is held together by a thin
plot dealing with the efforts of a
refugee girl to adjust to American-
Jewish life in New York.

An attractive girl, sedate and re-
fined as compared to the jitterbug-
ging, grasping second-generation
American femmes, she immediately
becomes competition for her mar-
riage-age cousin and unwittingly
diverts the eyes of the latter’s beau
as well as those of another eligible
young man. Following considerable
mental conflicts. Rivkah decides to
remain in America as the bride of
the aforementioned eligible young
man. Her cousin gets her man too.
so all ends well.

Miss Molodowsky’s writing is a
departure from the trend of Sec-
and Ave. in recent years. It's real,
deep Yiddish Yiddish as compared
to the popular move toward Eng-
lish Yiddish. As such, “Grand St.”
may attract some of the oldsters
who have frowned on the liberties

BROADWAY ANGELS
INC.

Common Stock

Price 50c a ShareBOOKING COMPLETE PACK-

AGED NAME ATTRACTIONS
AND BROADWAY MUSICAL
AND DRAMATIC SHOWS FOR

Consult your broker or write or

phone for an offering circular (o

BROADWAY ANGELS, INC

29 W. 65th St.. Now York 23

TRafalgar 4-181

5

FLORIDA
Theatres — Auditoriums

SARASOTA ORLANDO
DAYTONA
BEACH . . . JACKSONVILLE

MIAMI MIAMI BEACH
TAMPA . . . FT. LAUDERDALE

‘•Work ended Oct. 10'

(Futures denote premiere dates)

Affair* of State, Cambridge <8-2t-52'.

Air* Shoestring, Roval ft <4 22

Anastasia, St. James (B-5-53'

Aren't We All, Haymarket <8 6 .1:; ».

As Long As Happy, C,at n< k 7 8
Bad Samaritan, Duchess «>-24 53'.
Carrington, V. C., Westminster <7-23 53>
Confidential Clerk, l.w io <9 10 33 >.

Dear Charles, Now <12 18-32'.
Devil's General, Jvivo\ <4 2.*'.

Escapade, Strand '1 •20-33),
Folies Berger*, pj- Wales '024>
For Better Worse. Corned* <12 17 52).
Glorious Days, i’.il >ee <2-28 5.3 1 .

Guys and Dolls, < olli-eum I.V28-5.3'.
Living Room, Windham's < t 1(5 53i;
London Laughs, Vdelphi it-12-52'
Love From Judy, Saiille <9 25-53',
Moon It Blue, Duke York '7 7-3.,5'.

Mousetrap. VrrS-4 '*
I -2 * V2»

Old Vie Repertory, old V ie <014 ."3).
Faint Your Wagon. Majesty's <2-11-53)
Private Lite ot Helen, Globe <»; 11-53),
Reluctant Heroes, White "> 12 5d<
Ring Out Be"* V.< Pal <11 12 *2>.

Se-gulis Sorrer.to, Vx>il" <», It VJ
Seven Yesr Itch, \!d ‘v< }i ' > 14 VJ >.

Trial A Error, V a tide i«t!7.V;
Two Bouquets, i'i<« .id.U> t.) 12 .

For Female Choral Singers

To Audition for the First

Musical-Panorama

NOLA Studios

1657 Broadway

Thursday and Friday

Oct. 15-16, 2:30-4:30 P M

CONTACT
EDDIE SMITH AGENCY

1697 Iroadway, New York City

JU 6-3345

Sojrrin’ I fe

“Porgy and Bess”
29th Week, 'IFGFELD, NEW YORK ATTENTION: ROAD COMPANY PRODUCERS-MANAGERS !

Direct Mail Cut-Rate Ticket Advertising
All PRINTING. ADDRESSING, MAILING HANDLED EXPEHTIY AND REASONABLY
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Vivien Leigh

\,u light comedy by Terence

K-diigan emerges as pleasing ro-

mantic fare of fairy-tale type, set

^.^inst colorful London back-

ground of the 1911 Coronation, and

i« means of strong comeback by

Vivien Leigh, recently victim of

ill-lu alth and a nervous breakdown
alter filming in Hollywood It is

i, It;, I vehicle for talents of Miss

1 eigh and her husband, Sir Lan-

rem c Olivier, who have long scenes

together on stage and are rarely

idle during the three acts.

Dialog is brittle, but most credit

miM go to the Settings of Roger

Furse. pink, blue and gold in the

Koval ‘uite of the Carpathian lega-

tion in London. These, plus the

brilliant costumes, add gaiety to

the scene.
Piece is the first Rattigan work

in which the Oliviers, celebrated

thesping duo. have acted. Plot is

slight, pace slows up in second act.

but gets away to brisk finish in the

third, where Miss Leigh, making
love to Olivier in direct reverse

mood to an incident in the first

act. proves a winning point with

the customers.
Miss Leigh is cast as an Ameri-

can actress appearing on the Lon-
don stage, real name Mary Morgan,
but known in the theatre world as

Elaine Dagenham. She is invited

to the Carpathian legation to

prov ide a pleasant evening for the

(band Duke Charles, Prince Regent
oi Carpathia, who has lined up
caviar, vodka, champagne, even a

led velvet settee. Her reactions to

this novel world of splendor and
liveried footmen provide continu-
ous chuckles.

Passing out through drinking too

much vodka, the musical comedy
actress 'appearing in “The Cocoa-
nut Girl") finds herself still in the

peal suite next day. goes to West-
minster Abbey as lady-in-waiting to

j

the Duchess, and gets mixed up
j

with Balkan politics and a confident
voting Boy King 'Jeremy Spenser'. I

whom she teaches to one-step and i

takes home on the lop of a London
bus.

Third act has Miss Leigh trying
to bring a “leetle love” into life

ol the Prince, conquering him. and
promising to take a trip over to

j

( ..'pathia—when her show winds,
j

Acting throughout is of high i

order. Miss Leigh being particular-
ly strong and vivacious in her
comedy role, wearing a blonde wig
and white evening gown, and
Olivier a fiery guttural monor led
Grand Duke. There is a sweeping
pcetorniance by Martita Hunt as
a Grand Duchess, and Richard
Watt is is the true-blue, prim and
proper Englishman as a Foreign
Office attache. With only a few
lines to speak. Peter Barkworth
h a standout as a painfully digni- !

butler. Cord.

eighteen months ago. was forced
by heart trouble to quit the West
End musical in which he was star-

ring. The medicos then indicated
that his retirement might have to
he permanent although his ap-
pearance belies any such thought.
He is full of his old vivacity,
strumming away at his ukuleie
with an infectious grin on his lace
and exuding an air of friendliness
throughout the theatre. Ilis main
spot was brightened by two favor-
ite tunes,

>
*Leanin’ On a Lampost”

and “When I’m Cleaning Win-
dows.” In between his songs he
told stories, all of them were
rather old and mostly slightly
blue, hut no one seemed to mind,

i Another important show hi/

facet of the production was the
emergence of Tcrry-Thomas as a
high-grade impressionist, particu-
larly clicking with an impression
of a sergeant major doing an im-
pression of Noel Coward. In a

subsequent scene in which he de-
velops this style, he does some re-

markable takeoffs of a number of
artists including Ymn Sumac. Rut
this part of the program was over-
long and could comfortably be
trimmed.

In addition to those stars, the
production has a lull quota of top
grade vaude acts. The Billy Cot-
ton band is a reliable lave in these
parts, giving a strong comedy ac-
cent to their musical and vocal
numbers. The Deep River Boys,
also with a strong Palladium repu-
tation. register, too, in fine style
with a vocal lineup highlighted by
their handling of "I Believe."
“Stacker Lee” and “Little Eves. I

Love You” t ’’Honey, Honey.
Honey’*').

Alan and Blanche Lund qualify
for a hefty mitt for their terping.
winning applause for their conven-
tional classical stvle of ballroom-
oloey. Ted and Flo

' buffo reaction for
amazingly fast routine with a pair

j

of batons. Another standout con-
tiibution came from the Matluir-
ins. a duo of comedy acrobats,
with a highspeed routine. They .

solid for pronounced yocks !

The big production numbers, witbj
some fine ballet dancing, were lav-

j

hhl.v presented. Some ot the
more intimate sketches, however,
were not so successful.

Entire production was hack-
grounded hv the Skyrockets Orchi
under their new maestro. Krqnk
Haeley. who has jus) taken over
the baton from Wool! Phillips.

M pro.

and Geoffrey Hibbert also perform
with distinction.
The play has been crisply di-

rected by John Frrnald and the
three sets have been handsomely
designed by Fanny Taylor. Myro.

l-«* C oup de Grire
(The Finishing Stroke)

Paris. Oct. 1.

P-iil* Roll* production of niolodr.ima
in three „< t* • 1

1

\ « M en**) by Joseph Key-
set *n<l Mount* Dioun. Star* Paul Mru
rus* Helen* Ruttit. Jean Wall. Directed
by W all Set* h\ W .,kh*\ itch. At Theatre
du Cymnutr, I’aris. Sept. 30,

‘53 : S 3 top

‘King/ ‘Wish’ Shape as Sock London
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,
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Helene

r*ul MeurUvc
Feroud ...... .. Jean Wall

Henry I'liarrctt

,

. . J II ('hmnliiiif

. Pierre Paulet
. . . . i. Joseph Bi t live
............ Helena Bos* i*.

Catherine Bclne-

Tlii* Vlskvil*N tiPiiernl

London. Sept. 24.

T.innit A Dun fee. tin as-nciilton *\ it It

Mark Martin and John Sutrn* prc‘cnta
lion of drama in three acts h\ Carl Zin k

in,-ner. adapted bv Robert Core Browne
and Christopher II;. stall. S'.ns Trevor
Howard. Direeted by John Kernald Set-

Joseph: Kcsscl. top adventure-

story writer, and Maurice Droun.
I ,

!

authors of “Coup,” believe there

I

is still a public eager for old-time,

unashamed mellers and their play
is a trank try to make some coin
out of the theory Scribes’ notion
seems to he sound and their opus
is a semi-click which is steadily

building at the Gymnast* house.

;

which has sheltered mellers from
Dumas’ day down to recent times

I “Coup" has a strong, colorful
melodrama plot. Hippolyte. date-
devil Legionnaire, discovers that

his Commanding officer, a brilliant,

shrewd leader whom he Iwro-

,

worships, has been enthralled by a

'scheming courtesan with whom
Hippolyte himselt is having a pass-

ing affair Realizing that the coin-

i
mander is cracking-up under the

[strain of the humiliating aflau*.

I

Hippolyte tries to expose the girl’s

mean character to the older man
in onh r to disillusion him. W hen

!
neither talk nor expose works, Hip-
polyte brutally murders the* girl,

j

thus rescuing lus superior from

|

disgrace.
J

|
Script's situations, played against

vahett get a
j cvotic background of the Near

a slick and East. are in the tradition of flam-
boyant mi llers of old. but Ki ss'd

and Droun have toned some of

them down to the play’s disadvan-
tage.

Paul Meuris-e registers as the

rough-neck soldier, Hippolyte. and
Helena Bossis as the conniving
houri and Mean Wall as the crum-
bling commander make the mud of

their roles Wall’s direction is ham-
pered m tempo by over-plentiful

dialog, hot he manages to hi ing

suspense to the text’s high mo-
ments. Sits by W akhev itch art*

tops.

•Coup." obviously composed u.ih

a pix sale in mind, is getting,

French offers lor lensing on loca-

l ion in North A I l ira. ( id f

.

tinqs by Fanny Taylor
lie. London. Sept 23. *1
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l uii ami 111#* Fair
London. Oct. 8 .

v.l l'..rnell production of a revue in
* " *' t* Mars George Formby: features

( otion hand. Triry-Thomafi. I>rf*p
Rim i Roy s. Alan A Blanche Lund. Les
jlaOmims. l ed A Flo Vallett Audi , v
•b n, llenry Scott. John Haiixxell. (iil

* i’ I 'line. Alan Bi“c/e. Doreen Stephens.
* i in Bernard. Nipel Buike. Brenda

• 1 1 > William Banett. Robert llarrold.
‘'•'I Ra'ston Silvia Ashmole, Anne
"'ton. Marv Preston, Mai caret Kocae.

• ..role Colores Strings. Staged bv
"•*• llenry: decor Charles Readlnc:

1
1 1 * l'auline Glint: eoslotnes - S't John

R. * « i and Alec Shanks, the Skyrocket*
$2 top.

V

u»m d
v

of his anmuil fnll revue which
Hie g;i|i between the end of
viindc season and the opening
p.into, \ ;,l Parnell has iasli-

a s.ilt* boxoffice formula
ut k he repeats with a sure touch
the current production. It is

" n i\c. decorative, sometimes a
• brassy, hut basically enter-

!1, Rg. It will almost certainly
Rear capacity biz for its lim-

•I season.
f’.i i ausp of the theatre's twice-
Hv policy, the show will need

ntial trimming. Opening
it ran three hours. The

-t

kid
f ah, >n ot what to cut should not

' R' many difficulties since
ere obvious dull spots in

the general
enlivened by

:
'duetion. and

°
i 'hero could be
' hminaimn.

'oduction is significant since it

k*- the return to the West End
~ c °t George Formby who,

Dedicated to friends in live re-

sistance movement who were
executed by the Nazis. Carl Zuck-
mayer’s play, which was written
some years back, is a grim stiidv

ot sabotage during the laM war
among personnel in the higher
echelon group. Though somewhat
dated and overlong as well as over-

talkative. it is a strong dramatic
narrative with bright h o. prospects,

mainly due to tlu* outstanding star

portrayal by Trevor Howard.
The main purpose of the plav is.

apparently, a desire to prove that

not all Germans swallowed the

Hitler line: that there were some
decent people who were prepared
to risk their nocks to insure the

downfall of the Nazi reign of terror.

Not all of it is convincing, but the

characters are skillfullv etched and
a high degree of realism is main-
tained.

Play hardly stands up to cold

analysis, but its weaknesses are

hidden by Howard's performance
By his forthright acting lie achieves

a full measure of sympathy for the

general who has never subscribed

to the Nazi creed and ha* always

scoffed at the Goebbcls propaganda.
He is moving, tender, emotional

with equal skill.

Jane Griffiths gives a delightful

study of a young actress who f<dl s

heav ily for the general’s charm and

is prepared to risk In r life to stay

with him. Wilfrid Lawson turns in

a first rate cameo Jt* a faithful but

toothless servant. Betty Stoekfield.

i

‘Dolls’

Columned fiom luge AS

Portland. Montreal. Syracuse and
then into Detroit for a return en-

gagement next summer It’s

planned to hook onc-nighter* and
split-weeks for the DL">4 .V> sea

son,

As of Sept. 19. the Cv Keuer-
Erncst H. Martin production Ivad

distributed profits^ of St Ti4H 192

The total earned profit on the

$250,000 investment was $1 724 -

240. including a net loss of $12,121

for the June- August period and an
additional $21,117 deficit for the

first three weeks of September.

The Broadway company earned
$9,507 during June, plus $22 721

during July and $R‘>4 in August,

and had a $12,292 deficit for the

first three weeks of September
The touring troupe lost $1 4.75 dur
ing June, another $20,072 during
July, and $19,090 in August plus

$18,824 for the first three weeks
in September.

That brought the net profit to

date to $920,728 on the oi iginal

production, plus $802,002 on the

touring edition. For the fit * t three
weeks in September the gross for

tin* Broadway company totaled

$07,224 and tiie take for the road
troupe totaled $20,804.

British production of the musi-
cal is playing to consistently smash
grosses of around $27,500 a -week

at tin* Coliseum. London, a Sued
ish edition recently opened and a

deal is in the works for J. C. Wil-

d^imson to present tin* show m
Australia. Film rights, ai-quind by

Feue.r &, Martin by the pun liaw*

ol the Damon It riyon’s 'Sarah
Brown ” story front 'ai.immint im
$20,000, have not « n old

City Center
Continued from ji.iqe k't

London, Oct. 15.

Two Broadway shows which
opened heir last week are likely

to stay around a long time, judged
by London's reaction. Enchant-
ment of King And I." Williamson
Music Co. production which
opened at the Drury Lane Thurs-
day '8*. captured the critics,

whose sock reviews struck a note
of mar-unanimity in sweeping
coni vast to the widespread pan-
ning accorded “South Pacific” at

it* opening two years ago. Pros-

pects arc for a run that may out-

strip other Rodgers & Hammer*
stein triumphs here.

'Whit You Were Here." Jack
llv Hon's lavish importation which
hovVed at the Casino Saturay »10>.

opened to a mixed ovation and
piess, hut it's likely to succeed by
it* spectacular staging. Production
lias been vivaciously directed by
Richard Bird, and is played hy an
all It i it i sit cast headed by Bruce
Trent. Ili/abcth Larncr. Shani
Wadis <il:e princess in “Call Mr
Madam i and Dickie Henderson
'who was in "Remains To Be
Seep ”» Show, despite mixed criti-

cal reaction, seems to have much
popular appeal, and looks likely to

till the huge Casino tor months.
i,

.

I

There were two other openings
last week. Donald Albery pre-

sented "Birthday Honors." a new
light comedy by Paul Jones, at the
( fit • lion last Tuesday *fi', star-

ring Moira Lister as a frivolous,

laithh *s v* He. It Is a bright, amus-
ingly Written but unoriginal story
with competent cast giving the

play mm'c than Its worth. Ollier

rood pci formatter s i onic* from
Hugh Latimer as complacent hus-
band. Marian Spencer and Jean St.

(lair and Imw is expertly di-

nt ted h\ Nit'el Patrick Warmly
Kccivid, it Mas even chance of

'Ill'l l vs

the new
Parnell at

until the
ison. is a safe hqx-
is s( t for licit v |>jz

“ I im ai d t he Pair.
’

i iv lie pi csf nted I * v Yal
Hie i \ ' lad

i

ii m to inn
panlnininic
ollicc bet

-(

•

mil

Pro-

Kanin Casting Comedy
Playw i ieht Michael Kanin in

\\ Y. to compute casting for pro-

duction ot Ins new ftomedy “Ilis

and Hers,” to star Celeste Holm
and to he produced hy Albert Sel-

den and Morton Gottlieb. Fay

Kanin, his wife who co-authored

the comedy, arrives next week.

Rehearsals are scheduled for

mid-November, with a New 2 in k

premiere slated for New ^ ear s

Ev e.

Mrs. Kanin was last represented

on Broadway hy "Goodbye My
Fancy.” which her husband pro-

duced in 1948 in conjunction with

Aldrich A Myers.

of the Corridor, Long-
21 .

Does It, Playhouse. Dot.

Tell. Roy ale.

Holmes, l

Oct.

e n t

29
u r

altr.

e

liunson, Rosalind Eoxall

Future B’way Schedule

‘Theatre indic«Ucl if h joked >

End as a .Man. Vanderbilt, to-

night 'Wed'.
Teahouse of the August Moon.

Martin Beck tomorrow 'Thurs.i

Frogs of Spring, Broadhurvt.

Oct. 20.

Ladies
acre. Oct

Gently
23

Gill Can
Sherlock

Nov. 2

Trip to Bountiful, Henry
Nov. 3

Kind Sir. Alvin. Nov. 4

Solid Gold Cadillac, Bela

Nov. 5.
.

Sabrina l air. National. Nov.

Escapade. 48th St., Nov. 12.

Wooden Dish, week of Nov
Kismet. Zicgfcld. Dec. 2.

Home At Seven. Dec. 7

John Murray Anderson’s Alma-

nac, Imperial, - Dee. 10.

Colombe. week of Dec. 13

Elame-Out, week of Dec. 14

Prescott Proposals, Bioadhuivt

Dee. 16
Oh Men. Oh Women. mid-Dec
Dead Pigeon, Dec. 23.

Sav With Elowers. week Jan

Child of Grace, week of Jan 11

His and Hers, v eek of Jan. 11.

Flowering Peach, early Feb,

By the Beautiful Sea, Feb, 24
* and 1 / cents, week

March I.

Miller.

-CO.

1

1

30

of

grant for ballet and opera e\pan
sion expressly excluded drama be

cause ol the lack ot continuity pul

icy

.

()n t he other hand Mm ton

Baum, chairman of the ('enter i \

(•(utivc committee, feels that criti

i islii of the season is unjust ilied

“Fcircr is taking on a hack-break
mg assignment out of pure gencr
•osity," he says, “lie's getting the

Equity minimum $82 a week.
wHiicIi lie's turning over to a cause

as an actor, and he's coiitiibut

ing Jus services absolute^ tree as

producer and director. Who cl*e

would niake such a sacrifie*
’

Center patrons are offered an op
portunity to see the mo t vei aide
actor and one of the ere.it talents

of our time in a senes ol three ol

his outstanding characterizations,

plus a new performance in one ol

the classic soles ot the’ theatre
Baum believes. There's ahead'
been intense interest shown b>

the Center patrons, be adds
"We've lound it impossible to

contimic on the old lines, tin* ex

ecutive committee chairman ie

ports. 'Maurice Evans knocked
himself out directing seasons' at

the Center, even with George
Schaefer s assistance But even it

Evans could have afforded to givi

up his own career to continue tin

us. be couldn't have gotten the m
operation of Hollywood tar* a* lie

first did.

“It must he remembered that ' «•

can only rehearse two v'eeks im
our productions, and vve do not

have the adva ntage ol but of :to\* n

1 1 ;
out v Yet the ciitic make no

concessions whatever, tmt ieview
ii s on the Ijasis <>f commert i.ii

Broadway shows. So Hoil.vood
stars will no longer ap|>ear ith

us. Why should they, when there's

nothing in it for them except the
prospect of a severe critical pan
nifitf?

“Ferrer graciously agreed to take

on this (rushing assignment. He
even rearranged Ins other commit
merits to do the Centei ia on
early, when it is more suitable for

ii*. He's producing, diiecting and
starring in four different revival's

for eight successive wok Re
peatmg three old role- r a hint ail

enough chore. Tossing in the Ru h-

,ard’ is v ifttlally a miracle.;

' It's a wonderful thing In do

ing. We re lucky to have hihi and

,
should be yiaUTul to him.

’

a* .i 1 hi nightly spectacle
iiuction tars George Forniliy, mak-
ing Ins Inst London appearniue
alter a long illness, with Tcrry-
rinm as. Hilly Cotton and hi*

Kami the Deep River Boys, Alan A
Blanche Lund and the Mathuuns.

Week’s SpotliRlit

U i-. “King And I.” 'villi

linbson,- Herbert Loin and
Hut

Valeric
Mo* ii I

s; in th as leads, that oc-

enpn s ibe week’s tbeatrieal spot-

light.. Mot ol the scribes were
uni ( si i \ i d in their enthusiasm,
although one or two were critical

oi certain aspects of the produc-
tion One aisle-sitter complained
that Miss llohson 'in the original

(in 1 1 tide Lawrence role) had a

pi rmanent and patronizing smile,

while another was disappointed
that tin* score could not he rated
among the best of the Budgets A
I lamiiM i stein pai t tiers hip.

Kenneth Tv nan. who has just

taken over the drama column m
Hie Daily Sketch, insists that the

-bow is sure of filial popular
success. “Ms triumph,” he wrote,

“will la* partly due to the fact that

it comes closer than any of the

other Broadway importations to

the 'cntimi ntal-gcntei | *-piut ol

mu sick fiieod, English minimi
comedy

Raul Holt, drama critic lor the

Daily Herald opened his review
with Ho comment “How fine it is

to ro.nic an o s a show as pleasing

,iv this . It has a wannlli and
im ilnm jit to it and sends you out

,i t the md in a flood ot tears. I

tunc not enjoyed an
i In lji» al I e -o mui Ii

tune.

The three London evening pa

pn *- on Friday also joined (lie

i •bm in ol praise In the Fveiung
S.b mlard retell ing to Rodgers and
llammer'D in as "ipidtile.iged V*. iz-

jn'ds.'' Milton Sltu nrari -ai»l Eng-

lish audiences may find tlieii late 1

ottering i veil more K resi t|t»le

1
1 ran any thing they bad done tu •

lore

A E Wilson, drama colmnnut
for fhe St. o', hailed it as the io i

-

In t -uci« x, Broadway lias ej.il

.ps-"'.' .

Siepbf'.n W i Ilian!

ri ng N» «.s review
• imp! ions and spe(

pla; ,n which tlu

(| li a lily ini eptahle

evening In

I in h long

n his F..’

refers to

jcular ni id i'

dialog lias

to adult

v Kliouv “that insane bawling

» booting wt vo ltam to dicud,
’

rl

at

a

mind*
ml
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Broadway
Warner Bros, actress Martha

Ilyer in for bally work on “So Big.
’

Spencer Tracy back to Holly-

wood after vacationing abroad and

in Gotham.
Seymour Moses. Loew’s interna-

tional director in Holland, in from

abroad with bis family.

Harry A. Bruno and the Lotos

Hub cocktailing Deborah Kerr at

the clubhouse next week.

Tom Hammond, ex-'‘Candida’

(Olivia de Havilland). now agent-

ing with Barron I'olan in N. Y.

The Dan Terrells (he’s Metro

publicity manager) celebrating

their I lit h wedding anniversary.

Kashion designer Helen Rose in

from the Coast to bally the Joan

Ci iwford starrer. “Torch Song.”

Mrs Joseph Pasternak, wife or

the Mel to producer, returned from

tons Saturday (10) on the Flandre.

Celia Lipton and Monique Van
Vooren joining llennione Gingold

in John Murray Anderson's Alma-
«

•

nae
Woman's fiat clue in last Sun-

day's Oh Dick Tracy comic strip

ins Tracy phoning “Heddor” for

advice. •

Showman Harry Brandt signs

hi-, personal notes with a “before”

and “alter” 3-D character; smiling

up “before,” naturally.

Dore Scliary back to the Coast

Saturday (It)) following the World
Series and confabs with home-
office execs on future studio plans

Alfred hunt and Lynn Font anno
in from Europe yesterday (Tues.)

on the Queen Elizabeth and left

for their Genesee Depot, Wis.,

farm.
Sports note: Dore Scliary, ac-

knowledged Coast scrabble champ,
lost the title to Good Housekeep-
ing editor Herb Mayes last week.
Return match in a neutral terri-

tory. San Francisco.
Bob Hope, Gloria De Haven.

Elsa Maxwell. Mrs. Sylvia Gable
(Clark Gable's ex) and British TV-
ladio artist Jerry Desmonde ar-

rived from Britain Sunday ( 1 1 > on
the SS United States.

William Tonetti. formerly with

the Plaza Hotel as assistant man-
ager in charge of catering and
sales, takes over as manager of

the Sherry-Netherland Hotel. Oct.

26, replacing Bert J. O’Neill who
resigned last May. I

Kd Fitzgerald's private joke dur-

ing his Lenox Hill hospitalization

(lie got out this week' was a

nom - de - patient nameplate that

sounds on the Saudi-Arahian side:

“Ariz Garterzon.” Translation:
' Are his garters on'*”

Business pressure in the States

cancelled out RCA prexy Frank
M Folsom's scheduled flight on
Columbus Day to Rome and Ma-
drid where new RCA recording
and pressing plants are just going
into overseas operation.

Julie Wilson to Italy for a va-
cation and to continue voice and
dramatic studies, a la Mary Mar-
tin She just closed in London
‘South Pacific” and won’t do any
niteries until landing another legit-

er, on Broadway or the West End.
Norman Reader, pub-ad head of

French Government Tourist Office.

oiT to Paris on Air inaugural flight

from Chicago Oct. 21. Will also

visit Frankfurt and attend ASTA
Convention in Rome, also take jet

j oint to Xlgiers. to gander tourist
sol up
Grace Rosenfield Weiss, for

main veils publicity and eastern
representative for Hal Roach, has
onene-.l her own office as eastern
distribution agent for Niagra Pul-
sat or C up. Orch leader Noble
Sissle is associated with Mrs
Wei-,., in the enterprise.
Mr Ar Mrs. Arthur Judson cock-

t ul -part vmg Efrem Kurtz at the
Lotos Club Friday (1(5'. prior to
litters departure for his Houston
Symphony Orchestra conducting
stmts Columbia Records is honor-
ing maestro same time, to com-
memorate pressing of his 3,000.-

000th dixk
Victor t* r inren. who appeared in

the. shorMiv ed “Strong Are Lone?
1\“ on Broadway, sails for Paris
today Wed > on the lie de France,

Koine! h Alexander, formerly
with I Walter Thompson, NBC
and 2ffth-Fox, elected veepee and
member of hoard of directors of
Columbia Artists Mgt.

and New Zealand before returning
to N. Y.
Commission set up by the gov-

ernment to probe TV setup here
will complete report next Novem-
ber. Radio toppers say it will lx*

two years before TV is established
here.

It looks as though it will he a

race between “Cruel Sea" and
“Queen Is Crowned" for top ho.
trade by the end of 1933. Both
are distributed by British Empire
Films here.

London

Paris
Bal Tabarin to shutter again

Oct 15.

Tony and Eddie into Carroll’s

after Riviera tour.

Steven Carlin. RCA Victor pro-

ducer, starting Continental tour
here.

Kirsten Flagstad here for con-
cert at Theatre de* Champs-
Elysees.
John Ringling North, hack from

Spain, feting Irvin Marks’ birthday
at Maxim’s.

Spivy’s East-Side which closed

down several weeks ago reopening
as O’Dette’s.

Rosario and Spanish dance com-
pany into Theatre des Champs-
Klysces last week.

First 3-D French pic now being
made here by Jean Laviron is

“Paris Evenings"; will feature
nudies.
James R Grainger and Al Crown

here for looksee of RKO foreign
setup; will tour the Continental
offices.

Jean-Piorre Aumont will play a

double role in upcoming new le-

giter of Albert Ilusson “For Life
and Death,” as a father and son.

Marie Bell definitively quitting
the Comedie-Francaise after the
hassle over promised secretaryship
she was to get. Lise Delamare re-

placed her in rehearsing “Honey-
moon in Mourning.”
Gina Lollobrigida here for

makeup tests for forthcoming Rob-
ert Siodmak pic “Le Grand Jeu”
(“The Big Game”). Arletty, Ray-
mond Pellegrin and Jean-Claude
Pascal also signed for this pic
which is due to start this month.

Herbert Kline left London last

•week for N. Y. enroute to Holly-
wood.

David Coplan, chief of Interna-
tional Film Distributors, rushed to

hospital for appendectomy.
Julie Wilson, who has just com-

pleted a year as femme lead in
• South Pacific,” winged to Rome
for a rest.

Simon Kershaw, assistant pro-

duction supervisor at Ealing Stu-
dios. appointed studio manager at

Merton Park.
London’s first Christmas panto-

mime will he "Sinbad the Sailor

on Ice” which opens at Earis Court
arena Dec. 3.

Patricia Medina due hack in

London this week to play femme
lead opposite Alan Ladd in “The
Black Knight.”

Laurel and Hardy make their

British television debut Saturday
« 1 7 * as guest artists in Henry
Hall’s BBC-TV program.

Film director Anthony Asquith
branching out as an opera produc-
er; his production of “Carmen"
will preem at Covent Garden Nov.
2
The Duke of Edinburgh attend-

ing the charity preem tomorrow
night (Thurs.) of “The Intruder.”
proceeds of which are being do-
nated to the Returned British Pris-

oners of War Assn.
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne

returned to N. Y. last week on the

Queen Elizabeth. Traveling on
same ship was Ed Horwood man-
aging director of Steinway. How-
ard Phillips, director of WMCA,
N. Y., sailed on He de France.

Ireland
By Maxwell Sweeney

William Perks named prexy of
Irish Showmen’s Guild.
AbWyite Geoffrey Golden hos-

pitalized with leg injuries after
auto crash.

Terence Rattigan’s ‘‘French
Without Tears” currently being
translated into Gaelic.
Jack Hulhert in for production of

Ian Hay comedy, “The Housemas-
ter.” at Olympic Dublin

Dublin Operatic Co. has skedded
“Lily of Nillarney,” “II Trovatore”
and “Simone Roccanegra” for fall.

Eugene O'Neill’s “Anna Christie”
slated to replace “Berkeley Square"
in reshuffle of Hilton Edward s-

Michael MacLiammoir season.
Barry Keegan in on vacation

after .six-months tour of army
camps in Germany with Hugh H i>-

: tings' “Seagulls Over Sorrento.”

Cleveland
By Glenn C. Pullen

Gqy Mitchell played second date
at Sky-Way last week.

K. Elmo Lowe casting for Play-
house edition of “Bloomer Girl,"

due Dec. 9.

“Kind Sir.” new Mary Martin-
Cliarles Boyer comedy, got Hanna’s
legit season going Oct. 12.

Eddie Sindelar wired Helen
Traubeil, opera soprano, an offer

to appear at his Sky-Way Club.
George Milner replaced Ted

King as manager of local Decca
distrib branch; latter resigned to
join Merle Jacobs’ talent agency.

Alpine Village placing cover
charge of 25c (lowest in town' for
one week date of Darrell Glenn,

j

who opened last Friday <9>. Starts
new policy of higher-budgeted
shows.

Chicago
Rex Allen here for rodeo at In-

ternat ional Amphitheatre.

Al Borde. agent, moving to the
Coast the first of next year.

Tony De Santis is not renaming
his Drury f.ane straw hatter, as

earlier cont emplated.

Lou Diamond, orch leader, to he
feted at testimonial dinner by the
Covenant Club Oet. 24

Mickey Sharp brought into Chi-
cago Theatre to sub for Bobby
Van. ailing with a cold.
Hope Summers’ Kquitv Show-

case Theatre in Evanston si irted

fall season Oct. 7 with “Grass
Harp."

International Ballet Club, newly
formed by Madame Violetta A
Andre, kicked .off with a confer-
ence and reception Moitdav M2 1

.

Philadelphia

Australia
Rv Eric Gorrick

S »m.* nabe houses are buying
3 D equipment here.

By Jerry Gaghan
Dave Miller, of Essex Records,

left oil three-week European trip.

Willis Jackson, at Pep’s Musical
Bar. has new vocalist, Veretta
Dillard, for orch.'

David Rosen. Inc., local Mercury
and Okeli distrihs, will handle the
Epic label, for Columbia.
Celebrity Room launches a

series of Wednesday night fashion
shows using Oscar Neufeld models.

T* i<» Riivsi.iti-made pie.
1 Th e Big Joe Vogel bn Might lip Bohhv

T-m. ’’
is a smash in New Ze, ilarul Ocoxta orch from Mi mu Bt*ach. to

' Moult n Rouge” <!20th> will plav launch new nv;irjibo po! icy at

fl.V • key Sydney h ->'ses for 1Hoyts Golden 'Supper C lull 'o',

d -tv- d ite Ruth C'hatterton due liere Oct
M •tip wdl move into Si •squi. 2') as one of the principal speak-

Ci ow ‘s N'*sl key Sydney nabe ers at Book Show, sponsored bv
)iou>>e, s< >on. This gives Me t ro a the Jew i.xh Times Institute.
loop of 1 2 k»*y .hou res.

.1 Ralph Hutchinson. Englis h pian-
K twin Smith. RKO foreign sales ixt with Muggsy Spanier combo

exec, currently !ook.-.eeing here, 'current al Rendezvous), receives
will cover Melbourne, Brisbane • final citizenship papers this month.

Scotland
nr*;

Rv Gordon Irving

;

Billy Reeves new manager at

Metropole, Glasgow, replacing J. S
Graham.

Harry Gordon, senior Scot pome-
I
dian. inked for vaude week at

Gaiety. Ayr. in November.
Three Lorandns, acrobatic trio,

inked as specialty act for panto-
mime at Pavilion. Glasgow.
Tom Arnold staging “Rose Marie

on Ice" at Murrayfield Ice Rink.
Edinburgh, for Christmas stint.

[

Teddy Johnson, British singer,
inked for return radio series in
mystery drama over Scot radio.
George and Dave Woolley, own-

, ers of Empire Theatre, Greenock,

inked Logan Family for a four-
week stint.

Scot vaude acts running benefit
show in Empire, Glasgow, for He-
brew-Scot comedian Ike Freedman,
who recently had a leg amputated.
Duncan Macrae, Scot thesper,

made chairman of Scot committee
of British Actors Equity Assn.,

with Lennox Milne and Roddy
MacMillan vice-chairmen.

Hollywood

Minneapolis
By Les Rees

Ben Arden and his Latin-Ameri-
can orch into Point Supper Club.

St. Paul Flame’s new Flamingo
Room has Johnny Savage combo.

Singing comedienne Marjorie
Garret son and dance team Teddv
A- Phyllis Rodriguez set for annual
Hotel Radisson Flame Room date

i Oet. 15.

I “Pal Joey,” opening at Lyceum
;

Oct. 20. scaled at $4.80 top. It’s a

Theatre Guild subscription season
attraction and subscribers get re-

dud ion for season's first musical
Boros Sokoloff. former N. Y.

Philharmonic assistant manager,
here to take over Minneapolis
Symphony managerial reins, suc-
ceeding Arthur J. Gaines who re-

cently resigned after holding post
12 years.

Portland, Ore.
Eileen Wilson topper at the

Clover Club.
“Good Night Ladies” held for a

second week at the Playhouse.
U. S. Navy Band inked into the

Auditorium for a one-nighter next
week.
The Sparklets, Arron & Brod-

erick. and Regy Rymal in at Ama-
to’s Supper Club.
Mary Astor in “Time For The

Cuckoo” cancelled out. Inked for

the last week of October at the

Oriental.
“Pal Joey” played here last week

'6-9) and then headed for Seattle.

William Duggan has other musicals
set for the Auditorium.

“The Rohe” opened here last

Thursday with a morning precun.

This was the first city to play the
pic without night gala preem.

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

Ted Lewis held over at Italian

Village.
Paul Gregory in for “John

Brown’s Body” preem
Barnaby Conrad, author and ar-

tist. opens North Beach bistro, El
Matador-

Critics’ Council tosses farewell
party for Civic Light Opera press-
agent Tony Buttitta.

Agent Sam Rosev pens nitery
musical. “Call Me Mademoiselle.’*
to preem at the 365 Club Oct. 20,

with Fiti D’Orsay.

Pittsburgh
By Hal V. Cohen

Shirley Jones has gone into
Broadway cast of “South Pacific.”

Ike Sweeney. Republic exchange
manager, in St. Francis Hospital
for a checkup.

Local actor Gene Lyons gets
lead opposite Lillian Gish in “A
Trip to Bountiful.”

David Crantz upped to assistant
general manager in charge of pub-
licity for the Playhouse.
Boh Post, TV and radio pack-

ager-producer, and his wife cele-
brated 19! h wedding anni.

Cinerama will reduce Warner
Theatre's present seating capacity
of over 2,000 to around 1,200.

Pittsburgh Newspaper Guild will
hold its second annual Page One
Ball at William Penn Hotel. Feb. 6.

Bonds for Israel show at Syria
Mosque. Nov. 12, will have Yehudi
Menuhin, Dorothy Sarnoff, Myron
Cohen and Larry Storeh.

Washington
Bv Florence S. I.owe

Frank M. Boucher, vet showman
here, elected president of the
United Cerebral Palsy Assn, of
Washington.’

D. National Symphony Orch
offering 50 r

o discount on student
season tickets for its Wednesday
night concert series.
John Haskins, associate music

ciitic of the Washington Times-
HeraUI, starting series of record
review programs oxer Station
WCKM.
Sidney Hoffman, manager of

Stanley-Warner Metropolitan The-
ilre. discussed angles of theatre
management at last week's local
Motion Picture and Television
Council meeting here.

Irving Berlin planed in from N y

n
c
ssssssrjsssr

,n ,o‘ n

Cornel Wilde and Jean Wall. -
returned from Europe.

Arthur Lubin returned f10: ..

,

Lausanne, Switzerland.
Jon Hall to Yuma for openin' <»f

new TV station. KIVA.
’ ‘

Ellis Arnall in from Atlanta f »r
: huddles with indie film product

,

Jane Powell will tecoff (

I
munity Chest campaign in K.ut
Worth.
Len Simpson arikled Columbia

to become publicity director t.,i

Norman Productions.
Steve Broidy returned to hi>

Allied Artists desk after three
weeks in N. Y. and London.

Darryl F. Zanuck will he gue-t
of honor at Screen Produeeis
Guild’s annual Milestone Dinrun
Pandro Berman draws a six-

month vacation from Metro when
;
he completes “Knights of the
Round Table.”
American Society of Cinematog-

raphers held a symposium on TV
film production at its clubhouse,
Panelists were George Burns and
Jack Webb and their lensers, Phil
Tannura and Edward Col man. Pic-
tures from “The Burns and Allen
Show” and ‘‘Dragnet’’ were
screened and analyzed.
One dozen new members have

been added to the Screen Produc-
ers Guild. Inducted into the organ-
ization were John C. Champion,
Pat Duggan, Tom Gries. Richard
V. Heermanee, Howard W. Koch,
Jack Pollexfen. Dick Powell. Ben
Sehwalb. Sam Spiegel, Richard Wil-
son. Aubrey Wisberg and Albeit
Zugsmith.

San Diego
By Donald Freeman

Shelley Winters breaking in her
nitery ad at Top’s.
Mel Ferrer in town for confer-

ences on expansion of La Jolle
Playhouse.

Lotte Lehmann appeared wiih
company of six singers in narration
of opera at Hoover Auditorium.

Paul Gregory’s “Came Mutiny
Court martial” opened two-night
run in Russ Auditorium Oet. 13.

“Mr. Roberts” closed record
three-month run at Old Globe
Theatre under direction of Craig
Noel. Most of cast was recruited
from Navy.

MARRIAGES
Abbie Neal to Gene Johnson

Pittsburgh. Oct. 10. Bride has a

girls’ hillbilly band on WENS: lie's

head of artists bureau at WWVA,
Wheeling. W. Va.

Shirley Fowler to Paul Clarke.
New Y<*rk. October 10. Bride is an
actress; he’s an actor.

Ruth Goddard to Theodore Lee
London, Los Angeles, Oct. 4. Bride
is a former story analyst at 20th-

Fox. He’s a Detroit exhibitor.
Lorraine Ludwig to John Shel-

ton. Kingman, Ariz., Oct. 3. Bride
is a niece of film director Eddie
Ludwig. He’s an actor-writer
Magdalen Frazier to Gene Palm-

er, San Antonio, Oct. 12. He’s an
engineer with KMAC there.
Anne - Marie Ekberg to Sven

G. Winquist. Stockholm, Oet 3.

He’s Swedish correspondent f »r

Variety.
Wanda Hilliard to Steve Allison.

Boston, Oct. 4. Bride is nitery
dancer: he conducts late night (Kil-

ter and interview’ show’ on station
WPEN, Philadelphia.

Esther Stiefel to Leonard Stev-

ens, Philadelphia. Oet. 4. Bride is

member of theatre family; he's

Third Army public information of-

ficer and former production man-
ager at station WHAT. Phila

Paula Lloyd to Charles Atkin.
Oct. 11, Norwalk. Conn. Bride is

solo dancer with the Radio City
Music Hall Ballot: he’s general
stage manager of “Me and Juliet

’*

Memphis
By Matty Brescia

Dean Hudson orch at Peabody
Hotel's Skyway.

Rubinoff booked at the Audi-
torium for two concerts on Oet. 27.
Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey re-

turn for a two-week stand Oet. 15
in Hotel Claridge’s Balinese Room.
Tommy Baldridge. Memphis film

row flacker and salesman, now en
mend after two-week siege in hos-
pital.

Chuck Foster and his crew, now
doing one nighters in this area,
skedded for a four-night stand at

the nearby Naval Station near end
of month.

Seattle

“Pal Joey” at Metropolitan.
Louis Jordan and Tympanny

Five into Trianon.
The 50th season of Seattle Sym-

phony Orch kicks off Nov. 3.

Tyrone Power, Anne Baxter and
Raymond Massey in “John Brown's
Body” set for three day run al

Paramount, opening Oct. 22.

Northwest Grajid Opera Assn
production of “La Boheme.” star-

ring Bidu Savao. sold out for
seven-city Pacific Northwest tour.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Whit \

son. Sept. 28. Chicago. Father is

publicist for Conrad Hilton Hol d;

mother is Patti Keefe, formu*
NBC-TV producer.

Mr. and Mrs. Ross H. Uigur,
son. Gloversville, N. Y.. Oct. 3

Mother is the former Dore re*

Schine, daughter of Louis W.
Schine. Schine Circuit exec.

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hosie. son.

Sept. 18. Greenwich. Conn. Father
is radio-TV director of the Hilt

& Know I ton agenev in N Y.

Mr. and Mrs. Ted Okon. v.n,

Pittsburgh, Oet. 3. Mother's Gloria

Bergman, of TV; father operates

a radio-and-TV school.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Jackson,

son. Pittsburgh. Oet. 2. Father 's a

KDKA salesman.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Mrarn.i.

son. Pittsburgh. Oet 1 Father*
with Tommy Carlvn hand

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Powers, son.

Pittsburgh. Oct. 2. Father's bu-

rner p.a. for Pitt Playhouse atto

now with Westi'nghouse.
Mr. and Mrs. George A Shan-

non. daughter. Miami. Oct

Mother was a booker for Cooper-

ative Theatre Service in P*'

burgh.
. ,

Mr. and Mrs. Darvin Ri^> <•

son. Berkeley. Cal . Oct 3. I; '"' T
is assistant manager of the Golden.

Gate theatre. San Francisco
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hall. ' ’

Santa Barbara. Oct. 6 Mother *

Gita Hall, novelist; fathers a

announcer.
,

_. ,

Mr. and Mrs. Noel Sin-

daughter. Hollywood. Oct

Father is a business manager
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gould. -

New York. Oct. 7. Mother is ep-'i •*

nitery singer Mimi Befizclt.
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WILLIE SHORE
Willie Shore, 40, vaude, nitery

. (t musical comedy dancer and
‘ ..median, v as killed instantly near

l , xington, I'll., on Oct. 12, when
' car crashed into a truck.

'Further details in the vaude sec-

tion. ___
NIGEL BRUCE

,1 Bruce, 58, film-legit-radio

, ul
” died Oct. 8 in Santa Monica,

f- ; ‘l
alter suffering a heart attack

,,,jt e da' s earlier. Having appeared
about 70 films, he was best

l if for his portrayal of Or. Wal-
v( ,n Hi the "Sherlock Holmes"
sci iev He had also characterized

the doctor in radio from 1938-45.

Sou of a Scotch baronet. Bruce
v. ... doi n in Ensenada, Mexico. He
studied in England, where he made
Inv legit bow in 1919. In 1929 he
„,.,d*‘ his Broadway debut in Noel
Coward's "This Was a Man.” His

initial success in the U. S. was in

• Springtime for Henry,” presented

m New York in 1931. He also made
In*. Hollywood film bow in that ve-

hicle in 1933. Prior to coming to

America, he had also appeared in

British pix.

Among the films in which Bruce

of the Wisconsin Conservatory ol
Music teaching staff for 31 years.

Wife, a son, and two daughters
survive.

,
vet film actor, died Oct. 9 in Holly

-

,
wood, apparently of a heart attack.
In the silent film era. he had ap-
peared in most of the Mack Sennett
and Hal Roach comedies and had
portrayed the "villain” in the
"Keystone Kops.” He had also
appeared with Jack Mulhall and
Dorothy Maekail in such film com-
edries as “Lady Be Good." "Ladies’
Night in a Turkish Bath" and "Two
Weeks Off."

Among other pix in which Fin-
layson performed were "Hard To
Gel" and "Wall Street.” During
the ’30s. he was seen with Oliver
Hardy and Stan Laurel in a num-
ber of films including "Pack Up
Your Troubles. Hie Devil’s

Brother." “Our Relations.” "Way
Out West" and "Block-Heads." In

recent years he had appeared in

film and TV shorts.

oviatt McConnell
Oviatt McConnell. 55. newspaper

man und scenarist, died Oct. 8 in
New York Starting his newspaper
career in Buflalo. he later came to
New York where he worked as a
staffer on The Evening Post and
World-Telegram. He decided to
[Concentrate on film scripting a fiw
years ago. His films included

;

"Power Unlimited." “Northern
Ramparts.” "Campus Boom" and

;

"The Street of Shadows " He also
scripted part of the "This Is Amer-
ica" series.

Widow, two sons, four daughters
and a sister survive.

KATHLEEN FERRIER
Kathleen Ferrior, 41. a leading

contralto, died Oct. 8 in London
alter a long illness. She made her

]

operatic debut only seven years ago
! at Glyndebourne where she was de-
claimed for her performance in

"The Rape of Lucretia.” A former
telephone operator, her initial Lun-

HOWARD C. BENSON v
Howard (’. Benson. 28 manager

of flu* Colonial Drive-In Theatre
near Piltaluirgh. was killed Oct, H
in an auto crash while driving
home from v«oik v He died of in-

ternal injuries and a fractured
skull a lew hours after the acci-

dent.
Benson had come to Pittsburgh

only three years ago from Balti-

more and for a tune was a tele-

vision repairman before going to

work as relief manager in several
district o/oners. lie had joined
the Colonial only recently.

I
llis wife survives.

IN LOVING MEMORY OF

GAYLORD AND ABIGAIL CONRAD

Who Died October 4, 1953

THE CONRADS

Bismarck North Dakota

.1 \CK F. ALLISON
Jack F. Allison. 39. producer-

director of the Denny Vaugl.an
show, a jeans-set favorite over
CFRB. Toronto, died in that city

Oct. 9. He also had his own radio
shows on Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. networks for ldpton’s Tea
and Orange Crush.

After college graduation. Allison
got his first New York break from
Rudy Yallee and was later asso-

ciated with Fred Waring and
Frankie Masters: then with the
Kate Smith T-V show.
Survived by wile, two sons, a

daughter.

performed were "I Was a Spy,”
Ualna." "The Man Who Broke the
Bank at Monte Carlo,” “The White
Angel. 1’he Rains Came,” "Blue
Hud." "Rebecca,” "Susan and
Cod." "This Above All” and "The
t orn is Green.” His more recent
li'ms include "Limelight,” "B'wann
I)<\d" and "The World for Ran-
som

-

’.

Early in bis career, Bruce had
lomed Canada as a stage manager
and character actor with E\a
Moore and H. V. Esmond. His
H'st big click in London was in
' ('he Creaking Chair” at the Com-
edy During World War I, he served
as a private with Kitchener's
’ Conteinptibles** in France. He was

rely wounded during the war
and hospitalized for two years. He
' as lajer commissioned a captain.

Mite. Violet Campbell! a former
m ;i, vsji and two daughters survive

PORTER HALL
Em H r Hall, 85, vet legit-film

' a racier actor, died Oct. 6 in Los

Rom«mb«ring

BOB EVANS
Who Possod Awoy

Oct. 18. 1951

SADIE JACOBS

don engagement was in "The Mes-
siah" at Westminster Abbey in

1943.
Miss Ferrier made her U. S. de-

but with the New York Philhar-
monic-Symphony at Carnegie Hall

in 1948 and later played major
cities in this country, Canada and
Europe. She had sung at every
Edinburgh Festival except this

year's and had performed in inter-

national festivals at Salzburg.

(

Zurich, Vienna and Amsterdam.

VIRGILIO LAZZARI
Yirgilio La/zari. 66. a leading bas-

so of the Metropolitan Opera Co.

for 17 years, diet! Oct. 4 after a

brief illness at his home in Castrl

Gamlolfo. near Rome. After his

opera how in Rome in 1908. he
debuted in the U. S. eight years
later in SI. Louis.
From 1918-18 Lnzzari sang with

the Boston Opera Co., leaving there
to join tile Chicago Opera Co.
where he remained until 1933 He
then sang at the Met from 1933-50.

During his tenure with that com-
pany lie sang 22 roles. His last

performance was in Genoa a year
ago. During his career, he had
sung at such showcases as La Sea la,

Milan; Covent Garden. London: the

Sal/burg Festival and the Opera
Coniique,
Wife survives.

• IIAKKY C. MAC DONALD
Harry C. "Sonny” MacDonald.

53. manager of the Warner Thea-
tre. Milwaukee, since 1938. died
Oct. 10 in that city following a

four-year illness. Born in Wilkes-
Barre. Pa., he once fronted his

ow n dance hand.
MacDonald, who won plaudits

for his exploitnt ional work on the
1948 Milwaukee premiere of "Two
Guys from Milwaukee.” was a

founder of the town's Variety Club
as well as the Tent's initial proxy.

Surviving are his wife, a son.

a daughter, and his mother.

I>R. M. M. ANSALVI
Dr. Michael Maresca Y Ansalvi.

i known on radio as "The Good
Samaritan," died Oct 12 in Tena-
fly. N. J. Ansalvi. whose Italian-

languace broadcasts were aired

over WOV. WBNX and WHOM in

New York, began Ins radio career
1 in 1934 and became know as "The
Good Samaritan " Born in Argen-
tina, lie was edueated in Naples
and Home and came to the L\ S in

1928
Wife a daughter; a son. two sis-

ters ami a brother survive.
i

JOSEPH KRAUSSE
Joseph Krausse. 74. bass violM

died Oct. 12 in Flushing. N. Y.

j

He had worked with such orelis as

the New York Pliilliarmonic-Syni-

!
phony, the Metropolitan Opera. St

Louis Symphony and Detroit Sym-
phony. He had also been with the

Columbia Symphony Orch for 19

vears under Howard Barlow and
Andre Kostclanetz. He retired in

1947
Wife, a daughter and two son-

survive.

Angeles after a two-month illness.
•Making his film debut in 1934 in

]
l! " Thin Man,” he had previous-
appeared on Broadway in such

1 As as Naked.” "Loud Speaker."
• ;L'ht Hostess,” "It’s a Wise

[

!|d" and "The Dark Tower."
" hnving his entry into films, he

t

" ‘tilled to Broadway for a role »n
' revue. "As Thousands Cheer."
Hall began his acting career with
^ad company of “It Pays to Ad-
1 ' s,‘ He later joined the Rob-
Manteli and Fritz Lieber Shakc-

• nan companies and had also
• ’peaicd in a number of Theatre
‘ Hid productions. His film roles

• nged from character portrayals
'omgdies to mellers, including

’ f ins. He appeared in over 20
"^ un hiding "The Petrified For-

1 tic General Died at Dawn."
.

,

• ih the Hole,” also entitled
*’ B'K Carnival.” "Miracle on

", -Street," "The Beautiful
‘ * from Bashful Bend" and
Be Williams.”

' actress Geraldine Hall, a
• ( f a daughter survive.

ROBERT H. SCARTII
Robert H. Scarth, 65. stage man-

ager of the Temple Theatre, Sagi-

naw. Michigan, died Oct. 5 in

Saginaw, lie had been a stagehand
at the Jeffers Theatre, Saginaw,
when it showcased stock and \audc
presentations. He had also wdrked
backstage at the Academy of Music
and the Auditorium in Saginaw.

At one time Scarth managed the

Dreamland Theatre, a Saginaw film

house, and had also worked at the

Mecca < Meeea-Palacei when the

theatre operated under a film*

vnude policy. He was instrumental
in the opening of the Temple in

1927 and was associated with the

theatre until his death.

JAMES II. FINLAYSON
“ s Henderson Finlayson, GC.

DR. HERMAN A. MOTT
Dr. Herman A. Mott. 57. mu-

sician and director of choral

groups, died in Milwaukee Oct. 3

following a cerebral hemorrhage
He began his musical career as a

church organist when 13 'ears old.

In 1934 Dr. Mott was named
perpianent conductor of the Arion

Club choral group of 200-300

voices. He also conducted the

O. cirrian Choral Club and various

.other choir*. He was a member

WILLIAM J. THOMAS
* William .1 Thomas. 65. treasurer

• of Ketcliuin. MacLeod A Grove.

Pittsburgh's biggi *t advertising

agency, died in that city Oct 8

after a long illness. He served as

treasurer in both Keteluun or-

ganizations. Kctehum, Inc. and
K-M-G. until 1950 when lie became
excite ivolv treasurer for the lat-

ter. Ill health forced his ret ir o-

nic n't last spring.
I His wife, three sjsleis and two

brother's .survive-.

GEORGE T. ROBERTS
George T Robert* television

actor on WXEL stafl ,
was killed

Oct. 9 in an auto accident in

Cle veland. Just back from a va-

cation. he was scheduled to resume
acting role e,f Uncle Ollie in

Sohio's "Prescription for Living"

sc*ric * of te lecasts the day alter he

was fatally injured in a two-auto

crash.
Formerly a stage actor on the 1

staff of Cleveland Play House
Roberts worked in radio shows at

VVTA.M before joining WXEL.

Tyre, died Oct. W of leukemia in
Los Angeles.

After his graduation front Har-
vard law school, in 1933. Kopp
came to llollvwocid to loin the
legal staff at Metro studio. Three
years* later he formed a partner*
ship with Marlin Gang, which hr
continued up io li'

;> total illnc-s
Surviving arc his \ 1

1

< son
and t w o d,;u :hti is

NT \1. \. SMITH
Neal 5 Snt'lh. t

: 4. manari r of
WCOL. Columbus O du d ( »cl 111

of a heart attack in Columbus. \

Net newspup, I Ulan and broad
c" s-ter. he first

. h. caiuc mana 'ir o'
W('( >! „ in 1937 In 1944 he -jo,n< d
\V I ,\v. Cincinnati, as •<« I \ U «* sa'cs
manager. I’e r« tin ned to his

ni‘ , na‘ ,erial post at Wcoi m
when the station \',is purchased l>y

Ih** i ’i);,
| |fs S i w y ei: I amily

W 1 1 e surv i\ . v

M \UD M XDISON
M ill. I Madison, it fired d, n i-r

died » >ct 4 in San I * am • i n .* u*

he' ,an In r career a> . n . lit ss. «,»

neaiinx* in s nail rnVv witli Ku hctl
Man-field She later sv. ilcTovi tn

dancing and went ov ct s. as with tj,e

Lois Fuller compon pla\ in" Ion
don and Paris Folio 'w .rig her i <

l urn t o t he l S s',

i

km • * | \ an !c

m a terp act with M i-s ! iiMct

I)au"hter. Re*atri<e* Maude ui

actress, sun iu .s

M il.LI AM II. Cl AMMLL
William If Claspill 88 hotel

and theatre musician, died ( >t t 7

in (’olunihus. lie* played at the old

Southern Roof Garden o* the Neil

House for 17 year . the- Cliitlc"»cleii

Hotel for 14 years and the H i,, h
St. Theatre for ‘.’ll 'car* lie last

played in a municipal hand con-
cert Aug 27

Survived by daughter son and
shier

DAVID M. PENCE
David M. Pc nee 45 geiuu.il

marur'er of the* .1 Real Noth ’• he-

at re Co. died (lei II ot a heart

attack m Ccdtmihi's lie ori' in. H\

worked for the- Hartman Thcatic
start ing in 19"4 and late r lx c; '"(*

treasurer ot Pv t legit hole e lie

joined Net h Theatres a ihain of

six Columbus tribe v
.
in 1938

Survived by wife, mntlu i Mid
1 v* o sisters.

IS 4 BEL WINLOCK
Isabel Will lock. HO. legiCraelm

TV actress, died Met 10 in New
York after a brief illm ss She had
appeared on the- st.yu* with Fran-

;

cine Larrimore in "Chicago" and
acted cm radio in "Snow \ ill. gc

Sketches.

”

Her most recent apneaf; nee's

were on tie* "Life Begins at

Eighty" TV show.

T\|) MARTIN
James Thaddews 'Tad' Mai tin

70. hotel manager and onetime
vaude and minstrel man died
Sc*pt. 30 in Mason Citv la. Man-
ager of Mason City’s Ccito Gordo
Hotel since* 1946. he had toured
the vaude circuits at an eailv ace
as a member of the team of Nic-oli

A 'bifiski.

Wife survives,

IVY B \LDWIN
Ivy Baldwin. 87. rc-tired Iraoc/c*

artist, parac-lmt i* t and wirewall.er
(tied Oct. 8 in F.hiorado Spr,ti"*

south of Boulder. Co'o He ira* eh*d

with circuses for about lo years
following the initiation ol Ins wire
walking career around I RM

1

I In lf*t)7 Baldwin walked aero s a

stc*el cable in Eldorado Suripg* that

was 635 feet long and more than
500 feet above the* water

(

I LOI GRIM ARII
Eloi Grimard opera sijigei <!i. d

Oct. 6 in New York after a long

illness. He had been a chori-iii

with the New York City O pet ft. C<>

and prior to that had sung in the

Metrooolitan Opera rhnru*
He left the Met about eight sea:;

ago.

ish Festivals" and "Lifetime ot a
Jew" in English and a number of
hooks in 5 uldish.

Mrs. Grace Keran Doneasler, 88.
who appealed as a child in Shake-
s'uaiean plays v oh me nib. rs of
the Barry untie f.utulv . cit'd Oct. 7

n 4ib".iiv lo low i*u: a h iet illness.

Surviving are tour daughters

Brother of Robert Swain musical
diietlo! inr Hu* Kuph'ir hotels ill

St Louis w.is killed in bandits
t )» t 3 w !nl<* driving w ilfi his wife
to M ( \ 1 1 • i > e . i y

Larry Kennedy. 6fv, elect rie'iaii

>t Wai ne*i
-
s since* 192 i. died ( let 8

in tih'olj'lj* fujleiw in*' a heart at-
>'" k M s it'iir ivvn xiiik ..ml two
• 'an*, hti i s v.in v t

Motlu i*. 78 nt Molly I’e mi. N id-
el'* h i ( 1 1 1 *• d

* e I ( *( I 10 ill I K t*

M. hopin' V y I V
, 1(11 I ill-

levs 'eUfe' el.uiglit • r - s'"*v iv e*s

hi s||(. s \||.., !'i, ,m

lather, 59 o' Dorothy W,u;en-
* Iv told. onei.P 1 ' si.eir;.:*Hi dud <)ct.
1“ o' ii heart ,it»,v\ m Sen Fran-
e iiii

Ne*y» linker 60 puhlie re-
hilions ill i i ;m |,u the llollv v\ emd
RiiosiveH Motel iliid o' a lieai I

attack < t< 1 7 in Repo llis widow,
soil a m I d m titer sfiry jy e

llrrman Cantor. 57 film actor
died < »( t 12 in Jei M*\ ( it y N J.
In ic cril vears lie lad work'll ;s
ii Hotlvwood hit plavei

Irying Barker, 71 opeiidor of
•he Ne w Theatre In Hnosirk Fall*.
N V , <1 i (1 Oct H in th at v ilia; *.

Mile and a sister survive

I .ester Muy lirw, 54 ditnee* in-
striK lor dud of a lean ailment
Del 3 in Milwaukee. Ili< w 1 1 »• and
lather sin \ . \ «•

Mrs. I.rua \. Connors, mother ,,f

fiMu editor M Richard Collins and
'*if»' of sound teehnieiiiii llarrv J.
Collins, d k| Oct t> in Los Angele s.

Erederiek G. Tafert, for vears a
member ol Maramoiint's |»oliee de-
" Mue.mf do (| Or t. 4 in Not tli
I I III Iv V 00(1

S(»n, 6 o| U HUM emit iniiitv
wide i Ail Thoi sen. died in (’ln-
( ago ltd. 12

Brother ol Sam fVarlman man-
iCTidl Hie Warner Theatre. \. V
died in N* \\ 7 oi k. < >et 7.

'Liry Mi l afTery
, RKO l; ( |ent

asv.jv.iaoi do (| o, t ^ jo 1 1 |f lU onx
.V 7 .

ROBERT E. KOPP
Robert F, Koi>n. 41. ot the Holly-

wood law firm of Gang, Kopp A

I EM 1VI IJ II

Lemuel F Bernlie irn 73 fonin i

v ainle eqibl'e. tirofession-'llv known
as l.emi Welr|i. du el O, t Ml m
Ii v ineton N .1 lie- had auoea.M el

>n the* Beoiidv av nrofluet ion ol

"W rie Worn* n and So tie

Wife* two sons i»nd i< daiigld' i

’ sm v iv e*

1)1 AN \ BOSTIC
Mrs Diana \e»**t. former nit'iv

singer known nro'** ionall* as

Diana Bostic el e-d Oct 12 m
Cleve land He r*, husband and * '>

ehilehen survive*.

Mother. 73 e.t He n ( *. ( Mm
general 'nanat'e r of s'.'d'em W Ml R

and WMLR-TV iri Manehesu-i
\ H died at Darian Center. N* Y
( ), t 1 Sm *

i % r el jn husband.

Frank V’ates, ariel andthei srm be-

sides Carter.

Hay vim Se hauss. 69 author and
lex Hirer, elied ( >e*t 4 in Los \n-

ge|e*s. He was the autheji 'il Jew*

Spyros Skouras
— < «mtOoi».*l fittni |».i|.,- I —

Hu* Cinem; Se*e»pe production of
"The Re, In* IVrlheig and Sea-
ion's prizes stem limn their work
on Paramount's "Little* Boy f.eist

"

In Hie field e»l te*le v ision produ-
eers William MeAndrevv and
.fame’s Fleming. wiil.tr Arthur
llohli and diict tor Cliar'les Chris-;
It t:sen eat It •re-eeive a ( hrisloplier
aw ard lor the ir work on NB( *

"Assigurm of I oiiioiiow " Show
was an Aeg 23 panorama of top
new s e*. enls of the' past ei-gh.t

vears Also tapped tor recogni-
tion are* |)i It iiirrs llorw ieh ton-'

dm ten* ol NBC's "Ding Dong
School'.” as "ell as the producer
Judith C U a lie r. atiel elii e e*Jor

He*] 1

1

;t 1(1 Uen enrath. .1 r.

Medallions for raelio prograns
we® I le) v i lie i Jame s f'r.e a'nel lo

pindmei William Gav foi t IIS-

P.VlMi's ' S.mu 1
1 s-t e»r i

;

anel to

CBS new* s .•iiia'I*.'.* t Allan .fa e l on
foi Ins Sr pi 24 Ii * not e her k of

the* l onelit i.otjs i,f e lm at'iotial ta-

eiiitj) , f ( y
* 1 iimv i at ion" iel* Mlie*

Roeik Award
Col ( I*. i lev A Lind he i j h i

>

reived an award lot his Poor

'I In Spirit of Nt Lorn* In are.

othe r puhii alion lie Id I « *

.

1 r I't eMl

inaga/me pie*( e* eoppe d pt i /'

These int Jiiele ffan v I'. It, k-

|,*.iid‘s "Women Aroused m in**

July 6 New sv*

»

» k a D ,*. id L.

ten re* (ddonal in the* All*.' 7 1 S

\ryvs A \'.di ‘el Re*poM: Ann Pi in-

gle's "Who Slumlet T.e-aeh Vouf

Child Mumi Cod''" m Mu* S' p’emi-

hei* Merman’s Home* Companion,
and a Life* thag e-ditenial n i‘s

Sept 29 issue

Ms,i cited I e*r laure ls are I lie*

Philaele l phia Impute r, N5 l ime V

stafit r Lillian Be Hi on. vru-r Carl

ChurehilJ as well a* eaitemuisls

Ruhr Goiellu rg Tuni LdtH* anel

,
Ru hard C. \ardU*y.
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"After several year* of picture-making ... big click of the
evening. Payees get 27 minutes of well-varied song enter-
tainment from the pint-sized, vivacious chirp. Her per .

sonality, looks and delightful accent are integral parts of
the song chores « . . a male customer was heard remarking
enthusiastically: 'Wow, look at those legs'."

Brog.

"Chirp Estelita's 35 minute chore provides the REAL enter-

tainment here as the lass more than adequately shows
POLISH, POISE and a solid repertoire of songs."

Joel Friedman
THE BILLBOARD

"Estelita, the Cuban scene-stealer, scored a personal triumph

at the Grove."

Paul V. Coates

L A. MIRROR

". . . Estelita, the Cuban cutie, stole the show at the Cocoa-
5

nut Grove with a merry mixture of hot Latin songs and a

lot of special material . . . real SOCKO entertainment . .

."

Jimmy Starr

Los Angeles HERALD-EXPRESS

". . . Peppery Cuban singer, Estelita, who created a sense

tion . . . The pert and shapely Latin warbler keeps the cus

tomers bouncing for almost 30 minutes."

Howard McClay
Los Angeles DAILY NEWS

"We Californians know her best as a flicker artist . . . when
the diminutive bundle of dynamite wound up her stint there

was little doubt . . . Estelita is a TIP-TOP artist . .
."

The Rounder
Los Angeles MIRROR
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Staged by NICK CASTLE

Special Material by DANNY SHAPIRO

Conducted by ARMANDO HERRERA
Bongos by JACK CONSTANZA
Gowns by EDDIE SEBASTA

Personal Representative: IOU IRWIN, INC.

9165 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, California

Public Relations: BILL PEIRCE

PI 34 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, California
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NEED VISA TO SEE HOLLYWOOD
Julius LaRosa, Archie Bleyer Exit James Michener Is Top Money Writer

Godfrey Shows After Big Blowup
y|[j|fj]||[j (Jf| |||

But Wont 'Aim’ at Stage or Screen

Tensions and anxieties among-*

the CBS echelon mounted this

week as the “Arthur Godfrey situ-

ation" hit a new high, leaving in

its wake:
ip Godfrey’s sudden firing of

Julius LaRosa. one of his top sing-

ing luminaries on his multiple

AM-TV shows, with the “on the

air” axing on Monday morning’s

broadcast even taking LaRosa by

surprise;

(2» The exiting of Archie Bleyer,

Godfrey’s longtime bandleader,

v it It Bleyer given eight-week

notice, which he’ll work out on the

Monday night Godfrey “Talent

Scouts" show;
(3 ' The same day that LaRosa

learned from Godfrey’s announce-
ment over the air that he “just

s.tng his swan song.” the singer

v is signed to a deal by Ed Sulli-

vtn for his “Toast of the Town"
show, with LaRosa to get “Toast”

j

bookings “whenever he wants.”
He’ll also join the Sullivan ‘Igood-

will caravan” for Lincoln-Mercury
in dealer tours around the coun-
try.

According to those close to the
scene, neither the LaRosa nor
Bleyer a xings came -as too much of

a surprise in view of “strange
things that have been happening
since Godfrey resumed after his

:

operation.” But the immediate
;

f ids surrounding the LaRosa-
Blever exitings on Monday appear
to he fairly established and con-
cern the outside activities of the
two performers.
LaRosa. presumably against the

wishes of Godfrey, recently signed
* three-year deal with General
Artists C’orp. for bookings in all

(Continued on page 50

»
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Parnell, Grade Prep First
j

British Music Hall Show

Ever to Play Las Vegas
Hollywood. Oct. 20.

first English music hall show
?v *‘r to play Las- Vegas is being
put together hy Val Parnell and
l ew (hade. It would be tagged
‘London Palladium Revue.” first'
time any unit has been given use
01 the name of the London music
lull Parnell and Grade spent
the weekend in Vegas before head-
ing east. Parnell returns to Lon-
don Sunday <25». Grade returns
to the ('oast to W'ork out details,
*nd set deal With one of two clubs
''i'll which discussions have been
'"‘Id Sahara and Desert Inn are
inlet .-sled.

,

,

.,

l

l
esent Plans call for a unit of

vi-.j.') people, including the Tiller
stars of the London Hippo-

' 1 "lie. Would play six weeks in
‘D-. and might then be hooked

J theatre tour elsewhere in

,

1 * 1 m ntry Grade agcn.ey would
bookings.

|,, 'nell dickered another Palla-

.

‘

4

" " a IM>earance by Danny Kaye
•‘<»re returning east. Comedian
J

’ played there two years ago. i

Hot Kinnie-ship
George Jessel experienced

what he calls "the quintessence

of modern show business.”

When he completed his own
ABC-TV Sunday show at 7

p.tn. (EST> he watched Eddie
Cantor on Colgate “Comedy
Hour” over NBC’-TV. and
when it concluded at 9 pm.
(ESTi he phoned his longtime

friend to tell him. ”Just saw
your show, it’s great . .

.’’ and
found himself interrupted.

“Call me back, or I’ll phone
you.” said Cantor, "because
I’m just watching your show.”

Bright Plan For

Finding Jobs Via

Camp Shows
First major plan to alleviate un-

employment in the American Guild
of Variety Artists was proposed
through an augmented I’SO-Camp
Shows program. As outlined hy
AGVA prexy Jackie Bright, the

union would stage a gigantic tele-

thon which might raise sufficient

funds to increase the USO-Camp
Shows coverage of Korea as well

as other military theatres, and
would reinaugurate entertainment
in the United States military posts.

The Bright resolution also calls

for contact with American Legion
and other vet organizations to

lobby for Federal support for units

to play Veterans Administration
as well as other military hospitals.

Bright's feeling is that if i.ame
comics can help raise $500.01)1) to

send an Olympic team off to the
games, then surely at least $1,500,-

t Continued on page 20)

Hagerty to Rebut On

Ike’s ‘Favored’ Press
Washington, Oct. 20.

James (’. Hagerty. President
Eisenhower’s press secretary, will

make his video debut next Monday
• 26' and serve as Ike's protagonist
on Lawrence E. Spivaks "The Big
Issue” over the DuMont net. His
opponent will be Raymond P
Brandt. Washington correspondent
of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
General subject of discussion

will he the Administration in rela-

tion to the press. But more
specifically it’s recalled that Brandt
was the'seribe who protested vigor-

ously to the White House alleging

a leak to ‘‘favored” newspaper-,
on premature announcement of

the appointment of Earl Warren
as Chief .Jus ice Hence this is ex-

pected to he the main body of the

discussion.

Hollywood, Oct 20
No mere citizen of the 'United

States stands a ghost of a chance
of visiting as a tourist any of the

Hollywood film studios. This priv- I

ilege now calls for a State Depart-
ment visa—literally and figura- f

lively. Hollywood opens up to for-

eign tourists only. Teenagers from
has-been European royalty, kids

from rich Mexican and South
American families, snobbish Brit-

j

ish critics who don’t particularly
j

like either pictures or Americans !

and almost any obscure journalist, 1

providing only he is an alien, can
get wined and dined hy the film

companies.
The U S. taxpayer-filmgoer has

to settle for a 50c "Guide to Movie
Stars’ Homes” which drives around
the winding roads of Beverly Hills

in the hope that some star Will

pass in an open car and wave
Even Lloyd's of London wouldn't

take the gamble.
In the first 10 months of this

year, a total of 281 foreign guests

— including wives—have tramped
the sound stages of Hollywood
with the blessings of the Stale De-
partment. Those with official

sounding titles have even been
treated to a special luncheon or

dinner— in response to which they

have invariably told the motion
picture industry that "your pic-

tures are knojvn all over the world

for fostering democratic ideals

—

(C'oniiiiued on page 7’.'

Vidpix Industry:

'What Happens To

Us In Color Era?’

Some major telepix companies
expressed concern last week, lol-

i lowing the KC’C’-sponsored color

demonstrations in New York, that

'“vidpix in color” is getting the

sharp end of the stiletto, asking

what— if any— provision has been

made to embrace their product in

the color scheme That this con-

cern is not academic is reflected

in Hie fact that many telefilm or-

ganizations are giving the “coloi

added” value to their regular out-

put.

One leading syndication head

said in this connection that he lias

reason to believe that films would
transmit better in tint than in live

programming, due largely to the

lighting factor. It was recalled

that when a question on films m
the eolorvision setup was pul to

Dr. Peter Goldmark. CBS veepee

over CBS Laboratories, a? the

net’s demonstration two week-, ago

*
Rt. he said, rather embarrassingly.

I don’t know.’*

The day before CBS’s tint pitch.

I (Continued on page 40>

That ‘Dragnet’ Influence
At the Freeman, nabe in

N. Y ’s Bronx “The Glass Wall”
shows the police interrogating

Gloria Graliame on Vittorio

Gassman. the escapee in the

film. “Listen, lady, all we
want are the facts,” urges the

police official.

The audience, on masse, re-

sponded. “Ta-tatata-tata.” the

cadence of “The Dragnet”
theme song, and broke up the
cinemelodrama.

4 Versions Put

Everybody In

‘Dragnet’ Act
Although Stan Kleberg’s panels

of "Dragnet.” "SI. George and tin*

Dragonet” and “Little Blue Biding
Hood.” is outpacing Ray Anthony's
straight version, both platters are

cleaning up for Capitol Records
Freherg already has passed the

1.000.000 disk sales mark while
Anthony has moved into his sec-

ond half-million. It’s believed Hie

first instance in which tin* legit

version and "parody have nabbed a

simultaneous high ride. In the

past, the parodies usually were
made of established oldies.

Both the straight copy version

of Walter Srlmmann's “Dragnet"
theme and l-'rcberg’s comic version

are selling strong for Alamo
Music, a Hill A Range subsid Bub
berv has printed sheet copies ol

l-’reherg's "St George” and "Bid

ing Hood” dialog as well as the

orthodox instrumental version

Cony sales have reached the

1200.000 bracket and there's no
parent letup in public demand

\ Yiddish - styled parodv
"Dragnet." tagged "Dregnet.

(Continued on page 20'

ap

of

has

Margaret Truman Set

For TV Drama Segment
Margaret Tinman is skedded to

make her teledehut in a drama) <

effort Nov. ;1"> on the VBC-TV Ba il

Wirichell show Miss Truman-
who is under contract to the web
has b<*en talked up tor a sei iuii>

role following her favorably re-

ceived work in the handling o

comedy situations on the receni

Martha Rave show.
Under the pact, however. Mi--

Truman must approve submitted
script s to avoid showcasing liei in

anything not considered diplo-

matically collect Her Wineivll
appearance would he- in a filmed

insert, as per the show'* usual

|
format.

Rv GENE ARNEEI.

James A Michener, conceded I y the
hottest literary name in showbusi-
ness. states he is compelled to turn
down all offers to write directly
for such showbusiness media as
legit, the screen or television.

"If I were to accept some of the
offers, including proposed deals hy
four Hollywood studios. I could
make $250,000 to $500,000,” the
author said. "Instead," he adds,
"I'm spending a year in writing a
book on Japanese art and I won't
make a nickel on it.”

The -Pi-year-old by-liner puls it

this wav "I could describe, s.av,

* h.ii chair fat the Hotel Algonquin
lobbv where lie talked Wild ms
reporter' and although the won’s
uiav come hard the leader woi t

nuclei land it. But I just couhh.A
do it m terms of a motion picture
oi toi the stage.

I don't have tin* t a.lent for
screen or stage writing. In Holly-
wood. Joseph Mankiewicz has it.

for the theatre, Arthur Miller,
Tennessee* Williams and William
Inge 'if he’s a sticker' can do it.

But it I were to do Miller's 'Death
ol a Salesman’ the entire concept
would have been different.

It I vveie writing for Hollywood
I would become too concerned
v ith how- the picture will form or
I would he thinking about the Jo-
seph Breen office. So it's lor me
to jud write for the reader, and
h t Hu* stage or screen treatment
In* done by someone else.

I tliir.k an interesting case is

J lines Jones' ‘From Here to Etc r-

mfv If Jones were to have writ-
ten bis story for tlu* screen orig-
inally. the strong drama tin* fue
would have been dissipated lu-

sh- id, others put tin* story in

'Continued on page 75»

‘King Lear’ TV 1-Shot Cost

150G, Enough to B.R. Full

Season for Bard on B’way
Co I of last Sundav - <18- fip-

ininut'* presentation of King
Lear” on the CBS TV' ‘Omnibus.”
in Orson Welles made Ins

!;i J \ni'*rican TV appearance will

f < i f,

1

5i) ()()(), w fu n all llu* tolls

rt-* i.t That makes it. ore* of the
mod expert ivc one- hot produc-
tions in video annals. Some Broid-
w a vites observe that t he s line

|.V)G would underwrite a lull a* i-

-on is pla\s< tor a Shak**->pear-

em r *per! orv theatre

Vf.i|or r o t factor obi lined be-

eao e ol all-star cast surrounding
Welle-. \* ith. such extensive r *•

In* ii >;*ls that even minor cost mem-
bers reciting five or !*• -.s lines re-

ceived up to $800. There were
mo-

e

than two weeks’ rehearsals,

and even tlu* technician-. were on
the job for 10 days. Practically

everything, costuming, wig- etc,

w'*r* made to order, plus rental

of Brissian wolfhounds and even
'a falcon.
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More Florida Coin

Reno, Oct. 20.

More Florida money is expected

to go into Las Vegas construction

now that the Casablanca, now be-

ing built in the Nevada town, re-

ceived its casino license last week.
Casablanca is headed by a com-
bination which includes Sam
Cohen, a Miami Beach builder, and
Jack Goldman, who operates the

Clover Club there.

The Casablanca will open some-
time around March. Of course, the

Casablanca is expected to increase

the talent buying problems in the

area, and act prices are likely to

zoom because of the added com-
petition.

a oemana that a const it n't ii

amendment Installing a im
oath be submitted to tm m)> ( t

.|V
of the Screen Writers Guild |' «

been made by exec hoard »,< „,u r
Adele Buffington and Julian Har-
mon, who resigned from all s\vi;
committees in protest against what
he terms the board's “unwilling-
ness” to submit such a measure
Harmon first challenged t! ..

board on the issue, after having
resigned from all SWG committed
on which he served because <>t a
divergence of opinion with the
board, mainly over the loyalty
oath. He said he had recommended
such a proposal in his letter of
resignation, and in talks with sev-
eral members of the board. He
added he never received a reply
to his letter, and that the* board
members he spoke to expressed
fear of repercussions public rela-
tions-wise if the loyalty oath meas-
ure were defeated.
Harmon, a screenwriter and

member of SWG since 1938, said
he clashed with the board over
principles, and that **I couldn't
take it any longer.” He said his

resignation has not beep accepted
yet.

The writer said he was at vari-

ance with the board's “reluctance
to take any form of loyalty oath.”
adding Screen Actors Guild,
AFTRA, TWA and SDG are among
other talent unions which have
suclf measures, in one form or an-
other
Harmon termed writers "seini-

quasi” public officials, in that they
^Continued on page 65>

Portland, Ore., Oct. 20.

Last week a cold war was started

in the G string sector when Tem-
pest Storm’s spouse opened the
Capitol Theatre glorified burlesque
house after Candy Renee had op-

erated the Star Theatre very suc-

cessfully for more than a year.

Thursday U5) started the open-

ing-round fireworks when John
Becker, Capitol Theatre owner, was
fined $20 in Municipal Court for

disorderly conduct. The convic-

tion followed testimony by Ara-

bella Andre, who is billed as

“John’s Other Wife” at the Star

house. She claims he called her

the filthiest names possible when
they aeeidentaly met in a chow
spot. Becker claims that the ex-

Mrs. B referred to his present

wife. Miss Storm, as a freak and
lias continually been harassing him
with that statement.

Miss Storm is inked for the Cap-
i itol this week, while Miss Andre.

"John’s Other Wife,” opens at the

compel iftli theatre. Miss Andre
came to town a week ahead of

time because of her sick father.

Miss Storm was not in town for

American Heritage Foundation,
which operated the Freedom Train
across t lie I'. S. two or three years

ago. has undertaken the fund drive

at the request of the Eisenhower
Administration.
Among those in attendance here

are Barney Balaban, Spyros Skou-
ias. Brig. General David Sarnoff.

James ('. Pctrillo. Louis Novins. as-

sistant to the president of Para-

mount Pictures and executive vec-

pce of the American Heritage
Foundation; Hubert W. Coyne, top

ofVicialsof the NARTB, Helen Siou-

salt, of CPS. and leaders of the
advertising business.

Abo connected with the drive,

although unable to be present at

the two-clay session here, are Kric

Johnston. Niles Trammel and Wil-

liam S. Palev.

Half the big group was bricicd

at the Pentagon today (Tues.t on
the need for Hadio Free Europe,
with the other half to hear tomor-
row from Defense Secretary
Charles K. Wilson, under secre-

tary Roger Lyes; Allan Dulles, di-

rector of Hie Central Intelligence
j

Agency; Henry Ford, 2d. Chairman
of tin* Board of American Heritage
Foundation; Hubert E. Lang. Direc-

tor of Hadio Free Europe; Novins.
and others.

The sessions wind up tomorrow
night with a dinner to be addressed
by Ford. Walter Reuther, CIO
proxy . and Under Secretary of

State Waller Bedell Smith. Then*
will also be a visit to the White
House.

HORACE HEIDT
FOB LUCKY STRIKE

Under Personal Management
JOHN LEER

111 Fifth Ave.. New York
Tallulah Bankhead will play her

second engagement at the Sands
hotel, Las Vegas, sometime ia Feb-
ruary. She’ll get $20,000 weekly,

plus expenses for assisting per-

formers and other items, which
will bring her stipend up to about

$25,000 weekly. She'll go in for two
weeks.

Spot has also set Lena Horne for

its first anniversary show. Miss
Horne goes in Dee. 15.

'

Mexico City, Oct. 20.

Any paid public presentation, in-

cluding pix, here of Christine Jor-

gensen is 100' r banned by the city

amusements supervision depart-

ment. which considers that any

such show “lacks any artistic char-

acteristic. and. besides, she cannot

be considered to be an extraordi-

nary beauty. This department also

is convinced -that any public ap-

pearance here of this woman would
only provoke a demonstration of

morbid curiosity on the part of the

public.”

The department admitted that it

had decided to ban pro appear-

ances here of Jorgensen in antici-

pation of application by a theatre

to show her and of a pic producer
to feature her in a film.

Hollywood, Oet. 20.

Candidates for the next Oscar
Derby will gallop on ail sorts of

tracks, including 2-D. 3-D. Cinema-
Scope. wide-screen in any aspect

ratio, “or any other form wherever
shown in the United States.” That
was the announcement sent out by
the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences in anticipation

of the Run for the Awards next
Spring.

Special committee, headed by
John Lividary, has been assigned
to line up plans for a new screen
in the Academy theatre capable of
handling all sorts of projection for

the annual screening of the en-
tries. Changes in screen and
sound equipment will cost around
$15,000.

Television, once anxious to ob-

tain film clips from reluctant dis-

tributors. is changing its tune.

“•You can keep the clips." says

video. “Give us the live stars."

Attitude is especially prevalent

among the big network shows who
are anxious to obtain Hollywood
n:tim*s for integration in shows in

» xchange for hefty plugs for up-
ioming picture’s. Local shoves,

however, are still satisfied with
lilm clips.

F.d Sullivan's CBS-TY Toast of

the Town is perhaps the best ex-

ample of TV’s new wants. Sulli-

van. once t he biggest user of clips,

wants 'em live now. He abruptly
cut short his use of filmed se-

quences several months ago. at-

tributing the move to adverse pub-
lie reaction. Example of Sullivan's

m w policy is the appearance on
his show recently of Guy Mitchell
and Teresa Brewer in a scene

'Continued on page 50)

Brit. Queen at Command

Vaude Show Prior To

Start of Empire Tour
London. Oct. 20.

Attendance of the Queen and
her consort, Prince Philip, at the

Royal Command vaude perform-
ance at the London Coliseum Mon-
day, Nov. 2, will be the climax of

an intense season of royal support
for show biz. It will be one ol the

major public functions they will

attend before leaving on the Com-
monwealth tour.

Last week. Prince Philip attend-

ed a charity preem of the new
British pic, “The Intruder.” at the

Empire; tomorrow night 'Wed.',

the Queen, with the Prince, is at-

tending the opening of “The Con-
quest of Everest” at the Warner
Theatre. On the following night

the Royal farblly Is visiting the

Havmarket Theatre for a charity

gala in aid of actors’ charities,

while on Oct. 25 they will be sup-
porting the Command film presen-

tation at the Odeon, Leicester
Square.

In addition to representative
British talent which is being hon-
ored at this year’s vaude gala, the

Queen will be seeing all the pi in-

' Continued on page 65

»

Jamison Supervising

‘Kind Sir,’ Josh Logan

Under Doctor’s Care
An old racket has been cropping

up recently. It’s being worked by

juves for lucrative effect. Last

week at the Arena. Philadelphia,

a voice purporting to be that of

bandleader Ralph Marterie called

the management and explained
that a package of records would
be coming C O D. Would the man-
ager pay and be reimbursed when
the band arrived. The parcel that

came a few hours later was for

JoHuni Logan, producer-director
<>t Kind Sir." is reportedly no
longer working on the show. Al-

though details were lacking yester-

day Tut’-', it was learned that

Marshall Jamison, his assistant, is

attending to the staging of the

Norman Krasna comedy pending
Logan’s return.

Efforts to clarify the situation

wire to he made yesterday after-

noon. Meanwhile. Logan was said

to he not in Washington, where the
show is playing a tryout engage-
ment tins week at tin* National
'Theatre He is believed to be un-
der doctor s rare because ol a

state ot .nervous exhaustion.
“Kind Sir." with Mary Martin

;-nd Chari; v Boyer costarred, is

m heduled to open Nov. 4 at the
Alvin \ 1 It already has one ol

v. ay history.

Illness of Josh Logan may force
a delay in the start of filming
“.Mister Roberts” at Warner Bros
where the pic was set to roll

around the first of the year.
Logan was to direct the filmi/a-

tmn of the legit hit which I s

skecUU d to be made independent-
ly under the Leland Hayward ban-
ner for \\ B release.

Waring Gives Pro Touch To

Ike Birthday Fete as M.C.
Hershey, Pa , Oct. 20.

Fred Waring, who is shaping \tp

as the nearest thing to an official

m.c. and director of entertainment
for the Eisenhower Administra-
tion, played a leading part here
last Tuesday <13> in the giant
birthday party given the President
by the Republicans of Pennsyl-
vania.

Waring, himself a Pennsylva-
nian, produced, directed and staged
the birthday party show in the
Hershey Arena. In addition, he
supervised the earlier entertain-
ment for tiie thousands gathered in
the open-air Hershey Stadium.
Feature of the Arena show was
“The Song of America” musical
saga. This was sung by Waring’s
Pennsylvanians, and a chorus of
more than 500 students of Penn-
sylvania schools and colleges, with
another 500 youngsters acting out
the various phases of the pageant.
Waring conducted and also em-

ceed. Tex McCrary served as one
of his assistants. Prolog voice for
“Song of America” was that of
scTccnstar Jimmy Stewart, waxed
in advance.

The same gimmick was worked
for a lesser amount recently at

Carnegie Hall in the name of Illi-

nois Jacquet. and another phoney
package of disks was left last week
in Shihe Park. Philadelphia, for
Phillies’ outfielder Del Ennis,
while he was o:i his honeymoon.

In both instances, the packages
contained a few records purchased
in a used-disk shop, neither of
which vi as ordered by the mae-
stros. The messenger at the Arena
said he was told that he would get
a pair of ducats as a tip. He didn't.

Detroit. Oct. 20.

“It’s refreshing indeed to find

actors who feel so strongly about
their play that they get hopping
mad and order from the room the

critics who do not share their

v iew s.”

So began a story by Harvey Tay-
lor. Detroit Times drama editor,

relating an interview with Rex
Harrison and Lilli Palmer regard-
ing their "The Love of Four
Colonels.” current at the Shubert.

Tay tor tabbed it "a hilarious in-

terview in their hotel suite." “it

• Continued on page 72)

U.S. Pix Stars in Brit.

In Command Film Show
London, Oet. 20.

Many of the Hollywood stars cur-

rently working in Britain, together
with top British artists, have been
invited to take part in the stage

presentation for this year’s Royal
i Command Film gala at the Odeon.
Leicester Square, next Monday
'26'.

The show will be limited to

about 20 minutes, and will be
1 staged before the main film, tin

i RKO release of Walt Disney 's “Roy
Roy.” The U.S. artists who have

i

agreed to appear include Richard

Rase hart. Jeanne Crain. Joanne

Dru. Gloria Grahame. John Ire-

land and Dennis O’Keefe.
The British contingent will c"m*

price Dirk Bogarde. George Coif,

1 Finlay Currie, Alec Guinr.ess. J-ck

Hawkins, Glynis Johns. Kay Ken-

dall. Muriel Pavlow’, James Robert

-

|

son Justice and Richard Todd Mi>*

Johns and Todd are co-stars

“Rob Roy” ...

The stage presentation will ie

directed by Anthony Kimmins. " 1

directed the recent Alec Gitinne^

starrer, “Laughter in Par :*<t i-‘

i w ith the script by Nicholas Phipi ‘

What’s in a Name?
Newcomer to the Metropol-

itan Opera roster this fall is

Charles Anthony, young lyric

tenor. W hen lie engaged him,
general manager Rudolf Bing
praised the youngster's sing-
ing and said it had a certain
bel canto style he thought he
recognized. He asked An-
thony background. Latter
said it was Italian. When Bing
expressed surprise at the
name. Anthony said he had
changed it. But why, Bing
queried; usually, singers
changed their names to Ital-

ian-sounding ones to help
them in the operatic world,
instead of the other way
round.

Young tenor said he couldn't
help it; if he used his right
name, no one would believe I

held in

him. “What is your right storytelling
name?" asked Bing. “Caruso,”

j

drama and
was the answer. Name re- out that tl

mains Anthony on the roster, beauty coi

but it’s Caruso on the con- < women, “st

tract. land kissinc

Subscription Order Form
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COIN CHILL THREAT TO COMPO
That $150,000 Telecast

Picture folk can undoubtedly take Shakespeare, or leave him.

And the same for Orson Welles. But there was nonetheless

macabre fascination for the motion picture mind in Sunday
afternoon's 90-minute telecast of “King Lear" over CBS. For

here was a onetimer whose production statistics were crowding

close to Hollywood criteria. “Lear” was three weeks in rehearsal,

two on camera, with all that means in shoot-the-works studio

cost. Not only was Welles “imported” to star but so was Peter

Brook to direct. And the tab for the show (73 minutes of

story' was $150,000.

It may be mentioned in passing that the TV two-hour program
which recently marked the 50th anniversary of the Ford Motor

Co. was far more formidable commercial divertissement and that

overall it was budgeted—preparation, research, script, stars, re-

hearsals—at around $500,000.
*

For the full review of “Lear," see page 33 this issue. But mean-
while the question will arise in the motion picture mind: is

this just a flash in the pan? Onetime venture and adventure,

certainly. Valiant try for top prestige, yes. The Ford Founda-
tion and CBS both lust after prestige. Not without calculation,
‘ Lear” was definitely a critic’s telecast.

Film men are also entitled to a little amusement at the

occasional beguilement of broadcasters with the Bard. The
first outbreak of Shakespeare came one summer during the de-

pression. At that time NBC vied with CBS and CBS vied with

NBC in rival Shakespearian cycles. Although happily hailed at

the Lambs Club as a boon to actors, these twin cycles signified

little. %
Next most important broadcast gesture to Shakespeare was in

1946 when that year’s revival of the old Columbia* Workshop
presented a 90-minute version of “Richard III” with the then-
in-Manhattan players of Old Vic including Laurence Olivier and
Ralph Richardson. Here, again, there was prestige and hurrahs
from the critics and all sorts of scrolls and medallions from
cultural societies in the months that followed.

The significance of “King Lear’’ lies in two facts. First, money.
Its 90 minutes cost $150,000 as against the 1946 radio budget of

$10,000 for “Richard III.” Second, whence came the money?
CBS did not pay for “King Lear.” No sponsor paid for it. A tax-

free endowment, the Ford Foundation, paid for it. And on top
of everything else, moving pictures now have to live with and
fight against that spectacular form of subsidy which is indeed
a thing to chill the imagination of producers and exhibitors of

boxoffice attractions.

RUE PLEDGE OF
Rare Old Filins on $15 Subscription

Museum of Modern Art Badly Needs Funds to

Replace Deteriorating Celluloid Stock

In a surprise development, the
Motion Picture Assn, of America

I

is stalling on Its support of the
Council of Motion Picture Organiz-

|

alums to the extent to which
MPAA heretofore has backed the
all-industry outfit. That MPAA

I member companies would con-
tinue along the same lines as In

past in contributing to the COMPO
treasury earlier had been regarded
as a foregone conclusion.

However, some of (he MPAA
out fits now take the position that

at the present rates COMPO sim-
ply is too expensive.

Over a year ago MPAA agreed
that the film companies collec-

tively would match dollar for dol-
lar all COMPO contributions
•dues» made by exhibitors. Com
panics at that time presumably had
no idea that the exhib money
would he forthcoming in large
amounts. It amounted to $220,-
000 and. consequently, the film
companies, per promise, had to put
up that Same amount. Additionally,
•there were varying sums given to

finance the “Movietime” cam-
paigns.

COMPO hoard of directors, at

a N. Y. meeting last month, voted
a new revenue drive on the same
dollar-for-dollar basis, subject to

the approval of Allied States, The
at re Owners of America and
MPA \. At that time. Al Lichtmnn.
director of distribution for 20th-
Fox. said he lelt sure that the film

outfits would go along. Lichtman
is a (bomber of C’OMI’O’s three-
man governing board.

Balking

Film Biz, 1953
Buffalo. Oct 20.

All at the same time, the
Century is advertising “First

Time in Buffalo, Giant Magic
Mirror Panoramic Screen.”

Lafayette bally hoos “(iiant

New Magniglow —Aerolite
Screen.”

At the Paramount it’s “First

in America—Dynoptic 3 I)”

and at the Buffalo “Cinema-
scope— Without (Hasses/’
Center theatre is just show-

ing pictures.

NO PROGRESS

WITH SPAIN
Deadlocked Spanish situation

was reviewed in N Y. yesterday
Tues.' by the foreign managers
who also discussed extension of
their current intra-company agree-
ment not to pick up available
Spanish licenses. Bone of conten-
tion with the Spaniards is the
upped scale of import licenses de-
manded by Madrid.

Distribs had before them a

sharply worded letter from .Mini*

ne/-Arnau. the Spanish govern-
ment negotiator, indicating that

there was nothing more to talk

;
‘ out fo 1 the 1953-54 season Iml

i!nl tie would he pie-used t» dis-

ci s> a rv* deal 'or 1 954-55.

Several oi the rompmie liuv*

But a few of the companies are been app: cached by Spanish dis-

I Subscription series of eight pro-

grams featuring rarely seen old
dims or pix that can’t be shown
to paying audiences is planned by
the Museum of Modern Art in

N Y. Tickets for each series are
sealed at $15 a throw and a mini-
mum of 60 subscribers are needed
to get the screenings started.

Specialized revivals are the idea
of Richard Griffith. director of I he
Museum's film library. Proceeds
would in part be used to aid the
Museum's preservation program.
First series is tentatively slated to

kick olT around Nov. 1.

Film department’s fund drive,

. with a goal of $100,000, has been
postponed till next year and prob-
ably will he incorporated into the

I

Al;,scum's 25th anniversary cam-
paign to raise coin . Money is had*

j

ty needed M> preserve the vast col-

lection in the Museum's vaults.

Celluloid of many prints is begin-
ning to deteriorate and, unless the
films are transferred to new stock,
many may be lost forever. Mu-
seum is collaborating witti Kast-
man House in Rochester in the
preservation program.

(Griffith envisions running one
program a week witti several films
to be packaged for that evening.
The last two programs of the series

would be left blank, with sub-
scribers invited to submit their

own choices from a list of avail-

able films. Initial screenings will

be held at the Museum's projec-
tion room, hut can be transferred
to the larger auditorium if the
response justifies it.

Diversity Keeps Public Whetted

O’Donnell Recalls That Vaudeville In Heyday Ranged
From Burlesque To Opera Offerings

Robert J. O’Donnell, v.p. and
general manager of Interstate The-
atres. figures that "the modern

Kingsize Donald Duck
Hollywood. Oct. 20

balking and as a result MIMA
ratification of the new COMPO
drive plans is being field up. It’s

up to the companies to resolve the
issue among themselves first, of
course, hut speed is desirable
since COMPO wants to get the
campaign underway pronto because
money will he needed in the con-
tinued light to kill the 20r£ admis-
sions tax.

Distrib reps say all companies loan $500,000 to the Spanish indus-
are strongly in favor of keeping try Proposition was nixed. Arnau
COMPO going but some insist that went home and later offered a pro-

1 1 i i>s who indicate I thrv !i • i both
import

|
ci nuts and dollar it-

age available.

Last year's Spanish agreement
provided for the importation of

100 l.S. pix of which 60 were ear-

marked for the seven distribs witli

local exchanges. In negotiating a

new deal in N Y. during the early

George Pal’» New Termer
Hollywood. Oct. 20.

Paramount and George Pal final-

ly reached an agreement on a new
producer contract. Will start with
“Conquest of Space." a science-fic-
tion yarn slated to roll in No-
venkber.

Pal’s productions on the Para-
mount lot have been “When Worlds

aimmer. Arnau threw in a condi- Collide." “War of the Worlds,’
tion under which the MI'KA would “Houdini” and “The Naked Jungle.'

should he reduced.

ins. Latter then refused to pick
any of them up at the new price
scale.

theatre should have a Madison i Now Donald Duck will be seen the dollar-for-dollar formula places visional 42 licenses to the Ameri-

Square Garden type of operation.” ! '" gigantic CinemaScope closeup. an inequitable burden upon them c.

He explains: “We want variety, a Web-footed character will star in and their share of COMIO costs ai

plan of programming that stresses M' e second Walt Disney Cinema-

diversification and certainly not Scope project. A story line cur-

standardization. This applies par- rently is being developed. Disncv s

ticularly to firstrun bouses and nn* H rst teature in ( inemaScope will

portant subsequent-run theatres in 20,000 Leagues Under toe

tlit* key cities.”

The Texan showman continues:
' We ran vaudeville for 20 years
and it ranged from burlesque to
grand opera. Some shows were
booked even though we knew we
couldn’t make money with them.
The important thing was that they
inoini a change and that’s im-
portant.

In films over the years the only
difference in our material was
whether the picture was in color
nr black and white. Now we have

Sea,” now being readied.
Already turned out a Cinema-

Scop short. “Toot, Whistle, Plunk
and Boom.”

Story Buying

Is Sluggish

National Boxoffice Survey
Biz Hurt by Weather; ‘Robe’ No. 1 4th Time In

Succession; ‘Eternity’ 2d, ‘Mogambo’ 3d

Biz is following very much the sock both in Buffalo and N Y Iri

>ame pattern as in recent weeks latter city, it is giving the State
this session although some of the one of its biggest Weeks in months,
favorite grossers are weaker be- “Joe Louis Story” (L’Ai. wluefi

cause they’re well along on extend- comes into tin* V Y Holiday next,

ed-runs. Return of very warm is heading for a record preem
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weather is somewhat of a handi-
cap in some key cities covered hv
Varikty. In numerous keys, ex-
liibs appear reluctant to launch

until
Story purchases for the two- .. .

the opportunity to have extensive months’ period of August and Sep- outstanding pioduct

change. We don’t want all Cinema- tember hit an alltime low and the
Scope, all 3-D or all flat pictures.

|

lag in acquisitions so far has car-
"t! want some of them all. We ll ried into October. A total of only
l>n-e an ‘all-purpose’ screen and eight properties were bought by ^
the Other equipment for the variety the studios for filming during Au- 11 1,1

programming in all our key thea- gust and September. hem holdover s. Here to Ltei m >

tr,*.; m i •• i Colt continues in second place
> Jan * 1.

i Depressed state of the story
vv|lj|p ••Mogambo” <M-Ci again is

**tll the repeated switching in market is blamed on the industry s
J|ijr(j l)of|l jn sami, spo1s as Iast

' Tied format films tend to confuse preoccupation with the various svs-
v(.^ inn

the public? terns of presentation and. to an
“Yes." states O'Donnell, “but it extent, on the desire on the part

"dl he delightful confusion. This of some of the companies to fit the
creates a new excitement on the theme to the expanding aspect ra-

vrek in Detroit “Flight To Tan- i

giers.’ 'Mar '' is rated neat in Muf-

i

fahi.

“Marry Me Again” <RKO'.
smooth m Hallo and okay in Provi-

l'lie Rohe” '20th> has gone faith- u^-rice. looks mild in KC and fair i

er on its principal, runs. m |),.nv ,. r: ‘ Gilbert <V Sullivan”
“Robe, still No. 1 for fourth

, Lopert >, fanc\ in Montreal, is only
stanza in a row. is grossing $896.-. f ;,j, j„ Toronto. Fast of Sumatra’”

l' 1
. list in Portland and oka> in

Omaha, looms fair in Detroit.

“Beggar’s Opera” 1 W'M neat In
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Ask Ike to Zanuck Fete

tio. In addition. Hollywood is going
in heavily for remakes and the

Session.

"Blowing Wild” <WB>, out to

any extent for first time this

frame, is capturing fourth position

“Cinerama” 'Indie' will be fifth,

making several months since this

w idescreen
studios are combing their shelves original widosciecn ptodui ">n

for scripts that might be revived dipped be.ow Mlth position,

with the new wideangle look. “Little Boy Lost” 'Par) is wind-

Hollywood, Oct. 20. Eight stories bought during Au- ing up sixth while “Big Heal”

President Dwight Eisenhower gust and September represent 'Col ', a new ie. is taking sevent h

j

1

,
1-

’ been invited by Sam Engel to about a quarter of the total nutn- money. “Moon Is Blue" <UA» will

guest speaker at the milestone ber of properties that used to be wind up eighth, with “Martin
dinner in New York on Nov. 22 acquired by the studios during a Luther” Indie* in ninth. “Cruel
I muring IJarryl Zanuck of 20th normal corresponding period prior Sea '

I rounds out the big 10 list.

‘ ’’ntury-Fox. to the widescreen stampede. Most ‘Lion In Streets’ 'W

B

1

, “All-

hng.*| believes chances of an ac- important purchase during the two American < C'. ' W Hl of World*
'

plain e by the White House are months was Columbia’s pickup of
' 'V'cable since Zanuck was prom- “Picnic” for a reported $315,000.
'"'*nt

I
;j fall in the Hollywood- Other studio buys included Gene

UI Eisenhower movement. I (Continued on page 20)

%American’’ '
U

'

Par 1 and “Caddy” 'Part are the

runner-up films in that sequence.

“Torch Song” < M-G) shapes as a

i potential!* great newcomer, being
(

Cli.i and stout in N Y shapes mild
in Pitt and Philly. It is fine in

Frisco. “Man From Alamo” 'I ' is

rated okay in K ( ’ Slalag 17”

'pa i is hotsy in Balto.

“Roman Holiday" Par' i s doing
nicely in Chi and Washington,
“Wings of Hawk '( > looks tine in

Montreal. “Plunder ol Sun W'B

is okay in Chi.

“Golden Blade” L* shapes

sharp in Washington. “Vic* Squad”
LA is doing vtout biz in Montreal

and Providence.

’ 99 River St ” C \ 1 is good in

Deliver and Portland. .Man From
Alamo” 'U‘ look* nice in Balto.

‘ Devil's Can.\on'" 'RKO* shapes

fair in St. Louis “City of Bad
Men” is good in Louisville,
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Skiatron Seeking FCC Okay (or Local
Delay in Next Cinerama

. c Film Causes Uneasiness;

Pay-as-You-See TV Using WOR Time Cooper Pay'Goes On

<

Skiatron exports to submit its

application for a commercial per-

mit for tl»c Subscriber- Vision TV
pay-as-> ou-.se** system to the Fed-

,

oral (*ommu nicat ions Com minion
by Nov. 1 and is confident that it

will yet a bearing on its bid by the

end of January.

Petition has now been whipped
into final shape by Skiatron at-

torney James Landis. It’s differ-

ent from other applications in that

it asks the green light lor opera-

tions only in New York for the

time b e i n g. Subscriber - Vision

Mould use WOK-TV. as it lias dur-

ing its experimental runs.

It’s figured that, on such a lo-

calized basis, the FCC will be

more apt to give the go-ahead, par-

ticularly since N. Y. has seven
channels and a partial WOK-TV
s vv itch to Subscriber - Vision

wouldn’t knock the pins from un-

der either broadcasters or audi-

ence.
Subscriber Vision scrambles the

image at the transmitter. A de
coder is attached to the receiver.

Insertion of a thin plastic card

into a slot clears up the picture.

Western Union is cooperating with

Skiatron in the distribution of the

decoder cards.

NEW BRAZIL

IMPORT RULES
New Brazilian import and ex-

change regulations favor the

American film distribs with pix

listed as essential items in cate-

gory three. Latter gets about
25'< of the dollar supply allocated

by the government with the cur-

rency certificates put up for bids.

According to Kobert Corkery, of

the Motion Picture Kxport Assn.,

Miere is a possibility that the U. S.

companies for the time being may
not have to worry rabout the regu-

lations since their licenses for the

second half of *53 were applied for

prior to announcement of the new
regulations. In any ease, the

Americans would be asking for

only enough dollars to cover print

and ad costs since remittances are

fixed by agreement with the Kio
government. Dollar transfers

from Brazil m tar total around
$4,000,000 and are coming
t rgularlv.

through

JACK WARNER’S PEEVE

AGAINST ART MUSEUM
Kid fur Warner Bros, to bury

the hatchet in 1 1 s long feud with
the Minimi) of Modern Art film

lihrar\ in \ > iv expected wlu-n

til in library advl-
j:old« its next povv-

MM,n.

•mi. left with only
\\ B pix since back
e k L. Warner sum*
Ins studio's films

the library. Mo-
Nanking the pic-

been made (piite

move coincides

cred were such
' Public Enemy,
and ‘I Am a

Chain dang."

Figures
Hollywood. Oct, 20.

While the Universal-Interna-
tional location scouts were
hunting the proper spot to

serve as an Fast African men-
tal institution in 'Tangan-
yika,” they got a hot tip from
the studio set dressers:
"Why not use the UI writers’

building?”

tiif companies
smiv iinnintttci

X' nvi in llic

Mum mil b,>

a • i : k .: t ?

it, 11*47 : i :i ,!ui

P .i! . v i.; dt red
v. ithdii.iv tt f rom
tiA.itioii for his

tores has never
cleat, bn) the
roughly with the time when lie

testified before the House Un-
Anirrican Activities Committee ill

\N a'-hington.

Warner's order kept t lie Mu-
st um from showing or circulating

practically all WB films since "The
Jazz Singer." Among the pix cov-

sereen classics as

"Little Caesar”
Fugitive from a

Still in the Mu-

New Eady Plan

In England Is

Pleasant News
Gratification over reported

agreement in Britain by the four
local trade organizations on a new
Kady Plan was expressed by com-
pany execs in N. Y. last week. The
American distribs. as members of

the Kincmatograph Renters So-
ciety, also have approved extension
of the Kady fund beyond 1954.

Renewal of the Kady scheme is

certain of getting the British gov-
ernment’s green light now that the
trade has made up its mind on
what form it should take. The
U. S. companies, while contributing
heavily to the fund which is to be
reduced to £2.300,000 are also
openly rejoicing over the compro-
mise since it quiets concern felt

in N. Y. that the government might
live up to its threat and make the
plan statutory.
Motion Picture Assn, of America

has received an analysis of the sit-

uation as it affects the American
distribs and producers from Fay- :

ette W. Allport, its London rep.
jAmong the points he made was

'

that the agreement on the exten-

!

sion and the announced intention

(Continued on page 22)

Difficulty in reaching a mutually

agreeable deal between Stanley

Warner and Argosy Productions,

as represented by Merian C.

Cooper and John Ford, is delaying

the launching of SW’s production
program for Cinerama. Cooper,
who would be at the production
helm, returned to New York from
the Coast this week to continue

talks with SW prexy S. II. 'Sit

Fabian.

Setting of a deal would sec Ford
directing and the start of work
leading to the completion of

"Seven Wonders of the World,”

which Cooper started before SW
assumed the production and ex-

hibition rights to Cinerama. Talks
between Fabian and Cooper, not

only involve the completion of

"Wonders,” but also include addi-

tional product in the Cinerama
process.'

Delay in concluding a deal be-

tween the Fabian outfit and Cooper
is causing swine concern at Cin-

erama Productions, original holder

of the production and exhibition

rights to the medium and which
still receives a cut of the b.o. re-

ceipts under the takeover deal with

i Stanley Warner. Cooper, as pro-

duction chief of Cinerama Produc-
tions. is still down for a four-fig-

ure weekly stipend although the

company is no longer involved in

production activity. Company is

hopeful that Cooper’s deal with

SW will involve the assumption of

his Cinerama Productions contract.

Saks Drive Honor Getthg Silly?

Special sales drives, honoring and named after different top
executives, are becoming so numerous that they ere on the thresh-
old of "getting silly,” according to growing Film Row talk.

Originally the special drive was an opportunity for a local exhibi-
tor to give a well-liked film salesman * break so that the local
contact could qualify for cash bonus money offered by the dis-
tributing company. However, a good thing haa been overdone,
in the opinion of many. Perhaps half a dozen special sales drives
under way at tht same time hardly make sense.

Exhibitors are growing bored.

YOUNGSTOWN REPEALS

LOCAL TICKET TAX
Youngstown. O.. Oct. 20.

The city council has voted to

repeal the city’s six-year-old admis-
sion tax of 3'} effective Nov. 1 be-

cause of a drop in film theatre pa-

tronage. Theatres supplied 79'

c

of the $64,313 in revenue the tax

yielded last year.

In 1948. collections from thea-

tres alone totaled $67,536. Finance

Director J. Emerson Davis re-

ported. ^

Seeks Title to ‘Mars’

To Satisfy 138G Debt?
Los Angeles. Get. 20.

Suit asking the court for sole
ownership of the film, "Red Plan-
et Mars" was filed here by Walter
K. Heller & Co., claiming $138,000
is still due on a loan of $170,000
Advanced toward production of the
picture, released last year by
United Artists.

Named in the suit are Melaby
Productions, and others

FILM IMPERSONATING

IKE (BOY AND MAN)
Hollywood, Oct. 20.

President Eisenhower will be

portrayed in the Columbia produc-

tion. "The Long Grey Line," a tale

of athletic training at West Point.

Picture is based on the autobiogra-

phy of Sgt. Marty Maher, who de-

veloped the muscles of the cadets

for years.'

Specifications authorized by the

White House permit the use of a

young actor to portray the Presi-

dent as a cadet and another to ap-

pear as the President in a later

scene. Third requires White House
approval of the right to use the

Preside nts foreword in the book.

Rogers Hospital

Badly Needs Coin

For Continuance
Success or failure of the current

Christmas Salute fund raising

drive on behalf of the industry’s

Will Rogers Memorial Hospital

may well determine the future of

t lie institution and will be a deci-

sive factor in whether or not a

badly needed expansion program at

the hospital can be okayed.
This was the gist of remarks by

officers of the hospital at a lunch-

eon in N. Y, last week. Occasion
'Continued on page 16)

(Rccoit presidents Jiave usually

given permission for impersonation

of themselves under script-control.

Typically the backoftheir-head
camera angle has been used, or

just an arm and voice. At the

height of the Phoney War tension.

Plaintiff after many simulations of the voice

declares it is foreclosing its mort-
gage and wants individuals and
firms connected with the picture
to set forth their claims. Peter
Graves starred in the film.

of FDR, notably on "The March of
Time" radio series, the White
House requested all networks to

eliminate Roosevelt vocal imper-
sonations.—Ed.)

N. Y. to L. A.
Jean Pierre Auinont
Marge & Gower Champion
Ted Cott
Adolph De ut sdl
Sid Garfield
James R. Grainger
Logan Gourley
Mrs. Ruby Schinasi
Sam Shayon
Herb Steinberg

N. Y. to Europe
Anthony Buttitla

Arlene Dahl
Bert Friedlob
Pierre Gglante
Vittorio Gassman
Willis Ooldbeck
Harry Kurnitz
Joseph L. Mankiewicz
Andra McLaughlin
Joseph H. Moskow itz

Sir Carol Reed
Jean Renoir
Louis de Rochemont
John Schlesinger
Edward E. Sullivan

MUSIC HALL

FEARS HATE’

IN 3-D
Shady reputation of 3-D in the

public’s mind is giving Radio City

Music Hall, N.Y., a first-rate head-

ache in trying to decide whether
or not to present Metro's "Kiss Me
Kate" in 3-D or flat.

According to Russell V. Down-
ing. Music Hall topper, he hasn't
made up his mind at this point
which policy to follow, but indica-

tions are that the Hail will pass up
! 3-D this time ’round, "Kate” is

hooked to follow the current at-

• traction, "Mogambo.”

|

Problem facing the Hall in de-

:

ciding which way to present
"Kate" is a double one of practi-

cality and psychology. Hall has
been testing 3-D and recently
showed reels from "Arena" at a

post-midnight session. Unfortun-
ately, a special screen, due for

hanging at the Hall last w’eek. was
found to be defective and had to

be taken dpwn so that the exact
impact

,
of 3-D couldn’t be satis-

factorily gauged.

If the Hall goes into 3-D with
"Kate,” it will have to count out
about 300 seats at the extreme
sides. The viewing angle from
there is 66 degrees off the hori-

zontal axis. Most screens and even
highly directional ones like the

Miracle Mirror, fall off beyond 50
degrees and the screen goes too

dark.

But if technical difficulties ex-

ist, the real stigma on 3-D is its

past performance. Downing is lis-

tening to a lot of opinions and
comments and that his final deci-

sion can not and will not be in-

fluenced by any test M-G may ar-

range to establish the comparative
merits of a 3-D or flat "Kate."

Downing said he’d been con-

sidering running "Kate” in 3-D
and flat on alternate days, but that

the idea probably wouldn’t work
since it might confuse the public.

CHANGES IN TV (COLOR) AND FILMS (SIZE)

UP FILM INTEREST IN VIDEO RENTALS

scum's possession, and available
for showings, are a few WB pro-
ductions like "Casablanca" and
“Outward Bound."

‘Knights’ Before Xmas
Hollywood. Oct. 20.

Metro iv giving "Knights of the
Round Tabic" the green light in

all studio departments to have it

ready for the Uhirstmas trade, in

opposition to a rival story of
knighthood. 20th -Fox's "Prime
Valiant " Dure Srhary gave the
knights to gallop with all speed,
with the L»M sneak preview slated
within two weeks.

Following close behind the
knights is 'Rose Marie," scheduled
for release rarlv in January. Both
pictures are in CinemaScopc.

Color TV demonstration for the

Federal Communications Commis-
sion in N. V. last week has set film

biz execs to thinking about the

likely impact of the new tint me-
dium on both Hollywood and the
theatres.
Consensus of opinion is that, if

and when color sets get around
and are sold at reasonable prices,
color TV w ill undoubtedly make it-

sclt felt at the b.o. At the same
time, exhihs optimistically believe
that the impact of tinted programs
will not be as drastic as war. that

of black-and-white video when it

first arrived on the scene.
Distribs. too. are reappraising

their position vis-a-vis the sale ol
' their old pix to TV. Here, again,
the future of the medium is too
hazy to permit anything much
more than pure speculation. There
are two distifu-t lines of thought.
One feels that the companies
should use the period of grace left

them until all TV receivers will he
in color. The other argues that any
wholesale dumping of films on the
TV market not only would hurt the
b.o., hut also would tend to reduce
prices to the absolute minimum.

Exec of one of the companies
'Commented last week that, in one

respect at least, film industry strat-

egy had already misfired. Where
at one time it was thought that it

would be best to hold on and wait
until there are iffore stations on
the air, it’s been found that, in-

stead of going up. TV rentals are
smaller.

Apparently contradicting this

view, and seen as a forerunner of
things to come. Samuel Goldvvyn is

readying a batch of his old films
for sale to TV, features are actual-
ly owned by Mrs. Goldvvyn. hut
that's considered a tax technicality.

Skouras Prediction
Observers recall the statement

by Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox
prexy, earlier this year when he
said that wide acceptance of Cine-
maSeope would eventually make
possible the sale of standard ver-
sion films to the broadcasters. They
now wonder, with color TV around
tlx* corner, whether this statement
is still realistic.

In one respect, at least. 20th has
already taken the bull by the
horns. With the switch to Cinema-
scope making all of 20th's stock
library on the Coast obsolete, pro-
duction vevpte Darryl F. Zanuck
reportedly is ready no sell such
stock footage at $7.50 a foot to all

comers, including TV.

Distrib attitude vs. the release
of films to TV is still wry much
colored by the exhib argument that
strengthening TV with Hollywood
feature product is equivalent to
writing a death warrant for thea-
tres. At the same time distrib execs
are showing slightly less concern
over a possible exhib boycott, such

,

as hit Republic after it tied up
with TV. The companies aren’t un-
awares that, with their pix so radi-
cally reduced in number, exhibs
can’t be as choosey as they used
to he and they certainly aren’t in
a position to refuse product on any
extensive scale.

j

What worries the distribs is

whether it pays to dump Large
blocks of pix on the TV market
when they are virtually certain to

I

get little for them. There’s the
argument, too. that, until the prod-
uct gap is bridged, many of the
oldies may continue to have residu-
al value in them via reissues both
domestically and abroad.

Point is made also that, ns of
i
the moment at least. TV doesn’t
have a scanner to pick up color

;

film. There are reports that, when
one is finally developed, there may-
be difficulties in transmitting color
pix lensed over the past two

I decades.
i

L. A. to N. Y.
Anna Maria Alberghetti
William Bacher
Joan Bennett
A I Bernie
John Cameron
Lee J. Cobb _
A1 Daff
Armand Deutsch
John Emery
Eva Gabor
Magda Gabor
Greer G arson
Tamara Geva
Hy J. Glick
David Golding
Samuel Goldwyn
Cary Grant
Huntz Hall
George Jesscl
Fay Kanin
Bert Lahr
Angela Lansbury
Peter Lawford
Fre.dric March
Marguerite Piazza
Milton R. Rackmil
Ron Randell
Natalie Schafer
George Tobias
Mike Todd
Herbert Wilcox
Hugo Winterhalter
Gig Young

Europe to N. Y.
Rudy Burns
Paul Douglas
Oscar Hammerstein 2d
Ben Henry
Paul Kohner
Juliana Larson
Aline MacMahon
Patrice Munsel
Rig hard Rodgers
Arturo Toscanini
Robert Wilson
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FILMS’ ROLE IN NATION’S AD BOOM
No Whiskey Relief

In connection with the film advertising (see adjoining story, it

is significant that liquor advertising is on a space-buying spree be-

tween now and Christmas. This is always the big booze-buying sea-

son, perhaps 40co of the year, but it’s especially competitive this

year because the two leaders, Schenley and Seagram, are in bitter

rivalry for the leadership in moderate-priced blends. Schenley
alone has appropriated an extra $5,000,000 to sell its “decanter"
bottle on the Schenley Reserve label in an eiTorl to close the gap
against the field-leading Seagram 7 Crowns.
Liquor shares one thing with films: a common yen to get relief

from excise taxes. Here is the news from whiskey that will ring

a bell in the picture industry: whiskey men who have gotten lip

sympathy at the White House now learn they have practically no
chance for a reduction in the spring, as they hoped, of the $10.50
per gallon tax. That stays.

H’wood’s 'Operation Quality’ Stresses

Fewer But More Important Releases

U.S, SELL' HITS i

Advertising Problem of Cinerama Is

To Make Public Realize the Difference

The film industry is moving into

the second and, hopefully, the pay-

off plia.se of Operation Quality.

Production cutbacks over the past

nine months are about to be re-

flected in a markedly sharper drop
in the number of features in re-

lease. Now' to be determined is

the wisdom of that widely adopted
policy which calls for fewer but

more important films (i.e., more
size, more values, more product in

budget*.
4

Metro has only seven produc-

tions swinging into distribution

during the current month through
December. As concerning new'

tensing 22 pictures were started

so far this year, compared with 36
during the same time span in 1952.

Warner Bros., which released 24

films from last Jan. 1 through to

the present, started only 13 new
productions in the same period.

Paramount started rolling 10 new
ones this year, to date, in contrast

with last year’s 17. Universal is

running five behind last year’s total

of 25. RKO continues as a unique
puzzler (the studio is now idle

>

but. for the record, last year’s

total of five new’ pix rolling as of

this date is equalled in the cur-

rent year.
In a class by itself, of course, is

20th-Fox with its complete studio

shift to CinemaScope. Company
has cleaned out entirely its non-
C’Scope pix but will release con-

ventional product turned out by
Leonard Goldstein’s Panoramic
Productions, which functions as an
independent outfit. First from
Goldstein is skedded for Jan-
uary, consequently theatremen un-

(Continued on page 22>

DE MILIE TUT-TUTS TELE

It’s Still the Story, That
Counts—Not Novelty

New Orleans. Oct. 20.

Cecil B. DeMille came here Fri-

day (16* to participate in the Ses-
quicentennial celebration of the
Louisiana Purchase and was
pressed into service by E. V.
Richards, theatre exec and general
chairman of the event, to narrate
the ceremony of the transfer of the
Louisiana territory from France to

j

I in
u
^^ u s.

I

throwing

While here, DeMille scoffed at

pessimists who cry that television

is killing motion pictures. “Re-
member, w'hen the movies were
young they were a novelty, too.”

TV hasn’t bothered any of iiis pro-.|

ductions.
“My ‘Samson and Delilah’

—

which, incidentally the critics

didn't like—grossed more than

any other picture I have ever

made. I followed with ‘The Great-

est Show’ On Earth,’ and that was
an even bigger grosser.”

PUBLICITY-AD

UNIONSETS

PACT

‘Premeditated’ Plan Of

Forced Shortage Forces

Rentals Up—Berger
Minneapolis, Oct. 20.

In current North Central Allied
bulletin president Bennie Berger
charges major film companies with
‘premeditated’’ plan to create
product shortage in order to in-

crease film rentals. This, he pre-

dicts. will force many small thea-
tres to shutter and, resultantly,
tiring public pressure on Congress
to make film industry public util-

ity. “a public servant that will be
required to deliver all good pic-

tures to all small theatres on live

and let live basis.”
Berger tells members, too. “3-D

is deader than a dodo and Cinema-
Scope, selling at 70°c isn't what
its cracked up to be and will mean
little to average Allied exhibitor
for months, and, perhaps, years to
come."

Berger declares he came away l

from recent Allied convention in
j

have been unrepresented

Boston very pessimistic because it ®ral years and recently

was made apparent distributors are
attempting to turn business from
niass to class entertainment, thus
sentencing many theatres to death.

“People in small communities
aren't going to stand idly by and
see their main streets darkened
and theatres closed by heartless
monopoly," declares Berger. “Be-
fore we re forced to the wall I ask
fellow exhibitors to urge their sen-
J h>rs and congressmen enact legis-
lation that ,will make film distri-
bution a public utility.”

Wage hikes of $7.50 per week

have been received by N. Y. home-
’

office pub-ad staffers at RKO Pic-

'

tures and RKO Theatres as a re-

sult of new contracts signed last

week between the film outfits and
j

the Sign, Pictorial and Display !

Union, Local 230. AFL. Boosts*
are retroactive to Oct. 26 and Dec.

j

17, 1952, respectively, expiration

dates of the former pacts. Current
agreements run until the end of

1954.

New pacts, establishing separate
categories for publicists and ad-

vertising-art staffers, calls for new
weekly minimums. Senior publi-

cists are dowm for $135. publicists, ;

$100; associate publicists. $75; ap-
;

prentices, $50. Minimums for

senior advertising artists are
’

$135; artists. $100; art assistants,
1

$75; apprentices, $50.

Dicker at Republic

Display union, which obtained a

$10 across-the-board hike for i

Loevv’s Theatres staffers several i

months ago. is currently dickering
j

with Republic for a pact for his
j

flackery employees. Rep staffers

for sev- i

selected

Local 230 as their bargaining agent

in a National Labor Relations

Board election.

Pub-ad workers al Paramount.
[

only unit to be represented by the i

Motion Picture Homeoffice Em-
ployees Union. Local H 63. IATSK.
are currently beginning negotia- 1

tions with Par and are set to ask

for a 15r> salary boost. Screen
Publicists Guild. Distributive. Proc-

,

essing and Office Workers of

America, representing pub-ad stat-

i fers al Warner Bros. |

'UUUfUUU'
Bv ROBERT J. LANDRY

There is an unrestrained boom
in all forms of advertising
throughout the American economy
at the present time. By year's end
advertising volume, all industries
and all media included, will ap-

proach the* imagination-rocking
peacetime grand total of $7,500,-

000,000. This is about 50,rr above
the $5,000,000,000 gross advertis-

ing had readied at the end of

World War II, when the boast was
coupled to the fear that this pros-

perity represented soft wart ax dol-

lars that would presently cease
flow ing.

In the light of the continuing
boom in all advertising, the ques-
tion spontaneously arises as to

whether motion pictures, which in

the past did so much to pioneer
modern “sell.” are keeping up with
the onward sweep of a national

economy with 62,000,000 jobs.

Actually, motion picture adver-
tising has been somewhat laggard,

since 1953 was a year of recovery
of self-confidence within the indus-

try and discovery of tomorrow. But
if 1953 advertising practice was
uneven in enthusiasm, the proph-
ets have now gone on record that

a new era of big pictures is now-

here demanding big sell and
heavy responsibility to

advertising.
Moving picture advertising cor-

responds to prevailing production-
exhibition rhythms at given com-
panies. Always has and probably
always will be that way. Hence,
RKO is no more than an in-and-

out user of advertising just now',

while Warners, after a lull, is again

making itself felt. A company like

Republic is fairly cautious on ad-

vertising but takes oft the elastic

band for an occasional picture like

“The Quiet Man." And so on.

1953 Standouts

Film advertising in 1953 has

been dominated by a number of

trendpointers. The giantism of the

CinemaScope launchings stands

out, 20th-Fox putting up sizeable

chunks of extra money every-

where. Less frequent and confined

to limited playings but also Bar-

numesque have been the splashes

for Cinerama. Another dramatic
;

factor of 1953 when viewed in

perspective is the revitalization of

United Artists. As recently as 1951 i

it was a sorrowful case of no
product and no money at UA, *

which may have spent as little as

$100,000 on advertising that year.
|

Currently UA is advertising In the
;

millions, although handicapped by
the need for each individual re-

1

leasing producer to individually
;

agree to terms.

"Moulin Rouge” w as a big
j

spender on S|>ece and time, ran

around $600,000. “High Noon,"
i

“Moon Is Blue” and most recently]

"Return to Paradise" are other UA
releases to spend largely.

What portion of film advertising

is going to the new advertising

(Continued on page 66-

SHOWMANSHIP SCHOOL

Despite the competition of 201 h-

Fox’s CinemaScope, “The Robe,’*

Cinerama, the “daddy" of the

Assn, of M.P. Advertisers Lines I p widescreen processes, continues to

l‘! Classes At Axtor
! display remarkable b.o. strength In

—
]

the five cities — New York, Dei
Associated Motion Picture Ad-

j

(roil. Los Angeles, Chicago ami
vertisers. New York film pub-ad Philadelphia—w here It is current

-

group, begins the second session

ot its -"showmanship school on
Thursday. Nov. 5 Series will con-

sist of 12 lectures and seminar
discussions, with meetings set for

every Thursday evening at the Ho-

tel Axtor from 6:15 to 8 p in. Fee

tor the complete course is $15.

Lecturers, who represent vari-

ous phases of the film Industry,

wilt include Alfred K. DatY. exec

veepee of Universal; S. II. <Si* Fa-

bian. proxy of Stanley Warner and
Fabian Theatres; Wilbur Snaper,

head of Allied States Assn.;

Charles M. Reagan, Metro sales

chief; Max Youngsteln. United Ar-

tists veepee; Jonas Rosenfeld. Jr.,

public relations topper of Italian

Films Export, and many other in-

dustry leaders.

40 FEATURES

TO ROLL IN

EUROPE
Hollywood, Oct. 20

More than 40 feature films will

he produced in Europe during the

next 12 months as a result of an
increasing number of partnerships
between indie American and indie

European producers. This will

provide a welcome source of addi-

tional cinematic entertainment in

the face of drastic cuts in Holly-

wood activity due to widescreen,
general confusion and mounting
costs.

Most deals call for absolute min-
imum use of dollars. Paramount
lias seven picture deal with Ponti-

DeLaurentiis. starting with Kirk
Douglas starrer. “Ulysses," fol

lowed bv “Mombo" anil “AHila the

Hun.”
Lippert lias new eight picture

(Continued on page 22*

Iv showing. Cinerama hi/, in gen-
eral. lias followed a steady pat-

tern. reaching a levelling off point

which varies infrequently.

Following sock openings, biz

dwindles off slightly as I lie public

has to lie convinced tliat the
medium is different from 3 I), big

screens and CinemaScope. Ill sit-

uations where Cinerama has hail

to follow other new film projection

techniques. Cinerama’s bally staff,

aided by word of mouth patron
comment s. lias apparently suc-
ceeded in convincing the public
that the medium offers something
different. Cinerama, it’s admitted,
requires penetration, but once
this is achieved It displays remark-
able staying power, with biz in t lie

same category of a tilt Broadway
legit show. Even as a two-a-day
legit-type attraction. Cinerama is

easily topping t he runs of legit of-

ferings in mitside-of-Gottiam en-
gagements.

In Detroit, for example, “This
Is Cinerama." first film In the
medium, grossed more than $1.-

000.000 since Its opening on
March 25. 1953. At the beginning
of its second year in New York,
where it lias already grossed $2,-

225,000. Cinerama ts also approach-
ing t he $1,000,000 mark in Los An-
geles, where It is ill its fifth

month. It is also chalking up
smash hi/ in Chicago and Philadel-

phia. It’s estimated ttial Cine-
rama has grossed $5,000,000 in

these five cities so far. It is slated

for 15 more key city houses tie

tween now and niid-1954, with
openings in Washington. I). C. set

for Nov. 5 and Pittsburgh for early

December.

Glass Leaves Kramer
George Glass, v.p. of both the

Stanley Kramer producing and
' distributing companies, is parting

from Kramer after an association

!
that began in 1947.

He has had talks of a new affilia-
1

tion with several other outfits, in-

I

eluding Burt Lancaster's Norma
! Productions, but doesn’t contem-
plate any deal until his contract

|

with Kramer expires early next

year. He has associate producer
credit on several Kramer produc-

• tions.

Film Ad Data Hard To Dig

mfIM trAllIDlH/n dir unmivu.) pm-ui -

porting to represent what film producers spend in support of

releases. “That’s supposed to dazzle us. Cut it iri half.” is a

Reliable data on Ihe advertising expenditures of America's film

theatres is hard to come by. First off nobody is sure how many
film houses there are. Some estimate 15,000, some 20,000. You

take your pick. Similarly guesses as to the number of houses

closed in recent years vary widely and go as high as 5.500

Most exhibitors are distinctly skeptical of round figures pur-
thf-ir

a typi-

cal observation.
Best information is that Metro and Paramount are the steady

advertisers and each probably is spending $4,000,000 It is likely

that with the splurging for “The Robe" and CinemaScope 20th-

Fox is right up there with Metro and Par.

A company such as Columbia spends about $1 500.000 to $1,800 -

000 for its annual lineup generally. But in the* recent instance ol

“Salome,” which “lent itself" to a robust ad push a total of $750,000

was allotted for ads.

Film company advertising has become highly flexible, reactive*

to the whims of the theatre market. Time was when widespread

insertions could be depended to increase receipts at the boxofTice

for any film. But t tie public now will not be .induced to accept

mediocrity. Added advertising support for clinkers has become
dubious investment.

Conversely, films with obvious audience appeal receive a ho
lift commensurate with the ad money.

Par Theatres in Black

But ABC Part of It

Still Has to Get There
American Broadcasting - Para-

mount Theatres bad estimated
earnings of $7,559,000 for the first

nine* months of 1953, Leonard
Goldenson. president, reported in

a letter to stockholders this week.
The profit comprised $3,182,000
from operations and $4,377,000
from capital gains.

AB-PT's net for the first nine
months of 1952 amounted to $5.-

435.000, including $3,970,000 from
operations and $ ! .405,000 in cap
gains

Estimated consolidated earnings
for the third quarter of the current
year were listed at $1,009,000. in-

j

eluding $946,000 from operations
and $63,000 ol cap gains. Net tor

• the same quarter Of last year was
($1,927,000, Including $1,627,000
from operations and $300,000 in

' cap gains.

Earnings for the 1953 nirie-

incmth period equalled $1 82 per
common share on 3.967.518 shares
outstanding, after preferred divi-

dends of $354,928 For the first

;
nine months of 1952. Hie profit was

i

equal [to $1.65 |H*r share on 3.300 -

830 common .shares outstanding
'Continued on page 66'

NOT ONE MALE ACTOR

ON WARNER PAYROLL
Hollywood. Oct 20

The exit of Me-rve Griffin from
Warner Bros leaves studio with-

out one exclusively patted male
pei former for probably first time

in history ol any major company

As result of Griffin's departure

pan in “Star Is Born" slated tor

Inin has been handed to James
BrOwn Studio also set Lucy Me-
Yleer for role in “Star." inking hot

i lo term pact simultaneously.
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Here Lome the Glrla
(MUSICAL-COLOR)

Bob Hope lifhlwelfht and
amusing musical comedy; okay
lioulbilitlei.

Hollywood. Ofct. 20.

Paramount release- ol Paul Jones pro

riuttion Star* Bob |lop»*, Tony Martin.

Arlene Dahl Rosemary Clooney, co-btars

Mill.nl Mitchell, William Dcmarcst; lea-

t.aes lied Clark. Robert Strauss Di-

i •• i ted b" Claude Binyon Screenplay.
Kdmund Hartmann. Hal Kanter; camera
< l ee hii eoliu i. Lionel l.indon; editor. Ar-

thur Schmidt, music' direction. Ly/i

Mu.rav, ct:,nc<* created and «ta«ed hy
Mfk c.xil*: sonic Jay Livingston and
It iv fhun Previewed Oct. Iti '53. Ilun-

ii: off t 111 •. 71 MINS.
Boh Hope

... Tony Martm
Arlene Dahl

, . Hosemai v ( loc. iey
Milli.nl Mile lell

. . William limn rt st

lied Clark
Rohe 1 1 S’, i . 14 ms

/.amah Cnnninj:h;.m
Frank Or..'i

Alfred T. Willi, m*

.

Sea of Lost Ships
(SONG)

Well-done drama of the Coast
Guard and Ita North Atlantic
“Ice patrols.” Good chances.

f>. mil •• > uc ditrabb
Alien TfeiL
li i ne I’.. i!. v

D nv ( iii .rtt
A 'il l I . n il |'t dsb .

,

limns I .ic a n
II ii .v rii r

.l.ii k . re .‘>i .her
Mr;. f p-.r r.i« •.

Mi t! rr cl I'c.i d
I u'ii s -i Brothers

iie> >i Howard Anderson. Prim e

c Sficiicer, Hufus l.. Mi Donald

Hob llo,.t» is the 'sparkplug who
k*’ |-s Come the Girls’’ alive

and kicking. His name heading
Ihe v r lineup means it has okay
possibilities. The sheer nonsense
is .* it). • musical comedy lines.

I I 'lit v. e i.t but smiling enough to

clock sul.ie ent giggles and guffaws
as i. *tr. out its 7/ minutes.
The i\-ul Jones production lives

up to i.s musical connotations and
title ly using plenty of comely
femmes and production numbers.
Nearly ev ry one of the eight songs
forms a production piece and all

of Umm a eye-pleasers because
ol the beautifully costumed
femme s. When they aren’t around.
Hope is, so the show mixes its

brighter assets well to keep spec-

tator interest up. The plot line

is a nonsensical hodge-podge fram-
ing Hope’s brash, smart-aleck
comedy talents, and Claude Bin-

yon’s t.i ruction makes the most of

Hollywood, Oct. 20.
Republic release of Joseph Kane pro-

duction Stars John Derek. Wanda Hen-
drix. Waiter Brennan; features Kit hard
Jaeckel, Tom TuU.v. Barton MaoLane.
Erin O'Brien Moore, Ben Cooper. Directed
by Kane. Screenplay. Steve Flaher; atory.
Norman Reilly Maine; camera.. Reggie
l.anninjt; editor, Kirhard L. Van Enxer;
special effect!. Howard and Theodore
l.ydecker. Previewed Oct. 16, '53. Running
time. IS MINS.
(Dad Matthews . . John Derek
Pat Wanda Hen.lrix
Chief O’Malley Walter Brennan
llap O'Malley Richard Jaeck^‘1
Captain Holland ....... Tom Tully
Captain Matthew! ... Barton MacLsne
Mix. O'Malley . Erin O'Brien Moore
3rd Crewman Ben Cooper
I'ele Bennett Darryl Hickman
Capt. of the Eagle ....... Ho.v Robert!
Hear Admiral Tom Power!
Captain Welch Richard Hale
Executive Officer James Brown
Copter Pilot , Douglas Kennedy
1,1. Rogers Steve Brodie
Pilot John Hudson

Republic aims a kudo at the
United States Coast Guard with
this well-made serviee feature and
it should enjoy a good run through
the eompany’s regular market.
This title doesn’t cue an accurate
image of the film’s content. Excel-
lent sea action and some authentic
North Atlantic footage are knitted
together by an adequate story line

and the offering comes off success-
fully.

Joe Kane serves as associate
producer-director on the Steve
Fisher script, which was
from a story by Norman
Haine. A camera crew sent
North Atlantic picked up
among the ice bergs and

taken
Reilly
to the
scenes
stormy

the chuckles.
Hope. Tony

mary Clooney
singers of the
Evans numbers
chore is the

Martin and
are the chief
Jay Livings'ion-Ray
Martin’s principal
pashy “Heavenly

Days,” which he croons to an as-

sortment of girls during a produc-
tion number. A chorus or two of

•’Never So Beautiful” to Arlene
Dahl is bis other song spot. “When
You Love Someone” gets the full

ballad treatment from Miss
Clooney, as does, in more razzle-

dazzle style. ”Ali Baba.’’ The lat-

te.' sets up a big production

nam her that segues into Hope
challenging th*. Four Step Brothers
at trips "Girls” is an appropri-

a.eiy titled tune that opens the
show. Hope and Miss Clooney
work over ”Ya Got Class’ as a

nice s.mw spot. The comic and
Miss Dahl are together on “It's

Torment” and. for the finale. “See
the Circus” is used as a produc-
tion piece.
Dance numbers are flashily

staged hy Nick Castle and prove
effective for eight values, as well

as a tramework for much of Hope’s
comedy antics as a chorus boy who
is made star of the show. He thinks
it's filial recognition of his talent,

not knowing he’s only t lie bait to

trap a slasher who carves up any
admirer of Miss Dahl's. The
laughs come from Hope's inability

1o (in any number right and
colossal romeit in believing he
do no wrong.

I’crfot inance-w ise. Martin and
M.'-s Clooney answer to the light

dt mauds on them and sho*\ hest

in the son. s. Miss Dahl is required
lo wear striking costumes and gen-
erally lie. eratc t lie film. This she
do. s i.i abundance. The late Mil-
J'.rd Ylitchell has several scenes as

Hope - step-father and William
D. ‘in,'.rest plays an undercover cop
on the watch for Robert Strauss,

the slasher Fred Clark shines as

the harassed producer. /.amah
Cunningham, as Hopes doting
tool her. and Frank Orth, begrimed
coal dealer, are good.
Edmund Hartmann and Hal

Kanter fashioned the chuckle-
larded succession of gags that pass

for a screenplay. There’s no real

belly-laughs. Lionel Lindon's
Technicolor lcnsiiig is handsome,
as are the art direction, tile set-

t m; ; mi costumes of the 1900 era
background. Lyn Murray handled
the musical direction well, work-
ing with special orchestral arranger
m nts hv Van Cleave. It is appar-
ent that Arthur Schmidt's editing
has trimmed much original footage
from the film to bring it down to

its pit sent 77 minutes. Hron.

seas of that area, giving impact.
Also included is stock from Coast
Guard files never before used in a

feature film so, overall, the pic-

ture wears a correct air of authen-

j

ticity, A scene of a plane ditching
Rose-

1

in the sea, another of a polar bear
song-

;

romping among ice floes, and
others of the square-rigged Coast
Guard training ship at sea are
good action stuff.

The plot is one of son following
family tradition. John Derek plays
the grownup boy, raised by Coast
Guard Chief Walter Brennan after
his father. Barton MacLane, has
died heroically saving a base from
explosion. Derek, undergoing ca-
det training at the Coast Guard
Academy with Richard Jaeckel,
son of Brennan, has a misunder-
standing with his foster brother
over Wanda Hendrix. He's in-

volved in a drunken accident and
kicked out of the Academy. Bren-
nan persuades him to start at the
bottom as an enlistee and the reg-
ulation plot is concerned with his

making the grade again, winning
the girl and making up with
Jaeckel.
Where the picture scores is in

its depiction of Coast Guard duty,
protecting shipping lanes from ice

bergs—a mission it has carried on
since the sinking of the Titanic in

1913—and performing heroic res-

cues at sea. along with the more
routine work-a-day duties that fall

to this service arm. Expertly man-
aged is the sequence involving a

ship being trapped on an ice berg
and its subsequent freeing by the
CO.

Stars Derek. Miss Hendrix and
Brennan, plus the featured players
including Jaeckel, Tom Tully. Mac-
Lane. Erin O'Brien-Moore and Ben
Cooper, bring off their roles satis-

factorily under Kane’s direction
Top-notch technical credits go to

Reggie Canning for lensing; How-
ard and Theodore Lvdecker for
special effects, editing and scoring.
Picture is available for wide-
screen projection and shows up
well under this presentation. “Just
One Kiss” is an okay ballad bv
Victor Young and Ned Washing-
ton. Brog.

nicolor's tinted photography, add
the entry some sparkle but the

“book" is lacking In originality and
the players simply are uneasy.

Compensating factor is the total

of 11 songs < music by Sammy Tain,
lyrics by Paul Francis Webster)
which gives the production of the
recently deceased William Jacobs
some entertainment wallop in spots

and should help the salability. Fair
to okay returns are in prospect.

Doris Day works very, very hard
at being "Calamity” and is hardly
realistic at all. She'd register fine

as a country girl in calico or a

cutie from the chorus line bui
strain shows through in her essay-
ing of the hard and dynamic Ca-
lamity character.

Howard Keel handles the Bill

Hickok assignment with listless

amiability. In the vocal end, he
renders the ballad, "Higher Thun
a Hwk." with full authority and
teams with Miss Day in a lighter
tune, “I Can Do Without You,” in
ingratiating fashion.

“The Deadwood Stage” is a fast

and colorful number given robust
piping hy Miss Day. “Stage” and
“Hawk” could click via strong plug-
ging. “Black Hills of Dakota” and
"Secret Love” also should prove
contenders in the jukebox circuit,
the lyric being particularly good
in both instances. Miss Day races
through “Just Blew in From 4 he
Windy City” as though time were
running out hut it’s a catchy tune
that could catch on.

More in the novelty groove is
“
’Tis Harry I’m Plannin’ to Marry”

which Allyn McLerie puts across
in a blight song and dance num-
ber.

While flavorful. a nijmber of the
"Calamity” songs suggest othm*
scores of other years. As a matter
of fact, the entire film seems a

little familiar, having some ingre-
dients in common with "Annie Get
Your Gun" and “Oklahoma.”
James O'Hanlon scrijpt, as di-

rected by David Butler, plays out
unimaginatively. The romantic
switch wherein Keel and Miss Day
discover pat h other is on the trite

side. The Philip Carey-Miss Mc-
Lerie love ticup is weak story
telling. The dialog throughout is

commonplace.
In staging and directing the

musical numbers Jack Donohue
contributed some engaging mo-
ments. "A Woman’s Touch” turn
with Miss Day and Miss McLerie,
wherein they decorate a cabin, is a
refreshing interlude. In other
spots, though. Donohue might have
calmed down Miss Day from her
jet-paced vocalizing.

Technical work is standard, s^t

decoration (G. W. Berntsen) and
wardrobe (Howard Shoup) are no-
ticeably definite assets. Gene.

All th<> llrotlaers
Valiant
(COLOR)

Wore

Sea adventure feature with
good promotional aspects and
names to help towards satisfac-
tory b.o. generally.

his

can i

Joel Shore .

Mark Shore
Priscilla Holt
Native (Drl
Silva
Ketcher
(Joint
Caf>t. Molt
Asa WHthcn
James Finch .

Diik Morrell
Carter
Cook

and a rambling story lin*. Stars

Robert Taylor, Stewart Granger

and Ann Blyth are competent but

the people they portray haven’t

enough depth or reality to come

robustly alive.

Taylor and Granger are brothers

in a seafaring family. When Gran-

ger, the elder, disappears on a

whaling voyage, Taylor takes over

his ship and, with his bride, Miss

Blyth, sails off to find him. At a

South Seas stopover he finds

Granger and the plot makes quite

a point of conflict between the

brothers’ personalities. Granger

goes for his brother’s bride and

incites a mutiny aboard ship, which
he wants to use to recover a for-

tune in pearls he? had found dur-

ing his disappearance. Finale finds

the bad brother turning straight

and dying heroically while helping

Taylor put down the mutiny, while

the bride returns to her husband’s

arms.

The spectacle adventure with a

harpooned whale comes over as

a solid action portion of the foot-

age. So does a storm at sea and
other sailing stuff. The action in

a flashback portion concerned with

Granger’s disappearance, romance
with Betta St. John, an island

belle, and pearl-hunting is a mix-

ture of grim violence and death,

brutally handled but some of the

sting is lessened because it is a

sequence dealing with the past,

not the present.

James Whitmore and Kurt Kasz-

nar are two particularly villainous

characters that figure in the flash-

back. Keenan Wynn is seen as a

whaler with a grudge aboard the

ship. The late Lewis Stone, Rob-
ert Burton. Peter Whitney, John
Lupton and James Bell are among
others seen more prominently in

the action.

George Folsev contributes a

beautiful lensing job in displaying

the settings and players in color.

A. Arnold Gillespie and Warren
Newcombe are credited with the

excellent special effects, and Mik-
los Rozsa’s score is appropriate to

the adventuring. Broy.

Albert, R. N,
(BRITISH)

London, Oct. 8.
Well done British-made prison
camp metier, lacks names for
U.S. market.

Man of Confliel

Father son drama for program-
mer bookings, starring Edward
Arnold, John Agar, Susan
Morrow; mild entertainment.

Hollywood, Oct. 16.

MG M release of Panriro S. Bcrrmn
production. Stare Robert Taylor. Stewart
Granger. Ann Blyth; features Betta St.
John. Keenan Wynn. James Whitmore.
Kurt Kns/nar. Directed by Hieh.Td
Thorpe. Screenplay. Harry Brown; based
on the story by Ben Ames Williams;
camera (Technicolor), Georpc Folsc.v;
•editor. Feii is Webster; special effects.
A. Arnold Gillespie. Warren Newcombe;
music. Miklos Mo/s;:. Previewed Oct. 7.
‘S3. lUmninK time, 94 MINS.

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Independent (Atlas) release of Hal R.
Mukelim production. Siars Edward Ar-
nold. John Acar. Susan Morrow; features
Fay Hoope, Herbert Heyes. Dorothy Pat-
rick. Directed by Makelim. Original
screenplay, Hal Richards; camera. Harold
Stine; editors, William Shea, Chandler
House: music. Albert Glasser. Previewed
Oct. 15. ’53. Running time, 71 MINS.

j

j R Compton Edward Arnold
\ Hay Compton . .. John Agar
Jane Jcnks .. Susan Morrow

I Kd Jenks Fay Hoope
I
Evans Herbert Heyes
Bitty Dorothy Patrick

j

Official Bob Carson
{

Murdock . Hussell Hicks
Cornwall John Hamilton

1
Miss Garner Lovvss Bradley
Preston Leslie < I Pace
Watchman Frank O’Connor
Captain of Police Lee Phelps
Butler .. ............. Allan Schutc
Doctor . . . John Holland

Ero* FUmt production and release
Stars Anthony Steel. Jack Warner. Rob.
ert Beatty, William Sylvester. Produced
by Daniel M. Angel. Directed by Lew «
Gilbert. Screenplay. Vernon Harris andGu? **or*»n > b«*d on play by Morgan
and Edward Sammls; camera, Jack Ash.-r
editor, Charlea Hesse; music. Malcolm
Arnold. At Odeon. Marble Arch. London
Oct. 7, '53. Running time. II MINS.
Lt. Geoffrey Ainsworth... Anthonv Steel

ffP*:.
MM

^
do
Jc JMck Earner

Lt. Jim Reid Robert Beattv
Lt. '‘Texas'' Norton... William Sylvester
Lt. Henry Adams Michael Balfour

1

B*rton •••’ Guy Middleton
Lt. Erickson Paul Carpenter
Commander Dawson Moultrie Kelsall
Commander Brennan.... Eddie Byrne
H ••• Geoffrey HihVih
Lt. Browne Peter Jones
Camp Koinmandant Frederick \ tig
Hauptmann Schultz ... Anton Diffrina
Hermann Frederick Schiller
telriwebel Walter Cotell
Obergefreitcr Peter Swanwick

“Albert, R.N.” is the latest in
the cycle of prison camp mellers,

j

but like its predecessors, should

J

rack up steady grosses where this
type of offering is acceptable. It
has a name cast of local marquee
value as well as its quota label to
sell it in the British market, but
unknown for the U.S. However, it

may get by in America on its

dramatic appeal.

The setting Is a German camp
for allied naval officers, the action
taking place late in 1944. The
camp is regarded by its German
masters as escape-proof and admit-
tedly various attempts to breakout
have been frustrated bv alert
prison guards. That is. until one of
the internes hits on the idea of
making a dummy to cover lip for
an absentee. The result is the
emergence of “Albert. R.N.” with a
papier mache head and a wire-
framed body.

The first attempt fails when ihe
escaped prisoner gets caught by
the Gestapo near the camp. On the
second try, the originator of the
idea again fails at the last moment.
He takes the third chance but

,
stops to eliminate a new, vicious

! camp commandant before making
his dash to freedom.

Camp atmosphere is effective.
There is plenty of talk about
women but it is an all-male cast

1

.

The main problem is the battle
against monotony and for liberty.

A solid all-round cast admirably
fits into the plot. Anthony Steel
handsomely suggests the voung
artist responsible for the creation
of “Albert” and Jack Warner i.s

reliably cast as the senior British

officer who maintains discipline
with understanding in the camp.
Robert Beatty, William Sylvester
and Guy Middleton are among the
principal POWs. Frederick Valk is

a sympathetic camp commandant,
but Anton Diffring suggests the

typical ruthless Nazi type.

Pic is smoothly directed by
Lewis Gilbert, with fine camera
work by Jack Asher. Myro.

•Iiw*k Slade
(SONG)

Violent western for fans of

brutal blood-letting: not for
general or family audiences.

Cnlmiiily •lane
(SONGS—COLOR)

Unimaginative hokum but col-
orful staging and good tunes
to help provide fair business.

Aldrich Script Unpaid
Los Angeles. Oct. 120.

Writer-director Robert Aldriih
filed a $10,000 suit in Suoorior
Court against producer Irving
Allen charging breach of contract
in connection with the proposed
p -eduction of “The Gamma P.o-
pe ”

Picture was to have been made
in England but never got started.
Aldrich, who comnlotcd the sere n-
play, says he has not been paid.

Waynrr Bros, role.ise of William Jacobs
production Stars Dot is Day, llovi.ird
Keel; features AUjn Mel.erie. Philip
l arev. link Wesson. Paul Harvey. Chubby
John -on. Gale Bobbins. Directed b> David
Butler Screenplay, .lames O'Hanlon; ram
era (Technicolor*. Wilfrid M. Cline; edi-
tor, Irene Morr.1; musical direction. Rav
Hcindorf; musical numbers staged and
directed by Jack Donohue; original soncx.
Simmy Fain (music) and Paul Francis
Webster (lyrics). Previewed in NY. Oct.
15. .53 Running time, 100 MINS.
Calamity Jane Dora* Day
Wild Bill Hickok Howard Keel
Katie Brown ........... Alljn McLerfe
Lt. Gilmartin Philip Carey
Francis Fryer ............ Dick Wesson
Henry Miller Paul Harvey
Rattlesnake Chubby Johnson
Adelaide Adams ..... Gale Bobbins

Aaron
Peter
Varde
Smith
Stevenson
Jones

Burnh;
How

in

Robert Tay’or
Stewart Granger

Ann B|yth
. . Betta St John

Keenan Wynn
James Whitmore

Kurt Kaszn n
i.owis Stone

. Robert Burton
. Peter Whitney
.. John Lupton
Jonathan Cott
Mitchell Lewis

... James Bell
. . . Leo Gordon

Michael Pate
Clancy Cooper
Frank deKova

. Henry Rowland

Giving such wild west characters
as Calamity Jane and Wild Bill

Hickok a workout in a tuned-in
western doubtless had strong possi-
bilities as screen entertainment but
Warners comes close to missing the
stagecoach. Colorful s?‘!i nr,s trd
costumes, nicely accented in Tecii-

Some good star names and stout
promotional aspects are packaged
in “All the Brothers Were Valiant”
to qualify it as a regulation ro-
mance-adventure spectacle that
can hit a satisfactory bo. gait in
general release. Stars and angles,
rather than story worth and im-
pact, sharpen the film’s chances.

Technicolorcd special effects in
the Pandro S. Berman production
are used to advantage to spotlight
the high romance of adventuring
on the hounding main. Film’s big
moments include the excitement
stirred up by the dangers of 19th
century whaling and the climactic
mass battle with mutineers aboard
a sailing vessel, although the latter
sequence is kept going a bit too
long.

Directorial vigor of Richard
Thorpe helps picture through its

faltering spots. The latter come
from sir'’ 'ow <*’'

r

develop-
ment in the script by Harr* Brown,

The programmer market will
find “Man of Conflict” only a mild
offering. It’s a father-son drama
concerned with human values that
needs better handling than it gets
here to be effective. Film was
made independently hy Hal R.
Makelim for distribution through
his Atlas Pictures Co., indie re-
leasing outfit.

Makelim produced and directed,
and probably had a considerable
hand in the original screenplay
credited’ to Hal Richards. These
multiple efforts result in a slow-
moving, (alky and rather far-
fetched drama about an industrial
giant who tries to force his son info
assuming an equally despotic role
in the lives of his employes. The
son holds out for the dignity of
man and the joy of creation with
the hands, all values the father had
forgotten in his quest for power.
Eventually, the old man comes
around and finds himself again.

Edward Arnold plays the father,
giving the character an interpreta-
tion that alternates between roars
of laughter and roars of rage. John
Agar, as the son. doesn’t fare any
better in putting across charac-
terization Susan Morrow portrays
the girl from the other side of the
tracks in a romance with Agar.
Feature roles are contributed by
Fay Roopo. Herbert Heyes and
Dorothy Patrick.

The physical values in the pic-
ture are not impressive, having a
budget look and bad lighting that
prevent a smooth polish. Harold
Stine did the lensing. while tne
editing was contributed by William
Shea and Chandler House. Neither
are more than formula. The back-
ground sco e hy Albert Glasser is

very busy througliOw-

:. iiroy.

Hollywood. Oct. 15.
Allied Artists release of Lindsley Car-

sons production. Stars Mark Stevens;
features Dorothy Malone. Barton Mac-
Lane. Directed bv Harold Schuster Writ-
ten by Warren Douglas: camera. William
Sickner: editor, Leonard W Herman;
score composed and conducted bv- 1’ ml
Dunlap; song, Britt Wood. Ed Bloodworm.
Previewed Oct 13 '53. Running time. 89

MINS.
Jack Slade
Virginia Dale
Jules Renl . . .

Judge ....
Dan Traver .

,

Tom Carter .

Hollis
Farnsworth .

.

Joey Slade .

.

Ned Prentice
Toby MacKny
Tump

Mirk Stevens
Dorothy Mai L ine

. Barton Maclaine

... John l.i’vl

. .. Paul Lancton
.. Harry Shann.ni
. . . John Harmon

tim Bann >n

.... Sammy Oyit

... Ron Hargrave
. . . Lee Van t ie* f

David May

Fans of brutal blood-letting will

find “Jack Slade” spilling enough
gore during its overlong P.9 min-

utes to sate any sadistic taste It

i.s the violent story of a violent

man. too homicidal for the kidd f

patrons of the regular western
program market and with nothing

that can be recommended for gen-

eral or family audiences.

The presentation hy Lindsley
Parsons has an okay stock <d

standard outdoor values, along

with illogical story motivation-,

corny acting, formula direction

and time-worn dialog cliches that

can be found in most any regula-

tion western programmer. Efforts

have been made to raise this one

to the feature class by expanding
the footage. It takes more than

running time to make a picture

,

worthwhile.

The screen story by Warren
Douglas displays seant originall y

although a try is made towards an

Offbeat oater plot. It opens with a

1 3-yen »*-oId boy ki
,,:ng a r* \ Tne

j
(Continued on page 18)
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ACADEMY TOUCHY ON ‘BIAS
9

Inventory of International Problems

American Peeves at Europeans and Vice Versa

—

See Irony in Free Access to Non-Buying Market
:

Outlook for the foreign market
during the coming year remains
good both in terms of gross busi-

ness and of dollar remittances, but

the peak in business abroad may
have been reached during 1953

and from now the problem is to

keep things from sliding downhill.

That’s the opinion of company
execs in New York who keep their

fingers at the pulse of the foreign

market. They see a number of

important factors influencing the

bo. course of U. S. film product

abroad:

1. Rising competition from
native films now being produced

in great number and seeking, and
getting, protection from their

governments.

2. Cuts in American aid. the ef-

fect of which will gradually be

felt during 1954.

3. The gradually diminishing

pool of frozen American earnings

in many countries. By the end of

1954. the better part of existing

balances should be used up in one
form or another.

4. The rising tide of European
impatience over the continued lack

of substantial earnings for their

films in the American market, and
their conviction that Americans
stack the cards against them.

Frequently mentioned, too, but

very much of an “x" factor, is the

influence in the future of Cinema-
Scope and other new cinema sys-

( Continued on page 20)

You’ll Look Better in 3-D
What they started!

New' York subways are dis-

playing carcards advertising
Figurama, “the new three-di-

mensional girdle.”

SCREEN RATIO

SOLUTIONS

REMOTE

Screen Writers Guild

Adds 47 to List Of

‘Sub-Standard’ Firms
Screen Writers Guild over the

weekend sent members a list of 47

producers branded “sub-standard”
in their dealings with the guild.

Both motion picture and telepix

producers are included in the line-

up.

Newest additions to the list in-

clude Arthur Kurlan,
r Berman

Swarttz and 3-D Productions, and
Jack L. Karen, Robert Terry and
Terry-Karen Productions. SWG ac-

cuses Kurlan of not paying for a

script because "script was not de-
livered at the due date,” although
the guild contends the writer did
finish it on schedule, and couldn’t
locate the; producer on the dead-
line day. !

Grievance committee found in

the case of Karen, Terry and Ter-
ry-Karen Productions that a writer
unable to finish a final draft for

reasons of health was nevertheless
owed the minimum for a treatment
and first draft, minus advances
which were made. It says no coin
was paid^cribbler except for mi-
nor advances for living expenses
during the work.

In the Swarttz case Grievance
committee found the writer had
been paid $350 per week for two
weeks io deliver a rough draft
screenplay in that time. Producer

• Continued on page 16»

Impression is growing that stand-
ardization on screen ratio will come
via a slow' process of evolution
rather than a single, deliberate
decision on the part of the studios.

Tradesters say such a conclusion is

inevitable in view of the fact that

a total industry swing to anamor-
phic processes is highly unlikely.

Tenor of recent statements by in-
i

responsibility

dustry execs indicates a growing and attacks.
‘ concern over the practicality and

;

desirability of Cinemascope and
other very widescreen processes
for pix requiring an intimate treat-

ment. At the same time, sentiment
appears to be gathering in favor of

a two to one screen aspect ratio

which many consider as baring the
best in that it provides height with
new' screen width.

Recent informal session of Soci-

ety of Motion Picture and Televi-

sion Engineers members at the
Loew’s screening room in N. Y.

saw Cinemascope footage on a

screen that couldn’t quite accom-
modate the full 2.55 to 1 Cinema-
Scope ratio. Results were im-
pressive according to observers
who said that the picture demon-
strated conclusively that such a

wide screen was not really needed.

Outstanding advantage of the 2

to 1 aspect ratio is that it requires

no anamorphic lens. Many theatres

(Continued on page 20)

RILES ENGEL
Hollywood, Oct. 20.

Sam Engel, chairman of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences membership commit-
tee. yesterday accused Gunther R
Lessing of “abysmal ignorance”
and “irresponsibility” for his

charges Friday that the Academy’s
Board of Governors was “loaded”
with reps from major studios. Less-
ing. board chairman of the Society
of Independent Motion Picture
Producers, resigned from the
Academy in protest at the creation
of a new administrative branch
accompanied by the appointments
of Y. Frank Freeman and Eddie
Mannix to the board from that
branch.

Engel, emphasizing he was
speaking on behalf of the Acad-
emy. declared “Mr. Lessing con-
fesses abysmal ignorance and that

I

he is not interested in the Acad-
! emy in his letter of resignation.

i

Instead of slamming the door in

my face, he could have asked for

i

information regarding the admin-
istrative branch, and received it.

|

As a responsible leader in the in-

!

dustrv, he showed tremendous ir-

in his resignation

Is It Weather, Newness or Home Vid?

Theatre TV Football Starts Weakly

“Mr. Lessing could have sought
more information, as did Spyros
Skouras, who after receiving it

then agreed to a transfer from
the executive to the administrative
branch.” said Engel. Lessing had
said he saw no reason for estab-
lishing the administrative branch,
averring it was synonymous with

(Continued on page 20)

London Backs

Away From 3-D

THE ROBE' HITS CANADA

Full V’.I.P. Treatment—Scaled
$1.50 Nights

At

Toronto, Oct. 20.

Spyros Skouras is heading the
2bt,h-Fox delegation for the Cana
-dian premiere "of “The Robe” bow -

ing Thursday (22> night at the Im-
perial Theatre here. This is the
3,373-seater flagship of Famous
Players (Canadian* and largest
theatre in the Dominion.
House will shut down for the

day until the 8.30 p m. arrival of
guests. Full works via press and
radio, complete writh searchlights.
roped-ofT area, lobby interviews.
*tc. Some 350 pairs of seats have
been teserved en bloc for V. I. P.’s.

General customers can attend pre-
miere for $1.50 apiece. Regular
performances set at 75c till 6:00
Pm and $1.50 after for a five-a-
day grind.

PARAMOUNT BUYS IN

OWN COMMON STOCK
i

Over the last month Paramount
bought up an additional 30.400

shares of its own common stock

on the N. Y. Stock Exchange. Fig-

ured at an average cost of $26.50,

this on the basis of big board
quotations over the past several

weeks, Par paid about $805,600 in

the new buyup.

Par thus continues as the most
active of the film companies in

reducing capitalization structure.

It’s a “cushion” measure, designed
to reduce the “size” of the cor-

poration so that it would be in line

with any possible drop in earning

power. Plan is to still maintain the

annual $2 dividend rate, despite

any earnings drops, via being in

the position of having the lesser

number of shares outstanding.

In the past few months Par ac-

quired a total of 81.700 of its own
shares on the open market. It’s

figured this meant a cash outlay

of $2,244,550.

Thinks British Houses

Misshaped for C ’Scope
CinemaScope expenses may

prove too big for British exhibs I. release

whose houses for the most iVtt

aren’t of the modern, fan-shaped
i type, according to Dan Fish. Brit-

j

ish importer. Fish is currently in

i in N.Y. buying product. He ex-

pects to return home tomorrow
i <2l>,

Fish expressed disappointment

|

over the quality of 3-D pix re-

leased so far and said the British

;

industry hadn’t gone overboard on

:
the stereopix. Polalite 3-D view-

ers are being imported into Britain

at present under Fish’s licence

even though he him.seit isn’t di-

irectly concerned in the deal.

London. Oct. 20.
j

The decision of RKO to release
its first 3-1) production, “Second
Chance,” only in 2-D, is confirming
a view' of local exhibitors that the
days of 3-D’ers are limited. The
RKO decision followed closely on
the 20th-Fox announcement that
its stereophonic production of “In-

1

ferno,” which was pre-relea.sed at

the Odeon, Marble Arch, in the
new medium, js to go out only as
a flattie outside the West End.

|

Major releasing companies have,
for some time, been faced with the
problem that their 3-D output can
only get a limited outlet for that
medium in British theatres. The
number of feature houses wired
for 3-D is substantially below^200,

,

and a large slice of these are con-
fined to the Associated British cir-

cuit which made the alteration to
cash in on the gimmick value of ,

“House of Wax.” The J. Arthur
Rank circuit has been extremely
canny on the development and has
only a small minority of its thea-
tres equipped Jjor 3-D.

During hiA recent visit to Lon-
don. the . new RKO-Radio prexy,
James R. Grainger, discussed tin*

possibility of issuing the company’s
3-D product in two mediums, tak-
ing advantage of all existing third-

!

dimensional situations, and subse-
quently offering it to unequipped
theatres. Since then, he has ap-
parently undergone a change of

mind, realizing that the outlets on
3-D productions are severely re-*

strict ed.

The one major 3-D success so far

has been the WB “House of Wax”
,

which stayed for 21 weeks on pre-

Explanation Wanted
Omaha. Oct. 20.

For what it’s worth:
Local t heat remen report

popcorn sales fell away to
practically nothing during run
of “Martin Luther."

FORUM ON NEW

FILM METHODS

ATTOA
New processes forum, at the

Theatre Owners of America con-
vention in Chicago, will he held on

i
Nov. 4 with I). E. Hyndman. of

. Eastman Kodak, as moderator, Key-

J

note speaker will he Robert J.

O’Donnell, of the Interstate Cir-

cuit. Dallas.

Herbert Barnett, prexy of the
Society of Motion Picture and Tele-
vision Engineers, and K. II. Ilea-

cock. of RCA. are scheduled to

speak at the forum.

Panel of experts include J.

Robert Hoff, president of Theatre
Equipment Supply Manufacturers
Assn ; Hay Colvin, executive direc-

tor of Theatre Equipment Dealers
Assn ; Walter Green, National The-
atre Supply Co; R. Kriehel,
Polaroid Corp ; J. R Johnston, Na-
tional Carbon Co.; J. F. O’Brien.
RCA; E (). Wilschke, Altec; L. E.

Pope. Fox Mid West Theatres; J.

C. Skinner. Interstate Circuit; Dick
Greer, Commonwealth Theatres.
On hand to answer specific ques-
tions pertaining to new processes
will he Barnett. Cinerama; Edward
Lachrnan, Nord; Earl Sponahle,
CinemaScope; M. L. Gunzburg,
Natural Vision and reps from
WarnerScope, Moropticon and
Todd AO.

HOW LEON GOLDBERG

WILL OPERATE IN UA
Leon Goldberg's appointment as

United Artists’ vice-president in

charge of finance, a new post, fits

in with the distribution company's
upped monetary participation in

the indie
, films on ils releasing

lineup. Backgrounded in econom-
ics, Goldberg will take a ke> role

in deals with the hanks and the
Waller Heller factoring outfit

which provides "the coin for the
filmmakers. He’ll function under
UA president Arthur B. Krim and
hoard chairman Robert S Benja-
min.

Position of A. E BoIIengier as

L A’s treasurer remains unchanged.
Goldberg, who takes the UA job

Nov. 2, disclosed his exit from
Universal three weeks ago. With
U three years, he had been finan-

cial v p . treasurer and member of

the hoard.

After II years with the invest-

ment firm of Goldman, Sachs,

Goldberg joined the film business

as treasurer of Keith-Albee-
Orpheum in 1934. became treas-

urer of RKO in 1941, RKO studio

manager two years later, was given

v.p chevrons in 1946 and switched

to U in. 1950.

Box Office Television, promoters
of a weekly series of theatre TV
Notre Dame football contests, will

continue tin* attractions on an ex-
perimental basis despite the disap-
pointing returns achieved in its

first closed-circuit venture last

Saturday 07). Theatre telecast,

featuring ND versus Pittsburgh,
chalked up an estimated ?uh-par
gross of $6,000 in 10 theatres In

eight cities.

BOTV is hanking heavily on
Saturday's <24* game, which pits

Notre Dame, undefeated this sea-
son, against Georgia Tech, un-
beaten in 31 straight games. This
contest, as well as the Navy game
on Oct. 31. will, to a large extent,
determine HOTV’s future closed-
circuit plans. “If we can’t sell

these games, we might as well call

the thing off.” declared exec v p.

William Hosensohn. %

Despite the poor turnout and
boxoffice receipts, BOTV officials

were far from discouraged. Com-
pany admits its suffered a sub-
stantial financial loss <it paid all

local and long line charges', hut
termed it a “calculated loss.”

According to Milton Mound, prexy
of BOTV, “We didn’t lose any more
money than wi? expected.”
From the standpoint of audience

and exhibitor reaction to the initial

game. Mound and Hosensohn said
they were greatly satisfied. Reports
from the field indicated that the
reception was excellent ami that
audience response was particularly
encouraging. Audience, it was in-

( Continued on page 20)

Think Technicolor Can

Lick Printing Troubles

But Other Labs Hope
With Technicolor reportedly hav-

ing trouble applying its dye-
transfer processing method to films
tensed in the new Eastman color
negative, eastern labs are making
a bid for 20th-Fox’s CinemaScope
print biz Reel of “The Rohe,”
printed by the 20th-cont rolled
DeLuxe Laboratory in N.Y . was
screened at the 20th homeoffiee
Monday GO*.

Execs at the labs said if Tech n

I

failed to’ come up with a satisfac-
tory solution to its problem, which
is primarily one of horizontal
registration in the processing of
CinemaScope footage, the market
would be thrown wide open
Opinion prevails, however, that
with the knowhow concentrated at

the Terhni plant, it wouldn’t he
very long before it would crack
that nut.

Odd aspect is the eastern labs’

contention that their work on pix
photographed on the new Eastman
color negative is superior to the
results that can he achieved with
the Terhni process Rig difference
is one of price Where Terhni is

understood to charge 7c a foot for

handling CinemaScope prints on
Eastman positive, it tolls the dis-

tribs 4 98c per foot for footage
developed in it-, own Imbibition
ni which so far has handled the
vast hulk of their color work

Technicians in the east say it is

impossible to apply the Techtvi
(Continued on page 22-

at the Warner Theatre,

and has proved to be a boxoffice

sma.sh in every pre-release situa-

tion. Other distribs feel that

“Wax” was an offering peculiarly

suited to the new' dimension.
During this transitional period,

! the industry is faced with the suc-

cess of Universal’s “It Came From
Outer Space” which has been a

soeko entry in each of its three pre-

release weeks at the London Pavil-

{

ion. where the gross has not ,yet

fallen below $11,000. This pic is

being ofered as widely as possible

as a 3-D’er and will subsequently

t be distributed as a flattie.

Seek Art House Extension

As ‘Caesar’ Quits Letter
“Julius Caesar,” Metro’s filmiza-

tion of the Shakespeare classic,

takes leave ol Shuhert’s Booth
Theatre. N Y ,

on Oct. 31 after a

live-month engagement. House wll
return to legit, with “Late Love”
sla’ed as its first tenant in a move-
over from the National.

Metro homeoffiee toppers are re-

portedly on the prowl for a N Y.

art situation in which to continue
“Caesar." However, with the arty

houses solidly booked, it’s con-

ceded that M-G may have to ter-

minate “Caesar’s” New York stay,
j
tists release.

ASPEN LIQUIDATING

Principals Too Busy With Outside

, Commitments

Aspen Productions, independent
outfit set up in 1949, i.s headed for

dissolution. The three principals,

directors Robert Wise and Mark
Robson and producer Theron
W'arth. have found that outside

work has taken so much of their

time that they’re unable to give

sufficient attention to the Aspen
unit.

Prior to the formation of Aspen
the Wise-Robson-Warth trio had
been employed at the RKO studio.

Last- picture they turned out was
“Return to Paradise.’ which stars

Gary Cooper and is a United Ar-
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New Films Fail to Hypo LA Biz;

'Redheads Fair $11,500, 'Sea Smooth

(^G, Tilgrim’-Dunham Unit Big 18G
I,os Angeles, Oct. 20.

New first-run bills arc making
little impact at the boxoffice here
currently, with several big hold-

overs continuing as standout biz-

getters. "Redheads From Seattle”

looks fair *11500 in two theatres
five drive-ins.
$0,500 in the

phis about S3 1 ,000 in

•Truel Sea” is good
small Fine Arts.

'Decameron Nights” is rated

shiv $6,000 at Beverly Hills, larger

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $739,600
(Basra on 24 theatres)

Last Year $528,500
(Based on 20 theatre#')

showcase
r

Katherine Dunham
t oupe r

is boosting "Hurricane at

I'iP'nm HiM” to trim $18 000 at

tie' United Artists.

"Robe” is still soeko $52,000 in

fourth week at the Chinese while
"If re to Kternitv” looks stout
$’0 000 in third frame, two lo-

c-hopv ’ Mo"ati)bo” looms hefty
$”4 (too in second session at the
Egypt *nn.

Estimates for This Week
fine Arts <FW('* <631; R0-S1 50)

—'Truel S '” <U). Good $6 500.

I vet week "Beggar's Opera" <WR*
(
3 * wl: i. $2 000.

Bevcrlv l«Ms (SW) <1612; 90-

$1 50 1
. "Decameron Nights"

( K KO • Slow $6,000. Last week,
se ond-run

r.^ews Slate. Hawaii HJATC-
C S< <°4(D- 1.106; 70-*1.10)—
"Redheads From Seattle” < Part 1

enri "Fighting Lawman” <AA>.
Fair $11500 Last week. State.
"Golden Blade” <U> and "Mexiean
Mi'ilmnr <AA) <2d wk-5 days*,
$2 800.

I’nitod Artists (tJATO <2.100;
90-5 1 .50 *—" Hurricane at Pilerim
Hill” < Indie) with Katherine Dun-
ham trouoe onstage. Neat $18 000.
I/ivt ”’eck. "St* el Helmet” <Lip)
and "D O. A." < UA t (reissues*.
$2 000
Ornheum. WiUcrn <Metronoli-

tan-SW » <2 ° 1 3 2 344; 60-$l 10*_
“Top Hat" <RKO< and "Suspicion”
(RKO* 'reissues* Thin $5 000.
T 'st week Orpheum. "Band
Wagon" <M-G' ;» n d “Koval African
R fie*” * \ A i, C4 300.

Egyptian < CATO <1538; 90-
$1 "O'—’Mogambo” <M-C,< <2d vk*.
Hearty $24 000 Last week, $28.-
700 with nreem coin.

I^os Ange’es. Hotfvwood Eara-
mounts < AB-PT-F&M* <3.300: 1.430;
7()-$l 25*— "Big Heal" <Col> and
"Slaves of Main Ion" <C<*1* <?d wfc*.
M<’d $16 000 Last week. $26,500

l.os tnrflp*. I'ptown. I.ovola,
Iris FWC* <2097: 1715; 1243;
814; 70-$l 10*—"Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes” '20th* and "Mvstcrv
Lake” 'Indie* -2d wk'. Oke $20,000.
Last week; $32,300

llill«trpct, Pantages <KKO* 2-
752: 2 812; 95-$l 50 —"Eternity"
<Cul* 2d wk’. Stout $46,000. Last
week. SOS.OtKT
Downtown. Vogue <SW-FWC>

f 1.757: 885; 70-$ 1.10*—"Roman
Holiday" if’art <3d wk*. Mild $9,-
000 Last week $11,600.

Chinese FWC* <1.905; $1 20-
$2 401- "Kobe” <20th< <4th wk*.
Soeko $52 000. Last week. $57,800.

It it i < FWC > '1.370: 90-$ 1.50*—
'“Marlin l.uther" Indie* '6th wk'.
Slow $3 200. Last we. k $4 000.

Wilshire (FWC* 2 286; 80 $ 150*
- "Little Boy Lost" par* '7th wk*.
OL \ $5,000 Last week, $6,000.

Do’Iywood <S\V* <1,364; $120-
$2 80 -"Cinerama” ’Indie)

‘Worlds’ Robust

$10,000 in K. C
Kansas City, Oct. 20.

"War of Worlds" is showing sur-
prising strength at the Paramount
for so' k session, and holdover.

!

"The Robe” in third week at Qr-
;
plieum is only a little under open-
ing week, gross being lar above

j

any high mark for other films.

I

"Man From the Alamo" is only
okay in four Fox Midwest houses.

Estimates for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) (504: 65-85*

—

"Lili” <M-G) <23d wk*. Happy
$1,400. Last week, $1,500.

Midland (Loews* <1,900; 75-$ 1 *—‘Mogambo’’ (M-G* (2d wk*.
Pleasing $11,000. Last week,
$17,000.

Missouri (RKO) <2.650; 60-85) —
"Marry Me Again” <RKO) and
"Affair With Stranger" <RKO).
Light $4,500. Last week, "Lion in

Streets" <WB) and "Royal African
Rifles" <AA), $5,000.

Orpheum <Fox Midwest* (1.913;

$1 25-51 50* — "The Robe” < 20th

»

<3d wk). Still sock at $29,000.
Last week. $32,000.
Paramount <Tri-States) <1.900;

65-85 >
—“War ot Worlds" <Par).

Lively $10.000. and will hold. Last

week, "Anna” <IFE*. $5,500 in 5
days.

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra-
nada (Fox Midwest) <2.100; 2.043;

700; 1.217; 65-85)—"Man From
Alamo” <U* and “Sweethearts
Parade" (Rep). Okay SI 2.000.

Last week, "Great Sioux Uprising”
<U* and "Dangerous Crossing”
'20th*. $11,000.
Vogue 'Golden* <550; 65-85) —

"Desperate Moment” <U>. Nifty

$2,200 and holds. Last week. "My
Little Chickadee” <U* 'reissue)

<2d wk*. $1,500.

‘Torch’ Torrid $13,000,

Buff; ‘Tangiers’ 11G
Buffalo, Oct. 20.

Top newcomer here this session

is "Torch Song,” smash at the

Century. "Flight To Tangiers” is

rated neat at Paramount. "The
Robe” still is great in third round
at the Buffalo.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (3.000; $1-$1 .50—"The

Robe” < 20th > <3d wk). Great
$30,000. Last week, $40,500.

Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)

—

"Flight to Tangiers” <UA) and
“Hurricane Pilgrim Hill” <AA).
Neat $11,000. Last week, "99

River Street” <UA> and “Mexican
Manhunt” (Indie), $12,500.

Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70'—
"Little Boy Lost” (Par) (2d wk).
Just okay $6,000. Last week, fine

$9,000.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 60-$l)—
"Eternity" <Col) (5th wk*. Lusty
$9,000. Last week, $12,000.

Century <20th Cent.) (3,000; 40-
70)—"Torch Song” (M-G) and "The
Assassin" <UA). Socko $13,000 or
better. Last week, "Big Heat
(Col) and "Sky Commando”
$ 11 ,000 .

(Col),

"Eternity’ Giant

$12,000 in Omaha
Omaha, Oct. 20.

Relief from the recent heat and
a strong list of first-runs makes
overall prospects unusually bright
this session. Much of strength
stems from "Here To Eternity,” is

smash -

at Brandeis. Other sturdy
newcomers are "Big Heat” at the
State and "Mogambo” at the
Omaha. Large Orpheum lost Sat-
urday mat to the TV of Notre-
Dame-Pittsburgh football game.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1.100; 76-$l)—

"Eternity” (Col). Boffo $12,000.
Last week. "So This Is Love” (WB)
and "Trail Blazers" (AAi, $5,000 at
50-7Gc. scale.

Omaha (Tristates) (2.100; 65-90)—"Mogambo” (M-G). Great $10.-
500. Last week, “Dream Wife”
(M-G* and "Fighting Lawman” (Al-
lied*. $7,000 at 50-76c. scale.
Orpheum (Tristates) '2.890; 65-

85*—"East of Sumatra” (,U> and
"Abbott-Costello Meet Jekyll,
Hyde” <U>. Fairish $9,500. Last
week. "All-American” <U) and
"Sun Shines Bright” (Hep), $10,500.

State (Goldberg) (865; 50-76*

—

"Big Heal” <Col) and "Undersea
Raiders” (Col)'. Fancy $6,500. Last
week. "Three Strange Affairs”
< M-G*. $4,500.

Pitt Still Sturdy; Boy Lost* Robust

12G, 'Robe’ 3CG, 3d, 'Mogambo’ 17G, 2d

Heat Hits St. Loo But

‘Lion’ Lively $18,000

wk*. Into 25th frame after sturdy
$33,700 last week

Four Star. RiaUn U ATC-Metro-
poitan) *900; 839; 80-51 20'—
"Moon Is Blue” (l"A> <16th wk).
Nice $6,200. Last week. $7,000.

Vagabond 'Rosener) (385: $1 Cf)>
- "7 Deadly Sins” <Indie) '7th wk*.
Good $3,500. LaM week. $3,900.

St Louis. Oct. 20.

Strong opposition in the form of

<25th > warm temperatures has slowed up

‘Lion’ Lusty $10,500 In

L’ville; ‘Vicki’ NSG 5G,

‘Plunder’ Moderate 6G

1

Cincinnati. Oct 20
For second straight week film

./ is drow mg in Indian summer
warmth, here. "Lion In Streets”
shapes favorably, at Pa',ace to load
two other new hills. "Plunder of
Sun” in Capitol and "Vicki" at
Keith's. "Here to Eternity” is

winding up three-weeks plus 5 days
iu the Alhee while "Little Boy
Lost" shapes lively on moveover to
Grand.

Estimates for This Week
Alhee 'RKO* 3.100; 75-$ 1 25*—

"Eternity" (Col) 4th wk-5 days*.
Okay $7,000 after third stanza's big
$15,500. "The Robe” <2(ith) opens
Thursday < 22 >.

Capitol ' HKO* 2 000; 55-85*—
"Plunder of Sun” <WBt and "Mar-
shal's Daughter” *UA*. So-so $6.-

< Continued on page 18*

biz at first-runs here this stanza.

Still money champ is "Here to

Eternity" although in fourth week
at Loew's. "Little Boy Lost" con-
tinues hefty in initial holdover
round at the Ambassador. "Moon
Is Blue” still holding nicely in

seventh sessions in two small-
seaters.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador 1 FAM 1 '3.000; 60-75*—"Little Boy Lost" 'Par* and "Af-

fairs Willi Stranger” (RKO* <2d
wkc Fine $13,000 after $19,000
opening frame.

Fox i FA-M * (5 000; f,.)-75*—

"Wines of Hawk" <U> and "Man
From Alamo" <U*. Opened, today
Tues *. Last week. "Lion in

Streets" 'WB* and "Stand at

Apache River” <U>, neat $16,000.

Loew's 'Locw ) <3.172; 50-75*—
"KferniU” 'Col* <4th wk*. Solid
$14,500 after SIR.000 third stanza.

Pageant <St. L. Amus.) <1.000:
90*—"Moon Is Blue” <UA* '7th
wk*. Fancy $3,500 following $4,000
sixlh session.

St. Louis 'St. L. Amus.) <4.000:
60-75'—"Devil's Canyon” RKO*
and "Meet Dr. Jokvil and Mr.
Hyde” <

U
». Fair $i 2.000. Last

week. "Houdini” (Part and "Male
War Bride” <2()th) 'reissue*. $8,000.

Shady Oak <St. L. Amus.) <800-
90 —"Moon Is Blue" <UA* « 7th
wk*. Big $3,000 after $3,500 sixth

I
stanza.

” Pittsburgh. Oct. 20.
Holdovers continue to dominate

Gulden Triangle, with "The Robe”
in third week at Harris and
"Mogambo” in second at Penn
pulling bulk of the firstrun busi-
ness. "Little Boy Lost” at Stanley
also looms nice. "Lion in Streets"
is only so-so at the Warner.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton <Shea) <1.700; 50-85) —

"Dangerous Crossing" <20th*. Do-
ing nothing at all, with $4,000 in
6 days. Last week. "Moon Is Blue”
•L A* <3d wk). big $6,000. and man-
agement’s sorry it didn't hold
"Blue” longer.

Harris (Harris) <2.200; 85-$1.50*
—"The Kobe” <20th< <3d wk*. Still
socko at $30,000 or better this
stanza. Picture is heading for big-
gest all-time gross and number of
people played to in the history of
city. Last week, was $38,000, only
a hit under first stanza.

Penn (Loew’s) (3.300; 50-$l) —
"Mogambo” 'M-G) (2d wk). Should
hit terrific $17,000 on top of
$25,000 sizzlcr last week, way
above estimate. Holds' a third.
This moves back opening of "Torch
Song” 'M-G' a full week.

Squirrel Hill (SW) <900; 50-851—
"Beggar’s Opera” <WB*. Sir Lau-
rence Olivier’s draw may help but
only mild $2,500 looms. Last week.
"Tonight at 8 30” (Indie), $2,000 in
9 days.

,

Stanley <SW* (3.800; 50-85) —
"Little Boy Lost” (Par). Glowing

t notices for Bing Crosbv .starrer.
.Fine $12,000. Last week. "Eter-
nity” <Col) 1 4th wk*, $13,500.
Warner (SW) (2.000; 50-85) —

t
“Lion in Streets” <WB». Lean
$6,500 Last week, "Martin
Luther” < Indie) (3d wk*. $9,000.
Warner goes dark after this week

< to reopen in Decerrfbcr with
i "Cinerama."

'Mogambo’ Great $27,000, Det; 'Louis’

New High at 19G, ‘Caddy’ Fast 26G

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total *5 ross
This Week .... $3,357,000

(Based on 25 cities, and 232

theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

cluding N. Y.)

Total Gross Sam* Week
Last Year . $2,280,600

( Based on 25 citiM uni 212

theatres.

)

H.0.s Lift Philly;

‘Robe’ Huge 50G
Philadelphia, Oct. 20.

Downtown sector is loaded with

holdovers this session but they

are producing a rosy picture. "All-

American,” lone newcomer, is

finding the going very rough at

the huge Mastbaum where a mild

session looms. Nabe biz is hurt

badly by fact that big lineup of

strong product is luring patrons

midtown. "Mogambo” still is

terrific in second Arcadia week.
Same is true of "Cinerama" at

the Boyd. "Robe” continues smash
in fourth round at the Fox.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.30)—

"Mogambo” (M-G) (2d wk). Terrific

$18,000. Last week, new house
record at $20,000.

Boyd (SW) (1.400; $1.30-$3.25)—
"Cinerama” (Indie) <2d wk'. Huge
$22,000. Last week, $25,000 in 6
days.

Fox (20th) <2.250; 99-$1.80)—
"Robe” <4th wk*. Smash $50,000.
Last week, $57,000.

Goldman 'Goldman) (1.200; 50-

99)
—"Lion in Streets” (WB) <2d

wk). Good $11,000. Last week, $17,-

000 .

Mastbaum (SW)—"All-American"
000. Last week,
$14,000.

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 85-

$1 25)—"Beggar's Opera” (WB) (2d
wk*. Light $6,000. Last week, $7,-

000 .

Randolph 'Goldman) (2.500; 85-
$1.30)—"Little Boy Lost” (Par)
'3d wk*. Okay $12,500. Last week,
$18,000,

Stanley (SW) (2.900; 85-$1.30)—
"Here to Eternity” (Col) (5th wk).
Fancy $20,000. Last week. $25,000.
Stanton (SW) (1.473; 99-$ 1.25)—

"Martin Luther” < Indie) '4th wk).
Bright $11,000 or near. Last week,
$15,000.
Studio (Goldberg) (500-; 85-$1.25)—"Cruel Sea” 'U) '3d wk*. Big

$4,000. Last week, $4,500.
Trans-Lux iT-L) <500; 99-S1.50)—"Moulin Rouge” <UA* (33d wk).

Closing notices helped to sock $4,-
600. Last week. $4,200.

(4.360; 85-$ 1.25)

(U). Mild $12.-

"Vicki” (20th),

‘Mogambo’ Great $17,000,

Indpls; ‘Robe’ Huge 35G

In 2d, ‘Rose’ Mild 7G
Indianapolis, Oct. 20.

"The Rohe” is still the sensation
here in a second week at the Indi-

ana after smashing all records
opening stanza. "Mogambo” at

Loew’s also is extra stout, and
probably will hold. "Sword and
Rose” is getting only moderate in-

terest at Circle. Other situations
are quiet.

Estimates for This Week
Circle <Coekrill-Dolle) <2,800 50-

76*—"Sword and Rose” <RK()t.
Mild $7,000, Last week. “Great
Sioux Uprising”

< U *, $7,500.

Indiana (C-D) <3.200; 95-$l 50)—
"The Robe” (20th* <2d wk* Smash

after $43,000 opening

<1.300; 50-76) —
•WB*. Okay $5.-
"Sea Around Us"

$35,000
stanza.

Keith’s <C-D)
"Moonlighters"
000. Last week,
RKO*, $4,000.

Loew's 'Loew s* <2.427; 76-$l>—
"Mogambo” <M-G). Smash $17,000.
Last week. "Ride Vaqucro” <M-G)
and "Terror on Train" <M-G*
$ 10 ,000 .

Lyric <C-D) Cl ,600; 50-76)—"Bad
Boy" ' AA * and "Bad Men from
Tombstone"

< AA) (reissues'. Tepid
$4,500. Last week. "Gun Belt” <UA*
and "Big Break" (Indie \ $5,000.

Detroit, Oct. 20
Biz is roaring along the main

stem this week. Detroit is boom
pix town with "The Robe” continu-
ing to wrap up extra heavy coin at
the Fox in third week. “Mogambo”
is big at United Artists. "The CarT-
dy” is breaking par at the Michi-
gan. Preem of ‘‘Joe Louis Story”
is heading for new records at
Broadway - Capitol. “Cinerama”
shapes solid in 31st week at Music
Hall. “Here to Eternity" is still
plenty hot in seventh week at the
Madison.

Estimates for This W eek
Fox (Fox-Detroit) <5 000; $ 1

-

$1.80)—"The Robe” <20th* '3rd
wk*. Great $73,000. Last week
$97,000. ,

Michigan (United Detroit) '4.000
80-$l)

—"The Caddy” (par* ami
“Plunder of Sun” <\VB>. Swell
$26,000. Last week, “Return to
Paradise” (UA) and "Desperate
Moment” (U), $13,000.

Palms <UD) (2.961 : 80-551 *
—

"East
of Sumatra” <U> and "Hot News".
Fair $15,000. Last week. "Houdini”
(Par) and "Combat Squad” <Col>
$14,000.

Madison <UD) <1.900; 95-$1.25*

—

"Eternity” (Col) < 7th wk*. Nice
$17,000. Last week. $18,000.

United Artists <UA) < 1.938; 80-
$D—“Mogambo” (M-G). Rich $27-
000. Last week. "Vicki” <20th* and
"Terror on Train” <M-G», $13,500.

Adams (Balaban) <1.700; 80-$l*—
"Dream Wife" <M-G* and "Big
Leaguer” (M-G) (2d wkh Weak
$6,000. Last week, $8,375.

Broadway - Capitol <Korman>
(3.500; 80-$l)

—"Joe Louis Story”
(UA) and "Murder Without Tears”
(AA). Record-breaking $19,000.
Last week, "Gun Belt” <UA> and
"China Venture” (Col), $9,700.

Music Hall (Cinerama Produc-
tions) (1.236; $1.40-$2.80 *—"Ciner-
ama” <3 1 st wk*. Rolling along, in
high gear at $28,000. Last week
$28,500.

H.0.s Boosting Hub; ‘Robe’

Sockeroo $62,000, ‘Moon’

6G, 7th, ‘Sea’ 5& 8th

Boston. Oct. 20.

"The Robe,” in second week at

the Memorial, continues to outdis-
tance the field here with a major-
ity of majors coasting along with
holdovers. Lone newcomer is "The
Vice Squad,” which opened fairly

good at Orpheum and State Satur-
day (lii, "Moon Is Blue,” in sev-

enth session at the Astor, is hold-
ing fairly steady, "Cruel Sea.” in

eighth and final week at the Exe-
ter, also is fancy. “Fanfan the
Tulip” is doing nicely in second
week at the Beacon Hill.

Estimates for This Week
Astor <B&Q» a,500; 50-S1.10*—

“Moon Is Blue” <UA) <7ih wk*.
Hep $6,000 for final week after

$6,500 for sixth.

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill* <800;

50-$l)
—"Fanfan the Tulip" <Lo-

pert) <2d wk). Tall $7,000 for this

import following $7,800 first week.

Boston <RKO) <3.000; 50-90*—
"Panic in Streets* <20th> and
"Night in City" '20th) (reissues*.

Unexciting $8,500. Last week,
"Veils of Bagdad" <U) and "Cap-
tain Scarface” (Indie), not bad

$ 10 ,000 .

Exeter (Indie) <1.300; 60-SD —
"Cruel Sea” < U) <8th wk). Will

wind eight-week run with big

$5,500. Seventh week was same.

Fenway (NET) <1.373: 50-90* —
"Flight to Tangiers” <UA>. Opens
Wednesday <21 ). Last week. "Vic-

kie” <20th) and "Man of Conflict”
(Indie), about $6,500 for 9 days.

Memorial <RKO> <3.000; 85-$ 1.80*

—"The Robe” *20th* <2d wk). Hold-
ing to wow $62,000 or more fol-

lowing smash $76,500 first week

Metropolitan <NET) 4.367; 50-

90)—"Blowing Wild” <WB* and
"Affair at Monte Carlo” <AA) 2d
wk*. Dipped to slow $9,500 follow-

ing oke $18,500 first.

Orpheum (Loew s) <3.000: 50-90*

—"Vice Squad” <UA) and "Last

Posse” (Col). Opened Saturday
<17). Last week, "Eternity” <Col',

$19,500.

Paramount (NET) <1.700; 50-90'

—"Flight to Tangiers” <UA>. Open*
Wednesday <21 ). Last week, "Vic-

kie” < 20th ) and "Man of Conflict

(Indie), fair $15,500 for 9 days.

State (Loew’s) <3.500; 50-90'—
"Vice Squad" <UA) and "La^t

Posse” <Col>. Opened Saturday
(17). Last week, "The Actress’

<M-G> and "Slaves Babylon” (Col ,

•2d wk., 6 days*), $4,600.
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6 New Entries Bolster Chi; 'Worlds

Wham $35,000, ‘Wild’-Kean Sis Good

50G, 'Roman* 13G, 'Sea Robust 18G
Chicago, Oct. 20.

Six fresh entries at downtown
rieluNcrs are keeping the wickets

lively, but in the main it still is

the lonerun holdovers which pace

the field. “War of Worlds” is a

uiiw $35,000 at the Woods. “Two
Cents Worth of Hone" is fairish in

its initial week at the World.
The Chic i

nio has in view one of

its recent big weeks with “Blow-
ing Wild" and Kean Sisters top-

ping staocsbov at very good $50-
000 Abandoning its usual dual
policy United Artists should get a

brisk $ 1 3 000 for “Cruel Sea.”
‘ Homan Holiday” is okay $13,000

at MeV'cker«.
“All-American” and “Golden

Blade” combo lead second-week-
»>rs. bein'* bi rt at the Roosevelt.

Third we«k of “Beggar’s Opera” at

Zieefeld looms nice.

Four hoMovers continue lush.

“Robe” leads the field by far with

a mammOut fourth round at the
State-Lake. “Martin Luther." also

in fourth is b«»ftv at the Loop.
“Here to Etcrr ty” is still brilliant

in the s-^enth Oriental stanza.

“Cireranv" is holding near ca-

pacity wi»h sock biz in the 12th
week at the Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago <B*K) 13.900; 98-$1.25>

“Blowing Wild” (WB> with Kean
Sisters o r> st"""'. Very good $50,000.
Last week. “Homan Holidav” (Par)
1 2d wk* w»th stageshow. $37,000.
Grand <RKO> (1.200: 55-98)—

“Plunder o f Sun” (WB> and
“Spacewavs” (Indie* (2d wk». Okay
$6 500. after $10,000 last week.

I.oon iT'clem.nnagement) (600;
98-$ 1 .25 1

—“Martin Luther” (Indie)
<4th wk). strong $19,500. Last
week $21,000.
McVickers < JLArS* (2,200; 55-98)—“Roman Holidav” (Par) and

“Vice Souad” (UAL Temporary
“A” wed- b'R is oknv $13 000. Last
week. “Win«s of Hawk” (U) and
“Fair W<nd Java” (Rep) (2d wk>.
$1 1 000 at advance scale.
Monro™ (Indio <1.000: 55-98*

—

“3 Girls F'om Rome” (IFE). Okay
$7 000. T '’st v-ook. “Actress”
<M-G' (2d wk*. $5,500.
Oriental < Indie) (3 400; 98-$1.25*—“Eternitv” <CoD (7th wk>. Hardv

$28 000 $34 000 last week
Palace (EiteD <1.484; $1.20-$3.60)—“Cineramn” (Indie* (12th wk*.

Brilliant $45,800. Last w<*ek, $45,-
500.

Rooseve’t <BAK* ( 1.500; 55-98*—
“ \11-Amcrican” <U* and “Golden
Blade’ 1’ <Ci I'M i-k*. Hot $16,000.
Last we<‘k. $24 000.
State-Lake <B*K* (2 700; 98-

$1 80—“Robe- <20th* (4th wk*.
BofTo $RO ooo. Last week. $85 000.
Surf <H*-E Balaban* (685; 98)—

“Melba” <UA» <m.o.* (2d wk*._Trim
$3 ‘tOO. L*,<'t <4,200

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net; i. e.,

without the 20% tax. Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
.estimated figures are net in-

come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

‘Mogambo’ Terrif

$30,000 in Balto
Baltimore, Oct. 20.

Grosses are easing oft further
here this week with sole exception
being socko trade registered by
“Mogambo” at the Century where
tilted scale is helping. “Marry Me
Again” is fancy at the Town. “Man
From The Alamo” is pleasing at
the Mayfair. “Stalag 17” is hold-
ing firmly, in second week at the
Playhouse.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) <3.000: 35-

$1) — “Mogambo” <M-G>. Giant
$30,000 or better. Last week. “Vice
Squad” <UA», $8,000.
Hippodrome (Rappaporti <2.100:

50-$ 1 .25 »
— “Eternity” (Colt <4th

wk>. Strong $26,500 after $30,200
in third.

Keith’s (Schanbergcr) <2.400; 35-
80)—“Little Boy Lost” (Par) <4th
wk». Down to $6,500 after fine $7.-

500 for third.
Little (Rappaport) <310; 25-90>

—

“Leonardo Da Vinci” (Indie). Good
$4,000. Last week, “Lavender Hill
Mob” <U). $2,800.
Mayfair (Hicks) <980; 25-70) —

“Man From Alamo” iU*. Starts
second week today (Wed.) after
pleasing opening round at $5,000.
In ahead, “Abbott-Costello Meet
Jekyll, Hyde” <U*. $4,400.
New (Mechanic) (1.800; 90-51.50)—“Robe” (20th*. Preems tomor-

row <Wed.) after invitational open-
ing last night Tuesday. Last week.
“Terror On Train” <M-G\ $8,000
in 12 days.
Playhouse (Schwaber) <420; 50-

$1'—“Stalag 17” (Par< (2d wk).
Big $6,200 after $6,600 opener.

Stanley <WB* <3.200; 35-80) —
“Blowing Wild” <WB> <2d wk).
Weak $7,800, after $9,800 opener.
Town (Rappaport) <1.600; 35-80'—“Marry Me Again” <RKO>. Pleas-

ing $9,000. Last week. “Big Heat’

Unite* Ar<*sts 'B&kVTi.700 : 55-
|

,Co,> ‘ $7 800 *

$1 25 —“Cruel Sea” (U*. * Brisk
|

$18 000. T *»ct « pok. “SbOOt Eire*’’
<1 A' and James Raid” (A A*
'1st wk>. $<8 000.
Wood« <Ess?nesO (1.073; 98-

$1.25)—“War of Worlds” (Par).
Terrific 83^000. L*>«f wc«k
“Beaut v --d Outlaw” (M-G» (3d
wk* $l*».50o

‘BLADE’ SHARP $9,000,

D.C.; ‘WILD’ GREAT 12G
Washington, Oct. 20.

Mainstcm's longrun policy pay-
... , ,

ing off with sock biz here, w ith
World ' I” lie* (537; 98*—“Two liveliest weekends the city has

< ents Wo»*th of Hope” (Indie*, seen in months. Sole new entries,
r mr $4*on T week “Seven "Golden Blade” at RKO Keith’s
neadlv Sins” (Indie) (15th wk'. and “Blowing Wild” at Stanley

' ,)(1 Warner’s Metropolitan, are both
,

Zicjffld (Lonert' (485: 98'— solid. Big boom is confined to
Hergar’s Ooera" <WB> (3d wk*. holdovers, with “The Robe" at

o
^ 00(* after last week’s Loew’s Capitol still packing them

4 )on in at record pace in third stanza.
| “Mogambo” continues solid in sec-
ond session at Loew’s Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; S 1 -$1 .50

»

—“The Robe” (20th) <3d wk). Still

in champ class with smash $40,000
after bofTo $52,000. above hopes,
last week. Holds indefinitely.

.
. Dupont (Lopert) <372; 55-$ 1* —

Minneapolis. Oct. 20. I “Moon Is BJue” (UAt < 1 4th wk»
Alter breaking the Radio City Fine $4,000 for third consecutive
ou>e record. “The Robe” is still 1 week. Holds one more.
'ining a wide swath and leading Keith’s <RKO> <1.949; 55-85*—
n<> hoxoffice parade here by miles,

j

“Golden Blade” (U*. Trim $9,000
oiaovers are taking the play for this one despite crix panning.

;!„a>’ from the fresh entries as Last week. “All-American" <U>.
Monn Is Riue.” “Here to Eter- $8,000.

and “Little Boy Lost.” in Metropolitan <SW) (1.200; 55-85)
ninth, fourth and third

t
—“Blowing Wild” (WB*. Great

'j'eks. respectively, continue to $12,000 or near, best since becom-
*ow strength The only important ing company showcase. Last week,

newcomers. “Blowing Wild” and “Melba” <UA*. $6,000.

t

'/°n? Hand," appear lost in the Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 74-$l 20
nuff

V;- —“Mogambo” iM-G) (2d wk'. Very
Estimates for This Week

:
brisk $28,000 after smash $40,000

• i ,^V
tuLv 1>ar ' '1.600; 65-85* — last week Stays again.

t/"
1

* P°v ^0S1" 'Par* <3d wk*. Playhouse 'Lopert) <435: 55-SI)
Hue $6 500. Last week, $8,500 in

—“Roman Holiday” 'Part < 3d wk*.
»‘ieht days. Fast $7,500 after $7,800 last week.
Gopher <Berger» (1 025; 65-85*— 1

Stavs.
Lone Hand" -U>. Well enough, Trans-Lux <T-IJ <90-81 25' —

,
j* making no boxoffice “Here To Eternity” (Col* < 8th wk'.

i.eariway ?J*bt S3.000. Last week, Hot $14,000 after $15,000 last week
'Continued on page 18* » Continues.

H.0.s Hein Mils; ‘Robe’

Wow <!0G, 2d; ‘Eternity’

9G, 4th, ‘Wild’ Okay 7G

‘Scoutmaster’ Nice 19G,

Toronto; ‘American’ 12G
Toronto, Oct. 20.

On a two-house combo. “Here to
Eternity’’ is still leading the city
with terrific returns in second
stanza. “Mr. Scoutmaster" looms
big in two spots. “All-American” is

okay at the Uptown. However,
other incoming product such as
"Melba” and "The Story of Gilbert
and Sullivan” are light.

Estimates for This Week
Crest, Downtown, Glendale, May-

fair, Scarboro. Stale (Taylor* <863;
1.059; 955; 470; 698; 694; 35 -60'

"Vanquished" (Par) and “Clipped
Wings'* <AA». Nice $14,500 Last
week. “Gangsters at Bav” (Indie)
and “Fast Company” (M-G*. $11.-
000 .

Eflinton, University <FP> <1,080;

1,558; 40-75) — “Scoutmaster”
'20th). B:g $19,000. Last week.
"Homan Holiday” (Pan (4th wk*.
$12,000.

llyland (Rank) (1.350; 50-85*—
“Final Test” < Indie*. Near-capacity
$5,500. Last week. “Genevieve”
(Hank) <7tli wk\ same.

Imperial (FP) (3.373; 75-$l) —
“Gilbert Ai Sullivan" (IFD). Fair
$12,000. Last week, “Stalag 17"

(Par) (2d wk'. $12,000 for 5 days.
Loew’s 'Loewi (2,096; 65-95*

—

“Mekba” <UA*. Light $11,000 Last
week, "Actress" (M-G>, $14,000 in
8 days.

Nortown, Shea’s (FP* (959; 2.38(5;

75-$l *—"Eternity" (CoD (2d wk*.
Wham $30,000, Last week, $38,500.
Odeon (Hank' (2,390; 50-90*

—

“Desert Rats” (20th) (2d wk). Okay
$10,000. Last week, $14,000.

Tow-ne (Taylor* (693; 50-90* -
"Lili” (M-G» (12th wk). Near-ca-
pacity $4,500. Last week. $5,000.

Uptow*n (Loewi (2.743; 40-75)

—

“All-American” (U*. Okay $12,000.
Last week, “East of Sumatra” <U>.

$ 10 ,000 .

B’way Cools But Hutton Torrid $44,600,

Torch’ Hot 45G, ‘Heat’ Warm $23,000,

‘Actress’ 13G, ‘Fugitive’ Big JlfH 2d

winner The
Betty Hutton
week with a

‘Wild’ Bangup 15G,

Cleve. ‘Robe’ 55G
Cleveland, Oct 20.

Virtually every key house is

rolling up big takes currently,
thanks to topshelf product, offset-

ting an unusually warm spell. “The
Robe,” after setting an all-time
high for a Cleveland house, con-
tinues to pull sensationally for Hipp
in second week “Blowing Wild”
shapes smart at the Allen to pace
few fresh entrants. A nifty fifth

week for “From Here To Eternity”
is sighted by the Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Allen <S-W) (3,000; 55-85)—

! “Blowing Wild" (WB). Extra good
1 $15,000 or over. Last week, “Gun
|
Fury” 'CoD. $10,000.
Hipp (Tclcmanagement) <3,700;

$ 1 -$ 1 80*—"The Kobe" '20tlD '2d

|

wk). Gigantic $55,000 after $70,000
first week, reminiscent of goldrush
davs.
Ohio (Loew’sV <1.200; 55-85)—

“Martin Luther” (Indie) <3d wk).
Hot sleeper looks great $9,000 fol-

lowing $10,000 last frame.
Talace (RKO* <3.300; $1 25-$l 50*

“Eternity” (CoD (5th wk*. Great
$15,500 after $17,500 last week

State (Loews) <3,450; 55-85)—
“Story of 3 Loves” (M-G). Good
$12,000. Last week, “Mogambo”
(M-G) '2d wk). $15,000.

Stillman (Loew’s) '2.700; 55-85)—“Mogambo" <M-G* (3d wk) (m.o.».
Unusually lively at $7,000. Last
week. "Arrowhead" (Par), same.
Telenews <TcTment> '485; 55-85)— “Affair With Stranger" (Col) and

“Perilous Journey” (Col). Nifty
$3,500. Last week, “Cruel Sea"
*U) '2d wk). $3,800.

Despite seven new lulls, Broad-
way first-run business is backing
away from tin* recent high hoxof-
fice levels Considerably warmer
weather proved an added burden
at many theatres The reaction
from the holiday week trade \yas i

anticipated for the hu'k of lone-
run pictures, but the weakness of
many newcomers was an unpleas-
ant surprise. Only two of the new
bills hit the sock categoiy.

"Torch Song” is pacing tin* lid
of newcomers with smash $45,000
for first week at the Slate. “Big
Heat" also is doing nicely with
$23,000 for initial round at the
Criterion. And. of course, the re-
turn of the all vaude policy to the
Palace is proving a

new hill headed by
wound up the initial

sock $44,600.
“The Actress” also was big with

$13,000 in first session at ilu*

Trans-Lux 60th Street. “Main
Street to Broadway,’’ another
Metro entry, was a major disap-
pointment with a lightweight $12 -

000 on initial Astor week “3 Girls
From Rome" lasted a single stan/a

at the Globe, getling a slim $9,000.
“Let's Do It Aeain" also is not
doing so well with $10,000 at the
Holiday.
"Mogambo" with stageshow is

holding at hig $130,000 in third
round at the Music Hall, and goes
a fourth. Second week of “Blowing
Wild” with Louis Armstrong All-
Stars topping stage hill looks fair

$50 000 at the Paramount
“The Robe” is reflecting the

sharp downbeat for longruns by
dipping to huge $152,000 or n**ar

in fifth session winding up today
(Wed.» at the Roxy This is the first

time the gross has dropped below
$155,000 on its run at this house.
“Eternity" also slipped hut still

was sbekeroo with $58,000 for 11'

h

week at the Capitol
"Little Fugitive” is proving a

smash art theatre entry, holding to

great $11 500 in second round ;.t

the Normandie. Long lines over
weekend indicate a real tongrun.
"Cruel Sea” continues i 1 s vrv
strong gait with $6400 for

stan/a at the Fine Arts, with
foil r more weeks assured

“Little Boy Lost" held at great
$20,000 for fourth round at the
Rivoli. “Moon Is Blue” still was
very much in the money with $16.-

000 for mill stanza at the Victoria
"Man Between.” duo jp n xt

likely won’t open until early
November.

Estimates for 'this Week
A'dor (City Inv » (1 300; 80-$1 f!0>

—“Main St to Mro'dwav” (M-G)
(2d wt 1 Initial week ended 'ton-
day '19* hit orlv f *'r <1‘ , 000 In

ahead "St'd.v* *7” < !*;"•< i!5th wk*.
was hig $19 000. winding up ter-
rific run here
r*mth i^hnboit' <723

$° tfi < — “Jo'ips Caesar”
<20th wk*. Current s' nza
tomorrow (Thurs * ho*d : n«*

lv with $8 000 after $9 000
V’oms week Continues op
R ronet <P'*ad<" -130 90 $1 50<—“Befot.ir’s Opera” 'V’H> <futi \\ k 1

The eighth week ended Sunday
*18' continued vtottflv 'vith $5 400.
san«e ,a^ seventh ro"nd

r-.nltid <4fi ,,
0: 70-S2 °0

*

“Eternity" 'Co*' (12th wk> The
lllli wci'k en<'ed n'"ht (Tu“s i

)'eld at great $58 (>f»(| after $65,000
fo** 10t!i frame Cnhtiooes on

fvl(er !on ('(ac i <1 700 R5-$° 20*

10th
aliout

$1 90
< M-G *

ending
st ron"-
in pre-

tres* <592. 95-$l MO)— vLitlle Fugi-
tive” (Hurstyni (3d wk*. Initial

holdover stanza ended Monday
<19* held in great style with $11.-
500 after $15,000 for opening week,
best here in many months Long
Knes cm both Saturday and Sun-
day

I’alace <RKO* (1,700; $l.20-$6*
—All vaude bill headed by Betty
Hutton. Los Chavales de Hspana,
Trio C’harivel <2d wk*. First ses-
sion en<ted last night (Tues.) was
great $44,600. This resumes
straight vaudevill here.
Paramount (Par) (3.664. 80 $1.80)—"So Big” (Wll) with stageshow

headed by Duke Ellington orch,
Golden Gate Quartet, Stump Ac

Stumpy. Opens today <YVed ). Last
week, “Blowing Wild” (WB) plus
I.Ouis Armstrong All-Stars. Los
Baxter orch. the Dunhills. Jay
Lawrence onstage <2d wk*. slipped
to fair $50,000 after $63,000 open-
er.

Paris (Indie) (568 : 90 $1 80)—
“Captain’s Paradise” (Lopert) (4th
wit*. Third round ended Sunday
*18) landed smash $22000 after
$2) 700 for second week.

Itivoll < UAT* <2 092; 95-$2*—
"Little Hoy Lost” (Par) (5th wk'.
Fourth stanza “tided Monday (19)

held at great $30,000 after $41,000
for third week. Stays on

Rialto (Maeel '600 50 98*—
“Striporama” < Indie) <3d wk*. Cur-
rent session ending tomorrow
(Thors) is holding with torrid
$11 ()()() after $12,000 for second.

Rad*o CUv Music llall (Rocke-
fellers* <6.200; 90-$2 40)—-"Moga in-

bo” (M-G) and stageshow <3d wk*.
Current session looks to hold with
big $130,000 after $152,000 for
second week llo'ds a fourth.
Roxv i Nat 'I Tli » <5,717; $l-$3* -

“The Robe" (2l)th> (5th wk*. Pres-
ent round ending todav (Wed )

looks to hit wow $152,000 after
$194 000 for fourth week Stays on
indef, house now figuring on a
14-week run with nossiblity that
“Prince Valiant” <20th» will open
ju v 1 before Xmas.

State (Loew s <3 450: 85-$l 80)—
"Torch Song" 'M-G) <2d wk'. Open-
ing frame ended Sondav (18)

soared to smash $45,000 biggest
here in months Looks in for a run.
Reviews helped while sexy lobby
and ads obviously helped it g'*t

started right.

Sutton (MAH' (561: 90 $ 1 50*—
"Tanga Tika” (Schaefer* <3d wk*.
First holdover round ended Sun-
day <18* held with nice $6,700 after
$9 500 for first week.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) <453;

90 $1 50 < “The Actress” <M-G>
<2d wlc First stanza ended Sunday
<1H) land'd big $13,000 In ahead,
“Sailor of King” (20th) (5th wk-1

1

(lavs'. $4 000
Trans-Lux 52nd St. <T L* <540;

90 $1 50* “Lili” (M-G* (33d wk*.
The 32d stanza ended Monel iv <19)

held with solid $6,500 after $0,000
for 31st week.

Victoria <Citv Inv.) (1.060; 95-

$! 80' -“Moon Is Blue” (UA* (16'h
wk' Tl^ 15th round ended last

night (Tues • continued in the chips
with $16,000 or over. The 14th week
was $21,000
Warner (Cinerama Prod) <1.600;

$1 .20-83 (*0 ) — “Cinerama” (Indie)
<20th wk> Current stanza ending
tomorrow (Thors ) looks to hold
with $19,000 or close, very sin ish

for this stage of run. The 19th we*-k
was $49,500. Continues indef.

(CoD
I t

1 2d Fird

*Robe’ New High $65,000,

Denver; ‘River’ Hep 8|G
Denver, Oct. 20

“The Rohe” not only is setting
a new record this week at the
Denver, but is establishing an all-

time high for the Rocky Mountain
area The huge figure being regis-
tered opening week is topping
initial weeks in many other big
cities. City is loaded with hold-
overs, with “Little Boy Lost” at

Denham and “Here To Eternity”
at Broadway, both hig in second
sessions. Both hold third weeks.
“99 River St.” is trim in two spots.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin 'Fox* <14.00; 50-85) —

“Martin Luther” (Indie) <2d wk'.
Fast $7,500. Holds. Last week,
$12,000
Broadway (Wolfberg* <1.200; 60-

$1*
—“Eternity” 'Colt (2d wk) after

i
four weeks at Paramont. Good
$7,000 Stays. Last week. $10,000.
Denham 'Cockrilh <1.750; 50-85—“Little Boy Lost” (par* (2d wk)

l
(Continued on page 18)

—“Rir» He- t

cession “ed**d b '-f n : "ht <T"es i hit
r,r,o <:>7 oon (n ••he-,d “Devil’s
f’-.nvon” (RKO) < 2d wk 5 days).
$1

1

000 .

F 5 *»r Ar<s 'D'-vis> '46R 90-$l 80'—“rrii'd Sea” <U <n»h wk» The
10f|| d-irv'/'« epd -rt ' v,,r> »i -,v i]9* was
fanev $6 400 a r t<*r $7 200 for ninth ,

wc*-k
i

U’ohe (Brandt* d r>00 60-$1 50-—“Cifv of Bad <20<hr
Opened yesterday (Tues * T,

i

a bead “3 O.i.lc From Rm.n#.” <1FK*.
cot only $9 090 ;i**d he’d jo't one
week

Gui'd 'Giii'd

“Martin Tail her”
The sixth stanza
'Tues.' K»‘M V'-rv
after $19 500 for

If(»)*d'»v Rose i

“Let’s Do It Acain” (Cot* <2d
First session ended Monday

(450 $*-<1 .80'—
( Indie) < 7t )i v.k*. i

ended *a«t ni r*hf

>»i v,'(

h

$1 7.000
fi

fth rnond
<950 70-$ 1 80'—

wk'
<19)

was onD' fairlv rntod $10 000 Tn
ahead uA rroyhf*.*id" (Par* (4th
wk' $9 500 "Joe T,oil's Story"
<UA* doe in next, and soon.
Mnvfjdr i Prandl* 0.736; 70-$1.80»—“Caddv” (Pari '5tr> «;k». Present

frame er.d'ng todav (Wed )

to reach hig $1 ? 000 af»er $V* 500
ff».p ^ ti <

ip* ot> r>n

Normardic (Normandie

Hot an v* IVtv’

Thca-

‘Heat’ Hefty $22,000 In

Frisco; ‘American’ Okay

9G, ‘Robe’ Fat 52G, 3d
San Franeisco. Oet 20.

“The Robe” still is standout here
in current session, with great $52,-

000 in third week at tire huge Fox.
Aee newcomer looks to be “Rig
Heal” torrid at Orphetim "AM-
Americjiii ” looms okav at St Fran-
cis “Beggar’s Opera” is shaping
solid at Stagedoor “Mogambo” is

holding big in fourth round at

Warfield
Estimates for This Week

Golden Gate 'RK<)» '2,850, 65*.
95 -".Meet Dr Jekyll Mr. Hyde”
<U) and “Stand Apache River” (U).

Lean $9,500 Last week. “Moon-
lighter" 'WH* and "No Escape”
< UAi. $10 000.

Fox <I WC <4 051. $ I -$2.40' —
“Robe” '2011)1 '3d wk> Great $52.-

000 Last week. $00,000
Warfield (Loew’s) '2 6ofT;

$1 50* — “Mogambo" <M-G>
wk'. Still sock at $15 000
\ve< k. same.
Paramount P .• ) <2.646;

(Continued on page 18)

85-

<4th

Last

95-
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NEW YORK HAS GONE CINbmaScoPE
CHICAGO HAS GONE GinkmaScopE LOS

V -+->—4 l t

ANGELES HAS GONE C|NsmaScopE
BUFFALO HAS GONE CinemaScopE NEW
ORLEANS HAS GONE CinbmaScopE SAN
ANTONIO'S GONE CinemaScopE BIRMING-

HAM'S GONE CinemaScoPE INDIANAPOLIS

HAS GONECINbmaScopE ATLANTA'S GONE
CinbmaScopE PORTLAND'S GONE CINbma
ScopE HOUSTON'S GONE CinbmaScopE
KANSAS CITY'S GONE CinemaScopE SAN
FRANCISCO'S GONECinemaScopE BOSTON
HAS GONE CjnemaScopE WASHINGTON'S
GONE CinemaScopE MEMPHIS HAS GONE
CinemaScopE CLEVELAND'S GONE CINbma
ScopE SEATTLE'S GONE CinbmaScopE
PHILADELPHIA HAS GONE CinemaScopE
DALLAS HAS GONE CinemaScopE DETROIT

HAS GONE CinemaScopE SYRACUSE HAS
GONE CinbmaScopE SALT LAKE CITY HAS
GONE CinemaScopE PITTSBURGH'S GONE
CinemaScopE DENVER HAS GONE Cinema
ScopE NASHVILLE'S GONE CinemaScopE
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EXHIBS RESIST COSTLY ‘SOUND’
3d Theatre Has No Court Standing

Riverside, Milwaukee, Fails to Upset ‘Robe’ Booking

To Which Another House Had Consented.

Warner District Managers Told

Chicago, Oct. 20.

Efforts of the Riverside Theatre

in Milwaukee to force 20th Cen-

u rv-Fox to give It “The Robe““

have come to naught. Judge Julius

Hoffman in Federal Court here

dismissed the petition when River-

side owner James Coston and his

attorney Emil Levin were unable

to give the court chapter and

verse from legal precedent with-

out which Judge would not consid-

er the merits.

Practical effect is to free “The

Robe” to go into the Fox Wisconsin

to which the CinemaScope film

was originally assigned by the dis-

tributor despite the Riverside’s

objection.

Coston had intervened when the

Wisconsin Theatre secured the pic

for an unlimited run, after the

Towne Theatre, which may restrict

the Wisconsin from playing extend-

ed runs, waived its advantage to

allow CinemaScope to be shown in

Milwaukee. An outsider in the de-

cree. Coston had insisted upon its

application in spite of the Towne
Theatre’s waiver.

Arbitration Is

Big Uncertainty
When the Theatre Owners of

America meets in convention Nov.

1 at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chi-

cago. one issue will be the thorny
and undying one of arbitration.

Shall TOA go it alone? The rival

exhibitor body, Allied States Assn.,

at its recent convention in Boston
vetoed any arbitration based upon
premises that the producer-distrib-

utors, on their side, would accept.

Developments on the arbitration

question will be presented to TOA
by general counsel Herman M.
Levy following talks with S. H.
<Si> Fabian and Mitchell Wolfson
who. with Levy, were TOA’s arbi-

tration delegates. A TOA spokes-
man indicated that he’s convinced
that distribution end of industry

V ill never go for the arbitration of
film rentals. “If that’s a must,
there won’t be arbitration,” he de-
clared.

TOA. which has been an ardent
advocate of arbitration, was set to
okay the plan promulgated in Au-
gust, 1952, although it did not pro-
vide for arbitration of film rentals
and allowed for each film company
to issue two pre-release pictures
yearly. Attitude at the time was
that although the system wasn’t
perfect, it was a start and feeling
among TOAites w’as that it would
aid in alieviating the costly litiga-
tum that has been harassing the in-
dustry for many years. TOA prexy
Alfred Starr has constantly pushed
tor adoption of the system.

Mayor of West Memphis
Lines Up With Censor

West Memphis. Arfc., Oct. 20.
Move to set up some form of cen-

sorship of plays and films is under-
lay in West Memphis as a result
ot the showcasing here of pie prod-
uct which is banned in Memphis,
l' 1 miles away. “I am tired of see-
ing our city being made a dumping
ground for shows and pictures out-
lawed in Memphis,” Mayor Wil-
liam Fordyce told Variety.

At a meeting of the West Mem-
1

1 is City Council last week it was
uecided to contact Joseph I. Breen
in Hollywood for information on

film industry's Production
t ode.

Censorship situation here was
" ot lighted anew with the opening
' The Moon Is Blue” at the Joy
Lieatre land doing big business'.
* ais pic was banned by censor
1 -oyd Binford in Memphis. For-

ce said he didn’t see anything
< Meetionnble in the film, al-

Mich be thought it was “poorly
directed.”

Too Much Action
Hollywood. Oct. 20.

Jay C. Flippen is still won-
dering when his California
siesta will start. His intention
when he moved here several
years ago was to settle down
and enjoy the salubrious cli-

mate. In the last year he has
made “Thunder Bay” in Loui-
siana, “The Carnival Story" in

Germany and “The Far Coun-
try” in Canada.

Adele Buffington’s 80

Proxies Prove Irritant

To Some Screen Writers
Hollywood, Oct. 20.

Writers objecting to the current
unlimited proxy system in the

Screen Writers Guild have re-

newed their drive to limit the
power of proxy holders to a single

meeting, and with the required 50

signatures on a petition, plan to

fight for repeal of the present set-

up at the membership meeting
Nov. 17.

Campaign is aimed chiefly at

Adele Buffington, who has from 80

to 100 proxies, and Allen Rtvkin,

who holds about 50. Miss Buffing-

ton has declared she will fight any
proposal to eliminate or modify
proxies. Last year a similar drive

failed by 12 votes of gaining the

necessary two-thirds majority.

Ivan Goff, one of the sponsors,

said others in the campaign to

limit proxies include Curtis Ken-
yon, Erna Lazarus, Richard Mur-
phy, Howard J. Green, Harold
Greene and Mortimer Braus.

BACK C'SCOPE
What’s standing in the way of

more widespread installation of
CinemaScope screen equipment is

the question of stereophonic sound.
Insistence of 20th-Fox that direc-
tional sound is an integral part
and parcel of any deal involving
the exhibition of “The Robe” and
subsequent CinemaScope pix has
smalltown and nabe theatremen
resisting the installation of Cine-
maScope equipment. A spokesman
for Allied States Assn, indicated
this week that exhibs are willing
to equip their theatres with the
large screens necessary for Scope
showings, but will not go for the
added cost of putting in stereo
sound.

Installation of the sound device,

it's estimated, amounts to about
60rJ> of the cost of Scope equip-
ment and represents an outlay of

$12,000 to $15,000 per theatre as

compared to $2,000 to $3,000 for

the screen alone. Kxlubs who have
witnessed “The Robe” are not con-
vinced that directional sound gives
enough of an added plus to war-
rant the additional coin outlay. If

20th drops its adamant stipulation

that CinemaScope pictures be
shown only with stereophonic
sound, the Allied spokesman said

that many members of the exhib
org would proceed immediately
with the installation of the wide-
screens. He said Allied has no in-

tention to press 20th jprexy Spyros
Skouras to go ahead with his prom-
ise of testing “The Robe” with and
without the directional sound. He

(Continued on page 22*

III PicturesChemistry of G<

Isn’t Matter of Set Formulas’

Stuffed Shirts
Reps of the Walter Reade

chain swear this happened In

calling attention to "Horrors
of the Orient.” a coffin holding

|

a store dummy, fully dressed,
was placed in the lobby of the
Paramount. Long Branch. N .1

Somebody stole the shirt

from the dummy.

6, NOT 3, YEAR RULE

APPLIES TO LEONIA
A significant legal precedent t if

upheld) was handed down yester-

day (Tues.) in Federal Court by-

Judge Sylvester Ryan when he
ruled on an issue of statute of

limitations raised by attorneys de-

fending film majors against an

action of the Leonia Amusement
Corp. Old action charging illegal

business practices has been pend-
ing 18 months. Leonia conceded
that the alleged wrongdoings oc-

curred prior to 1935 when Leonia
of Jersey was forced out of busi-

ness.

In the preliminary victory for

the plaintiff. Ryan ruled that a

statute of limitations of six years
applies to the Leonia action. De-
fendants had contended that in

accordance with state law, and in

the absence of any federal time
statute, the time limitation should
be only three years.

Jurist decided further that the

six-year period could not be

deemed to take effect during pen-

dency of the Department of Jus-

tice antitrust suit against the

distributors, upon which the Le-
onia complaint was based. De-
fendants had argued that the time
period should have been measured
from 1938 when the Government’s
action was instituted, instead of

the 1949-50 era when final decrees
were entered in the Government

' case. w
i Leonia plaintiff, represented by

|

attorneys Joseph H. Muller and
Joseph Ruskay, asks treble dam-
ages of $1,800,000.

OLIVIA YENS BIG MALE

LEAD OR COL PIC’S OFF
Hollywood, Oct. 20.

Difficulty in casting a leading

man satisfactory to Olivia delfavil-

land has resulted in a hassle be-

tween the actress and Columbia
over “The Human Beast.” Miss
deHavilland stated: “I may not do
it. We are having a disagreement.”

Actress wants either Marlon
Brando, Robert Mitchum, Kirk
Douglas, Burt Lancaster or Mont-
gomery Clift as her leading man.
A studio spokesman said Col was
still trying to get together with
Miss deHavilland but "the people
she wants are impossible to get.”

Next TOA President

Likely to Be 36-Year

Old Walter Reade, Jr.

Indications are that Walter

Reade, Jr., head of the Reade the

atre chain founded by his late

father, and E. D. Martin. Georgia

circuit operator, will be named to

the top posts of Theatre Owners

of America at its upcoming con-

vention in Chicago Nov. 15. Reade.

currently executive veepee of the
exhib org. appears headed for the
presidency. succeeding Alfred
Starr of Nashville, who will not

stand for reelection. Although
there is strong sentiment in cer-

tain TOA quarters for Martin as

prexy. it seems likely that he’ll

be designated executive v.p . with
the top post going his way next

year.

Reade, owner and operator of

theatres in New York and New
Jersey, headquarters in Gotham
and has been TOA’s on-the-spot

representative in dealing with
homeoffice film executives on dis

tribution and other exhibitor prob
lems. He is also chairman of

TOA’s executive committee. Mar
tin. a v.p. of TOA, is co chairman
of its organization and membership
committee.

Opposition to Reade. which gives

Martin an outside chance for tin*

chief executive spot, reportedly
stems from southern members who
feel that Reade is too young for

the job. He is 36 years old. How-
ever. it’s felt that this opposition
will be overcome in light of Rcades
active role in TOA affairs in re-

cent years.

Decision of Warner Bros to go
all dimensions with the specific

stoiv property determining the
filming and projection technique,
as outlined by sales chief Ben Knl-
menson last week in Chicago at the

coni on ny’s district managers sales

confab, is indicative of the policy

the majority of the film companies
will follow, until public fancy de-
termines what’s best. Except for

20th Fox. wholly committed to Cin-
emascope. the production empha-
sis will be on story telling, with
the medium deemed the most ap-

propriate for a particular yarn be-

ing selected.

Pictures, according to Kalmen-
son. "will lie marketed so as to

reach the maximum possible audi-
ence. with whatever type of pro-
duction best fits the subject.”

However, before WB decided on
its all-media policy, the company
during the past year underwent a
strange metamorphosis which
sharply demonstrated Hollywood's
confusion during the dimension
revolution.

Zig-Zag History
In Feb., 1953. when Arch Obo-

ler's "Bwana Devil.” the first 3-D
film, was just about beginning to
make an impact on the boxofllee
and the industry, in general, was
in the doldrums, executive veepee
Jack L. Warner announced that
WB. with 15 active production
units, was launching a program
“that hasn't been approximated
since -the boom days of World War

(Continued on page 22)

New C’Scope

Eric Johnston as 'Ambassador’

Near East Troubleshooter for Eisenhower But Not

On Leave From the Picture Business

Exhib Sues Town
Keene. N. H .

Oct 20.

Peter D. Latchis. owner of sev-

eral film theatres in this area, has

brought suit against the town of

Dublin in Cheshire County Su-
perior Court here.

Exhibitor claims a road condi-

tion lias resulted in extreme ero-

sion and water damage at his sum-
mer home in Dublin. He wants the

town to change the contour of Jhe
thoroughfare and pay him for

4
property damage already done.

Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica prexy Eric Johnston has begun
his fact-finding mission for Presi-

dent Eisenhower in the Middle*

East but is keeping in close touch

with film developments on the

Continent and particularly with

the Paris negotiations for a new
French agreement.

The MPAA topper didn’t get a

leave of absence to take on the

assignment for Eisenhower. It’s

explained that he’s only 12 hours

by air from Paris and that he is

holding himself available to go

there at a moment's notice should

the film talks progress to the point

where his presence is required.

Johnston arrived in the French

capital last Thursday and remained
until Sunday. Griff Johnson.

MPA A Washington rep. is carrying

on for him.
Revelation of the Johnson ap-

pointment, on which he cairies the

title of Ambassador, took the in-

dustry completely by surprise.

However, it was learned that prior

to the naming of the MPAA prez..

Eisenhower personally contacted

three of the company proxies by
phone, asking them to okay his

temporary use of Johnston. Trio

included Metro’s Nicholas M.
Schenck, I’aramount s Barney Bal-

aban and 2Gth-Fox’s Spyros IV

Skouras. Johnston survey, de-
signed as an effort to relieve ten-

sion in the Near East and suggest
ways and means to bring stability

to the area, is expected to extend
over a period of from two to three

w eeks.*
Times Exclusive

Story oti the Johnston mi-sion
broke exclusively In The New
York Times which front-paged it

Other papers knew of it. but were
given to understand that it had
an Oet. 20 release date The Times'

W\ H. Lawrence indicated h<* in-

tended to jump the gun. where-
upon the White House advanced
release of the yarn. Nevertheless

Lawrence got a beat on Ins col-

leagues.

Question was raised whether ac-

ceptance of the roving Amhnssador-
ship indicated a desire on the part

of Johnston to quit the MPAA and
devote himself to the field of for-

eign diplomacy. This was. how-
ever. quickly and emphatically de-

nied by the MPAA. General com-

ment was that Johnston had taken

on a thankless and extremely dif-'

ficuit job in trying to smoothen
relations in the troubled Middle
East where the tide of Moslem na-

• tionalism is rampant.

Film Sharper
CinemaScope footage, consider-

ably improved in definition and
overall quality, was shown at the
Loew's projection room in N. Y*.

last week at an informal meet of
engineers. Among those who
•spoke up was the representative
fiom 20th-Fox who repeated that
Ins company had no intention of
releasing “The Robe" or other

I
CinemaScope films with single-
track sound.
Group commented favorably on

improvements evident in scenes
from .such CinemaScope p,.x as
King of the Khyber Rifles,”
Prince Valiant" and "The Story

of Demetrius ” By way of com-
parison, a reel from “The Rohe”
also was run.

It's noted that, where “Robe.”
'How to Marry a Millionaire" and
'Beneath the 12 Mile Reef” the
first three CinemaScooe film 1 -
weie loused in the old Kastman
color, all t lie rest Used the new
Kastman color negative. New
Bauseh A Lomh taking lenses are
credited for the improvement .

CinemaScope excerpts were
shown on a screen that was neither
of the Miracle Mirror nor the
Astrolite make, the only two makes
okayed by 2fMh lor CinemaScope-,

f -ah Assn. Meets Nov. 1# To
Standardize Kodachrome
Assn, of Cinema Laboratories',

which takes in many of the indie
tabs throughout the country and
particularly on the K.et Coast, is

kedded to moot Nov. 13 in N, Y.
to discuss the establishment of
Kodachrome printing standards.

!
It’s indicated that, with ?.;«•> -ifj ca-
tions already outlined, some 90' /,

of the labs in thy '16m Kod chrome,
business will adhere to the code.

Savings resulting from uniform
application of Kodachrome prac-
tices should run into tie* hundreds
of thousands of dollars each year,
according to John Stott, Du Art
Labs v |i. and a top official in the
lab assn. Group also held an in-

formal meet during the recent So-
ciety of Motion Picture and Tele-
vision Engineers convention in

|N. V.
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Widescreen Proving B.O. Draw In

Paris; Ifadis,’ Sangaree Top Field

l l "

'Vi^eTpuyin
1

^ d
1

Brit. Film Biz Agrees on Voluntary

Paris, Oct. 20.

Widescreen is definitely becom-

1

i„ . a potential boxoffice draw here.
|

W ,U, the fine grosses being racked

llP by “Quo Vadis” (M-G) and;

• Sangaree” (Par). Although both

aiT in the spec and color category,

v hich usually do nice trade here.

t l,e wide, concave screens have

definitely enhanced the draw of
.

,h<w films. "Vadis” did a solid

$93,000 in its first five days at four

j)u . houses here w hile in two weeks
•Sangaree.” with 3-D wide screen*

h. t > taken in $107,000 also at four

houses.

Other films doing good to fair

hi/ here are “Salome” (Col>. in

it, second first-run, “Cruel Sea”

it >. getting fine reviews, and
• Above and Beyond” (M-G>, with

j

word of-mouth helping. Six French
f

pix also are doing good at the b.o. !

here. Fernanda's new comedy,
• fai naval." again proves his audi-

ence draw. Charles Boyer, Daniele

Dairieux and Vittorio De Sica are

proving good draws in the cos-

tumer. “Madame De. . .
.” The two

pix on prostitution and dope addic~;

t ion. respectively, “Night Compan-
\

ions” and “The Slave,” are doing
u e 1 1

.

Provinces are giving the most at-

1

tention to “Salome,” “Greatest
Show On Earth” (Par), "Le Retour
De Don Camillo,” W'ith Fernandel;

j

“Snows of Kilimanjaro” (20th)

ami Niagara” (20th).

Max Bygraves Sock On

Glasgow Vaude Date
Glasgow. Oet. 13.

Max Bygraves, young English
comedian, played to near-capacity
biz at the Empire Theatre. No. 1

Scot vaudery. despite the absence
of ballyhoo. Healthy biz was on
par with that for U. S. stars
Frankie Laine, Betty Hutton and
Danny Kaye. The British comic
was accorded top reception both
from audience and at stagedoor
from mobbing bobby-soxers. He
was surrounded by a top layout.

Customers said they had not seen
such a first-rate vaude lineup for
many months.

Bygraves plays London Palladi-

um pantomime in December, and
is mulling a trip to the U. S. in

the spring of 1954. He would have
gone over this November except
that he is pacted for Royal Variety
Performance,

Berlin. Oct. 13.
A check of 5.000 film houses in

West Germain < including West
Berlin » reveals that only 139 of
them or 2.8 '

,

have been equipped
with additional projectors so they
can show 3-D films. This clearly
reflects the “wait-and-see” atti-

tude ot W. German exhibs.
Survey reveals that there are

more 3-1) cinemas in northern than
dium-si/cd cinemas were the first

southern 'Germany and that me-
to make the changes. 20th-Fox
CincinaScopc demonstration in
!• rank tu rt several weeks ago made
big publicity.

Settlement For Eady Giving Prods.

$6,500,000 Yearly; Now Up To Govt.

London’s West End Scene

Jammed With B.0. Winners

Auto Show Hypo

To Paris Legit
Paris, Oct. 20.

The Secretary of State for Beaux
Arts last Friday night (I6> an-
nounced closing of national thea-
tres in Paris until further notire,
in retaliation for a wage strike by
mechanics and stagehands which
prevented a performance at the
Comedie Prancaise that day.

Houses affected, besides Come-
die Franraise, are National Opera,
Opera Continue and Odeon, all

government-subsidized.

As Four New Hits Join In
' vri,,i,r

Zukor, Feted by French

Film Biz, Recalls Three

Big Moments in Career
Paris. Oct. 20.

Adolph Zukor is being lctcd
line by the French industry on his

30th Golden Jubilee Anni. After
sitting through the short. “The
Adolph Zukor Story,” with mem-
fins of the press, he remarked
how it evoked gentle nostalgia and
some pangs. He said that three of

the big moments in his memory
were the acquisition of the Sarah
Bernhardt pic. “Queen Elizabeth.”
under his Famous Players banner,
the laying of the cornerstone of
the Paramount Theatre in Paris,
and the opening of “Shane” here
to mark his anni proceedings.
Zukor talked about his first

meeting with Bernhardt, who was
"lily interested in knowing if her
lom-reeler “Elizabeth” had made
money in the U.S. He also men-
tioned the difficulties encountered
"ill) the usual French red tape in
trying to build the Paramount
house here, arid also how much he
had insisted on making "Shane.”
and how much it meant to him as
d symbol of the pioneering spirit.

I iruch newspapermen were im-
pievsed he the clarity and vouth-
f illness of Zukor. Latter said he
"as convinced that the widescreen
"ouid he the eventually accepted
t'*i in of the films, with only a
standard needed. He also feels
that 3-f). when it is brought in
"dhout glasses, will be one of t he
mp'i potent story telling tcch-
"I'l'ms in films.

I'reiKh industry greeted Zukor
"tilt a cocktail party at one of the
st ud iiis. and then “Shane” opened
'" I in a gala white tie affair Wed-
"• 'day 1 14> with all the VIPS in
I’ni* attending. Zukor left for
*’«Mnc Saturday (17) and will come
i*-M k to Paris to wind up his Euro-
pean sojourn.

London. Oct. 13.

The London legit season, which
got off to its worst postwar start,

with three flops in the first month,
is in a much-improved status now,
with four new hits. T. S. Eliot s

“Confidential Clerk.” “Devil’s Gen-
eral.” “King and 1“ and “Wish You
Were Here.” These more than
compensate for the three earlier

flops. “Bruno and Sidney.” “Lucky
Boy” and “MacRoary Whirl.”

In addition to the hit newcomers,
the West End scene is jammed with
a series of longrun moneymakers.
Some of them have been running
for several years. Two current
West End shows are now in their

fourth years. Honor for the longest

run goes to “Seagulls Over Sorren-
to” which opened hero in June.
1950. Running a close second is

the local farce, “Reluctant Heroes.”

There are also seven other plays
which opened in 1952. and are still

in the money. These are headed
by the Jack Hylton revue. “Lon-
don Laughs." which opened in

April last year; followed by “Af-
fairs, of State” at the Cambridge
and Emile Litt let’s British musi-
cal. “Love From Judy,” at the Sa-
ville. The other longrunners in-

clude “Ring Out the Bells” at the

Victoria Palace; the Agatha Christie
thriller. “The Mousetrap,” at the
Ambassadors; “Dear Charles” at

the New; and "For Better, for

Worse” at the Comedy.

The flock of hits this year teed

off with “Escapade” at the Strand
and includes “Paint Your Wagon"
at Her Majesty's; “Guys and Dolls”

at the Coliseum; "Carrington.
V. C.” at the Westminster; “The
Seven-Year Itch” at the Aldwych;
“The Moon Is Blue” at the Duke

I

of Yorks; and “Airs on a Shoe-

|

string” at the Royal Court.
Other openings that look set for

healthy runs include "Anastasia” at

the St. James and “As Long As
They’re Happy" at the Garrick.

Palis' annual Auto Show <1 12)
gave Paris legit the usual shot-in-
arm, with theatre-hungry visitors
crowding town. Most houses went
clean for the two-week period re-
gardless of shows they were shel-
tering. Weeding out of weak b.o.
items is already taking place witti
"Rose Tattoo” exiling from Gra-
mont 'Oct. 20v. • Ravenger" calling
it day at Bouffes-Parisiens (Oct.
1 1 • and revival of the doTible-bil!
Vf Jcan-Pau I Sartre plays, “Re-
spectful Proslie” and “No Exit."
folding at Caumartin <Oct. 17'.
The past week brought one full-

fledged hit to Paris. Jean-Couis
Barrault's production of Paul
Claudel's “Columbus." Roland
Petit Ballet Co. with new Orson
Welles ballet, “Lady in Ice."
danced by Colette Marchand and
George Reich, looks solid at Em-
pire. but the French version of
“Seven-Year Itch" at Edouard VII
and the new Fernand Gravev star-
er, "Brother Jacques,” at Varietcs,
may have to put up fight for sur-
vival after the tourists depart.

Fine adaptation by Gabriel Arout
of the Patrick Hamilton pla.vT
"Rope,” at the Renaissance, in
which pix-legit favorite Michel
Auclair stars, is in for profitable
run. The one-man show by singer
Yves Montand. a( Etoile in for a
four-week stint, has a heavy ad-
vance sale The new Armand Saln-
crou play, "God's Guests,” at Saint-
Georges disappointed crix and
may not be in town for long. One
of its leading actors. Robert Vat-
ticr. who lias fiig following, is al-

ready scheduled for the next Jenu
de Letraz farce. “Barbara.” which
goes into rehearsal shortly.

London. Oct. 20.

Subject to the approval of the

•Board of Trade, which remains the

$64 question, the British picture

industry has arrived at a voluntary

settlement concerning the future
of the Eady fund. At a tour-|H»wer
meeting held in London last Tues-
day <IJ). a compromise formula
was accepted by all four parties,
via which the British production in-

dustry would receive an indirect
subsidy of around $6,500,000.

The compromise figure, some-
thing like $2,000,000 short of the
producers' stated minimum to iu-
suie a healthy British film making
industry, was accepted by other
sections of the industry because of
the realization that this was strain-
ing the loyalty of exhibitors to the
maximum. They had expressed
their desire to aid British produc-
tion, hut could not go beyond the
figure which they had intimated a
month ago was their maximum.

If the Board of Trade accepts the
new formula it will mean that Brit-
ish producers will gel more than
$1,000,000 less aid annually, as
the present Eady scheme, although
budgeted to net at least $8,000,000
a year, is producing revenue in the
region of $7,500,000.

The measure ol agreement at-

tained between the opposing exhib-
itor and producer viewpoints comes
as a welcome surprise to the film

week. Both Rita Hayworth's per- hi/ in view ol the adamant British
forma nee and the treatment of the 'Film Producers Assn, statement a
Bible story were panned in harsher week earlier that they could not
terms than usually used Despite contemplate Eady revenue which

‘Buff,’ Courtroom Drama,

Mild London Entry
London. Oct 20.

Only legit offering of the week
was “Blind Man's Burt” at St. Mar-
tin's Theatre last Wednesday 0 4',

representing Frances Day's first

managerial speculation It is an
old metier hv Ernst Toller and
Denis Johnston, last seen in I.on-
don in 1936. dealing with a doctor
escaping from the death sentence
for the alleged murder of his wife.

Elizabeth Allan and Dennis
Price co-star with an excellent sup-
porting company headed by John
Phillips. Hugh Manning. Newton
Plick. Alan MacNaiighlan. Wilfrid
Hramhcll and Simla Ward Play is

directed by Robert Quentin. First-

nighters gave it a warm response,
but chances look onlv so-so.

Denmark Crix Blister

‘Salome’ But Biz Soars;

U.S. Hits at New High
Copenhagen, (ht 13,

Few pictures, either American
or local, have received a worse
beating from the Danish critics

than “Salome" iCoh. which was
preemed at the big Palladium last

tlu* unanimous crix chorus against
the film, people (locked to it the
first days. At Paladsteati el ’ Hans
Andersen” 'RKO> i- in its sixth

week here a big hit, hut not of

the sensational dimeimions one ex-

pected in Hans Vndcrsen's own
country. The film has received
more advanced publicity. Imlh
good and had. than any other film

in Denmark
“Moulin Rouge" ' \sa> is doing

tremendous hi/ at the Dagmnr and
“Call Me Madam” (20th ' is tilling

the Alexandra week after week
With the great reception given
Chaplin's “Limelight” *F('P> at tlu*

World Cinema, it has been years
since' there have been so many lug

American boxottice lids at one
time.

Danish films in Copenhagen ahn
have had a good seasonal start

Lau Laurilzen's "Karlig Cnudom”
(Dangerous Youth' received a tre-

mendous reception 1mm the press

and p4l>lic.

I s Overseas Division

Shifting Exchange Mgrs.
1 "tiy Garcia, formerly Univcr-

* 11 manager in Trinidad, has been
r uned general manager for U in
' ''"‘/ucla. replacing Robert Ferb-
' "ho has resigned. Walter Lam-

formerly with the J. Arthur
,: 'nk organization overseas, takes
i vr the Trinidad- post.

HI sow here. Y. K. Yao, with U
' 15 years as head of the com-
t jiiv > China office, moves to Sin-

as manager, taking the
I " < of Wallace Orr, who has been
"died to become general man-

*"5rr in Japan. In India, Geoffrey
" ,r‘‘L assistant to managing di-

'

( hir William Broun, has been
mod manager in Indonesia,
'• to George Hyder has resigned.
Across the world, in Switzerland,
'"'••s Oechsner, formerly with!

in Switzerland, replaces)
1,1 Cosandey as U manager.

ARC. EXHIBS GIRD FOR

STAGEFILM POLICY
Buenos Aires, Oct. 13.

Following swiftly in the wake of

the Charles Trenet and Ethel

Smith dates, the Lococo film cir-

cuit has signed the Franco-Span-
iard tenor, Luis Mariano, for a

four-week date at the Opera film-

theatre here. This is a continua-
tion of the policy of accustoming
the public to variety turns, in prep-

aration for implementation of the

new law making them obligatory in

all pix theatres.

"Violetas Imperiales” (Cifesa'.a
Spanish tinier, in which Mariano
played lead, is currently at the

Ocean Theatre < Lautaret &. Caval-

lo>. which puts the rival circuit in

the position of exhibiting a picture

which helps the competition's legit

business.

Mariano i< not a disk favorite

here as was the case with Tre-
net or Miss Smith. Hence, if he
clicks at the Opera, it wilLbe main-
ly do the buildup via the film run-

ning at the Ocean.

‘Dial M’ Hit in Zurich;

Sets Couple of ‘Firsts’

Zurich. Oct. 13.

I First production in this country

of Frederick Knott's “Dial M For

Murder" (’ Bei Anruf. Mord”)
marks a double event: the Zurich

Schauspielhaus presenting a mys-
tery play for the first time in years,

and first time a play of this kind
shapes as a b.o, winner in this

country. It's being helped consid-
erably by excellent reviews and
word-of-mouth.

A carefully p re-pa red, well-staged
production contributes important-
ly. The German adaptation by Ru-

.
dolf Schneider-Schelde retains a

' great deal of the original flavor.

Kurt Hirschfeld’s direction, after

a rather slow start, picks up con-

|

siderably underway and keeps the
tension at a high point up to the
last scene. A competent cast de-
serves credit, but special mention
Ls due to Peter Luehr, w ho delivers

an excellent portrayal with a per-
sonal touch as would-be murderer
Tony Wendice. Elisabeth Hoebarth

! is moving in the Custi Huber role,

and vet player Herman W'lach as
Inspector Hubbard turns in a well-

rounded characterization, played

j with skill and human warmth.
Hunnes Meyer’s one set is adc-

i quate. biezo.

SEE GREECE NEGLECTED

HAVEN FOR TOURISTS
Athens. Oct 13.

Athens and Greece an* neglected

tourist havens. With the devalua-

tion of the drachma last May. the

traveler can live cheaply and well

• and feel like a millionaire, literal-

ly. with 30,000 drachma for a

dollar.'

There is a real deluxe new ho-

tel in Athens, the Athence Palace,

and comfortable hostelries in the

countryside. A good steak for 70c.

is not to be sneered at and excel-

lent local wine for 30c. a bottle

makes eating a pleasure.

Seeing a Greek classic play per-

formed in an outdoor theatre over

2.000 years old just under the

Acropolis is -something unique.

There Ls nothing anywhere like the

precise and rhythmic movement
and musical speaking of the

chorus. You can enjoy it without

understanding a word. English

plot synopsis is given to foreign

visitors

hour and a half and are performed
without intermissions.

In Athens there are any nurn-

Ikt of taverns where the prevail-

ing entertainment is guitars, two
or three singers, and what Is

known as “Turkish” songs. Icft-

overs from the years of Turkish

occupation.
Virginia Davis, U. S. folk-singer

now here, gave two impromptu
concerts in the countryside last

week, first in the best preserved

theatre in Greece, in Epidaurus,

the other in old Corinth, where St.

Paul preached. She also gave two
broadeasts for the National Radio
in Athens,

would fall below the $8,500,000
mark.

'Ibis was the basis of their nego-
tiations, made, as they admitted
frankly, with the knowledge that
exhibitors could not cooperate with
them until thev received some
measure of tax relief from the Hi it -

isli treasury. The association, how-
ever. was swayed by the insistence
of the BO'I that an.v agreement
reached must lie made without
financial re no vation, and could not
be dependent on subsequent tax
changes which the Chancellor of
the Exchequer may consider neccs-
sarv in his April budget.

Although tin* terms of the four-
power settlement are to he sub-
mitted in the form of an agreed
memorandum ol the HOT. there re-
mains some doubt in top industry
circles as to whether or not the
government will give its blessing.
The BUT has consistently leaned
towards aiding the production in-
dustry, and its Dual decision may
he influenced In the recent BITV
statement that nothing less than
$8 400.000 annually would siilJice
to keep Butisli production out of
the red.

It may feel that producers have
bowed to industry pressure tor the
sake of reaching unanimity to their
own financial detriment, and may
consider that a statutory scheme
guaranteeing the requisite mini-
mum. is to le* preferred to the vol*
unart y alternative. A final deci-
sion will not be known until the
end of October, which was the orig-
inal deadline given by the BUT
for reaching agreement.

Scot Vaude Biz Hit

By Name Lack, Video
Glasgow, Oct. 13

Vaude biz is taking a nosedive
in many Scotland cities. Attend-
ance as reflected in hoKoflice tak-
ings show a tendency to avoid
stereotyped resident shows. Glow-
ing crop of TV viewers is also stay-

The plays last about anting away from live show-, with the
... . . • • .4 .. . r . _*istart of winter video programs,

Lack of big L S. names is also
having an effect on the vauderies.
Feeling has been expressed here
that many patrons are spoiled star-

wise by having so many t S. lop
act* over the spring and summer
seasons, making patrons more
choosey when normal winter hills

feature onlv familiar Rrili.sh acts.

Shortage of vaude acts for inde-
pendent houses is also noticeable
in trend to retain five to 22-week
seasons with the same artists. Indie
owners have only a few top acts to
choose from alter the major cir-

cuits. including Moss Empires,

l
have taken their pick.
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In all the

five years since

'Johnny Belinda’

there has been
•/ .

. .
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;
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. ; ; • ..»• .... .. j •

.

.
•

no story
~ and no portrayal

to match the

dramatic impact

of Warner Bros’.

presentation

of Edna Ferber’s

Pulitzer

Prize Novel

I he m
f

STOOD ,

THERE
SO BIG. * 9

LOVE HAD
COME.
INTENSE.

UNASHAMED.-- ™
SHE WAS

V READY TO
1 FORGET SHE'D
9 EVER BEEN
& A LADY....

14
If there be

such a thing as

a sure-seater,

this is it -in spades!"

BOXOFFICE
14
‘SO BIG* is big-time !

44

WALTER WINCHELL

SO BIG
4

is so-o-o-o good !

44

LOUELLA PARSONS
44

*so BIG
4
will be a

~k moneymaker of
*

. the year !
44

HEDOA HOPPER

“A great, great picture !
44

LOUIS SOBOL

STERLING NANCY
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Inside Stuff-Pictures

Sucietv of Motion Picture and Television Engineers’ survey of screen

aspect ratios as they apply to theatres of various sizes will be continued

and as further replies flow in. they will be collated. Eventually, if

the response warrants, the report on screen ratios, made at the

S M PTE’s recent N. Y. convention, may be amended.

Herbert Barnett, SMPTE prex.v, said in N. Y. last week that exhibi-

tors’ response to the poll was disappointing ahd he reminded them
th;it the information sought was primarily for their benefit. Society’s

screen remittee started mailing some 8.000 questionnaires last May
but onl> 400 were returned, and of these 50 disqualified.

There will be no followup mailing “since we are pretty sure that

,11 the exhibitors got the questionnaires.” Barnett said. He added he
v certain additional forms would be received.

ncrtmKs 13

f.-,r*.t of what may become a series of training pix for theatre cm-

l
j
( .\ ces has been completed and screened for execs of Theatre Owners
\merica who reportedly found it highly satisfactory.

In it bier was financed by Irving Mack, proxy of the Mack trailer out-

fi who is now huddling with TOA on establishing a sales policy for
jiv,. pne-reeler. Called "Courtesy Is Contagious.’’ it runs 15 minutes and
will I).' screened for the first time at the TOA convention in Chicago.

Mack is now thinking of following up with a film on concession sales.

Future of the series depends to a large extent on the response of TOA
members to the first film. Pix are budgeted at about $8,000 each.

Sis best -directed motion pictures for period from last Jan. 1 through
Sept. 3<> have been named. by members of the Screen Directors Guild.

Named for the third quarter were “Lili,” directed by Cha/les Walters;

•Come Back, Little Sheba,” Daniel Mann, both nominated for the third

lime this year; “Shane,” George Stevens, nominated twice previously;
• From Here to Eternity,” Fred Zinnemann; “Roman Holiday,” William
\V> ler. and “The Robe,” Henry Koster.

Third quarterly ballots totaled twice the number ever turned in by
Guild membership. A total of 108 pix were named in the balloting,

also a Guild record.

Second longest shooting schedule in Metro’s history came to a close

with the completion of its musical, “Invitation to the Dance,” an Arthur
Freed production with Gene Kelly doubling as director and star. Long-
est was the silent film, “Ben Hur.”

invitation” went before the cameras in London on Aug. 19, 1952
and continued there until the first w'eek of February, 1953, when it was
moved to the home Jot in Culver City for the final sequence called
‘ Sinbad the Sailor,” which required several more weeks of lensing.

Atlantic Monthly for October contains two articles on motion pic-

tures. both of interest to close students of the industry. First piece
reviews widescreen developments and arrives at the net conclusion
that subscription, or pay-as-.vou-see television, will be the ultimate
savior of the film business. Second article details the film production
and distribution of India, “the world’s second largest film industry,"
with six dialects, 2,000 theatres, no radio or television and a preponder-
antly illiterate population of 600.000.000.

Irvin* Levin Details

Hopes to Chi Meeting
Chicago, Oct. 20.

Irving H. Levin, Filmakers Re-
leasing Organization prexy, held
the first regional meeting of the
company at the Blackstone Hotel
here last week, making a brief ad-
dress, the substance of which was
that Filmakers’ “unusual arrange-
ments” to keep both production
and distribution costs at a mini-
.nuiin enables the company to
peddle high-grade product with top
box olTiee names and direction.
This, he said, was essential in
times when the entire industry is

searching for innovations to re-
vitalize pictures and to win back
the theatres' lost patrons.

Levin did not clarity his “ar-
rangements'’ and did not specify
how his product would lure back
the straying clientage. Filmakers
currently are releasing “The Biga-
mist,” produced by Ida Lupino and
Collier Young, and starring Miss
Lupino, Joan Fontaine, Edmond
O’Brien and Edmund Gwen. Sched-
uled to roll on Nov. 15 is Filmakers’
next vehicle, “Calibre Thirty-
Eight.”

Releasing company is made up
of veteran distribs, Bert Steam of
Pittsburgh; J. Francis White. Jr.,

of Charlotte; Jack Engel of Phila-
delphia, and Tom Baily of Denver.

CinemaScope Equipped Theatres

Don’t Coincide With, But 20th

Respects, Usual Release Pattern

Three decades ago when the late Carl Lacmmle was boss of Uni-
versal he paid $12,000 for a magnificent Oriental rug that brightened
the Paris Opera House. He wanted it as background for his picture.

“Phantom of the Opera." Through the years the rug held an hon-
ored place in the studio, but time marched on. There was a sudden
call for 200 carpet bags, to be used by Alaskan gold rushers ia “The
Far Country.” That is what has become of the 50-by-40 foot rug—all

cut up by the prop department.

A top production exec asked a top exhib to attach his name last week
fo a letter lauding the production exec’s latest effort. The exhib
thought the missive a triflle overdone. so he drafted his own letter of

commendation and sent it along. They met a few days later and t he
production topper grasped his friend by the arm and exclaimed: “Your
letter was so sincere, it made me cry.”

OUTDOOR GROSS

NEARLY EQUALS

INDOOR
Hollywood. Oct. 20.

Drive-in theatres, once consid-
ered a side issue in the motion pic-
ture business, are causing distribu-
tors to sit lip and take notice in
this vicinity, particularly at Para-
mount. That company has grossed
a total of $906,300 on the last 22
pictures released to ozoners. Only
$9,800 more than that was grossed
by the' same films in pre-release
and regular first runs in fiat-top
theatres.

One feature of the situation is

that the time of year has little or
no effect on coast drive in attend-
ance. Hot or cold, they continue
to draw. Occasionally the auto the-
atres are shuttered by rain, hut
there is not much of that in South-
ern California.

C inema 16. non-profit film society which shows offbeat pix. has added
an extra showing to its Sunday morning series at the Beekman The-
atre, X. Y. Same program will be shown at the Beekman on three
different Sundays. In addition, the film society offers a Wednesday
series at the Central Needles Trades Auditorium, N. Y . with per-
formances at 7:15 and 9:30 p.in.

Lowell Thomas essay contest, based on the topic “The Story I Would
;

Like to See in Cinerama,” reveals that student preferences range from i

biblical subjects ..to science fiction. Classics of Dickens, Conrad and
,

H (». Wells are also represented. Contest, sponsored by Cinerama and
N Y. Board of Education offers cash awards of $1,000, $500 and $250.

COLUMBIA CUTS

BANK DEBTS
Columbia’s bank indebtedness

,rjs been cut to $9,000,000 via two
separate payments of $1,000,000
eu'li to hanks.

As of Sept. 30, 1953. Col had a

<>'”dit availability of $15,000,000
s, '

! up w ith First National of Bqs-
! ” 1. Bank of America. National
1

1

0't and the Manhattan Co.

Vn (ln the arrangement. Col could
< u* borrowed that amount DUt

'h the borrowed coin to decrease
SI.500,000 in each subsequent

•
'"• from that date.

A" of last month, though. Col

;

1,1 Liken only $11,000,000 and
:l ' r,,,w has been cut to the $.9.-
'* 9<>0 balance via the two new

! <\ ments.
( <>l also revealed that Aoe

I mtague, sales v.p., has sur-
1 ••Metered 11.227 common stock

J| i ints which had been issued as
» ni of his employment contract

• ' 'on lor the surrender of.war-
‘

.

iflK
- L»r w hich Montague re-

*‘d- uo henefUs. icidti .Co], is. ud-

NUDIST CAMP FILM

YANKED BY SULLIVAN
Minneapolis, Oct. 20.

“Elysia,” nudist camp picture,

which has been shown at a num-
ber of Minneapolis theatres with-

out interference during the past

several decades, ran into police

censorship here when Sam Berger,
owner of the lower loop Grand, at-

tempted to revive it after an ab-

sence of a number of years.

When the picture was shown
hero on several previous occasions
Jake Sullivan wasn't head of the

police department morals squad
After Sullivan received complaints
that teen-agers were “hanging
around the theatre’’ he himself,

watched the picture, he says, “for

about 35 minutes.” and then or-

dered Berger to cease showing it

Berger, who recently was fined

$100 for showing an “indecent”
reel burlesque film. “French Peep
Show.” and threatened with the

loss of the theatre’s license if the

offense was repeated, immediately
complied with Sullivan’s order.

Morals squad leader said he

didn't consider “Elvsia” “exactly

lewd or indecent.” To Sullivan’s

way of thinking, the picture is

“more like one of those art-study

magazines.” He told Berger to

take. off. tiie .picture . because .“we
don't want that kind of thing here.”

CHARGES ‘COLLUSION’

IN RKO STOCK SUIT
Los Angeles. Oct. 20.

Another complication in the al-

ready much complicated minority
stockholder suit against Howard
Hughes and RKO arose in Federal
Court when attorney Bernard
Reich asked the appointment of a
Special Master to investigate what
he called “evidence of collusion
of the defendants and N. Y. attor-
neys for the plaintiffs." Reich rep-
resents RKO stockholders Eli and
Marion Castleman and Leo Feuer-
man. Still another complication
arose through the sudden death of

Henry Ilerzbnin. named hv eastern
attorneys for the plaintiffs as a

substitute for Reich.
In his memorandum to the court

Reich declared the plaintiff's N. Y.

counsel is attempting to quash the

case. He admitted that haft dis-

agreed with the plaintiff’s N. Y. at-

torneys as to procedure but said it

was beeuase he has “evidence of

collusion.”

Judge Ben Jlarrison continued
all phases of action until Dec. 28,

thus retaining jurisdiction while

awaiting developments in Las Ve-

gas where similar suit pends in

Superior Court Reich told court

Hughes is a “rich, powerful man
His attorneys are most resourceful;

American Indiscretion
It seems like - a long way

from “Terminal Station” but
the new title of the next Selz-
nick Releasing Organization is

"Indiscretion of An American
Wife."

Film was lensed in Italy as

“Terminal Station" by Vittorio
do Sica with Montgomery Chit
and Jennifer Jones in the
leads.

NEVER BLOW YOUR NOSE

IN MIDDLE OF FOREST
Concord, N. II , Oct 20.

For grim realism, a new film

being produced by the state of
New Hampshire will have few
equals.

The picture. “Death Is A Care-
less Hunter.” is being shot by Uel
Gardner, cameraman for the New
Hampshire Fish and Game Depart-
ment, and will he based on an
actual hunting fatality In this state.

The scenario was written by
Parker Merrow of Center Ossiper,

|
isn't

weekly newspaper publisher, judge
of the Ossipee Municipal Court
and gun expert.

Some 500 men are killed every
hunting season around the United
States In their amateur stalking of

deer. It has been said that at cer-

tain times in the autumn nothing
is so dangerous in a deep forest

as to take out a white pocket hand-
kerchief to blow the nose. Hand-
kerchief will he mistaken by some
trigger moron as a deer’s white
tail.

Metro Homeoffice Trip

To View 1st in C’Scope
Contingent of Metro homeoffice

execs are expected to leave for the

Coast shortly to view Metro's first

CinemaScope production. “Knights
of the Round Table,” which was
filmed in England. Coast trek of

New York officials, who will hu-

miliate final release plans, is in line

with the company’s plans to speed
up the film for Christmas issuance

On the Coast, production chief

Dore Sellary said “Knights” would
he sneak previewed within the next

two or three weeks. Speed up pro

gram, it’s indicated, will also he

extended to “Rose Marie.” .\I G’s

second CinemaScope film, slated

for distribution shortly after Jan. 1

Uneven distribution of Cinema-
Scope equipment, with houses

equipped not necessarily corre-

sponding to the established re-

lease pattern, is causing 20th-Fov

some headaches in hooking “The
Rohe.” Situation will continue to

he complicated until there are

more CinemaScope pix available

Meanwhile, with “The Robe”
garnering record grosses, exhibs

are in hot competition for the film

Trouble 20th has been running in

to has been that it isn’t necessarily

the first-runs that get the equip-
ment first. On the’ othei hand,
while 20th can bring a certain
amount of pressure to bear to get a

house fitted out. it doesn’t control
the equipment directly.

Result has been that, In some • it -

nations, one or two of the subse-
quent runs have the CinemaScope
units while the first-run house has
yet to order it* or is waiting for

the equipment. In several cases,

the theatres already to show ‘The
Robe" have held that it 'should go
to them. Position of 20th is that it

influenced by who does or
doesn’t have the facilities for shoe-
ing CinemaScope and that it fully

intends to follow the established
release pattern.

Knowledge that “The Kobe” is

a heavily pre sold attraction will
an outstanding bo. record so fur

has caused exbibs to lest the *. alid-

ity of 20th’s policy. There h.r e

also been a number of instances

when theatres, losing out on bids
for the picture, have gone to court,

charging they offered more money
for the film. Reply is always the
s.unu—that it’s up to 20th to judge
the situation from which it stands
to get the most money and that the
higher bidder with the poor gross-

ing potential can legally be re-

fused the hooking.

In some spots, where two or
more first-runs are equipped to run
CinemaScope, 20th has taken itself

out of the picture and has left it up
to the local interests to decide who
should get "The Rohe.”

2D C'SCOPE RELEASE

‘Millionaire’ Into llivoli

Globe Simultaneously
and

Dual proem at the Rivoli and
Globe Theatres, N Y . has been
skedded for 20th Fox’s “How To
Marry A Millionaire.” Date of the

opening is Oct. 29.

Unveiling of 20th’s second Cine-

mascope release will he covered

TV at both houses with Lauren
Bacall, star of the film, pencilled

in for p.a.’s. Rivoli screen is 40

feet w ide Vi
38 ’a feet.

Only Bd. Seats Contested

In Annual SAC Election
Hollywood, Oct. 2o

Ballots for the annual election

of the Screen Actors Guild have
been mailed out, returnable Now
3. with no opposition to the ie-

deetion of the chief officers. Only
competition is for seats on the

board of directors, with 22 candi-

dates for 16 positions.

Running without a struggle for

reelection arc: Walter Pidgeon.

prexy; Leon Ames, first veepee;

John Lund, second veepee; Wil-

j
liam Holden. tTiinl veepee; Paul

I

H a r h e y. recording secretary

.

i George Chandler, treasurer.

! Regular candidates for the

j
hoard of directors, named l>\ the

{Guilds nominating committee are

Eduard Arnold. Wen del I Coiey

Robert Cummings. Ruth llusse'
1 Frank Love joy. William Lundigan
' George Murphy. Verne Smith
Georgia Stark. Lyle Talbot Wil-

liam Walker, Jimmy Lydon Rich-

ard Widmark and Robert Staf f-

Six independent candidate^ fm
the board, nominated In petition,

are Fort un in Bonanova Charles

Delaney. Terry Fro-t. Ktank Mal-

low. Barry Kelley and Jack Hick-

ey. Results of the election will be

announced Nov. 10 at the Academy
theatre.

by
|

Grainger to Coast
James R Grainger, president of

RKO. is off to the Coast again

this time for a three-week stay at

the studio. He winged out of N V

LUTHER’ LINES

UP 500 DATES
“Martin Luther," the independ-

ently - produced religioso film

hacked by the Lutheran Church,,

continues to remain the hoxofflee

surprise of the year Although it

has played only 45 dates In 18

stales, the Lutheran Church esti-

mates that the film has already
been seen by over 2,000,000 peo-
ple It pushed up from eighth to

sixth spot last week in Variety's
national boxoffice survey.

Made by the Louis de Roche-
moot organization and originally
intended for church showings only,
the picture has proved a powerful
commercial enterprise, surprising
veteran showmen According to

F. Borden Mace, prexy of the d<*

Ro( hemont org, 500 additional
dates have been booked, with en-
gagements running into March,
1954

National Screen Handles

De Rochemont outfit, which fs

handling the re'ease on its own
with National Screen doing the
physical distribution is aiming for
200 dates by < )< t 31 to coin-
cide with Reformation Day, Which
i celebrated by all Luthei.m
< hutches Support of churches i-

lifting the picture's gross tie.

incndously, will) churches bringing
in busloads of patron- from com-
trinnilies surrounding play -d,ale

cities Picture is also showing an

amazing building quality. In Chi-
cago. for example, it drew more in

the third week than in the first

two weeks of playing tune.

Press, too. is giving the film spe-

nd attention In many cities, the

opening of "Luther" has resulted

in page one yams. The Milwaukee
.Journal on Thursday <16* front-

d< ito IM #4 ib« rtlrtt < H^vrWi fcTTV
l Returns to N Y on Nov. 15.

paged

i G.W).
1

“Luther Movie Seen> by
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Police Seizure of 111000’ Print Raises

Possible Damage Suit Vs. Jersey City

A suit for damans against Jer-4

ny City because of its "Moon Is

Blue’’ ban is being considered. If

it materializes it would be an

unprecedented and spectacular

maneuver.

"Damages” being discussed in-

volve the amount of money lost at

tiie Stanley Theatre. J. C. when cession

the print of “Moon” was confis-

cated by local police and the house
was closed from Wednesday ' 14

)

through Friday <16).

Such an action must await the

outcome of appeals from a Su-

perior Court ruling in .1. C. that

the police were within legal bounds
in seizing the film and arresting

Popcorn Forever!
Chicago, Oct. 20.

Popcorn manufacturers conclave

here last week resulted in the

formation of International Pop-

corn Assn., welding eight separate

segments of the popcorn and con-

industry into a single

Irade association. James J. Kitz-

gibbons, Jr., Theatre Confections

Ltd. prexy. was elected first presi-

dent of 1PA, with Bert Nathan of

Theatre Popcorn Vending Corp. of

Brooklyn as first v p.

New international organization

has seven active segments, each

self-governing by two directors

the manager of the Stanley, Arthur and representing popcorn proces-

If higher courts «>rs. wholesale manufacturers.
J. Manfredonia.
reverse the Superior tribunal's

verdict, the plan for instituting

the action for damages against tlu*

municipality will then he weighed.

Lawyers associated with ‘‘Moon”
say tint the appeal likely will tie

filed by United Artists, as dis-

tributor of the film; Otto Preminr-
« r. the* producer, and Stanley War-
jh r, owner of the Stanley Theatre.

Appeal brief hasn't been written
but likely will point up that the
film was taken by the police ar-

bitrarily 'and without a court or-

der, and that City Commissioner
Bernard J. Berry, in ordering the
seizure, allegedly conformed to the
pressures of outside, unofficial

groups.

Berry announced that he had
directed the police action after

protests against the film were
made hv civic and Catholic groups,
the latter including the Catholic
War Veterans and the Holy Name
Society. The seizure action was
taken as a means of enforcing the
•'obscenity” ordinance.

Spokesman for "Moon" said in

N. Y. this week that the film a!

ready had opened in 1.000 theatres
and is now hooked to play 400
others. This record hardly could
have been achieved if the pie were
obscene. lie added that this

point will be stressed in appeal ac-

tions.

theatres and concessionaires, re-

tail popcorn shops, jobbers and
distributors, brokers, and equip-

ment manufacturers.

Jessel at TOA
Chicago. Oct. 20.

George Jessel will m.c. the

closing banquet of the Theatre

Owners of America convention

here at the Conrad Hilton

Hotel. Nov. 5, and at the same
time will broadcast his weekly

ABC radio show, "George Jes-

sel Salutes.” with Paul White-

man and his orchestra.

Gen. James A. Van Fleet

will be the principal speaker.

Attending the banuquet, in ad-

dition to members of TOA,
will be members of the Thea-

tre Equipment and Supply
Manufacturers Assn, and the

Theatre Equipment Dealers

Assn.

JOB FEARS IN

SCHEDULE

Amusement Stock Quotations
(fl/.Y, Stock Exchange)

1953
Low

For Week Ending Tuesday (20)
Weekly Weekly Weekly Taco.
Vol. In High Low Closo
lHt

. Net
Change

for week

CUTS

157* 12 f, k Am Br-Par Th 139 14’* 14 14’4
48*i h 38 '4 CBS, ,#A” . .

.

27 48*4 46H 48*s 41*4
48>* 38 1

1* CBS. "B” . .

.

33 48-H 46*8 48*k 4 l
7
s

17*fr 1 I'm Col. Pic 22 16 15’4 15*4

12’k Vh Decca 71 »*h 8*4 87* 4 ’*

47 41* k Eastman Kdk. 170 45’* 44* 45 4 *4

14*k 10'

4

Loew’s 139 11V4 10»4 11 4* ’4

7*4 4’k Nat. Thea. .. 110 6 ’4 5*4 57» 4 ’s

30* k 24'k Paramount .

.

100 27 25’* 26'

4

4 *4

36'

k

27* k Philco 80 30* k 29’4 30 ’

4

41
29* h 2Uk RCA 462 23H 227* 23ai 4 ’•*

4*8 2 ! h RKO Piets. .

.

129 3 2 :V4 27 8 *8

4*4 3'4 RKO Thea .. 68 3*4 3’* 3H 4
4'4 2*4 Republic ... 56 3 27 k 3 4 1 8

1 1 8 9*4 Rep., pfd. . .

.

4 10’k 10 10 — '8

12'4
1974

8 1 K

13 Mi
14

Stanley War.
20th-Fox .

1 niv. Pix.

27
149
37

10

147k
46*4

9*4
14’ 8

15Mi

9*4
14*4
15’ *

4-

-4

REPUBLIC HANDLING

‘CRAZYLEGS’ BIOPIC
"Crazylegs,” a biopie of All-

American football star Elroy “Cra-

zylegs" Hirsch. will he distributed

through Republic Pictures Deal

was inked by Hep sales chief C.

Bruce Newbery while George
Schaefer signed for producer Hall

With film companies planning to

make fewer pictures annually, con-

cern is mounting among film ped-

dlers as to -their future status in

the industry.

Development toward big pictures

demanding long runs has sales

staffs fearing thaf llieir jobs are

in jeopardy. Another unfavorable
omen is the decrease in the num-
ber of sub-run situations.

Feeling is that the concentration
on key situations will find the

|

branch managers handling the sales

68'* 61 Vniv., pfd. .. *90 63 62 62 1

17’h ll'k Warner Bros. 26 11*4 1174 11 **8 + *

84 6374 Zenith 31 73-'

k

69*4 71’* + 1-1.1

American Stock Exchange
17*4 10' 8 Du Mont . .

.

64 11 10»4 10'* 4- 1

4 1 * 2 7 8 Monogram .. 53 4'* 4 4 i

17' k H Technicolor . 86 13*4 14 ft k 14*4 -f
]

3*8 2*4 Trans-Lux .

.

1 3 3 3 — i

Over-the-Countcr Securitiea Bid Ask
Color Corp. of Amer • ••• 174 1*4 + 1

Cinerama • • • • 2*4 3'4 — 7

Chesapeake Industries . . .

.

• « i • 2*4 3*8 —
Polaroid • • • • 40*4 42*4 i

U. A. Theatre . • • • • 944 1 1
'

4

—
Walt Disney • • • • 7^4 8-8 4 1

— ‘4

* Actual Volume.
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co.)

Bartlett.

Bartlett, a joutbful film-rnakei
t j u t j<» s solo, with mail orders sell-

who previously made Navajo for
j nK servings the secondary outlets.

Lippert release, turned out Cija-
. Decrease in the number of thea-

zylegs for a reported $145.00(
, ( res jfs indicated, will obviate

Starred in the venture are Hu sch toncen j r;itcd hinterland drumming,
• who portrays himself'. Lloyd No-

lan and Joan Vohs. Rep is map-
j

ping plans for a midwest preem
along with a flock of saturation

bookings in Wisconsin and Michi-

gan. where Hirsch won All-Ameri-

can laurels.

PRAISE FILM MEN

Fowler Upped as F-WC

Streamlines Operations

Unsuccessful effort at con) pro . r

misc was made prior to Superior
Court Judge Thomas J. Stanton’s
decision which upheld the police
action. Berry was willing to per-

j Bowser" Uie circuit's general
not continued exhibition of "Moon”

Los Angeles. Oct. 20.

Fox-West Coast streamlined five

of its Southern California theatre

districts and upped Bruce Fowler
from first-run district manager to

the post of assistant to George

Film
Charities Committee teed olT its

1954 campaign at a luncheon tossed
by Marynard Toll, chairman of the
Los Angeles Community Chest
drive. The chairman lauded the
industry as "a leader in all the
efforts to make this community a
place to live better, happier and
more effective lives.”

Dividends Down

In Tabulation Of

Commerce Dept.

Washington, Oct. 20.

Despite an improvement during
. -*

September, film industry dividends

continued to run well behind last

hired the firm last Oct. 20 for a
} year's for the first three-quarters

SUES SHERRILL CORWIN

FOR RKO BUY FEES
Los Angeles, Oct. 20.

Suit for $15,000. plus $384 inter-

est, was filed against exhib Sher-

rill Corwin in Superior Court here

as an aftermath of the abortive

purchase of RKO last year by the

AS £00n PITI7FN^ 1 Ralph Stolkin syndicate of whichno UVVJB LlilLLllJ Corwin was a member. PlaintifT is

Hollywood. Oct. 20.
j

Bertha L. Creegan. assignee of the

industry's Permanent Chicago law firm of Lederer, Liv-

ingston. Kahn & Adsit.

Complaint alleged that Corwin

but only for persons over 20 years
of age. Reps of the theatre insisted

that everyone 18 or ovej; should lie

allowed to see* the pie. No agree-
ment could lie reached.

Manfredonia. who was released
on $500 bail, will have* a Municipal
Court. J. (’.. hearing Friday <23'.

Meanwhile, the* National Council
on Freedom from Censorship,
which is a unit of the American
Civil Liberties Union, has an-
nounced its "strong object ion" to

Berry’s nix on the pie.

Guests at the meeting, attended
man- by L. A. c ivic- and business leaders,

ager. !

were Y. Frank Freeman, AMPP
Stan Brown’s district was en- hoard chairman; Steve Broidy.

larged to 21 houses in Lon'ft 'Beach. !

chairman of this yeans PCC cam-
Sjcnta Ana. San Pedro, Pomona. Paign; Dory Sehary. former chair-

Rtverside and San Bernardino. >”an. and Samuel Goldwyn who
John Klee’s district includes 28 started the PCC 13 years ago.

fee of $15,000 which has not beep
paid. It was understood that Cor-
win sought legal aid in attempting
to sell his interest back to Howard
Hughes after the Wall Street Jour-
nal began its series ol articles on
the antecedents of the Stolkin
group.

theatres in Redondo Beach. H-.t-

mosa Beach. Santa Monica. Pasa-
dena. Ocean Park. Inglewood. East

Los Angeles. Huntington Park and
nearby communities. Los Angeles
city district will be supervised by
W, C. Ricord. Jr., and Dave Ross.

CRITICS' CHOICE

They Can Review ‘Kiss Me,
Kate’ In 3-D or Flat

Rogers’ Hospital
< onf mtird hom |Mgr 4

i
was sponsored by A1 Lichtman and
Charles Kinfeld and served to im-
press the tradepress with tin* ne-
rosMlv t or hacking the Salute
which got under way last week
<15> and is skedded to run through
Jan 15. Minimum goal of the drive
this vear is $150,000.

Array of speakers, including prez
A Montague; chairman of the
Foard Robert .1 O’Donnell; Mm*
Silver, chairman of the c\hib group
organizing the Salute; Kinfeld and
Chick Lewis, stressed that, because
nt uncertain economic conditions
within tlu* industry, this would he

’I lie most difficult year for tlu- hos-
pital to get the coin it needs In
*1 Tuition requires at least $250 000
annually.

Hospital, which specialize** in tu-
bercular ailments and is ripen to
anyone within the motion picture
industry, is currently reaching the
saturation point in its facilities,
O Donnell said.

t

Kinfeld called the tradepress
"tiie avenue ol inhumation"
through which the ihdustiv mold,
should anil would he informed
al'ont the Will Rogers lln-pi*;,
While the viai after next mav I*:*

a brighter one for the induMiy all
found, 1 9. >4 would tic "rough" in
h 1 .ms ol getting the public and the
industry to ton'ributr funds, he
said.

Metro is playing the 2-D vis-a-vis
3 D running battle right down the
middle so far as "Kiss Me. Kate"
is concerned. In setting special
screenings of the 3-D Technicolor
musical, all magazine and press

of
will he world preemed here tontor- "Kate” as a dimensional or

‘Sea of \A>st Ships’ Gets

Service Premiere in P.C.
Washington. Oct. 20.

Republic’s ‘‘Sea of Lost Ships'*
' will have their choice

Screen Writers
Continued from 7

made a settlement at less than

SWG requirements, and altogether

producer paid a portion of the

amount due the writer, the SWG
minimum still has not been
achieved, in the ruling of the guild,

so Swarttz and his company were
put on the unfair list.

Others on the unfair list are Dr.

W. L. Abt. Eddie Albert, Irving

of 1953, according to figures re-

leased yesterday <19) by the D«pt-

of Commerce.
Stockholders’ melon for the first

nine months of this year amount* d

to $14,257,000. For the same pe-

riod last year it was $18.511 000.

• The dividends in the month of

September, 1953, aggregated $3-
036,000 as against $2,369,000 tor

the same month of last year. Rea-
son for the increase was that 20th

took care of its stockholders in

September this year, instead if

October as in previous years.

The 20th dividend for the month
was $692,000. Loews paid out

$1,029,000 in September of both

years. Consolidated Amusement
put out dividends of $71,000 in

September, compared with $99,000
a year earlier.

The Paramount Pictures divi-

dend in September was $1. *70,000,

just $1,000 under the figure for

last year. Universal pix divided a

row night <\Ved.) at Keith's The- a “Tbit." This is the first such’
at re before civic and military dig- 1 dual setup of its kind, and obvi-
nitarics as well as a contingent of °" v

!.v reflects M-G's knowledge of

Allen, Rodney, Amateau, Polan
Banks, Wellesley Beeman and Wes !

0uartPrlV dividend of $59,000, just

n .. , . _ , ;

$2.000 under the preceding year.
• c ons. John Beck.

; United Artists theatre circuit paid

$9,000 for the quarter in both

Hep execs. i Film is based upon the
U. S. Coast Guard's activities in

the International Ice Patrol.
Studio delegation is headed by

prexy Herbert J. Yales. Also slated 1

3-D resentment in some quarters.
M G had a closeup of 3 D antip-

athy on the part of professional
reviewers at a sneak preview of ils

"All the Brothers Were Valiant.”
to he on hand jjre costars John * conventional 2-D'er. at Lorw’s
Derek. Wanda Hendrix and Walter l*«*xinpton Theatre. N. Y.. last

Brennan. Extensive radio and TV Thursday <15'. Following the pic’s

promotion has been lined up by -Performance, the press reps were

Beeman
Eddie Bracken and Bracken Pro-
ductions. George Breakston. Yorke

, years
Coplen, Lou Costello and Edward 1. '

tu 4 , XT rlf
Sherman. Andre de Toth Jerry! The Roxv theatre of Now ^ 0,k

Fairbanks. Inc; Melvin C.eimer Paid $6,000 this year, but nothing

and. Joe Langdom. Remy Hudson. SePtember - 1952 - Commene
Carl Kreugcr and Central National

^

Pictures, Lee-Tuck Productions.

Rep flacks. Film also opens at Chi-
cago's Mc\ ickcrs Theatre Tliurs.

Cinerama Into Minneapolis

j

asked if they wanted view ing
glasses to M‘e. for their own enter-
tainment. "I. the Jury." a 3 IVer.
which was on the regular program
at the Lex Only a few of the es-
timated 100 fourth esfaters ar-
eepted the spectacles and stayed.

At regular "trade” screenings.
***( for trade nress appraisers and
theatremen, Kate" will undergo

Minneapolis. Oct. 20.

Presence of Harry Kalinin**. Les-
ter Isaacs and other Cinerama
execs in Minneapolis for two days another unique switch.

last week was in connection with
\

possible Cinerama deal for the 2.-

300 seat State theatre here. With
Harry B. French, Paramount circuit
president, in New York conferring
with home oil ice officials, no local
confirmation was obtainable.

Former D.C. Nabe a Pix
Washington, Oct. 20.

A one time nabe film theatre in
southeast Washington, shut, down

Productions,
Edward J. Levcn. Ben Medford,
Frank Melford. Richard Morros
and M. R. S. Productions, Lou
Moss. Tony Owen and Tony Owen
Productions. Stanley Neal and
Stanley Neal Productions. Seymour
Nebenzal, Richard Oswald, Richard
Polimer, Proser-Nasser Produc-
tions. B. B. Ray. Ludwig P. Rciche.
A I Rogell. Frank P. Rosenberg and
Lionell J. loll, Irving Sajkow. Sky-
line Productions. Phil Tucker. \an
Cor Productions, and Morris Wcin.

Department points out that pub-

licly reported dividends in any in-

dustry generally amount to about

60 or 65rr of ail dividends paid in

lhat industry.

w In n hi/ sloughed od. has been
The deal still would leave Para- converted into a modern film serv-

l. mount with three local downtown iee studio. It is National Video
theatres in operating and one shut- Productions, which opened last
t« '*«l. Latter yiav be sublet loi

burlesque.
Nearest Cinerama setup cur-

rent i.v is Chicago, a distance
i m ;«i Iv 500 miles.

week.
It is providing facilities for TV

film producers and others. Opera-
el tion is bv the former Carolina The-

1
at re.

Wise Gets ‘Helen’ Job
Hollywood. Oct. 20.

Warners has assigned Robert
Wise to direct "Helen of Troy."
W arnerscope film eairving estimat-
ed $6 ,000,000 budget. Film, origi-
nally on Sam Rhchofl’s production
slate, will probably be Irontoffiee
project.

•lack M. Warner a*companies
W ise to Rome Oct. 30 fm month
ot preparation bet* 're December
start.

Less Space for Lesser

Hollywood. Oct. 20

Cutting down on his film op* lo-

tions. Sol Lesser has placed on i!>«

block property he had piireha** d

as headquarters for his varion* p’ 0

enterprises, plus what i
s now a

I

parking lot where he had planned

l to erect a small theatre. He hi'*

put a $165,000 price tag <n

parcel.

I Lesser now is engaged onl> ,n

preparing for the release of ‘ l'<-

_bird." Swedish film which he pi"*

chased, and readying for the
-
'• !t

t

next spring of his next “Tar/-'

pic Producer has shelved

; Follies.” group of seven shot! •*_•'
*

jects lensed in the Stcr<o-< '

process, which he earlier i n t * n • *

to release as a feature. H*’ , "‘
1 \

market the shorts individu.

i later.
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The Thundering Story

of Uncle Sam’s

"Flying Bullets”

. and Their Women!

by Coloi Coi|) of America

THE SKY’S

THE LIMIT

WHEN YOU

BOOK IT!

THRU

Wednesday, October 21, 19S3

THEN WATCH THESE KEY CITY DATES COMING UP

LOS ANGELES (Loyola, Uptown, Iris, Los Angeles); PORTLAND, ORE

(Liberty); SAN FRANCISCO (United Artists); MILWAUKEE (Palace)

DETROIT (Broadway Capitol); NEW YORK (Criterion). mmm

la onening with coast-to-coast television, radio and press coverage! HTl
>/.v.v.v*VVMfi

mam

starring

ENunMI RICHARDnliLLlI JULIE DlOflUr LEONnmLO

• Michael MOORE • luc«e KNOCK • Produced bv Carl Krueger • Oncted by lows to? foewfo

Stocy l>| Gail Krueger • Music Composed aid Conducted b| Herschel Buriie Gdbert • tewaie Pmduca Hwm^
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‘Wild’ Boffo $8,000,

L’ville; ‘Bad Men’ 12G
Louisville. Oct. 20.

Protracted warm, dry period
hereabouts is not helping biz at
Arst-runs. Despite high tempera-
tures. trade continues to show
strength with excellent product.
Current stanza has just two new
bills, the Rialto with “City Bad
Men” and the Mary Anderson with
“Blowing Wild,” latter being very
big. “Eternity” in second week at

the State still is smash.
Estimates for This Week

Kentucky (Switow) (1.200; 75-
99 )

—"Moon Is Blue” <UA) <4th
wk>. Healthy $6,500 after last
week’s $7,500.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1.200;

54-75) — “Blowing Wild” 'WB».
Sock $8,000. Last week, “Lion In
Streets” <WB'. $6,000.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) <3.000;
54-75)—“City of Bad Men” (20th)
and "Invaders From Mars” (20th).
Likely good $12,000. Last week.
“Sword and Rose” (RKO), $11,000.

State <Loew’s) <3,000; 75-99)

—

“Eternity” <Col) (2d wk). Smash
$16,000 after last week’s lag
$22 ,

000 .

Picture Grosses

SAN FRANCISCO
• Continued from page 9)

$125)—“Redheads From Seattle”!
• Pan and "Bad Blonde” (Lip)

.Miidlsh $14,000 or less. Last week
“Arrowhead” 'Par) and "Plunder
Sun” • WB» '2d wk), $8,000 in 5

days.

St. Francis 'Par) <1.400; 75-$D—
• All-American” <U). Okay $9,000.

j

Last week. “Little Boy Lost” 'Pari
'3d \\k». $8,000.

Orpheum 'No. Coast) (2,448; 65-

95' -’’Big Heat” (Col) and "China i

Venture” (Col). Fine bally pushing
this to hefty $22,000 or near. Last
week. “Hast of Sumatra” (U» and
“Valley Head Hunters” <CoL
$9 000.

United Artists (No. Coast) (1 207;
65-95' —"Return Paradise” (UA>
•2d wk). Oke $6,500. Last week.
$9000.

Stagedoor <A-R> (370; $1-$1.50»
— -’’Beggar's Opera” <UA>, Nice
$4,000. Last week, “Sea Around
I s” ' RKO) '4th wk), $2,200.

(’lay 'Rosener) (400; $1)—"Fan-
tan The Tulip" (Indie) (4th wk>
Good $3,500. Last week, $3,900.

Larkin 'Rosener) (400; 65-85'

—

“Miss Jti lie’ 'Indie). Okay $2,600.
Last week, "The Assassin” <UA».
$2,500. .1

Vogue "'S. F. Theatres) (337; $1-
$1.20)—"Life Begins Tomorrow”
•Indie) '3d v. k>. Nice $1,500. Last
week, $1,900.

‘HEAT HOT $10,500,

PROV; ‘LION’ OKAY 8G

- — --- I/m l 1 S
a refreshing change of pace for
Soviet imports.
Based on K Stanyukovich’s storv
Ocean Tale “ the film recount

the rescue of the Negro lad and
his subsequent adoption as ”rnas-
cot" by the Russian tars. on«
burly deckhand known as Luchkin
takes such a fancy to the bov that
he alfnost frees himself of drink
so great is his devotion. Sand-
wiched in the footage is the Soviet
studio’s conception of waterfront
life in Havana and Hongkong as
well as of slave traders circa 1864
the year in which the tale tak« s
place.
While the corvette obviouslv was

part of the Czar’s navy and sailed
in an era long before the "October
Revolution,” the picture's produc-
ers manage to work In a few ref-
erences to "serfdom” and undemo-
cratic practices of some of ship v

officers.

Performances are fairly good
under L. Braun's direction. Toll a
Bovykin turns in a warm, sensitive
portrayal of the Negro moppet
Boris Andreyev registers nicely as
a bluff, hard-fisted, heavy-drinking
gob who has his counterpart in al-
most any navy and S. Kurilov is

adequate as the captain. Other
thesping is largely routine. Color
camerawork particularly enhances
the effect of the nautical scenes

, Gilb.

lad grows up to be Mark Stevens,
an unwashed man who lives by his

gun. His six-shooter and violent

nature are used on the side of the
law to clean up the outlaws that
infest western stage routes. Even-
tually he becomes ’nothing but a

drunken killer, on and off duty,
and is shot down’ by a friend at

the finale. The plot tries to stir

up a romantic angle by having this

dubious hero meet and marry
Dorothy Malone, but he’s such an
unlikely subject for romance it

doesn't come over.
Most of the players go through

the footage looking as though they
had never had a bath, much less

a clean face. If the dirtiness was
supposed to be realism, it missed.
The performances are very poor,
from Stevens on down, even
though neither the script nor
Harold Schuster’s direction gave
them anything to work with. Bar-
ton MacLane, a thirsty killer, is a
particular example of scenery-
chewing.

Technical credits are standard
except the editing, which needs
tightening badly. The background
score by Paul Dunlap and the title

tune about a bad man which Britt
Wood and Ed Bloodworth defied,
are adequate. Broy.

Providence, Oct. 20.
State’s “Vice Squad” and Ma-

jestic's “Lion Is In Streets” are
tied for top coin this week, but
former’s showing is best. Albee’s
"Many Me Again” is fair. Strand
last week was solid with “Big
Heat."

Estimates for This Week
Albee 'RKO) (2,200; 50-70)—

“Marry Me Again” (RKO) and
"Affair With Stranger” <RKO).
Pair $6,500. Last week. “All Amer-
ican” <U) and “Dark Rapture”
• Indie) 'reissue), oke $7,500.

Majestic 'Fay) <2,200; 50-70) —
"Lion In Streets” <WB) and "Mur-
der Without Tears” (AA). Active
58.000. Last week, “Moonlighter”
'Will, $11,000 at upped scale.

State ( Loew) (3,200; 50-70) —
"Vice Squad” <UA) and "Perilous
Journey” '20th). Okay $8,000. Last
week. "Llli” M-G) and “Dangerous
Crossing” <20th>, $8,500.
Strand (Silverman) (2.200; 40-90)— “Redheads From Seattle” 'Par).

Opened Monday (19). Last week,
Big Heat” <Col) and “China Ven-

ture” -Col), nifty $10,500.

DENVER
• Continued from page 9)

Fair $8,300. and holds. Last week,

$ 12 ,000 .

Denver <Fox» (2.525; 90-$L50)—
"The Robe” <20th). Record $65,-

000. Holds over. Last week, “All-

American” 'U) and “Man of Con-
flict” 'Indio. $13,500.

Esquire 'Fox) (742; 50-85> —
"Sea Around Us” <RKO>. Good
$3,000. Last vveek. “All-American”
<U) and "Man of Conflict” (Indie),
$3 500.

Orpheum <RKO> '2.600; 50-85)

—

“Marry Me Again” 'RKO) and
"Affair With Stranger” 'RKO).
Fair $7,500. Last week, on re-
issues.

Paramount 'Wolfberg) '2.200; 50-
85)—"Big Heat" (Col) and "Mis-
sion Over Korea” <Col> (2d wk).
Neat $10,500. Last week, $12,000.

Tabor (Fox) • 1.967; 50-85)—“99
River Street” <UA) and "Steel
Lady” 'LA). Good $5,500. Last
week. “Dangerous Crossing” <20th)
and “White Goddess” (Lip), $5,000.

Vogue 'Pike) <442; 60-90) —
“Leonardo de Vinci” (Indie). Neat
$2,300. Last Meek. "Stars Look
Down" 'Indie), $1,500.

Webber 'Bailey) '750; 50-85) —
"99 River Street” 'UA> and “Steel
Lady” 'LA). Trim $3,000. Last
Meek. “Dangerous Crossing” <20th)
and "White Goddess” (Lip), $3,500.

Sumatra’ Sturdy $8,000,

Port.; ‘River St’ 7G
Madame lip • • •

(FRENCH)
Paris, Oct. 13.

Gdumnnt release of Fra neo-London
Film production. Stars Charles Boyer,
Panicle Darrieux. Vittorio De Sica. Di-
rected by Max Ophuls. Screenplay, Mar-
cel Arhard. Annette Wadeinant, Ophuls
from a novel by Louise De Vilmorin;
camera. Christian Matras; editor. Bor.vs
l.ewin. At Marnaux, Paris. Running time,
103 MINS.
I^xtlse Danicle Darrieux
Andre Charles Boyer
Dnnali Vittorio De Sica
Jeweler Jean Debucourt
Girl Lea De Leo
Nurse Mateille Pierrey

Portland, Ore., Oct. 20.

Biz is very spotty here this

round. Too many transient name
attractions and mild product are
blamed. “East of Sumatra” is fast

at the Broadway. “The Robe” in
second Meek at Orpheum still is

smash. "99 River St.” is good at
Liberty. ‘Moon Is Blue" held for
lantastic 12th frame at Mayfair.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) '1.890; 65-90)

-“East of Sumatra” <U) and "Val-
ley Head Hunters” 'Col). Fast
$8,000. Last Meek, "St ranger
Wore Gun” <Col) and ‘‘Slaves
Bain Ion” 'Colt, $8,400.

Guild 'Parker) '400: Sl>
—“Seven

Deadly Sins” (Indie) '2d Mk). Slim
$1,400. Last week, $1,900.

Liberty 'Hamrick) ' 1.875; 65-90)
.—”99 River Street” 'UA> and
"Steel Lady” 'Rep). Good $7,000.
La«t Meek. “Moonlighter” >WB)
and “Bad Blonde" (Indie), $8,300.

Mayfair 'Evergreen) '1.500; 90-
S1 23>—"Moon Is Blue” <L’A) '12th
nk' Strong $3,500. Last Meek.
$4,700.
•- Oriental 'Evergreen) '2.000; 65-
90'— Vue Squad” 'LA) and "Jug-
gler” Col). Mild $2,500. Last
Meek. Blueprint Murder” '20th'
and "City of Bad Men” <20th>.
$2 400.

Orpheum 'Evergreen) '1 600;
$1 25$ 1 .75*

— "Robe”’ <20tli> '2d
uk' Holding at great $28,000.
Last Meek. $31,000, neM record for
•-late of Oregon.

I’aramount (Evergreen) 3.400;
65-90)—"Vice Squad” 'UA» and
"The Juggler” 'Col). Lean $5,500.
Last Meek, “Blueprint Murder”
'20th> and “City of Bad Men"
1 20th *. $6 000.

United Artists 'Parker) '890, 90-

$1 25'—"Eternity” Col) 6th uk'.
Tall $7000. Last week. $8 000.

‘MOGAMBO’ SOCK 15G,

SEATTLE; ‘SEA’ OKE 4G
uaumont release of Societe Nouw-iIf-

Marcel* Pagnol Film* production. Sins
Fernandel; features Jacqueline Pagnol.
Pauline Carton. Renee Paxseur, Artux
Directed by Henri Verneuil. Screenplay
by Marcel Pagnol from play bv Emile
Maraud: camera. Andre Germain: editor.
R. Bianchl. At Marlgnan, Paris. Running
time.- 100 MINS.
Dardamelle Fernandel
Francine Jarmieline Pagnol
Maid Pauline Carton
Aunt Rente Pasteur
Mayor Arius

The favorite French theme of
cilckoldry is given an all-out comic
turn here Mith Fernandel m earing
the horns. This is a one joke pic
which soon wears thin. With the
Fernandel name, this will do nice
biz in general situations here hut
will have little chance in the U S,

except for possibly a few arty
spots.

Story has a peaceful architect
finding out that his Mifc ha«
cheated on him when she tells hi n
he is a cuckold after an argument
about a new dress she has ju t

bought. He takes it in stride and
lives his new status to the hilt,

telling all his friends about it. put-
ting up a big sign on his house,
and organizing a syndicate of be-
trayed husbands. A psychiatrist
finds him sane and even joins the
club. Pic ends in a carnival Mith
a special float for all the cuckolds
of the town which wins first prize.

The wife comes back to him and it

ends on a serious turn with Fer-
nandel making a pathetic speech
on what Mould have happened to

him if he had lost his wife.
Fernandel gets all the comic

possibilities out of this tried situa-
tion Mithout dragging. The village
types are fine. Direction lets the
play form and wordage get in the
uay; and lensing and editing aie
okay. Mo.sk.

Seattle, Oct. 20.

“The Robe" continues a gent
magnet at the Fifth Avenue in

third stanza. "Little Boy Lost" is

big at Coliseum on second round.
Ace newcomer is "Mogambo,"
great at Music Hall. "Sabre Joi

’

iv dull at Paramount.
Estimates for This Week

Blue Mouse 'Hamrick) <800: 90-
$125»—"Cruel Sea” <U» Trim
$4000 or near. Last week, "Melba

’

• L A) '3d wk'. $2,400.

Coliseum 'Evergreen) '1,829; OS-
90 —"Little Boy lA>st” (Pari and
“Norman Conquest" (Lip) (2d wto.
Big $9,000 or close after $12,500
opener.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) <2.366:
$125-$ 1.75 '—"Robe” (20th) 11
vk'. Huge $25,000. Last Meek.
$34,000.

'

Liberty 'Hamrick) (1.650; 65-90 1

•
—"BUming Wild” <WB> and "Un-
dercover Agent” 'Lip) (mo.). Fair
$4,000. Last Meek. "East of Suma-
tra” 'C» and "Desperate Searvo"
»U>. $4 500.

Music Box • Hamrick) <850; 90-
$1 25—"Moon I- Blue” 'LT A' '13'

n

wk' Big $5 000 . Last week. $5. Too.

MuMc llall 'Hamrick) <2.263; 90-
SI 25' -“Mogambo" <M-G>. Great
$15 000. Last Meek. “Blowing Wild"
• WB' and “Undercover Agciu"
•Lip'. $7,200 in 8 days.

Oipheum Hamrick' <2.700; fi:V
9" -"All-American” 'L’) and "King
of Rare Track" 'Rep'. Slow $5,000.
Last v.eek. "Lion in Streets" AVI!)
*nd "Black I my” (WB 1

. $4,500.

Paramount Evergreen) <3.089:
65-90 1 -"Sabre Jet" <UA' and “G iv

Adventure” '( A>. Slight $8,000 ii

9 day*. Last Meek. "Stranger W >rc
Gun" 'Col' and "Skv Commando"
(Col», $0,300.

CINCINNATI
'Continued from page 8)

000. Last Meek, “Let’s Do It

Again” »Col). ditto.

Grand 'RKO) '1.400; 75-$D—
"Little Boy Lost” 'Par) im.o.). Big
$8,000 in 8 days. Last Meek. “I, the
Jur\” 1 1’ A) and “Neanderthal
Man” -LA) '2d wk', $4,500 in 4
da> s.

Keith’s (Shor) ( 1.500; 53-85)—
“\icki" '20th ». Fairish $5,000 or
less. Last! veek, “All-American”
(U». $3,000.

Palace 'RKO) '2.600; 75-$D—
“Lion In Streets” 'WB'. Fine $10-
500. Last v.eek, “Little Boy Lost”
'Par', $13,000.

moded feelings, and the rather
lifeless agonizing* of its puppet-
like characters in a fading era
M’hen protocol, and saving of face
Mas more important than reality.
Bits of business fill in the back-
ground nicely and help give depth
to this otherwise languishing love
tale.

Lensing is appropriate in its lush
delineation ot the overpacked sets
while editing and a constantly rov-
ing camera help get movement
into the slow plot. Miss Darrieux
is tine as the lovely, shallow lady
whose indiscretions lead to a
tragedy. Boyer and De Sica are the
rivals in period style and under-
play their roles to fit in Mith the
general style of this period piece.

Mosk.

.Mnximka
(RUSSIAN-COLOR)

Fair entry for houses using
Soviet product.

Aitkino relra*,. „f Kiev Film Studio
P t^ucllo" n.rrcted b> I.. Braun. Screen-
P'a>. V. Kiiltuno\

: from storv by K.Stanyukovich. At Stanley Theatre. N.Y..

MINS
°ct* 10, 53, Runnin * time, 47

,

M*X‘^** Toly. Bovykin

ri- .vvSSRiS
r
S
.!’U Doctor Mark Berne.

5' * £“P,,nn M. Axtan.ov
Boatswain N. Kryuchkov

The usual descriptives of iovous
collective farming and kindred sub- '

son ’ It s *or the utle now v
.

aca,,
'

t

jects are temporarily set aside by !
by Su?ar Ray that the pail‘

‘

the Kiev Film Studio in favor of *
B(luare off tonight.

"Maximka,” a politically innocuous Distribution deals for the p '

story about a Negro. castaway saved have also been set for Canada am
in the Atlantic by the crew oi a Hawaii and additional spot hook
Russian naval corvette. Both the , ings are anticipated in the L.S.

MINNEAPOLIS
(Continued from page 9)

"Meet Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde’’ <C»

•2d wk 1

, SI.500 in 4 days.

Lyric 'Par) '1.000; 65-85)—"Ter-

ror on Train” »M-G' and “Big

Leaguer" <M-G). Puny $4,000. Last
Meek. “Woman They Almost
Lynched” 'Rep) and “San Antone”
Rep*. $4,500.

Radio City 'Par) <4 000; $120-
*1 50 —"The Robe" <20th> '2d uk'.
The smash sensation of many
'tars here. Still gigantic at $40.’-

000. La-t Meek, $51,000, house
record.

KKO-Orpheum (RKO 4 000; 85-
$1 20 —"Eternity” (Col) <4th Mk».
Takings continue too strong to
\ arrant the moving to sister house.
Pan Great $9,000. Last Meek, $13,-
ooo.

RKO-Pan 'RKO) <1.600; 55-76'—"Flame of Calcutta” 'Colt and
’ Cruisin' Down the River” 'Col'.
Sinn $3,500. Last week. "Last
Pos*e” <Col) and “China Venture”
Col>, $3,700.

State 'Par) 2 300; 65-85) —
“B'oMing Wild” 'WB'. Patrons like
i' hut Cooper-Stab Mycle Lwm not
delivering at the gate too veil Mith
°ka\ $7 (KM). Last’ week, “Ail-Amer-

n” L . $7,000.

" orld -Mann' 400; 55-$ 1 20—
Moon Is Blue” 9ih wk.'. Hetty

Mt 509 La it v.eek, $4 o<>o.

< ontinued from page 3

part of the ticket buyers. They’ll

be Matching out advertising to see

what we’re offering next.”

In praising the values of out-of-

the rut programming, O’Donnell re-

lates; "In one Dallas house Me’re

running ’Mogambo’ in competition
Mith a state fair and ‘The Robe.'

We're pointing up the bigscrcen

presentation of ’Mogambo’ and it’s

going so great that the picture Mill

hold for 12 days whereas a run of

over a Meek is highly unusual.
This Mill be folloued by ’Kiss Me
Kate’ in 3-D and the premiere of
‘Hondo’ also in 3-D.

"We have ‘Robe’ in CinemaScope
in four houses and its doing three
and a half to four times the amount
of normal business. In the Dallas
situation it will go six Meeks; the
longest run ever before has been
tv. o Meeks.”

O’Donnell, Mho takes an active
role in numerous film Industry
projects. Mas in N. Y. last week to
participate in a meeting on raising
hinds for the Will Rogers Hospital.
Saranac. N V He passed along his
nix-on-standardization observations
in a private conversation Mith
\ AltlFTY.

Taring Monti,
23(i

;
‘Hawk’ Fine 11(»
Montreal. Oct. 20.

“Gilbert and Sullivan” shapes a
click at Loom’s here this session.
“Houdini” also is fancy in second
Palace v. e«k. “Wings of HaMk"
looks fine at the Princess, another
big newcomer.

Estimates for This Week
Palace C. T.) (2.626; 45-75- —

'’Houdini” *Par» <2d wk). Fanc>
$16,000 following $22,000 opener.’

Capitol C. T.) (2.412; 50-80'—
“White Witch Doctor” <20th» <2d
vk'. Good $16,000 after $18,000
la*-t Meek.

Princess C T ) *2.131: 50 8("—
“Wings of HaMk” «U ». Fine $11.-
0(K). Last week. “I, the Jur\ ' (UA».
$15,000.

I.oeu’s C. TA '2.855; 50-85'—
•’Gilbert A Sullivan” «LK'. Fast
$23,000 Last ueek. “Band Wagon”
(.M-G' '2d Mk'. $17,000.

Imperial C. T.) <1.839; 34-60*

—

“Ambush at Tomahavk Gap ' <Col>
and “Svectheart of Fleet” Col'.
Good $9.(MK). Last Meek. "l>r
Jekyll A Mr. Hyde” (IT and
“Battles Chief Pontiac” «L $11-
0QQ
Orpheum C T .*

' 1 .048* 40-65 -

’ A .(•« Squad CA' and "3Iar<h'fiTs-
iJaugliti • ” LA' '2d vk Shod
?7 (">0 afr. i $9 000 last w.ei k.
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motion

nf PATRICIA MEDINA • SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE

Directed by John Farrow • Screenplay by Jonathan Latimer

Norman Hall • Color by TECHNICOLOR • A Paramount Picture

ALAN LADD • JAMES MASON i„ “BOTANY BAY” c*.

A JOHN FARROW PRODUCTION • Produced by Joseph Sistrom

From the novel by Charles Nordhoff and James



Surgery Circuit
Another application of sub-

scription TV will be demon-
strated today (Wed.) when the
American Academy of Medi-
cine puts on a special show for

doctors. System to be used is

Skiatron's Subscriber-Vision.
Half-hour show, originating

in the studios of WOR-TV, is

to he picked up on sets at the
Academy, the N. Y. Medical
College and also the Academy
of Medicine in Newark. Pur-
pose of the program, spon-
sored jointly by Skiatron and
the Sackler Foundation, is to

pinpoint the practical use of

controlled types of TV broad-
casts. in this instance to relay
specialized information to

medics.
Program will be concerned

with new operating technique.

the executive branch, and seeing

in it the only tangible result being
appointment to two more majors
reps to the board.

To this, Engel replied, “It was
felt necessary to establish a new
branch because a number of rep-

resentatives in the industry had
no voice and some had unequal
representation. We felt manage-
ment had less representation than
they should have enjoyed on the
board. It wasn’t until we were
financially independent and sus-

taining, and didn’t have to rely

on the majors as in past years,

that we dared invite management
representatives, for fear we might
be accused of the same charge

, Lessing now makes. Ironically.

;

heretofore we have been targets

for criticism and sniping on
charges the board was guild-con-

trolled.’

“Mr. Freeman and Mr. Mannix
j

are responsible leaders in the in-

dustry and they would not have
accepted and agreed to serve on
the board if they felt it was not
operated as a free and democratic
group. The board operates with
a majority vote, in a completely
democratic process. Everything’s I

voted on by secret ballot.

Decided In. December
“As to his contention the ad-

ministrative branch was set up
without notification to anyone, this :

was announced in the trade press

last Dec. 8. But his charges that

there is a sinister conspiracy are
just not borne up by the facts.

There is nothing the Academy has
ever done that can’t stand a

searching inquiry in the light of

day.
"We sent letters to 85 Academy

members notifying them of pro-
posed transfers to the administra-
tive branch, yet he is the only
one who objects to this new di-

vision. There is nothing new about
the creation of a new branch. We
followed the identical procedure
three years ago in establishing the
producers’ branch. As the industry
developed and grew it was found
necessary’ to create new branches.
“Among those we wrote were

W’alt Disney, who said he preferred
to remain in the producers’ branch;
Nat Holt and Jean Hersholt. who
agreed to transfer; Jerry Wald,
who wanted to remain in the pro-
ducers’ branch; Louis De Roche-
mont. who retrained in the pro-
ducers’ branch; Robert S. Ben-
jamin. UA board chairman, who
okayed the transfer; Fred Brisson.
who agreed to transfer, and
Arthur Hornblow Jr. and Hal
Walis. who wanted to remain in
the producers' branch. Steve
Broidy. president of Allied Artists
and of the Independent Motion
Picture Producers Association,
agreed to transfer also.

“In any event all these persons
—and Lessing, too—had the choice
of transferring.”

i

Explaining his resignation from
the Academy. Lessing character-
ized it as a move “in the interests 1

of independent producers, whose 1

winners such as ‘African Que<
!

and ’High Noon?’ ••
W

Warner resigned fr<
the Academy last year but tor
different reason. He walked c
because the Board of Governt
nixed his proposal that Oscars
awarded to studios as well as
individual producers. Warner w
one of the Academy's founders.

Later Lessing answered Kngli
blast by contending numerous „
portant figures in industrv p|
“plain working stiffs” have void
approval of his allegation. “As f,

charge I’m not interested in tt

Academy’s welfare, I wouldn’t ha
gone to trouble of exposing situ
tion if I weren’t. I’m not conscioi
ot having blasted the Aeademv
Engel charges. As matter of fact
went out of my way to praise it

Albany Downbeat
Albany, Oct. 20.

Box Office Television closed cir-

cuit presentations of Notre Dame
football games will probably be
discontinued at Fabian's Grand
after Saturday «24) contest with
Georgig Tech, unless the attend-
ance picks up sharply from the
count of 500 at the engagement
with Pittsburgh <17).

Third of a house, at 85c. for

adults and 50c. for children, was a

disappointment to the management,
although previous attempts, at the
Grand and Palace, to make tide-

cast of Notre Dame football pay
had been unsuccessful.

First two games this year were
frankly advertised as an "experi-
ment,” the public being promised
four others if it attended initial pair

of Videocasts. There is hope— pos-

sibly not too great—that the ex-

cellent pickup of last week's excit-

ing. hard-fought game, plus
Georgia Tech’s unbeaten record in

58 contests, will cause greater
pressure on the turnstiles.

Si Fabian Will So State At
Chicago Convention

Atlanta Interested

With interest high in t he
south in the grid clash this
Saturday '24' between unde-
feated Notre Dame and un-
beaten Georgia Tech. Atlanta
is seeking the game from Box
Office Tele\ ision for presenta-
tion as a charity event. Offi-
cials of a local cancer drive
hope to book the game, ema-
nating from South Bend at the
Paramount Theatre, Atlanta.
House is equipped with a

closed-circuit installation, but
HOTV faces the problem of
getting long lines and local
loops installed in time for the
contest. Charity execs indicat-
ed that event will he offered
at prices ranging from $5 to
$20 per seat.

Inl’l InvitationsThe chance of theatre television

becoming a success is “better than
ever,” according to S. H. <Si) Fa-
bian. head of the National Ex-
hibitors Theatre Television Com-
mittee. Fabian, who will make a
report to the committee at Theatre
Owners of America’s Chicago con-
vention Nov. 1-5, admits there are
still “many problems to be ironed
out." but be believes these can be
resolved in light of "the way the
public reacts to new things.”

According to Fabian, the me-
dium needs better sets, color,

shows and more installations. He
said the latter had been delayed
because of the introduction of
new film projection techniques,
limiting the amount of coin an
exhibitor can spend for new inno-
vations.

wrr Continued from page : —
terns on European exhibition and
also, effects of reduced produc-
tion in Hollywood.
Execs say they are reasohalih

certain that, barring the unfore-
seen. global pic biz will continue
at very high level In 1954 even
though there is a feeling that it

will be somewhat below the totals
established in 1953. Expectations
for the current year are for dollar
remittances of more than $170,000.-
000. W’hich is the highest they lune
ever been.

Take Home Money
At the same time it is a tad

that, counted in the $170,000,000,
are large amounts representing
coin accrued to the American dis-
tribs and unfrozen through com-
pensation deals and various other
means during the year. In France,
for instance, more than $4,000.-
000 held in the capital account and
representing earnings accrued t.u

the Americans up to June. 1952.
were thawed. Most of the coirr
was credited to 1953. Finmec-
canica deal in Italy last week paid
off with the first check for

$1,723,000. Total of 50 '
c of the

Omaha Disappointed

Omaha, Oct. 20.

Theatre football TV made its

Omaha how Saturday <17) — and
was thrown for a loss. The Notre
Dame-Pittsburgh game drew only
000 to the 2.890 seat Orpheum at a
SI 20 scale, with students admitted
for 75 cents.

Tri States boss Bill Misk^ll
termed it “very disappointing” de-
spite the fact there was plenty of
competition. University of Nebras-
ka was playing Miami in Lincoln;
University of Omaha was at home
against Emporia, and, of course,
there was free home video of Ala-
bama-Tennessce' clash plus plenty
of radio time for grid fans.

Miskell ?«r id he doubted if he
would try any more football TV.
Boxing TV. on the other hand, has
proved successful here despite $3
tariffs. Jammed houses here been
the rule.

free game on home TV was the
cause of the downbeat results.
Opinion is that you can't buck free
competition of a comparable quali-
ty. Home TV’s game of the day
was the Alabama-Tennessee con-
test. In a report to the National
Collegiate Athletic Assn., following
the closed circuiting of gridiron
events in 1949 and 1950, Nate
Hal pern, proxy of Theatre Televi-
sion Network, said that collegiate

Lssa Continued from page 7 ssJ
also find it easier to house a screen
of such proportion. There has been
talk of lensing footage on a wide
angle and introducing the ana-
morphie effect optically in the lab.

This, it's said, would make film
compatible with pictures shot for
squeeze-lens presentation and also
would prevent light loss at the
camera

Additionally, engineers have
played around with the thought of
photographing pix with a camera
in which the film moves sideways
and on a curve. While this isn’t

new—Metro recently disclosed It

was testing a camera of this kind
which exposes two frames at a time
—scientists reportedly are study-
ing the idea of not only lensing but
also projecting film that way. This
would involve the strip running
horizontally and on a curve through
the projector. Result is said to be
a picture of very fine definition
and clarity.

Difficulty, of course, is the need
for a new projector. Regardless of
picture quality achieved, no one
seriously believes that exhibs will
take kindly to a proposition that re-
quires them to invest additional
heavy coin in equipment.

chance in the Oscar nominations
than heretofore.”

Lessing's chief complaint was
the sudden establishment of an ad-
ministration branch, in addition to
an executive branch on the Board
of Governors. He had been shifted
to the new branch with Y. Frank
Freeman of Paramount and Eddie
Mannix of Metro as his colleagues,
giving the majors a 2-to-l majority.

"I want to make it clear that I

am not criticizing Mr. Freeman or
Mr. Mannix. for whom I have the
utmost respect.” he said, “but I do
know that because of the wide-
screen, 3-D and 2-D questions
there will be the point raised
about what to do about these in
Academy nominations. Are they
going to make certain new media
will receive special Oscars, or are
they going to have them compete
with 2-D pictures? These are ques-
tions which will arise, and I don't
know the answers because nobody
in the Academy has broached the
matter to me.”

Lessing explained that neither
he nor Webster's dictionary could
differentiate between ’ administra-
tive” and “executive.” He added;
“They created this administrative
branch without consulting anyone

Continued from page I

000 could be raised to entertain
troops all over the world. Bright
says that a proposal of this kind
would aid the performers working
for scale and somewhat above
where bulk of AGVA unemploy-
ment exists.

Eddie Rio. AGVA’s Coast region-
al director. Is now trying to line
up time on a network. They hope
to be able to originate the show
on the Coast, because of the
possibility of getting all filmsters
to participate.

Continued from page 3

Fowler’s “Beau Janes” to indie

producer Jack Barnett; ”Fi\t

Against the House’’ for Doyle Pro-

ductions (Sterling Silliphant'; “Bad

Day at Hondo” at Metro: "Lill> >

Story” for John Patrick; * The Lite

of Lucy Gallant” for Pine

Thomas lensing, and "Anastasia, «•

British play, for Warner Bros.

Most important purchase so t.i

in October is "Tigrero” for 20:1-

Fox. in which author Sasha Seim* i

recounts his experiences on an ani-

mal hunt and diamond search in

the Matto Grosso. The hook i*

‘Dragnet’ Versions
Continued from page 1

been cut by Happy Lewis on the
Jubilee label. It was etched
without getting a license assign-
ment or an okay from Alamo and
it’s reported that Jack Webb con-

9ouf of /O
Screen Stars do.

how about you 7
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RKO “Radio Pictures, Inc.

congratulates

WALT DISNEY
on the selection of

ROB
THE HIGHLAND ROGUE

Colot tv TECHNICOLOR
0

and
m «

BEAR COUNTRY*
A True- Life Adventure • Print bv TECHNICOLOR

0

as the pictures of 1

0

53 for

THE

Verfionnance

on October 20, in London, before a distinguished audience headed by

et racious ajesty,

QUEEN ELIZABETH, II

* 'BEAR COUNTRY now in release . . ROB ROY national release date, February 195T
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anamorphic process under the film

company’s own name. WB said the
deal with Dudley was a stopgap
measure until it obtained its own
lenses from the Zeiss Opton Co. of

Germany. In the meanwhile, it

said it would make six pictures in

WarnerSuperScope as well as in

2-D and 3-D. Later WarnerSuper-
Scope was regarded as too unwield-
ly and the name was changed to

WarnerScope, name previously
used for an ordinary widescreen
process.

Among pictures it listed for pro-

duction in WarnerScope was "A
Star Is Born,” starring Judy Gar-
land. This was previously listed

for 3-D production. Last week, it

was decided to lens the him for

general large screen viewing only
because the story was too intimate
to meet the enormous area of War-
nerScope.

‘The Chemistry of Good Pix’

In his comments to sales staffers

last week, Kalmenson said: "We
have been asked to name our for-

mula—exactly how are we going
to make pictures, how many in

WarnerScope, how many in 3-D,
etc. The chemistry of good pic-

tures isn’t a matter of set formulas.
Our product will be marketed to
give each picture the medium best
suited.”

at the meeting of board of govern-
or* unanimously adopted a reso-

lution condemning the “confusion
deliberately created by those re-

sponsible for the equipment mud-
dle.” Board also is demanding that

the screen size and sound produc-
tion be standardized.

Continued from page u
said he next move was up to
Skouras.

Both exhibs and equipment deal-
ers disputed Skouras’ claim of l .
200 installation orders for Cinema-
Scope. Exhibs acknowledged that
the large key houses may be pi*,,
ing orders, but reiterated that the
“little guys” are holding tvt
against the insistence on the addi-
tion of stereo sound.
To determine their future course

in relation to Cinemascope, Allied
members sought at their recent
national convention to learn the
Cinemascope plans of all distrib

.

Replies to telegrams to company
sales managers brought the fol-
lowing replies: Paramount, not
making any pix in Cinemascope
United Artists, two Cinemascope
films planned, but not with stereo-
phonic sound; Universal, its Cin-
emascope pictures will be avail-
able in standard prints too: RKO,
no Cinemascope pictures planned
as of now; Metro, it has not de-
cided on a release policy for the
two Cinemascope productions on
its schedule; Republic, no Cinema-
Scope pictures planned, the com-
pany’s program being standard and
widescreen films using one sound
track to provide exhibs with pic-
tures which can be played "without
the installation of costly equip-
ment which may become obsolete.”
Warner Bros, and Columbia did

not reply to the Allied wires. How-
ever, it was learned that WB will
make its WarnerScope films, an
anamorphic process similar to Cin-
emascope, available with single
track sound. Columbia originally
had six films planned for Cinema -

Scope, but reportedly has trimmed
the program to one film and even
this is said not to be too definite.
Should Columbia proceed with its

Scope plans, however, it’s indicated
it would make the pix available
with single track sound.

projection, probably in Cinema-
Scope. Feature cartoon, produced
in 1940, is equipped with Fanta-
sound, a variation of dimensional
sound worked out by Disney tech-
nicians at that time.

Filmakers Productions’ “The
Bigamist,” atarring Joan Fontaine,
Ida Lupino, Edmund Gwenn and
Edmond O’Brien, will be preemed
Nov. 24 at the St. Francis, San
Francisco.

Fox West Coast upped Arvid M.
Ahlskog, with the company since
1931, from comptroller to treas-
urer, succeeding O. A. <Pop) Col-
lins who retired last week.

NEW YORK
Fred T. Powney. sales exec with

Young America Films, named a

veepee of the firm.

Leon D. Netter, Jr., Altec gen-

eral sales manager, to Chicago,
Kansas City, St. Louis. I)es Moines
and Memphis to push stereosound
installations in those areas.

1). S. McLean, former Altec field

rep, named acting branch manager
of the company’s eastern division,

with headquarters in Newark. He
temporarily assumes duties of G.

M Pinckney, who is recovering

from an illness.

New Eady Plan

CHICAGO
Mr. and Mrs. John Balaban back

from Europe.
Manny Gottlieb. Universal dis-

trict manager, in hospital lor eye
op-ration.

Frederic I)u Pont, mayor of

Paris, France, and French consul
general here were guests at Cine-
rama last week.

Erwin Noyer, manager of North-
town Theatre, gave Columbus Day
party for orphans of Angel
Guardian Orphange.

"Torch Song” pegged for the

Monroe Oct. 27 while "Joe Louis
Story” goes into Grand Oct. 23.

Women’s Variety Club held
screening at Carnegie Theatre and
raised $1,700 for cardiograph ma-
chine which is being donated to La
Hahida sanitarium.

Teitel Film Co. has "Seven
Deadly Sins” on distribution in

this territory after 16 weeks at

World Playhouse.

CINCINNATI
Jerry Shinbach, RKO Theatres

division manager, and Joe Alex-
ander, Cincy manager, will present
William W. Howard, company
veepee, to city officials and civic

leaders at reception Thursday 22)
in the Netherland Plaza. Party is

linked with opening of “The Robe”
that night in the KKO flagship
Albce.
Shinbach named Ansel Winston,

of the Chicago area, to city man-
ager at Dayton, O., replacing Good-
win Sable who filled the post 18
years.

Stanley C. Jacques, branch man-
ager for RKO since 1917, retired
and has been succeeded by Lloyd
Krause, who has been city sales
manager.

( iuii. linn,y v win in m uveu i i win u **....* x .. .. mm a-it. ». ,
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special tax on film admissions. •

Foreign department execs in equipped for C’Scope will have no
N. Y. said this week they had no new product from 20th until then.
further word either from Allport

jn contrast with most other dis-

transfer of blocked Australian
tribs

’ United Artists is having a

pounds to Britain. Matter was to field day with releases of indie pix.

have been taken up both with the UAA looks set to handle at the rate
British Treasury and the Aus- of four new films per month
tralian government, the purpose through 1954.
of such a transfer being to bolster Indie offerings also will round
depleted U S. sterling balances in out lhe re |easinB skt,ds for a cou .

Britain. pie 0f other outfits. W’hile Co-————"I lumbia has started 27 new produc-
tions this year, its release rate of

fillAmictrV AT PlY about 55 annually will be main-
Ullwllllvll j III IIA tained via tieups with dutside film-

Continued from page ll makers. Same situation obtains
with Universal. And RKO’s own

II.” Warner added that the com- studio product, obviously insuffi-
panv jvas expressing its confidence dent to keep the distribution
in the industry "in the tangible branch of the companv going is
terms of maximum production.” enhanced by production from Sam-
The following month, on March uel Goldwyir, Walt Disney and

5. 1953. the company closed down other outside sources,
the studio, saying it was "tapering Columbia offers a striking ex-
off on production for a period ample of risking bigger coin in
which w ill not exceed 90 days.” On production. Col has a reputation
March 10. WB announced the in- of providing one standout pic each
troduction of WarnerPhonic sound, year, in terms of investment arid
which it said climaxed nearly 30 boxoffice results. This year the

PITTSBURGH
Variety Club’s 26th annual ban-

quet will be held at William Penn
Hotel Nov. 26, with only one prin-
cipal speaker this year—Mutual
Security Administrator Harold K.
Stassen.

Marion. Pa.. Theatre reopened
with Samuel H. Pryor as the new
boss. John Barr is assisting him
in booking house.

Ike Sweeney. Republic exchange
manager, in St. Francis Hospital for
series of check-ups. During his
absence. Bill Nesbit is in charge.
Lyman H. Ringbloom, new to

exhibition, just reopened the Wil-
mington. New Wilmington, Pa. Had
been closed for some time.
Warner Theatre, which planned

to close down when “Martin Luth-
er” run ended to get ready for
Cinerama, will continue for one
week longer to play "Lion In
Streets.”

Alpine Theatre Co., with eight
houses in West Virginia and one
in Pennsylvania, leased its nine
units to E. Dormer, who lives in
Florida. Bernie Potts stays on
under the new management as
booker-buyer.

DALLAS
Walter Grubb named manager

of Josephine Theatre, San Antonio,
operated by the Summers Circuit:
replaces Kenneth Danie, resigned.
Grubb was formerly assistant pub-
licity director for Interstate Thea-
tres in San Antonio.
The Tex Drive-In opened at

Groves by Tex Drive-In Theatre
Co. Howard L. Arthur. Jack W.
Woldert. and Robert M. Rogers are
operators with Arthur as manager.
The new Texas opened at Has-

kell. replacing one which was de-
stroyed by fire early this year.
House has a seating capacity of
700. Burnice Haley is manager.
The Glade Drive-In first ozoner

for Gladewater. been opened there
by Mr. and Mrs. Harrell.

Harold Foreman named manager
of Graham Drive-In at Graham;
was previously at Albuquerque.

La— Continued from page 5 '

deal with James Carreras Exclusive
Films of London, plus deals for
one film each from two German
producers. Republic has four pic-

ture pact with Britisher Herbert
Wilcox. First will be "Laughing
Ann,” starring Margaret Lockwood
and Forrest Tucker with "Trouble
in Glen” coming later.

Allied Artists deal with Asso-
ciated British Pictures Corp. is for
three Moulin productions. Also has
deal with ABPC on “Duel In Jun-
gle.” Producer Tony Owen is now
in Hollywood putting together two
more packages. Abteon Pictures
finished “River Beat” in London as

first of multiple picture deal with
Anglo-Amalgamated productions.

Joseph Shaftel has several pic-

ture deal with ABPC. Julian Les-
ter’s Royal Productions recently
completed "Saint’s Girl Friday” in

Fngland in association with Ex-
clusive. At least one of four more
"Saint” films will be made ns joint

venture with British producer.
Louis Hayward’s AFA produc-

tions will make two in Britain with
Raymond Stross. Albert Zug-
smith’s American Pictures sched-
uled "Conquest of Desire" next
spring with English firm.

Carl Dudley closed deal with

Erich Pommer in Germany to make
“Festival Salzburg” as Vistaratf.a

feature; Benagoss will make
"Money Man” with Filmaur in

France next spring: ~KTfrg Brothers
made “Carnival Story” in Ger-

many with Westafilm German out-

fit and both “Boy and Bull" and
“African” will be made with for-

eign companies.

LOS ANGELES
20th-Fox purchase d "Man

Crazy,” indie produced last year
hv Sidney Marmon and directed by
Irving Lesser; will be released ir

December.
Columbia purchased Hugo Haas’

“Bait," fourth of his six indie films
It haft acquired for release.

Walt Disney is readying reissue
of "Fantasia,” this time with a por-
tion of film made for widescreen I

film. "House of Wax,” Jack L. War
DU] A ner rapped the "phony spokesman”

of the industry who were down
chain exhihi- beating 3-D. In listing scientific
sioner of the facts pertaining to 3-D films, he

eoDened the
sai(1 thp "l,ublic wil1 wcar Kisses

L renorted
as rfforllessly as they wear wrist

other neigh- watcheR and fountain pens." In

n operation. A P riI - Die company reported that

Pennsylvania “Dial M for Murder” would he
i filmed with its own 3D camera

}
rather than the Natural Vision cam-

B v , y<//ne used for “Wax.”

,
On May 7. WB announced its

__ _ ,
own widescreen process, Warner-
Scope. which was described as “a
nev lv perfected process which has
been in development by the studio
for many years.” This is not to

mjg he confused with the anamorphic Continued from
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NBC’S ‘HOLIDAY’ WITH AD STRINGS
CBS-TV Moving In on Station Time

In Bid to Expand Daytime Roster

NBC-1Ys ‘Don’t Fence Me In’

The whole question of network time vs. station time is expected

to come up for early reappraisal, particularly at NBC-TV, where
the need for expansion of ttme facilities is becoming somewhat
acute. The network, which now' enjoys an SRO status at night,

nonetheless finds itself “boxed in” between the hours of 7:30 and
10:30 p.m., It can’t move into either the fore or aft segments <7

t0 7:30 or 10:30 to 11* because the stations, including the owned-
and-operated outlets, refuse to give up the time. Yet it’s the only
direction in which the network can move, save for daytime, to ex-

pand its billings and satisfy client demands for time.

At CBS-TV the situation is less acute, since the network has suc-

ceeded in recapturing 10:30 to 11 seven-nights-a-week. and even

11 to 11:15 three nights a week. But even at Columbia the at-

tempts to move into the 7 to 7:30 period, with sponsors waiting

in line for the period, have gone for naught, stations refusing to

relinquish thdir lucrative local billings.

Several embarrassing and frustrating situations in recent weeks
pinpoint the situation at NBC, with the network compelled to fore-

go some fancy coin because the stations refuse to give up either

the 7-7:30 period or the 10:30-11 time. When the William Esty

agency, on behalf of Camel cigarets, agreed to swich “Man Against

Crime” from CBS-TV to NBC-TV", for a Sunday night 10:30 show-
casing, it was reportedly with the understanding that the network
would clear all the desired cities. Too late, however, Esty dis-

covered that New York and many of the nation’s top markets
wouldn’t clear for NBC, resulting in a situation where Camel was
obliged to also sign with DuMont for the same time period to get

into the “blocked out” cities. Esty agency is still doing a burn
over the situation.

Because affiliates won’t clear 7-7:30, the repeated efforts to

slot “The Goldbergs” on behalf of various sponsors have been in

vain. And now a new 7-7:30 dilemma confronts the web, involving
switchover of “Stork Club” from CBS-TV to NBC-TV (see separate
story*. Because stations won’t clear the Wednesday segment.
“Stork Club” is compelled to go local via the New York market
only, on behalf of Chrysler dealers, with the car dealers in other
major markets shut out. However, the network is striving to make
a dent in some cities which will allow for a gradual restoration of

the show to a network status.

Pitt Store Drops Its TV Show To

Get OK Godfrey Protest Hook
Pittsburgh. Oct. 20.

When Rosenbaum’s, the lone lo-

cal department store going in for

TV to any great extent, found the

only way it could keep its highly-

rated local live show’, “Guest to

Ghost,” on WDTV was by taking

half an hour of Arthur Godfrey’s

time from the station, manage-
ment decided the hazards were too

great and moved out last week.

“Guest to Ghost,” which had
been on two years and had an
average rating of between 40 and
563, started in the 9 o’clock

Wednesday evening slot, and for

some time has been pre-empted
once every four weeks by Lux
Theatre. However, when DuMont,
which owns and operates WDTV,
put its own show, Alan Mowbray’s
Colonel Flack.” in the 9 p.m.

Wednesday spot, Rosenbaum’s was
told it could have 8:30-9, which
meant that station here would be
carrying only half an hour of God-
frey.

Rosenbaum’s understood at once
the public yowl that was bound
to arise from the wide Godfrey
following and first time “Guest to

Ghost" halves the G, Ralph Fallert.

moderator of G. to G., preceded
the program with this announce-
ment: “Rosenbaum’s are fully

aware, with ‘Guest to Ghost’ com-
ing to you at this time, “that the

(Continued on page 50;

Phillipson Exits

ABC Coast Post
Hollywood. Oct. 20.

t

William Phillipson, for the past
y**ar general manager of ABC’s
Western Division and division di-

rector for the year before that, ten-
dered his resignation this week, ef-

fective Nov. 1. Phillipson gave as
*IK reason disagreements on policy
vnh division v.p. Earl Hudson, but
fcdded that he was in accord with
other network execs.

Phillipson said he was offered
an executive post with ABC in
Ne.v York, but since he prefers to
1 e on the Coast, was bowing out
of the ABC picture. He joined the
network four years ago. and was
credited with, solidifying the net’s

,

Position, in the western states. He
practiced law in New Jersey be-
f 'l** taking an exec post with ABC
in N\ Y.

For some time. In fact ever since

Sylvester L. (Pat> Weaver was re-

instated as programming chief at

NBC-TV, there have been sub-rosa

reports of a brand new’ Weaver-

inspired sales formula for televi-

sion designed to get the network

off the sustaining hook on the day-

time programming roster. From all

accounts, it was to be as revolu-

tionary as the “"magazine concept”

incepted by Weaver for “Today.”
and the “Show of Shows” brand of

selling which sparked the current
vogue for multiple participation of

clients on a single show.

The gimmick's now out of the

bag. and NBC has passed the word
alone to its TV affiliates to stand

by as the network inaugurates its

“Rosa-H Plan”—standing for “Run
Of Show Advertising — Holiday.”
It's being introduced as a pre-

Christmas holiday come-on for,

clients, effective immediately, but
;

Treat or Treatment
There were a couple of awk-

ward and embarrassing mo-
ments on last week’s Old Gold-
sponsored Fred Allen show,
“Judge for Yourself." on NBC-
TV. when Max l.iebman. pro-
ducer of the network’s “Show
of Shows,” appeared as one of

the three professional judges.

At tlie signofl. Dennis
James. Old Gold’s announcer
on the show, reminded viewers
to tune in on Saturday night,

l.iebman perked up, antici-

pated a reciprocal cwlTo plug
for his show. Instead, James
made a cross-plug reference to

Old Gold’s Herb Shriner show.
That's l.iebman's competition
in the Saturday night 9 to 9:30

period.

if it measures up to Weaver’s ex-
.1

Trendex Top 10
Top 10 Trendex TV ratings

for the week ending Oct 7

give NBC five and CBS five.

They follow:

I Love Lucy (CBS' 53.0
Talent Scouts (CBS-.... 47.8
Dragnet <NBC> ...43.5
Godfrey’s Friends <CBS*. 40.6
Milton Berle (NBC 3?.3
Jackie Gleason 'CBS* . . . 37.0
Groucho Marx (NBC' . . . 35 5

T-Men in Action 'NBC 1

. 34.4

Comedy Hour (NBC» . . . 33 8
(Martin Lewis*

Red Buttons (CBS* 32 5

Tuesday, Sunday

Rating Patterns

Starting to Jell

Last week’s 10-city Trendex
ratings for the Tuesday night 89
competitive race on the TV net-

works fairly well reflects the pat-

tern for viewing, with evidence
pointing to the audience ac-

ceptance of the “new Milton
Berle," whose Buick show has been
winning acclaim since its premiere
four weeks ago.

Last week’s rating was on the

night that Bishop Fulton Sheen
preemed for the season on DuMont
in the 8-8:30 period opposite the

lirst half of Berle. But the come-
dian came off better than two to

one for the half-hour segment, get

ting 33.5 as against Bishop Sheen's
16.6. C’BS TV's Gene Autry, in

the same time period, settled for

9.5.

In the 8 30 9* period. Berle v ent

(Continued on page 48*

pectations may become permanent
ly installed as t lie sales formula
for the future in attracting adver-
tisers to the web’s daytime TV
schedule.

It’s no secret, of course, that,

with the exception of “Today,"
NBC-TV up till now has been fight-

ing a losing battle for several

years in attempting to translate its -

morning program schedule into

sc'ine semblance of commercial
success, with result that affiliates

have been clamoring for action.

Only recently the network launched
a $3,000,000 daytime program
splurge to ease the affiliate ten-

sion, with such items as “Glamor
Girl,” “Hawkins Falls.” “The Ben-
netts." “Three Steps to Heaven,"
and “Follow Your Heart" (last

three soap operas* going into the

morning lineup. But nobody’s been
buying.

Weaver now feels he may have
the answer, with Rosa-H. Jn ef-

fect. it’s an extension of his maga-
zine pattern of selling as on “To-
day," with clients buying “Inser-

tions." Thus between now and
Christmas a sponsor can make a

purchase, at the “holiday” rate of

$3,000 per insertion (in contrast to

the $3,700 it cost for a one-time
insertion on “Today-”), on any of

tlic new morning shows on NBC-
TV. However, Rosa-H goes a step

further in embracing the “maga-
zine formula," for just as a mag
doesn’t tip off to a client which

(Continued on page 36*

'What Happened

In Buffalo?’ Still

A Ripley to NBC
The big question. “What hap-

pened in Buffalo?” continued a

point for major discussion as NBC
began getting its second wind in

the wake of the defection of

WBEN-TV to the Bill Raley-Frank
Stanton Columbia fold. No one’s

denying that CBS scored the major
TV coup of the year in its acquisi-

tion of WBKN (whose identity with

NBC goes hack to 1930’, hut there

are several puzzling aspects that

NBC is still trying to resolve.

NBC contends that, although

there had been talk of the Buf-

falo switch dating back to last

spring, as recent as two weeks ago

t lie network was assured by the

WBEN management that “nothing

is going to happen.” It’s under-

stood that the active station oper-

ator. Alfred H. Kirchhofer. was
opposed to the switch in allegiance,

but that the order caine from the

Buffalo Evening News ownership
high command.

Too. NBC is insisting that WBEN
respect the TV affiliation commit-
ment with NBC until the March.
1954, expiration date, in which
case it’s anticipated that there will

probably be little change in pro-

( Continued on page 46*

CBS is getting started early in

an attempt to expand Its daytime
TV hour with one eye on black A
white and the other vaguely plant-
ed on the new "color era” to give
the daylight segmentations a tint-

ed hue where adaptable—when, as
and if the FCC gives the pre-Xmas
nod to “Operation Rainbow." The
web has. for instance, gone to the
front to recapture local station
time from N Y. flagship WCBS-TV.
The one hour- involved at the mo-
ment in 5 to 6. a fixed period cur-
rently devoted to “Late Matinee”
film oldies.

The parent will move into the
time on Nov. 2 with Goodxon Sc

Tod man's latest house package,
“Choose Up Sides.” which will take
the first half hour. General Mills,
via the Esty agency, will pay the
freight for three 15-minute seg-
ments of the cross-hoarder and the
other spots are being worked on.
Dick Lewine, supervisor of daytime
TV'ing for the network, said that
stations are currently in process ol
being cleared since the client will
not go in without a “large” mini
mum guarantee on outlets.

The clearance problem is a hard
dollar and cents factor since the
established “Late Matinee" brings
in about $14,000 a week from eight-
a day pai tieipationers and the local
is scurrying around now to lay out
replacement schedules for the to-
.be ousted sponsors. There is some
feeling around the flagship that the
hour's preemption by the web may
hit the station's programming set-
up without a sufficient “high money
return’* to the net to make the dis-
placement a jackpot segment Well
toppers, however, think the 5 to 6
span will prove an important pre-
evening impact that will pay ol! in
due time, if not at t Ho start. So
far. however, the 5 30 to 6 stanza
has not been accounted for. tliougl
it's being worked on. The local *

Saturday time is not affected.
With “Matinee" turning over 26(!

features per annum the film divi
sion will be reposing with a huge

(Continued on page 50 >

Sinatra TV’er Nov. 15
Frank Sinatra’s starring stint

on the Colgate “Comedy Hour'' w ill

be on Nov. 15. just a week after lie

guests with Jimmy Durante on the

Sunday NBC-TV er. Thus the

earlier appearance will serve as a

Sinatra buildup for “next week
Actor-singer's guest will be Mil-

ton Berle. Latter had Sinatra on

his opening show of the season for

Buick. I

Roll of Network Presidents

blue NETWORK CO.

JVIark Woods, President: Jan. 9. 1942. to June 15. 194.1.

AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.

Mark Woods, President: June 15. 1945. to Jan 1, 1950.

Robert E. Kintner, President: Jan 1. 1950

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.

William S. Raley. President Sept.. 1928. to Jin 9 1940

Frank Stanton. President: Jan 9. 1946

CBS RADIO
Howard S Meighan. President: July 16. 1911. lo March 14. 19.*2

Adrian Murphy. President March 14. 1952

CBS TELEVISION
.1 L. Van Volkenburg. President: July 16. 1911.

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
W. E. Macfarlane. President: Oct. 6, 1954 to Jan 4. 1943

Miller McClintoek. President Jan 4. 1943, to Nov. 20, 194 4

Edgar Kobak. President: Nov. 20. 1944. to April 8. 1949

Frank H White. President: April 8. 1949. to May 31. 1952

Thoi*ias F. O'Neil. President: May 31. 1952

NATIONAL BROADCASTING C O.

Merlin Hall Aylesworjh, President Sept 9. 1920 to D'*c 27. 195. >.

Lenox Riley Lohr. President: Jan 1. 1930. to Jon- 7. 1940

Niles Trammell, President July 12. 1940, to Oct 7. 1949
_

Joseph H. McConnell. President: Oct 7. 1949. to Jan 2 19a3.

Frank H. White. President: .Jan 2. 1953. to Aug 7, 1953.

I)a\id Sarnoff. President: August 7, 1953.

DuMONT TELEVISION NETWORK
Lawrence Phillips, Director of Network July 10. 1947. lo

Feb. 8. 1949.
, . „

Mortimer W. Loewi, Director of Network Feb. 8. 1949, to

June 18. 1951.

Chris J Witting, Managing Director: June 18. 1J.M. (Lea’.ing

Jan. 1, ’54.1

Chrysler s WNBT

‘Stork Club’ Buy
Sherman Billingsley's “Stork

Club'' is vacating its Saturday at
7 p.m. berth on CBS-TV and Is
shifting over to WNBT. the Got
bam flagship ol' NBC-TV. with the
Chrysler Dealers ot New York
picking up the tab.

Program goes into the Wednes-
day 7-7:30 pin. period, effective
Oct. 28. with originations con-
tinuing from the East 53 Street.
N. Y, bistro studio It is ex-
pected that “Stoik Club” will re-
vert to national TV sponsorship
via NBC. but such a move is predi-
cated on whether the network can
clear stations for the 7 7 30 period,
which is station time.

Chrysler deal was negotiated
via McCann Erickson agency. On
CBS. J.iggctt i Myers 'Chester
field, Fatima' longtime bankrolled
the Billingsley show.

LONGINES’ BRACE OF

HOLIDAY TV SHOWS
Longines-Wiltnauer Watches Is

renewing its Xih;i> span itch with
two full-hour shows on CBS-TV.
Thanksgiving program (Nov. 20
will feature the rhrono->roper’s
longtime ‘ Symphonetle" with the
choraiiers. etc Dec. 25 hour's
complexion is not yet formulated
Both will be late aftcrnoonei s. Tlie

usual preemptions ate involved.

Already in tin* works at NBC-TV
is Parker Pen’s 5 to 6 p m. show
slotted for Dec 6. taking over the

Hallmark “Hall of Fame” Sunday
time for a breakthrough on Time’s

; 'Man of ’the Year” nominations,
i It's a good hunk of the pen com-
1 pany’s $700.()(j(> gift promotion
I campaign being launched Nov. 25.
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SO WHAT ELSE IS NEW?As t!u* dust settled since last

week's impressive three-network
demonstration in New York of its

eoior progress before the FCC, the

one significant factor and most im-

portant subject as far as the, public

is concerned, was still, if only mo-
mentarily. black & white. Because
some teleset manufacturers are

still very much in a monochrome
state of mind due to inventories

that range from medium to large,

there is cons derable support be-

ing given to the theory that, to at

least protect the interests of man-
ufaeturers and hence retailers for

flu* Christmas buying peri'od, the

FCC would not band down a defi-

nite ukase on -’color until after the

first of the year. Several members
of the Commission are understood
to have repressed themselves free-

ly in th'S regard and it's deemed
likely that the whole body will

take the black white receiver

lector into consideration in the

timing of the “historic” announce-
ment actively ushering in the color

ei i.

1Cmoits from Washington said

that the FCC would not be "stam-
peded” into hasty action that

would have a "cegret later” po-

tential. by pandering to any pres-

sures from Congress or other "in-

fluential” sources. This is the lat-

est turn of events according to a

Ivgh FCC irCormant following the
Gotham displays by RCA. CHS and
DuMont in a two-hour unfolding
of the biegest color weapons in

their arsenals under the NTSC
framework.

Need Commission Quorum
Commenting on rumors that the

agency will act to authorize com-
mercial colo»*casting in 10 days,
the source disclosed that even if

the mechanics of changing stand-
ards could he readied in such a

short time, it would be impossible
to move until the full Commission
is on hand. With three of the sev-
en members away and not lkeiy
to return for a v.cek. it's doubtful
that the agency will consider ac-
tion on color before the end of the
month.

The Commission, it was ex-
plained. has no desire to delay ac-

tion on color: by the same token,
it sees no need for premature
haste. The commissioners them-
selves fed they're no experts on
such technical matters as t lie ac-

t Ci ntinued on page 37)

Even Old Sol Gets Into Color
Demonstration Act

Johnnie Ray’s former platter

click, “Please Mr. Sun," should

have been played by CBS last

Thursday (15) when the web par-

ticipated in the colorvision dem-

onstrations held by the FCC in

New York. Columbia came on with

its outdoor remote segment at 1

p m. This was the exact time that

it started rehearsals on the stanza

the day before at the garden of

Museum of Modern Art in mid-

town. It was necessary to be that

precise because the al fresco set-

ting conditioned the program val-

ues in relation to Old Sol. After

CBS had completed its turn on

Thursday, it was discovered that

the sun had "moved” five feet from

the given point, with commensu-

rate diminution in light values.

Observers at Fordham and
Columbia U.'s said, however, that

the earth’s pace in relation to the

sun would, in words of one syl-

lable, not amount* to nearly that

much; more like two feet at the

outside. Thnt plus the shadows cast

by the surrounding buildings and
the TV camera would probably
produce the five-foot moveover.

With the New York television
market not yet able to support—or
at least to keep in the black—all
seven of its television stations,
WPIX, one of Gotham’s three in-
dies, is effecting a programming
paradox in its effort to surge ahead.
The station, which has built a ma-
jor audience identity via sports
coverage, is shifting its accent to
"selected sports," strip program-
ming and block programming
aimed at more general categories
of Gotham viewers.

Shift in emphasis is the idea of
v.p.-general manager Fred M.
Thrower, who came to the station
last spring when longtime WPIX
chieftain Ben Larson moved out to
Salt Lake City. Thrower i 1 1 wants
that sports identification mark on
the station, but feels there’s room
to branch out in more directions
and create more of a general ap-
peal.

As a result, this winter's sched-
ule (station airs N. Y. Giants and
Yankee baseball in the summer)
will have only 49 events from Mad-
ison Sq. Garden instead of la^t

year’s 150-odd. Sports will be con-
fined to four nights of the week,
with a general entertainment line-

up via film set for Fridays, a new
mystery block lined up for Sunday
nights and a public service sched-
ule for Mondays.

Strip programming is getting an
even greater emphasis, via two
house-wife strips in the afternoon, a

segmentizing of the station’s Ted
Steele show into half-hours aimed
at varying audience segments ( in-

cluding teenagers), scheduling of

news shows at five-minutes before
the hour, and addition of a couple
of cross-thc-board feature film

shows.

Results, while not spectacular,
have been substantial. Station,

which is owned by the Daily News,
has registered a 3(Fr increase in

billings over last October, and sale

of spot announcements reached a

record high in August < normally a

slow month) and continued at rec-

ord levels in September. With the

stronger programming lineup, sta-

tion expects even greater spot reve-

nues. News shows, slotted five

minutes before the hour to beat

(Continued on page 37)

CLIENT WHO WASN'T THERE

Miscue on Sale Slrnal Deprives

Kate of Sponsor

Kate Smith—far from SRO to

begin with—has lost a sponsor for

her cross-board daytimer on NBC-
TV before the effective date of

the latch-on. Cancellation came
about in one of those curious mis-

cues on sales signals that is part

of the "newness" of TV in its per-

haps too-rapid advance as the pow-
erful medium it is.

Borden’s Instant Coffee had
bought into the Smith hour for the

3:30-3:45 Tuesday segment. Cou-
ple of days ago, however, it was
discovered that a Wednesday par-

ticipant is Universal Appliances.

That’s a coffee-maker; and that’s

competitive to instant java. Result,

Borden s Instant has gone over to

"Hawkins Falls” for Wednesdays
and Fridays starting Oct. 28 (SOS
has Tuesday and Thursday, with
Monday open'.

JIMMY NELSON
DANNY O’DAY AND
HUMPHREY I1IGSBYE

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT
LOUIS W. COHAN
1776 Broadway, N. Y.

ABC TV is cveing three top pack-
ages as possible holiday television
prescnt: , lii»n< and the web is cur-
r nt !y showing all three to spon-
sor .'is C.irisiinas pos- ;bilities. One
is a t »!e p. esentalion of "Han- el

and Orel el." as performed by the
New Y,;rk City Opera Co. A sec-

ond is new John Daly-conceived
package, called' "This Is l S ' with
double entendre title meaning
either “us" or the C S \ and the
third is a salute to American com-
posers. with actual choice cf a
soogsmith sp.ll undecided.

Network has a verbal agreement
v h Henry Moreenthau 3d of tii«*

New York City Center to the ef-

f c t that if the network can sell
t ° "Han-' 1 and (I ret el” produe-
t on. t i

1 N ^ Ci* v Op. ra C’o. '•'•ill

> a ;d p ; r*'or.n it for TV. Daly
p .

ka which the w.c.b is con c id-

operation inrough the first year. Kansas Citv. Oct. 20
It is not planning to make a profit Purchase price of KCMO Broad-
on the venture hut is aiming at an casting Co. to the Meredith Pub-
operation which will cover ex- lishing Co. was given last week as
ptnses.

. $2,000,000 by Tom Evans, president
Two more UHF stations are !

of the firm which operates KCMO.
planned in Detroit. An application KCMO-TV and KCMO-FM. Sale,

has been filed by the Detroit Edu- pending approval of the FCC. va«
rational TV Foundation for chan- revealed about two weeks ago.
nel 56. A second commercial chan- I

Actual cost to Meredith will be
m l 1 50) is contested by WJLB and nearer $3,000,000. however, as the
\V oodward Broadcasting Co. owned publishing company w ill assume
by department store interests. notes payable Oct. 31 in the

* — amount of $450,000. mostly for new

RrrLrliill fRQ QaIIIa •
equipment and construction for

IlLLIMHIl, LDJ OeUie KCMO-TV which went on the air

(P i* > II l
Sept. 27. Another $300,000 or m> is

dpaCCCHStlllg Hassle contemplated by Meredith for

I pg-.l .. u i
equipment and improvements,

the "spacecasting” field has been men? $2 75(?00()

akC ^ l °lal ”

settled. Rockhill Productions and
*2 ^50.000.

CBS-TV reached an out-of-court h
Property which has been mtn.d

settlement nn tiio ,
. by Evans and Lester Cox. Spnns--

that CBS . Mo., has fixed assets listed

"Tom Corbett, SpacVcadrt”"'to? i

*568 °00 - Observers in broad-

thp nptunrk'c now d! l0
^ casting here have estimated that

e Rocket Ranges"
Br0W" °f

l

Evan, »"<« Cox likely could have
the Rocket Rangers.

! gotten over $3,000,000 for the
C harles B. Seton repped Rockhill property had it been more in-

while ( arlton Eldridge, or Coudert tensely advertised as for sale. The
Bros., handled the CBS case. Terms entire deal was made in a matter
of the settlement weren’t disclosed.

| of a few weeks.

oeein is oeuevin
r h * re wore plenty of strange

> i L.
r

.'its — mostly projected on
' hi* color tube—at last week’s
co’or demonstration before
the FCC but the strangest of
all was the arm-in-arming of
RCA hoard chairman David
Sirnoff and CBS hoard chair-
man V. iiliam S. Pa ley. Coming
in the muM of t lie most in-
terne 'and none too veiled)
1

1

% a 1 1 i
»

• s in industry annals,
the Sarnefi-Paiey huddling
v m easily The Sight of the
Meek Whatever the discus-
sion or bantering, it wak punc-
tuated with their, hearty
chuckling and laughter.
The “get-together” occurred

a- Sarnoff \ isited the "enemy
( imp on the CBS side of the
S ar light Hoof at the Waldorf-
AHoria. N, Y., where the
demonstration was taking
p are in order to get a gander
at the Columbia phase of the
demonstration on a CBS tube.

Fir-t anuiver* u y of the official
f,P hu.g of CBS TV ('it;- on the
( < i will he the occasion for <-nme
n< twork on-thc-air hoopla, with a
'p“ nil Ha If-hou*- rimed program
built entire!; around the TV City
operation to he aired on No\ 15
I II go. into the 7-7:30 p m <-V.

Ed Mu; ro>v will “host’’ the
'•ho a. giving the viewers an on*
t lie - .-%{/' t looksr e at the mariner in
which CBS-TV gets its Coast live
stiow , on the air. including re-
hear^ 1 y t-n^s of nr. ’or L Al-ongj.
r. .t;r)g stars and proTairu. Odd-n

’bat fhr is the first time Urn
h:s been shot within the confines
of 1 V City. .which is dedicated nob-
ly to perpetuating lne program-
ming.

Fira! alternate program chol.ee
Is he dute’ tjpe. w.th compo - er
to he haded ranging anvwlic.c
f:o n Stephen Fo-tcr to a modern
like Jerome Korn. All three pro-
gram*- are stric* Ij* in the idea stage
at present, v dh the network pre-
pared to go ahead o~!y if a >aic is

made on ar.\ of them.
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NO THREAT TO N.Y. RADIO
GOTHAM STATIQNS Mutual Leads in Radio (12 Hours) NBC

TOPPING 52 01/
h TV (5 Hours) on Chi Originations

Happy’s $1,000,000 Knothole

Happy Felton, who for years operated in various phases of show

biz as a bandleader, radio actor and announcer and later as a quiz-

master, now has turned television packager, and has parlayed what

four years ago began as strictly a local experiment into a $1,000,000,-

a-year billings bonanza and a community project that may embrace

as many as eight major cities this year.

Via an interest in baseball and kids, Felton in 1949 started a

fore-and-aft session on WOR-TV’s Brooklyn Dodger telecasts. To-

day. he’s dickering with baseball and station execs in 10 major
league cities in an attempt to wrap up fore-and-aft segments for

their major league telecasts. He expects to finalize between sixL

and eight of them, and the minimum target of six will carry with

it a billings tab of $1,000,000 or better.

In addition, he’s setting up community projects in those cities

—Knothole Gangs for the kiddies, under which the juves not only

get into ballgames for free or at a nominal sum, but organize

leagues and compete to appear on the televised sessions. If deals

go through, he’ll set such projects in Baltimore (ripe ground with

its new' American League franchise), Boston and Chicago. He’s

already organized the groups in Brooklyn and Detroit.

Last year, Felton packaged his “Knothole Gang” (pre-game) and
‘Talk to the Stars” ,(post-game) in Brooklyn and Detroit, with ex-

Tiger Dizzy Trout handling the tele chores in the Motor city while
Felton carried the ball in Brooklyn. He’s already set his deals

with the Dodgers and Tigers for next season, and is currently dick-

ering with Baltimore and seven other major league elftbs for the
adjacency rights to their telecasts. Complete deals will be wrapped
up by the end of the year, before the start of pre-spring training

major league conferences.
In addition to his major league franchises last season in Flat-

bush and Detroit, Felton had pre- and post-game sessions going
in Oklahoma City, Houston, Dallas and Ft. Worth. He expects
to continue the minor league packages again this year. It’s strictly

a one-man operation, with Felton shuttling from city to city during
the winter layoff. He finalized his Detroit deal late last week;
this week he’s in Baltimore dickering a deal there.
“Knothole Gang,” which comprised a pre-game half-hour on

WOR-TV, N. Y., was sponsored last season by the Bank of the
Manhattan Co., at a reported tab of $120,000 for time and talent.

His “Talk to the Stars” session, featuring interviews w'ith individu-
al players, was bankrolled by Tidewater Oil and a couple of other
participants. Station has had no trouble selling the segments, and
juve participation has been strong.

Networks Target In Flanagan Blast,

Sees Stations ‘Pressured’ on ‘Spots’

By ROB CHANDLER
New York’s seven television sta-

tions no longer pose a threat to

the economic well-being of the
city’s many radio operations.
That’s the consensus of a majority
of AM broadcasters polled by Va-
riety, and it’s based on the fact

that Gotham’s radio operations are
rolling up their biggest revenues
in years this fall.*

Of eight independent stations

and four network flagships polled,

all 12 stations report that business
is better than last year. Three
stations report having done more
business this month or in Septem-
ber than in any single month in

their histories. Many of the sta-

1

tions report waiting lists for prime
j

time, and near sellouts in other
time. Network stations are chafing

,

at the bit because they’ve got local

customers ready to buy time that’s

already allocated to the networks.

Where are the sales coming
from? Station chieftains mention
various sources, but it boils down

j

to the fact that stations have
found advertisers to replace the
biggies who’ve gone into televi-

sion. One exec put it this way:

“Before television, selling prime
time was no problem—the big na-

tional accounts came to us. We
had to sell fringe time, and we did
so. Now that the big national ac-

counts have gone into television,

we’ve had those smaller accounts
move up from fringe time to prime

, weight
time, and we’ve gone out and sold

new accounts the fringe time. Sell-

ing the latter will always be a prob-

lem, but we’ve pretty much got it

licked, at least for now.”

WABC’. AU-Nite SRO
WABC. the Gotham flagship

of ABC’, is in a sort of reverse-

F.nglish regarding the current
high level of radio business in

New York. While most of the

other stations are posting the

SRO sign on morning and aft-

ernoon blocks, WABC finds it-

self solidly sold out for the

all-night period, from 11 p. m.
to 8:55 a. m.

Reason for the switch is the

fact that the station, which
broadcasts 24 hours a day. has
two niteries picking up the all-

night tab with remotes from
the spots. Glass Hat room of

the Belmont-Plaza Hotel has
the midnight to 2 a. in. period

ami Birdland carries the hall

from 2 to 6 a. m.

IBC Radio Nod On

Turpin Bout Seen

WOV for Victory’

Following up attacks by station*

representatives on new network
tandem plans, Tom F. Flanagan,
managing director of the Station

Representatives Assn., hit out at

the plans and at other network
“pressures” on stations last week
in a speech before the New Y'ork

Radio & Television Executives So-

ciety.

Calling the plans (specifically

the "NB3 Plan” and the possible

developments arising out of* Mu-
tuals new atfiliation setup) "inva-

sions of national spot business.”

Flanagan called for formation of a

“strong body to speak for the sta-

tions ’ tp ^replace current station

associations to which the networks
arc "large contributors”; for com-
plete control by the stations over
their rates, including rates for net-

work programs; for a definition of
tlie fields of national and regional
network and non-network business
and observance of that definition
b> all parties; for complete station
tight to reject network programs
t"i “any or no reason”; and, in

•Continued on page 48*

Joan Miller’s TV Debut
•

Joan Miller. British actress who
came to the U. S. recently to ap-

pear in “A Pin to See the Peep-
show” on Broadw'ay, will make her
TV debut in this country next Sun-
dav (25) as star of “Personal Story”
on WABC-TV, New York.

Network Radio’s

Big Ad Splurge

In Major Dailies

Slice Up Kate As

Sponsor Come-On
With its "’NB3” plan of one-min-

bb- participating sponsorship on
three radio strips hardly old
eno> vh to qualify for a shave. NBC
has now come forward with an-
ther arithmetical razzle-dazzler.
1 ough this time confined to one
s’ mv and in TV—the Kate Smith
<! i.time hour cross-the-board. What
wts this apart from “Three Plan”
*' that the announcement on cut-
’ ng up Miss Smith into less than
quarter-hour segments was accom-
1 mied by the
t lore is—a sale
Divided

Radio segments are getting a net-

work originating paid advertising

push this season in metropolitan
1

dailies that is making the 1 9A2

|

“dollar on the line’’ skeds look like

peanut coin. While it’s true that

part of the upbeat is accounted for

under competitive programming,
most of the coin outlay is strictly

for the straight buildup of new
stanzas.

For the last few weeks, two-

(Continued on page 48>

Woo Small Agencies

Most of the stations have sent

theii* sales crews into the smaller
agencies, to attract accounts that

previously never were represented.
Meanwhile, national spot business

has risen, and the average commer-
cial log shows a strange situation

—

very big national advertisers still

using spot and small outfits most
radio people never heard of till

now. Another station topper,

asked where the business had come
from, replied, “People -have got to

go out and sell their products now.
and they realize that radio can do
that for thorn at a low price.”

Statement points up two underly-

ing and related facets to the entire

situation. First, many retailers are

in a transition period from a sell

er’s to a buyer’s market, and are

spending more advertising dollars.

For the retailers who can’t afford

to shell out the kind of coin that

tele exposure requires, radio fits

the bill. But even more import-

ant is the realization on the part of

the stations that they themselves

have completed the same tr.insi-

tion—that they’re ‘ in a buyer’s

market. And the stations have

made a serious—and apparently

successful—effort to first decide

what they’ve got to sell and then

to go out and sell it.

The possibility 'and it’s always

(Continued on page 4R>

International Boxing Club pulled

the unusual strategy of authorizing

radio broadcast of the middle-

title bout between Randy

Turpin of Kngland and Bobo Ol-
j

is

son of Honolulu at Madison Square
j

Garden. N. Y. tonight 'Wed ' Up
to last week, both AM and TV
were blacked out by IBC in N. Y
as a presumed hoxofliee nrotec-

tion. with regular Wednesday
fightcaster. Pabst B«m r. being

forced to go into a sports films for-

mat for its show tonight on WCBS-
TV though carrying the fracas on
tile rest of the web.

Pabst had dropped it* aural pro-

gram some time hack, hut its one-

night revival will pot flu 1 lager in

the position of competing with the

local TV’cr. IBCVrod on radio is

apparently related to Hie contro-

versy stemming from the AM-T\
shutout on the Rocky Marciano-

Roland LaStarza championship!

battle last month when N. Y. indie

WOV went to hat in court and won
the right to present* round-by-

round summaries of the go, with

the other stations following suit

By giving the greenliglit in radio

to Pabst .
such a legal question is

apparently snuffed out

CBS Radio will carry the blow

— Chicago. Oct 20.

Television interests here lake
great pride in pointing to their
network originations.:. Since few
local shows make the network
grade it's a cause of great hoop'a
when one manages to squeeze into

the select company
Local radio, meanwhile, quietly

goes about its job of grinding out
a i most three times as many net-
work shows per week, usually
without the accompanying buzz s

and chest fhuinpiivg. Oddly ennu h.

ttn* network that pours out the
most (’In originations. Mutual,
doesn’t even own studio facilities

of its own in the Windy City, hut
uses those of affiliated WGN.

Averaging about 12 hours of web
originations a week. Mutual’s only
real rival on quantity of net fare
comes from NBC, where WM.\(j
pipes out nine hours per week to
the wch ABC o&o WENK runs a

close third with seven hours and
45 minutes ol net originations
while CBS’ WHBM is all Imt out
of tin* running with only their
half-hour “Quiz Kids’’ currently
on the sked.

|
TV, on the other hand, runs far

below radip in number of net origi-
nations NMC-TV gels the* nod
here with seven shows, averaging
nine hours of web fare per week,
from o&o WNBQ.
ABC-TV via their WBKB outlet

here, airs five shows to the web
currently while DuMont affiliated

« WGN-TV lists four. The net TV
I origination situation at CBS-TV's
i

WBBM-TV, like their radio picture
not too bright With the tele-

version of “Quiz Kids’’ their only
Web offering, they soon will he net
of tin- running entirely since the
show is skedded to he dropped in
lU’d-November.

While radio manage s to hold its

own against TV on the* matter of
web originations, ope type of radio
fare, the dramatic production, is

all but gone from the scene. Mu-
tual managed to keep local AFTRA

'Continued on page 46'

Lincoln-Mercury

In WNBT Splurge

by blow via Jack Drees and Red
Smith on a 200-plus station spread

and there may tie as many as 100

indies picking it up around the

country, in Honolulu, etc Pabd’s

N. Y filmcast over WCBS-TV will

consist of highlight sports events

of the year, including the Notre

Dame-Oklahoma grift game. Ben
Hogan’s win of L’. S. and British

Open golf, and the triple f rown ol

racing 'Derby'. I’rcakness, Belmont
Stakes',

Some More You-Know-What

WNBT received one of its big-
gest early evening hypos witli Lin-
f filn-.Mer.eiit y Dealers earmarking
7-7 30 Fridays for a show on
the N Y tele flagship of NBC.
Kenyon A Kekhanlt ad agency
stepped in to make the flea I after
it became known that Chrysler hail
bought "Stork Club” and moved it

over from tie* CBS web to the
NBC local at 7 pin Wednesdays
starting next week '28'. Lincoln-
Mcrciiry will he only nine flays

behind with a Nov 0 preem KAK
is toving around with a format and
word yesterday <Tues i was that
an audience participation setup
was high on the list of probabili-
ties.

The buy now gives WNBT a

solid score in its long attempt to
build up t fie 7 7 80 strip that has
been in d run ray ever since "Kukla,
Fran & ( )! lie" was moved out of
that n< t wo* k t • ru #• a few years ago.

Both ABC and Mutual are prep

ping new "flexible" sales plans to

meet the increasingly sharp compe-
tition in network radio, it was

i
learned this week. Mutual's plan.

1 which will be ready in two weeks,

is a natural outgrowth of the net-

work's new station affiliation set-

up, which went into effect on Oct

1. ABC’s plan, still in the idea

best backer-upper stages, will be put before the affil-

Under “Disegla”
;
iates by the beginning of the year.

Segment Plan) the show
j

j n time for a series of regional
»> being sold in 7 1 ^-minute portions meetings with affiliates originally
apparently because some of the

|
scheduled for next month but now

q alters have been going begging),
l,r a minimum of six weeks.

^ irs
!
to latch on to the new treat-

h <*nt is purex Corp. in behalf of
' 'wder Bleach, via Foote. Cone k
D* ding s Coast office. It’s for half
the 3:13
darting Oct. 29.

postponed till the first of the year.

Details in each case arc not

known, with network execs declin-

ing to specify what forms the new
plans will take. Each web current-

ly has its own. with ABC still of-

to 3:30 seg on Thursdays
j

fering the Pyramid Plan of four

l quarter-hour nightly strips and Mu-

tual still selling its Multi Message

plan at $1,500 per network one-

minute announcement in its ha 1*

hour mystery-adventure strip.

Mutual's new formula is likely to

be either an extension of its Multi-

Message or a modification thereof.

While the network execs stressed

that they won’t (and can’t) install

a now and lower rate card because

of the high cost of the programs

they’re delivering to stations free

of charge, they did Indicate that

a tandem on the style of Multi-

Message. with its low cost an-

nouncements. might he in order.

Mutual is able to deliver the spots

at $1,500 per because all 560 sta-

tions are automatically cleared and

because the network doesn’t com-

pensate them for the spots. Since

the new affiliates plan is simply an

extension of the same principle,

I he

of
trade won’t l>e too surprised if

new sales plan is an extension

Multi-Message.
On the ABC front, ideas were

tossed around on new sales formats

by the Affiliates Advisory Board
which met week before last Feel

ing was that since NBC has inaugu-

rated the NB3 Plan and Mutual
will press its new found advantage,

ABC will have to devise some new
competitive sales format. ABC Ra-

dio veep Charles Ayers said he and

his staff arc working on several

angles, but they couldn’t hope to

deliver a sales format that will

compete with Mutual's $1,500 per

spot. He did stress, however, that

whatever the plan is, it will be

considerably different from the
VNB3 Setup and from ABC's own
Pyramid, as well as the CBS Power |

opening Oct

i plan. 7-7:30 tune.

’MILLIE’ R'STORED TO

CBS TELE SCHEDULE
Moveout of “Stoik Club” from

( IfS-TV to the N Y local of NBC
* see separate ,tm

. pnn ides-«.* .Meet
Millie" with a comeback bonanza.
"Millie's" romance had been punc-
tured some week' ago. hut wrt.li an
avalanche of fan letters coming in

following the cancellation. CMS TV
was apparently "pleased” that a

web ride had opened up for a re-

newed blessed event with the help
of the "Stork

Lester Vail is leaving N. Y for

the Coast to huddle with Harry
Ackerman, Columbia’s tele veep
there, preparatory to his taking

hold of the show’s direction for
31 In the Saturday



This is the fact of real significance when you are planning

your network buy.

%•

Your yardstick is the opportunity radio offers you. How big

• _ i

are the audiences which a progranfof yours might^each?

Here’s the latest record on opportunity. Current average

audience figures for all evening sponsored broadcasts give

NBC Radio . .

.

6.6%0 lead over-the'No.2 network

127%0 lead over the No. 3 network

168%0 lead over the No. 4 network
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NBC Radio Opons The Fall Season

With A Lead Over All Networks In

Average Evening Commercial Audiences

Atld h€TC 8 the vccovd on performCUICC (homes reached perprogram) . . •

,

15 Of tho top 25 evening broadcasts are on NBC Radio

•
'

5 of the top 10

9 of the top 15

13 of the top 20

In average evening ratings ...
. - *

i

V

4 out of 7 nights per week, NBC Radio

has the highest average audiences

-

double the total of the No. 2 network.

Advertise where the audiences are, where the opportunity is greatest for'

you. Investigate the prime time periods currently available on NBC.'

And learn how our flexible new participation sales plans can give you full

network advertising for as little as $2,000 per week, including time and
* - / •

talent. Call yourNBC Radio Sales Representative today!

NBC Radio
* I

(Audience data from Nielsen, September 6-12, 1953)
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NBC-TV Film Div. Upbeat As 750G

‘Sanctum,’ Theatrical ‘Victory’ Wind
NBC Film Division this weeks

hurst out with developments on

two of its strategic properties—one

new and the other, *’ Victory at

Sea,” a unique conversion. First

and for the time being foremost is

“Inner Hanotum," a $750,000 trans-

art ion consisting of a new series

of 50 'dramatic halves being made
available for the syndicate circuit

by John B. Cron, the division’s

national sales chieftain. Now skein,

Filmed in Gotham by Galahad Pro-

ductions, now gives the net's film

setup a total of 14 properties, and
for TV "Sanctum” means a re-

prise of the 1941 to- 1052 radio ver-

sion. one of the big all time clicks

in the aural medium.

Carrying over into the visualer

by producer Hi Brown is the
squeaking door, which the v. eh
proudly points to as one of its two
copyrighted sounds- the other is

the net’s chimes. Thirteen ’Sanc-
tums" are now in tin* can with each
hearing the voice o! Paul McGrath.!
opposite number of radio's "Hay-

;

mond” 'Johnson). Cast for star-

1

ring roles in weekly changes .arc

Finest Trues, Everett Sloane. Con-
stance Ford. Ian Keith and Paul

]

Slew art. Director is Allan Neu-
man.

".Victory at Sea." widely ae- I

claimed nel worked vidpix now get-!

ting a reride on New York’s
W'N’BT, will he completed as a the-

|

a I rival til in in about two weeks and
along about mid-April will he avail-

able as a 90 minute feature for the-

atre exhibition, with a major re-

leasing outfit to he negotiated with
for distribution. The huge job oi

cutting .down the 02.000 footage of

the 2(i half-hours • condensed lrom
some 0.000.000 feet available • to

an hour and a half is being done
Iron) scratch, since it's not a con-

1 Continued on page 50)

Sales Pattern For

‘Waterfront’ Pix
Concerted effort to establish a

new method of selling vidpix to

circumvent the low prices a m I-

v.ork sale offers and yet sidesteps
large ‘organization required lor
syndication is being made b\ Po-
land Reed Productions of Holly-
wood. Firm, which last week
concluded a tvvo-vear regional deal
with Standard Oil of California to
sponsor its new Preston Foster-
starring vidpix series.- 'Water-
front." is attempting to set a sales
pattern v hereby it sells a show to
lour regional sponsors and syndi-
cates in remaining markets.

According to Reed v p. Ren Fox.
who's currently in New Yoi k mak-
ing the agency rounds on "Water-
front.’ this typo ot sale offeis sev-
eral advantages to the telcpix pro-
ducer. It enables him to produce
a network-quality show at a hi"h
budget, break- even 'instead of tak-
ing a lo-< as is prevalent in ne t-

voik dials, with the promise of
lesiduat earnings the onlv wav the*

difleri nlial c an he made up* and
make a profit right off the bat via
limit* d sv ndication.

Furthermore, such deals <;,n

JMe producer and program pres-
tige To|>-(juality piv according to
I ox. a .re naturals tor regional
e'eaP with two types e>f mhhwm >-—
the big business inM it ut lonal tvpe
*!;ke Stanetarel (),|i who would I ke

Continue el on page 5b

GEO. WFISS TO GUILD’S

EASTERN SALES SETUP
Gioiiv We iss, v. ho tv o v, < C

? o re si"nid as national s.,|. - man-
** - e r < * t m»*d Television Pio : an s

Jf*(l« iftg • lull ot the- fit ui', |r

nu.-i.rf* i t«* the ConM. t!*i> v ok
j'unecl (.wild T ilnis ;,s *•..»’( m d>\ j.

s;on s.les manager
v, o > v w ho pre v ious tu mining

! TP ;.< midwe st
( nie t was a

ti^eie (<,ita r n-jxiiior and an ae eumt
e- e e I'h.M-v « lal Matron trp firms
i o'. • d fn t «* t he rtalion,.j s-v.|« «.

j
-

1

* l TP follow mg the i! n* s of
' “ ' f

He n five a e ouple e.|

i"optbs ago. following pu'etia»e
*: l IP hv .1 «* * k ’Gie*-< and Phil
Kra»re laM month *rd dreisir-n to
1 ea#i»l . atter on the Cna'M he o-
*' fned ft ( , u ill 1

,
|,e || ieomt to

rptWral «a!e* r rector .1*t\ 4R-
C*.-e»te.

Gresham, McGuire Tom in Sales Berths
Edward D. Madden, veepee of

Motion Pictures for Television, Iasi

week made two key sales appoint-

ments follow ing the tapping of Herb

Jaffe as eastern sales manager. He
posted Maurice Gresham as west-

ern sales chief and John W. Mc-

Guire as Central Division sales

head, with headquarters in Chi-

cago. Gresham, who’ll work out

of Bev hills, organized tele distribu-

tion for K LAC-TV on the Coast
and has been active in vidpix syn-
dication. lie'll work principally

on "Duffy’s Tavern" and "Flash
Gordon.” respective Hollywood
and Berlin productions.

McGuire’s former spots were as

senior account exec for ABC-TV.
ad director of Anahist Co., account
group head for American News-
paper Ad Network, marketing of-

ficial for Renton & Bowles and
other top posts, lie'll be based in

Chicago.

ABC Coin to Finance Indie Vidpix

Production (or Web to Syndicate

CCA Ready to Process

Tint Film for Video

Hollywood. Oct. 20.

Color Corp. of America is ready

to open its labs for processing of

color film for TV presentation ac-

cording to Sam Burkett, veepee in

charge of sales for the company.

During the past few weeks, he

WHAT HAVE I DONE
FOR YOU RECENTLY?

ABC will help finance independ-
;
ent vidpix production which it will

j

subsequently syndicate, it was
learned this week. George Shupert
the network’s v.p. in charge of
the newly constituted Film Syndi-
cation Division, told Variety that
ABC will put up part of the coin
and help finance the rest in order
to bring forth new and previously
unseen product for syndication.

Shupert and the net’s financial
and program brass are currently
studying many proposed properties
and also the financial and produo-

said, the firm has had numerous
, ti on rccor(js of several Coast pro-

inquiries from business companies duciQg companies with an eye to-

on a tour of Detroit. Chicago and

New Orleans to confer with busi-

ness institutions desiring their TV

commercials in color. The Burbank

lab. lie added, is equipped to han-

dle any such processing.

Ch’field Likes ‘Dragnet’

So Much It Even Buys

Re-Run as ‘Badge 714’

WOR-TV. N. Y. which bought
"Badge 714." the reruns of ’ Drag-
net" from NBC Film Sales to bol-

ster its Wednesday night lineup,

lound an unexpected windfall last

week by selling the reruns to Lig-

gett & Myers, which sponsors the

lirsiruns on NBC-TV 'including
WNBT. N. V >. Sale serves to re-

emphasize the value hankrnllcrs
second runs ns a

lower their cost-

Vidkid Shows Defended

By Child Study Expert;

TV ‘Releases Tensions’

Defense of children's television

programs that are "exciting, noisy

or violent" was offered last week
hv Siilonie M. Grucnberg. con-

are placing on
surefire way to

pel-thousand.

Unusual part
deal is the fact

of the WOR-TV
that t!ic station is

now showing second runs ot films

at no time charge to some spon-
sors and at full rates to others
Under its "Double Kxposure" plan,

any sponsor wanting to bring over
his vidfilm series can do so at no
time charge. Station, however,

i

went out and bought “Badge 714"

with t lie purpose of selling it.

which it accomplish) d.

Liggett &: Myers will U'C the
show to advertise all three brands.
Chesterfields (regular and king-
'ize>. Fatima, and its new filter tip.

L A M. It’s a 39-week deal, with
the best of the "Dragnet" films

being picked hy Cunningham A
Walsh, the agency on the deal.
Sponsorship starts next Wednes-
day 28 '.

‘REFEREE’ GRIDPIX

ROLLING FOR KLING
Chicago, Oet. 20.

First of 13 telcpix on football,

to form a pail of a 52-pix package
on sports, went into production at

Kling studios here laM week. Se-
iies titled, "The Referee" will he
ottered for both network and syn-
dication distribution 'and features
top names in the sports world.

Series now rolling headlines a

panel of tootball greats, including
Red Grange. Doc Blanchard. Glenn
Davis and Earl Britton, who will
dist ii-s famous players, illustrating
rlie discussion with film clips C’RS
sports director John Derr ai.siaa
l ef er» e during t lit d« bate,

Kling veepee Fred Niles has
been named producer, with tied
Freeland megging.

Princess Vidpix

Firm Sets Bonus

% For Writers
The 'resident writer stable" set-

up* at Talent Associates, Ltd.,
looked upon with envy in video
circles because of steady?-, clicks
with such shows as the Philco-
Goodvear "Television Playhouse,

"

"Mister Peepers," plus a nuinbci
of programs for which it provides
the script or package only, appar-
ently has inspired a new shuffle
for writers from a contrasting .... .

source. Princess Pictures, vidpix sultant of the Child Study Assn, of

outfit formed some seven months America, on the grounds that "a

a* o under Burt Balnban. has a ce rtain amount of excitement pro-

clause in all writer contracts speci- vtdes the child with an outlet for

lying a bonus percentage for its some of his aggressive feelings and
literary hands. This is believed to releases tensions. Mrs. Grucnberg
he the first time such a clause has warned, however, that parents
been put into effect on an overall must set limits and use selection

basis in the television field. in these programs, pointing out

The percentage comc-on has no that without them, "such programs

philanthropic motivation. It’s prod- ta ' 1 be *°° sH -ong a dose tor most

icated on a writer extending him- children."

self qualitatively in his output so For many years director of the
that the residual and re-run aspect child study group before becoming
will be hypoed. For instance, Prin- a consultant. Mrs. Grucnberg said
1

1

scripters come in for 2G of "there is no evidence that televi-
the gross after the first run of their sion affects the health or treat iv-

t( lepix product, with the partici- ity of our children adversely. On
p.uion starting after a given the contrary, in spite of all the
amount is reached to cover origi- competition for their flee time,
nal overhead, profit, etc. Under- there is much evidence that cliil-

stood the starting point is well dren read more books than ever
under $45,000. which even if it before, listen to more music and
produces only a couple hundred are in general better informed and
bucks. is Mill more than the aver- in better health. The undoubted
age writer can look forward to appeal of television can be used
under other deals where his flat not only to entertain, hut also to
rate for a piece of work is the stimulate the desire to know more
finish of his banking activities. At and more."
Talent Associates, each playwright Mrs. Grucnberg spoke at a forum"n ihc permanent roster is guaran- dinner Saturday U7> at the Neweed a given number of presents- School for Social Research in New
turns, which marks a ‘first in TV. York. Other speakers on the topic,

Since the Princess outfit’s objec- "Where Is Television Going?" wereM e includes exhibition of its Telford Taylor, counsel to the Joint
1 \ ei s in film' houses, the writer Committee on Educational Tele-
flso receives a divvy from that vision; Robert Saudek. director of
source, but this drops to P / f . the Ford Foundation's TV-Radio
Altogether, it's a 3GG bundle for Workshop and exec producer of
the manuscript creators. Arrange- "Omnibus" and -.’Excursion"; and
ment was reportedly worked out Gilbert Seldes. pioneer television

through the country regarding ward starting financing Shupert

tinted commercial films lor tele-
j

“ id «*» underway

vision.
lor at least another

. , . couple of
months. He said the net is aiming

Burkett and John Glaven. as- a t two new series for a start, and
sistant general manager, left here ,

will make a deal with already cs-

by Bala ban with the aid of live
1 unit k. iwdio-TV writer recently
installed at Princess as storv edi-
tor.

pioduccr and veteran show busi-
ness critic. "Town Halt Meeting”
moderator George V. Denny was
moderator.

tablishcd telefilm producers.

ABC Syndication, which recently
closed deals for 96 "Racket Squad"
episodes and 26 "Schlitz play-
house” pix (these are the first 26
made by John Gibbs under the
Meridian banner, and ABC has an
option on the 26 pix in the current
Schlitz cycle), wants two more-
properties to peddle for a start.
Shupert is eyeing the five pilots
made for ABC-TV by Hal Roach,
Jr. Films are currently up lor na-
tional sponsorship sale by ABC-
TV. but the network has decided
they won’t be aired unsold. If the
net doesn’t succeed in selling them
Shupert may then move in and
take over the films for syndication.

Organizationwi.se, Shupert. just
returned from the Coast, said the
syndication operation won't he
fully staffed until November, Aside
from Don L. Kearney, national
sales chief, the operation will have
two salesmen working out of New
York, three out of Chicago and two
or three out of the Coast. Shupert
hasn't yet decided whether to

headquarter the Coast office in

Los Angeles or in San Francisco.
All syndication offices will be
housed in the networks’ owned-
and-operated stations. N. Y. sales

staffers have been signed, but their

names can’t be revealed yet. Kear-
ney is in Chicago this week setting

a sales staff there. Coast reps are

yet to be picked.

PACT EVA GABOR FOR
Iom no time IaM week in getting
the 'ales hall rolling on its newly-
acquircd Racket Squad” scries.
Pix w * re sold to \VABC-TV, Ihe
vchs N.\ flagship, which promptly
m.!<! tin- series to Mrillo. \ia .i

W, tilt i Thompson, for a Mond jv
night exposure.

Coast Guard, Industrial

• TV Pix on Foley Agenda
\ ideo packager George F. Foley,

who recently set up a vidpix pro-
duction unit, signed three produ-
cing pads last week. Fob > will do
13 five-minute films for the CoaM
Guard to television diMiibutionv
' The Story of Cork an industrial
feature for the Mundet Co. k Co
and "Son* of Georgetown a mini
feature on Georgetown l m
tv a'hingtnn.

fo'ev is currently fi thing Tale*
of Tomorrow'.'’ which »iie«i five

l*1t reason on ABC-TV.
|

Wheel Turns
Lp> A'nseles. Oct. 20

Do Mm remember when you
“'••Id 'it at home and see an
"id movie free on TV? Now
.'on tan pay your way into a
lilm house and see an old TV
'how on a lirst run circuit.
Booked lor 10 days at the
t nifetl NriiMs theatre along
v ‘ } h the Katherine Dunham
<!. ticer'. K Hurricane at Pi I-

kiim Hill, a puny dramatic
zepliv r.

Produced by Hal Roach. Jr.,
diont tour tears ago tor a tour
of the living rooms, it has
doubled had into the theatres
on a rental basis, handled by
Kav i*i ite Filin*. * i > • e * *

TWO TELEPIX SERIES
Hollywood. Oct. 20.

Eva Gabor has signed for two
tdepix series, being hostess for
A Day in the Life of a Famous

I ei.son, and portraving a femme
private, eye in a Paul Crabtree-
produced series to |>e shot in N, Y

Miss Gabor said, before return-
ing to Gotham the past weekend,
that Eli Landau and Norman Cert
arc producing "Famous.” w hich

,

will include half-hour vidpix about 1

Gypsy Rose Lee. Robert Stack.
•Martha Scott and herself. Intros
to first four were shot here flu*
past week.

Hyde Joins G-K

BBC ‘War in Air’

Vidpix Series Set
London. Oct. 13.

A new BBC-TV series of telefilms

under the embracing title “War in

the Air," is to he screened for

British viewers during the winter
of 1954-55. From 750.000 feet of

available film in the archives of the

Air Ministry, Admiralty and the

War Office. 13 halt-hour features

are being readied.

The BBC-TV unit is working un-

der the direction of Philip Done,
head of television films who was a

wartime Group Captain, together

with John Elliot, producer; e\-

Flight-Lieut. Ray Dicks, film edi-

tor; and ex-WAAF Section Officer

Maureen Taylor, who has been re-

cruited for script research.

The series was originally contem-
plated in 1947, but was then con-

sidered premature and dropped.
The subject was reopened last year

and work eventually began in Feb-

ruary. Air Chief Marshal Sir

Philip Joubcrt has agreed to act as

technical adviser during the edit-

ing. writing and recording stages

which will continue throughout the

next 12 months.

First pic in the series will cover

the inter-war years, the second

deals basically with the Battle of

Britain and the third the battle for

Europe and the first 1.000 bomber
raid.

2d MCA Vidpix Subsid

Hollywood. Oct. 20.

Hollywood. Oct. 20.

Donald Hyde has ended his as-
sociation with Paul Small Artists
to join Gross-Krasne. telcpix pro-
ducers. as executive veepee. He
\\*s formerly with the William

. Morris agency and veepee of U.S.
Pictures Corp.. which released

|
ihfouglr Warner#. 1 •

*
. •

t
. /

Music Corp. of America, already
heavily involved in vidpix via its

Revue Productions, set up a new
telefilm subsid. Helena Produc-
tions. Lou Washerman. Alan Mil-

ler and Taft Schreibcr are the di-

rectors of the new producing firm,

which is capitalized at $25,000.

Revue, with seven series before

the ’oameras,* has the -hr at iest pre-
1 duet ion sked ih Hollywood. 1
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TV WEBS ROUGHING UP CLIENTS
When Is a, Producer?

The story credited to the late circus and railroad bigwig John
Ringling that he could tell what town he' was in by putting his

hunt! out the window of a train, is being applied to television pro-

ducers—with this twist: “When Ringling drew his hand back, he

found a producer in it.” With due allowances for those on the

qualitative roster, it’s no secret in the trade tint producers as an

entity are the traditional “dime a dozen.” It’s no coincidence, too,

tli.U the definition of a producer is often shrouded in vagueness.

While the role may not be as cloudy as that, there is some merit

to the argument that if overall masterminding is such a specialty,

how come the multiple credits? There are a dozen or more major
allows with such under-one-roof tags as “executive producer,” "pro-

duct ion supervisor,” “in charge of production,” followed by the

staid credit, “producer” or “produced by.”

Obviously, they must be getting into each other’s hair in vary-

ing degrees, particularly on the variety segments—and emphati-
cally on multiple sponsored shows, where there are agents and
sub^agcnts from the ad agency, sponsorial headquarters, the net-

work and, in some cases, the star stanza. As to the latter, one of

the big ripleys in the business is the producer complexion on such
shows as Milton Berle’s and Jackie Gleason’s, both of whom are

listed on the screens as the high lamas of production even though
there are other official producer credits.

In the vidpix field, the credits are so manifold that they’re gen-
erally screened in small type, though the “100' </’ billing weight
usually is given to the toppers. Significantly, a couple of new
shows this season dropped their producers at the 11th hour, re-

placed them, and life w'ent on. There would be a lot more time
needed to bridge the gap if, for instance, a director or a scripter

were axed just before rehearsals started.

New Era for B casting in Kaycee;

AM-Video Boys on Merry Whirl
By JOHN QUINN

Kansas City, Oct. 20.

Addition of three television sta-
! 25 for Ed Smith

(ions to this market in less than
six months is proving a major •

boon to the broadcasting and ad

JSSi* I
«*«k tlicked his 23th »«“ i”

I

his program rnlry. Thai, or courw.

!
‘

f button execs and others the biz.
.

1 is the ultimate coal ofevery spun-

Smith for years was radio-TV di-
; sor in the business. Time was w hen

rector of General Mills, and was it didn't particularly matter if a

later Central Division manager of

Minneapolis, Oct. 20.

i Ed Smith, general manager of

WTCN and WTCN-TV here, last

1 GOAL: bigger:

BETTER RATINGS
Relations between the major TV

networks and some of the ad agen-

cies are being strained these days

over the determination of the webs
to strengthen their program sched-
ules. With NBC and CBS now en-
joying an SRO status at night and
wdth the competitive rivalry be-
tween the two networks now at its

peak, the web chieftains are get-

ting tough. It all boils down to the
simple equation of ratings, ratings,

ratings, and it has now come to

pass, with the NBC vs. CBS rivalry

at its height, that the -Nielsen-
consciousness is far more pro-

nounced today around the net-

works than at the agencies.

Once a show’* rating slips under
that of the competing program on
the rival web. the network program

; department boys are reading the
; riot act to the agency and the

I
client. In the whirl of TV, the one-

|

time “let’s-wait-and-see-what-hap-
pens" attitude that at least gave a

show a 13-week or 26-week chance
to make the grade is fast becoming
extinef. But primarily it’s due to

the fact that something approach-
ing panic is creeping into the net-

works’ nervous system over fear

that the competition will move up
a single notch when the Nielsen
returns are posted.

This is a far cry from the days
when a client enjoyed the privi-

lege of sponsoring a low-cost half-

hour show that gave him an en-

viable cost-per-thousand payoff on

Hafl FM ‘Piggy-Back’ Transmission

As Thing to Watch’ in B’casting

II. Allen Smith

b«l written on emtiiin?, lotirical

piece

This Is Television

* * *

ene ef tke many byline feeteret In

the forthcoming

tttth Annirertary !\amber
•f

P'Skiety

closely linked to the trade here.

last spring the metropolitan
area had a single television sta-

. .. . .

t ion—WDAF-TV, owned -and no- ABC radio network.op-
erated by the Kansas City Star.

NBC affiliate, and seven radio sta-

tions. WDAF, WHB, KMBC,
KC.MO. KCKN, KIMO and KPRS.
Todav there are four television sta-

tions -KCTY Channel 25 UHF.
KMBC -TV and WHB-TV sharing
time on Channel 9, KCMO-TV on
Channel 5 have since been added,
and eight radio stations—KUDL,
an indie daytime-only unit is the
new comer.

While the situation was in the
Huoes of expansion, considerable
apprehension existed among sta-

tions and agencies as to what
vouid happen to the advertising

'Continued on page 50 1

CBS Radio Going Into

Journalism Schools

For New Script Talent

FCC Speeding Up

Hearings to Push

New TV Stations

Washington. Oct. 20.

FCC lias again revised its hear-

ing procedures to get more TV sta-

tions into big cities faster. Here

after, contestants for channels will

be required to submit extensive

data in advance of hearings to sup-

port their applications. The Com-,
. . ,

mission hopes this will substantial- ««' > n,« n
l
e

ft™?;
ly reduce the amount of testimony 1 hcv P01 "’ to ,he

.

fdot
!.
hat t,u* n

?
n *

before examiners and expedite de-

Witting Resigns

DuMont to Prexy

Westinghouse AM
In a move that caught the tele-

vision industry by surprise, Clr.ts

J. Witting resigned as managing
director of the DuMont Television

Network this week to become pres-

ident of Westinghouse Radio Sta

tions, Inc. New appointment lak-s

effect Jan. 1. and Witting will re-

main at the DuMont helm until

that time
I)r. Allan B DuMont, president

of the parent DuMont l.aborator-

. , , i
ies. announced the resignation >es-

• charmed circle in the rating
Kt.,.da v tTues.. and said that a

postings, because, on a strictly dol-
| slu.

C(1

‘

ssor wol) |«| be announc'd
lar-for-dollar basis the show was,

s|) ^ bu( m .1wulk otlicals ind»
accomplishing for the sponsor w hat

:

(
..
|t<M , no choice had been made y

it was intended to do. Witting said he onl> made up bis

A lot of sponsors still feel the m j M d over the weekend, a couple
same way—hut unless the show

|

() j months after lie had been id-

can outmatch the rival web’s in t|u . Westinghouse Since

show didn’t make t ho Top 25

Washington. Oct 2ft.

Hailed as a revolutionary devel-

opment in broadcasting which will

put KM on its feet, provide stereo-

phonic or "3-D" music for radio
listeners, and Improve TV recep-
tion. developers of “multicasting”
claimed here last week they have
proved the feasibility of “piggy -

baek" transmissions over FM sta-

tions.

The developers —Mull iplrx De-
velopment i'orp. of New York City,

and ('rosin l.abs. of llicksville,

N. Y.—said they have completed
tests, conducted for the Navy,

whereby simultaneous multiple

transmissions were made over

WTOP-KM in Washington continu-

ously for several months without

the listening public being aware
of the phenomenon
Use of the multicast technique,

company officials claimed, w ill pro-

vide sound "presence” to FM radio

in the same way panoramic effects

are achieved in the theatre by
Cinerama and (,’inemaSeope "By
the use of the normal FM chan-
nel," they asserted, "plus one or

more high-fidelity ‘piggy-back’

|
channels, all on the present wave-

i length of the given KM station,

|
the multicast teehniqu** will make
it possible for listeners to hear a

large orchestra as picked up by

(Continued on page 4H>

the competing time segment the

network wants no part of it. That’s

why a flock of clients and agencies,

while satisfied themselves with the

returns on their TV properties, are

! encountering some despairing mo-
ments as the networks keep pres-

suring them to “strengthen your
i show or get oft.’’

I

There's still another factor which
enters into the situation. The net-

works have their own ideas—most

of them centering around network-

built vehicles—as to what shows

CBS
in que

Radio is inaugurating a

pitch for its creative writ-

visions.

At the end of the week, the
1 agency had pending 432 competi-

i

tive commercial applications, ol

i

which 138 were in hearing. Al-

ia ; talent and is going into the though additional examiners arc

schools of the mejor
|

bt‘in« hired as; fast as they_can be

i-oilcws and universities to ferret obtained, efioits aic bfmg m
""I the most promising students, r^uce the time oi hearings to en-

,

la Its initial bid. the network has =ble ‘he agency to catch up with

policy at the netwoik has alw i\.s

been promotion thioiigh the raiiKS,

speculation as to a successor cen-

tered chiefly about Ted Bergman i.

who after a stint as net work sales

chief was recently upped to the

post Of general manager ot the

web under Witting. Another name
mentioned was l)<m Mctiann i t.

who is administrafive assistant to

Witting and also in charge ot net-

woik oAo’s.

But other sources indicated that

Dr. DuMont ma\ bring in a top

television man from outside the

net to take over ils operation.

They point to the appointment this

week of William II Kelley, former

v.p. of Motorola, as v p in charge

_ of marketing for DuMont l.abs. a

shows." Some of the agency
j

new post. Another laclor lending

jority of the “dubious” properties

are outside packages, and firmly

believe that they lack the know-
how or creativeness of network-

built

boys have different views on the

subject.

(,,'iected a tieup with Dean Carl
A kerman. of the Columbia Uni
'••I'.tv School of Journalism, with
« ‘'oiliest set to teeoff on Nov. 1

l, 'i a one-shot seript for the Wi l

Jr.. airer, “Rogers of the
Gazette," Best script will get an
Bring, with the winner being
* 'i>ped for the network’s creative
"riling division.
Prominent alumni of the Colum-

;

« school will judge the entries.
I i-ese include M. Lincoln Schu's-

"< Simon & Schuster; Otto

j

'dischus, of the N. Y. Times edi- will son
i "Hal dept.; Merryle Rukeyser. of

j

president
Iniernational News Service; Oliver
Gra-mbJing. of the Associated Press,
^nd Marguerite Higgins, of the
•N Y Herald Tribune. Columbia
( >nte*t ends in December with
* on to be aired in January.

f

interest comes up to expect a-

( BS will move into other ma-
J" 1

’ schools of the country with
iil.ir bids for writing talent.
Meanwhile. Sid Garfield. CBS

1 exploitation director, leaves
1 " tin* Coast this weekend for

its workload so that more stations

can get on the air in the larger

centers.
Approximately three-fourths of

the competitive applications be-

fore the agency are for VHF chan-

nels. About i.50 stations will re-

sult from their processing.

Bill Tuttle in Shift

To John Gibbs Setup

(Bill* Tuttle, former

of United Television

Productions and previously veep

and director of Ruthrauff A Ryan
agency, this week joined John
Gibbs’ radio-TV production outfit

as vice-president in charge of pro-

gram development and sales.

Tuttle left a longtime post as!

radio-TV v.p. of R A R a year ago

to Join U'TP as prexy. With the •

vidpix concern concentrating on

distribution, lie bowed out this
(

summer to seek greener fields

in production and programming. 1

de> v ith Rogers, who will be
,

Gibbs is currently producing
sted ten Active .participaixm in »"Scl>liJ4* PV'.vl'ftiiie of. jSfars >fia <,

**
1 ipt ivdeui (search. I »« • .. < / hi s Meridian Productions *«tu(>n k

Pope's Spanish Accent
Fortune Pope, publisher of

II Progresso. leading New

York Italian-language paper,

and owner of WHOM. Gotham

indie foreign-language station,

is beginning to acquire a Span-

ish accent.

Station, which originally

stressed Italian-language pro-

gramming. has now scheduled

Spanish to the point where

Latino programs take up eight

hours daily and two on Sun-

day. while Italian shows run

two hours daily and eight

hours Sunday. It s all due to

the fast-growing Spanish-lan-

guage market in N. Y., with

an approximate 750,00ft Span-

ish-speaking (mostly Puerto

Ricans listeners In Gotham.

Al.so a factor is the agreement

between the station and Ital-

ian-bnguage WOV not to com-

pete
Jjffi f

s;tyie,liOiji -> toy the

Jtalo audience. > . ' it «

,1

to the Ik* lief that Dr Du.Monj m
appoint a top broadcaster is the

higher budgets allocated this year

to the network, plus the fact that

the web looks to gMcs » record
i $18,000,000.

Witting, who joined DuMont in

I 1947. moved into the top slot at

(Continued on page 50

TWA, Webs Resume

Talks on Demands
Negotiations in New York be-

tween Television Writers of Amer-
ica and the major TV webs will re-

sume today 'Wed * after an initial

exploratory meeting in which the

seri piers presented their demands
for study by the rids.

On TWA's negotiation committee

are Robert Alan Aurthur, Alvin

Boretz. Hector Chevigny. Shelby

Gordon, Murry Karmillcr, Ira Mar
ion, Patricia Moore. Robert Mason
Pollack. William K Ryan David

Shaw. Leo Solomon. live lunick

and Halsted Welle-, with Howard
Cosell the attorney.

I Named to nominating committee ho enjoys an

w ere Hugh Wedlock. Jr. Kail tion. nor NBC I

Schlichter, Bill Freedman. Bob
Weiskopf, Ben Starr. Arthur Stan-

Rayburn Exits WNBC

Ayemer for 3-Way

Showcasing on Video
Gene Rayburn is finally to get

that TV opportunit \ lie's bad bis

eyes on for the year or so he's

been around radio at WNBC. the

N. Y. key of NBC.'The wav W.N’BT,

the inheritor of the comedian, puts

it. they're dividing “Gaul Rayburn”
into three parts. First off. lie an-

kles the aural dept. On No\ 2 lie

will inaugurate thiee five-minute

local cut-ins on the web's Cross-

board "Today" '7 25, 7 55 and B 25

a m ». Two weeks later 'IB' he will

be given a daily .strip ol Ins own
,-it 1 30 t it led "Gene R ay burn's

Bright Idea--" Then, a fortnight

after that 3<> lie'll have two mme
oi the quickies' on "Today" *925
and 9 55. for tin* extra hour to the

; Chicago popul.K e

!
As a re ult. the local NBC |».m tee

'will receive the kind ot exposure
that's calculated to get him oil the

“problem" shell to display what he

Can do in the medium that he lias

reported |y been itching for all

along

WHICH NEWS DO YOU

READ-OR LISTEN TO?
Toledo, Oct 20

i
News broadcasters on radio and

television were criticized by the

Toledo Blade Sunday Mil in an

editorial which, staff members
said, look up the mo t space of

any editorial in the 116-year lus-

toi y of the newspaper. Though the

editorial itself was of ordinal’,

length, tin* headline covered It

j
columns in a double-page spread,

and contained the repioduced text

ol two pages ol a itew'seasl by Mor-
gan Beatty, plus boxed -in com-
ments The script Was obtained

from NBC.
The editorial itself wa 1 pi .-pared

b.V t fie Blade editorial stall headed
by Michael Bradshaw, a veteran of

2() years with the Blade Latter

,said the purpose of tin* editorial

was to "inform our readei vvhat

audio newscasts "look like iri

print

Tiie 'dissection" ol lh<- news
script used by Mr. Beatty is fairly

devastating, but the editorial point-

ed out that ‘ Neither Mr. Beatty,

excellent reput a-

i being singled out

as an exceptional offender" '1 he

editorial implied that newspapers
• TV

der and prexy Dick Rowell. Starr were superior to radio and

, ,
is westerji region vp, ,<>J, .Radio broody a sts a

r
souyhv

. \ writers Guild. ,
•

; . v |
*t»'l non-disioited new*.
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target, Mr. Sponsor?

High rating t Prestige t Increased sales t

Here is the show that achieved the highest rating
*

1

ever attained in its time period ... the show that set

an ARB high of 24.0—an extraordinary record for

Sunday afternoon (exceeded only by football)—and

which won an audience of 2.9 viewers per set!

Never on TV has a production reached such a peak

of prestige—or received so many and so important

awards, including both the Peabody and the Sylvan ia

Grand Award,

And what do the critics think of
44
Victory at Sea'

4

—some four years in the making : Listen—

‘TV's best effort to date!"— Bob Foster, San

Mateo California Times.

“A work of Art !"—Jack Gould in the N. Y. Times

47n a class by itself reports the Chicago News.

44
Stirring

!"
says Time Magazine.

NBC FILM DIVISION'S "Victory at Sea" is too

important a selling opportunity for you to miss ... 26

half-hour shows, budgeted specially for exclusive

local or regional sponsors who wish to compete on a

proven, sound basis with network advertisers, with

a lower-than-ever cost per viewer! "Victory at Sea'
4

is ready now tor you . . . with its proven record ... its

memorable splendor . . . and its unrivalled reputation

as one of television's epic productions.

Call or wire NBC FILM DIVISION today!

it it it

“Victory ot Sea
44 again proves NIC FILM DIVISION'S

leadership and stature In Syndicated TV.

NBC FILM DIVISION has one basic commodity:

the finest show you can buy on fl/m—from quarter

or half-hour film series to brand-new feature pic-

tures. For top production, you can depend on NBC
FILM DIVISION—and be assure^ of:

THE WIDEST CHOICE OF HIGH-RATING HITS IN

THE INDUSTRY.

0
“MILLION DOLLAR" PRODUCTION FOR EXCLUSIVE

LOCAL SPONSORSHIP AT LOCAL BUDGET PRICES.

0
MARKET-TESTED ADVERTISING, PROMOTION,
PUBLICITY, EXPLOITATION AND MERCHANDISING
AS AN INTEGRAL NBC FILM DIVISION SERVICE.

i
, . . '

. f .
• •'

. ,
. ,

•

.
.•

,

' . • •. .

•

•

,

•

OTHER high. RATING NBC FILM DIVISION SHOWS:

u" of ,iur_w». CAPTURED—Choffor Merrls RADGE 7IS—>T*ck Wok* DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT—irlen Deefsvy
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KRAFT TELEVISION
(Johnijr Came Home)
With Sylvia Sidney. Prank Mc-
Hugh, John Connell. Ruaael

llardie, Vaughn Taylor. Frank
Tweddell, William Harrigan.

Melville Rulck, Bethel Lealir.

Raymond Bramley, Blaine Cord-
ner, James Coots, Martin* Bart-

lett, John Stephen, Steve Harris,

Sandee Preston, Donald Keyes,
Thomas Palmer

Producer-director: Stanley Quinn
Writer: Frank Gilroy
tiO Mins., Thurs.. 9:30 p.m.
KRAFT FOODS CO.
ABC-TV, from N. Y.

(J. Walter Thompson)

With this second spread

“Kralt Television Theatre”

Riant food outfit ushers in some
major departures in both econom-

ies and programming. The coin

—

huge as it is— is only “strategically

incidental” perhaps to Kraft's

ovt rail flunking in terms of tele-

vision. After some six years of
steady click with_itx Wednesday
night diamatic series on NBC tele

and which has proved one of the
foremost weapons for the Chicago
headquartered food factory, why
another major show, another 60-

iiunutc year - rounder, another
skein with that Broadway look and
another tew millions in outlay?
(Tefal f'*r the two entries is

around $8,000,000 per annum, and
that's plenty of cheese, salad
diessing, oil, etc., to peddle before
th«‘ first black buck can be entered
on the books.)

Obviously, Kraft isn't interested
in anything but the bigtime ap-
proach and is satisfied that a dra-
matic skein is the way to move
piodurts e>ff tiie shelves. After
Six-plus seasons, success can't he
aigucd with. Parallel with this
thinking is the network used, the,

last burgeoning ABC that's now
building viewer clientele sparked
particularly by at least two solid
segments i Danny Thomas. Bay
Bolger) that made their appear-
ance recently in t lie 1953-devel-
oped “Operation AB-PT.”

That Kraft is not putting its

washing out on the line with faulty
clothespins was evidenced open-
ing show with one star and half a

do/en established supporters in a
large cast. On the other hand, the
outfit led with the script of 25-
year-old Frank Gilroy in his maid-
en hourlong vidrama; he recently
won an intercollegiate competition
for TV writing as a graduate stu-
dent at Yale Drama School. Gil-
ley's manuscript was impressive
enough for the J. Walter Thomp-
son agency to give it the premiere
nod over the scheduled "White
Carnation" of B. C. (“Journey's
Fnd. ’’ etc ) Sheriff-, whose name
still means something in interna-
tional legit (the Londoner's opus
will be presented laten. Gilroy’s
"Johnny Came Home" marked a
creditable start for Kraft in a
Thursday at 9:30 spot that may
well become as solidly entrenched
a s the Wednesday-9 parent show.

John Connell returns home after
22 months, having scrammed t In**

J

town to avoid arrest after beating
up an old man. The father. Frank

jMcHugh, thinks the youngster
should "got away" with the rap.
hut the mother. Sylvia Sidney, i

holds out tor incarceration of her]
v 'i> m order that he might pay the !

P* ice o| his prank and then estab-

1

hsh himself in the community,
j

The hov goes to jail where small-

!

town leporter Vaughn Taylor dis-

1

<o\eis that Connell has won the
Silver Star for bravery in Korea
and makes capital of the revela-
tion With the nation's newspapers
screaming out the irony of a war
hoio tailed for a "prank.” the

fathers and leading business-
persuade the mayor to rc-
him; they stage a huge pa-
in his honor, tin* No. 1 social
gives him a big whirl, he’s

clliied entity jobs and the whole
lus* goes to his head.

lie continues to wear his uni-
teim and his new found freedom
causes him to become a real stink-
<i including alienation of Ins par-
« ntsi in ; t series of incidents that
culminate in his beating up a
youngster at a bar The sheriff
and councitmen insist that lie get

EDDIE CANTOR SHOW
(Colgate Comedy Hour)
WMti Jack Benny, Connie Russell,

Billy Daniel, Sheldon Leonard,
Rex Ramer, others; Al Goodman
orch.

Prod. -Director: Manning Ostroff
Writers; Oatroff, Johnny Rapp,

Lester White
60 Mins.; Sun., 8 p.m.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
NBC-TV, from Hollywood
(Ted Hates; Sherman A Marquette )

As the third up in the Colgate
“Comedy Hour” series, Eddie Can-
tor pitched the 60 minutes around
his upcoming "Eddie Cantor Story”
iWBi. Although the biopic tees off

in New York pre-Chri.stmas with
Keefe Brasselle taking title role,

Cantor took the poetic license
route hy giving it an opening-in-
Gotham flavor with the "tonight"
accent. It was undoubtedly a

powerful trailer for the picture.

Time or four good reasons
for the good report card were Con-
nie Bussell paired with choreog-
rapher Billy Daniel in a lush loud,
and frilly song and dancer; and
Bex Banter and Sheldon Leonard
in extra-special specialties sup-
porling fhe stan/a where it needed
a needle. Of course, there was
Jack Benny as gueslar in his first

TV’« r with Cantor, this being a

debt carried over from last season
when the Lucky Striker took sick

just before his skedded appearance
on Cantor's 39th wedding anni ses-

sion. But candor compels the re-

port that a lot of the kibitzing be-
tween stars in video workouts is

casting the w.k. pall and so-what
over proceedings. Benny’s miser-
liness is fast beating itself into a

pulp and can well be played" down
unless there is strong material to
support the longrunning charac-
terization. Nevertheless, there
were some high moments in this

part of the segment even if some
ot the situations seemed obvious
and reached too much.

Cantor opened rapidfire in a

production piece on that "love
New York" theme and Sheldon
Leonard, orthodox villain of many
a B film and occasional foil for

Benny dramatics, broke it up neatly
with a pickpocket splice of life.

In mockingly tracing the story of
his life. Cantor used a “Social Begis-
ter" breeding for his narrative
hinged on an interview with Life
magazine. "Career” was depicted
via a film of his family life that
had some hilarious kicks (the idea
of panto celluloid with Cantor de-
scribing fhe action was neatly con-
trived).

With the interview over and
Cantor still in his snazzy hotel
suite (“paid for by Warner Bros "),

up came the niaitre d’ in the per-
son of Bex Ramer to do a TVersion
begot! with his imitation of Spike
Jones' "Cocktails for Two.” It was
so good it seemed impossible ex-
cept with mirrors. The Busscll-
Daniel contribution was cast

around a lionkytonk and the duo
worked up into a sizzlcr on the
chant and terp. with an assisting

j

troupe. Miss Bussell's "What Did
I Do” lament registered big and
she and Cantor then took care of
the bread and butter with a duct
on the “Halo Song.”

In the finale sector. Cantor drew
upon his trademarked larder for a

song medley and paid tribute to
comedian Willie Shore, killed in an
accident recently, who was skedded
for this show. Tran.

itoi
AMERICA SPEAKS
With Don L. Passante, moder

fuesta
Producer: Passante
Director: Ralph Giffen

30 Mins.; Tues. 10:30 p.m.

WOR-TV, N.Y.
Considering that the subject up

for discussion on the “America
Speaks” opener was "Is Freedom
of the Press in Danger’.’" the selec-

tion of a N.Y. Times and a N.Y.
Herald Tribune man to argue the

pros and eons of this timny issue

was surprising and unwise. The
Times and Trib may be far apart
on some matters, but they certainly

agree basically on what does cr
does not threaten their freedom
as two of the greatest papers in

the country, and their differences
are therefore apt to be somewhat
academic.
"America Speaks,” as a forum

on. vital questions of the day, could
do a valuable service and stands to

raise ihe level of TV viewing, but
it’ll have to do better than the
curtain-raiser. True enough, it's

difficult to get a hot discussian

: Tele Follow-Up Comment
j

Kate Smith has introed so many
performers on her shows over the

years in radio and latterly in tee-

vee, especially when she was going

with a nighttime stanza, that this

alone has earned her a lofty spot

in broadcasting annals. Let it not
be forgotten that it was on tier

nocturnal variety show a few
semesters ago that she and pro-

ducer Ted Collins gave "Ethel &
Albert” (Peg Lynch & Alan Bunce)
their initial push as a visular via

the insert route, and that the

Smith-Collins tandem also ar-

ranged the teledebut of Josephine
Baker in one of the more memor-
able sessions of that video season.

Miss Smith is now down to an
afternoon erossboarder hour under
the NBC banner and. while the
opportunities for meaty reaction
on the rating meters may be com-

Koine on anythin* unloss the par-
. tiw| limj „. (, shla5 gone

sue-
provjtiedtieipants I eel strongly about a

jeet.

On last week's show, both speak-
ers felt that way, but along partl-

lel lines, and Don L. Passante as
the moderator did precious little

to enliven the palaver by accen-
tuating opposing opinions.
Speaking for the Times was

John B. Oakes, a member of the
paper’s editorial staff. Repping tne
Trib was August Heckscher who,
in addition to being voluble, also

happens to have a very good TV
personality. Neither man lived up
to the promise of the show or more
than brushed the core of the prob-
lem. Viewers must have wondered
why. as long as both speakers were
inevitably concerned with the case
involving the N.Y. Post’s James
Wechsler and Sen. McCarthy, the
program didn’t feature either
Wechsler or a Post man. That
might have sent a few sparks fly-

ing.

As it was. the discussion moved
along extremely tame lines and
both Oakes and Heckscher ap-
peared more concerned with justi-

fying freedom of the press than
establishing whether or not there
was a threat. Thus “freedom from
the press’ emerged as the main
theme and aroused what argu-
ment there was.
Question of whether or not the

Congress can investigate news-
papers for their attitudes in peace-
time shaped up as a hot poser, but
soon resolved itself into agreement
with the participants only shades
apart and at times drawing very
line lines. Conclusion was that the
press—in peacetime—couldn’t be

ahead and provided a 10-minuie
light comedy spot lor Charles
Buggies. The veteran pixer got
launched last Wednesday (14) in a

role that he's copyrighted—an old-
ish codger with a delightful way of
putting on the dog. *
The objeet of his pleasantly con-

trived prevarications last week
was his little grandson, played lov-
ably by Glenn Walkin. Buggies h id

been boasting about his exploits so
effectively that the lad’s mother,
enacted by Helen Wagner, pres-
sured him into telling young Glenn
the truth, since the brag stuff has
put the boy’s father at a disad-
vantage. Ruggles, who’s set up as
a general store prop., owned up to
the fact that he has never left the
town, that "The World of Mr.
Sweeney” (title of the series) is

strictly the food emporium. Snap-
per had the kid telling grandpa
that he knew all along the adven-
tures were made of whole cloth

—

"but I love you because you know
how to pretend.”

Brief sketch marked a good start
for the Ruggles weekly series, and
in an afterpiece he engaged in a
bit of chitchat with Miss Smith,
announcing this as his 48th year
in show biz ("I started very
young”). (The engaging Ruggles
style is most welcome in the day-
time vidcomedy sweepstakes.

Trau.

fore its TV sets. And it's thereto*
questionable whether his choice ^
the chief attraction on Sundav
(18) "Excursion” show on NBC-TV
was one to thrill the kids that
sunny afternoon or to drive them
to other channels.

Mr. Hoover, as one of America’*
elder statesmen, had some pretty
deep things to say about the gov-
ernment and how it works and how
much better it is than most othei
governments, but he is a some-
what ponderous gentleman and
almost 15 minutes of him in un-
varying closeup might have tax»d
even a more intellectually-in-
clined audience.

Presuming that the Ford Foun-
dation’s TV-Radio Workshop u
keeping in mind its original pre-
mise of dishing up a program tor
young people between the ages o!
8 and 16. "Excursion” last Sunday
inevitably raised the question to
what extent entertainment can or
should be made educational. It

can be safely assumed that 15 min-
ute speeches on rather scholarly
subjects aren’t going to keep t host-
ratings up.

For the remainder of the pro-
gram, narrator Burgess Meredith,
who also could stand a lesson in
the "light touch,” presented an-
other chapter out of the historical
novel, “Johnny Tremain.” It was
about a young boy, a friend of Paul
Revere s, who helped the Colonials
determine the date and hour of the
British march on Concord and
Lexington.

To say that this dramatic vig-
nette out of America’s history was
particularly well done would he
charitable. "Excursion,” by being
true to its title, might have done
a lot better sending a camera crew
up to Lexington to lens some of
the actual locales of the battle and
tell the story that way. Presum-
ably it was thought the boy should
be there for audience identifica-
tion.

The possibilities of "Excursion ’

as a program designed especially
for young people are staggering
and, in the past, the show has al

times lived up to its expectations.
Last Sunday it just wasn’t up to
par. • HifL

lew II

m» n
Jea*e
i . cu-

lt lit-

the mo! her pleads
arid (hi* time the
with his wile’s

The hov

out cl town, but
I oi him to Slav
latlipi tails in
it* 1 le. lev ing intent ions,
clt i ides to take- the rap.

In the great moral principles in-
volved. Miss Sidney quietly takes
p\ci the show with her powerful.'
tinv.vveiviug devotion to ethical pro-
ndure. and McHugh provides the
kn d el switch-thinking support
iliet has made him one ot the bel-
le i light comtdv and character
mint * in Hollywood. Connell m-
f < i

j
i • l - tin- ‘hitting, uncertain

titky war hero with fee
1 nt i i vett t an bonds j*s

Bonk Rip-el H.iidic. Taylor.
Hank Twitldfll William Hauigan
arid Raymond Dfaii'di-v round out

a i ei ft i Oiaiu t that pet about man-
age- It, ‘kilt Hit rot led: arnat it. It *

PRUDENCE PENNY SHOW
With Eileen Burr, Jean Myers,

others
30 Mins.: Thurs., 1 p.m.
ALBANY TIMKS-CNION
WRGB-TV, Schenectady

Program, conducted by Eileen
Burr ("Prudence Penny” of Times.
Union* and Jean Myers (society

staffer), to spotlight the paper’s
special Friday pages tor women,
has not been markedly changed in

|
format this season, but it has un-
dergone polishing and refining.
Both ladits show certain improve-
ment in projection technique; both
have been youthfuli/ed through !

new hair styling, makeup and.
probably , clothes. Last named fea-
ture definitely seems to have been
rt solved in Mrs Burr's favor, while
Mrs. Mvers’ coiffure flatters her no
little.

M's. Burr handles a meal prep-
aration session, alter a brie! ex-
change with Mrs. Myers on a cur-
rent topic of promotion. Mrs.
Mvers does two interviews, in one
ot which she presents an on-hid to
an Albany "woman of the week .”

;

The menu period is surely pre-

1

sen ted by Mrs. Burr, in an attrar-
j

live kitchen. Her food product®
plugging comes olf fairly well.

.hue. I

ance of enjoying a good argument
if it were to come his way, threw
in the observation that it was dif-

ficult to enforce a newspaper code
of ethics. Oakes appeared in favor
of such a code but acknowledged
its limitations. So nothing much
came of that fight either.
The blame, to "a large extent,

lies with Passante. Having chosen
opponents who weren’t likely to
disagree violently on anything, he
failed to step in and bring the boys
back on the track when they wan-
dered off in their discussion. Why,
for instance, didn’t Passante pick
up Heckscher on his provocative
introductory remarks on the pres-
sures brought by advertisers on
newspapers?

Ralph Giffen’s direction lacked
imagination but he did come across
with Spme effective eloseups. Show
could have a lot of appeal if prop-
erly handled. Hift.

Holiday Cigaret splits one of its

cylinders perpendicularly and has
the emcee breathe the interior con-

m ___ tents, giving off ahs. ohs and grins
touched when it came to such mat- !

°f delight contrasting notably with
ters as stating political convictions, the sniff of faint repugnance ex-

Heckscher, who gave the appear- ;

hibited a moment before by the
same special pleader when he dis-
embovvled. excuse the expression,
but it fits exactly, another brand.
Or go on to Kent Cigarets which
traps smoke from a Kent in one
glass and smoke from "any other
brand" in a second glass.

Kent filters out nearly all the
“dark brown ugly stain” demon-
strated as the contribution of “any
other brand” to the human bron-
chi. These two lessons in cigaret
"science" are further proof of the
vast skill of the copywriting men-
tality in adroitly finding legal ways
to imply that the other fellow sells
poison. All this on Sabbath night
along with an earnest, stately, ap-
parently intelligent dowager lean-
ing anxiously forward and asking
the white-coated 'natch) doctor,’
"But how does one break the laxa-
tive habit?,” and the doctor tells
her—"Take Garter’s Little Liver
Pills every night!" All of which
brings television up to the approxi-
mate peak of taste reached in (933
by radio. Land.

George JLrssel may think that's
one way to win sponsors and in-

fluence bankrollers. but those mul-
tiple commercials for Gemex and
Ecko, done personally and by pro-
fessional spielers, is gonna chase
’em away. And why was that violin-
ist. shown in the background when
Bobby Breen was doing his “come-
back” specialty. so bored—sore be-
cause the kid is working? Bad di-
rection—somebody should tell mu-
sicians that when they're on cam-
era they’re part of the show too.
Jessel fronted them as part of a
music week and Cohan medley
salute. Aqpa Maria Albergetti was
a legit soprano click. Ale 1

.

's and McHugh's play

luig a fid

MHv ill.

\1i-s Sidney
in tin- main.

Stanley Quinn's direction uloii-

I ling a* producer) i- top-dtawer;
rotate his assignment with
(’id m y and Fielder Cooke,
for (’lue> Whiz, hi.il Oil.

follow the chd- appetizing

la II

I'M d
llm.'
e tl

I I ’ « i n ( I ( lie W ediu-dav
C»a.

eomini i
-

j run.

ALL-AMERICAN ROUNDTABLE
With Frank Ruetrl, Bill Daley,

Dick Cullem. others
Producer-director: Ruetel
30 Mins.*. Mon., 10:30 p.m.
STEWART-WARNER
WTCN-TV. Minneapolis

Insuring this show's success is

the fact that this pigskin hotbed’s
public apparently can't be overfed
with expert airway discussion of
U. of Minnesota gridiron activities
and football developments gen-
erally. Which no doubt is why
sponsors seem a dime a dozen for
such fare.

Those who tune in on "All-
American Roundtable” for a half-
hour Monday nights get valuable
and interesting opinions and
analyses from former All-Ameri-
can gridders. high school coaches.
WTCN-TV’s sports director Frank
Buetel. Morning Tribune football
writer Dick Cullem. a Regular
panelist, and others who sit around
the table and gab.

Buetel and Billy Daley, former
Minn< -ot.‘» *and Michigan alltime
tullback great, prove topdrawer
moderators and register strongly
Horn the standpoints of being
vicUogtnic and possessing requi-
-d» voice appeal, fluency and
ability to k « « p the conversation
‘tiintilat mg and rapid.

’

Much weight attached also to

With all due respect to former
President Herbert Hoover, he is

neither a particularly inspiring!
speaker nor one suited to keep

;

a young audience spellbound be-

the views of a local veteran high
school football coach and those of
Pug Lund, former Minnesota All-
American halfback.

Among subjects engaging atten-
tion were the surprise Illinois
slaughter ol Ohio State two days
previously and Minnesota’s chances
against the lllini in the coming-up
game; the Gophers’ showing in the
season’s opener with Southern
California and their victory over
Northwestern; how the home team
stacks up now, one-platoon foot-
ball and its demands upon the in-
dividual player; how to defend
against passes and how to tell if a
team’s up. and the numerous "up-
sets" which have marked the pu*s-
ent season to date.

One interesting point was that a
60-minute player actually is in ac-
tion only a total ot 1.3 h 15 min-
utes during a ganv
Commercial* were unobtrusive

ami (omnumlably brief. K**s.

F.d Sullivan came up with an-
other firstrate "Toast Of The
Town” layout on C’BS-TV Sunday
night (18) with an important assist
from the Broadway stage and
Hollywood. Top bit on the stanza
was the excerpt from the new legit

comedy hit. “Teahouse of August
Moon.” with David Wayne. John
Forsythe and Paul Ford reprising
one of the top laugh sequences.
The queues at the Martin Beck
Theatre will undoubtedly he ex-
tended by this showcasing. The
Ralph Meeker-Grace Kelly bit

from the Metro film, "Good News ”

was likewise socko, but this was
no plug since the pic is an oldie.

In the straight variety groove.
Clifford Guest again scored on the

show with his clover ventro rou-
tine; Gavla Peevey. 10-year-
old strongs! ress. delivered ‘‘1 Want
A Hippopotamus For Christina*”
piquantly; and Jackie, a Briti-h

aero importation, pitched up an

unusual balancing stunt on a xrr>

tical fi'e on bricks.

The remote pickup from Carne-
gie Hall. N. Y.. where 10 top

pianists played Chopin's "Warsaw
Concerto”’ simultaneously, -lowed
down the show. This bit wa- a

ceremonial tieup with the Steinwav
Centennial and the 10-piano con-

cert was reminiscent of Hollywood
musical extravaganzas that have

long since gone out of fashion

Finale for the show was furnishe d

by a collegiate choral group t'»

Herman McCoy Singers, with •'

couple of pop numbers. It

okay, hut a stronger curtain tio

should have been u«ed.

Sullivan, in introducing e.\-D« 1

ger manager Chuck Drrs-en t ‘

'

the audience, indulged in -< •

hardhitting editorializing IV
ping the Brooklyn team '- o n

mont for giving Die— ( r

deal. ]f<Ho
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Those Studio Audience Yoks
The emergence of the filmed situation comedy as one of today's

major components in the TV program sweepstakes has brought in

its wake a heightened awareness of a long-existing evil—the studio
audience laugh. It's an old story, pre-dating video by many years,
when all the top radio comics got the audience to yok it up so there
would he no mistake on the part of the home listener that they were
being funny.

But in the case of the filmed situation comedies the questionable
guffaws are getting completely out of hand. In recent weeks such
new entries as the Danny Thpmas show, the Paul Hartman show,
the Ray Bolger show and the Ray Milland show and the new “Top-
pel’* series, among others, have been “souping it up" to the de-
gree where, whether the laughs are legitimate or not. they give off

a >ound of “canned hilarity." With some shows, there's no mis-
taking the fact that the yoks are dubbed in (frequently in the
wrong places) leaving the viewer bew ildered by the contrast in what
he's hearing and what the studio audience is hearing. It's a field day
for the engineers.

It's long been accepted that the Hollywood “visiting firemen."
who comprise the major segment of the cuffo studio audience, are
invariably in a yoking mood and are only too willing to translate a
mild chuckle into a boffola. But it's gotten so where the aver-
age citizen, watching his TV at home, is beginning to mistrust his
own sense of humor—creating in turn a resentment for the program.

Hose.

LIFE IS WORTH LIVING
With Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
Director: Frank Bunetta
30 Mins., Tues.. S p.u.
ADMIRAL CORP.
DuMont, from N.Y.

« Eru'in, W’<lsej/>

The only serious threat to Milton
Berle’s Tuesday night supremacy
returned to television last week
(13) after a 26-week hiatus. Bishop
Fulton J. Sheen, who started on a
three-station DuMont lineup some
20 months ago. began his "Life Is

Worth Living" series this season
with 121 stations, and the network
fully expects to expand the lineup
during the course of the year. In
the rating picture. Bishop Sheen

Orson Welles In U.S. Video Debut

Scores Smashing King Lear Triumph
By GEORGE ROSEN

TV did itself proud Sunday '13'
when the Ford Foundation “Omni-
bus" on l’BS-TV doxoted its full
90-minute program to the Ameri-
can video premiere of Orson

ance with its highly dramatic and
interesting composition And just
as Welles himself scored a notable
triumph on an equal level of at-
tainment was Peter Brook’s highly-
imaginative and fluid staging of

Welles in an exciting production
j

H* 1* production
of Shakespeare's ' King Lear." It There have been lamentations In
was a memorable performance the past oxer such qualitative live
from nianx aspects, notably in

j

programming dissipating its value

high tension
I Markheim)
With Jack Manning, Phil Tonken
Producer: Lawrence Menkin
Director: Richard Simon
Writer: Jay Bennett
3(1 .Mins., Thurs., 10:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WOK-TV, Nexv York
Combination of Larry Menkin.

Jay Bennett and Jack Manning
which clicked so successfully with
their solo-actor presentation of

“Hamlet" and other productions
lad winter on Menkin’s “Mono-
Drama Theatre" on WABD. N. Y.,

xx as successfully reunited for the
initiallcr of nexv and modified half-

hour version of "Mono-Drama” on
WOR-TV. Menkin. who’s moved
into the program managership at

the station, has taken his old con-
cept of a single actor doing a story,

added an offscreen voice, wrapped
them up into a half-hour yarn, and
come up xv it li a sock suspense ses-

sion in “High Tension.”
Choice of Robert Louis Steven-

son's “Markheim" to lead the series
oil was a fortunate one, since it's

the story of a man's tussle with his
conscience after years of degener-
acy which are capped off with a

murder. Since it’s pretty much of
solo-setting and tailor-made for the
solo treatment, program came off-

in slick style. Bennett’s adaptation
was excellent, Phil Tonken's off-

stage voice fitted the mood perfect-
ly. and Jack Manning's thesping
was socko throughout.
With director Richard Simon’s

cameras doing a rapid shift in

viewpoint throughout the half-hour,
none of the program was static, as
might he expected from a solo
thesping effort. The “live" editing,
so to speak, was fluid and unerring,
and combined with a fine series of
sets and props and Manning’s and
Tonken's topnitch performances,
created a mood of tension and
suspense that didn’t let up for a
minute. Adding to this were some
line sound effects of ticking of
clocks and excellent music by an
unbilled organist. Chan.

Moore,
LIFE WITH ELIZABETH
With Betty White, Del
others

Producer: George Tibbies
Director: George Tibbies
Writers: Milt Kahn. Tibbies
30 Mins., Sun., 7 p.m.
PIE1.S BEER
WARD, N.Y.

'Young Se Ruhicam >

WABD, the DuMont flagship in
N V.. has a very nice property here,
cute in itself, and so constructed
•‘s to give the sponsor plenty of
leeway. Filmed show (syndicated
by Guild Films' is a situation com-
edy. presented in vignets or inci-
dents, with three such separate
''•'aments in each half-hour airer.
[’"emitting for commercials during
thi* intermissions.

Program, judged by Sunday’s
opener *13*. is appealing, because

shapes as an annysing, wacky
v ’i'i<*N based on solid Americana
''(tuition material. Scripters have
H nice, light touch, and come up
'•iMi Mime amusing lines and bits.
Fait they overdo a good thing by
digging too much, by stretching a
-'(tuition too long, or by adding
tut • or far-fetched lines. If they
;

'Id themselves down a bit. they’ll
hiv '*

i major comedy property.
(> t great aid are two engaging

P op'* in Betty White and Del
’ M ‘‘ Highly attractive, and with

-'»i comedic sense and timing.

|

**v make sometimes frail situa-

i 'V H'*
sur?J> Sunday s segments

dt first with an auto snafu Mi*>s
’ natch, was driv ing); a 1 porch

;

*nw where Moore was trying to
K 'H" White in spite of her
( ^

1 parents inside the house, and
'•’V after the duo are married.

'
• '.’’•t to t tie duo of Miss White's

;

* rr " Unimportant situations
!" "**m selves,, hut built up neatly

y lines and fresh acting
Bron.

HARLEM DETECTIVE
With William Hairston, Owen Jor-

dan, Josh White, Jr., others
Producer: Lawrence Menkin
Director: Bob Eberle
Writer: Jay Bennett
30 Mins., Wed.. 9:30 p.m.
WOR-TV. N. Y.

Still another drama series carry-

ing the “from the police files" tag-

line has found its way into TV

—

hut this time under circumstances
that are, to say the least, unique.

“Harlem Detective.” the brainchild

of Lawrence Menkin. the program
director of WOR-TV (and creator

of the DuMont “Mono-Drama The-
atre"), which preemed on the

Gotham Mutual flagship last

Wednesday (14) is, indeed, paved
with such honorable and praise-

worthy intentions that it's regret-

table the initial segment, “Say

Hello!,” was distorted by an ava-

lanche of production crudities that
almost decimated the noble aims
Of the show'.

As its major protagonist, as im-
plied in the title. "Harlem Detec-
tive" features a Negro (portrayed
_by William Hairston* as one of two
sympathetic Harlem cops. (His
white counterpart Is played by
Owen Jordan.) Specifically, the
program is designed in content to
skirt violence hut rather to focus
attention on some of the more hu-
man equations Surrounding a Har-
lem beat.

“Say Hello!," by Jay Bennett,
was presented as the initial offer-
ing; the story of a young Negro
hoy who is a deaf mute and lost

in the city. The Harlem detectives’
compassionate attempts to help lo-

cate him had elements for a poig-
nant tale of human interest and
suspense. But as presented it was
fragmentary, neither completely a

documentary, (as it sometimes
made * pretentions of being) nor
straight dramatic fare.

“Harlem Detective’s" utilization
of a mixed cast and intent to show-
no differences between the think-
ing and feeling of either race, is

commendable. That’s why it’s all

the more regrettable that neither
the scripting nor the production
did much to launch the series.

Two detectives start their search
in Harlem for the missing Negro
child. They first question the
teacher of the special class in the
hopes of establishing the reason
for his running away. Even though
they elicit some guilt on her part,
it stops right there, and they never
delve further to probe the reasons
for her action. Nor does the short
interview with the mother disclose
why the c hild should be disturbed.
Again, the boy, Billy, as played by
Josh White. Jr., failed to portray,
either emotionally or physically,
his withdrawal from his circle. The
suspense and tension were awk-
wardly solved by the introduction
of an escaped Bellevue patient who
runs into the boy. As a result it

all added up to a stark police rec-
ord without the fullness of a hu-
man or sociological understanding

On the production side, there
are overtones of Menkin’s "Mono-
Drama" closeup technique, with
the supplementary off-screen nar-
ration being excessively used when
the cast itself should have devel-
oped the theme. There are some
good filmed Harlem shots, hut one
questions in this instance their
contribution to the program. Sim-
ilarly. the sound effects were over-
done—as. for that matter, was the
entire ptoductiun. It should have
been simple. It had a story to tell

of real. Jive people. There -, noth-
ing wrong with the casting, but a

half-hour show offer-, enough time
lor deeper bac kground and Charac-
ter development to tell a more
sympathetic* story ol individuals
and of Harlem. Rose.

hasn't made too heavy a dent in Welles' brilliant interpretation of to the American populace by vir
the past, but nonetheless, he repre-

"

sents topflight competition to
Belle's kingpin status.

Bishop Sheen returned in fine
fettle, not only as an inspirational
talker, but as something of a come-
dian and unquestionabl.x as a suave
and accomplished showman.. He
began his show with some remarks
as to his belief in television, adding
that “at this hour there are only

x three things to see: Berle. Hope
Tand Charity." die* apparently for-
got CBS’ Gene Autry > And ap-
parently to put it on the record
that hc*'s got no objection to being
identified with a 'sponsor, he re-
marked about the home audience
not being able to see his "angel”
•the unseen assistant who does
backstage and onstage chores like
wiping the black boa nil. tUpt “you
can t even see him with an Ad-
miral." Also in the* pseudo-comic
vein, he did a takeoff on TV per-
formers who use Teleprompters
and cue-cards.

As far as the religiose) talks
themselves are concerned, it ap-
pears to he a matter of personality
over material. Bishop Sheen in the
initiator delivered along a tenuous
theme, discussing the intimacies of
television, radio and “in person"
communication and paralleling
them to the intimacies of love: to
hearing, vision and touch. Tying
this into religion, man’s intimacy
xx it h God, he identified hearing
with the Old Testament, vision
with the New Testament and man’s
direct spiritual contact xxith Gad
with the intimacy of touch.

It’s somewhat doubtful whether
most of his audience was able to
follow the analogy, and the value
of the sermon was also doubtful.
But there’s little question that
what the audience's look for is the
voice and personality of Bishop
Sheen more than what lie has to
say. He’s a masterful performer,
gripping his audience in a vise-like
hold that’s difficult to get away
from. His voice is compelling (20
years of radio could have some-

|

thing to do with this), his timing
and gestures near-perfect, and his
entire stage presence dramatic.

DuMont has provided him with
an effective setting on the Adelphi
Theatre stage in N.Y. He enters
onto a library set. with books and
religious statues as a background.
He stands all the way through his
stint, but it’s to his credit that the
program in no wav seems static*.

Frank Bunetta’s camera direction
is as unwavering as the Bishop’s
eyes and voice. Other production
trappings are good, and Admiral,
via effective sets and a slew of an-
nouncers. punches its commercial

across effectively.
Chau.

the tragic monarch and in tin* im-
aginative staging and adaptation
by British director Peter Brook
There have been other laudatory
attempts made at translating the
Bard's great dramas to tin* TV
medium, with WoiTffington Miner’s
"Julius, Caesar" production on
“Studio One" - a fe\\ years hack as
heretofore tin* most memorable ot
the1 lot Hut it remained for Sun-
days “King Lear" to take Us place
as the most definitive Shakespea-
rian TV work.- Measured in terms
of any show hiz medium, including
the legitimate theatre and films
this "Omnibus" production can
hold its head high as supcrlatixe
entertainment. >

The I S video Imw of Welles,
who. incidentally, came hack from
his long Kuropean “exile" a couple
of weeks hack to start rehearsal
for this “Omnibus" one-shot, be-
longs in the same category of
memorable "firsts” as his entry
into pix a generation ago xxilli

KING LEAH
(Omnibus)
With Orson Welles, Arnold M OSS,

Beatrlee Straight, Margaret Phil-
lips. Br.unwell Fletcher, Alan
Badel, Miehael MadJammoir,
Natasha Perry, Srott Forties,
Fred SadoiY. others; Alistair
Cooke, emcee.

Staged and adapted by Peter Brook
Director: Andrew* McCullough
Producer: Fred Rickey
Musical Score: Virgil Thompson
90 Mins., Sun., 5 p.m.
PARTICIPATING
CBS-TVr from New York.

tin* of its hero-day -gono-tomoiToxv,
one-shot longevity, and so. too,
must one reget the inability to re-
capture "Lear" for the TV spec-
trum in the future. It cost Ford
Foundation in excess of $150,000
to put it on. which inevitably re-
calls that it cost I In* Ford family
$500,000 lo put on another memo-
rable one :.shot — the Ethel Mer-
man-Mary Martin Ford 501 h antii
two hour variety extravaganza of
a few months hack. And if there's
any kind of a moral tucked away
in those image orthicons, it could
well he that, in terms of TV at its

best . ".subsidized culture" might tie

Hu* ansxxer

In Brook's adaptation. “Lear”
was reduced to 73 minutes of un-
interrupted running time, xxith, as
pointed out by emcee Alistair
Cooke, the elimination of the sub-
plot, yet retaining all the essential
and vital elements. The complica-
tions and intricacies of tin* plot
that have always made “King Lear"
difficult h> stage were pushed into
the background hen* xxith concen-
tration pla* d on the relationship
of Lear and his daughters W Ini*?

it's commendable that the “Omni-
bus" sponsors waived their Usual
midway commercials for this occa-
sion (settling for fore and aft
plugs', it's debatable whether
"Lear’s" mounting dramatic ten-
sion shouldn't offer the viewer at
least one intermission respit*' How
this could he handled (without Hut
intrusion of a commercial' is some-
thing TV' still has to resolve.

For tlx* delineation of one of the
Bard’s greatest tragedies. Brook’s
staging did much to push hack the
walls of Hu* television studio and
permitted for a natural continuity
from scene to seem*- at all time
superbly harked by flawless tech-
nical direction, cameras and light-
ing crews. The highly creative
seen ic designing transposed the
time, place and mood to the TV
screen xxith sensitivity and
strength Lear’s flight through the
storm after his banishment from
daughter Regan’s castle was a
technical achievement that must
have posed some intricate prob-
lems. yet it came off xxith a terri-
fying realism

If the TV storm failed to drench
its performers, nonetheless. It was
highly effective and the emotional
impact was such that the viewer
was carried beyond this unsolved
dilemma Other effective scenes
wen* Lear and his fool seeking

f\ ha ndon **d c rea king

THE WORLD
Froelich Rainey, mod-

W’lIAT IN
With Dr.

erator
Producer-director: Robert Forrest
30 Mins.: Sat., 1:30 p.m.
WCAl’-TV. from Philadelphia

With an intro of eerie music and
dry ice clouds, the Peabody
Award - winning panel program
"What in tin* World" emerges as

an entertaining and informative
stanza This is due to a combina-
tion of personable diggers from
tin* 1’. of Pennsylvania— Dr. Froe-
lich Rainey, director of the Mu-
seum: Dr Alfred Kidder, assistant

director, and *Dr. C’arleton Coon.
Middle East authority and head of
the ethnology section. This trio

discusses relics and ohjets d’art

from obscure places and lost civili-

zations. identifies and locales them
as to lime and place.

|
The easy camaraderie of these

specialists and their guest—Ibis

session featured Dr. Frederick
Douglas, of the Denver Art Mu-
seum—as they unfailingly identify
the diversified objects, should
make for a whole crop of armchair
ant hropotogist s

An offstage volte lips off the
audience and then the professors
go to work on the treasures, culled

from the storehouse of the Uni-
verdty Museum. A map is used
to show tli** locale to viewers. Dr
Douglas, an expert on the Ameri-
can IndianY. came East to show his

collection of Indian costumes at

Hunter College, and received a

gratuitous plug for the exhibit
Vside from its public service and
informative values, show warrants

i a class sponsor. Gayh.

“Citizen Kane." and his still-re-

membered W’PA-lnspired “Mer-
cury Theatre" contributions to the
legit stage hack in the early ’30s
It’s a cinch that, on the basis of
Sunday's performance, there’ll he
some hot and heavy bidding for
Welles to remain berthed on the
New York video scene. (CBS. which
has the closest affinity to Welles
by virtue of his “Campbell Play-
house" radio series on that net-
work hack in the late \3()s, is al-

ready reported making oveitures
for an exclusivity on his TV serv-
ices in return for helping him get
squared away with Uncle Sam on

;

tax arrearages.)
The overall perfection of the

j

“Lear" production and perform- '

I

ances bespoke the painstaking care
j

and rehearsal, the “spare-no-ex-

1

pense” investiture which brought *

,

to the program Hu* ablest and fin-

;
est in all its components (talent,
staging, music, etc,). Seldom, it

ever, has a TV dramatic entry en-
joyed such an all-star marquee as
'aside from Welles' lfeatri.ee

j

Straight. BraiYtwcll Fletcher. Ar-
i

nold Moss, Margaret Phillips, I

Scott Forbes. Natasha Parry
among others; or again, Virgil
Thompson to conduct an original

)

score which, in itself, added an-'
other dimension to the perform-

.

ARTHUR MURRAY PARTY
With Kathryn & Arthur Murray, 1

Nanette Fabray, Murray Dancers.
Kav Carter oreli

Producer-director: Murray
15 .Mins., Mon., 7:30 p.m.
CONSOLIDATED ROYAL
CHEMICAL

NBC TV, from V Y.
' n h s •

There is more than the mere
change Of webs in Hie ‘Arthur
Murray Party" move from CBS to
NBC; s I fit change from a halt hour
to a quarter; day change from
Sunday to Monday. There were
two standout innovations, with the
first the only one that made sen-.**

Feme**** Kathryn Murray started
the show hv bringing on guest’ar

Nanette Fabray to make sure x jew-
els would slay with It Miss Fab-
rav. xx ho u NBC's colorx ision cut ie

wanned up the stanza quickly with
a ‘Teasin'” song and (line** work-
out,

The second innovation i-> the TV
puzzler of the year—max he the
century. This was the xxmdup
"Mystery Dance" in which viewers
are a-k**d to identify the tune title, ! voice faded and many of his line*
and tor this they earn two free Were lost Michael Mar J.iammoir
lessons at th<* Arthur Murray* Stu-

;, N poor Torn gave- a standout per*
dio. Since they show the title a formanre In fact all the other
•couple of times it happened to he -.peaking parts were well executed
"Conga Cakewalk Shag"), it* may m this boff TV rendition of the

I (Continued on page 40) i Bard's biggest weeper.

shelter in an
windmill, the TiTting of the draw-
bridge over the moat surrounding
Regan's castle—mo small hurdles,
these, for television’s scenic crafts-
men V * * t while technically and
produ* tion-wise these many facets
contributed to the superior pre-
sentation. it remained for Welle*
personally to bring to a climaxT^he
great tragedy of Lear. Although
lus interpretation was finely-
wrought Horn the stait. it kept
gathering momentum and inten-
sity until Hie txxo closeup mono-
logs. and particularly the moving
and highly emotional scene in
which Lear at last understands the
love of lus youngest daughter Cor-
delia. made of Hus performance a
video gem Seldom have Hie TV
cameras contributed so flawless an
assist to an actor, notably in Hu*
closeups The final seen**, in which
Hu* old arid tragic ridden king
drags the body ot Ins dead daugh-
ter across Hie stage reaches a cli-

max that is heightened hv the mu-
sical finale at the fadeout.

As th** three daughters. Beatrice
Straight, Margaret Phillips arid
Natasha Parry portrayed Shake*
speare's xvonie'n with deep under-
standing Brarnwe.il Fletcher ,*-> Hie
Earl of Kent; Arnold Moss as the
Duke of .\lhanv; Scott Forbes as
the Duke of Cornwall; Fredori* k
VVorlor k as Hu* Earl of Gloucester
v**re fitting companions in Shake-
speare's world of inliigue and
murder each completely at ci.*
m doublet and hose and in

Eliza belli ian prose.
Alan Bade! brought to the

of the Fool all the necessary piHcn
and feeling hut regrefablv lm

Him

i ol

<
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A LETTER FROM CHICAGO

“Wo can say now that noithor

DePachman (to go back that

far), Paderewski, Rubinstein, Ho-

rowitz, or any othor namo you

can think of, has over played

such a succession of consocutivo

performances at the Opera
House in Chicago or anywhere

else that I can think of. This is

certainly history-making.”

J.. CHARLES GILBERT

MANAGING DIRECTOR
CHICAGO CIVIC OPERA HOUSE
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WKBN-TV’s $1,500,000

Plant Set for Preem

San Francisco offices, in town for homeoffice huddles and then heads

for Washington for a visit to WMAL, ABC affiliate there . . . Roger

Wayne, music director at WHLI, celebrating his 28th anni in the busi-

ness this week . . . Jim Gaines, WOR and WOR-TV v.p., off on a quickie

vacation this week . . . Sportscaster Jim Britt doing a five-minute Fri-

day night show for ABC, preceding the "Gillette Cavalcade of Sports”

. . . Thesp Jennie Goldstein appeared on WMGM’s "American- Jewish

Caravan of Stars” Sunday <18>, along with Israeli tenor Avrum Ranani,

making his American radio debut.

Charles Graves, ex-N. W. Ayer Sc Son, moved over to the radio-tele-

vision writing and production staff of Donahue Sc Coe . . . Estelle M.
Sternberger, WLIB commentator, cited as the first "Jewish Woman of

J

the Month” by the exec committee and faculty of the Women’s Insti- 1

tutc of Jewish Studies of the Jewish Theological Seminary . . . WNYC '

aired the first radio performance of Meyer Kupferman’s new opera set to

a Gertrude Stein libretto, "In a Garden.” with members of the After

Dinner Opera Co. and the new Chamber Music Orchestra under Paul

Wolfe, last Sunday 081.

Youngstown. O., Oct 20.

WKBN-TV, Youngstown, wi
officially dedicate its new Si 500
000 broadcasting facilities f ,

Sept. 8. A three-day open hou*-
for the public was held.

• Special preview for some 2u
radio, television, and newspapt

i men and women from all over th
' state was held Sept. 29.

Radio-TV dept of Presbyterian Church In the U. S. elected Clair R.

MeC ollough as its new chairman, succeeding Rev. Theodore F. Savage.

McCullough is g m. of Steinrnan Stations in Pennsy and Delaware, was
founder and fii$t proxy of Pennsylvania Broadcasters Assn, and high

in NARTB councils. Former chairman of NBC Stations Planning &
Advisory Committee, he was "Radio Man of the Year” in 1950. He’s a

trustee of first Presbyterian Church in Lancaster, Pa. . . . Pierre

Crenesse, director of French B'Casting System in North America, left

for New Orleans to participate in 150th anni of Louisana Purchase last

week <1(1-17», when he was aired in a special bilingual program over
W I PS there . . WCBS* Jack Sterling’s new daytime panel ler. “Make
t p Your Mind.” up in top five alter only a month of airing, according
to Pulse 'with 54 rating and 25 share of audience).

Alilen II. Ken.Min has joined the Biow Co as veepee and member of

key exec group, having resigned recently as v.p. and exec committee
c hairman of Geyer Advertising. His specialty is package goods in food
aipl d rug field . . John Derr, CBS Radio sports boss, back in town after

a Chi quickie . "Dr. Christian" marking its 17th air year . . . UN
Secretary General Dag llammarskjold intermish gabber on CBS’ N Y
Philharmonic airing Sunday *25) . . . Helen Hayes spoke’ at Girl Scouts
convention in Cinev over CBS (19) . . . Vin Seully with Red Barber on
"Football Roti'nd tip”, . . . The Tex & Jinx WNBC tapeshow of "Sophie
Tucker Story” from ‘her recent golden jubilee dinner was repeated on
the NBC net on Friday <!(>» . . . Sid Eiges, NBC publicity veep, cur-
rently instructing his seventh class of pressagent hopefuls in joint NBC-
Columbia U radio-TV session . . . Frank White’s return to town only
temporary. Takes off for Florida . . . Charles R. Denny, o&o v.p., host
to Hamilton Shea at reception for the general manager of WNBC-
WNBT given yesterday <Tues.) at Rainbow Grill in RCA Bldg. And
Tuesday after that <27), U. S. Steel’s Benjamin F. Fairless pulls a soiree
at Hotel Pierre to mark preem telecast of "U. S. Steel Hour.”

Richard A. Jackson, formerly an assistant editor at Sponsor mag.
joined WOR and WOR-TV as business news itrade) flack, replacing
Hank Wilson . . . James H. Connolly, ABC v.p. in charge of the web’s

Guy della Cioppa, CBS program veepee in Hollywood, auditioned

I.iheracc in a half-hour radio show hacked only by an orchestra. First

time that a TV star “tested” for radio but della Cioppa believes the

pianist-entertainer can project his smiling personality over the sound
wires . . . Ted Bliss and Jack Kelling formed a partnership to package
radio shows. He was formerly producer for Young Sc Rubicam . . .

Walter O’Keefe has asked permission to tape six or eight issues of

"Wizard of Odds” from the Royal Hawaiian Hotel in Honolulu . . .

Walter Bunker passing the next two weeks at the Young Sc Rubicam
home office on his semi annual call . . . George Nickson, former radio

singer, now managing KBIF in Fresno, Cal., for John Poole . . . Jack
Runyon of the Biow agency underwent surgery for a double hernia
. . . Harry Ommerle of CBS hashed over old times with NBC’s John K.
West. They grew’ up together back east, and grew UP is right. West to

six-foot five and Ommerle 6-3 . . . Jack Platt, ad chief of Kraft, and
Arthur Prior, radio-TV boss at BBD&O, looking in on their shows.

appear, m>, too.
NBC- will decide for itself on m hit h
of the morning shows to spot the
different insertions. The adver-
tiser will have no way of knowing
in advance. However, as. when
and if, more and more sponsors
take to the insertion idea, NBC
feels it can do the most
job in spotting the

effective

commercials in

relation to the .shows themselves.
Rosa-H differs from "Today” in

that the shows are being made
available on a non-select ivc na-
tional basis, particularly designed
for holiday-time advertisers who
use national mags for the same
purpose. It doesn’t trespass in the
area of national spot business be-
cause Rosa-H buyers are not in-
terested in specific markets, but
want to reach the American pub-
lic in general on a non-select ive
basis. Weaver reasons that, just
as non-selective holiday mag users
have helped swell national mag in-
come by at least a third for the
fourth quarter of the year, there’s
no reason why networks and sta-
tions, which will be paid full rate
card, can t benefit the same w'ay
by conditioning advertisers to buy
TV as well as mags.

'

Although Weaver’s major iden-
tity is as a program man, no one’s
laughing off the various sales pat-
terns he’s evolved for the TV net-
work over the past few years, in-
cluding "Today”; the multiple par-
ticipations as on "Show of Shows”;
the three-clients-to-an-hour-show
(as with "All Star Revue” (and
adopted for CBS’ Jackie Gleason
show'); and the 15-minute sales seg-
ment as on "Kate Smith Show.’,’

Carlton Kadell replacing Earl Nightingale in title role of Mutual’s
“Sky King" . . . Johnny Desmond "Breakfast Club” leave extended two
weeks to permit vocalist to appear at Ciro’s on the Coast. Stuart Fos-
ter will continue to sub until Desmond’s Nov. 9 returning date . . .

Reggie Witalis from account exec spot with Thompson Associates in

Gotham to like position with Kling Studios here . . . Wieboldt Stores,

WMAQ’s oldest sponsor, renewed “Your Neighbor” for 52 weeks. Show
just began its 19th year on the NBC outlet . . . Filmack cutting prices
on TV slide orders 25 r^ . . . NBC farm commentator Everett Mitchell
to address Iowa Falls (Iowa) County Farm Bureau Oct. 26 . . . ABC
religioso shows, "Hour of Decision” and "Light and Life Hour,” re-

newed for 52 weeks each thru Walter F. Bennett agency . . . Mutual’s
midwest farm service director Norman Kraeft and commentator Cecil
Brown to report festivities at "National Corn Picking Contest” from
Bloomington. 111., Saturday (24' on half-hour remote from there , . .

Gladys Kriese and William Boehm, winners of WGN’s “career per-
formance” contest this summer to bp featured on "Chicago Theatre of
the Air” shows this season ... 13 weeks of public service show "The
Ways of Mankind” skedded for WBBM’s Fridays 8 30 to 9 p.m.. slot

. . . Mutual’s "Northwestern U. Reviewing Stand" off on its 20th year.

When planning an

ADVERTISING schedule

for OKLAHOMA
remember . .

.

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .

Art Linkletter radio guested with KCBS’s Bill Weaver last week . . .

Spike Jones, appearing at the Curran Theatre, televisited "Hoffman
Hayride” program . . . S. F. Mental Health Society’s "It Happens Every-
where” returned (18) to every second Sunday, KRON-TV airing . . .

Arthur Hull Hayes, KCBS head, to tour Hawaii later this month with
other civic leaders . . . S. F. News’ Radio-TV critic Dorothy Beck re-
signed to marry Willard Wall Wheeler, Jr. Paul Speegle replaces. . .Mrs.
Renee Peterson appointed Director of Community Relations for KQED,
Bay area educational telestation . . . Former localite Katherine Kerry
TVing a cookery in Sacramento . . . "Normandy Candlelighters” can-
celled from KGO-TV airing . . . KCBS Producer Dick Brill recuping
from recent major operation . . . KSFO plans to extend nighttime pro-
gramming to 2 a m. . . . Wally King's "Kids Capers” cancelled from
KPIX during football season . . . Teevee’s Lu Hurley to emcee kiddie
shows for Golden State Theatres here.

IN PITTSBURGH . . .

Ernie Neff, who was with WCAE for a long time, has joined the
WKJF-TV announcing staff . . . Jim Thompson, chief announcer at
KQV. and his lady celebrated their 5th wedding anni . . . Trudy Scott,
formerly of WDSU-TV in New Orleans, is the new associate producer
on the early morning Ed and Rainbow show and Jim Westover takes
signed to go with the new educational channel here, WQED ... Ed
Schaughency, KDKA waker-upper, and his wife to Florida for three
weeks, and during their absence. John Stewart replaces Schaughency
over his newscasts . . . Manager Roy Ferree and WHOD have parted
company . . . Beginning next Monday (26), Joe Deane’s afternoon dee-
jav sessions over KQV will originate from the downtown YMCA . . .

Cieorge Youngling, ex-KDKA musician, is now a time salesman at Chan-
nel 53 . . . Nancy Brennan, of KQV sales department, operated on for
appendicitis at the Ohio Valley Hospital.

-third oldest

radio station

in the nation

serves more

Oklahoma homes

from its state

capitol . .

.

Guesting Oet. 26

CBS-TV
CORAL RECORDS Dir.: MCA-covers more

Oklahoma buying
1

power from

> its largest

jH
city...

^ than any other

1^2station I

IN CLEVELAND
John Rose now with Lang. Fisher & Stashovver. Charles Hoover, ex-

WDOK. replaced him as WTAM producer . . . WKAR’s Tom Arm-
strong did four-and-one-half-hour broadcast when Erdelac Sales moved
from Studebaker to Mercury ... TV sots here over 797,492 . . . Patti
Pierre newest flack at WI)OK . . , Floyd Ryel resigned as WSRS dee-
jay-nnnounccr . . . A1 Rosen, baseball star, takes on WXEL sports
stint three times a week . . . Ken Ward branches out to add WDOK
hour show Thursday. Friday at 10 a m. to his TV chores . . . Maggie
Wulff now doing half-hour women’s pitch across-the-board at WXEL

. . Marjorie Harm's “Charming Children” is WXEL moveover . . .

F.llen Marshall is WERE’s women’s director ... A1 Evans newest
WSRS deejay . . . Ron Cook hack at WERE hockey game broadcast

. . Lloyd Yoder. NBC general manager, turned over $32,126 to Society
for Crippled Children; proceeds from benefit pitch made by WTAM-

HEWLETT BAY PARK
Beautiful Center Hail

Residence in Estate

Setting on 240x200 Plot

This small estate with its beautiful
landscaping features on the mam
floor: Living Room, Dining Room,
heated Sun Room all with fire-

places, a spacious Library. Large
modern kitchen with breakfast
room. Laundry with Bendix Washer
and Dryer.
2d floor: 1 Master Bedroom with
sitting room, 2 Master Bedrooms
and baths, 2 Maids’ Rooms and
Bath. Attached Guest Wing com-
prising 3 rooms with fireplaces and
2 baths. 2-Car Garage.

All NEW plumbing, NEW hot water
heating plant ( 2,000-gallon oil tank).

PRICE $65,000

2 blocks from Village and LIRR
Sta. Within walking distance to

grammar and high schools.

CALL FRANKLIN 4-1088

/\ PHILADELPHIA . . .

Jack Creamer, TV’s "Handy Man.” has joined the Goaro-Marston
Advertising Ag icy. as television director . . . WCAU-TV’s "Big Top”
show is being enlarged for a tour of arenas all over the countrv under
the aegis of Arena Managers Assn. . . Ruth Welles, KYW women's
commentator, has been named chairman of speakers committee for the
Independence Hall restoration project, sponsored by the National Fed-
eration of Women s Clubs . . . "The Women’s Page,” WFIL-TV daily
half-hour fashions and cooking segment conducted by Violet and Peggy
Towne, celebrated its first anni *19) . . . Donald W. Thornburgh, presi-
dent and general manager of the WCAU stations, acted as chaim*fh
of the Community Chest rally, first ever televised here. Program
starred Eddie Albert and Grace Kelly, with CBS newsman Charles
Collingwood acting as emcee . . . WFLN, local FM outlet, is picking up
series of 40 Sunday evening broadcasts from the National Gallery Art,
Washington, I). C\. with Richard Bales conducting National Gallery
orch . . . Peter Donald was in town (13) to visit Allen Present! who

Sources.- Nielsen and

Sales Management

OPTICAL EFFECTS For

RUNG STUDIOS, Chicago
fcy

RAY MERCER A CO.

Okiahoma city

930 KC • NBC

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY 4341 Normal Avo.. H’waod 29, Cal.

Sand far Jroa Optitoi Hfttt Chmrl
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More P&G Coin For

‘Welcome Travelers’
Procter & Gamble’* continuing

moves toward saturating the day-
time TV strips with its products Rot
another lift in that objective with
a supplementary buy on NBC tele’s

“Welcome Travelers’’ for alternate
Mondays beginning next week
« 26). Sudser already is in for

Tuesday-thru-Friday, so all that's

missing for blanket P&G coverage
is the skip Monday.
P&G’s purchase will give it an

hour down the line, with the 4:30
to 5 “On Your Account” carrying
the soaper’s banner on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday (with other
two days sustaining).

!

- continued from P*f* 24 e=»
ct*ptability of a color system. They

v jjl want guidance from their en-

gineering staff.

Besides, its felt that there’s no

great public clamor for color —
with sets to cost from $750 up —
that demands immediate adoption

of standards. And with set own-

ers protected by the compatibility

of the proposed system, some off i-

rja !s of the agency are asking:

what's the hurry?

It s no secret, also, that the

agency doesn't relish political

pressures for action on color, such

as was put on last week, just

a ftor the demonstrations, by

Chairman Charles A. Wolverton

( ICN J 1 of the House Interstate

Commerce Committee. Wolverton.

who suddenly called hearings on

color earlv in the year when Sen.

Edwin C. Johnson (D-Colo.)

threatened an investigation of the

electronic manufacturing industry,

h;i< been beating the drums for

NTSC color.

Wolverton called on FCC to

move “promptly” on NTSC color

unless some unknown or unex-

pected flaws” develop in the sys-

tem The Committee chairman
added that the demonstrations
should be the last procedural

hurdle to adoption of standards.

ABC-TV is negotiating with
Martha Wright and her. manager.
Ted Baumfeld, on a possible TV
show for the songstress, and is

currently pitching the idea at Olds-
mobile, for whom Miss Wright has
filmed commercials in the past. No
format has been decided upon, nor
is there any deal between Miss
Wright and the network, but ABC’s
sales department is talking to Olds
and will carry the idea to other
bankrollers if Olds nixes it.

Among difficulties which would
have to be cleared up. according
to Baumfeld. would be an arrange-
ment with Rodgers & Hammerstein
releasing Miss Wright from one
performance per week in “South

ihnny Slagle, teed olT Pacific." in which she’s starring,

i on WXYZ for a 39- Web is consequently mulling the

under sponsorship of idea of a half-hour Sunday night

week, with “the cream of the Gar-

den events," plus a schedule of

college sports

Sunday night mystery block,

which kicked oiT tins week, repre-

sents an attempt to cash in on a

paucity of whodunit programming
on Sundays, with the only compe-
tition being three shows on WARD.
WI’IX has set MC Vs Rod Cameron
starrer. City Detective” and the

same svndieator's George Raft vid*

pi\, “I'm tile l .aw " for 7 30 to

H 30 p in "Dangerous Kneounter.”

a senes of half hour unrelated tele-

films from MCA moves into the

H 30 slot, followed by ’Titfall.’*

anot her group of unrelated films.

Final hour. “Doorway to Mystery.”

at 0 30. features hour long mystery
feature films.Durkee’s margarine musical

TPA
sales-builder

The jungle locale . . . the exciting shots of wild animals . . . the Hollywood-scaled

production—give Ramar pay-off audiences in any time period, against any com-

petition. Ratings like 24.1 in Philadelphia . . . 21.8 in Detroit . . . 30.7 in Houston

are typical of Ramar performance.

Avoid Identity-Loss with RAMAR

With Ramar, there’s no chance of sponsor mis-identification because of confu-

sion with similar program types. There can’t be any confusion with Ramar

because there’s no other show like Ramar on television.

No wonder this TPA package is smashing all distribution records. If you re

la a «nrp sales builder, write or wire for remaining availabilities.
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On their new approach to TV,

“LES PAUL and MARY FORD AT HOME”

Sponsored by Listerine Products

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP. THE INSTRUCT!)
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Television Reviews
Continued from pace 33

just as well have been Ravel's

“Vaises Nobles et Sentimentales”
nr take your choice. (Incidentally,

Hay Carter's orch does its chores
well » The coinc-on would have
teen easier to take, perhaps, had
the\ lont{ue-in-cheeked a sugges-.
Imn that lookers blindfold them-
selves. or sera rii out of ttie room,
of hiirv themselves m a pillow.
Even m elementary arithmetic
they make u a little tougher by
spot t i ii r the answers in bark of
the textbook or used to when

mother was a girl. In the "Party”
approach, it’s for precocious babies

! —and what baby uses Liquinet In-

visible Hair Net or, as alternating
sponsor under the same chemical
roof, Krank Shave Cream?

Middle of show had one of those
snazzy salon layouts replete with
handsome male props from the
dance studio corps, with Mrs. Mur-
ray as the centre of attention in-

stead of doing what comes nat-
ur’lly by focusing this segment on
Miss Fabray. This portion was

heavy on furs and parfums, with

S
lugs (for clothes and furs) hy
[rs. Murray. Trau.

BROADWAY TV THEATRE
(20th Century)
With Constance Bennett, Fred

Clark, Pat Harrinrton, Donald
Foster. Rex O’Malley, Robert
Carroll, W. O. McWaters, Mor-
ton Kingsley, others

Producer: Warren Wade
Director-writer: Robert St. Aubrey
90 Mins.: Mon.-thru-Fri.; 7:30 p.m.
Participating
WOR-TV. New York
Warren Wade’s five-a-week stock

presentations, “Broadway TV
Theatre.” are back on the air now
that WOR-TV’s strike is over, and
Wade has a long lineup of Broad-

W, \ X ,

r- ••'.•Sr-

a TffatCet key
* * • /

roit’s 1Va million

Home Radios . . . and

Va Million Car Radios

Just as easily and frequently as Detroiters

turn their radio dials to WWJ, you ran
turn your produets into profits in the

great Detroit market.

Compare rates and ratings and you’ll see

that ^ VI J costs you less than the

average cost-per-thou-

sand listeners for

radio time in

Surveys show that Detroit's Va- million car

radios are turned on soon as the motors are

started up. And in Detroit more
.
people

depend on the auto for spet-to-spot trans-

portation than in any other major metro-

politan area.
t

IM-ttO KROCTCICS-SOOI WITTS

FM-CHANNCl *7 1 MECICYCIC:

T* , $»o' s* * * 1 TV

TMI WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION
a»d Gptn-id by THE DETROIT NEWS • National ff«pr«i»»taUvts THE CEO. f. HOlllNOBERY COMPANY

way legit remakes on tap, with
Constance Bennett leading things

off last week in ”20th Century,”
and Edward Everett Horton and
Lew Parker starring this week in

another Ben Hecht-Charles Mac-
Arthur vehicle, “Front Page.” The
program is a laudable attempt to

recapture the spirit of some of the

oldies via the new medium of tel-

evision, but, like most stock pres-

entations. its effectiveness is in

most cases dubious.
"20th Century” is as good a case

in point as any. The Hecht-Mac-
Arthur farce scored Its first time
on Broadway and again a couple
of years back as a Jose Ferrer-
Gloria Swanson revival. But on
"Broadway TV Theatre.” in spite

of a fine try by Miss Bennett, it

was on the dismal side. Play is

strictly from farce, and it’s got to

be played in the grand, sweeping
manner if it’s to go over. The
WOR-TVersion captured none of

the knockdown confusion and
haDDy farce of the play.

Much of the trouble was in the
casting, more in the sets and most
in the direction, which failed to

breathe life into the old work-
horse. Fred Clark, who last year
did a fine supporting job in the
“Burns & Allen” telepix. couldn’t
meet the reauirements of the role

of that Broadway genius. Oscar
JafTe. Clark found himself shout-
ing most of the time, but in spite

(or perhaps because of it* couldn’t

get the grandiose extroversion of

the part of Jaffe over.
Miss Bennett got some o* the

grand manner into her perform-
ance. and proved one of thp trus-
ses in the show. Ditto Donald Fos-
ter as the agent. Robert Carrol 1

as the straightlnceri boyfriend and
particulars Rex O’Mallev ns the
religious fanatic. W. O. McWaters
did a com notent iob as the con-
ductor. But Pat Harrington failed

to bring out the cynical charac-
teristics of the pressagent.
Kenneth Mapes’ sets didn’t con-

vey the sense of glamour they
were supposed to. nor did they
look bke anything on a train. Rob-
ert St Aubrey, who wrote <he
adaptation, did an uneven staging
job Robert ,J. Blum’s camera di-

rection followed the action smooth-
ly enough, though. Warren Wad \
who p ,,ndtice <! the program, was on
for intermission and certain
sneeches a few times too often,
slowing the pace eonridernb’ v.

Wade is responsible for the st»nn<»

and contention of “Broadway TV
Theatre and Hs definition of en-
tertainment. offered on the show,
more or h>ss sums up the rann-
bilities th° urogram. Futerinin-
ment. Wade feels, is something
that will divert audiences wh*V
they watch and something t’mv’ll
forget all about the next day. That
matches the scone of "Broadway
TV Theatre"— it's diverting in
spots, but hardly memorable. Par-
bans Wade ought to set his sights
a litt’e higher.' Chau.

recruited from high schools. Guy
Marriner, pianist and head of the
music department of the Franklin
Institute, greets viewers like a
steady Sunday visitor, who has
just dropped in to play a few num-
bers.

After giving a Schubert opus
(which he memorized this summer)
Marriner introduced the members
of the Philadelphia String Quar-
tet, asking homey questions about
their children and vacations. Quar-
tet, composed of top Philadelphia
Orchestra men, played the last
movement of the Mozart D major
Quartet. Marriner then elaborated
upon this work and the grim pe-
riod in Mozart’s life during which
it was composed.

TV’s intimacy makes it an ideal
medium for chamber music, with
its closeups of the group. Four-
some is also heard in Bridge’s
"Londonderry Air.” Marriner has
genuine enthusiasm, but overdoes
the "utterlys” and "perfectlvs.”
The pianist ends session by quot-
ing a verse from Longfellow and
plays his own "Composition of
Prayer." Brace of commercials by
Jim Felix are in keeping with
sponsor and program. Gayl i.

Foreign TV Review

BEK BAXTER SHOW
With Rep Baxter, others
Producer-director; Ctrl Fergqubt
30 Mins.; Men. thni Kri„ 1:30 p.m,
Parfcioatirm
KSTP-TV, Minneapolis

Bee Baxter is a gonial, amiable,
friendly, smiling KST°-TV p >
sonalitv who undoubtedly has ro
difficulty in finding her wav in ; o
many living rooms if on’y for 1’v*
reason that her cheeri'idnc-s ami
ability to meet over the air with
other women and.. to nr’ke the ’al-
ter regard her as a desirab’e ether
acquaintance are calculated to en-
list an audience.
Her present "show" is about two-

thirds commercial and devoted r T-

most entirely to demonstrating and
selling various items, with or with-
out others’ aid.

Miss Baxter does this selling so
slickly that she needs must cause
many of her viewers to feel that
she’s conferring a favor in
acquainting them with her spon-
sors’ prod lie’s and that they should
watch and listen to her in order
to gain valuable information that
will lessen their househo d t asks
and improve their housckecning.
Aimed entirely at housewives at

a time when many of them might
have the chance to turn on them
sets, the show also devotes it.;

latter portion to non-commercial
guest discussions of feminine
topics of interest. On program
caught two women from the V.
ol Minn. Child Welfare Institute
talked about clothes for teenagers,
delving into the subject’s psveho-

,
logical aspects and providing h • p.

i
ful hints and advice. tires.

SHOP WINDOW
With Jack Hawkins, Ethel Levey,

David Niven, Ernest Thesinger,
Eye Boswell, Deridre Day, Sheila
Fish, The Coronets, Anne Rogers

Producer: Henry Caldwell
F.O Mins., Mon., 8:15

Sustaining

BBC-TV, from London
Henry Caldwell’s "Shop Win-

dow,” designed as an instrument of
encouraging potential talent, starts
a new series with a galaxy of big
names. In conception it is one of
the boldest and most imaginative
of BBC-TV regular features but by
its very nature is frequently bat-
ting on a stick wicket. Newcomers
who have to stand up to veterans
of stage, screen and television, are
often under an unfair handicap.

In the first of his new season's
presentations, Caldwell has gone a
long way to remedying this weak-
ness in the staging, but even so
there are examples when experi-
ence will tell. In the current
presentation there is a 12-year old
girl singer who has to stand corn-
par son with a poiished and veteran
performer of the calibre of Ethel
M. Levey. The moppet, Sheila
Fish, was good enough in her own
right, and did wonders with the
c’.assV Maria Lloyd number. "Fol-
low The Van,” but her limitations
ware brought into sharp focus
when she came back for a duct
with Miss' Levey of “Alexander’s
Ragtime Band.” It must have
showed her, as it showed viewing
audiences, that the youngster still

in . a lot to learn.

A more interesting example was
a reprise of part of a recent Sun-
day night play, "The Public Prose-
cutor,” the original version of
which starred Jack Hawkins,
Coogie Withers and Ernest The-
'•mger. For "Shop Window." a
We l End newcomer, Deridre Day,
took over the Cloogie Withers role,
pl.a; mg with Hawkins and The-
singer. As the original version was
slid fresh in the mind, viewers
were able to make a balanced com-
tnrrion with the realization that
the newcomer lacked some of the
sparkle of the star.

Smaller soots in the layout were
allotted to Eve Boswell, a vocalist
who

^

has been selected for this
year’s Command vaude perform-
ance. and to the Coronets, a new’
vocal quintet making their televi-
s on bow. There was also an inter-
view with David Niven which
sened little useful purpose beyond
introducing, in a clumsy way, the
cost from the Players Theatre Club
who filled the second half of the
program time with an overlong
excerpt from their current satire
of an oldtime musical, "The Boy
Friend.” This charming piece
1 urged the clock back some 30
years to the era of the Charleston
and the talented cast was headed
by Anne Rogers.

As in the original scries, director
Caldwell introduces the various
performers and explains their
presence in the program. A nec-

!

e Nary function, but one which
("told he cut down to a more mod-
est proportion. Myro.

! GREAT MUSIC
Wi’h Guy Marriner. Jim Felix
30 Mins.: San,. 1?:30 o.m.
FIDEI.IT’Y-PtllLADEi.PHIA
TRl’Cr ffl

Wi't;'.‘ Philadelphia
"Great Music” returns for

fourth reason with same sp».r.

i

hut in a new time Nipt S : mv
meriy ran at 1

1
p.m. Sunday,

switch to UN"’ a ti ino-v'T

made to gain juve *o-’ lowin'**
also resulted in studio audit

Cleveland—WEWS staffers are

do »g hectic educational chores
w.ili at least four staffers in peda-
gogical posts They are David B.iv-

o \ teaching radio-TV station man-
agement and John Brcslin. ela-

n's of TV production, both at

Vv t> s tern Reserve Universi’y;
Ceorae A, Moore, education TV at

Si Jf/’in's College, and Paige
Pa me
‘.ylcNp.

in's

. grooming and poise tor

o' e, at Cleveland board of



A solid block of five great mystery shows.
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7:30 to 8:00 CITY DETECTIVE earring ROD CAMERON

8:00 to 8:30 l

TM THE LAW featuring GEORGE RAFT

8:30 to 9:00 DANGEROUS ENCOUNTER

9:00 to 9:30 PITFALL

9:30 to 10:30 DOORWAY TO MYSTERY

WPIX
NEW YORK

Call WPIX Sales,

MUrray Hill 2-6500

for details

THE DAILY NEWS STATION
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to $100,000 one-year pact, includ-

ing his “Hometown Jamboree"
plus another hour show* now being

trained, with price being for the

entire package ... Ed Reinsert ot

KTTV vacationing . . . Arrow Pro-
ductions negotiating with Carl
Rrisson to topline vidpix series . . .

Jerry Fairbanks to Milwaukee . . .

.Marcus Loew II and Bob Berger
bought Standard Television from
Standard Capital . . . Frank Sin-

atra guests on Jimmy Durante**
‘Comedy Hour" stanza on NBC-
TV Nov. 8 . . . Larry Parks makes
vidpix debut in Screen Gems’ Ford
theatre telepic, ‘The Happiest
Day.”

NBC turned a slightly washed out project into capital on Sunday
(18) with its exclusive interview of Argentine President Juan Peron
aired on the two-hour “Weekend" show. Net correspondent George
Natanson’s filmed vis-a-vis with the Argentine strongman had originally
been slotted amid “Peron TV debut" ballyhoo for Dave Garroway s

“Today" TV’er, but the big brass vetoed that approach on grounds of
anticlimacticism as a result of a stqry in the N. Y. Times recently in

which Peron gave a correspondent virtually the identical statements
that he had made to Natanson. Thus NBC Radio beat NBC-TV to the
punch, with the video net (excepting WNBT, N. Y.) coming through two
days later, meaning yesterday (Tues.) with the original sound-on-fihn
version in a 15-minute presentation. A WNBT repeat is skedded for
Saturday <24*. It was apparently figured that the “Weekend" preem-
with-Peron would have greater values than separate segmentation in

view of that show’s wide acclaim as a “Sunday newspaper of the air."

Gridcaster Jim Britt was caught between viewer values and com-
mercial considerations during the recent Chi Cardinals-Cleveland
Browns pro game and the viewer won without Britt jeopardizing his

standing with sponsor Westinghouse. According to a spokesman’s dra-
matic account of the incident, Britt saw the smoke from the referee's

gun just as the final play of the first quarter got underway. He waited
for the signal ending the segment so’s he could cue in the Betty Furness
for the plugs. There was no signal, a player having instead signalled
for a fair catch from which a player scuffle resulted. Britt kept the
cameras on the field during the rhubarb, delaying the commercial until

the ref came through with the cue. By this time, play was immedi-
ately resumed for the second quarter, so Britt ad libbed his way out
of the sponsor dilemma: “With Westinghouse, the game comes first, as

do Westinghouse products. We’ll hear from Betty Furness later.”

Public nominations for radio-TV citations in the 11th annual series of
Alfred f. duPont Awards Foundation got underway late last week,
with curator O. W. Riegel, director, Lee Memorial Journalism Founda-
tion at Washington & Lee U.. stating that each award has a $1,000 tag.

There are also embossed citations on the individual contributions to

AM-TV. Among the awards in either medium are those to a news
commentator, station with less than 5,000 watts and station with more
than 5.000 wattage.
Members of awards panel include Mrs. Jessie Ball duPont, who es-

tablished the boodle in 1942 in honor of her husband; Dr. Francis P.

Gaines, prexy of WAL; Ben McKelway, editor, Washington Star; Dr.
Hadley Cantril. director. Office of Public Opinion Research at Prince-
ton; and Mrs. Oscar A. Ahlgren, president, General Federation of Wom-
en’s Clubs.
New stipulation is that cash awards may be converted to scholar-

ships for advanced study in radio or tele at an approved university or
technical school. Nominations are being accepted through Dec. 31 at

Office of Curator. duPont Awards Foundation. Washington & Lee,
Lexington. Va. .

. . The S/.onys guesting on Ed
Sullivan’s ‘Toast of the Town”
Sunday '2.>* . . . Joe Silver cele-

brating his first anni as featured
character actor on Red Buttons’

C'USer . . . Dominick Bruno, WPIX,
technical director, upped to engi-

neering supervisor . . . Italian

tenor Gianni laia making his

American debut via WABD’s "Op-
era Cameos” on Nov. 22. singing
role of Rodolpho in "La Boheme."

j

Perry Flake cast for dramatic
j

segment of "Omnibus” next Sun-
day 1 25* . . . Barbara Joyce will

ha\e a role on “Ethel & Albert"
this Saturday (24' . . . Florence
Anglin draws meaty part in

"Tien ury Men in Action" tomor-
row' 'Thors.' . . Joe Silver walk-
in'* on TV air as he celebrates first

anni as featured regular with Red
Buttons . . . Kurd llatfie'd starring

in "Seventh Heaven" Oct. 20 wee';

and in "The Hasty Heart" Nov. 2

week on "Broadway TV Theatre"
. . . Dolores Sutton parted for

"Siitdio One” next Mon ,, ay*<26' . . .

Fred E's'ey returning to EVo
Pinza's "Boiino" '24* and two
weeks l iter 'Nov. 7' . . . Jac’c

I
) 'nove Productions, which moved
H'wood operations from General
Service si'idios to the Goldwyn lot

recently, has inked contract with
dti Pont for series of "Cavalcade
of America" halves with produc-
t

; on starting shortly. It renews

nouacers Randy Kent and Chuck
Bill over from WBBM-TV and di-

i odors Russ Hunt and Jim Holmes
. . . David Barnhizer back to

W.NBQ associate TV director
chores after two-year hitch with
the Marines . . . WGN-TV’s Don
Gordan taking over Tom Moore’s
"Watch to Win” show while latter

w. nters in Florida . . . Comic
George Gobel named one of Chi’s
outstanding young men of year by
Junior Assn, of Commerce & In-

dustry . . . NBC (’hi director of

oublic affairs Judith Waller and
Central Division net sales topper
Mdward llitz to discuss educational
and commercial aspects of "Ding
Dong School" before the Woman’s
Ad Club here next Saturday ( 24

>

. . . Singer Buddy Moreno added to

cast of WBKB’s "Claude Kirchner
Show” . . . "Earl Nightingale Show"
extended from 15 minute to half-

hour format via WGN-TV . . . Patti
Keefe "Bob & Kay Show" gal fri-

el a \ performing her back-of-the-
scene chores from her home fol-

lowing birth of boy . . . Borden Co.,

bankrolling "The Hank McCune
Show" via WBKB in the Sunday
2:30 to 3 p. in. slot beginning Oct.

'27' Wesley King, director of
“Rocky King. Defective. " cetebea -

ing s ond wedding anni and binh
of a daughter . . WCBS-TV's K -

nie Kovacs to join NBC tide’s
Wallv Cox as a resident of Ruck-
land County. N. Y, next moith
which may give rise to a Mustache
A Peepers Club

. , . “Today’s I.

Fred Muggs has hc-n filled for 1(»

new suds by Pep? du Pont, des '‘it-

er of "Show of Shows." Mop’ y
suits’! . Monty Morgan of NBC’s
Broadcast Film I). vision to Frisco,
Hawaii and I In 1 ’ywood in that or-
der for vacation . . . Win. II. Johns
chanter of Alpha Delta Sigma
(CCNY' cocktail partying Dave
Jacobson, CBS-TV public relations

|

chieftain, and Chester Ko’e.izu,
exec producer of Sherman A Mar-
quette agency, at Finland House
tomorrow 'Thtirs. *.

Druggists Supply Corp., \ ia

RuthraulT A Rvan, has bought into
NBC’s "Today" for lf> particio;:-

tions starting Dec. 2 and running
three weeks on a pre-Yuli* hinge 1

. . . Kellogg Co., via Leo Burnett,
bought "Honalong Cassidy" film
strip for WNBT starting Saturday
( 1 7 » 6:3')-7 p.m.

John H. Mitchell. WABC-TV
veep, out of action for a while
because of illness . . . Phyllis Kirk
signed for the femme lead on the
first U S. Steel TVer on ABC-TV.
“Prisoner of War." Gary Merrill
got the nod earlier as the male
lead . . . Fred Okon named adver-
tising-promotion manager for CBS-
Columbia Distributors, Inc., the
Gotham outlet of the set manufac-
turing firm . , . Conrad Nagel tak-
ing over Bill Slater's emcee post
on DuMont’s "Broadway to Holly-
wood," with Slater taking an in-

definite leave of absence . . . Eddie
Albert and Wallace Ford signed as
leads of the first "ABC Album"
presentation, an Ernest llaycox
western . . DuMont’s "Paul Dixon
Show,” the music and pantomime
daytimer. did its first New York
origination Monday (19*. returning
to Cincinnati for yesterday's airer

Moupet Emcee
Hollywood. Oct. 20.

Molly Bee, 13-year-old chirp, be-

comes the youngest emcee on the
Coast Sunday when she debuts a

KLAC-TV variety show sponsored
by Dr. Ross Dog Food. Half-hour
layout will revolve around her own
vocal talents and she'll entertain

guest artists.

Moppet has been a regular on
Cliffie Stones "Hometown Jam-
boree" on KLAC-TV for the last

three years, ever since she made
her” professional bow. She’s also

under contract to Capitol Records.

TV-Radio Workshop of the Ford Foundation ("Omnibus," "Excur-
sion"' has received acceptances from nine leading citizens to serve on
an advisory board. Workshop director Robert Saudek wrote a letter
recently to a number of distinguished persons in which he declared:
"There are many areas of endeavor in television which properly could
become the concern of the Workshop. We feel that the time has come
for the Workshop to have the benefit of the counsel of these Americans
who are distinguished in business, education, and the arts.*’

Acceptances were from Gen. Lucius D. Clay; William I. Nichols, edi-
tor. This Week magazine; Dr. Nathan Marsh Pusey, president. Harvard;
Robert E. Sherwood; FFank Stanton, president, CBS; Niles Trammell,
consultant, former NBC president; Francis H. Taylor, President. Metro-
politan Museum of Art; Alexander M. White, president. American
Museum of Natural History; James Webb Young, consultant.

Mid-Continental Assn, of Food A Drug Officials has cited CBS
Radio's "The Quacks,” fifth in Stuart Novins’ Feature Projects public
service series. In kudosing the program, which exposes medical char-
latans (produced by David Moore, narrated by Bill Downst, the associa-
tion urged the net to rebroadcast the show, make recordings available
to state and local orgs and arrange for "additional programs of this

Hollywood
KLAC-TV has acquired the "Joe

Palooka" vidpix series, starring
Joe Kirkwood Jr. and Cathy
Downs, from Guild Films, and be-
gins telecasting the half-hour vid-

pix in mid-November, general sales

manager Dave Lundy reports . . .

Television Writers of America
sponsors a seminar of TV writing
for all video scribblers beginning
Oct. 28. with Sol Saks, Nate Mo-
naster. Arthur Stander, Leonard
St. Clair. Budd Lesser, Herb Pur-
dum and Marty Sterber among
thost* to lecture . . . Jack O’Mara
of KTTV vacationing in midwest
. . . KLAC-TV inked Cllffle Stone

Philadelphia — Henry E. Rhea,
chief engineer in charge of opera-
tions for WFIL and WFIL-TV, has
been named to newly-created post
of chief engineer in charge of op-
erations and maintenance.

Example of the various offbeat directions radio programming can
take was furnished yesterday (Tues.t by WQXR, the New York Times
indie which specializes in classical music programming. Station, on its

"Panorama” program, featured Ivor Stravinsky’s newr opera, “The
Rake’s Progress.” But instead of playing the opera, the station aired
a tape recording taken at Columbia’s Records’ recording studios during
the time the Metropolitan Opera cast was rehearsing its recorded ver-
sion of the opera.

As a switch, pressagent Richard H. Roffman and a group of associ-
ates have formed a radio production organization for the purpose of
packaging disk jockey interview shows which will not emanate from
niteries or restaurants.

Huffman's outfit will package interview shows from such retail out-
lets as furniture stores, beauty parlors, barbershops and women’s cloth-
ing stores.

WATV is pleased to announce that its new
Hole-in-1 Idea Cues

89G Chi Suit Vs. NBCtransmitter and antenna atop the
Chicago, Oct. 20.

A suit for $89,000 charging NBC
with violation of a “confidential
disclosure” has been filed in fed-
eral court here. Howard McKay, a
railroad tank car firm employee,
charges the web used an Idea of his
for a TV show’ without compensa-
tion. even though he had been as-
sured a fair price in the event it

should be utilized.

McKay contends he gave former
NBC sportscaster Tom Duggan, TV
sales topper John McPartland and
two other NBC employees his orig-
inal idea for a hole-in-one contest
between pro golfers. He says the
idea popped up on Dave Garro-
way's ‘ Today’’ last May, during the
Tam O’Shanter golf meet in Chi.

Suit also asks for an injunction
to restrain the net from presenting
similar shows without his permis-
sion.

ill commence operations on COLGATE COMEDY HOUR

Saturday, November 14th, 1953

MOVING WEST!
Want My Home?

A root gam. Approx, aero. 22 mint
Ponn. Sta. 4 BP, LR, OR, K, Dan and
Playroom. I put nearly SSO.OOO into It

—but this It real dittrett. Mutt move.
Call, Look, bast offer takes. Will trade
for homo on West Coatt. OR. 2-4771.

WATV-Channel 13 Newark, N.J

Seattle — Radio KING here is
conducting daily campaign choos-
ing a "KING Courteous Driver,”
with cooperation of Seattle Police
Department, King County Sheriff
and Washington State Highway
Patrol.

TV Producers and
Studio Story Departments

If You Know the Whereabouts of

BOB PATTERSON
Ploato Call Collect

Superior 7-74SS, Chicago
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\ HARK EXMB8SU T® FIRST RUN in over 115 TV markets
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• Leading Broadway and Hollywood actors

• Full variety of stories . . . comedy . . . drama
suspense . . . mystery . . . human interest

• Combines two of the highest Nielsen popularity

classifications — drama and mystery (averaging

25.7 and 28.4)

Costs drastically less for time and program than a

half-hour show — yet gives you the same amount
of commercial time

• Enables you to reach your customer two, three

five times weekly as required.

Phone, wire or write today your nearest MCA -TV

office for a private screening.

another advertising

mi EXPRESS!* m F

NEW YORK: 598 Madison Avenue - Plaza 9 7500

CHICAGO; 430 North Mtchifan Ave. - OEIaware 7 1100

BEVERLY HILLS: 9370 Santa Monica Blvd - CRestview 67001

SAN FRANCISCO; 105 Montfomery Street - EXbrook 28922

CLEVELAND; Union Commerce Bldf. — CHerry 1 6010

DALLAS; 2102 North Akard Street - PROspect 7536

DETROIT; 1612 Book Tower - WOodward 22604

BOSTON. 45 Newbury Street -COpley 7 5830

MINNEAPOLIS: Northwestern Bank Bldt-lINcoln 7863

ATLANTA: 61 1 Henry Grady Bldf. - LAmar 6750
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CHICAGO THEATER OF THE AIR TEEN O’CLOCK TIME
L. With Tommye Birch. Curt Ray

Willard Scott
Producer: Mark Runnell
Writer: Jim Dutnon
Director: Carl Hohencarten
60 Mins.; Sat.. 10:30 a.m.
SCRUGGS-VANDERVOORT-
BARNEY CO.

KMOX. St. Louis
This CBS-owned station is un-

earthing a wealth of entertainment
among high school students in the
metropolitan area via the first ra-
dio program to be bankrolled by *
local department store. Originat-
ing in the store’s auditorium the
format of the program is for tal-

ented teenagers to display their
wares for weekly prizes and a

chance to cop the jackpot which
includes a $1,000 savings bond, a

$1,000 music scholarship and an
all-expense chaperoned trek t>

New York.

In addition to the competing
students the station execs came up
with a swell hypo gimmick in in-

viting visiting celebs to make a

p.a. on the program. At session
caught Peggy Ann Garner and
Roddy McDowall. leads in De-
but” at the Empress theatre, and
Don Cornell, dance band maestro,
urged the kiddies to keep at their
stint, regardless of setbacks.
The contestants included Fran-

cis Noble. 16, an accordionist who
played his own interp of “In a Lit-

tle Spanish Town”; Hanford Len-
hart, 16. a violinist with the St.

Louis Philharmonic Orel) in addi-
tion to his school studies who
nlayed Brahms’ "Serenade”: J<*\

Triitch. a 17*year-old pianist whose
contribution was “The Man l

Love" and Ronnie Simmons. 16,

j

who chirped "Maktt Believe.” This
I gal. with careful training has th *

earmarks of having a successful
singing career. A fifth contestant.
Charles Dennis. 17. played the cor-

net and piano with equal skill;

With Nancy Carr. Thomat
Thomas. Lois Gentile. Robert R.

'

McCormick. Marion Claire. Mu-
riel Bremner, John Barclay.

Butler Manvil. Everett Clarke.

Robert Trendler chorus. Henry
Weber orch

Producer: Marion Claire

Director-Writer: Jack La Frandre

60 Mins.. Sat.. 9 p.m.

Mutual, from Chicago

"The Chicago Theater of the

Air” by any standards can be

termed "big time.” Considering

the present status of radio, it scores

as an even more impressive pro-

duction Now in its 14th Mutual

year the show employs some ot

the town’s topnotch musical and

acting talent, WON is the originat-

ing station.

Show caught <17* was an abbre-

viated version of the Kern-
1 Haminerstein operetta. “Music in

the Air.” As in the original, the

story-line was incidental to the

music th.it featured a nice balance

of solo work and production num-
bers spotlighting a lull chorus and
orchestra.

Light hearted story about an old

Viennese composer who scores

“Song is You.” then sees his at-

tempt to win acclaim thwarted by

his daughter’s stage fright when

THE BIG PREVIEW
With Fred Robbins
Producer Director: Parker Gibbs

lid Mins., Sat., 11 a.m.

Sustaining
NBC. from N. Y.

“The Rig Preview” is a network

variation on a typical local di-U

jockey show Instead of one jock-

ey commenting on new releases.

NltC is u.ing its line facilities to

pick up lour platter gabbers in

various key cities with all of them
getting a i ha nee to rate the new

disk-. Fred Robbins, who stepped

into this slot after Art Ford was

yanked due to his WNhW, N. V ,

commitments, is the show’s only

regular, the other three jocks be-

ing rotated i mm week to week.

The w eh format for this two-

hour stanza is a drag. 'Ibis show

is loaded vdli talk and most of it

is repetitious. IJ this show prove'

anything, it’s that jockeys are cut

from a singl" mold and their ap-

proach to a pop platter can be de-

scribed in ditto marks. When lour

JockeVs gel together over a single

side, the result tends to be monot-

onous.

Show's procedure calls tor Rob-

It i n to spin a new disk, rate it as

a Mop. average or click entry, and

Bavaar, Shirle\ llariner, Jonn
Steele. Roger U. Rermau

Producer-Director; Marten \ndrews

Writers: Jessel. J* r «rj Dousall

TO Mins.. Thors , d p.m.

Sustaining
ABC. from N. V.

George* Jessel. AIR s roving hu-

morist, is h**ard to e .cedent ad-

vantage on this session which is

themed around a tribute to one of

the service clubs. Thus organiza-

tions which have membership rolls

which run into six figures like the

Rotary International can start the

basis of a fairly good Nielsen, and

Jesse I ’k natural chaw may insure an

audience that should entice spon-

sors.

Jessel can be at his best with

this kind of show The tribute to

Rotary was the teeolT, hut Jessel

didn’t dwell too long on that organi-

zation, and lapsed into a showbiz

genre that was vastly entertaining

lion, it represented a coup for

Stage Struck” which, through

emcee Mike Wallace, had predicted

it for the hit lists two weeks be-

fore. The New Haven rigging

brought together for lobby inter-

views such characters as co-pro-

ducers Maurice Evans and George
Schaefer, angels Mr. and Mrs.

Howard Cullman, director Robert

Lewis, and kudosing visitor Na-

nette Fabray. In New York, in an

after - the - proem fillip. critics

Brooks Atkinson (Times*. Richard

Watts (Post* and Walter Kerr

(Herald Tribune) gave their re-

corded postmortem y esses, fol-

lowed bv a delightful scene from

the plaV with stars David Wavne
and Robert Forsythe. Since ‘‘Tea-

house" is figured for a long run.

the program may not help the

bo, but neither will it hurt, and

the dialer got himself a free ticket

for a short order cook's tour

Opening salvo was woven around

"The Miracle of 45th St.'—or

|

"Wish You Were Here”—at the

Imperial, with composer Harold

Rome, author Arthur Kobe r and
pressagent Leo Friedman being

"prodded” by Wallace into giving

the inside on what made "Wish”
tick after downbeat reviews 'it

opened in June. 1952k In the

I summing up. the reasons advanced

|

were '1' the title song’s steady

appearance on radio and TV plus

Eddie Fisher's sock platter: '2'

Walter W ini-hell's backer-upping
in his column and broadcasts and

j

• 3
»

good entertainment. In the

side dishes. Pat Moran of thefcast

was interviewed on how she landed

the job at the last minute, and

I
Ralph Meeker came over from his

451 h Streeter. "Picnic" to put in

a good word.

A walloping segment was given

to “Take a Giant Step.” at the

Lyceum, which with six praisewor-

thy notices was some $4,000 short

j

of the $13,000 breakeven until they

decided to go to the public with

candid advertising. Having opened
; Sept. 24. "Giant” managed to

MR. SHOW BISINESS
With Jack Arthur. Terry Dale.

Billy O’Connor, Wally Koster.

John Madisson. Peggy I.oder.

Bernie Johnson, Larry McCanee.
Ben I.enniek: Howard Cable’s

Ondi CO. mixed ehorus <1!)

Producer-Director: Jackie Itae

Writers: Frank Peppiatt, John
Avlesworth «

30 Mins., lues., R:30 p.m.
Sustaining
C’BC, from Toronto

Back tor second 26-weeks' sea-

son. here is a top favorite program
which. because of possible-agency
interference, is not particularly
Interested in sponsors. Meanwhile,
it's again on»* of the* heaviest-

tmdgeted series on the State-

r.pented Canadian Broadcasting
C'orp for a coast -to-coast network
of Tf -1 at ions, plus w eekly tran-

script ion to the* Canadian services

In Geriuany. Korea - and Britain.

No change* in the* format, which
Is based on nostalgia of earlier

da\> of .entertainment, with Jack
Aiiluir '"Mr Show Business”)
reniiniNring about his experiences
and i->o(iate>. then segueing into
then contemporary song hits. com-
plete with 34 men under the baton
ol Howard Cable, plus soloists and
12-voiec mixed chorus.

As m last season’s pattern. Jack
Arthur kicks oil with a flashback
to his Mississippi nver boat days
when he was a 16-vear-old trouper;

590 BALLROOM
With Bob Wallace
140 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 2:35 p.m.
Participating
WROW. Albany
Long, leisurely program is com-

petently handled by Bob Wallace*,

chief announcer for the local ABC
outlet and a radio veteran despite

his youth. Wallace first came to

attention at 15 as a star quiz kid

on “The Little Red Schoolhouse.’*
a sponsored show* over WGY,
Schenectady: began regular service

as a wordman on WSNY. that city,

while still in high school.

Ballroom is divided into seg-

ments: Show Time. Song Serenad**,

etc. Different orchestras, vocal-

ists and ensembles fill the various
niches each day. Some, if not

much of. the music is rather infre-

quently played in area radio. This

may be both a strong and a weak
point, depending on listeners tastes.

Wallace uses a widely selective ap-

proach. His voice is deep, clear

and pleasant. Jaco

that live theatre audience (too
many encumbrances at studio au-
dience TV’erst. If CBS is over-
powerlully stage struck and a hit

partisan, that’s no more than most
show bizzers themselves exert from
day to day. Trail.minute format

Many Thanks for a Wonderful Year to

RED BUTTONS
Burt Shevelovs

Leo Morgan
Lorry Gelbart

Hal Collins

Woodie Kling

Buddy Arnold
Alan Walkor

Mario Lewis
Jonas Silverstone

Ben Griefer

Tom McDermott
Instant Maxwell House
Coffee

Charlotte, Fran,

Betty and Alma

* HIM I LIKE!

Featured on

THE RED BUTTONS SHOW
Monday, 9-30 P.M.. CSS-TV

Sponsored by Instant Maxwell Home Coffee
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NO

AMOUNT

OF

DOUBLE

TALK

CAN

THE

FACTS

C.THE ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR
sets tilt* highest standard of AM anil I V programming for clean whole-

some family entertainment. Every responsible national organization has

testified to this in writing scores of times.

QTHE ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR
sells more merchandise for its sponsor . . . gives more sponsor identifi-

cation . . . gives a higher dollar return than ANY OTHER TELEVISION

SHOW . . . that's why we've had only 1 sponsors in eighteen years.

C.THE ORIGINAL AMATEUR NOUN
stands 26th in the Nielsen listing of a I I

4) weekly shows (all major net-

works.)

7:30- 8:00 Ethel and Albert

ill. Nile NRG Score.—
lert . . . . . . 1 1.2 Estimated Cost #20,000

. . . 29.3 Estimated Cost $25,000

UR . . . 27.6 $15,000

S , » * * . . . 33.

1

Estimated < lost $30,000

*9 • • • • . . . 33.4 Estimated Cost $30,000

rs . . . . . . . 29.1 Estimated < lost $30,000

• • • • • . . . 27.9 Estimated Lost $I0,0<><>

CLTHE ORIGIHAL AMATEUR HOUR
is proud of its network worth since it has enjoyed a perfect record in

fulfilling the most important function of the network—selling time. The

ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR has been sponsored by ONLY FOUR

GREAT NATIONAL ADVERTISERS IN ITS 18 YEAR HISTORY—al-

ways on a 52-weeks-a-year basis.

CTHE ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR

genuinely performs a much-needed public service lor the industry in af-

fording talent a real opportunity—show business is loaded with artists

who had their first public chance on the AMAI EUR HOUR and in its

units.

CTO SUMMARIZE
no amount of double talk can alter the fact's — I HE ORIGINAL

AMATEUR HOUR is the REST BUY PER DOLLAR, PER POINT in

the whole industry.

<LTfie Radio version is for sale

4%
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UHF Forces Unite (or Buildup, I

Want Fair Shake from FCC, Public

Washington, Oct. 20.

A new UHF organization was

formed here last week for the pri-

mary purpose of assisting the ultra

highs to get a helping hand from

the FCC. Chartered under the

District of Columbia as the UHF
Television Assn, the group is-

sued A statement asserting its im-

j

mediate problems include “the

need for restoration of the prin-

ciples announced by the FCC at,

the time it created l HF broadcast-

ing by I lie adoption of its own allo-

cation and processing plans."

Organization held a preliminary

meeting In Washington, followed

b\ a second gathering in Chicago,

at which 19 UHF broadcasters were
represented. Spokesmen for the

Assn, said they expect that the

membership will he greatly in-

creased as operations get under

v ay.

Headquarters for the Assn, have
been set up in the l)c Sales Bldg.,

in the odices of William A. Rohr

erts. who was made general coun-

kcI

.

Named acting executive secre-

tary was Melvin A. Goldberg, a

New York researcher in the field of

TV sales and promotion.

The Assn, said it plans “imme-
diate entry into several proceed-

ings pending before the FCC in

strong support of UHF broadcast-

ers and services." It also plans “a

campaign of information for adver-
tisers, agencies and the public on
the superiority of the UHF and de-

sirability of all-wave equipment."
It further plans to "examine and
act with respect generally to net-

Ward Baking's ‘Corny’ i, _ u .

Ward Baking Co., via J. Walter I DtlTldlO I

Thompson, has picked up the tab || II

for the noontime half-hour kiddie * Continue* from pa«e ,3 1

Q 1 fA IV U i
show, "Corny the Clown." on gramming (with WBEN continuing API If|r |J|||f|A|U
WABC-TV, the ABC-TV Gotham ag present to carry the cream k/Vl VI I^UlVlVlIl
flagship. Contract, a 52-week deal, 0f the NBC and CBS shows* though v .

represents one of the station’s big* with the difference that, as the .

™‘‘)v puDlic Ke^,ce ar>d educa.

gest sales to date. primary CBS affiliate, Columbia tlonal serI” of 26 half-hour pro*

Series, comprising clowning by W(H henceforth get first refusal on gr
?ms on New York s four munici.

Bob Keeshan <ex-"Howdy Doody”) shows rather than NBC.
1 w 1 iS

e
R?MWi?.

,a5 h
-

cartoons and other kiddie program- And a , of next SDrinc the VHF
” A

.

BD * DuMont s N. \ . flagship

Tiing. is packaged by Herbert S.
in BuffalS mav become

Series to be produced in conjurn-

Laufman and aimed at the two to
, Reality it’s anticipated which f/"”

with t!
}
e four co ieges. js titled

>2 «« ;hou.d
K
g
y
;l

ll

NBC "off 'Jhe hook on u?
a“

5
’ «£ " be a ''"d *'•

;
major Buffalo circulation. Programs w-ill attempt to shov

AurnncLv’c *At IC Clip Eye-opener to the trade was the through six separate series withinnglUUdnjr O rn toauc, fact that j R Lounsberry, presi- the 26 weeks, the value of colleges
C * i Cnrloe T*>Lp Iln dent of the Buffalo station f0 the community. Series will cover
uOVlcl uvIlCo ldh“ Up being discarded by CBS in pref- issues in education, contemporary

117 J Cl 1 ADP TV erence to WBEN. was one of the developments in the humanities
WCfl. diack on AdL"1i key spokes in CBS-affiliate rela- contemporary methods in eduen-

With its Wednesday boxing
Uons

'
. I

2

voc
?,ioni'

1

schedule gone bv th’e boards. ABC- »— . . u ; ..
studies, the colleges ar.d scientific

TV has come up with two special . iem^Vn^he ^n^
t

«

n
^

,>° ra, '

y
S-

0 !*’

news features to fill the 8 to 8:30 MulllSl LfiadS ( n th* / r Ti^' "‘l
1 ’

slot on a permanent basis, starting
IflUIMfll in the framework ol these cate-

tonight (Wed.U Airing 8 to 8:15 sssssa Continued from pace 23 . . j . h tonir^a
'

u/ill tx» Martin Acronskv’s “At Is-
devoted to such topics as stud\ ot

sue," with Supreme Court Justice members busy, with a sked of four wrte of .Chjrlea Wckens: pt> .

William O. Douglas as the initial dramatic shows, but now that chriogtoal methods
; modem

guest in a discussion of "Law and 1 number has been cut in halt Thus, music and modern art; the training

Justice ” the radio actor in these parts, like of exceptional children and bio-

„ cn.ioo , « is 1 c a ! the buffalo that once roamed the medical research. .

Second senes, at 8. 15, is a new
.

t plains, is a vanishing Participating in the telecasts w ill

type of news show featuring
to d

F
---be Dr. Joseph B. Cavallaro. chair-

weekly discussions on Soviet poll-
dra„r0D. that finally pulled man °f ‘he city's Board of Higher

cles and activities based on stories aragrope inai man) puneu
Education (the control ermm nvor

in thp Soviet nress Program AM dramatic originations here to “uutauon une control group o\ci

"Through the Curtain" will fea- the burial grounds was the satura- I

*be *°j*r C1 colleges ; Dr. Buell
inrougn me curiain will lea * Mutual sked with Gallagher, president of City C’ol-

ture George Hamilton Combs ques- l *on °
l
I
„.

wul “ai s*ta vvu" Dr Georee N qhuster n .-P vi

tionine loo Gruliow editor of the stars. With the roster now graced *f*
e
;

^r. ueorge N. btiuster, piesi-
tioning Leo Cinillow editor ot me

names as Si*- Cedric Hard- dent of Hunter; Dr. Henry Cide-
weekly "Current Digest ot the So- D> suen names as ai. teaiic nara

nresident of Rrooklvn r„i
viet Press " a Columbia U nroiect wicke, Peter Lorre and George °nse

* presioeni oi BrooKitn Uol-
j’

. Sanders two Chi “no-name" pro- tege, and Dr. John J. Theobald,
sponsored by the American Coun-

1

c“ “m'

f ft”. president ot Queens College. Series
cil of Learned Societies and the

,

auctions, '-rime rues ui ria
tt taH ca t„rrtav <941

Social Science Research Council. 1

m°nd and Halls ot Fantasy ~

..e- . . . . were caught in the squeeze play.
'

Current Digest is a weekly
once t jie centre 0 f radio /xi 1 n n it 1 11/kIDC

^reu , i°fr

n
nt lt’ni^rSx net prose, has thus skidded to a CllOCk Fllll TakeS WNBC

items 'from d!'S puTcaUon"
uf

,

,ha Air". a "d^ Ki"«" Off Nut OH EleCtlOR Nlte
and analyzing them Cbs a“ dlamallc ,adl° fare iema,n

- mmyi c
Gruliow will bring out the latest

1

11

WTHPUP, WllX S uPODSOr
information in the Soviet press'

,.
-

- WNBC’s N. Y. election night cov-
and attempt to solve some ot the

0 AJ aii erage on Nov. 3 will be Chock Full

i,

r
i??

l0
5

.

key
^

atones present.
|

VlQPIX & COlOT O'Nuts, which has bought theT
r
u

;\ ?
M * d,scuss ' a,,°us phases whole tabulating package starting

of Russian Government shifts as == Continued from p, S e 1 as. at the 11 o’clock mark and continu-

gram fs toblToimh' pre'SntetTbv David pincus - Prexy of the Film ing until a decision has been

ABC and the Center for Mass Com- Producers Assn., mfin-lheatrical reached or one of the three major
!

munica.tns of^ ColSHSifu. 1 '» NV.area. self a idler to ™='ty cand dates goes into .he

press i the webs plus color companies conceding act.

...* ...
j
'William German Co.. Dupont,

i

This makes the eatery chain’s
At Issue aired bneflv this sum- Technicolor Motion Picture Corp.. second recent buy on an NBC local

ntcr as a sustamer. and marked and philco and RCA), describing with Chock Full picking up the
Agronskj s tele debut. (he stake its mem t,ers jlad jn use check for Jerry Lester’s upcoming

Also *I.Q.,' Jean Carroll [of film on TV (commercials and < 24

>

Sattrday “Late Date" in tlie

ABC-TV has set its new Jean programming) and inquiring about 11:15 to piidnite slot, relieving

Carroll comedy show and a new the place of film in colorvision. Morey Amsterdam, on YVNBT.
televersion of “Dr. l.Q." to fill its The general query seemed to be. National Carbon Co. has also

Wednesday 9-10 p. m. slot, with a “what can we and our clients do bought WPIX election night cover-

tentative starting date of Nov. 4 to prepare for the advent of col- age for its Prestone anti freeze,

slated for both shows. or?” Whether any of the recipi- Coverage setup calls for bulletins

Comedy stanza will feature Alan ehts responded was not made by sportscaster Jimmy Powers as

Carney with Louis Nye, originally known by FPA. he covers the National Horse Show
slated to appear opposite Miss Car- at Madison Sq. Garden from 9 to

roll, now out of the show. Web is Mutiiol Rmr 11:15 p. m.
now auditioning a quizmaster tor l 0l\l S IrlUllldl DUy WCBS-TV election coverage had
“I Q .” with a choice expected for Procter & Gamble is the l-.test already been peddled, to Prestone.

the Lee Segall package by the end lop advertiser to join the Mutual
ot the week. Wednesday night roster via the web’s Multi-Message OOAP T 1 iL D1 J-

|

tune was opened when the web’s
, pian . Soapery has. bought five ZZUll 1 elettlOIl rledgeS

projected boxing show fell through spots per week (at $1,500 pen on llollvwood Oct 20because ot inferior matches. the net's 8 d nt mvsterv-adventure » • * . .oonmin - j,me nti s o p m. m> su y anvtniuie Approximately $220,000 in pledges
strip, vu Benton & Bowles

j was raised in the 18 1 a-hour City

ARC TV NIutual now has 16 of the 20 G ( Hope telethon on KTLA ending

11 T , V 1
!

™ l
A n

POtS
f
er

-

we? SOld
,’

'v,U
t

1

rt

LeVPr Sunday (18*. Officials expect the
Henry 1 Hede has been named Bros, having dropped its 10 spots total (0 near the $250.00O mark

administrative manager of TV net- per week for Rayve Cream Sham- when all the coin is counted and
work sales for ABC-TV. Hede, poo with the conclusion of its sum- pledges come in
(ornieriy .dmiiiistnrtlv* assistant mov campaign.

Event, held at Cathay Circle
in the ABC treasurers office, will Theatre and cleared bv Theatre

!

report to Charles R. (Chick) Abry. Bindor'. Casting Job Authority! featured a big succes-
;

the web s national sales director. jen Binder, staffer of Talent As- sion of names, bands, with Gov.
Hede joined ABC in 1942 when sociates. Ltd., has been tapped to Goodwin J. Knight taking over

it was the Blue Network as pur- head up the casting and property emceeship of the final 60 minutes.
chasing agent for NBC. He’s been rights division of “Philco Radio

j

director of office and studio serv- Playhouse." Columbus — Bob Wery, produe-

j

ices and business manager of the Talent Associates Is the program (ion director of WMNC, Morgan-
TV services department in his packaging agent for the new ABC ton. N. C. t has been named to tin

I tenure there. 'Wednesday dramatic series. announcing staff of WCOL here.

TV’s 1st Space Nurse
j

Series, comprising clowning by

That line about never underesti- Bob Keeshan <ex- ‘Howdy Doody )

mating the power of a woman will !

cartoons and other kiddie program-

get living support if CBS-TV and 1 ming, is packaged by Herbert S.

Talent Associates have anything to Laufman and aimed at the two to

say about it. They’ve combined on 12 age group,

the first femme counterpart of tele-
..

vision's space heroes by coming up. i ) <i. i f

with “Sally Norman, Space Nurse," Af?r0nSKY S At 1SSU6,
a half-hour kinnie of which has! _ . n • mi mi
just made its appearance. j0Vl€t jCflCS 1&K6 UD

T'lniunl for t Ik. roll* iv Dol'd-

|

say about it. They’ve combined on
!

12 age gr

the first femme counterpart of tele-
j

vision’s space heroes by coming up ! •
1

with “Sally Norman, Space Nurse,” ASCOtlS
a half hour kinnie of which has

.

just made its appearance. jOVK
!

Tapped for the title role is Doro-

thy Jolliffe. will) George Gould W
f

|

producing and Jack Weinstoek and
William Gilbert collabbing on the With
scripts. schedule—- TV has

‘Kukla’ Sponsorship

Poses Problem On S*
Bunched-Up Dog Food

;

^“ a,“

!
NBC-TV w ill presently become

! justice.”
engaged in an intra-mural dogfight Q n

!
stemming from the fact that .

‘ .

"Kukla. Fran Sc Ollie" has at long J*
OI

last sniffed out a sponsor. Swift .

has latched on to the Sunday at 4 . ..

I TV’er for its Pard dog food

|

Trouble is that the 4:30 “Zoo
Parade" is alternately bac ked by jV *

.

[

competitive Gaines pooch victuals. . .

Since it's age before beauty, .

“KFO" may be asked to evacuate
\ \ V

j its 4 o’clock kennel with the Marlin ‘ j. .

I

Perkins’ animal cracker half-hour c ftr : a i c
i

getting the status quo treatment.
c * “ 1

That may mean moving the 3:30 “Curr<

Willi its Wednesday boxing
schedule gone by th’e boards, ABC-
TV has come up with two special

news features to fill the 8 to 8:30
slot on a permanent basis, starting

tonight (Wed.). Airing 8 to 8:15
will be Martin Agronsky’s “At Is-

sue,” with Supreme Court Justice

William O. Douglas as the initial

Second series, at 8:15, is a new
type of news show', featuring
weekly discussions on Soviet poli-

cies and activities based on stories

in the Soviet press. Program,
"Through the Curtain," will fea-

ture George Hamilton Combs ques-
tioning Leo Gruliow, editor of the
weekly "Current Digest of the So-
viet Press,” a Columbia U. project
sponsored by the American Coun-
cil of Learned Societies and the
Social Science Research Council.

“Current Digest" is a weekly

"Excursion" into the “KFO" spot presentation of a translating-re-

with the Burr Tillstrom show then Search staff of 15 under Gruliow’s

Riving “Zoo Parade" a 30-minute
!

direction, digesting significant

Mutual Leads
Continued from puce 23

the radio actor in these parts, like

the buffalo that once roamed the

midwest plains, is a vanishing

breed.

The dragrope that finally pulled

AM dramatic originations here to

the burial grounds was the satura-

tion of the Mutual sked with

stars. With the roster now graced

by such names as Sir Cedric Hard-
wicke, Peter Lorre and George
Sanders, two Chi "no-name" pro-

ductions, "Crime Files of Fla-

mond” and “Halls of Fantasy”
were caught in the squeeze play.

Chi, once the centre of radio

net prose, has thus skidded to a

new low with “Chicago Theatre
of the Air" and "Sky King" the

work and intercity cable practices breather before latter peddles the !

Kerns from all Soviet publications
( j dramatic radio fare remain^ affecting UHF stations." pooc.h dH icacies. Whether this is and analyzing them. Combs and

aijma,lc

Immediately following announce-
ment of the new organization, one
ot its participants. KSTM of St.

Louis, petitioned FCC to change
channel assignments in the area so

that all new stations will be on
UlIF.

enough of a gap was still to be re- Gruliow will bring out the latest

solved by the web. information in the Soviet press

J and attempt to solve some of the

C i OAA r i policy riddles key stories present.

fV[fl\lIu uClS ZUV-tVent They’ll also discuss various phases
. a. . # id i of Russian Government shifts as

Snorts Slate for
,

53*
,

54 revealed in the publications. Pro-

x. xw x. x v u gram is to be jointly presented by
\\ MC»M, N. \ .. has set a major i ABC and the Center for Mass Coin-
orts slate for the w inter via pacts

j
munications of the Columbia U.

th Gotham’s Madison Sq. Garden press.
d colleges throughout the coun-;

i n .. •

Station wtpertt to air more’, A ' 1 airt-d briefly tins sunt-

an 200 events on more than 150
"•*»»*» ™?,a,"*

1

r
',
and n,arkcd

itltts throuiihout the season. In-
ASronskv s 10 le dl'bl"-

jded are home 'Garden* and; Also ‘l.Q.,’ Jean Carroll

, ay games of the hockey N. Y.
\

ABC-TV has set its new Jean
ingers and the pro basketball Carroll comedy show and a new
Y Knickerbockers and the en-

j

televersion of "Dr. l.Q." to fill its

e Garden slate of collegiate Wednesday 9-10 p. m. slot, with a

sketball double-headers, plus re- tentative starting date of Nov. 4

ate pickups of college hoop slated for both shows,
mes all over the country. Comedy stanza will feature Alan
Station is currently carrying Carney, with Louis Nye. originally

my football for Chesterfields slated to appear opposite Miss Car-
(1 N Y. Giants pro football roll, now out of the show. Web is

mes for Miller Brewing and At- now auditioning a quizmaster tor

ntic Refining Co. It recently “l.Q." with a choice expected for

mted the winter schedule via the Lee Segall package by the end
K'key broadcasts from the Gar- of the week. Wednesday night

CJ M T\7 CL 1
sports slate for the winter via pacts

LdUC I IV IhannelS with Gotham’s Madison Sq. Garden
_ . ,

p.'"
| j

and colleges throughout the coun-

Inspiring a Cultural *'•>•• *»«<•« «<*
“j

r »>»"
r °

^
than 20rt events on more than 1;>0

RpnaicganrA* NlPOpI nicht s throughout the season. In*
ncuaiddaiiuc. uicgci

t
.Judt,d ar0 home 'Garden* and

Greatest challenge to broadcast
ing toila\ is to educate the mass of

tne people in a democracy that is

more than ever based on contribu-
tions ot all the people. Seymour

j

N Siegel, director of WNYC, N. Y..
;

and former president °f the Na-
tional \jsn ot Educational Broad-

,

casters, told the New York Herald
Tribune Forum yesterday <Tues.'.

Siegel, outlining the course edu-
cation.d broadcast mg has taken
over the years, pointed up the fact

that American democracy is no
longer based on a single group
but on everybody, and stated that
' the challenge ot our time is

whether education can catch up in

time."

A recent “cultural renaissance"
has sprung up all over tin* country.
Siegel said, as a result ol the deci-
sion of the FCC to reserve 242
teleusion channels for educational
lise. But apart from developments
in the field ot educational TV,
Siegel saw hope for the spreading
ot ideas in commercial broadcast-
ing “Whatever its faults," he said,

‘commercial television lias now
compelled commercial radio, by
creation of a competitive situation,
to lift its sights. Herein lies a great
hope for tomorrow."

away games of the hockey N. Y.

Rangers and the pro basketball
N Y Knickerbockers and the en-
tire Garden slate of collegiate

basketball double-headers, plus re-

mote pickups of college hoop
games all over the country.

Station is currently carrying
Army football for Chesterfields
and N Y. Giants pro football

games for Miller Brewing and At-
lantic Refining Co. It recently
started the winter schedule via

hockey broadcasts from the Gar-
den.

WOR’» ‘Shadow’ Sale
Won. N Y . flagship of the Mu-

tual web. has come up with i.s

first sale of the net's new lineup
of co-op properties which the sta-

tions receive free in lieu of station

compensation. Station this week
sold "The Shadow" to Consolidated
Royal Chemical Co. for a Sunday
5 p m. ride, starting Nov. 22.

Sample, should nearly make up
the coin lost through elimination
of station compensation for net-

work shows under the new Mutual
plan, according to the Mutual execs
who first broached the affiliates

setup.

time was opened when the web’s
| pian Soanerv

1 A 11 • I # 111 ! •
* *

Vidpix ft Color
Continued from p;t!;e 1

David Pincus. prex.v of the Film
Pioducers Assn., 'non-theatrical

films in N.Y. area) sent a letter to

the webs plus color companies
'William German Co.. Dupont.
Technicolor Motion Picture Corp..

and Philco and RCA>. describing
the stake its members had in use
of film on TV (commercials and
programming) and inquiring about
the place of film in colorvision.

The general query seemed to be.

“what can we and our clients do
to prepare for the advent of col-

or?” Whether any of the recipi-

ents responded was not made
known by FPA.

P&G’s Mutual Buy
Procter Sc Gamble is the latest

top advertiser to join the Mutual
roster via the web’s Multi-Message

projected boxing show fell through
because of inferior matches.

Hede’s ABC-TV Po»t
Henry T. Hede has been named

administrative manager of TV net-
work sales for ABC-TV. Hede,
formerly administrative assistant
in the ABC,’ treasurer’s office, will
report to Charles R. (Chick) Abry.

bought

Deal, set via Dancer-Fitzgerald-
[

lhe web '

s national sales director,

imple. should nearly make up Hede joined ABC in 1942 when

spots per week (at $1 500 per* on
j

the net’s 8 p m. mystery-adventure
strip, via Benton Sc Bowles.
Mutual now has 16 of the 20

spots per week sold, with Lever
Bros, having dropped its 10 spots
per week for Rayve Cream Sham-
poo with the conclusion of its sum-
mer campaign.

Binder's Casting Job
Jen Binder, staffer of Talent As-

sociates, Ltd., has been tapped to
it was the Blue Network as pur- head up the casting and property

- chasing agent for NBC. He’s been

;

director of office and studio serv-
! ices and business manager of the
TV services department in his

(tenure there.

rights division of “Philco Radio
Playhouse.”

Talent Associates is the program
packaging agent for the new ABC
Wednesday dramatic series.

Six Weeks at
''Sh«'» th« Top*' . . . Mimi Worr*n

and h«r trio provide top drawer en-

tertainment."

A real unger, K<

ootrorn «tf up on

Cafe Albert
"

GENE KNIGHT.

New York Journal-American
GENE KNIGHT,
New York Journql-Ameriton

CAFE ALBERT
139 East 56th Street, New York

and

Ralph HELD
PAUL OVER

Heavy TV «kedwle permttt Mr. Fowl to appear Wednesday tkrg Saturday only NO TV tchodvlo permits Miu Warren and Her Trio ta appaar Tueeday thru Sunday
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Morning offer opening night, there mis just one critic, oho
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That ms the Daily A'em' Ben Cross . .
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TV, which uses the FM sound

!

track, according to the developers,

;

but its impact will not be as far*

;

reaching as in radio because the

I

latter depends entirely on audio.

The greatest immediate value
Continued from pace 25

multicasting may have, the officials present in broadcasting* that the
said, is to substantially increase stations may be blue-skying their

revenue capacity of FM broad- figures, as listed below, only serves
casting "and give new life to this to point up the fact that they feel

enterprise which is suffering from television will never destroy them,
stagnation and lethargy." The mul- Very fact that they're optimistic,

tienst technique, they explained, in a sense, reveals complete
will make it possible for an FM change in spirit and a renewed
station to send out different pro- faith in the medium broadcasters,
grams simultaneously. The listener at least in N.Y., are no Monger
would push one of several selector moaning the blues, they’re just

buttons on tin* channel and get a playing 'em on disks to the tune
choice of programs—music, news, of sold-out time slots,

sports, etc.
|

Specifically, here’s the rundown
"In this way,” they declared, on reports from the stations. Most

“tuning to an FM station will be are reluctant to hand out gross
analagous to picking up the morn- figures, some even to give per-
ing paper; you turn to the section centage gains. Consequently, type
which interests you most, or shop of statistics may vary in each case,
around from one to another."

I

but all add up to show that radio
In addition, the technique per- is enjoying its biggest boom in the

mits FM’ers to engage in various past five years. The network sta-

gpeeialized services, such as sub-
, tions first:

scription radio, storecasting, traf- _
fircasting, etc., without interfering WNB( s Biggest Oct.

with regular broadcast operations. YVNBC (NBC* reports that this

Companies said they believe

hour Saturday night stanza, and
also has a five-minute TV spot
Monday through Friday.

Font's rural philosophy is au-
thentic, as the guy hails from
Muhlcnburg County and has the
Kentucky drawl and accent to go
with the character. He’s the myth-
ical mayor, sherifT, police chief,
justice of the peace, editor of tlr*

newspaper, and sole operator of
radio station MULE in the improb-
able town of Lockskillet. Every
week WAVE’S monitoring equip-
ment picks up his station and re-

airs a half-hour of its program-
ming.

Interspersed with Ford’s sage
comments on news items of the
day are hillbilly records, sans
in Irons. Music is only incidental,
as the story telling, poetry reading,
and home town comments form the
basis for the show, which claims
a loyal listener following. Since a
good portion of Louisville’s popu-
lation is made up of ex-ruralitcs.
Hurley Biichbark talks their lingo
and his chatter must surely strike
a sympathetic note with listeners.
While at present unsponsored.
Hurley Hirchhark sesh should have
no trouble snaring a bankrollor in
these parts.

Wind

with s* ri<*s subsequently to carry
him up through his career in the
profession to become stage pro-

ducer for all Famous Players
(Canadian* houses to his current
contract as producer of the Can-
adian Nat unal Exhibition’s annual
2.1.00()-senter grandstand show,
which grossed $430,000 for 14 night
pm lot inances this Fail at $.1 top.

Hare announcement, "Presenting
Mr. ?»how Business" and a fanfare
has hack -stage-flurry instructions
just before tin* curtain setting the
atmospheric tempo and then prin-
cipal. chorus and orch into rous-

ing "(Joodhye. My Lady Love" and
a inedh.v ol "Show Boat" li it s, with
Tern Dale singing "Bill." Jack
Arthur lollows with his memories
«d Ids showboat days with th<*

Kiscnbauteh Bros, in 1005. with
levee recaption for the floating
palace and the town parade, 1 1 »

i
-»

allow in ' I toward Cable orch and
singers to "give out with a rousing
"Here Comes the Showboat" ai d
"Dixie.” Showboat pcrforin.m a*

has Bills O’Connor on for "Under
the Bamboo Tree"; an oldtime
meiud'ama tab; Terry Dale hack
for "Sleep Kentucky Babe.” and
a wlnm comoany roundup for
“'Steamboat Bill."

Production by Jackie Rae makes
full u *»• of his punch style for
s'.'onlaneiiy <he’s also Jack Ar-
thur's too assistant in that C.N.E
grand.* teed shout; the writing is

commend blv tight and Howard
Cable's orch and singers give
plenty ol fervent backing during
the ".it-mins. stanza; but it's still

Art line who is the listener lure
with that ilTeetive dro'l delivery,
plus the wealth of professional
background that has so much warm
aimosoh re and anecdote*. Formula
shou’d he as high on listener-
poptilaiil' this season as last,

judging from teeofT. McSunt.

Rating Patterns
Lhm Continued from page 23

to town, grabbing off 39.6 as

against Red Skelton’s < CBS 12 9.

Also of major interest to the trade
•

are the interesting overtones that

appear to be shaping up on the

Sunday night "Toast of the Town”
vs. "Colgate Comedy Hour.” On
the basis of ratings for the new
season as opposed to last year,
there’s some unmistakable evi-

dence that the bloom may be off
on the rotating-comic idea. A
year ago. for example, on the Mar-
tin & Lewis "Comedy Hour" teooff
for Colgate, the comedy duo
walked off with a 3 to 1 audience
advantage over Ed Sullivan’s
"Toast." But a couple of weeks
back, when the same M&L show-
kicked off the ’53 *54 season, the
best they could salvage on the
Trendex returns was a 2-1 lead.

Even Jimmy Durantc’s bow on
"Comedy Hour" was way off ex-
pectations. with Sullivan coming
within three Trendex points of
"Comedy Hour." Real payolT came
last Sunday <20* when ‘Toast’ with
25.9. topped "Comedy Hour,”
which got a 24.8.

YVNBC

TWENTIETH CENTURY CON-
CERT IIALL
With Leopold Stokowski. CBS

Radio Chamber Orch
Producer-director: Oliver Daniel
YVritrr: Paul Affelder
30 Mins., Sun.. 1 p.m.
CBS. from New York
CHS has another strong longhair

lure in "Twentieth Century Con-
ceit Hall.” It’s a natural for dial-
ers w Iw) like their classics taste-
fully presented and intelligently
nlanned. Producer-director Oliver
Daniel and scriptcr Paul Affelder
keep the half-hour running at a
high level and never get in the
way of the musical offerings.

Show’s format calls for Leopold
Stokowski to helm the CBS Radio
Chamber Orch in a blending of
classical pieces from the past and
present. The Stokowski interpre-
tations are well-conceived and a
delight to the car. On show caught
Sunday *18* orch offered several
Bach preludes, a piece by Sibelius
ami the works of two young com-
nosers. In all. a smooth flowing
80-minuter. Gros.

Continued from page 25 J
three- and four-column ads have
become customary and the copy
layout and typography are from
the "inspirational" shelf, sparked
by billings for the first nine months
of this year that have surprised
even the most dedicated execs in

the radio industry. The “we’re
still big” pitch pervades the atmos-
phere. and while some of this may
he a matter of whistling in the
dark, there seems to be no ques-
tion but that statistics on the new
season’s dialers are making the AM
gang a bit dizzy in a slap-happy
sort of way.
A spokesman at CBS. where the

"Radprad” ( Radio Program Adver-
tising* coin is going full steam,
toyed with an interesting idea last
week. Replying to off-the-cuff re-
marks that metropolitan dailies are
all but ignoring radio in editorial
content, especially in Sunday and
weekend spreads, he offered the
following suggestion: Since tele-
vision "sells itself” to editors and

two or more strategically spaced 'columnists, most of the paid ad-
microphones in the studio, each v*-*rtising by a network should go to
microphone being conneeted with r; 'dio. which needs this push to
its own individual channel through l,P the editorial slack. It

the transmitter to the receiver. would also demonstrate to editors-
"\ll the FM listener needs is an columnists that radio is willing to

inexpensive ‘3-D’ or multicast or back its faith in the medium with
>tereosonic’ adaptor attached to money, and the rest is up to the
his present FM receiver, and he press.

then hears the entire symphony or- Some old radio hands, however,
chestra in true-to-life three dimen- don’t follow that pitch. They claiirf
sional quality as compared with I bat sponsors and agencies “ex-
flat music’ which has heretofore P«-*c*t*’ webs and stations to put in
been broadcast by conventional mo,e than two cents’ worth to sup-
methods. The hearer thus has true P|u’t television programs with paid
3-D sound, the live effects of dif- displays. Thus it seems to be a
ferent instruments coming from Question of not only maintaining
different parts of the room ^ ' advertising but upping the
or stage, just as they would if thtf* budget for AM menus. This treat-
orchestra or performers were actu- n, cot is being followed by NBC.
ally present." where veepee Ted Cott is being
The system is also applicable to backed on his "$5.000.000 Bet on

SONUS OF THE SYNAGOGUE
Director: Sho’oni Rubinstein
34 Min*-.: Sun . 2 n.m.
MAX WE* L HOUSE COFFEE
YY EVIL V.

* ,1 'iifun & Ro tries •

"Stiii "> of the Synagogue” is ju*-t

what tin* title implies and as such
i' i ‘•nr* winter for YVKVD. New
York's Y'ddish-languagc station.
Numbers are given a stirring work-
over by the Instant Maxwell House
Coffee Choir. Vocal group is aug-
mented each week by a different
guest Cantor. This spot was held
(’own effectively by Cantor Leihele
YValdman on opener, Sunday (18*.

Except for coffee commercials,
program was a solid half-hour of
Hebraic tunes with Sam Medoff's
choir direction and Abe EINiein’s
musical arrangements adding im-
paet
Show js now in its third season

w ith Sunday \ season preem dedi-
cated to the 3.booth anniversary
ol Jerusalem. Numbers, sung in

Hebrew, were introed in English.
Renditions included four choir
oflerin ,s and one solo delivery by
Cantor '.Vahhgan. Show is paek-
a *ed te Jo-eph Jacobs for the
Benton A Bowles agency. J< ss.

L— Continued from paq^ ? j

television, for classification of non-

simultaneous transmission 'kine-

scope or delayed film showings* as

spot business carrying spot com-

pensation.

Flanagan accused the networks

of using undue pressure in rate-

setting. setting affiliation contracts

and in other network-station rela-

tions. He pointed up a new ‘‘net-

work device.” the cases in which a

network, with a 49'7 or less own-
ership in a station, controls the
station and also controls policies

of other stations owned by part-

ners in the network station. He
gave as an. example fact that when
the Washington Post interests

(which own 55' • of YVTOP. Wash-
ington, with CBS holding 45rr •

bought WMBR in Jacksonville.
Fla., WMBR cancelled its station

representative contract and turned
its representation over to CBS Spot
Sales.

Discussing the new Mutual plan.

Flanagan brought up the possibil-

ity that if Mutual sells spot an
nouncements in its network shows
at a lower rate, the Mutual stations
may be stuck with that rate in sell-

ing their own local or national
spot rate. Re the "NB3 plan," lie

predicted that “many stations will

reject all or part of it.”

Continued from page 29

BI'ISI I V I’d IICIIRAKK
With Rodney lord
30 Mins., S;it., 6:30 p.m.
Sustaining
W WE. I.ouisvillr
W \\ K staffer. Rodney Ford,

me ip her. ol the news stair, on which
be i *> now local and state editor,
[louhles as a hillbilly disk jockey,
nid rural philosopher, on a hall-

to increase sales

profitably . . , economicat/y reach

/§ JM Channel 8-land
npringrieid. Mass. — Milton R.Mater, who has heading up radio

programming lor YV'SpR here since
hiM February, has been named
ju ogram director ol the AMer’s TV
outlet \\ YVLP. Slater was formerly
a freelance director for ABC TV
and DuMont in N.\\

HARRISBURG

- rV
-LANCASTER Wilmington, Delaware

Hundreds of local ond notional adver-

tiser! use WDEL-TV consistently ... proof

positive of its profit potential. Write for

information.

YORK uT

Tht Girl With The LIFT—
in her voice!

• DRAMATIC LEADS
• CHILDREN'S VOICES
• COMEDY CHARACTERS
• DOUBLES (age 2 -40 )

• COMMERCIALS
CunUrt R40I0 UtMUILVBBII 1.KS00

Channel 12
Represented by

MEEKER TV, Inc*
NEW YORK LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
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but as far as I know, Dr. DuMont
has no intention of selling WDTV.”

Recent rumor also had it that

Westinghou.se was interested in

buying the entire network, but
Witting said he had no knowledge
of this. He said that he hoped 10

move the Westinghouse broadcast-
ing operation from Washington
into New York shortly after he
takes over, and added that he f?lt

that Westinghouse would be far

more active in television than pre-

viously. Firm operates WBZTV in

Boston and WI»TZ in Philadelphia.
Hearings on its application for a

station in Portland, Ore., were re-

cently completed.

Suit, Rules He Brushed

Off Fact Sheet on Com’ls

LSSSS Continued from page 21 ssssJ

to enter tele but wants to do so

on a limited basis but with a good

show, and the type of business that

has limited distribution < oil com-
panies, for example i.

“Waterfront,” which Fox is pro-
ducing, will be aired for Standard
of California in 15 to 20 markets
starting the first week in January,
and will replace MCA’s “Chevron
Theatre,” which Standard is cur-
rently carrying in those markets.
It’S a two-year, 52-film deal, and
production rolls on the first 39 the
third week in November. Deal was
set on the Coast last week by Guy
V. Thayer Jr., Reed’s other veep.

Series, budgeted at $26,000 a

week, is a family comedy-adven-
ture series with a tugboat as its

locale. Featured are Kathleen
Crowley, Lois Moran, Pinky Tom-
lin and Willie Best. It’s the first

attempt by Reed at such a region-
al-type sale. Firm produces three-
network show’s, “My Little Mar-
gie,” “The Stu Erwin Show” and
“Beulah,” and also produces a
syndicated series, “Rocky Jones,
Space Ranger," which is distrib-
uted by United Television Pro-
grams. Firm hasn't decided
whether UTP will handle syndica-
tion of “Waterfront.”

Fox, while showing “Water-
front,” is also peddling another
pilot for the same type of deal.
It’s “Men of Justice,” a mystery’
anothology starring Gene Lock-

revenue here. At hrst blush it

was felt that the then current ex-

penditures were at or near the

maximum, that what money was
being spent would have to be
spread thinner.

Now' with the expanded situation

scarcely jelled, the apprehensions
are largely waylaid, it’s already
evident that ad expenditures were
not near the dollar top, that there
is plenty more where the others
came from. While it’s too early for
an accurate check on income, reve-

nues at the new TV stations are
plea ant and WDAF-TV is showing
an increase over the preceding
year.

Radio Up, Too

Probably the most start ling de-
velopment is that radio too is show-
ing gains. There was some heavy
skull-scr.trl'ing as to what would
happen to radio when TV really

got in gi
. r here. Not a few were

counting it out. Fall biz, however,
has come on solidly, and radio
with- mi a doubt is here to stay as
•n ad nu ilia.

Outfits which have added TV to

their former radio-only setup all

declare radio revenue is up over
the previous year. This resolves
to the almost unbelievable fact
that television is proving an unde-
niable boon to radio.

Without doubt more advertising
money is being spent in this mar-
ket. The question of the moment
Is “from whence?” One authority
avows that new ad dollars are be-

ing rooted out from a host of new
clients linns with particularly vis-

ual product*- or others with ideas
which tit TV more than radio.

A largo ‘hare of money is coin-
ing from appliance dealers who
still are having a good go-round at

selling set Admittedly this is

dough which may be short-term,
but radio currently is being used
to sell man.', a TV set.

Radio also is getting some new
money through what is termed gen-
eral entniisiasin. Many a time buv-
er can mv" see radio as a ready
bargain* w iien lie compares rates
with a T\ rate card. The success
story of sales delivered by radio is

an old on** It only remained fur
the time b i.ver to be convinced
that it would make the transition
to television competition. What it

largely hoi is dow n to is that radio
as w ell as television has been
stimulated, fed the one comple-
ments the other.

The underestimation of radio to

lmld its own against TV in no small
degree is blamed on some of the
survey- (dn* exec pointed out
that they get a fine index on what
he calls •

!
i

• ing room radio,” but
they owe ; >n',< other sources of lis-

tener*. Tin* surveys readily chart
lluxe 1: imam: at home, but many
a radio i- going that is not in a
living loom or oilier nook of the
home The.o, the ear radios, the
filling st.it mn, the* back counter and
portable* ivulios : re seldom counted
in soi ve* >. ;t pel tfu*y make up a
Si.’abh* portion of listeners today.

\ pother' station exec explains
the upping of broadcasting dollars
here a- uno!lu*r round in the good
old A n . *11 in trend of raising the*

ouen ne was io plug ms sponsor
on a 15-minute radio show caused
comedian Henry Morgan to lose a
$2,700 suit he had brought in City
Court, N. Y., against the ad agency
of Cavanaugh-Shore Ac Co., Inc.

In dismissing the
week after a short trial

a jury. Justice Frank A
held that Morgan was

action last

without
Carlin

under con-
tractual obligatibn to honor the
items set forth on the fact sheet
not so much In language, which
was left to his choice, but in es-
sence: what value would the broad-
cast have to a client if essentials
on the fact sheet were more hon-
ored in their breach than in their
observance?”

Case stemmed from an Aug. 28,
1952, contract under which Morgan
was hired by Cavanaugh-Shore in
behalf of Carol Motors, a used car
dealer. Thirty-nine week agree-
ment started Sept. 1, 1952, over
WJZ, N. Y., called for a $300 week-
ly salary, and provided for cancel-
lation at the end of 13 weeks. But
the agency called it quits after four
weeks when the comic “flagrantly
ignored” most of the commercials.
Morgan then sued for $2,700 alleg-
edly owed him for the remaining
nine weeks.

Justice Carlin’s opinion observes
that the “fact sheet” is the “very
soul of a commercial broadcast”
and in Carol's instance the sheet
called for Morgan to mention it

some seven times in about three
minutes of the 15 provided by the
contract. Balance of the time, the
court noted, the plaintiff was to
have free rein for his “personality
and ‘ad lib’ potentials. In this, ap-
parently, he was not cribbed,
cabined or confined.”

Continued from page 23

viewing habits of thousands are
being interrupted. We are speak-
ing, of course, about America’s top
radio and television personality,
Arthur Godfrey. We assure you we
did not make this move without
misgivings. It happened because
of circumstances beyond the con-
trol of either WDTV or Rosen-
baum’s. It could not be remedied
on short notice. We are working
earnestly to adjust this situation
at once. We like Arthur, too.”

A week later, when store real-
ized it had no alternative and was
stuck with the latter half of God-
frey’s hour if it wished to remain
on WDTV, Rosenbaum’s decided
to give up the ghost on “Guest to
Ghost,” refusing to chance the
wrath of Arthur’s clan. Big ads in
all three local papers, headed
“Rosenbaum’s Likes Arthur God-
frey, Too,” went on to say:

“Arthur, you have been our tel-
evision neighbor for years on
Wednesday night. Last week
through no fault of ours or
WDTV’s network commitments

Continued from page 23

backlog (many of them are repeat
vintagers > . with prospect that some
of them will show up more and
more on the local’s other film pe-

riods, which may or may not im-
pair the qualitative values of such
stanzas at a time when WCBS-TV
has been riding high with an un-
usual number of “first N. Y. tele-

cast" features on its post-11 p. m.
“Late Show.”
The web also has plans afoot to

fortify its weekerid kiddie blocks
within the next four or five weeks.
Two Sabbath programs in the blue-
print stage for the post-noon stan-

zas are “Riverboat Revue” and a
Jimmy Boyd 30-minuter. At the
moment the Saturday festoon is

much more secure starting at 11

with the new “Winky Dink & You”
and followup “Rod Brown of Rock-
et Rangers” and “Big Top” that
carry on to the 1 p. m. mark. CBS
would like to supply similar secur-
ity to post-noon Sunday. “Winks.”
incidentally, “astounded” the most
optimistic web brass the first week
out with a mail pull of 6,000 let-

ers for its 50c drawing kit for kids.

Continued from page 29

the network June of 1950, succeed-
ing the initial head of the net-
work. Comdr. Mortimer W. Loewi,
who now operates a TV station in

Ft. I.aulerdale, Fla. In his new
Westmghou.se post, he’ll report to
E. V. Huggins, Westinghouse v.p.

whom Witting will succeed as pres,
ident of Westinghouse Radio sta-

tions Huggins will continue 1o
oversee the broadcasting end of
the Westinghouse setup from the
parent organization.
Appointment of Witting presages

greater video activity on the part
of Westinghouse, which already
operates live radio stations and two
TVers and has applications in for
three more video outlets. Among
the three video applications is a
contested one for a VHFer in Pitts-
burgh, where Westinghouse re-
cently offered to buy DuMont’s
WDTV for $7,000,000 and was
turned down. Asked if he would
continue to press DuMont to sell

WDT\ in his new post. Witting
said th it “Westinghouse .still wants
a television station in Pittsburgh,

NHt s Colgate Comedy Hour
has for some time been anxious to
corral Hollywood personalities for
integration into the program’s
script along with the show’s star.
Deal for frequent use of Metro
personalities failed to jell because
oi difficulty in arranging rehearsal
time for the M-G players. While
the filmery and the network failed
to come to an overair agreement,
arrangement has been made for
Metro star Elaine Stewart to ap-
pear on the Donald O’Connor show
next Sunday i25>. Program’s writ-
ers are currently working to inte-
grate Miss Stewart into the show’s
format. Metro, of course, will get
a p’ug for “Take the High
Ground,” Miss Stewart’s most re-
cent pic for the studio.

Several weeks ago John Wayne
appeared on the Jimmy Durante
-how in an integrated bit. Part of
the deal included bally for his
Wayne- Fellows production. “Hon-
do.” which Warner Bros, will re-

Columbus—Charles Reeder, pro-
gram director of WING, Dayton,
for 17 years, has been named
acting manager of WCOL

Selling Allentown, Bethlehem, Easton

Bethlehem, Pa

/the \
'only single

medium

reaching the

S entire

KSTP-TV NOW REACHES
NEARLY TWO MILLION
PEOPLE REGULARLY WITH
ITS 100,000 WATTS ON
CHANNEL 5.

q"C-
U*r C* c N" :•

-A

.AHentowiv
*

Fort Wayne—Northeastern In-
diana Broadcasting Co. signed a
contract for a secondary affiliation
for \\ KJG-TV with DuMont. Its
primary network affiliation is with

comPanion radio station.
W K.IC is a Mutual affiliate

REPRESENTED
AtpriMnftd b/

ROBERT MEEKER Associates

SEE PAGES 34-35
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The United States Steel Corporation announces with pride the first

performance of THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR-a new TV
show designed to bring fine dramatic entertainment into homes across

the nation. The stories: new plays written especially for TV and adap-

tations of famous novels, all with a broad popular appeal. The stars:

both established personalities of movies and TV and promising young-

sters on their way to the top. Produced by the famous Theatre Guild,

THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR aims to compel the interest

of America’s discriminating viewers. The first show is “P.O.W.”, and

it stars Gary Merrill. Don't miss it.

9:30 p* m. Alternate Tuesdays
• V-.

‘
* .* ’

.

' V' • /
’

\ ' V S ‘
>’'

. , .

WABC-TV- CHANNEL 7
Ini other cities check >iour local newspapers for station, channel, day and time
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS

Nat (Kin* Cole: ‘That’s All”- 1
to the hilt. They aren’t as success-

* I,over, Com* Hack To Me” (Capi-jful, however, with an intricate ar-

tol». Give Nat Cole a pleasant
melody and a lyric to match and
lie’s hound to make it a hit bracket

rangernent of "And The Angels
Sing.”

Richard Hayman Orch: “Joey’s
item via his tasteful and sincere Theme”-“Off Shore” (Mercury),
styling. He does just that With

|
“Joey’s Theme,” from the pic

‘That's A I'," a payoff natural on ! “Little Fugitive,” is a lovely mel-
all levels. Tommy Edwards has a ody that’s enhanced by Richard
standout workover of the same tune 1 Hayman’s winning harmonica work,
on the M-G-M label and he’ll be

; Theme and treatment woo the ears
trailing close to Cole’s slice on the
spinning parade. Cole is also
headed for a big score with his

neat rhythmic rendition of the
oldie, "Lover. Come Hack To Me.”
JIM share with its mate.

liernie Wayne Orch: “Zsa Zsa’’-

“Passionata” (Coral). This coupling
is a double-barreled click for
liernie Wayne. He scores here, in

his Coral platter proem, as both
composer and maestro. Each side
fib in to current lush instrumental
vogue and will win solid deejay
and coinbox trade approval. "Zsa
Zsa” has better takeoff chances
since its in a bright and frisky
vein. “Passionata,” however, is a
strong standard item that shows
Wayne off as a slick composer of
the modern idiom.
Randy Sabatini: “Band of Gokl”-

“It’s All Over Town” (Decca).
Randy Sabatini is a newcomer to

and demand replays. Hayman’s
treatment of “Off Shore” isn’t too
exciting.

Jimmy Kellis: “Only The Brok-
en Hearted"-"Farewell To Spring”
(Dot). The indie Dot label has an-
other winner in crooner Jimmy
Kellis. He’s got a good set of pipes,

socko wax projection and knows
how to take a ballad for an emo-
tional ride. “Broken Hearted” has
the better chance to break through
although “Farewell To Spring” will

nab a good share of the spins.

Tom Scott: “38th Parallel”-
“Coloraydo Trail” (Columbia). Tom
Scott has an offbeat instrumental
(originally composed for a CBC
documentary) for the pop market
but it could be one of those left-

field clicks. It’s a haunting melody
that holds attention. Scott’s banjo
and whistling are predominant. He
tackes the vocal on “Coloraydo

Best Bets
NAT KING COLE THAT’S ALL

(Capitol) Lover, Come Back to Me
BERNIK WAYNE ORCH ZSA ZSA

( Coral

)

Passionata
RANDY SABATINI BAND OF GOLD

(Decca) It’s Ail Over Town

the Decca roster who makes an
impressive start with his debut
disk His pipes pack the kind of
power that wins fans, especially
femmes. Shows top interpretive
styling on a solid ballad entry,
“Band of Gold,” and a nifty rhythm
piece, "It's All Over Town.” Could
reach the top with either side.
Jack Pleis supplies a sharp hack-
ing.

l.u Ann Simins: I Just Can’t
Wait Till Christmas"-’T Dreamt
That I Was Santa Claus” (Colum-
bia'. “Just Can’t Wait Till Christ-
mas” bears watching in 1953’s
Yule song spread. It’s a lilting
item with a solid lyric and should
be able to keep ahead of the Xmas
pack via Lu Ann Simms’ charming
cut. She gives it just the right
flavor. Teresa Brewer, too. gets top
results out of her treatment of the
song for Coral. Reverse is cute
but ils chances are slim. Perry
Faith’s orch gives Miss Simms a
topflight assist.

The Beachcombers with Natalie:
“Don’t Call Me Coach. Call Me
George"-" And The Angels Sing”
(Victor.) Pegged for the pigskin
season. "Don’t Call Me Coach. Call
Ale George," should have no
trouble getting a good disk jockey
and jukebox ride for the next
couple of months. It’s a feverish
item with some rah-rah interjec-
tions that the Beachcombers sing

Trail" for good folk ballad effect.
Carmen McRae: “A Foggy Day”-

"Wanting You” (Stardust). The
Stardust label and its thrush Car-
men McRae make an auspicious
bow with this coupling. Diskery
is kicking off its operation with
a couple of solid oldies excellently
produced. In Miss McRae it has a
canary who stacks up as a potent
antry in the wax market. The style
and warmth she brings Gershwin’s
“A Foggy Day” and Romberg’s
"Wanting You” makes you want
to spin ’em again.

Don Cornell-Alan Dale-Johnny
Desmond: “Heart of My Heart”-"1
Think I’ll Fall In Love Today"
(Coral). This all-star disk should
do well commercially on its mar-
quee power alone. The three-in-one
lure is sure to fetch the femmes
and the topdraw or harmonies will

win the opposite sex. They come
over best on the rousing oldie
"Heart of My Heart." Bottom deck,
an okay entry, will lose out to

“Heart.”

LAWRENCE WELK
and hia

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
112th Consacutiva Weak, Aragon
Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif.

Exclusively for Coral Itecorda
EBBTIDE
Backed by

BEAUTIFUL OHIO

Stuart Foster handles the vocal

assignment nicely.

Lorry Raine: “You Broke My
Broken Heart”—“I’m In Love With
A Guy” (Kern). Lorry Raine has a

high-riding potential in “You Broke
My Broken Heart.” She gives the

side an ebullient lift with her
vibrant vocalistics. It’s a natural

lo eat up the coins and to get the

platter spinners behind it. Change
of pace on the flip is a more som-
bre piece but still good for plenty
of spins.
Jimmy Palmer Orch: “Soft

Shoulders”—“Mama’s Gone Good-
bye” (Mercury). “Soft Shoulders”
could carry the Jimmy Palmer
orch to a big payoff. It gives the

Palmer crew its best material in

some time and they don’t let it

down. Tune is bright and breezy
and Palmer lays down a catchy
beat making it excellent fodder for

the jukes as wrell as the jocks.

Tiny McDaniels and the Ensemble
handle the vocal with an ingrati-

ating zest. Palmer repeats wax
enthusiasm on the bottom deck but
it lacks the impact of “Shoulders.”
Happy Lewis: “Dregnet" (Jubi-

lee). Satire in the wrong hands
can turn out to he a pretty un-
happy event. In Stan Freberg’s
Capitol disking, the takeoff of

Jack Webb’s “Dragnet” was a gem
of comic inventiveness. In Happy
Lewis’ Jubilee two-sider, the
“Dragnet" (now “Dregnet." a tip-

off lo its Yiddish flavoring' parody
is humorless and in bad taste.

Lewis has gone overboard in his

Yiddish characterizations (he even
takes the liberty of parodying Jack
Webb into Jake Weber) and it’ll

be found offensive by many.

Album Review
Echoes of Vienna (Vox). This is

Longhair Disk Reviews

Beethoven: ’ Symphony No. 3
(Westminster; $5.95). Fine, though
occasionally slow’-paced version of

the Eroica by Herman Scherchen
and the Vienna State Opera Orch.
Has some surface scratches.
Chopin: 24 Preludes (London;

$5.95). Sensitive, poetic perform-
ance by pianist Friedrich Gulda of
Opus 28 that fully brings out the
variety in mood and color of these
lovely miniature tone-poems,

Beethoven: Symphonies No. 5 &
8 (RCA Victor; $5.45). Arturo
Toscanini and NBC Symphony in

vivid readings. The Fifth, taken
from a ’52 broadcast, sounds a
little thin. The Eighth is utterly
charming.

Ravel Album (Vox; $5.95). Rep-
resentative Ravel pieces—the lyric

Pavane, exotic Alboiado del Graci-
oso, rhythmic Bolero, lush Rhap-
sodie Espagnole and tricky La
Valse—in choice renditions by
Orchestre Radio-Symphonique of
Paris under Rene Liebowitz.

Shostakovich: Symphony No. 5
(Urania; $5.95). Powerful though
sometimes stolid approach to the
rugged, emotional symph by Radio
Berlin Symphony under Ernest
Borsansky.
Other disks of interest—Charm-

ing, well-balanced performance
of Schuberth Trout Quintet by
Adrian Aeschbacher and Koeckert
Quartet (Decca); Sibelius’ Sym-
phony No. 2 in a dark, impassioned
reading by the London Symphony
under Anthony Collins (London •

rousing renditions of two Tchai-
kovsky pof> warhorses. 1812 Over-
ture and Capriccio Italian, by Ger-
man orchs (Urania); Liszt Hun-
garian Rhapsodies played in stir-
ring, mannish fashion by pianist
Edith Farnadi, rhythmically and
precise (Westminster); unusually
flavorsome disk with Dvorak's
Jacobin Suite and Carnival Over-
ture and Smetana’s Llbussa Over-
ture by German orchs (Urania 1

;

Tchaikovsky’s Nutcracker Suite,
Waldteufel’s Skaters Waltz and
Rossini’s William Tell Overture
made fresh-sounding again in the
expert approach by Arturo Tosca-
nini and NBC Symphony (RCA
Victor). Bron.

Seeco Signs Palmier!
Seeco Records, indie Latino

label, has pacted pianist Charlie
Palmier!.

Palmieri’s first coupling Is

“Night and Day” and "Cieliio
Lindo.”

Gordon Jenkins Orch. “Theme a flavorsome followup to “Echoes
From ‘Seven Dreams’”—"Secret 1 of Paris,” also by George Feyer.

-Love” (Decca). “Theme.” culled
j

Pianist, with rhythm accomp. runs
through a charming melange of

Viennese traditional, folk, pop and
operetta melodies, many of them

from Gordon Jenkins’ Decca al-

bum. “Seven Dreams,” will win
attention as an instrumental entry. .

It’s rich and flavorsome and the I fresh and unhackneyed. None is

tasty Jenkins’ touch is evident
throughout. Flip side is a fair ba’-

lad with limited spinning potential.

schmaltzed over, and though frag-

mentary, all are clearly identifi-

able. ingratiating LP disk.

1

10 Best Sellers on Coin-MachinesyhfilETY AM JUVUI Ul/lll/1 U till VVU1 HAUVil llVU
;

YOU. YOU. YOU (15) Ames Bros Victor
*

VAYA CON DIOS (18)

ST. GEORGE AND DRAGONET (3)

OH! (15)

DRAGNET (9)

MANY TIMES (1) F(Mir Fisher Victor

F.H CUMPARI (l) fu'ius LaRosa Ccd'uce

RICOCHET (1)

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8 .

9.

10 .

PanlFord Capitol

Stan Frebcrg Capitol

Pee Wee Hunt Capitol

Fay Anthony Capitol

Ti'resa Brewer .. Coral

RAGS TO RICHES (1) 'Tony Bennett Columbia

I SFF. TIIF MOON (4) ... The Mariners Columbia

Second Croup

WITH THESE HVNDS Frfd - Fisher Victor

TO BF. ALONE . .

CRYING IN THE CHAPEL
YOU Al.ONE
EBBTIDE .

PA-PAYA MAMMA
THREE Of! OCX IN THE MORNING *

•NO OTHER LOVE D

GAMBLER’S GUITAR ’’

STORY OF THREE LOVES J*

DEAR JOHN LETTER
OFFSHORE 1

CRYING IN THE CHAPEI /’

I’M WALKING BEHIND YOU
,pt(7ures »n parentheses indicate anyd er of weeks sc o

t

t

* » M 4444 44444** t * .

J :))’> 'rs ......
9 * » ’

* f •

J \ a a

r -rM Como
/n ’; Chacksfield

Dot

. Victor

. Victor

London
r ’

m
r>i Como ...... Virfor

*
’ Kelly Essex

!'
i Como Victor

r
• y Draper . .. . Mercury
fr'mnj. Murad Mercury
iShepjiard Capitol

> D onond Ambassador
\ l ei Decca

Fisher . Victor t

( • i m the Top 101
"

• » * #4 44 44-444 444 4 444 444

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on

copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director, Alphabetically listed.

Survey Week of Ociober 9-16, 1953
(Listed Alphabetically)

Baby, Baby Baby Famous
C’est Si Bon Leeds
Choo Choo Train Disney
Crying in the Chapel » Valley
Cup of Joy Southern
Don’t Take Your Love from Me Witmark
Dragnet Alamo
Ebb Tide Robbins
Eh Cumpari Rosarch
Gambler’s Guitar Frederick
Granada Peer
Hi-Lili Hi-Lo—t“Lili” Robbins
I Guess It Was You All the Time Famous
I Love Paris—*“Can-Can” Chappell
I See the Moon Plymouth
If Love Is Good to Me Evans
It’s Easy to Remember Famous
Love Walked In Chappell
Many Times Broadcast
My Love for You Feist
My Love, My Life, My Happiness Triangle
My Love, My Love Meridian
No Other Love—*"Me and Juliet” Williamson
Oh Feist
P. S.. I Love You La Salle
Rags to Riches Saunders
That’s Amove Paramount
Vaya Con Dios Ardmore
When Love Goes Wrong Feist
When My Dreamboat Comes Home Remick
You, You. You Mellin

R

Second Group
For Now' and Always ..Hill &
From Here to Eternity—t’Trom Here to Eternity”. . Barton
Hey Joe Tannen
Honey in the Horn Alamo
1 Believe Cromwell
JuBe Miller
Lonelv Am I Roger
Moonlight Mills
Pa-Paya Mama ’

. .

.

Sheldon
Ricochet .

. Sheldon
Sittin’ in the Sun Berlin
Sweet Mama Tree Top Tall Hollis
Tennessee Wig Walk Village
That’s All Meridian
This Too Shall Pass Away Dartmouth
Under Paris Skies Leeds
Who Put the Devil in Evelyn’s Eyes Hartley
With These Hands Bloom
\ ou Arone Roncom
You Too. You Too Marks
You're the Right One .Paramount

Top 10 Songs On TV
(Listed Alphabetically)

April In Portugal Chappell
Be Patient My Darling . Marpet
C’cst Magnifique Chappell
Crying in the Chapel Valley
I Love Paris Chappell
II Love Is Good to Me

, . . Evans
No Other Love V'illlamson
Ricochet Sheldon
V ou Alone Roncom
'You, You, You Meilin

Five Ton Standards
(More In Case of Tics )

Lover Famous
Most Beautiful Girl in the World Harms
Sabre Dance . Leeds
School Days SV>n‘ro-B-M
Trolley Song Robb'n-

* Filuiusical. * Legit vms(?al.
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WHAT’S HIGH FIDELITY?
Dragnet’ Sluffoff On 'Hit Parade’

May Stir Another Court Hassle

‘ Your Hit Parade,” the CBS-TV*

s jl0w which had been a periodic

storm centre music

radio.

biz

has
for the

when it was aired on

kicked up another tempest which

p,av again blow the show’s sponsor,

the American Tobacco Co., into the

r miris. Current hassle involves the

tlin( . “Dragnet,” which according

t„ the publishers of the number,

Al lmo Music, was eliminated from

last Saturday’s “Hit Parade” show

Winterhalter Forms Own

Pub Firm With Dreyfus
Hugo Winterhalter, musical di-

rector for RCA Victor, has formed
his own publishing firm, Gregory
Music, in a 50-50 partnership with
Max Dreyfus, head of Chappell
Music. Company will be operated
in the Chappell combine along

• without any possible justification lines of similar partnership deals

made by Dreyfus with top song-

writers, such as Rodgers & Ham-
a , iirMti __ m m i \ J

or excuse.

Back in 1945. the “Hit Parade”

was a particular sore point for

publishers. In that year, three pub-

lishers brought or threatened suit

against the program. Feist

squawked over the program’s

brush of “Rum And Coca Cola’ ;

Santly-Joy was miffed over the ab-

srnce of ”Mv Dreams Are Getting

Better All The Time,” and the

Warner Bros, combine actually

bled suit against the show over

‘ Don't Sweetheart Me” in N. Y.

Supreme Court. The court held, in

a preliminary hearing on the mo-

tion. that the publishers had a

cause for action, but the suit never

wont to trial due to an out-of-

court settlement.

In usual angle in this situation

is the fact that “Dragnet” is the

theme of a NBC-TV series which

is sponsored by and identified with

Chesterfield cigs. “Hit Parade” is

bankrolled on alternate weeks by

Lucky Strike cigs and the Crosley

division of the Avco Manufactur-

ing Co. Last Saturday's show, on

which “Dragnet” was not spotted,

was for Avco. The previous week,

under the Lucky Strike banner, the

tunc placed in the seventh slot.

Attorney Benjamin Starr, re-

merstein (Williamson Music) and
Cole Porter (Buxton Hill Music'.

Gregory Music will exploit in-

strumentals cleffed by Winterhal-
ter as well as other material

picked up by the Victor staffer.

Disk Biz Stalls

After Fast 1953

9-Month Clip

After rolling at a fast clip for
the first nine months of this year,
the disk business has now begun
to stall. Slowdown became per-
ceptible at the start of this month,
and last week the sales dip was
felt acutely throughout the indus-
try, from the manufacturing to the
retail level.

While general economic factors

are believed to be playing a role

in the slump, disk execs opine that

t;,ined by Alamo (Hill & Range’s
I

its a temporary slide due to the

notified both the i

absence of any strong new hits in

NEED IS SEEN

F0I1 STANDARDS
As the 100-odd exhibitors at the

New York Audio Fair folded their

decibels at the Hotel New Yorker
last Saturday *17) after a four-day
stand, the phono industry con-

tinued to echo the question: ’So
what’s high fidelity?”

As some industry execs see the
problem, nobody knows what hi-fi

is exactly, but everybody is using
it as an advertising catchword. Vir-

tually all phonographs, including

those selling for $50. are now using
the hi-fi label and, it’s feared, the

public will be oversold on buying
merchandise that won’t live up to

the extravagant claims made for

it. Such selling is expected to

bounce back and hit the quality

manufacturers in the face.

Some of the biggest companies
are pressing for the setting up of

minimum standards for hi-fi equip-

i ment. At the Radio-Television

Manufacturers Assn, meeting last

week in N. Y., efforts to draw up

I

such standards ended in a stnle-

mqte. It’s understood that some
manufacturers feared that such

1 minimum standards would become
a ceiling for the industry, and that

some companies would make a
1 practice of just meeting the quali-

fications while still turning out

shoddy equipment.
Technical Considerations

The question of minimum hi-fi

standard's involves highly techni-

j

cal considerations of frequency re*

i
spouse, power levels and distortion

i factors in each of the components,

I
(Continued on page 60)

State Dept. To Enter Juke Copyright

Fight, Spurred By Beefs Abroad

Leo Anthony Heads New

Lee Rpy R&B Combo
Hollywood. Oct. 20.

Ray Anthony’s brother. Leo, here-

tofore baritone saxman in the An-
thony hand, is branching out with
his own outfit, tagged Lee Kov and
his band. Name was taken from
the current juve expression “Le-
roy”
Band is on the fringe of the

rhythm & blues field and will

break in on Coast dates which GAC
is booking Coni ho already has
been signed by Jim Conkling for

Columbia's Kpic label and will cut

its first sides immediately.

Diskers, Petrillo

Due To Open Pact

Talks Next Month
The major disk

James (’. Petrillo,
> nations of Musici
start tackling the

companies and
American Fed-
ans prexy, will

problem of a

ASCAP firm',

American Tobacco Co. and the ad

agency. Batten, Barton. Durstine &
Osborne, that he “will be com-
pelled to subpoena all of your
books, records and charts in order
to show that ‘Dragnet’ properly

belonged on the Oct. 17 listing,”

unless the “Hit Parade” rectifies

“the injury” done to his client.

Starr pointed out that on the
Oct. 17 show', two new songs were
added (“Ebbtide” and "Many
Times”) which, he alleged, were
less popular than “Dragnet,” ac-

cording to all available charts of

all trade papers and according to

all information in the fields of pho-
nograph records, jukebox plays,

sheet music sales, and radio and
video programs.

Col’s Epic Tees

In Pop, Longhair
The Epic label, a subsid of Co-

lumbia Records, made its bow in
t |; t* platter market this week with
pup and jazz releases and an ini-
tl *d longhair package culled from
the Philips Co. of Holland. Col en-
tered into a reciprocal pressing-
d si rib deal with Philips earlier
t’ Is year. Marvin Hnlzman is head-

g the Epic operation for Colum-
h-a on both the sales and artists &
1 pertoire end.

.
Similar to other foreign record-

1:
- the Epic 12-inch longplav

I alters are being priced at $5.95
' h. That's 50c. more than Colum-
' 1 s Masterworks disks. Epic, hovv-
' • ('• is being handled through in-
' “distribs. Also included in the

dial release are reissues of ex-
’•

• dfd-play disks by Artie Shaw
•'

1 the late Al Jolson and Bunny
1 i can as wen as new recordings
stan Fisher. Ahmad Jamal’s

! -2 trio Buck Clayfftn with Mar-
i'

' f ‘ Morris and jazz organist Bill
I. * V 15.

lor the Epic classics series, a
type of album cover process,

n g the photogram device, is be-
- used. Photograms are made by
'(or objects on photographic

the current market. The only new
tune to break through into the hit

lists in recent weeks has been
“Dragnet,” both in its straight ver-
sion by Ray Anthony’s orch and
the Stan Freberg. “St. George and
The Dragonet” parody, both fjr

Capitol Records.

Most of the other tunes at the
top of the hit lists have been up
there for three to six months, and
have lost their initial sales impetus.
As in the past, the disk industry is

looking for another strong smash
to bring the customers into the
stores. The Freberg disk, while a

phenomenal seller for the last

three weeks, is a novelty item that
has failed to increase general turn-
over.

Although October w ill bo marked
down as a poor month, the disk

' business is still chalking up this

j

year as the best since 1946. If the
' Christmas rush is up to par. ihe

|

overall take for the industry is ex-
pected to top last vear’s gross of
$200,000,000 by some $25,000,000.
A big factor in 1953's overall up-
ward trend has been the new ex-
tended-play 45 rpm disks and the
steady rise to the sales of long-
hair works on longplay platters.

GOODMAN EXITS COL,

DICKERS WITH CAP
Benny Goodman is ankling Co-

lumbia Records after close to a

three-year tietip. Negotiations are
already under way for a Goodman
moreover to the Capitol label. A
couple of years ago Cap issued
several Goodman sides.

Maestro hit a bonanza for Col
two years ago with his “Carnegie
Hall Concert” longplay album and
with a followup LP of his air tran-

scriptions. Cap also is dickering
with Sarah Vaughan who exited

the Col stable last week In past

couple of years Cap has latched on
to such former Col pactees as

Frank Sinatra and Duke Ellington

M-G-M’s Hasin On Tour
Charles Hasin, M-G-M Records

distribution topper, is out on an
11-city tour in the midwest hud-
dling with diskery's distribs.

r He’s expected back at his New
L-ber and exposing them to light. ,

York office in about two weeks.

Fred E. Ahlert, 61, Dies

In N.Y.; Ex-ASCAP Prez

Active on Copyright Act
Fred E. Ahlert, vet composer of

numerous hit songs and past pres-

ident of the American Society of

Composers, Authors & Publishers,

died yesterday (Tucs.i of a heart

attack in the New York office of

Herman Starr, head of Music Pub-
lishers Holding Corp. Ahlert, who
was 61 and ailing for the last year,

entered Starr's office yesterday
noon, shook hands and cried. “Oh,
Herman,” before passing away.

Ahlert. who was ASCAP presi-

dent from 1948 to 1950. was one
of the Society’s most active work-
ers throughout his 33-year mem-
bership. He joined ASCAP in 1920,

became a director in 1933 and,
following his term as prexy. con-

tinued to work in behalf of the
Society in Washington, 1). C. In

the last year he had made numer-
ous visits to the capital in behalf
of several hills introduced to

amend the Copyright Law to re-

move the licensing exemption from
jukeboxes.

Ahlert was a graduate of Ford-
ham Law School but decided to

become a songwriter instead of go-

ing into practice. Ho broke into

the music business as an arranger
for orchestral and choral groups
and was the first to create the em-
bellished gR‘e club arrangements
used by Fred Waring’s organization

in the 1920s.

With the advent of sound films,

Ahlert went to Hollywood, where
he wrote* the* score of Marion
Davies' first talker.

*

“Marianne.”
and Buster Keaton's initiator in

the new medium, “Free and Easy.”

Among his tune credits are “I'll

Get By,” “Mean To Me,” "In

Shadow land.’’ “Maybe She 'll Write
Me.” “Walkin’ My Baby Back
Home,” “I Don't Know Why.”
“Navy Blues,” “I Wake Up Smil-

ing.” "Love. You Funny Thing.”,

“Why Dance?.” “I’ll Follow You,”

“Sing An Old Fashioned Song,”
“Life Is a Song.” “There’s Frost

On the Moon." “In the Middle of

May.’’ “I'm Gonna Sit Right Down
and Write Myself a Letter." “Take
My Heart." “The Moon Was Yel-

low’’ and “When the Blue of the

Night Meets the Gold of the Day,"
latter being Bing Crosby’s theme
song until this year.

Ahlert is survived by his wife

and two sons, Fred, Jr
,
and Rich-

ard.

new union pact early next month
Last week, the Record Industry
Assn, of America a aed Petrillo

to name a date for the pact pow-
wows and Petrillo is expected to

reply to the invitation at the end
of this month, when he returns
from his home in Chicago.

Since the HI A A is kicking olT

the talks, it now appears that the
diskers will attempt to negotiate
a new deal with Petrillo on an
industrywide basis, instead of
handling the negotiations company
by company. The current live-year
pact expires at end of this year.

The major disk companies are
confident that they will he* able
to come to terms with Petrillo

amicably. Petrillo’s request for

authority to call a strike, which
was granted at the A EM conven-
tion last June, is looked upon as

a bargaining weapon which, it is

hoped, will not he needed
The key questions in the upcom-

ing talks revolve around the Mu
sic Performance Trust Fund and
new recording scales On the* first

point, the diskers are understood
to be willing to extend the present
agreement, under which they pav

a sliding percentage scale on each
record to the trust fund for alle-

viating unemployment among mu-
sicians. II Petrillo asks for a bigger
trust fund bite, the diskers will

definitely resist and trouble may
ensue. Petrillo to elate has not in-

dicated what his demands will be
On the question of musicians*

wage Seales, it’s expected trial

Petrillo will demand more money.
This, however, is not regarded as

a serious obstac le to an agreement
since, through a process of give-

and-take. a mutually satisfactory
scale will be hit upon.

IKE & MAMIE GIVING

D.C. SYMPH BIG BOOST
Washington. Ocf. 20.

President and Mrs Eisenhower
gave National Symphony ticket

sales a shot in the* arm bv agree-
ing to occupy the traditional Pres-

idential box for tomorrow night’s

.'Wed i opening concert. Met baso
George London is soloist.

Following in the footsteps of

their White House predecessors,
the First Family, who to date have*

shunned social and show biz events,

are lending allout support to the*

town’s longhair orch. Mrs. Eisen-

hower has agreed to serve as hon-

orary chairman of the orch’s “Four

Golcien Afternoon” series and will

he guest of honor at a fund-raising

fashion show. In this town, a nod
from the Executive Mansion is gen-

erally the magic touch to bo.

, Howard Mitchell is the symph’s

i conductor.

Washington. Oct. 20.

State Department is planning to

enter the fight for legislation to

make jukeboxes subject to the
copyright laws. Department will

file a statement with the Senate
Judiciary Committee pointing out
that foreign nations give American
producers better copyright protec-

tion than foreign composers are
getting in this country.

Biggest loophole to he closed,

State will explain, is the present
exemption of jukeboxes .from any
royalties on music played by the
jukes. Quite a number of pop
tunes, composed abroad, find their
way to the jukes. Department feels

that it must protect the foreign
composers in the interest of inter-

national amity. It has received sev-
eral complaints.

A subcommittee of the Senate
I Judiciary Committee will conduct
; hearings Oct. 26, at which time

I

spokesmen for the jukebox bust-

j

ness will oppose the MeCai rail Bill

to remove their exemption from the

j

Copyright Act. Last July 15,
spokesmen fof the music composers

|

and publishers had their day in

|

court, supporting S. 1106, the
proposed legislation.

Witnesses at the coming hearing,
which will be presided by Sen.
Alexander Wiley tit. Wis. ) , will

i include Cong. George I*. Miller, of
Alameda. Cal.; George A. Miller,
of Oakland. Cal., national presi-
dent of the Music Operators of

|

America, trade body of the juke-
box operators; Sidney Levine, legal
counsel for the organization; How-
ard Ellis, of Omaha; Lee Spear,

I

Oakland; Clinton Bierce, Broad-
head, Wis.; A I Denver, New . York,

I

Haul Barrett, San Francisco; Les
j

Montooth, Peoria; William Htillin-

|

ger, Delphos. Cal ; Martin Blitz,

j

Great Falls, Mont.; Hammond Chef-
I
fitz, counsel for the Automatic Fur-
niture Manufacturers, and James
Donovan, of Cincinnati, for the Na-

I

tionnl licensed Beverage Assn.
In addition, Arthur Fisher, Rcg-

( Continued on page 58*

Kapp To Launch

Diskery, Pubbery
Dave Kapp is reentering the mu-

sic biz picture with his own pub-
lishing firm and recording com-
pany. Kapp, who nnkled bis post
as administrative aid to Manic
Sacks, RCA Victor v.p. and gen-
eral manager of dLk operations,
last spring, plans to launch his
diskery and p'ubhcry operations
after the first of tin* year.
Kapp currently is formulating

plans for the indie label kickoff.
No artists have yet been parted.
It also has not been decided
whether the pubhery will be af-
filiated with A SCAB or BMF Both
ventures have been chartered un-
der the overall tag of Kapp Rec-
ords. Ine. Directors of the firms
along with Kapp are attorneys
Morton Miller and Meyer Schwartz.

Before bis assignment with
Sacks, Kapp had been pop artists

& repertoire chief at Victor. He
was replaced by Jim* Carlton.

BILLY MAY SETS NEW

4-WAY CAPITOL DrAL
Hollywood. Oct 20

Billy May. who gives up the
baton of hi*-' band to Bob Dawes on
Nov, 1 will remain in town and
work out- a four-wav contract with
Capitol Records. New deal, an-
nounced bv diskery’s* A it R vec-
peo Alan W. Livingston, rovers ar-

ranging and conducting' both pop
and kidisk stuff and writing ar-

rangements for Ray Anthony’s

hand on regular assignment from
Capitol. Latter is the only new
phase of his di*-k part.

Until he launched the hand two

years ago. May was active in the

production of nearly every chil-

dren's jccord at Capitol, working
with Livingston, who was then

' head of the juve disk department.
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TONY BENNETT (Columbia*
“Rags to Riches’*

PERRY COMO (Victor*

“No Other Love”

EDDIE FISHER (Victor
“Many Times”

THE MARINERS (Columbia)
“I See the Moon”
RAY ANTHONY (Capitol)

“Dragnet”

FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia*
“Hey Joe”

ORIOLES (Jubilee*
“Crying in the Chapel’

JUNE VALLI (Victor*

“Crying: in the Chapel’

R. HAYMAN-J. MURAD (Mercury*
“Story of Three Loves” . 9

PERRY COMO (Victor*

“You Alone”

THREE SUNS (Victor*

“Don’t Take Love From Me”
HILLTOPPERS Dot*
“P.S. I Love You” . .

.

LIBERACE (Columbia*
“Story of Three Loves”

REX ALLEN (Decca*
20 “Crying: in the Chapel’

1

ME t JULIET

FIVE TOP Broadway Cast

Victor

ALBUMS OC 1012
F.OC 1012

‘

» LOC 1012
EOA 458

•

VICTOR PRESENTS GLENN MIUER
EARTHA KITT Limited Edition

Victor Victor
EPB 3062 LPT 6700
LPM 3062

5

THE SAND

WAGON
Frod Aitoirt

MGM
207

EPX 207

LPE 3051

FORD 50TH ANNI
TV SHOW
Mary Martin

Ethel Merman

Decca
DL 7027
DU 999

JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence*
5 5 “Eh Cumpari”

PEE WEE HUNT (Capitol)

6 6 “Oh!”

Inside Stuff-Music
i

Intermittently the music biz slows down lorn? enough to take a look

at itself and someone invariably comes up with a publisher's parodv.

Bing Crosby did it more than two decades ago working over the hit

tune of that day, ’ Robins and Roses.” into ‘‘(Jack* Robbins and 'Jack*

Bregman.” Abner Silver came up several years later with ‘‘I Never
[

See Manie 'Sacks* Alone.” a takeoff of “I Never See Maggie Alone.”
j J

and last year Merv Griffin waxed “Can’t Get a Hit.” which was freely
,

r

adapated from Harold Rome's “Wish You Were Here.” I

*

The 1953 parodv, which began making the rounds last week, was 0

penned by Sunny Skylar to the melody of “Oh." It’s tagged “A Pub- 1

lisher’s Lament" (subtitled “Oy”) and is said to be a “true life story”
, J

of indie publisher Buddy Robbins. Skylar etched the song using Pee
|

-

Wee Hunt’s Capitol di*-k as backing

Of the 16 shows represented in RCA Victor’s “Showtime" series of <

albums. Rodgers A Hainmerstein lead the rest of the legit musical com- x

posers from the standpoint of live performances. RAH have the No. 1 |

and 3 hits in the Victor series with “Oklahoma!” getting over 2.250 per- t

formances and “Carousel" with 800 performances. In the No. 2 spot
! t

is Cole Porter’s “Kiss Me Kate” with 1,077 performances. Other legit j

musical hits in the wax series are Kern-Hammerstein’s “Showboat" (

(1927*. with 572 performances: "Blackbirds of 1928," by Jimmy Me
(

Hugh A Dorothy Fields, with 518 performances; “Shuffle Along” <1921*.
|

by Kuhic Blake and Nobel Sissle, with 504 performances: and Cole «

Porter’s “Anything Goes” (1934*. with 420 performances.
«

—
(

“1 Love Paris." from Cole Porter’s legit musical. “Can-Can.” was a
|

slow starter hut is now showing enough strength to overcome the anti-
;

coverage policy of the artists A repertoire chiefs at the major labels.
|

t

When the show originally opened last spring, only Capitol Records,

which had the cast album rights to the show, cut the tune with Les
Baxter’s orch and chorus. It was brushed off by the other diskers. In

recent weeks, however, the tune has been getting renewed attention

and now RCA Victor has sliced It with Tony Marti**, with Hugo Winter- 1

halter's orch. and Decca has Issued it with its new- vocalist. Charlie •

Applewhite. In the meantime, “I Love Paris" has developed into a hit

for Baxter.
'

.
*

Music Publishers Assn.*is enlisting the aid of the sheet music job-
(

hers to hypo copy sales. At a meet in New York last week MPA’s 1

standard music pubs and the jobbers agreed on closer cooperation to 1

get their message across to the sheet dealers around the country. Sev-

eral plans to stimulate dealer interest were blueprinted at the con- 1

clave. Initial joint effort will be the insertion of a special flyer plug-

ging sheets in the jobbers’ monthly bulletins. The bulletins reach
aland 3,000 dealers.

Frank Amaru, manager of RCA Victor’s international record sales

(U. S. market*, is following up on the “Augustin Lara Week” which
was celebrated in Mexico jyy all radio stations, orchestras, et al.. Oct.

11 in honor of its No. 1 popular songsmith. Amaru is doing ditto, to

plug the prolific Lara’s songs, many of them internationally renowned,
and which he has also recorded solo or with his own orchestra in Mexico
City for Victor.

Two different versions of the oldie, “It's Been So Long." but by Helen
Ward for a Columbia Records album, have been issued back-to-back

on a single for distribution to deejays. Miss Ward, former Benny Good-
man hand thrush, sliced the number in slow and fast tempos with the

Percy Faith hand and Col execs couldn’t make up their minds on which
version to pick On the basis of deejay reaction, one version will be
selected for inclusion in the album.

Decca Records has culled three singes as pop instrumentals from a

trio of new album platters. Two of the singles are from the sound-
track sets from "The Robe.” the 20th-Fox CinemaSeope epic scored by
Alfred Newman, and “Islind in the Sky.” the Warner Bros, pic with
Emil Newman conducting. Other single has been taken from Gordon
Jenkins’ new work. “Seven Dreams.”

Although Richard Hayman moved into the click bracket with his !

harmonica workover of "Ruby” on Mercury Records early this year,

he’s sitting out the harmonica work on his current platter. “The Story
of Three Loves.” Hayman confined himself to the baton and turned
over the harmonica solo assignment to Jerry Murad.

Ginny Gibson. M-G-M Records warbler, has hopped on the current
vogue for “Dragnet" parodies to hypo her slice of “Dansero.” She
made 25 special promotion platters using the Jack Webb and company
thesping technique, squeezing in a plug for “Dansero” as well as a plug
for eaci* disk jockey’s special service program.

N.Y. Symph at Carnegie In

21G Concert of Century

With *35 Solo Pianists

Probably the most unusual con-

cert in U S. or any other country’s
history took place at Carnegie
Hall. N.Y., Monday night <19>, to

mark the 100th anni of Steinway
A Sons, noted piano makers and
patrons of music. Concert pre-

sented the N.Y. Philharmonic-
Symphony, plus 35—count ’em, 35
—firstclass pianists as soloists.

Event, at a $10 top, had been
sold out for months, and scalpers

were asking as high as $30 a ducat.

Hundreds of wouldbe concertgoers
bad to be turned away. Take for

the event hit $21,000, with another
$5,000 in donations. Entire pro-
ceeds were donated to the Musi-
cian’s Foundation and the Phil-

harmonic’s Pension Fund, with
Stein w ay A Sons bearing all the
expenses of the event. Soloists,

orch and Philharmonic maestro
Dimitri Mitropoulos (who doubled
as pianist in a Prokofiev concerto
excerpt) contributed their services.

Soloists comprised Mitropoulos,
First Piano Quartet (Adam Garner,
Edward Edson, Glauco D'Attili,

Frank Mittler, Ellen Ballon,
Jacques Abram, Erno Balogh,
Robert Casadesus, Abram Chasins,
Curl Friedberg, Leonid Hambro,
Jan Smeterlin, Alexander Uninsky,
Muriel Kerr, Ania Dorfmann,
Sascha Gorodnitzki, Gary Graff-
man, Skltch Henderson, Constance
Keene. William Masselos, Mena-
hem Pressler, Franz Rupp, Gyorgv
Satulor, Nadia Reisenberg, Ethel
Bartlett, Alcxandr Brailowsky, Sid-
ney Foster, Gaby Casadesus, Mou-
ra Lympany, Rudolph Ganz, Eu-
gene List, Rae Robertson, Beve-

ridge Webster, Guiomar Novaes.

Carnegie Hall, on stage, looked
like a piano shop, with the orch
in the background <• plastic-topped

piano for the maestro hidden
among them*, and 10 Steinways
lined up clear across the stage in

the foreground. Audience com-
prised the cream of music, indus-

trial and society worlds. Probably
another 100 prominent pianists

were scattered among them.

Orch bore the major portion of

the concert, with a Wagner over-

ture, MacDowell Suite, a De Falla

Suite, and the Prokofiev excerpt.

It also contributed strongly (as far

as its brass and winds sections

were concerned >, in the chef
d’oeuvre of the evening, Morton
Gould's “Inventions” for Four
Pianos and Orchestra, written es-

pecially for this event, w’ith the

First Piano Quartet as soloists. A
jazzy, sprightly set of scattered

vigqets, the work scored strongly.

Other soloists, in different

groups of 10 at a time, raced
through such varied works as the

opening “Star Spangled Banner"
(a little raggedly*, Chopin’s Polo-
naise in A Major (less delicately

than Chopin (flight have wished),

and "Stars A Stripes Forever,”
arranged for multiple pianos and
orch by Gould (and played as re-

soundingly as old Sousa could ever
have demanded*. What a caco-

phonous bargain w as here! Bron.

Gonzales’ Savoy Pact
Babs Gonzales, scai-bop singer,

has been tagged by the indie Savoy
label to a longterm pact. She’ll

be coupled with The Shadow', focal
combo, on upcoming releases.

Initial disk was cut last week
and will be out on the market in

about 10 days.

Taylor’s Affectionate

Rodgers & Hanunerstein

Biog Also Music Biz Saga
Deems Taylor, who should know

about those things, has done an af-

fectionate oblique profile on Tin
Pan Alley as an important coin-

cidental to his warm biography,
“Some Enchanted Evenings (the

Story of Rodgers A Hammerstein *"

(Harper: $3.95*. In telling the

success story of RAH. perforce an-

other similar letter—Lorenz (Lar-

ry) Hart—figures in the earlier

teaming with Richard Rodgers.

But, dominantly, it treats with Os-

car Hammerstein 2d and his paral-

lel Broadway success story until
the fates teamed them when Larry
Hart died in 1943.

Taylor, who is himself a tune-
smith, is of the decided opinion
that the composer is more impor-
tant than the lyrist—by the way he
is strong on that word; there ain't

no such animal as lyricist in the
former ASCAP prexy’s vocabulary
—although in both RAH teams the
words came first. It was so with
Hart, and ditto with Hammerstein,
but given the lyrics, which appar-
ently were more a painstaking
chore to either of his distinguished
collaborators, Rodgets was a

whirlwind at grinding out the prop-
er melodies.

In tracing Rodgers and Hart
and/or Hammerstein’s careers, gen-

erously illustrated, there falls in

line an automatic history of the
American musical comedy stage

since post-World War I. It's an
entertaining and affectionate docu-
ment, and deservedly done. Abel.

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail disk best

sellers based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week.

National
Rating

This Last
wk. wk. Artist, Label. Title 1 fc

PAUL-FORD (Capitol*

“Vaya Con Dios” 2

"STAN FREBERG (Capitol*

“St. George and Dragonet” 1

FRANK"CHACKSFIELD (London*
“Ebb Tide” 4

AMES BROS. (Victor*

“You. You, You” 3

VICTOR WINDS MEETS

FOR HELD PERSONNEL
RCA Victor wound up a three-

diiy conclave for its field person-
nel in New York yesterday (Tues.*.

Representing all sales areas, 14

field staffers heard Victor’s top ex-

ecs outline i| >rchandise and pro-

motion plans for the rest of the

year. RCA’s entry into the hi-fi

field and the recent how of the
company's low-priced Camden Rec-
ords for the syndicate stores also

were discussed.

Manie Sacks, RCA veepee and
general manager of the disk oper-
ation. teed off the meetings with
a Toots Shoe dinner Sunday eve-

ning where he reported on the

company’s strong sales showing
this year. Other group discussions

wore led hy Larr.v Kanaga. general
sales manager; George Marek. art -

Ms A repertoire chief; Bill Alex-
ander. ad manager: Bob Yorke
merchandising section manager;
Dave Finn, custom records sales

manager: Irwin Tarr, coin machine
and syndicate store sales manager,
and Frank Amaru, manager of in-

ternational record sales.

Livingston’s O’Seas Trek
Hollywood. Oct. 20.

Alan Livingston. Capitol Rec-
ords' A A R veepee. flew east today
on the first leg of a quick jaunt to

Europe He'll be gone about three
w eeks.

Livingston will visit England.
Sweden. Germany, Italy, Switzer-
land and Holland.

Grayson to Compete With

Self on Two ’Kate’ Albums
Hollywood. Oct. 20.

In probably the first instance of

its kind in platter history, Kathryn

Grayson will be competing against

herself shortly with the same ma-

terial. Starred in Metro’s "Kiss

Me Kate." she’ll be heard on a
I

1 soundtrack album released hy M- !

1 G-M Records in addition to an
RCA Victor album of “Kate.”

She began etching Monday night
<19* the “Kate" album for Victor. 1

to whom she is under exclusive
recording contract. She’s paired on

! the Victor album with former hus-
band Johnny Johnston.

I I— — !

Jack Robbins’ Scores
J. J. Robbins A Sons Music.

which will publish the Victor

Young score for the legit musical,

“7th Heaven.” has lined up rights

to two songs from John Murrav
*

,

Anderson's new “Almanac " Tunes
are Tin Pan Alley,” by Joe Mc-
Carthy. Jr , and C’y Coleman, and

|

“If Every Month Were June.''
with lyrics by Anderson and music-
by Harry Sullivan.
Jack Robbins, head of the pub-

lishing firm, has also teamed John
LaTouche and Dana Suesse to do
an original musical and is setting

’

up Michael Brown to write a score
tor Monte Proser’s projected show.
Cool and Crazy.”
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ORCHKSTRAS-MrSir

Scoreboard

In the past year, publishers'
selling agents have been taking
<>n added importance in Tin Fan
Alley activities. An increasing
number of pubs have been assign-
ing selling rights on their new
tunes to minimize their routine
pubbery operation.

Majority of the smaller firms
have been turning over the selling
rights so that they can devote full
tune to prowling new songs and
nabbing disk assignments. In re-
lent months some of the larger
pubberies. too, have cut out their
selling departments so that they
could slice overhead and concen-
trate on disks and plugs.
By assigning the selling rights

on a 10' r or 15r i deal on the over-
all take, the pubs have been able
to prune their operating costs by
shuttering shipping departments,
limiting Iniokkccping work and

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Mi
as Published in the Current Issue

The Palace Theatre. NY.
sparking another disk album. l\

!
it ol Kecords is prepptng release

j

* Hetty Hutton at the Palace,

j

Package will include most of t

songs and special material bci
used by Miss Hutton in her ci

I

rent Palace stand.

Previous "Palace" albums ha'
been Mecca's "Danny Kaye at t

Palace*' and "Judy Garland at tl

Palace.' Moth were released
conjunction with Miss Garlnnc
and Kaye’s Palace dates in la
1 05 1 and early 53, respectively

NOTE: The current comparative tales strength of the Artists t

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the tl

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote
t eloped from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of i

and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet t

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week ARTIST AND LABEL

1 1 LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Capitol)

2 3 AMES BROS. (Victor)

3 2 STAN FREBERG (Capitol)

tune

Vaya Con Dios
%

You. You, You

(St. George and Draeonet
if Little Blue Hiding Hood

[No Other Love
I You Alone
I Pa-Pava Mama
(Say You’re Mine Again

Ebb Tide

(Many Times
H'm Walking Behind You
(With These Hands

Oh!

Eh Cumpari

Rags To Riches

Dragnet

i already been racked up for l.iber-

|

ace’s new concert tour, w hich teed
o If last Thursday '15' at the Ma-

I

sonic Auditorium, Davenport. Ia.

j

Trek, which will cover an even
!

dozen cities for a total of 19 per-
formances, is expected to top the
$200,000 mark

In some cities, the performance
has been sold out for several weeks
and the demand has cued addi-
tional performances in some areas.
Initial advertisements in Chicago,
for example, produced a -phenom-
enal response. Pianist was original-
ly booked for one night at the Civic-
Opera House As a result of mail
order demand, it was extended to
two nights and finally to three
nights. All three arc sold out

—

and the boxnffice was never opened.
All tickets were sold by mail on
the* strength of a minimum of ad-
vertising.

Dates arc staged bv International
Artists, Ltd., generally with local

: promoters in each city, (labile,

|

Lutz A Heller rep IAL in setting
up tiie tours.

4 7 PERRY COMO (Victor)

5 5 FRANK CHACKSFIELD (London)

6 9 EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

PEE WEE HUNT (Capitol) .

JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence)

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)

RAY ANTHONY (Capitol)..
HARDS ELECTED PREZ

OF TAPE TRADE ASSNTUNES
(*ASCAP. tBMI)

Hepresenting the major tape
equipment manufacturers, t h e
Magnetic Recording Industry Assn,
was officially organized last week
in N. Y. with Joseph R. Hards, yice-
prexy of A-V Tape Libraries,
named prexy. Nineteen members
of the new trade group met at the
Hotel New Yorker. N. Y., to draw
up the constitution and bylaws.
Hards stated that 35 companies will
he members of the association
within the next 30 days.

Hards said that with magnetic
recording now a $100,000,000 in-
dustry. there is need for a group
to exchange ideas and information.
He also predicted that within the
next two or three years, the con-
sumer use of tape would be com-
parable to the current market for
phonographs.
Other officers eiccted were Hus-

''<*11 Tinkhain. sides manager for
Ainpcx, as viee-prexy; Herman
Kornhrody, regional sales manager
of Audio Devices, as secretary; and
Victor Mach in, vice prexy of Shuie
Ri os , as treasurer.

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week TUNE
1 1 VAYA CON DIOS
2 2 fYOU, YOU, YOU
3 3 fCRYiNG IN THE CHAPEL
4 4 *OH!
5 7 *EBB TIDE
6 6 *ST. GEORGE AND DRAGONET
7 5 ""DRAGNET
8 8 *NO OTHER LOVE
9 9 tEH CUMPARI
10 *1 SEE THE MOON

PUBLISHER

. . . Ardmore
Mellin

VaBey
Feist

, . .

.

Robbins

Alamo
. . Alamo
Williamson

Crescent

. . . Plymouth

M-G-M INTO XMAS SPREE

WITH 44 YULE PLATTERS
M-G-M- Records is *

the Christmas selling

I

44 seasonal platters,
are new disks Label ,

J

verted some of its best

j

log items into ext
packages.

Diskery’s Yule-Line

|

will include disirihutio
special two-color in

! chores which will list ;

j

items and which can
dealers as t!.r;r owr
M-G-M also is dis.ri
wooden KP countr r bn

In the new LP line
by The Canterbury C

Hampton’s Berlin Date

‘Hottest, Craziest Ever’
Berlin. Get. 13.

Although Berlin Repeats are fair-
ly well used to jazz sensations after
the concerts of Armstrong, Krupa
and Kenton, they have never
stomped and screamed quite as
W ildly to t he pounding heat as they
did when Lionel Hampton and his
orcli appeared to SHO at the 7,000-
seat Sportpalast last week < 4

<

,

Hampton generously brought
everything the < rowd wanted to
hear, including "The Mess Is
Here.'’ * Ifatnp s Boogie" and, of
course. ‘ Living Horne" in the typi-
cal frenzied Hampton fashion
Bandleader turned out to he the
best jazz showman who ever came
to town— his comedy kicks were
worth the admission alone.
There were more than a J 000

fans outside- the spot trying in vain
to get tickets via black market
prices. No other top performer
lias registered a like success.) The
troupe could easily have* stayed
ovei for a couple of clays. Most
of the fans would have come for a

second tune and word-of-mouth
would have hired the others.
Hampton fans or not

Survey of retail sheet music
sales based oil reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.
* ASCAP t BMI

National
Rating

T his Last
" k. wk.

r.rnevt J ubh. one of the top
names in the hillbilly field lot the
past 20 years, has been repartee! by
Mecca Records for another four
years Tubb joined the labels ros-
ter hack in 1940
Hex Allen, who is currently ris-

ing with one ol Dc-ceas bestseller?!
in 'Trying In The Chapel, was
also re-signed.

Title and Publisher

Vaya Con Dios 'Ardmore

Crying in the Chapel (Valley)

Dragnet 'Alamo'
No Other Love 'Williamson)

Ebb Tide 'Robbins' 10 4 10 5

I’m Walking Behind You <I,eeds». 8 4 8 5 046 ivi-u-ivi ups Longnairs
In keeping with the- growing de-

mand for longhair disks M-G-M
Rc cords has hiked its classical rc-

|

lease schedule from four to six

new platters. The classical disks
will h<* issued once a month Disk-
ery releases its pop duks twice
monthly.

I The new six-platter release is

4 hitting the market this week.

With These Hands 1 Bloom

'

I See the Moon 'Plymouth

»

P.S. I Love You 'La Salle)

t Mission of St. Augustine 'Repc 5 8

*Eh Cumpari 'Crescent' 4 7

Dear John Letter 'American'
From Here to Eternity Barton)
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Long oiu of the

hey cities in the

country for mak-

ing record hits

Philadelphia is now

'he scene of the

opening of the

Wakeman Corpora-

raB tion. a firm dedicated

to producing and

5® presenting fine, new

® record talent We also

S o Her our complete

? facilities and know-how

to exploit your firm's

tune, record, or artist, in

Pennsylvania, New Jersey,

Delaware, Maryland and

the D istrict of Columbia

Write or call for detail s

wuiyu

myi_

2 SO S. Broad St.

Philadelphia 2, Pa

K I ngsley 5- 5 S3 2

HARRY FINK
General Manager

SAM BUSHMAN
Publicity

Exclusive Management

IATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER, Pres

Ne w York
J5 jfh A , c PL 9-4 600

Hollywood
8619 Sunset Blvd

Chicago
203 No Wabash

WrdtwwUy, October 21, 195.1OEMHKSTHAS-SHSIC

Tin Pan Alley Dominates

Danish Tnne Market

>~Disk Companies
1

Best Sellers.
CAPITOL ARTIST
1. ST. GEORGE AND THE DRAGONET Stan Freberg

LITTLE BLUE RIDING HOOD
2. OH Pee Wee Hunt

SAN
3. VAYA TON DIOS Les Paul-Mary Ford
• JOHNNY
4. LOVER COME BACK TO ME Nat (King) Cole

THAT’S ALL
5. WHEN MY DREAMBOAT COMES HOME Kay Starr

SWAMP FIRE

COLUMBIA
1. RAGS TO RICHES Tony Bennett-Percy Faith

HERE COMES THAT HEARTACHE AGAIN
2. I SHOULD HAVE TOLD YOU LONG AGO Four Lads

ISTANBUL
3. IN THE MISSION OF ST. AUGUSTINE ...... Sammy Kaye

no stone Unturned
4. STORY OF THREE LOVES Liberace

MAIDEN S WISH SAMBA
5. I WANT A HIPPOPOTAMUS FOR XMAS Gayla Peevey

ARE MY EARS ON STRAIGHT

CORAL
1. HEART OF MY HEART . Cornell-Desmond-Gale

I THINK I'LL FALL IN LOVE TODAY
2. ' RICOCHET Teresa Brewer

TOO YOUNG TO TANGO
3. YOU’RE ON TRIAL Eileen Barton

I’M YEARNING
4. BABY. BABY. BABY ! . . . Teresa Brewer

I GUESS IT WAS YOU ALL THE TIME
5. ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A SWEETHEART McGuire Sis.

YOU’LL NEVER KNOW TILL MONDAY
DELLA
1. LAUGHING ON THE OUTSIDE

I’VE BEEN WAITING A LIFETIME
2. WHO PUT DEVIL IN EVELYN S EYES

BEWARE
3. CRYING IN THE CHAPEL

I THANK THE LORD
4. WHEN I PLUNK ON MY GUITAR

WOULD IT BE WRONG
5. SHAKE A HAND

STRANDED IN DEEP WATER
LONDON
1. EBB TIDE Frank Chacksficld

WALTZING BUGLE BOY
2. GUESSING Dickie Valentine

I SEE YOU AGAIN EVERY NIGHT
3. ULL WAIT FOR YOU I.vnn-Mantovani

MY LOVE. MY LIFE, MY HAPPINESS
4. TILL THEY’VE ALL GONE HOME Joan Regan

I’LL ALWAYS BE THINKING OF YOU
5. JAMAICAN RUMBA Mantovani

SWEDISH RHAPSODY

MERCURY
1. STORY OF THE THREE LOVES J Murad-R. Havman

SWEET LEILANI
2. MILWAUKEE POLKA Patti Page

MY WORLD IS YOURS
3. HOME LOVIN’ MAN Georgia Gibbs

BRIDGE OF SIGHS
4. EBB TIDE

IF I COULD MAKE YOU SING
5. GAMBLER’S GUITAR Rustv Draper

FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION

M-G-M
1. WHEN HE TAKES ME IN HIS ARMS Vicki Benet

TWO LOVERS
2. THAT’S ALL . .

. Tommy Edwards
SECRET LOVE

3. MY LOVE. MY LOVE
YOU’RE FOOLING SOMEONE

4. DANSF.RO Ginny Gibson
NO MORE TEARS

5. ST. LOUIS BLUES—PART I Billy Eckstine
ST. LOUIS BLUES—PART II

RCA VICTOR
1. YOU, YOU. YOU Ames Bros.

ONCE UPON A TUNE
2. I SEE THE MOON Walter Schuman

ALL ALONE
3. PA PAYA MAMA

I YOU ALONE
4. DON’T TAKE YOUR LOVE FROM ME

UNDER PARIS SKIES
I 5. THE VELVET GLOVE Winterhalter-Rene

ELAINE

Copenhagen, Oct. 13
Thi* year, American tunes have

dominated the Danish market even
more than usual. Biggest Tin Pari
Alley hit is “Seven Lonely Days”
(Mork), but “Moulin Rouge’’ (Wil-
helm Hansen), “Bundles of Roses ’

(Imudieo) and “Terry-Theme frotn

Limelight” (Mork) also have had
tremendous sales here. An un-
usually big number of records
have been sold this last month.

Biggest single record hit of the
year is Danish vet film composer
Sven Gyldmark’s self-published
waltz, “Pigelii” (“Little Girl”),
which on Tono with Paul Reich

-

hardt singing has sold 65,000 cop-
ies, a very big sale for a small
country like Denmark.

“Joey’s Theme,” culled from the

pic “Little Fugitive.” sparked a

diskery cutting scramble last week.
Tune, which was written by Eddy
Manson, was cut last Tuesday (13)

by Richard llayman for Mercury,
and the following afternoon by
Manson and the Norman Leydon
orch for Columbia. RCA Victor
hopped on it that night with a

Sauter-Finegan session and M-G-M
rushed a David Rose orch date on
Thursday. Each label Is trying to

get into the market first. Merc
beat the others with deejay and
reviewer acetates which were sent

out the latter part of last week.
Tune was picked up by Trinity

Music, Joy Music’s BMI subsid,

and made the rounds of the disk-

dries on a non-exclusive, no-release
date basis since the pic already had
opened in New York. Trinity also

acquired Manson’s “Coney Island,”

another theme from the film.

llayman, incidentally, backed
“Joey’s Theme” with “Off Shore”
and subsequently found himself
bucking the same artist on two dif-

ferent tunes on two different
labels.. He’s bucking Manson on
the Col cut of “Joey’s Theme” and
on the Capitol cut of “Off Shore,"
on which Manson is featured with
the Alex Stordahl orch.

It's not my plug tuns but I

I want to thank all ths P
doojoyi in this tsrritory '
for thsir kind htlp end I
many spinnings for mo I’

'

os Rocord Promotion I '

Manager for Mercury

end Okeh Records I;

through David Pi
Rosen, Inc., the dis- Bl|*

tributor. Will be

seeing you again |ijy,

real soon with

something new

in record talent. I .

Derby Inks Miller
Derby Records has inked Eddie

(Piano) Miller to a longterm pact.
Milldr’s first sessions are sched-

uled for November.

Spectacular!

Mills Bros

Rex Allen

Guy Lombardo

Crooner Vic Damone and his
manager Marvin Cane split amica-
bly last week after a five-and-one-
half-year tieup. Breakup was
caused by differences in policy.

Cane, who had three years to go on
his current pact with Damone, re-

ceived a financial settlement and
will retain a percentage of the
singer’s take for the duration of
the contract.
The William Morris Agency will

handle Damone's management af-

fairs and Cane will continue opera-
tion of t he llillcrest Music firm.

on COLUMBIA RECORDS

Radio’s ‘Piano Playhouse’

Nixed in La. Concert Dates
Shreveport. La.. Oct. 20.

The Friday (16' concert for

"Piano Playhouse” in Shreveport
and other engagements in New
Orleans, Little Rock and Memphis
were called off at the last minute
by Armand Coullet, Jackson, Miss.,

impresario block booking the Co-
lumbia Lecture Bureau's special
attraction from radio.

Headed by commentator Milton
Cross, the troupe of keyboard art-

ists had already arrived in New
Orleans when the appearance
there was canceled the day of per-

formance because of a poor boxof-
fice. It was the same story else-

where, with practically no advance
sales. Memphis registered some-
thing like a $125 advance sale and
the Shreveport sale was as poor.

"Piano Playhouse" made it s only
concert stage appeararue in Louis-

iana Thursday <15* in Natchi-
toches as the first event on North-
western Slate College and Natchi-

toches' 1953-54 concert series.

With the troupe, besides com-
mentator Cross, are the duo piano
team of Ferrante & Teicher, Grace
Castagnetta. Ken Clarke and
Maggy Fisher, producer of the key-

board showr aired over ABC.

Gen* Autry

Columbia #40092-# 172

AMERICAN MUSIC. INC.

flOf Sunset Blvd. Hollywood

Vic Damone

Joni James

Recorded by:

FRANKIE LAINE
On Columbia #40079

Perry Como M. WITMARK A SONS
48S Madison Avsnus

Ntw York 22. N. V.

COMPOSER — Collaborate with

good amateur lyric writer in pro-

duction of ntw songs.

D. GREENBER6ER
1111 Walton Avo.
Bronx 52. N. Y.

}

for payment of the equipment, but
there are some places who have
had the same equipment for five
or six years, and still pay the cut,"
tie said.SS Continued from page 53

ister of Copyrights for the Library
of Congress, will testify on opera-
tion of the law.

Ud i

n

in season. Tavern Ops’ Strike Threat
! plugging staff. _ .

general profes- I

Akton. Oct. 13.

ringing in Dick Nearly 100 Summit County
it to work with tavern operators have threatened
rk contactman to pull the plugs on their juke-
?is expects to boxes, unless they get a bigger cut .

vithin the next of the nickels and quarters in-

serted therein. They also hope to
i

on the scores induce all other tavern men to ,

ed from Alex- join them in t he “silence” strike.

Robert Wright There are some 20 jukebox opera-
's!. and John tors in the county.

o
Almanac. Charles G. Sejinur. counsel for

,i JMf
* the Tavern Keepers Assn., said the •

• is tunesmith revolt stems from an “off the top”
j

lili.slmig ope i a- cut taken by the jukebox men, !

• which ranges from $6 to $18. ac-

j

cording to the size of a tavern and
its location Schnur said that only !

after this cut was taken did the !

operator and tavern keeper split

50-50.

t
“The top cut is supposed to be )

and His FAMOUS ORCHESTRA

PARAMOUNT, NEW YORK
NOW!

CAPITOL RECORDS EXCLUSIVELY

DERBY INTO EP FIELD
* Derby Records, indie New York
label operated by Larry Newton,
will move into the extended p! i>

disk field fhis week.
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From the MGM Picture “Lili

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

RECORDS

The finest sound on record

MGM RECORDS America "s Fastest

-Selling :Records!

THE GREATEST NAME RTAINMENT

701 SEVENTH AVE NEW

Wrinwdiy, Ortolwr 21, 1955OK«HRSTRAS-M1SIC

Best British Sheet Seilers M-G-M Into Hi-Fi Race

With 3-Speed Portable
(Week ending Oct. 10)

London, Oct. 12
Limelight Bourne
Moulin Rouge Connelly
I Believe ...... Cinenhonic
Bridge of Sighs ...

.

Maurice
April in Portugal Sterling
Look At That Girl Cinephonic
Poppa Piccolino . . . Sterling
Seven Lonely Days : Feist
Walk Tliat-A Way . . Aberbach
Kiss Feist
I'm Walking Behind .Maurice
Mother Nature. . . Aberbach

Second 12
Your Cheatin’ Heart . . Wood
Vaya Con Dios ... Maddox
Say You’re Mine ... .Victoria
Is It Any Wonder ... . Leeds
Flirtation Waltz Bourne
Can’t I . Southern
Hot Toddy Aberbach
Hey Joe Robbins
Where The Winds Blow Dash
Swedish Rhapsody Connelly
You’re Just in Love . . Berlin
You Hear Big Ben Box & Cox

M-G-M Records is stepping into
the high-fidelity phonograph race
next week with a three-speed porta-
ble player with a range of 31) to

15,000 cycles per second. It’s the
second phono model M-G-M has
put out this year. First player had
a range of 50 to 12 000 cycles per
second.

The new model will be priced at

about $90.

suggested a song that got nowhere
—George L. Norton’s 1900 bit of

lieder—*'“Twenty-three <That Means
Skidooi,” The chorus, in black-
face vein, explained: ”5 times 11

minus 4 times 8 leaves 23—that

means pull freight. SKIDOO!” In

other words, “heat it!”

Slang Songs

For the half dozen years that

followed, slang terms proved a

happy hunting ground for song
titles Some of them were taken
from the new-fangled comic strips.

"Everybody Two-Step” was repre-
sented to he “from the pen of

Mutt and JelT." "Let George Do
It” was suggested by a George
MacManus cartoon. For a few
years, around 1912, the younger
masculine set. ages from about
eight to 12, considered costumes
incomplete unless the coat lapel

was adorned by a red or blue but-
ton proclaiming the wearer to be
the guy who put the salt in the
ocean or the leaves on trees. Ruhe
Goldberg, nowadays doing editori-

al page drawings, was then turning
out “I’m the Guy” comics, and lie

and Bert Grant teamed up to write
a song of the same name. Popu-
larity of the song apparently
caused the buttons to be in de-
mand. Goldberg’s “Foolish Ques-
lions” scries also produced a song
by that title. And it’s an estab-
lished fact that the 1923 smash
“Yes, We Have No Bananas," be-
came one only after Ted Dorgan
had been using that expression for

months as a catch phrase in his

cartoons.

The juvenile button wearers
didn't confine themselves to "I’m
the Guy” phrases. They also wore
“Chicken Inspector” badges, and
so did the dashing young blades in

peg-top pants. But if there was a

“Chicken Inspector” song it seems
to have passed out of memory.
“Chicken. ’’ of course, has been a

popular term these many genera-
tions for a lissome gal. and has
been used in many songs, such as

"Everybody Loves a Chicken.”
During that same era. the badge

Success of Stan Kreherg’s Capi-

tol record of “St. George and the

Drugonet” ami other parodies of

the musical theme of "Dragnet”
points up fact that, tor about as

long as there has been pop music,

t ones of the movement have origi-

nated calrli phrases or given cur-

retu v to those already going. Just

a, it's hard to tell whether chicken
or egg cairn* first, it’s often a tough
job to deride which .

had priority,

the song or the phrase. But more
often than not. the slang seems to

have suggested the song.

In modern times, the musicoin-
edv. "Sultan of Sulu,” by George
Ade and Allred J. Wathall, was a

hit in 1903. Its big comedy num-
ber, "R-K-M-O-'R-S-K,” was re-

sponsible for a vivid descriptive

term, “the cold gray dawn of the
morning after." This probably sug-
gested a hilarious anti-alcoholic

cortiedy tune. "The Morning After
the Night Before.” written by F.d

Moran and J. Fred llelf and pub-
lished bv llelf & Hager around
1910

<>! all slang phrases. "Skidoo! 23
for you!” probably had the most
intense vogue while it lasted. It

With an increasing number <,fpop artists getting longplav album
assignments, the record companies
are easing up on the tab for theLP packages to be used for promo-
tion and exploitation. Heretofore
the artists and publishers could g.g
special rates on single platters only
and had to forego exploiting theLP items, since the cost for a wide
promotion spread was prohibitive.
Now. however, spearheaded by

Columbia Records, a move is be-
ing made to help out the pubs
and pactees’ promotion problems
by cutting fee on the LP$. Col. for
example, is peddling its lO-ineli
LPs for promotion at 75e. with the
sleeve, and 60c without the sleeve.
Price is only for orders in lots of
100 .

The artists and pubs are pressur-
ing the other major diskeries to
follow Col’s lead. It’s expected that
most of the major labels will come
up with similar plans within the
next few weeks. Both artists and
pubs figure that the easeup on the
LP price will allow them to reach
dusk jockeys omitted from record
companies’ d.j. lists and thus give
their sides wider exposure.

In a concentrated effort to

blanket the nation’s disk jockeys.
Decca Records now has six artists

hitting the deejay trail for guest
appearances to plug their new’ re-

leases. Especially to out-of-town
jocks the personals are a key fac-

tor in getting spins, and both
singers and. artists and repertoire
staffers of all the major companies
have been making a regular prac-
tice of visiting as many radio out-
lets as possible.

Included in Deccas traveling ros-

ter are Dick Todd, Charlie Apple-
white. Dick Noel. Kitty Kallen. The
Topnotchers and Pat Morrissey.

Sarah Vaughan Gets

Release From Col Pact
Sarah Vaughan and Columbia

Records parted fompany last week.
Songstress asked for a release from
a pact that was scheduled to run
out early next year. She’s cur-
rently in the process of negotiat-
ing a new’ deal with another major.

Miss Vaughan had been W'ith

Columbia for five years, having
previously cut for the now'-de-
funct Musicraft Records.

Another "Goodnight, Irene

on COLUMBIA KfCOROS L— Continued from page 53

including turntables, amplifiers
and speakers. Once the hi-fi stand-
ards were agreed upon, the prob-
lem would remain of policing the
industry to enforce the minimum
requirements. Some industry execs
see that enforcement as a Govern-
mental operation, possibly through
the Federal Trade Commission.

Widespread public interest in
hi-fi was indicated by the fact that
25.000 persons attended the N. Y.
fair. Such companies as RCA Vic-
tor and Columbia turned up for
the first time with their equip-
ment lines, but the bplk of the
other exhibitors were standard
equipment manufacturers well
known to the audiophiles.
New developments involved bin-

aural or stereophonic reproducing
equipment for both disks and
tapes. One company. Cook labora-

LONG ON TALENT -SHORT ON TIME
Somo tuccett, but unable to follow

through. Need aqent and (ometime
collaborator for lyrici.

Bn* V. 171 J. 221 W. 41 St . New Yak Jfi

records
eooie fisher
FERCr FAITH Victor

. Co/.
I’M SAVING
DREAMS FOR
A RAINY DAY
78 RPM

45 RPM

FORTUNE
TELLING CARDS Published by

broadcast MUSIC. INC

DECCA
« 28814
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Talent Agencies Map Strategy To

Offset M’s CScope Vaude Edict

T .lent agencies are now evolving —
own " ay o' j**?.i*

! Mont i Club Back in News

VAI'DKVIIJ.R 61

thr#it posed by the 20th-Fox edict

that Cinemascope will be denied to

houses that have stageshows. Strat-

,j-v will call for following up each

CinemaScope installation by talk-

With Police Booze Raid

Cafe St.

Montreal, Oct. 20.

Michel, top colored

Rodeo Hall of Fame
Omaha, Oct. 20.

Establishment of a National
Rodeo Hall of Fame Foundation,
recognizing cowboys, ranchers,
and stock raisers, is in the plan-
ning stage. H. D. Lee Co. has
started ball rolling with a $5,000
subscription toward erection of a

permanent building to house the
hall.

Governors of 16 western states

have been invited to become trus-

tees of the foundation. Governors

AGVA, AFM Fight Looms in Move

To Regain Control of Musical Acts

Pitt Coaches in Big Fall

Pitch With Solid Bookings

the largest opposition house club in Montreal, was closed last
jng to the g

, _ Thursday (15) when a squad from

Pittsburgh. Oct. 20,

Twin Coaches, tug room about
of Wyoming and Colorado have al- 24 miles from downtown which rc-

*nd offering top ?"
.
“

|

the Quebec liquor police raided n ' K
lUUI*

j lU _ u : _

r

- _ tlUStCCS.concert basis. Included are
| Jhe oll|b on an i n fraction 0f pr0

shows such as the Jose brcio
| viB/,io | i*„. e .n

ready accepted. Site of the build-

will be determined by the

mg * cunu,.- i

vinclal law s and seized all stocks
Troupe.

' Biggest Sho ‘
’ of beer, w ines and liquors,

fi.ncert headliners and legit shows
, A .

hi h can play film houses with' This same boite was in the news
wtiun t e two weeks ago when an employee
Mages. ‘of the club and a customer as-
Thesebills, whKhcanp y ij

saujte(j and robbed a patron of
house without an a P J t

$ 192i ea( .h getting two years in the
picture, its felt are capable ot nAn j t<>ntiarv

keeping many theatres off the Cm- ^ ^
emaScope standard. ®esides . the

,
paradise some

houses which cannot afford that ex-

pensive installation are seen as

having to look for a means of pres-

( ntation that will have to overcome

the competition of CinemaScope.

t herefore these theatres should be

in the market for some form of
j

VlV^‘"of'
stageshow.

j

Montmartre, in the east and for-

Agencies are still operating un-
1 merly one of the top French cafes

der the theory that there will toe a i

j n town, is the only spot left show-

penitentiary.
With the closing of Rockhead's

months ago and
now Cafe St. Michel, Montreal's
‘‘little Harlem” sees the last of ils

niteries. Both clubs at one time
offered some of the best colored
talent in show biz and were a

sure thing with visiting firemen

Hutton Strong

$44,6(10 in 1st

Palace Week

minor upswing of stageshows be-

cause of CinemaScope. As a matter

pf fact, the agencies feel that their

ai guments on behalf of live presen-

tations have been strengthened by

the announcement of the 20th Cin-

emascope policy.

Long ago the date-diggers be-

came convinced that with each Cin-

emaScope installation, that partic-

ular house would be lost to stage-

shows. Main reason for their be-

lief is that only the very largest

houses have sufficient space to fly

the heavy, cumbersome screens. In

most cases, the CinemaScope
screen will have to be pinned down
permanently to the stage and there-

fore would not permit sufficient

space to put on a show.

ing colored performers in a new
policy that started a few months
back.

Calumet City, 01.,

Out of Bounds To

AGVA Talent
Chicago, Oct. 20.

National executive board of
. . j

via word-of-mouth. Lines are evi-
American Guild of Variety Artists dent at the boxoffiee at various
in Buffalo. N. Y., last week de-

j

times of day . and there’s the pos-
Thus the policy of going after flared night clubs and cafes in sibility that Miss Hutton will stay

houses th^t will compete with Cin-
j

Calumet City. 111., out of bounds for m ore than her four-week min-
emaScope was blueprinted, and

|

for members of the guild, carrying
out an earlier threat made by Ernie

cently increased its capacity from
around 600 to 1.100. is making a

big pitch for the Ndve-mhtr trade
with a lineup of solid hookings.
Jazz organist Ethel Smith has been
set with the Freshmen for week
alter next It'll tie the closest Miss
Smith has ever played to her old

home town. Charleroin, which is

just a few miles from the Coaches.
Following her. Four Aces have

been hooked for a return engage-
ment, and on Non. 16, Billy Kck-
stine comes in for a week It'll he

the first time Kckstme has ever

|

played a nitery in his home town
other than the Vogue Terrace. He

First week of the return en- had been tentatively penciled into

gagement of Betty Hutton at tin* i the Vogue last July hut dropped
Palace Theatre, N. Y ,

produced a out when some theatre dates came
strong $44,600. For this stand, along. It was figured he'd go back
which brings back two-a-day for there when available, hut Vogue
the new season, house is getting! had already been loaded up with

$6 top on Fridays and Saturdays. ! attractive* whin Eekstine could

with $4 HO the rest of the nights, be had.
She's doing nine shows weekly.

First week's gross is considered
especially strong, inasmuch as take 1

includes the virtually giveaway
first night which was loaded with
newspapermen, RKO execs and
others who had to be cuffed. Al-
though Miss Hutton scored over
$58,000 during the first week of
her engagement here two years
ago, comparative gross holds up
very well. On tier preem trip

|

'Easter week) she did 14 shows
weekly, as against nine this stand.

House execs say that advance
is good and the gate is building

once the first picture under that
process, ‘‘The Robe,” gets wide cir-

culation, the neighboring exhibs
will be ready to book anything that
looks like formidable competition.

Open Season For

Brit. Producers

Fast, AGVA midwest director. ‘‘Off

Limits” sign was posted on the i

town because of its alleged
‘‘deplorable working conditions ”

;

Jackie Bright. Gotham prexv of
j

AGVA. sent telegrams to Illinois

Gov. William Stratton and Sheriff
John Babb asking protection for

guild performers from being co- 1

erced ‘‘into doing things they
j

ordinarily woulgp't

Following
,
this. AGVA’s oppo-

nents in Chi. the Cafe Owners

recent show at the Hi jot i Thea'rc
to the extent that it wav impossible

for him to make out
imum. Slater has also charged that in

Surrounding show includes Les retaliation for complaining about
Shyrettos, B i 1 & Cora Baird, Les

j

being saddled with employee* tie
j

Charlivels, I)iek Shawn and Los
|

didn’t need, the Assn, of Theatri
Chavales de Espana with Trini ! eal Press Agents K Manager* is

The American Guild of Variety

,
Artists anticipates some nerve-

racking. costly litigation with the

American Federation of Musicians

before the Issue of jurisdiction of

performer* who play musical in>

struments is finally adjudicated.

AGVA Is in the process of writing

a letter to AFM prexy James C.

Petrillo cancelling the 1951 agree-

ment which gave some musical

acts to AGVA while the AFM got

the bulk of them.

Even If the courts decide in favor

of AGVA. it's seen that several

classes of acts may he lost to

AGVA. and it may he necessary

for some categories to belong to

two unions. Harmonica players,

for example*, may have to belong
to AGVA when playing theatres or

cafes, hut might have to have an
AFM card when doing a disk ses-

sion.

In the course of the same resolu-

tion terminating the* understand-
ing with AFM. it was voted to sup-

port the American Federation of

Television and Radio Artists and
the Associated Actors and Artistes

of America in ils tight with AFM.
Petrillo’s edict that a musician may
not pay dues to another union
while* working in any phase ed' the
entertainment lie-lel is responsible
for the tiff with AFTKA. Musicians
have been serving regularly as

vocalists, cemicdians and speaking
lines on many programs. That is-

sue- is to be ele-eieleel by the* courts.
Should AFTKA win, which may

he the* e-ase, since the* AFM senile

years ago hist a similar battle with
the American Guild of Musical
Artists when the musicians seuight
to take over jurisdictiein e>f instru-

Hvpnotist Ralph Slate r, w ho' s I
mental soloists, then there* will he

scheduled to do a erne-man show a Buttle lo *' various categories of

at the Carnegie Hall Chambe rs.
|

performer musicians. AGVA may
N Y . Saturday and Sunelav nights i

»nak«* a hid to take ewer any inslru-

.24-25) has charged the- theatrical |

“lentalist working on a eale floor,

unions with "featherbedding” his
j

sta ge* of a theatre eu in any sit-

uation where use of nil instrument

Slater Burned At

'Featherbedding

On Recent Show

Reyes.

N.Y. PLAZA SOLD BY

HILTON FOR $15,000,000

Open season for arrival of Brit- disregard the telegram as ‘‘a sub-

i .

P™ducers and percenters is terfuge and a device to get cheap
here. Due shortly in New York publicity.” The cafemen said that

The Plaza Hotel. N. Y.. was sold

last week by the Hilton chain to a

Assn., beseeched the Governor to corporation headed by A. M. Son-

shortly in New York
are Harry Foster, head of the Fos-
ter Agency, which is the London
i;rp for the William Morris Agency;
Jock Jacobsen, of the London of-
fice of Music Corp. of America,
v.ho is due on *Nov. 1; and Alfred

nabend, who also operates a nation-

wide chain of hostelries. Purchase

AGVA had lost its membership in price was $15,000,000, of which the ^ tw^ yve*e>ks a t $250 per 1 If

Calumet City in December, 1952, Sonnabend firm made a down pay-
j

charged that two $60 a week flacks

j

forcing him to take on a pressagent
j

I
and a company manager for In*

|

j
two-day Carnegie Hall engage-

j

ments. Slater has staled that were
it not for the excess costs, he could

have gone into a .legit theatre tor

a run as he did earlier this season. 1

instead of confining his show to
j

Carnegie Chamber*- for two nights

only.

Slater stated that at hi-- Bijou

run, he had lo hire nine stage-
j

hands, a company manager and a

1 pressagent. latter tor a minimum

is part of an act^ Whether it Will
fie aide to reclaim all that jurisdic-
tion is difTieult to foretell, since
the AFM may elect to fight cm
every count.

Aver 'Old Guard*

AGVA Entrenching

when it had declared a strike in

which its members refused to par-

ticipate. COA states that AGVA
. had declared both Chi and Calumet. . * iirixi v«v\ i(ii x u p/ui ii v iii iiiivi v miuiii' t

lack Is also set for arrival in the City out of hounds to Its members
l.j

a™und Lime. Val Parnell,
j

jp January, 1953, to no avail, since
icad of Moss Empires Theatres, is the clubs continued to produce
Jims on the Coast and is expected shows with as many performers as
Jack to New York in a few days.

|

thev had ever used in the past.

Ireuu
a
r

iV? simultaneously
|

Counsc , for the bonifaces, Mil-

I V'r
rade of the Lew & ton j- Raynor, noted that the guild

1 ( e Agency, London. had never complained about work-
immediate object is to line up ing conditions in Calumet City

? tuncient talent for the pantomime while its performers were actively
Mason, and to insure a run of

\
members of AGVA and paying

- merican headliners at the Pal- their dues. He accused AGVA of
Odium. London. Without an as- trying to hurt club owners in the

supply of American marquee town because they have refused to
"x s. a Palladium variety season participate in the union's insurance

ment of $1,000,000. and gave notes I got more space for him than the

for $3 000.000. and a promissory i .

wc-ek'y
.

AT,,
^J, !

second mortgage note of $6,213,252 Oliver Sav e r A 1 1 AM business

which will run 12 vears. A first
1 manager, said. We have had inns-

mortgage of $4,786,748 is held by
j

d,( t,on S,ah r

^* 1 ‘ - * 1— c-- was at the Kij'iu

played Carnegie I

Insurance
i

((Id he doubtful.

PAGEANTRY HELPS

program "sponsored by AGVAs
leaders 'and not its membership'.”
Raynor's intimation is that a return

to normalcy here is contingent
upon AGVA's withdrawal of its

NEW ORLEANS CAFES rlfare " hiIh ,t'qulr<'s ‘'a< "

lub owner to pay $2.50 per per-

former per week.New Orleans, Oct. 20.

Louisiana Purchase celebration
v

‘ climaxed Saturday with
J • c'c an try of Mardi Gras flavor and
* >< ruled by President Dwight Ei-
Mn bower. Mardi Gras pageant of

v n °a,s held out of season for
fi ,s t time had Carnival mon- ...

< i ( hv Rex antj (;omus side by side try for
' the same lead float to set an hooked.
J Moric- precedent.

Bistros in the French Quarter a working permit. French singei
{ land office biz. Visitors had came ‘in last week from Me xico

1 "‘UCd into the city for days he- Salvador first came to the I S
)( the Sesquieentennial fete and several years ago to play the first

' 1 ,fie night spots, hotels, restau- date at Monte Ploser s La Vie <n
’• Mv 'V ere jammed. In addition. Hose. However. Proser later elect

-

f city attracted many here tor ed to preem with Marjane, and
f I ulanC-Ole Mi*-s gridiron fiav, subsequent lyb Salvador way gi\c n
'iii It also saw the night spots and $4,000 for this alleged bleach of

rtric* doing heavy biz. I contract.

Salvador Awaits Dates,

Permit for U.S. Entry
Henri Salvador is currently in

the United States on a transit \i*-a

cm route to another foreign coun-

some dates still to be

Once in another land

lie'll be able to enter the L S cm

the Metropolitan Life

Co. As part of the deal. Sonna-
j

bend immediately leased the inn

hack to Hilton for two years and a

half at an annual rental of $1,-j

500.000. Deal will not imiyediate-
ly affect the operation of the

Plaza's Persian Room, one of Un-
important talent buyers in N. Y.

The Hilton chain, in association

with the Atlas Corp., acquired the

Plaza in 1943 for $7,400,000. One
of the features of the lease is the

;

irrevocable option given to Hilton

to buy back a halt-interest in the 1

land on which the inn is situated

for $400.000 at anv time between 1

Oct . 1. 1965. and March 1. 1966.!

The Plaza, still a major class hotel,
j

was built originally in 1907 at a

cost of $12 000.000. and enlarged
in 1923.

Sonnabend. who is a director of

Columbia Pictures, i-- head of the

chain which also operates the- Hit/

Tower. N. Y ; Somerset and She I-

ton. Boston: Edgewater Beach. Chi-

cago; Cleveland, Cleveland; White-

hall. Palm Beach, and the Samoset,
Rockland. Me.

Hilton chain, headed by Conrad
N. llilton. includes Waldorl As-

toria, N. Y : Conrad Hilton. Chi-

cagct; r .rMay flower", Wa- him'ton; Jrf-

feison. St. Louis. Town House*, Los
Angeles; Caribe. Puerto Rico, and
the Casteilana, Madrid.

Charge* that the "old guard” of
Un- American Guild of Variety
Artists are seeking to perpetuate
themselves Jn control of the union
were made this week following the
national hoard meeting at Statler
Hotel. Buffalo, which ended Friday
<16*. Charges were made by boaid
member Murray White after the
national hoard elected Dewey
Barto, Sid Marion «ind Manny
Tyler to that body to replace
George West, Harry Rose and Sicl

Slate*, who resigned.
White contended that nominees

from that area who were runner*-
!
up on the recent national balloting

;

should have* be-e n selected. lie

stated that the- board’s action has
the effect of installing former

shows when he-

anel when he-

Hall's main auditorium ()m e- you
have jurisdiction ove-i a eertiin

type* of performance, you Te-tain :t

and we are- eleung so now. Under
union rules, we* may give- cut iate-s ,. . . . . .

to a show for two eu meue- per- i... , u .

forinanee-s vcithin a ^

h

k up to

four shows The-ii-fore-, Slate-i must
hire* a pressagent at $150 and a

company manager at $25 pe r elay

for two elays. Ilmu-u-r. since we- rfTPin niU IIMIT CUT
have three* me n already assigned uUilAli l\Al UNI 1 JLi
to Carnegie Hall, he will not have*

tej pay 4or the c emipanv manager;"
As for charges cil n taliation fc»r

speaking out </ii the- suhje-et Savler

said. "Let him say what he wauls.”

pudiated” try the* general me-mher-
ship Appeal e»n the* matter will
go to the- exee- e-emunitfe-e-

‘Hippodrome’ 5-Day Stay

In Milwaukee Nets 75G

Lenny Kent set for a six-week

run at the Clover Club, Miami,
darting Jan 20 llarve v Sterne a

get* a Detenibi i run at that spot, yeai

Milwaukee Ort 20
Five-day stay ot "Hippodrome ’

in Milwaukee resulted in a $75 000

gross, as c emtiastid to *90 000 for

s ix davs last. * *-ar .
feu prodme-r

llarohl Stcinman v, bc» v.a v temr-

mg "Skat mi’ A amt u --

'

la- 1 «-easem

Slifr-.v c losed Suriflay 10) affc r two.

malinee-s that day and moved on

to Dc-s Molncv
Layout came- to Milwaukee- Horn

Providence-, whoie lakes wre- hit

hv large inc icle-rie e- ctl polio eases

in town Previously Hippo-

drome" ee»|lecte-d $72 000 in Bos-

ton. where jt played under Slu.inv

auspices I >i g.mizal inn has m*.

;i |v#j ne-w«-cj the *dmw Jpi a date n« xl

FOR ONE-NITER SERIES
Sugar Kay Robinson will head a

unit that will do a series of eme-
nighleic starling Ort. 21 at Taun-
ton. Mass., and winding up al To-
ledo Dee. II. Tour, packaged by
Joe Glaser's Associated Booking
Corp. ej| Ame-fiea, has the former
pug turned performer heading a
layout that will include (dunt
Basie'*- Onh, The Domnmi-* Mar-
gie- McGleny and one- ml still t<>

he- set.

t'nit will he- getting gijai antr-e *-

running aremnel $3.5.00 pin*- per-
c e-ntage-s, Profits ed ti l

1
I «>i i r will

he c ut uji among the- per forme-i *

Negro units a re appaie-ntly hd-
fing if wi ll at (tie h o s|

f | (( . ttus

is the- third major outfit to Idm.
Others ale- tire- "Brggc *t Stn<w' ar.el

the- Joe* I .cm i
s package

The Palm Room, new addition

to the San Antonie» Club lluirieane,

was upf-ncel l;»*t Ttnirsday <15r lor

l the appearance el Fee Wee limit.
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BRUCE STEVENS
laairamcnUllat
15 Mina.
Caalno, Toronto
Bruce Stevens is a versatile

young man who can hit and hold
top notes on the trumpet, play a

mean alto sax and trombone, then
sit down at the grand piano for

his keyboard work in the jazz and
classical traditions.

Opens with “Flight of Bumble-
bee" on trumpet and then into

“Music Goes Round” for terrific

tonguing and high sustained notes,

plus variations; an also sax impres-
sion of Wayne King’s theme and a

trombone impression of the Sammy
Kaye style, complete with “poem,”
all to socko audience response.

At the grand, Stevens exhibits

plenty of Dixieland dexterity and
comedy keyboard mayhem; then
switches to stiaigrft playing of

“.Warsaw Concerto” to wrapt at-

tention. with finale rating x beg-
off reception when caught. Lad
also had an engaging line of in-

terpolated patter in addition to

his exciting musical knowledge
and is bcaucoup OK for any en-

tertainment media. McSia*.

love whispering of “Je TAlme." nr

the pouting hurt of the man who
is refused by the trapeze artist

who prefers to keep swinging in

“La Dame Sur I.e Balancoire.”
Montand’s terp ability shows in his

takeofT on the jazz addicts and his

"Flamenco a Paris."

Dressed in his uniform of a

brown shirt and brown oantv he
also recites dramatic and insouci-

ant poems of .lacoues Prevert
with excellent dramatic emphasis.
Tall, with craggy good looks, Mon-
tand’s popular apoeal seems to he
summed up by "Dils Moi Joe.”
about two happy vagabonds who
try to express their jov and zest

for living through a tickling in the
throat that makes song come out.

It comes out of Montand in an
eager baritone that can enunciate
clearly or swell to power or drop
to a tantalizing whisper, depend-
ing on the dictates of the lyrics

and song.

Good hacking also strengthens
this recital, and Henri Grolla’s
guitar is perfect, as is the piano of
Moh Gastello, the accordion of
Fn ddy Malta, the bass of F.man-
ucl Soudieu. and the n<*at drums
of Roger Parabosehi. The outfit

plays a medley before tin* appear-
ances of Montand. The big the-
atre was SRO when caught and
they are turning them away while
the concert lasts.

Montand was also the star of the
recent moneymaking, prizewinning
French pic. "Le Salat re De La
Pour" (“Wages of Fear”). At that
time Montand made the statement

|

that he would give $1,000 to any-
one who could prove he was or had
ever been a Communist. His offer
still stands though his view's and
beliefs are public and obvious.

Mask.

YVES MONTANI)
Songs
r»0 Mins.
Theatre De L’Etoile. Paris

With the spiral of performers
who can still do an excellent one-
man-show rapidly diminishing, the

hot! recital of Yves Monland bears
cataloging in this department iven
though it is unlikely that be will

be able to ni\\ H e L S in the n ar

future. Mont ind was once refused

a visa .to the States, and under ihe

Hey \it( nen act stands Mt , “

thane. • ol ever getting one thodgli

bis l a Unit and ability as a siie'T

and tronbador have pass d U S.

bond » hy uord-ol -mouth, (bsks,

and film's.

With t tie backing of a fine five-

man niythm section, divided from
the central .Montand by a trans-

parent scrim, this is a show that is

packing litis big bouse nightly, lie

has worked hard amassing good
songs and material since his last

solo stint here three years ago.

Result is a smooth, finely balanced
show of heavyweight numbers,
skilled rnterp and bodily emphasis,
and a brand of and appeal that
makes this a socko affair.

Use o neat lighting for shadow
effects, emphasis of dramatic use
al>o heighten this impressive re-

cital. Though Montand lacks the
true fire and heart of the great
showman, his meticulous precision
a n d perservering balladeering
shows in the cold perfection of
every line and gesture. He dances,
acts and mimes to his rep of songs
of the joy of Paris, or the rhap-
sodic awe of the number of people
needed to send one train hurtling
through the night in “II Fallu.” or
the well mimed and timed story of
a shady sideshow barker in “Le
Saltimhanque," or the caressing

Dallas, Oct. 20.

State Fair of Texas, for the 11th

straight year, is headed for a new
attendance record. The 68th an-

nual expo, midway in Its 16-day

run, Oct, 10-25, through Saturday
(17) boasted a halftime attendance

total of 1,222.700, topping by 46,-

100 lust year’s 1.176.590 for the

first eight days. Fair though warm
weather heiped the turnstiles

throughout, with a bulging crowd
of 282,785 visitors, at 60c. each,

in the 187-acre fairgrounds Satur-

day f 1 7 * for the second best single

day’s attendance in history i—

1

topping 1952’s high mark of 281,-

230 on Oct. 12.

Big weekend lure was the South-

ern Methodist U.-Rice Institute

football game, with 50.000 in the

Cotton Bowl Saturday night (17).

“The Ethel Merman Show."

prime entertainment lure in State

Fair Auditorium, drew- a lusty

$105,000 b.o. from 39,720 payees

for the first 12 shows through Sat-

urday (17>. Figure is ahead of ex-

pected $200,000 gross for the 24-

performance stand and, with a to-

tal nut of $152,000. expo stands

to show well on the profit side.

Charles R. Meeker, Jr., veepee-as-

sistant general manager, producing

and staging the hit revue, put up
200 extra chairs opening night <10>

in the 4.300-seat expo auditorium,

with four subsequent shows near

sellouts, at $1.20-$4.80 scale. Miss

Merman, duetting with Russell

Nype in “You're Just in Love,”

stops the show nightly. Musical

comedy queen’s 140-minute smash
show includes costar-emcee George

oiurpny ana lour other acts— I «
Gatos Trio. Borrah Minevitch
Harmonica Rascals (6*. Wiere Bro<
<3» and George Moro's Mer-Maid
<20). dancing line, backed bv Hv
man Charninsky’s 24-piece orch

Ice-Show Sellouts

“lee Cycles of 1954” gave
,v

extra matinee and was SRO £<„• ;it

three Saturday performances n
the 5.700-seat Ice Arena. Claronc
Linz, arena prexy, said it was tlx
first time in ice-show' biz that tluv,
performances in one day were sell

and out-s - after he telephoned the CW
for verification. “Cycles.” scaled t.

$3.30, is the ninth consecuthi

DICK HALLMAN
Songs
10 Mins.
Shoreham Hotel, Washington

Dick Kallman impresses as one
of the better young singers to come
down the pike, with a solid future

if he is handled properly and not

rushed too fast. In style and voice,

he resembles Eddie Fisher although

he still lacks the “heart” which
gives Fisher’s voice Its special plus.

However, Kallman is a youngster
of 20 with plenty of time to pick

up the extra polish and finish.

For the Shoreham engagement,
he has dropped his jazzier routine

and switched to ballad standards
which are better adapted for this

big spot’s clientele. His numbers,
when caught, included "Great
Day.” “I Believe.” “Song in My
Heart." “September Song” and
“Me and My Gal.” Voice comes
through cleanly and enunciation
was fine for all selections, even
though he works a shade too close

to the mike for the last two. In

addition to voice. Kallman is a very
attractive looking youngster with
pleasing manner. Loire.

COMEDY MATERIAL
for All Branch** o

*

Tk--r*» raft

FUN-MASTER
THt O.ilCINAl SNOW-617 GAG FILE

•Tht Service of the STARS)
First 1) files 57 00— All 35 Issues $35
Singly: $1 05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY
Beginning with No. 1—No Skipping)
• 3 Bks PARODIES, por book $10 o
• MINSTREL BUDGET $35 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., oe. bk. $35 •
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

93.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS. $300. Worth ovor a thousand

No C.O D.'s

' BILLY GLASON
300 W 54th St. N?w York 19-Dept V

Circle 7-1130

BI DDY LEWIS & DON PHILLIPS
Songs. Comedy, Impersonations
35 Mins.
Celebrity Room. Philadelphia

Teaming of pair of local niterv
laves has resulted in doubling their
impact. Don Phillips is a .singing
emcee, with an okay set of pipes,
and comedian Buddy Lewis does
Hollywood impressions. Pooling of
their talents is smart merchandis-
ing and tlu* product is a good
tumult act that should keep them
working steadily,

Phillips comes on singing “All
of Me" which cues into “My
Buddy” as an intro for his partner.
Through Hollywood makeup kit

gimmick, Phillips aids Lewis as
latter does fast chances into such
standards as Marx, E, G. Robinson,
Bogart. In a latter dance switch,
Lewis shows these characters and
others as they might appear doing
the hucklehuck.

Buddy’s impersonation of Ted
Lewis brings character from audi-
ence for “Me and Mv Shadow."
Ringsider was amusing enough at

show caught, hut business seems
risky, especially since he now has
partner on stage. Not to be out-
done in the miming. Phillips oilers
vocal impreshes of Frankie Laine.
Billy Daniels and Johnnie Ray. For
an encore act goes serious with
Phillips singing ”1 Believe." which
segues into newsboy scene from
“City for Conquest” 'Lewis as
Cagney and Phillips as Arthur
Kennedy). Art is in pood shape
considering few weeks of workouts,
and reception was solid Ga<jh.

LEW

BLACK
and
PAT

DUNDEE
(Boauty and
tho loo*)

A now not# fn
Glamor Comatfy

Openim 0«t. 37
DINTY'S TERRACE

GARDEN
Albany. N. Y.

Mot.:
GERBER-WEISS
300 W. 57 St., N.Y.

MERCURY
ARTISTS

325 W. 57 St.. N.Y.

Policy of pinpointing playing
time to hit maximum audiences is

likely to be followed in booking of
some of the major touring shows.
Pattern is likely to be followed par-
ticularly in the case of moppet at-

tractions. who find their best box-
office at the weekend matinees.

Gene Autry, who’ll be taking out
an arena-sized show after Jan. 1,

is set to play five matinees in two
days at the Garden. Boston, Feb.
12-13. He’ll play two matinees on
Friday, which is Lincoln’s Birth-
day, and the following day will
play a morning show and two mati-
nees. In both cases, he’ll forego
the evening displays, feeling that
his major draw will be with the
juve elements, w'ho must be in bed
before the end of the evening show.
Garden has other events booked
for those nights.

This policy was tried successfully
at the Garden last season, but not
on as large a scale. The Saturday
morning show hit good boxoflice
and so did the matinee which fol-
lowed later in the afternoon.
Autry may do this in most of

the weekend dates around the
country, and there’s the chance
that the pattern may be repeated
with other shows.

Autry will be picked up for a
series of stands by the Arena Man-
agers Assn. Lineup so far includes
stops at Fort Wayne. Toledo, Johns-
town. Providence. New Haven, Bos-
ton and Washington.

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON

•th RETURN ENGAGEMENT
BILTMORE BOWL

liltmor# Hotel, Los Aagolts
Amtrican Rep.: WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL MAROUANI AGENCY PARIS VARETTA DILLARD

Songs
10 .Mins.

Apollo, N.Y
Varelta Dillard, introed as a

Savoy Records artist, is a plump
Negro songstress who shows
plenty* of volume but not much
else. Fetchingly encased in a white,
strapless gown, she does three
numbers at this Ilarleni vaude em-
porium for so-so results.

Without question Miss Dillard
lias a good voice and possibilities
in the disk and vaude-niter.v fields.
But at present both her delivery
and mannerisms are far too me-
chanical to develop her full poten-
tial. When she learns how to use
pacing and timing and creates a
relaxed style of her own she’ll
register much better with most
audiences Gifb.

WORLD'S WORST!

WE LL GET YOU
CANCELLED!

Trill Folio. Gogs, Bits
Parodies, Intros, $1.00— CATALOG FREE —
SEBASTIAN 10934 V
Hamlin, No. Hollywood,
Calif. SU 3-4459 Spocial

Pormanont Haiti

from $ 17.50 Wookly

October 14, 1953

John Ferro
Manager, Palumbo's Restaurant
Philadelphia, Pa.

Transient cooms

also available

roM WinsJorr

We express our sincere appreciation
and extend our heartfelt thanks for your
kindness and consideration during our
entire period of friendship. It was a

pleasure to work with you and a greater
pleasure knowing you.

Pantomimist-lnstrumentalist
Repeat TV Performances

ED SULLIVAN • ARTHUR MURRAY

10 Weeks of CROSSLEY CONVENTIONS
* *

Oct. 6 thru Nov. 5, Pittsburgh Area
Bell Telephone and Club Dates

A it

Nov. 9 to Dec. 15, Chicago Area
*

Dec. 16 to 22, MURAT THEATRE, Indianapolis,
W*»r

Sam Roberts

Your friend

Hlenda and VaU+tti

tylxvuda

Mark baddy—laoQiNpwnicin
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South Dakota State Fair
Nets 10G on $139,835 Gate

Omaha, Oct. 20.
South Dakota State Fair grossed

$139,835, officials announced last
week. Receipts were about $1,500
short of the record $141,365 col-
lected in 1951 and about $550 shy
of 1952.

Officials said they expected the
expo would show a profit of around
$10,000, about same as last year.

Th» national board of the Ameri-

n hi Id of Variety Artists which

mined last week at the Statler

Hut. I
Buffalo, in a three-day

meeting was a much more mature

,,„ (h than has characterized previ-

meetings. One of the reasons

„ ,, ;1 change of voting procedure

which makes it mandatory for the

nu mhership to vote for at least

( ,n«'
nominee from each city in

vliu l) a branch is located, instead

,,t voting without regard to branch

affiliation. As a result, there has

btt>n a sizable turnover in rnem-

bll vhip. Many new faces were

at the deliberations and many of

thf old guard were left behind.

However, one of the conditions

p f A(;va meetings which become

chi im ic is the desire of each repre-

Mntative to be heard, no matter

w hethtr his points have been dis-

,mvcd w whether it’s germane.

For example, in the discussions

which led up to the resolutions

which cue repudiation of the 1951

agreement with the American
Federation of Musicians, it was

evident after the first 15 minutes

of discussion that all delegates

were in favor of the step. How-
ever. action was delayed consider-

able while most delegates palav-

ered. gave instances of breaches

and repeated speeches that others

had made. Nothing was gained

hy the discussion except that a

few of the actors had a chance to

get into the spotlight.

In most instances, however, the

new delegates asked intelligent

questions and seemed to vote on

the basis of the deliberations

rather than prejudices.

Stormy Meeting
In many respects the meeting

was stormy, with most of the bick-

ering going on between members

oi tne oin guard. there were
several points of personal privilege
taken to answer charges and
counter charges. One of the more
celebrated points at the Buffalo
meeting resulted in the rescinding
of the $500 fine recently levied
against Georgie Price for working
a free show in the Catskill belt.
As a result of personal privilege
on a point brought up by Murray
White, it was subsequently found
that the charges against Price
were improperly drawn. White
charged that Price made anti-

AGVA remarks before an audience
and then did a free act. During
Price's rebuttal, it was found that
there were no written charges on
the scores upon which he was
fined. The board then voted to

drop the action However, there’s
some chance it may be reinsti-

tuted.

In another setto between AGVA
prexy Jackie Bright and “Price, a

curious situation - arose w hereby
some members including Price
were speaking against the accept-
ance of the Honest Ballot Assn,
report. HBA conducted the AGVA
elections and rejection of its re-

port would have meant that AGVA
had no officers. Crux of the sit-

uation was whether AGVA should
have taken Danny Thomas’ name
off the ballot following his refusal

to run for the presidency. Issue

was finally resolved by t he ex-

planation of AGVA attorneys that

since HBA conducted the election

in its entirety, the right to elimi-

nate Thomas’ name was up to

them. Report was then accepted.

Generally, the meeting did mosl

of what it set out to do. Under
prodding from Bright, the proceed-

ings were speeded up at various

times. The last session of the

meeting lasted until 6 a m. Site

of the next confab wasn’t chosen.

According to most board members,
the city in which a meeting is

held no longer matters. The mem-
bers check into the hotel in which
the powwow takes place and that's

virtually the last they see of the

town until they get back to the*

railroad stations or airport.

Restrictions of the McCarran-
Walters Act governing immigra-
tion into the l'. S. are believed by
showmen to have cut into boxof-
fice in many fields. Inability to get
an immediate supply of fresh tal-

ent has affected the grosses of
many circuses, and has restricted
the operations in other phases of
the industry. Another effect of the
statute is the added expense put
onto talent agencies in increased
costs of cabling, more clerical

costs in filling out forms and in-

creased legal costs in trying to get
fresh talent Into the U. S

It's pointed out hy several show-
men that circuses, for example,
haven’t had too brilliant a season
financially. They have been
forced to feature names that have
headlined in previous seasons.

They’ve been unable to import new
turns in sufficient number to pro-

vide a fresh aspect to tin* shows
and consequently there have been
some bo. dips. It’s feared that the

decrease may he even more pro-

nounced next season.

The percenterics have learned to

live with the problem, although
new regulations have diminished
latent availabilities considerably.

Under the former legislation, an
act could get his entry visa within
a week. Today in rare eases, a

visa may he obtained in two weeks,

hut generally it's a matter that re-

quires several months.
Reason for the delay is the great

Oaters 4G. Salt Lake
Salt Lake City. Oct. 20.

Slim Whitman, T. Texas Tyler
and Hank Snow headed a cast of
western performers, including
“Grand OF Opry’’ stars, that played
two performances at the State Fair
Coliseum Sunday, Oct. 11. to a
breakeven b o. of about $4,000, Au-
dience gave performers a big hand,
hut this is too good a churchgoing
town to make Sunday a hot deal.

qu tries may take many months.
Kven when the consulate is satis-

fied that there is no subversive
bi.ckground.**a visa cannot always
lie guaranteed. Visas can he re-

fused for Communists and Fascial

backgrounds as well as on moral
grounds.
The agencies have found that

it’s easier to get visas for acts that

are located In England. France is

i

more dififeult and the eastern

;

European countries and Asia are

most difficult to get.

The slowdown of the importation

j

of foreign acts has similarly hit

talent agency revenue In time, it’s

' anticipated that fairs wilf lie l»4A.

Sole beneficiary of the McCar-

|
ran Walters Act in the theatrical

, field are the acts already here or
i those who had their visas before

this legislation went into effect.

I These turns have been able to

work more steadily. However, if

an insufficient amount of new
blood comes in, their jobs, It's

believed, will ultimately he en-

dangered. It’s pointed out that in

Judge Raps Mont’l Ops On

Liquor Violations, Lack

Of Patron Protection
Montreal, Get 13.

Within a month of Justice Car-
on’s judgment on Montreal’s
lengthy vice probe, cafe operators
were rapped sharply by Judge
Armnnd Cloutier tor ignoring the
liquor laws of the province. Warn-
ing came last week when Judge
Cloutier imposed two-year peni-
tentiary sentences on two men for
hoisting a patron’s wallet in the
Cafe St. Michel. One of the ac-
cused was a washroom attendant
in the club.

“Night clubs and drinking spots
in Montreal are apparently free to
flout Hie law and remain open un-
til daylight,” said Cloutier. “The
least the operator might do is to

make sure that the people who
troquent these spots are not robbed
on the premises by employees of
these so-called clubs.”

With drinking hack on a 24-hour
basis after a cooling-off period
when the Quebec Liquor Commis-
sion cracked down on cafe owners
a year or so ago. Judge Cloutier
demanded logal bonifaees furnish
adequate protection for their pa-
trons.

Officially all clubs are supposed
to stop serving at 2 am; no danc-
ing is the rule after midnight on
Saturday, and limited liquor and
entertainment hours arc on the
hooks for Sundays, Few of these
rules are followed and a nominal
fine, never enough to dent the coin
garnered from a big weekend, is

paid each week by the club con-
cerned.

New Orleans, Oct. 20.

Government filed a tax lien

Thursday <15> against the Bever-

ly Country Club. Inc., suburban
night sped. for unpaid income taxes

totaling $444.705 31.

The lien was fildd in Orleans and
Jefferson Parish hy George A.

Lambert, U. S. district collector

of internal revenue.

It lists claims f<»r unpaid income
taxes ol $178,981.15 for the fiscal

year 1949; $126 422.41 for 1050, and
$139,301.75 feu 1951.

A similar tax lien was- filed

against Beverly Country Club on
Dec. 15. 1952. feu- unpaid taxes

totaling $3,257.50 for the- year 1948

That lien was cancelled on Jan. 22
of this year at the request of the
Government.

Jack of All

Trades

and

MASTER of

CEREMONIES

JTIFUL SOPHISTICATE OP SONO
Currently Appearing

THE OLD NEW ORLEANS
Washington, D. C.

Thanhs to
PRANK SENNES AGENCY
York City Circle 4 110S

Shreveport. La.. Oct. 20.

Catering to a closed member-
ship, the Florentine Club, an ex-

clusive Shreveport dine-and-drink

establishment, has inaugurated its

first season floor show-concert hall

entertainment with Richard Dyer-

Bennet. the ballad singer, who com-
pleted a week's run here Saturday
(17).

Ballad singer will be followed bv

Theodor Uppinan. baritone recent-

ly signed to the Metropolitan

Opera roster. I'ppman comes in

Oct. 26.

Other artists booked hy Robert

C. Friend. Florentine Club's man-
aging director and owner, on what
he terms his “Celebrity Series."

are the duo-piano team of Ferran-

te & Teicher, Virginia Sale. Helen
Jepson, Cham-Ber Huang, the har-

monica virtuoso, violinist Stephen
Hero. Les Campagnons rie la Chan-
son, actor Arnold Moss. The Angel-

aires, Edward Arnold. Boris Gold-

ovskv, Nan Merriman and Jorge

Bolet.

Miss Merriman and Bolet will

double as soloists with the five-

seasons-old Shreveport Symphony,
conducted by John Shenaut.
The Florentine Club artists give

a regular concert at an afternoon

musicale for some 300 socialites

and otherwise appear at the club

each night in an impromptu recital

during their engagements.

Amnesty Question Keeps

AGVA, Chi EMA Apart
Show Biz Names Rack Up

SRO for K.C. Horse Ball

The Chicago Entertainment Man-
agers Assn, and American Guild
of Variety Artists may he able to
come to an agreement which would
restore peace in tin* Windy City,
it the union and the EMA would
be able to get together on the ques-
tion of amnesty for AGVAites
who defied the union by working
for spots on the union’s unfair
lists. At present, however, union
insists on the right to discipline

1 1 v own members.

Also a point of dispute is union's
recognition of EMA as the bar-

gaining unit for the Chi club date
agents. Union classified the Chi
EMA as an employer group and
since it doesn’t recognize such or-

ganizations, they will try to sign

all these agents separately.

Kansas City, Oc t. 20.

Annual American Royal Corona-
tion Ball and show was a sellout

in the Municipal Auditorium^ here
last Friday Fiist time in years
the event has been jampacked.
with about 12.000 pavers iff the
hall.

Entertainment lineup was one of

the strongest the ball committee has
ever had on hand, with Refer Lind
Hayes and Mary Healy, Sarah
Churchill and Duncan Ronaldo
< Cisco Kid» and Leq Carillo ‘Ran-
cho), and Roland Fiore from t fie

summer outdoor theatre leading
the 35-piece orch.

Ball is the social event opening
the Royal season, which centers
around 10 days of live stock and
horse shows. President Eisen-
hower, in town for a number of

events, including an appearance at

the opening horse show Friday
evening, added a considerable
boost to events in general.

(Bobby)

RETURN ENGAGEMENT
by Popular Demand
OCT. 19— Nov. 1*»

ST. MAURICE HOTEL
Thrte RWrri. Qutbte Canada

Al GROSSMAN, RKO Bldg., New York

# BOOKEDJ UNTIL

NIXT

Booked tfcro WILLIAM SHILLING
14S Will 46tk Street

Ngw York City

Amedeo's Funniest end
Ato»f Original Comedy Dance Team

Just Completed

HORIZON ROOM, Pitt*., Pa.
Currently at

MAYFAIR CLUB, Boston, Mass.

Held Over Til Oct. 18

Thanks
GEO. CLARE — WILL WEBER

Home Address
4051 D«nmon St.. Elmhurst, l. I., N. Y

WHEN IN BOSTON
\*'l tho

Show Biz Sponsoring

Portland Shrine Event
Portland, Ore., Oct. 20.

The Shrine Show of Shows will

be held in the Civic Auditorium

Nov. 4 with the house scaled at $6,

and take tabbed for the new build-

ing fund of the Shriner’s Hospital

for Crippled Children.

Sponsors this year are the musi-

cians’ and stagehands’ unions.

American Guild of Variety Artists,

and the motion picture industry of

Oregon.

Tho Horno of Show Folk

Avery A WaMeqtee St*.

Br~~nO~P*°pl* but ihflw p»0P

ORIGINAL
MAGICAL JUGGLER

Just Concluded <

Return Engagement

ALPINE VILLAGE
CLEVELAND

THIS ACT NOT TELEVI1ED

SPECIAL RATESI

Right in the heart of Philadelphia's

J theatrical and night club district . . .

*
excellent facilities, spacious, homey rooms,

Cleveland, Oct. 20.

••Ice Capades” netted a great

$396,312. plus $32,126 raised for

the Cleveland Society for Crippled

Children in a benefit matinee, in 20

performances at $3.75 top at th.e

Cleveland Arena last week.

Receipts lor the 14 day run went

fj 20' i over last /ear 3 fi^Urek.;

BROAD AND LOCUST STBEITS
A

l»b*'t Pearce, teeident Moy
eft ^ 0 „ f ( t

J)
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Hotel Plaza* N. Y.

Vednadir, October 21, 1953

Create Holm; Ted Straet^r and

Mark Monte Orcha; $2 and $2.50

cover.

rear and are used sparingly either

to blend voicea with the instru-

inentts or to take momentary solos

as a trio unit. Pipes are effectively

prominent on at least one number,
“You Are Love,” which gets good
response from the seatholders.

Walkoff. like the entrance, is a
Celeste Holm, the original “Ado

Annie” in “Oklahoma”—the gal

who “Cain't Say No"—says it very parade to theme song, “La Vie Kn
affirmatively at the Plaza'* Persian Hose.” with the group exiting via

Hoorn, with her songalog which ho-

Saadi. Laa Vagas
L»s Vega*. Oct. 13.

Frank Sinatra & Orch (8) trith

Hilt Miller ;
Nicholas Brot. <2>,

Charlea Nelson, Bek Steiner, Byr
on Ba liner, Copa Girls < 10 » . Ray
Sinatra Orch ( 12 » ;

no cover or

minimum.

Mar Chnwitov
Norma llatton,
$1-5 1.50 cover.

speaks an histrionic concept in

excess of the basic lyric conignl ol

her vocal, repertoire. Fundamen-
tally a songstress. Miss Holm
seems to he in training, conscious-

ly or otherwise, for her forthcom-

ing legit stint in the Kanins* new
p!;ty, “His and Hers,” because she

imparts extra values to her pop
and imisiromedy excerpts.

She leans heavily on Rodgers A
llammerstein and Rodgers & Hart,

hut there is a touch of Kern, Duke
ami others sprinkled throughout
her routine. It includes the David
Raksin "Beautiful and Damned”
score, to which she chirps a spe-

cial set of lyrics that, somehow',
seem to overshadow the buildup
she gives the music. Raksin’s
‘ Laura," of course, is among his

more haunting film score excerpts
hut somehow “Beautiful and
Damned. ’’ for all of its Oscar-win-
ning musical score distinction,

tends to retard the tempo of her
otherwise lighthearted repertoire.

Mis* Holm is a thrush with 10
and no problems. She brags that

she is thoroughly “adjusted”

—

this is done via a “psychoanalysis”
satire in song—and. quite ob-

viously, gives credence to her
lyrical* burthen. Kven from the

kickoff, with “Autumn in New
York.” medleyed with “Keep It

Ca.v” and "Great Wide Wonderful
World," the basic intent is joic de
vivre in its warmest romantic man-
ner She even sets the motif with
a lush cherry-colored ensemble
that arrest both the femmes and
the males.

j

“(‘ain’t Say No” harks back to 1

“Oklahoma." as she does on occa-
i

sion. and thus, when comes "Beau-
tiful and Damned." it’s a little on
the weightier side. She quickly
ahout-fices with "Zip.” a Gypsy 1

Rose Lee lyric ("imagine me get-

ting the Persian Room raided!"
she quips i. and since she "must'
sing the inevitable French diltv"
liei- contribution is “Mademoiselle
de Paris." Ex-table tennister Ruth
Hughes Aarons fashioned her spe-
cial material.

Long Ago and Far Away”
blended with “Where or When"
resumes the romantic mood; and
thence a backstage catty chatter
routine keyed to "No Business
Like Show Business." Finale,
from the public doorway ifroin

whence she makes both entrance
and exit*, is anticlimnctic and she
could dispense with "Wish the
Clock Had No Hands” It is other-
wise a nice song idea hut some-
how at this point she should have

’ leit them hungry.
Withal. Miss Holm Is a looker,

a blonde beaut who can stand the
intimate spotlight, and whose basic
vocal talents arc aptly attuned to
the class environs of the Persian
Room.
Ted Strader's band is good

aecomp per Usual (Miss Holm also
has her own unbilled special ' l> vt* partner
pianist*, and also, per usual, they hand,
are tiptop dansapators. Mark
Monte’s Continentals are the
equally expert alternate combo

Abel.

the tables.
,

!

Le Roy Bros, and their mari-

onettes precede the Stern ensemble
j

with some light comedy tfcat meets'
equally light impact. Puppeteering
involves a hula doll who shifts into

J

the humps and grinds and a me!-
j

anchol.v clown who gets carried

away by his own balloon. Act
j

< loses w ith a drummer pounding
j

dust in a violent session that ends
in a not -very-funny suicide.

Usually adept Dorothy Hild
Dancers arc exceptionally skillful

in two production numbers, both
executed against flute solos by
Robert Ridenhauer and both fea-

turing adagio dancing of Mary
Lucas and Rinanuel Winston. Show
ends in kudos to a sensual Afro-
Cuban dance done in luminous
cosiTimes.

Skinnay F.nnis orch (three
rhythm, four brass and five reeds'
showbacks expertly and plays in-

terim dance music, the maestro
entertaining with characteristic
breathless vocals on old faves.

Lrs.

Normandie, Montreal
Montreal, Oet. 15.

Jimmy Savo, Cabot A Dresden,
Orch ( 8 >

Bill Moodic
irith

T rio;

Jimmy Savo is currently making
his annual visit to the Shernton-
Mount Royal’s Normandie Room
and the diminutive panto artist is

greeted with the usual salvos.
Without the long gab fest that

most of the present comics use to r

intro routines, Savo slides e:

from one situation to the next,
juggling imaginary balls one min-
ute. breaking into song the next,
lull relying at all times on his sock

o

timing to bring cohesion to session.
In some ways, Savo has groomed

lii> act to such a fine point that
some of the sharper moments arc
missed by those who are seeing him
for the first time. Some of the old
faves. such" as “One Meatball’’ and
“River. Stay 'Way From My Door.”
are l iken too much for granted,
and fail to gainer the reception
given a new entry to his list call'd
“Some Contagious Evening," a

parody on “South Pacific." Despite
an audience (on the night caught"
who have apparently been brought
up on the obvious, well-punched
t\ pe of humor, the brilliance of
Savo w as ever on top. His inherent
showmanship is evident through-
out; everything, the baggy suit, the
haltered hat. the raised eyebrows
and flu* surprising voice, all go lo
establish Savo as a winner in Ins

particular eomedic slot.

Rallroomologists Cabot A Dres-
den. oocn present revue with the
standard terps. Couple look well on

i
I he floor and draw plaudits for a

scries of fast spins with the male
half of duo supporting his attrar-

in mid-air with one

Frank Sinatra has always ap-

pealed to the gambling genre. His

previous bookings in Las Vegas
have signalled turnaway biz for

the entile span. Now, bolstered

even more by success of the

Maggio role in "From Here to

Eternity," he reaches into ranks

of moderate bet-flingers and in-

sures more than capacity for his

tluee-frame Sandstand.
Although high on the list as a

top moneymaker in Vegas, Sinat-

ra’s vocalists and attitude have
left much to be desired among
discriminating customers. With
this return, he fronts a dulcet mu-
sical ensemble and warbles a

rather subdued repertoire of

standards. As he meanders down
memory lane, Sinatra slams the

door on his former worshippers
to please an older and less exu-
berant set of applauders.

Whether selling a fleeting hit

paradcr or an evergreen, the un-

mistakable stamp of quality is al-

ways evident. Jarring the pleasant

reverie are tendencies to insert

dubious gags or parody lines in

great established melodies, annui.

and mechanically phrased offerings

of humility. Offset these by top
showmanship, striving toward per-

fection, flair for the dramatic, and
that's the complex guy Sinatra.

Very few* of the current crop
of male singers could equal his

contouring of “My Funny Valen-
tine," "Spring is Here.” “Someone
to Watch Over Me,” or create the
spine-tingle of his "One For My
Baby.” In these ballads he reaches
the heights. Such profuse program-
ming of oldies tends to pall, with

tee off with iome neat precision

heel and to# tattooing routines.

Gary Morton, glib and personable,

is slow in getting started with his

laugh session but nets plenty of

chuckles before his windun. He
also does some nice trumpeting on

“Stardust." , ,
. .

McIntyre’s band is a pleasant

holdover, doing new and old tunes

in as smooth and danceable fashion

as any ankle bender could wish.

Jeanie McManus, band thrush, ably

matches the proficiency of the Mc-

Intyre crew. Liuz.

[
similarity of mood and tempi need-

i\
S
^ i

V
i

even more sock shots in the
rhythm section than he formats.
Insertion of “This Can’t Be Love”
“Coffee in Brazil," “All of Me"
in mild jump tempo does aid some-
what in relieving the legato

streams. Although reception varies
throughout, Sinatra exits to king-
size mitts.

Nicholas Bros, wham over a hot i

sesh of trick dealing and aero
trickery. Particular standouts are I

the frores’ difficult floor spits. Per-

j

sonalities blend neatly along the
route of clever footwork, challenge

,

bouts and Afro-Cuban sorties to

land the lads terrif bowoff salvos.

Copa Girls make much ado of

a sort of elegant cornshucks idea
entitled “Riddle Me This." Best
feet forward takes place in the
holdover “Klondike Katie." featur-
ing a sexy talksong and grinding
parade hv Bek Steiner. Charles
Nelson handles all vocals with
ap'omb. and Byron Palmer gyrates
the modern-styled terp solos. Ray
Sinatra orchsters hold the foil un-
til time for the headliner, to be
replaced by Frank Sinatra’s octet

—four strings, one reed and
rhythm. Bill Miller is excellent on
88 hacking, and is the erstwhile
downbeater whenever Mr. S. isn't

waving his arms for musicues.
• Will.

liilliewafer Heaeli. I hi
Chicago, Oct. 15.

Harold Stern & Singing Strings
f

1 7 *
. Le R o.i/ liras. <2', Dorothy

Hild Dancers <7>, Skinnay Fnnis
Orch t 12*; $8.50 minimum, SI
cotvr.

Band vocalist Norma Hutton do.'s

chirping and emcee chores in her
usual capable fashion with Max
Chamitov and his orch hacking
showcase, handily spelled by the
Bill Moudie trio between shows.

Ncirt.

Hotel ItooNevell. .X. O.
New' Orleans, Oct. 10.

Johnnie Ray. Vince & Gloria
Haydoek, Gary Morton, Hoi McIn-
tyre Orch (14i; $2.50 minimum.

Slightly offbeat for niterv fare.

P'•esent four-week bill has spec-
,

taele-appeal that should sit wt 11
|

villi the family element which
frequents the Marine Room he* re.
I lam (I Stern, w ho once led oper-
ettas .is well as the Olsen A John-
son orch, brings his own string
ensemble to Chi for the first time,
a group of excellent musicians tin

one accordion. three
and three vocals' placing
and salon music segue-

(iailinoHU 4luh. Offaun
Ottawa, Oct. 9

Maury Kaye Quartet, Royal
Rockms (3». Calvert Sisters <2»,

Russ ii Joy. Harry Po:y Orch '8';

75e-$l Saturday.

field,li

rh> i Inn;

dinner
fashion.

Entrance is striking, with the en-
tire unit passing in dignifietd single-
tile onto the btoad stage from the
main staircase to take symmetrical
positions onstage. Leader and vo-
calists wear formal dress, with the
instrumentalist's uniformly garbed
in scarlet jackets. Repertoire
neath alternates quick tempos
with slow ones, spanning the tra-
ditional violin moods from gay
“Play Gypsy’’ and tricky “Hoi.i
Staccato” to nostalgic "Softly. As
in a Morning Sunrise." Execution
on all count?; is fluent and appeal-
ingle melodious.

Stein occupies the forefront
taking the lend and occasional
solos, among them simulated bird-
tails Vocalists, two males and an i 'Ch imp
e)e-< atekii g femme, are » a* • tluino.iught .

The Gatineau offers its table-

sitters an okay mixture of terps,

skaters, chanters and musicians.
Show is headed by four Montreal
tads, the Maury Kaye Quartet, com-
posed of Kaye on 88s, Dino Vale in

the chant department., Danny Bir-
!

man on drums and Clare Bolton.
'

Inss. Outfit does solid impreshes
of Ink Spots. Johnny Ray and Billy 1

Daniels besides working tunes like I

"(’umana." “Fire Dance" and 1

"World on a String" straight. Four-
some could use more comedy and
more balance in arrangements.

Calvert Sisters, cute, blond and
effervescent, keep their stint alive

j

and effective with fast-paced rou-
;

line Hutton-type 1 delivery pays off ,

in tunes like "Sunny Side Up" and
"We Love Boys," spicy Betty han-
dling zany antics, white pert Virki

|

,

is clicko podner. Royal Rockets, i

femme and two males, provide
socko roller-skate thrills on port-

j

able table. Russ A Joy are okay
on taps and looks for effective stint

^

Harry Pozy hand is socko in

I showbacking and for dancing. All
Costi is hack on the lounge key-
board. joined now and then b\

fellow Petrilloites fbr session

Champagne on bass ni ’ht
J O'f'H! “

Johnnie Ray and his entourage
are attracting plenty ol customers
at this swank night spot. The last

time Ray was here he drew a huge
audience of teenage femmes in

Municipal Auditorium, but in the
current engagement he wins en-
tluisucstic response from a more
mature crowd with essentially the
same style and material.

Hay’s 30-ininute song stint adds
up to one of the most hectic seen
in the plush room. He scores as
a top waiter and shows plenty of
show biz savvy.
Wanning up room with “Please

Don’t Talk About Me." Ray follows
with "Glad Rag Doll," "Somebody
Stole My Gal" and "Walkin’ My
Baby Back Home." During latter

number he tours ringside with a

hamlmike, moving among the
tables kissing and kidding the dis-

taff side for plaudits.
When squealing of femmes sub-

sides. warbler settles down with
tlu* dramatic "With These Hands.”
which he gives full dramatic treat-

ment emotionally and otherwise.
Perspiring freely from his arm
waving and foot stomping, he
moves over to piano to sing a
medley of his trademark tunes,
jumping his numbers around and
letting Hal McIntyre’s orchestra
pick up w here it can.

i Full-throated interpretations of
"Sinner Am I." “Little White
Cloud" and "Cry” follow , with Ray
fi»*’shing with "Jubilee."

'receding Ray are Vimje A
1 Gloria Mttydockt dntifcc ‘ dlto,' whtf

ratilito Hoyal* D* !*•

Washington. Oct. 15.

Olsen k Johnson's “Operation

Fun” with Ole Olsen, Chic John-

son, Beverlee Dennis, Marty May,

June Johnson, Beachcombers ( 4),

Fran Martin, Dick Crowley, Diane

Lawrence, Esther Furst, Rowland
Cespcdes, Frank Shawl, Jtni Tut-

ner, Billy Kaye, Maurice Millard

Patricia Thomas. J. C. Olsen, Phyl-

lis Clayton, Bob Simpson Orch (8);

admission $1.20, phis $3 minimuin.

This new Olsen A Johnson unit

offers a bawdy, noisy and generally

fast-moving houf-and-a-half revue

which follows the standard, zany
|

pattern of O A J shows. It »s

mostly new material and the stars

hope to expand it to a full-length

theatre revue and bring it to

Broadway. However, a lot more
than an extra hour of skits and

music is needed, because much of

i

what is presently included is below

New York standards.
I Indeed, the most howlingly

i funny bit in the show' is a holdover
1 from a previous Olsen-Johnson

revue. “Pardon Our French." It

Is a scene in which Marty May
!

sines. “I Threw Her Love Away,"

j

while Chic Johnson accompanies
! on the mouth organ between pan-

j

tom hues in which he tells his part-

I ner how awful he is. This number
I
is a howl and doubtless could go

|

into another revue with great suc-

:
cess.

1 Bulk of the now material con-

sists of parodies of well-known TV
shows—“This Is Your Life."

“Dragnet" and “I Love Lucy.”
Funniest of these and certainly

good enough for anybody’s revue
is the “This Is Your Life” of Chic
Johnson. It has just the proper
degree of exaggeration. However,
the other two skits fail to come up
to the same standard, with the

Lucy and Ricky number going
pretty flat.

A song skit on radio and TV
commercials, hacked up by the
dancing girls and men. provides
plenty of zip.

! Beverlee Dennis, who has two
single singing spots—one a song
on how she became a chorus girl

j

and another (much too cute) about

i

the love life of an elevator oper-
i ator in a department store—proves
okay for niterv work, but would he

i questionable to handle this mate-
i

rial on Broadway. Her best offer-

j

ing is an encore takeoff on Sophie
Tucker, which she socks home for
fine returns.
The Beachcombers are good for

this unit, giving it a special uplift

j

with their snappy presentation of
songs, and featuring the little

j

Oriental gal leader, Natalie. They
earn and draw a fine hand. Blonde
June Johnson fills in on the skits

and fast comic numbers as a sexy
babe and is one of the best fea-
tures of the revue.
Windup i/i a really fast, well-

costumed y umber built about a
mountain music song. “Music,
Polygamy and Beer,” with the en-
tire cast on stage. It sends the
troupe away in good style. Lowe.

4|iiaglino*s A- Allegro.
London
London, Sept. 30.

Leslie (Hutch) Hutchinson. Ti-

bor Kunstler and Tim Clayton
Orchs, Anne de Nys; $5 minimum.

The speed with which Leslie
(Hutch' Hutchinson has returned
for a repeat engagement at these
twin Piccadilly niteries. under-
scores his success as an intime
cafe entertainer. He last appeared
here in May and attracted hefty
biz during the competitive pre-
Coronation season.
Coming back writh a different

act. he should once again prove
a strong customer lure. The rou-
tine is strictly geared for popular
consumption with occasional soph-
isticated quips for good measure.
Vocalist has a definite style which
projects easily through the room;
he is self-accompanied at the key-
board and uses his pianistic skill

to fullest advantage. The cabaret
began 15 minutes earlier than
usual in order to give Hutchinson
added time to meet the customer
demand before exiting to the
Allegro.
Tim Clayton Orch has taken

over from the Rudy Rome Quintet
for straight dance music. The
rhythm terping is still catered to

by Tibor Kunstler's gypsy or-

'Chcstra! '* Myro.

FliMlaHy Ua Vegaa
Las Vegas. Oct. 15.

SheJJev Winters, Jackie Kannon
(with Lynne Kannon >, Four Ram-
ses, Barbara Perry, Dupree Trio,
Seymour Felix production Line
(12), male dancers (4), Joe Hoot .

en, Bob Jacobs, Torris Brand Orch
(10); no cover or minimum.

Another of Hollyw’ood’s glam
gals hits the boards to see how th«
other audience-half reacts. Shelley
Winters, bolstered by a natural
sexy air and vocal pipes to match,
manages to win nods of approval
with her first major attempt with-
in nitery bounds. There's plenty
of marquee value to the scampish
Shelley, and she’ll load the
Flamingo this fortnight.

Although the platinum blonde
volupti hurdled the first obstacles
at Top’s. San Diego, before un-
leashing her charm in Vegas, she
considers and speaks of this stand
as being the real test. Cool ring-
side tables both opening shows
didn't deter her from sailing right
into her varied Ray Gilbert reper-
toire. Gilbert penned and defied
material to glove the lusty Winters
quality, with overtones of Mae
Westian implications. In most in-

stances, he succeeds admirably in

projecting her innate aggressive
qualities, and doesn’t when song
requirements turn to subtlety and
sophisticated comedy.

In routing the Winters’ stint,

particular emphasis is placed upon
i her dramatic highlight from “A
Place in the Sun." However, some
non-jelling ideas can be dropped,
such as "Something About a Cow-
boy" and profanity in "Find Me a

Primitive Man.” Opening is im-
pressive as she struts on. gow'ned
flamboyantly in coral silver lame
and trailing an expensive silver

mink. Tune, “That’s How I Got
My Start,” is a good catapult. Per-
haps something in a more familiar
vein could be placed in the first

set before the dramatics — the
Roaring 20’s. “Ballin’ the Jack"
episode or another special con-
trived around a pop ballad. The
throwback to Texas Guinan and
Miss Winters’ revel in character
while smoking a ciggie for “You
Let Me Down." is a highlight.
Overall, her debut is impressive
and show's promise for develop-
ment which could place the pic

star upon Broadway in a musi-
comedy. As an entertainer, she has
all the necessary qualifications for
success.

Jackie Kannon. held over into

|

these frames, is a plus factor in

keeping the griddle warm for Miss

I

Winters. The slight, personab’e
i comedian gabs glibly to tickle risi-

; bilities upward into vocks. Has a

j

cute idea in a R A H version of

i
the Kinsey report. “The Fling and
I." but grabs best nods for his

hoke magico egg and swami wind-
up. Return of his wife, Lynne, to

this show is a perker-upper of the

I

act. She’s a longstemmed blonde
looker and grabs orbs all the way.
Four Ramses are such vitalizers

to forepart of the shebang that
buzz about their amazing aero
work continues long after exit.

Egyptian foursome holds unique
entry as flash act because of
husky femme who tosses her three
brothers around with precision and
ease. As understander throughout,
gal flips guys overhead into hand-
stands. head to headstands, a nifty
three-high w'ith rolloff to floor and
thrilling fall. Strength, control,
agility, plus all solid show'manship
features are sock selling points
which earn huzzas all the way and
peak mitts for finish.

Seymour Felix production en-
compasses light and fancy tapis-

try by pretty Barbara Perry and
four goodlooking male terpers,
plus West Indies fling by the Du-
pree Trio surrounded by line ol

10 chicks.
Torris Brand Orch plays top

calibre backing, with Miss Winters’
accomper Boh Jacobs at the 88s,

and podiuming by her arranger.
Joe Hooven. Allover production is

spottv with too many lulls. an<l

should be speeded up and paced
faster.

1,*ilWill.

AngHoa
N. Omaha
Omaha. Oct. 14.

Erroll Garner Trio . $1 cover.

Pianist Erroll Garner and his

cohorts. Wyatt Luther (bass 1 and
Eugene Heard 'drums*, are keep-

ing payees happy at tlvis top

Omaha nitery. It’s the first time

in Omaha for Garner, who’s head-

ing east to join Stan Kenton s

“Cavalcade of Jazz" for a six-week

tour. Judging by biz, he can re-

turn anytime.
Gamer’s sets run at least 1'

minutes longer than the usual 30-

minute sessions of name acts here

and the 83er sells all the time he s

on. .

High spots of his late show

caught Wednesday (14) weie

“Porgv and Bess" melody. “Sunn>

Side of Street." “When I’m Gone.

and the closing “My Reverie.
*«i. i l ?• *

i

• *»» (Trfimp.'
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ImbifM^or Mtlflf L* A,
Los Angeles, Oct. 14.

Tony Martin, accompanied by

}Uil Borne: Alan King: Teddy

Phillips Orch (15) uitb Joan Ho-

,-,s; $2 cover.

Every time Tony Martin comes
to the Ambassador’s Cocoanut

( ; 10ve he sets a new record—and

1)lC indications are this trip will be

i o e xeeption. Teamed w itli comic
Man King for some humor that

i,„. Grove rarely has. he's offering

show that sets a terrifically high

entertainment standard.

Opening night, a benefit for the

Denver Sanitorium. the layout

v. as marred to some extent by

\ G. 1 1 in's tendency to overstay his

welcome and indulge in too much
pi t ter. This probably w as

p.rt to the “family party" atmos-

phere that prevailed. Certainly.

i!ti;n a straight song-selling stand-

point. there can be no complaint.

Phis time around. Martin trots

i, i
it some of the old familiars like

• Manhattan" and "Begin the Be-

came." spiced with such newer
items as ‘ No Other Love” and "I

I jove Paris." All are excellently

Hnu* and sold, and his Harry
Rahman medley is still a tuneful

pete of nostalgia, although the

opening-night patter that went
v tli it was unreasonably saceha-

j.

ne and lengthy. In all. he stayed

on for some 82 minutes opening
night, after 18 minutes of King’s
work, in a room where service is

d,s. onlinued w hen tlie show is on.

King has been seen on the Coast
before, but never in such company
and never as well. He belts over
some genuinely tunny material in

an easy, ingratiating manner. Some
of the stuff falls into the realm of

humorous truisms that cue the ex-

change of knowing glances from
r ng-iders. He has the audience
with him most of the way. the few
lapses coming with material that

— for this room—needs scrubbing.
.As a finale, King teams with Mar-
lin on some "duet" stuff that wins
solid attention, particularly when
they pair on "Saints Go Marching
In." with King doy^g
Louis Armstrong and
ing a hot clarinet.

Teddy Phillips’ fine band has

been augmented by four fiddles

and a viola for this stand, to give

Martin the siring background he
likes, and Hal Borne is back at the

piano to give the singer topnotch
support. Trimmed to its proper
length, it's a layout that should set

a mark other shows will have dif-

ficulty in approaching. Kay.

flap" mixes plaintiva pleas for a

man with song nostalgia, theming
her 26-minute offering around her

unwelcome state of celibacy.

Among the brighter parts of her

turn is the takeoff on the obvious
sex tones of today’s femme chirps,
as compared to the way she had
to belt a song back in the '20s

A medley of such oldies as “My
Blue Heaven." "Baby Face," "Hon-
ey.” "Toot - Toot - Tootsie, Good-
bye." "Itain” and "Singing In the
Rain" made the old feel a flash of
youth again at opening show
'caught *14'. Special lyric numbers
include one about the old gal

1 needing body and fender work and
j

"Don’t l)o It— 1 Tried And Now
Look At Me. ’ Miss Ryan smartly
begs off while the customers are

due inf st ill asking for more.

Ballroom terpers Harbers &
Dale provide a pretty round of

spins and lifts to* a good response
and George Prentice’s Punch &
Judy antics keep the customers
laughing. A youthful flash is added
to the current layout by the Bilt-

moif Starlets, eight pony and four
showgirl, who step off their pre-
cision routines smartly in three
beautifully-costumed numbers. The
kids are okay for sight, too.

The dance beat offered by Hal
Dervv in's eight sidemen is just

what Bowl customers like and the
notes make for easy gliding. The
hand gives the acts excellent back-
ing and Dervv in's vocal chores are
pleasant. Brag.

Houston, Oct. 16.

Dick Haymcs, Carmen D’Antonio,
Joe Sndy OrcU, Lynn Burns, $1 50-

$2 cover.

llolM IlntliMNoii. 3I|»In.

Minneapolis, Oct. 17.

Teddy & Phyllis Rodriguez, Mar-
jorie Gar retson <2). Don McGrane
Oreli *8'; $2.50 minimum.

a takeolf on
Martin play-

E<l«lv»% K. C.
Kansas City. Oct.

Fran Warren. John k Jain
Tony DiPardo Orch1 'Ollt,

I nevr.

17.

B'l-

( 8 ): $1

Fortnight w ith Fran 5 Warren
mm! the Belmont duo continues a

i

pattern of song and dancing that
has heretofore resulted in very
suitable shows for this deluxe
room. This billing with Miss
Warren in her first club date in

j

lliis area comes up to the level of
j

previous shows. Even opening
night it was a neatly packed 40
minutes, one which kept the house
unusually attentive and respon-
sive. Crowd was there largely to

see Miss Warren, who easily lived
up to expectations, and customers
in addition gathered a welcome
dividend in the Belmont dancing.

An unusually large selection for

a terp is offered by the Belmonts,
much of their work carrying over-
tones of satire and all rather gen-
erously embellished with chore-
ography and pantomime.

In this date Miss Warren is re-

ly mg but lightly on her platter

successes, aiming her repertory
a lot more at the more mature
patron. Aim is evidently true, as

the club crowd is generous with
J's applause throughout. Begin-
ning with "Bye. Bye. Blues" in

lull blown arrangement, and
v ” itching to a lively “Whoopee!"
v c has things pretty much to her
< boosing; “Over the Rainbow"
and “Birth of the Blues" draw
vbek response, and she is similarly
i ' v aided vvitii her lone recorded
f.une on this bill, "Sunday Kind
"i Love."

Backing of the Tony di Pardo
< eh is at its usual high par and
how is a definite click, Quid..

Pleasingly compounded of dance,
song and smiles, current show
brings back to this smart boite two
of its better-liked acts. Resultant-
!y. business booms and boff enter-
tainment prevails.

It's only six months since Teddy
& Phyllis Rodriguez initially bowed
here and registered such an im-
mediate strong dance impact that
their engagement was extended
Horn the originally scheduled two
weeks to five, longest any such act
ever stayed. Their speedy return
apparently wins local cafe society's
approval and they confirm the first

opinion that they're among the
terpsichorean tofffc who have put
the ir wares on tap locally.

These smoothies slickly and
wisely deviate from the conven-
tional ballroom dancing presenta-
tion with their Latin versions of
American dances. The manner in

which they enlist audience partici-
pation and t lie fun that they en-
gender put them more in the cate-
gory of "entertainers” rather than
mere terpsters. although their
skill at poetic motion is superior,
too.

An annual and always welcome
perlormer here. Majorie Garret son
as usual keeps the trade in the
best of humor with her songnlogy
in the Sophie Tucker style. First-

class material and singing savvy
spell the usual successes her large
following Is regaled with amusing
vocal recitals anent males, love
and kindred subjects or with res-

surrected old favorites. Accompa-
nist-arranger Alex Sluder contrib-
utes much to the performance s

merits.

Don McGrane. ace conductor,
fuid'er and emcee, goes in for
more than acceptable warbling on
this occasion and he and his or-

chestra are in the groove as al-

wavs. Rees.

Overcoming plenty of obstacles,
including a $10,000 Government
suit tor back taxes instituted a few
hours be to re opening. Dick
Havines! with new wife Rita Hay-
worth looking on. stood a jam-
packed Emerald Room in the
Shamrock Hotel on its ears.

Start of his part of the show was
a hit offbeat but he seemed to
overcome what appeared to be ex-
treme nervousness and before the
second number was over had
gained the old oomph and had
them standing and beating their
hands.
Among the highlights were his

hnritoning of "Great Day, I’lie

Nearness of You." "September
Song." “Bye Bye, Blackbird," "Old
Man River" and a host of others
that brought encore alter encore.
Fact is. his previously scheduled
20-minutc stint was drawn out to
a lull hour and the only way he
could escape was by mounting the
handstand and singing with Joe
Sink's orchestra lor the dance ses-

sion.

This is the third Shamrock
pearanee and it looks like he
hi* a yearly feature. In tact, he
already been signed for an April
date and is using this as a pacifier
tor the tax claims pending: It is

reported that lu* has agreed to ap- ^

ply his April lee on his tax indebt-

1

eiiness. as the Government lien I

was too late this time. He had ,

been paid in advance for the two-
|

week Shamrock job. so he offered
the expected fee for next year to
mollify the tax department.

Mrs. Haymcs created the expect-
ed stir when she entered the
packed room, hut sat to one side
with Shamrock manager Frank
Briggs and his wife.
Carmen D' Antonio, who scored

a real hit at the Houston Sophie i

Tucker dinner with her unusual,
exotic and jungle boogie dancing,

j

started the show with an encore ot
'

the same dances and again caused
plenty of hand-patting.

Joe Stilly's orchestra is still a

favorite here and playing a good
jshow has become accepted routine. I

The Haymcs part of the show is
j

capably directed bv his personal
accompanist. A I Lcrner. Sudy’s
vocalist. Lynn Burns, admirably
held vocal attention. Jcdo.

ap-
vv ill

1 has

years, developing a strong follow-
ing. and then moved on lor an
occasional date elsewhere before
getting married and going into
semi-retirement

She's back now —and it's a »uuh
business will he at its old peak a*
soon as the word spreads The a tv

senee hasn't ntitieeahly impaired
her work and there's every indica-
tion she can stretch iln* stand out
for another long period it sin*

wants to.

Wisely, she trots out the old
familiars on this first venture back
into the routine It's' been s t » long
since such items .,* "La.-wM c,.d
in Town" and “W’Oppe n" have
been heard that they’re practically
neyv anyway With an a**i*t from
such fresh stuff as \ Wanna Be
Evil." she* pounds over a 20minute
stint, thrice nightly that elicks
solidly. She's lost none ot the v.,v-

vv and none of the s|y glances and
hits of business that made her a
hefty local favorite as a eomedi-
(‘tine after she dropped her accor-
dion playing

With Miss Triola on the loll is

Sy Melano. an at fable young sing-,
er who makes little impression
’Khe voice is pleasant enough;, hut
he sticks solely to stock arranee-
menffc and lacks showmanship
After the lirst few bars lie’s fight-
ing a losing battle with the conver-
sationalists (lesnite a repertoire
ranging from “Win n the Saints Go
Marcb'ne In" to “Take Me in Your
Anns." with a wavsidc stop at

"Because You’re Mine ." Latter is

the sort of thing he should shun
tho. since his upper register isn’t

too true.

Eddie Bradford on h hack-tops
and plays for dancing. Kay.

SWG Loyalty Vole

A

I

Jin I, ie

Orch

f nrouNd. Pill
Pittsburgh. Oct. 15.

Morgan, Rosario hnyerio,
lh Her. Herman Middleman

' 5 >; $1 cover.

I I uli *»l.-4*«»rmaiii-INkM-

Pri‘«. PnriN
Paris. Oct. 18

Bernard Pfeiffer, St .-Germain
Orch < b i $2 '‘membership.'

Off

tillm»r«» Howl. I,. A.
Los Angeles. Get. 15.

If* ne Ryan, Harbors A Pah.
( >'0 rye Prentice. Hill more Starlets
12' Hal Dcrvin's Orch

*1 $1 50 cover.

1 hat tad-sack of sex. Inn# Rvan,
/• p aying a repeat engagement ««t

° hi It more Bowl and the eline-
' • fjee hOOfn patrons will like hir
'O'lg.*, comedv and patter routin-
:r g.

lhi% tapper with nothing »o

This cellar nitery. off St -Gcr-
mam-De.s-Pres, was one of the first

cave spots here and has been
through a series of metamorphoses
before once more coining back to

its original jazz cave spotting. It

went to a cabaret and then a

carioca spot and is now once more
a jazz dancery with the usual
'smoky atmosphere. Club "member-
ship "is still enforced for a $2 tab

lor the year.

Club is a colorfully-decorated af-

fair and when caught was doing
lull biz. Lure is pianist Bernard
Pfeiffer, one of the better French
hot pianists here. Pfeiffer doubles
between this club and the swank
Lido. His standards and jump
tune** are neatly executed and art

both daneeable and nice listening.

The St.-Germain orch '6i gives

with good if derivative dance tunes

for the jumping habituee* and
youngsters who are kept on tor

atmosphere.

prices are reasonable and ii

look* like this final style will be

tbe definite form mi* ‘jPoL - .
•

| j i-.OvIc.

Although Al Morgan’s no longer
on teevee regularly, lie’s st,ill a

potent draw, especially around
Pittsburgh, where just a couple of

j

years ago his network program had
a wide and passionate following in

this then single-station market. On
strength of that show, Morgan has
hern continuously cashing in lo-

cally in one cafe after another, and
lie’s still doing it at the Carousel
in his first hooking in this room.
Nobody can properly define Mor-

gan. since he’s a,combination medi-
cine man. hallelujah shouter and
loud crooner with his songs while
his hands aie flying up and down
over the piano. He’s a showman
all right, with a kind of power-
house drive that’s effective, and
(ven if his voice has no particular
distinction. Morgan sells them fast

and hard. He works at a buzz-saw
clip. too. and the mixture of finger
acrobatics on the 88 and his shout-
ing songalogues makes for a pretty
potent dosage ot entertainment.

Only other act wflh him is Ro-
sario Impel io. a striking dancer
with plenty of flash and fire. Latin-
type looker, wearing a sleek black
leotard, pushes her smouldering
scxcitements in the show-stopping
class with some foot vv oik that has
class and authority. Her sharp
taps, used almost as an instru-
mental obbligato to tlu* back-
ground music, have a wild, stac-

cato drive and Miss Impcrio makes
her session a standout all the wav.

Since Morgan's doing so much
singing. Jackie Heller, owner and
host ol the Carousel, is confining
himself this week to straight an-
nouncements. giv ing out only with
his thenier at the finish to wrap
things up. Apparently Heller i*

back to stay at his Carousel now
he v.js a wav for several months)
and tin spot can use him. since

he not only gives the room a per-

sonality hut gives the acts a build-

up. too. lhat makes it so much
easier lor the m. Cohen.

m ('onllmifd from p.ij;c l __
help mold public opinion, and said,

"certainly the* American public has
a right to feel that writers have* a

general concept of loyalty. I don’t
say writers are not loyal, hut I

don’t see* why the hoard is afraid
to submit such a proposal to the*

rank-and-file so that they can have
a choice of accepting or rejecting
this principle."

Saying he has been in Washing-
ton in connection with writing lie

has done* for the Government. Har-
mon stated. "I was particularly
shocked to find SWG lias such a
poor press in Washington. There
I learned it’s felt chances are you
are a Communist it you be long to
SWG. The impression is that .some-
thing is wrong with the* guild."
“So let's have a vote— if the*

membership can vote on this, then
the truth is out Either they aicn’t
loyal, or they vote* a manifestation
of loyalty. I want to see* the guild
grow, and he strong. Hut with so
many divergent views I felt I want-
ed to avoid bickering and con-
troversy, so I withdrew from the
various committees.

“If you stick to principle no mat-
ter what happens you will win.
hut if you abandon principles you
sow the seeds of de.xt ruel ion and
the SWG has dropped principles
in the face* of expediency. SWG
should stand out as one ol Holly-
wood’s most courageous and intel-

lectual organizations.
“The excuse* made* by various

members of the hoard is not valid
for depriving us of a chance to put
ourselves on record on loyally. It's

a demonstration of a lack of faith

and courage*. Mavhc there are Beds
in the guild— let's find out Some-
thing is wrong if our guild has so
much dissension among its me tu-

bers I realize that while I may
represent a minority we nevei I lie-

less are not give n* enough e banco
to express ourselves.

Bril. Queen
(utdimieet limn Z

liar of >1 I.. .%•

Los A nge lc* Get. 15.

Aunt Triola; Sy MeUuitt; Eddie

Bradford- Oreli • 5 1

; $1 a0-$2 mini-

iimu;. ii
L
*
e•Pends.

A few vefis ago Anne Triola

v.jo ii tixtpf * at I bis off-Hollywood
bMio. Sn* h kit.d *' tfcuple ioL

eipals of the London edition ol

“Guys and Dolls." \i\ian Blaine,

femme star at the Cedise him. v. lil

have a major solo sped with an al-

lotment ol tlnee 1 numbers, (losing

with the "G A 1)“’ hit song. ‘Take.

Back Your Mink." Spe cial; chore-

ography l«»r Hii*- spot is be ing ar-

ranged by Rudely Bradley. In ad-

dition. there- will be a eeoiiplede*

loprise of the* mi-Mon scene which
will feature* Sam Leveiie Jerry

Wayne Lizheth Webb Stubby
Kaye, Johnny Silve r. ’loin Bee|i

arid Lew Herbert.
This will be* one of tlnee major

pi eiduetion ite-rm in thi« year'*

presentation A second will be a

Coronation day Mine* and t lie

third either will be a reiyal arrival

or departure as a tie up with the

I
Queen's forthcoming Lip t «> the

Commonwealth.

I.ailln (funner. Komion
Larry Starch, Guy Denis. Ann

Sicholt, Rena Foley. Hob Conrad
Dancers >12'. Harry DcAnyclis
Orch *8'. Zarde Bros Trio. $1 e u-

lertainmeut charge.

The current two- wee* k **tand e>f

Larry Starch here marks his lust

major nitery stint in the Hub and
from reactions of opening nighters,
it figures to be completely satis-

factory from both ententainment
standpoint and at the* turnstiles.

Guy has picked up a flock of new
fans \ia Ills recent Video subbing
chore last summer uis Jackie Glea-
son's replacement* anil his half
hour sesh of uninhibited /anities

proves to be a laux'h provoker
from his vvalkon. when capped
with a red beret, and lugging a toy
accordion, he lampoons a bored
Frenchman’s treatment of “The
Last Time 1 Saw Fails. ’’ A
skilled dialectician. Storeh ram-
tiles through series of solid im-
preshes of an English t i v lit an-
nouncer. a teiunu* harliv, TV's
Gabby Hayes, a befuddled Italian
waiter, a Mibse*rvie*nl Japanese* and
losses in for good measure a bit

of Oriental terping For a surprise
windup, the* guv. tooling an alto
sax. parades through tin* (lining

room into the lower lohbv, bypass-
ing llu* usual stage bow nil'

Balance* of lineup is spotfv, with
Guy Demis, a handsome* Fie neh-
(’anadinn vocalist with a nittv set

of pipe's, not scoring as .strongly ax-

lie should, elm* to poor nrograin-
mg. Inclusion of French songs
means zero here and guv should
tailor his songology if lie inicnds
to hit the* American nitery circuit.
Ann Nicho's opens the liiil y itli a
last scsli of lapping aiyl ballet
terping. winding with the unusual
stunt of dancing while aeeomnan-
ing herself at the 88 Bob Conrad
has whipped up three* colorful pro-
duction numbers, tbe most ambi-
tious being a capsule trea’ment of
the* “Reel Shoes" b:dt» \ featuring
the whirling of Rena Foley and two
unbilled male* dancers Harry l)e-

Angells batons the e'iflo' nl musi-

j

cal score and alternates villi the
Zarelc Bros, trio lor « ir* tenne r
terpology. Efic.

llolH Sf Ml lor. V,
Russ Morgan Orch ir.ih Juanita

Cnnrlei/, Al Jenniime Moil !)• i-

ms Trio; $1 50 $2 e oc* . v

\el maestro Russ Mengan -again
udiirris to the* hanel sped in this
bedel's Cafe 1 Rouge* with his staple*

I

musicianship anel shenvin; n*hip.
(Morgan’s hanel, which has been
around almeist as long as Guy Lewi*
barelet's and re mains eme* e>! Drcra

j

Bee*eu els’ sleaeliest se*lle*is on wax,
is aneithcr case ed he>vv geteiel.

st raiglit forw arel elane-e* mu*ie* ean
pay eiff eivcr the* years.

Morgan augments tbe e-omen-
I tonal re-eelhrass layout v. iih filter
fielelles. giving his new aelelifonal
flexibility. Tbe vjedins aelel a ge>od
touch for the* older hotel *et with
all the* arrangern nts goareel for
emslemirr elansapation Band has an
exte nsive he»e*k ed edeln s now it ie«

i anel cnrremt pe*px. including a eou-
ple nt se mi-edassie-s. sneli a* Strau*«
waltz.e*s. which are* taileneel fen the
si i ing treatment.

Mengan is n temneite-h freiiit-man
for the hand, ael libbing gag mtroe s

let the* riumlM'is and eie*e*asie»na!ly

wetrking out hi* fine* - 1 irle*l« *.». n.
Men-parf's distinetive* and ple*a*ing
veaal style* alsei is there* leir ge»e»el

nie*a*'ure*. Juanita (’reevle*y, a reeent
aelelitiem te» the* band, is a gemel-
leioker with a sweet vedee fen Hu*
hallaels anel the n « » \

«
* 1 1 i

* v ai Jen-
nings eontiniies to hrt'el elow n tlie

male vocalist sped with fine im-
P *< •

The Mort Dennis eennhei fomhh-
es aele epiate* relie f, during the one-
henir break for tin* Homan hanel
he foie the start of the '•upper se t*.

He tin.

i lirx l*Mrro. I l»l

f 'hie ;: * o Ge t IP

Hilly Grim Putti .' /oe,n
.

Bi n
l.i "n. ( lianilrii Killy Dm i<i- 4 *.

lh •an Turnon Oreli < Mt>: $11.50

a i nt Hi o
f

$1 10 eov> r

Mills Gray'* fortnight package
at Chez Rareo. *|ie,ue‘. in” tli#

blight edicolen *on" and (lane**

mi t up* e»f spicy I'atti bane* ;n*et

/any Be n L’*s>y. I raei ill (* Hie
joint Gray . h ini’s* I f -tnr’gle for
vew-ks Until abunelaid oialeet ma-
t* rial turns mde he ale Laugh*
attound though raw and * »"ge*tiv»

anel reirnic* *».ts the* parly tnoenl h>

kiltully working Hie audience*

Lesser -tufl need* (-topping a* en-

tire* spread mars l'*o tatiguing

hemr*.

Trio climaxes the bow in a

laughable terp *alirc ed ('handia
Kalv Dancers, who get neivy *il-

v os earlier |e»r elefl o 1 1 »•-;.* produc-
tion*. Biimist Larry CL-een **tfee-

.ively back* elrolleiy vvith Brian
iijrarnein (Avh. : * ' ' 1 - l-es.
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Charles Ncisoa
Bek Steiner
Bill Miller
Ray Sinatra Ore

Sahara

L Melchior Sr Co
Sa-Harem D'nc’ra
Cee Davidson Ore

Silver Slipper
Hank Henry
Carrie Finnell
Russ Clark
Sparky Kaye
Manu
Lisa Starr
Johnny O’Brien
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Palominos
G Redman Ore

Thunderbird
Homer & Jethro
Helene Francois
Marvels
K Duffy D’nsations
Harney Rawlings
A1 Jahns Ore

Red Cape
Dot Dee D'nc'rs
Bob Kills Ore

Flaming*
Shelley Winters
Jackie Kannon
4 Ramses
Barbara Perry
Dupree 3
Torris Brand Ore
5 Felix Prod.

Last Frontier
Sammy Kaye Ore
Hobby Sargent
S Ann Summers
Jeffrey Clay
Kaydets & Choir

Golden Nugget
Madhatters 4
Edith Dahl
G Cortello Sc Pups
Joe Venuti
Emil Gray 3

Sands
F Sinatra St Ore
Nicholas Bros
Copa Girls

VARIETY BILLS She melts a lot of Ice. Baxter dis
plays his wizardly in two outstand
ing acrobatic routines. There alsc

if ~,
ome £ancy pair bating bj

Raffloer & Mapes and a jaunti
George M. Cohan imitation in
Bobby Blake in a routine he call*
“Yankee Doodle Jr.”

The work of the ensemble wa<
unusually precise for an openim
night. It scored heavily with it«

drill work, whips and wheels ir

“Juke Box Saturday Night,” on t

of the show’s liveliest interludes
The musical score played by or
chestra under Paul Van Loan’s di

Yipp-E-KE
(EMPIRE, GLASGOW)

Glasgow, Oct. 15.

Texas Productions (by arrange-
ment with Charles Chilton and by
permission of British Broadcasting

WEEK OF OCTOBER 21, 1951

Numsrals In connsctlon with bills b«lpw Indlcsts pppnlnf dsy •! show
whothsr full or split wook

Lsttor In psrtnthtMS Indies!** circuit. 0) Independent; (L) Losw; (M) Moss;

(Pi Fsrsmount; (R > RKO; <S> Stoll; (T> Tivoli; <W> Wsmor
Corp. I presentation of “YippEEE
—Riders of the Range,” with
Dolore Whiteman, Stan Kaye, Da-
vid Kean, Norman Harper &
‘Starlight ,’ Charles Irwin, Don
Cameron, Chief Eagle Eye, 5 Mo-
hawks, Morton Fraser’s Harmonica
Gang, Marie De Vere’s Texan
Belles, Harold Payne Orch.

This is thataway fodder, inter-

spersed with several vaude acts

and based on the British radio se-

rial. Appeal is largely to juve
members of audience, although en-
tire show has a certain colorful and
spectacular appeal.

Humor side is forced at times,

being mainly centered round the
efforts of a dwarf to tantalize vari-
ous members of the company. Tnis
has the young customers in loud
yocks.

The western types are portrayed
adequately by Australian Dolore
Whiteman, Stan Kaye, David Kean
(as the villain Don Pedro), Norman
Harper and Charles Irwin. Role of

Luke, which he takes here, was
enacted in original radio show by
Charles Irwin.

Norman Harper rides a strapping
horse as a Canadian singing cow-
boy, and, for novelty effect, has his

steed counting out his age with
hoof-taps. Harper brings on the
horse (“Starlight”) in a big rodeo
scene, and gives out in numbers
like “Rock Me to Sleep In My
Saddle,” etc. He tried hard, at

show caught, to get the customers
to join in choruses such as “You
Are My Sunshine,” eic.

Big Chief Eagle Eye, with his

femme assistant White Flower, pro-
vides a thrill with his knife-throw-
ing act, hurling knives and hatchets
on to a board round his assistant.

He also shoots a ball off her head
in William Tell style.

The 12 Marie De Vere Texan
Belles provide easy-on-the-eye
terping, their best scene being a
luminous totem-pole dance. Mor-
ton Fraser’s Harmonica Gang gath-
er round for musical interludes
which are stretched out too long.

Showbacking is by the resident
house orch under baton of Harold
Payne, himself dressed in west-
ern fashion. Under New Acts are
5 Mohawks, who provide the best
vaude fodder in show of varying
quality. Gord.

Stump St Stumpy
Golden flute 4
Stuffy Brvent
Joya Sherrill

CHICAGO
Chicago <Pi 31

Stuart Morgan Dnre
Hobby Van
Hill Lawrence
Sharkey the Seal

MIAMI
Olympia (F t 31

St Claire
Hob Harmon
A Robin* Jr
Howena Rollins
Remote Toy Boye

FITTSTON
American <F) 37

Little Sinner* Paris

NKW YORK CITY
Mwtic Hall <l> 33

f'hiquita St Johnson
Jeannette Tannan
lloney Broa
Lillian Murphy
Itorkeltes
Corp* de Ballet
Kvm Ore

Felice (Ri 31
Betty liutton
Tim Skylark*
I,oh Chavale* d*

Kspana
Di' k Shawn
Trini Rove*
Trio Charllvel
ltd A ( ora Baird
Skvrette*
Paramount <P) 31
Duke Ellington Ore

Jan Bruneeco Ore
Hotel Statler

Kura Morgan Ore
Hotel Taft

Vincent l.ope? Ore
Latin Quarter

Sophie Tucker
Franklin A Lane
Char) I vela
l.ucienne it Aahour
Gloria Leroy
Arl Wanei Ore
R llarlowe Ore
No. I Fifth Avo
Bob Downey
Harold Fnnvlllo
Hazel Webster
Old Roumanian

Sadie Ranka
Billv Vine
Carol A Alphonse
Sally Crane
.lame* Jewell
Joe I^Pnrte Ore
D’AquIla Ore

Park Sheraton
Irvlac Field*
Joan Bishop
Kadie I.itwin
Lo Ruben Bleu

Rita Dimitri
3 Riffs
Roe* A Weat
Bud MiCrecry
Norman Perl* Trio

Two Guitars
Vladimir Rozhen
I.ubov Hamshay
Misha Uzdanoff
Senia Karavaeff
Misha Markoff
Town A Country
Will Mastin Trio
Sammy Davis. Jr
Mambo Aces
La Playa Sextet
Johnny Morria Ore

Versailles
'Nice To See You*
Georgie Kayo
Fay DeWitt
Don Liberto
Al Norman
Lou Nelson
Dorothy Keller
Patti Rots
Linda Lombard
Barbara Stewart
Carol Ohmart
Salvatore Gloo Ore
Panrhllo Ore

Village Bern
Jackie Jay
David Blight
Holly Warren
7.eb Carver Ore
Hal Graham Ore
Village Vanguard
Sylvia Sims
Orson Bean
Andre Phillipe
C Williams Trio

Waldorf-Astoria
Patachou
N Brandwynne Ore
Miaeha Borr Ore

Basin Street
Lilly Christine
Jana Mason
Step Bros
Phil Napoleon
Jose Melis Trio
Billy Taylor Trio

Blue Angel
Dwight Fiske
Pat Carroll
Jackson Sis
Odette Kelioua
Harry Snow
Bart Howard
Jimmy Lyons Trio

Bon Sotr
Jimmie Daniels
Charlotte Kao
Norene Tat*
Garland WUaoa
Mae Barnea
Kirkwood A
Goodman
Cafe Albert

Mimi Warren
Cafe Society D'ntwn
Louts Jordan
J Pineapple

Celebrity Club
Alan Gale
Freddie Stewart
J A J Williams
Larry Foster

Chateau Madrid
Faeundo Rivero Q

Copacabana
Joe E Lewis
Georgia Gibbs
l>e Marcos
Austin Mack
Jonathan Lucas
Herb Fields
M Durso ore
Frank Marti Ore
Hotel Ambassador
iules Lande Ore

Hotel Aster
Three Suns

Hotel Blltmore
Gleb Yellln
Hotel New Yorker
Arnold Shoda
Joan., Walden
Dru A DiJon
Ernie Rudy Ore
A Hollint Trio

Hotel Plorro
Hllderarde
Stanley Melba Ore
Chtco Relll Ore

Hotel Plata
Celeste Holm
Ted Straeter Ore

Hotal Roosevalt
Guv Lombardo Ore

Hotal St. Raola
Constance Moors
Milt Shaw ore
Horace Diaz Ore

Hotal Sherry*
Netherland

Marina Koshetz
Lester Lanin Ore

Ray Carson

E Antunez Orq
Co de la Playa Ore

Troplcana

Christine Jorgensen
Tex Mex
Mano Lopez
Paalina Alvarez
Kudolfo Borges
Marcel Defour
Romeros
Elia Valladarea
Sandra Taylor
Miguel Chekis
Jorge Martinez
Bobby de Argas
A Romcu Orq

Senen Suarez Orq

Sans Soucl
Olga Chaviano
Juliet A Sandor
Fernando Valencia
Trio Galant
Tondelayo
Xiomara Alfaro
Helena A Hector
Cachia
K Ortega Orq
C Rodriguez Orq

Montmartre
Pedro Vargas
Olga Guillot
Hoia de Nieve
Klpidio A Margot
Raul Diaz
Rene Cahcl
Sonia Calero

AUSTRALIA
Susan Jeans
Kenlta Kramer
Carlisle A Weldon
Claudine Cheret
'haridella
Show Girls
Nudes
Ballet

SYDNEY
Tivoli <T) 13

Joy Nichols
Wally Peterson
W A O'Rourke
Chevalier Broa
limae Co
Gene Jimae
Norman Vaughn
Duke A florsburgh
Joey Porter
Baba McKinnon
Peter
Dorothy Hall

ADELAIDE
Royal <T> 1*

Tomniv Trinder
3 Fayes
Mary Pitcstman
Itouna
H De Paula
Harry Moreny
Little John*
Toni I. inond
Lloyd Martin
Maureen Helnuin
Dancing Boys
Adorable,

MELBOURNE
Tivoli <T» If

II Sicman A Archie
Daresco 3
Lowe A Ladd
Charley Wood Co
Frank Cook

Muiilfal limanifipii of
1054

(CURRAN, FRISCO)
San Francisco, Oct. 19.

For the third time in six years
Spike Jones is at the Curran Thea-
tre, where he first got his chance
to play a legitimate house, this
time with a new revue called "Mu-
sical Insanities of 1954” and aimed
at a Broadway showing during the
holiday season.

In its present formative stage it

is not yet ready for New York. It

gets away to a slow start with a
cornbelt orchestra and comic cur-
tain arrangement which uses up
10 minutes before the show actual-
ly gets under way.
Jones and his “City Slickers" get

under way finally with a concerto
for three garbage disposals which
clicks without difficulty as the
stooges a la Olsen & Johnson race
about the stage with trick instru-
ments, gags and hurrah.

The show halts then for the first

of a series of vaudeville acts, all

toppefs in theiF line. Scattered
through the first and second half
they include Dolores Gay, a light-
footed lovely who does taps and
whirls; the Wayne Marlin Trio,
two men and a pretty girl who have
an acrobatic turn that sells; Bill
King, an axe and torch juggler; the
Amin Bros, with an exciting risley
act, and Paulette, the trampoline
expert.
The first act as paced by Mack-

lin Megley is spotty, but in the
second half it takes on speed and
goes for bellylaughs, most of them
coming via Freddy Morgan, a
comedy musician who specializes
in blue material. He gets results
with a bottom of the barrel version
of the “I Gotta Go” gag; and wins
returns with a variation on Willie
Howard’s old buxom primadonna
routine. Morgan even looks a little

like Howard.
Sir Frederic Gas, George Reck

with his trumpet and his baby
voice and Helen Grayco with a
quartet of torch numbers best
represent the standard Jones com-
pany. On the whole, however,
“Musical Insanities of 1954” is

geared more for the fair circuit

than the bigtime in its present
form. Soanes.

Ted Gafty
llusaeM Wright 3
Hex LloydRAJ Penn
Patrlria Riley
loyce Terry
nunty Kennedy
10 Dellarosa Girl*

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M> If

Vie OliverBAA Pearson
Sylvia Campbell
Pierre Bel
Joan tlimle
Bunny Doyle
Linda A Lana

LONDON
Hippodrome (Ml 19
Belita
Wally Hoag
Joe Church
2 Earls
Mary Naylor
Richard Gray
Joel Kiordan
Chrihi
Weiderman A Lola
John Moss
Phillip Tappin
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome <S) 19
Davis Whitfield
Michael
Larry

ASTON
Hippodrome (l> 19
Tommv Godfrey
Tony Vaughn A I*

Dee Davie*
Forbes A Brlody
Pigalle Girl*
Eddie Black

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 19

Frankie Vaughn
Bernard Miles
Favne A Evans
Diwn White Co
Joe Black
1 Traverof
Western Stare
Lorraine
2 Columbus

BLACKPOOL
Palace (It 19

Charles Irwin
Dolores Whiteman
Norman Harper
Don Cameron
Chief Eigle F.ye

3 Might v Mohawk*
Morin i Fraser Co

BRISTOL
Empire (I) 19

Nat Mil’s A B
BRIXTON

Empress (t> 1*

Hc!t Dixon
Ossie Moiris
Sallv Barnes
Hughes A Leonard
l.es Valettos
Viv Sanderson
Angelos

COVENTRY
Hippodrome <l» 19
Jewell A W arris*
Beverlev Si*
lb »na Dors
Ch.is C.'iroll A P
Semprinl
(rave’s 3
l.i Verne A Jon
3 Furres
Fe .lover A Jack
17 S Fisher Girls

EAST HAM
GranacM |i 19

Yak* A Dime
I ivvrv A Thomas
Horace Kenney
Vuung A Younger
Vu kv Fit "iv.it rirk
Man/ A Chico
Metropolitan (I) 19
lie:; Dixon
iGkc Morris
sdlv Baines
Hughes A Leonard
I es V,ll»*t (OS
V iv Sini'erson
Angelos

EDINBURGH
Empire <M> 19

Derek Kov
I eu Fold
D A D It Pin V
i k s.mpson
Harnett A Del Rio

Henttne
_ Macari 5

Alan Clive
John Blvthe
Terry Hall
"2 Uenis
Marenls
5 J's A June
C A Montgomery

NEWCASTLE
Empire (Ml 19

Max Wall
Julie Andrews
lledley Ward 3
Freddie Fi mton
• nan Mann
Sonnle Willis
Downev A Dave
Hal ct Belles

NORTHAMPTON
New I) 19

I.aurel A Hardy
Fred Lovellc
t'rsula Gus
Freddie Harrison
Roy A Rav
3 Jills

NOTTINGHAM
Empire iMi 19

l.eon Cortez
Doreen Harris
Nat (ioiudla
Rhodes A l.ane

PORTSMOUTH
Royal M) 19

Harttn.inn 3
I lenv ers
(it Felixio A Diane
Mikovv skis
Ladd West

SHEFFIELD
Empire M) 19

Dave Morris
Dargie 5
Arabell A Carlson
Carren Constat
W A Shu mi
Bette Lee
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M> 19

\rlhur English
Eddie Gray
E Hogan Girls
Peggy Powell
‘! Plavhovs
Reading A C.rantlev
Donovan A Haves

SWANSEA
Empire M' 19

Allan Jones
Buntv st clair
Condons
Hiliv Maxam
Henson Dulay Co
'ns Sadler
I*- *ina*
Freddie Harrison
WOLVERHAMPTON
Hippodrome i|i 19
Cyril I) iwier
Khoda Rogers
WOOD GREEN
Empire <S ’>* 19

Lain Lup.no Lane
Mark l’a>rjuin

Hollywood loo Revue
Indianapolis, Oct. 18.

Arthur M, Wirtz production, with
Barbara Ann Scott, Karen, Fred-
die Trenkler, The Bruises, Skippy
Baxter, Bobby Blake, Jack Raf-
floer and Jerry Mapes. Directed
by Bill Burke, Music, Paul Van
Loan. At Coliseum, Indianapolis,
Oct. 15, ’53.

CHICAGO
Blue Angel

Tanv Roman
Christina A Camille
Neville Black
Bill Young
Grace Nichols
Boh We Dyck Trio

Black Orchid
Arthur Blake
Johnny Martin
Nicole
Ken Sweet Trio

Chez Pare*
Billy Gray
Patti Moore
Ben I.ess.v
Chandra Kalv Dcrs
Brian Farnon Ore
Conrad Hilton Hot'l
Eileen Carroll
Margie I.ce
Seitz A I.oichinger
Dak Price
Sid Krofft
Kodell
Maricich A
Peterson
Hick Saber

Bill Jordan
N A J Waldo
Buddy Rust
Olie Clark
Dennis A Darlene
Boulevar-Dears (7)

F. Masters Ore.

Edgewater Beach
H Stern A Singing

Strings
I.e Rov Bros (?t

I) Wild Dcrs (10)
Skinnay Ennis Ore

Palmer House
Saveen
Georgie Gobel
Wyma
Three’s Company
Martha A Bentley
Hamilton A Thomas
Christopher A King
Peter Conlow
Louise McMullen
Dorothy Aull
Johnny King
Robert Cooper
Henry King Ore

1^— Continued from page 5 J

There was no preferred stock at

that time.
While no breakdown figures

were given, Goldenson revealed
that theatre operations in the third

quarter and the nine months are

ahead of 1952. Broadcasting oper-

ations resulted in a loss both fur

the third quarter and the full year

so far.

Broadcasting Loss
The third quarter broadcasting

loss, the chief exec said, “reflects

both the normal seasonal slack

and the initial cost in reorganizing

and strengthening the operations

of the radio and television net-

works and stations of ABC. The
results of these efforts and ex-

penditures are now beginning to

show.”
On the exhibition end. Golden-

son said that attendance has “con-

tinued strong” in certain major

metropolitan areas "which have

reached television set saturation in

the last year or two. He said that

the future for theatre operation

looks good generally but repeated

the warning that exhibs may be

facing a product shortage.

The prez concluded: “We are

carefully watching developments
in the production field and we will

do whatever we can to insure an

increased and steady supply of

film product to theatres,” Golden-

soa i did not enlarge! an -thisi point

IOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel

Tony Martin
Man King
Teddv Phillips

Band Box
\nne Triola
Sy Metano

Bar of Music
Amu* Triola
Sy Melano
E Bradford Ore

Biltmor* Hotel
Irene Ryan
Markers A Dale
George Prentice

Hal Porwin Ore
Ciro's

Johnny Desmond
Dick Stabile Ore
Bobby Ramos ()i

Charley Foy's
Continental*
Jimmie Ames
A Browne Ore

Mocambo
Joyce Bryant
E Oliver Ore

Statler Hotel
('arl Rrisson
Chai lie Fisk Ore

FINSBURY PARK
Emoire (M> 19

D al ild Peers
Imimv Janies
Tanner Sis
Jimmy ('I it home
I.es Muri'hv
Ueorgws A T enne’te
Kil.t Martel I

10 Celeb: it u s

GLASGOW
Empire <M> 19

3 Mon ir. hs
Jaek .LicK'on
.loan Retail
Tommy C toper
Cuiw.y A Day
Victor Se.iforth
Modtock .1 Marlowe
II. it' Worth
Corellis

HACKNEY
Empire < S > 19

vv oo I ert ones
l es Ward
Reg N Imon Co
Clifford S anion
Francois A ** ndra
B A B \ darns
’1 unetles

l FEDS
Emo re Mi 19

Svd Seymour Ore
treble Sales
S A P Ka' e

Nordics
Wall!. 1 A I)

Rich r I
*> n

LEICESTER
Palace S 19

Jack Lewis
Arthur Knott*
Tommy Rose
Sonnv Duwkes
4 Mcllo M
Douglas Lester
Ralph Humber

LINCOLN
> Royal (I* 19

Jaek Haig ,

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Black Magic Club

Hal Winters
Hey lic'and
Claire Hogan
•lack Kerr
Hnl Trent
Mimi I.aune

Clover Club
Charlie Farrell
Del Breese
Dolore* Itenay
i'e’d I.aune
Pet/y Greer
Torn Lope/ Ore
Selma Marlowe Line
•l.uk Sluart 3
Vine Barnett

Five O'Clock Club
'ilk Carter
Nov Eiites i3)

Barbara Black
Len I), w ? an Ore

Nzufilus Ho'ei

Jirrimy II sson

Antone A Ina
Sid Stanley Ore
Joe Harnell
Leon A Eddie's

Myra Divis
Chuck Fontaine
Acres O'Reilly
Green Hair Girl
Jackie Gordon
Billy Austin
Nancy Kent
Charlotte Waters
Bill Gray
Ralph Gilbert
San, Siuci Hote

Dick Alien
Anr.e Barnett
S.i caras Or
Ann Hetman Dcr,

Smnv Hotel
Betty Redly
Taoo A Dee
V.ii o:m .n ore
Be:me Mai arson
Ore

T otiy De I i <
"ruz

Hazel Sutton
Koss A Kam.iv a

Musical ! r • K »

YORK
Emoire I 19

To hi Moss
Ro bert I I

C,n\ HoP way
Valero* VV vn
K Bernes A J

Jeanne
2 Aqua Maids
W a t XT Goon* ,

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

*»••*' '»*' fr>.m It

Et Ptn-.io Ves.n
H.*e til , !«.. „•

Pur.fj.4v ^G. bulge
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Betty Huttons Bofo Palace Return;

Dick Shawn’s Standout at 2-a-Dayer
By ABEL GREEN

For some reason the metropoli-

tan New York daily reviewers

thought Betty Hutton was great

but should have sung more and
]Ht the bridging lyrics, that tie

• The Betty Hutton Story” to-

p. flier, with her seripters. For
k()1ne reason the firstnighters

M( ined to feel almost 100 r
r dif-

f , 1 1 nt on that score because Miss
Hutton registered a resounding

dick in practically everything she

did. and the way she did it.

The suspicion might even he

that had she just reeled off a

succession of songs, as was her

wont when she followed Judy Gar-

land into the Palace's two-a-day

vaude-revue policy, she might have

been subject to even greater cap-

tious criticism on that very score.

For her return to the Palace’s

“two-a-day” policy, the first of the

1*153-54 season. Miss Hutton pro-

jected a will to do and an aware-

ness of show biz tradition that be-

lies her youth. But having done
biopix. while under Paramount
contract, of personalities that ran

tin* gamut from Pearl White and
Texas Guinan to Blossom Seeley

and the future potential of “The

Belly Hutton revue; The Shy-

ret tos * 3 > ,
Bil &. Cora Baird fwith

Front Fazakus Sr Frank Sullivan );

Trio Charlivel, Dick Shawn, Los
Chavales de Espana <11) with

Trim Reyes: Betty Hutton with

The Skylarks < 5 > ;
produced and

directed by Charles O'Curran; cos-

tunics, Kay Nelson; songs. Jay
Livingston & Ray Evans; arrange-
ments, Nelson Riddle; conductor,
l.ou Bring; accompanist. Jack
LatimerS percussions. Remo Belli;

production supervisor & stage mgr.,

Milton Starr; staging and itphfinp,

David Bines; house on-hestra, Jo
Lombardi; opened Oct. 14, '53; $6
top.

liam Morris agency) package, in
RKO prexy Sol A. Schwartz's re-
sumption of two-a-day at the flag-
ship of yesteryear bigtime vaude-
ville, the Palace, to present him
right.

His authority is now mature and

ing is right, personality prime . I

"ot ov **r !>' v**vr ' ,,is Kayesque in

showmanship is savvv. and the box-
uencc at a save tor

office should be commensuratelv cxprt*ss,ve usage of his hant1s
,

boffo. ms staccato throwaways remind
, , , ,

b*ss of the Youngman-Berlc school.
Especially as she has siiiToun.lod

I m, malerial is#ho.l; Riven '•Sehizo-
her own stint with a hip league in- phrenic Blurs." the ’’Pnalufrci

’

vest ilure, not to mention that jive, the touch,* of -Old Black
strong first-half. To complete the

.v1>(, i0 .. an(1 n<)lld Th .„
Hutton credits. Lmns.ton 4 Cried." lie knows what to do with
Evans wrote the excellent special

it . W ith a thick crop of hair that
material, Lou Bunt; is an expel

1 looks like a commercial tor the
hatoneot handling Jo Lom- Thomas’, he is a personable votincbanUa regular pit band in treat nlan who is destined for the

style; Jack Latimer is special at- heiulits. The records mav well

j

eomo; Hrmo Belli specialist on the
J

prove that a star was horn at

j

traps; Milton Starr, production su- v |luMon s eotnehack to the
pervisor and stage manager; ar- palace Oct 14 1953

I rangements. Nelson Middle; cos-

I

i tumes, Kay Nelson ' and imagina- ‘ u,u , ‘ ,s a lvt‘

-

v ,n, *‘inall< ' n;d

Uve too'»
‘flavor, what with the Gallic ( har-

I .... es, live Is. Germanic Shyrettos and the
And then then* aie The Sky- Iberian “Kids From Spain."

laiks, a great mixed quintet on
J

Seale is the same as when
their own 'two femmes and three Dannv Kave held forth; $4 80 top
hoys * who foil with and work- into during , ht: week and $<; on week
the Hutton routine as it they have ends. This is indeed a far rrv, of

,

been together tor years — which course . from the two-a-day $2 top

j

they have. of jjlt, palace of yore.
I First half is a great lineup on

j

its own, new and fresh and boffo I'nmiri*. tilasgow
all the w-ay The Shyrettos -3*. ‘

Glasgow. Oct. 9.
W'lth their tall unicyeles and midget Max Bugrovas 'with Boh Dixon

I

pedal-wheelers, are in the vr*t piano Milton Woodward, Mar
vaude tradition, but their stuff is

; f i„ Collins & Iiabs, Authors &
j

big league and. of course, by now Swinsou, Paul & peta Page, Rich-

I

TV standard, which is where all
,

man & Jackson, Ursula Irving K
I

good vaude acts have been going ; Cordon Oirdwood, Nelson Bros.

these days. That’s true also of. <2*. Cur.ou Trio, Bobby Dowds
I
Bil & Cora Baird, who are actually Orch.

four people handling their rnarion- '

—
ettes skilfully and imaginatively.!. This is the best vaude hill here

, the subbilled members being
,

1,1 nionths each act registering

;

Franz Fazakas and Frank Sullivan. ^*’ongly. Near-capacity biz proves

Trio Charlivel, from Paris’ l.e
;

hat Promo ers who Hive the cus-

Lido and New York’s Latin Qua, ''“T.Z*!™'
’'"'V "‘"U °"

ter, where Lou Walters has them
! under several seasonal renew als,

were a mop-up with their versatil-

ity. This is their Yank vaudery

Sophie Tucker Story.” it is natu-

ral that she feM under that orbit.

She did a pretty good dry run of

t he Tucker technique at Soph’s
recent Golden Jubilee dinner at

New York's Waldorf-Astoria. And
the fact that she currently sparks
her modern and yesteryear songa-
log against the springboard of the
Seeley & Fields - 'Benny) tech-
nique. is good showmanship and
fin. effective skein to tie it all to-

gether.

Typed as the-bouncing-Bettv-nof-
for-tlie-ballads-set. her refrain of

"But Not For Me” is sound show-
manship. She segues from Gersh-
v in. Berlin and McHugh ballads
into more rousing stuff which Ber-
lin. McHugh and Burke & Van
Ihwsen. instead, chose to fashion
jin for her.
Jay Livingston and Ray Evans’

''Belong To You” is probably the,
1> <»g of every “round actor” who
thrive* on the live audience hand-
to-hand response — the applause
that comes from vis-a-vis dovvn-
tronters.

She is given -good scope in the
'Somebody Loves Me” medley

t tie of the Blossom Seeley &
lhnny Fields biopie t to contrast
vuooth fox'trot ballads with
Htythmic “Toledo.” stands r d
lurchers. and standout “Way
Ho ii Yonder ir. New Orleans.”
Her producer-husband. Charles

r
> Curran tied together an expert

' aging and presentation, from the
I'M audience-entrance right down
,0 t he* afterpiece. It was primed
•|V a Betty Hutton tour-de-foree.
Mid she achieves it at the Palace.
•\tter all. this is her package—at
tm 35 terms—so there's no sense
1'making her stuff into public
awareness. Mis* Hutton essayed
* birthright autobiographical in

y,ntv at a youthful ace when she
]v

:

tar from prime for her own bio-
I’.!*' S!ie tells it and sings it well.

|

L, it from the Vincent Lonez novi-
!"'•'’ through “Born To Do.” And
*' tmale afterpiece with its salute

!" S°phie Tucker 'whom she
' up from the audience.
M P'i having just arrived from her

1 n 'tint at the Latin Quarter
< nit.*. Broadvvav ». To have brought

;• Seeley & Fields in the show’s

;

drift would have spoiled the
* nr>. which is why she didn't no

< f
< ibt.

a *olid hour of «onc.’ reminis-

I

’ n ' and fetching *mall-talk. the
“•ttitiful. blonde and cutely but-
n-nosed Betty Hftton deliver*

^
it

1

! Tk>"olarbF‘db thfc llialltn'm
taking hi* appointed rounds. Tim-

ight track.

Bill-topper is young London
comedian Max Bygraves who. only
a few years ago. was filling the

, , . . . , • a a i
second spot as a support turn at

debut, be ng known in the Sta esj,
his hou

*

st. interim spell has
only in lloorshows, which is ;ilso found him soaring to the top and
dominantly true in their native

, appearing with Judv Garland at
Paris. Their aero-dancing, elari-

;
the pa i a( .r< N y. He is clean-

neting. violining. pianology and looking, fresh and youthfully tall,

balletmania is a sampling of their with a gait and broad expressive
versatility. Unlike the axiom, they shoulders reminiscent of Danny
are masters of many trades. Their Kaye. Ilis 35-minute spot cli-

l

precision and rhythmic routining maxes the show, being a slic k mix-

I

evidence inherent showmanship. !
ture of comedy patter and song**

I

Their trim alpaca outfit*, straw 1 Comedian has a casual, friendly
hats ’n‘ all. are part of a careful

,
approach, offsetting his poker

; application to maximum audience faced stooge and pianist. Boh Dix

values.
i

on. Songalog includes pops asso

!

Closing the first half is another ciated with his radio series, such

first-time theatre act. because Los!** ‘ t ow punchers ( antata. a west

I

Chavales de Espana. too. have
been dominantly a cafe turn. The
Kids From Spain—by way of the

ern takeoff, “Big ’Fad.” and “Legs
From Some Old Table.” lie also

renders “Wonder Who’s Kissing
Her Now” as' it would be vocalized

Tropicana. Havana, and Ihe past
a inod( .rn cn>oner and bv Les

I two summers atop the Waldorf- As-
; Compagnons de la Chansons.

I

toria s Starlight Roof are for-
F|-t.neh group. Winds with pa rod v

j

fended from dansapation hv Pe- on t fu. current hit, “I Believe ’’ to
[trillo edict, but as a concert combo begoffs.
they are as versatile in their way Nelson Bros. ..are welcome open-
as are the Charlivels. i ers who combine tap dancing with
Los Chavales are an 11-man eo- instrume ntal work, and even do

op combination, and they mix up hand turns and somersaults with

their Spanish. French and non- instruments still playing. More

|
much of a campaign, since it’s

strictly a one-shot engagement.
Show-wise, this i* a big value at

$120 top. On concert tour it easily
commands $4 80 since *it s a bust-
ling. colorful, si x-laden pac kage of

;
dance and song Mis, Dunham has
made a few additions to her reper-
toire since the troupe pi axed Ciro*
a few weeks ago for tin- ihud time
within five months, hut the show
etleud here is rouglil.x l'ie *.tme
a* that Used for the mb i\ Best of
the roiitmes are those m which she
holds center stage alone or is s| ot-
li'dtbd with Vano>e \ikeits. Ctun-
panv ot 24 singers, d mens and
musicians is active throurlnmt on
• i variety of numbers ran -.ng from

ja Brazilian carnival dance to the
!

‘ ake\\ alk. They're all well done
House p hairy will find the

matinee trade light during the
week, hut the evening and wet k-
* ml traffic should prov ide a tme
overall total.

Pic. “Hurricane al Pilgrim IMP.”
is an indie release ot an hour-long
H’li film made about lout veins
ago

Apollo. V.
, Wy'ifoufipt Homs, rhu.-ohr. ,

<-s

,

'3 *. Hn nun Brums, Frank Ihnn
phries Hand ' 13 r. Von tin /), Hard.

I< Harris & Dofcm.;. Sr ii /)< r-Cj-
Dce ; "The Raiders' ( t,

Apollo's hill isn't quite un to
Par this week With three turns
dishing out dancing, there’s an
overabundance of that

Harris, who's spotted next to
closing, is a shooter ot the old

'.school. Ilis leat h-lunged inter-
pretations of such classics as “Fannv
Brown" has 'em rockin’ hut good
Moreover, he hits a flair for show-
manship in that he leads Frank
Humphries’ band between c horuses
and mugs around in gene ral.

Uhoeolatoors long have been a
standard comedy knockabout act
Three males adhere to their
familiar routines of slow-motion
pantomime, sundry terp steps and
;t**ortc‘d aerobatic maneuvers
Tncy’re clone with finessj* and pre-
cision to win fancy plaudits

Bunny Briggs, a diminutive
dancer who toured with Charlie
Barnet's hand before going single-,

brightens up the sessiem with a
sock 15-minute display of terp
pyrotechnics His solid footwork is

climaxed via a skillful hit in ujii'h
he cleverly simulates roller-skating
and a spin around the- i« « link
AI*o warbles a novelty tune, but
this could just as v e|| be elimin-
ated. for it adds little to the- tern
Humphries’ crew eompri-ing five

brass, four reed and time i In thin,
gets the- se.sh off to a last Mart
with a noisv ••Show Folks" Outfit
is later spotted in a weird arrange-
ment of "Alter You've Gone’’ that
hears little 1 resemblance to the
original Humphries himself grav-
c'-v oic es the Ivric s and gets in
some* hot licks on the* trumpet

McHarris & Dolnics. ho; -and-
girl tern team, hold down the
deuce. Portly male and willow v

femme execute some conventional

wordage Continental melodies in a

soothing manner. They form into

j

string combinations, vocal solo

and ensemble choral groups, take

! their cues from the thump-thump

I

of the pianist < their "leader” is

polished vocal and musical work
from Ursula living t* Gordon Gird-
wood. Australians, who open with
“Lady of Spain" and close with
“Moonlight and Hoses.”

Novelty is provided by bartender
magician Milton Woodward, who

on a rotation basis*, and achieve
fi ,, s sla|?e uith modern cocktail

a suave, slick, soothing musical act bar and conjures up all types of
which is only paired by their drin k s. including cocktails, from
dancing feature. Trim Reyes. She ordinary water. Act has assist from
is an “authentic” flamenco special- Millicent Cooper,
ist from midtown Manhattan who. Hichman & Jackson, male-and-

hovvever, appears to have achieved distafter pair, rouse audience re-

i
the flavor which doubtlessly many

,

action by each speaking up for

a Granada-grounded senorita per-
!

their respective sexes In lively

haps never could. Miss Hexes, crosstalk. He does impressions of

like Jose Greco—another "authen- Edward O Robinson and ( harles

tic” exponent of the Spanish tern- Bovw. standafd on Bn.sh ha Its

sichorean act . despite hi* Brook-
j

blows up the
ti\n bnekgtound. and didn t

* femme’s skirt on two occasions.
Gowanus reaches also five us

. p#ul & ,, (
.la ,,aKa ar<1 s„| i(|

i
m a t a cl o r Sidney Fianklin.

. puppeteer duo, intriguing audience

|

knows her stomps and castcnets. bv appearing with strings in full

She whams ’em. view of house so that the fans see

I

The last-but-not-least paragraphs bow it works,
are reserved for Dick Shawn He

i n New Acts arc Martin Collins

was next-to-closing the fir*t half & Babs, Authors & Swinson and

and t lie dominant lobby conversa- Curzon Trio. Bobby Dowds does his

tion piece preceding Miss Hutton's
.

usually sound job for showbacking,

second-half stint. Shawn has been

a few years coming, hut Abe Last-

1

fogel has been bullish on him
even in the formative years when
he was too much a medley of Dan

Gord.

I niletl Antals. I.. A.
Los Angeles. Oct. 16.

Katherine Dunham troupe '24*:

nv Kaye, Henny Youngman F Co. house orrh’ * f 2 » :
Hurricane at

He is now right. For the history
(

Pilgrim Hill 'ludic).

books, young Mr. Shawn will go

down in the decadent vaudeville

annals a* being one act who was
“made” in a straight vaudeville

theatre a* late as the fall of 1953

This probably ha*n't happened in

*how biz in 20 years. Fact i*.

however, despite Shawn'* peregri-

nations from the borscht belt to

''Manuk ffnm - «ha - Octist tlo ; 1 r <?

Vegas, it took this Laslfogel t\Vil-

Probablv the only one who will

)>e disappointed with 1 this experi-

ment into vaude by the United
Artists Theatre will he Katherine
Dunham She'll probably do the

best business the house has had in

*ome years — but it will be below
what she’s accustomed to. House
is off the usual entertainment area
hasn't placed f!c*h in 15 'jMerv
and isn't giving the layout too

steps lor a lair rceeptio.n Spe»-
I)ee -O-Dee, whei ac t* a* house
comic lre»m .time t « » li ne, offe rs

a few weak gags hut feu tins la>-
o.ut i* c atf primarily a* an en»e e-e -

albeit an me ffe c five- one- SongMre*

,

Varetta Dillard is reviewed unele-r

New Acts, f’.ilh.

Olvmpin. 31 himl
Miami, < )< t 16

Fred Louern & Katherine Tooiny,
Artie Dann, Chester Dolphin. Foul
sag ForiUes 'He. Gene Griffin,
Nicl i !n V oi l. I.es Rhode lion: e
Orch; "Terror On a 7 rii, i"

MGM *.

Though nett up fet solid se -.sions

staged here" in recent we-ek*. cur-
rent package* sits favoratdy witli

major portion of the* subhet'eler*
It’* pleasant, rather than *e>» k fare*

In topline shit, annual re*tmne*e*

Fred Lowery and partner Father
ine* Tooipy purvey their eornho of
whistling and femmes thrashing tei

healthy returns. Tetpper tor Lovv-
e*rv is hi* standard “William Tell”
finale. Mi*s Toomy wraps things
op with her lampetnn ori eone«*rt
tvpes and straight handling e »f a

me-flley from “fiklahoma;"
Comic* Artie* Dann vialks off wiiti

the* proceedings in the* ext i a-adrie rl

*le»t . He's playecl here regularly.
)mt ne ver te> i»ette*r effeet Enters
a *le-w of 1 1 e-* h sounding ruale-iial

spaced with ace timing to gather
in jjnd sustain the laugh builel.

Cftmedy-juggling of Chester
Dolphin adds up a* a mild entry
Tricks are *tanelanl while* patter
is 1 1 re-d . Gels the m at finish w dh
five-hoop stunt.

Pretduction mmiher* yet up If.v

the Lindsay line le>e>k fresh, with
the double quartet e»f long-limbers
spinning e>ut their assignment* in

/if:“y manner; produc'tion ideas are
buttressed solidly hv singci

,-<*Tnree

(P ne Griffin anel te*i pers Nieki and
N'eie l. Le* Rhode and hoigj* or»-h

1 -'-i op show back 4 in aii'licehuftivc*

. Sl^lc. Lory.

( hii*aK«, 4 hi
Chicago. Oct. 18.

Betty L June Kean, Rusty Dra-
fter. 3 Romanos. Paul Winik &
Edna Mae; "Wowing Wild” t\Vfl».

The Kean Sisters invade Chi’s
lone xnudery with a lineup thiit hits
like a storm idler the relative
drougnt ot previous attractions
licit* in recent weeks. Top to

bottom, the entile spread has real
class, whit'll should have a telling
effect at the wickets.

Repeating in town alter a night
( lut) engagement oul\ a few months
ago. Betty A- Jane Kean have
added nothing iu w to their stint

hut neither have lo*t a trace of
pcr*onalUy or showmanship. In-
hibited somewhat hv the theatre
Mare, because the gals need plen-
ty of room tor their work, they
will rate top reception for their
antics in a 20-mimi«e segment that
concentrates on impressions. Sole

t hat t lu ir material is

for the loves and the
objection is

a hit strong
lamily trade.

Jane, tile look, r simulates the
voces while com*e si*tc*r Betty
mimics off to Ihe ride In this way
they spoof Judy Gcrland. Edith
l*i,‘if, Billy Daniels anil Johnnie Hay
with clever.

.
catty repartee in be-

, tween. lamella farsons- Marilyn
Monroe session, with Betty in the
latter role wearing a t;d*e-fronleil
sweater, gets oft to I ow l* and the
curtain drops to a salvo after Betty
enters the crowd to feed bananas
to male customers. Hockv Cole ac-
companies the sisters nicely at the
piano.

Musty Draper, who likewise
plavcd tlie eales here reccntlv, sub-
mits five tolki'h immhiTs that
score broadly, cspet-iallv with the
l e'en set, with whom lie's familiar
through his .\tcrcur.v disclicks.
Drapir ingriitiafi s and projects
well in the large house, selling
new ly etched "Lazy Miver" and get-
ting audience heip oil "No Help
Wanted." Electric guitar solo on
“Boogie Woogie.” plavcd country

-

style, wins big plaudits which grow
for natural clincher of “Gambler's
Guitar."
Three Momano Bros, are highly

amusing knockabouts whose varie-
gated routine involves brilliant
aeros. *v nchroni.u d dance and slap-
stick comedy, all of which have
strong continental flavor. Smart
showmen, tlicv keep their routine
quick paced and never overdo a
gag.

Limber t< am of Paul Witiik A
Edna Mae le'uls oft m a smooth
terp turn in which tin- gal empha-
sizes aeros and the male tap. Lat-
ter take* a fine In Jef so'o on up-
hcaf of “Dark Eyes ' and his part-
ner loins to elo*e with a barrage of
cartv lu els and fl p* lx s.

V v '
;

renfro liispno. A. V.
Pit it Milhr. Farn Ionics, (him

& Fun Mg/iiil. Fes O'lit ras ( 2',
Chn irnuiiic K Kahi'. Willie Che-
i aln v, Ngr-nut & Hu , I. Dona Mar-
rmpi i to. Arturo Nu nlu "M icha-
I hit AHeoru " rillin'

Mtornev William Tauh’s Ibcnni
venture. Teatro llcpano i* living
valiantl.v toprovub a Latin tluaire
for a ma i or Pnenn Kuan section
M N Y Although tin s e people air
numeiuall.v capable nt support i ug
an undertaking ot this kind • »-

nomieallv
, it's a tough haul $ ,y

of the arrivals from the l*?anu -
; 4 j |

cannot speak Engli*li suffieicn'ly
well to get into better paving jobs.
I beat regoing seems to be an .0-

frequent event in these parts |nr
» purely economic reasons

The house eonsequenl Iv shows
it* poverty in several form* Of

I course, the general ion of talent
seen here i* limited to language
spot * and the stage deem coinpi isex
a series of drapes and ev.es that
need the touch of a steam imn.
The headliner on this ocr a* i »o

is Pin o Miller, ;( v i ntrilof|il»M who
hieakx up Iris act in two sections.
In both lie '• in k* with gi i*i\ dom-
inies First is a *kull and the sec-
ond i* a v ild-Jookirig heaitlerl gent.
’Ihe gab *eeiit* le be on the risque
side at time* but the house go* s

Bor him in a big v ;.v

0!b*r licaffliner i* Sara Mont's,
of Mex film*, ivlio >,iit * m a man-
ner t;ernini' c* nl «»f |<op t s *iyii*ts.

This look* r put* a lot < > I .sex into
her ballad 'I lie crowd like* her

Los Olivm a . who have t»iav *’il

the midtown tfuatr** do okay ,n
tin* aero »l**pai tment T* *• male
bal.'in*** a peieh on Ins lou h* i*f

and th** dome dees ;• *tri*s of
standard tricks that bring applame.
Gharmain** A Kali* do a ritml
dance numb* i* wliiefi off* r* it* mp-
m* nts of excitcnicnt and Norma A
Hazel ;ii** a fail ‘i*ti*r t*am w bo
*!iake iriariac;** v. liii** 'fnifung Ail
th»* turn* ge* *J;a;. in fling*

Tbi* maj*»r ef.ipi t in th* *liow i*

a lengths sketch in

Willi* rh» v ali« r i*

Artmo Nj*o|a. Mi**
D*»ha Marra*)ii*ta

Gompleting th* lift* of) are G*.*)id

A Sari Mjguel, ti'itli in
.
|JvtiO risque

\i* * c>r*rumc«, r v ho bi ll *)td stune*

ijood Inn* S. Jo-.e,

ncli *-m« 'C
assisted by
Monte* an*J
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Legit Bits

its shooting in

cur-

Moss llarl is collalioratlng with preparatory to

Ftina Ferber on the hook of a Cinemascope.

,,,,, steal treatment of her novel. Leontyne Price, soprano,

••Saratoga Trunk.” and will stage rently appearing at the Ziegfeld.

t he ' show*! Harold Arlen and E. Y.IN.Y.. in the name femme role in

llarbure an* mentioned for the i “Porgy and Bess,” signed by Co-

,.,„„T,os! I-Ivi ieist assignment, with lumbia Artists Mgt.. through

Bernard Hart and Joseph M. Hy- Andre Mertens. for concerts Her

man figured the likely producers ; overall musical career will still it-

laul Vroom and Lynn Phillips' main under supervision 6f her

aiV aiming for a production this personal manager, Lamey Good*

.season oi t he Norman Brooks play.
|

kind.

• Ihe i' .agile Fox," with Martin t New Andrew Rosenthal play.

Kitt slated to direct . . The Slu-
j skedded for world proem at King’s,

dm Alliance, a profit-sharing en- Glasgow. Nov. 16, will he titled

tei pr • sc mr tne construction of ‘ Five Years Later.” John Clements,

scenery for Broadway shows, has English aetor-manager. is present-

had to fold after IB years. ing the piece, with Eileen llerlie

• Ail Summer Long.” a drama by
j

an(j ian Hunter starring.

Kohert Anderson, author ol leai max ^Volff will produce and di-

and Sympathy." is slated lor pi o-
1 l))e »Ninht of Stars” benefit

duction next season by the 1 lay-

wrighls Co., of which the author

is a member. The play, tried out

last spring by the Arena Theatre,

Washington, had been held for

Broad w. v presentation hy Alexan-

der H. Cohen and Ralph Alswanx
. . Hume Cronyn and his wife.

Jessie j can fy, will costar in

•Madam Will You Walk,” Sidney

show at Madison Square Garden
N Y.. Nov. 23. with an assist fron

A1 Roth . . . Actor Warren Stevens

Almost There
Hermione Gingold, star of

the forthcoming “John Murray
Anderson’s Almanac.” was a

guest of honor Monday <19)

at the monthly luncheon of the

Drama Desk, at Rosoff’s Res-

taurant, N. Y.
Recalling that two previous

shows for which she was set

had folded in production, she

told the drama reporter group,

‘in London I’m considered the

actress least likely to reach

Broadway. But at least I can

tell them now that I’ve made
it as far as Rosotf’s."

Inside Stuff-Legit

Massey-FemceeJ Lehar

‘Tribute’ Pleases in N.Y.

But Limited for Tour
“A Tribute to Franz Lehar”

Backers of “End As a Man.” the Claire Heller production of Calder
Willingham’s dramatization of his own novel, which moved last week
from the Theatre de Lys. in Greenwich Village, N. Y . include Mrs
Irving Maidman. wife of the owner of the Vanderbilt Theatre. N \ ’

where the show is now playing. $7,000; Jack S. and Mrs. Strauss, the
producer’s stepfather and mother, $5,075 each; Wallace G. parlatul
president of Broadway Angels. Inc., representing the investment syn-
dicate. $1,400; theatrical accountant George Spanton. representing un-
disclosed clients, $1,400; Jack Garfein, director of the show, $l.575-

William Nolan, head of the Nolan scenic studio, $875; Mrs. C. B. Wj|,
lingham, the author’s mother, $875; Max Risen, the show’s pressagent.

listed as Maxwell Advertising, $”75; Jane Willingham. the author’s wife,

$875; Rosalind H. Massow travel writer for the N. Y. Journal-Americ-an!

$350; souvenir program agent Arthur Klar, S350; Gus Durkin, of I)u-

wico Lighting, $350. and TV actor Ross Martin. $175. Venture is capi-

talized at $35,000, without provision for overcall.

Joshua Logan, whose production of “Kind Sir” played a recent try-

out engagement in New Orleans, authored an article which appeared
in the Times-Picayune there the Sunday after the show left town. Piece
was headed, “Joshua Logan Loves New Orleans ” two flanking banks

reading, respectively, “Deplores Loss of Landmarks” and “Wants to

Build Opera House.” After citing his youth in Louisiana, his rela-

i>a< k in New York after a Coast
‘ made its first stop on a contern- tives still living there and his affection for New Orleans, the author-

stay Hildegarde Neff mentioned I
plated concert tour Friday eve (16)

,

director-producer mentioned his regret over the disappearance of some
- • " » '• * : -* xr““* V''- 1'-'* Hall Prn- nf jjle town’s picturesque spots, referred to the mixed reaction tofor lead in the Cy Feuer-Emest II. I at New York’s Town Hall. Pro

Martin contemplated musical ver- gram, produced by Gunther Law-

sion of the film “Ninotchka.”

Jean Dalrymple is in charge of

her sister Gypsy Rose Lee is star- kernel . i., uckummik “•
'

s„ Women ” at the Astor. Kcr »a Jd Denenhol*. on loan from

sJraiLr the week of Oct 27
!

the Theatre Guild press depart

-

“
'

’roduccr Shepard Traube and 1 merit, is handling the publicity for

his v^ irrefed last Ju“y 30 in
j

the eight-week drama season.

Savvilie. L. 1.. on charges of dis-

orderly conduct after a dispute
;

I.ondon Legit Bits

with a Long island It. R trainman. London. Oct. 13.

will have a hearing Oct. 29 in Mag-
, T|)e Four Kangaroos, whom Ber-

lstrate s Court. Homing. L. . .
• nar(| |)ejfont brought over from

Successor is O^tcdly * America to feature in his new
^

>U ”h
.

-

1‘ p!*yWi ‘R l
j.
s C «- fo‘,

"Folies” revue. “Pardon My
Russell Collin, in

"ft*'™**" French ” at the Prince of Wale-
• • Second season of the Stia t

OU ( after four weeks . . . Authors &
(Ont.i Snakespearean hes

Swinson, brought over hero last
announced to open June 28. 19.>4.

and continue at least eight weeks.
Plays and stars haven’t been set.

Exhibit of stage props opens to-

day < Wed.» at the Theatre Gallery

of the Museum of the City of N. Y.

. . . William Mil s, manager-direc-
tor of the Berkshire Playhouse.
Stockhridge. Mass., is directing

“The Giaconda Smile" as the an-

nual production of the Amateur
Comedy Club of N. Y . . . . Car’
Fisher is genial manager and
Sol Jacobson pressagent for tin*

Phoenix Theatre, to open Nov. 24

in New York under the manage-
ment of Norris Houghton and T.

Ehward llambielon.
Robert Stevens and Mary Howes

have formed a partnership for the
production of Broadway shows . . .

* Tlu* OUl Man of the Mountain.'
v u se play i>\ British poet Norman
Nicholson, will tie presented Nov.
6-7 at the Hunter College Play-
house. NY... Anthony Brady
Farrell will he associated with
Shepard Vri’ube in the product on
ol “The Girl in Pink Tights." anil

the musical i> slated to open dol-
ing ti e vv 1; of Feh. 22 at Farrell's

rence and Sarita Hernandez (in as-

sociation with Felix G. Gerstman),
was basically a musical reading

of excerpts from Lehar operettas.

An almost-capacity house respond-

ed enthusiastically to the material

otTered.

Presentation, however, is limit-

I ed in its appeal. It’s a cinch to

please the Lehar fans hut predomi-
nately German-lyric renditions will

find rough going with the general

public. There’s a readymade audi-

ence for this offering, but bookings
will have to be set in select loca-

tions.

For added b. o. insurance, show
had Ilona Massey on hand as fem-
cee. Her presence blended in per-

fectly with the proceedings and
year by MCA’s Jock Jacobsen for

j

her charming handling of introduc-

i'lmRe Lltler's pantomime at Bour-
nemou'h, and staying for summer
.oa* on show at Clacton, return for

tory notes and narration aided con
siderably in creating an overall
pleasant atmosphere. Decked out

Kind Sir” there and expressed the hope of returning some day to

organize legit and opera troupes and build a locally-financed theatre

and opera house.

Campbell Williams, managing director of Keith Prowse, major British

ticket brokers, has gone to bat for the critics in a letter to the London
Evening Standard, in which he claims they have “neither the power to

break a play nor to make one. They must naturally become sophisti-

cated (as would anyone seeing hundreds of plays every year) but that

is very different from becoming blase.

“What makes or breaks a play is public demand, no more and no
less. It is unfortunate if a play comes off so quickly that a small
minority cannot see it, but it is not the fault of the critics. My experi-

ence over a period of nearly 28 years of theatregoing on first nights is

that the notices of plays in this country are as fair as they ever will

be in this imperfect world. I read them always with interest, some-
times with disappointment, but never with surprise.”

Littler to feature in his panto at
| jn gowns that enhanced her physl-

Plymouth this year. He lias aiso ca j s tature. Miss Massey was also
booked them for

[ p
n®V°l b ls pantos a definite visual asset,

next year . . . Billy Marsh, exec of
t . . .

Bern, rd Delfont outfit, to Majorca,
j

lineup of artists included Ralph
Sonin, to confer with Norman Herbert. Miklos Gafni, Ingrid Hall-

Wisdom. now there on holiday, on berg. Virginia Mott. Paul Gavert,
new West End show project.

N.Y. City Opera Has New Hi

V/ith Old ‘Hansel & Grelel,’

Aided by Whiz of a Witch.

Jon Otnes and Dolores Mari. Miss
I

Mott was standout in the relaxed
i
manner In which she handled her-

I self on stage. Herbert and Otnes
also injected some bounce into

I
their songstering. Gafni was too
stiff, especially in his workover of
"Yours Is My Heart Alone.” Oth-
ers handled their assignments ef-

fectively.

Initial half of the program was
comprised of excerpts from various

j

Lehar operettas, while the second
portion was devoted to selections

Backers of “Sabrina Fair.” Playwrights Co. production of the Samuel
Taylor comedy, include manager-producer Milton Baron. $500; Bridget,

Brooke and William Hayward, children of Margaret Sullavan. costar

of the show', $500 each; James E. Stroock, president of Brooks Costume,
$500; Kenneth Wagg, Miss Sullavan's husband, $500; Malcolm Wells,

assistant to general manager Victor Samrock, for the Playwrights Co.,

$500; Mrs. Marshall Field. $1,000; Wallace G.' Garland, president of

Broadway Angels, an investment syndicate, $1,000; Leonard H. Gold-
enson, president of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, $1,000;

theatrical attorney Arnold Grant. $1,000; orchestra leader-contractor
Meyer Davis. $2,000; TV producer Max Liebman, $2,000; Actors Fund
president Walter Vincent, $2,000; attorney Moris Schiier, representing
Music Corp. of America. $2,500; theatreowner Howard S. Cullman.
$3,000; Miss Sullavan. $3,000; producer Mary K. Frank, $5,250, and
author Taylor, $10,000. The production is capitalized at $50,000.

Hcllingci The ’e. Y. Ilav-

The N. Y. City Opera Co. has

added another hit to its repertoire

with its first production of Hump-
erdinck's "Hansel And Grot

which bowed at City Center. NY. from Lehar's “Frasquita.” adapted
last Wednesday <14>. Production, for the concert by Fritz Kramer
- vng in English, has a chenrirw 1 and Alfred D. Geto, with occa-

chi’dlike quality that suits the sional English lyrics by Dr. Sig-

veUknown fairy tale of witches mund Spaeth. Music was supplied

Because George Voskovec. the Czech actor who plays the French
colonel in “The Love of Four Colonels,” isn’t a U. S. citizen yet and
in view of his widely-publicized troubles in gaining entry to this coun-
try, he doesn’t want to take a chance crossing the boundary line into

Canada. As result, he won’t play the Toronto and Montreal engage-
ments with the Rex Harrison-Lilli Palmer company. Voskovee’s con-
tract with the Theatre Guild for the tour carried this stipulation, and
an understudy. Robert Clayborne, will replace for the Canadian book-
ings. Although Voskovcc’s status has long since been cleared, he
doesn’t want to hazard any kind of immigration misunderstandings
which might arise. He'll rejoin “Colonels” as soon as it returns to the
States.

ing attend *d the
their Kin. and I” at the Drury
Lane. 1 or.clo \ Richard Rodgers
and O-car I! mimerstrin 2d re-

turned yesterday iTucs 1 on the

Queen Mary . Sol llurok lia<

hooked tl:.' Old Vie production ol

“Midsummer Night's Dream" in’o
the Met Opera House, N. Y, in

September ol '54.

Tentative deal for "Guys and
Dolls" to he Mow n to Had ana for an
engagement this win'er has fallin
through . . . Joe Laure Jr. suggests
that when “Wish You Were Here”
goes on the road it should he hilled

as “with tin* original New York
water" , . . “Late Love." which
must vacate the National. N. Y .

alter No\ 7. is re ported 1\ set to
transfer to th“ Booth. N. Y. t

suc-
ceeding the “Julius Caesar" film.

. . Jack Whiting is succeeding
Alexander C’ark in "A Girl Can
Te'l."

click opening o. and babes in the woods. Staged ,

hy two pianos, with Kramer and
sympathetically hy Herman Cei-

,

£»• W. Sprechtcr at the keyboards.
Miss Massey, whose appearance

didn't call for vocalling, did one
7 r-Torel. with interesting, un-
use d scenic effects by Rouln n T r-

Aiuuinian. presentation is lr'ht

and entertaining instead of hc'vy-
tadnn and draggy. as at oth r

bon- cs.

Conducting hy Thomas Schip-
nor.s 'still in his early 2()’s». and
"nod casting, carry the tiling off.

So* ratio Laurel Hurley is a de-

'M>t ill and gifted vocalist as

G ret el. and contralto Frances Bi-

ble is excellent contrast as Hans.
Richard Wentworth is an imposing
father while Willahella Underwood
is acceptable as the mother A
whiz of a witch is Claramae Tur-
ner, who steals the show ail the
time she's on stage.

Production needs smoothing
down, and a minor replacement

number, supposedly off the cuff.
Tune, rendered in German, was
“Why Did You Kiss Me Awake?’

Title of the legit version of “Sabrina Fair” is virtually buried
beneath a plethora of credits that precede it in the program billing.

In addition to listing the Playwrights Co. with the individual names of
the six members, other cognomens above the title include costars Mar-
garet Sullavan and Joseph Cotten and the play’s author, Samuel
Taylor. Further flock of names, in addition to usual technical credits

of director, designer, and costume supervisor, lists six featured tnem-
bers of the cast.

Isobel Elsom, veteran character actress, is taking over the featured
femme role in the touring “Misalliance” next week as a result of an

Her throaty piping r.nd dramatic
j

automobile accident in which Edith King fractured her ankle just be-
iiat'dling of the song registered po-

1 fore travels of the Shaw comedy began, in Philadelphia. Miss King
tently. Jess.

Paris ‘Itch* Lac’^s Bite

In Deval Scri-t, Staring
Paris. Oct. 20.

While “Demcuro, Chaste Ft

wasn't able to open in Philly and Dorothy Sands, who had played the
part originally on Broadway, was hastily pressed into service for the
Philadelphia stand until Miss Elsom had time to get up in the role

opposite Martyn Green.

An abbreviated version of The Playbill is being used by some off-

Broadway groups. Standard Broadway program, which runs a mini*
mum of 24 pages, is cut down to 16 pages for the off-Broadway pro-
ductions. Playbill has been turning out the junior editions at cost in

rnr matinee
Center.

kid trade.

..effrey Lynn opened at Lake
Charles. La . Monday '19' in the
Lttle Theatre's production ot

“Mi'ter Roberts,” as the first pro- •

fe.vsion.il to appear on a Lake
Charles Little Theatre stage in I niiiq ^Jhiihprt
26-year history. Rosa Hart directed UK1 1 '0U,S ^HUDeri

Jack Schlisscl left the comfianv
manager’s berth with “The Chil-
dren's Hour" in Pittsburgh la^t

week to become general manager
for “By the Beautify! Sea." the

cad role and staging bv Deval
work out to the nlay's disadvantage

hut looms as a big draw, especially >n its Edouard VII Theatre presen
at the
Hro».

tation. "Itch” did well during its
first week, hypoed hy patronage of
Auto Show tourists, hut its Paris
fate now hangs in the balance, as

Schader Shedding I^egit

For Comm’l Accounts
Vet pressagent Freddie Schader

has moved to Detroit to handle

Shows in Rehearsal
Keys : C (Comedy), D (Drama',

CD ( Comedy Drama > , R (Revue).
MC (Musical Comedy), DID <Mtt*

House Sold for $135,000
St. Louis. Oct. 20

The Garrick Theatre, originally

some new big hits have come to < commercial accounts, the first of sical Drama), O (Opera).

huilt for the Shuberts during the

new musical which will star Shir- St. Louis World's Fair in 1941, was
ley Booth. Paul Groll took over
Schlissel's po>t with "Hour." At

sold last week for a reported $135 -

000 to W. Harrison Wooten, a
same time, touring revival of the realty dealer. Wooten bought the
Lillian Heilman drama also lost its shuttered 2. 500-seat house subject

j
is minus magic

stege manager. Leonard Patrick, to a lease held bv Burlesk Amuse- i 1

too. He went back to New York ment ( ;0 \cw York, that now
in order to be with his wife when operates the Grand Theatre as a
the stork arrives. I atrick may re- house and on oeeasions re-
turn to the show if another Kennil opens the shu5ert for motIon pic.

inc
tures.

town and show in its present form
larks necessary z st and zing.
Quirk doctoring might turn the
trick.

Jean Richard and Pierrette
Bruno have the leads. Revision of
present production might adjust
shortcomings and boost it into the
hit class, but as it stands "Itch"

Curt.

‘Joey’ 23G, Seattle

which will be the annual Aviation
Exposition sponsored by the Aero
Club of Michigan.
He has resigned from the board

of governors and the membership
committee of the Assn, of Theatri-
cal Press Agents & Managers, but

Flame Out (D>—Alan Mowbray,
prod. -dir.

John Murray Anderson’s Almanac
'M>—Michael Grace, Stanley Gil-

~ nlkey. Harry Rigby, prods.: Cvri

Ritchard. dir : Hermione Gingold
is retaining his membership in the Billy De Wolf, stars.

Prescott Proposals (C>—Lei and

Hayward, prod.; Howard Lindsa>

,

union.

Bloomgardrn production.
Crucible." doesn’t go on the road.
He stagemanaged the Arthur
Miller play on Broadway last sea-
son . . . Ronnie Graham returned
to cast of "New Faces" in Chi last

Sunday matinee <18». taking over

Off-B’way ‘Sandhog’
“Sandhog," musical drama by

Waldo Salt and Earl Robinson,
based on Theodore Dreiser’s short
story, “Saint Colombo and the

! dir.; Kathrine Cornell, star.

all his former roles in the revue complete face-lifting job.

Seattle, Oct. 20.
With Harold Lang and Carol

T , . ., .
. ,

Bruce. “Pal Joey" wound up an „• „ .... . . „Theatre was the original Shu- eight-day engagement at the 1 500- River ' W1, L be produced off-Broad-
bert house in St. Louis, but later sealer Metropolitan Saturday night way nexl February by Rachel Pro- Brown Gables Conservatory.

the company’s activities shifted to 17, with $23,000. ductions, sponsor of the current been organized here by

The house was scaled from $5. off-Broadway click, “The World of Charles Thomas and Ferde Grote

and though take wasn't big, the Sholom Aleichem.” I for instruction in singing, dantm-.

Thomr-v Grofe School
Hollywood. Oct. 20.

New talent institution,
ha-

midtown where recently the Ainci

ican Theatre reactivated after a

i show was liked all the way.
|

Howard Da Silva will direct. i acting and piano playing.
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Hassle Looms on Brownstein Equity

Exit, Though New Counsel Is Sought
\ctors Equity council is going*

ah. ad with the immediate aopoint-
1 . , «... « .

m. nt of new legal counsel for the AndreWS Settles Stilt
union, despite the possibility of

further agitation over the exit of

Rebecca Brownstein. It’s indicated

that various legal firms and indi-

vidual attorneys have indicated

In Detroit Car Smash
Detroit, Oct. 20.

Tod Andrews, appearing at the
willingness to take the assignment Cass currently in "A Girl Can
tor the fee rejected by Miss Tell.” has accepted settlement of
Brow nstein.

j

his $100,000 damage suit against

interviews with several attor- three Detroit car owners tor an

nevs have already been held by a undisclosed amount,

committee representing the conn-
: Andrews suffered a broken nose,

cil and a number of others are
j

which required plastic surgery, in

contemplated. In general, the an accident in October. 1951. when
council is reported to favor the ap- he was appearing here in another
p,ointment of a legal firm, rather play. He was a passenger in a

than an Individual lawyer, to han- taxicab which collided with two
tl’e the assignment. Also, a firm other cars.

with experience in union matters.
! m

rather than one that has repre-

sented producers, will be favored.

Exit of Miss Brownstein was prU
|

marily because of the council’s de-

termination to reduce expendi-
tures for the legal department, as

part of an overall move to cut the

union’s operating budget to within
revenues. After months of study,

di'-cu^ion and haggling, the coun-
cil offered to continue the $13,338
annual fee. but eliminate the addi-

• Continued on page 72)

‘Picnic* Pays Out

65G In Profits

Swann Extends His Stock

Setup With Penn. Season;

Guest Star Policy Used
York. Pa., Oct. 20.

Hilltop Theatre. Maryland,
crossed the Mnson-Dixon Line last

Monday night <12) to invade
Yankee-land. settling for a pro-
posed 15-week season at York The-
atre here. Producer is Don
Swann, Jr., who operates Hilltop
Theatre, at Lutherville. Md.. dur-
ing the summer, having completed
an 18 week season there only two
weeks previous to his York open-
ing. Policy of Swann is to operate
with regular company and guest
stars, changing play and stars
weekly. Swann also operated a

tl-eatrein-the-round last winter at

the Sheraton-Belvedere Hotel in

Baltimore.
York spot, owned by C. W. Ritch-

lov, was shuttered during last

summer after the legit operator of
the previous summer did not renew
his lease. During the interim, the
house has been completely reno-
vated and refurbished.
Swann came into the York pic-

ture by invitation from Yorkites.
and stated on opening night that
all Ills hacking came from the city
of York He has guidance of a lo-
cal advisory committee, headed by
Kay Wilt, ex-Equity member. Pro-
ducer plans continuation of his
Lutherville program, hoping to
'i“;n that operation with York in
’he summer of ’54.

Opening performance of "Dream
Lit! ‘ was preceded by a 35-min-
u’e narade through Main Street of

to the theatre, with 15
"dream” girls picked from local
schools riding in caravan of cars.
( an idine Brooks and John New-
Lnd starred in the opener. On
v 'dt lor Hilltop is J. Allen Bowers
:,v "eneral manager and William
HiUiiley as business manager. Ray
h e. le, director of Swann’s summer
1 ‘erprise., remains as director.

This week house plays "Mr. Rob-
'v’' with Leslie Nielsen starred.
I" hy calls for a musical every
tit’h week, onlv other show an-
ijmmred being "Call Me Madam."
( untrue fs have been signed already
v ‘h the musicians union for mu-
*' 'hows. Shows play Monday
thipugh Saturday, with Wednesday

Saturday matinees.

"Picnic,” the Theatre Guild-
Joshua Logan production of Wil-
liam Inge’s Pulitzer and Critics Cir-
cle prizewinner, has thus far dis-

tributed $65,000 profit. Figuring
on the usual 50-50 split between
backers and management, that rep-
resents a 36.1 co profit to the back-
ers on their $90,000 investment.

For the four-week period ended
Sept. 26 the play grossed $92,590
and earned $18,991 operating
profit, plus $648 royalties from the
Scandinavian and Dutch rights.

That brought the total profit to
datte to $89,478. After distribution
of profit, remaining assets included
$20,000 cash reserve and $4 478
available for future distribution.
There are no bonds or deposits on
the show’.

"Picnic is in its 35th week at

the Music Box, N. Y. There are
no plans for a second production
to tour.

ZEVIN, PRESTON PREP

OAKLAND STOCK SETUP
Oakland. Cal.. Oct. 20.

Harry Zevin and Jack Preston
have established offices here to

start the promotion of a dramatic
stock company to he presented at

the Paris Theatre i900-scatcn
located at 14th and Alice Sts.

Plan is to secure local financing
in the amount of $35,000 to insure
adequate production of four shows,
which will be sold on a subscrip-
tion deal. Selections are "Mister
Roberts," "Harvey,” "Voice of the
Turtle” and "The Male Animal.”
in the order named, starting

Dec. 27.

Hollywood actors have been
queried to appear. No commit-
ments have been made to date.

Present work is that of organiza-
tion.

Zevin and Preston, both known
on Broadway, have been function-

ing in Hollywood in recent years
with similar projects. Preston was
last represented on the road with
"On Borrowed Time," which hit

New Y’ork briefly, and "The Coun-
try Girl," with Robert Young.

Present plan is to do each show
foe three weeks at $2, top.

Guide To Wealth
Group of 15 members of the

NBC Guide Staff, at Rocke-
feller Center, N, Y , formed a
syndicate to invest $250 in
"The Trip to Bountiful,’ Hor-
ton Foote drama adapted from
a Phileo Playhouse telecast on
NBC-TY. Play is produced by
Fred Coe, NBC producer-
director, in partnership with
the Theatre Guild. Coe has
his office at NUC and is ac-
quainted with the members of
the investing group. "Bounti-
tul." with Lillian Gish repeat-
ing the role she played in last

summer s tryout at the West-
port 'Conn * Country Play-
house. opens Nov. 3 at the
Henry Miller, N. Y.
Of the 15 guides, six are

tyro actress* s, two are singers,
one a set designer, two writers
and the others are interested
in production or business
management at NBC. Invest-
ment is in (lie name of Judith
Leverone. and the others in
the group include Martin
Biesc, Martin Baker. Gloria
C r o m w ell. Geraldine De
Mayo, Mary High, Marlys
Johnson. Bruno Landi. Evelyn
Luft. Claire Ordway, Jack
Otter, Cecil Pederson. Jane
Stump. Arthur Topol and Lois
Ziork.

Hylton Raps ‘Desiccated’

London Critics on ‘Wish’;

‘Maniac Affair’ to Baxter
London, Oct. 20.

Jack Hylton wasted no time last

week in slapping hack at a critic

who called his production of "Wish
You Were Here,’’ at the Casino
Theatre, "a moronic masterpiece.”
Despite mixed notices, the musical
is apparently set for a successful
run. repeating the popular recep-

tion of the original Broadway pro-

duction in the lace of negative re-

views.

The producer referred to certain
of the West End critics as "desic-

cated old first-nighters.” He con-
tinued. "The show is played by
young people lor young people, and
for those who are still capable of

feeling young. To them, sex isn't

just a question of underwear. It is

something to live, to feel and to

enjoy, but never something of

which to he ashamed,
i "Nobody need ever feel ashamed
of one of my shows,” Hylton told

a Daily Express reporter. "The

j

trouble is that this one has made
Baxter » Beverly Baxter, former
critic who covered the production
for the Express) remember his

youth—and that has frightened
'him. For myself, 1 am proud to

be associated with these 50 young-
sters—who, incidentally, are all

British.

"The show is going to have the
usual tightening-up and cutting

• Continued on page 72)

N.Y. High Court Nixes Shubert Move

To Avoid Arbitration on Royalties

y i

‘Dnl M’s’ Huber Doubles

As German Version Scribe

,

Lusti Huber, femme lead in
;) i;d M for Murder.” at the
mouth, N. Y\. has written a

MTriian version of the Frederick
Knott melodrama which has been

;

!' 1
' Pled as the authorized trans- :

,

10n
-,

She has arranged for her
r -dties from a forthcoming pro- i

‘' i'tion in Berlin to he paid t‘6l r parents in Vienna.
Vc tress was on the Viennese

before World War II. but

L
n
‘V

to
‘ ^ S. with her hus-

‘“nd. Joe Besch. an executive of
station WINS. New York :

’
;

!0rT» she met when he was with
* f Army of Occupation in Austria.

Sombrero Looking For

In-Residence Playwright
Ann Lee and Richard Charlton,

who open another season of stock

in mid-January at their Sombrero
Playhouse, Phoenix, are seeking
a promising young playwright to

be with the company on an in-

residence basis. They figure on
contacting the New Dramatists
Committee and various Broadway
authors’ agents for suggested can-
didates. Idea would be to tryout
any likely script the resident

dramatist would turn out.

Producers have opened an of tire

in New Y'ork and are interviewing
directors and actors for the Som-
brero company. They are also

lining up plays for the 10-week
schedule. A possible new show,
probably not for the coming sea-

son, is a musical with hook by Wil-

liam Saroyan and songs by Hoagy
Carmichael. Latter pair were con-

sidering a tune version of Saro-

yan’s "The Time of Your Life.”

but are now figuring on an origi-

nal.

N.Y. Ad Quirk in ‘Caine’s’

Pre-B’way Jersey Stop
"Caine Mutiny Court Martial"

will only play one date in the New
York vicinity to its scheduled
Broadway opening Jan. 18 at an
as yet umiesignated house. En-
gagement. under sponsorship of

the Griffith Music Foundation,
will be at the Mosque Theatre,
Newark, afternoon of Jan. 3.

A contractual stipulation, how-
ever. forbids the Foundation to ad-

vertise the Paul Gregory produc-
tion by its title in the New York
area. I'sc of the "Mutiny” label is

permissible in New Jersey ads hut

the Foundation is only allowed to

announce presentation of a "new
Paul Gregory production” in New’
Y’ork promotion of tlu* date.

Scratching of the title from New
York advertising is understood to

have stemmed from the demands
of one of the production's cast

members.
"Mutiny,” which opened at the

Granada Theatre, Santa Barbara,
Oct. 12, is booked solidly for the

length of its tour, which ends
Jan. 17.

Lambs Pick Greaza
Walter Greaza was named Shep-

herd of the Lambs at its annual
election of officers and directors

in New Y’ork last week.
Other officers elected were Har-

ry Jlcrshfield. Boy; Bobby Clark,

corresponding secretary; Michael
Abbott, recording secretary; Jo-

seph Downing treasurer; and Har-

,
old Hoffman, librarian.

Hartford Sues to Recoup

$7,500 Loan to Actors
Los Angeles. Oc t 20.

Theatreow ner Huntington Hart-
ford tih’d suit in Superior Court
to collect $7,500, plus interest,

from the San Francisco Actors Co.

on a promissory note, signed April

29. 1952.

Complaint says the actors paid
him $112 interest Iasi January but

have returned nothing on princi-

ple or interest since then Named
in the action are Mara A Gilbert,

proxy, and Lee Gilbert, secretary

ol the drama company

‘Angels Beaming

After Bleak Sesh
“My 3 Angels.” which has

climbed hack into the black after

several weeks of losing operation,

will probably close its run at the,
Morosco. N. Y„ after the Christ-

mas holidays to go on tour. Its
j

hoped the Saint Subhcr-Rita \llen-

Archie Thomson production may
recoup the balance of its invest-

ment on the road. The comedy is

currently in iis 33cl work on
Broadway.

The Sam and Bella Spewack
adaptation of Albert Hiissons Pari-

sian hit, "Cuisine chs \n"cs,"

grossed $53,276 tor the four-week
period ending Sept. 26. for an op
crating loss of $1,739. That left

$23,869 to be recouped of the

shows $56,838 original cost Thus
far. there has been $15,060 repaid

of the original $75,000 capital.

Assets, as of Sept. 26, included
$15,520 in bonds and depo iis, $15.-

000 cash reserve, $4 000 advance
royalty and $1,61 1 available for

distribution.

According to the* accountant's

statement for t lit* September pe-

riod. negotiations were in prog-

ress for a waiver of author and
director royalties tor the losing

weeks involved. Jose F» i rcr staged

the production, in which Walter
Slezak is top-feat ured h ad.

LITTLE GIRL MAKES GOOD

IN CHI AS ‘ITCH’ STAR
Chicago, Oct 20

General laudatory reception and
rave notices here have lifted in-

genue Louise King's name to lights

on the marquee of ' Seven Year
Itch,” with a commensurate raise

in pay.

Hole of the gill upstairs in "Itch"

is Miss King's first ol any im-

portance on legit hoard' Previous-

ly rlie had held the role of the

nur.se in a touring company of

"Mr. Roberts," and. like the girl

she portrays now, she had h< en
making TV commercials.

‘Hattie,’ ‘DuBarry’ Given

To Stock for First Time
“Panama Hattie” and "DuBarry

Was a Lady” are now available for

stock 'presentation for the first tune

since their respective Broadway dc

huts 13 and 14 years ago Material

for Ihe two musicals had been un-

available until recently. Tanls V. it

mark, licensing agent on the ( ole

Porter tunqrs. had to compile com-
plete scores on the Mimical prior

to adding them to its ’-lock cata-

log.

Except for a production of Hat

tie” at the Music ( .’it cu-. Lauibei t
•

ville. X J . ttiis fiast sunnier, both

shows have only had f.rst cla •

presentations. "On The Town ’ is

also available for genera) 'dock

production via the TamsWitnark
library. Past leasings of the musi-

cal for stock had been made by Hie

show's authors, Betty Corndeh and

Adolph Green, themselves.

Equity Library Show
•Get. 19 31)

Madwoman of Challlot- Lenox
> Hill Playhouse, N. Y. i21-25 >.

Move by Jacob J. Shubert to

avoid arbitration of a suit brought

by Oscar Hammerstein 2d. Otto

Harbach, Rudolph Friml and
others was turned down last week
in N Y. Supreme Court Case* in-

volves an accounting of royalties

from Hose- Marie.” 'Son;; ot the

Flame.” "Goodbye Polly." "Golden
Dawn," "Wild Rose" and 'BalL-
hoo.”

Motion by Shubeit's attorneys to

prevent arbitration. previously

nixed in the same court, was again

tossed out. However. Ihe court

ruled iti favor of Shuhert's move*

to limit the ease to the hist six

years. Contracts involved go h;o’k

to December. 1938. Plaintiffs pi m
to appeal the six-year limitation.

Dispute stems from the 1938

deal between Hammer-stein. Ms.
Hammerstein Harbach. Friml and
the late Herbert P Stothart and
Shubert for the management of

the musical properties listed,

mostly covering stock rights. Shu-
bert is alleged never to have ma le

a proper accounting of royalties,

despite repeated promises to that

effect. Finally, after negotiations

and threats of suits, the* plaintii s

demanded arbitration as specifi •(!

m the contract.

Shuhert’s defense was that no
accounting was due. He also argued
that even if the court insisted on
arbitration, the* arbiters would
have no power to determine royal-

ties. Claiming that the six year
statute of limitations should ap-
ply. he* asserted that even if an
accounting were to he required, it

should cover only the limited pe-

riod.

Irving Cohen, of Reinheimer A.

Cohen, represents the plaintiffs.

N.Y.’s Regular Off-B’way

Lineup to Be Augmented

With 15 Presentations
In addition to the regular off-

Broadway activity. New York's
legit scene will he augmented this

season by a total of 15 plays sched-
uled for professional presentation
outside the immediate Broadway
area. Of this number, six are
stated to be put on in a season of

repertory at the Theatre dc* Lys
in Greenwich Village.

Miranda D*Ancona and Audrey
Hilliard have taken a t mvc-mont

b

lease on the de Lys for the pres-
entation of a quintet of apparently
oil beat w orks and one original en-
try. ' Moon in Capricorn.” by James
Leo Herlihy. A resident Equity
company will perform at the the-
atre. which will have a $8 6(1 top on
weekends. Miss Hilliard, inci-

dentally, was production manager
lor Ten se Hayden when the hit er
produced a series of plays at the*

de Lys several months ago Rcp'er-
lory season tees off Friday • 23)
with Francis Beaumont’s "The
Knight of the Burning I’estle."

Another four plays will be pre-
sented by the* New Yen k City Cen-
ter during its eight-week drama
season beginning Nov II, with
.low* Ferrer st irred in the produc-
tion* Bounding out the total are
the live plays* ske-dded for produc-
tion by Non,; Houghton and T
Edward Ifamhleton at their newly-
acquired lower eastside theatre,
ihe- I'hoenix Producers plan to

begin a 20-weck scawm Nov 24
with Horne Crony n and Jessica
Tandy in "Madame*. Will Von
Walk ”

U.S. Tltesus in ‘Menagerie’

Cn Scandinavian Tour
London ( )< t 18

An Amenr .in the at ; i< d g equip
ty.ecl Tire* Haver S is ’Crime a

Scandinavian tour with its produc-
tion of "The Glav \J< hugcne.''

which it *1 aged" -in Pan earlier

ton year 'Ihe- >liow is directed hv
Arthur Klein v. ho also appeal ’ in

the play with Eve Walkin' on Mary
Bo* e MeMaster and Jac k A rider on.

Company opens in Copenhagen
Oct 15 and will *ub • quently play

dates in Stockholm and Helsinki

Latter cut/ igcment will c oinc ide

with the American festival at

which Williams may be present.

The tour will last three weeks and
the conripahy may go on to Bel-

gium, Holland and Luxembourg.
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Plays Out of Town
G«»itllv

a 1 v 4 iiK**tt*(Vt wall WrfunO
tinn of drama to **'* art*

Jan** Gr**". Dlr*eted
Wirtrtust H*t bv Ourif

1

1

Boston. Oct.
and GdOrtfe

14.
K»s* 'by

l*aul> produc*
'six arenes* bv
l» v BretalKn*
Jenkins. • »>*•

turn***. Viij|mU Vulland At

ton. CM 14. ‘VI. *3 00 top

Monica Hat*
Emmie ......

1‘hllip Mortim**!
Kdwaid Ban’
Freda Jefferi**
( li »r lolte VounK

Wilbur. IV>«

Phvlli* Povah
Mabel Taylor

An«li "w DuttKan
Antbonv Oliver
Brenda Bruce
Joyce Heron

Tlmre seems to be more than a

possibility that ‘ Gently Does It”
j

may slip gently in as a partner in
j

crime vi it h “Dial M. It 11 need a

good deal ot work here, especially

on the opening scene, which hogs

down in over-lengthy detail, but

the talent is on hand to edit as well

as to scale the direction to the

American taste. It all go-’s well, a

solid click is in the offing.

This “study in murder,” in from

a London run as “Murder Mis-

taken.” presents a shrewdly-
planned psychological thriller plot

that, like “Dial M” and "Night

Must Fall** (Villi which this one?

has quite a lol in common 1
.
finds

the murderer identified from the

outset and coining within a rais *d

hair of getting away with it up to

the final curtain. It requires a vir-

tuoso narrative technique as well

as a wholly credible and persuasive
1

set of characters whose motivations
j

are logically and believably fol-
'

lowed through from start to finish.^

Janet Green, with an imposing
background in the field of the

English film meller. seldom wavers
in this. She presents a relentlessly

artful product of a blighted Lon-
don background, a man driven by
an ambition for money and posi-

tion who, thwarted by the sudden
prospect of a change in will, kills

the middle-aged wife lie had mar-
ried for the purpose of inheriting

her wealth.
He stages the murder as an acci-

dental death and. although the

family lawyer knows that foul play

was involved, he covers every de-

tail so perfectly that his position

is impregnable. When it turns out

liis wife had not provided for him
through a technicality, he selects

and marries another victim, this
j

time a widowed barmaid with I

plenty of her own means. An in-
j

foresting, novel twist reveals the

reason for the subsequent action
,

and a final twist brings it to an
upbeat curtain.

As the incomparably devious. I

ambiguous murderer, a man whose
j

every word and movement con-
tains a world of evil significance

veiled in the utmost charm. An-
thony Oliver, a London importa-
tion. is hypnotic. He occasionally^
overdoes the sinister glance and
malevolent pleasantry, and in the
culminating sequence is perhaps
over-exnlosive and hysterical, out

his traversal of the role vocally and
visually is a virtuoso study in

amiable menace.
As .his second wife

Bruce is clearly his equal in a dif-

ferent vein, giving the cocky, sell-

assured, glib and indomitable cock-
ney barmaid a superbly spirited

portrait.
There are almost equally fine

characterizations by Joyce Heron.
Andrew Duggan and Phyllis Povah,
and an exceedingly touching char-
acterization of the household maid
by. Mabel Taylor.

Generally, however, the finest

moments are those involving

length play brings into sharp focus
the problem posed when two con-
flicting generations live under the
same roof.

This is a serious play for serious-

minded audiences and as such is

limited in its appeal. Thus its box-
office chances appear dependent
on Miss Gish’s drawing power, as

well as the play's ability to attract

the type of patron interested in its

far from pleasant subject matter.

Miss Gish brings all of her con-

lege professor jmd Alvy Moore as

the crewcut lod whose editorial

starts all the trouble. In support,

Harriett Argenbright as Turner's
wife; Kuby Goodwin as the maid;
Marilee Earle as the sister-in-law;

Arthur Page as the dean; and Rob-
ert Arnold as a member of the

board of trustees, all register well.

As an initial effort, ‘’Animal”

rates highly. If Equity will follow-

it with productions of similar cali-

bre. there’s a good chance—par-

ticularly at prices close to those

charged by competitive entertain

ment media—that a new- interest

in legit might be aroused. Kap.

Wilmington, Oct. 20.
Orion Production* presentation of

drama in three act* by William Ince.

Star* Virginia Payne. Directed by Ed-

ward i.udium; setting by James McCaf-
(*i v. At Strand, Wilmington. Oct. 13. ‘53.

!>„« Paul Ballantyne
Mane .. Ann Barlow
l.ola Virginia Payne
Turk Rich Kelly
Postman Hal Wells
Mrs. Coffman Pat Patterson
Milkman Frank Baron
Messenger Charles Stalnaker
Bruce Howard Seehach
Kd Anderson Julian Boris
Elmo Huston Cordon Matthews

siderable dramatic talents into ac-.., l»»a.|x I mis* ^hpbn
tion in the juicy role of Mrs. CarrieH wm<*“ Haeh’

Watts, a pathetic widow- forced by

R
overly to live with her* son and
is wife in a dreary- Houston apart-

ment. It’s the old story of two
women, poles apart in their wav of

life, unable to reconcile their view-
points.

Life in the Watts apartment is

made up of bickerings and futili-

ties, with the husband caught !n

the middle. Loving both his wife

and his mother, Ludie Watts is

a ' frustrated, baffled individual,

whose efforts as peacemaker come .

to naught. His wife. Jessie Mae,
J

likewise rafight in a humdrum ex-
|

istence, tolerates her mother-m-
;

law- only because she gets a Gov-
;

eminent pension check.
The widow’s sole aim in life is

to return to Bountiful, Tex.. Iier

girlhood home, which represents
peace and security in her eyes.

F.luding her daughter-in-law. she
flees with tier pension check and
heads for Bountiful. The rest of

the play deals with the trip and
her triumph as she reaches her
goal, the latter mixed with bitter-

ness when the son and wife arrive

to take her home.
It is a thin tale, hut one which

arouses compassion and pity lor

the hapless human victims making
up the family triangle.

Tlie cast and physical production
are in the best Theatre Guild tra-

dition. The only comedy relief is

provided by Miss Van Fleet, whose
antics and observations as the scat-

ter-brained wife provide much-
needed chuckles amid the generjl
gloom. Gene Lyons is fine as the
son and there is a nice bit by Eva
Marie Saint as a sympathetic tnv-

I

eler who befriends the widow.
; Frederic Owens and Frank Over-
ton are effective in minor roles.

1 Vincent J. Donehue’s direction is

okay and Otis Riggs’ settings are

|

effective, especially the dilapidated
farmhouse exterior in the final

!

scene. Script is adaptable for films

l

but there also its appeal would be
limited. Klep.

Plays on Broadway

Virginia Payne, who’s been the
“Ma Perkins” of the airwaves the
past two decades, proves herself a
fine legit actress in the difficult

Lola role in Edward Ludlum’s pro-
duction of “Come Back. Little

Sheba” which opened the fall and
winter stock season of Larry Per-
ron’s Strand Players here.

Miss Payne’s task was made
doubly difficult by the fact that the
original opus, starring prize-win-
ning Shirley Booth, premiered here
several seasons ago. How-ever, the
radio star, doubling between here
and her radio chores in N. Y., does
a hangup job as the ineffectual wife
who never grew up. And she richly
merits the heavy applause at end
of the second act, playing those
scenes with deep understanding
and sincerity. Throughout Miss
Payne handles herself with assur-
ance, giving the role the proper
shadings to win audience sympathy
for the unfortunate heroine.

Others in the cast also gave a

good account of themselves, espe-
cially Paul Ballantyne as the hus-
band. seconded by Ann Barlow-,

Rich Kelly, and Howard Seebach.
However, it is Miss Payne’s show.
And deservedly so. Ludlum, who
directed, has plans for touring it

as a package. Klep.

The Tealiouke of I he
Align** Mood

Maurice Evans (in association with
George Schaefer' presentation of comedy
in three acts (10 scenes* by John Patrick,
based on novel by Vern Snelder. Stars
David Wayne. John Forsythe; features
Paul Ford. Larry Gates. William Hansen.
Maiiko Niki. Directed by Robert Lewis.
Sets and lighting. Peter Larkin; costumes.
Noel Taylor; music composed by Dai-
Keong Lee At Martin Beck. N.Y., Oct.
15. ‘53; $4. 110 (Friday-Saturday $«>.

Sakini David Wayne
Sgt. Gregovlch Harry lackson
Col. Puady 3d Paul Ford
Capt. Fialiv John Forsythe
Old Woman Naoe Hondo
Woman’s Daughter Mara Kim
Daughters Children Moy Moy Thom.

Joyce Chen. Kenneth Wong
Lady Asior ;....... Sski
Ancient Man . Kame Ishlkawa

Kale Deei
Father ... Kikuo Hiromura

Chuck Morgan
Haim Wlnant

W illiam Hansen
Kuraji Seida

Yuki Shimoda
Jerry Fujikawa. Frank

Richard Akagi. Laurence
Kim. Norman Chi

Miss Higa Jiga Shizu Morita
Ladies* League . Vivian Thom, Naoe

Hondo. Mary Ann Reeve. Mara Kim
Lotos Blossom Marlko Niki
Capt. McLean Larry Gates

Mr.
Mi.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr

Sumata
Sumata's
Hokaida
Seiko ....
Osliira . .

.

Oniura . . .

Keora . .

.

Villagers
Ogawa,

mcompanying music, especially
the tender love scene, is good

Bro .

Late Love
Michael Abbott production of cornel*

In three acts by Rosemary Casey si* «
Arlene Francis. I.ucile Watson. Neil Ha,„
Uton; feature. Frank. Albertson Stag.-B
by John C. Wilson; scenery and lighting.
Stewart Chaney; coatumes, Frank Thomu.
son; associate producers. Howard Erskm*
Bonnie Alden. At National. N.Y.. o<V

t,ip <M Friday. Saturljv
nights; $7.20 opening).
BUly Gordon Frank Albert,onMatthey Anderaon Cliff Rober’*,i•*• Ann l>*ie
Graham Colby . . Nell Hamilton
Janet Colby Elizabeth Montgom<*i \

Mrs. Colby Luclle Watson
Constance Warburton . . . Arlene Fran ,»

Off-B’way Show

The Male Animal
Westwood, Cal., Oct. 9.

Equity Thaatre Project (Monroe Childs*
production of comedy in three acts (four
scenest 4»y James Thurber and Elliott Nu-
gent Associate producer. David Hoffman.
Directed bv Mikel Kane. Setting by
Jimmy O’Neil: lighting. Larry Johns At
Boyce Hall. UCLA, Westwood. Cal.. Oct.
K. *53: SI 30 top.
Cleota Ruby Goodwin

j

Ellen Turner . .. Harriett Argenbright
i
Tommy Turner William Schallertniemid
,, atrU. ia Stanley Marilee Earle
Wally Mvers Rov Schallert
Dean Damon Arthur Page
Michael Barnes Alvy Moore
Joe Ferguson Roy Engel
Mr* Damon Joan Station
Kd Keller Robert Arnold
Myrtle Keller Suel Frances
"Nutsy** Miller Charles Pierce
Reporter Harvey Mitchell

Have You Hoard
ThlM One

Producers Co. (in association with Fred
Flnkli production of drama in three acts
(six scenes) by Paul Leslie. Directed by
Walter Beakel. Sets. Richard Bruns. At
Cherry Lane. NY.. Oct. 15. *53; $2.-40 »op.

Hud King Harvey Fields
Harold Hannon Jack Hollander
Carol Mae Marmy
Steve Hannon Paul Leslie
Lawrence David Haber-HIrsch
Vonnie Sandy Stevens
Eva Shirley summa
Mildred Hannon Jean Leslie

thony and Miss Bruce. The play
j

has been imaginatively directed by
Bretaigne Windust. whose job it

will lie in the next fortnight to

bring up the level of the opening
exposition and tone down the levT
of tin* final scenes The set con-
tributes notably to the atmosphere
of the piece, which has every

|

chance of slipping in as an example •

of one of the most difficult forms
On the stage, the watertight psy-
chological murder thriller wi-.h

dialog to match. FJi>\

Everybody talks about revitaliz-

ing legit on the Coast, but Equity
appears to be the only organization
doing something about it. As an

An- ;
initial step, the Equity Theatre
Project has put together a good
production of “The Male Animal"
which will make the rounds of
some 24 theatres in the Los Angeles
area, playing one-night stands
under various auspices.

In a sense, the hooking setup is

patterned after that of the band
business, where one-night pro-
moters have been spotted on a defi-
nite route to buy a package at a

flat price against a guarantee and
offer it to the home towners. In

Paul Leslie has used a stale

theme to turn in a workmanlike
playwriting job. He demonstrates

an ability to mold characters and
dialog but whether he can hold his

own in a non-formula work re-

mains to be seen. As an off-

Broadway entry. “Have You Heard
This One” gives Leslie an oppor-
tunity to see his script in action
and also serves to showcase some
okay performances.

Actually, the author evades the
play's issue of whether a man of
30 should continue pursuing a dis-

tasteful, but financially comfort-
able, way of life so as to insure
an elder brother’s security. After
wrestling with the problem, the
younger brother is on the verge of
maintaining a status quo existence.
Break is made only after he dis-

A Trip to llounlifial
Wilmington. Oct. 15.

Ttir.it re Guild A Kted Ot* production
nt dr anti in thte* a--** 'sewn scene*' l»
Hdi' nil Foote St .111 Lillian Gisb; feature*
Jo \ .lit Flee*, Gen* I.Vnnx, Eva Marie
Saint Directed b\ Vincent J Donehue:
aetti.iU*. ()*•* Hikxs: costume*. Rose Bor-
Kan.nt. li.thMn-:, l'e£tf\ (talk \t Fljv-
house Wilrrtinetnn. -Oct IV'.Vl; $4 20
Mrs ( >rri* W att*
1 udie W att,
Jeiste Mae Walls
Thelma
H iu stoit Tic kei Man
1 i a'.elcr

2d HauC'in Ti
If u ri-. >n T it k
Sheriff
T r a-. *;e: s

Equity s case. the promoters. range covers his brothel* has been duping
from individuals to charitable or- him and employing illicit business

practices behind his back.

E' a

top.
Lillian Gish
Gene I. von*
o Van Fleet
Marie Saint

Will Mare
Salem I tid i

<

D*’. id X'lr, c

Frederic Down*
Frank Overton

N'*i! Lawrence. Pat
m ii r NanaId Helen ( m lee

k-«t 'Jan
t Mao

Lillian Gish’* tender, appealing
Characterization of an unwanted
mother-in-law and a contrasting,
exciting performance bv Jo Van
Fleet a, the feather brained daugh-
ter-in-law are th** standouts ;n

Horton Foote's drama of “old ag»*”

tragedv. Seen previously on TV in

Coriden.*e«l veision, original f or-

ganizations .

“Animal” is a happy choice as
the initial offering of a projected
series to travel the roiUe of 24 on'*-

nighte.lv It can be toured without
difficulty and the script itself still

stands up. with generous doses of
humor larding the proceedings,
which have an extremely topic il

note in view- of contemporary con-
ditions
UCLA’s Royce Hall, however,

isn't too good a show-ca.se spot. The
set is dwarfed on the huge stage,
which had to be partially mask ’d

off. and the necessity oi using a

public address system spoils the
desired illusion to a certain extent

Prof’-ivion il.c. flu-re's little caU»G
for complaint. f’a->t wasn't coni-
pletely up in its lines opening
n ght but other than that the re-
sults w*»re good Kane «

direction is generally sure Jimmy
O Neil s set i.s fine and there are
some competent performers from
W illiam Schallert as the joung col-

Besides authoring the presenta-
tion. Leslie portrays, the confused,
unhappy brother. He conveys sin-
cerity but his whipped-dog manner
tends to weaken the character's

(effectiveness. As the conniving
brother, Jack Hollander seems to
tie suffering from poor direction.
His shouting, slamming and over-
all manner could be toned down
for better results. Mae Marmy. as
a sharp-tongued secretary who
knows all the angles, is stuck with
some of the play's most forced,
ineffectual lines. Shirley Summa
gives understanding and warmth to
her ingenue role, while David Ha-
iK’r-IIirsch does a polished job in
his lawyer characterization.

Characters are stock, with Wal-
ter Beakel's direction a factor.
Richard Burns' two sets, office and
living room layouts, rate a nod.
considering the small stage and
financial limitations. Jess

.

Playwright John Patrick has
brewed a strong comedy concoction
in his adaptation of the Vem Snei-
der novel. "The Teahouse of the
August Moon.” Comedy has all the
earmarks of a money show, to join
the similar-sounding, “Tea and
Sympathy.” in the slim list of hits

of the new Broadway season. It’s

due for a substantial N.Y run.

This isn’t to say that the show
hasn’t flaws. A terrifically funny
farce about the attempts of U S.

Army occupation forces on Oki-
nawa to bring the teachings of
democracy to a tiny village, the
play has some slack or dull mo-
ments (especially in the second
act), and sometimes the comedy is

a little strained and the dialog
hackneyed. But the overall comic
effect i.s so overpowering—with
some hilariously funny Jines jind
situations, and the laughs coming
frequently at trigger-pace speed

—

that its success is sure.

The play i.s almost always out-
right farce or caricature, rather
than plausible comedy, while it

also provides some hovely romantic
or sentimental moments for vivid
contrast. It has been superbly
cast throughout and imaginatively
staged and directed. It’s full of
original touches that appeal. There
are resemblances to or suggestions
of “Mister Roberts,” “South Pa-

I cific” and “A Bell for Adano,” but
“Teahouse” has a strong person-
ality and charm to stand on its

own.

Specifically, the play involves
the attempts of a sensitive formqr
college teacher, now turned army
captain, to bring prosperity to the
tiny village of Tobiki by develop-
ing its chief industry—the making
of brandy. It also involves a change
from Army regulations, which call
for a pentagon shape schoolhouse
for Tobiki. The inhabitants prefer
a teahouse, where they can come to
socialize, sip tea and sit under the
August moon. The complications
that ensue are varied, vivid and
hilarious.

Heavier writing, directing or act-
ing could have marred this brittle
show, but fortunately the proper
ingredients were blended. David
Wayne is a treasure as an Oki-
nawan who is interpreter, general
factotum and genial rogue, playing
the role with a completely ingra-
tiating quality to steal the eve-
ning's honors. John Forsythe, who
is costarred with Wayne, is also
very appealing as the sympathetic
Army captain, bringing a warming
awkward charm to his part. Not
far behind this excellent duo is

Paul Ford as a literal-minded
colonel, once a smalltown midwest
manufacturer, who if completely
baffled by the goings-on of his
subordinates and the villagers.

A wistful romantic note is

brought by Mariko Niki, Tokyo-
born actress in her first U.S. role,
who plays the geisha girl deeded
to the captain, and the femme for
whom the teahouse is actually
built. A graceful, lovely creature
right out of the Orient, she brings
an exotic flavor and fragile quality
to the show, to vie with Wayne for
top honors. Her goodbye scene with
her captain is particularly touch-
ing. in a welcome switch from the

There used to be a profitable
place for amusing little trifles like
“Late Love.” But this Rosemary
Casey comedy is too fragile for
Broadway, and its potential seems

f

iretty much limited to stock and
ittle theatre, with a possibility for
film adaptation.

All the characters in “Late Love”
are ^civilized and all but one are
invariably charming. Moreover,
the play's situations are discreet Iv

humorous. But the action boils
down to little more than an old-
fashioned juvenile - ingenue ro-
mance. a mild surprise twist a.s a

forbidding-seeming matriarch turns
out to be a salty old soul, and a

lopsided triangle involving a prig-
gish author, a breezy banker friend
and a captivating femme portrait
painter. The effect is somehow, ot

nothing happening whatever.
Arlene Francis gives a skillf'il,

ingratiating performance as the
visiting artist, and Lucile Watson
expertly clicks off the laughs as

the grandmother. Neil Hamilton is

properly bland as the sejf-righteous
novelist; Frank Albertson is lik-

able as irrepressibly good-natured
family friend; Elizabeth Montgom-
ery, daughter of film-TV actor-

producer Robert Montgomery,
clicks in the Juicy ingenue role of

the author’s attractive daughter;
Cliff Robertson is effective as the

mild but resolute juvenile, and Ann
Dere is plausible as the maid.
John C. 'Wilson has staged the

piece decorously and Stew-art

Chaney has provided a sedately
handsome living room set. The
whole show seems too well-min-
nered. f/obe[

laugh routine.

Play is full of rich types in the
supporting mixed Asiatic-U.S. cast.
Larry Gates acts a soil-loving Army
psychiatrist with delicious doodle-
headedness. Shizu Moriya is a treat
as leader of an Oriental version rf
the Ladies League for Democratic
Action. William Hansen plays an
aged villager movingly. Other sup-
porting roles are equally talented
and effective, to bring out both a
maximum of laughs as well as em-
phasize the simple, authentic ap-
peal of the Asian peasantry. Peter
Larkin’s sets and lighting, besides
being tricky, have rich flavor. Ac-

End as a Man
(VANDERBILT, N.Y.)

Move of “find As a Man” from
off-Broadway to its present show-
casing at the Vanderbilt Theatre
doesn’t impress as having been too

wise a step. Production is now
playing in a locale where severe

audience demands require a show
to be of hit, or near-hit, propor-
tions and nothing else. “Man”
doesn't fall into this class.

Sock first-string notices garnered
by play at the Theatre de Lys in

Greenw-lch Village last mon' h

prompted producer Claire Heller
to make the switch. As an of !

-

Broadway entry, show was a cinch

for a long and profitable run. with

the cost of the downtown produc-
tion having been paid off in its

four-week stand there.
Calder Willingham throws a

powerful punch in this dramatiza-
tion of his novel of the same title.

Impact of the swing, however, fails

to land solidly in the author's

brutal denunciation of military
schools and their inmates. Play's

one-sidedness in delineating only

the misfiats and psychopaths who
frequent such institutions weakens
its potency.
Tenor of play, its off-Broadway

origin and lack of name perform-
ers all mitigate against its chan .vs

of a successful run. Failure ot* all

but one of the first-string daily

newspaper critics to review- show s

uptow-n opening is another nega-

tive factor. However, low- break-

even nut of around $9,000 weekly
may make a limited Broadway stay

possible.
Yarn is pegged around cadet

sergeant Jocko De Paris and Lis

efforts to even the score with an

upperclassman who. he suspect,

was responsible for informing the

commanding officer as to his gen-

eral misconduct. Ben Gazzara gives

proper shading to his characteriza-

tion of the maladjusted De Pans.

His ability to give credence to a

role that could easily be overdone

attests to his firstrate acting abil-

ity. Arthur Storch as a weac-

kneed freshman turns in a socko

performance, with most of pla' >

scattered comedy bits stemming
essentially from his portrayal. Al-

bert Salmi is outstanding as an

imbecile football player. William

Smithers, Pat Hingle and Frank M.

Thomas all turn in effective por-

trayals. Jack Garfein’s direction n
forceful, while Mel Bourne s pro-

duction design fills the bill.

Cast, except for some nnnot

changes, has remained intact, wi'm

Thomas the only vet thesper in

*

group. Jess.
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Chi B.O. Gets Its October Upsurge;

‘Faces’ $23,600, ‘Itch’ $28,200

Chicago. Oct. 20.

Expected October upsurge has

materialized nicely, with a battery

of conventions helping to keep

le^it traffic brisk. “Seven 4’ear

Itch ” which operated for the first

tlme last week without Theatre

Guild help, built to near-capacity

u it h its largest gross to date.

New Faces” and “Oklahoma”
both are in a healthy way. with

th*> latter closing definitely after

rl , ht weeks for another commit-

p (T.t. “Postman Always Rings

Twice,” with Barbara Payton and

Tom Neal, opened last

night < 18).

Estimates for Last Week
New Faces, Great Northern <25ih

vk' '$6; 1,600). Buoyant at $23,600.

Oklahoma, Shubert (2d wk)
($3.80; 2,100). Improving at

$27,000.
Seven Year Itch, Erl anger <4Hi

wk> <$5i 1.334) (Eddie Bracken).

L'p to $28,200.

Current Road Shows
(Oct. 19 31)

ladies $10,200,

Toes 56V2G, Philly

Philadelphia, Oct. 20.

Sadler’s Wells Ballet snagged ail

the business in town last week
with six performances (four eve-
ning and two matinees) at the
Academy of Music.
Two legit attraction, “Ladies of

the Corridor,” at the Walnut. “Mis-
alliance” at the Locust, limped
through second stanzas.

Estimates for Last Week
Sadler’s Wells Ballet, Academy

of Music (M-3.000; $4.55) (Margot
Fonteyn). With all four evenings
sold in advance, every perform-
ance went clean except Thursday
matinee. Smash $56,000.

Misalliance. Locust (2d wk) <C-
1.580; $4.55) <Martyn Green). Spon-
sored by Theatre Guild-American
Theatre Society subscription se-
ries. $12,050.
The Ladies of the Corridor, Wal-

nut (2d wk) <C-D 1.-340; $4.55*

•Edna Best. Betty Field). $10,200.

‘COLONELS’ 18G, DET;

BLAIR-‘GIRL’ $17,500

’The
starring

Love
Rex

Detroit,
of Four
Harrison

Caine Mutiny Court Martial
(Henry Fonda, John Hodiak, Lloyd
Nolan » (tryout)—Highschool And..
Stockton (20); Aud., Fresno (21 ';

Highschool Aud., Sacramento (22-

23

)

;
Auditorium Theatre. Oakland

( 24
‘ ;

Alcazar. S, F. (26-31) (Re-
viewed in Variety, Oct. 14. ’53

>.

Children's Hour (Patricia Neal.
Sunday Fay Bainter)—Hanna. Cleve. (19-

24)

; Cass. Detroit <26-31>
Escapade (Roger Livesey. Ursula

Jeans) (tryout)—Paffcons, Hartford
(22-24»; Plymouth, Boston (26-31).

Evening with Beatrice Lillie

(Beatrice Lillie)—Shubert, Phila.
(19-31).

Gently Does It (tryout — Wil-
bur, Boston (19-24) (Reviewed in
Variety this week).

Girl Can Tell (tryout)— Pitt.

(19-24); (Reviewed in Variety, Oct.

7, ’53).

Good Nite, Ladies — Aud.,
Klamath Falls, Ore. (19); Aud.,
Redding. Cal., (20); Aud.. Chico,
Cal. (21»; Aud., Marysville. Cal.
<22); Aud., Eureka, Cal. (23-24);

Union H. S. Aud., Salinas, Cal.
(26-27); Memorial, Sacramento <28-

31).

Guys and Dolls (2d Co.)—Aud .

New Orleans, (19-24); Civic, New-
Orleans (26-31).

John Brown’s Body (Tyrone
Power, Anne Baxter, Raymond
Massey)—College Aud., Eugene,
Ore. (19); Munic. Aud., Portland
(20-21); Paramount, Vancouver
(22); Metropolitan. Seattle (23-24);

College Aud., Pullman. Wash. (25 ;

Agr. College Aud., Fargo. N. D.
(27>; U. of Minn., Minneapolis (28);

Temple Sholem, Chi (29); Mich. U..

Ann Arbor (30-31).

Kind Sir (Mary Martin. Charles
Boyer) (tryout)—National, Wash.
<19-31). (Reviewed in Variety,
Sept. 30, ’53).

Kismet (Alfred Drake) (tryout)

—Colonial, Boston (19-31 ) (Re-
viewed in Variety, Aug. 19. ’53).

Love of Four Colonels (Rex Har-
rison. Lilli Palmer)—Shubert, De-
troit (19-24); Royal Alexandra, To-
ronto (26-31).

Maid in the Oxarks—Savoy,
Hamilton. Ont. ( 19-24'; Shubert,
Detroit (26-31).

Misalliance—Ford's Balto. (19-

24 1
; Nixon. Pitt. (26-31).

New Faces — Great Northern.
Chi (19-31).

Oct. 20.

Colonels

Palmer, grossed $18,000 in the first

week of a fortnight’s run at the
2.050-seat Shubert. Top is $4.20.

F Hugh Herbert’s new comedy.
“A Girl Can Tell,” starring Janet
Blair, ended a two-week pre-
Broadway stay at the 1.482-seat
Cass with a gross of $17,500. Top
was $3.60. Cass now goes dark,
reopening Oct. 26 with “Children’s
Hour. “ starring Patricia Neal and
Fay Bainter, booked for a fort-
night.

and LiHrr—Oklahoma—Shubert, Chi (19-31).

Guys’ Sets Alltime High

In Memphis With $43,162
Memphis. Oct. 20.

‘Guys and Dolls” racked up a
"hooping alltime high for any
st age show ever held here with a
nrnrd gross of $43,162 for eight
I " dormances held in the South
Hill of the City Auditorium.
B( (ord tops the "Oklahoma" week
lure in 1947 which registered
5*37.500.

Col. Charles McElravy, w.k.
Memphis showman
hooked “Oklahoma,”
'Dolls” with Early Maxwell here
for the record-breaking run. House
^eats 2.049, and was near SRO at

{

wry performance. Evening scale
had a $4 80 top, with matinee at
S3 60.

I Pal Joey (Harold Lang)—Lyce-
um. Minneapolis (19-24'; Palace.

! Milwaukee (26-31).

Postman Always Rings Twice
•Tom Neal. Barbara Payton)—Har-
ris. Chi (19-31).

Sabrina Fair (Margaret Sullavan,
Joseph Cotten) (tryout)—Shubert.
Boston (19-24); Forrest, Phila. « 26-

31). (Reviewed in Variety, Oct.

14. ’53).

Seven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken)
—Erlanger, Chi (19-31).

Sherlock Holmes (Basil Rath-
bone. Jarmila Novotna) < tryout)

—

Majestic, Boston (19-31) (Reviewed
in Variety. Oct. 14. ’53).

Solid Gold Cadillac (Josephine

Hull) (tryout)—Locust St.. Phila.

(19-21) (Reviewed in Variety. Oct.

7. ’53).

South Pacific (Jeanne Bal. Webb
Tilton)—Erlanger, Buffalo <19-31)

Time Out for Ginger (Melvvn
Douglas)—Shubert. Wash. ( 1 9-24

H

Ford’s. Balt. (26-31>.

Trip to Bountiful 'Lillian Gish)

(tryout)—Walnut, Phila. (19-31).

(Reviewed in Variety this week).

. .
,

Twin Beds— WRVA Theatre,
who also Richmond. Va. (26-29).

co-promoted

‘Ozarks’ $10,100, Toronto
Toronto. Oct. 20.

‘ Maid in the Ozarks” grossed
100 on its second week for an

513 loo take on the fortnight's en-
gagement, this disappointing on
' MHTtations but satisfactory con-
* Bering that this was a return en-
gagement following a two-weeks’
appearance in January.

Koval Alexandra, 1.525-seater,
v -<s sealed at $3.50 top. tax in-
( tided. but town was flooded with
’vvnfers for a 90rJ> audience in on
f ’Orates. “Maid,” however, sold
eot to turnavvay biz on Friday-
oaturday nights both weeks.

‘Pacific’ Almost $38,500

In Full Buffalo Week
Buffalo, Oct. 20.

“South Pacific,” with Jeanne Bal

and Webb Tilton, took in almost

$38,500 at the Erlanger here last

week. Gross for the previous week

at the Auditorium, Rochester,

neared $62,200.

Musical continues here this

week.

TRIP' 6*20, WILMINGTON
Wilmington. Oct. 20.

,
A Trip to Bountiful.’’ with Lil-

" a n Gish, grossed $6,500 in four
I

*
: foi mances in the 1.225-seat

1 gO house last w eek.

‘Body’ $29,400, Frisco

„ San Francisco, Oct. 20.

“Bagels and Vox” opened last

night at the Geary, with house
scaled to $4.20.

Estimates for Last Week
I John Brown’s Body, Geary (2d

wk) $4 80; 1.550) (Tyrone Power.

Anne Baxter, Raymond Massey.
Picked up to over $29,400 for

final * frame. Previous week,
i almost $18 900.

‘Lillie’ 17G, New Haven
New Haven, Oct. 20.

Full-week stand of "Evening
with Beatrice Lillie" at the Shu-
bert last week (12-17) pulled only
fairish biz despite a favorable re-
ception. At a $4 20 top. eight per-
formances drew an approximate
$17,000.

House is currently dark, next
attraction being world preem of
"Prescott Proposals" (Katharine
Cornell), due Nov. 12-14.

Shift in hookings of the Charles !

Laughton solo venture has revised
local stand on this one from orig-
inal three shows i Nov. 15-16) to a
single night performance on Sun-
day, Nov. 15.

‘Sabrina $32,000,

‘Holmes 16G, Hub!
Boston, Oct. 20.

Aided by Theatre Guild sponsor- •

ship, ‘‘Sabrina Fair,” co-starring
Margaret Sullavan and Joseph Cot-
ten, lured sellout biz into the
Shubert last week. Current and
final week also shapes clean.
“Sherlock Holmes,” at the Majes-
tic. shows signs of catching on but
"Gently Does It” at the Wilbur,
okayed by the press, is not creat-
ing much of a stir.

Lone newcomer this week is

“Kismet,” starring Alfred Drake,
which reopened the Colonial Mon-
day <19».

Estimates for Last Week
Gently Does It. Wilbur (1st wk)

<$3 60; 1.200). Opened Wednesday
< 14) to generally agreeable notices
but not too strong at hoxoffice.
About $5,000 for six performances.
Sabrina Fair, Shubert (1st wk)

$4 20; l,700i. Over 32.000; be-
lieved to be house record at scale.
Final week is current

Sherlock Holmes, Majestic (1st
wk) <$3 60; 1.500). Perked up to
nab $16,000. Final week is current.

‘CADILLAC’ $15,100, D.C.;

‘GINGER’ SO-SO $13,900
Washington, Oct. 20.

Legit biz in Washington was in
low gear last week but Is current-
ly moving at a much faster clip.
"Kind Sir." the Mary Martin-
Charles Boyer starrer, which
opened at the National last night
(19), is a complete sellout for its

two-week run here.
"Solid Gold Cadillac” wound up

at the National Theatre last Sat-
urday night < 17) with $15,100 in

the till for its second w*eek.
"Time Out for Ginger," touring

following its Broadway run. drew-
a so-so $13,900 through the wick-
ets at the Shubert Theatre last

week, but looms a little better for
this week.

‘Children’s Hour’ Wan 9iG

In Week at Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Oct. 20.

Despite critical hallelujahs— In

fact, it’s been years around here
since any show has received such

;

glow ing notices — "Children’s
Hour" never got going last week
at the Nixon and wound up with
a pretty dismal $9,500. All through
the engagement, revival of the
Lillian Heilman drama continued
to get strong press support and
radio and TV went allout as well

in an effort to punctuate interest

in a fine play, but nothing much
helped.

Nixon currently has .Janet Blair

in tryout of F. Hugh Herbert’s

"A Girl Can Tell.” then gets "Mis-

I alliance,” "Time Out for Ginger,"

with Nov. 9 still unhooked, and
Beatrice Lillie and "Pal Joey” to

j

follow.

‘Bagels’ Up to $10,700,

‘Roberts’ $4,350, L.A.
Los Angeles, Oct. 20.

Billmore went dark over, the

weekend as * Bagels and Vox” de-

parted, leaving only two small-

seaters holding the legit torch

,
alight for the current frame. "Vox”
picked up in its third and final

session to end run at about the

breakeven point.

Estimates for Last Week
Bagels and Yox, Biltmore (3d

wk) ($4.20; 1.636). Up to $10,700.

: for a $30,000 total, about even for

the three-week run.

Mr. Blank's Family, Civic Play-

house ‘1st wk' ($3,382). Nice $2,-

700 for the first full week.
Mister Roberts, Las Palmas <17th

wk< <$3 60; 400). Renewed interest

brought $4 350. and a decision to

hold over again for one more

* w eek.
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B way Spotty, But New Hits Help;

Teahouse SRO $23,900 for First 6,

‘Love $20,400 in

Broadway was on a rollercoaster
last week. Some shows registered
increased takes, others suffered
dips and a few remained status
quo. "South Pacific" took the big-
gest jump, with an additional
$4,100 over the previous stan/a.
while receipts for (he second week .

of "The Little Hut" were $6,400
less than for the initial w eek's i

five performances and two pre-
views.

Of the trio of openings. "The
Teahouse of the August Moon”

!

drew unanimous raves, joining

!

"Tea and Sympathy" in the pros-
pective smash category, "Late
Love” was accorded a full set of
pans. Move of "'End As a Man"
from off-Broadway to the Vander-
bilt Theatre resulted in only one
opening night review (Chapman.}
News), a pan.

There were no closings last week
with a few shows hanging on de-
spite shaky biz. Proems this week
are "The Frogs of Spring,” which
opened last night (Tues i and

,

"Ladles of the Corridor," opening
tonight (Wed ).

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD ( Comedy-Drama ). H < Revue ),

MC ( Musical Coined i/), MD 'Musi-
cal Drama 1

, O (Opera),
Other parenthetic designations

refer, respectively, to top prices:

number of seats, capacity gross and
stars. Price includes 2<>G amuse
merit tax, but grosses arc net; i e

,

exclusive of tor.

Can-Can, Shubert '24th wk>
<MC-$7 20; 1,361; $50,160'. Held
at $50,900.

Dial M for Murder, Plymouth
<51st wk) <D-$4 80; 1.062; $29 815'
(Maurice Evans). Same as previ-
ous week, almost $22,900
End As a Man, Vanderbilt '1st

wk) ( D-$4 80; 720; $18 500). Moved
uptown after four-week run at

Theatre de Lys in Greenwich Vil-

lage; first six performances grossed
around $4,500.

Fifth Season, Cort <39th wk) C-
$4.80; 1,056; $25.277 » 'Menasha
Skulnik, Richard Whorf). Almost
$24,300 (previous week, $23,700
Guys and Dolls, 46th St < 144th

wk) (MC-$6.60; 1.139; $39,704).

Over $34,400 'previous week, $31,-

200); closing Nov. 28 to tour.

King and I, St. James < 134th

wk) (MD-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717) 'Yul

Brynner). Nearly $45,200 'previ-

ous week. $43 600*.

Late Love, National '1st wk' <C-

$6-$4 80; 1.172; $30,000' 'Arlene
Francis, Lucile Watson. Neil Ham-
ilton). Opened last Tuesday (13) to

unanimous pans; first seven per-

formances grossed nearly $20,400.

Little Hut. Coronet <2d wk' «.’-

$6; 1.027; $30,000) (Anne Vernon.
Roland Culver, Colin Gordon
Over $12,600 (previous week.
$19,000).
Me and Juliet, Majestic <21st wk

(MC-$7.20; 1.510; $58000'. Ap-
proaching $57,800 (previous week.
$58,200'.
My 3 Angels, Morocco <32d wk'

(C-$4 80; 935: $24 252* Almost
$19,000 (previous week. $18 800*.

Picnic, Music Box '34th wk> '('!)-

$6-$4 80; 997; $27,534' About $26.-

800 (previous week. $27,400*.

Porgv and Bess, Ziegfcld <32d

wk) <G-$6; 1,628; $48,244' Around
$21,500 (previous week. $24 800.
closing Nov. 28 to tour

Seven Year Itch, Fulton 48th

wk) (C-$6-$4 80; 1.063: $24 400

(Tom Ewell). Even $24 600 pn-
i vious week, $"4,500'.

South Pacific, Broadway <229tli

wk) ».MC-S6-$4 80; 1 990; $44 000*

(Martha Wright. George Britton*.

Over $35,700 (previous week. $31.-

600».

Take a Giant Step. Lyceum '411)

wk) ( D-$4 80; 995; $22,845* Even
$13,500 (previous week. $14,000'

Tea and Sympathy, Barrymore
'3rd w k ' ' D-$6-$4 HO 1.060; $28 -

000». 'Deborah Kerr'. Continued at

$28,300.
Teahouse of the August Moon.

Berk (1st wk) 'C-$6-$4 80; 1214
$31,000). 'David Wayne. John For-

sythe'. Opened Thursday '15) to

unanimous raves; first four per-

formances and two previews
grossed almost $24,000.

Wish You Were Here. Imperial

(69th wk> (MC-S7.20; 1,400; $52,-

080'. Almost $36,700 'previou*

week, $37,600); closing Nov. 28 to

tour.
Wonderful Town, Winter Garden

' 34fh wki <MC-$7.20; 1.510; $54-

173>. 'Rosalind Russell'. Just un-

der $55,200 a "a in

OPENING THIS WEEK
Frogs of Snrln*. B -mid burst 'C-

$6-$4 89 1.160; $29 500) Lvn A *‘-

tin h Thomas Noyes vn tyw.;,-

» lion with Robert Uadnilz & Robc.l

7, ‘Man’ $4,500 in 6

Sagalyn' production of Nathaniel
Henchley comedy, opened last

night (Tues.'
Ladies of the Corridor. Longacre

( l)-$6-$4 HO; 1 048 $26817'. (Edna
Best. Hetty Field). Walter Fried
production of a drama by Dorothy
Parker and Arnaud d'Usseau,
opens tonight (Wed.).

30-Week Sked Set For

8th Jones Dallas Season

With Seven New Scrints

Dallas, Oct. 20.

Rehearsals started here yester-

day <19' for the eighth local sea-

son of Margo Jones and her Thea-
tre ’53. Season opens Nov. 2 with

“The Foothpath Way,” by Burgess
Drake, which will run for three

weeks.
Expanded 30-week season will

include seven new script* in lieu

of usual six. with two classic re-

vivals and a repertory festival

winding the season, May 10-29.

Other productions, each with a

three-week run. will include "The
Guilty," "The Merry Wives of

Windsor.” "Oracle Junction. Hie
Magnificent Heel,’ "A Rainbow at

Home,” "The Embarcation for the

Happy Isles," "Way of a Woman”
and an unselectcd ‘classic comedy.
New company this fall will con-

sist of James McGee, Joan Croy-
don. Phyllis Love, Ixiuisc Noble,

Richard Shepard, James Field, and
Guy Spaull, with returnees Martha
Bumpas and Charles Braswell.

I
Staff members will include Vei n

Armstrong, business manager;
! James Pringle, technical director;

Fred Hoskins, stage manager; Mary

j

Dolan, hoxoffice treasurer, and
Michael Dolan and Frank DeLuca,

1 production assistants.

Ramsey Burch returns for his

third season as associate director.

‘SIR’ GREAT $41,800

:
IN CLEVELAND STANZA

Cleveland, Oct. 20.

A sellout all the way for Norman
Krasna’s new "Kind Sir" started
the Hanna's season last week with

i a flourish, business-wise, hut not

j

to complete audience satisfaction.

Mary Martin and Charles Boyer
were the magnets that pulled a
great $41,800 at $4.95 top for eight

|

performances.
Stars rated cheers from house’s

clientele as well as critics for first-

rate acting. Comedy was generally
slapped on Its wrist for hi ing such
a flyweight affair that a brisk Lake
Erie wind would have b’own apart.

t it had the 1 ,515-S'*.ited stand
sold out a week in advance, with
60'? of ducats snapped up in a

hurry bv the Theatre Guild-llanna
subscription hook buyers.

“Children’s Hour" is now hold-
ing local hoards, with "Time Out
for Ginger" tentatively set for
week of Nov, 9

‘Postman’ Meek $11,600;

‘Stalag’ 15'G, St. Louis
St Linus. Oct 20

"The Postman Always Rings
Twice" wound up a one-week
stand at the American Theatre
Sunday <18

. Plaudits were tossed
to the leads. Bar tiara Payton and
Tom Neal, 'hut house, ‘sealed to

S3 05, in eight p« rfoi mam cs

grossed an estimated $11,600.
House is dark currently hut re-

lights Nov. 2 with a two-week
frame of "Pal Joe*.

"Stalag 17.” with George Tobias,
fini hod the first lan/a of a two-
week frame at the ,\jisell Bios.

Empress Sunday (IB) with a fine

gross of approximately $15 550

‘Ladies’ Ends Three-W eek

Portland Run W ith $8^500
Portland, Ore, Oct 20

“Good Night Ladle;” wound up a

three-week date at the playhouse
'Saturday '17' with an increased

take of $8 5f*’) for the final stan/.r

Hot promotion and influx of tour-

ists for the Oregon-War hin"ton

fool ha II game helped the gropes
This was the first legit, venture for

• h‘* Hamrick c hain

The 1 500-seat house was sealed

at. f 3 60. w tli half-price Ticket pro-

motion 1 "Ladies” nlayed s'*ven

ni'Ms apd two inaiim.es each

,
week.
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Play Abroad
TIm* lifntlf Italn

Glasgow. Sept. 25.
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Kniil Java
Hn Ii <l if M ii sh ill

In .111*1 lot M i 1 1 ,ini|i

f llaln Tin* drunken aHor of Kenneth

25 Hyde is another strong point, as is

l*s^.,'iaii..n of * om the tragic young girl of Hilda
Ni»»*l l.iin ilrv, n»- Sehroeder and the washerwoman
1 %’

*',!v t;:; 01 Monica Moore. {

Pity shapes up as okay for
Ki*ni"*t h Hyde English audiences Cord.

K.iMilio'ii Hamsun

Welles’ Ice’ Gets Chilly
j

New Approach to Gabber

Hand With Petit Ballet Circuit With Lehmann

Before hl.a«i„, £$ r'uir .
Opera Biog One-Nighter

the aegis of Sol Hurok, the Ballet

.... Munir i Moore m——
Hilda Sr iiod-r

~
Jkiiim llivli*r _
Ale** Oivlun III

Joan Sierndal** H‘*nni*tt |R1
John \’.'f ihrmiK
l‘|jnn"i llv'and — - ( on |

Dtvid Huoih
Roll I. 'i'll' r«* .. .

nii Anili.ui> Vlrnrs all began.

Detroit Critic

^ Continued from pace 2

the aegis of Sol Hurok, the Ballet ' Los Angeles, Oct. 16.

» • n,.i„j n^tii < c o\v\no * Few opera singers manage to
IK* Pari*> Roland Petit is g g achieve a graceful retirement at

six-week season at the Theatre De
juvd age and time so that

L’Empire its home grounds here.
|
their memory remains untarnished

Repeats of the old rep with a new
j '“-"ea^'.'eo^oTha';

This comedy proves pleasant, on-

all hegan.” he wrote, “with our

e spic-sion ot an opinion a little

less than worshipful about 'The

gaging l»* 'il loclder, though diffuse. Love ol Four Colonels.' Miss

at times with stronger empha is I |>alm**r said that it was perhaps 1 10

on char ,ct**r i/.ation and charm of . u hlle for us to understand, and
family Iiarjf'round than on build-

v countered with the observation

up ol plot that it had all the subtlety of a

Cast I. been well selected by
n< h prL.ss.”

Stage ?ifd OK actor James Donald
Xa' lor continued “We made the

to, his I'm i venture into manage-
m|s , ke o1 a>kin2 the Harrisons

inent as J 'd m Productions Don-
, ,

. ,y rea i|v thought it was
aid has ;,i*o dure the meggin - '

. , n ,i n ,in«.rf!w a l .ftless
ell..res v .Ii. sur,*. m.-tirulon,

|

» «*• «' ^ ~ d
' ,‘g. 'L ‘Ihrf

4
()|| j

qu.'st'on. Miss Palmer * eyes llusnea

1 1 one* I v
' setting of the Fuller and she bristled—an awe-inspiring

family's IcMi'ding-house in Ham- 1 sight even though she is a slight

for his Ii, t venture into manage-
ment as J don Productions. Don-
ald ha** *i

,»o done the meggln"
chores v'ltii a sure, meticulous
touch.

llom<d> M'lling of the Fuller
familv’s lio.irdinv.-liouse in Ham-
mersmith, London, is background

j

woman.
for much "enlle comedy, some “She snapped: ‘Do you think Id
strong emotional acting, a solid i appear in a play I didn’t think was
dash ol romance between two

! riu**— particularly one that my hus-
joimg pcooh*. and a series of cun-! hand was directing?’ We said no
cos from the supporting players,

j

, V( . ku ,*SSt*d not. We were just try
all good. Various side plots are

j i|)t, |( , get the facts, ma’am,
shown, with a blowsy girl tied to *.stu. t!);

.n ask,.d whether we
tier hypochondriac mmna’s strings.

, UVM. a th<,M(re critic or just a re-

f
film-crazy spinster, a bibulous ac-

d answl.ret| that there

an, I a ,«*i.*.t,*,l younK man in love had ***?:

,

ln “*«
ft?

* ",* Je
S7;

villi lln* ifnmlit (.' of if.e house. By con.'-goiablt* siniul.it

play’s end most of these issues are point.

cleared up. tlmugh wounding of Taylor then wrote that a discus-

the Fuller ion with the army over- sion began about Chekhov. He men-
•eas is introduced and then for- tinned that Miss Palmer apparently

gotten. didn't think Americans were v„M*y

Kepeais oi .ch ^ - —
j
dId u some flve years ago. so that

edition of an Orson weiie.s oaiiti,
ht?j. return pU blic appearances

“The Lady In The Ice." looks like at this time assures her of audi-

this will have a top stay here, with ence response wherever she may

the fir>t week already Mild out R»
r ..qJ’ q^ ŝ g and Life” is

Draw of Colette < Moulin Rouge an jn (Cresting new approach to the
Marehand pic-wise will help so,T

V: trend toward platform pi^senta-
in U. S. situations, and the solid

j[onSi augurs well for the sched-
new ballets with a combo balletic- u jed tour of t jds Lewis & Young
music hall air should gain from production. It will earn its best

erix and word-of-inoulli when they re tU rns, however, in small cities or
hit the U. S. where a concert season membt?r-

Opener here had “Deuil En 24 ship organization can easily slide

Heures” ("Mourning in 24 Hours’"',
j

the one-nrghter into its schedule,

the Welles ballet, and a reprise ot
, Wisely, Mme. Lehmann makes no

an oldie. "La Croquese De L)^-
1 effort to sing in this vehicle, pre-

mants" i "The Diamond Eater' *.

j

foiling to let audiences remember
Welles' “Ice” is not up to par —

for this group and its attempted!
. Xt»

symbolism leaves lilHe room for |

of Opera, Son* and Life

,,w,vi>in>*iil This con- I
I.ewiB St Young Group AttMftlor»B

(land an 1

Kiiw.it I pre*ent«tlon of a plalf<irm offering in

cerns a damsel encas» d in a biocx
. tW(i >ct s staged by Jame* whale, stars———— ;
i.olte Lehmann; with Rosalind MacK'H.

.Iran Boiichel Ysave produrMon w h
Schu||fi p, tr |cia Bee.ns, Philip Harvey,

choreography bv Roland T,.,
. Maria Wend. Musical dlrecllon by Fritz

by Peiil. Alfred Adain. Raymond WU-j /we|n. At Philharmonic Auditorium, Los
neau. Orsou Welles;

?»\
u **

\

Angeles. Oct. I«. '3J; $:i.30 top.
Damase, Maurice Ihinet; d<*coi . Georges
Wakhevitch Welle-*. \nt«»ni Ca*e. With

,
,

— —
Petit. Colelie Mar* h »nd. Sergei Pei r.iutt.

Violet te Verdy. Georges Ri* h. i.sii «.»e
jier when she was at her peak In-

Monte>ecchl. Joe Milan. Jose Ferrari.
s tead <jtjg narrates events OUt of

her career, occasionally letting

them be recreated by some ot tne

. A , ,
... voung singers who travel with her.

of ice in what looks lue an ex- i T jie basic idea is g00d; it’s in the

cleared up. though wounding of

the Fuller ion with the army over-
teas is introduced and then for-
gotten.

pressionistic carnivat setup. presentation that it goes a trifle
young man tails tor her and lets awry_*ust enough so that from
off an explosive barrage which usual commercial standpoint
melts her ice cage, and they in-

this is an awfu i Lotte Lehmann for
dulge in a sexy pas de deux. How- one evening—maybe too much,
ever, they do not hit it oil simul-

f . t t

Z'ZCl »Vice Au/n,p? .t Tow- Kram h./^Uer'lhan 20
P
.n,inS.e ,

}5; li iovm Sn’t achieve of interminable talk before an aria

KS mtensftv at the sime i» sung. It’s a scene-setting device
** T,e

a tut ''ton
y
flim«v for anv with Mme. Lehmann conversing

time* IS 3 bit too tllllisx I ii 3
. U,|4L ricino vnnnff Rosalind

|n Ctina hAllotios and this oQit?ri£t?s
Using young singtfr itosaiina

L. lUSii VS’-rStopv of the Sn- Nadell. recounting some of her oaa

tries In ioite of* the finJ terpfng experiences to give the tyro more

of Miss ‘Cr.SlnV'V’MSI -KS?
a
."miih'

C0 ' lt, U 11 as 1 1

three from ''Lohengrin" and a pair
thawing youth. from “Carmen” before the curtain
“Diamond” unveils a new. de- comes down on the initial stanza,

lightful dancer in Liliane Monte- In the seCond, Mme. Lehmann con-
vecchio. Lithe 20-year-old shapes ducts a **La Boheme” rehearsal
as an all-purimse entry in the field with a fina ie showcasing Miss Na-
with neat terping. voluptuous eye den in the silver Rose Duet from
values and the ability to appear *Der Rosenkavalier.”
svelte or helpless in turn. She can

jn a sense r*s a dramatization
also belt out a song and shapes as

jJ|me Lehmann’s autobiog and
a ^a

i
Hollywood should look over d j s jjjled with old-world charm,

carefully when the show hits the sonie studied humor and great in-
U. S. Charming locale in the 1 ans

(eresj for opera lovers. There are
market center and the baroque un-

times> however, when Mhie. Leh-
derworld characters bring this olf mann ’

s accent is hard to grasp
as the t.vpe oi ballet this troupe

pIOperly, and there’s a little too
does the best. much adulation, and acceptance of

Also in.the rep are “Le Loup”
j
it. to sit too w'ell. Some of the

(“The Wolt”,. about a w’olf who
j

yarns spun have a sly quality; all

falls in love with a girl, both being are carefully selected, however, to
killed by the avenging man pack; avoid any impression that the diva
the torrid “Carmen”; the snappy is in her anecdotage.
musichall opus “Cine-Bijou.” about

; i n addition to Miss Nadell, sing-
dreams engendered by .the., films,

j ers are Raymond Manton, Patricia
and the classical “La Perle. with Beems, Marcella Reale, Conrad
its Japanese motif and measured Schultz and Philip Harvey. All

James Ifayter is the easygoing. I bright and. therefore, couldn’t

philosophical, pipe-smoking pana I understand the subtlety of the sa-

taking an indulgent Interest in his
|

t j r(J on Chekhov ia the play. At
daughter's romantic affairs and a

t |,i s point . Taylor wrote; “Harrison
stern course where necessary when

! sai(l ju. w’as cold and wanted to go
the family honor is assailed. His

; t some SO( . ks on which he did.”
distall partner is capably played by

J T , l)t.lroit Ncws' critic, Russell
Kathleen Harrison, though she McL .

u| „ hlin> came in at about this
tends to shout overmuch at times

, 7 . ,
* ant u.. t nn

and to talk too rapidly. me and the d.*ussion got hot on

Til.* damil.LT of the house the . America" imblic s alleged m;
Jackie Full *r, has a standout per-

[

ability to grasp the philosophy o

formance by Frances Hyland. She ' the European theatre. Harrison

has looks and strong acting abilitv. ! found the going too tedious and

Her romance with a young Czech decided that one critic in the room
refugee boarder, played with ease

,

at a time was enough,” Taylor said,

by John Westbrook, is delicately ! “So ho said: I suggest that Mr.
conveyed. Tavlor leave and that we have no

Supporting characters excel, par- more discussion of our play, be-
timlarly Joan Sterndalc Bennett cause we don't want to be put into
as the lading spinster. Miss Poddy.

thc position of defending it. If

_ 55 L±— that's not understood, I suggest we
disband.’ So we did Itlie handsome

BOOKING COMPLETE PACK- 1 a,‘d ,n;,dt* a discreel vvith *

A.Aur draw at. reflecting that to get so
AGED NAME ATTRACTIONS excited over the theatre is perhaps

AND BROADWAY MUSICAL wholesome sign."

BOOKING COMPLETE PACK-
AGED NAME ATTRACTIONS
AND BROADWAY MUSICAL
AND DRAMATIC SHOWS FOR r n , « 1 1 1

— T r\r%TT\n ™ture B way Schedule

^ ( Theatre indicated i/ t >okcd)

Thmntr** Auritttiriumu I

Ladies or the Corridor. Long-
ineatres - Auditoriums

acre, tonight 1 Wed b

SARASOTA ORLANDO i

08
Grnt,y M *

Playhouse, Oct.

DAYTONA !

‘
Girl Can Tell. Rovale. Oct. 29.

BEACH ... JACKSONVILLE Sherlock Holmes. Century.
i
Oct. 30..

MIAMI MIAMI BEACH i Trip to Bountiful. Miller, Nov. 3.

TAMPA ... FT. LAUDERDALE
;
gj* ^''cadm*

4
Belascu,

CONTACT Sabrina Fair, National. Nov. 11.

EDDIE SMITH AGENCY E?°
a
?
ad^,4l

i.

th St
1

N
?
V
*L*

12

.... . . M Wooden Dish, week of Nov. 30.
U?7 Iroodwoy. Now York City Ktsmet. Ziegfeld. Dec. 3.

JU 4-334S Home At Seven. Dec. 7.

^ ^ J John Murray Anderson’s Alma-
,

nac. Imperial. Dec. 10.

Colombe. week of Dec. 13
Flame-Out, week of Dec. 14.

BROADWAY ANGELS, D«
rT6

#“ Pr,>P05, '’• Bloadhurit

I ti/m Oh Men. Oh Women. mid-Dec.
Dead Pigeon, Dec. 23.

Say With Flowers, week Jan. 11

CommoR Stock I
Child of Grace, week of Jan. 11.

His and Hers, week of Jan. 11.

Pric# 50c a Shard Flowering Peach, early Feb.
i

j

Girl in Pink Tights. Hellingcr,

Co tn't s/a,<r broker or u'rti* or week ot Feb. 22.

pbo>i« lor a i o^enitg circular to
Beautiful Sea, Feb. 24.

7 and 1
j cents. March 1.

BROADWAY ANGELSV INC. Victor Leighton, former legit

99 \jj xcM. v k si
manager living in retirement in

it w. osta at., now Ton is Arizona, has been made an honor-
TRofalqar 4-1 81 S ary lite member of the Assn, of

j

Theatrical Press Agents A Man-
f agers.

Equity Hassle
Coatinuei from pace u

tional payment of $6,500 for office
expense and the salary of an
sistant.

The governing body offered to
provide space for the legal depart,
ment in the union's office building
in New York and supply sen**’
tarial assistance from the Equity
staff. But Miss Brownstein turned
that dow-n. In recognition of her
24 years’ association with the
union, three as chief counsel, it

was tentatively decided to give her
a $3,900 annual pension.

Fact that Miss Brownstein is

continuing as counsel for Chorus
Equity may tend to keep her status
with the union a live issue. It's

expected that her supporters on
the council may attempt to have
the matter of her exit reconsid-
ered. Also, since a resolution
praising her work and requesting
that the legal department budget
be kept intact was adopted at a

recent membership meeting, it's

figured that question may be
raised within the membership
again, perhaps at a special meet-
ing.

Those favoring the reduction in

the legal department budget cite

the necessity of lowering the
union’s overall expenses. It’s also

pointed out that the $19,838 paid
to Miss Brownstein was more than
other performer unions pay for

legal services. For example, the

firm of Jaffe Sc Jaffe, with a staff

of lawyers, gets less than that for

representing the American Fed-
eration of Television Sc Radio
Artists, both nationally and locally.

It’s claimed there’s much more
work involved In the TV-AM as-

signment than in the legal affairs

of Equity.

ADVANCE AGENTS !

COMPANY MANAGERS

!

W« h«v« b*«n lArving theatrical

show* for over 42 yaari. Our* it

the oldest, most reliable end ex-

perienced transfer company on the

Watt Coeit!

* Railroad piivilogot far handling

thawt and thoatrkal luggago.

* Complete worohauto fa«ilit:o*l

* Authorized in California, [quipped

la transfer and haul anywhere in

U. $.1

• RATES ON REQUEST I

Atlantic Transfer Company
GEORGI CONANT
401 East 5th Street

lot Angela* 11, Calif.

Mutual till or Oxford 9-4744

unfoldment. Most;. have interesting voices and show
promise, but this otfering would

rinrv rivir Hrmin Row* have far *reater impact if Mme
LyinC}' V;l> 1C LtrOUp .BOWS Lehmann could have uncovered

With ‘Athens’ in 7th Year one electrifying voice to present
to the music W'orld.

Cincinnati. Oct. 20. James Whale staged with an r.ir

Cincy’s civic theatre group, of informality and Fritz Zweig’s
Stage. Inc., is presenting “Gentle- music direction is excellent. Set-

men From Athens” as the first of ting represents Mine. Lehmann’s
five plays in its seventh-season studio at the Music Academy ot

schedule for 11 nights, ending Sat- l
he ™est w,'er

r
e sh

? .
‘.
s currently

urday (24*. Staging is arena stvle
teaching—and for which the piece

in a former ballroom of the Hotel
*erve as a traveling ad-

Alms, which seats several hundred.
v

Fee for the subscription series is 1

1

,0
Hylton

Current Loudon Shows L__— continued front pace 69

that any show has which opens cold

A",lr, «f „,t,. Csmbridl* <•-31-02*.
,n

,

L»n <l®n
* ,

B«t «rtainl>*

Air* Shoestring, Royal Cr. (4-22-53*.
n°t toned down.

Anastasia, st James (S J.531. Baxter’s review asserted Hylton
Aren’t we ail Haymarket <8-«*3ii. ‘alternates between the highbrow
a* Long As Happy. Garrick <7 8*53'. and the low’brow,” and rated
Bad Samaritan. i>uche»s ,6 24 3:5*. "Wish” as the “liveliest and the
mind Man s »uw. St. Mart <UM4 lowest he has ever done." The
Carrington, v. e.^wesiminsier ,7 28 33*. Member of Parliament and guest

Dear Charles, New ,12 16-32*. Cl it 1C wrote, It IS noiSV. Violent
Devil s General, >d*.**> *4 2::* and vulgar, with about as much
ueMdt! st

n
r.‘5d Sif"' reticence as a barnyard. If this is

Folios Berger#, i*r w.*ic^ 24* a true picture, then Dr. Kinsey has

'i?
1 1

* ,ich ne" fi°,d •« ospiore.S 7 d0 not den -v that there is a
London Laughs. Adeiphi (4-1252' certain good nature about tins

L*VA Jy*X ’

.

Sa
V.1 1g

.

1 1 1 maniac affair and I would be theMo#n it Blut* Duk^ York <7 7 , 4 4 * . 4l
MoutDfrMo, Ambas. ai 2V52*. i

last to deny that there is some-
"#M

J,
t
.
ory ' °!? Vic

5" thing basically satisfying about
Private Life of Helen, Glob* oi ii .v;.

fUl!> -clothed people being thrown
Froporty Condemned- Dandin, H.iittuM into a pool of water. But what can

Reiwctanf Heroes. White (9 12 30 *
\ ou make of the absurd Lord

•mg Out Beils. Vi* pai <11 12 52.. Chamberlain’s office which bans
Seagulls Sorrento, Apollo (« 14 "O 'rhiLIrnn’c II,,,,,.' l

*

Seven Y ear Itch, tMwvrh '3 14-32*.
Lhlldicns HOUI and licensts 3

Trial a frrer, \ aude <917 vi'. musical show such as 'Wish You
Two Beuiuets* Ptccadill (5 12 33 VV'i*n> H*mp' lint umilrl K,*|.,a a
Witness for Prosecution. W. Gat <1*6 ..

e l,<Ie lMat v' 0U,a ‘»>ng a

1026*. * blush to a policeman's check'.’”

MosU

Cincy Civic Group Bows

CAB CALLOWAY
Sp«rtia' Life

4<Porgy and Bbiim
29th Wt«k, ZIEGFELD. NEW YORK

“Cab Calloway’s remarkable performance as
’Sportin’ Life’ makes e vltel cemment on 'Fergy
and Bass’ as a classic ’—William Hawkins, N. Y.
World-Telegram A Sun.

k|t.: BILL MITTIER, 1414 Irndway. New York

Complafe ticket and

mailinf sarvlca for

“TW0FER”
PRODUCTIONS

We hove complete fecilities for

printin9 And moiling tickets end

letters to promote “TWOFER''
productions onywbere. Esti-

mates on request.

All MAILINGS GUARANTEED

THE PLAYGOER
1231 Ckorry St., PKilo. 7. Pa.

Locust 7-5334

(W>ck ended Orl. 16*
(Figures denote premiere dates)

ARelrs of State, Cambridge (S-31-32*.

Airs Shoestring, Royal Cr. (4-22-33,.

Anastasia. St. James ,6-3-33<.

Aren't We All, Haymarket «8-8-33>.

As Long As Happy, Garrick '7 8 53*.

Bad Samaritan. Duchess <6 24 5::*.

Blind Man's Buff, St. Mart. <10-145::*.

Carrington, V. C., Westminster <7 28 33*.

Confidential Clerk, Lvric <9-16-33'.
Dear Charles, New (1218-32'.
Devil's General, >av*» * 4-2::

*

Drama at Inith, Arts <10 21'.
Escapade, Strand <1 20-33'.
Folios Bergere, l*r W.*l*-s (<>2»'
For Better Worse. Comedy (12 17 32'
Glorious Days, I’alace <2 28 53'
Guys and Dolls, Colhseum (5 28 5.!'.

Living Room. Wvndham’s (4-16-3:5,.

London Laughs, Adeiphi <4 12 52<
Love From Judy, Sa\ille '9-2.3-,52'.
Moon It Blue. Duke York '7 7-53*.
Mousetrap, Ambas. '11 23 52'.
Old Vic Repertory. Old Vic '9 14 33*.
Faint Your Wagon, Majesty's <2 11-33*.
Private Life of Helen, Globe <6-115:;.
Property Condemned— Dandin. Holions

10- 26 .

Reluctant Heroes* White (9 12 50*
Ring Out Bells. Vi* Pal. '11 12 52.,
Seagulls Sorrento. Apollo (6 14 V)
Seven Yeer Itch, Lldwv* h '3 14 .52'.

Trial A Irrer, \ aude ‘9 17 .53'

Two Bcu-iuets. Piccadill'* <5 12 33'
Witness for Prosecution. W , Gai*1*<t

10 28*.

ATTENTION: Road Company

Producort-Managers

Diroct Mall Cut-Rata

Ticket Advertising

All Printing, Addressing, Moiling

Handled Expertly ond Reosenobly

For further Information. «*H, writ*

or phene:

KENLEY PLAYERS
Bamesville, Penno. Tel. Lakewood HO

One Year's Successful
Advertising John Kenley •

“MAID IN TH* OZARKS'

1ROADWAY THEATRE AVAILAILE

FOR IMMEDIATE RENTAL

Rokoorsol or Production

Reasonable Rental

PRESIDENT THEATRE

247 W. 44th St. Cl 4-55*5

BEN ROTHMAN
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Striwkat Novel

Uharlott# Buctawald Harmon,

«i*vwrilht and co-producer and

?« dent
“ Irector of th* Clinton

fronn ) Playhouse, has been com-

missioned by Gold Medal Books

(Fawcett) to write a novel dealing

th summer theatre*.
' she’s partnered in the Clinton

eneration with her husband. Broad-

ly legit pressagent Lewis Har-

mon.

Brock’s Book on Turkey
Duell Sloan Sc Pearce-Little,

Brovvn Sc Co. has set an October.

m r
i4 release date on foreign cor-

respondent <ex-N. Y. Times) Ray

Brock s historical novel on Ataturk

Mustapha Kenial Pasha », founder

ot modern Turkey. Brock. cur-

rent lv working on the book in Con-

necticut. spent some 13 years in

Turkey for the Times and other

publications.
Announcement of publication

V a s prompted by Time’s (the mag.

11( ,t the newspaper) Oct. 11 spread

on modern Turkey and the lasting

influence of Ataturk on the coun-

ts- Brock is dickering lor simul-

taneous British publication, pos-

sibly bv The Bodlcv Head, which

brought out his “Blood, Oil Sc

Sand,” or by Methuen of London.

Have Book, Will Travel

Joe Laurie. Jr. is essaying an-

other kind of a “route”—the liter-

ati barnstorming tour—Nov. 5

v hen he hits the road lor 4-6

v.-eks in behalf of his upcoming
new book. “Vaudeville: From the

Honky-Tonk* to the Palace,” which

llenrv Holt & Co. is publishing.

Extending the pattern of what

he did with “Show Biz (Vaude to

Video),” which Laurie coauthored
uith Abel Green, the author-come-

dian has a coast-to-coast itinerary

of radio. TV, literary luncheon,

book discussion and kindred

“dates” lined up to plug his new
opus.

contributed chapters on their most
J

exciting sales: Charlie (21) Berns,
Earl Wilson, James A. Farley, Eric
Johnston (who also did the fore-

'

word), Jesse L. Lasky, Dr. Frank !

Kingdon, Oscar Hammerstein 2d,
j

Ham Fisher, Jules Glaenzer, Jack
Cohn (Columbia Pictures). Eddie
Cantor, Hal Boyle, Ben Bodne, Joe
Eckhouse iGimbels), Jo Copeland,
Milton Blow, Harry Hershfield,
Hank Greenberg, Conrad Hilton.

A. J. Kobler, Konrad Bercovici and
others. Edward Sagarin collabed
with the insurance exec. It’s fun
reading, besides serving a practi-

cal inspirational purpose. Abel

form declares, “will be turned, not
by Congressmen, publishers, pro-
ducers. broadcasters or government
officials— but rather by those peo-
ple who speak up against the
dangers inherent in too much or
too little censorship. Those who
demand decency are heard; those
who resent bigotry and denounce
attempts to limit freedom, when
they speak, are heard.”

Publication concludes, "The voice
of the people, expressed through
the community and through na-
tional organizations, is the ulti-

mate controlling tactor in the
course free expression will follow."

Chan.

More Negro Mags
Johnson Publishing Co., which

gets out Ebony, Tan and Jet mags,
hits the stands this month with
two newr ones—Hue, a pocket-size
news and picture mag. and Copper
Romance. Latter is in the “true
confession” idiom.

Literary Doubling
Caedmon Publishers is releasing

Sir Osbert Sitwell’s new book of

poems, "Wrack at Tidcsend.” to-

'

morrow iThiirs.). Same date Caed-
mon also releases a 12-inch long-
playing record of Sir Osbert read-
ing the same work. Book and rec-
ord will be sold as a package and
separately.

This is believed the first time
that such a simultaneous release
has been made.

Show Biz Contribs
Show business contributors to

tin* 1953 Year Book, which Dr.

Franklin J. Meine edits in Chi-

cago. will include Dr. Julius Matt-

feld, CBS musicologist and author
ot the “Variety Music Cavalcade,”
on popular music; John Gassner,
theatre; Paul Eduard Miller, jazz;

Sam Pope Brewer, chief South
American correspondent for the
N. Y. Times, on Countries ot

South America: Lydia Joel, dance;

Carl Haverlin <prez BMI). radio:

Tom Parkinson, traveling shows.

Ad Council’s JDA Fete
Advertising Council of America

and Franklin Bruck, who heads the
agency bearing his name, will be
accoladed by the Advertising Di-
vision of the Joint Defense Appeal
at a dinner scheduled to be held
Nov. 17 at the Hotel Pierre. N. Y.
Philip L. Graham, publisher of the
Washington Post, will accept the
award for the ACA.

Presentation of the laurels was
disclosed by Samuel Dalsimer.
senior veepee of Cecil & Presbrev.
Inc . and chairman of the JDA di-
\iHon. Pierre dinner, incidentally,
will kick oB the Advertising Di-
mmoii's drive to help JDA raise
New York's share of $5,000,000
necessary to finance activities of
the American Jewish Committee
and the Anti-Defamation League
of B’nai B’rilh.

The Gal Who Married Lee
Harnett T. Kane, the New Or-

,

leans meteor, has come up with
another one that looks as if lie’s

after the soul hern vote. It’s “The
Lady of Arlington” < Doubleday;
$3.50), a novel based on the life of

Mrs. Robert E. Lee, the gal who
was descended from Mrs. George
Washington bv the first first lady
of the land's first marriage.
Her name was Mary Curtis and

she turned down Gen. Sam Hous-
to marry Second Lieut. Lee. who
in time turned down an offer to

command the Army of the United
States to head the forces of Vir-
ginia in the War Betw’een the
States, as the rebels like to put it.

The bio-novel is rich in midcen-
tury history and local color. The
romance itself must have been
tumultous before Lee calmed
down and became prez of Wash-
ington Sc Lee University.
Book has nice pic possibilities

especially in the current wide
screen craze. Scut.

Burl Ives’ Song Rook
Ballantine Books is readying

“The Burl Ives Song Book" for

publication Nov. 9. Tome will in-

clude 115 folk songs popularized
by Ives, complete with text, lull

piano part and guitar chords.
Ives has penned special com-

in.ents about the history of each
song.

Halladcer. who plans to star In a
pic John Huston will lens in Dub-
lin. learned this week that his

book. “Wayfaring Stranger." has
been banned by the Irish Censor-
ship Board on grounds that it eon-
tains material regarded by the
hoard as "indecent and obscene."

Ives, who introduced number of
Irish ballads into his program in

London at the Hoyal Festival Hall,
has the right to appeal the deri-
sion of the Board. Action can also
he taken by publisher.
“Wayfaring Stranger” was not

alone in the latest list of books
banned: others among the 150 red-
lighted were MacKinlay Kanter's
“One Wild Oat” and Niven Busch's
“The Hate Merchant.”

go for sideshow and midw av nu-
*

terial.

Greshum is particularly savvy in
his deeply clinical reports on the
behaviour patterns ot sword-swal-

;

lowers, crash-drivers, tire-eaters,
snake-charmers, sharp ops ot
games of chance, and practitioners
of the bullet catch in the teeth, lie
goes way overboard in praise of
the late Thco Anncmann. gifted
young conjurer, a bullet catcher of
distinction, who killed hi no el I in
his middle ’30s,

The author knows his freaks and
gives them a sympathetic appraisal,
and what he has to say about 1 lari \

lloudini makes sound sense. The
book has a bibliography, a gloss.n\
and a llock of acknow Icdgmcn’s
to guys in the earns racket who
supplied him with intimate hark
stage info. "Monster Midway” is

debunking and revealing \ irtiial l\

all the way and quite a remarkable
account of the fantastic, tiTcvcrant
cockeyed, odd-sized, queer-shaped
homo sapiens who play the out-
door fairs, carnival's and amuse-
ment parks.
One would hardly tag "Monster

Midway” as charming. Bizarre,
eerie and macabre arc perhaps bet-
ter words to describe this con-
scientiously conducted tour through
the nether regions ot outdoor show
biz. /(ii'isoM.

Lemuel Ayres* sketch for th#

Broadway setting of Tamlno" is

reproduced on the title page.
Down.

Lively Books on Lively Arts
Charlton Laird. English prof at

tl'c l. of Nevada, jias done a
bright job on “The Miracle of
Language” (World; $4).

' Esquire Etiquette” 'Lippincott;
$5' is away from the usual mag
anthology; this is a compilation of
l"i\v to. what to. et cetera, culled
1 1 "in the monthly—truly “a guide
t" business, sports and social con-
duct."

Hanover House has brought out
->(l Header's Digest Books,” the

b' sts of all book condensations
‘"(f published in KD. and it’s
* h-rrific $3.50 buy.

Doctor Pygmalion 'The Auto-
biography of a Plastic Surgeon'”,
by I)r Maxwell Maltz 'Crowell:

is a human document told
bn c/iiy foy a specialist not un-
known in show business. He puts
b'”A accent on the science of plas-
,j ‘ surgery in relation to the social.
p"nqmic and other phases that
C'in from such emergencies.

•''ay It Ain’t So” (Dial; $3> Is
* 'l>iightly anthology of sports

J

"Cts and anecdotes by Mac
n.tvis. w.k. chronicler of such mat-
b 1

Y
He has been identified with

’’'
) sports commentators and

-ui-.s as Rill Stern, Mel Allen,
b " c Hodges, Tommy Hannon and
* .mi Hayes, as ghost, scripter or

j
oducer, besides syndicating his

v 1

n stuff.

E'mer G. Leterman, top Insur-
man w.k. in show biz. has

* 'thored "The Sale Begins When
- Customer Says No” <Green-

~

l
$3>. a practical manual on

_‘»King down customer resistance
d ‘vers fields, as witness the

°"Owing “salesmen” who have

Ed Reid’s Crime Report
Brooklyn Eagle’s Pulitzer prize-

'

winning reporter Ed Reid’s newest, i

j

"The Shame of New* York” (Ran-
dom House; $3) reads like some-
thing out of Joey Fay, the East
107th St. (Harlem narcotics) mob.
the waterfront rackets, and almost
any sordid crime-and-politics story
of intrigue out of the N.Y. tabloids.
It is well documented, replete with
figures and direct quotes from
court dossiers and public officials,

and unquestionably supports the
billing that this is "the inside story
of the secret Crime Kingdom
which reaches from City Hall to
the farthest suburbs." In fact, the
way Reid has written it the jacket
blurb gives him a cut, because the
dope and interstate rackets em-
brace Federal channels, and indi-

cations arc there are strong ties

into U S. Government law enforce-
ment areas also.

Reid picks up “The Shame of

New York” where he left off in

"Mafia" <1952', and does nothing
but drop names strongly linked
with local and national crime syn-
dicates in a manner which is com-
pelling and forces the conclusion
that ( 1 *, unless he and Random
House were sure of their ground
they wouldn’t dare risk legal har-
assment under the libel laws; and.

i granting this is so. then <2\ why
haven't the authorities long nnee
done something about it? Or is

that why Reid's new book is so

aptly called “The Shame of New
York.” It may shock some more
positive action to eventuate.

AM.

‘American Legion Reader"
Victor Lasky. co-author of “Se eds

of Treason." edited “The American
Legion Reader” which Hawthorn
will publish Armistice Day (Nov.
11) at $4.95. It culls pieces from
the monthly’s 30 years of publica-
tion. Book will be distributed un-
der the American Legion Book
Memorial Plan. Local posts will

purchase copies to present to

school libraries, in itself -underw rit-

ing good distribution.
Among the pieces are the edi-

tor’s story on Charles Chaplin;
George Sokol sky. Victor Ricsel and
Fred Woltman on “how Communist
swindlers operate in all fields";

Robert B. Pitkin on "how the Le-
gion exposed the Reds in Holly-
wood"; Louis Rudenz's analysts of
leftwingers in U, S. colleges; and
other pieces by Robert E. Sher-
wood. Budd Schulhcrg, Douglas
MacArthur, Maurice Zolotow. Al-
bert Payson Terhune, Fairfax Dow-
ney. James A. Farley, Zane Grey.
Grantland Rice. William L. White.
Alexander Woolcott, Gretta Palm-
er. Richard E. Byrd. W. W. Chap-
lin. Will Durant. Zona Gale. Har-
ry Emerson Fosdiek, Benjamin Git-
low. James Norman Hall. Clarence
Buddington Kclland, David Law-
rence, et al.

In re: Censorship
' An excellent review of the entire

problem of censorship in the U S.

is carried in the September issue

of Platform. Newsweek s monthly
discussion pamphlet published by
the mag’s Club & Educational
Bureau. Publication, which is fur-

nished free of charge to club
groups, takes no sides on the ques-

tion but gives an all-over view of

censorship of books, magazines,
films, radio and television,

i
There’s an admirable summary

of some of the more recent cen-
sorship controversies, plus a good
deal of background to the entire

,

problem, including quotations from
the various legal decisions in-

volved. Article includes an excel-

lent resume of the arguments ot

each side in the picture. Only con-

clusion it makes on its own. how-
ever, is that in the end the people

will decide.

| “The tide of censorship,” Plat-

Ohin's Anti-Censorship Proposal
Ohio librarians were asked to

sponsor passage of a new law un-
der which a book would have to be
declared obscene by the courts be-
fore a dealer could be arrested for
selling the publication. The pro-
posal was made by James C.
Foutts. librarian of Youngstown
Public Library, who discussed cen-
sorship activities in Youngstown.
Foutts said the proposed Ohio law-

should he flattened after one
adopted in Massachusetts several
years ago

Meanwhile. Judge Forrest J Ca-
valier. at Youngstown, has taken
under advisement motions to qua-h
the affidavit and warrant, and a

motion lor a hill of particulars
filed by Bernard Bloch, president
of the Mahoning Valley Distribut-
ing Agency, who is charged with
violating the city’s obscene litera-

ture ordinance. Bloc)) was arresled
Aug. 31 and charged with distri-

buting the hook "Down All Your
Streets” in violation of the city’s

obscene literature law-. The book is

published by the New American
Library of World Literature, which
instituted libel and damage pro-

ceedings against Polite Chief Ed-
ward J Allen and the eitv.

Federal Judge Charles J. McNa-
mce of Cleveland upheld the va-

lidity of the city ordinance during
an injunction suit but ruled that

Allen could not act a«- a book cen-

sor or threaten arrests.

Ren Jonson Bios
In 1949, Marchcttc Chute gained

a wide reading audience wr.h
"Shakespeare of London " To tins
memorable portrait, the author
adds a new Elizabethan study.
"Ben Jonson of Westminster' 'Dut-
ton; $5). which in every resp -vl

compares favorably with Miss
Chute's earlier work

I

As in her Shakespearean biog-
raphy, Miss Chute’s examination ol

Jonson is complete, scholarly and
eminently readable. It is dedicat'd
to the N.Y Public Library, "with
affection and respect."

1 Lovers of good books and good
theatre will be grateful that Mir-
cliette Chute found Shakespeare
and Jonson "well-lighted." Also.
they will be thankful tor the ilhi

initiation and romimmicahle uml v-
standing imparted to these giants
and to tlieir age ! \ the discern-
ment and skill < raree’’ Miss
Chute. Dim- n.

More Foreign Jaunts
Emily Kimbrough spans the

transition lrom her yesteryear
"Our Hearts Were Young and Gav"
to "40 Plus and Fancy Free," which
she describes as "the gay excur-
sion of young grandmothers romp-

* ing through Paris and Italy and
’doing’ the Coronation." which
Harpers will publish in Fehruaiy.

In a similar light vein, limb
("My Sister Eileen") McKenncy
describes her transition from the

, Bohemian life in a Greenwich Vil-

lage basement to P I) A (perma-
nent Domicile Abroad' 'meaning
Brussels) in "Far, Far Fiom
Home," which Harpers also will

bring out in February.
Another upcoming Hat per publi-

cation is E. B. White's The Second
Tree From the Corner." antlmlo 'v

of many ot his pieces l mm the \<-w

Yorker, plus some being published
for the first time.

Inside Stuff on Carnirs
Connoisseurs of the carn.v colo-

nies will be horribly fascinated by
the superlative story telling tech-

niques of William Lindsay Gres-
ham in Ins "Monster Midway.” sub-

titled "An Uninhibited Look at the
Glittering World of the Cainv"
Rinehart: $3.75). This new bounc-
ing baedeker of the grim goings-

on in carny land by the author of

“Nightmare Alley” should be gan-

dered by all social scientists as

.well as the slack-jawed suckers woo

A Revised ’Cambio lti-.il’

Tennessee Williams' mo I iece:it

Broadway production, "('ammo
Real” (New Directions: S3- is pub-
lished with an editor's note ex-

plaining that after the New Yoi k

opening of the play, Williams took
t he script with him to Key West,
then to Texas, where he directed
Don Windham's drama. "The St ir-

less An" for Houston Playhouse.
"C'amino" was with Williams "when
he drove in leistireiy fashion hack
to New York As delivered to the
publisher. the manuscript ol

C’amino Real’ was typed on three
different typewriters and on sta-

tionery ot hotels across the coun-
try. Three cliaractei s- (Saticiio

Panza. and Olympe and Prudence.,
friends ot Marguerite Gautier's'* a

Prolog 'featuring Don Quixote -irid

Panza), and several scenes tlt.it

were not in the Broadway produc-
tion have been added, while oiler
scenes have been deleted,"

Playwright's foreword to I'm vol-

ume is reprinted from New York
Times article released prior to the
Manhattan opening ot ‘

( amino
"

An author's afterword contains
some self analysis of his wink:
“'Dynamic' is a word in disrepute
at the moment, and so I suppo.e,
is the word ’organic." hut those
terms still define the diamaiic val-

ues that I value most and which I

value more as they arc deprecated
by the ones self-appointed to -ave

what they have never known.

"

Copyright page of the new text

credits origin of the play to om-
aet drama of 1948. "10 Blocks On
the C'amino Real.” which rs in-

cluded in Dramatists Play Service

publication of Williams’ "Ameri-
can' Blues: Five Short Plays" *850,

Revised edition asterisks Anglicized

pronunciation of title. Dedication

is for play* director, Liu Kazan.

CHATTER
Current Look mag front-cover

features Milton Berle's 40 years in

show biz.

International Theatre mag. with

Wolf lleidcr as editor-publisher, to

bow in December
"The Herman Hickman Reader"

being published by Simon A
Schuster Friday (23).

John L. <Joe) Holding. Omaha
World-Herald financial editor for

nearly 28 years, retired Inst week
Richard English's article on Las

Vegas. "The Million-Dollar Talent

War," is in the current (2D Satcve-
post.

Ruth Halbert, editor of Good
Housekeeping's monthly feature,
"Assignment in Hollywood.” in

N Y.
This Week mag's Nov. H issu#

will have a cover and tlireu-insid*

pages about Danny Kaye's "Knock
on Wood.”
“Thurher Country." new collec-

tion of 26 pieces by James Tlnubcr,
to he published by Simon A Schus-
ter Oct. 26.

Hal Masur, Simon & Schuster
whodunit writer, signed by Na-
tional Concert & Artists Corp. for

a lecture tour.
Lydia Joel, editor of Dance mag-

azine, to marry Edwin Miller, en-

tertainment editor of Seventeen
mag. sometime this fall.

New Judge magazine, published
by David Laux, out on newsstands
today 'Wed). Curtis Circulation
Co. signed to promote it.

Emmett Dedmond's “Fabulous
Chicago,” with a first printing ol

20.000 copies, is lieing published by

Random House Fridav (23>.

Vic Hass, Omaha World Herald
book reviewer, being sent to Eng-
land by the paper to do a series
of stories on English novelists.

Catherine Marshall is due in

Hollywood this week to e o n f e i

with producer Sam Engel on tun-
ing of her book, “A Man Called
Peter.”
Lee Bond, formerly publicity

bead for National Concert & Ar-
tists Corp., joined Rasponi As>o-
ciatcs, handling promotion on sho*
biz and fashion people.
A three-part Eddie Fisher by-

line series, “This Is My Life."
starts Oct. 25 in American Week-
lv

. Sunday magazine distributed
with 25 leading newspapers

Putnam’s is publishing Daniel
Blum's “A Pictorial History of Hi#
Silent Screen" next month, a*- #

(ompanion volume to his "Pictorial
History of the American Theatre.”
Ludwig Bemelmnns* “Father,

Dear Father” (Viking) is now in

it*- third printing, bringing total in

print to 24.000. lie's already at

work on a sequel, "Come Home
With Me Now.”
Logan Gourley. London Sunday

j

Express show biz correspondent
»n route to the Coast and Lai
Vegas for an on. his first in two
wars. Tin* Nevada resort is a

firstime stopoff.
Alvin F. Harlow and B A Bot-

kin who have edited some voluniei
ot American folklore, are compil-
ing another hook, “A Treasury of

Railroad Folklore,” to he pub-
lished by Crown.
Leon L'ris. author of the Mai ine-’

story. "Battle Cry," signed con-
tracts for French, Danish and Brit-
ish editions and is negotiating !.>r

an Israeli edition. Book is being
adapted for screening by Warneis.

Deadline for nominations for
the 1953 Freedom Foundation
awards is Nov. II Of the 15
award categories, It are related to

newspaper, advertising and public
relations personnel. Awards are
presented annually on Feb. 22

Pierre Galante, roving American
show biz correspondent for paiis-
Vlatch, returning to Paris today
Wed ) aboard the S S. Liberie hot
due back shortly. His fiancee, film
star Olivia Del law iHa'nd. is mr-
i col ly on the Coast in a Columbia
pu t in c.

Clint Youle. Chicago NBC radio
and TV weather reporter, has pur-
chased the Galena III * Gazette A
Advertiser, Youle, who formerly
owned tin* Elizabeth 'III ' News,
will 'continue In*- radio-TV chores
while directing publication of ) lie

e mi-weekly paper
Ed O'Connor, who formerly con.-

ducted a TV column for the Boston
! Herald, under the nom-d* pen ot

Roger Swift,” has been mid to

v rite a thrice-weekly column un-
der hi*- own byline for the Mo ton

Post. Daily will carry Kaye Knur
son’*- syndicated column balanci <,f

v * ek.

Three King Features comic at

-

1 1 t » Otto Soglow. Mort Walker
and Stan Drake, were brought to

Albany bv the Tirb.es- Union to k'*k

off a "Lucky Safety Cards' cam-
paign. Aimed especially at chil-

dren. with safety messages illns-

* rated bv cartoonists, it offers a to-

tal of $5,000 in prizes. They ap-

pealed in Albany schools and
iiadio-TV.
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Broadway
Greer Carson due In from the

Coast today 'Wed >.

Albert Feldman. CBS-TV news
^

writer, engaged to Marilyn Sandra
^

Moss. 1

P

Norman Katz, foreign film entre- /

preneur, into insurance biz in
, |

Westport. Conn. a
Herb Steinberg, Paramount pub-

,

lieity director, left for the Coast
j

Monday <19' for a two-week (

studio oo c

Maggie Norris back from a year
1 1

in Europe where she appeared in
\

TV and theatrical films as vs ell as
,

club dates.

Mario Lan/a in N. Y. on the

0 1 with his trainer, intent on
knocking off some 75 1 bs. Staling
now around 250.

George Jessel flew out to his

Santa Monica home for two days
,

(Monday and Tuesdayi for bis

daughter Jerilyn’s 12th birthday. c

Warner Bros, pub-ad veepee t

Mort Blumenstock in from the I

Coast for 10 days following Chi-
cago stopover for company sales

j

meeting.
c

Former vaude performer Pauline
j

Morahan elected president of (’apt.

Charles B. Dillingham Theatrical 1

Post’s ladies auxiliary. I.

Twenty paintings by Gloria .

Stokowska (wife of Leopold Sto-
kowski' on display at Bei t ha .

Schaefer’s Fast 57th St. gallery
through Nov. 7.

.lack I.ait a little better; now .

able to sit up for a few hours a .

day in the sun at his Beverly Hills

home where the N Y. Mirror editor
is convalescing.

y

A Llopis de Olovares has
started his 20th year as commenta- ,

tor for Noticiario Metro' M-G's
News of the Day for Spanish-
speaking countries).

Kohert E. Lee has joined the
other half of the (Jeromei Law-
rence & Lee team to N. Y. for an

,

extended sojourn east in connec-
tion with their new’ legit musical.

Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein 2d returned from
London yesterday (Tues.> on the
Queen Mary after attending the
London preem of “The King and
1 ’

Malty Fox hosted quite an after-
theatre get-together for Hetty Hut-
ton following her Palace preem.
Looked like a cross-section of Hol-
ly wood , Broadway and European
show hi/

Schuyler Chapin, general man-
ager for Tex A Jinx MacCrary,
joining the Judson, O'Neill A- Judd
division of Columbia Artists Mgt.
as director of publicity and spec-
ial artists rep.

Producer Bert Friedlob left

N. Y. yesterday 'Tues.) for Europe
to start preparation on “Untamed.”
CinemaSeope film in color which

|

lie is skoddod to make for 20111-

Fox in South Africa.
Elsa Maxwell to he emcee tor

tin? entertainment program, and
Meyer Davis to head the music, for 1

the Neptune Ball at the Waldorf
Nov 2 for the US. Merchant
Marine Memorial Chapel Fund.

Film industry and Cinema Lodge
ol B’nai Brit li aiming to raise
$75,000 for the Joint Defense Ap-
peal before industry-wide dinner
honoring Harry Brandt. Dinner is

set for next Wednesday (28' at the
'

Waldorf-Astoria.
Fred Waller, inventor of Cine-

1

fain a. heads the latest list of new
Motion Picture Pioneers, bringing
the total accepted to date in the
organization to 46. Pioneers’ loth
annual dinner will he held at the]
Astor Nov. 12 with George Jessel
as toastmaster.
The Friars honoring Eddie

;

Fisher at its next regular celebrity I

luncheon at the Park Sheraton to-
jmorrow Thursday '22». The 25-!

year-old singer is the youngest
recipient of a celebrity luncheon
in the 50-year history of the!

British film, “Gilbert Sc Sullivan."
starring Robert Morley and Mau-

ie
rice Evans.

George Brown. ex-Paramou:it
studio pub-ad head and now owner

* of La Serena, Palm Springs hos-
telry, is prez of the PS Hotel Own-
ers Assn., veep of the Employers
Assn., secretary of the Civic

in
, league, on the board of directors
of the Chamber of Commerce,

b- member of the Mayor’s Coordinat-
,S

J
ing Council 'hotelier - showman
Charles Farrell, who owns the Rac-
quet Club, is the mayor', etc., in

ar
]

the three years lie has been located
in

J
in the Southern California des;rt

as resort.

London

Paris
Monica Boyar here and into the

plush Drap D'Or.

Frederick Lonsdale in from Lon-
don to winter here.

Gregory KatofT here preparing a
film to he made in Egypt.

Film tabs have gone up 25c since
1949, and grosses have nearly
doubled those of 1949.

French cinematographers to fete
Adolph Zukor during his stay here.
Gaby Bruyere ready to leave for

the U. S. and a role in forthcoming
legiter “The Baker’s Wife.”

Madeleine Ozeray to star in new
Gabriel Marcel play. “Road to
Crete,” at Vieux-Colombier.

Henry Barraud to be new direc-
tor of Opera-Comiaue. filling place
left vacant by death of Louis
Beydts.

Robert Siodmak has stalled "Le
Grand Jeu” here with Gina Lollo-
hrigida, Arletty and Raymond
Pellegi in.

Adivlph Zukor being feted by
whole French film industry at a

cocktail party on one of the studio
sets here.
Casey Adams, with role in

“Night People. ’’ Gregory Peck
starrer. completed, now on way to
Hollywood.
“Quo Vadis” (M G' got nifty re-

views. getting the Catholic seal and
packing them in with the wide-
screen hypo.

j

Jean-Louis Barrault makes his
return to films in “The ^Machina-
tion." with Simone Signoret. This
is his first film in three years.
Jean Gahin will he in a remake

of one of his early successful pic-

tures. “Les Gaites De L’Escadron.”
It will he directed by Jean Delan-
noy.

After the concerts at the Palais
De Chaillot here. Lionel Hampton
orch is staying over for an
additional seven concerts at the
Theatre De Paris.

Pierre Vaneck out of Julian
Green play, “South," at At hence
and into “House in the Night.” new
play by Thierry-Maulnier which
goes into Hebertot Oct. 20.

Jean Anouilh's “Invitation Au
Chateau” ('Ring Around The

I
Moon”' getting a reprise at the
Atelier here to replace the floun-
dering Ugo Betti drama “Le

•! Joueur" ("The Gambler”).

Yvonne Arnaud, bedded for a

week wRh a chill, returned to take i

up the lead in “Dear Charles.”
London’s longrun legit hits.

“Escapade” has passed its 300th
performance and “For Better For
Worse,” its 350th.

Belita, currently starring in

“Champagne on Ice” at the Hippo-
drome, tossing a birthday party
after the show tonight (Wed.).
Danya St Alvarez, Continental

adagio duo, added to talent roster
for the Command vaude perform-
ance at the Coliseum on Nov. 2.

Charity preem of “From Here
to Eternity” at Leicester Square
Theatre next month being spon-
sored by the London tent of the
Variety Club.

In anticipation of their 21st
anni, which falls next May, the
Assn, of Cine Technicians is plan-
ning an all-night junket at the
Royal Festival Hall.
Lynne Bretonn, the Welsh

chirper who came back to Britain
last year after four years in the
U. S., sailed for N. Y. last weekend
to fill cabaret and TV dates.
Sam Byrd, who originally came

here early in year for production
of “Stalag 17" in association with
Jack Hylton, sailed for the U. S.

yesterday (Tues ) on the Flandre.
Two American novels to be

dramatized on sound radio next
w'eek. They are “The Journey of
Simon McKeever” bv Albert Maltz
and David Davidson’s "The Steep-
er Cliff.”

A. M. lies, acting general-secre-
tary of the Film Artistes Assn.,
who headed the recent nation-wide
strike of extras, has ankled his
post following differences with the
union executive.

!

Charles Goldsmith. assistant
managing ^director of Metro, pre-
sented long-service aw'ards to
members of the British organiza-
tion at a private function held in
the company’s preview theatre.
The Critics’ Circle tossing a

luncheon Oct. 27 to honor Adolph
Zukor’s Golden Jubilee. J. Ar-
thur Rank has agreed to act as
chairman of all-industry tribute
set for the Mayfair Hotel on the
following Thursday (29).

The Queen, accompanied by the
Queen Mother and Princess Mar-
garet. are going to the Haymarket
Theatre tomorrow (Thurs.) for a
performance of “Aren’t We All?”
io aid the King George Pension

1 Fund for Actors and Actresses.

short visit, promptly wera spotted
into the Ankara.^
Maria Neglia, Hungarian violin-

ist. back to work at Vogue Terrace
with the Vagabonds.
Arthur Blake had to cancel Car-

ousel- booking next week; Buddy
Lester booked instead.
Frank Blandi, long manager of

the Playhouse Grill, opening his
own restaurant in Oakland.
Mary K. Frank, co-producer of

“Tea and Sympathy," will cocktail
her local investors here Oct. 27.

Al Checco and his wife, Jean
Bradley, in Bermuda for winter
stock season at Bermudiana Thea-
tre.

Sam Weller in ahead of “Misal-
liance” and Arthur J. Levy here
beating drums lor “Time Out for
Ginger.”
Ken Rossignol, who headed tech-

nical crew at Bill Green’s Arena
Theatre, joined backstage staff of
Radio City Music Hall.

- Mrs. Abe Weiner, wife of Allied
Artists exchange manager, home
from St. Francis Hospital after
three-week siege following surgery.

HoDywood

Memphis

India

Vienna

recipient of a celebrity luncheon
in the 50-year history of the
Friars

Booth Theatre, where Metro’s
“Julius Caesar" is now in its fifth

month, marked its 40th anni Friday
(ltl>. House opened Oct. 16, 1913
with Arnold Bennett’s “The Great
Adventure.” “Caesar” is the first

motion picture to be presented at

the theatre.
George S. Kaufman's 57-acre

Rucks County farm, near Doyles-
town. Pa., auctioned for $7i.700
Saturda\ '17' in a six-way split of
the estate Playwright reportedly
paid $45,000 tor the property in

1436 and spent an estimated $100.-
000 on improvements.
James luster, previously asso-

ciated with George F. Foley Co.
as issouate producer and casting
director for "Tales of Tomorrow”
and a radio and television director
for Cecil A Presbrov and Cunning-
ham A Walsh \dvertismg. joined
Robert I. mt/.’s HV ci> on T\ tast-
ing and packaging
Vanessa Biown. Eva Gahor Wil-

liam Inge Maureen Stapleton and
Blanche Vurka have joined thea-
tie committee for ANTA-spon-
sored Gilbert A Sullivan Ball at

Plaza next Tuesday » 27 > . Ball is

bmng field in conjunction with
American preem same night ot

By Emil W. Maass
I.oewinger Film Co. began work

on the comedy. "Five Rabbits."
Graz. St.vrian opera house, re-

constructed at co4 of $120,000.
Liane Haid, film star of the 30'?.

back in pix again, working for
Loowinger Co.
American sponsored Red-White-

Red network started sending short-
wave programs.

Hubert Marischka inked Eva
Rartok for his new operatic film
"Pearl of Tokay.”

Basso Herbert Ward and pianist
Desmonde Ward gave concert in

USEA Cosmos Theatre.
Dimitri Mitropoulos first to sign

for the 1954 Salzburg Festival. He
will direct two concerts.

After 11 weeks of “House of
Wax." the Opera Kino has preemed
“Sangaree.” another 3-D pic.

Wienfilm inked Eduard v. Hor-
sody as director for the comedy
pic, “If I Onlv Had Your Love.

’

Ballerinf Marina Svetlova ex-
pected in Bombay soon with plan
to take ballet to all principal cities
of India.
Mysore government has levied

a uniform rate of 18 enter-
tainment tax on all classes of
tickets above 8c.

Producer Eric Elliott arriving in
India shortly with group of Ameri-
can Shakespearean actors on tour
of towns in India.

Universal prexy Milton Rackmil.
accompanied by Alfred E. Daff.
world sales chief in for looksee of
Far Eastern branches.
Ban against Indian films has

given a boost to exhibition of for-
eign films. American distributors
do not have enough prints to meet
the demand from Pakistan.
Due to scarcity of pictures, all

Karachi Cinemas closed their doors
for 12 days. They reopened on
assurance from the Pakistan Gov-
ernment it would allow import of
42 Indian films on rental basis out
of the 85 Indian films impounded
by customs authorities.

By Matty Brescia
Tom McMahon. DuMont’s direc-

tor of sports, here from the West
Coast enroute to his N. Y. office.

Julian Cohen, erstwhile Memphis
promoter and showman, now front-
ing Southern Products in this

sector.
Dick Stuart, who spiels under

the tagline of “Uncle Richard,” for
KWEM. did a two-hour daily show
for Ford Dealers at the Mid-South
Fair.

Tys Terwey, WMPS new’s com-
mentator who just returned from
covering the Korea war areas, do-
ing sock job addressing civic

groups around town.

Santiago, Chile

Tongolele due in from Lima,
Peru.
Maeva, Tahitian songstress, at

the Boite.
Rene Silva, of El Mercurio, to

U. S. for 3-month o.o.

Nini Marshall. Argentine film
star, signed by Radio Mineria.
Joseph A. McConville. foreign

supervisor foi; Columbia pix, in and
out of town.

Milo Volarde. Peruvian comic,
joined Buddy Day’s “Bim Bam
Bum” revue at the Opera.

Tito Davison in from Mexico
with plans to shoot pic with Pedro
Armendariz and Cape Horn back-
ground.
Walter Montenegro, reporter for

Life (Spanish edition), and fotog
Capa, doing story on famous Chu-
quicainata (Anaconda) copper
mine.

International lineup at Night and
Day nitery includes Cuban warbler
Chha Cruz. Brazilian terp Yurasi
Fereira. and Uruguayan comic
Hebert Castro.
“With A Song In My Heart”

'20th », in 14th week at the York;
“Greatest Show on Earth” (Pan
doing a fourth week at the Rex;
“Last of the Comanches” (Col) into
a second stanz.a at the Florida:
“Limelight” iUA» doing fifth week
in grind at the Cervantes; “Lili”
'M-G> doing a third at the Metro.
Irene Luna and Nelida Luna
hooked into the Burlesque.

Minneapolis

Washington

Philadelphia

Arthur
7.

By Jerry Gag h an
Jackie Ray listed tor Arthur

Godfrey Talent Show Dec. 7.

Vaughn Monroe, making first

nitery appearance here as a single
at Chubln’s, West Collingswood.
N J.

Mr. and Mrs Nick LaMaina f'he
is owner ot I .a Mama’s Musica Bar
South Jersey spot', celebrated 25th
wedding anni at club.

J Sydney Hotfman. attorney and
Democratic candidate for Munici-
pal Court judge named chairman
of Philadelphia L.iScala Opera
fund

Frederick R Minn president ol
Robin Hood Dell Concerts, local
outdoor summer concert series,
will receive Newspaper Guild's
award for “distinguished service*"
Nov. 7.

By Florence S. Lowe
Rise Stevens gave Constitution

Hall concert last Sunday (18' under
aegis of American University and
Patrick Hayes.
NBC news correspondent Esther

Van Wagoner Tufty just back from
round-the-world news assignment
with taping* of news beats.
Chantoosey Helen Traubel given

a citation by Washington Ad Club
lor her “couragebiry~ronduct under
fire on battlefield of democracy
in the arts.”

Broadway actor and Equity top-
per Clarence Derwent due in Nov.
2 for evening of drama readings
under auspices of Gertrude Clarke
Whittal Poetry Fund at Library of
Congress.

Pittsburgh
By Hal V. Cohen

Singer Ann Vincent’s brother.
Bill \ nick, tapped for the Army.
Nixon expects Celeste Holm in

“His and Hers” during tryout tour
New line of girls headed hv

Rosemary Baillic into the Copa
for a run.

Fred Favorite coming home with
the Slavenska-Franklin ballet
I imipe Oct.. 31.
Cappella A Patricia, here for a

By Les Rees
Kdyth Bush Little Theatre sched-

uling "Belinda" for Nov. 5.

Rov King and his Komie Kings
in sixth season at Magic Bar.

Hotel Radisson Flame Room has
songstress Marjoiie Garretson and
dancers Teddy A Phyllis Rodri-
guez.

St. Paul’s annual Winter Carni-
val inviting some Hollywood and
New York stage, film and TV per-

j

sonalities.

Pal Joey” passed up St. Paul
and is currently playing Twin
Cities’ engagement exclusively at
Lyceum here.

Sadler's Wells Ballot at North-
rop Auditorium Nov. 9-11 scaled at
$5 top and already sellout for one

I
of three nights.

i
Singer and instrumentalist BeBe

Shopp. former Atlantic City “Miss
America” and a localite. making
her first appearance here at Cov-
ered Wagon nitery.

Portland, Ore.
Fileen Wilson held for a second

week at the Clover Club.
“Good Night Ladies" ended a

three-week run at Hamrick's Play-
house.
The Sparklettes. Arren A Brode-

i

rick and Reggie Rymal doing sec-
ond week at Amato’s Supper Club.

I

“The Robe” held for a second
week at' the Orpheum after setting

1 a new all-state attendance record.
Tyrone Power. Anne Baxter, and

Raymond Massev in "John Brown’s
|

Body” at Civic Auditorium two
• nights, Oct. 20-21.

.
Harriet Parsons laid up with

virus.
F

Ronnie Reagan prepping his
first nitery tour.

Publicists Guild set Dec 2 a
date for annual Panhandle Dinner*

Irving Berlin back in town to
finish his “White Christmas" score

Julian Blaustein checked in at
20lh-Fox after six week,
Europe.
Cy Roth to Washington to con-

fer with Navy brass about a new
picture project.
Roy M. Brewer returned to hi.

Allied Artists desk after home-
office huddles in N. Y

Carey Wilson back in town re-
covered from surgery he under-
went in San Francisco.
Joan Evans started a series ofTV spots at Paramount for 1954

March of Dimes campaign.
Edward Arnold will be gue,t

speaker at the United Nations Dav
celebration in Beverly Hills.
The Dore Scharys’ 13-year-old

Jeb has his confirmation -Oct. 31
at the Olympic Jewish Temple

Hollywood Foreign Correspond-
ents picked “The Robe” as the
September picture of the month.
Sheree North in from N. Y. for

her role in Paramount’s Martin
and Lewis starrer, “Living It Up ”

Shirley Booth appearing in
“About Mrs. Leslie” with a
sprained ankle as the result of a
fall.

Donald Hyde ankled Paul Small
agency to become exec veepee of
Gross-Krasne, vidpie production
firm.

Fox West Coast execs tossed
party for O. A. (Popt Collins, re-
tiring as the chain’s treasurer; he
joined FWC in 1926.

Universal producer John Weis
Rogers filed voluntary bankruptcy
proceedings, listing $3,276 in as-
sets and $113,897 in liabilities.

Universal’s legal department
head Joseph S. Dubin named
chairman of American Bar Assn,
committee on Copyright Law- Re-
vision for second consecutive year.

Berlin
By Hans Hoehn

Curt Oertel back from the U. S.
where he made a full-length docu-
mentary pic on American history.

Berlin’s best known producing
outfit, Berolina. celebrated its fifth
anni with the pic, “Mailman
Mueller.”

Federal government of Germany
will participate in preparations for
the setup of a European film pool
w hich may .comprise 15 European
nations.

U. S. pix currently running at

local preem houses include
“Springfield Rifle" (WB'. “The
Lawless Breed” <U>. “Caribbean
Gold” (Part, “Since You Went
Away” (Selznick). “Red Desert”
'Lip', “The Red Stallion” 'Eagle
Lion) and “Because You're Mine”
(M-C»>.

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway

Patti Page parted for Clover
Club date in December.

Gracie Barrie and husband. Milt
Kafka, bought former Alan Gale's
Celebrity Club.

Jack Goldman off to California
and Las Vegas for checkup there
on new Casablanca, in which he h
interested.

Olsen and Johnson still seeking
location for Miami run of their
new revue. Tent site being con-
templated. Olsen is partnered in

Surrey hotel on the Beach.

Havana
By Jay Mallin

“Shane” playing pii the Carrera
circuit.

Ernesto Bonino returning to

Montmartre early in November
Montmartre planning new show,

“The Operation." to spool Chris-

tine Jorgensen, currently at Tropi-

ca na.
C’MQ-TV flew in films of (he

World Series from Miami, and was
thus able to televise first innings

while late innings were still being

played.

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

Joe Frisco into John's Rendez-

vous.
Joe Marsalle orch into C“ub

Downbeat.
Marilyn Monroe and Joe DiM'g-

gio doing the Seven Hills.

Ice Cycles moving into Jr**
Palace for initial Frisco ,how ing

C’hico and Harpo Marx set <

'

follow Ted Lewis into Italian

lage.
, ,

Cynthia Bell advancing ,

heads from Seattle” via I' ,f1

radio circuit. ... *

“Jazz at the Philharmonic v
J

for Auditorium here Oct 25 an

i Oakland Aud. Oct. 26.
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A former viola player with the
Philadelphia Orehestra. Leman
left that ensemble in 1918 to direct
the Steel Pier Symphony, in Atlan-
tic City. At various times he con-
ducted the Savoy Opera Co., the
Philadelphia Music Club and the
Federal Symphony of the WPA.

His wifi*, son and daughter sur-
v ice.

Symphony Oivh
. died in New Or-

leans Oct. 18 A native of Milan.
Italy, he joined the inch in 1918
when it was formed. His widow,
a son and daughter survive.

MARRIAGES
OBITUARIES Kntily Buchanan to 1.. P. Carpcn*

ter. Memphis, Oct. 8 Hrlde Is busi-

ness manager of WCHIt, Memphis
daytime indie.

('indy Ames to George Salerno,
Koine. Sept. 2. Bride is an actress;

he’s INS correspondent in Italy.

Moira Pedersen to Or. Mae
Simpson. Glasgow ,

Oet 9 Pride
is a radio actress.

Nancy Lynn Moore to John Mof-
fat. Pittsburgh. Oct. 9 Brule’s the

daughter of B. F. * Dint \ * Moore,
district manager for S\Y theatres

in Pitt.

Mary Louise Taylor to William
O. Pflaiini. Pittsburgh. Sept. 25.

Bride was with Hanna film organi-

zation in Pitt.

Ida Wolf to A Jaeohyansky. Jr ,

Pittsburgh. Sept. 30. Bride’s cashier

at Par exchange in Pitt

Clara Van Dyke to John Aina-
ioso. Pittsburgh. Oct. 10 lie owns
the Baden. Pa.. Theatre.

Katherine .Cal pass to Will Dis-

ney. Pittsburgh. Oct. 12. lie's op-

erator and director of Little Lake
summer theatre in Pitt

Shirley Sansone to Ted I.iss.

Chicago. Oet IT. He’s a producer
at WliHM TV.
Jeanne Pal to Boss Bowman,

Buffalo. Oct. Hi. Bride is .in

actress; lie’s a stage man; gcr.

Irene Bloomer to Douglas Her-
mans, Cohoes. N. Y, Oct. 18. lie's

booker in Paramount exchange at

Albany.
Cleo Holladay to Hex Partington,

Suffolk, Ya., Sept, 2(5. Both are
legit players, former members of
the company at the Barter Theatre,
Abingdon. Yn.

Britain by the newly formed C. M.
Woolf setup. GFD, he became
joint m.d. of the group which even-
tually became the main releasing
outfit for the J. Arthur Rank Or-
ganization. More recently his in-

terest In show business was con-
fined to holdings in some provin-
cial legit theatres. Survived by
wife, son and daughter.

FRED E. AHLERT
fml E. Ahlert. 61. vet composer

mi jormer president of the Amer-
society of Composers. Authors

x‘ Publishers, died in New York

( i, t 20. of a heart attack.

'Further details in Music Section.

MILLARD MITCHELL
Millard Mitchell. 50. veteran

mv-c and screen character actor,

died in Santa Monica, Cal., Oct.

H of lung cancer. Born in Cuba,

where his father was an engineer,

lu* came to the U.S. at an early

;,nd made his stage debut in

19*5 in “The Holy Terror,” after

a brief career as a box office man.

In the next 15 years, Mitchell

appeared in more than 50 plays on

Broadway and on the road, includ-

ing ’The Front Page,” “Gentle-

men of the Press.” “Yellow Jack”

and ’’Kiss the Boys Goodbye.” He
made his film debut in 1940 in

Metro’s “Mr. and Mrs. North.” a

Screen version of a play in -.which

lie had appeared. *

In recent vears. Mitchell s film

, , edits included "12 O’clock High.”
• The Gunfighter,” “My Six Con-
\icts” “Mr. 880” and “Here Come
the Girls.” latter still unreleased.

He was up for a top role in Para-

mount’s current “White Christ-

mas" but was forced to bow out

because of his illness.

Surviving are his wife, the for-

mer Peggy Gould, a stage actress;

XAVIER MACHADO
Xavier Machado, 65, pioneer

Mexican film producer who found-
ed A guila Filins in 1917. died re-
cently in Mexico City after a brief
illness He also headed Machado
Productions in Hollywood in 1920
which starred Kainon Novarro.
among others. More recently he
had been experimenting with a
process which would eliminate the
use of glasses for 3-D films.
Two brothers survive.

GIG MILLER
3. Miller. 82. vet vaude-
protessionally known as

Raymond B. Egan
Nov. 14, 1890-Ocl. 13, 1952

Till We Meet Again •

CHRISTINE MacKENZIE
Christine Mackenzie. 53, former

vaude and musical comedy ingenue,
died of cancer in New Haven.
Conn., Oct. 3. Born in Glasgow.
Scotland, she toured the Orpheum
Circuit in U. S. and Benjamin
Fuller time in Australia. Wife of

'Burton &> Victor Dyer, she played
musicals both in the States and in

Canada. Following cremation, re-

Gig Miller, died Oet. 12 at San
Jose near San Francisco. Early in

the century, he headed “The Mad
Millers.” an act which toured
vaude houses throughout the coun-
try.

Marilyn Miller, his step-daugh-
ter. was in the troupe prior to go-
ing into musieomedy.

Zellini tAilliur Wilkinson', w k
oldtinie burlesque juggler, died at

Manchester. Eng.. Sept. 29 He
played many I K. vaude dates and
also toured South Africa. Australia
and Europe.

Richard A. Morris. 70. retired
projectionist of the Oriental. Me*
Vickers and Monroe Theatres.
Chicago, died Oet. II in Evanston.
III. Wife sin \ives.

MADY CHRISTIANS IIENRY 1IFRZBRUN
Henry Hei/.hrun, 68. attorney

and former veepce and general
production manager for Paramount
Pictures, died Oct. 15 of a heart

:

attack in Los Angeles. He became
1 Paramount's Coast attorney in 1926
(and in 1937 resigned as its produc-
tion manager to resume private
law praclice.

Wife, , two sons, three brothers
and a sister survive.

BIRTHS
In Loving Memory Mr and Mrs. Robert Tamburi.

son. Pittsburgh, Sept. 30. Father's
with 'I'oiium Carlyn oreii.

Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Douglas,
son. Hollywood. Oct. 5. Father is

a screen director.

Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Wivhsler,
son. Pittsburgh. Oet. 12. Mother's
the daughter of late M. A Rosen-
berg. Pitt theatre owner and one-
time national president of Allied;
father’s the son ol Jerry Weehsler,
Wit exchange manager in Pitts-
t »u i gh.

Mr. and Mrs. Dcwe> Martin, son.
Portland. Ore. Oet. 14. Fat tier is

a screen actor
Mr and Mrs Hugh Rocket,

son. Seattle. Oct 14 Fattier is

manager of Metropolitan < legit)

Theatre and heads Beeket Attrac-
t ions

Mr and Mrs Sirin lev Melba, son,
N w York. Oct. 12 Father is en-
tertainment director of the Hotel
Picnc. N. Y.
Mr and Mrs. John Derek daugh-

ter. Hollywood. Oct. 16 Father is

a screen actor.
V, and Mrs. Peter Gumcm son.

New York, Oct. 18. Mol her is ar-
tless Gertrude Toncich; lather :s

Mi actor.
Mr and Mrs James Patrick

Glennon. Jr. son. Philadelphia,
Oet 14 Mother is Gave Dixon,
ni'erv singer
Mr and Mrs lfarii Klaiss. son.

Philadelphia, Oct 12 Fattier is

pianist with Al Small’s on he fra.

Mi and Mrs. Marvin Marks, son,
New Wfik. Oet'. 12. Father i* a

radio and television writer.
Mr and Mrs. Jerry Wexler son.

New York, Oct. 19 Father iv an
exec With Atlantic Records.

Herbert Kenwith Amos K. Hitchcock, 63. mag and
newspaper circulation exec and
former musician and onh leader,
died Oet. 16 in Portland. Me . after
a long illness.

four sisters and a mains were shipped to Glasgow for

interment.
Survivors include a daughter,

wife of Robert Spodiek. operator of

indie film houses in New Haven
and Bridgeport.

two daughters
In other.

Frank Dawson. 83 pioneer mo-
tion picture actor died Oet II at

his home in Hollvwood His wile
survives.

HERBERT F. PEYSER
Herbert F. Peyser, 67, music cri-

tic and former program annotator
tor the New York Philharmonic*
Svmphony Society, died Oct. 19 in

New York. He began his career
as a music critic in 1909 when he
joined the staff of Musical Amer-
ica He remained there as chief

critic until 1920.
Peyser subsequently contributed

to The Evening Post. The New
York Telegram, The Musical Ob-
server and other publications
From 1924 to 1930 he was associate
music critic of The New York
Telegram and for the following
ten vears served as European cor-
respondent for The New York
Times.

Following the outbreak of World
War II. Peyser returned to the
l S and resumed his critical post I John E. 'J

with Musical America. In 1949 he
J

comedian and
became program annotator for the ceremonies in

Philharmonic-Symphony, resigning
j
the South Jers

Pom that org in April of this year. 20 years, died
Brother survives. i in Upper Darb

Greta Schweizer. stylM and
wardrobe chief lor Kevue Produc-
tions, MCA s telefilm subsidiary

.

died Oct. 10 in Hollvwood

Allan L. Dowzcr. 35 prexy Mu-
tual Theatres. Inc operator ol 35
houses in Mich died Oet 16 in

Detroit

John B. Lambert, 66. father of
screen actor Jack Lambert, died
Oct. 14 in Burbank Cal.

James Michener
Joseph S. Myers, 86, dean of

Ohio journalists, died Oct. 17 in

Middletown. O., at the home of
his son. E. S. Myers, publisher of
the Middletown News-Journal. He
organized the department of jour-
nalism at Ohio State U. in 1914.

( t»n limit* (1 from |me#* I

screen form and the strength -the

fire— w as retained
”

Despite Micluiici's avci ion t<*

scripting a pic oi legiter. his prop-

erties have be< n shaped into nu-

merous showbiz entiles and have

brought him a fancy payoff first,

of course, was the “South Pacific”

original which gave him l't of the

gross profits 'amounting to $4 200.-

000 so far) plus T > of tin inv est-

ors' share. Richard Rodgers and

Oscar Hammerstein II advanced

Michener $43,000 to buv in.

His Deals

Two vears ago he sold 'Tahiti

Story.” an original, to Paramount

for close to $20,000. Same studio

recently bought “Bridges of Toko-
Ri” for $100 000. Metro bought a

Michener short story which (ap-

peared in the Saturday Evening
Post for $7000. Aspen Productions
paid him $5,000 plus a 17 par-

ticipation in profits for "Return to

Paradise.” Pie adaptation with
Gary Cooper as star is now in re-

lease. Same production outfit also the red Carpet ti

bought “Until They Sail” at sim- itors who don’t bu
ilar terms. Aspen, incidentally, has

;,t n time when tin
“right of assignment” and another

j n * state of sicgi
company will lens the property. ;,gH in the old talk

Miohencr’s biggest deal of all industry back to

was the recent sale of “Sayonara” made it what it i

to Joshua Logan. Picture rights lack of public n
give the writer a minimum of home while intei

$150,000 and this scales upward to oglers has never )

a maximum of $250 000, depending ed than at present

on the film's gross, Terms for the showbiz elements

stage rights haven’t been set yet are feeling the pi;

but Michener figures lie’ll receive tourist interest in

between l'i and Pz'r of the gross has held itself alo

profits. Although he owns the lie; the number

A Monum«nt to th* Memory
of th* Utc

AL BECKMAN
WILL BE UNVEILED

at CEDAR PARK CEMETERY
Block 11

on tha grounds of Claramort Club
in WESTWOOD. N. J.

on Sunday. Oct. IS, 19S3. at 1 pm.

IN MEMORIAM
In Lovinq Memory of Our Brother

SAMUEL LIEBERT
COMEDIAN

Died Oet. 24, 1945

AT REST

GORDON J. KAHN
Gordon J. Kahn, 52, who had

been an editor for the “Informa-
tion Please” programs on radio
and TV since the quizzer’s incep-
tion in the former medium during
the 1930's, died Oct. 16 while en-
route to his Brooklyn home from
Long Island City. Queens. A his-

tory teacher, he was also on the
editorial staff of the “Information
Please Almanac.”

Wife, a son. a daughter and his

mother survive.

Need a Visa

and retired ns professor in 1934.
Before entering the education field,

lu* worked on newspapers in Co-
lumbus. Cleveland, and Pittsburgh:
A brother and four grandchildren
also survive.

v IV <

Irving N. Becker. 61, legit com- aged the Hippodrome and other
pany manager, died Oct. 13 in New houses in Falkirk, and was theatri-
York after a two-month illness. He

|
cal and business manager for the

liar] managed a number of Broad- late Durward Lely and John Clyde,
wav productions of which the last old-time tespers, on various tours.

His son. Jack A. Wright, manager
Wife, two brothers and five sis- of the Capitol, Aberdeen, survives.

s survive. i
—

{
Hugh Frederick MaeColi, 67.

J. W. F. LEMAN composer-musician and investment
J W. F Leman. 72. conductor hanker, died Oct. 17 in Providence,

of the Women’s Symphony Orches- R. I.

tra and the Germantown Youth
Orchestra, died Oct. 16 in Dela- F.ttorr Fontana. 68 personnel

ware County, Pa., Hospital. » manager* ot N. O. Philharmonic

Frank Diteham, 69. died re-
v in London after a pro-
u f l illness. For many years he
I>| eminent on the distributing "as
"f 4 he motion picture indtis

'"'t had taken little active part ter
" cent years since he ankled his
iiifMi of joint managing director

• crural Film Distributors.
n pre-war years Diteham was
h< ad of Universal Pictures in
'ton. On the subsequent take-
"I that company’s product in
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[||[|| J STARS

As Bandshow Flagship Goes C’Scopej
nQUBLE'A AT B.O.

New York’s Paramount Theatre. <

the vaudeville flagship of the Unit-

ed Paramount chain and probably

the most important stageshow out-

let in the country, will drop its

live talent policy late November,
probably before Thanksgiving.

House is installing CinemaScope
and will be ready to play its first

widescreen process pic in Febru-

ary Booked for that theatre now
is Rear Guard’’ (WB) in the ana-

m orphic (widescreen) process.

T.ast bill to play the Paramount
will include the Ames Bros., Pupi

C'ampo Orch and the Peiro Bros.

A comedy act is still to be set. Pic
!

will be “Calamity Jane” (WB'. !

Starting date of the finale is Nov.
4 and it will run either two or

three weeks.

( losing of the Paramount to live

talent leaves only the Palace (now
playing two-a-day) and Radio City
Music Hall as the only midtown
vauderies The Roxy dropped
stageshow s with the CinemaScope
film. “The Robe" (20th), and re-

sumption is not likely for at least

until the Easter holidays, if at all.

The Roxy is likely to get “King of
the Khyber Rides” to follow’ “The
R'»he” and consequently, should
any break in CinemaScope produc-
tion come. K.aster time would pre-
sent the first opportunity for
stageshow s at the Roxy. Studio
isn't permitting stageshows to be
exhibited simultaneously with any
CinemaScope pic.

In the past few years. Loew’s
Stite, the Slrand (now Warner*
and the Capitol dropped stage-
shows In these Broadway houses,
the decision to jettison live talent
r«me after ,a run of had pictures.

(Continued on page 15>

Elmer Davis Going

Off Air, Sez It’s Blood

Pressure, Not Political
Veteran radio commentator Kl-

tuei Davis is discontinuing his
< 1 o-.s-the-board ABC news show
because of ill health. The former
director of the wartime Office of
*'ai Information announced on his
Monday night <26> show that his
doctors told him he “can’t go on

"

"' gave no indication as to whetli-
cr he’ll return.

I'cogram will be taken over by
Austin Kiplinger, who aside from
' ’/* 'IS p m Davis show, serves
!i * web out of Chicago as. a special
“‘cuts reporter and commentator

bolt, am and Tv . H e's (he son
newsletter exec W. M. Kip-

" uger
I,,v

f*
St| d “I want to assure all

tends that I am not leaving
“ "count of political pressure or

’ rM,,nu
‘ pressure, only on ac-

1,1 “
I bipod pressure and my

1 " that. Lately it has been

,

‘‘'.'/"H” U P till it is about as clove

4 \ \

* lt?*bng as the national debt.
rv doctors tell me that I can't

> in."

Hollywood’* 50th Anni
Hollywood, Oct. 27.

As part of Hollywood’s
Golden Anniversary two-week
jamboree next month, Warn-
ers will put on a “carriage

trade” premiere of “So Big”
at the Hollywood Paramount
theatre.

Horse-drawn vehicles. In

vogue 50 years ago, will tote

film stars and other person-
ages .to the theatre.

Stocking Up On

Seasonal Xmas
j

Song Sales Push
It’s open season on Christmas

songs. The record companies al-

ready are pouring their new Yule

r

disks into the market despite the

fact that the platters won’t get top

disk -jockey exposure until alter

Thanksgiving Day.
Short deejay plugging span

makes it tough for a new Xmas
J

platter to break through, but the

distrihs around the country are

'stocking up on everything so they
won't be caught short if a now sea

i sonal song steps out. Distrihs are

barking on record company sayso

and preview etchings in their or-

derings. In last year's batch of :

Yule tunes, only one new song. “1

Saw Mommy Kissin’ Santa Claus,"
hit the payoff brackets.
One of the big entries this year

is “Happy Christmas. Little

Friend,” by Richard Rodgers and
Oscar Hammerstein 2d. It's al-

ready been cut by Rosemary Cloo-

ney on the Columbia label. Tune
originally was published in Life

mag last year.

Such Christmas staples as “Ru-
j

dolph The Red-Nosed Reindeer.”
“White Christmas." “Santa Claus
Is Coming To Town” and “Frosty,
The Snowman" are expected to

hold on to their top berth in sales
|

and spins. Although the deejays
try to give the flew items a fair

(Continued on page 54

*

(iet a Load of Christine’s

Recording Debut Medley
Christine Jorgensen is moving

into the wax fold. She’s been part-

ed for several special sides by Mer-
cury Records.

Miss Jorgensen will etch six

standards for the label among
which will be “There’ll Be Some
Changes Made." “He's Funny That
Way." ‘Bewitched, Bothered and
Bewildered” and “l Wanna Get

Married.” She’s currently rehears-

ing in New York for a cutting ses-

sion to be held next week. k

Hollywood stars, particularly

those who've been around for a

while, today are assured of a more
loyal and enthusiastic following in

Europe than they are on their own
home ground.

In addition, a whole flock of

players who never reached any
real marquee prominence in this

country are making names for

themselves and gaining consider-

able popularity on the Continent
where they are appearing in local

productions.
Coast studios’ recent tendency to

cut contract player lists to the bone
has cued another talent exodus to

Europe where producers are glad

to put Hollywood names into their

pix. Their double-pronged reason-

ing is that < 1 * these players bring

a fresh and popular element into

their films and. (2> they enhance
their h o. chances in the American
market.

Impression that the emotional

appeal of the star system may
gradually he shifting to Europe,

where among other things TV com-
petition is still lacking, was re-

ported in N. Y. last week by Paul

Kohncr. the agent, who. among
others, reps John Huston. Kohncr
had just returned from a two

(Continued on page 54)

RCA Pushes Color

For 57 Stations

Camden, Oct 27.

Color broadcast equipment for

television stations in 57 cities is in

production at RCA and delivery

will commence before the end of

the year. T A. Smith, veepee in

charge of Ihe company’s engineer-

ing products department, an-

nounced yesterday (Mon. 1
.

Deliveries will commence in De-

cember. Smith said, and before the

end of the year there will he com-
patible color TV equipment to en-

able stations across the nation to

broadcast color programs in their

areas. The announcement indi-

cated an early kickoff for color TV
alter the KCC approves standards

for a compatible color system

RCA deliveries to stations ’ will

include color monitors and ter-

minal apparatus to he added to

existing TV transmission equip-

ment. which will enable the sta-

tions to telecast programs received

over telephone circuits. RCA color

television cameras and other

equipment needed to originate

color programs in the stations’ own
>tudios will he ready for delivery

by March. 1954.

The Boys Are Slipping
Plenty of gags about it but

so lar no “humility” song

titles have been registered

with ASCAP, BMI or SPA.

Television City Seen Rising in N.Y.

As Center Theatre Loss Crimps NBC

Julius La SROsa
As of yesterday <Tues.t,

Julius La Rosa was Ihe lyost

sought after performer in

show biz What'll happen to-

day (Wed), tomorrow • 'Flairs )

and thereafter is any Imdy s

guess.
For further details, see Ra-

dio-TV.

M&L s 3-Hour ABC

Dystrophy TVthon

With NBCs Okay
Hollywood. Oct. 27.

Dean Martin A Jerry Lewis will

stage a three-hour telethon for,

j

Muscular Dystrophy telethon for

on either Thanksgiving Eve or

Thanksgiving night. Nov. 25 or 26
NBC-TV, to which the comics are
under contract, has given an okay
on the show, and all that remains
to be done to make it definite is

to clear enough stations to carry

the program and to set the date.

Team, which has been active in

its push for funds for tin* Muscu*
i
lar Dystrophy fight, approached

1 ABC-TV with the idea and the net-

work accepted. Boh Levine, web's
eastern program director, flew to

the Coast Monday « 2f» » night to

huddle with M & L and >et the

details. Program will he aired

from Hollywood at about 10 pm
i (EST), with the Coast getting it at

10 pin. their time vja hot kirinie

M A L have invited a host of

Broadway and Hollywood stars to

appear, including Bing Crosby.
Frank Sinatra. Rosemary Clooney,
Spike Jones. Tony Martin, Jimmy
Durante, Marilyn Monroe, Tony

(Continued on page 54)

On the heels of the Rockefellers

]
razing the Center Theatre, in Ra-
dio City, for a new 19 story offic e

i

building next year, to be part of

|

the adjoining U. S. Rubber Bldg,
which is also part of Rockefeller

i

Center, still another new project,

is reportedly under way. H is

'.aid to call for a Television City,
on 6th Ave., directly across the
Avenue of the Americas from Ra-
dio City Music Hall.

This, it s understood, would oc-

cupy the 50 51 St. block-front, and
extend hack towards Broadway as
far as the Roxy Theatre. A recent
qt. purchase from Mrs. William
Fox of the large parking lot hick
of the Roxy is said to complete the
midtown realty parcel.

Tenants in the fith Ave building
on the proposed site, a three-story
building, already have been noti-

fied of the imminent ra/ing. Among
them is local H02 »N. Y » ol the
American Federation of Musicians.

The National Broadcasting Co's
loss of the Center Theatre and its

lapsing of certain midtown theatre

(Continued oil page 50)

More Theatre Parties The

Merrier; Producers Try

New Advertising Stunt
In an unprecedented move to get

theatre party bookings for “His and
Hers." their upcoming Celeste
Holm xt arret*, producers Albeit
Selden and Morton Gottlieb took
a small display ad in the N V'.

Times drama section last Sunday
(25 1

, addressed directly to benefit
organizations. Standard practice* in

the trade is to rely on theatre parly
agents lor such business
According to Gottlieb, there

were between 25 and JO phone calls

Mondav '26) in response to the ad.
lie predicts that the business in-

volved may total about $20,000,
Cost of the 65 line space was

(Continued on page f»3

»

MT. ROYAL HOTEL
MONTREAL, CANADA

— Currently Presents —

THE HOUR OF CHARM
All (iirl Oreliexlra ami 4 lioir

Featuring KVFLY.Y ami H«*r >laj*i<* Violin

l'ml«*r ll»** of Phil Spiialny



M1M KIXAW

Now Rerealed Her Name Was Included in 1956 A
Member of Communist Central Committee

t' MU -OLLOWAT

TY-to-Leg* Switch

Ptckag Dp n Race

1 MUI LjtV.ie Bali <^<1 r|0
.

80tb Birthday Fete
t ^ ztCig marking the 8^-0 .' e* r ** * xx*eaorr </f it,*

bimtcfc} aua: erf Mr* WHl^aatt Mor- Conutirte* of the Co
ne. vidov irf loufjcitT of w o. C«-foni.i *

1 Morrit v. .11 be held tt ozjy now :»«

it Strict Lite N V., or. So\ teWizaony ju« bag* p*.

22 Local rugm v bool band and oence ««i ih* ec -r. **tr*-*

most of to* iababitaett of to* ril- 4 Wore an ittv*stlgi,v.>r

.tjre are exp*ct*c to attend U>e Hoot* Un-Aaoertu.'

suev

>* Sron.e»

errk prey.!, ef or .tie

k\ isrtit H.e - r.t.us* -y.

xju year ias wet op-

tt.e heiw r io* prv**?#-

ial. "* bod' v ei g • -r HORACE HEIDT
rttR I_7'.KT t-TFIKE

i h i ins I tattha*u>>W
JOHN LEER

::: ruti a>*. Newr Torn

two moatnt afo as • ct* „•» •

- by Mil Bali and o’ be .--* c‘.

r ^.ri.tdxau- lani.jj} to toe

r„
v c:t> of a now cefeasod r- k

fatlier At of Sept 4 tpe te.’ev.*

‘tar *-1*ted her name v t>- usee
e * member of *Jhe Commur..*: C
n tra] Committee witUijt r * :. ».- :

] edge.

Now available trahsc
: y

That one Emil Freed, ar. * *

; c» ,e£iU to the mot
t Communist State Oct:*.

m:ttee. appointed three c

delegate* Two of these ve*t
Ball and her grandfather ?

Hunt Mitt Ba.l pointed c v
‘he had not signed the c oi - :r

in po“-ess*on of the Un-Amt*
Activities Committee and thi*

name was xr.sspel.ed on i:

sc d that if she was appo.r.
4 *'
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• f,i f/o',K*'* fr.ade ture of at iee«t

». r.e o.g na'i e buy er
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ON MARGARET TRUMAN

WHAT THEATRE MEANS

TO MAIN ST. TRADE

Safari Leader, Falcon

Trainer, Fashion Gal

Used for Baihhool*-' r,r
t f* js-o e came v. hen the . . m.

-c Ward '5 trie Japane^t
hr ..'.at on M.nmtry adopted four
- »-w points w n.oh ‘hail be cons.d-

e*
• d n endorsing -domestic or for-

e.;n p,x Future **-al'of appro-.al

v .}' rje *hh<-;d fiom films wn.tr,

.%*\e p' Ntai .nter.t, have harmful
ob.et ti' ity in education, those

v: o.ch a -o’, erse.’y discus* religion

tod an;. ;
v w ruth entourage im-

mor«;.t> 7’ rd inditat.on that tne

Japanese ;ridu*tr>. has been heed-

o.g’ toe '-,i*r) c Irorn abroad was tr.e

K* ’ r.- Board * con*ideralidn of a

n* w c -e governing it* handing
f opmey’.’c productions. Board

v. . . i spe- :fv tout ail films 'show ;r.g

e re: numoer*. Touring of off-beat person a.

! * 1 these d:ffi- to plug picture* continues t

te ’ she. main- off w.th hefty space esp-.c.a

ahd charminE hintenand communities Metro
• r

. uld be felt t rente iy active in this type

e*- of the Audi- exploitation, gamerec 12 full pi

' might cor-ce.v- it newspaper space for Y'

r. -iderabie in an ‘Bunny Allen, the African

te television . . hunter who was brought t

:.s< Truman fines United States for bally

tg .r, tune and. “Mogambo." the C.arfc Cat
.- .t altnosl ihij* Garcner rtarrer.

v< the piano ar.d A. lea. "ho led M-G s s.5m.
-ck again. She lag tr.e filming of ~Moga: t-o

-cca^.onal good his wife. v. ho va? sub;eatc
er i s c f phra-e‘1 w hat * - .t - like - tc-be-mi t :

r. .rent *;p : . - i ' huhttr v. . men's psgr .r/«

of a * r.E. and also proved popular r:.c.o i f

Disney Studio Takes Top

Honors at Command Show

In London; Stage Bill So-So
London. Oct. 27

7 )i* Itr.yul f ornmand Perfoi'n-

held yesterday 'Mon * at the

<i<i« or, L«)*evi4-r Square, here, tl"

part »'d 1 1 on) ns usual format with

i’s * oim enti at ion of films, whu'i
t.i i »• -<-itat< > « titling ttie stagesh >w
to 20 rn uolis I'artit ipating ait)-’-

].. d Jitrii' n on- ttian walkons lie-

• {..!#• 't.i- t.iii f running time of the

I . v i poition of the program. Hi**

• •ion diugr’id because of to'or-

J< *s direction and inadequate
‘ jiptir.r. v. iiiiii >iad the stars con-

tiib'itiiig (.latitudes.

I e *i u i-n program, however
• oM.jifi. ..’*'1 tor the inadequate-

• Kvent is regarded it* a

• •lOi •
. i r :

i

; > 1 1 for the Uivney St 1
1

-

< o* ' < e Hob Hoy’’ .easily li'4-

• <1 . • i/« t of the Royal Coin-
eh ;•» <

' or > ar.ri whose “Bc.ir
< o r.*; . topped the supporting

o’*r a.-:, v-iiich included Jit it i -’i

•if, 'I i\.'f < 1 1
< an cartoons.

’wnong tiic US. personalities
i 'it* « 1 ft. the Queen prior to

i e o. tie \dolph Zukor. fl .1y
( '-i,(»ei- Joiii, Ireland, Joanne I)ru
Cioiia < it ahanii*. Richard RaM*hn t

J >• ofii* <) Keefe, Richard Todd t.ul

t. mu'- .loiii.s, Latter pair ..re

t in < d in ’ Hoh Roy,”
I

1

i I ’ I rit III Ited allTiO'-t Sh(l on )

t h.i )i v. ill t.e distributed to . >i-

t> i ta.niuent industry charities

Legit Enviously Regards

Cinerama Block Buys
Chicago Oft 27

Cinerama a semi-roadvhb.w a’*

1 1 action varying from 11 to 14 per-

formances weekly, is reeognued,
imicasingly a« taking b.g bite* < ui

of potential legit theatre patron-

age. Large buys of sea’s ahead of

l ine on behalf of delegate <* attend-

ing business and professional tor-

wntions aie favoring Cine.’an.a

rather than the current crop of

-tage attractions, * Ok a horn a

* New Faces
’ “Seven Yea; l.U.Y

and ‘ Tobacco Road.
’

Recently 225 editors of national
nyw papers attended Cineran.a en
inai-se on another occasion whoc
groups of physicians and Haven
St.uv did likewise. On Oct. Tih 800
metnbeis of the Epilepsy League
an slated to hold a benefit a‘ ti.t

I'a ace Theatre, where Cinii^na
iiiuiig *hown. ar.d on !¥nv 30 fi,-

i iiiational Harvester is sponsoring
a -pecial morning performance t‘»r

! .'mo 4- II Club members of the
midu <*st.

i tenet d .n -person crurrct

Success with, the A.,er.

* prompted M-G to in'. pc:

oif r'eat personality for
Kn.gh’.s of the Rour.c 1

e f.rs: C.nerr.iStopt p.it

e Philip Blaz.er. a Britain >

t ialcons Blazier bred an

e the falcon used in ’ Kr.ic

Metro a. so had cons.de
i cc^ tk er.tly w.th Helen

sfuc.io.-i fashion des gr.tr

< t or. to landing or. wohv
.. . o;r." t r.tmg on fashion-

/ v t re.-.rd frequently or.
‘

r. d.o and TV. with hefty
f

'.It* ' ‘Torch Sore

Huston’s B’way Producer

Bow With Parisian Plav

• ‘.aging Jian-i’i.ui Sartres >

Kv.l “
in. 1946-47.

;
an$ to lmpy*

a current Parisian -tacc succe-s

for pr* n‘ut on dur.r.g the fail of

1 9.T4 . He intend' to produce and
direct the sl.ov-. title of which is

rot revealed Project i*- revealed

by Paul Ko‘ nor. Huston* cc n*.

who retuineci laM week front Ire-

land. u he ire the director is shoot-

ing a picture.

Pi ;oi to ‘ No Kxlt “ Huston* on y

other Broadway activity in ret . nt

v*ai« was the co-autivorship with

Howai i Hodi of a drama. “In Time
to fume ‘ ..bout oodrovv WiFson.

which Ottn Prcnv.nucr produc'd
and directed during the 1941-42

season.

• * space-grabbing * • :

a Herman Hiekmar.
* t • a . personal.:;- Hi • »

o the rails cn beha.f c-t

Y:r.enc an." ga.mr.g - - r

py;i:i page mentions for

High Court Upholds GAC

Tax on Sinatra Pacts
Subseriptivn Order Form

Enclosed find cheek for $

Please send VARIETY for jw* Years

Washington <

U 5 Supreme 0. .
*•

Mir. ‘

'in efTevt upheld .

'

r. . : e tax decision a-.

er.l Corp. GAc- ;

txclusive Frank Sinatia

!-:» Music Corp. of Anur-e
ar.c claimed the income t

a- longterm capital ca.n-

to a tax of only 25

Tei'td S41 780 in the t

wr.« held to owe the Go
520 573
Bureau of Interna’. Kv\

courts held the money
tu-a’.iy income and sub*
higher rates,

Supreme Court
fu-tc to take the appe...

w hu h leaves the adv. •

o: the lower court* s ar.

Marilyn Monroe in Lact
Pittsburgh. Oct 27.

Police slopped last summer
giveaways by I)nve-In thea-
tres of Marilyn Monroe calen-
dars Last week one film’ park,
the Kenwawr. decided to re-

vive this coine-on. but decorat-
ing the verboten calendars in

plastic lace.

“Get the one with the lace
on. for tree” was the adver-
tisement luit two detectives
arrived before the theatre
started handing them out. De-
tectives just wagged their fin-

gers. made* no arrest*. Thea-
tre called it all oil.

U’lea&t Print Name*

appeared for r* client, told the

union board that Ray upon mtef*
.r.e the Cafe Slipper doted that

there was a riot .r. progress. Lang
insisted that Ray tx.r.~ a pu hue-
spirited c.tiz,en. s.red up the situa-

tion. got up on the floor ar.d

calmed the crowd by singing.

!
It was net explain'd whether

(Ray's entry caused the riot.

Regular Subscription Rates

One Year—$10.00 Two Years—$18.00

Canada and Foreign $1 Additional per Year

y&niETY Inc.

1 54 West 44th Street New Yerk 34, N. Y
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ONE UNION OF WRITERS NEAR
Stabalization--At Last?

Warners' move to abandon Its “scope” In favor of 20lh-Fox’s

Cinemascope is a move in the right direction. It is the most

decisive forward step in the stabilization of the sundry projec-

tion systems which have plagued and confused the industry and

the public ever since “B’wana Devil” put 3-D on the map.

Technological process isn’t always decisive in Its beginning. It

is only when the public has placed its mark of practical approval

that economic stability comes. This was the case with the

pioneering of sound (Vitaphone versus ERPI) and with the sun-

dry color processes. The phonograph Industry witnessed tech-

nological rivalry only recently with its confusing, not to say

confounding, “battle of the speeds” which now appears to have

resolved Itself to the longplaying (33 rpm) and 45 rpm platters.

If as and when a large-spindle comes to pass, for both phono-
graph systems, that will be another technological forward step,

although at the moment resisted by the LP proponents, and by

the residual vested interests of oldfashioned 78 rpm records

which is still a sizeable market although possibly destined for

extinction in course of time.

Whatever was the influencing factor or factors in the Burbank
plant’s decision—and there are still divers opinions on that score,

because of the double-talk attendant thereto— it would appear

that if the anamorphic lens technique is to be adopted, then

20th Century-Fox has realized on the courage of its convictions.

It pioneered it successfully, and the b.o. results of “The Robe”
constitute a barometer of public acceptance.

There remain other scopes, wide-screen, stereophonic sound,

optical devices in the field, utilizing both 35m and 65m film. And
for sheer boxoffice whammo the pioneering Cinerama, despite

its three screens and costly triple-projection system, is still sen-

sational. In time all of these innovations will find their natural

level. The sooner the better.

Warners is to be commended for unbending from what is known,
intra-trade, to have been a pretty firm and sensitive earlier emo-
tional as well as technological conviction. Abel.

700 Due at TOA’s Chicago Convention;

Ask: Where Do We Go From Here?
Over 700 theatremen. including

the nation’s most prominent circuit

operators, will be in Chicago next

veek for the Theatre Owners of

America convention with the hope
of finding the answer to film ex-

hibition’s No. One riddle: Where
do we go from here?
The exhibitors, states TOA exec

‘Top Banana’ Drops 3-D
Hollywood. Oct. 27.

Ben Peskav-Albert Zugsmith film

version of stage musical "Top Ba-

nana” will be released flat rather

than 3-D as lensed. Zugsmith ex-

v p" Walter Header JrTf will be on
j

plained this as due to decline in di-

the prowl for the way to “revitalize "tension market. Peskay now in

our end of the business by putting N. T . discussing is releasing deal,

to use in the most effective fashion Approximately $30,000 oi extra

the various innovations in produc- cos t 1° make film in 3-D will- be

tion and projection of pictures.” written off as loss. Zugsmith is

That this will be a man-siz.e job also dropping plans to 3-D (»ieat

is for .sure. On the trade show side Green OG under his Ametican

of the TOA conclave will lie 144 Pictures banner,

demonstration booths occupied by

representatives of 3-D. widescreen
and other equipment manufactur-
ers Spokesmen for Cinerama, Cin-
emascope and other “scope” proc-
esses will he present to fill in in-

quiring exhibs with details on
costs, maintenance, etc. Of all new
picture business processes, only
the Magna Theatre-Todd-American
Optical system will not he on view
presumably because its sponsors

j

simph aren’t hankering for a pub-
lic demonstration as yet.

TV a Minor Note?
On the basis of present indica-

tions, tin* subjects of trade prac-
tices and television, which had

(Continued on page 18

•

SI FUSES INTO

AIITHORS’LEAEUE
In a determined effort to retain

jurisdiction over television writers
and to put an end to years of
squabbling, the Authors League of
America will reorganize itself un-
der a broad plan agreed to in New
York over the past weekend. Some
If* delegates representing compon-
ent guilds conferred all day Sat-
urday aqd Sunday <24-25* at the
New Weston Hotel. It is no secret
that a main motive of the meeting
was retaliation against the Los
Angeles splinter group, the Tele-
vision Writers of America, which
is openly branded as “saboteurs"
o! the League. The League is out
to return the favor in kind.
As worked out. the Screen Writ-

ers Guild would merge its identity
and become an integral part of the
League with which for some years
it has merely been “affiliated.”

All the guilds would substantially
surrender sovereignty to t he new
strengthened League and the ques-
tion of television jurisdiction as

against the Radio Writers Guild
within the League or the TWA out-
side the League would then tie

washed out. as it is hopefully in-

terpreted
Conferees at the New Weston

huddle lacked authority to commit
their respective Guilds and will

now report back to their Councils.
Another meeting in Manhattan on
Dec. II will take the form of a

constitutional convention. F.ver.v

effort wiV be made to smooth out
the areas of disagreement to pre-

vent any dissenting opinions which
would confuse the issue. Final ap-

proval of the contemplated reor-

ganization must he put to a refer-

endum of the total membership of

t tie League.

Strengthened League

There are many details incident

to reorganization not yet worked
out. For example, the Screen
Writers in Hollywood and the
Diamatists Guild in the east both
have assessments, hut the Authors
Guild membership repealed its as-

sessment kystem over a year ago
Also the League itself has always

(Continued on page 15*

Allied Seeks Vote Support

For Law Classifying Films

As 'Utility’ Under Regulation

Attila the Hun
Hollywood Oct. 27

Attila the Hun, a deplorable
character frequently cited ip

wartime speeches of Winston
Churchill, will tie the central
figure of two competing fea-

tu res.

Paramount will release an
Italian made "Attila," starring
Antlmnv Quinn and produced
by Pouti-DeLaurentiis. Uni-
versal’s Hun will he m “Sign
of the, Pagan."

Still Foresee

$30,000,000 In

‘Robe’ Grosses
Performance of "Tin* Itoln*" in

CinemaScope so far confirms orig-

inal estimates of a $30 000000 do
niestic gross for the picture. Al
Lichtinan. 201 li Fox director of

sales, declared in \ V Monday
•20*. He termed tin* pics ho draw
“amazing" and emphasized that it

was breaking records in all sorts ot

situations ranging from very large

to very small houses.

Trade, meanwhile on the basis

of only one CinemaScope film in

release, is coming around to the
view that there is little chance of

the sad exnerience with 3 f) being
repeated with CinemaScope Oiig
inal opinion had been that Cine
maScope might follow the stereo

piv pattern with the first couple of

pix very lug and the let lading
out.

Observers now feel that the

widescreen is here to Slav on two
counts One is that 2<hh put its

iContinu *d on page 1 1 •

’ Minneapolis. Oct 27.

Congress will he asked when it

convenes in January to enact legis-
lation classifying motion pictures
as a public utility Radical proposal
would compel all distributors to
sell all product to all theatres, in-

cluding the small towns, on what
proponents of the legislation like
to call “a llve-and-let-live" basis.

Determined to have a showdown
on lus long-time advocacy of this
form of governmental regulation,
Bennie Berger. North Central
Allied president, is starting a cam-
paign designed “to gel results" at
next session.

S D Kane. Allied’s attorney, is

preparing a bill covering the sub-
ject which Berger says lie already
has arranged for introduction. All
Allied, members are being urged to
get their Congressmen behind the
proposal, and the C. S Senators
from Minnesota and North Dakota
also will he “worked on” in its

behalf. Kane is certain the action
could he taken within the const it u •

lion's framework
Berger accuses the film com-

panies of channeling their impor-
• Contmued on page l .*>

»

LONDON, PARIS DEALS

PEND ON CINERAMA
Preliminary talks leading to (tie

unveiling ot Cinerama in London
and Harts have been held between
Stanley Warner and theatre opera-
lots in those cities. Architects’
plans of the makeup of particular
theatres are being studied by Cine-
rama engineers to determine the
theatres best suited for the presen-
tat ion ot t lie medium

While declining to name the
specific theatres being weighed,
SW officials acknowledge that rep-
i esentat i\ es of the theatres have al-

• Contmucd on page 15*

French Frozen

Coin Lure To

Film In Tahiti

National Boxoffice Survey
Rain Tilts Trade; Top Spot Again to ‘The Robe/

‘Mogambo’ 2d, ‘Eternity/ ‘Cinerama’ Next

NEW NAMES IN FILM

FINANCING OF ‘CRUSOE’
t’tivate sources of financing for

hot ion picture production appar-
**i, A are widening, at least in the
itAi ince of “Robinson Crusoe.”
* hi> i, an indie film made in Mex-
i' » by Oscar Dancigers and Henry
'hr lull with Dan O'Herlihy. for-
tn.Tlv of the Dublin Gate Theatre, ine,e *

• ti the title role.
( rusoe.” lensed in Pathe Color

* rifI s<*t as a release hv United Ar-
,|s,s

- was “brought in” at a cost

than $300,000. Diversified
o! investors includes the fol-

’ og Carlton Solomon. N. Y.
ti.vyei; William H. Weintrauh, ad

Hollywood. Oct. 27.

Hollywood studios will thaw out

frozen coin on locations in Tahiti

if the French Oceania Government
has its yvay. This is indicated by

the unofficial appointment of Eddie
Lund, an American musician prom-
inent in island life, as contact with

major film companies. Understood
the French Government may per-

mit the transfer of funds now frost-

bitten in Paris for use in produc-
ing films in Tahiti.

Lund has been in touch with Hol-

lywood representatives, touting the

modern facilities of Papeete, t lie is-

land capital, and the tropical scen-

ery in an effort to lure film troupes

EVIL EYE SVENGALI

UPCOMING C’SCOPE
Paris. Oct 27.

Producer William Bacher has ar-
1 *'k v head; Ross Roher. industri- rived in Paris to confer with Darryl
1 L Walter Surovy. concert man- Zanuck, who is having an extended

Erwin I). Swann, Schenley stay and doing much production
‘hv. liters exec; Alfred Katz, inde- work here. Bacher may produce

i' publicist, and Sidney Kay. “Trilby” with James Mason cast as

mtiie import -export business Svengali. the hypnotist. Picture

h'ncigers-Elirlich team’s second will he in CinemaScope.
U ! *r U \ release is slated as an Stephen Longstreet is down to

f Gptation of Herman Melville’s write the screenplay of the old evil
1

l*“«* »eye melodrama.

Rain in several drought-stricken

areas and cooler weather are help-

ing trade in many sectors this

stanza. However, absence of much

new, big product is proving a

handicap in numerous key cities

covered by Variety. “The Rohe”

2uth' continues the dominating

pic in numerous communities, and

appears to he taking the play

away ltom most weak films. Top

three biggest grossing pix are

racking up $1 537,000 or better.

‘Rohe’’ continues champion at

the wickets, showing a gross of

$923,000 in 21 keys covered by

Variety This is fifth consecutive

week it has been No. 1. “Mogam-

bo" M-G is a strong second-place

winner, with some 17 playdates.

Third money goes to "Here To

Eternity” '(’ol>, second last week

•Cinerama" 'Indie' is climbing to

fourth position as compared with

fifth a week ago.

• Blowing Wild” tWBi is captur-

ing filth position while “So Rig"

also from Warners, is finishing

sixth. It is the first week out tor

the latter “Martin Luther" < In-

dict will he seventh, with ' Little

, Bov Lost" ' Par which was sixth

a week ago in eighth slot.

I
' Lion in Streets” 1 WB 1 will b>*

ninth while "Moon Is' Blue *UA<,

•Pill in fhe money, is 10th. “Cruel

Sea" 'U’ and "Wings of Hawk.”
also from Universal, round out the

top 12 in that order. "Caddy"

1
Par 1

,
long high on Ihe list, “Red-

heads From Seattle” 'Pal' and

"Beggar’s Opera” 'Wit an* runner-

up pix.

Besides “Torch Song” M G'.

which started soeko i week ago,

“Sabre Jet” 'UA> shapes as one
of bigger newcomers li is tutting

a reeoid in Cleveland and pacing

the new films there film also is

okay in I. \ ‘ Song" loom toil id

in Detroit, big m \ V ai d hot\v

in Philly.

‘ Sea of Lost Ships" I » •* j
>

• is

staunch in Chi and laney in Wash-
ington.

‘Appoint merit in Honduras"
KKO another new entrv. shapes
hefty in Buffalo. "Glass Web U'

is rater! good in Pros idem e.

"Roman Holiday Pat loot;

trim in Washington big in Mont-
real hut mild fri t. \ ' Rig Heat"
Col 1

, lair in Frisco, is sturdy in

\ Y “I. ill" '.M-G' looms sock in

Mont real.

“Three Girl, liom Rome" IFF'

i> slow in Chi ‘ Stalag 17" (pan
j

;

shapes big in Balto Golden I

Blade" looks okay in Toronto

"Vice Squad” 'U\> is good in

Boston “Stranger Wore Gun”
'Col' looms drab in KG “Vicki”
'20th* is light in same < 1 1

\

“All -American" I great

Louisville, )-. paiing that city. It

also is good in Pin I the Jury

‘U\ . fancy in S'. Louis, n stout

in Frisco

"War of Worlds" Par looks y>-
|

so in second Chi week ‘ East of

Sumatra" 1 U > is sturdy in Denvei

(Co»n/ih*fp Hoi rtffin* ffi'jiorij .j

on Pfl5fe.i 83) i
i!
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Anyone Can Make GnemaScope Fibs

Without Sharing 20th Views on Screens
i* -
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Rooney ar.c Mirt-ir*
ronttiMtf irk -

tv o or.r.'-' ttti too;
-.v. ok ,r.g aiimony.

Rooney. $D>253 in a;:ti.rs on
payment* to hi* *mrc wile Mart n

a

\ K-k.tr a. told Superior Court ft is*

.rt-oiue »< down to $;2b.000 t. i*

ear. compared w.th $2G8 Xw in.

1952. .Mi *s O Britn, in P.Obate
Court about a tax attorney fee

cj.vcjoved that her mtorre la it ; ear

..as or.!;. S 1 3 OOQ.

of

. m n a t

I'iltM *

Cl
I.

u Wan
Vi go !

dan for n-.nt.ur them
Sj/ok* ’ man at 20th v

r Bio* appai

-

jouph wiVn /*
to

*aid

n’t » dfkei n«d
t Warner* did. ly ut it

F.wi't o* « n ;r ade < ear v hethc-r

20*h v-ouid rent its film* to an *-x-

1 .h using anyth ’ng hut the Cin-

c miiSc-opf* anarnorphie unit.

Whether ar.y of the o' her di,s-

1 nhs intend to In CinemaSeope
filmS co out ith * in ? le- t rack

sound ha* n’t been determined a*-

\it At 20th. proxy Spyros P.

Skoui a* ha* maeie it rrv *taj H»ai

that he ha* no intention of rele-a*-

inu Ins films v. ith anything hut

niiilti-e hanne I *t« u-ophonic sounel.

Still anolher point is 20tli’s in-

ti i tehee that no Cine maSeope pix

v ill he- booked into houses v. ith I

fctapeshows. Situation most proini-

j

nently affected by any xiit-li ruling*

i* Hadiei Cilv Mu*ic Hall in N Y. :

ulu-ie Hu**e 11 V. Downing in turn

Jell no deiuht that the- Hall intends

to continue* its 21-year stay*? tra-

dition. Me tro’s Cinemascope pro-

duction. ‘Knichts of Kinc Arthur’s!

Round Table.” is hooke d into the
|

1 1.-11 and in that ease* certainly

would play with the 1 stagoshovv.

Lichtman Aims

At All-President

Aid for COMPO

Fate of 3-D

Rides on 5

Incoming Pix
Destination of 3-D in tlu* film

lmlusliy .scheme of things has a

strong chance of lie-ini' decided
within the- ne*\t 90 days.

If* now old hat that the di-

mensional pic ot the early phase,
with sporadic exception, was an
opportunistic rieh- aimed to earn
a ta*t dollar via the- depth novelty.
Product e.| this duality is now poi-

son at the- hoxolTire.
Whether the- tide i* to he- turned

anel 3-I)crs can still have a

definite part in Holly w nod’s pro-
duction future will he determined
in large part hy a quintet of upper-
e-'.i'C elime idiom.

I
productions *ct

to swing into wide d striluitiem

o\e-r the- ne*\t t hree-mohth sjian

This i s tile- lineup "Miss Sadie
Tlmmpson," Columhia Kit a. Hay-.
Worth and .lose Ferrer; Metro’s
‘Kiss Me Kate.” Howard Ke-e-l

Kathryn Cray son anel Ann Miller;
Paramount s ‘ .Money from lleime*.”

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis;
Waitie-is‘ Hondo -

' John Wayne,
anel llal Wallis' ‘"('e ase Fire*.”

These* are- see-n as a partimlarlv
si.cmfo atvt croup of 3-l)'ers bc-

1 Continued on pace 15'
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Baflyboo of United Artists’ 35tfa Annj

T# Stress Value as Indie Film Source

COSTUME DESIGNERS GUILD

How ard Shoup Elected As
First President

Orj.’s for

Hollywood. Oct. 27.

Newly organized Cobtume De-

Sigr.ers Guild, covering both mo-
tion picture.* ar.d television, elect-

Remake of Film Shown

On TV Closely Watched

For Possible Resistance
Lpcorrurg United Ar

r.f Donovan’s B;ai

•hrev.v ikided light o

Winch tf.e teic-cavtirig

product has on ne-.

oTcje film* .n the

a-e

VC

i-ts re

vnou’.d

e effect

\ir.tage

mn* of i".e

r.t theatre

ed Howard Sitoup a* its- first presi-

dent

Leah ?. rc-dev was chosen as

Kecpke \ . cr.r.e Wood as secretary

ana Marjorie Best as treasurer.

L.ectec to the board of governors
were MLs Rhodes. Miss Wood,
Mias Be*t. Charles Le Maine. A1

N.ckeL Edward Stevenson. Shoup
Rehie.

t -

ur.k

of

l.ial ii<

fir*• Braui v as

public in 1944 with

and Richard Ark-n.

at that time "Lady
*ter

M Lichtman. director of distri-

bution tor 20th-Fox, i* spearhead-

ing a move to bring together the

presidents of all Motion Picture

Asm. of America member com-
panies to work out a plan for con-

tinued support of the Council of

Motion Picture Organizations
Lichtman is a member of COM-
POS governing board.

MPAA has yet to take any for-

mal action anent COMPO revenue
contributions in the upcoming
year. However, in preliminary con-
versations a few film company
reps have expressed dissatisfac-

tion with the amount of coin re-

quired in past, via the companies’
matching dollar for dollar all

money paid in hy exhibitors.

Strong pio-COMPO sentiment still

persists hut there’s also the feel-

ing that a lesser amount of finanr-

,
ing on the pait of distuhs would
be desirable.

Lichtman’* aim reportedly i* to

bung the matter up to a vote at

|
least not later than the Theatre
Owners of America convention in

Chicago next week. TO.#> doubt-
less will endorse continued COM-
PO support and it’s hoped that

\iT.\A will do the same, although
possibly not on the same dues
formula basis as in pa«t.

Meanwhile. COMPO has set

Dec. 1 as the target dale lor ob-
taining pledges of support from

j

Congressmen and Senators in the
trade’s new campaign for elimina-
tion of the 200 Federal admis-
sions tax.

In a personnel switch. Charles
P. Skouras. president of National
Theatres, has accepted chairman-
ship of the Southern California
Tax Repeal Committee. Chairman
ill this area la*t year vv a* Al
O'Keefe, who has moved to N. Y.

made by Re-

Ye.a Ralston

It was titled

and the Mor,-

Over tiie pa*t *e\era) weeks
the Rep oldie has been seen on
*o:ne TV "late hottr” shows.

The l'\ filin i« entirely new ex-

cept that it and the Rep entry

were based on the same novel.

Curt Siodmak s “Donovan's Brain.
'

The new film ha« Lew Ay re*. Gene
Evans and Nancy Davis in the

lead*.

LA r«h-a c e ha« played only the

S< attle area *o far. consequently
there hasn't been any noticeable
reaction. Owners of the pic.

Dowling Production*, are hopeful
that when the entry swings into

wide circulation the TY-vievving
public will concede that it's a new
production and will not feel they've
already seen it at home.

Among the reasons cited by ma-
jor producers for not selling their

old films to TV is the possible dis-

sipation of retake values. It's

pointed out that many of the new
"epics" being turned out by Hol-
lywood are oldies done over in

widescreen or other techniques. It

these hack-number films had been •

shown on TV there obviously
would be doubt as to their stand-

ing up a* remake properties .

m

Union Wage

Boost Bigger

Than Admitted?

Ottawa looses Canadian
Film Board to Montreal

Ottawa. Oct, 27.

National Film Board will defi-

nitely move its production and di*-

trihution from here to Montreal.
That’s the decision of Prime Min-
ister St. Laurent. Staff and equip-
ment will have a new building in

a Montreal suburb.

Ottawa's mayo* Dr. Charlotte
Whitton, and city council have
been working hard to keep NFB
in the Capital, even offering gratis

27 acres plus new housing develop-
ment with priority to Board staff-

ers. No definite switch date has
been set.

On the basis of a settlement
reached last week between New
York white collar exchange em-
ployees and the film companies
after prolonged negotiations, back-
room exchange staffers 2re seeking
a new meeting with management
to break the contract hassle dead-
lock Motion Picture Homeooffiee
Employees Union. Local H-63.
IATSE. repping white collaht.es.
under a new pact, running until
Nov. 30. 1954. received a general
increase of $4 per week pfus other
‘adjustments satisfactory to the !

union.”
Film Exchange Employees. Local

B-51. IATSE. repping backroom
workers, indicated it was seeking a

, new confab since it had learned
j

that the white collar settlement
j

was "in excess” of the announced-
$4 hike. "We will never go for a

1

$4 increas.” an official of the
j

union said. ‘We're inclined to be-
:

lieve that the rai*e was more
likely $5 or $6.” This was also
confirmed by individual white col-
lar staffer* of the Homeoflice Km-

i ploy ees Union. It was noted that
the S4 figure was released at the
imistence of management who
were fearful of antagonizing hin-
terland exchange employees who
had previously settled for $4
acrns*-the-board boosts,

i
Negotiations between the film

companies and both the white col-
Continued on page 1 5

»

United Artists’ 35th birth da-,
to be observed on a wor e
basis. On the home front •

versary dinners are being map-.
both Coasts and po**ib;v r

icago. Exhibitor trade associa*
i in some instances alreaciv have »

I
pressed interest in spooi.o:
these celebrations.

Industry get-together* in .

or four European capital* a.-o
on the program.

In addition, every dome*!

j

change area will be visited :

UA official from the ho.r.co:
ar.d calls will be marie on fa r-f!

UA offices globally. ;r<( ..... ,d
South America, the Far East \ ..

tiaiia and India.
The indie distribution outfit

incorporated on April 17 2

9

id l
that date next year, when tilt c 0 ;

-

puny's 35th year actuals *

reached, the plan is to at
rammed across the message v.^
the celebrations, of UA * tradition-
al position as a source ot inde-
pendently-produced films lor
bibs and. of course, as the u
ing outlet for the filmmaki;-

‘ We feel the 35th anniver* u

UA is an event of major
tanee not only to our compare
to the entire industry.” state*.;

president Arthur B. Krini
the continued existence and gi f* i

of UA over so long a time ia.fi* - *

the continued health and gro - h
of independent film production,
the continued faith ol exhibitor*
tnroughout the world in independ-
ently-produced films and the un-
flagging interest of the public in

the motion picture indu*try
”

As part of the anniversary
agenda, a worldwide sales chive

has been set in honor ot Krim.

• Continued on page 551

ex*

l
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TV Has Small

Rental Lure

Par Shoots Works for Premiere of Its

Pay-as-You-See TV in Palm Springs

ITALIAN FILM WITH

ALL-AFRICAN NATIVES

Hollywood. Oct. 27

Journalist* from many lands will

be brought to Palm Springs in mid-
November for the poshv premiere
of Telemeter's 90-dny test in the
desert resort city. Budget is now
being allocated for five subscrip-
tion-TV system’s gala blowout.

Paramount, which owns a half-

interest in the company, will he a

First neb-realist film with a full participant, bringing many of
.story line to be loused entirely in 1 its stars to the desert city for the
Allien with a native cast lias been klieg-liglu affair which will be cov-
eemploted by an Italian outfit, ered by newsreels, TV and the
Company recently returned home press. ^
alter seven months in the Uganda

j

Bob Good fried of Paramount and
legion where natives selected Harold Waltz of Palm Springs are
from the Lakoro. . l.otuko and ' co-ordinators of the affair, planned
Niam Niam tribes Were used as,; to showcase the pay-as-you-see svs-
actors. tom. Heps of wire services and

Film was made by directors Gi- larger dailies and national mags
•nni Fontaine and Romeo Panci-

{
will be invited,

roll. Leading part is played by; Present plans are fbr the tele-

Ahoja. daughter of the chief of the cast of the preem to be relayed
Lokuro tribe.

,
to L. A. via the Telemeter antenna

and transmitter. It’s also planned
to have those who o.o. the prCem
go to private homes and see how
the initial film. “Forever Female."
starring William Holden and Gin-
ger Rogers, is received at homes
equipped to receive the film via

Telemeter.

Hedy Iranian* Replaces

Her Director in Italy

Hollywood, Oct. 27.

Samuel Norton. Hedy Lamarr's
attorney, reveals that Edgar Ulmer
had been replaced by Mark Al-
legrete as director of her sfarrer.

"Femina,” currently shooting in

Rome. Film is a co-produetion by
Miss Lamarr and Antarcs Films.
Same combination. Norton said,

will follow "Femina” with "The
Story of Esther” in wide-screen
and Technicolor.

L. A. to N. Y.
Irving Berlin
N. J. Blumberg
Beulah Bondi
Richard Breen
Morgan Cox
Alfred E Daff
Tom Danson
Paul Douglas
Warren Duff
Margaret Ettingc-r
Gene Fowler
Peter Godfrey
Arnold Grant
Paul Gregory
Merv Griffin

Robert Haggiag
Louis Jourdan
Henry King
.Milton Krim
Angela Lansbury
Peter Law ford
Charles LeMuire
David Lipton
Alan Livingston
Dave Lundy
Patricia Medina
Ann Miller
Donald O'Connor
Maureen O'Sullivan
Cap Palmer
Milton R. Raekmil
Charles Schnee
Jan Sterling
M;ke Todd
Harry Tugend
Fredd Wayne
G;g Young

N. Y. to L. A.
Richard Anderson
Mort Blumenstock
Bernard Kamber
Bob Lewine
Peter Lorre
Peter Hobeck
Edward G. Robinson
Helen Ro*e

To Big Studios

Hollywood. Oti 27

Theatrical exhibition for quality

pictures is in too healthy a state for

the big studios to turn to the pro-

duction of television film*. Dore
Schar.v, Metro production chief,

told an NBC Lecture Hall audience

Saturday '24) night in a broadc;»*t

aired locally over KFI.
Statement followed a question

from the floor as to w hat S< iiary

thought of the part Hollywood and

the major studios would eventually

play in television.

In replying, Schary said 1 im-

agine the answer to that qu«-*tiop

is something that interests the u'.c-

vision companies to a great degree,

and also some studio managem* r.t

.

My personal opinion is that there is

no possibility of big studios mak-
ing TV films in the foreseeable fu-

ture. Big studios are so econo: *-

ally geared that potential u venue

from TV films makes it unww and

unprofitable to embark on TV t .

duct ion.
"Further, the treinemUu * ? *•

cess of so many films in mu-nt
years makes it obvious tiiat ; < e

i* still a need and a demand f* r

fhcatre exhibition, and 1 h »"•'

tliis demand will remain coV- • "t

for quality pictures.”

I N. Y. to Europe
Leslie Caron
Greer Garson
Stewart Granger
Leo McCarey
Yal Parnell

Europe to N. Y.
Frnie Anderson
Steve Carlin
Virginia Davis
Victoria de los Angeles
Robert Farnon
Lionel Hampton
Ben Henry
Dick Henry
Burl Ives
Renee Jeanmaire
Elaine Malbin
Mr. A- Mrs. William Mm;
Anthony Quayle
Povel Ramel
Peggy Sanford
Joseph H. Seidelman
Henry Sherek
John van Druten
A sirid Varnay
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GERMANS SEEK U. S. BUILDUP
An Anamorphic Metamorphosis?

• Rear Guard." the first picture made by Warner Bros, in the
anamorphic process, goes into the Paramount. N. Y.. sometime in

February. Although filmed with Carl Dudley’s Vistarama lens and
dubbed WarnerScope, trade is wondering if VVB will present tin*

picture as a CinemaSeope entry now that it has adopted the 20th-

FoX system.
WB reportedly is weighing a title change for “Guard” and will

need 20t-h’s okay before it can offer it as a CinemaSeope production.
According to A1 Lichtman. 20th distribution chief, agreement as
negotiated with Warners did not provide for “Guard" to be released
as a CinemaSeope picture.

Actually, CinemaSeope and WarnerScope are similar processes
giving the same overall effect. Public will hardly know the dif-

ference since term WarnerScope. except for a general announce-
ment. was limited to the trade, and that but briefly.

D GUESS WHO I Happier Outlook for Theatre Football

WILL il BILL?
^eor2,a Tech Game Draws Well

Germany has joined the coon- HARRY fOHN't <007 non
tries that feel they ought to enjoy

HAKKT CUHN b 9207,800
subsidy benefits from the Ameri- ... ...

~

v ,

can film industry in order to break
S,,in* 0, ‘l s SI 1.M0 Only Salary

into the C. S. market.

Germans now cast an envious

Boost in lffa.'t.

Harry Cohn, president of Cnlum-

Theatre telecasting of the Not r«

Dame gridiron contests made a

substantial recovery Saturday (24:

with eight theatres In six cities

grossing an estimated $15.00(1.

Houses carrying the ND-Georgia
Tech game registered half-full to

Russians Now

Claim 3-D Was

Their Invention

NOT ME, SEZ WELLMAN

Director Declines To Crrdit
Himself Turned Actor

Malian films Export was m-atmt ,. X1
. ‘I»ait,'r-<>l-cai>,i,-il.v ami sub-slaml-

aml ntaiiitainmi in tin- Lnitml ut.vt r,.,-a! yrar wni, mm aid Sii.lHHI B ,..ss ,-l>»tk,-,l up-by 10
States with com "contributed hy «'M>7 hoi) r„i ..... ...m.,! . . ...

‘beatres the previous Saturday for

American film distributors out of nor at e report tins week ,ni,lal ,h,N ‘,n ’ grid-east featur-
their frozen funds in Italy. Ger- ‘

.
'

,

ing Nl) versus Pittsburgh,
man industry has extensively dis- f

hsted wrr<* paid is \s a result of the l»i/. hypo, ex-

cussed a plan w hereby it would 1,
s

.; v .

1 v p • bihs w ho had considered cancelling
maintain its own office in the

SMO.bdt); Schneider, v P- the weeklv senes of football

United States.

aid $(5,000 gross chalked up hy 10
1 10,1

theatres the previous Saturday for
tlM ‘ the initial theatre grid -east featur-

ing Nl) versus Pittsburgh,
d a< \s a result ul the l»i/. hypo, ex-
' I' • bibs who had considered cancelling
' I'' the weekly series ot football

I 1/flflTl l"ll If Hollywood. Oct. 27 cmam ing details haven’t been
\7lttHII M mr TTUv Paramount is encountering dif-

uu*ke(l out as yet. hut they tenta-

ficulty in convincing director Wil- l * vt ‘ lv call tor the American coin-

T1! • V liam A. Wellman to return to act- >
)anit ’ s *» contribute one-third of

S hPir mvpnnnn ini* for lolt' of crusty admiral in ,lu‘ ‘’**1 ui, h the German govern-
* I1A/II All I vllllvll “Bridges of Toko-ri,” Director, ,,u‘ nt and industry making up the

contending it’s a rib, won’t take remaining two-thirds.
Washington. Oct. 27. proposal seriously. Italian example, originated two

Riiisia. which claims the mven- Wellman begins directing years ago. has caused the Motion
tion ot practically everything ex- Wayne-Fellows “High and Mighty” i Picture Kxport Assn, plenty of
rept prison camps, now asserts in- Nov. 16. “Bridges" is slated for headaches and, ironically, Italy’s

treasurer. $1.50 001) Abe Montague, games, promoted hy Box-Office Tel-
\ p -distribution head. $1.?oooo (-vision. Inc., have agreed to go

vention of 3-D motion pictures, early January.
Russian kind, they say, doesn’t re-

j

” _
quire any glasses and pictures are

j

now in production under the proc-
; TrodanomuTradepaper Merger Is

, , , I

- * ^ wi Ull.l IM'MIlt X il I I Ot lU”
Bowl was contained in an Eng- C,J|I I JL I n„ ally be used to support IKK as a

livli language broadcast to Britain I Ullll Llfttiy 1/cSpilc distribution org in the United
list week via Radio Moscow. It . . • » t\ L States.
s!

,
. ... IniCK L6W1S uenth As respects the French there

ran be viewed without any kind
,

11 » expected Owl with the sml- »«* «» I his week In.m

nl alasxes or apparatus was invent- c a *
-’J;

hv heart allaek. s ' •***;•' s *' 1

ed bv the Soviet designer Ivanov. °‘ Charles h. tChtrki I-ewls. edi- son and led Smith are iw-Kotiatinit

1 be first stereoeinama to use this
tor-|nibl>sl,er of Showmen'* Trade a newdi m deal. It s kuoun that a

xvstom was opened in Moscow in !

Review the proposed merger be- part_ot the french industry is plug-

February. 1941. Audiences were I

l "'ee" his pietuee trade weekly and sms for a suitable arrangement a

astounded bv the three-dimension-
j

,.
a ' kmanuel s The Exhibitor, pub-

j

it ontinued on page 1(5'
W

I 1 a ax L* a* m TX I - . 1 _ _1 .1 1 ! 'It 1 I
•

part in the bargain no longer is en-
forced. I . S. dislribs still hand

|

over 10' f of their earnings there,
i hut under the last Italo film agroc-
I ment. none of this money can actu-

Statcs.

As respects the French, there

Finim iitu d.-i.iiu i,.iv ,s„i i.
'

**; w,
,n

;
,u<,M I'e.ui. ji.muiiu evision. Inc. have agreed to gomam mg <1* tails bavin t bun ;m ,| Spmgold, v p -public re- alom* with the events for the re-»rked out as yet. hut they tenia- |., 1<)MS sioif.oo

along wim tin minis im uu i«

•Hy rail for the America, l com- ’
, i „ , ,

'•uuder ol Ibe season It,„o h,-,.

It was indicated that the sduti's upbeat also had the allert ol bring-
were the same as in 1!).*2 except ing additional tele eipiipped tliea-

m, the case of Spingold. who re- Ires info the football lineup. Slatt-

eeived an increase of $11000. ley Warner theatres, heretofore
• - downbeat on footliall as a lioxoffice

attraction, .signed tor theatres in

Film Buyers Invited !!C“vv.'i!m.i:“
d,'"’" i: ' i""' """

Tn U* BOTV. which laced the acid t.'st

10 YlCW fugitive In with the (Jeon'll lech contest,

A . P*. •• was forfunate in having the na-

Plon-Arty OltUdtlOIlS t ion’s outstanding collegiate cn-
,, ... „ . ,

counter of the day. Both squadsfnmr"trilled etTnrl u

ceivcd an increase of $ 11000 .

Film Buyers Invited

To View ‘Fugitive’ In

Non-Arty Situations

merit, none of this money can ad u- c «»nccnti;.lc<l effort ,s
I were undefeated this season and

ally lie used to support IKK as a hv
<

V,'.
1

'

j

Tech, which lost 27-14, entered the
distribution org in the United pull the indie-made l.iitlf

j f

-

ri|V w j (h a „i \\\ straight

iiiv/v w mi ii . , . . - . i . a . • a . | , w I I 11 II

.ut any kind .
11 ‘s expected that vvith the sue!- **re no del.-a s. t us week Horn from lh( . NVw v

s was invent- ^en death, at 57. by heart attack.
J

V J
VI1

.

h
,'

A s 1,1,11 popular appeal an

igner Ivanov. ot Charles E. (Chick' Lewis, edi- son and led Smith are negotiating Luc for circuit Ikm
•» tn ucp this tor-publisher of Showmen’s Trade a nt‘w ‘‘tin deal. Its known that a .... „

al pictures when birds seem' to
J

,sh ed in Philadelphia, will be lias-

come flying right at them and ter]fd. Only a day before Lewis

waves broke almost over them. *
untimely death at his Westchester

The three-dimensional effect £.

ome
’ J ri <ja.v «23» he and

was obtained hy the use of a spe-
Emanuel had a limclieon huddle in

rial screen of wire netting. This
New York s 21 (luh. 1 arget date

screen, however, had many draw- f
T

or t,

1

,e
K
c
P"*?

,id.*‘ ,°" " a
.? t

sot
‘J

1

(Continued on page 18)
Jan ’ n

f

1 ^vanced since beneficiaries of the
Lewis estate want the business

n J fir i> 1 matters handled without dclav.

Brandon Weaves rackage Emanuel found Lewis quite chip-

ir A , , n, j per, almost assertive in his attitude

uf Great Old Pictures ;
“you

>
,

t -;' k bwines* at

21, but they went there, and other

Some Studio Reluctance «*"
, rp.'L

0LiewJ!lbii^

C. Skouras to Freeman

Of Paramount: ‘You

Ought to Be C’Scope’
Hollywood. Oct. 27.

Universal adoption of Clnema-
Emanuel found Lewis quite chip- Scope “or similar processes” hy '

,i'v

''

' V-J.#-V..'v.."’'-.V-i v couraged ’ hv the quality of the
per. almost assertive in his attitude Hollyv^od is urged in a letter from ’

j .
' Ain , ... ,n, i ,

pix he’d seen and said there was a

that “you can’t talk business at National Theatres proxy Charles ” ** "
'

‘ li,,;,.,? .V u. ll' .s the definite attempt in Hollywood to
21." but they went there, and other

i

Skouras to y. Frank
_
Free,nan. me. •-* !•••' «' but

Fugitive" out of the artv I rouse
category. Burstyn is convinced tli.it

“Fugitr'e,” which received Undoes
from the New York critics, has
popular appeal and is substantial

fare for circuit bookings.

Rather than trade show the film I

to exbibs. Burstyn is setting up a

series of sneak previews m huge
key houses in various cities so that

film buyers can view the film with
audience reaction Picture will he
sneaked at the Masthanm. Plula

dclphia; Roger Sherman, New
Haven; Stanley. Pittsburgh; Allen
Cleveland and Adams, Detimt

In New Yolk, where ’.‘Fugitive’’

is chalking up hefty grosses at the

arty Normandie, Burstyn is extend-
ing his advertising campaign to

include the mass audience news-

victories. Previously BOTV offi-

cials had indicated that if they
tailed to draw with Nl)-Tech game
and this Saturday’s <31 1 Irish-Navy
tilt, they would call off the series.'

1

Although the take was eonsider-
i Continued on page 1 ti •

What He Saw on Sets

In Hollywood Cheered

Russell V. Downing
Russell V. Downing. Radio Music

Hall, N Y .
topper, said last week

following his return from a vaca-

tion and two-vveek o o. of Coast
production that tie was “greatly en

SrtlTIP StllHlA Rpllirhnrp ll)an a couple of details about board chairman of the Motion Pic-
j

• on quality. "They are all trying
k/uuiG viuuiv nuutuuivv merging the two trade weeklies— ture Producers Assn. Freeman ~ very hard to come up with sonic-

American distribution rights for proposed title was to have been also happens to head Paramount C i __ i jkif W-JT thing that is good.” he reported,
all of Marcel Pagnol’s pictures, in- the Exhibitor’s Trade Review— 1 Studios which so far has held >acnencK, itiusrowiu

I adding that a brace of "splendid
eluding such classics as "The they did talk plenty of business. I

aloof from CinemaSeope.
j

Loew s prexy Nicholas
I product” was on its wa.v to the the-

Baker’s Wife,” and “The Welldig- Emanuel was to be the publisher
j

Letter stressed Skouras had “no I

Sehenck and treasurer and verpee
j ;,| n . s

ger's Daughter” and the Pagnol of the combined paper, Lewis the personal axe to grind" for the ^ barles Moskow itz leave New \ in k Downing indicated he was in full

trilogy, have been acquired by editor.
I 20th-Fox widescreen method, hut ^or ^,e ^ oas * ovt**' P"’ v\c**kcmt agreement, with the studios’ overall

Thomas Brandon for his planned Both men had practical theatre stated lie saw in it “the best pres- wl11 view the completed punt
tM . sj(anry to put all their eggs in

“Cavalcade of Great Motion Pic- backgrounds; Emanuel is still a ent chance of bringing back to mo-
j

°* Knights of the Round lame. oru, basket "Thcv know out there
tures of All Time.” prominent Pennsylvania circuit tion picture theatres millions of company’s first picture in c

t(ia , whatever the system, the
Brandon, who is head of Brandon owner and operator. patrons we have lost." NT topper ;

Scope, and discuss release plans
j,| ay* s still the thing.

Films. N. Y.. goes to the Coast late Lewis’ presence home on Friday urged the studios to keep in mind ^ ,,r tll *‘ Property with studio execs As for ti,«. \| US ic Hall, Downing
this month to discuss the possibil- was not due to illness but concern the “phenomenal" response to

|

Moskowitz trains out Fridav said the house was ready to adapt
itv of obtaining prints of some of over gardening details attendant to i “The Rohe” and to "act while the <30». while Schenck takes the an itself to anything that came along.

on quality. "They are all trying
very hard to come up with some-

the American screen classics. So
far he has contacted three majors
with a hid for some of their oldies.
Dne nixed the proposition and the
two others expressed interest.

Cavalcade” is designed as a re-
view, of American and foreign
•screen art through the years. Bran-
don s idea is to make the films
available to arties in blocks or
sin «ly S(> as to assure them of a
continuous flow of product. He
said he had good reaction from
exhibs.

Acknowledging that there is re-
jovtanee on the part of the major
American outfits to parting with
t cir old negatives. Brandon said

hoped to break it down via his
Lank policy of presenting the
ii, ms as just what they are. "We’ll

j

1 <ke no bones that this is a 1932
fi m with this or that old star in
1

. he emphasized. "This way we
a '?‘ n ' competition to anyone."

is t hat the distribs don’t

j

,nd digging up the classics as
m ax they are properly labelledV vuch.

1

Charles Skouras’ Stock
*

miiiex Skouras. president of
Theatres, is continuing

P h*-up of personally -owned
I

,v " l J hc corporation.
month he bought 5.200

c shares, bringing his total
l » 42.310 >liares.

(Continued on page 54' iron is hot.’ I route Sunday (1>.

WB GETS 300 C’SCOPE LENSES TO RENT

AS PART OF GIVING UP OWN SYSTEM
Twentieth Century-Fox is mak-

ing available to Warner Bros. 300

CinemaSeope projection lenses

which WB is free to rent to exhibs

with its CinemaSeope pix. Ar-

rangement is part of last week’s

overall deal undeT>uhiih the Bur-
hank studio swung into the

CinemaSeope camp.

Lenses are being diverted to WB
to permit the latter to make good
on its promise to exhibs that it

would both rent and sell projec-

tion lenses when its widescreen
pix went into release. Assurance
to theatre ops v.as given when WB
was still toying with its Warner-
Scope widescreen system, and the

company wants to live up to it

even undei the piesent, changed
circumstance-.

Warner deal with 2<)th on Cine-

mascope. wjfirh l- v -ent i al|y the

same deal 2<)Hi has w ith Metro and
permits unlimited production in

the process, took the industry hy

complete surprise and is seen go-

ing a long way in making Cinema-
Scope the accepted widescreen
standard. General reaction among
exhibs was one of relief with the

frequent comment that the .studios’

get-to-gether eliminated much of

the current and potential con-

fusion in the field.

Major Threw Weight

Statement of VVB on the 20th

deal was issued by Major Albert

Warner who rarely breaks into

print. Explanation given was that

,D Major Warner had all along

favored CinemaSeope and had told

hi- brother-, so. and '2< mOst ot the

agreement was negotiated in N. Y.

between Warner. Ben Kalme-hxon,

WB sales -topper, and A I Lichtman.
20th director of di-tiihiition and
sparkplug ol the entire an mge-
meht.

In disclosing VVB adoption of

CinemaSeope. Warner declared lux

company believed that “the mdiis-

tiv can best be served by leading

producers collaborating and co-

operating in technological ad-

vances for the host inteiest of the

business."
He added that WB was adopting

CinemaSeope “in an cffoi t to

clarify and standardize foi the ex-

hibitors and the public a single

process, thus eliminating any pos-

sibility of confusion ’ A brief

statement from Jack L Wa/nei
stated that production in Cinema-
scope had already started on “A
Star Js Jioin “ Among other prop-

ertiex to he CinemaSeope he cited

“Helen ot Troy," which start'

len-ipg in Rome Dee. J; Mr Rob
efts,” "The Tali-man. ’ hy Sn
Waller Scott, and ‘Battle Ci>,'

L«’<m L'ris* current hestxeller.

. Sandwiched into this lixting wa
Re.ii Guard ’ which, Warner said

“we aie completing.’' There wa
no mention of the fact that ]{•*•

Guard" wax Icnsed in Carl Dm
leCs Vistarama widescreen pro* e

which WB lias adopted and wlijt

(Continued on page Li»

;

Quest ion of flying a ('inemaSeope
screen was a protilem. lint has been
solved. He didn’t *• know if arul

when the Hall wouhl play a Cm
emaSeope film, he indicated The
20th Fox rele.j e • How t o Mans a

Millionaire" was originally skedd«*d
for a Music Hall hooking*, hut 2,0th

wanted to release flu* pic in late

October and the Hall'x sk«'d is full

for some considerable time t<»

cotne.

Downing wouldn't (omriient nn
2()th's policy of not hooking any
of its CinemaSeope production*
into theatres with stageshows other
than to say that the Hall had main
tallied itx stage-, how- policy for 21

years and, at the present moment
at least, there wen* r . o plan whal-
ever tn change it It had been
hinted at 20i!i that failure tn com
promise on the stage Jtow issue had
co »t the Hall Ho.v to Man. a

Millionaire
'

New Painters’ Local
Holly wood On 27

Ri(liai*l Walsh 1 V! SL plexy. ir -

• ailed the n»'W.v fotind Motion
Picture Set I’amtoi I.ocal 72 *

.Inch took fc.ci li • all hi. of !:>-

.! 468.

Officer nf I Re nc or g ar,tza! i*e

ic f rank .Min it '•!!*». jrt •*sid* , ni,

larpld Stai ey. y eepee,. Raj pit W fi t-

ker. lecoidmg secret ji >,
, and

Ralph W. I'erkham, btf-tness agent.
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intended to aocli across during a bored stay In V/J% Angele* poisonous goasip, particularly In a

unf—obvioualy »L1 be p»cks up Ida Lupino, a lonely small provincial town, can hij« R

being wared into the audience
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which mere intended to aoch across

the 3-D lensing—obviously mU be
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Chase melodrama with jungle
bachgrwwjkd. goad east names,
mild b.o. proepeets overall.

Hollywood. Oct 25
RKO rtieir oi b^or^Kt St j*. j» pco-

tfurGoo S’*r i Oient Fcrd, Anr. Sr^-’.c^r.

.vlUri 2«'un Pott feiturn KvOcJft
A'V*C*. J*(* EUr.. B.f Xt*r.Ai. h*<v
Aumx Di/erenJ ay J*<vu*« 7vurr.e-r
P r»»f:piij lUrn Ln^ol! turr. • rv„. ’

t> Mi.-iv J*<c (.orru.’i. i«rr»r»
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o» f r-putaiion for lurnin?
j < i.;.br<- musical pictures is

r »'r.
, iar,ced with ‘Kiss Me

J' Shakespeare s
-

Tan.-
• Shrew ’ done o-Ver in

*
. satisfying la‘n:on •. ;a a

>ra’ipn of superior -or.j?.

and f ornedy talent 1 f xm- 1-

sunn* * s ij»-s**r\edly s ould

The pulp fiction melodrama of-

fered in ‘Appointment in Hon-
duras ’ is of the kino that Hits up
some boxoffice in cer.a.n situa-

tion*. but which, o\era,i. can’t hope
for more than generally modest
business. It s in Technicolor and
has the familiar names of Gler.n

Screening of “Kate ’ at toe

Ivoe v. v homeoffice wa* unique for f

ir.e fir 1 ’ f . If unreeled in 3-IJ ar.d
j

the l;alan»e in conventional 2-Ii •

format. Kxhibiton have their t

choice *o license either version.
‘

tve t be or y be ing that showmen •

know best their audience prefer- *

ersc *• anel c an act accordingly.

This department ask*. Why 3-I>’’
J

• Kate” has all the dimension it
‘

needs in 2-1) The pictorial effect*
,

achieved with the 3-1) lensing mean
|

little in added entertainment. The
.

necessity c.f wearing viewing
glasses, to u* t

proved a pain m
tfi*- eyebrows. A bother, that is.

Technically, there were a few

flaws in the 3-f) runoff. Instances

where the- two prints apparently

were out of sync, while not of ma-
jor importance, still were slightly

disturbing to the viewer.
But the play’s the thing, ol

rour*e and “Kate ’ has it Doro-
thy Kingsleys screenplay, fiom
the Samuel and Bella Spewack
legiter. v/as hep handling of a

trie kv assignment. Under George
Sidney’s skilled direction. “Kate
unfolds *moothly all the way a* it

goes bac k and fcjrth from the bac k-

stage story to the play within the

plav and wor ks in the nutnc rous —
and brilliant—Cole Porter lunev

Ca*t work is uniformly top- 1

notch, the* performers endowing
the film with a variety of skil’s

that bring out tin* best of both
book and music. Howard Keel a

dynamic male lead, in complete
command of the acting role and
leg'isierinp superbly with the* songs.

As Prftucio in “Shrew,” his han-
dling of the- amusingly lyricized

“Where Is the Life That Late I

Led" is a sparkling highlight.
Kathrvn Grayson is fiery and

thoroughly engaging as Kate,
lamed by Keel in “Shrew” « |»1 ;i

v

within plav) and succumbing to his

charms backstage after much ro-

mantic Maneuvering. Miss Cl ray-
son’s and Keel s dueling of “Wun-
derbai” and "So In Love" is frv’sh

and spirited arc! highly enjoyable
The- e comments, while spotlight-

ing just a few of the numbers, are
cl‘*‘.ieneel to illustrate the top
calibre of all the* Porter songs in
* Kate. ’ A new album from M-G-M
is furthcoming and should be a def-
inite click.

Only song not from the play
prototype is “From This Moment
On” and it’s an agreeable next com-
er. as delivered by Tommy Hall.

Ball plays out the story as a team
with Arm Miller and they make a

nifty combo with bolh the vocaliz-

ing and footwork. A rooftop dance
number by Rail especially demon-
strates his terpery skill. Miss Mil-

ler does a tap single at the outset
of the pie. which is hilled "Too
Darn Hot." and this is a spectac-
ular si/.zlcr.

For comedy, just about any audi-
ence will get a Charge out of

Keenan Wynn and James Wild-
more. playing a couple of hoods
bent on collecting an I. O. U. re-

ceived in a floating ernpgame. In a

hit of delightful incongruity they
segue into a song and dance piece
titled “Brush Ip Your Shake-
speare” that has hilarious effect.

Choreography 'Hermes Pan) and
niusieal direction 'Andre Previn
and Saul Chaplin) round out the
list of imnortnnt credits. The Jack
Cummings production, as said be-
fore. brings together variety of
highly skilled hands. All together
they've fashioned a sweetheart bf
a musical. Technical work is, fine,

including the sharp editing, clever-
ly maneuvered camera work <and
agreeably tinted photography in

Ansco). A few devices—as objects

Ford. Ann Sheridan and Zac.ban
Scott heading the cast, but it's

prospects stLil seem lean.

A measure of su*pen*e and ’en-

*ion is built by Jacques Tourneur s

direction, but he s unable to ra**e

the entertainment above the pot-

boiler script. The Benedict
Bogeaus production uses all the

stock equipment for a Central
American jungle chase plot slith-

ering snakes; yawning alligator*

blood-thirsty piranhas; lurking
pumas; man-eating ant*. and
swarming wasps. These ingredi-

ents get a routine mix in the light-

weight Karen DeWolf screenplay-

based on a story by Mario Silveira

and Jack Comall.

Basic idea of the plot i* to have
Ford make a laborious trek

through the jungle with money
that will reinstate an overthrown
Honduras president. To start the
journey he uses four Latin convicts
as tools to leave the small freighter

he is aboard, and takes along Miss
Sheridan and Scott, a quarreling
married couple, as hostages. Re-
mainder of the footage is a rather
fulsome detailing of jungle dangers
and the exposure of the tempera-
ments of the oddly assorted group.
Windup finds Ford be*ting efforts

of his criminal companions to steal

the money, outwitting pursuing
revolutionary^ and winding up
with Miss Sheridan after her hus-

band is conveniently killed.

Ford almost makes hi* confused
character believable. To be most
demanded of Miss Sheridan is to

look jungle-weary and quarrel

with her cowardly husband Scott

fares no better. Rodolfo Acosta,
leader of the convicts, manages
a good characterization. Others
are routine.
The footage has been held down

to a handy 79 minutes for the gen-

eral double bill market under
James Leicester's editing, but the
trimming is not always smooth.
Neither is Joseph Bi roc's color

, lensing. Ilroy.

p*cks up Ida Lupino, a lonely

hashsLnger. The next thing you
know, she's with child and O Brien
marries her, not revealing he al-

ready ha* a wife. All this emotion-
al travail comes out when the legal

O Bnens decide to adopt a ciuid
(

.n San Francisco and :s told in

flashback after an investigation

*’.arted by Edmund Gwenn, adop-
\on officer, discloses the sorry

double life. It all ends in court
with the judge promising to pas*
sentence next week, thus leaving

it up to the sper. utor to wnte the
finale

Collier Young produced and d:d
the --'reenplay from a story by
La r,*“ Marcus and Lou Schor. The
pr< -tion value* are good for the
t.g. judget on which Filrr.aker*

operates. Miss Lupino both co-
'•tarred and directed and is ade-
quate in both functions, as are the
other star* and featured player*
Since the action i* nearly always
on the four principals, there isn t

too much for the others to do.

Included in the *core is an orig-

inal song. “It Wasn't the Stars
That Thrilled Me." by Matt Dennis
and Dave G.llarn. and"which Den-
n.* *ings during a nitery sequence.
Background score was composed
ar.d directed by Leith Stevens and
fits the mood. George Diskant s

lensing i* good.

ground for thl* melodrama v A
was leased la iy s ,

small provincial town, can have a Pallo*’ Pax FHma. it it *

damaging effect on the lives of filmfare for the general p-0g- A
•everal innocent people. For this market. Names of Denn s G V-l*!
particular, plot she has taken the and Coleen Gray iboibci he -

‘

*

story of a young schoolgirl. Glynis O’Keefe plavs an Ar-#-~V. „
Johns, who develops a crush on guarding Leonardo da Y-7 7

‘“

her Latin master Leo Genn> and demna and Child, sent f7~ V*’
disappears after hi* wife has toid u\ S. to London for a-

’ -7--
ner she is aware that she is in tional exhibition at the Ta‘7

•

*

love with her husband. The girls unusually alert because »w
S

oeret is found floating in the river, da Vinci masterpieces h \ f

and immediately there is suspicion appeared mvstenou* •

’ ‘

of either suicice or foul play. [follows him through the 'v <7 5

During the girl's three days his special charge and hi* \ ; , .

absence the atmosphere is kept at mg it to the private ga
a ter.se pitch, and this makes for Hugh Williams, wealth*. .

*
«

^

meaty suspense entertainment. But gent who had engineered a

after her return, with the lame the thefts and is not above r . j
excuse that she had been visiting to keep his stolen collect,-.',

a friend in London to get herself tact.

straightened out. the film lingers) a wealth of technif-ai c •- -

on for several minutes with an em- the uncovering of faxf- j^V.
. ^

barrassing self-consciousness. and other detail having xo-rt
Leo Genn and Gene Tierney the world of art is ir.-'-, J

make an admirable husband and effectively. The mu*el n ^

1

wife team His performance is ground provides intere*t rg
stamped with a convincing reli- era angles as the principal*
ability while she provides a touch among its treasures ar.d Gi/ •

of g;arrtor and occasional doubt. Grayson’s direction is i

ihnicai ti %

fake pa.*
ivmg to do
: is in*. roc
miuse urn r

PriMin#*r« of the Casbah are nicely par

(COLOR) parent* Suppc

t
suitably filled.

Trite costumer In color for the Anthony Pe
programmer market. With his eye fn

potentialities *

Hollywood, Oct. 27. been ably a*
r f.lurr.bia >-t Sam K*trman pro- Wil*on S Came

du»-tior St*r» Olor^a Crilum«. Ctur
|

H'jrr.*ro. Tjrhin B«->: NVctor A1 * n S HiUSlC

P*i»a. Paul E N»-wiand, Lucille B*rkl»-'. —
Philip V»r> /.*ndt. Frank Richards. John
Pirnsh w»dc Crosby, Gloria Saundrr*. 31 f*l

Eddy Fields Izireft«-d bv Richard Barr ,,

Streenplav. DeVallon Scott; based on a
story by W,lliam Raynor; camera OTechm-
color). Hrnrv Freuhfh; editor. Char'** f arkinr nl
Nelson Previeised Oct. 19. 'S3. Kunninf i .Isij * ...
nme. 7i mins. !

m,,d wr^ei
Pnn'fM Nadja Gloria Graharr.r *

Firoui Cesar Romero films C*n b'
Ahmed Turhan Bey

In spite of a sterling performance.
Miss Johns is somewhat miscast
as the 17-year-old student, as she
is too well-known and mature a

screen fisure to convincingly fill

such a role. Pamela Brown gives
an intense performance a* a deeply
frustrated ma;den aunt, while Wal-
ter Fitzgerald ar.d Megs Jenkins
are nicely partnered as the girl’s
parent* Supporting characters are
suitably filled.

Anthony Pelissier has directed
with his eye firmly on the suspense
potentialities of the plot, and has
been ably assisted by Frederick
Wilson’s camerawork and William
Alwyn’s music. ’Tyro.

M*rouf ....
Thief No 1 . . .

Soura
Sclirn
7 hief No 2 ...
Thief No 3 . .

.

Vaeoub
7-eida
AbdulLh
Slave Girl Vo.
Slave Girl No.
Emir
Yus*em ......
A> ub
Mokar ’.

.’. Paul E. New) an I .
rjn* Art* Film* release of Venu.« Pro-

Lucille Barklev S,
u<tJ0r‘* film Star* Ceortua Soihern.

Philip Van Zandt Rc,y tt Lii; St Cyr With Jack D*a-

Frank Richard* niond. Vanoy Kav, Charles Harris.
.. John Parrish ?** r

-P*’i* *, Andre Petty Pace. Pat
Wade Crosbv )

I-orr.bard. V,ia Lee- Betty Tunell. Doris
lloria Saunders 1

JwicKtiuif, Ann* Slayton. Mr. Amenta.
.. Eddy Fields ' enu * ^*utiei. t>irec*ed by Jerald In-

Mimi Borrel 'cater; earn, era. John S Carroll; screen-
Willetta Smith ! P**)’- Allan Bodian: music. Frani Bibo.

. Nelson Leigh : At Riilto. N V . starting Oct 2. 53. Run-
Rav Singer 1

““>1 Lnte, *S MNS.

Siriporama
(COLOR)

Lacking plenty as even a
mild screen production, but
okay for spots where sexy
films can be sold.

although the melodramat^* i< j
have, been gaited faster for r 1

dates in this country.

O'Keefe fulfills the derr-in'-, ; r

his character easily and M.** f, *

is a charming partner a* ;-.e r 1

he falls in love with. W...
suave as the heavy. Guy

,
ton. as an investigator •. -a
w ith O'Keefe, injects some b:

n

humor. John Laurie, the -

father of Miss Gray. G era.-;T
and Seymour Green, are c-,

'

c

seen more prominently in the , \
Background music, on v 7

Ilona Abos advised and M*,- t

' Seiber conducted, has been lii-j
! used in the production, being .pi-.
1 mitted to boom out over st*perle
land chase scenes, thus Ic*w- o

I their impact. The camera work
other technical credit* are ckav

f l
'

•

I-ovf fn Pann
•BRITISH)

. .. Wade Crosby
. Gloria Saunders

Eddy Fields
• Mimi Borrel

....Willetta Smith
Nelson Leigh
Ray Singer

... John Marshall
. . . John Mansfield

Two British radio, TV star*
fail to overcome lightweight
comedy story; NSH for l. S.

Thi* HigamiNt

Soap-opera of the "John’s

j

Other Wife” school for rou-

|

tine bookings.

Hollywood, Oct. 23.
Filmakc-rs Undie) release of (oilier

Young production. Stars Joan Fontaine.
Ida Lupino. Edmund Gween, Edmond
O'Brien; features Jane Harwell. Kt-nn-lh
Tobev, John Maxm«> 1L Petty Male'. Di
reeled by Ida Lupino. Screenplay, ('oi-
lier Young; from an original story by
l.arry Marcus and Lou Schor; camera.
George Diskant; editor, Stanford Ttschler.
music composed and directed by Leith

: Stevens; song. Matt Dennis and Dave
Gillarn. Previewed Oct. 20. '33. Running
time, 7* MINS.
Harry Graham Edmond O'Brien

This trite costumer In Techni-
color is strictly a filler booking of-

fering a minimum of entertain-

ment. even for the least discrim-

inating filmeoer.
The plot is a hackneyed affair

dealing with an evil grand vizier,

a princes* and a dashing hero, v.ho

saves Algiers and the girl from
the clutches of the villain. The
Ca*bah enters into things when the

hero and princess take refuge
there while he cooks up a scheme
to thwart the heavy and win the

girl
- ,

Mediocre writing and direction

make the players appear particu-

larly bad. Gloria Grahame is wood-
en and reads her lines with a lisp

a* the princess. Cesar Romero
makes nothing of the villain and
Turhan Bey is a ludicrous, impos-
sible hero. Other players are to

type.
,

The Sam katzman production
has some pretty sight values but
these are wasted on the DeVallon

"Striporama’’ is the closest thins
to a burlesque show, placed on
celluloid, that has been concocted
of late. It has all the moss-covered
burley comedy skits and routines,
and also the strippers and a line
of show gals, latter being surpris-
ingly comely. Color of a sort has
been added. This all adds up to
a very strange conglomeration, but
it will do business via the readily
exploitable stripper angle.

This is one of the few so-called
burley picture* that even partly
lives up to its sexy lobby display.
Sqme of the stripping sequences
have been done with liberal use of
doseups. A few of the sexy inci-
dents and the g,7gs are put over
with all the adroitness of a sledge-
hammer A few of the strippers
suffer front being captured too
closeup.
One of the he-t parts of this is

termed a specialty. "Cinderella'is
Love Lessor.” which is merely Lili
St. Cyr doing a modified, original
strip. Of the principal «trip artists.

Scott script, based on a storv bv !

fb )C; (ta Royco and Georgia Sothern
William Raynor. Richard Bare’s

j

snape best. Jack Diamond plays

direction scares up some action. TT
'V1

. ^
an,,'* aIK^

nothing else The technical credits, h
harle* Harris handling the bur-

Willinm Raynor. Richard Bare’s
direction scares lip some action,

nothing else The technical credits,

headed by Henry Freulich’s lens-

ing, are good. Brog.—
Personal Affair

(BRITISH)

lesque comic routines.

The Fake

Wear.

Kv«* Graham
I’ll* llis Martin
Mr. Jordan
Mrs. C’onnellcy .......
Tom Morxan
Juris*
I’hone Operator
I’rnsreuting Attorney,.
Mr. Forbes
Executive
Miss ItiKKins
Mr Wallace
Matt Dennis
ItoV
Tanner Driver

. Joan Fontaine
Ida Lupino

Edmund Gwenn
Jane Parwell

Kenneth Toney
. John Maxwell

Petty Maley
Mack Williams

James Todd
James Young

Lillian Fontaine
... John Rrown
...... Himself
Jerry Hou.mer

Ken Dibh$
Kenneth Drake

Gene
Glynis
meller;
V. S.

Tierney, Leo Genn,
Johns in taut British
steady biz looms for

Court Clerk Kenneth Drake
Hov on the Street Mar McKim
Head Waiter George Lee

The independent Filmakers unit
has come up with a little drama
that might have been lifted right
off Elaine Sterne Carrington’s
soap-opera assembly line. As such
it has some distaffer appeal, but
the general run of film audiences
in the routine market will not take
to it so the outlook is spotty. The
star names are a step above the
level usually found in this type of
programmer.
Edmond O’Brien is a travelling

salesman married to Joan Fon-
taine. While she handles their
manufacturer's agency in San

London. Oct. 20.

GFD release of an Anthony Darnbor-
ough (Two Cities Filina* production Stars
Gene Tierney. Leo Genn. Glynis Johns
features Pamela Brown. Walter Fitzger-
ald. Directed by Anthony Pelisser Screen-
play, Lesley Storm: camera, Reginald
Wyer: editor. Frederick Wilson; music,
William Alwvn. At Odoon. Leicester
Square. London, Oct. 20, ’53. Running
time. 13 MINS.
Kay Barlow , Gene Tierney
Stephen Barlow Leo Genn
Barbara Yining Glynis Johns
Evelyn Pamela Brown
Henrv Vining ........ Walter Fitzgerald
Yi Yining Megs Jenkins
Mrs. Usher Thora ilird
Headmaster Michael Hordern
Police Inspector .......... Martin Boddey
Phoebe Norah Gaussen
Sally Nanette Newman

Up to a point. “Personal Affair.”
is a taut meller. But once the
mystery js resolved, the action
drags on to hn awkward anti-cli-

max. Despite this, the pic has sub-
stantial entertainment merit and
sufficient marquee lure to help it

towards steady grosses on both
sides of the Atlantic.

The yarn, scripted by Lesley-

Passable melodrama for the
program market: filmed in
England and dealing with
theft of old masters.

Hollywood. Oct. 23.
United Artists telt-ase of Steven Polios

•Tax Film* production. Star* Dcnm*o Keefe. C oleen Grav . features Hugh W |.

liams. Guv Middleton. John T.autie. Di-
rected by Godfrev Grayson. Screenplay.
Patrick Kirwan; original story. James
Daplyn: camera. rrdrie Williams: editor.
( narles Hassr. Previewed Oit. 22. '53
Running time, ** MINS.
Paul Mitchell .... . Dennis O'Keefe

,
Coleen Gray

sir Richard Aldmth.m lluth William*
ii
m!th w Gu> Middleton

Henrv Mason . ... . John Laurie
Pavement Artist Eliot Makeham
Peter Randall Gerald Gase
Weston Scvmour Gree.i
( art wrieht .. Stanlev \an Beers
Barmaid Dora Bryan
Miss Fossett Eli. n Pollock
Bearded Tramp Philip Hay
Pettigrew Morris Sweden
Art Salesman Michael Ward
Police Inspector Arnold Bell
Lodging-House Keeper. Clifford Buckton
Girl Student Marianne Noelle
Boy Student Leslie Phillios
Waitress Billie Whitelaw
Schoolteacher Beatrice K„ne
Stranrer ... ... ..... Guv Dch‘,v
1st Thug Tommy Clegg
2nd Thug John W •’riham
Attendants 'Tate Gallet v > Frank

Atkinson. Johnny Schofield.
Leonard Sharp

Tate Gallery. London art muse-
i uni, provides an artistic back-

London. Oct :3
Eros Film* release of a Tempe.,n pro.

duetion. Stars Bernard Braden P;:r. a
Ke.l.v. Directed by Charles Sa.r.c, -

Screenplay by Guy Margin, bisre. n
story by Humphrey Knight, with « ; ;i>
tional dialog by FYank Muir A N s
Norden; camera. Monty Berman truce,
Temple Abady; editor. Gordon Pilkir.r- r
At Odeon. Marble Arth, London It--.,nmg time. 12 MINS.
Rober F ox Bernard Braden
Jean Fox Barbara K« !.v
Hilary Stitfall Walter Gn»t n
Fred Pollock Terr. G.li
Arnold Bibcock Alan Huh -.-on
Albert Truaslove H« c P v n
Amelia Trussiove A\i<e Land, 'c
Amber Jean ( sr» n
Marlene Dorothy C.< •• i
c ncle Amos ... ..... Lauivn<e
Mr. McCutcheon John L. -. e

Bernard Braden and B..: i ..ra

Kelly have established the:r>< .vy*

as firm radio and TV favorite

i

here. In this, their first pictuie

together, the Canadian couple set

the ball rolling with an original

idea of a wife pawning hi:
- un-

band to tide over a trick> s. ’na-

tion. Somewhere along the .re

the idea sags a bit. but the .ru
1
-

virtual performance* turned i:
1
. y

this pair go far in recent :l:ng

viewers to the rather -lay py
unfolding of the story. It *h. .h i

do well as a second feature ir leal
picture houses on the *tar> :t ro-

tation. but elsewhere thi> p.. ^.-1

not do so good.

An impoverished artist arc h:«

;

wife live on a small boat kecp;nii

themselves financially afloat w h

the husband's earnings a* a - P

cartoonist. A wealthy unde lb'ni

the Rockies agrees to g:u* *
* :n

i

a sizable fortune, with the u 4 -al

strings attached — *teaii> "

comfortable home, no bad hai >.
etc. The attorney who ;* to u;;.e

their eligibility is to be wined ..ru

dined.

Frantic over the lack of nuh.oy

for this jamboree, the wi;e p.r.

her husband, who lodges our;..- t

at the hockshop. The redeenting

ticket is lost and the art;**.

forced to stay over the weeKcr.n.

Infuriated by her husband * 1

1

ent dalliance with In*

daughter, the wife refuses to ‘

him. with the usual scene* < :

crimination and final reef:

tion.

Miss Kelly is attract iu iy ’f - :

ful and vindicative as the •y
' 1

wife, while Braden inbue* h.*
^

1

with his customary dry w.j. “ -

.Dixon, radio crooner. ma<v»

'

film debut as the pawn 1 •e"*
^

while Jean Carson yearns 'V
tively as his daughter
Laurie. Walter Crisham aiiv.

•

Landone give the most
^

*.)’•'* “

o* t he supporting per.
o'

r ,es Saunders direct* a

pace.



Censorship CGps 'Moon $1,000,000

Interesting aside to the controversy over “The Moon Is Blue*’

are the updated statistics on the film’s money-making performance

at the boxoffice. It has played 1.100 theatres so far and brought an

unusually strong domestic distribution gross of $1,900,000.

This hefty amount of coin would indicate under normal circum-

stances total domestic revenue of well over $4,000,000. However,
protestations against the film and its removal from public exhibi-

tion in some areas likely will hold the full take to around $3,000,000.

Publicity anent the censorship disputes doubtless caused an up-

beat at the b.o. to some degree. Obviously, this could not be

measured with proved accuracy.

Rabbi Urges a Jewish 'Martin Luther

Deplores Accent On Jewish Antiquity and Failure To
Dramatize Faith In Modern Terms

By FRED HIFT

The time has come for Jewish

people and the Jewish faith to be

adequately represented on the

screen, according to Rabbi William

F. Hosenbium of Temple Israel in

N. V. He is also critical of the

over-emphasis on Catholic themes
and clergy in Hollywood pix and
holds films generally have a ten-

dency to live too much in the past

when it comes to treating religious

subjects.

Rabbi Rosenblum. who Is inter-

ested in showbiz and is the author

of a play himself (it’s called

“Chaplain John” but won’t be put

on for a while at least since its

theme is critical of the failure of

religion thus far>, told Variety last

week that some effort should be

made by Jewish groups to produce
a picture similar in character to

the Protestant “Martin Luther.”
Either) that, or see to it that

when a Hollywood studio does turn

out one of its religious spectacles

—

he has in mind the planned “The
Ten Commandments” — Jewish
groups be consulted to provide it

with the necessary authenticity

and religious values.

The Rabbi isn’t at all in accord
with the current cycle of religioso

pix. “They keep in mind the Tines

of the star rather than the Bible

text,” he complained. “Of course,

I realize that Hollywood must
dramatize in order to appeal to its

wide audience, but why is it neces-
sary anyway to alw'ays delve into

the past?

“The Bible provides great drama
(Continued on page 18

»

2,174 Seats Now 1,400

As Cinerama Takes Over

Warner in Washington
Washington, Oct. 27.

A brisk advance sale in initial

week of b.o. operation indicates
widespread interest here in Cine-
rama. which will have its local

opening Nov. 5 at a plush benefit
sponsored by the American News-
paper Women’s Club. Embassy Row
and capital officialdom have al-

ready laid it on the line for stubs
for the preem, while Mr. and Mr?.
John Q have been lining up at the
b o. and sending in for reservations
extending into December.
Touted as “the only city south of

Philadelphia” to view the n-jw
screen process, local launching will
be hypoed by presence of top Stan-
ley Warner and Cinerama execs.
Lowell Thomas will emcee cere-
monies at the reconverted Warner,
'yhile S. H. Fabian, Harry’ Kalmine,
Samuel Rosen, Lester Isaac, Harry
Goldberg. Walter Thompson, and
a score of other company officials
''ill be on hand. President and
Mrs. Eisenhower have been in-
vited by the newsgals, but have not
Jet given the nod to the bid.

lor Cinerama 2,174-seat Warner
''ill have 1,400 seats. There’ll be
16 shows per week, priced at $2 80,
pms a few $3.60 loge seats. Exploi-
tation Ls being angled from the “no
glasses" gimmick, and town’s
mo ues are devoting unusual
amount of advance space to inno-
vation.

publicity topper John Joseph
s personally handling exploitation,

v !»,
Harr>’ Weiss based here to

,‘dndle details and manage opera-

A Documentarian, Too
“Today and Tomorrow,’’ 55-

minute Hollywood cavalcade
type of documentary, contain-
ing clips from numerous pix
made over the years, is one
of George Jessel’s varied in-

terests at present. He appears
in it briefly and has a finan-
cial participation.

Jessel’s description of the
film: “It cost a buck and it’s

good.”

Amusements Up

During Decline

Of Industrials

Amusement stocks were stronger !

than the general market at the end
of last month, figures released by
the N. V. Stock Exchange disclosed
this week. Aggregate value of en-
tertainment issues as of Sept. 30
was $1,190,207,629 or an increase
of $37,137,174 oover the Aug. 31
composite tally’.

While amusement issues were
gathering September steam, most
industrial groups such as oils,

steels and textiles were experienc-
ing sharp declines during that 30-

day period. HeaiAhy upswing of
the amusements is largely attribut-

ed by Wall St. sources to investor
confidence due to better film prod-
uct and new’ technological develop-
ments, among other things.
Average price per share of

amusements on Sept. 30 was $18.48,
a climb of 57c from August’s $17.91.
This favorable showing, however,
is still well below’ the per share
average of $19.56 set a year ago
when total value of entertainment
issues was $1,256,139,922.

‘CALAMITY JANE’ IN

212 LOCATIONS FAST
Warner Bros, has set a 212-thea-

tre saturation bookings for “Calam-
ity Jane,” Doris Day-IIoward Keel
starrer, for the upper midwest.
Following twin-city preems at RKO
Orpheum Theatres in Minneapolis
and St. Paul today (Wed.), picture
will move into 212 theatres in cities

throughout Minnesota, the Dakotas,
and Wisconsin,
Openings are being backed by

hefty newspaper, television and ra-

dio campaigns aimed at blanketing
the entire area. In addition, spe-
cial preem celebration is planned
for film’s bows in the Black Hill

country at Rapid City, South Dako-
ta, and other nearby communities.
One of the hit tunes of the film

musical is “Black Hills of Dakota.”

Sam Davis Unloading
Fred Every has taken over the

Phoenicia in Phoenicia from Sam
Davis. Every’s father owns the

building in which the theatre Is

situated.

Davis, who will winter In Florida,

sold another Catskill Mountain the-

atre, the Woodstock ill Woodstock,
to David Myers, formerly its man-
ager. Fleischmann, a summer sit-

uation, ls Davis’ only remaining

spot.

If Banned Filins Bootlegged Into
*

Theatres Via TV, Ohio Censors

Will Seek Attomey-GenTs Aid
By ..GENE ARNEEL

Elements of the Catholic Church
in various parts of the country hart'

been bearing down upon “objec-

tionable” films. In almost every

instance it focuses on “The Moon
Is Blue.” but it is feared that

church groups could set new bar-
riers against other films presented
in the future. This Is the view of

certain key film industry attorneys
They point to the possibilities of

tighter legislation and court rul-

ings which could serve as prece-
dents.

Catholic sources of authority
told Variety this week that there
i.s no concerted action aRainst
“Moon." The fact that so many
militant stands have been taken
against it was explained via this

comment: “The picture is now hit-

ting solid Catholic areas, such as

Jersey City, where the force of

public pressure is greater.”
So far. “Moon” has been banned

in three states: Maryland. Kansas
and Ohio. Cities where “trouble”
has been encountered in various
degrees include Detroit, Atlanta,
St. Paul, Poughkeepsie, Jersey
City and Lawrence. Mass.

In Baltimore today (Wed.' a suit

seeking to enjoin the Maryland
State Censor Board from banning
the film is set for court argument.
Knights of Columbus and Catholic
War Veterans units are on the side

of the censorship.

Protest to Church
Allied States Assn., follow-

ing the approval of its hoard of
directors, has taken official ac-

tion in protesting the rental
terms being asked for "Martin
Luther," the Louis de Roche-
mont religiose film made for
the Lutheran Church.

Board designated Trueman
Rembijseh and Leo Walcott to
draw up a letter for forward-
ing to Lutheran Church au-
thorities asking that terms and
admission prices be revised
downward for smaller towns
and theatres. Kxliib org also
urges its members to lodge in-

dividual protests with local

ministers for transfer to

higher church officials.

Exhib Assn. Is

Sales Agent For

B.O. Television

Columbus. Oct 27.

Columbus. Oct. 27.

Dr. Clyde IlUsong, Ohio’s direc-

tor of education and chief film cen-
sor. will seek a ruling on the film

censor board's jurisdiction if the
proposal to bootleg banned films

from Detroit via theatre TV into
Ohio becomes a reality.

Dr. Hissong, when apprised of
Variety’s story on the subject
(Oct. 14*. said:

"We’ve always taken t he posi-

tion that this i film censorship* law
was written before television” and
therefore does not apply to the
new medium. However, he said

the show ing of proscribed films by
theatre television seems to come
under tin* heading of “a public ex-
hibition." a phrase used in the law.

“If they pipe in ‘The Moon Is

Blue’ or other barred films,” Dr.
Hissong said, “we will go to the
attorney-general of Ohio for ad-
vice on whether we have jurisdic-
tion or not."
From hire it looks dubious if

the scheme will ever become a

reality. The plan originally was
revealed at private meetings dur-
ing the Allied States Assn, conven-
tion in Boston and was credited to
the Independent Theatre Owners
of Ohio. However, the ITQ office

,

here disclaims itself as the source
of the idea and the word seems to

be that no action on it is contem-
plated al this time.

In Jersey City, Holy Name So-
ciety members and a chapter of

the Veterans successfully induced
the City Commissioner to order
city police confiscation of a print

of "Moon" and deny its license for

continued exhibition at the Stan-
j

ley Theatre. In an initial court de-
cision. from which appeals are be-

(Continued on page 16>

NEW POLAROID

SPECS ON WAY
Despite the generally downbeat

attitude toward 3-D, the Polaroid

Corp.. manufacturers of stereo

specs, will shortly come out with
! a completely new’ viewer program.
Company has redesigned the card-

board specs and will offer several

types of viewers which, it feels,

will be more comfortable for film-

goers.

Polaroid, as w’cll as other specs

manufacturers with substantial

stakes in 3-D. are still hopeful that

stereopix will make a comeback.
They’re banking heavily on new
brace of 3-D films <see separate

story*. Feeling is that these top
productions combined with im-

proved projection and glasses will

I bring the medium back o.n. a limit-

ed basis.

Independent Theatre Owners of

Ohio is serving as sole selling

agent for Box Office Television In

Ohio and has notified its members
of costs and installation pro-

cedures. Only members are being
circulated at this time hut later

non-ITO members will be in-

formed.

The organization lias a tight rein

in that non-members must join the
ITO before tliev can be eligible to

install B O. TV.
The Ohio exhib organization

has also obtained rights to the Miss
Universe contest in which its mem-
bers can participate for a $10 fee.

IRA STEVENS INTO

E. L. SCANLON BERTH
Ira Stevens, assistant treasurer

j

of Cinerama Productions, will be
j

named to the treasurer’s post, suc-

ceeding Ernest L. Scanlon who re-

signed effective Sunday <1).

Scanlon will leave early in No-
vember for the Coast where he

will assume his new’ position as

special consultant to the corpora-

tion. Scanlon was an active par-

ticipant during the negotiations

between. Cinerama Productions

and the Stanley Warner Corp.

which resulted in the latter taking

over the exhibition and production

rights to Cinerama.

Cinerama Productions now acts

mainly as a “watchdog” outfit,

duties of its skeleton staff being

to keep tabs on boxoffice receipts

from the exhibition of Cinerama.

It receives • percentage of the

take after all expenses are de-

,
ducted.

LOUIS DE ROCHEMONT

TALKING CINERAMA
A deal Is in discussion between

Stanley Warner and Louis de

Rochemont for tin* latter to make
a feature film in the Cinerama

process. For some time, de Roche-

mont has been shooting test foot-

age in New’ Hampshire and this

film may be the basis of his pro-

duction. That deal is at near clos-

ing stage is indicated by de Roche-

mont delaying a trip to England

last Wednesday *21*. to conduct

further talks with Nathaniel Lap-,

kin. SW’s veepee.

SW prexy S. H. Fabian and Lap-

kin are also continuing discus-

sions with Merian (' Cooper, re-

lating to Cooper and John Ford,

as Argosy Productions, completing

“Seven Wonders of the World as

well as making other pix in Cin-

erama. Theatre chain, which owns
exhibition and distribution rights

to Cinerama, and Cooper have

been holding prolonged talk-, but

have been unable to settle terms

of a proposed deal.

Cooper, as production chief of

Cinerama Productions, previous

holders of the rights to the me-
dium, supervised the shooting of

the original aerial footage for

“Seven Wonders.’’ Problem now
involves ground location filming to

tie in with the aerial shots.

De Rochemont trip to England is

on distribution of “Martin Luther,”

the religioso film he lensed for the

Lutheran Church and which has

turned out to be a strong commer-
cial attraction. In addition, he

hoped to close arrangements for

the release of "Animal Farm," full-

length cartoon feature he ls mak-
ing in conjunction with Halas Sc

Batchelor of Britain. Pic will be

distributed in the L\ S. early In

1954.

Close Vote on Eady Plan

Surprises and Disturbs

Distribs in New York
Surprise and concern were ex-

pressed in N. V. last week over In-

formation from London stating
that tlie Cinematograph Exhibitors
Assn genet al council had nixed
the voluntary Eady Plan scheme
by a vote of 33 to 30. Motion Pic-
ture Export Assn, also was in-

formed that the British Film Pro-
ducers Assn, had approved the
Plan, hut only by a very narrow
margin.

Entire Eady issue is now being
placed before the CKA’s 28
branches. Instructions were to get
in their vote on the Eady question
by today <Wed.>. If the majority
reverses the Council’s decision, the
group win have to reconsider and
pass the voluntary scheme, even
though it j.ppoars t'* have the right

to modify it.

American dislvilgi, as members
of the Kim imtogr.apii Renters So-
ciety, are directly concerned with
the eventual outcome of the Eady
fight. They went along last week
when the lour British trade orgs
agreed t > accept Hie voluntary ver-

sion of the Plan. The government
has told the trade in Britain that

unless it can agree on an exten-

sion of th»* subsidy project beyond
October. 1954 the current Plan is

in effect until then— the entire

matter will he? made statutory.

This no one really wants. le*ast of

all the L\ S distribs who fear

changes unfavorable to them.
There has already been one (TEA

proposal to the Treasury, suggest-

ing a tax rebate scheme? under
which producers and exhibs only

would benefit from the special tax

tacked on te> British admissions.
Under the scheme voted on, anel

approveel, by the four trade orgs

last week, the total amount e»f Eady
coin would be reduced from £3.*

000,000 to £2,300,000 This is re-

sponsible for the lack of enthu-

siasm among Hie producers.

Universal’s New Building

Hollywood. Oct. 27.

Universal-International will spend

$350,000 in building designed to

meet the requirements of in-

creased activities.

Prexy Milton R. Rackrnil s»ait<*d

,

it off by breaking ground for a new

I two-story structure to house th*»

1

studio advertising and promotion
1 departments.



PICTURE GROSSES

LA. Biz Still High; Wild’ Robust

$26,000, ‘Jet’ Okay 27G, ‘Ships’ 9G,

'Robe’ Smooth 46G, 'Eternity’ 44G
Los Angeles, Oct. 27.

Overall first-run biz locally con-
tinues on tbc hearty side. But it’s

the big holdovers more than the

new bills which are responsible
for the substantial outlook. Best

newcomer is "Blowing Wild.” fine

$2(1.000 in two theatres. "Sea of

Lost Ships" looks slim $9 000, also

two sites.

"Sabre Jet” is zooming to an
,

okay $27,000 in four situations.
;

"The Robe.” in fifth week, is lead-

ing the holdovers with a solid $40.-

000 at the Chinese. "Here to

Eternity” is nice $44,000 in fourth
frame, two spots.

"Mogambo" shapes neat $18,000
In third round at the Egyptian.
"Cinerama” is sturdy $33,300 for
2.

r
>th session at the Hollywood.

Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-

mounts (AB-PT-F&M) <3.300; 1 430;
70-SI.25» — "Blowing Wild" <WB>.
Fine $26,000. Last, week, "Big
Heat” <Col ) and "Staves Babylon”
(Col) i2d wk-5 days), $15,000
Downtown, Wiltern (SWi (1.757;

2.344; 70-$ 1.10 1 — "Sea of Lost
Ships" < Rep) and "Trents Last
Case" (Rep). Slim $9,000. Last
week, Wiltern, Orpheum, "Top
Hat" <UKO) and "Suspicion"
(HKOl (reissues), $7,000.
Los Angeles, Uptown, Loyola.

Iris (FWCi (2,097; 1,715; 1,248;
814; 70-SI. 10'—"Sabre Jet" <UA>
and "Vicki" (20th). Okay $27,000.
Last week "Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes” (20th) and "Mystery
Lake" (Indie) (2d wk). $20,000.

Fine Arts (FWC> (631; 80-$l 50)
—"Cruel Sea" <U> (2d wk). Me-
dium $4,500. Last week. $5,800.

Beverly Hills (SW> (1.612; 90-
$150) — "Decameron Nights"
(RKO) (2d wk). Small $3,000. Last
week. $4,800.
Loews State. Hawaii IUATC-

GAS) (2,404; 1,106; 70-$1.10>—
"Redheads From Seattle” (Par)
and "Fiehting Lawman" (AA) <2d
wk' Thin $6,500. Last week,
$11,000.

United Artists <UATC> (2.100: 90-
$1.50) — "Hurricane Pilgrim Hill"
(Indie) with Katherine Dunham
and troupe onstage (2d wk-4 days'.
Okay $7,500 in four days. Last
week. $17,000

Egyptian <UATC> (1.538; 90-
$1 80'—"Mogambo” (M-G) '3d wk>.
Neat $18,000. Last week $20 900.

Ilillstrret, Pantaces (RKO)
(2.752; 2,812; 95-$1.50>—"Eternltv”
(Col) (4th wk'. Fancy $44,000. Last
week. $50 800.
Vogue «F\YC) '885; 70-SI 10» —

"Homan Holiday” 'Par* '4th wk».
Mild $3,500 Last week, with
Downtown. $8,500.
Chinese <FWC> '1 905; $1.20-

$2 40) — “Hobo” (20th) '5th \vk».

solid $46 000. Last week. $50,000.
Ritz iFWO '1.370; 90-5150 —

"Martin Luther” (Indie) '7th wk'.
Fair $3,000. Last week. $3,300

Wilshire (FWC» '2 296; 80-$ 1.50)
—"Little Boy Lost" 'Part • Rt h wk',
Nice $5,000. Last week. S3.000.
Four Star. Rialto » U ATC-Metro-

polttan) (900; 839; 80-51.20) —
"Moon Is Blue" iUA ' » 1 7t h wk'.
Big $5,000. Last week. $6,000.
Hollywood (SWi 1 1.364; $1.20-

$2.80 » — "Cinerama” (Indie) '26th
wk'. Into 26th frame Monday '26'

after rugged $33,300 last week.
Vagabond 'Roscner' '385; $120'—"7 Deadly Sins” 'Indie' '8th wk'.

Okay $2,800. Last week. $3,200.

'Robe’ Colossal $42,500,

Balto; ‘Redheads’ Okay

10G, ‘Mogambo’ 22G, 2d
Baltimore. Oct. 27.

Sharp upturn in biz is in evi-
dence here this week, spearheaded
by sock trade registered by "The
Rube” at the New. CincmaSeope
offering look', set for a long run af-

ter a sensational opening week
ending today. "So Hie” is nice at

the Stanley as is ‘ Redheads From
Seattle” at Keith's. "Beggar’s Op-
era” looks good at the Little but
‘ The Glass Web” is onlv fair at
the Town. Second week of "Mo-
gambo.'' at the Century is torrid.

Estimates for This Week
Century ' Loew's-I A > 3 800: 35-

$1 '—"Mogambo” 'M-G' '2d wk>.
Hotsy $22,000 after S28 (>00 opener

,

Hippodrome Rappaport) <2.100 >

50-S 1 25 —"Eternity” 'Colt <5th
i

wk’. Holding nicely at $20,200 af-
;

ter $26 000 for fourth.
Keith's Sehanberger' 2 400,35

80—"Redheads • From Seattle
(Par'. Pleasing $10,000 Las'

Continued oa page 16)

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . $665,100

< Based on 26 theatres )

Last Year . $504,300
( Based on 20 theatres)

'Robe’ Wham 35G,

St. Loo; 'Jury’ 16G
St. Louis, Oct. 27.

"The Robe" Is the big news here
this session, with the initial Cin-
cmaScope pic doing sockeroo trade
at the St. Louis. Fanchon & Marco
has brought "Moon Is Blue" to its

downtown Ambassador after seven
weeks at two small West End
houses, and racking up a fine total
opening session. “I, the Jury"
looks next best at Loew’s aside
from the great coin being collected
by "Rohe." "Beggar’s Opera"
looms nice in two small spots.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3.000; 60-75)—"Moon Is Blue" (UA) (m.o.).

Fine $12,000. Last week, "Little
Boy Lost” (Par) and "Affair with
Stranger" (RKO) (2d wk), $14,000.

Fox <FAM) (5.000; 60-75)—
"Blowing Wild" (WB) and "Murder
Without Crime” (AA). Opened to-
day (Tues.). 'Last week, “Wings of
Hawk” (U) and "Man from Alamo"
<U). solid $15,000.

Loew’s ( Loew’s J (3,172; 50-75)—
"I. the Jury" (UA) and "Phantom
from Space" <UA). Fancy $16,000.
Last week. "Eternity" (Col) ( 4th
wk), $14,000.

Pageant (St. L. Amus.) 1 1,000; 90)
"Beggar’s Opera" <WB>. Lively
$4,000. Last week, "Moon Is Blue"
(7th wk), $3,000.

St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4.000;
60-75)—"The Robe” <20th>. Great

J

$35,000. Last week. "Devil’s Can-
' yon” (RKO) and "Meet Mr. Jekyll
l and Dr. Hyde" <U' t $10,500.

Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) <800-

|
90)—"Beggar’s Opera” (WB). Stur-

1 dy $4,500. Last week. "Moon Is

I Blue” (US) (7th wk). $3,500.

‘Honduras’ Bangvp 13G,

Buffalo; ‘Wild’ $13,500
Buffalo, Oct. 27.

"Appointment in Honduras" at

the Century and “Blowing Wild"
at Paramount, both sturdy, are
pacing newcomers here this round.
"The Robe" still is champ, though,
with another great < 4th) session at

the Buffalo.

Estimated for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) <3,000; $1-$1 50)

"Robe” (20th) <4th wk). Still

champ with lofty $23,000. Last
week, $30,500.

Paramount (Par) '3.000; 40-70)

—

"Blowing Wild" (WB) and "Iron
Crown" (Indie). Strong $13,500.
Last week, "Flight To Tangiers"
Tpar) and "Hurricane Pilgrim Hill"
(Indie), $10,000.

Center (Par) <2,100; 40-70)—
"Little Boy Lost" <Par) <3d-final

wk). Fine $7,500. Last week,
$8,500.

Lafayette (Basil) <3,000; 40-70)—
"Wings of Hawk” (U> and "Norman
Conquest" (U). Modest $8,000 or
close. Last week, "Eternity" (Col)
<5th wk), $8,000 at $1 top.

Century (20th Cent.) «3,000; 40-
70)—“Appointment in Honduras"
• RKO) and "No Time for Flowers"
(Indie). Hefty $13,000. Last week,
"Torch Song" (M-G) and "The
Assassin” (UA), ditto.

‘Hawk’ Lofty 11G,

Omaha, ‘Wild’ 4%G
Omaha, Oct. 27.

Newcomers are perking up first-

run outlook here this week, with
two strong holdovers helping. Biz
last week was helped greatly by
the cool spell. "Here To Eternity"
and "Mogambo" continue smash in
second weeks. "Wings of Hawk”
is best new entry while "Blowing
Wild" is okay at the State.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) <1,100; 76-$D—

! "Eternity” (Col) <2d wk). Wham
;

$10,000 after $15,500 opener,

i

Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 65-90)— "Mogambo" (M-G) (2d wk).
Torrid $9,000. Last week, zoomed
over weekend to $12,500.

Orpheum (Tristates) (2.890; 65-
85» — "Wings of Hawk" (U) and
"Hot News" <AA). Fancy $11,000
or close. Last week. “East of Su-
matra” <U) and "Abbott. Costello
Meet Jekyll. and Hyde” <U), $9,500.

j

State (Goldberg) (865; 50-76) —
,

“Blowing Wild" (WB) and "Black
Fury" (WB). Okay $4,500. Last
week, “Big lleat" (Col) and “Un-
dersea Raiders" <Col», same.
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'Lion’ Fast $20,000, Det; Torek’ Hot

15G, 'LouisTOG, 2d; 'Robe’ 65G, 4th

Robe’ Racks Up New Cincy Record,

Giant $47,000; 'Mogambo’ Great 19G

‘Boy Lost’ Great $12,000,

Port.; ‘Wild’ Crisp 11G
Portland. Ore., Oct. 27.

"The Robe" still is going great

guns here this inning after two
torrid stanzas ahead. "Blowing
Wild" looms lusty at Liberty while
"Little Boy Lost” looks smash at

Broadway. "Lion In Streets"

shapes okay in two spots.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1.890; 65 90)

—"Little Boy Lost" <Par). Great
$12,000. Last week. "East Of Su-
matra" (U» and "Valley Head Hun-
ters” (CoP, $7,800,

Guild (Parker) <400; $1.50'—
"Beggar’s Opera" 'WB' Mild $2-
000 or near Last week. "Seven
Deadly Sins” 'Indie) '2d wk'.

S 1.400.

Liberty (Hamrick' >1 875; 65-90)
—"Blowing Wild" .WB'. Id 1 1 $11.-

000. Last week. "99 River Street”
• UA) and "Steel Lady” 'Rep-, $7,-

000 .

Oriental (Evergreen) '2 000;. 65-
90'—"Lion In Streets' 'WB) and
"Vicki” 20th '. Okay $2,500 Last
week. "Vice Squad” t A' and "The
Juggler” (Col', $2 400.

Orpheum 'Evergreen) 1.600
SI 25-SI.75'—"The Robe” <20th'
3d wk). Giant $21,000. Last week.
$28,000.

Paramount (Evergreen) 3 400
6.5-90 —“Lion in Streets" WB' and
“Vicki” <20th ' Oke $6,000 or near
Last week, "Vice Squad" L A) and
Juggler" 'Col'. $5 200
United Artists 'Parker) <890: 90-

Sl 25'—"Eternity" 'Col' <7th wk).
Sturdy $5fc». Last week, $7,200.

Cincinnati, Oct. 27.
Record-breaking reception of

“The Robe" at the flagship Albee
where the CinemaScope pic is

playing, and the terrific tug of
"Mogambo" at Palace are boosting
general biz currently to a level not
approached in recent years. "Mo-
gambo” strength is gratifying in
the face of "Robe" run. Other new
bills, "Half a Hero” at Capitol and
"Redheads From Seattle" at
Keith’s, are feeling the effect of
these hits. "Eternity" continues
strong on moveover at Grand for
fifth downtown stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) <3.100; 85-$1.50»—

"The Robe" <20th>. Zooming on
$47,000 beam to Cincy strato-
spheric record. Local Cinema-
Scope unveiling supported by big
advance campaign climaxed with
press-trade reception for William
W, Howard, RKO Theatres operat-
ing chief, who planed from N. Y.
with anamorphic lenses. Picture
got swell notices in dailies. Stavs
indef. Last week. “Eternity" (Col)
4th wk-5 days', $9,000 at ‘75-$1.25
scale.

Capitol 1 RKO) .2,000; 55-85)—
"Half a Hero" <M-Gi and "Big
Leaguer" 'M-G'. Fairish $6,500.
Last week. “Plunder of Sun" (WB)
and "Marshal’s Daughter" <UA',
$5,000,
Grand (RKO) <1.400; 75-$l 25>—

"Eternity" <CnI) (m.o). Solid $8-
000 for fifth downtown sesh. Last
week. "Little Boy Lost” (Pan
'mo.'. $8,500 in 8 days.

Keith’s 'Shori <1 500; 55-85)—
"Redheads From Seattle” (Par).
Slim $4 500 Last week, "Vicki"
20th), $5 000.

Palace 'RKO) <2.600; 75-$D—
"Mogambo" <M-G). Great $19,000.
Holds. Last week, "Lion in Streets"
WB', $9,000.

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Grosa
This Week . . $3,224,100
< Based on 25 cities, and 231

theatres, chiefly first runs, in•

eluding N. Y.

)

Total Gross Sama Week
Last Year ... $2,502,500
( Based on 25 cities and 219

theatres .

)

'Robe’ Dominates

Hub, $53,000 in 3d
Boston, Oct. 27.

First-runs are still playing sec-

ond fiddle to "The Robe," which
continues great in third week at

the Memorial. Best newcomer Is

"Mogambo," which opened strong-
ly Saturday (24). "Botany Bay" at
the Met shapes so-so while "Back
to God’s Country" at the Boston is

mild. "Moon Is Blue" wound run
at the Astor with big total in sev-
enth session.

Estimates For This Week
Astor (B&O) (1.500; 50-$1.10)—

"Little Boy Lost" (Par). Opened
Sunday (25). Last week. "Moon Is
Blue" (UA) (7th wk), big $7,500.

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800;
50-$l)

—"Fanfan Tulip" (Lopert)
<3d wk). Nice $5,000 following
$6,500 second frame.

Boston (RKO) (3.000; 50-90)—
"Back to God’s Country" (U) and
"Top Hat" (RKO) (reissue). Mild
$8,000. Last week. "Panic in
Streets” (20th) and "Night in City"
(20th) (reissues), $7,200.

Exeter (Indie) (1.300; 60-$l)—
"Beggar’s Opera" (WB). Opened
Sunday (25). Last week. "Cruel
Sea" (U) (8th wk), solid $5,500.

Fenway (NE*T) (1,373; 50-90)

—

"So Big" (WB). Opens tomorrow
(Wed). Last week. "Flight to Tan-
gier" (Par) and "Hot News” (AA).
neat $5,000.

Memorial (RKO) (3.000; 85-$1.85)
—"The Robe" (20th) (3d wk).
Wow $53,000 following $60,500 for
second.

Metropolitan (NET) (4.367; 50-
90)—"Botany Bay" (Par) and
"Jennifer” (AA). Fair, $17,000
shapes. Last week. "Blowing
Wild" (WB) and “Affair Monte
Carlo" (AA). 2d wk). $10,000.
Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-90)

—"Mogambo" (M-G). Opened
strdngly Saturday (24). Last
week. "Vice Squad" (UA) and
"Last Posse" (Col), oke $15,000.
Paramount (NET) (1.700; 50-90)

"-• So Big” (WB). Opens tomorrow
(Wed). Last week, "Flight To
Tangier" (Par) and "Hot News"
< AA >. fair $11,000.

State (Loew’s (3.500; 50-90—
‘Mogambo’’ (M-G). Opened Sat-
urday (24). Last week, "Vice
Squad" (UA) and "Last Posse"
•Col', okay $9,200.

‘All-American’ Tall 13G,

L’ville; ‘Eternity’ Loud

12G, 3d, ‘Wild’ 7G, 2d
Louisville, Oct. 27.

Rialto's "All-American," the
only new pic on the mainstem cur-
rently. is going great at the wicket,
with college football and high
schools In full swing with weekend
games. Fifth week of "Moon Is
Blue" at the Kentucky is setting
record for that house as is third
stanza of "Eternity" at the State.
"Blowing Wild" at Mary Anderson
on initial holdover round is sturdy.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1.200; 75-99)

—“Moon Is Blue" (UA) '5th wk'
Sturdy $6,000 after last week’s
$6,500.

Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;
54-75)—

' Blowing Wild” <WB' <2d
wk). Sock $7,000 after last week's
$8 ,000 .

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3.000:
54-75' — "All-American’’ (U) and
"Golden Blade" (U). Only fresh
product in town, and going great
at $13,000. Last week. "City-of
Bad Men" (20th) and "Inva’ders
From Mars" (20th). $12,000.

State (Loew’s) (3.000; 75-99' —
"Kternity" <Col) <3d wk). Continu-
ing strong at $12,000 or better,
after last week's $16,000.

.
I>r‘-oit. Oct. 27.

Biz remains brisk at the first-
runs downtown this week. "TheRobe again leads the parade with
a hefty fourth-week total at the

ll
L

,

ion in Street" looks big
at the Palms. ’’Mogambo" is goodm second round at the United

Torch Song” looms torrid
at the Adams. ‘‘Cinerama” shapes
very big in 32d week at the Music
Kail. “The Caddy” at the Michi-
gan and "The Joe Louis Story” at
Broadway-Capitol are drooping
after fancy first weeks, latter be-
ing record on opening frame

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) '5.000; $ 1 -

$1.80)
—"The Robe" (20th) (4th

$83'000
CrCat *65 '000 ' Last " eek

'

Michigan (United Detroit) <4.000-
80-$l)

—“The Caddy” <Par) and
“Plunder of Sur” <WB> <?d wk>
Down to oke $16,000. Last week'
$23 000
Palma (UD> (2,961; 80-$l)_“Lion

in Streets" (WB) and "Black Fury"
(WB). Swell $20,000. Last week.
"East of Sumatra" (U) and "Hot
News” (AA), $16,000.
Madison (UD) < 1.900; 95-$l 25>

"Eternity’* (Col) (8th wk'. Big
$14,000. Last week, $15,000.

United Artists (UA) ( 1.938; 80-
$1)
—"Mogambo" (M-G) <2d wk).

Big $17,000. Last week, $20,838
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 80-51)

—"Torch Song” (M-G). Hot $15.-
000. Last week. "Dream Wife"
(M-G) and "Big Leaguer” iM-G)
(2d wk), $5,200.
Broadway - Capitol (Korman)

(3.500; 80-$l)—"Joe Louis Story"
<UA) and "Murder Without Tears"
(AA) <2d wk). Way down to okay
$10,000 after record-breaking first

week at $21 ,000 , over hopes.
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc-

tions) (1,236; $1.40-$2.80)—"Cine-
rama” (Indie) (32d-wk). Steady
$27,000. Lats week, same.

‘Ships’ Sturdy $10,000,

D.C.; ‘Mogambo’ Torrid

18G,3d, ‘Robe’31G, 4th

Washington. Oct. 27.

Despite almost a complete hold-
over situation on mainstem. b.o.

continues brisk, with sock product
remaining steady. Sole new entry,

"Sea of Lost Ships." at RKO
Keith’s, shapes sturdy, thanks
largely to hypo of a brass hat
preem highlighted by presence of

Republic prexy Herbert Yates plus
studio stars. "The Robe" in fourth
stanza at Loew’s Capitol is still do-
ing the most dazzling biz in city.

"Here To Eternity" continues sock
in ninth session at Trans-Lux while
"Mogambo" looks good on fourth
week at Loew’s Palace. "Moon Is

Blue" winding up its 15-week run
at Lopert’s Dupont, 11 of which
were daydate with Playhouse, to

set a new record for these arty

houses.
Estimates for This Week

Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; $1*$1 50)

—"The Robe" (20th) (4th wk'. Hot
$31,000 or better, after $40,000 last

week. Holds on.
Dupont (Lopert) <372; 55-$l'—

"Moon Is Blue” (UA) <15th-fin.il

wk). Upswing to $4,500 in final

week after $4,000 last week
Keith’s (RKO) (1.949; 55-85)

—

"Sea of Lost Ships" (Rep). Fine
$10,000, thanks to stepped-up pro-
motion. Last week, "Golden Blade

’

<U». $8,000.
Metropolitan <SW) <1.200; 55-85)

—"Blowing Wild" (WB) <2d wkh
Okay $6,000 after $10,000 opener.

Palace (Loew’s) (2.370; 74-$1.20)—"Mogambo" (M-G) (3d wk'. Stur-

dy $18,000, and will go another
round. Last week, $27,000.

Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-51 >—"Roman Holiday" (Par) <4th wk).

Trim $7,000 for second consecutive
week. Stays.
Trans-Lux (T-L) < 90-51 25’—

“Eternity" (Col) '9th wk' Hetty

: $14,000 for second week in row.

|

Holds over.

‘Eternity’ Terrif 25G,

Seattle; ‘Luther’ 11G
Seattle, Oct 27.

Standout newcomer here tins

session is "Here To Etermt>
which is heading for a smash total

at Paramount. "Martin Luther
looms big at Coliseum. Otherwise,

the pickings are slim for new en-

tries. "The Robe” shapes terrific

in fourth round at Fifth Avenue.

"Mogambo" is still sock in second

week at Music Hall.
Estimates for This Week

Blue .Mouse (Hamrick) 800. 9 1 '*

;

$1.25)—“Cruel Sea" <U» <2d wk .

i Okay $3,000 after $3,300 last week.

I Coliseum (Evergreen) <1.829: 90*

$1.25'—"Martin Luther” Indie.

I (Continued on page 1C)
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Cool Weather Ups Chi; ‘Ships’ Stout,

$20,000, Lion’ Strong 19G, ‘Worlds’

Okay 18G, ‘Sea’ High 14G, Both H.0.s

PICTIHE GROSSES

Big coin harvest,

is with the hold-

is still

also in

Chicago. Oct. 27. 4-

Relief from heat and four fresh

entries for the weekend are help-

in? to spin turnstiles at most the-

atres Currently

however, stf

overs.

•Sea of Lost Ships.'* preeming

at McVIckers. is being helped by

stars’ appearances to a stout $20.-

000 Roosevelt’s “Lion in the

Streets” and “Mission Over Korea”

are shaoinc a bright $19,000. Re-

issue of “Mighty Joe Young” and
‘ Isle of Dead” at Grand is mild.

• War of Worlds” is way off in

second week with so-so tota’ at

Woods while Chicago looms okay

for Blowing Wild” with Kean Sis-

ters onstage. “Cruel Sea
sturdv at United Artists,

second.

Biggies are still “Robe,” reaping

a rousing total in fifth frame at

the State-Lake. “Martin Luther"
continues hangup also in fifth at

the Loop. “Here to Eternity” is

brilliant in eighth round at the
Oriental while “Cinerama” still is

resounding in 13th week at the
Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&Ki (3.900; 98-$1.25>—“Blowing Wild” (WB> with Kean

Sisters topping stageshow (2d wk>.
Fine $38,000. Last week, $50,000.

Grand <RKO> (1.200; 55-98)—
“Mighty Joe Young” (RKO) and
“Isle of Dead” (RKO) (reissues).

Mild $6,500. Last week. "Plun-
der of Sun” (WB) and “Space-
ways” (Indie) (2d wk), $6,500.

Loop (Telemanagement) (600;
9B-S1.25)

—“Martin Luther” (Indie)
(5th wk). Terrific $19,000 after
$20,000 last week.

McVIckers (JL&S) (2,200; 65-90)—“Sea of Lost Ships” (Repi and
“Perilous Journey” (Rep). Helped
by stars’ personals to staunch $20,-
000 Last week, “Roman Holiday”
(Par) and “Vice Squad” (UA) (1st
“A” wk). $13,000.

Monroe < Indie) (1,000; 55-98*

—

"3 Girls From Rome” <IFE» (2d
wk*. Slow $4,500 after $7,000 last
week.

Oriental (Indie) (3.400; 98-$1.25>—
‘.‘Eternity” (Col) (8th wk*. Hot

$26,000. Last week. $28,000.
Palace (Eitel) (1.484; $1.20-$3.60*

—“Cinerama” (Indie) (13th wk'.
Great $44,200 after last week’s
$45,800

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98*—
Lion in Streets” (WB) and “Mis-

sion Over Korea” (Col). Sturdy
$19,000, Last week. “All-Ameri-
can'’ «U) and “Golden Blade” (U)
(2d wk>. $16,000.

k
State-Lake <BAK) (2.700; 98-

$180i—“ Rohe” (20th) (5th wk*.
Huge $73,000. Last week. $80,000;

Surf dfAE Balaban) (685; 98)—
Tit field Thunderbolt" (Indie).

in sight. Last week,

$3
200°" <UA) (m '0) (2d Wk ’’

United Artists (B&K* (1.700; 55-
$125)—“Cruel Sea” (U> (2d wk'.

ti
a
o

l

ln/»
s * ronj’ 514,000. Last week.

pin.000.

..Honda (Essaness) (1.198; 98'—
War of Worlds” (Par' (2d wk>.

So-so $18,000 Last week. $35 000.
World (Indie) (587; 98»—“Two

t»-nts Worth of Hope” (Indie) (2d

,

uk
’i

0kyy $4,000 after $4,500 last
week.

Zicgfeld (Lopert) (485; 98'—
Beggar’s Opera" (WB* (4th wk>.

0ka
-
v $2,700. Last week. $3,800.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous key cities, are net; i. e.,

without the 20% tax. Distrib-

utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,

include the U. S. amusement
tax.

‘Song’ Torrid 9G,

Philly; ‘Robe’ 42G
Philadelphia, Oct. 27.

Last Sunday's biz was off be-
cause of the threat of rain, hurt-
ing whole lineup on week. New
product is not too impressive al-

though holdovers are solid to great.
"Torch Song” looms torrid at the
Midtown but “So Big" and “Blow-
ing Wild” loom only fair. Top coin
still is going to “The Robe” mighty
in fifth session at the Fox. “Cin-
erama” also is boffo in third week
at the Boyd.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$l .30)—

“Mogambo” (M-G) (3d wk'. Solid
$16,000. Last week. $18,000.

Boyd (SW) (1,400; $1.30-$2.80)—
“Cinerama” (Indie) (3d wk). Good
$20,000. Last week, $22,000.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 99-$l 80» —
“Robe” (20th) (5th wk). Mighty
$42,000. Last week, $50,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99) — “Redheads from Seattle”
• Par). Nice $12,000. Last week,
‘‘Lion in Streets” (WB) (2d wk),
$11,000.
Mastbaum (SW) (4.360; 85-$1.25)

—“So Big” (WB). Slow $15,000.
Last week, “All-American’’ (U),

$12 ,000 .

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74-
$1.30)—“Torch Song” (M-G). Tor-
rid $9,000 or over. Last week,
“Beggar’s Opera” (WB), $6,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 75-

$1.30)—“Blowing Wild” (WB). So-
so $13,000. Last week, “Little Boy
Lost” (Par) (3d wk). $12,500.

Stanley (SW) (2.900; 85-$1.30)

—

“Eternity” (Col) (6th wk*. Great
$18,000. Last week. $20,000.

Stanton (SW) (1,473; 99-$1.25)—
“Martin Luther” (Indie) (5th wk).
Fine $9,500. Last week, $11,000.

Studio (Goldberg) (500; 85-$1.25>
—“Cruel Sea” (U) (4th wk). Brisk
$3,500. Last week, $4,000.
Trans-Lux <T-L) <500; 99-$1.50)—“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (34th wk).

Fine $3 800. Last week, $4,600.

‘Roman’ Lusty $24,000,

Monti; ‘Lili’ Sock 20G
.. Montreal, Oct. 27.
New entries in all deluxers are

perking returns this week. “Roman
*1'oliday ' at Loew s and Metro's
Lilt at the Capitol shape as

standout newcomers. “Affair With
Stranger” shapes good at Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Palace <C.T* (2.6*26; 45-75* —

"Affair With Stranger" (RKO).
Good $15,000. Last week. “Hou-
dim" (Pan (2d wk', $14,000.

Capitol (C.T) (2.412; 50-80) —
"Lili” M-G). Great $20,000. Last
week. “White Witch Doctor” (20th*
2d wk*. $14,000.

Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 50-80) —
"The Moonlighter” (WB). Neat
511.000. Last week. “Wings of
Hawk" <U*. same.
Loew’s (C.T.) (2.855; 50-85) —

“Roman Holiday” (Par). Big
$24,000 Last week. “Gilbert &
Sullivan” <LF>, $22,000.

Imperial < C.T.) (1.839; 34-60) —
"The Vanquished” (Par) and "Fall
Guys’’ i Par*. Lean $7,000. Last
week, “Ambush At Tomahawk
Gap" i Col) and “Sweethearts of
Fleet” (Coii, $9,000.
Orphcum 'U.T.' (1.048; 40-65) —

"Invader From Mars” (U) and
“Wide Boy” (UA). Okay $8,000.
Last week. “Vice Squad" (UA) and
"Marshal’s Daughter” (UA), $7,000.

Holdovers Buoy B’way, New Shows

Mild; ‘So Big’-Duke So-So 57G, ‘Men’

Frail^G, ‘Torch’ 24G 2d, ‘Heat’ 19G 2d
Absence of new. strong fare and Fugitive” iBurstyn* (4th wk'. Third

surplus of extended-run pictures .week ended Monday (26' was
will cut into the overall business sturdy $7,500 after $11,500 for sec-
total for Broadway this week How- ond frame.
ever, many theatres are doing well'' Palace (RKO* (1.700; $1.20-$6t—
enough to hold close to the previ-

, AU-vaude bill headed by Betty
ous week’s boxoffiee level. This Hutton (3d wk*. Initial holdover

‘SO BIG’ FAST $12,000,

INDPLS; ‘HAWK’ OKE 6G
n . .

Indianapolis. Oct. 27.
mi/ is rotting a boost here this
n/a from state teachers’ conven-
and

_

«00d weather. “Robe" is
• ill terrific in third week at Indi-

anrj will hold again. “So Big”

? Li
ir( '

fe ar)d “Mogambo.” in sec-
! week at Loew’s also are stout

Wings n f

Keith’s
in 3-D atHawk.’

is only fair.

Estimates for This Week
/ 'rele Cockrill-Dolle) (2.800; 60-

,

t 7 So 'WB). Solid $12,000
“Sword and Rose’KKO*. $7,000.

Indiana C-D) (3.200; 95-$ 1.50*—
“Kobe"

1 20th i <3d wk). Smash
Hl alter $35,000 second stanza.

* Loew’s) (2.427; 76-$l>—
t

TMho” i M-G) (2d wk'. Very
• 12.000 on top of $16,800

ter

7 ir C-D» f 1.500; 50-76*—“Fair
•K'Va" Rep) and “Topeka”
M :

'd $5,000 Last week
(AA • and “Bad Men

,,n “ ’

\ \ 1 (reissues', $4,500 1

”T
$3-r

I
•5 f

f

\ \

‘Wild’ Rousing With 13G

Pitt; ‘American’ Hot 5^,

‘Robe’ Rich $25,000, 4th
Pittsburgh, Oct. 27.

The holdovers still are copping
* the heavy sugar in Golden Tri-

;

angle, with “The Robe” in fourth
i week at Harris and “Mogambo” in

I
third at Penn showing surprising
strength. “Blowing Wild" at Stan-
ley and “All-American” at Fulton
are the new okay entries, and get-
ting a break as a result of the run
pix at competing stands. “Rohr”
continues to hold on and "Mo-
gambo” will move to Ritz for a

stay. “Beggar’s Opera” picking up
at Squirrel Hill after slow start,

and may get another stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1.700: 50-85 —

“All-American” <U). Footballer do-
ing fairly well at around $5,500.
Last week. “Dangerous Crossing”
<20th*, $3,500 in 6 days.

Harris (Harris) (2.200; R5-$1.50>—“The Robe” (20th) (4th wk'.
Continues in chips at $25,000 or
over on top of $30,000 last week.
Penn (Loew’s) (3.300; 50-$l>

—

“Mogambo” (M-G) < 3d wk). House
is keeping Gable-Gardner starrer
only 6 days this session to open
“Torch Song” (M-G> tomorrow
'Wed.) and get in a Wednesday
opening for Armistice Day. and
Thanksgiving. Fine $11,000, and
moves to Ritz for downtown run.

Last week. $17,200.
Squirrel Hill (SW) <900; 50-85 —
Beggar’s Opera’’ (WB* '2d wk>

Starting out better than first week

(Continued on page 16)

‘Jury’ Smart 12G,

Frisco; ‘Wild’ 15G
San Francisco, Oct. 27.

Balmy weather plus major week-
end football is dulling biz here
this round. “The Robe" continues
stout in fourth week at the Fox.
Top newcomer is “I. the Jury”
with rousing sessioin at United
Artists. “Blowing Wild” is rated
okay at Paramount. “Mogambo”
looms stout in fifth Warfield week.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) 2.850; 65-95)—“Wings of Hawk” (U) and “Mur-

der Without Tears” (AA). NSG
$10,000. Last week, “Meet Dr.
Jckyll and Mr. Hyde” <U) and
“Stand Apache River” (Col),

$9,500.

Fox (FWC) (4.651; $1-$2.4Q> —
“The Rohe” (20th) (4th wk). Fast
$37,500. Last week. $52,000.

Warfield (Loew’s) (2.656; 85-
$1.50*

—“Mogambo” (M-G* (5th
wk). Stout $14,000. Last week,
$15,000
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)

—

“Blowing Wild” (WB) and “Black
Fury” (WB». Okay $15,000 or
near. Last week, “Redheads
Seattle” (Par) (3-D) and “Bad
Blonde” (Lip), $14,500.

St. Francis <Par> (1,400; 75-$D—
“Lion in Streets” (WB). Fair
$10,000. Last week. “All-Ameri-
can" <U). $9,000.
Orpheum 'No. Coast* (2.448; 65-

95'—“Big Heat” (Col) and "China
Venture” (Col* (2d wk). Off to

fair $10,500. Last week, $22,500.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;

65-95'
—

"I. the Jury” (UA) and
“Phantom From Space” (UA).
Rousing $12,000 or close. Last
week, “Return to Paradise” (UA)
(2d wk*. $6,500 in 8 days.

Stagedoor (A-R) (370; $1-$1 50)—“Beggar’s Opera” (UA) (2d wk).
Fine $3,000. Last week. $4,000.

Clay * (Rosener* (400; $1 '

—“Fan-
fan Tulip” (Indie) (5th wh>. Held
at big $3,900. Last week, same.

Bridge 'Schwarz-Reade) <399-$!-

$1.20)— Cruel Sea” (U» (3d wk.)

Third week ending today <Tues.)

looks big $5,200. Last week, sock
$6,100 Holds a fourth.

Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85) —
“Miss Julie” 'Indie* <2d wk). Oke
$2000 Last week, $2,600.

Vogue <S. *•’. Theatres' <377; $1-

$120)—“One Summer Happiness”
(Indie* Fair $2,200. Last week.
“Lile Begins Tomorrow” (Indio

(3d wk'. SI.900.

‘MOGAMBO’ BOFF 12G

IN MPLS; ‘ROBE’ 35G, 3D
Minneapolis, Oct. 27.

Visitors’ influx that helped to

make up the 64,500 capacity crowd
at Minnesota - Michigan football

game was a factor in the boff week-

end loop trade, getting the current
: stanza ofT to good start. While

“The Rohe." “Here To Eternity,"

“Moon Is Blue" and “Little Boy
Lost." the holdovers, are still rid-

ing high and wide, newcomer
“Mogambo” also is making itself

felt in a sock manner. Other fresh

entries, however, are comparatively
unimportant.

Estimates for This Week
Century Pan <1.600 ;

05-85 »
—

“Little Boy Lost" (Par) < 4th wk*.

Nice $4,000 Last week. $6 000

Gopher Berger' <1.025; 65-85)

—

|
(Continued on page 16)

is particularly true of second-week
pix. Rain starting Lit* in the morn-
ing last Sunday (25* was helpful
at matinees hut hurt the night
trade in some locations

“So Big.” with Duke Ellington
hand. Golden Gate Quartet, Stump
A Stumpy heading the stageshow,
wound up its first week at the
Paramount with a fair $57,000.

"City of Bad Men" landed only a

slim $9,500 in eight days at the
Globe, being replaced today (Wed *

by “Jack Slade."
“Mogambo” with stageshow is

holding with a good $118,000 in

fourth session at the Music Hall,

and stays a fifth Second week of

“Torch Song’’ continued solid

with $24,000 at the State, now be-

ing in third round Second stanza

of “Big Heat" held at sturdy $19,-

000 at the Criterion

“The Rohe” is holding with

smash $132,000 in sixth round at

the Roxy, and, of course, stays on.

"Here To Eternity" still was very

big at $47,000 for *12th Capitol

st fln7.3

“Little Boy Lost" held with great

$26,000 in fifth session at the

Rivoli and began its sixth week
yesterday *Tues ). “Main Street

To Broadway" was down to a slow

$9,000 in second round at the As-

tor, and is being replaced Nov. 4

by “Queen of Sheba.’’

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv > <1.300; »()-$! 80)

—"Main St To Broadway" (M-G)
<3d-tinal wk>. Second round ended
Monday <26) was slow $9,000 after

$12,000 opener “Queen of Sheba"
(Indie) opens Nov. 4

Bijou 'Citv Inv. i <589, $1 20-

$2.40)—“Gilbert A Sullivan" »Lo-

pert-UA* Opens regular run to-

day (Wed.) after preview last night

(Tucs.).

Booth (Shuhert* <723; $120-
$2.40)

—“Julius Caesar” <M-G> <21:»t

wk). Present session ending to-

morrow 'Thu is » looks to hold

around $7,500 after $8,000 for 20th

week. Could stay on for many
more weeks, hut house is hooked
for legit show starting in Novem-
ber. Hence, run here ends Oct. 31.

Goes into continuous run at Plaza

immediately afterward
Baronet (Reade) <430, !)0-$l 50*

—

“Beggar's Opera” (WB) '10th wk).

The ninth stanza ended Sunday
• 25* held at fancy $5,000 after

$5,400 for eighth week Stays on
Capitol (Loew's) (4 820; 70 $2 20'

—“Eternity” <Col> (1 3th wk). The
12th frame ended last night 'TuOs.

>

continued very big with $47,000

after $55,000 for 11th week. Con-

tinues, and likely will stay here

until Xmas picture, “Sadie Thomp-
son” (Col), comes in

Criterion 'Moss) <1,700; R5-$2 20)

—“Big Heat” 'Col* (3d wk' Sec-

ond round ended last night <Tues )

held with sturdy $19,000 after

$23,000 first week. "Sabre Jet”

<UAt is due in Oct. 30.

Fine Arts (f)avisi (408; 90-$l 80

>

—“Cruel Sea" 'U> 0 21b wk>. The
lllh session ended Monday '20)

was fast $6,200 after $6,400 for

10th week. Stays until about Nov.

17.

Globe (Brandt) <1.500; 60 $1 50)—“Jack Slade" 'A A) Opens today

(Wed ). "City of Bad Men” <20th).

Only held 8 days with slim $9,500

for that time. ’"How To Marry a

Millionaire’’ (20th • had been due
in tomorrow 'Thurs.', hut actual

opening date is now indefinite.

Guild (Guild i '450; $1-$1 80>—
“Martin Luther” 'Indie) Rib wk>
The seventh round ended last

night Tues.) held with socko
SI 6.000 after $17,000 for sixth

week.
Holiday (Rose) '950; 70-$l 80'—

“Let's Do It Again" 'Col; ‘3d wk'.

Second Week ended Monday (26)

was fairish $8 000 after $9,800 for

first round. “Joe Louis Story’’

<UA) due in shortly.

New York 'Brandt' '598; 55-

$125i—“Young Caruso” <IFK) <3d

wk-4 days*. Second stanza ended
Sunday <25) held at fine $6.500 1

after $8,000 opening week “Little

World of Don Camlllo’’ 'IKE) opens
Friday '30».

Mayfair 'Brandt) <1,736; 70-

$180) — “Caddy" 'Pan <6th-final

wk*. Current week ending today
(Wed) looks okay $11,000 after

SJ 7.500 for fifth session. “Botany
Bay” (Pan opens tomorrow
(Thurs .).

Normandie Norurndie The-
• atres) (592; 95-$ 1 80/ — ‘ Little 1

round ended last night (Tues.) was
great $44,400 after $44,600 opener.

Paramount (Par* (3,664; 80-
$180)—“So Big” (WB) with Duke
Ellington orch. Golden Gate Quar-
tet, Stump A Stumpy heading
stageshow (2d-final wk*. First

round ended last night (Tues.) hit

fair $57,000. In ahead, "Blowing
Wild” (WH> with Louis Armstrong
All-Stars, Lex Baxter orch topping
stagebill (2d wk*. $49,000.

Paris (Indie) <568; 90$ 180*—
"Captain’s Paradise” (Lopert) (5th
wk). Fourth frame ended Sunday
i25i holding with great $20,000
after $22,000 for third week.

Kivoli <UAT) (2.092; 95-$2>—
“Little Boy Lost” (Pan (6th wk*.
Fifth round ended Monday (26)

was fancy $26,000 after $31,000 for
fourth week Stays on indef at
this pace. “How to Marry A Mil-
lionaire" (20th) was due in this
week hut opening has been indefi-
nitely postponed.

Rialto ' Mage) (600, 50 98)—
“Striporama” (Indiei <4th wk*.
Fourth frame ending tomorrow
(Thurs) looks to hold at fancy
$8,500 after $10,000 for third.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers! (6.200; 90-$2 40> — "Mo-
gambo” (M-G) with stageshow
'4th wk). Present session ending
today 'Wed ) is heading for a very
good $118,000. Holds a fifth week.
Third round was $130,000. “Kiss
Me Kate” (M-Gi is set to follow.
Roxy (Nat l Th.) <5,717; $l-$3)—

“The Rohe” (20th) <6th wk'. Cur-
rent stanza ending today (Wed.)
likely will wind up with smash
$132,000 after $152,000. The fifth

week gave the Roxy a total gross
(sans tax) of $1,012,500. Stays on
until Christmas pie is brought in
sometime in December. House has
dropped original plans to use
"Prince Valiant” (20th i as Xmas
picture.

State (Loew’s) <3.450; 85-$l 80»—
"Torch Song" (M-G) (3d wk).
Initial holdover session ended
Sunday <25) held with big $24,000
after $42,000 opening week.

Sutton <RAB> (561; 90-$1.50» —
"Tanga Tika” (Schaefer) (4th wk'.
Third round ended Sunday (25)
was okay $5,000. Second week was
$6,700.
Trans-Lux 60th St. <T-L> <453; 90-

$150)—“The Actress’’ <M-G) (3d
wk). Second frame ended Sunday
(25) held with great $9,500 after
$13,000 for first week.

Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-D (540;
90-SI 50)—'"Lili” (M-G) <34th wk'.
The 33d round ended Monday (26)
was socko $6,000 after $6,500 for
32d week. Stays on.

Victoria (Citv Inv.) ( 1.060; 95-
$1 80)- “Moon is Blue” (UA) <17th
wk' The 16th stanza ended last

night (Tues ) was sturdy $14,500
after $17,000 for 15th week “Man
Between” (Lopert* is due to open
Nov 18.

Warner (Cinerama Prod.) <1,600;

$1 20-$3 60) — “Cinerama” (Indie)
'21st wk>. Present session ending
tomorrow (Thurs.) shapes to land
a great $48,000 as against $49,000
for 20th week. Biz is not varying
a $1,000 from week to week despite
length to run Pic lias been on
Broadway more than a year.

Rain Helps K.C.; ‘Caddy’

Sockeroo $15,000, ‘Robe’

Wow 28G, ‘Gun’ NG 4G
Kansas City, Oct. 27

Week’s lineup includes some ex-

tra strong pix as well as some
lightweights. “The Caddy” at the

Paramount is playing to sock

trade, and will hold. “The Rohe”
at the Orpheum continues sock in

fourth week The Missouri is find-

ing 3-1) a handicap on "Stranger
Wore a Gun’’ while “Vicki” at the

four Fox Midwest first runs is flat

in 2-1)

Estimates for This Week
Kimo 'Dickinson) 504. 65-85*—

“Lili’’ 1 24th wk) ' M-G'. Satisfac-

tory $1,500 Last week, when
closing was announced hiz spurted

to $1,600, and caused run’s exten-

sion
Midland ‘Loew's- 3.500, 75 $1

"Moga.tnbo" 'M-Gi '3d wk-5 day
Short stay looks oke $6 000 La t

Week, solid $11.00(1

Missouri 'RKO- 2,650; 60-86 -

“S' ran "or V/qre- Gun” Col* and

(Continued on ;
age 16*
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Although Big Antitrust Target

Film Industry Volunteers No

Advice to Eisenhower Probe

Film industry "ill probably fol-t

low a “bands off’ policy in rela-

tion to the current study being

made of the nation's antitrust laws.

Investigation is being made by a

committee of T>9 prominent aL

lorneys under the chairmanship of

S Chesterfield Oppenheim, profes-

sor of law at the University of

Michigan. Body is known as the

Attorney General's Committee for

the study of the antitrust laws and

v as appointed by President Eisen-

hower in August.

Although the pix biz has the big-

gest stake in antitrust legislation,

with more than $600,000,000 in

Miits outstanding and 1.000 com-

plaints filed with the Department

of Justice in the past four and

a half years, industry view is that

-it would i»e prosumptuou for us

to make any recommendations un-

less called upon,” aecording to a

prominent film attorney. He
pointed out that the Committee

had its own research staff which

would undoubtedly review the an-

titrust problems faced by the pic-

ture industry. Attorney, who
takes part in high policy decisions

on overall industry problems, em-

phasized that be doubted that the

motion picture business would ask

for an easing of the antitrust laws.

However, lie said distribs would
continue to push for legislative

action for limitation of Hie statute

of limitations on antitrust actions

and for the determination of treble

damages by the individual judges.

Both subjects are currently being

weighed by Congressional commit-

tees.

Antitrust Antecedents
While attorneys directly con-

nected with film companies are

not represented on the Attorney

CJeneral’s committee, noted lawyers

associated with firms that have

represented major filmeries are

members of the body. They in-

clude John W. Davis. 1924 presi

dential candidate, who has de-

fended companies in antitrust ac-

tion; Bruce Bromley, who will be

the industry's trial attorney in an

upcoming U. S. Supreme Court

case involving the firstrun pat-

trrn; Whitney North Seymour,
whose linn. Simpson Thatcher &
Bartlett, has repped Paramount;
and Wreck P. McAllister, of Dono-

van. Leisure. Newton A Irvine,

who have repped RKO and other

tilnieries.

It will likely take two years be-

fore the committee will complete
it v scrulinization of the antitrust

laws. Following a completion of

the study, the body will forward
ils recommendations to the At-

torney General who, in turn, will

submit to Congress for necessary
legislative action.

Example of the film industry’s

plight in relation to the antitrust

laws is’ contained in the testimony
of a Department of Justice official

he tore the Senate Small Business
Comaiittee. Said the official;

"There is no industry which has

given rise to the number of mat-
ters brought to the attention of the

antitrust division, nothing compar-
able to that which the motion pic-

ture industry has.”

4Junior Premiere*
Hollywood, Oct. 27.

Columbia is tossing a “Jun-
ior Premiere,” the first of its

kind, for the unveiling of "The
5000 Fingers of Dr. T” at the

United Statds theatre in Pasa-
dena Oct. 30.

Kid stars lined up for the

event include Tommy Kettig,

George (Foghorn) Winslow,
Bucko Stafford, Mimi Gibson,
Shelley Fabraes and Lee
Aaker. Pasadena Boys Band
will furnish the music. Part of

the proceeds go to the Pasa-
dena Junior Chamber of Com-
merce «r youth welfare.

Cain’s Novel as Play

Having acquired James M. Cain’s

“Galatea” for a film adaptation,

producer Otto Preminger is now
negotiating for the stage dramati-

zation rights to the novel. Prem-
inger wants to produce the play

first, then follow it up with the

screen version, as he did with

“Moon Is Blue.”
“Galatea” was published by

Knopf last August.

OFFBEAT FILMS

BOTTLENECK

Can Big Films Rent Four Wads,

Guarantee Exhibitor a Profit,

And Not Violate Antitrust?

WORSE

BRITISH YEAR

STARTED SLOW
Washington, Oct. 27.

Film theatre attendance and
gross receipts were both off in

Britain during the first quarter of

this year, aecording to a survey by
the British Board of Trade. Fig-

ures, reported here by Nathan D.

Golden, director of the Commerce
Department motion picture divi-

sion, show an attendance of 328,-

471.000 during the first three

months of 1953, compared with

345.596.000 for the same period of

last year.
This year’s gross receipts of 27.-

793.000 pounds sterling were 4%
below the first quarter of 1952. It

is believed however that there is

a slight check in the rate of de-

cline of recent years.

Board of Trade disclosed that

last year only 35 theatres closed,

six because of fire, and that 19

opened after repairs. Seven new
houses were opened. During the

first six months of 1953. 16 thea-

tres were closed in Britain, three

of them by fire. In the same pe-

riod. one new house was opened
and eight reopened after repairs.

Eagle Lion Antitrust

Suit Goes to Argument;

Chesapeake Prodding
Long dormant $15,000,000 anti-j

trust suit filed by Eagle Lion Class-
j

ics against the Loevv and RKO
circuits in N. Y.’s metropolitan

j

area is coming to life again. Date
for pre-trial argument has been set

for next Monday «2> in Federal
Court, N. Y.

Principal distribs also were
named defendants in the action,

which was instituted more than
three years ago. but the alleged

money damages are asked only of

tiic two chains.

ELC complaint alleged that the

theatre companies, via illegal

agreement with the film com-
panies. played only major product
and denied screen time to ELC
films. Shortly after the suit was
filed. ELC. a distribution subsidi-

ary of Chesapeake Industries, was
purcna.sed and absorbed by United
Artists. Chesapeake has since
taken over the antitrust ease.

$600,000 In Dollars

Is Greek Allotment

For Yankee Pictures
Washington. Oct. 27.

Currency Committee of the

Bank of Greece has authorized
$600,000 in dollar exchange for

American motion pictures in the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1954,

according to the U. S. Department
;

of Commerce. This is 20' c more
than the $500,000 for the last fiscal

year.
“The $600,000.” explained the

Commerce Department, “shall be
made available in lour quarterly
installments of $150,000 from free
dollar holdings of the Bank of

;

Greece. The amount authorized
shall be used in the first place to

cover the value of imported motion
pictures, as well as the value of
pertinent advertising material,
transportation charges, etc., to the
port of destination. Any balance
left over after payment of these
charges shall be used for the pay-
ment of film royalties to United
States producers. These are the
same conditions which have pre-
vailed for the past few years.”

British have a similar arrange-
ment. The Greeks have set a for-
eign exchange quota of £ 60,000
for them.

Unexpectedly long runs in the

eastside arties of Manhattan have
resulted in a product jam-up and
at the same time have keyed con-

version of several houses to a new
policy.

Booking situation is so tight that

at least one circuit—Trans-Lux—
is considering jettisoning two im-
ports which it had acquired to in-

sure itself of first-run product.

Films' involved are “Annapurna”
and “The Pickwick Papers.” Duo,
handled for Trans-Lux by Mayer-
Kingsley, may go into other than
Trans-Lux houses. Latter first-runs

are booked up in some instances

till mid-1954.

Bottleneck has developed' partly

because of long runs and partly

due to the distribs dumping on the

market pix they’d held back dur-

ing the hot months. Impressed with
the availability of first-run films,

several houses have recently

switched. The Globe, a Stanley-

Warner house in Newark, is be-

coming an artie, and the Plaza,

N. Y., is now playing foreign im-
ports first-run. In recent weeks,
Brandt’s New Y’ork Theatre on
Times Square turned from western
product to imports.

One of the difficulties encoun-
tered by distribs of foreign prod-
uct is the fact that the American
companies have discovered the

value of the arties for their off-

beat English language pix. Instead

of getting minimum runs on these
films out of a regular house, they
now prefer launching them in the
intimates for what can extend into

runs of many months. Most recent
example is Metro’s “Lilli,” now in

its 34th week at the Trans-Lux
52nd St., where it has garnered
$150,000 in film rental so far.

Also set for an extended engage-
ment is “The Captain’s Paradise,"

the Alec Guinness film at the Paris.

British star’s rising popularity in

New York on the strength of prior

pix is credited with the success of

the import. Sutton Theatre is get-

j

ting Walt Disney’s “The Living
Desert” for which a prolonged stay

is predicted. M-G’s “The Actress”
at another Trans-Lux house is

strong at the b.o. and here to stay.

Fine Arts is concluding "The Cruel
Sea” and has two other pix already
in prospect. Another American off-

beater. “The Little Fugitive.” looks
berthed comfortably at the Nor-
mandie.

Strong biz and long runs chalked
up by the Eastside houses al-

leviates some of their nervousness
re the new widescreen age and
has convinced ops that there'll al-

ways be a place for the smaller
opus. In fact, say some of them,
conversion to widescreen may be
the best thing that might happen
to the arties who'll continue to

present the intimate stories.

He Saw Red
Columbus, Oct. 27.

Albert L. Sugarman, co-

owner of H. & S. Theatres,

neighborhood and drive-in

chain here which has had to

close two houses in the past

fix months, last week received

a letter from the Industrial

Training Institute of Chicago,

which he never finished read-

ing. It began:
“There is a big future for

vou in television— if you want
it.

22 IN COLOR

AT UNIVERSAL
Close to 65r r> of the pix to be

produced by Universal during the

year starting Nov. 1 will be in

color, according to Edward Muhl,
v.p. in charge of production.

Studio's sked calls for 34 films of

which 22 will be tinted by Tech-
nicolor.

Production level for the coming
year was fixed at conferences on
the Coast last week between U
prexy Miiton R. Rackmil; exec
v.p. Alfred E. Daff; board chair-

man N. J. Blumbcrg; Charles J.

Feldman, general sales manager,
and Muhl. In terms of budget and
scope. U's sked ranks as one of

the biggest in recent years.

Listing includes no mention of

any Cinemascope pix of which U
expects to make one or two.
Rackmil indicated in N.Y. Monday
• 26) that the right properties for

Cinemascope hadn’t been found
as yet. Studio, which is lensing
all its pix in a 2 to 1 aspect ratio,

is continuing research in all media
and will apply the results, if any,

;

where and when they are consid- I

ered suitable for certain films.

Meanwhile, U has on its slate at

least three pix that would lend
themselves to Cinemascope treat-
ment. They are “Sign of the
Pagan.” a story about Attila the
Hun; "The Galileans.” based on
Frank G. Slaughter’s Biblical
novel, and “Bengal Rifles.” All
three are skedded for Techni
lensing.

Rounding out U's product line-

up. the company in 1953-54 will
release 50 shorts, according to
Irving Sochin, shorts subjects
sales manager. Accent here, too,
will be on color. The 50 shorts
break down into 15 two-reelers and
35 one-reelers, with six of the one-
leelers being reissues of Walter
Lantz Techni cartoons.

With pre-release, high-percent-
age pictures requiring advanced
admission tabs continually under
sharp exhibitor attack, distribs re-
portedly are again investigating the
feasibility of four-wall deals for
the big special films. Under this
arrangement, the film company
would foot all the house expenses,
including help and advertising
costs, and would guarantee the
theatre operator a weekly profit
in form of a rental payment for
the use of his theatre.

Since a deal of this sort may be
construed as a violation of the an-
titrust decree in that one of the
major distribs may be again op-
erating theatres, attorneys for one
major company are said to have
secretly sought a ruling from the
Dept, of Justice. The Govern-
ment agency reportedly is studying
the request, but there are no in-

dications if or when it will hand
down a ruling. Usual practice of

|
the D. of J. is not to advise in ad-
vance, but to take action in case
a protest is filed alleging a viola-

tion.

Pre-Release Storms
The question of pre-releases has.

for several years, been a stormy
center of controversy between ex-

hibs and distribs. It was one of
the main points under discussion at

the recent hearing on film indus-
try trade practices conducted by
the Senate Small Business Com-
mittee. Exhibitor witnesses
charged that the pre-release pat-

tern was a violation of the consent
decree in that it allowed distribs

to dictate admission prices.

In an attempt to control the
number of pre-releases, the pro-

posed industry arbitration plan
contained a clause limiting the*

number of pre-releases to two to a
company annually. However, even
this stipulation was opposed by
Allied States Assn. In its annual
convention in Boston several weeks
ago, Allied said it would not accept

any system “that countenances
pre-releases even on a limited

scale.”

Film Trucking Charges
Goes to Ohio Commission

Columbus, Oct. 27.

Complaint of the Independent
Theatre Owners of Ohio against :

excessive film-hauling rates and*
overcharging under the present

'

rate schedule by the Huntington-
Cincinnati Trucking Lines will be
heard by Ohio's Utilities Commis-
sion at 10:30 a.m. * Wednesday,
Nov. 18.

ITO is seeing to force the truck-
'

ing company to bring its actual
charges for film transporting into
line with the rate schedule filed

with the state.

COLUMBIA PICTURES’

NET UP TO $942,000
Columbia Pictures showed a

gain of $139,000 in not profit for
>tar ended last June 27 over the
previous year. Company revealed
earnings of $942,000, equal to 99c
per share of common stock for the
new year, compared with a net
of $803,000, or 78c per share, in

1952.

Operating profit amounted to
$2,149,000 in the 1953 fiscal year,
compared with 1952’s $2,246,000.
However, the tax bite x\as lesser
in the new period, amounting to

$1207,000, against $1,443,000 in

1952.

Col had 687 436 shares of com-
mon stock outstanding as of last

June 27. On June 30. 1952. there

i were 670,669 shares outstanding.

Allied Warns 16 of 28

Shorts From RKO Are

Second-Time-Arounders
Charging that 16 out of the 28

two-reel subjects on RKO’s 1953-54
shorts program are reissues. Allied

;
States Assn, has warned its mem-

1 hers to study the" company’s slate

j

carefully before making deals. Al-
lied notes that 40' c of a theatre’s

|

business comes from patrons who
are frequent and regular filmgoers.

This figure, says Allied, “will
show exhibitors that by buying

(

RKO’s releases they may be asking

j

almost half of their audiences to
.see their short program for the
second time.”

Dmytryk Says 90% of Pix

Unacceptable to Public

If Code Didn’t Exist

Hollywood, Oct. 27.

Critics of the film industry's pro-

duction code were blasted by di-

rector Edward Dmytryk in the first

of a series of lectures before stu-

dents of the U. of So. California

Cinema Department. He averred
that approximately 90r o of Holly-

wood pictures W’ould be unaccept-
able to the public if the code were
not in existence.
“A flexible code administered

intelligently,” he said, “is one of

our greatest assets. Its enforce-
ment has undoubtedly saved many
a producer from going broke. Au-
diences have proven their Indif-

ference toward films which ignore

the bounds of public taste and
morality. It discourages the fly-

by-night producer who relied on

sensationalism.”

Short Interest Trading
In 20th Sharply Down

S'hA.rt interest stock trading in

20th-Fox was reduced by more than
half in the past month. Since the
number of short interest shares re-
flects the extent of anticipation of 1

t stock dropping in value 'in con-
trast with standard investments
when a rise is hoped for), the
lessened number of 20th's short
interest shares was regarded as sig-

nificant.
k

There was a total of 9.264 short
interest 20th shares in September.
This is down to 4.175 shares this

| month.

CONVENTIONAL PIX

FOR 20TH RELEASE
Twentieth-Fox, fully committed

to Cinemascope for its own pro-

duction lineup, appears showing

further interest in taking on con-

ventional product of outside pro-

ducers.
In addition to handling distri-

bution for Leonard Goldstein's

Panorama Productions. 20th execs

have had talks anent taking over

the release of Alfred Palca's indie

pic. “Go, Man, Go.” which focuses

on the Harlem Globetrotters.

Nassours Expand Plant

Hollywood. Oct. 27.

Nassour Bros, started construc-

tion of a $150,000 administration

building on the company's
Hollywood lot. Brothers sold their

old studio to KTTV some time ago.

Thus far their investment in tne

new lot amounts to $750 000.

New building will house their

new Regiscope program and wj'

be available for use by indie P10

Jducers. <
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LOCAL SPONSORS OF NEWSREELS
Bankers Trust

Out of RKO
Bankers Trust Co., N. Y., which

traditionally has played a promi-

nent part in RKO financing, ap-

pears now out of the film com-
panys monetary picture. A cor-

porate letter sent from the home-
ot'fice to board chairman Howard
Hughes, made public in connection

wiili a minority stockholders’ suit,

revealed that it was “desired” to

pay olT Bankers Trust indebtedness

dt $2,500,000. New borrowings
iroin the Texas National Bank and
tlit* First National Bank of Hou-
ston were earmarked for repay-

iit ‘nt of the Bankers Trust loan.

The Hughes letter was dated
1a-t Sept. 24 and stated the new
financing setup was “desired” by
Sept. 28. at which time it was ac-

complished.
In a previous switch, the Mellon

National Bank of Pittsburgh
stepped put of RKO, its loans to

the company having been absorbed
by Bankers Trust.

Used in paying off BT was .a

loan of $1,000,000 from Texas Na-
tional and one of $1,500,000 from
First of Houston. A previous loan
from First of Houston has been re-

financed with the issuance of $ 1 .-

500.000 in 3*4% promissory notes
which mature Dec. 28, 1953.

50c Souvenir Program
Mandatory on ‘The Robe’
Provision that the theatre must

handle sales of souvenir programs
for “The Robe” is part of exhibi-

tion contracts drawn* up by 20111-

Fox for the film.

Programs cost 50c of which ex-

hibs keep a nickel. The rest is

split between 20th and the pub-
lishers of the booklet. Exhibs say

this is the first time they’ve been
faced w’ith such a deal.

METRO BACK-TO-BACK AT

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Knights of the Round Table.”

Metro's first film In Cinemascope,
has been booked by New York’s
Radio City Music Hall. Film will
follow the company’s Esther Wil-
liams starror. “Easy to Love.” :

pencilled in as the Hall’s Christmas
attraction. From now’ to “Knights,”

,

Metro product will monopolize the
Hall's screen. “Kiss Me Kate” i

trails the current “Mogambo" and
i

will be followed by “Easy to Love.” i

In other Metro N. Y. bookings. !

* All the Brothers Were Valiant”
succeeds “Torch Song” at Loew’s
State while “Take the High
Ground” is headed for the Mayfair
following Paramount’s soon to-
open "Botany Bay.”

$30,000,000 Take
Continued from page 3 55;

2 NEW STEREOPHONIC

SYSTEMS SHOWN N.Y.
Two new systems for stereo-

phonic sound reproduction were
demonstrated in N.Y. last week.

Ampex Corp.. of Redwood City.

Cal., put on a series of screenings
at the Rivoli Theatre. N.Y. Outfit

is fairly new in the field and is

offering exhibs a package deal in-

volving everything from the mag-
netic pickups to speakers. Price
range is $4,500 to $10,300 with de-

livery promised within 30 days.

Equipment is being handled by
Circuit Construction Co., N.Y., a

Skouras Theatre subsid. Jim Ford,
Ampex sales topper, said there was
no film coin in his outfit.

Also shown in N.Y. was the
stereo sound reproduction unit de-

veloped bv Dorsett Laboratories of

Norman, Oklahoma. System, which
costs only $1,500. is probably the
simplest of any on the market. As
explained by Lloyd Dorsett, an
ordinary soundtrack is specially

cued and the sound is thus direct-

ed to various combinations^ of

speakers around the theatre.

Booth equipment is put at $1,000
and the speakers and amplifiers at

$500 From six to 10 ordinary
speakers are required.

Dorsett said several Oklahoma
theatres are currently equipped
with his system and added that he
had demonstrated his method at

Paramount where Y. Frank Free-
man and Loren Ryder had listened

to a cued-up print of “War of the

Worlds.” “Of course you can’t do
sequential switching with our sys-
tem and you can’t separate sound
simultaneously, hut the results we
get are eminently satisfactory for
the ordinary patron." Dorsett de-
clared. He said engineers might
find fault with the system.

b^t foot forward in introducing
Cinemascope and that it is taking
great care in establishing Cinema-
S<ope as a trademark of quality.
1 lie other is that the industry’s in-
vestment in CinemaScope is going
hevond the point where it could be
jettisoned without serious econom-
ic repercussions.

In line with this latter reason-
m-t it s pointed out that, whereas

units didn’t run into money,
t momaScope equipment does and
1lu, t the industry would fight a lot
aider to retain CinemaScope in

public's favor than it did for
.< l

)

Playing at $1.80 .

.
ule it's true that “The Rohe”

1 a great deal of novelty appeal
,in ' out New York, is playing
• a M Hu top. 2Uth’s grosses for

5‘in still are considered daz-

\

in their own right. At the
'' I'teatre, Atlanta, the picture

' »‘d a $100,000 gross in three
At the Roxy, N. Y.. the

c
,' v eek still looks good for

a ,

tor an overall total of $1.-
I the Memorial. Boston,

'' him grossed $72,975 the first
' * >7 0oo the second week and
on g 40.000 for five da vs of the

';\d week.

„ V Hippodrome, Cleveland,
.”7 '$54,900 the first week. S43-

l!” second and $23,300 for four

v,
Hurd. Denver reported

*' >00 gross for 10 da vs. A
,

neighborhood in Salt

v

M ‘
<• tty grossed $40,000 in three

r .

an
?

ran ? up $7,100 for four
the fourth. The house or-
nocs an average weekly

01 $3 °00 to $4,000. In San
- at the California Theatre,

itoje” grossed $35,400 in five
Syracuse reported $34,500 in

3-D Sound For $7,500
Hollywood, Oct. 27.

Independent exhibs can equip
their theatres with stereophonic
sound, to be used with Cinema-
scope productions, for approxi-
mately $7,500, according to Colin
Miller, general manager of Natural
Sound Corp. His statement was in

reply to a report that the equip-
ment would cost between $12,000
and $15,000.

Miller left for Chicago to attend
joint convention of Theatre Own-

;

cr.s of America and Theatre Equip-
ment Supply and Manufacturers

; Association.

Concerned over the steady de-
cline in the circulation of its

Movietone News, 20th-Fox has
cooked up a novel scheme under
which exhibs would seek local

sponsorship for the reels. It’s es-

timated that such a policy, widely
adopted, might add 5.000 accounts
for the 20th newsreel by next
June
The way Lem Jones. Movietone

and short subjects sales manager,
figures it, an exhib would approach
one of tin* stores or banks in his

community with the idea of news-
reel sponsorship. Newspapers, too,

might go for the idea. A theatre
could offer much lower advertising
rates than either the local paper
or the radio station.

Reasoning is that such a scheme
would pull the rug from under the
perennial exhib argument that be
can't afford Die newsreel. In fact,

says 20th, if properly handled, reel
sponsorship could not only return
to exhibs their film rental but
could even show them a profit.

Local news sponsorship drive to
be initiated by the 20th field force
will concentrate particularly on
the smaller communities where
the impact of screen advertising is

rated high It’s true, too. that most
of the reel cancellations in recent
months have come from the small
houses that tend to ax the news-
reel as the first step in any econ-
omy move.
Argument presented by 201 h. as

well as by all the other newsreel
distrihs. is that theatre ops aren’t
doing themselves a favor by elimi-
nating the reels since polls have
definitely established that the pub-
lic wants and enjoys them.
Sponsorship of the Movietone

News would put it on a par with
newspapers, radio and TV as a

medium of communications since
all three depend on advertising
revenue for their existence. It's

pointed out that, with the oncom-
ing of the CinemaScope era at

20lh, newsreel production costs
would probably have to be hiked
and that the sponsorship idea
might act ns a preventive against
mass cancellations by exhibs who
at times have expressed the notion
that the reels are a luxury on
which they cannot expend larger
coin.

‘Rest Years of Lives* Gets

Special Outside Kudos
Samuel Goldwyn’s “Best Years

of Our Lives'" is getting added
attention from non film business

sources. Harold Russell, featured

in the film, and Robert Sherwood,
who did the script, both appeared
on George Jessel's "Comeback”
show on ABC-TY Friday TjlR,

Brief scenes of Russell in ‘ Best
Years’’ also were shown on the
network program.

Earlier, the board of directors
of the General Federation of

Women’s Clubs in a unanimous
resolution urged the reissue of the
film at this time as an "important
and stimulating” contribution to

solution of the problem of t lit* ie-

turning serviceman

WIDESCREEN ORDERS

LIVELY IN NORTHWEST
Minneapolis, Oct. 27.

Equipment companies here pro-

fess themselves pleased at the rate

of orders for widescreen installa-

tions. This goes tor really small

situations and against the 'go slow’

advice handed out recently by the

North Central Allied Assn.

K. it Ruben has placed ordt rs

for tour ol his small-town theatres,

the Paramount circuit is com ci t-

ing one house in all ol its towns
and Twin Cities independent
neighborhood and suburban lion rs

are falling 111 line.

During the past fortnight a total

of some 30 odd independent Ihea-
tres in such towns as Luvcriie.

Fairbault. Wacoma, Wood Lake,
Delano. Jackson. Tracy, Montevi-
deo and Pine Island, Mum hav*,*

been included among the purchas-
ers. Orders also coming in from
theatres in North and South Da-
kota small towns.

Scoff at TV

In Minneapolis
Minneapolis, Oct. 27.

Notwithstanding three television

stations in full swing here, and the
current slump in farm prices, vital

to this area, motion pictures are
doing unprecedentedly good busi-

ness hereabouts.
•

,
; .

Four downtown pictures are in

the midst of record breaking runs.

M’s the tenth week for “The Moon
Is Blue.” the fifth for “From Here
to Eternity,” the fourth for “Little

Boy Lost" and the third for “The
Rohe’’ -three of them at advanced
prices. And the end isn’t in sight

y rt for several of them.
There never has been anything

like this before in exhibition here
so many long run pictures simul-

taneously. And there never before
lias been anything like the $90,000
gross racked up by “The Robe” in

its first two weeks, the “Moon Is

Blue’s" $58,000 in a 400 seat theatre
and “Eternity’s” $73,000 to date,

when “Little Boy Lost" also lias

pulled in $80,000 and “Mogambo”
has started at an $11,000 pace in a

1 .000 seat house.
St. Paul, too, is experiencing the

same sort of boff biz. No other
picture' had ever run for more than
three weeks at its 2,000 seat <>r-

phciim, but “From Here to Eter-

nity" is in its fifth week there now.
Also, recently “Shane" ran a month
m St Paul and there have been a

number of other holdovers. It’s

hoped that “The Robe," which
opens Nov. 5 at St. Paul's 000 seat

World, will run anywhere from
four to six months, which would be
an all time record for tin* town.

Saving Rond Film 1st

Ry Treasury Since War
Washington. Oct. 27.

New 16m film, plugging the sale

of U. S. Savings Bonds, has just

been completed at Universal Slu
dios. Pic, starring June A Hyson. Is

first of its type produced for tin;

Treasury Department since World
War II days. Called “The Bund Be-
tween Us." it points up the bene-
1 its from regular purchase of

bonds through the Pax roll Savings
X Drive.

Screen play was by Joseph Hoff-

man with George Boh* producing.
Will Cowan directing Others in

the cast are Russell Johnson.
Susan Cabot, Jack Kelly and John
Litel.

225 PRINTS OF NEW
INGRID BERGMAN

“The Greatest Love,” first new
Ingrid Bergman film in four years,
will go into regional saturation
distribution in December, accord-
ing to IFF. Releasing Corp. which
is handling the Italo import. Pie’s

original title was “Europe ’51.”

Total of 225 prints have been
ordered for the launching of “The
Greatest Love.” according to Ber-
nard Jacnn. IFF sales and distribu-

tion topper Film, which received
the 1953 Selzniek Silver Laurel
Award was produced and directed
by Roberto Rossellini and features

Alexander Knox.

Picture Title Is Lift,

Says Suing Playwright
Hollywood, Oct. 27.

Playwright Siegfried M Mar-

wig asks $250,000 for misappro-

priation of title in a suit brought

in Superior Court here a gainst

Leonard Goldstein and 20ili Fox-

over “Vicki.” Author contends lii-

play “Vickie*” ran on Bioadv. ax 111

1942 with Jose Ferrer, Taylor
Holmes, Red Buttons and subse-

quently toured with final perform-
ance in May 1952 in N Y.

Suit charges use of title was
“unauthorized, misleading, unfair
attempt to capitali/e on "eh luic-

tive name and title This lead au-

dience's to believe film v. .1 cellu-

loid version of play.

lire

‘Caesar’ Into Plaza, N.Y.

• Metro's “Julius Caesar” moves
into the Plaza Theatre < N. Y. • on
E. 58th St. starting Nov. 1 in a

moveoover from the Booth. Shu-
bert legit house where picture has

been on display for 22 weeks. Pic

will be shown on a continuous ba-

sis at popular prices as contrasted

to the two-a-day reserved policy at

» the Booth.

‘La Ronde’ to Trial

Washington, Oct. 27.

The United States Supreme
Court agreed yesterday <2 6> to

hear still anothci film censorship

case involving the* ban by New
York State ot thy French import

"La Ronde" State* charged film

was “immoral” and tended to "cor-

rupt moral'”
Appeal was brought by Com-

mercial Piet Hi es ( orp . the distrib-

utor. High Court ordered that Die

"La Ronde” ease be argued imme-
diately following a censorship case

which was accepted on appeal

three weeks ago This was Ohio’s

ban on the Seymour Nebenzal pro-

duction, ’ M .”

Only last year, Die Supreme
Court broke the New York ban on

"The Miracle” an Italian import

banned as “sacrilegious. High
Court stated the New York law

was vague on what constituted sac-

rilege and also objected to “pie-

eensorshin ”

‘Animal Farm’ Feature In

Cartoon Completed O’Seas
“Animal Farm,” full-length car-

toon feature of I.oui, -de Rochc-

mont in conjunction with Mala

A Batchelor 'Cartoon Films. Ltd >

has been completed in F.riglaiid and

will be ready lor refe a t* earax in

1954. Film is based on the late

George Orwell’s satirical tome.

I)e Rochem on t goi s to England
next week to conclude di tribiitiori

arrangements for "Farm.’’ as well

as to set up a foreign n lea e deal

for "Martin Luther.”

STATUTORY PERIOD

ENDS ANTITRUST SUIT
Hollywood, Oct. 27.

*

Paramount and RKO were dis-
missed as defendants in antitrust
suit here because the statutory pe-
riod bad run out Action was or-

dered by Federal Judge James M.
Cartel. Par was involved in txxo

suits and RKO in one case.

Cases involved $379,464 suit
brought lad April by Herman and
Maurice Lewis, former operators
ol the Los Fi ll/. Theatre against a

dozen majors; $736,500 suit

brought last February by Dave and
l.eali Rector, former operators of
the Lepnox Theatre. RKO wasn't
named in the latter .suit.

Complaint Vs. Welles

For 10G Legal Services
Or on Welles has been slapped

with a summons and complaint in

bis residence at the Hotel Plaza.

New York. Sum involved is $10,000
for “reasonable value of legal serv-

ices'* and business counsel, part of

it renders to Welles in Europe Hie

last two years. Complainant is

William S Roach, now overseas
but formerly a staff attorney with

O'Biien Driscoll & Rafirry in New
York

Action is brought on Roach's be-

half bv the latter law film's Mil-

ten Doscnhlooni and is returnable

ill N, Y. Supreme Court

El Capitan Sold Again
Hollyw ood, Oct 27

El Capitan Theatre. 1 .200-*- eat

house currently: being operated bv
' NBC under a long-term lea-e ha

been acquired by Try ex Realty

newly-formed New Yoik lealt;

invest dient firm.

,
John J. Reynolds. Ine

,
N Y real

estate brokers, soi , the house foi

a client of Wallace A Cabin. Eos

Angeles' attorneys. Tins was Du*

second sale of Du* theatre in the

past year by the same broket-

.

Property is valued at $450,000

John T. McCormi k, Jr. upie-
I uenfert tlie titirr hasers.

Ready Egypt Locations
With ‘Valley of the King*,”

• which will he filmed entirely in

Egypt set io mil early 111 Decem-
ber. .Metro ha sent an advance
technical crew to Cairo to line Up
location sites and to set up equip-
ment. John Schmitz, Ted VoigM-
lattder and Alberto Sculati studio

technician-
,

lc.lt New Yoik .Monday
1 26 lot Rome and ( ail o

Itob'it Taylor and Eleanor

Parker, t o of Die picfiue, are

'scheduled to leave for Cairo lat**

in .November Taylor planes out

t rom Got barn on Nov. 21 and will

stop ov* 1 in Parts arid Rome he-

lore heading for Cairo Mrs.

pa ik or sails on Nov. II and wall

-fV’fid some time in Italy before

reporting to dnectoi Robert Pirbsh

t in Egy pt.
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CEA Rejects Trade Pact on Eady;

Govt. Now Likely to Take Action
London, Oct. 27.

H a majority vote of only two.

ji .. exhibiting side of the picture

ihdu'trv has precipitated govern-

intervention to prolong the

F )(lv Fund setup. A four-power

I

‘

u i 0 agreement recommending

I
extension of the existing

m heme nil voluntary level was

, x, (! last week by the genera!

,.,‘umi! of the Cinematograph Ex-

!i,h !, I
< Avsti. by a 33-to-31 vote.

I (l v. in one afternoon, the ex-

} : t»i:.»rs of the industry cancelled

nl'j; (*r«il months of endeavor on

j 1k
'. put of the film industry to

hi unanimity. A basis for

a_i cement was found a fortnight

iJrk which took special account of

exhibit «*r tax problems. This has

no been tossed aside although cn-

( i , it by other trade groups.

,.\t live start of this month.

Board of Trade toppers warned
tin* industry they had a month to

make up its mind and come up
vitli a unanimous scheme without

financial reservation or face the al-

ternative of government legisla-

t inti. Alter a prolonged period of

confabbing, producers, exhibs and
distributors agreed, subject to rati-

fic.it ion. a compromise .scheme
which would liave yielded a sub-

sidy of St*.450.000 as against the

previously, stated producers’ mini-

imi.ii oi SO. 400,000.

Tlie British Film Producers
A-»sn at a specially convened ses-

sion last Wednesday (21). carried
the -(home with a substantial ma-
j.iiit v but at the CEA meeting the
same day the proposal was turned
down, mainly as a result of oppo
Moii expressed by independents
i'om main provincial centres. It

w;w faced with the resignation of a

mamr independent circuit if the
scheme went through with exliibi-

tm blessing,

Within the nexl week. CEA
branches throughout the country
are to !><• given an opportunity of
reconsidering their attitude. If

nen*s ii . facilities have been ar-

ranged to convene an emergency
meet of general council to rc-ex-
a nim* the situation. It is doubt-
l however, whether it would be
possible to organize a reverse 1 in

lute to comply with the ROT
t niir-t aide.

I top industry circles, it is recK

fl "
' d that the government has

mini e, ui |\ leaned towards the
hut i-li pi oduetion Industry. Hence,
it to « ed to promote legislation, the
government will probably advocate
mme generous terms than those
•a re ii on within the trade. In-
h" m-d opinion leans to the view
that notwithstanding the producer
amopt.mce oi the industry agreed
< mipi onvise, the BOT will suggest
’ "tore ambitious annual contrihu-

1 <> m line with producer stated
tio".:- Some sections of the indus-

aie now reconciled to the view
t o ’'(• government will budget
1,1 ' n- ot S7.500.000 to $8,000 -

•>n annual Eady Fund in-
("It*

1 ' in with the parliamentary
' r, ‘ :i o it Is now considered

t unless there is an 1 It It

u.ige of heart, tlie govern-
1 v publish its Enabling

v inti the next month and
‘on will be introduced dur-

1 ' r t'cvt session of Parliament
,‘ lM ’-ins Nov. 3. The present

tn<’ terminates at the end
‘

*

">4. and the government
' in pledge to the industry
v will be absolute con-

Warn Mex Radio Stations

On 25"„ Native Tune Law
Mexico City, Oct 20.

o x radio stations must
’’b' v the law that demands
minium playing of Mexi-
' ind music per broad?
h»* heavily fined or have

suspended for several
1

1

nod the Ministry of Com*
• <,riv and Public Works,

hr affairs down here.

' taken in response to
hi posers and tooter>'
>ome stations never play

! igs or music—not even
o'' said a union official,

and other foreign nui-

p'ace. But as tin- i-

only correct that Mex.

-

md music should get a

—

Anglo-Am. Package Show

On U.S., Brit. Camp Tour
London. Oct. 27.

i
An Anglo-American package

show leaves London today (Tues.i

for Germany on a three-month
tour of British and American midi- !

tary installations. It is the first

time that a unit has been signed
tor both zones.

The production, entitled “Tes-
sie's Big Show.” has recently been
on a provincial road tour. The
British star is Tessie O'Shea with
Johnny Matson heading the Amer-
ican contingent. The company will

tee off with five weeks in the Brit-

ish zone, and will follow with
! eight weeks at GI camps. There
|

may be an added week for Cana-
1 dian troops.

! Deal was negotiated through
Fosters Agency via Don Angel who

i
packages shows for GIs.—

. .
• j

Whale Grosses

$200,000 in Paris

Paris. Oct. 27.
< .

. |

|

Jonas, the 65-fool. 35-ton whale,
has exited Paris for a six-month

• tour of the hinterlands. It will

,

then go to London, and is expect-
ed to land in Canada and the U S.

' sometime next year. Tlie benign
mammoth with thousands of gal-

lons of formaldehyde pumped into

it and two refrigerators where its

stomach used to lie. is not the
usual type of exhibit. The whale
was the recipient of a record tree
publicity in newspapers here.

Tn its 26-dav showing at the
Champs I)r Mars before the In-

vr. lidos. Jonas pulled in over 700-
000 patrons at 25c a head, with a

10c tab for soldiers, to get far well
over a $200,000 take. Traffic was
tied up every Sunday along this

|

wide esplanade, and the overflow
gave the nearby military museum l

the biggest attendance in years. It

is estimated that the number of

people to see Napoleon’s tomb was
trebled.

Import Shackles Off In

Aussie But Only Helpful

For Few Indie Distribs

Sydney. Oct. 20.
:

Import shackles have been taken
ofi distributors in Australia so far

as soft currency areas are con-
cerned. The independent distribs

see expansion while major dis-

tributors follow the trend to

“fewer, better pix.” This change
mi imports was acc^nplishcd via

the Commonwealth government
abolishing the film import quotas
system based on previous > ear's

allocation effective Oct. 1.
I

This means virtually that dis-

liibs. who previously had to fight

hard for vear-by-year increases to

their quotas, now can import a-

many pictures as they wish, from
r.on-dollar areas.

Most majors, including the Ih it-

ish companies, are not very much
-interested. Quotas of almost all

have been steady, or if anything
declining of late, as top produc-
tion outfits overseas limit their out-

put. But it will give a timely hypo
to tlie sinall-time distribs. and will

ifisure the industry ot at least a

numerical sufficiency of much-
needed program fillers.

Local outfit Independent Film
Distributors alone will now handle
some 2(1 new -release supporting
pix m the coming season.

Mex Tinter Prod. Due Soon
Mexico City. Oct. 20.

Production of color feature pix

will begin :n Mexico next January
at the Churubuseo studios here.

Cesar Santos Galindo has revealed,

lie is proxy of the studios and the

Producer- National Assn.

Fn t tinter will be started by

Po-a Films. excHi-ive maker of pix

-tailing yCantinffas" 1 Mario Mo-
reno'. ace comic, and Paul c!e

And.i. *

Court Tosses Out Finn

Ban Vs. ’House of Wax’
Helsinki, Oct. 20.

The Supreme Administrative
court has reversed the decision of
the hoard of censors, which banned
“House of Wax” <WB» and the
French comedy. “Adorables Crea-
tures Both films were slightly
cut, the former on the grounds of
cruelty, the latter because of im-
morality.

' Creatures" was immediately re-
leased by its importer and has be-
come a luixol tice hit. The “Wax”
preem i.s scheduled for November.

New Rome Show Season

Launched Early After

Sock Tourist Summer
By HELEN MoCILL TUBBS

Rome. Oet. 20.

Alter a record-breaking summer
tourist season. Home has plunged
into what is known here as "Ihe
season,” with important theatre,
revue, concert and nightclub open-
ings. at least a month earlier this

year than in previous ones. Tlie
reason is possibly because there
are more foreigners in the city

currently; also, perhaps because
the Homans themselves have ac-

quired the habit of dropping into
clulis and (lining out more fre-
quently The economic situation
has picked up likew ise.

The New York City Ballet, on its

European tour, opened at the Home
Opera House with a big. dressv an-’

dience. Company is headed by
George Balanchine.

Maurice Chevalier is hooked for
three (lavs at the Quatrc Fontane
in his one-man concert, and play-
ing to sellout houses. Program is

done in French with the exception
ot one or two songs. He took at

least 12 encores with the audience
rising at the finale, something sel-

dom ^et'ii here.

The healthy theatrical season in-

cludes Terence Hatligan’s "O. Mis-
ties- Mine” at the Arti; Kdouardo
• DeFilippefi top Italo comic, with
his company at the Elisee; Homan
dialect rep at the Goldoni; “The
Pleasure of Honesty." by Pirandel-
lo. at the La Baracra, and a big

revue at- Ihe Palazzo Sistine.

Particularly of interest this year
is the return ot Anna Magnani to

the stage after almost 10 years of

films. I.a Magnani is rehearsing
her company now, and will open in

San Hemo in December. She likelv

will do tour of Italy which will

carry through the summer.
Plush Cabala Club Opened

The gala opening of Tony Pran-
tiera’s plush Cabala Club was Oct.

17. with society and cinema names
in evidence. A perennial favorite
it, Homan night life is Bricktop.

who leads her own establishment,
with Blossom Dcrie. Edith and
Joyce Peters, 'two of the Peters
Sisters» and Per Lindquist on the

same bill.

The Open Gate Club opened with
Margarita Diaz Gonzales. Raphael
DcCordoba and Lolita Baldo. and
will continue the season with inter-

national names. Thelma Carpenter
is slated tor an appearance soon.

Smaller (Tubs of the cabaret

type, the Boite Pigallo. and Victor's

Kit Kat. all have orchestras and
strolling guitarists. Visitors can no
longer complain that there is no
place to go at night in Home, and
there is always the chance of rub-

bing elbows with Farouk. Errol

Fiynn. Priino Camera. Anna Mag-
nani or otl < i names v ho happen to

he in the city,

Anouihl’s ‘Lark’ Shapes

As Top Paris Legit Click

Paris. Oct. 27

Jean Anouilh's “Lark.” brilliant,

compelling i inly ol Joan ol Arc.

acted with all stops out by. Su-

zanne Finn, lias joined Paul ( lau

del's • Columbus” a- season's two

top clicks.

•Lark's ' arrival at off main heat

house. Mon’ parna.sse-Gast rip Baty,

Was hailed a- Anouilh's best work
to date and one of decade’s impor-

tant plays Lark" is a string of

tcr-e xct.me> touching on different

aspect (l Joan of Arc with tip

top porioi bianco by \

1

1 > s Flop as

the Maid aval great support by

Michel Bouquet as foppish Charles.

VII to v. on Anouilh lias given

some of -( t ipt's wittiest lines,

Frenrii v i ion ot "Deep. Blue

Sea w it h Madeleine Robinson pic

-tar, m re aiding IDadmg role,

came to GruViout Saturday <2I>

and look tm a nice slay.

INTKIIWTIOWI. 1.1

H.0.’s Pace London lst-Runs; ‘Caddy’

OK $8,200, Intruder’ Sockeroo 1SG,

‘Sioux’ Hot 10G, 2d, ‘Space’ 8G, 4th

Wilcox, Back in London,

Starts 2d Pic for Rep
I .ondo'n. (><t 27

Herbert Wilcox who returned
to London last week from l S
contahs with HerhVit .1 Yates,
goes into immediate production
with his second British film under

;

his Republic six-picture deal The
production stars Margaret Lock-
wood, Forrest l'uckei and John
McCall uni. The first two named
were in the first Republic Wil-'cox

pic. ‘"Laughing Anne.”

Tlie new production, entitled
‘Trouble in the (den,” goes into
location lensing at once, with stu-

,

dio work to follow at Shopperion.
Negotiations are proceeding, it is

reported, lor Victor Md.aglcn and
Orson Welles to join the east

Mex Show Biz Aids

Lara Anni Fete
• *

Mexico City, Oct 20
Mexico's top entertainers cli

maxed the 251 It anni <d tunesmitli
A gust ill Lara's first composition at

a concert last week <11< at the
Hellas A rle.s Opera House Dur-
ing the day. every radio station in

the country coniined its program-
ming to Lara mush

Ralph S 'it. Mrs. » I'eei Smith
ern Music topper, attended the cel-

ebration. Southern puhiislns
Lara’s works in the l S

Lara was discovered m IP28

working as a pianist-entertaiiiei m
a coffee shop by an l(('\ \utor
recording expedition headed by

musical, director Hoy Shield, now
NBC’ conductor Shield cot more
than 20 Lara tunes. Sontheiii Mu
sic arranged Lara' lii l radio

broadcast and lias been hi pub-
lisher ever since.

Lara currently is picpping a

week European tour Hi mo t

I popular tune in the l S r. "Gra-
nada.”

|

Zukor Hosted for Full

Week in London; Marks

Golden Jubilee, 80th Yr.

London Oet 27

Adolph /.ukor's golden jubilee

and 80th birlhdav are being

!
marked by a series ol celebrations

in London throughout this week
The grand old man ol the picture

industry arrived
weekend, and In

gagcnienl was to

Command Film
the Odcnn. Leicester
night ' Mona.

At luncheon today lues Xu-
kor was honored by the film sec-

tion ot the ('lilies' Circle, which
hosted him at the llungaria Res-

taurant. Tomorrow night (Wed *.

Paramount's London office. i
i toss-

ing a coektailery for industiv top-

pers to meet Zukor The following

night he will he honor gum t at an

all-industry banquet at tie .May-

fair.

The official trade (eh lnatons
will close Friday when Zukoi v’lll

he guest ol tlie Cinema Veteran.,

who will al o iio-,1 a lunch at the

llungaria.
As part of tlm week celebra-

tions; Ziikur i being interviewed
on TV’ tonight by Leslie Mitchell,

when lie will compare present film I

:
sit fiat ion with the early days, and
also comment on the no v t» cli-

n'iques of production

Scots to Get TV Theatre
Glasgow Oet 2<'

Scotland i getting , it> fie t TV
llwatie. It will be built m the

heart of Glasgow ' cinema world
in the I^yrie Theatre budding
Work on tlie how e w ill tart

next month with the f bus!ruction
ol a $36 000 ion! ori tie wait

Which s-l'il I land after .,a fii »• last

May. Coniph te sHu'Ture vsdl be

suit able for either 'I v i>\ t adio

I
hi • a- v ell .

: •' p. • (.tlpfl

London. Oct 20.

With seven pictures currently
m first-mil situations. Universal is

handsomely leading the field in

the West End and two of its dual
programs are doing socko hi/. At
the London Pavilion is tlie condo
ol ‘ Came From Outer Space" and
"Life After Dark." which si ill is

t ci rid w ith $8,500 ill fourth frame.
Il»* Odium. Leicester Square with
"Walking M.v Baby Hack Home"
and ‘‘Great Sioux Uprising," is

shaping towards fine $10,000 in

second week.

’Hie double feature Dill at the
Gauinont, “Hack to God's Country”

J

and "Veils of Bagdad,” is only
average al $6,200. being live lone
moderate Universal combo.. "The
Lone Hand." also from U. is dou-
bling with the British .Made ‘ Back-
ground" at tin* Leicester Square
Theatre, the third week dipping to
$3,400.

New openings last stanza in-

cluded the British l.ion-Korda pro-
!
duction, "The Intruder." with a
smash $15,000 at the Empire; the
Eros release of "Albert. H N .”

which looks nice $6,700 at the
Odeoii. Marble Arch; and "The
Caddy." okay $8,200 at the Plaza
"Man Between" is fairish at
Carlton.

F.rtinvatrs for Last Week
Carlton (Part < 1,128. 55 $ I 70 -

“Man Between" (HI.', Took some-
thing of a dive from first few days
hid fairish $4,500 looms "Heart of
Matter" <BL> preems Oet 23
Empire <M-(D <2.000; 55 $ I 70* -

“The Intruder” <BL>. Opened to
unanimous crix appraisal, with
prospects ot smash $15,000 nr
more fm initial week
Gaumnnt <CMA» <1.500; 50-

SI 70< ’Back to God's Coimlrv”
M ' and ' Veils ol Bagdad" <1

Fair $6,200 or over looms.
Leicester Square Theatre l('M\l

'I 7. >3 50- $ I 70' - "Background”
1 \BI I)' <3d wk> and "Lone Hand”

I » <.”.d wk ' Winding its run w it li

modest $3 too after $3,800 in sec-
ond round "Personal Affair”
<GFI)i preems Oct. 22.
London Pavilion <1 \» <1 217. 50-

SI 70 "Came From Outer Space”
M > and "Life After Dark” <U> 4th

i vv k *. Holding big with $8,000 or
belter aftei $0,500 in third.

|

Stay s on
Odeon, Leicester Square ((’M\i

'2 200; 50 $I 70i - "Walking My
Baby link Home" H ' and "Great

)

Sioux l piising" M * (2d wk*. Prov-
ing sock double feature, with great
S 1 0.000 lids week alter opening
round got $11,200. Holds three

1 weeks.
Odeon. Marble Arch M'M\i *2

-

200; 50 SI 70- "Albert. R N ”

* Eros) and "Love in Pawn" (Fro-- 1
.

Nice $6,700 initial round is in
sight.

I’l.i/a M'an < 1 .002; 70 $1 70) -

Ihe Caddy" <Pan. First Martin

their earlier corm-dic
; looks sat-

isf.'i ctqi.v $8,200.
Rialto H , F P i <502. 50 $1.30- -

"Androclcs and l.ion" <HKO'.
Handsome $4 500 or near looms

Kitz 1 M-G i <432; 30- $2 15 1 -

'Moulin Rouge” MFD) <2M wk'
Holds with surprising vigor tin*
round being $2,25(1 Continues
Warner WH- <1.735; 50 $170 -

Master <il Ballantrae' <\VI5i <3d-
tinal wk Final fiame of 5 da
looks like $4 800 after modest SO -

1 00 in second frame V Conquest, of
Everest III.* opens with Royal
l>i com Oct 22.

Black Coming to N.Y. On

Prowl for Plays, Talent
London Oet 27

A If l ed Black -'George K - sail

for N \ r,r i t hi- Queen Eli/abeffi
Nov 5. ui iin ohpa t of the trip be-
ing to find a feinrpe lead for I s
new musical. "A Wei) ding m
Pari which fir* li.a aerpi.irefl fun*
Vera Caspar.' Tin vs ef to ieu-

sic hv Han Ms; v*. ii.ii ly rir I-

Sonny Miller Sfir- • will tw *• tacg d
in the \\-’j i End t -1

1

. h' \» '

• ft

Will «
i re Ne •

’i <> i k 11 e k v.
’ ’

exploi e tj e pr. i I > l fa l ie o* Bi ii.ii
' -

vv a • pi < (;,* t iMmI.I III ! hi*

d' q.au- ni*;v pi a.* ( S '
1 l t

’1 « nt '

v. fin i I * • and *
i b.'ot ft- l

qiiirez! 1 a < Jun<‘ I
1

i
v. >r </ . 1 a- o

•k» dd* d ;-ir ! ,o r . ( <n < iir H»54

first public en-

attend Hu* Royal
Peilormancc at

Square'. I;el

<
v i.ewis pix ft* hv pass the n
•hi opened stronger than some
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No wonder "Mogambo” is topping M-G-M’s previous African adventure

Champ "King Solomon’s Mines” and beats even famed big grosser

"Show Boat.” Showmen are putting great campaigns behind a great

picture. When you play "Mogambo” remember that EXTRA EFFORT

means EXTRA DOLLARS! There’s a wealth of circus-y, natural

showmanship in this phenomenal attraction. Get every last dime!

EXHIBITORS GIVE IT TOP PROMOTION

!

JUNGLE BACKGROUND FOR "MOGAMBO” magnetizes
crowds and makes busy box-offices! Fronts, lobbies and floats

sell big Afridan adventure and wild animal thrills. Great
demand by exhibitors for M-G-M’s special line of display

accessories. That 8-foot Lobby Standee kills tickets.

BATTLE OF THE SEXES (Gable -Gardner- Kelly) in ads,

publicity, and promotion gels results. Use the Ava Gardner
leopard-skin pose

!

AVA’S OUTDOOR JUNGLE SHOWER-BATH widely used by
newspapers, results in smash spreads. This still is combined
W’ith photos of other movie bath scenes from other hit pic-

tures, very popular with editors.

BIGGEST DEMAND BY STORES AND DEALERS for stills

for local level merchandising — Dodge Trucks, Pepsi-Cola,

B. O. A. C., and other travel outfits, Head Scarfs, Slave
Anklets, Cameras, etc.

MERCHANTS CASHING IN on M-G-M’s National Tie-ups-
Lustre- Creme^, Coro Jewelry, Madcap Millinery, Alfred

Shirts, Jan Irwill Sweaters, Chocolate Candy.

THE COMING INDUSTRY EVENT! M-G-M’s FIRST CINEMASCOPE PRODUCTION "KNIGHTS OP THE ROUND TABLE” (Technicolor)

DISC JOCKEYS AND THEATRES use Jungle Platter before and
during engagements. Made on location—beA ofdrums, chants
of natives, etc. Also available is an M-G-M Records Art
Mooney recording, “Mogambo.”

THEATRE ATTENDANCE MULTIPLIES with other M-G-M
Special Accessories; 6 Trailers including Teasers, Jungle
Background Paper, Fan Photos, Postcards, TV Slide or

“Telop,” Jumbo Heralds, 8 x 10 Color Prints, etc.

KIDS GIVE "MOGAMBO” a rousing reception when their

imaginations are excited by “Mogambo Masks” and “Name
‘Mogambo’ Jungle Animals” in promotion and store
merchandising.

M-G-M REVITALIZES P. A. TOURS with unprecedented
American safari of mighty White Hunter, Frank (“Bunny”)
Allen guide during production of picture. Literally a sensation

in 25 Key cities

!

AND THE DRUM BEATING GOES ON ! Above are just a few

ideas. Consult Press Book for many more

!
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Warner Switch
(N.Y. Stock Exchange)
For Week Ending Tuesday (27)

Weekly Weekly Weekly T
1933 Vol. in High Low Cl<

High Low 100s

1 ST* 12'

h

Am Br-Par Th 144 14‘* 15 ’h 1

49 4
38’ 4 CBS, “A" ... 57 49“ 4 47“ i 4

40 ", 38’ 2 CBS, “B” ... 15 49“* 47“s 4

17 s 11 'h Col. Pic 18 16 15 ‘h 1

12 ! » 7 7 h Decca....... 54 9 8 \h

47 4! ’ h Eastman Kdk. 210 46“ 4 45 4

14 "s lO-'s Loew’s...... 175 IPs 10 :;
, 1

7 4 4’h Nat. Thea. ..120 6‘* 5’,

3o"m 24’ > Paramount .. 75 27* m 26‘h 2

36 ’'. 27“* Philco 373 30 *

2

29“ 4 2
2!I S 2 1

•’ h RCA 245 2V*» 23 2

4 s 2 'h RKO Piets. .. 53 3 2“ 4

4 ,
3’ 4 RKO Thea .. 57 3“i 3 -s

4 , 2 :

, Republic 41 3 ’h 3

1 ! H 9 :

i Rep., pfd. ... 5 10 ;*h l'H * 1

12 1 8 7 h Stanley War. 193 10“h 8 5
i 1

19 ’

4

13* 2 20th-Fox 209 17' -.. 14“ 4 1

17’ 4
‘14 Cniv. Pin. .. ’3 15 ~h 15* a 1

68 ’ 2 61 L’niv., pfd. . .
11 20 64 64 6

17 > 1 1 ’ h Warner Bros. 37 11“ , 11 “h 1

U 63 ’

4

Zenith 27 72 '

4

68“ * G!

American Stock Exchange
17 .

9> 4 DuMont 125 10“ 4 * 9> 4

4 _• 2 : h Monogram .. 2 58 4 'h 4

ITs 14 Technicolor .57 15 14“* 1

3 * 2“4 Trans-Lux ... 2 3“h 3“m

Over-the-Counter Securities Bid
Color Corp. of Amer I’d

C inerama 2 ’

2

Chesapeake Industries 2’*
Polaroid 4 1 4

I*. A. Theatre; 9 '

2

1

Walt Disney 7“s I

* Actual Volume.

< Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co.)

mS Continued from page 5 SSSSSm
|

i. .us heretofore called Warner- Rivkin Favor, Limit of Proxy To Single Meeting
Sp.vros I*. Skouras, 20th prexy,

said he believed "the trade will
applaud Warner Bros, for elimi-
nating confusion and adopting the
CinemaScope process. With the
best interests of the motion pic-
ture

A Star Is (Finally) Born
Day to day uncertainties

prevailing in Hollywood over
which of the now screen proc-
esses to use are illustrated via
the career to date ot Warner
Bros.’ "A Star Is Born," star-
ring Judy Garland in a musi-
cal remake of the 1937 hit

»*i<* was originally skedded
for 3-1). That was at the time
" hen WB came all out in ta\oi
of stereopix.

Then WH made its deal
for Carl Dudley's Yista'raina.
which it called Wai•nerSeope.
and "Star" was slated for wide-
screen treatment.

On Oct 13. Jack I. Warner
called it all off. stating that the
film was "too intimate to meet
the enormous area of Warner
Scope."

Now. with the WB -2<)lh Fox
deal closed, "A Star Is Horn’’
is once again pegged for wide*
screen, this time in Cinema
Scope.

Hollywood. Od 27.
- Allen Kivkin. second largest

i hloe proxy holder in Screen Writ-
ers Guild, has thrown his strength
behind the faction out to curb
power of proxies to a single meet-
ing instead of the present un-
limited time on proxies, thereby
v irl unity assuring victory for the
group seeking to put over a con-
stitutional amendment at the
Nov. 17 election.

Last year the same attempt
failed by a narrow margin, just
short of the two-thirds majority

I needed, and Itivkin had sided with
\dele Buffington, who with about
100 or more proxies, has more
than any individual in the guild.

Ivan (ioff, one of the leaders in
the drive to curb power of proxy-
holders, said his group ‘ has over
100 signatures on a petition en-
dorsing the move, and expressed
confidence the controversial
amendment would be adopted.

Goff’s petition, presented to the
SWG exec hoard in the form of a

resolution, limits use of the proxy
to one specific meeting, and for
lloor votes. If passed, this means
the proxy could not he used on
any balloting done by mail, could
he voted only on matters brought
up on the floor.

i Exec board adopted a recom-
mendation of tbe Television Writ-
ers Group that no proxies will h*
accepted for voting on TWO posts.
(Only members in good standing
and with one TV credit can vote
fur these spots, by mail or in per-
son.

Long smouldering fight over
the proxy situation is aimed mainly
at Miss Buffington. She has said
-inee the newest campaign got un-
der way that she will use her prox-
ies to resist limitation or modifi-
cation of the current proxy sys-
tem.

,
An SWG delegation left by plan*

fur N. Y. and the Authors League
ol America reorganization meeting,
over the weekend. Warren DulT
chairmans the group, while other
members include prexy Hiehard
I’.reen, Warren Cox. Harry Tugend,
exec secretary Frances Jnglis, and
attorney Gordon St u I berg.

industry at heart, Warner
i

Bros now joins us to go forward
!

to make CinemaScope the best
i hallmark of quality in motion pic-
! Lire entertainment."

•fust what motivated WB to
abandon its competitive effort with

j C’memaScope and throw in the
towel constituted a favorite guess-

j

ing g une in N. Y. this week. WB
' ’Leif provided some spice by hint-
ing that it not only intended to im-
port widescreen projection lenses
but also would use its Zeiss cain-

i

*'i.i taking lenses in the future.
1 Implication was that the resultant
widescreen pix would merely take
on the CincmaScope label to take
advantage of the well publicized

j

trademark.
Ollier version, considered more

realistic by most of the trade, was
that W 15 had done its best to get
suitable taking as well as projec-
tion lenses from the Zeiss people

jit’ Germany. When the lenses ar-
rived on the Coast, they were

i
found to be unsatisfactory. At
H at point, WarncrScaping of ' A
Star Is Born” was called off al-

legedly because the i-ntbrary of the
story didn't lend itself to the wide
screen technique.
Lichtmnn wont to the Coast and

discussed the matter at lengtn with
Jack Warner, pointing out that
WB could save a lot of money by
giving up its Independent course
and joining hands with 20th in
establishing CtnemaSeope. Warner
apparent ly considered Lie-lit man's
arguments va? d.

Top exec of the Zeiss works, in
N. Y. this week, explained that his
outfit had gotten the wrong spe-
cifications front WB. Latter has
considerable coin tied up in com-
mitments with Zeiss, hut it's be-
lieved that little of it v. ill he lost

in the long run. Total WB Invest-
ment in lenses has been put a!

$400,000. At one point earlier
this year and prior to Warner-
Scope, WB tried to buy into Cine-
mascope hut was turned down.
Decision of WB to embrace Cine-

mascope this week was seen as
pushing other studios in the same
direction. Last Friday. Columbia
prexy Harry Cohn signed a formal
Cinemascope contract for his stu-
dio. Other outfits, already com-
mitted to CinemaScope prodqt-tion
in varying degrees are .M G. Walt
Disney. Universal. Allied Artists
and various indies releaung
through United Artists.

Only holdout is Paramount
which, for the present at least,

continues to stay aloof from ana-
morpiiic processes. Liehtman said
Monday '26' that there had been
no recent conversations with Par
execs on the CinemaScope sub-
ject.

Authors League Demise

Reported in California,

Has No Basis in Reality
Report from the Coast last week

that New York State had "dis-

solved" the Authors League of

America for failure to rcinror-

poratc threw a momentary scare
into ALA officials and other
lahoritcs and management holding
contracts with ALA guilds. Report
turned out to be exaggerated like

the classic* report of Mark Twain's
death and the confusion was ended
in one clay by the routine filing by
the League of notice* ol its exist-

ence with State officials

N. Y. State had passed a law a

couple of years bac k, requiring all

corporations to register with the
Secretary of State ot the Slate-

Law. presumably passed to strike

all non-existent firms ol t the state

ledgers, went unnoticed by the
League. When report came from
the Coast (and nobody seems to

know just how law was discovered
out there i. League sent its lawyers
up to Albany to tile. Lawyers reg-

istered corporation’s name Secre-

tary of State accepted it and it

was all oxer that same day. I ii

dav 1 23h
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Houses were unable to overcome

that handicap.

The exit of talent at the Para-

mount is the second time the

house has changed Its course since

it opened in 1926. Some 20 years
ago. the house dropped stagers

alter grosses had reached a deso-
late state*. However, theatre came
back with the pitband policy which
Was copied in many other situa-

tions Under that format, the band
industry reached its widest devel-
opment.

An orchestra didn't “arrive" un-
til it played that house. The Para-
mount became the No. 1 haven of

the hohbx soxers. There was danc-
ing in the aisles to the swing
greats such as Benny Goodman,
the Dorseys, et al. Later, the
sweater-set found other idols at

th** house. Here Frank Sinatra
reached the peak of his popularity
with the youngsters swooning all

oxer tin- place. The Paramount be-
came the theatre which catered to
youth. The kids expressed them-
selve—either favorably or unfa-
vorably. The matinee shows gave
them a forum in which they jeered
or cheered. Either way it was a
problem with the housetnanage-
iiient.

Harry Levine', the booker of the
Paramount chain, modeled his
v hous to cater to the youngsters.
H" reasoned that if the kids
I ought records, they would buy an
artim in the theatre. The theory
"mked out well. But lately, the
fy‘tul ot disks that were selling.
v *'!'*• made by artists whom the
km- v aren't buying in the flesh.
-Sm ' ** Joni James developed, there
v '-l t a single name catapulted
to higtiine by recordings.

(, im of the paradoxes of modern
' ".ici-'Mltf operation lay in the fact
’ 'he more the theatre paid for
‘*.n the more money the

•' made. With Martin & Lewis'
’ engagement at that house, the

wore guaranteed $50,000.
" Ml a record take. The see-
'Line, they got 70'c of the

'' gt'oss. Boh Hope was an-
'

‘T lo get S50.000. With these

|

1 Hu* topliners paid for their
: " “ding show and hand. This

attraction plus others like
t oino. Frankie Laine. Dinah

" "ere among the few that

; ;

overcome bad pictures.
• ' * ’’upping of stageshows at

-’'i 'mount will leave that cir-

pnly two regular vfcii.de

hi.'- Chicago Theatre. Chi -

:, d the Olympia.. Miami, are
* i ooked by Levi: if. He'll.

spptshdvy in 6tfter sif.it*

' suitable headliners be-
' v'ilabJe.

" vs Mill looking for hiah-
1 headliners. Had the Pai

1 vxith stageshows. it\

•ItiiiUi La Ito-a would

have played there. As it is, he’ll

go into the Chicago Nov. 13.

Passing of the Paramount fur-

ther points up the problem of

where is an act to showcase in

New York. Outside of two major
cafes, there just aren't any show-
cases An agency was once able Id-

pilot a hot property and then set

him into the Par at the peak of

his buildup. Process of building an
act will be tougher than ever. Un-
der Harry Kalcheim, who hooked
the house about a decade ago. an
aet would be scouted long in ad-
vance. and then put in with a pic-

ture that would be known to have
anothera long run. That was

method of building acts.

The house also developed man-
agerial talent. Bob Weitman. its

former managing director, is now
veepeeof ABC-Paramount Theatres
in charge of talent-programming.
Boh Shapiro, at present managing
director, worked under Weitman.

Closing of the Par brings up the
question of whether the public
is outgrowing stageshows. With
video showing the top talent and
letting the public get tired of them
within a comparatively short time,

it’s difficult for any talent outlet

to overwhelm ticket buyers.
However, observers point out

that film studios profited by talent

developed in vaudeville. When the

studios, which used to control the

circuits, started closing vatide

houses, they hastened the process
which created crisis in that indus-
try. Television just knocked them
out of the box. It's pointed out

that the proems can he repeated in

video once it starts closing lip

avenues ol act development.

Continued from p;u;e 4

cair t* they all represent certain
production integrity ami covei
wide range in subject matter.
"Kate" and “Sadie" are expensive
musicals, “Money" is Martin-Lewis
comedies, "Hondo'' is adventure
material and "Fire" is designed
as a realistic depiction of a com-
bat patrol in Korea on the ev*
ol the truce.

In underlining these five pro
(luclions. distribution execs report
that at least one, "Kale," and pos-
sibly a second. “Sadie,” will hr
available in both 2-1) and 3-1) and
the lioxoffice value of one format
hi comparison witli the other will
!» offered for immediate evalua-
tion

Film company reps state further
that the 3-1) techniques have un-
proved, that distortion is down to

a minimum. Also, Polaroid Coip.
and other manufacture! s claim
progress in making viewing glasses
more agreeable to the audience

In other words, it's said, tin*

best ot 3 I) i-, (oiuing up; the pub-
lic's verdict on the five picture
should be beard in tho e next Do

Authors’ League
( ontinurd f i (•>ii |M<c l

reserved tbe right to decide in

what category a writer belonged

A strengthened League, and re-

taining that name, utiiih gue
back to 1911, would have a new
Council and sections for screen,

television, stage, radio, maga/im-
and hook authors, (ion#- would he
the power of any one Guild lo

vi to the decisions of the League
which is what happened three

years ago when the League council

set up a Television Writers Guild,

since existing in ncbiilou- lorm
only as a "Group

-

’ because ol the

immediate opposition ol the Radio
Writei s Guild.

Not pai ticipat ing iri ff < Ix' o day
conference was the Dramatists
Guild Tins is possibly significant

aithougn members dm hue it was
simply due to the active »a on in

the theatre which found n o I plav-

w rights too busy v illi Hem own
private affairs to attend Diaina-

tisis Guild has been the Mbam lal

muscle behind the League in re-

el id years
One significant dnun tame

about the meeting us H .<• cori-

I duct of the radio delegation lie,'id-

led by Plnlo I fig ley and liankhn
Sxkc‘‘- Hsitcon.v until in, lui.it was
the no. RWG policv. in it u l;cd

contrast vith earlier belhge.i criey

ol tir Cl III Id ' lea'll'! i.
.
|:

-

entlv tii** real malcontent I.,

e

a -

ready ifiOved into ti e ti\.d I \\ \

apd a ( aimer at'dude pi e-, ,i.K

v ill m tho I.ea:me ip eof) < qtietic

Warren Dull Harry 'I momd and
Morgan fox were in S’ \ repre-

senting t

J

j( Screen Wntci f/mld

Rex Stout
.
John Her < v and John

Lim k Spoke fm t tie At*tO

l

Television firoup" -was fionte.d b;.

* Ted M.iid**) and Mu aret, N’» • . .

London Cinerama
( ontimird fiom ii.^r 3

ready visited tin* U. S for discus-
sions. High in the list is one of the
Warner Bros.’ houses in London.
It was indicated that a Cinerama
crew will he sent abroad shortly to

survey the situations

Meanwhile. Cinerama is proceed-
ing with its plans to (men 15 thea-
tres by tin- end of next year With
theatres (urrenily operating in five

cities- New York. Detroit. Los An-
geles Chicago and Philadelphia

—

the medium hows in Washington.
I) C . on Nov. 5 and is slated tor

Pittsburgh for some time in De-
cember; Subsequent openings, not

m cessarily in the following order,

include Dallas. San Francisco,

Boston and Minneapolis

C ent limed fioin 3

Wage Boost
( ofilimicd from

lai and backroom union . ha- <

Ic' ii going on for almost a yeai
\* itli hot It labor outfit on the xei i

of wtnke on several occasion
Boosts received by tbe Hbuic
oflue I'mbn an* rciioaeti.e tu Nm
2t» 1*152. expiration date of H"’

I Oi iTier coni ra( t

,\\iHi exchange talk' completed
Local II 03 j tut rung to bon *

off n r white collar tallei Ari im-

New 1,000-Car Drive-In

Otnfchfc. (Oft 27.

The C’iaco. one of the midwest's

largest dri- e-in theatres, last week
opened on a 25-acre tract four

miles south xx est of Liberty. Kans.

( Jay County Theatre Corp.'s latast

spot has a capacity of 1,000 cars

and is • $175 0o0 investment.

Robert Collier is tin* manager
Corporation n headed by Clar-

ence A Schultz, vxlio aCo i.*; prexy

of Consolidated Agencies, which
has four Iowa drivedns at Des
Moine-, Marshalltov. n and Mason

e union u

ic.ii !iC(J J J{ Mandcibaiun id H e

t S Conciliation S<tvh e. I

tiM-n' (ailed in an aH'einpt to hie,»k

U.e -i alemate.
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Picture Grosses
Toronto, Oct. 27.

On six-a-day at hiked prices,

with early morning lineups, Cana-
dian preem of “The Robe” set a
new house record for day and
week's biz at the Imperial, largest
house in Canada. Of course, this

is cutting into other new product
such as "Take High Ground,"
"Master of Ballantrae,” "Return to

Paradise” and "Golden Blade,”
hut these are holding up nicely.

Aside from "The Robe,” "Eternity”
is topper here in third stanza for
two-house combo, also at upped
prices.

Efitimatfs for This Week
Crest, Downtown. Glendale,

Mayfair. Scarboro, State (Taylor)
<863; 1.059; 9Cf>; 470; 698; 694; 35-
60)
—"Fort Algiers” (UA) and

"Phantom From Space” <UA).
Light $12,000. Last week. "Van-
quished” . (Par) and "Clipped
Wings” < AA i. $15,000.

Eglinton, University <FP) (1.080;

1,558; 40-75>—"Master of Ballan-
trae” iWBi. Okay $12.0t)0. La.sJ

week. "Scoutmaster” (20th),

$13,000.
Hyland (Rank) (1,250; 50-85) —

"The Juggler” (Col). Nice $5,500.

Last week, "Finale Test” (Indie),

same.
Imperial (FP) (3.373; 75-$1.50>—

"The Robe” (20th). Smash $40,000,
and house record Last week,
“Gilbert & Sullivan” (IFD),
$13,000.

Loew’s (Loew) <2.096; 65-85) —
"Take High Ground” (M-G). Fair
$13,000 lor 8 days. Last week,
"Melba” 'UA), $11,000.

Nortoun. Shea's (FP) <959; 2.386;

75-$ 1 >

—"Eternity” <CoD (3d wk).
Still hefty at $17,500. Last week,
$26,000.
Odeon 'Rank) '2.390; 50-90) —

"Return To Paradise” (UA). Nice
$10,000. Last week. "Desert Rats”
(20th) '2d wk), $7,500.

BALTIMORE
(Continued from page 8)

week, "Little Boy Lost” (Par) (4th

wk). $6,400.
Little (Rappaport) <310; 25-90)

—

"Beggar’s Opera” (WB». Good
$4,000. Last week. "Leonardo Da
Vinci” (Indie). $3,800.
Mayfair (Hicks) <980; 25-70)—

"Sea Of Lost Ships” «Col). Starts

today (Wed.) after fair week of

"Column South” <U> at $4,400.

New 'Mechanic) • 1.800; 75-$l 50)—"Robe” (20th). Starts second
week tomorrow (Wed.) after rous-
ing $42,500 opener. In ahead,
"Terror On Train” (M-G*. $8,000 in

12 days.
Playhouse -Schwaber) (420; 50-

$1 )
—"Stalag 17” 'Par) '3d wk).

Large $6,000 after $6,200 for the
second.

Stanley <WB> <3.200; 35-80)—“So
Big” (WB). Okay $10,500. Last
week. "Blowing Wild” (WB) (2d
wk). $7,300.
Town (Rappaport) <1.600; 35-80)

—"Glass Web’’ (U>. Fair $8,000.

Last week, "Marry Me Again”
<RKO), $8,800.

who fight censorship is; "Who's
1u say what's immoral and dan-
gerous?”

"Moon” already has played in

1,100 theatres. This point doubt-
less will be stressed in appeals
from the Jersey City ban. Also to

he underlined, presumably, will be
the absence of evidence that tick-

et-buyers at any of these showings
of the pic were morally impaired
by a few wisecracks about "virgin-
ity.”

As for the general attitude to-
,

ward censorship, film industry rep-
;

resentitives have a record of a

Massachusetts referendum of 1922, 1

allegedly the orjy public vote on
the subject. The against-censor- 1

ship tally was 553.173, compared
with 208,252 for censorship, rep-
resenting a total majority in t he
state against censorship of 344,921.

The anti-censor camp says the Bos-
ton score was particularly impor-

j

tant because "Boston is a Catholic
city.” At any rate. Huh voters were
104,824 against censorship, 38.240
for.

The pros and cons of censorship
have been argued for years. In

view of the new flareups, the con- ;

troversy doubtless will continue
from here to eternity.

Jng taken, Superior Judge Thomas
J Stanton upheld the City Corn-

right to confiscate arnissioner s

print without court authorization.

In Poughkeepsie, Monsignor Mi-

chael P. O’Shea spearheaded a

movement against the picture.

Group of citizens had a petition

feigned by over 4,000 persons in

protest of "Moon,” asking the

City Common Council to set up
ordinances proscribing the public

showings of any films deemed to

he "immoral.”

Ohio Defers to Church

Much broader than the "Moon"
issue was the stand taken by Cath-

olics in Columbus, where a few
months back a legislative move was
underway looking to eliminate all

censorship. Backed by the Motion

Picture Assn, of America, and Co-
lumbus exhibs, the Ohio campaign
succeeded in ending the hliu -pen-

ciling of film newsreels. However,
the main objective— that of remov-
ing censoring of features was not

attained. In evident deference to

tin- church groups, Ohio’s law-

makers declined to support the

hill, as proposed by State Sen.

Charles Mosher, which would have
wiped out pic censorship entirely.

Ohio censorship has long been of

erratic, unpredictable quality and
often at variance with decisions of

censors in neighboring New York
and Pennsylvania.

Anti - censorship argument Is

that, while there may not i>e any
organized campaign, very often a

blast against any film by, perhaps
Francis Cardinal Spellman 'who
publicly rapped "Moon”), invaria-

bly will set olT a chain reaction

among Catholic groups across the

country.

Elmer Rice Sounds OfT

Elmer Rice, chairman of the Na-
tional Council on Freedom from
Censorship, a unit of the American
Civil Liberties Union, has been
outspoken in challenging the right

of the Jersey City Commissioner
in acting against "Moon" upon the
urging of groups aligned with the
Church.

Rice insists that members of the

public who wish to .see the film

should he allowed to see it. He
said he recognizes that "under our
Constitutional protection of free

speech all groups have the right to

propagandize tor their point of

view." The playwright adds: “Rut
where public officials conform to

these pressures, resulting in a de-
nial to the rest of the community
ol their right to see the film, we
must register our firm opposition."

The pro-censorship point of view
was brought into lotus in a recent
editorial in the Catholic Chronicle:
Commenting on the Ohio situation,
the weekly stated:

"Critics evaluate shows for the
most part from a dramatic and en-
tcrtaHiment standpoint. They fre-
quently make and break shows, for
then word is relied upon to a very
large extent by show -goers. Again,
people read or decide not to read
a hook because of favorable or
unfavorable reviews. Yet no one
arcuses the critics or reviewers of
invading the sacred domain of per-
sonal freedom nor of determining
what shows people shall see and
what hooks people shall read.

"Critics and reviewers may act
hastily and unintelligentlv from
prejudice and from partisanship
and thereby do considerable dam-
age to producers and publishers,
writers and others that have a
stake in the show or in the hook;
they may even ruin them finan-
cially For the injustice of which
they may he guilty critics and re-
viewers must he condemned. If

censors were to err in their .judg-
ment because of haste or of neg-
lect. they ton. should he con-
demned but they should not he
condemned for moral evaluation
arrived at after every effort to he
fair, hoiiesf and correct.

Censorship as ‘Service’

"It seen in thi* light, thus not
censorship render to upright de-
tent. reasonable people a valuable
service? For it warns them against
dangers to sound morals. It helps
parents, guardian* and others to
Piotcr! children against evil in-

fluences. It helps the community
by sparing it contamination It

brings down upon the people
Blessings in mi far it helps them
to live in conform it v with the will
*>l God and enables them to m-
Muin free fioni much law violation
and vkiv"

Repeatedly posed qwciy tv those

Cleveland, Oct. 27.
Boffo showmanship used in pro-

moting "Sabre Jet” on Ohio Mate
preem is giving this new entry a
smash total at the State for best
showing of newcomers. "So Big ’

also shapes fast at the Allen. For
its third round, "The Robe” Mill
is smash at the Hipp, and is con-
tinuing to bust house records
"Here To Eternity” is winding up

S
ixth and final Palace session m
ne shape.

Estimates for This Meek
Allen (S-W) (3.000; 55-85'—"So

Big” (WB). Big $12,000. Last week
“Blowing Wild” (WB), $14,000.
Hipp (Telemanagement i (3,700

$1-$1.80)—"The Robe” '20th' 3d
wk). Great $42,000. Last week,
$52,000.
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,200; 55-85' —

"Martin Luther” ( Indie' '4th wk*.
Socko $7,500 following $6,500 last
week.

Palace (RKO) <3.300; $1.25-$] 50)—"Eternity” <Coli (6th wk'. Final
sesh looks fine $12,000. Last week,
$13,500.

State (Loew’s) (3.450; 55-85) —
"Sabre Jet” (UA>. Making almost
as much b.o. excitement as its

ballyhoo with smash $19,000. Last
week. "Story 3 Loves" « M-Ci

»,

$10,000.
Stillman (Loews) <2,700; 55-85*— "Mogambo” «M-G) <4th wkt

(m.o.). Good $10,000. Last week,
$9,000.

Denver. Oct. 27.
"The Rohe" continues to run up

record biz. at the Denver in second
week, and is holding again. "Mar-
tin Luther” still is strong in third
session at the Aladdin, and stays
over again. "Mogambo" is ace
newcomer with smash trade at
the Orpheum and is holding.
"East of Sumatra” shapes fancy
at Paramount.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) * 1.400; 90-$1.20)—

"Martin Luther" (Indie) '3d wk).
Fine $8,000. Stays again. Last
week, $7,500

Broadway (Wolfberg) (1.200; 60-
$1)—"Eternity" (Col) (3d wk). Run
here follows four at Paramount.
Fair $5,000. Last week. $7,000.

Denham Cockrill) <1.750; 50-85)—"Little Boy Lost" (Par) (3d wk>.
Okay $6,500. Last week. $8,200.

Denver (Fox) '2.525; 90-$1.50)—
"The Robe" (20th) '2d wk). Still
record with $50,000, Holding
again. Last week, $60,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 50-85)
Around Us” 'RKO) <2d wk).
$2,500. Last week, $3,000.

Orpheum (RKO) '2.600; 50-85)—
"Mogambo” (M-G). Big $17,500
Last week, "Marry Me Again’
•RKO) and "Affair With Stranger'

‘Luther’ Stirs Milwaukee

Milwaukee, Oct. 27.

In this heavily Germanic city

“Martin Luther” has been doing
very strong trade at the Strand
Theatre. Much of patronage has
been pre-sold to religious bodies
and Lutheran parishes of sur-
rounding communities. Rev. K. G.
Tierman, pastor of the local Trin-
ity Lutheran Church, has been
chairman of a very aggressive
committee to promote "Luther’’
here. A minimum run of four
weeks has been the goal.

Picture has drawn some tart

comments from Roman Catholic
sources. Archdiocesan Journal,
the Milwaukee Herald-Citizen, re-

iterate the point heard in other
aieas when picture first went into
release, namely that the point of
view of the script is historically in-

accurate and may constitute a “se-
rious sinful occasion for some in-

dividual seeing it." Edwald Plass,
a professor at the Lutheran Con-
cordia College, promptly refuted
the Catholic charge that the film
errs in its portrayal of the Ger-
man monk vv hose protesting gave
rise to the term ‘Protestant’ as
now applied to some non-Catholies.

SEATTLE
(Continued from page 8)

Big $11,000. Last week (65-90'

—

“Little Boy Lost" (Par) and "Nor-
man Conquest” (Lip.) <2d wk',

$8,200 at 90c top.
Fifth Avenue 'Evergreen) (2.366;

$1 25-$l .75)
—“The Robe” (20th)

(4th wk). Terrific $22,000 alter

$25,000 last week.
Liberty (Hamrick) <1,650; 65-90)—“Joe Louis Story” 'UA' and

"Heart Goes Crazy” (UA). Lean
$4,500. Last week, “Blowing Wild”
(WB) and "Undercover Agent'
(Lip) (2d wk), $3,800.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90-

$1.25)—"Moon Is Blue” <M-G*.
(14th wk). Solid $4,500. Last week,
$5,000.
Music Hail (Hamrick) <2.263; 90-

$1.25)
—“Mogambo” (M-G). *2d \vk>.

Great $12,000. Last week, $14,800.

Orpheum (Hamrick) <2.700; 65-

90)—"Sea of Lost Ships” 'Ren) and
"Champ for Day” (Rep). lV7ode*t

$6,000. Last week. "All-American"
( U ) and "King of Race Track"
(Rep), $4,500.
Paramount (Evergreen) <3.039;

90-$ 1.25) "Eternity”’ (Col). Opemd
with record trade on first day. with

great $25,000 likely on week. This

came in after "John Browns
Body.” legiter, played two nights

and one matinee.

German Buildup
Continued from page S

la Italy. French also want to reduce
the number of dubbing licenses fo^
American distribs.

While there are no indications of
any progress in the French agree-
ment talks, the American industry
in France is still in a far better po-
sition there than it was at this time
last year when a new film pact also
was hanging fire. Difference is the
interim deal made by Motion Pic-
ture Export Assn, prexy Eric John-
ston under which the U. S. di.s-

tribs get a minimum of 78 licenses
for 1953-54.

Last year, because of the long
delay in reaching agreement after
actual pact had expired on June 30,
the Americans got no licenses and
lost out on part of the good fall
and winter season.
The current four-months exten-

sion of the French film deal runs
out Nov. 1. However, the French
had agreed to deliver to the Ameri-
cans a minimum of 70 licenses.
Last year, the di.stribs borrowed
from the French a total of 20 per-
mits on the 1953-54 season. Of
these, only 12 were picked up. leav-
ing eight. Latter are now being

-"Sea
Good

' The. Moon Is Blue" encountered
strong Catholic opposition in
Poughkeepsie and Hudson last
week. A delegation led by Rt Rev.
Msgr. Michael F. Shea, dean of
Dutchess and Putnam counties,
protested to the Common Council
against the exhibition of the film
at the Bardavon Theatre.

The group presented a petition
hearing 4.125 names and asking
the city to adopt an ordinance ban-
ning “immoral shows and motion
pictures." "Moon Is Blue." they
alleged, is "immoral and unfit for
showing.”

The Council adopted a resolu-
tion calling for an investigation of
the city's powers to bar the exhibi-
tion of films considered immoral.
Councilmen promised that the
group's protest would be called to
the attention of the motion picture
division. State Education Depart-
ment. and the attorney general's-
office.

The Bardavon. which extended
the picture's run. advertised it as
adult entertainment, with person*
under 16 not admitted.

1 he Knight* of Columbus and
the Catholic Daughters of America
protested the screening of “Moon
I* Blue’ in Hudson. In a joint
*tatement reporting the lodging of
a protest t \\ it h the theatre manage-
ment. they said the film lacked a
seal ol the MPA'* production code
and showed "no concern tor the
ba*ic ideals at CfuMian moralijv.”

KANSAS CITY
(Continued from page 9)

“Monsoon” (Col). Slow going n«

patrons resent wearing 3-D glasses,

with only thin $4,000. Last week.
"Marry Me Again” (RKO) and
“Affair With a Stranger" RKO 1

.

$4,500.
Orpheum (Fox Midwest) <1 913;

$ 1 .25-$ 1 .50 )
—"The Robe" «20th>

<4th wk). Wow $28,000. and will

go a fifth. Last week. $29,000
Paramount 'Tri-States) < 1.900;

65-85)—"The Caddy” (Par) racing
to previous Martin-Lewis level.

Socko $15,000, and will hold. La*t

week. "War of Worlds" Pa;',

$9,000.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra-

nada 'Fox Midwest) <2.100; 2.043;

700; 1.217; 65-85)—"Vicki" '20thl

and "Sailor of the King"
light $11,000 or less. Last week,
"Man from Alamo" 'l’> and ‘‘Sweet-

hearts on Parade" 'Rep', $12,000
Vogue (Golden) *550; 65-85 -

"Desperate .Moment’’ <L’> '2d wk'.

Nice $1,800. Last week. $2,200.

I

s ouer me interim deal, the Ameri-
cans so far have picked up 29 li-

I
censes, leaving them 49.

Dispute over the number of
licenses due the U. S. di.stribs ar-
rives from the interpretation of the
"borrowing ' arrangement last year.

|

The French, admitting that the to-
tal should really be 90 for 1953-54.
hold that they have a right to de-
duct the 20 permits advanced to
MPEA. The Americans counter
with the argument that it had been
their understanding that their bor-

| rowing on the next year’s quota
i

would be a permanent thing and
that the total lor any one year
would at least he 110 as in 1952-53.

• The French don't see it that way
.and m fact, under the law, 90 is

j

the limit

Remittance of $120,000 monthly
tor an annual total of $1,400,000
continue* under the current make-

I'fnlt deal, with tire remaining coin
eoing into the capital account. Dis-
position of these monies i.s one of
the issues up lw .discussion in Paris
wheie the French have indicated
ihc> w ill no loner i permit these
lump to he romeited as easily as
in tin- pU'1,

ficnch ale a Bo *ei king either a
i « e: procity arrangement witli the
Am»nc;:n*. win re by the t . S. dis-
tiib* would take a limited number
ol french Dims tor handling in this
country, or a subsidy deal. At it s
understood i n V Y . neither propo-
sition i* acceptable to the corn-

i
panics at pu*ent.

(Continued from page 9)
Mogambo" (M-G). Gigantic $12

$3 not)
St " vck

’

”Lone Hynd ” ,L’'

Lyric 'Par' ( 1.000; 65-85) -
(•lory Brigade" <20thi and "Dan
Eiooo r rossinc ” (20,h '- Slin
$4,000; Last week. “Terror or

*3800.

"
BiK LeaEucr

'

Radio City j Par) <4 000: $120
$1 .50' “The Robe ’ <201 hi <3d wk'
lop giosser of all times here t(
date Still huge at $35,000. Lasi
week. $40,000.
KKO-Orpheum (RKO' <2 890 85SD—“Eternity” (Col> '5th wk'.Tot

hot even to move over to sister Par

$9WM)
yi,t * Fa! SH '500 ' U,vl

RKO- Pan 'RKO' <1.600; 55-76'-
fou Algiers'- *UAi and “O. K

N<,
'V

'IHT- Slow $3,500. La*
week. 'Marne Calcutta ’ i(‘oD am
$4 OOO

10 1>0U

0

'Col'

State (Par* <2.300: 65-85* -
(•real Sioux Uprising*1

<U' Mile

?wb
IB " Bl0 '' in« Wikr

World <Mann) <400; 55-SI.20) —
“Moon Is Blue" (UA* doth wk'
(ould stay longer on basis of hi;
but must make wnv for piied-ut
bookings. Tall $3,700. Last week
$3,500,

PITTSBURGH
(Continued from page 9

'

and may even, top Ia*t stan/.'.-s

stout $2,500.
Stanley (SW> '3.800; 50-85 —

“Blowing Wild” iWB',
n.s h. but picture’s getting a bn . k

because there are so many h" *!•

overs downtown. Shooting )' 1

okay $13,000 or near. La*t w*ek,

"Little Boy Lost" (Par*. $12,006

Warner (SW) — Hotf«e <
'

down Thursday night '22* to (•<-

pare for "This Is Cin» rama' ' *

die' which opens in December <
*

pacify of house will be reduce*

from over 2.000 to around 1 - |,,J

l rider Censor's \o*p
West Mi in phi*. Ai k . Oi t. :

Banned in Memphis ai ro**
i n er “The Moon I* Him ’

< U
up a * happy, gro** of $10 000 i

18-day run at the Joy, 1 000-*i
hi re. Sealed 60-65e.

Until i* opening Hirer wi ek*
theatre had been dmttercd
r.i ai iy two \ ears.

Cinerama
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variety

showmen s trade reviewraw

Excellent! Smash

tainment !"

ing good motion picture enter-

- M P. HERALD

racks a powerful dramatic wallop, sure to be

enjoyed by all who see it! Fine for eveyone!"

- HARRISON S REPORTS

Should draw vast attendance

b.o. potential !"

Headed for b.o. glory among
ences !"

FILM DAILY

DAILY VARIETY

WrdnfMlajr, October 28, 1953

BROADWAY CAPITOL

RECORD-BREAKING

CROWDS POINT

TO

l ABOXOFFICE

WATCH CHICAGO,

LOS ANGELES, SEATTLE,

DENVER AND NEW YORK

COMING UP!

THE JOE LOUIS STORY with PAUL STEWART

HILDA SIMMS -JAMES EDWARDS -JOHN MARLEY

DOTTS JOHNSON and introducing COLEY WALLACE as JOE LOUIS
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ouisei wiu D€ Alfred Starr. TOA
president. His successor will take
over when elected by the board.
Leonard Goldenson, American

Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
president, declared he has “never
known so many leaders of our in-
dustry to be so vitally interested
in a forthcoming convention. It
is particularly important to every-
one seeking a solution to the prou-
lems brought about by the new di-
mensions.” Goldenson will be key-

Hollywood. Oct. 27.

Howard Welach and Joseph Just-

man formed a new producing com-
pany, Welsph Productions, with

headquarters at Motion Picture

Center . . . Joel McCrea and Mari
Blanchard will co-star in “Wild
Canyon.” to be produced for UI
bv John Rogers, with Jesse Hibbs
directing . . . "The Golden Idol’’ is

final tag on Allied Artists’ “Bomba
and the Golden Idol.” . . . Metro
assigned Robert Horton to “Pan-
ther Squadron.” . . . Gary Cooper
and Burt Lancaster will co-star in

"Vera Cruz.” to be filmed in Mex-
ico by Hecht-Lancaster Produc-
tions for United Artists release.

New indie unit. Martin Melcher
Productions, closed a deal to make
several films for release by War-
ners. starting with “Yankee Doo-
dle Girl. ’’..starring Doris Day (Mrs.
Melcher) . . . Robert Nichols, for-

mer cab driver, will drive a rac-
ing car in UI’s “Johnny Dark."...
Paramount signed Kurt Hatch for
a key snot in “Legend of the Inca”
. . . Edward Small assigned Ray
Nazarro and Seymour Friedman to
direct "Adios My Texas” and "Khy-
ber Pass” respectively . . . Anne
Bradley shifts from TV for the
femme lead in Ron Ormond's in-

die. “Young. Blonde and Bad” . .

.

Gregg Barton joined the “Drums
Across the River” east at UI . . .

National Legion of Decency hand-
ed HKO’s “Decameron Nights” a
"B” rating because it “tends to
condone immoral actions.”

R’chard Conte signed a non-ex-
eluvive deal to star in six pictures
to be filmed by William F. Broidy
for Allied Artists release over a
period of three years . . . Para-
mount picked up Joanne Gilbert’s
option . . . Fritz Feld does a char-
acter role in Chester Erskine’s in-

die. “Ton Secret.” after which he
reports lor "Living It Up,” at Par-
amount . . . Michael Maule will
make his screen lunv as a ballet
dancer in Metro's “Brigadoon.” . .

.

Porter Hail’s widow. Elizabeth
Hall, drew a role in "Legend of
the Inca ” at Paramount . . . Eldor-
ado Films bought Sidney Salkow’s
screenplay. “Escapee,” for produc-
tion in Mexico City . . . Tony Cur-
tis. currently in UI s “Johnny
Dark,’ will appear next in the
same studio’s "Spring Song.” a
musical . . . Sid Rogell signed, for
another year as 20th-Fox studio
manager . . . Stanley Rubin shifted
from 20th-Fox to UI under a new
producer contract . . . Robert Hut-
ton and Gerald Mohr ankled Al-
bert Zugsmith's “The Great Green
OR.” which has been postponed six
weeks . . . Republic borrowed Mary
Murphy from Paramount for a top
role in “Tlv Outcast” . . . Regis
Toontey drew a featured spot in
ITs “Drums Across the River” . . .

James Edward Grant will direct
the Wayne-Fellow s circus story.
“Bing of Fear” . . . Sam Katzman
signed Edgar Barrier as a heavy
in “The Saracen Blade” at Colum-
bia . . . Milton Bren readying
“Massacre.” a high-budget west-
ern. for indie production . . .

Mickey Rooney will play the Mike
Fortney role in Perlberg-Scaton’s
"The Bridges at Toko-Ri” at Para-
mount . . .

Gale Page returns to film as
Shirley Booth’s dress shop partner
in “About Mrs. Leslie” at Para-
mount ... Charles Coburn will
play a hanker in Victor Saville’s
"The Long Wait." based on a
Mickey Spillane yarn . . . Para-
mount picked up Robert E. Dolan's
producer option, starting his 14th
year on the lot . . . Sam Katzman

Continued from page 3 ssJ
ably improved, BOTV, which pays

all long-line and local loop charges.

Is still operating in the red. Milton
Mound, prexy of the closed-circuit

outfit, indicated that BOTV would
need a lineup of at least 20 thea-

tres to operate profitably. Thea-
tres, on the other hand, reported

slight profits Horn the operation.

Since their deals with BOTV in-

volves no guarantee or other costs,

exhibs have been able to come out

on top in 50-50 splits with tele-

theatre company.

Boxoffice Scales

Wicket tabs, as for the previous

week, varied from 85c to $1.50.

Two New York houses, Century
circuit’s Marine, Brooklyn, and
Prospect, Flushing, both did ca-

pacity business. Other theatres in

the lineup included Walter Reade’s
St. James. Asbury Park, N. J.;

Balaban & Katz's Marbro and
S & S’s Crown, Chicago; Rivoli,

Toledo; Hollywood. Detroit, and
Fabian’s Grand, Albany, N. Y. The
Orpheum, Omaha and the Para-
mount. Dos Moines, had dropped
out after carrying the ND-Pitts-
burgh game.

Exhibs were particularly pleased
with the concession business which
was especially heavy during the

half-time stanza. In all eight thea-

tres carrying the games, receipts

substantially topped usual Satur-
day afternoon business, a factor

leading to the continuation of the
series.

BOTV is offering four more ND
contests. Following this Saturday’s
Navy game. ND meets Pennsylva-
nia, Nov. 7; Iowa, Nov. 21, and
Southern California, Nov. 28. Be-
cause of difficulty in getting lines

out of Chapel Ilill, N. C., BOTV
will be unable to carry to Nov. 14

ND-North Carolina game. It is cur-
rently dickering for a fill-in game
and anticipates lining up the top
contest of the day.

1 play at the St. Louis Variety
Club’* Harvest Moon Festival in
the Henry W. Kiel (municipal)
auditorium Nov. 14. Proceeds are
earmarked for St. I^)uis-St. Louis
County Day Nursery Care Build-
ing Fund, principal activity of the

CHICAGO
Kenny Edgcrly and Sam Levin

now co-managers of B&K Boose*

Clarence Ritzier joined Metro
exchange here as office manager; I

came from Indianapolis where he
;

v .is booked for Fox exchange
there.

Marc Steinberg, recently dis-

1

charged from the Navy, joined the
St. Louis HKO Radio sales st«'iff. i

“Young Caruso” slated to follow
* 2 Cents Worth of Hope” at World
Play house.

Judge William Campbell of Chi
Federal Distriet Court has given
film company attorneys Until Dee.
!» to answer interrogatory brief

filed by attorney Edward Black-
man for Essaness’ three-year-old
antitrust suit against the majors.

Adclphi Theatre taken over for

one-day benefit last week by West
Rogers Park B’nai B’rllh Women’s
Club.

USS Continued from pate 7

and color, but there isana coior, out there is as much
! of that to be found in modern lifem #4 IllliU Jam - At mand with far more practical appli-
cation. The reverence of the past
is all right if the films are treated
positively. As it happens, too many
of the pictures based on Biblical
themes tend to revive old hatreds
and sow dissent rather than spread
the message of human brother-
hood.”

Modern Jewish Heroes
As an example of projecting

modern values into films with re-
ligious themes Rabbi Rosenblum
cited John Hersey’s “The Wall,”
which he said would make a great
picture while at the same time
siiowing the kind of Jewish hero-
ism and dignity that Hollywood
has neglected in the past. He also
referred to Rabbi Henry Cohen of
Galveston, who gained hero’s
stature in the Galveston floods.

As for Hollywood’s accent on
things Catholic, the rabbi said he
attributed it to a desire on the part
of Jewish producers on the Coast
to prevent charges of religious
chauvinism. He commented that,

naturally, there was room for deal-
ing with all religions on film and
that, in general, he certainly ap-
preciated and welcomed the sense
of religious values expressed in

llollyw'ood’s current Bible , cycle
and also in the platter industry.

“Take phonograph records like

‘I Believe’ and ‘Crying in the
Chapel’,” he observed. “I’ve heard
criticisms of them. Actually. 1

don’t quite see it. Come to think
of it, we should be glad they’re
crying in a chapel. After all, they
could be crying somew'here else.

What worries me is the superficial-

ity of these expressions. In dram-
atizing their thought they forget

that man must love God. That’s
something the picture people par-
ticularly forget to put in their
Biblical epics.”

DALLAS
Hill Corbel) is new manager of

I be Roxv here; formerly w as w ith

Bow ley United Theatres Circuit.
Paul McBurnett is new booker

at Columbia exchange, replacing
Harold L. Teel, shorts booker, who
left to become manager of the
Varsity here.

Boy L. McGregor is the new
owner of Sunset Theatre, nabe
house in San Antonio. House for-
merly was operated by Robert
Cclaya.

Charlie Wise, general manager
for Phil Isley Theatres announced
the circuit’s new Panther Drive-In
w ill be opened. this week at Lufkin.

Mrs. Kntheryn Verser named
manager of Queen Theatre in Mc-
Allen. replacing Chester Medley,
resigned.

los angeCEs
Francis A. Bateman, western di-

v isio.n manager for Republic, mak-
ing 10-dav tour of company’s'
northwest exchanges.

David Diamond returned from
London where he arranged a co-
production deal for six features
With Eros Films, starting next Mav.
Benagoss-Litvak Productions will

test-run theJflrst six bookings of
the Kirk Douglas starrer, “Act of
Love." on a roadshow and ad-
n anced-admission basis. Openings
lor pic. which was produced in

1

France by Anatole Litvak, are
!

slated for Dec. 20.

Julian Lesser, head of Royal
Films, closed deal with Irving
Lesser anil Seymour Poe for dis-

tribution of four pix based on the
Leslie Charteris character, The
Saint.

DENVER
Paul Lvday, head of the Fox

Inter-Mountain Theatres Denver
publicity office, made manager of
the Tabor, succeeding Ralph Bats-
chelet, who resigned to become
vi epee and general manager of
Television Theatres. Inc.

Paul Allmeyer, Paramount sales-
man. resigned to become associ-
ated with Robert Patrick in Pre-
ened Pictures exchanges. Robert
Evans, co-manager of the New
State, quit to become a salesman
lor Preferred Pictures. Charlotte
St never, co-manager at the New
State, becomes manager.

Miss Helen Spiller. manager of
F*qtiire. awarded the Clayton Long
trophy by Frank H. Ricketson. Jr,,

head of Fox Inter-Mountain The-
atres. |t is given occasionally for
exceptional all - around theatre
management.

BOSTON
At Swcrdlnve acquired New

England rights for distribution of
' The Bigami't " Star Joan Fon-
taine and her husband Collier
Young, producer of the pic. due
here soon to set up TV campaign
\in WNAC-TY.

Viola Berlin, operator of the
Exeter, hiked “Little Fugitive" to
follow current run of "Beggar's
< >pera.“

Francis Charles, former film
salesman from Pittsburgh and
Buffalo, joined Universal exchange,
replacing Ken Mayer, who re-
signed to take over operation oi

Glass Hat Club.

Marl “Chmk’ Bouchard, for-
mer Canadian ballplayer, joined
sales staff of Mexander Film.

Ernest Coni, vet theatrical
equipment uc. 'er. joined Capitol
Theatre Supply Co. as general
manager

Irwin l.mlwig. Walt Disney rep
revealed here that “Pinnoehio”
will be reissued here in Fehruarv.
mmI will gd a saturation TV, radio
ami press campaign.

Albany Upbeat
Albany, Oct. 27.

Notre Dame-Georgia Tech foot-

ball game last Saturday (24) did
much better on closed circuit the-
atre television. Resultantly Fabian
management has decided to con-
tinue further Saturday matinees of
lootbaH feeds into the 1.500-seat
Grand from Box Office Television,
Inc. Attendance of around 1,000
was not only encouraging but
double previous Saturday.

Interpretation placed upon this
improvement is twofold. First, the
public is better aware of closed
circuit football and the season
further advanced. Second, the un-
defeated Georgia Tech match was
a better attraction than the Notre
Dame-Pitt game.

Russian Claim

TOA Convention
ST. LOUIS

Exhibs and film distributors in
flic St Louis trade area hosted Nat
Steinberg, former St. Louis man-
ager lor B( public Pictures, at
testimonial dinner last week.

T unds for Xmas boxes for men
and Women in the armed forces
"ho find f lie i ii selves in St. Louis
Nmas Eve are being collected
I Ins is s» ( ond \ear exhibs and fdm

i \< hanee workei* have done this.
Sicilian and Kendricks. Okla-

homa City Okla took over the
l.M'ie. New burg. Mo. from Clifford
II Hough Lebanon. Mo

J B Thompson, shuttered his
CommumtN Raymond. III. for in-
definite period.

A new ozone r near Vandalia 111

owned by Dr. D. A. Squires. Ful-
ton. Mn

, opened.
Ba> Anthony's hand hooked to

Maims circuit took anott
year lease on the Casino in

grift from borough bv Yam
House was operated by Man
fit under 1 ea sc llrupi the b
council since 193G.

Barney Chussiit,. P.u
druggist, lumberman and 1

• un

<

'for. laid up at the Mon
Hospital with heart attar

k

bro lur. Norman, manages t

' In McKees Rflg kv
Maurice Cohn, indie pit

•<n ( s wife were here to
’

i Bert Steam, head of ( i

’
“• • I: »aties, and Janies H
(>< al ex lu h on filming of
Conno- Mack Store.'* • «

-**010 CITT MUSIC mil.
Roc'.'-fdbt Center

“MOGAMBO”
ttgrnftf

CLARK CABLE • AVA GARDNER 10,000 American Projection

Lamps 1000W. 110V. T-20

Moq. Pf. New. boxed. $1.75

S000-2100W. 60V. Moq lip.

$2.50. F.O.B. New York.

SUPLEX LAMPS Ltd.

239, High Holborn
London, W.C. 1, England

Cables: Suplexlomps. London
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and still doing

smash business!

book it for your
best playing time!

ft yourRKO
Exchange today!

COLOR BY IttHlNlU
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Over at t Ito Fox Movietone .max s

building at '>41 h St. and 10th Avo •

V. Galahad Productions is

about in the middle of its back-

breaking scbedule of putting out

one a week of the “Inner Sanctum

\idpix series for the NBC Film'

Division. The adrenalin intake is
;

operating at such a clip that all

hands wonder how some other tele -

1

pic* companies manager to pro-

duce t w o ii week.

The Galahad ‘•Sanctum'’ over-

seers consist intf of producer Hi'

Brown, associate chief Mcnde
Brown Mas brother! and director

Allan Neuman take a dim though;

extremely tolerant view of the as-

j

tcmbly line process of TV film out-

1

put. With their own helter-skelter

blueprint before, upon and behind

them as large a' life, they wonder
about the speedup techniques of

rival companies, keeping in mind
that no matter how large the tech-

nical personnel, the human being is

still subject to the physical and
mental limitations imposed by

Mom Nature. And it isn't as if

the Brown freres and Neuman

Lakeside Television Co. is out

on the peddling line with its new
vidpix package of 13 quarter-hour

operas. Capsules include a sym-

phony orch, conducted by Marc
Roland, and 65-voice Lamy Choral

Group.
In the setup, any single opera

may be booked.

JIMMY NELSON
DANNY O'DAY AND
IIUMI'URKY HIC.SBYB

rLKSON A L M ANAG 11MENT
LOUIS W. COHAN
1776 Broadway, N. Y.

Hollywood. Oct. 27.
f

Vidpix production by major

'

celluloid studios, frequently de-

clared a “oecessary step” by prexy

Herbert J. Yates, has sparked Re-

public into a new telefilm activity
j

under banner of Studio City Pro-
|

ductions, a new subsidiary.

The Republic project, so much

under wraps that execs there arc

reportedly unaware of the sub-

sidiary formation, includes a view-

er series tagged “Half-Hour Films i

for Theatres.”

Morton Scott, assistant to Earl
|

Collins, prexy of Hollywood
j

Television Service, Republic’s TV
distribution arm. is producer for!

Studio City. Eddie White is asso-

ciate producer.

Two years ago Republic, a lead-

er in onters, entered the vidfilm

competition via hits but exited,

after several pilots of seientifica-

tion series. Only major to sell

backlog to TV. Republic currently
has the nation’s exhibs chafing at

the bit. Yates’ reply calls the .step

necessitated by economies.

Hollywood. Oct. 27.

What would he the closest asso-

ciation between Hollywood pic-

tures and television sfnee the two

mediums started making passes at

each other is in the process of be-

ing culminated by NBC and Co-

lumbia Pictures. Arrangement

would havfl Col provide filmed se-

from three un released
Syndication Division, headed by

j

v p. Ed Madden, w as stepped up

last week with the appointment of

key sales, publicity and promotion

personnel in the organization. On
the sales front. Madden announced

appointment of Bill Merritt, Verne
j

W. Bchnkc and Francis A. O'Dris-

coll to key regional posts.

Merritt, formerly an account

exec with Wyatt & Schuebel, and
Bchnkc, ex-CBS Filin S.Tles ac-

count exec, will work out of t lie

New York office under Herb Jaffe,

who two weeks ago joined the firm
;

as eastern sales chief after a long-
j

time MCA identity. O’Driscoll,

who until recently repped Bernard
Prockler syndication operation
• now defunct) in Detroit, will head-
quarter in the Motor City as East-

Central Division sales manager.

On the publicity front, Michael
! O'Shea, indie N. Y. pressagent, has
signed as publicity topper of the

Film Syndication Division. O’Shea

(

will operate out of N. Y., but lie

flew to the Coast yesterday iTues.)

to huddle on production of ’‘Duffy’s

Tavern,” the first of six series

scheduled for production under
i Ml’T's FSD banner. Another se-

ries. “Flash Gordon” is also before
the eameras in Germany.
Rounding out the appointments.

Guy Cunningham, formerly direc-

tor of sales promotion at CBS spot

sales, becomes director of advertis-

ing promotion, while Lewis F.

Blumlierg, formerly v.p. of B A K
Television Films becomes adminis-

i trative assistant to Madden. While
the new FSD segment MPT con-

l

tinues to expand, the old MPT
I

division headed by v.p. E. H. Ezzes.

,

which handles the MPT library of

theatrical features, westerns and
serials, continues to function as a

separate division of MPT. Jack
Lawrence and Herb Berg, of the
Lawrence Organization, continue
to handle overall publicity lor the
company and the Ezzes-headed
division, and will work with O’Shea
on the new properties.

quenccs

pictures and its stars for a special,

hour show on Thanksgiving day

over th* web’s full complement of

TV stations.

Deal being negotiated by NBC
with Jerry Wald, repping Colum-
bia, would allow the net to sell

the program for sponsorship. Key
sequences, each running for 15

minutes or more, are included in

!

the format, with interviews with

l

the stars to follow each clip. Pic-

|

lures are “Caine Mutiny” starring

I Jose Ferrer, Fred MacMurray,
Humphrey Bogart and Vqn John-
son; "Sadie Thompson.” with Rita

Hayworth and Ferrer; “She Got
What She Wanted” starring Judy
Holliday. *

i If the deal is finalized, Columbia
will deliver the films and stars

gratis in return for the advance
‘exploitation to an estimated audi-

i
ence of 25.000.000. Program would
be aired early in the afternoon of

Thanksgiving Day. Both CBS and
ABC are also planning special

shows for that afternoon.

Young & Rubicam lias bought

Fred Ziv’s “Your TV Theatre”

teledramas for Kent Cigarets Mil-

ter) to be shown in top markets

with starting date middle of No-

vember. M. J. Rifkin. Ziv TV
sales v.p.. said the negotiations

were handled by Charles Goit with

Y & R's Peter Levathes. New York

outlet is not yet determined al-

though WABC-TV looks in Hie

running.
Cig outfit will bill the scric-

“Kent Play of the Week." Package

is a rerull of part of “Fireside The-

atre” skein. Kent’s other maicr

teleshow is “The Web” on the CMS
net Sunday night at 10. It’s an-

other push that finds eig outfit*

currently riding high in hanging

out the banner for filter smokes
Ziv. incidentally, last week added

five salesmen. Joining t ho New
England group were Edward Cal-

lahan. cx-N.E. sales manager lor

20th-Fox. and Harry Wheeler, for-

liner sales chief of WCOP. Boston.

‘Bernard Benjamin, ex-eastern sah s

manager for National Transitads

lias been posted in upper N M
State. In the western region with

HQ in Salt Lake City is Thomas
Benner. Joseph Hotler lias been

assigned in the midwest.

WCBS-TV’S 7-DAY JAG

WITH ‘LATE LATE’ PIX
WCBS-TV is going w hole hog on

its “Late Late Show” starting next

Sunday 'Nov. 1) with a seven-night

schedule. It's currently a Friday

and Saturday tailpiece in N. Y. to

“Late Show” and has two sponsors

in Picl’s Beer and Robt. Burns

Cigars. Sunday through Thursday
will become participation nights,
objective being to sell the spots to
sponsors preempted on “Late Mati-
nee,” the 5 to 6 p.m. spread now
knocked down to the last half-hour
for the vintage firms via the par-
ent CBS web’s taking the first half
for the new Goodson-Todman
“Choose Up Sides.” Bankrolled
can have their choice, however,
among two other shows, the morn-
ing Margaret , Al ien and Ernie
Kovacs segments. 'Or they can
drop out entirely.)

In its edited 30-minute state.

“Late Matinee” may have its days
numbered since there’s talk that
the network will grab it before
long for daily color programming

Five British films never shown
theatrically in the U. S. and re-

portedly not jet released in Britain
are part of a huj-up of 204 pic-

tures hv WNHC-TV which will he
unreeled oil the N. Y. flagship of
the NBC well starling Sunday
'Nov. 1'. About $250 000 was laid

out lor the "Midnight Movie"
package, spread over three com-
panies wiih which negotiations
were carried on bv station's gin.
Hamilton Shea. Aniet ican-British
TV is the source lor a 42-pix mix-
ture ot “prcenis" and firstruns ot

which the foremost arc "Recoil.”
produced bv Robert S. Bakos and
Monty Herman for Eros Films;
“Escape By Night.” from same out-
fit; and “Glad Tidings,” a Victor
II. tilbury production for Insignia
Films.

Motion Pictures for Television
accounts tor 140 and Atlantic Ma-
jors for 22. Of the total from all

sources, the allocations between
firstruns and re-runs arc (12 and
142 respectively. Most ot the Brit-

ish product, incidentally, docs not

date back beyond 1051-52 shooting
and some arc later films.

To give the late night program-
living a push, the station will spot

a capsule newscast between Steve
Allen's show and “Midnight
Movie,” with Kenneth Banghart
tapped for this Monday-thru- Fri-

day chore. It's planned to extend
this to Saturdaj and Sunday.

Television Programs of America
has assigned vet radio TV exec
Bruce Kells as manager of its west-

ern division in one of the most
important recent announcements
emanating from Michael M. Siller-

man. TPA’S executive veepcc.

Kells’ most recent berth was as

special rep in New England for Ziv
Television Programs iSillerman
was himself formerly with Ziv).

Before that he had his own com-
pany. a radio syndicate for co-op
production and distribution of KT's.

in a long career he numbered Don
Lee Broadcasting System among
his affiliations, having joined it in

1029 and becoming sales manager
ot KIM. Los Angeles, in 1942. lie

was business manager of Young A
Ruhieam’s radio-TV office on the
Coast and later was exec assistant

to veepeo Thomas H. Lewis.
Another ex Ziv ite joined TP \ in

Kurt Blumherg. who's been named
assistant to Sillernian in coordina-
tion of national sales and distrihu
turn.

Schwimmer ‘Movie Quiz’

jvj; Finally Lands N.Y. Berth

urs V.'alt Schwimmer, who took over

his own distribution on his “Mov e

Quick Quiz,” has finally landed H <’

film ciips-and-live show in N< v

York for a half-hour cross-thc-

• hoard ride on WABD, N Y, h' ;i
*

1 tion already has five participating

Y.
1

sponsors in the fold, with the Mi"W

P'rs. not due to kick oft until next .Mon-

ion day <2).

>rp.
j

Program, which is a tch-plmi **

ex-
.
quiz on film clips shown on (.'.*•

( * show, will be emceed by Brw •’

the
j

Elliott and Dan McCullough. Sp»n-

car mors signed to participations ate

rne.j Puritan Co., Kemp Bros.. ZfiM’V

iety Products, Taylor Packing and

Los Angeles, Oct. 27.

Mike Dundee, former fight man-

(

agor, filed a prcccdental $60,000
suit in Superior Court against Four
Star Theatre and Don Sharpe,
charging invasion of privacy.
Plaintiff declares a character
named Alike* Dundee, fight mana-
ger. was used in a telefilm titled

“The Knockout,’’ starring Broder-
ick Crawford.

In addition to $25,000 for inva-
sion of privacy, Dundee asks $10-
000 for appropriation of his name
and profession, and $25,000 more
because the telepic was used for
commercial purposes. It was
sponsored by Singer Sewing Ma-
chines and this angle of the suit
may bring about a prcccdental rul-
ing. Commercial sponsorship fig-

ured in former suits by Gene Au-
try and Hoy Rogers to keep their
olds films off TV. In each case

i the verdict differed.

Joan Harrison Signed

For Cornwall Vidpix
Cor n w a I 1 Productions iKlla

Raines and Bill Dozier* has signed
Joan Harrison as producer of the
first 13 "Janet Dean. R N vidpix
series, which goes into production
with Miss Raines as star next
week. Series will he ready for
distribution under the Motion Pic-
tures tor Television bantu r in

January.
Peter Godfrey, who’ll direct the

first eight half-hour films, arrived
from the Coast over the weekend.
Shooting starts Monday «2» at

Mai ion Parsonnet Studios in Long
Gland City. Robert Aldrich will

direct the remaining five in the
fiist cycle.

Louisville, Oet. 27.

WHAS-TV. Louisville will film

18 feature and st;,ke races trom
In-tone Chut chill Downs Iroin

Oct. 28 through Nov. 14. Feature*

i.«ce of the day will be filmed
each afternoon lor 18 days, and on
three successive Saturdays, the
Stakes race will he telecast live.

Feature race from the home of
the Kentucky Derby will be shown
each evening on WHAS - TVs
€ p.m., "Spot traits.

’
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First nine months’ billings figures for CBS-TV vs. NBC-TV. on
the basis of Publishers Information Bureau tallies, project Colum-
bia into a leadership of nearly $1,400,000.
September business gives CBS-TV $8,504.925. representing a

45.1% increase over the previous September. NBC-TV’s billings

for the month total $7.748,619—a 14.5% hike over ’52.

On the nine-month cumulative side. Columbia’s video biz totals

$67,947,826, while for NBC the figure is $66,585,640.

Armed with research data to

show that there are at least 1.-

700.000 radio sots in use in the

New York metropolitan area alone
exon while America’s top-rated

television show. “I Love Lucy,” is

on Monday nights between 9 and
0 80. network radio chieftains feel

hat the time has come to do some-
thing about the “brusluiff" to

which the AM medium, they assert,

is being subjected by radio-TV
critics and editors on the metro-
politan dailies.

NBC. in particular, feels strong-
Iv tin the matter and has indicated
its intent to "reawaken” tin* crix

anti eds to the fact that radio in

New York is very much alive. As
the initial gesture the network has
fortified itself vxith the above-men-
tioned statistical data to toss at

the reviewing fraternity in the
hopes of rekindling some excite-

ment for the medium.
The network, as such, bears no

resentment against out of town re-

viewers, where, they say, there's
still a proper regard for AM in

terms of editorial copy and review-
ing But the fad some of the ilia-

tor New York dailies harbor an
almost 100 '

,

devotion to TV to

the total exclusion of radio doesn’t
rest too well with the network
press dept. hoys.

NBC maintains that, while the
recent premiere of its “Magic 28"

lo'bvr ol new rmlio shows enjoyed
a field day in coverage in other
.(‘ctors ol tin* country, the New
5 oi k daily press, with hut one or
two exceptions, only "dabbled at

it" and failed to give it any kind
of appraisal or going over enjoyed
l>\ TV shows.

‘Lucy’ Deposed
"Dragnet" has overtaken "I

I .ox e !.uc> " id t he ABB na-
tional TV ratings picture for
October, marking the first time
the l.ucille Ball-Desi Aina/
siarrer has been out ol first

place since it startl'd its

meteoric rise to the top of the
heap a couple ol years ago

American Research Bureau's
national network report for
October, based on the Oct
H-l-t peripd. gives NBC's
"Dragnet ' a 64 2 rating while
"l.ucy.” on CBS, gets a 60 2
rating New ABB report, inci-

dentally. is the first in its new
national network serx ice. based
on 164 TV markets

With UHF playing a greater role

in ABC-TV operations land those

ol other networks too. for that

matter', the network last week
called on the industry to stop re-

garding UHF and VHF as separate

Bob Ballin, Performer
WMGM’siN.Y.t talent renais-

sance took a new form this

week. Bob Ballin. one of the
radio-TV toppers at J. Walter
Thompson agency, will use his

old show biz monicker. Bob
Bryan, in a now chant and
piano show served Monday s

through Saturday on the in-

die.

Ballin. formerly identified
with the .Jack Benny and Vox
Pop shows, will record Ids mu-
sical offerings for playback on
the 3 to 4 slot each afternoon.

media, but as part of one medium

—

television. Web unveiled at a press

conference Thursday ( 22 > a pres-

entation giving latest figures on

set conversion in dual (UHF-VHF'
markets, on advertisers using UHF.
on the net’s new clearance picture,

on manufacturing data and other

developments in the U field.

Titled "The P’s and Q's of V’s

and Vs” and prepared by the net-

v. oik’s research department, the

presentation revealed that in 50

dual markets, median conversion

figure is now 50%. that is, of the

50 markets, the one in the middle
position in conversion rate has
50' ; conversion. It furthermore re-

vealed that most stations get 50V'

conversion within 60-90 days after

they go on the air. American Re-

search Bureau figures, used in the

report, showed that 32 cities sur-

veyed in June had a 4

6

fV of con-

version. while in September, the

same 32 cities’ UHF penetration

had jumped to 62%.
With the rapid conversion rate

in UHF-VHF markets 'such dual
markets are defined as those in

which a VHF station operates from
within 100 miles', and with general
set sales in UHF-onlv markets,
plus the fact that one-third of the

stations already on the air are U’s,

network pointed up the increasing

importance the U’s are assuming.

Poll of manufacturers tun-

named in the report' showed that

most of the setmakers expect that

LHF-equipped sets will be any-
w here from 80% to 99% of their
total output. From that point on,

UHF will predominate the set pic-

ture. since of the total number of

stations authorized bv the FCC.
only 617 will be VHF and 1.436
v ill be UHF. Well over one-third
of the V authorizations have al-

ready been granted,
7 while about

one-sixth of the U’s have been set.

Presentation also shows that ad-
vertiser acceptance of UHF has
been strong, especially in markets
formerly one-station markets now
expanded via UHF grants. Latter
factor also has strengthened ABC’s

• Continued on page 37)

In sharp (outlast It) only a year
ago, when NBC TV completely
dominated the Saturday night

video picture, the network, from
all indications, is running into

some stormy weather, with the
once rating-happy "Show ol

Shows" as the pivotal concern area
Last Saturday (24 ' the lOcitx

Trendvx returns showed Herb
Shriner. in the CBS TV 9 to 9 30
period, forging ahead ol the Sid
Caesar-1 mogene Coca display with

a 28 5 rating in contrast to a 20 1

lor the first half hour of "Show ol

Shows" The 9 30 to 10 emu peti-

tion on CBS, "My Favorite Hus
hand" also appears to he inching
into the Caesar-Coca domain with

18 8 and 21 4, respectively.

Thai "Show of Shows” has had
a problem on its hands was indi

rated even before the show
preemed for the '53 '54 season, with

producer Max Licbman ushering in

the new semester with a change
in format. However, within two
or three weeks he had reverted

back to practically the same stance

as last season.

Pertinent to the point is the fact

that singled out as the real

smasheroo in the 9 to 10 30 Sat-

urday night time on NBC-TV thus

far this season was the Martha
Have "All Star Revue’’ display

which filled in on the every-fourth-

week basis that ‘ Show of Shows."
lays off.

T»-d Bergmann. general manager
id DuMont network, was named
this week to succeed Chris J. Wit-
ling as managing director of the
web and director ot broadcasting
lor Allen B DuMont Laboratories,
wcti’s parent company. Appoint-
ment, to take effect Jan. 1. when
Witting moves over to Westing-
house Radio Stations as president,
came as no surprise, since Berg-
mann had been considered the
logical candidate for the post.

He joined the well in 1947.
moved into post of sales chief at
the net, and was named general
manager six months ago. During
Ins tenure as sales chief, network
experienced a yearly billings in-
( rea e of 40V and topped the $10-
0.00.000 mark for the first time last

year lie sold the first nighttime
half-hour strip sale vi , General
Foods’ pickup of "Captain Video”
• since cancelled', and sold Procter
K' Gamble its TV show. "Fashions
on Parade'" More reeentlv, he
sold Admiral on BMiop Fulton J.

Sheen and helped launch We Bug-
house's pro football series on the
w eh.

Indus fry speculation following
announcement that Witting was
leaving centered on Bergmann Dr.

Allen B DuMont has followed a

pol'ie ol promotion through the

ranks 'Witling ca trie lip that way as

successor to Coindr Mortimer W.
Loewi'.; and Bergmann figined as

the mo t qualified man in the Du-
Mont network setup.

BARBER, GILLETTE PALS

AGAIN FOR GRIDCAST
Red Barber will simulcast the

Orange Bowl griddery in Miami
on New Year’s Day with Gillette

again picking up the check. It will

be the sportcastor’s sixth OB as-

signment. having started in 1947.

He skipped txvo years when he
called the shots at the Rose Bowl
on the Coast, and did the maiden
TV'er last Jan. 1.

That Barber will be doing the
Florida game thus comes as no
particular surprise except to those
cynics in the trade who had
thought there had been a falling

out with the sponsor, due to the
fact that Barber and Gillette

couldn't got together on his han-
dling of the World Series. That one
was strictly baseball and only the
money was a factor.

‘Home’ Just a Cottage

Small as ‘Bride & Groom’

Move Into NBC-TV Sked
With "Bride and Groom" moving

into the noontime NBC-TV daytime
schedule a-> a cross-thc board I V
minute attraction, and xxith Jer-

gen’s latching on to three-days-a

week sponsorship, the network is

trimming the length on the pro

jected magazine ot the air "Home”
show.

Home" was originally designed
as a full hour program for the noon
to 1 p m period. Monday t.hru-

Friday As result of the "Bride

and Groom" acquisition and sale

it’s now planned to install it in

the daytime schedule as a 45 min-

ute M2 15 to !> showcase. Start-

ing date tor "Home" has not yet

been determined.

Breaking Thru Starchy

Barriers on Pregnancy

In Soap Opera Campaign
Unusual buildup for CBS-Ra-

dio's daytime serial. "The Second
Mrs. Burton." and ils contract star.

Patsy Campbell, has been set by
Young & Rubicam’s publicity de-

partment. Agency, repping Gen-
eral Poods, sponsor of the show,
has set a two-ply magazine pub-
licity campaign on the show and
star that in these days ot "what's

radio'.’" is unrivalled.
Topper in the campaign is a spe-

cial feature that will run nine

months in the Woman's Home
Companion, starting with the No-
vt ruber issue currently on the

stands. It s a running description

of the pregnancy of Diane Schaf-

, a Westchester teacher, as told

t Continued on page 30

>

Group of DuMont’s top execs

to Chicago Monday <26> night
;

• a week-long series of meetings ,

th Chi ad agencies. Meetings
j

Phil Silvers

treat* with the teriout tide of

humor in

believed unprecedented for the
network.

DuMont toppers at the conclaves
include Ted Bergmann, newly ap-
pointed managing director of the
network. Don MeGannon. assistant
( vector of the net and manager of

s and Gerry Martin, web’s di-
•' Mor. Gordon Mills, the net’s Chi
' des manager, arranged the meets.
'’ " attending are the managers
mul '-ales chiefs of the three Du-
"*nf o & o’s, Norman Knight and

1 '
' Wynn of WABD. N. Y ; Har-
C Lund and George Baron

: M-s of WDTV. Pittsburgh, and
1 ' \iriv, Jr. and Neal Edwards ler

'• I l’G, Washington. *

Waring’s 26-City Tourisk "Foolish Question
F|f*d Waring ar.d h, P**nn I-

vanians. xxorkmg on a 20-xhoxv

GJiS-TV schedule for Geneial
Elect rie tins season got oil on

their annual concert tour in mid-
car \v lib ii 26v d y jiineiary start-

Norman Cash to ABC
on omuiinq bylint pitet in the

forthcoming

Iftlh imiircrnarv '\nm\trr

Cincinnati. Oct. 27.

Norman Cash has resigned a

general sales manager of WI.W tr

join the \B( network Nov. 2 a i*

radio sales manager.
Before joining the Cro-ley oi

gar, i/at ion here two years ago

Cash x'.as director of NBt > A -I

>talit»u relation* division*.

Tour being book'd lv Pari

mount Attractions ot Chicago, will

• ;i ,i jour week-, and will ext

through the tnidwc t and south

tCioup icLun to video Dec. 12.
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GODFREY-LAROSA SIMMERS DOWN

TO HIGH TENSION, FRAZZLED NERVES
.

Willi $10,000,000 in radio-TV

billings at stake and the nerves of

jt> higher echelon worn to a fraz-

zle, ( IIS was understandably on

the alert this week in attempts to

counteract Arthur Godfrey’s La
Rosa poser. Some of the methods
brought into play thus lar fell di-

rectly into the intra-murai, “one
big happy family" groove. The
most significant of these by a wide
margin was the going to bat by
Howard U. Murrow, member of

the CHS board, by interviewing
Godfrey on "Person to Person" last

Friday (23) over the video net.

Although it’s claimed that God-
frey had been on that program’s
schedule before the La Rosa liqui-

di tion 10 days ago, as late as mid-
afternoon last Thursday the Mur-
row oil ice had made no decision
on whether Godfrey would be one
ol the subjects on next day’s show,
it seemed to be a question then
of "putting Godfrey on fast or not
at all" and they met the challenge
in favor of immediate "showcas-
ing" of the web’s most valuable
property.

While all seemed cMm on the
17th floor (Murrow, Fred Friendly
& Co > of 485 Madison last Thurs-
day, the telephone and telegraph
were operating at a fur.ous clip.

It’s known that Murrow was in

Washington that day talking with 1

the highest Government officials
j

on a possible White House-en-

.

dorsed selection to follow lip ex-

posure of the Lt. Milo Radulovich
case vs the Air Force on the Tues-
day "See U Now." Specifically.!

Murrow 's mission in I) C. was to

arrange for the putting on of Air*
Secretary Talbott in a remittal. I

Latter had given the nod. it’s h-
lieved. and the next move was up
to his superiors (Defeme Score- !

tary Wilson, President Eisen-
hower). It was in the midst of this

unprecedented excitement re'ating
to the TV scoop potential that

i

M rrow was confronted with the
ticklish situation on the Godfrey
interview over the Columbia air.

And CHS’ public relations objec-
tive won out.

Jury SU11 Out
While the jury is still out on

the effectiveness of the publu-
anglcd treatment in putting Ccd-

• Continued on page 37 *

TWA Sets 1st

Election Slate
Television Writers of Am *rin on

Monday < 26 1 announced i
< "first

annual" election slate, with Nor-
man Ober. chairman of nominat-
ing committee, submitting tie* fol-

lowing roster;

Eastern region president. I w* Tu-
nick, William Ryan: vicenres'dent.
Murry Karmiller, Patricia Mno»v:

!

Secretary-treasurer, Bruce Manus;
executive board. Robert Alan
Am thur, Jr., Basil Bey« a. Matt i

Brooks. Hector Chevignv, Sidney
Edelstein. Gladys Finke. Shelby
Gordon. Elliot Gruskin, David Har-
mon. Klwood HofTman. Johanna
Johnston. Karmiller. Ira Marion,
Lawrence Marks, John McGifTcrt.
Patrica Moore. Marianna Norris.
Robert Mason Pollock. Ryan. Alvin
Sap ins ley. David Shaw, Tunick.
llalstcd Welles.

It's tlio first permanent election
slate for tile new writers' or*.mi-
7ation, with a provisional group
having run TWA's affairs pending

!

implementation of election machin- i

ei v. Ballots were to he mailed to
members this week.
TWA is currently negotiating

with major webs for a pact cover*

i Continued on page 30.

»

Joshua ’53

Last Thursday < 22 > at 1 1 45
a in. the Associated Press sent out 1

an advisory to its Newark. \. J.
members to wait until 12:30 for de-
velopments on l'affaire C.odfrey-La
Rosa, there being "nothing new at
the moment.”

For 45 minutes the wire stood
still despite Korea. N. Y mavoralh
campaign. N. J. gubernatorial < ani
paign, exposure of harness race
track corruption, ad infinitum.

NBC'S ALL-STAR TRIPLE PLAY

Eddie Fisher, Dinah Shore, Frank
Sinatra Involved In Shifts

The shift is on at NBC Radio and
the leading figures in the play are
Eddie Fisher, Frank Sinatra and
Dinah Shore. Fisher vacates the 8-

8:15 p.m. Tuesday and Friday spot

for Coke on Nov. 3 and Miss Shore
goes in, with Sinatra being moved
into the Shore-based time.

Operating as an actor, Sinatra
continues in his Tuesday at 9 35
p.m. "Rocky Fortune” on the aural

net. Videowise, Fisher remains
with his Wednesday and Friday
"Coke Time" at 7:30-45 with Miss
Shore in that slot on Tuesday and
Thursday.

Mutual Council To

Restudy Plan On

Station Payments
Possibility arose this week that

some of the more hotly disputed

features of Mutual’s new station

payment plan may be revised. Mu-
tual Affiliates Advisory Council is

set to meet In New York next

Wednesday (4), and it’s understood

the Council will undertake to reap-

praise the plan and suggest pos-

Hal (Gildersieeve) Peary,

Hazel Scott Into WMGM
New Daytime Lineup

With the talent budget upped,
WMGM, N. Y., I.oew’s-owned N. Y.

indie, will shoot for a jackpot day-

time market with the addition of

two headliners on a daily basis.

Hal Peary 'Great Gildersieeve) and
Hazel Scott with some piano of-

ferings, will be featured in the

indie’s new display of live talent.

Peary, who'll work the 1 to 2

p.m. slot .Mondays through Satur-

days. starting next week, will spe-

cialize as a mimic besides running
the usual platter gabbing. Scott,

still dickering for a time slot some-
time in the afternoon, will ofTer

usual musical talents.

Shows, eross-the-board arrange-
ments opened to all comers, is ex-

pected to bolster the indie’s new
fall showcasers. Station now fea-

tures Blossom Seely and Benny
Fields in a deejay show.
New afternoon talent block will

balance the new expansion sports
twist for the night sessions. Al-
ready lining up cross-country pick-

ups of future basketball games, the
Wilson-Glickman-Lee-Ross sports
combo will cover all Garden bas-
ketball double-headers in addition
to the pro games. Aim is to pro-
mote a major sports event for al-

most every night.

NBC-lYs 1 Big
sible modifications to Mutual cxccs.

Mutual, meanwhile, has decided
to hold back on the announcement
of a new sales formula under the

plan until after it hears the af-

filiate recommendations. New sales

formula was to be announced next

week, but now that it's been de-

cided that the affiliate meet will

b? held, web is holding back.

Affiliates meet is not a special

meeting, since it's one of the four

per year scheduled under the

Council setup. However, the meet-
ing date has been pushed forward
from December to November, with
the revolt of many affiliates

against the new station plan a key
factor in change of date.

Council meeting is the first un-
der the new electoral setup which
splits it between representatives of

large city stations and non-metro-
politan stations. Seven of the 14

members are new and represent
the smaller markets. Remaining
seven are incumbents. Makeup of
the board is important as regards
its attitude toward the plan, since
it was the old affiliates group that
helped initiate action on the plan
In the station revolt against the
plan, it's been some of the smaller
stations who have bee n most N ucif-

erous in their protest.

Talent Family
Several of the comedy and va-

riety shows -under the NBC-TV
banner are a bout to assume a sem-
blance of a -Tinker-to-Evers-to-
Chance parlay as far as exchange
of talent is concerned. The book-
ing pattern—pacted arid pencilled
—is about as easy to^follow as

some of the logarithmic program
sales plans that every network has
been pitching. First off, Frank
Sinatra won t head up a Colgate
"Comedy Hour" Nov. 15. as report-
'd. though he'll guestar for Jimmy
Durante on that show* the previous
Sunday <8'. The acting crooner is

scramming virtually everything on
his tentative schedule due to a
commitment on an indie film.

"Waterfront." Sinatra’s Nov. 15

(Continued on page 30)

CBS-TV Preps Adult

Science Fiction Show
First science fictioncr slanted for

adults is being readied by CBS-TV
under title of "Out of This World"

which will get an on-camera audi-

Mas tin Trio-Sammy Davis

Set ABC-TV Pilot Pic
Will Mastin Trio and Sammy

Davis. Jr., last of the star acts
signed by ABO-TV in its new tal-

ent-program spread, will shoot the
pilot film on their upcoming series
during the last week in Novem-
ber. Program will be a family-
type situation comedy, with guest
stars.

Ashmead Scott will produce, di-

rect and write the show, with Sid
Kuller providing special material
and Hal Bourne furnishing the
music

lion recording in the next couple of

weeks. Proposed half-hour live

drama skein from New* York is

based on the Ray Bradbury stories

and will be developed under super-
vision of William Dozier, exec pro-
ducer over the net's dramatics. As-
signements on producer-director
have not yet been worked out. Try-
out script of "World" was tele-

adapted by Leo G. Davis from
Bradbury \s "The Earth Men,"
which has appeared in a national
mag and in several anthologies.

All the super-duper elements will
he in there pitching for adult ap-
peal. according to the web, and
each episode will have a different
cast,

NBC’s ‘Project X’
Strictly on the "hush hush’* agenda at NBC with everyone ap-

parently pledged to secrecy, is a major TV production currently
in preparation which, it's understood, will go on the air within 24
hours after the FCC gives the go-ahead on color
However, this one will differ from all the other experimental

shows I such as next Saturday’s color version of "Carmen"), in that
it will represent the first major push to create a color TV set-con-
sciousness on the part of the public and to get RCA receiver pro-
duction rolling.

HCA :NBC board chairman David Sarnoff will be the major at-
traction on the show, with an address to the American people on
the future tinted horizons—particularly the NBC-RCA brand. Since
it II go out on the compatible system, permitting for reception on
black-and-white sets, it won't fall on deal ears.

La Rosa: 47.9—O’Connor: 112
La Rosa 'first name, Julius) gave Ed Sullivan’s CBS-TV-I

Mercury "Toast of the Town” a Trendex score of 47 9
Donald O’Connor’s preem on NBC-TV-Colgate "Comedv Hmfr * !

11 2 on Sunday <25>.
y our of

Interesting in the La Rosa spotting was that Sullivan was mt
hucksterin’ or easin’ with the post-Godfrey hot singer since lJ
put him on in the forepart of the show, promised him ••for
later" and had him as the winder-upper amid a thunderous
reception by studio audience. It would have been proper U nri# r
the competitive circumstances, to hold him for the finish’ to en
list constant viewing, but Sullivan took the "ethical” route in ih.’
presentation. **

La Rosa’s erstwhile boss was in the high rating picture himself
on Friday previous '23'. accounting for a 25.9 on Fd Murrow c
CBS-TV "Person to Person" 'when Murrow interviewed Godfn v >

The NBC-TV Gillette fights (10 p.m. to conclusion) drew* an 118
Incidentally. Murrow -Godfrey share of audience w as 58 6 "Perl
son’s" best to date in that category. Previous aud-share high was
the first show 'Mr. and Mrs. Leopold Stokowski and Mr and Mrs
Roy Campanella and family) with a 48.9 on Oct. 2. "Person to
Person" is only in about five cities of Trendex’s 10-city poli so
that the ratings in this respect must be looked at in that light

Video Cum Laude

Yale, Michigan State, U. of North Carolina Get
That Television Station Urge

ETHEL WATERS SET FOR

1-WOMAN TV STANZA
Ethel Waters w ill do a one-wom-

an show on NBC-TV's "American

Inventory" next Sunday (Nov. 1)

with William Hodapp producing.

Her topic will be "The Contribu-

tion of Negro Themes to American
Music,” wherein she'll discuss the

advent of spirituals, blues and
work songs and bring the whole up
to date with a treatment of the

current beat. Sigmund Spaeth
will appear with her.

Actress-singer’s one-woman legit-

er, "At Home With Ethel Waters,”
closed recently on Broadway after

a brief run.

WTOP Launches

'Broadcast House’

$2,0400,000 Baby
Washington. Oct. 27.

Most ambitious and extensive
broadcast operation in the south
was launched thTs week when
WTOP-CBS unshuttered its new
$2,000,000 "Broadcast House.” i

Housing all station and web per-
sonnel except CBS v.p. Earl Gam- i

mons, who will occupy a midtown
j

office, the new five-story building
|

is a model of engineering know-

i

how and a tribute to the business
j

canniness of WTOP boss John
Hayes.
The ultra-modern U-shaped

building, constructed around sta-

tion’s TV transmitter under super-
vision of engineering v.p. Clyde
Hunt, is located about five miles
from the town’s main stem, follow-
ing the trend of town's stations to
fan out away from the center of
traffic. Within its 92.484 square
feet of space are contained such
innovations as a network film do-

j

veloping and processing lab; a top

(Continued on page 31)

More Fun With Trendex
Latest Trendex on "Lux Video

Theatre" shows the CBS-TV’er.
costing $27,500. wallowing in a 5.1
rating for September-October. This
compares with an 8.7 for April-
thru-June. before the shift to a
Coast origination. The October-
thru-March <’52-’53) score was 23.9.
when the show was up against
NBC's Paul Winchell stanza with
the "What's My Name" format that I

has since been jettisoned. "Lux"
!

is currently competing with NBC’s
"Dragnet." with a 39.
Bob Hope’s rating last Tuesday

(20) in the monthly Milton Berio !

preemption over NBC-TV was 35 I

for the hour, coming up from 29.9
|

in the first half to 40 for the last 30
minutes. The CBS scores were 8.4

|

for Gene Autry in first half and ,

9 1 for Skelton in second segment.
Bishop Sheen on DuMont outdrew
the Columbians with an 11.7 direct-
ly against Hope. It's figured that
Hope s 8 30-9 upbeat was via an
audience inheritance from the prel-
ate. and that seems to follow a set

j

pattern this season. I

Three leading universities this

week announced plans for the op-
eration of television stations within
the institutions, with the first one,
Yale’s student owned-and-operated
outlet, set to begin telecasting to-
morrow night (Thurs.). Others, to
be run by the institutions, are at
Michigan State U., which starts in
January, and U. of North Carolina,
which is scheduled to start next
fall.

Yale’s station will be a closed
circuit operation without audio.
Students own an AM station, how-
ever, and viewers will be able to
get the audio accompaniment to
their pictures by turning on their
radio sets. Since it’s closed-circuit,
no FCC approval was required,
and the station, WYBC-TV. will op-
erate on a commercial basis, with
a sponsor already signed for the
first telecast, tomorrow at 8 pm.
It’ll be a two-hour affair featuring
collegiate talent and a junket of
personalities from WNBT, N. Y.,

which will act as a consultant for
the station. WYBC-TV, the first

student o&o in the country, will

avoid educational TV and concen-
trate on entertainment. After the
kickoff telecast, it will be on the
air an hour per week.

Michigan State, in East Lansing,
has completed erection of the an-
tenna for WKAR-TV, its UHF op-
eration on Channel 60. Station will

commence operations in January
under the direction of Dr. Armand
L. Hunter, director of television

development at the school. Station
will program educational features,
courses for college credit, chil-

dren’s shows and foreign films and
documentaries. Station has been
operating on a closed circuit for

(Continued on page 30)

Election Sponsors

All Over the Place
As the hot N. Y. mayoralty elec-

tion neared (Nov. 3', some radio
and TV stations were enjoying
their finest hours. With the CBS
and NBC video flagships previ-

ously established as safe in the

hands of sponsors for election

night coverage, the last cheek-
payer to latch on was Hebrew Na-

tional Kosher Meat Products, via

Rockmore Co., who took WCBS
Radio. WNBC-AM had alreadv
been accounted for with the buy
by Chock Full O'Nuts. The Colum-
bia aural local will carry on with

Bob Trout, Edward P. Morgan and
Bill Leonard handling both the

N. Y. returns and those from N J.

where the governorship is the

prize. Hebrew National has parted

for 10:15-10:30 and 11 :
15--mid-

night stanzas.

On WCBS-TV, Leonards "Kye

on New York" will bring together

on Saturday (31) relatives of lead-

ing candidates for the mayor’s post.

They are Mrs. Rudolph Halley

(Liberal), Mrs. Robert F. Wagner,

Jr. 'Democrat) and Mrs. Philip

Stockier, daughter of Harold Hm*

gelman (Republican) and who s

been on TV before in his behalt

On WNBC, the weekly pane Her,

(Continued on page 20)
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THE BIGGEST GIVEAWAY OF ALL
Oberfelder, Kaufman, Hotel, Politics

Wind Up Great Big 'Package Hassle’

WNEW: Booking Office

With a steady stream of its talent siphoning off onto higher-

paying network stations, WNEW, N. Y., indie, finds itself practically

in the booking business. Station this week released announcer-

deejay Allyn Edwards to WNBC, the NBC Gotham key, with the

proviso that WNEW collects of his future radio earnings for

the run of his WNEW contract. This makes the third case in re-

cent years in which the station has collected earnings of released

staffers.

Ironically enough, Edwards is moving to WNBC to take over the

early-morning radio slot vacated by Gene Rayburn, who’s trying

his iiand at TV after his radio show' fell short of the mark. Twist

js that Rayburn started at WNEW in the team of Rayburn & (Dee*

Finch, but deserted the station for the greener NBC pastures less

than a year ago. In Rayburn's case, however, he didn’t move until

his contract expired, so that he managed to keep all his NBC earn-

ings. Edwards, however, will have to give up a third of his NBC
radio earnings for the next two years, at which time his WNEW
pact expires.

Station has had the same experience in the cases of Bob Haymes,
who started at WNEW and moved to WCBS, the CBS ilagship, and
Jim Coy, another WNEW-fashioned deejay who moved to WNBC.
Both of them were forced to hand over part of their earnings.
Station has no qualms about the arrangement. It feels that it’s de-
veloped the talent, and now’ since the deejays are in opposition

to it. it should have some compensation. Other WNEW starters

now on other Gotham stations are WABC’s Bobby Sherwood < long-
time bandleader who launched his first disk show on WNEW» and
WMGM’s Ted Brown (now on two hours a day, with his wife, Rita'.

Another contract payoff was almost set a couple of weeks ago,

when Art Ford offered to pay the station 40ro of all his future
earnings (not just the run of his contract) to be released. Occa-
sion was the offer by NBC to have him do its Saturday morning
network disk show', “Big Preview.” Station nixed his offer, not be-
cause of the cash angle, but for other reasons involving his late-

night show' and an involved question of billing.

Hard On The Bard

Hallmark Frustrations Pile Up With ‘Richard II’

Added to Dubious Entries

•Hallmark TV Hall of Fame”
has been mad about the Bard since

the start of the season, but it’s yet

to showcase the w.k. Elizabethan

playwright. Last W’eek, the frus-

tration stemmed from “Richard II”

which had been tentatively slotted
for Nov. 29 on NBC tele with
Maurice Evans in title role. Initial

disappointment came with “King
Lear,” also on the tentative sked,
hut dropped, reportedly because
CBS-TV “Omnibus” was able to
bring it in first (Oct. 18 » with Or-
son Welles, a formidable cast and
Londoner Peter Brook coming in
to stage and adapt the tragedy.

Reason for liquidation of “Rich-
ard II” is now’ clouded in a deep
veil of secrecy, probably because
of the “embarrassment” involved
in this second unrequited involve-
ment with Shakespeare. A spokes-
man in N. Y. for producer-director
Albert McCleery (who’s on the
Coast where the show' has been
originating as the first hour-long
drama series from there) made a
three-way denial that “Richard”
<1 was on the schedule or (2) had
been dropped or (3» had been well
along in pre-rehearsal stages. But
an NBC spokesman said there has

(Continued on page 37;

WPTZs 21-Year

Banner Fall Biz
Philadelphia, Oct. 27.

^'PTZ clocked a new' fall record
"ith the largest total dollar vol-
1,1110 sales in its 21 years of tclc-
tasting, Alexander W. Dannen-
baum, sales manager for the Phila-
delphia Westinghou.se TV outlet,
announced sales had reached
5,, °178 during September.
The figure includes local pro-

K*am sales and national and local
spot sales, but does not include re-
newals. existing business or net-
work service commercials. Half of

tota l represents local program-
ing. exclusive of spot announce-

Dannenbaum pointed out.
Sales represented 17 advertisers,

I'onsoring 16 different programs
r a total of six hours, 15 min-

v . V°* loca * Programming each

rn-
' ^‘8ure is cost for air time

:« and does not Include talent
facilities costs or program

WOR-TV Signs Attaway
Negro novelist and radio-TV

scripter William Attaway has been
signed by WOR-TV. N. Y., as script

editor of the station’s “Harlem
Detective” series, which uses a
mixed cast.

Attaway, w-ho’s written three
novels and a screenplay, wrote the
script for tonight’s 'Wed i “Detec-
tive” production, “Million Dollar
Penny.”

Philip Morris, In

B&H Merger, Cues

Filter Coin To TV
With filter tips assuming greater

and greater importance in the to-

bacco sales picture and other lead-

ing brands starting to market their

own filters. Philip Morris scored
something of a coup last week with
its announcement of a merger with
Benson & Hedges, makers of Par
liament, the leading filter on the
market. PM. which in the past
year launched Dunhills as a cork
tip and brought out its own king-
sized ciggie under the PM label,

thereby sidestepped completely the
necessity for developing, launching
and promoting its own' brand, as
did Liggett & Myers recently with
its new' L & M filters.

Merger isn’t consummated yet.

since it’s subject to the approval of
stockholders of both companies,
and approval isn’t expected until
the first of the year. Consequently,
no change in the ad setup is expect-

I

ed for some time. Joseph F. Cull-

( Continued on page 37 )

SIMMONS, LEAR’S 52G

AS M&L'S SCRIPTERS
Hollyw’ood, Oct. 27.

Television scripters Ed Simmons
and Norman Lear this week inked
a non-exclusive pact to write the
Dean Martin A Jerry Lewis “Col-

gate Comedy Hour” shows at $L0.*

400 per show'. Team’s efforts for

five shows will net them a record
$52,000 while leaving them free

for other scripting chores.

Writers have scripted previous

M 8c L entries on Colgate on an

exclusive basis.

COIN IT STAKE
Things appear to be looking up.

sales w ise, on the daytime front at

NBC TV, hut under circumstances

calculated to invite some industry

eyebrow raising. Target of the

present TV sales push at the net-

work are the morning soap opera
strips, including “Hawkins Falls,”

“The Bennetts,” “Three Steps to

Heaven" and “Follow Your Heart.”

“Hawkins” has already yielded

some sponsorship coin, from Bor-

den’s and SOS, but the remaining
strips are still playing sustaining
time.

NBC. in an all-out bid to get off
the hook, has now come forth
with a proposal which goes under
the title of “program contribution,”
whereby a sponsor, in return for
buying a five-times-a-week soap
opera strip on an annual basis,
would benefit by such a “contribu-
tion” to the tune of $400,000 the
first year and $200,000 the second
year. In terms of budgeting, that
would shave the client’s program
cost by $8,000 a week during the
first year. With the cost of a net-
work TV soap opera averaging
about $16,000 a week, it means
that NBC would contribute half the
cost of the show'.

A major network spokesman ad-
mitted that such a deal has been
dangled to General Foods, with
strong possibility that GF may go
for one of the morning strips. An-
other deal, though with a variation
on the “contribution” angle in
view of the fact less coin would
be involved, is also being consid-
ered by Procter & Gamble, Simi-
larly, it’s reported that the net-
work has made overtures to invite
clients into the 7 to 7:30 p. m. pe- i

riod ( which is station time) with!
concessions being made until such
time that the network has sue-

1

ceeded in establishing clearances
in a number of markets. •

Some months back the network
made no bones over the fact that
any sponsor willing to move into
the Monday night at 9

Barber to Yankees?
Red Bather may switch to

the N. Y. Yankees as telecaster
next season Exploratory talks
have been going on and the
word late yesterdax (Tiles.)

was that negotiations were
proceeding smoothly enough
to indicate imminent signing
of a pact that would see Bar-
ber exit his longtime Brook-
lyn Dodgers’ TV play by play.

Whether this means sharing
the play with Mel Allen or en-
gaging in some other chore
such as the tore and aft fea-

tures of tin* games, is not de-
termined.

March producing. Next in line are

“The Road Ahead” authored by
Irna Phillips, and “The Family Up-
stairs.” Latter is from the click

Charles Vanda assembly line in

Pli illy i WC’AU-TV of the CBS af-

filiate domain' which is assuming
an ever increasing importance in

the network scheme with the

“PhiJIy originating” tag.

The quartet will join “Valiant

Lady.” “Love of Life,” “Search for

Tomorrow,” “Guiding Light" in

the daytime hearts - and - flowers

sweepstakes. Whether this is CBS
True, NBC would be tele’s answer to the NBC-Pat
the “out of pocket”

i

Weaver “Rosa-H-Plan" (standing

for Run of Show Advertising— Hol-

iday in latter's all-out push to

stock its day timers w ith sponsor
spending, will he determined soon
« nough as each web goes out on
the line to give the Ft Knox touch

to the suntime- festoon.

Lucy” den would get a cuffo con-
tribution on program cost. (Subse-
quently, when no one stepped for-
ward to risk such competition, RCA
gave up its Frjday night at 8 time
and switched Dennis Day into the
Monday segment.)

While the “Lucy” bait is under-
standable, the question has been
raised in some quarters whether
NBC. or any major network, can
afford to go off the deep end and
invite, regardless of what name it

goes by, what’s considered tanta-
mount to a rate cut in the daytime
TV' schedule,
saddled with
differential on program cost, and
not the stations, which would get
their full rate quota, but as far as
the advertiser is concerned the
time-and talent bill contains all the
attractive features of a rate cut.

If there is apprehension over
such a move at a time when day-
time TV is still on the way up to a
fullblown maturity, it’s because of
the recognition that such conces-
sions. “contributions” and even
more frequently out-and-out-deals
on the part of everybody helped
hasten the decline of network
radio.

TV Gird* for Girdles
Latent product to he adver-

tised via television will be
girdles. I. Newman, manufac-
turer of Sarong Girdles, has
signed for a series of test

spots on WOR-TV, NY, be-
ginning tonight (Wed).
Manufacturer said the spots

would be a “union of modesty
and merchandising.” Spots,

which will be done live start-

ing at 6 p m. today, will be
preceded by what company
describes as “an intimate press

party” at the station, showing
the actual spots and modelling
the girdles.

CBS-TV Propping

'Operation Soap’;

Top Writers Set
CBS-TV has set in motion an

elaborate blueprint for daytime

strip programming that will he

fortified by some of tin* web’s ma-

jor scripters. Important in the

projected setup is the fact that

none of four shows now being

readied on the kinnie bettline with

the TVR’s available for display

within three weeks, will he replac-

ing other web-spread segments.

There’ll probably, however, have
to be a good deal of switching of

the cross-hoard s k e d s, both

webbed and local, to give the

forthcoming “Operation Soap" a

back-to-back continuity, with cur-

rent plans calling for at least two
and possibly all four strips on a

daisy chain basis.

“Woman Willi a Pa^t.” by Mona
Kent, and “Those Manning Gills,"

scripted by Lawrence Klee, will he
opposite

j
(he first two to emerge, with Alex

Clash over policy between Ted
Oberfelder, ABC veep in charge of

WABC, the web’s N. Y. key, and

packager-emcee Murray Kaufman,
lias resulted in cancellation by the

station of its contract with the

Belmont Plaza hotel, under which

hotel reunited a nightly midnight*
to 2 a. m. show with Kaufman em-
ceeing. Station charged hotel,

which buys the time and provides
the package, with breach of con-
tract. and cancelled the show ef-

fective Nov. 7.

Prior to its cancellation, how-
ever, the station declared Kaufman
“persona non grata” and replaced
him with a staff announcer, al-

though it has no contract with
Kaufman directly, Action came
after what Kaufman has described
as a “series of dictatorial actions”
by Oberfelder hut what the latter

termed “repented violations of the
contract" by Kaufman.
What precipitated the blow off,

however, was tin* appearance on
the show of Curtis Roosevelt, who
mentioned the fact that In* was
stumping for a certain political
candidate (Roosevelt’s not in poli-

tics- he’s with the Wm, Wein-
trauh ad agency. Next night,
Kaufman found a staff announcer
ready to take over the mike of the
combination disk interview partici-
pation session and was told lie was
out because of his failure to clear
a political guest.

Kaufman, who’s taken the whole
matter to AKTKA, said Roosevelt
wasn’t a political guest, that they
talked about other matters and that
he cut Roosevelt short on the air
when the latter started talking poli-
tics. He said also that there are

(Continued on page 36'

GOODRICH 1ST CLIENT

FOR NBC’S ‘WEEKEND’
NBC Radio’s “Weekend.” re

cently launched two hour Sunday
afternoon show, has landed Its

first sponsor, with B F. Goodrich,
via BBD&O. selling its wares as

of Oct 25. Tire outfit is down for

the minimum six week pact with
one participation in each hour
( there are eight spots available

each 60 minutest.
Outside of the usual enthusiasm

that surrounds lhat “first” sale

there’s a way-hack when pepper-

upper to the latchbn inasmuch as

Goodrich hasn't been represented

on NBC-AM since 1935 and hasn't

been In network radio for about

five years What plans the web’s

aural brass has In mind to make
capital of this development In

the “return to radio” picture can

only he guessed at, hut that it

will become the fulcrum for an-

other pitch for “dollars to AM”
,can hardly be doubted.

More Of Orson In

'Omnibus’ Future?
There’s a strong possibility that

Orson Welles, who won critical
acclaim in last week's “King
Lear” performance in his first
time up on U. S. TV, may become
identified with future "Omnibus’*
performances. Factor, of course, is

whether Welles is free to work in

this country and can get squared
away with the Government on
taxes.

Welles, it’s known, is “sold” on
American brand video and has let

it he known that he’s available for
additional stints for Boh Saudek's
Workshop. With “Omnibus” prop-
ping early use of video adaptations
of work by John Steinbeck ami
Ernest Hemingway, it’s considered
likely that Welles would he chan-
neled into these non Bard attrac-

tions.

Ford Foundation Workshop last

week received one of its major mail
pulls on the Welles interpretation
of Lear. I’rogram, according to

Workshop execs, was brought in

for $78,000 and not the previously
published figure of $150,000.

Not Enuf Solons Around,

Rountree Show Recesses
“Washington Exclusive.” the

Martha Rountree package which

has been airing sustaining on Du-

Mont over the past couple of

j

months, goes into a belated recess.

Miss' Rountr ee announced that the

|

show, which features ex-Senators,

will go off the air after next Sun-
day's ' 1» telecast and won't return

|

until C’ongi ess reconvenes in Jan-

uary.
Show, which started on DuMont

this summer, has been an ori-and-

off proposition on the web. Under-

stood the network will continue to

peddle it while it’s off the air in

the hope of wrapping up a hank-

roller in time for the next Con-

gressional session.
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UNITED NATIONS DAY
With Larry LeSueur, Walter Cron-

kite. Charles Collingwood, Allan

Jackson: Mme \ija>a I.akshmi

Pandit. Dag llammankjold,

others
Producer: Paul I.evltan

Directors: Hill Workman. Emery
Helen. Judsot Whiting

«0 Mins.. Sat. (24). 1:30 p.m.

( BS-TV, from N.Y.

In conjunction with the United

Nations, the U S. Citizens Com-

mittee lor U N Day and the

NAHTB. CBS-TV moved in nine

cameras and four top commenta-
tors into UN headquarters in N.Y.

last Saturday '24 ». the official

birthday of the world organization.

The CBS team ostensibly was to

do a televised tour of the UN site

and to try to bring across to

American and Canadian viewers

some of the multi-faceted activities

of the UN.
But CBS. in its customary pro-

fessional fashion, did better than

that. With a one-hour program, it

sot a standard for such institution

alized programming that every

telecaster doing such a show ought
to live up to. With dignity, taste,

perception and polish, it gave
viewers a complete picture of what
the UN does and what it means.
Without flagwaving or preaching,
it gave the public a real sense of

the organization’s accomplishments
and its hopes, and brought home
forcefully what many people have
forgotten—that the UN does more
than talk.

Within the framework of the
actual tour, with three pretty UN
guides (from different countries
incidentally) leading commentators
Larry LeSueur, Walter Cronkite
Charles Collingwood and Allan
Jackson through the boautifu
structures, producer Paul Levitan
inserted recorded and filmed com
mentary—the speeches of three
U S. presidents on the UN, read-
ings of parts of the Charter by
Charles Boyer, and film clips o
the work of the UN’s agencies, that
lent meaning and substance to the
physical accompaniment of the
tour.
Tour itself took viewers through

the lobby of the huge Secretariat
Building 'with UN secretary gen-
eraT Dag Ilammarskjold officially
welcoming the viewers), into the
chambers of the Social and Eco-
nomic Council 'with a film clip
subsequently showing the work of
the Council in fighting disease
throughout the world) and into the
Trusteeship Council chambers
'adding another film clip showing
the UN preparing the people of
Somaliland for independence some
seven years hence. Tour visited
the Security Council chamber (and
another film showed that the Coun-
cil actually has stripped or met
aggression in four cases: Indonesia.
Palestine, and Korea, first via col-
lective action and then hv media-
tion).

Tour moved on to the General
Assembly

The big punch of last Sunday’s
‘Toast Of The Town" was Julius
^altosa, whose split with Arthur
iodfrey has been making headlines
or the last week. It’s to Ed Sul-
livan’s credit that he didn’t over-
play LaKosa’s appearance or di-

rectly refer to the Godfrey inci-

dent Sullivan, however, made his

mplied comment crystal clear in

his sympathetic embracing of the
young singer and his announce-
ment that LaRosa would be back
again next week as a permanent
member of the "Toast" cast.

LaKosa also came off well, es-

pecially in light of his much-
bruited loss of humility. He be-

haved warmly and naturally with
just enough of a naive quality to

refute the criticism. LaKosa opened
the show iSullivan said he didn't
want to tease the audience) with
his initial disclick, “Anywhere 1

Wander,” with the Naval Air Cadet
Choir in the background. Sullivan.

commercial and it seemed a mis-
use of a player of stature to par-

ticipate at such lengths into a sales

spiel. There were some good
comedy moments in that sequence.
Among them was Sara Berner’s

cellence. Miss Dunnock turned in

a delightful performance and was
matched by Doro Merande as a

New England smalltown type; Per-
ry Fiske as a confused and lonely
young man; Joe Sweeney as the

by Quit-ette’i. Dorothy Kilgallen
was called Dorothy Dick and Bill

Stern called Bill Stern, while Jack
La Hue doubled both as "guest" 1

and panelist. Morgan’s trade-
marked cigarstore Indian was the
"mystery guest.” Comedian called
himself Morgan Daily, "no relation
to 'Morgan David’ wine on another
network.” All the bits about free-
guessing. show-me-your-hands. etc... . • a i< , . , , . , .,1

I

.yiiUM -nir-,) UMI -Iiauun,
mciden tally. undcrUned his build-

of the fave Sunday night ..Line .

up to LaRosa by repeated lefer-
; ^ow were reprised. It made for a

ences to the latter’s service as a gob
and by introducing the LaRosa
mere and pere in the theatre stu-

dio. LaRosa’s best bit was "Eh,
Cumpari,” and he completed his

turn late in the show with the de-

funny pre-midnight 15 mins, last

Wednesday, over ABC-TV. Morgan
opened with commentary on the
N. Y. World-Telegram-Sun’s pagt-
oneing of the Julius LaRosa-Ar-

I thur Godfrey "firing for insubor-. . , , , « . . . . n, /-V |i ' VIIU* VJI VM** ». J III *»»» lliguwvt
scriptive ‘I m Sitting On Top Of

i dination," adding that "I’ve been
The World." I

Rest of the show was par for the
"Toast” course. Patti Page scored
on, "Father, Father,” an Anglicized
version of the Hebrew "Eili, Eili,”

alhtough her cleavaged gown
seemed oddly out of place on this

religioso number. She closed with
a medley of her top disk hits.

Comedy slot was filled by Sam
Levenson with some more of his

family folklore narrated in his gen-
ial. off-the-cuff style. Some sock
ballet ballroomolopy was cxoctuted
by The Szonvs who did their
wedding sequence from the Warner
Bros, pic, "So This Is Love."
Elaine Brown furnished a musical
interlude with a couple of numbers
on the xylophone, adding a fillip

by manipulating a puppet with her
mallets. The Four Step Bros,
clicked in the finale with their
flashy challenge terping routines.
Over the years. Sullivan has

developed into a solid rock founda-
tion for "Toast." Despite his dead-
pan and his repeated fluffs and
tongue-twisting, he registers as a

sincere, and completely believable
personality. His adoption of the
"homeless boy," LaRosa, hasn’t
hurt, either, in creating a sym-
pathetic aura. Hern i.

fired by three corporations and
never even made P. 3." Morgan is

getting more into his proper niche
on this 11:15 p.m. stint but still

gives the impression of making it

too throwaway when, actually, he
has a terrific opportunity for an
offbeat click, as he deserves.
There’s a market for that, as wit-
ness Steve Allen’s impact around
the same time 'although running
until midnight) on WNBT. Abel.

Just about half of what tran-
spired on Sunday s '25» edition of
the Jack Benny CBB-TV show met
the eye of N. Y. viewers. The rest
was lost over the co-axial cable be-
cause of transmission difficulties.

Assembly President'^fmV* 'pandit* 1

sound, however, continued,
j

informed and thoroughly iikeable
and the CBS cameras in addition '

and 111 e hc lp that was with yocks fashion. If the Wright interview
caught the other but din»V lhS:

con,infV out
?
f 'H.wt w,th « hat didn't quite tome off.

“

Riirdeos and fountains and virtu' !
w'£e obvio

.

us 'v si*h t certainly wasn’t his. Wr
ally every other aspect of the
beauty of the UN. Discussion ex-
tended from the workings of the
simultaneous translating setup to
the architecture of the various
buildings and chambers. It was
all fascinating viewing and listen-
ing. done in topnotch fashion.

It was also a topnotch technical
Job, and special credit should go
to Levitan, his three-man directing
team of Bill Workman, Emery
Helen and Judson Whiting, and to
the
The
and iouowcd the movement and
description nearly flawlessly. To
the four CBS newsmen should go
plaudits for the dignity and taste
of their discussion, and to the UN
staff, especially the guides, goes a
nod of thanks. Add a how to the
person who chose the musical
score too It s a pity that the pro-
gram could be aired only to the
U .S. and Canada. If some film
exchange deal could be worked to
show the kinnie to countries all
ow*r the world’, it undoubtedly
would help to better understanding
of r.ot only the UN. but of all
peoples working toward peace.

Chan.

the fault

„ _ njl Wright, at 84.
Benny started out mildly with ' retains an extraordinarilv active

his dissertation on his honesty in
;

and alert mind and an acid-sharp
rating comics, and after some tongue that doesn’t always make
slight banter with Bob Crosby and

1

good sense. Perhaos the best thing
Don Wilsoon. Benny got into the i is not always to take him literal
major business of the session with and to make allowances for the
a satire of "Detective Story" Un- fact that, being a rebel all one’s
fortunately, the major portion of

,
life, one is more or less obliged to

the blackout occurred during this keep sounding rebellious lest the
sequence and an expensive guester, audience might come away disap-
Humphrey Bogart, couldn’t be pointed
utilized to best advantage. Even The Benet storv. with Mildred

a no io,X
lth0ut

. !
h
f

sho
£’*J

<,ss S 'Bht
’

i

Dlmnock in the lead and staged
? nine cameramen on the ioh

script brought Bogart down a
j

with a minimum of scenery, opened
e cameras didn’t miss a thing f

f<M
£ ?

P*S
‘

. . I

now vistas for TV drama and cli-

d followed the movement and
Kntirt* sequence led up to a maxed the show with an aura of ex-

bit as a c omedy dip. Her singing : minister and Raymond Bramley a

s

at odd portions of the script were the banker. Jocelyn Brando looked

also laugh productive. very pretty as Fiske’s financee and
As seen, on Sunday, there wasn’t i wife. Bob Banner’s direction de-

much to report on either Don Wil- serves high praise. Hi ft.

son or Bob Crosby. Jose. <

i Ted Mills, who’s in NBC-TV’s
Henry Morgan had a funny sat- Producer ranks (and. incidentally

ire on "What A Line?" (sponsored i

masterminded the late Garroway
hv Ouit-ette’). Dorothy Kilgallen i

at Large"), gets the script Itch

every once in a while. Last week
< 20) on Armstrong’s “Circle Thea-
tre" he took off on a cute Idea
which developed into a pleasant
half-hour of moderately offbeat
entertainment called "Herman.”
The novel pitch was having a new-
lywed accompany her groom on
his cab route, fixing up the taxi in
vestpoeket hotel fashion (curtains,
magazines, coffee for the passen-
gers, etc.), enjoying a mobile
honeymoon, getting chummy with
the fares and, as a result, pulling
big tips. It came out as one of
those easygoing, almost plotless
plots built up through a series of
incidents pegged mainly on the ef-

fect this lovie-dovie double-harness
hackie work had on the other
workers of the cab company, es-
pecially the manager, whose wife
• a passenger by coincidence) took
envious umbrage at the kind of cozy
goings-on that she and the other
wives were deprived of.

Everything came out okay when
the fleet owner, to whom the man-
ager had spilled his domestic
troubles, had a heart to heart talk
with the hackie who discovered
that he wasn't too crazy about the
arrangement to begin with and was
persuaded he’d be better off when
some children came along to keep
his loved one occupied. So in an
epilog snapper the erstwhile tan-
dem chauffeur was shown with his
wife surrounded by a flock of off-
spring winking at the viewer in a
"between us men” sort of way.

This Mills menu of comedy,
near-farce and incidental satire
w’as cleverly staged by James Shel-
don in extracting the lowbeat
laugh values from the Hudson
Faussett production. Larry Blyden
and Sally Grace were extremely
well cast as the taxi-turvy couple.
This was one of those actor-author-
director friendships wherein every-
one in the cast—in degrees condi-
tioned by the length of their parts
—added a flavor of his own. The
supporting troupe, obviously hand-
picked. included George Matthews,
Harry Bellaver, James Little, Gage
Clarke, Angie Strickland, Reese
Taylor, Irene Cowan, Eddie Hyans
and Paul Lipson. Other plus cred-
its go to Mel Bourne for the scen-
ery and Harold Levey for music.

Trau.

True to its announced purpose
of offering "something for every-
one" during its 90 minutes running
time. "Omnibus" on CBS-TV Sun-
day i26) presented the kind of in-

tellectual variety show that must
be as much of a delight for some
as it’s probably a bore to others.
Sunday's edition started off in a
popular enough vein with a dem-
onstration of the recording tech-
nique employed by Les Paul and
Mary Ford.

It continued on a slightly higher
plane, with a showing of Arno
Sucksdorff’s poetic camera view of
Stockholm, and then launched into
an interview with Frank Lloyd
Wright, the grand old rebel of
architecture, who held forth on his
somewhat familiar criticisms of
what’s wrong with modern living.
As a windup. "Omnibus" put on a
beautiful adaptation of Stephen
Vincent Benet’s "The Gold Dress."

It’s a good thing for "Omnibus”
that it has Alistair Cooke around
to guide it along in his informal,

I NIV. OF MICHIGAN TV HOUR
With Prof. Robert R. White Prof.
W. W. Hagerty, Prof. Harrv A.
Towsley, Prof. Bruce D. Graham.
Miss Ruth Carney. R. N„ Joel
Sebastian

Produeer; Garnet R. Garrison
Campus Direetor; llazen Schu-
maeher

Station Direetor: Tom Sutton
Writer: Robert Neuman
60 Mins.. Sun.. 1 p.m.
Sustaining
WWJ-TV, Detroit
The fourth year of regular week-

ly hour-long educational television
productions, pioneered by <’ie U

(Continued on page 36)

Time For A Little Dignity
>

Humphrey Bogart sure looked, acted and sounded like he was
selling his SAG. Equity. AFTRA. Masquers and Romanoff s rards
down the river for whatever was his fee to foil for Jack Benny on
the latter’s Sunday night CBS-TVer for Lucky Strike, doing that
LSMlT commercial with all the ease and aplomb of a politician
caueht on Joey Fay’s calling card list.

I his brings to a head a sequence of personal pitchmen routines
by the greats of show business which makes th'* yesteryear medicine-
men peddling their snake oil look like diplomat*,' Virtually every star
has succumbed to .the blandishment of personal agents and/or
agencies to "personally sell the merchandise.” Lvcr since Gabriel
Heatter went from "there's good news tonight, to not-^o-good-news
about the then temporary Nazi conquests, to huckstering Vitnlis"
•—-and doing the latter so successfully—the sponsoring underwriters
of radio and TV shows have encouraged the personal pitch by the
show's stars. Today there isn't a personality whose real-life
pseudo-endorsement i^n t integrated into the commercial. -There
have been tongue-in-cheek instances where some comic would \vi*e-
ci ark, and if so-and-so doesn t pick up my option for next year then
I don’t care if you smoke one of Nick Kenny’s Tatty poems’"
The stylization of integrating the commercial "because the spon-

sor wants it that way" should go the way of some of the cliche
situations which have beset the medium. Bing has forgollen about
his horses hut he’s still got Lindsay as a surefire foil, just as BobHope has his takes” and s a. humor. Benny is typed by his ne-
cuniousness. c

’

;,ntor by his five daughters, and right down the list
Tnerc s need for a change and time for a little dignity among the
funsters biecause nex-t year they may not be selling Halo, or Luckies,
or O.d Gold, and whos gonna believe them then? Abel.

It’s too bad that, in one of the
rare instances of TV trying to por-
tray itself in a behind-the-scenes
mood, the Goodyear TV Playhouse
on NBC-TV Sunday (25) managed
to muff the job. It could have been
a great show—certainly one up to
the usual Playhouse standards

—

but for a combination of reasons
it turned out to be a mixture be-
tween a bore and some rather
unpleasant bits of overplayed
dramatics.

Title of the show was "The Girl
with the Stop Watch" and it served
to introduce Betty Miller in the
part of a neurotic girl, a fidgety,
tense character that somehow
never earned the sympathy it de-
served. Miss Miller is no doubt a
capable actress even though, on
Sunday’s show, there were only
few times when her portrayal
achieved real stature. In fact—and
this was in part the fault of Sum-
ner Locke Elliott's script—she gave
a somewhat obvious performance
that, rather than establishing an
emotional link with the audience,
became irritating and unpleasant
after a while.

The climax of Elliott's script was
probably the most unsatisfactory
ending seen on a Playhouse show
for a long time and, all in all, he
v.as to blame for a good ’deal of
this fiasco. His characters were,
for the most part, unrealistic and,
one must presume, not taken from
real life. If Elliott pretends they
arc. then it’s surprising that the
TV Playhouse gets on the air at
all.

Arthur Penn’s direction was
weak primarily when it came ttr
Miss Miller who obviously re-
quired better guidance in her TV
debut. It must have been obvious
to him already in rehearsals that
*uch a broad performance needed
pruning and refinement to make
it fit the intimate needs of tele-

(Continued on page 30)

THE GLORIA DE HAVEN SHOW
With Bobby Hackett Orch

*

Producer*-Writer: Bob Claver
Director: Paul Jonea
10 Mina.: Mon.. Wed.. Frt„ 7 DmKIRSCH BEVERAGES
WABC-TV. N. Y.

( Grey )

Kirsch Beverages has bought the
10-minute strip at 7 pm. on
WABC-TV, N. Y., and inserted
two Hollywood imports. Gloria De
Haven and Lisa Ferraday. in the
time. Miss De Haven occupies the
slot three nights a week with a
musical session, while Miss Ferra-
day holds forth Tuesdays and
Thursdays with a celebrity inter-
view.

Miss De Haven appears to have
struck the right cord in this ses-
sion, judging from the* initialer
Her video guest appearances in the
past have been characterized by a
high-pressured delivery, but here
she’s decided on a relaxed pose
and it becomes her. It shapes as a
comfortable and easy-to-watch
show, and should draw a good-
sized audience to the WABC-TV
fold.

Singer appears to have made the
right decision on a couple of
scores. Aside from settling into an
informal atmosphere, she’s wisely
selected good show tunes for her
repertory, and she delivered "Get-
ting to Know You” and "The Boy
Next Door” in excellent fashion.
Miss Ferraday made a brief ap-
pearance to wish Miss De Haven
good luck, and that was the show,
except for a couple of commercials
(one too many) for the 10 minutes.
Bobby Hackett’s combo provided
excellent backing, and his trumpet
solos (none on the first show’, how-
ever) should become a top feature
of the program.
Producer-write Boob claver rates

plaudits for providing Miss De
Haven with the right kind of for-
mat. and Paual Jones’ direction is’

good. ’ Chan.

THROUGH THE CURTAIN
With George Hamilton Combs, Lee

Gruliew
Producer: Francis Littlejohn
Director: Shelley Hull
15 Mins.; Wed., 8:15 p.m.
Sustaining
ABC-TV, from N.Y.

"Through The Curtain" is a

firstrate public affairs stanza which
literally lives up to its title of

penetrating the Soviets’ totalitarian

censorship. This is accomplished

by an objective survey of the Rus-

sian press which, despite its omis-

sions and falsifications, offers sig-

nificant clues on Soviet political

and social developments. This
show may lack the excitement of
a sensational approach, but that
only underscores this series' infor-

mational value.
The analysis of the Russian press

is being handled by Leo Gruliew.
editor of "The Current Digest of

the Soviet Press,” a project spon-
sored the Joint Committee of the
American Council of Learned So-
ciety and the Social Science
Research Council at Columbia Uni-
versity. Gruliew is assisted by
George Hamilton Combs who sets

up the questions in an informal
parlor setting where a pile of Rus-
sian newspapers and magazines are
in view.
On the first show (21), Gruliew

analyzed the shifts in Russia's ag-
ricultural policy over the past few
years and that government's per-
sistent attempts to wipe out bu-
reaucratic inefficiency. Gruliew
showed cartoons from the Soviet
press to illustrate his points and
summarized some of the more
important published decrees. Stan-
za was unfortunately marred by
Combs’ repeated interrupting of

Gruliew. That, however, can he
easily corrected in subsequent
shows. Hertn.

MR. FIX-IT
With William Rochelle
15 Mins.: Wed., 11:15 a.m.
Sustaining
WRGB-TV, Schenectady

Program, telecast to aid house-

holders and others in minor repairs

and mechanical chores, features

William Rochelle, of the Schenec-
tady public school system. One ol

an educational series, it is instruc-

tive and timely—in view of t he

expanding do-things yourself move-

ment. Electric-plug wiring, lenkv

faucet fixing and wood finishing

are among the subjects on whlcr

Rochelle has held video classes.

'"Announced for the next progratr

was a happy selection—getting '•

bicycle in shape for the winter

with a "little helper" present

Rochelle might make greater

of students or other lay interroc*’

tors, to clarify and illustrati

certain technical commentaries
Jaco.
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-*rK THAT FACT
with Joey Adam*. A1 Kelly. Hope

*Lanf. Carl Caruso, ruests

producer: Barry, Enright ic

Friendly
Director: Mickey Trenner

30 Mins.; Thura., 9 iun*

ABC TV. from New lork

• Back That Fact** got off to an

erratic start over the ABC-TV air-

lunos Thursday (22 » but once the

opening night wrinkles are ironed

0 { lt it could develop into a pleas-

ant 30-minuter. Of course, it's up

against Top 10 opposition in “Drag-

net
• (CBS-TV* and may find the

ratings tough to come by. but it’s

tin* kind of a lighthearted airer

that always manages to find a

market.

Although series is in the aud-

participator genre, it’s mainly a

showcase for comic Joey Adams.
There’s no doubt that Adams
knows gag routines, fore and aft.

In fact, he’s written a couple of

tomes to prove it. And that’s

where most of his trouble lies. He
relies too often on the standard
stuff that’s been battered about by
comics from the borscht belt to

Bombay. Sharper scripting with a

fresh viewpoint would help. He’s

a likable guy and knows how to,

deliver

—

all he needs is the proper
j

material.

The Adams’ gagology is set in a

quiz show format. He interviews
guest contestants on personal
backgrounds, etc., until an off-

stage voice (Carl Caruso* chal-

lenges the contestant to “back a

fact" just made. Potential for

yocks is there. However, opening
night’s initial guest who was asked
to "hack the fact” that she was
married threw the show out of
balance by convincing the panel she
was wed because she was wearing
a wedding ring. Stanza had trou-
ble getting its. footing back after
this pointless segment. Adams
fared better, though, with the. next
up who said no-one could make
him laugh and the finalist who said
he was a human echo. Adams’
parries with both came across
okay.

Double-talker A1 Kelly was so-so
in a jumbled spieling specialty
and was used for maximum im-
pact with the “human echo” guest.
Hope Lang,, a looker, did nothing
more than bring on the con-
testants. It was nice watching her
do it though.

J-B Watch Bands will pick up
the show’s tab on alternate weeks
beginning Nov. 12. Cros.

%

PANORAMA
With Ed Condit, Dick Noel, nar-

rators; Drs. Buell Gallagher.
George X. Shuster, Harry Gide-
onse. John J. Theobald, Joseph
B. Cavallaro, others

Producer; Irwin Rosten
Director: Wes Kenney
Writer: Howard Merrill
3Q Mins.. Sat., 5 p.m.
W ARD. N Y.

What promises to be an impor-
tant. informative series on the
work of the four N.Y. city colleges,

especially in their relation to the
community and the city’s future,
Uas outlined last Saturday (24 1 on
W'ABD, N.Y. Initial program was
introductory and expository, and
therefore factual, statistical and a

little dry. But it set up the pros-
pectus for the next 25 airers,
which should command the atten-
tion of every serious-minded TV
viewer. Treatment of each airer.
as suggested by the opener, should
P'ovc as appealing as the subject-
ma,t(> r. Entire series is filmed.

Teeoff made the most, in its
presentation form, of its material.
A brief session showed N.Y.’s
Hoard of Education, chairmaned by
!
J

u
r •Joseph B. Cavalaro. discussing

°ffer from DuMont to give it
tune for this series, and cogent
!.
,,;,M,ns the members gave for

!,*
11

,

a(,ceptance. Then airer
Hi’rhed to the prexies of the four

['! 'gcs. who described in turn
lat (

‘avh college would contribute
in t he series.

Buell Gallagher, of City Col-
'•ge of New York, planned airers
’

< nbing his history, art. liter-

?, !:!
v an(l engineering departments.
11 emphasis on functional inat-

!v Both Gallagher, and Dr.
'«• Shuster, of Hunter,

Loim>ed sessions on child care
‘ roia tionships. Dr. Harry Gidc-
•

(
°‘ Brooklyn College, said

r
". Present sessions on cerebral

biological research, and

i m
H*at ional music, among others.

(

-'uhn J Theobald, of Queens
l

t

‘
- w ill offer airers on basic

- di. modern music, psychologl-
1 '"ting. etc.

i Proxies named these sub-

;
/aromas panned to lab shots.

r

‘i rooms and elsewhere, to

j (

'

"i oi the material, with pro-
discussing treatment of

WANDA LANDOWSKA AT HOME
With Jack Pfeiffer
Producer: Caroline Burke
19 Mina., Sun. (25), 4 p.m.
NBC-TV (film)

Following thrill with thrill. NBC
last week presented Wanda Lan-
dowska in the sixth of its filmed

conversations with great person-

ages. The others were Sir Bertrand
Russell, Robert Frost. Carl Sand-
burg. Dr. Louis Finkelstein and
Frank Lloyd Wright—each a half-

hour gem that ends too soon.

Gently interviewed by Jack Pfeif-

fer, who supervises her phono
recordings, the great modern pio-

neer of the harpsichord had her

home in Lakeville, Conn
, as the

setting.

In sitting for her portrait, she

exudes a wondrous mixture of

charm, candor, homely philosophy

and love for people as well as for

her instrument. At 74. she looks
back upon her life through the

eyes of the instrument for which
in modern times she has been the

chief protagonist. First she in-

troduced the harpsi as a living

thing capable of inner study and
she plays lovingly with some of the

parts. In a piano, she points out,

the string is struck; in a harpsi-
chord, the string is plucked. Later
on she will say that as a result of
this fine distinction she found in

the very beginning, wider accept-
ance for the ’chord in countries
where the native instrument is

plucked (guitar, balalaika, and
even the like).

She sits at the two-keyboard in-

strument with its seven pedals, one
string for the upper board, three
for the lower, and explains the
inner workings. She will grope for
the correct word and its pronuncia-
tion, seek the help of Pfeiffer, and
he will give it. She tells of her
childhood love for the ’chord (at

age four*, having begun with the
piano (at age three*, says “Bach’s
true instrument was an obsession
in my life” and that her husband
helped her to “find the truth in

Bach’s instrument.”

She does the Third Movement
of Bach’s Concerto in D Major as

if she had just thought of it and
says of Vivaldi’s Concerto, tran-
scribed for harpsichord by Bach,
that it “gives relief in our grief,

gives us the blessed feeling of

happiness even if we have
sorrow.” A mischievous smile
accompanies the declaration that

for many people in years past

the ’chord signified “the gavotte.
;

the minuet and white wings,” in

an undoubted thrust—but delicate
—at the “enemy.” In 1912, her
first harpsichord finished, that
enemy was the pianist, who felt his

position challenged. The victory
has been long since won, she re-

marks, and again there is that

smile and twinkle, not so much of

triumph for herself as for Bach &
Harpsichord, . ,

There is much more of the Lan-
dowska story. As. for instance, the
great day in Russia when Tolstoi,

then 80 and ailing, invited her to

play at his home. She made the

two-sled journey in a blizzard. “We
went on and suddenly the rnoujik-

driver stopped and he said. ‘We
have to wait because the blizzard

is so bad we cannot go on. We
have to wait until the horses will

find the way.’ How interesting is

this! I tell you why it is important.
I find I can apply It to very many
occasions in my daily life. Because
we have to wait; we should not

push the doors. The doors they
open for themselves. When I elab-

orate an interpretation of a prelude
or fugue. I wait until it is right

—

then the doors open by them-
selves.”

She thinks that musicians in

America are flourishing — “some-
times you see how fat they are.

how big they are. how happy they
are” (meaning, it’s assumed, the
longhair musician). She denies
that she is a perfectionist, because
“perfection is something very cold”
and “profound culture cannot be
perfect; and admits she is a “privi-

leged” human being because “I

have music in' me.” And to those

too deeply conscious of their sta-

tion. these words; “Of course I am
successful. It doesn’t mean that I

am very delighted with myself; not

at all.”

All in all, a television triumph.
Trdu.

palsied kids, makeup of automo-
biles and engines, architecture,

and so on.
At airer’s close, the four college

heads were brought together for a

combined talk on what else they’d

present—academic freedoms, free-

dom of inquiry, the meaning oi

liberal arts. Series should prove
unusually interesting under these

auspices and presentations. Drou.

AT ISSUE
With Martin Airvmky
Producer: Francis Littlejohn,

t la ire Wirth
Director: Eddie Nagent
15 Mins., Wed., 8-9:15 p.m.
ABC-TV from New York

Discussion with noted persons
clarifying important issues” is the,

official description. It will do. The
'

problem week by week is getting
noted persons with something to
sa > and then allowing them to say
*t with a minimum of intrusion
!>> the personality of the inter-

wow er. The beau ideal for this

*»»rt ot tiling undoubtedly remains
MU s horizon-opening visit to
Karl Bertrand Russell. First be-
cau-e it was Russell, one of the
great minds of all time, a charm-
ini’. relaxed, humorous Briton.

Secondarily because the journalist
j

absolutely minimized himself tor

the film editor did*.

Agronsky has an attractive per-
sonalia ar.d humility, a quality I

either absent or faked in many a
j

heavy thinker of the interview claw,
j

Yet the impression of too much
j

Agronsky and too little Justices
William (). Douglas emerged on !

this quarter hour. Camera seemed
on the interviewer quite as much r

as the subject. That may partly
be a result of the itchiness of the
director to do some directing.

Television interviewing does, of
J

course, open up amazing oppor-
tunities for the general laity to

j

view in closeup great personages
j

who would not be available other-
;

wise. Justice William O. Douglas
j

was a bit of a coup for “At Issue”
I

in tlgit connection. As a relaxed,
easygoing, natty man of liberal
slants and behaviour he undoubt-
edly humanized the stereotyped
picture of a Supreme Court jurist .

for many in his unseen audience.
;

The subject matter. “Liberty and
j

The Law,” was timely and time-
less but unfortunately was kept to

abstractions. It cried out for dra-
matic illustration, applied anec-
dota.
The system used on the classic

interview with Russell has one ad-
vantage in particular. It does not
attempt to pretend that the dis- ,

cussion is between equals. A jour-
nalist ro matter how' able and a
broadcast professional no matter
how glib cannot pretend to equal-

,

ity with a groat mind. Equal
j

sharing of the cameras thus grows
j

into a peculiarly incongruous union
|

of uncquals. Agronsky in his atti-|

tude of extreme deference to
Douglas seemed to reflect his own I

inner understanding of this in-

equality hut ABC’s insistence upon •

“production” got in the way.
Land. i

BOB HOPE SHOW
With Phil Harris. Gloria DrlUven.
Alan Reed. Klvia Allman, Gov.
Frank l.ausche tof Ohio), Bill
Goodwin

Producer-director: Jark Hope
Writers: Fred Ko\. Miirt l.achman
80 Mins., Tues.. H p.m.
GENERAL FOODS
NBC-TV. from Cleveland

< Ybu/i;/ & ItuMcaw*
It’s going to he hard to talk

General Foods or Young A It u hi -

cam ageucx into another “cere-'
mom ai remote alter this display
ot tele’d theatrics from the scene
of Ohio's sesqui-ceutciuual hard
by the shores ot Erie That it

didn't come off with am degree of
consistency or spontaneity heroin-

,

ing the presentation ot such a
Spectacle was one ot its many
faults. That it was uninspired and
unimaginative in the writing and
execution was its major liability.

It just missed being a clambake
It didn't take a prude to find

evidences of questionable taste. In
the next breath alter talking about
their wives, both Hope and I’lul

Harris, the guestar. got busy run-
ning girls into then hotel room, or
anyway, talking a lot about it and i

finallv doing it For instance, liar*)
ris picked up. the hotel phone and
with a wide, toothy grin, let it he

|

known that he’s in Hoorn 404 and
for the gals to come up. The im-
plication was not Ivory pure.

Later m a butcher shop scene
with Alan Reed, which suffered
from weak scripting. Hope was
grinding out endless links of sau-
sage A little girl wandered into
the shop and for a time, when she
disappeared, it seemed that she

,

fell into tin* grinder. Aghast, Hope
!

kept grinding awa\ and the links
j

wormed out The horror of it i

passed as the girl reappeared.

It was Hope’s big day. the home-
coming of a native son. hut it must
have rankled him no little that

Harris got most of the laughs. The
J

Hope monolog at the opening, al-

ways Slire r »e, was too locally fla-
j

vored to , .dure ’em in tin* other
47. Even Clevelanders must’ve

j

been stunned by his gag that
j

“Crosby made both Kinsey re-

|

ports.” There are so many ways
to take it, none too clean Nor
were Clevelanders’ finest too hap-

py with Hope’s quip about a cop
watching him being held up and

j

walking away saying. “I’ve got a

parking meter to check.’’

Harris got oil a song with his

sock deliver} and Gloria De Haven
also scored with a number for the
show’s musical wrapup. Itecd and
Elvia Mltnan. imported from Hol-
lywood. did well w ilh their straight-

i

ing and Ohio’s Gov. Frank Lausclie :

had a few lines to read which
,

ruled out am TV career for him.

Bill Goodwin sold Minute Rice
like mad. Helm.

The Case of Lieut. Radulovich
TV expressed itself eloquently last week when Ed Morrow on his

“See II Now” translated the half-hour into one of video’s most
persuasive, forceful editorials. In giving Lieut. Milo Radulovich
his day in court, Murrow and co-producer Fred Friendly demon-
nnst rated beyond doubt TV’s impact on the American populace.
Just how effective and unprecedented this telecast proved was re-

flected in the immediate I). C. repercussions and the widespread
news-editorial pickups in the nation’s press

“See It Now’s” presentation of the case of Lieut Radulovich, as

such, was a milestone in the realm of pictorial editorialization

which brought to the TV medium a new-found respect. The officer,
J

his wife, his father, his sister and all the* people of the town of

Dexter, Mich , who knew him, presented the* evidence in the case
(

in the unprepared way of ordinary folk But it remained for Mor-
row in his choice and dynamic presentation of the real issue* in-

volved to highlight the seriousness of tin* charge.

In presenting this living documentary on a vital issue, Murrow
j

gave to the accused his first opportunity to present witnesses and
plead his case. For his attorney had never been permitted to see

the evidence against the accused and had called the Army Air

Force trial a farce. The decision was to remove the lieutenant

from the service as a had security risk, even though they found

his loyalty unimpeachable. Radulovich refused to resign under
the stigma, for he knew 1 hat if the Air Force wouldn’t have him,

who would? Radulovich’s defense was simple; “I can’t cut off my
blood ties . . . Are my children going to he asked to denounce me°
Arc they going to have to explain to friends why their father was

a security risk? I see a chain reaction that has no end ”

The story was brought to the public attention by the father of

the lieutenant writing a letter to President Elsenhower plead-

ing for intervention. “See It Now” brought the father. John, to

the TV screen to read the letter. He is an old man who worked in

the coal mines and the auto factories, served the U. S. in World
War T and is a citizen. But he subscribed to a Serbian-language

paper which is now listed as subversive . His sister, too. came before

the cameras, an adult and married, and who believes that no one

has the right to interfere in her political beliefs, which she con-

siders private. The lieutenant refused to apologize for his family.

Nor would he repudiate them.
Here, then, were the simple facts, backgrounded by the towns-

folk and their plea in defense of the lieutenant. But to Murrow
and Friendly, the broader implications of fundamental liberties

were at stake. Radulovich’s personal rights, his legal rights, were

being impinged. This was not propaganda—just fact. W'hat about

the rights of any man or woman to have a fair trial with openly-

presented evidence and witnesses? What about his right to earn

a living, to have the respect of his community and his family?

Here were the basic fears Murrow and “See It Now” were uncov-

ering Murrow himself said but a few sentences—but he didn’t

have to say much to alert and arouse the viewer to the ominous
implications of such highhanded disregard of our personal liberties.

Rose. I

DONALD O’CONNOR SHOW
(Colgate Comedy Hour)
With Lauren Bacall. Elaine Stew-

art. Jeanne Gilbert. Sid Miller.
Tom D’Andrea, Hal March, 41
Goodman orch

Producer-Director: Ernie Glucks-
tnan

Writers: Sid Kutler, Sid Miller,
Sim;j Werris

80 Mins.. Sun., 8 p.m.
COLGATE
NBC-TV, front Hollywood

i .sherimiii Morquctfc >

The competitive NBC vs. CBS
race for the Sunday 8 to 9 major
audience grahoff is getting hotter
this season, with Ed Sullivan’s
“Toast of the Town” showing
strong evidence of closing the gap
on the previous dominance of Col-
gate Comedy Hour’s rotating stars.

“Toast," in fact, actually passed
the NBC-TV top-budgeted entry
last week In the case of Colgate,
the stakes are higher; with a $8.-

000.000 lime-and-talent budget for
\5.V54 Hop coin for a single show
on the TV spectrum’, it can’t af-
ford many misses.

All of which leads in to last

Sunday’s (25* Donald O’Connor
entry for the soap spender. In a
nutshell, it wasn’t the musicomedy
extravaganza designed to recoup
the audience loss on the week tliit

the competition was cashing in on
Sullivan’s grand s’am play by
wooing the week’s Page 1 head-
liner in show biz—Julius LaRosi.
Granted, the fault wasn’t O’Con-

nor’s. He's the same ingratiating
song-and-dance buffoon that pro-
jected him into the higlcague TV
sweepstakes last .season. Name any
department in the talent field, and
the kid's a natural in it. Blame it,

rather, on “Comedy Hour’s” will-

ingness to accept the “what-was-
good - last - scason-is-good-enough-
for-tliis-season" philosophy that’s
become the bane of too many
shows. In the process of establish-
ing a sameness, it loses a spirit

and a vihranee that's apt to dull
the viewer’s senses.
The production impresarios en-

dowed O’Connor with all the
proper accoutrements and guest
star assists, including Lauren Ba-
call, Metro’s upcoming Elaine
Stewart and Joanne Gilbert, not to
mention such O’Connor standbys
as Sid Miller. Hal March and Tom
D’Andrea. With, of course, the in-
evitable “production numbers.”
But what read good on paper didn't
project that good visually. Some
was good, some was had. hut too
much of it wasn’t good. First they
satirized O'Connor's illness with a
"Hollywood Star Hospital" scene
of rhythmic doctors and nurses
that was fairly ambitious (and
somewhat imaginative in content*,
hut th«* end result was lack-lustre.
Elaine Stewart was wasted on some
skimpy byplay material. Joanne
Gilbert was an asset; her second,
the “Hello Bluebird" number, par-
ticularly good The Lauren Bacall
guesting as O'Connor’s vi.s-a-vis

was pretty much of a mishmash
that started off as one thing and
wound up in left field; the Hal
Mareh-Tom D’Andrea Gl install-
ment this time up was unfunny.
Major laughs stemmed from the
inevitable O’Connor-Sid Milier
"songwriling team” segment with
the duo's assorted impressions
(Eartlia Kitt. Crosby, Sinatra,
Liberace, Betty Hutton, et al> in a
travesty on songs inspired by who-
dunits. Some of this wa.s very
funny. And the “Dancing in the
Dark” fadeout which found 4 he
white - tie - and - tailed O’Connor
whirling at a “Ghost Ball” (invita-
tion was dated 1898* came very
close to achieving the right no-e.
And practically all the notes of AJ
Goodman's orch were pleasantly
grooved. But with all the compo-
nents thrown together as a 69-
minute entity, the spark wasn’t
there. Rose.

FAYE A SKITCfl
With Faye Emerson, Skitch Hen-

derson, guests
Producer-Director: Johnny Stearns
15 Mins.; Mon. thru Fri., 6:30 p.m.
NBC-TV, from N. Y.
Faye Emerson and Skitch Hen-

derson. both video veterans, are
joining here in a light Mr. and
Mrs. show featuring music and
chatter. Moth members of this <1 no
have attractive personalities and
this cross-t he- board stanza should
be easy to take if there’s no strain-

ing for effects.

On the kickoff show f 26(. there
was some straining into cuteness
in the opening minutes, hut the
stanza quickly fell into its groove
with Henderson’s taking a turn at

the piano on a Cole porter stand-
ard. After a commercial for Rob-
ert Hall clothes, which was deliv-

ered by Henderson. Faye gabbed
with guest Elsa Maxwell about
Jose Ferrer and French masquer-
ade parties Henderson then closed

the show with “April In Portugal.”

At the outset of this number, how-
ever. an annoying Alka Seltzer

plug was switched onto the -screen

and Henderson had to st.ut all

over again
Setting is a well-appointed pent-

house apartment; I/cnn.
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HOUSE OF GLASS
With Gertrude Berg, Joseph

BulofT, Arnold Stanf, Gene
Baylos, Harold Stone, Ann
Thomas, others; music director,

Milton Katims
Producer-composer: Cheroey Berg

Director: Ken MacGregor
Writer: Gertrude Berg; lyrics, An-

nold H. Ilorwltt

25 Mins.: Iri„ 9:25 p.m.

Sustaining
NBC. from N. Y. „ ,

Gertrude Berg has gone* Cat ski 1 i

Mountains to provide a framework
inr her return to radio after her

unfortunate n« - time - for - comedy
liquidation on TV. In "House of

Class." which is a punful refer-

ence to Barney Glass, proprietor

ot a resort hotel '"one hour from
\ v City—three hours to be

exact" '. the inspiration stems from
some o! Mrs. Berg's incidents in

her teeveed “The Goldbergs.” The
reference frame there was i'ineus

in the Bines, the i'ineus being
played by Joseph BulofT, as is the

Glass character. But the cook now
is Mrs. Berg in the guise Of Sophie.

Just as i'ineus was romantically
linked with his kitchen slavie, so

is Barney vis-a-vis Sophie. The
difference in chapter I is that

Sophie is doing it out of habit and
not for the money, and the main
situation centered around the fact

that she had to quick-change into

a guest because her son and
daughter-in-law, believing her to
he on vacation, arrived at the spot
upon their European return. With
Barney swiftly proposing marriage

CAMEL CARAVAN
With Vaughn Monroe, Sauter-Fin-
egan Orch, Sally Sweetland

30 Mins., Mon., 10 p.m.
R. J. REYNOLDS
CBS, from Pittsburgh (transcribed)

< Esfy

)

“Camel Caravan” has estab-
lished itself as a song-packed half-

hour and this season's outing is no
exception. Series has Vaughn Mon-
roe back at the helm but this time
sans baton. Monroe gave up his

band earlier this year for solo

crooning and in its stead the "Car-
avan” is sporting the new Sauter-
Finegan orch. A welcome addition.

With Monroe handling the bulk
of the vocal chores and the S-F

» orch backing and whipping out

I
several of its own novel instru-

' mental ideas, series is a lively mu-
!

sical fest. The 30 minutes moves
at a neat clip with only a few

|

Camel commercials interrupting
the steady flow of song. On show
caught Monday '2Gi eight tunes
were showcased, enough to satisfy

even the most captious of the pop
tune devotees.
Monroe belts ’em out with em-

phasis on his hefty lung power and
the S-F arrangements are gay and
colorful. Sally Sweetland. band’s
thrush, also registers solidly.

Show originates from a different

college campus each week. Mon-
day’s stanza came from the U. of

Piilsburgh and wound up with
nifty song tribute to the school.

Gros.

Radio Follow-Up

+»« *******

Eddie Cantor devoted his Thurs-

day night <22) NBC radio show to

a tribute to the memory of A1

Jolson, who died three years ago

this month. It was a simple tribute,

coming straight from the heart of

a friend and admirer, and its sim-

plicity made it all the more
moving.
A subdued and reverent Cantor

culled the memories of his per-

sonal relations with Jolson and
brought forth anecdotes and inci-

dents to fioint up the magnetism
and attractiveness of Jolson, the

man and the entertainer. But
more wisely, he let Jolson speak

—

or rather sing—for himself, play-

ing some of Jolie’s memorable
disks. The memories were still

warm, but Cantor didn't play them
for the customary nostalgia. There
might have been an occasional

catch in Cantor’s throat, but it was
for real. “ Chan.

From the Production Centres

/i\ ISEW YORK CITY

JACK’S PLACEikii m ii i ijf p/i iiicit i in^v —
7 .. ..

to his cook of cooks without whom !

With Jack Gregson, Mary Majo,

the inn would collapse for want of
such Jewish delicacies as kreplach,
inal/.oh hall soup and blintzes,
everything comes out Jiunky-dory.

Betwixt this and other incidents
of a borscht belt summer, Mrs.
Berg A: Co. interpolate musical re-
vue vignettes which are not hard
to take. “The Guest Is Always
Bight" has a cute lyric by Arnold
B liorw itt to the music of Cherne? i

add up to okay afternoon
i

progra

Berg, who is also the producer and i l™.11*;
**a<k kiegson impressed

Mrs. Berg’s son. Mrs. Berg’s solo
is “I See You Through My Glass.”
A Peggy Lee— if you'll excuse the
expression—she is not; but as a
chantootsie of the cuisine, the

jpromise is bright in such a setting I

as the chopped liver circuit.
Aiding the erstwhile Molly Gold-

j

berg in the skein of shenanigans
j

«.<-h i.ssorte.1 characters »»
! ' Kalth . orch leader and
music arranger, guested on show.

His chit-chatting with Gregson re-

John Hicks, announcer
Producer: Bob Moss
Director: Bill MacCallum
Writer: Jerry Bowne
85 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 2:35 p.m.

ABC, from N. Y.
A parlay of music, interviews

and informal chatter are the basic

elements in this lengthy cross-the-

board entry. Show's ingredients
program-

as

being an amiable host on show-

caught, Thursday '22>, though he;

occasionally showed a tendency
to become a little schmaltzy in his

home-spun flavored gab. J

Program was nicely paced. Mary
Mayo vocalled a number of tunes

for good effect, while instrumen-
talizations by the Bobby Hackett
quintet provided a solid beat.

Fred Ahlert was saluted with a

i iMlf-hour medley via NBC <N. Y.)
i Sunday noon, playing a pot pourri

(

of the late songsmith’s works.
Former ASC’AP prexy Otto Har-
baeh read a poem in tribute, which
was symbolic of Ahlert’s credo of

life and death, and from the Coast
Bing Crosby (transcription) factu-

( ally mentioned and sang “Blue of
the Night,” which he coauthored
with Ahlert and Hoy Turk, latter

also now dead. NBC’s announcer
spoke of Ahlert’s capabilities as a

leader in the songsmith circles; it

was while he was incumbent pres-
ident of ASCAP that the Society’s

i TV contract was successfully ne-
gotiated and which realized" that

;
much additional revenue 'over $4,-

j

000.000) to the music business. It

was a warm sentimental half-hour,
excepting for the Crosby tie-in

which, possibly because of the me-
chanical interpolation via disking,
seemed too matter-of-fact and
aloof and out of spirit with the
warmth of the event. Abel.

Arnold Slang. Gene Baylos, Ann 1

Thomas and Harold Stone. BulofT
is. of course, made for the role, or
for that matter any part he essays,

jMrs. Berg is her wonderful self as
actress and writer. Milton Katims 1

does well by the score, with ar-
rangements by James Timmins,

jKen MacGregor's direction is okay.
Tran.

Orch,

OUTWARD BOUND WITH
COLUMBUS

With The Turin Symphony
others

Producer: Eugenio Salussolia
Composer: Ricardo Nielsen
55 Mins.. Sun.. 4 p.m.
WNYC. N. Y. (transcribed)

Hicardo Nielsen’s opera for
radio. "Outward Bound With
Columbus.” which won last year’s
Prix Italians, was given its preem
l . S. airing over WNYC. New
York indie. Sunday '25*. 'Opera
will be aired by other stations
around the country under the
aegis of the National Assn, of
Educational Broadcasters.)
“Outward Bound” is a toughie.

even for longhairs. It’s a modern-
istic piece that’ll take plenty of
hearings before the ear gets used
to i!. Another barrier is the text,
which is sung 'and spoken) in
Italian. Without a pony, it’s doubt-
lid if the run-of-the-mill dialer
will know what’s going on.
The Turin Symphony Orchestra,

under the baton of Nino Sanzogno,
handled the score eonunendably
and the recording was first rate.

Gros.

suited in some interesting gab rela-

tive to his background and present

activities. Several of Faith's plat-

ters, such as "Swedish Rhapsody”
and 'Tve , Got Rhythm" were
played to highlight certain aspects

of the conversation.
Besides directing comments to

program’s listeners. Gregson

I
kidded with other personnel on the

I

airer which aided in fostering an

overall friendly atmosphere. This,

incidentally, is the “warmup" show
for Martin Block, who'll take it

over on Jan. 1. when he moves to

the web from WNEW. N. Y. Net-

work. meanwhile, is making other

plans for Gregson, and deservedly
so.

Martin Block’s utilization of a
coin-machine trade sheet as “au-

: thority” for his jukebox picks, on
' one of his WNEW <N.Y.) shows,
; was militated against by his ex-
planation that Jerry Murad's
“Story of Three Loves" is a com-
position which the publisher (not
identified as Charles Foley) objects
to being broadcast excepting in its

original form. He didn’t explain
why and how Murad’s harmonica
group was able to wax it for Mer-
cury on the mouth-organ. Another
inside stuff item volunteered by
Block was that the “Dear John
Letter,” another jukebox best-
seller. is not considered “in good
taste by the management of sta-
tion WNEW. and I must comply
by their decision.” “Dear John”
bestsellers are about equally
divided between MGM’s Pat O’Day
& 4 Horsemen, and Capitol’s Jean
Sheppard. Abel.

Radio version of "Almost a Hero.” one of 20 stories by M-G publicist

Bill Ornsteln in his “Ma and Me.” was presented Sunday *25) on WMGM’s
“American-Jewish Caravan of Stars.” Sam Dann adapted the story and
Mickey Freeman played the lead . . . Joyce Gordon doing a running
part on ABC’s new nighttime soaper. "Hollywood Starways" . . .

Harry S. Goodman, head of the transcription outfit bearing his name,
oft for a vacation in Florida, his first in 25 years . . . Kal Ross, WMGM
sportscaster. spent 10 days in Milwaukee helping Lou Poller, owner
of WCAN-TV, set up his programming structure. Poller gave Ross
his first job some years ago, hiring him as an announcer at WPWA,
Chester, Pa. . . . Harry Wismer, director Mel Bailey and rest of the

east of Mutual's “Wonderful City" show tossing a Hallowe’en party for

ailing youngsters at Irvington House . . . Mutual employees presented
Ted Streibert (ex-Mutual president and now director of the U. S. In-

formation Service) with a plaque of appreciation and well wishes. Award
was given him in Washington by a committee headed by Nat Abramson,
head of the WOR <N. Y.) entertainment bureau. Jules Seebach, Mutual
program operations v.p. and Charles Singer, WOR chief engineer.

NBC Radio will devote two hours on Saturday, Nov. 7 to the RCA
Victor dramatic platter of “Romeo and Juliet.” Victor pressed the

Shakespearean work in London where Claire Bloom and Alan Badel
played the title roles in the recent production at the Old Vic.

H. Maier advanced to account exec of CBS Spot Sales, reporting to

general sales manager Henry Flynn. Maier was formerly of Atlanta
office, with David Kittrell replacing him there . . . Patricia (Pat)

Gabany joined radio-TV dept, of N. W. Ayer agency in N. Y. office,

coming over from NBC where she was a writer in program promotion
. . . G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone, NAM’s radio-TV director, in Washington
for three-day annual conclave of Assn, of Radio-TV News Directors

. . . Bob Doherty and Jack Parker to engineering staff of Fulton Re-
cording Co. in latter's expansion move . . . John Karol, CBS Radio sales

v.p., on jury duty . . . Cathy & Elliott Lewis heading Haven Radio
Properties, new packaging outpit on the Coast . . . Before Robert Q.
Lewis took off for Europe today <Wed.) on vacation, he was given a

dinner at Gilmore’s by members of his CBS staff . . . "Stella Dallas”
has just completed its 16th year of broadcasting ... In the new "Front
Page Farrell” sequence are Ed Jerome, Bill Quinn, Charita Bauer,
Doris Dalton, Harold Huber and Irene Hubbard . . . Ronald Long and
Elizabeth Morgan new to "Young Widder Brown” . . . Andy Donnelly
into "Stella Dallas.’’

Robert Alden, formerly with Sales Management mag, joined WOR
staff . . . WQXR is changing the cover design of its Monthly Program
Guide for the first time since 1942 . . . American Assn, of Advertising
Agencies announced election of its 300th member. Vance Pidgeon &
Associates of Minneapolis . . , Trudi Cowlan, wife of actor-announcer
Bert Cowlan, joined the N. Y. office of American Research Bureau as

assistant of Jack L. Gross, manager of the office . . . George Ball, pub-
lic affairs director of WHIL, cited by United Cerebral Palsy for “Cere-
bral Palsy Quiz,” which the station aired during the summer.
Roger Sullivan cast as regular on CBS’ "Hilltop House” and also

dailied on NBC’s "Three Steps to Heaven” . . . Margaret Ettinger ar-

rived in to headquarter at her N. Y. office for four weeks.

ADVENTURES IN JAZZ
With Sidney Gross
25 Mins.: Sat., 9:30 p.m.
WNYC. N. Y.
WNYC has a slick show for jaz-

zophiles and the general listening
public in this 25-minute stanza
which bowed over the New York
City station Saturday '24). It’s a
program with an appeal that ex-
tends beyond this local outlet’s
limited audience. Moderated with
finnese b> Sidney Gross, billed as
the International Disk Jockey,
show adds up to a rhythmic and
colorful stanza.

In keeping with his tag. Gross
ga\ e opener an international flavor
by spotlighting recordings from at

least a hall-dozen foreign locales.

Groups from France. Sweden. Hol-
land. England. Australia and Japan
were represented on wax. Gross'
suave commentary fitted in per-
frctlv with the j-a/z itiood. Deejay
aKo devoted a segment of the pro-
giam to illustrating the relation-
ship of jazz to classical music.

Future programs will be geared
•long the -ame lines as initialer
oi will he devoted to profiling ccr-

LUNCHEON AT THE TEN EYCK
With Ken Parker, guests
15 Mins.: Mon.-thru-Fri., 12:45 p.m.

WPTR. Albany
Program, originating in Ten

Eyck Room of same name hotel

and presenting visitors as well as

area guests, has a new conductor,
Ken Parker. A public service fea-

ture covering a wide variety of
subjects and range of causes, it

varies in interest and appeal. Line-
up of four blocks recently caught:
Ken Drage, King Features artist;

Earl Wingart, 20th-Fox merchan-
dising manager, here to arrange a
premiere of "The Robe” at Palace
Theatre; James J. Warren, chair-
man of Albany Community Chest
drive; Alice C. Dodge, president
of New York Library Assn, 'hold-
ing its 16th conference), and Prof.
William S. Dix, president of Univ.
Library 'with rather provocative
"Reflections On Book Burning”).
Parker proved most articulate in

a lively exchange with Drake on
comic strips and artists: least so.
with Miss Dodge. He floundered
with her—perhaps because there
had been insufficient preparation
time. Parker let Wingart beat the
drums, smartly, for “The Robe.”
Cinemascope and Frank Ross.
Deep voiced and friendly man-
nered. WPTR miker occasionally
gets tangled in verbiage, and com-
ments rather than questions.

Ja co.

CBC in Guild Pact
Ottawa., Oct. 27.

AH 60 newsroom employees. AM
and TV ot the. Canadian Broad-
casting C»»rp. are now covered bv

their first American Newspaper
Guild contract.

It gives them ;n overall pay
boost, the 40-hour v.c«k with over-
time- pav n-gl.it •hill differential.

DATELINE OTTAWA
With Davidson Dunton, Mac

Lipson, others
Producer: Bob Blackburn
30 Mins., Thurs., 10 p.m.
Sustaining
CKOY. Ottawa
Taking ideas from panel, quiz

and interview shows, “Dateline Ot-

j

tawa" places a quartet of nevvs-

!

papermen and a guest around a

table and mulls matters of general
and local interest. Originating in
the new clubrooms of the Ottawa
Press Club, the show’s emcee.
CKOY 'Indie) news staffer Mac
Lipson is it* only permanent mem-
ber. Panel caught < 22 > headlined
as guest the chairman of the Cana-
dian Broadcasting Corp., Davidson
Dunton. with panelites Ainslie
Kerr, city hall reporter for the
Ottawa Journal, Ken Kelly of
Canadian Press, Austin Cross.
Evening Citizen columnist, and
Paul Gormlev. Variety mugg. The
subject was television and although
Dunton had some quizzing that
could have been embarrassing, he
handled it diplomatically and in-
formatively. Emcee Lipson joined
the session a few times with ques-
tions of his own. and the stint as
a v. hole was a bright spot of the
Capital’s radio evening.
Show aims at highlighting local

problems, such as traffic, civil
service, but guests lined up 'Nicho-
las Monsarrat, “Cruel Sea” author,
and Margaret Truman), indicate
the gab line will go international
now and then. Pace of the airing
kept high and smooth with Lipson
maintaining a clicko level.

Gorin.

Kansas City—Martha Bolilsen.
home economist of KMA, and
KMA-TV, Shenandoah. Ia.. was
elected president of the Heart of
America Chapter of the American
Women in Radio and Television at

IN HOLLYWOOD

, ,

the chapter’s annual meeting held
, jj'M iw*,.

.

Hal "Gildersleeve” Peary goes back to his old trade of whirling disks

after a "hiatus” of 26 years. He has taken a six-month test deal with
WMGM, N. Y., starting Nov. 2. He was a deejay with Ralph Edwards
in Frisco back in 1927. His telepix series, "Call Me Papa,” marks time
meanwhile . . . Max Roby of CBS was elected to presidency of Radio
and TV News Club of So. Cal. He succeeds NBC’s George Martin, Jr.,

who goes on the board ... It was a case of "two many beers” with
Jose Hernandez, race caller on California's six tracks. When he sold
the filmed playback of the races to Goebel’s in Frisco after being
committed to Brew 102 in L.A., the latter cancelled him for Hal Moore.
Brew 102 doesn’t promote in the Frisco market but its amber does
get around . . . Stan Spero moved up to the top sales perch at KMPC
. . . Lou Derman, former "Luigi” scripter, putting together p daily

column to be called "Only Human,” which McNaught will syndicate.
It will have comedy overtones of foibles that he’s done for so many
years on radio . . . For some reason or other his identity is sub rosa

but KECA has an early morning commercial spieler who is a dead
ringer vocally for Arthur Godfrey. They’ll only admit that it isn’t

AG. He even twits the blurbs . . . NBC's Ted Cott around for program
parleys with Tom McCray and Harry Bubeck.

IN CHICAGO
r
Farrel Davisson (Dare), who covered the Chi radio-TV beat for

Variety for three years until he joined Zenith Radio Corp.'s public*
relations department, returns to the paper next Monday '2). He’ll,

cover legit as well as radio-TV. Jack McGuire *Jack\ current radio-
TV staffer, checks out Friday <30) to devote his entire time to freelance
writing.

Bill Irvin from radio-TV editorship of Sun-Times to freelance writ-
ing status with Lucia Carter stepping in . . . Herb Howard from pro-
gram director position with WNAX, Yankton, S. D., to exec director
of WLS’ "National Bam Dance” , . . Austin Kipllnger replacing ailing
Elmer Davis on 6:15 to 6:30 ABC news strip . . . C.E.T. picking up the
tabs locally for Mutual’s "The Shadow” in the 7:30 to 8 p.m. Wednes-
day slot . . * ABC flack chief Ell Henry on two week vacation . . •

Shirley Glenn Patton to Mutual midwest operations traffic dept. . . .

WGN commercial mgr. Bill McGulneas taking part in panel discussion
for Equitable Life Assurance at Bradley U. in Peoria, 111., Nov. 10 . . .

Olson Travel Co. renewing Norm Ross, Jr., Saturday morning d.j. show
for third successive year . . . Fairbanks Morse & Co. picking up the
tabs for "The Nation's Business” via WGN thru Buchen agency

IN SAN FRANCISCO
I.ocalite Dorris Carr did a commercial stint on Ralph Edward's “This

Is Your Life” program . . . KCBS is switching its FM voice to the

former KJBS-FM transmitter atop the Clay-Jones Apartments . . •

Don DeFore will headline the "Do It Yourself” at Oakland's Exposition
Bldg. . . . Lee Giroux will be feted by El Sobrante citizens for his work
on behalf of their "March of Dimes” drive . . . KGO-TV’s Les Malloy
doubling with daily deejay chores on KYA . . . Western star Cottonseed
Clark corraled Peggy Martin as his KPIX "Hoffman Hayride” assistant

. . . KGO-TV, is revamping its schedule—lopped off Judy Deane, “Mr.
Blare and Korla Pandit, added Wanda Ramey; extended “Melodies and
Money” cross the board, added 15 mins, to Evangeline Baker and Jack
LaLanne shows . . . San Mateo station KCSM-FM returned to the air

. . . Biggs. Cal., invited KFRC's "Breakrast Gang” to participate in tluir

“March of Dimes” hoe down.

IN PITTSBURGH
)

• t » *

Adelaide Lasner Sachs, well-known in radio here for years, making
her TV debut in a new quarter-hour show every Friday morning at

11 over WDTV. It's called “Beauty Spot" and a wall-paper company
is the bankroller. Announcer Otto Krenn's on it. too . . . Morry Alien,

who was connected with the campus station. WDUQ, while a student

mciim. ...... PPtt?.341
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Director of Musical Productions

-THANK YOU
r

From Variety September 13th

"James Starbuck's boys

and girls continue to be

TELEVISION’S TOP
CHOREOGRAPHIC GROUP.”

-THANK YOU
Boys and Girls!

Jimmy Starbuck

Sponsors Pinkslip

‘Revlon,’ Chevron
Hollywood, Oct. 27.

T ui telepix series have already

b)tu.n the dust both being Revue

Productions properties.

Fii't to get the sponsor’s ax was

‘Revlon Mirror Theatre,” dropped

v -,u .n option time came due after

flVt . weeks of the 13-week series,

and Rev lop is shopping around for

a replacement now. Producer En-

flre Holrem and Helen Madden of

Revue's story department have

both exited.

\o\t to l»e chopped off was the

•C hevron Theatre” series, syndi-

cated in other parts of the country

under different titles by MCA-TV.
I oca 11 v. Chevron, sponsored by

Standard Oil of California, stays

on until the first of the year.

•Waterfront.” starring Preston

Foster, is the replacement.
,\not her departure-of-the-week

was Arlene Dahl’s bolt of ‘‘Pepsi

Cola Theatre.” She does fashions

and commercials but allowed it

didn’t do her any good the way it

is presented. That’s her story; the

client hasn’t been heard from.

WFH.-TV’s Alt-Star

Palsy Telethon Set
Philadelphia, Oct. 27.

Dennis James, Jane Pickens,

John Heed King, Stu Erwin and
June Collyer will head the cast of

show biz toppers in the 15-hour
telethon on WFIL-TV, Nov. 14-15,

on behalf of the Cerebral Palsy
Assn,

This will be the third successive
year WFIL-TV has staged the
marathon, and a return engage-
ment for James and Miss Pickens,
who assisted in raising more than
$220,000 in the 1952 marathon
here.

Scranton—WQAN, the Scranton
Times station, is conducting a sec-
ond blood drive following the suc-
cess of its first one in June. Sta-
tion’s mobile studio will accompany
the Red Cross Bloodmobile during
the drive and do remote broad-
casts from the scene.

Chevry Dealers Spread
|

'Showroom’ TV Wings
Anticipated changeover in “Your

Chevrolet Showroom.’’ the Cesar
Romero-starring variety session,

from a purely local affair via
j

WABC-TV. N. Y.. to a network
showcase for ABC-TY gets under
way Nov. 20. when program will be
fed to WXYZ. Detroit, for Chewy
Dealers there. It’s expected that
more stations will be added to the
lineup by the end of the year,

with the Boston dealers understood
to be a sure bet by that time.

Program, which airs Fridav
nights at 10-11. (WABC-TV took a !

half-hour away from the network ». !

carries with it an $8,000-10.000

budget and features a name band
plus medium-to-top vaudeo acts

each week. N. Y. Chewy Dealers
went into the show a few weeks
back with the idea of extending it

to network via local dealer tieins.
1

Detroit is the first of these.

KLZ-TV Preps Preem
Denver. Oct. 27.

Wanting to get things running
smoothly before opening up lor-

’

mally, the grand opening of KLZ-
j

TV and radio headquarters will

not be dedicated for several weeks.
The TV station goes on the air Sun-
day (1).

KLZ took over a large building
on the edge of the business sec-

tion and is busily remodeling it.

but. according to manager Hugh
Terry, they will be stepping over
boards and dodging hanging wires
for some time.
The station will be the outlet for

CBS, both radio and TV. The sta-

tion has been CBS radio outlet
ever since Columbia came into
Denver.

WJR’s Banner Sept.
Detroit. Oct. 27.

WJR has reported the largest

September sales in station history.

Worth Kramer, WJR veepee and
general manager, said September
gross sales of $304,477.09 were the
highest September sales in the 27-

year history of the Goodwill
Station.

Sales a year ago totalled $269,-

037.05.

Kirby’s D.C. Role i

Washington. Oct. 27.
Col. Eduard M. Kirby, w.k. DC.

public relations man and wartime
radio chief for General Eisenhow-
cr at SHARK, has been appointed
Public relations counsel lor the
Greater National Capital Commit-
tee.

Kilby recently completed a
tour of duty as chief of the Radio-
Television Branch. Public Inform-
ation Division. L\ S Army; he was
recalled following the outbreak of
the Korean War.

RCA’s 9-Month

$25,152,018 Net
Willi sales of products and serv-

ices reaching an all-time record of

$600,428,166 in the first nine
months this year. RCA this week
revealed net profit of $25,152,018
for the three quarters as against

$17,847.1 Iff in comparable period
of 1952 Figures were announced
by Gen David SarnofT. chairman of

|

the board The net represents a
hike of 41' h over a year ago.

11C A earnings prior to Federal
income taxes amounted to $53,651,-
018 as against $36,443,110 in the
first nine months of 1952. Alter
paying preferred dividends, com-
pany showed $1.62 per share in the
three quarters as compared with
$1 12 last year. However, third
quarter net profit was not so far

ahead of corresponding quarter in

1952, being $6,996,790 after taxes
as against $6,547,180 a year ago.
This is reflected in the per share
earnings on the common, which
amounted to 44c on 14,031.016
shares for the September quarter
as compared with 42c on 13,881.016
shares in the corresponding 1952
quarter.

Actually, the third quarter prod-
ucts and services sold totalled

$198,742,004 as against $167,663,-
848 a year ago, This third quarter
gross hit a new record for this

quarter. Operating costs soared
nearly $30,000,000 to $183,900,214
in the quarter, while Federal taxes
on income climbed nearly $1,200,-

000 over 1952.

Variation on That Boxtop Theme:

Philip Morris’ Ballot (or Wrapper
Cigai o4s and liquor, among

other ‘ sensitive’’ industries, are a

race apart—for obvious public re-

lations and local legislative rca

sons—when it comes to boosting

their stock \ia ’'foundations" and
kindred .prestige setups Where
other industrties are able to create

foundations, institutes, etc. often
with an eye on tax-saving devices,
the rigaret manufacturer tor one
finds himself in a state ofclaustio
phobia vis-a-vis such public rela-

tions facets. Thus he must seek
other means to keep the name ol
his product before the public
above and beyond the direct ad
vertising route

Last week. Philip Morris, toi

years one ol the more aggressive
promotion-mimlcd outfits m the
field and with numerous TV and
radio programs earryrng its h.m-j
nor, launched its "All College. All
America" fount ha 1 1 gimmick in

which the public, picks the play-
ers. The announcement became
official via, spnrtcastcr Harry Wis
me i’ on his cross-board "Spoils
Ten’’ show i Mutual i on Monday
( 26', with PM timing that with ads
in college pul4ic.it ions every-
where. But that's not all The
ciggie has rounded up toot hall

coaches, athletic directors, local'

sports editors and taken 480
Mutual outlets to spell out the
blueprint; claims that some 500
salesmen are in the field armed
with 125,000 pieces of point-of-
sale promotional aids; dealers are
getting 50,000 window posters.

50,000 counter easels carrying pads
of 50 ballots, 50,000 overlay
frames for carton bins, with ballots
The PM total is 3,750.000 ballots

distributed to dealers and -schools

That the smoke supplier is not

in this thing just for its health is

indicated in the conventional "box-
top” gimmick; fans are asked to

nominate their favorite griddei s l»y

positions and must include a PM
package wrapper mailed to Wis
tiler. Player receiving the top vote

will he acclaimed as "Philip Moms

Football Player of the Year” am
given a trophy, this being in ad
tlit it >n to player citations for tin

Mi-College. All-America team
Bulova gets into the act via eu
graved watches for the w mnalis
Deadline is Nov. 30

Mi another 1*M front. Lucilh

Pall \ Desi Arnaz. of "l Lov»

I ut x
." were gUes*’ of honor at tin

recent annual Butterfly Ball, ;

Catholic Charities event held ii

I. A at tin* Ambassador.

Gen. Sarnoff Cited On

‘Eternal Light’ Anni

For Religioso Contribf

Presentation of a citation t»

PC \ NBC board chairman David

Sarnoff by the Jewish Theological

Seminary' at the Waldorf Astoria

N Y .
last week, brought out more

NBC brass than an industry eon

\ cut ion. With a veepee echelon

t 'inosculation on hand that includ

ed Manic Sacks, Sylvester L. (Put*

Weaver, Sydney 11. Kiges, William

II Finesiiriher, Jack Herbert,

Hubert W. Sarnoff, Charles H. Den
n\ and Davidson Taylor, among
others, the ceremonies emnmemo
rated 10 years of partnership in re

li'ious broadcasting between the

Seminjiry and NBC,
Representatives of various faiths

participated in the affair and joined

in paying Sarnoff tribute for his

pioneer work in broadcasting in

promoting brotherhood and inter

group understanding.
The occasion commemorated the

Kith anni of "The Eternal Light"
broadcasts. Actually, Gen. Sarnoff
lumped on the rofigioso bandwagon
a quarter of a century ago when
"Tiie Catholic Hour” was given a

prominent showcasing on the NBC
kilocycles. Through the years,
and even during the hard to-buy
tune era in network radio when
most public service programming
was relegated to obscure segments
"Cal Indie Hour” was a Sunday at 6
fixture.

YOUR SHOW OF SHOWS
NBC-TV



You’ve never

seen so much
real audience

participation
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It s the most original, delightful pro-

gram of the new season. It captures

the active attention of children and

the glad approval of parents. It’s

“WINKY DINK AND YOU. 9 ’

Already, thousands of youngsters

are talking and playing WINKY

DINK. (The very first on-the-air

announcement of the WINKY DINK

KIT brought 4,000 letters, each with

50c, from New York City alone.)

And this is the secret: The audi-

ence is a part of the program in a

way wholly new to broadcasting.

It's a performance that goes on as

much in the home as in the studio.

It's playing a game, it’s living a

story, and it’s all enjoyment.

And it’s a performance that can go

on in the stores that stock your

product. For as sponsor of WINKY

DINK, you can convert this response

of total participation into sales.

CBS TELEVISION

VAKiri Y, l I. lit,VI

...a new techiiinue m cihtldr eti's

» li«» v\ •> that should prove a hnnati/a -

audience anil > j*«* n -.«* r w i-r. W hat they’ve

done i' reached a praci icaldi* way in

w|ndi tin 1 at hum** ki.l.lic can actually

participate in th<* lie'*
-

, ami it work**.

1 \ it *• i' imply a diawinjj kit that

consist - of a ttau parent, plastic hint

which the kiddie place* liirht on their

television s, recti . ome <-layouts ami

a cleaning doth. Jac k Harry, in tin*

stmlm, stand loo|, i n i; tliioupli a Kta >s

sc reen lie proceed' to cl ».«• soniethiiiK

ami the koldo* at Immc simply follow

his stroke with then own. When

lioth an* t in hed. the kiddie ran take

their mat oil' tin- < tern ami tliev'ce

jjut n fun hed pu lute. Hatty stand,

in the louei iiclit hand eortiei of the*

t elec i ion pi< tun*, ami all ti'K rra\ on

stroke* ate* t'nii!im rd to tin* niiddlt* of

t In* tel'ec j 11,11 < 1 ren

...cither soil i ce * o' in-tote t for tin*

kid* an el Im cha 1 ac fey c alled

Winky 1 * i trk .
v ho <• pot u 1 e j. a limated

on u sort of l>la* lchnatd and who talks

to Uart y. pin \
« came* with him and

is altojfetln*i a enc liaiit trie a c hata« tei

fot the moppet a any puppc*t who's

hit the video c ieen . Itoth Harry

and Winky tell -done- . with Winky

accompanied l»y animated pictures. Hatty

tell' a slot y (I olumhtm di -.coveripK

America, lot example 1 about the* pictuie

he draw.* fm the 1 1 tenoi - (a hip.

of course

Altogether, it’, ipiite r* how Hai ry

i, extremely likeahle 1 n In role, putting

himself on the ( h J'ii en' level w ithout

look i I
. C down C1I1 t*e* John t i.C I t's tllll 1C

t a deti n i

’ e pin .
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homa

DuMont's Madison Ave. address in

N. Y., wi*h giveaways including
KLM plane trips, Lanvin perfume,
and costume jewelry. Cassini’s

new Sunday-at-6 p.m. is a better

slotting for this largely filmed

show. Abel.

LAWRENCE TAPPED

FOR PREXY OF RWG
LsiiiSis Continued from page 22 ammmJ
over two years, and has produced
some 750 programs and kinnied

500 for distribution to commercial
stations in Michigan.

In Chapel Hill. N. C. Gordon
Gray, president of U. of N. C., said

WUNC-TV when completed will

have cost over $1,000,000. Station

will have eight cameras and three

studios, plus two mobile units. It

will operate on VHF Channel 5, on
a 100 kw signal. Robert F. Schen-

kan, school's director of television,

said the operation won’t be con-

fined to the University, but will

roam the state via its mobile units.

Station hopes to air the proceed-

ings of the state’s General Assem-
bly.

Station was financed by pri-

vate donations, including $200,000

grants from the Burlington Mills

Foundation and from Mr. and Mrs.

John Motley Morehead. Ford Foun-
dation contributed another $ 1 00,-

000. At the present rate, school

expects to deplete funds on hand
by 1955, but hopes to recoup some
coin via sales of its non-commer-
cial shows on film to commercial
stations which will air them spon-
sored.

Hollywood, Oct. 27.
Jerome Lawrence has been nomi-

nated as candidate for national
prexy of the Radio Writers Guild.
RWG, which has sent ballots to
writers for the Nov. 4 vote of the
western region, also nominated
Gomer Cool and David Greggory
as western region v.p. candidates.
Nominees for the council are

Dick Chevillat, Cool, Lou Derman
Anthony Ellis, Peter Dixon, Jerry
Epstein, Lester Farbqy, David
Friedkin, Greggory, Pauline H<fp-
kins, Mort Lachman, .Jerry D
Lewis, Sidney Marshall, David
Nowinson, Richard Pediciny, Ralph
Rose, Eric Strutt, Louis Rusoff, and
Francis Von Hartesfeldt, and Gene
Wang. Eleven are to be elected
to the council, which has four hold-
overs.

Continued from page 24

faire Julius LaRosa. He also made
broad cracks about “humility,”
"agents,” etc. Walter Winchell
was more balanced in his advice to

both, including a cue to LaRosa
to “get it while you’re hot.” As
for Jessel, he < 1 ) has cut down on
those fulsome commercials but an
afterpiece hitchhiked a longish
spiel for next week's sponsors

—

Ecko kitchenware and Gemex
watchbands; and <2>, he reprised a

post-mortem eulogy on A1 Jolson
in memory of the star’s third an-
niversary . . . Igor Cassini (the

N. Y. Journal American’s "Cholly
Knickerbocker" I took the DuMont
looker behind-the-scenes of Wash-
ington <D. C.) parties, with accent
on Mrs. Gwen Cafritz and Mrs.
Robert R. McCormick. If you care
for that sort of thing it’s a sort of
glamor brought into the home.
Cassini reprised a cavalcade of

great White House and other
“hostess with the mostest” party-
throwers on the D. C. scene from
Dolly Madison to date. Some of

it read like some interesting his-

tory not usually found in the
schoolbooks. He also has a “new
400” gimmick, with personal-nom-
inations which, by personal decla-
mation, might better have been
rephrased “the 4,000,” since he

vision and that Miss Miller, given

fiee reign, would end up looking

flight ly ridiculous in scenes that

might have been tender and mov-
ing. As it was, one never knew
where the tension of the fictional

character started and that of the

it al performer began.
The supporting cast was good

with Phillip Abbott outstanding in

a sympathetic performance as Miss

Miller's boyfriend. Louis Wilson
did allright with the part of the

mother and Martin Brooks failed

to impress in a sketchy role as the

director whom Miss Miller idolizes

hut whose advances she rebuffs.

Bert Thorn did very well as the
assistant producer.

Here again, Elliott shouldered
part of the blame by failing

to provide adequate motivation.
He told the story about the script

girl who buries herself in her job
to escape from having to face the

truth about Ijcr mother, a truth

which she believes reflects on her.

This is pretty pat stuff and prob-
ably wouldn't have been much bet-

ter even with a dilferent leading
lady. Fred Coe produced. Ilijt.

Breaking Thru
Continued from pat* 21

to Mary Scott Welch. Tiein to

"Mrs. Burton” is the fact that Mrs.

Schaffer will appear on a special

feature of the program, "The Fam-
ily Counselor,” once a month to be
interviewed on the progress of her
pregnancy by Miss Campbell as

herself. Magazine articles will run
concurrently and publicize the ra-

dio show. And one of the charac-
ters on the show will be involved

in a sub-plot in which she has a

baby, paralleling Mrs. Schaffer’s

experiences.

It’s unusual in that radio (with

a top sponsor and agency behind
it) is breaking through the

starched-collar barrier to a frank
discussion of pregnancy, possibly
because of the good public reac-

tion the “I Love Lucy” treatment
got on TV last winter. It’s also un-
usual in that it involves a personal
buildup for a daytime radio ac-

tress. virtually unheard-of in the
old days.

Also involved in the buildup has
been a series of articles over the
past 12 months for Coronet on
homemaking, under Miss Camp-
bell’s byline and with a credit line

lor the show. She’s also had over
the past two years a series of

homemaking and food articles in

leading newspapers. Currently,
she’s got a byline piece in Radio-
TV Mirror, together with a stair-

written bio on her.

St. Louis—Bulova Watch Co.
has purchased the first commercial
time on KSTM-TV, St. Louis’ first
TV station since the FCC feeze.
Biow Agency contracted for a 52-
weeks campaign of spots through
the Il-R Television, Inc., local sta-
tion’s national rep. Station is
skedded to teeoff about Nov. 1.

George Jessel, who has figured
in the public prints as having
escorted Marion Marlowe (of the
Godfrey troupe), was probably
more than kidding-on-the-square
with his Hawaiian ukulele takeoff
and oversized teapot bit, satirizing
Hie party-of-the-first-part in 1’af-

Election Coin
Continued from page 22

“Citizens Union Searchlight,” Sun-
days from 12:30 to 1 p.m., has been
extended to an hour for the coming
Sabbath (Nov. It. starting at

1 p.m. All six candidates will be
brought before the mikes, with
Wagner. Riegelman and Halley
joining Clifford T. McAvoy (Amer-
ican Labor) 3, David Weiss (Social-
ist Workers) and Nathan Karp
(Socialist Labor) for the first time
publicly or perhaps even privately.
Ben Grauer will moderate, with
Milton M. Bergerman, chairman of
the Union, firing questions at the
candidates submitted by the 40-odd
reporters covering City Hall who
have served on the panel since its

origination last Februry.
Willys Dealers of N. Y.. via Ewell

& Thurber. have picked up the tab
for election eve coverage on
WMCA, N. Y. Station will air elec-
tion returns with percentage fig-

ures every 15 minutes after the
polls close until final returns
are in.

increased to

Television City

KSS: Continued from page 1

leases will necessitate additional
TV studio space. Both NBC and
its parent Radio Corp. of America,
housed in the RCA Bldg, at 30
Rockefeller Plaza, reportedly need
additional studio and office space,
which the new TV City would
supply.

Mrs. Fox, widow of the pioneer
film tycoon who was prominent in

the original Roxy Theatre con-
struction, long owned the property
adjacent thereto. It has several
contiguous taxpayers under short-
term leaseholds. The added foot-

age would give the proposed TV
Centre a solid half a city block
square—entire frontage on 6th
Ave. and half a block westward
on 50th and 51st St.

As a side-bar to the deal, it is

understood that Mrs. Fox refused
to accept a Chase Bank check in

payment on the deal because of
the family spleen in past relations
with the bank when it took over
and allegedly ousted Fox.

first in Oklahoma
with Maximum Power
In low band VHFI

Long Island's

amazing

Nassau County

ranks

Lmm Continued from page 22 SmmmJ
spot will probably be taken by
Martha Raye.

Miss Raye. incidentally, will take
another turn on the Saturday night
"All Star Revue" ("Show of
Shows” rotator i Oct. 31. and she’s
slated to guest for Milton Berle
Nov. 10. Berle “owes” the come-
dienne a date on her show which
he'll pay off later. Her Oct. 31
outing will include a reprise by
fighter-turned-comic Rocky Grazi-
ano. plus the Gabor Sisters— Zsa-
Zsa, Eva & Magda, with Zsa-Zsa
also a guest panelist on the CBS-
TV “This Is Show Business” next
Tuesday ( 3 ».

Opera singer Marguerite Piazza,
formerly a regular on “Show of
Shows.” was to appear on Berle’s
program last night (Tues.i, along
with Paul Douglas.

Biggest interest-arouser on the
Berle show is not only return of
Tallulah Bankhead in a guest stint
Nov. 3 but fact that she’ll be paired
with Wally (“Mr. Peepers”) Cox in
a romantic comedy interlude that
may well break the rating bank

100,000 WATTS
i

TWA Election

nationally in

EFFECTIVE

BUYING
power

$8,071 .00

59% obove

U. S. overage
(Sales Management)

___ < ontiniM'ri from page 22^

J

ing freelance TV writers. It’s also
engaged in National Labor Rela-
tions' Board hearings to pinpoint
the scope and coverage of network
staff writers units— both radio and
TV—at ABC, CBS and NBC. A
TWA statement said that the asso-
ciation holds collective bargaining
authorizations for all the writing
'-taffs on whose behalf it has peti-
tioned for a representation elec-
tion. Hearings are in their third
week, with Howard Sosell as TWA
attorney and Benjamin Naumoff
the hearing examiner for NLRB.

It's emphasized that the elections
are regional, that is. for the eastern
area. Arthur Stander is uncon-
tested candidate on the Coast for
national proxy, and ballots went
out on Monday.

WH L I lias a larger

daytime audience in the

big booming major

LONG ISLAND
MARKET

than any network or

combination of inde-

pendents . . . (Ccnlan)

t bo/ onfenna

from 975 ft tower Nitery Originations
• Latest Gotham radio station to
join the studio-to nitery origina-

I tion trend is WWRL, which set a
26-week pact with Marty’s Riviera.

I Brooklyn nitery, to originate its
nightly "Dr. Jive Show.” Program,
which features Tommy Small, will
originate from the bistro cross-the-
bonrd from 11 pm. to .1 am.
Program, aimed at the Negro

market, already has several spon-
|

-ors in for the Nov. 2 starting dale.
They include Ballantine Beer,
( arolina Bice, Miles Shoe Stores,

I Manjschew’itz Wine. Finlay Straus
J
Stores, Item and 666 Cold Remedy.

Before increased

power WKY TV

reached more than

225,698 TV homes

(Sept 1, 1953)

Skitch Switch
Skitch Henderson has been for-

matted by New York’s WNBC for
a late night musical stanza under
bis name which will be cross-
boarded some time next month in
the 11:15 to 1 a m. slot,

Monday-W ednesday-Friday from
12:05 to finish has been bought
by Am pro Corp. of Chicago, via
John Mather Lupton Co., for tape
recorders. Sponsor will give it the
"Skitch Henderson Ampro House”
label.

C«n«d end Opc'oted by THE CYlAHOj^A PUNISHING CO
The Do'ly Oklohc*»on • Ohlohemo C'y T • Tt-* f'. r rrt f i’otkmc*

WHY Pod o • Pepreienffd fc/ PAT l AGENCY

HEMPSTEAD
tONG ISLAND. N Y.

.PAUL GODOFSKY, Pros.
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DuMont Labs’ 26.4^

Sales Increase for ’53
All*‘n n. DuMont Laboratories

showed a sales increase ol' 26.4‘Y
lor the first 40 weeks of the year
ovtM the same period last year and
more than doubled its net profit
for the comparable periods. Klee-
tfonics firm's sales totalled $05.-
890.000, compared to $52,128,000
for the first 40 weeks of 1952.

Net profit before taxes totals
51. 9 10.000, compared to $718,000

> ear. Alter taxes net is

$935,000, amounting to 30c per
common share (after preferred
dividendsi, comparing to $359,000
or lie per share last year. Firm
predicted a new sales record for
the year on the basis of the 40-
week figures.

Continued from page 32

floor “executive’s row”; a new type

• Q' floor, in which every third tile

contains *n electric, TV or tele-

phone wire; expanded facilities in

every department and the latest in

office layout and engineering con-

struction. Biggest improvement

lies in expanded studio facilities,

with three TV studios, four radio

studios, and one “Christine” studio,

good for either radio or TV. Disap-

pointing feature is lack of a brge
auditorium, which would lend it-

self to large-scale audience partici-

pation shows, although the two
largest studios can accommodate
80-100 apiece.

Sole area of unification in the
radio-TV operations is the news
room, which is occupied by both
staffs, though on separate sides,

with both using a single teletype
room. Individual offices of top
newscasters and commentators fan
out from their respective sides,

winding up with the office of Ted
Koop. head of web radio news, on
one end, and Bill Wood, his TV
counterpart, on the other. News
staffs will be stationed in all the
key government agencies, report-
ing to home base for broadcasts.
Showplace of the building is un-

doubtedly suite of 43-year-old John
Hayes. WTOP prexy and general
manager. The three-room, two-bath
Hayes layout, including a private
dining room and kitchen, is a new
high in luxury for local broadcast
circles. Another feature of the es-
tablishment is a basement snack
bar to be operated by a local food
chain, a special convenience in the
bistrusless neighborhood.

Completion of building coincides
almost to the day with 21st anni-
versary of purchase of the 10.000-
watt WJSV by CBS in October.
’32 Power was expanded to 50.000
watts, highest in area, in ’40. and
call letters were changed in ’43,

when station was shifted to 1.500
kilocycles and capitalized on its
‘ Top-of-the-dial” location. In May.
*48. the Washington Post purchased
5.V ; interest in the station, launch-
ing it on a career of almost mush-
room-like promotion and expan-
sion

including about 35 network staff-
ers.

Station has spawned such net-
work celebs as Arthur Godfrey,
who got his start on WJSV almost
20 years ago; Harry Butcher, God-
frey discoverer, and currently own-
er of KNJ. Santa Barbara; news-
caster Bob Trout and Bill Bivens.

Present blueprint calls for an
all-out dedication early next year,
when decorating and furnishing of
the new center will be completed.
Top flack Cody Pfanstiehl envis-
ions two weeks to a month of tub
thumping, with a two-way dedica-
tion campaign. One will be the tra-
ditional brasshat series of events,
highlighted by station, web, dis-
trict. and government brass. The
other will be a “grass roots" cam-
paign. enlisting the interest of
town’s civic groups and a two-way
cooperation with local trade or-
ganizations.

Washington. Oct 27.

As the first step in its program
to build audience for ultra high
video stations, the new I MF T\
Assn, last week called on the Fod-
eial Trade Commission to require
1 \ mantif.K tin ei s to include l HF
in all sets I'he Assn, urged the
I' It to take siieli actum as a pro
lection to the public;

Asserting that the expansion of
I\ \ la t 111- stations lias not been

' lull V reflected" in policies of set
makers, the Assn requested that
t I ( trade practice rules proposed
for the elect i onies mdiistiv define
a 1\ receiver its one which is capa-
ble of tuning in all video channels
allocated by the FCC.

“It a receiving s»q |«, not cap. tide
of such rcrept ion,'* the Assn ad
vised FTC, “additional di sclnsutv
should he required in order to
protect flu* consumer from drcep
live advertising " Ysxn. added that
it is concerned that “good" re
ceivers capable of UJIF reception
shall be available to the public

The Assn, asked

unreasonable obstacles fo the
progress of UHF broadcasting."
Meanwhile, the Assn, elected

la w Holler of WCAN-TV in Mil-
waukee as its first president. Don
Faust of WKNS in Pittsburgh as
vrepee, and Henry Tenenbaum of
WTY1 in Belleville. HI . as treas-

urer Named directors were Ben
Baylor of KKDD. Wichita. Kan ;

Marshall Pengra of KSTM-TV, St.

lamis; Jack Garrison of KACY,
Festus, Mo. i St Louis area*; and
Slierw in Grossman of Will' F-TY
ot Buflalo.

DuM’s 1 1 IG Sustaining

Splurge on Schildkraut

Booms Dramatic Entries
DuMont web, currently enjoying

a program upbeat \ia some addi-

tional coin foi- production outlet,

begins one of its most ambi-
tious programming projects tonight

Wed i via its new “Joseph ScliiUl-
kraut" dramatic sustaincr. It’s the
net's first plunge into a sustaining
heavy drama show, and represents
the first time the wet) is providing
a market for dramatic xcrlpters
and Broadway tliesps.

Initial segment, for example,
will have Sylvia Sydney 'who re-
cently premiered the new “Kraft
Television Theatre” on ABC-TV)
opposite Schildkraut in a script by
Tad Mosel 'a frequent "Pliilco TV
Playhouse” contributor'. Second
show will he "The Altar Bov,” with
John Dennis and a script by
‘Campbell Soundstage" director
Don Appel!. Third, a comedy in
which Schildkraut won't act hut
will host, is tagged “American
Primitive.” and will star Ann
Thomas and Harold Stone.

Werner Michel. DuMont pro-
gramming exec who is acting ns
exec producer rm the series, said
program will dip into the Broad-
wav stage for its actors He's enr-
i'' »itly dickering with Cornelia (Mis
Skinner.

Show will tie budgeted at ;% com-
paratively low price. $11,500 gross,
hut it s high by DuMont standards,
especially for a sustaincr.

Havana, Oct. 27.

Storer Broadcasting Co.’s video

outlet in Cuba will begin operating

Nov. 11, according to A. W. Shrop-
shire, operation manager. Channel
11 is to be run by a Cuban com-
pany, Television del Caribe, S. A.,

but most of the company’s stock
will be controlled by Storer. Cost
of the new outlet has been “in
excess of $500,000.”

Almost all programs are to he
in Spanish. Exceptions will be U. S.

films with Spanish subtitles. Occa-
sionally, visiting foreign entertain-
ers may be-pacted.

Tentatively scheduled is a daily,

quarter-hour program in English
and Spanish with information of
interest to tourists. Possibly tour-
ists will also be interviewed on the
program, which is to be titled

“Welcome to Cuba.”!

serious consid-
eration for its proposal "not only
to promote the developments ol

tip* UHF service, hut also to foster
fair and honest advertising of TV
receivers to he sold to the con-
suming public, If manufacturers
do not produce and correctly ad-
vertise a sufficient supply of dual-
purpose receivers during the next
few years, the consuming public
may well suffer severe econonjic
loss and the important community
service which 1'IIF can render may
be impaired ”

Through its counsel. William V

Roberts, the Association informed
the Trade Commission that al-

though most TV receivers now in

use were built primarily for V HF.
“this condition will not he preva-
lent for the future and it is the
future period with which the Com-
mission should be concerned inso-

far as protection of the public
from deceptive advertising L con
corned."

The term “television recrivci
Assn. said. is generally const iiicd

by the public as being capable ol

receiving all channels without
adapation or modification l n-

less a consumer buys tln< type ot

receiver, he will find that m>on
moving his set from an all VIII'

TV service area to an area ro' end
by UHF signals. Ins set will ir-

fjtiire adaption. In such a situa-

tion. the consumer will that

he has been deceived into pur-
chasing a TV receiver wliivh i- not

fully equipped for the reception
of all available teh. * non ’

t

Previously, the \>s|i intimated
it may go to Congress to air dis-

satisfaction with FCC policies

which it f« els have resulted in ag-
gravating problems ol l HF broad-
caster*. particularly through L'-u-

ance of permits, earlier than ex-

pected, for VHF stations.

In a letter to FCC Chairman
Rosel Hyde explaining the reasons
for its formation, the Assn said

that ils members “have resoly'ed

tliftt the public interc-t dictates

that they bring to the attention of

Congress, the Commission, the

manufacturers, the advertiser, and
most important, of the public, any

j

Saturday '31), with the Radio Fea-
ture Service subsidiary thus pass-
ing from the picture. Ferris will
continue an industrial-travel and
point of sale operation, he said on
Monday <26'. His preceding in-
dustrial wing was bought out by
Roger Brown a few years ago. w hen
Ferris functioned as head of the
Earle Ferris Co. with Brown as
general manager. (Brown has
since merged his interests with
Cecil & Presbrey ad agency and
become veepee in charge of pub-
lic relations.) Tim Marks, long
with Ferris and one of the foremost
comedy-angled publicists in the
business, was liquidated in the
process and was seeking other
connections.

Ferris started his company in

1931 after service with several top
ad agencies and in that 22 year
span has handled several hundred
radio and TV programs, personali-
ties. etc. In recent years, hi- chief
client Las been the several pro-
grams of Camel Cigarets,. via Wm.
Esty. an account he had in th«*

house for 11 years ending last

week <22). Before establishing
his own firm he was a staffer on
the Mobile (Ala.) Tribune where,
in 1916, lie was one of the young-
est byliners and editors in the
country, and from there went to
Cleveland as sports editor of the
Press (1927-30) and general man-
ager of WTAM there. He spent the
next year with United Features.
In his long career, he has em-
ployed men who then or later
had achieved top status.

Ferris was the last president of
National Assn, of Public Relations
Council and became board chair-
man of Public Relations Society of
America, with which the former
was merged. For the last couple
of months the Esty agency has
been making arrangements for

handling of the publicity phase of

the Camel account, based on its

knowledge that Ferris was clis-

soh ing.

Chicago. Oct. 27.

WBBM program director A!
Bland, on vacation in Johnson
City, Tenn., last week, scored a

news boat for the Chi outlet with
an assist from a rival network.

Bland learned that repatriated
GI Edward Dickenson, who
changed his mind about the Com-
munist line, lived nearby. After
borrowing a tape recorder and
an engineer from WJ1IJL, ABC
outlet in Johnson City, Bland
raced 60 miles through mountain
country to Big Stone Gap. Va.
There, after some persuasion.
Bland secured a tape interview
with Dickenson’s parents that was
dispatched bv air express to

WBBM (CBS) in Chi.

culminating in the new struc-
ture. Latter houses a staff of 215,

COLGATE COMEDY H0UA

Mgl.: William Morris Agency
Harre's WENR Appt.

Chicago. Oct. 27.

Arthur llarre has been appoint-
ed manager of WENR. ABC o&o
which shares time with WLS.
Harre. formerly general man-

ager of WAAF, VVJJD and WCFL
here, will report to Sterling (Red'
Quinlan, g.m. of the two ABC
properties here.

Opening November 2
TV Producers and

Story Dapartmants
lf You Know the Wharoabouts of

BOB PATTERSON
Pitas# Call Collect

Superior 7-7405, Chicago

DETROIT
CORAL RECORDS D

To the UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION

—and BBD&O—for selecting us to tell U.S.

STEEL'S PRODUCT STORY

UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR over the ABC

TELEVISION NETWORK.

new

A Low Bow and Thanks From

P.S.: From Mary Kay
And thanks also to Faye and Skitch for asking Johnny to write, produce and

direct their new television show, Monday through Friday, 6:30 PM over WNBT.
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Funny about radio: the lighter it gets,

the more weight it carries.
'

.1 .

-
!

r "*-•

For no other Advertising medium turns

up in so many different shapes and

sizes, to reach out to so many different

customers. And no.other’s on such

intimate terms that it goes wherever

the customer goes— from home

to car to pocketbook, right vp to the

point of sale.

All because of one thing: wherever they

go, whatever they’re doing, Americans

like to listen to radio.

What else explains the 110 million new

sets people have bought in the last

eight years. And the H million wore

they’re buying this year.

What else explains the demand for a set

so light it can ride along with the

shopping list. . .The customer enthusiasm

that’s got the set-maker turning out

more than a thousand a day. . . And

the public’s eagerness for lighter and

even smaller sets that transistors

promise for tomorrow.

Today—by adding a new outlet every

3 seconds— radio is growing faster than

any other advertising medium.

Radios now fit any pocket. . . Radio

always has.

CBS RADIO NETWORK
. . . icke rt Ana rim listens most
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Pittsburgh, Oct. 27.

William Steinberg, conductor of

Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra,

has been signed by KQV for a

series of quarter-hour music dis-

cussions every Tuesday evening at

10:15. It’s a public service pro-

gram for CBS outlet here in the

interests of the local Symph.
John Gibbs, of KQV stall, is the

interrogator on the show, which

carries the title of ‘Tine Arts

Forum.”

James Gleason, vet actor, once a Newr York detective and a frequent
delineator of sleuth roles, made the wire services with his apprehen-
sion of a fake TV pitchman’s spiel with a vacuum cleaner come-on
He and his housekeeper. Mrs. Marian Harvey, were tired of the phoney
TV commercials offering this or that commodity for ‘‘next to nothing.”
and he decided to trap one at his Huntington <near-Hollywood) home
by planting cops and a tape-recorder when the salesmen came to call.

Gleason may go down in radio and video huckstering annuals as

something of a crusader and a credit to show' biz for taking the initia-

tive for something which the broadcasters should hove done. Responsible
newspapers are chary of ‘ something for nothing” advertising, and radio-
TV time-sellers would be wise to be as alerf at the source, and not
expose their listening-looking audiences to even the potential of bilking

Dragging Don McNeill’s name in the Gpdfrey-LaRosa-Bleyer hassle
points up a parallel situation existing in ABC’s ‘‘Breakfast Club '

Singer Johnny Desmond has an arrangement with McNeill similar to

the one that existed between Godfrey and LaRosa. Unlike Godfrey,
though, McNeill says whenever Desmond feels he can do better on his
own hook, “more power to him.”

Desmond, who asked for and got a two-week extension to his two-
month hiatus from “Breakfast” is currently chirping at Ciro’s on the
Coast. McNeill called Desmond “a kid with ambition.” He said, “as
long as we can work it out” Desmond can take advantage of dll the
outside deals he can arrange.

Toronto, Oct. 27.

Strong criticism was levelled by

FCC Comr. George Sterling here
yesterday < Mon. i at manufacturers
for making television sets which
cause interference to aircraft and
with reception to other receivers.

Some sets being made, he said
r

are “bloopers" which ruin recep-

tion for a whole block.

In an address before the engi-

neering department of the Radio-

Electronics - TV Manufacturers
Assn., Comr. Sterling disclosed

that in the last year the Commis-
sion has received more than 12.600

interference complaints resulting

from "spurjous responses” of

broadcast receivers, over 6,100 be-

ing accounted for by TV sets.

Sterling attributed the produc-

tion of such receivers to skimping
in design to keep down costs. “By
failing to take preventive measures
suppress oscillator radiation from
TV receivers and provide better

selectivity," he said, “manufac-
turers are, in fact, limiting the

CBS has been polishing its “Man of the Week” TV panel show-, orig-

inating in Washington, in an effort to get it out of the sustaining and

into the sponsored class. Ted Ayers, who has recently taken over

the production chore, has put a halt to booking the "Man of the Week”
long in advance, and the final approval time on guests is now only
10 days in advance. This is regarded as skating on thin ice by most
panel shows, but the idea is to get a man who is particularly timely
and worthy to wear the title “Man of the Week.” In addition, show
is no longer limited to a small, closed corporation panel of D. C
correspondents. Instead, there is a definite search for new faces
among the newsmen panelists to give a fresh approach to the program.
One result is that panelists are roughing up the guests more than
formerly, which makes lor a more controversial and more interesting
show.

l.ee Davis, director at WFIL-TV, is leaving for a post with WABC.

New Volk . . . John S. DeKussy. WCAU sales manager, attended week-

long conference in Chicago with CBS Radio Spot Sales . . . Rev. Stanley

Kirlil Gambell switches program “Stores Retold," recreation of Bible

tales, from Monday night spot to Sunday 11 to 11:15 pm. slot . . .

WC.UVl’V staged special preview <26) of its new television series “1

Led Three Lives,” with Herbert Philbriek, at studios for invitation

audience . . . Roger W. Clipp returns to fulltime Job as general man-

ager of WEIL stations, having completed business operations with TV
Guide. Publisher Walter If. Annenberg owns both stations and mag-

azine . . . IMully’s oldest continuously sponsored program “Television

Kitchen." starring Florence llanford. marked fifth anni on WPTZ <22)

. . . Joseph Connelly, v.p. in charge of radio for WCAU stations, is

flying to Puerto Rico to address Puerto Rican broadcasters at Caribe-

1 lilt on Hotel '29' . . . Mac McGuire, wakeup deejay at WIP. just re-

corded in three part harmony “Waitin' for the Telephone” for Allen

Records. New York. McGuire sings all three parts.

Ray Hughes, manager of mag division of CBS Radio’s press dept
,

was practically a fugitive from the police of Rockville Centre, L. 1.,

last wfeek. Hughes and photog Jerry Cook made some location shots
for an upcoming layout on daytime serials, one of them being of a

church in that town. Mission completed, Hughes, Ray and cast mem-
bers of the soapies lit out for Manhattan—with the cops hot on their
trail. The cops lost them in traffic but managed to get the license

number and phoned the office where the limousine was hired. All

the police wanted was an explanation since there’s a Rockville Centre
ordinance forbidding the taking of pictures of a church without the
official nod. Everything was squared away when Hughes told all.

Producer Lee Coolov (“Perry Como Show”) has written, produced,
directed and narrated a film starring Betty Hutton for the New York
March of Dimes. Pic. which will be shown on all N. Y. telestations

during the period from November to January, was done in cooperation
with the Mother's March on Polio.

Signs of the times are indicated on what’s happening at The Gardens.
Pittsburgh sports arena, these days. Pitt had been a single channel
video market, with only WDTV in operation, until a couple of months
ago when two UHFers. WENS and WKJF-TV, got started. For years.

Gardens has had a lucky ticket-holder for every event, the prize being
a radio set. Now instead of a radio, the winner receives a converter

station WGAY has booked “The Big Name Show.” this becoming first

indie in this area to carry a Ziv show.

IX VIXXE iPOUS . . .

J.nk I uras, WCCO radio station accountant since 1946. has been
switched over to newly-created position of sales service representa-
tive for national accounts and Kirhard P. McClaneham. salesman for
KI1DM I)< s Moines, has been appointed radio sales staff account ex-
ecutive \long with new merchandising department’s establishment,
the CBS station's appointments are designed to otler advertisers more
service than ever before, according to genera! manager Larry Haeg.
Mary Doherty has been upped from accounting staff member to suc-
ceed Lucas . . Three each Twin Cities’ TV and radio stations carried
President Eisenhower's address before Future Farmers of America at

Kansas City ... Loren l.ucky new assistant to WCCO-TV business man-
ager Henry Dornseif . . sherin Boen, WCCO-TV personality, appointed
a major tn the Marine Corps air reserve . . . TV viewers here now have
choice of two National League football telecasts on Sundays, WCCO-
TV and \\ TCV TV each carrying a different contest . . . Other Sunday
TV fool hall fare locally, making it a big day for gridiron fans, in-

cludes dims ot t h o previous tlav's Minnesota and Notre Dame games
on WTON-TV and WMIN-TV

0
big sales prospect

WLEV-TV

ing. marine and other services,
j

but on the other hand you permit !

. . . harmonics from TV receivers !

to interfere with aural reception
ion these hands; whereas if a lit-

i

tie shielding and filtering were
added to the TV receivers. This i

interference would he eliminated.” I

Sterling said that some com-
panies make high selectivity re-

ceivers for aircraft and at the same
time produce home sets “that spew

'

their harmonic* and other spurious
emissions into the band for which
the other equipment was designed.”
Such “inconsistent as well as

j

shortsighted policy,” lie asserted,

defeats the whole effort of the
government to effect maximum

j

utilization of the radio spectrum.
Pointing to a suggestion by

, Comr. John C Doerfcr that the

I
problem of receiver radiation
might be handled through munici-
pal ordinances with technical aid
from the FCC. Sterling warned
that while the set owner would be
subject to penalty under this ap-

proach the manufacturer of “the
offending product” would feel the
“reverberations" in terms of local

I

good will.

i Sterling said he was al>o con-
cerned about interference from
ITH receivers and converters.
Commission studies in Portland.
Ore . site of the first commercial
LHF ‘’a*. oh. showed “excessive
radiation t ipabie of causing in-

terferes* Lj.ov er radio .services,

lie said.

Bethlehem • Allentown •’ Easton

P >y o' a * coal cozc'ng 0 reaches the ho^es - the

r. -on * *

• s r‘ c h -v o ' » eh Write for info f mat.'On.

for UHF through a deal set up by WENS.

NBC in Chi has launched a $250,060 audience promotion campaign
that will run through the winter months. Supplemented by numerous
radio-TV spots on the web’s AM and TV anchors here, deal involves
250.000 lines of display advertising in 50 newspapers in the area, 1.500

ear card ads, billboards and display posters at all subway and L plat-

forms in Chi.

World Broadcasting System is releasing what it describes as the

first transcribed service of music and sound for the television industry.
Pierre Weis. World’s general manager, said the service is in-

dexed into three principal categories with more than 5.000 program
applications.

Library Is indexed into program themes and program types, index
to moods and types and alphabetically. Weis said the catalog offers

music for themes, backgrounds, bridges and sound. Special feature
is a musical background service for news broadcasts, offering various
types for different news treatments. Indexing, incidentally, indicate*
the size of the orchestra so that producers. cab use comparable instru-

mentations for both theme and background huisic throughout a show.

the people SEE

WDEL-TV
Wilmington, Delaware • Channel 12

MEEKER TV, Incorporated
N«w lO’k • Chicago • lo» Ar* 9 «l«i • Son Francisco

St. Louis—M.. ip from Club Im-
perial in the west end is being
broaden >t to the CBS net originat-
ing at KMOX. every Thursday
pm. In ifift) program featured
Jerry Gra\ \ oreli with other name
band ‘kedded in succeeding weeks.

ATTENTION ACTS
now lor T V ond Club Work

Motion Pi«. Color and Sound.

WALNUT STUDIOS
1427 Walnut St PSilo. 10 4-3048

the people BUY \
WDEL-TV advertised products ^

Write for Information about your

profit opportunity in WDEl*TV's

large, rich market. /

t "Wt

WDELam tv fm (*
A 3’c an S’a 1

:•”>

Sales Representative 1

MEEKER 1*3

Now York • Chicago • to* Angeles * San Francisco
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to adventure...

for the whole family
4 . ;.

’•
•

• . • v •

•
' -

.

'*

FIRST RUN.. .available in ever 120 TV markets!

26 half-hour films, already completed . . ,

produced in Hollywood expressly for TV

Network quality at local prices

A new and different family adventure

series. . .without the conventional blood and

thunder . . . safe and satisfying for the kids

• For local and regional advertisers—
two young, fresh American stars to

help merchandise products.

• Full of overseas intrigue and color with

Alan Hale, Jr. and Randy Stuart as

an American husband and wife behind

and in front of the Iron Curtain

Check your nearest

MCA-TV office for first or

re-run availability and

private audition screening

TODAY!

NEW YORK: 598 Madison Avenue - Plaza 9 7500

CHICAGO: 430 North Michigan Ave. - DEIaware 7 1100

BEVERLY HILLS: 9370 Santa Monica Blvd. - CRestview 62001

FRANCISCO: 105 Montgomery Street - EXbrook 2 8922

CLEVELAND: Union Commerce Bldg.-CHerry 1-6010

DALLAS: 2102 North Akard Street - PROspect 7536

DETROIT: 1612 Book Tower - WOodward 22604

BOSTON: 45 Newbury Street —COpley 7 5830

MINNEAPOLIS: Northwestern Bank Bldg. - LINcoln 7863

ATLANTA: 611 Henry Grady Bldg. - LAmar 6750
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Wednesday, October

has been raised whether the ABC-

TV affiliations around the coun-

try (with its largt dependency on

LIIF operations) are in any posi-

tion to compete with the stronger

station lineup of the NBC-LBb
competition.

That ABC itself might have some

apprehensions at this early date

js suggested by the amount of

coin being lavished on the full

blown ads being spotted in the

major cities in a bid to woo IV
viewers.

It’s recognized that four or six

months from today will bring a

more telling and decisive story.

Also the initial upcoming Nielsens

are expected to provide more re-

vealing data on non-urban review-

in'' But for the time being there’s

no' concealing the “alarming over-

tones” of the poor showings on the

Trendex returns.

Continued from page 24

garb. Musical interludes were tune-
fully interspersed by a trio. Johnnv
Shrader, organ; Bernie Smith,
guitar, and Adam Layman, clarinet
and sax. Bill Pickett, staff baritone,
vocallcd on a couple pop tunc-'
while the camera caught his move-
ments and gave a good display to
his fall suit.

Allen Blankenbaker designed tl »*

sets, and all were in good taste and
backgrounded the models in ok .v

style, particularly his patio set.

which was excellent.

Levy Bros., fashion show spon-
sors. went to considerable expense
to stage this one-time TV shot, and
judging from the smooth job
turned in by all concerned, should
have been well pleased with tin-

display of their fall line of mer-
chandise. While a show of this

type is strictly commersh. the en-
tertainment angle being sott-

pedaled, it’s possible that viewers
are conditioned to receive an ad-
vertising message through the
medium of live men. women and
children walking, turning, sitting,

etc., with nothing much more to

require their attention.

Staples Agency, which handles
the account, turned in a showman I \

job on this, one of their first local

TV efforts for a local firm. Wind.

day <2fi' on a tour of eastern sta-

tions with the firm’s first series

of 2(> dramas shot in Italy . .

Singer Danny Sutton guesting on
Paul Brenner’s WATV show Nov. f>

. . .
Financial World awarded Dr.

Allen B. DuMont an “Oscar of

Industry" Monday <26 >. based on
DuMont Labs’ annual report, ad-

judged to best of 300 submitted
to the mag.

New York
lack L. VahVolkenburg, C’BS-TV

, i
f

• \ v bedded with a serious throat

ulmeiit With the baseball sea*

.,,n dim memory. N Y. Giants

i»;d Imv . Ciene Sultan resumes bis

i( nri" career with a role on Camp-
im-II's “TV Soundstage” on Friday

i;t0 .Margaret Arjen has op n

limi-.e tomorrow (Tliurs.i at lie*

“problem" liMir-mom basement
apartment in the Hast 50s that

she's been redecorating and reior-
i

Polling before viewers on her

morning show on Wt BS-T \ foi

I, ,ni weeks Bernard Belson Ma-
rtian named sales mgr. of 'I rails-

I dm. Inc .
business pix producers,

lie's a former FBI special ag.*m

and lor the last 12 years has been

ad director and sales promotion

boss ot Spencer. Inc
.
New Haven

Frederick Stephani signed by

producers Edward Gray and Ru-

dolph Monteri of Sovereign Pro-
ductions to direct Edward Arnold

m “Walking John Stopped Here’

as one of the GK series, with Sov-

crcign prexy Stuart Reynolds the

«• vi»r m-oducer Director James

Hollywood
Charles W. Alsup joined sales

staff of Tom J. Corradine and As-

sociates. and Kyle Thomas was
named f’orradine’s assistant

“Life With Elizabeth." with Betty

White and Del Moore, shifted to

Sundays on K LAC-TV Tom Mc-
Cray, Joe Brenner, John Reynolds.

Don McNamara, Bea Benadaret and Gallivantin’

Continued from pase 'JO
—r-
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multiple appurtenances, and every

one of the hands down to the last

carpenter is employed and con-

trolled by the outfit. From front

to back, it’s a complete and in-

tegrated unit. As one story is be-

fore the camera, the next setting

is being built in an ad joining studio

in the building that’s rented with

the followups in view.

Galahad has been in business for

20 weeks and its “Sanctum” sched-

ule is right on the blueprint nose

considering that the first few

weeks were consumed in prepara-

tion.

Contributing to the comparative!

smoothness with which the sked

is followed out is an especially

built dolly hardly larger than one
|

of those street pushers used in
;

Mow York's garment center. High-

ly maneuverable, it also provides

directional flexibility that permits

the apparatus quick passage

through the narrowest parts of the

floor. On the lighting side. Brown
' & Co. are especially proud of two

|

Hollywood-inspired cones which

diffuse 25,000-watt power each.

The sets, designed by young Dick

Silbert. are both decorative and
dimensional. Silbert will add a

piece of moulding here and
spiralled woodwork there to supply

the depth value in the finished

product. Paint is not just of the

M. B. Auto Sales slapdash variety but related to the

o 12 midnight effect wanted. "Santum’s” w.k.

a WBBM three squeaking door—off in the corner

somewhere at that moment—is a

gem of realism.

Though everyone and particular-

ly stager Neuman looked last week
like they could use a couple days'

uninterrupted sleep, the work was
going ahead spiritedly on the

$750,000 project. And so smoothly
too that Hi Brown was able to slip

away that night for a flight to

Israel where lie'll spend a few days
with government officials on a

project.

nominees tor next Acauemy oi

Television Arts and Sciences

awards . Jack Drum named sales

rep for George Bagnall & Asso-

ciates in western states . Sov-

ereign Productions shuttering for

at least four weeks . Bob Schiller

and Bob Weiskopf inked to script

Danny Thomas show ... In deal in-

volving $370,000. Chevrolet Dealers

of Southern California inked to

angel “Life of Riley” and "Badge
714." latter the “Dragnet" re-runs,

on KTTV . KNBH program man-
ager Harmon Nelson oi Mexican
vacash . Peter M. Robeck. general

|

u

manager of Consolidated TV Sab
back from biz junket to N.Y„ Cl

cago. Atlanta and Houston.

Continued from paue 23

“seven or eight" other shows on

the station which don’t clear politi-

cal guests in advance or on which

a non-political guest often brings

up politics. He further charged

that Oberfelder hadn’t cooperated

with him in the past, on one occa-

sion when Nash wanted to sponsor

and the station never sent contracts

over to Nash and on another occa-

sion when Oberfelder jacked up a

price for an origination from an-

other hotel after Kaufman had

made a deal with the hostelry at a

lower price previously quoted by

Oberfelder.

Oberfelder in turn charged that

under terms of the Belmont-Plaza

contract. Kaufman had to clear

music and all guests with the sta-

tion in advance, and that he had

repeatedly failed to do so and had

laughed about the matter when re-

buked. He said that Kaufman had

given free plugs to Nash, Chester-

fields and another firm, also in vio-

lation of the pact. Oberfelder said

|

that under FCC regulations, the

! station would have to provide free

time to other political candidates

when Kaufman brought on political

guests.

Kaufman added that the Nash

plugs were made because' they had

agreed to sign as a sponsor and it

was the station’s fault that con-

tracts weren’t delivered. He said

the other plugs were for products

he gave away as prizes in the audi-

ence-participation games on the

show’.

He noted if AFTRA isn’t suc-

cessful in an action against the

station, he may take the case t"

court, adding he had written proof

that he hadn't violated the com

Consolidated Television Sales

general sales chief Peter M. Ro-

beck back to the Coast attei a

week of buddies in Gotham . . .

Singer Betty Madigan doing a

week-long guest stint on WABC-
T\ s “John Conte Show" . . . Dan
l>. Hatpin, general sales manager
ot the DuMont Receiver Division,

named chairman of the sales man-
agers committee of the Radio-
K.lcct romcs-Television Manufactur-
ers \ssn iRETMA*. replacing Wil-

liam L. Dunn . . . Nanette Fabray
set for a second appearance on

NBC-TV’s “Arthur Murray Danc-
ing Party" in November, following

her stint on the show's proem .

Joey Walsh featured on tonight's

.Wed ' “Kraft TV Theatre” NBC-
TY' and returns to same net's “Ex-
cursion" Sunday 1 1 * for final in-

stallment ot “Johnny Tremaine.’

William Kaufman, NBC’s eastern
rep for radio-TV co-op program
sales and editor of the “Best Telc-
\i>ioii Pla.'s" series, is readying a

roundup of video happe'nings dur-
ing the current year under the
t.ig. “Television. 1953” . . . The
M.ix l.iebinans to Bermuda for a

week . . Charles (Chuck) Hender-
son. publicity chief of NBC Film
Division, into New York Hospital
Monday 20' for a virus condition
and general checkup . . . Otis P.
Williams. ex-WOR-TV and Video
Pictures, joined Free & Peters as
a television account exec . . .

Murray M. Kaplan, v p of Spe-
cialty Television Films, left Mon-

ABC Comics FALL FASHION SHOW
With Bill Brittain. Mary Snow, Bill

Pickett, Johnny Shrader, Adam
Layman. Bernie Smith

Producer-Director: Boh House
30 Mins., Tues. (13), 9 p.m.
LEVY BROS.
WHAS-TV, Louisville

< ontimird from p.t?* 21

show. “Fireside” is walking off

with the (ream of the Tuesday at

9 audience, capturing a 23 4 rat-

ing.

In the case of Ray Bulger. Amer-
ican Tobacco and Sherwin-Wil-
liams. the alternate sponsors, are

splitting a $39,000 weekly program
tab. but the 11.5 Trendex register-

ed by the Thursday night ABC
show has failed to dent the “Top
10" status of its chief competition,

the NBC-TV “Treasury Men In

Action.” As with the Thomas show,
the qualitative values of the Bul-

ger stanza would indicate a sure-

fire draw, but again the question

RCA ‘Operation Rainbow’

Set for Coast Viewers
Coast viewers will get their first

peek at “Operation Rainbow"
when RCA’s compatible color will

he transmitted coast-to-coast from
N. Y. over an NBC hookup next
Tuesday (

3
*. Color films as well

as live performances will he
pi eomod for press members at 11

a m. 'Coast timet in Studio A of
NBC’s new telecity at Burbank,
Calif. This marks the first time
that a telecolor scanner for films

will he used.

Show, originating in web's Radio
City studios, will feature Nanette
Fabray. Ben Grader, and the Hit
Paradefs in the live portion. Fa-
bray get« the call for the special
NBC’ color pickup of the Rose
Bowl parade Jan. 1. Show will be
monitored in various cities.

RCA’s color shows, now getting
the full coa.st-to-coast treatment
before FCC gives its expected nod
for regular telecasts, will Rive
broadcast industry engineers and
execs special telecolor seminars for
familiarization. First session sked-
ded at the RCA Victor plant Oct.
2829.

growing

nVI i-tt S A QUALITY Answer to Your FILL Problem

18 SUBJECTS RUNNING 2-4 Vi MINUTES EACH

FeaturingNBC • CBS • ABC • DuMont

Lancaster, Pa.

market prosperity

viewing audience

information — AND MANY OTHERS
SPECIAL OPTICAL EFFECTS
AND TITLES

On FIRESIDE THEATRE
Television Show

by

RAY MERCER & COMPANY
4241 Normal Avo., H’wood 29, Cal.
Sftifi fr.r f ree Opttint Effect* Chart

$a'»» PcP'ttenfo'i**

"Domnerus, superb, a revelation !"—Metronome
"The winner, Domnerus!"—Feather, Downbeat

Contact: ART KERMAN, Governor TV
151 West 44th Street JUdton 4-4221

lot 4ng*Ul

Son Fronciico



100,000 WATTS

WiNlnewlav, Odolier 28, 1953 IK %MO-TELKVISIO*
Fli.irc-for share tradein of stock
from both firms, will be headed by
Alfred K Lyon as board chairman
»fid O. Parker McComas as presi-
<h nt Both occupy the same posts
m the present PM setup. Cullman
would become chairman of the cm*

<‘ci:ti\e committee (with Lyon and
McComas the other members) and
•luseph F. Cullman 3d. now exec
\ p of It \ II. would become a veep
of the new firm.

1 arli.mvonts: always a heavy TV
spot buyer. moved into its first net-
' ei k show last week v ia its alter-

nate Week buy in DuMont’s "Pan-
tomime Quiz." Firm is currently
to

i nil a king-sized Parliament in

Bun markets and distribution will

1 e widened next year. This will

u.’u!oiibtedl\ cue heaver TV spend
i'ig by the firm, along with the now
big' line competition olTered by
I. *

v
- M and the low priced Brown
Williamson entry. Viceroy, which

w. the first filter in net advertis-
in' 1 via its "Orchid Award” on
O', ( i \ \nd with the Philip Mur

i .' mmole firm believers in net-

work TV advertising. the new com-
bo looks to he a free spender in

the medium.

Continued from pdRt 22

segment .

1 the Town” on Sunday 25i was a

id feeling case of “ono °l t,ie family” seem-
. . ir.g to be in an opposite camp as

on ana so-
jar as tlle paren t j s concerned; Ob-

trees that viouslv. with La Rosa in the as-

Ied press * cendancy and Godfrey not pre-

sday < 2 i » cisely in that position in the ohin-

ing than * ori b's most intimate propbn-

s treated cuts, it was to the producing Sul-

tongue-in- livan-Marlo Lewis advantage to

; of them spot the “Imb propertv” against,

•ir way to b\ the way. Donald O’Connor's

us state- preem on NBC-TV's "Comedy
ncident in 1 lour” 'see box). It was claimed

lake God- with the sound of logic—that the

npoiuTIHuI Lincoln-Mercury show could have

the well- stacked its studio with an -audience

id round at $100 a throw. La Rosa s t*

ight—that was reportedly $”.000 . with addi-

TV7 come- tional Sullivan appearances mi the

columnists • agenda. He got $000 on the God-

vere mak- Hey pact,

k. some of La Rosa Offers Pour In

about the Meantime. La Rosa was reeeiv-

tlie broadcast media—camera anti

mike—should l>e employed to

bring actual operations of Con-
gress to the people, who could

then make their own conclusions.

Agronsky suggested that if de-

bate in the Senate last session on
confirmation of Charles llohlen as

Ambassador to Russia could have
b< cn televised it would have been
"a tremerfdous public service.’*

Debate, mi which Sens .lot* McCar-
thy R Wise '. William F Know land
• H-Calif.) and Kvcrrtt M Dirksen
'It III > participated, said Agrpn-
sk\. would have shown “character
assassination" at work.

Holies retaliated that Agronsky
had picked out an unusual * dra-

matic incident" and contended it

would be a problem to catch such
incidents and be prepared to tele-

vise them.

When a delegate suggested that

pi oplc in Ins section might have
had a V'o-McCai tliy reaction to

watching debate on Bolden.
Agronsky said the important tiling

i- to provide opportunity, through
the medium of TV. for people to

make their own analysis.

Holies expressed the view that

radio and TV are lining “a poor
job" of covering Congress and
blamed tlx* situation on absence
ol "ground rules” for conduct of

committees. "We’re reporting on
what’s given us and not on what’?
going on." Result, he said, is an
unbalanced presentation.

Washington Oct. 27.

Redio-’l \ Ni v\v Directors \ssn
here yesterday Mon i indicated it

v mild give serious consideration
to a move to petition Congress to

open Senate and House sessions,
as well as committee hearings, to
live coverage hv broadcast media

Following a spirited delude on
whether sessions should he tele-

vised, delegates eypyess-p interest
in adopting a isolation for sub-
mittal to the Radio Correspondents
Assn . and swlortjueirt proposal to

Congress It appeared likely that
action would be taken hefme the
convention winds up its se.sions
tomorrow Wed '

Quest ion of ti lev ising Congress
eaiiu* up dining a panel discussion
Iry network i nmiireiilalors on cov-

ering news in Washington. Debate
was touched oil wlnn Fverelt Hol-
ies. of Mutual said it would he
“stupid and ridiculous" to insist

on televising sessions as it would
give tlie public impression that
Congress doesn't do anything.
Whereas actual work ol lire law-
makers is done in committee Hol-
ies added that the use ol cameras
would encourage "lug mouths" in

Congress and "hamming by leg-

islators.

Martin Agronsky. of \BC. took
issue. While agreeing with Holies
that radio and T\ fall down in

(baling with "blow -hards'* In Con-
gress. lie thought the mechanics ol

La Rosa’s Ch‘ Date
Chicago, del, 27.

Julius La Rosa’s first theatre

date since the Godlrcy exit

will be at t he Chicago start-

ing Nov. 13 for two weeks.
Whether lie would pick up

-.nine other dates in the mid-

west after that is not known
now. Some niteries in Las
Vegas arc known to be aigling

lor the singer, dangling the

usual fancy fees that the re-

sort is known for.

ABC's There’s a U

The Godfrey Buildup
Nov. 2 Godfrey “Talent

Scouts" on GBS-TV will ho de-

voted entirely to Army personnel,
in a new and unprecedented de-

oc-c iirs to prolong velopment for that program that B
a. CBS will prob- apparently not unrelated to the

l," waiting to see public relations facets of the

•s on the popular- La Rosa affair. Appearing on the
icrhaps taking spe- show will be former winners of the

oteet the Godfrey Army’s own recruiting TV pro-

his multifarious gram. "Talent Patrol.”

huge public. Yes- ! Meantime, the web’s N. V. video
marked the ninth flagship. WCBS-TV. has scheduled
iiitinuous perform- a Godfrey film made last spring,

evvspapcr iradition just before he entered the hospital

. that’s about all lor hip surgery. “Fl
%
\ ing With

stories, whether on Arthur Godfrey" will get a double
pw atomic weapon, exposure—at 10-10:45 a.m. Friday
i in uninterrupted *30i and at 11 a.m. Sunday <N’ov. 1 >.

"Flying" i* a documentary, with

side— the I.a Rosa Godfrey narrating the history ol

'd Sullivan’s grab- flight from the Wright Bros, to su-

for his "Toast of personic jots, and was made on the

Coast by Jerry Fairbanks Studios.

etc., latched on

Total s t -i circulation in the
I S. will total 27.200 000 on
Nov. 1 Oliver Treyz. ABC re-

search director, predicted last

week
()t that total, Treyz said.

? 000 . 0110 . or nearly HP i. w ill

ho I’HF-t quipped or convert-

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY

With most grateful

acknowledgement to

the 82 discerning

people who used my
services during the

past year:

MICKEY ALPERT
CLARK ANDREWS
LILIAN ARNOLD
GORDON AUCHINCLOSS

CHARLES BASCH
MARTIN BEGLEY
ROBERT BELL
DAVE BERMAN
RICHARD BRADSHAW
JOHNSON BRISCOE

PHIL CAMERATI
JACK CAMPBELL
STEVE CARLIN
MALCOLM CHILDS
TOM COCHRANE
SAMUEL DATLOWE
HENRY DENKER
MAURA DOONAR
SHERMAN H. DRYER

JOHN EPSTEIN

PRISCILLA FARLEY
HUGH FOSTER
BRAD FRANKLIN
HARRY FRAZEE
RALPH BELL FULLER

JASON GOLDMAN
MEL GOODMAN
GERALD GOULD
JOHN GUNN
BERNIE HABER
MARY HARRIS
JAMES HARVEY
HELEN HEDEMAN
JACK HOFFBERG
GEORGE HOFFMAN
ERIC JENSSEN
EDGAR KAHN
JOHN KANDEL
STEVE KAPLAN
NANCY KASSELL
MILTON I. KAYE
PETER KEENE

toristio* on homes receiving both

t and V signals. He said he be-

lieves that the homes first convert-

ing to t are the heaviest viewing
homes. Marx predicted that within

two years. 1’IIF transmitters will

Ik* developed to the point where
maximum power authorized by the

FC'(\ 1000.000 watts, will he in

use. Jahneke. asked whether ABC
in its effort to promote UHF.
would go into individual markets
after the manner of "Operation
Norfolk." said no. that the web
viewed matter of conversion cam-
paigns as local affairs and fell

they weren’t the proper province

of the network. Presentation, inci-

dentally. was prepared by cx-

Yarifty mugg Bert Bril lor. now an

ABC i ( M arch-sales development
staffer.

HAVEN FOR A
HARRIED HUCKSTER

Work in Now York and live in "Heav-
en." Year round artistic and unique
Studio-home on 1 acre bordering Sil-
vermine River with addition.-l acreage
for privacy. Swimming at front-door—all city conveniences— just 1 hour
N Y.C. Large living room with hupe
picture window and terrace overlook-
ing river, 3 bedroom;, 2 baths, laroe
;tud:o and bath. Salt box garage. A
most unu r ual picture book home offer-
ed at S32.SOO. Large mortgage.

ANNE E. PRATT. Realtor
Perry Rd., Silvermme, Norwalk, Conn.

Volunteer t-1944

PAUL KEYES
CHARLES KINNEY
CLYDE KITTEL
WILLIAM KOCH
HECKY KRASNOW
RICHARD LEWIS
JAMES LOVE
SIDNEY LUMET

JOAN MacDONALD
WILLIAM MARSHALL
CHARLES MARTIN
LUCILLE MASON
LOIS McQUITTY
TED MILLS
WILLIAM MOGLE
MARGE MORROW
ALAN NEUMAN
AL PALLADINO

DORIS QUINLAN

MAX RICHARD
DON RICHARDSON
JACK RUBIN
SHOLOM RUBINSTEIN
HARRY RUDDER

LARRY SCHWAB
FRANCES SCOTT
JOAN SCOTT
DORIS SHARP
"RIB” SMITH
E. J. SPIRO

ROBERT E. TAYLOR
ROCCO TITO
HOWARD TOOLEY

AMANDA WEBSTER
FRED WEIHE
GEORGE WEIST
BOB WILMOT
HERBERT WOLF
MUL WOOD
WYNN WRIGHT

*55^ Continued front pace 23

man. Jr., board chairman and pres-

ident of Benson & Hedges, notified

Benton & Bowles proxy Robert K.

Lusk that no change was contem-

plated in the B & H advertising xet-

up. and the B & B would continue

to handle the Parliament account.

Since Benson & Hedges under the

merger would continue to be op-

erated as a separate division of tlie

new company formed under the

merger, it’s considered likely that

the account xx i 1 1 stay with B & B
Philip Morris account is handled

I
by the Biovv agencY. and represents

one of the largest in TV.
New company, to be formed via

TV-PRODUCTION DESIGN
SHOWS — COMMERCIAL SETS
Designer of: Thi$ Is Your Life—NBC
Place the Pace—CBS Peter Potter
SHOW—ABC Oennii Day Show Etc.

GENERAL S
rRVICE STUDIO HO 7-3111
Hollywood, Calif.

Hard on Bard
m Continued from pace .’3

hern trouble on clearing a suffi-

cient number of stations for a two-

hour spread cither from 5 to 7 or

4 30 tu (i JO on Sunday. The Nov

29 dale had been reserved for the

firsl TYing of “Fame” from

Gotham this season Meanlime,

“Hu-hard II” is in a stale of in-

definite postponement.

Fpeoming on 'Fame’ arc
Molieie's "Imaginary Invalid

\,,v 1 starring Fhgllshiivan

Barry Join s who II fly to the Coast

from London 'he appeared last

season m Hallmark's "Hamlet"

stalling Kv-ans ; "( ourtship of

Miles Standisli." pencilled in for

N'uv 8 :
Thomas WoM.e's "Of Time

\ the Hivei
' 'Nov 15'. with

Thomas Mitchell, and "Last Yoy-

{,g, based on Benjamin Franklin

• Nov. 22

KSTP-TV NOW REACHES

NEARLY TWO MILLION

PEOPLE REGULARLY WITH

ITS 100,000 WATTS ON

CHANNEL 5.

Sail l ake ( it> — KDYL and
KDYL-TY has taken the first step

!
towards consolidation of opera-

tion* l v renting space under one

|

i o( 1 f New set up v. ill include

• tin 1 « studios, one with 4 000
I void; re feet for TV. a 1 400 foote r

j
f ( ,| TV and AM and a 300 footer

1 for lidio. Move to n» vv cpiarlcrv

j

v hon'd It i ft 1 tit d after Hie fit -t of

1 Hit 1 ar.



One Moment More

Wednesday, October 28, 1933

Longhair Disk Reviews

Berlioz: Symphonic Fantastique

(Epic; $5.95 >. Columbia’s new la-

bel offers a robust, yet sensitive

version of Berlioz’s impassioned

musical confession, with plenty of

color and bombast, performed by

the Berlin Philharmonic under
Willem Van Otterloo.

Bach: St. Matthew Passion

(Westminster; 4 LP, $23.80'. Im-
pressive recording of the monu-
mental church work, complete and
unabridged, by European artists,

choir and orch under Hermann
Scherchen. Dramatic, fervid per-

formance makes a toprate album.
Schumann: Concerto in A Minor

(London; $5.95 >. Sensitive, rhyth-

mic performance of the graceful

piano work by Wilhelm Kempff.
assisted by the London Symphony
under Josef Krips.

Massenet: W rther (Urania; 3

LP. $17.85». Fine performance of

the infrequently-heard, but melo-
dious romantic opera. Charles
Richard is a fine tenor, and Su-

zanne Juyol a good soprano, as
leads. George Sebastian is author-
itative conductor of the Opera
Comique performing group.
Shostakovich: 24 Preludes

(M-G-M; $4 85>. Interesting, tricky
set of varied piano pieces ingrati-
atingly played by pianist Menahein
Pressler. Bron.

4 Femmes’ Hymns
Hollywood. Oct. 27.

Coral Records will release a spe-
cial album of hymns recorded by
Jane Russell, Connie Haines, Della
Russell and Beryl Davis. Deal was
set by platlery’s A & R chief Bob
Thiele during a visit here last
week.

Sides are being independently
etched by the four femes, who are
active in church movements in Hol-
lywood.

OBCHESTRAS-MUSIC

Percv Faith Orch: “Fv’rybody

Loves Saturday Nighf-’True Or
False’’ (Columbia i. “Saturday

Night" is a bright community-sing
number which gets a highly infec-

tious treatment, by Percy Faith's

orch the Paulette Sisters and Burt

Taylor. Folk-styled lyrics are done
in Italian. Yiddish and French and
should cop lotsa jock and juke

spins Reverse is a pleasing entry in

a qua.si-hillbilly groove.
Joni James: “I’ll Never Stand In

Your Way”- 'Why Can’t I” < M-G-M >.

This is an interesting two-sider by
Joni James “Way” is a neat, ap-

pealing ballad tailored along the

same linos of this canary’s previous

string of hits. It should do well.

“Why Can’t I
’

i.s a driving rhythm
item which will stir some comment,
some of it unfavorable. It’s a

change of pace that may deliver

surprising results.

Lou Monte: “A Baby Cried"-
“One Moment More” (Victor' Lou
Monte, one of Victor’s recent tal-

ent additions, may crack into * lie

hit lists with “A Baby Cried.” The
lyric is sentimental, blit offbeat

fine tunes from the Warner Bros,
pic, “Calamity Jane.” “Secret
Love” is a lovely tune projected
with sensitivity by Doris Day. This
could build into an important side.

Flip is a bright western-styled
ballad fctchingly delivered by Miss
Day with Ray lleindorf’s orch
backing.

Vera Lynn: “We’ll Meet Again’’-
“The Windsor Waltz" (London'.
With backing from a male choral
ensemble, Vera Lynn comes up
with another good farewell-my-
love ballad in “We’ll Meet Again.”
On the flip. Miss Lynn delivers a
conventionally-styled waltz tune.

Album Reviews
Carlos Montoya: “Fiesta Flamen-

co” (Cook). Produced by a com-
pany that specializes in high-
fidelity sounds, this platter is a
brilliant demonstration of what’s
possible on full-range recordings.
The effects of the castanets, hand-
chapping and foot'stomping on this

platter is startling in its reality.

The music of Montoya and his fla-

menco troupe matches the techni-

Best Bets
PERCY FAITH KV’RYBODY LOVES SATURDAY NIGIIT

( Columbia > True Or False

JONI JAMES I’LL NEVER STAND IN YOUR WAY
(MO-M) TTT; Why Can’t I

LOU MONTE A BABY CRIED

enough to click anu me nieiouy nas
that out of-this world character of

“I Believe,” “One Moment More”
is a conventional ballad with mi d
chances.

Eartha Kitt: “Santa Baby’’-
'Tlnder the Bridges of Paris" (Vic-

tor'. If “Santa Baby" hits, then
Christmas isn’t for kids. Karina
Kitt's delivery is per usual sugges-
tive and the lyric has a gold-digger
approach to Santa Claus. Juvenile
delinquents will go for it in a big
way. “Paris" is an old French song
with a simple idea that’s more
suited for the kids.

Alfred Newman Orch: “Love
Theme from The Rohe’ ’’-"Village
of Cana” iDeeeah The theme music
from the 20th-Fox epic, “T’ic
Rohe.” has a beautiful melodic line
and it makes a first rate instrumen-
tal as played by a symphonic orch
under the baton of the composer.
Allred Newman. Flip, another ex-
tract from the pie’s background
music, is likewise a slow-tempoed
piece with colorful orchestration.

David Rose Orch: “Joey':;
Theme"-“The River Seine’’
(M-G-M '. "Joey 's Theme,V fiom the

Aindie film. “The Fugitive," gets
Bheautitul treatment by David Rose's
porch with a harmonic by Jerry llil-
' lin'd solo cariying the melody.
Sustained melodic structure of this
side will rate it plenty of spins,
Saiitcr-I inegan workover of this
tune for Victor i.s differently styl»»d
but equally effective and should
share the plays on this number. On
tin* M-G-M flip, “Seine" is an ap-
pealing ballad ably piped by liervl
Davis.

Rusty Draper: “Native Dancer”-
*' Lonesome Song” i Mercury*. Two
strong sides that should do nicely.
“Native Dancer” is one of those
bokey Oriental-styled numbers
with some comedy kick for the
jukebox trade. “Lonesome Song" is

an impressive, slow ballad set in a
rich production framework.

Spike Jones Orch: “Where Did
My Snowman Go”-“Santa Brought
M.v t’hoo l lino Trains" (Victor'.
Two more Xmas entries slan’ed
straight for the kiddie market
Spike Jones gives “Snowman" a
simple workover tor the diaper set

and Gene Autry, for Columbia, al -o

comes up with a good version This
could be one of the season's !>ig

ones \ ietor t !
i p has a good comedv

idea but the piping by George Rack
is t ransparent ly phony.
Peggy Lee: "Baubles. Bangles

and Beads "-"Love You So” i Dac-
ca 1 From the legit production.
“Kismet ” Leggy Lee gets some
sock material in "Baubles.'" Orien-
tal Ivrie and slow-paced tempo :s

perfectly tailored for Miss Lee's
attack. “Love You So” is a straight
ballad, well-constructed and effec-
tively handled by Miss Lee.

Steve Gaynor: “A Million Tears".-
' Too Much In Love To Care"
(Derby '. “A Million Tears" is n
solid ballad with strong chances in
the pop market Steve Gaynor
gives it an acceptable ride to
launch it. Reverse i.s one of those
Latin-styled dramatic opuses in the
big ballad genre. It’s okay material
for belting.

Doris Day: “Secret T,ove”-“The
Deadwood Stage" (Columbia). Two

cat perfection oi mis uisk. me
C’ook label has a whole series of
unusual disks designed for hi-fi

equipment of the very best. In
this category are DuBois’ "Seven
Last Words.” a choral and organ
work also of remarkable range.

Robert Russell Bennett: "Victory
At Sea” (Victor). Richard Rodgers’
score for the notable NBC video
series, “Victory At Sea,” has been
arranged in a full orchestral suite
by Robert Russell Bennett on this
iongplay platter. It’s an extended
work with several moving passages,

p a r 1 1 c u 1 a r 1 y in “Guadalcanal
March” an£ "Theme Of the Fast
Carriers.” The mood of the sea
is pervasive throughout while the
martial note is restrained. It is,

however, essentially background
music that needs the visual image
to sustain attention over the whole
work.

Milt Herth Trio; “Hi-Jinks On
The Hammond" (Capitol*. Milt

LAWRENCE WELK
and his

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
113th Consecutive Week, Aragon
Ballroom, Santa Monica. Calif.

Exclusively f<»r (’oral Record®
EBBTIDE
Barked by

BEAUTIFUL OHIO

Herth, vet maestro of swinging
trios, comes up with a typically

ace package in this album. Herth
is featured on the Hammond where
his deft keyboard style produces
light, daneeahle sounds. Herth
plays eight standards, standouts
being “Doll Dance.” “Ragging The
Scale,” “St. Louis Blues” and “The
Whistler And His Dog.”

C! T
‘ Caught

sey Dope Raid
Burlington. N. J.. Oct. 27.

Six musicians, playing in a Burl-

ington night club, were held on

narcotics charges following a raid

by New Jersey State police (20*

on a motel in Willingboro Town-
ship.

Township Municipal Judge Mau-
4 Denbo, held Dominick Baska,

. . id Marvin Drucker. 22. both
ei N >w York City, and William
Verplanck. 22. of Norton Heights.
Conn., without hail on charge of
possession of marijauna.

Three other men were fined
$500 and given suspended sen-
tences of six months each for use
of marijauna. They were Michael
Dokla, 33. of Fast Orange, N. J.;

Pasquale Rizzo, 23. New York, and
Robert J. Newcomer, 27, Millers-
ville. Pa.

^Disk Companies’ Best Sellers

More Disk Showmanship
More and more are the platters for home-consumption becoming
living newspapers of the lively arts. Columbia's just released

“John Brown’s Body.” by Stephen Vincent Benet, as prepared for
Paul Gregory production by Charles Laughton, is a fine sample of
that. Laughton. Tyrone Power, Judith Anderson and Raymond
Massey participate in this fine reading of Benet poetry. Walter
Schumann and the Richard White choir add to the vivid effects.

Likewise. RCA Victor’s Old Vic production of Shakespeare’s
“Macbeth” is a super-production on wav, with Alee Guiness, Pamela
Brown. Anthony Service, Andrew Cruickshank, Robin Bailey,
Rachel Gurney. John Rushelle and many other fine British platers
performing the unexpurgated version.

Reviewers have just received samplings of Columbia’s Master-
works Literary Series, as edited by Goddard Lieberson, with W.
Somerset Maugham reading two of his stories, “Gigolo and Gigo-
lei to” and “The Three Fat Women of Antibes"; William Saroyan
reading “Rock Wagram" 'excerpts) coupled with his Jim Dandy";
and John Steinbeck reading his “Johnny Bear” and “The Snake.”
Surprisingly, these are authors who articulate in front of a mike
almost as well as before a typewriter, In all. 12 outstanding con-
t ernporai y writers comprise the new Col audible anthology with
hour-long leadings also including works by Aldous Huxley, Edna
Ferber. Katherine Anne Porter, Truman Capote, John Collier, the
Sitwells i Dr. Kdith, Sir Oshert and Saclieverell * and Christopher
Isherwood. This is a $100 package deal, including a hand-hound
illustrated book with preface by Goddard Lieberson and an intro-
duction In Irwin Ldman.

Ethel Merman and Mary Martin’s reprise of the Ford aOtli An-
niversary-on Dcrea: tin* $J.> Glenn Miller “limited" edition on RCA
Victor; and Gordon Jenkins' just -released * 7 Dreams,” also on
Doc( a. are in the same idiom of this new showmanship on wax.
Bill Lee heads the \ocal interpretative team which includes l.aurie
Carroll. Jeanette Nolan, John Mrlntirc. Beverly Malir, and the Ralph
Brewster Singers. Jenkins will perforce suffer rompari on with
lus ' Manhattan Tower.” His newest is a sequence of dreams

—

fiist happy, followed by motion, somber, satirical < cork: ail party”',
bizarre Clhe pink houseboat”), nightmare, and the final dream
of love. It is a familiar cavalcade, but so is the pattern of life
familiar.

Ilis libretto is sometimes startling in its aphorisms, vtifii as his
definition of a cocktail party—“soeietvs alcoholic refuge for the
insecure." No. f> “dream^ wtih its “living on a houseboat ain’t
like living in sin.” is a good rhythm sequence; Beverly Mahr is
dominant in the No 2 “dream of motion,” with its fetching blues
theme; the Bill Lee- Laurie Carroll “come with me” finale duet has
the makings of a good pop song strain, and will probably so emerge.
An imaginative jacket— in fact, in all these '‘showmanship on wax”
productions the liners, special text, artistic jackets, and generally
savvy merchandising presentations—add to the sum total. One
doesn’t need a psychoanalyst to interpret Jenkins’ “7 Dreams."

Abel.

CAPITOL ARTIST t
1. THE KANGAROO Paul Ford

DON’CHA HEAR THEM BELLS
2. VAYA CON DIOS Les Paul-Mary Ford X

JOHNNY
3. ST. GEORGE AND THE DRAGONET Stan Freberg* f

LITTLE BLUE RIDING HOOD X
4. LOVER COME BACK TO ME Nat (King) Cole

THAT’S ALL J
5. OH Pee Wee Hunt

SAN

COLUMBIA :
1. RAGS TO RICHES Tony Bennett-Percv Faith

HERE COMES THAT HEARTACHE AGAIN J
2. I SHOULD HAVE TOLD YOU LONG AGO Four Lads X

ISTANBUL t
3. IN THE MISSION OF ST. AUGUSTINE Sammy Kave J

NO STONE UNTURNED
4. I SEE THE MOON The Mariners I

I JUST WANT YOU X
5. I WANT A HIPPOPOTAMUS FOR XMAS Gayla Peevey

ARE MY EARS ON STRAIGHT J
CORAL X
1. RICOCHET Teresa Brewer x

TOO YOUNG TO TANGO X
2. HEART OF MY HEART Cornell. Dale, Desmond t

I THINK I’LL FALL IN LOVE TODAY t
3. BABY. BABY. BABY Teresa Brewer

I GUESS IT WAS YOU ALL THE TIME J
4. I’M YEARNING Don Cornell I

YOU’RE ON TRIAL *
5. WOMAN Johnny Desmond I

BY THE RIVER SIDE X

DECCA
1. TYPEWRITER Leroy Anderson +

THE GIRL IN SATIN t
2. LAUGHING ON THE OUTSIDE Four Aces I

I’VE BEEN WAITING A LIFETIME f
3. WHO PUT DEVIL IN EVELYN S EYES Mills Bros, t

BEWARE I
4. CRYING IN THE CHAPEI Rex Allen 4-

I THANK THE LORD
5. NIGHT HOLDS NO FEAR Peggy Lee X

APPLES. PEACHES & CHERRIES

LONDON
1. EBB TIDE Frank Chacksfield X

WALTZING BUGLE BOY f
2. GUESSING

. . Dickie Valentine
I SEE YOU AGAIN EVERY NIGHT X

3. JAMAICAN RUMBA Mantovani I
SWEDISH RHAPSODY I

4. TILL THEY’VE ALL GONE HOME Joan Regan X
I’LL ALWAYS BE THINKING OF YOU I

5. GOLDEN VIOLINS Frank Chacksfield X
A GIRL CALLED LINDA

MERCURY t
1. STORY OF THE THREE. LO*. F.S J. Murad-R. Dayman X

SWEET LEILANI 4
2. MILWAUKEE POLKA Patti Page I

MY WORLD IS YOURS
3. HOME LOVIN’ MAN Georgia Gibbs X

BRIDGE OF SIGHS X
4. EBB TIDE Vic Damone J

IF I C OULD MAKE YOU SING X
5. GAMBLER’S GUITAR Rustv Draper

FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION 1
M-G-M J
I* LOVE, MV LOVE ..Joni James T

YOU’RE FOOLING SOMEONE X
2. DANSKKO Ginnv Gibson X

NO MORE TEARS 4
3. MOGAMBO ... Art Mooncv X

Rustv Draper

I

a a. niim.i.mtu
OFF SHORE*

I * ST. LOUIS BLUES— PART I

ST. LOUIS BLUES—PART II

Billy Eekstine

**’ MI-LO Leslie Caron-Mel Ferrer
Lll l AND THE PUPPETS

RC \ VICTOR
I. V OI . V oi , V OI ....Ames Bros.

ONCE UPON A TUNE
**• PA-PAYA MAMA

.

. Perry Como
YOU ALONE

3. DON’T FORGET TO WRITE June Valli
MYSTERY STREET

4. MANY TIMES .Eddie Fisher
JUST TO BE WITH YOU
* J'F VELVET GLOVE Winterhalter-Rene
FJiAINK

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
HERM ECHOENFELP



Under the initial impetus of the

recently launched Bell Records In

Pocket Books, the growth of the

low-priced disk field is shaping up
ns the most important develop-
ment in the music biz this year
It's understood that all the major
companies are now considering a

move into the low-priced field,

with RCA Victor due to lead the

way before the end of this year.

Manic Saeks, RCA veepee over

the Victor disk operation, reiu ed
'it comment on the report hut the

fact that Victor will market a 35c

disk within the next couple of

months is a virtual certainty.

Such a move was discussed briefly

at last week’s powwows with Vic-

tor’s field personnel and it loom-

ed large in the meeting of the

company’s top echelons in Atlan-

tic City for the past couple of days.

The RCA 35c pop disks, it’s un-

derstood. will be marketed under
the Camden label. Latter division

is selling direct to the syndicate

and department stores and has

already begun distribution of some
longhair and jazz wdrks in the low-

priced longplay field. While the

longhair works are reissues of old

Victor masters, the Camden pops

will, of course, comprise new ma-
terial with a new roster of artists.

Victor’s move follows the ad-

vent of Bell Records by two
months. Bell Records, under Ar-

thur Shimkin's aegis, was launched

i Continued on page 63)

The American Society of Com-4
powers. Authors & Publishers and

the major video webs are up a

dead end in their negotiations for

a new performance licensing pact.

Current five-year deal runs out at

the end of this year, and present

indications point to little likelihood

of a new agreement before the ex-

piration date.

ASCAP is asking for a continua-

tion of the present blanket TV li-

censing rate under which they are

now earning some $4,000,000 an-

nually. The video rate is lO^c over

the radio schedule, which gives

ASCAP 2'Vo of the network bill-

ings and 214% of the local gross.

The video webs, meantime, are

a-king for a sharp reduction in the
'

The networks con-

Peace (?)
Virginia Davis, balladeer-

daughter of bandleader Meyer
Davis, sailed on the S.S.
United States last week, fol-

lowing a concert tour in Eu-
rope and the Middle East. Miss
Davis had the distinction of
singing “peace" songs on both
sides of the Israeli-Jordan bor-
der, broadcasting concerts on
successive nights from respec-
tive stations.

Prior to these radio con-
certs, Miss Davis did a show
on Radio Egypt.

Washington, Oct. 27.

With more than a score of wit-

nesses from Congress, the jukebox
opt. manufacturers of coin mar
chines, taproom operators and the
record companies carrying the ball,

a Senate Judiciary Subcommittee
was asked yesterday 'Mon.) to

ditch S. 1,106. the McCarrn Bill,

which would make the jukes pay
royalties on music they use.

For more than four hours, the
one-man subcommittee—Sen. Alex-
ander Wiley < H.. Wise.) heard the
following arguments propounded
in several ways:

• 1 ) Jukeboxes pay their way
via the 2o per side royalty and
also by popularizing songs, thus
helping to sell more records for
i Ik* benefit of the composers.

<2> The Bill, as drawn, would
subject both the jukebox ops and
the locations to harassment by
ASCAP and other performing
rights groups and would also lay
them open to royalty suits from
individual composers not repre-
sented by performing rights or-
ganizations.

• 3 1 If there must be an In-

crease, don’t institute new legis-

lation; merely increase the statu-

tory 2c per side royalty provided
under the 1909 law to 3c or 4c per
vide.

• 4) The composers are well
enough paid now and couldn’t
make a nickel except for the as-

sist anee of those who merchandize
the music.

'5) Jukebox operators are small
businessmen averaging only a lit-

tle over $3,000 a year apiece. Roy-
alties would put many of them out

|

of business and so decrease the

|

revenue of composers. On the

i

other hand, the American public

]

pours almost $1,000,000,000 a
> car into jukeboxes.

' 6) It is not true, despite
ASCAP claims, that there were
no coin machines with volume

;

horns hack in 1909 w hen Congress
passed the last copyright law and

j

specifically exempted coin playing
'Continued on page 42)

Vive Le Bing
Deeea Records is adding to

Bing Crosln's international

character by packaging an al-

bum of his French songs un-
der the title of "l.e Bing.”
Crosby cut most of the tunes
during his stay in France for

the Paramount film, ’Little

Boy Lost."

Crosby also has Deeea sets

of Hawaiian, Latin and Irish

songs.

ASCAP rate

tend that the original ASCAP TV
pact in 1948 was drawn up before

the industry’s full potential was
realized, and that ASCAP’s bite is

now out of line.

There have been a couple of

meetings between ASCAP and the

TV webs in the last couple of

months, but no progress was made.
At the present time, no future

meeting is on the agenda. The pos-

sibility, however, of a duplication

Of the 1940 situation, when ASCAP
music was blacked out on radio,

does not exist. Under the ASCAP
consent decree, if a licensee can-

not come to an agreement with the
Society, the matter can be taken
before the N. Y. Federal Court for

arbitration.

That is where ASCAP’s hassle
with the indie TV stations over
per-program licensing rates is

heading for. At the present time,
the TV outlets are planning to ex-
amine ASCAP execs before trial is

held. These examinations were de-
layed by ASCAP’s motion to amend
the consent decree, but the Society
withdrew that motion a couple of
weeks ago to expedite settlement
of the per-program rate issue.

Originally, 54 TV outlets were
involved in the per-program dis-

pute. but now there are 79. In ad-
dition, other stations are now'
planning to join the suit.

The TV indies are also planning
to meet with ASCAP shortly on
the matter of blanket rates begin-
ning in 1954.

With negotiations for a new
American Federation of Musicians
pact set to open within the next

week ok two. the major diskers are

due to get an early answer to their

longstanding query: “Will Petrillo

let sleeping dogs lie or will he be
tough?" James C. Petrillo. AFM
prexv. okayed the industry’s re-

quest to start pact talks, hut to

date has not tipped his mitt over
what he will demand.

The biggest question mark for

the diskers is Petrillo’s attitude to-

wards the Music Performance
Trust Fund, which was set up five

years ago and has since collected

some $7,000,000 from the diskers

to provide jobs for unemployed
musicians. It’s understood that the

diskers are willing to Ut the Fund
ride along the same organizational

and financial lines as in the past,

hut they will resist any attempt to

increase the Fund’s bite on each

disk. At present, the Fund collect*

]'

r

on each disk sold and that

totals some $2 000.000 per year at

current sales levels.

Although the diskers are in the

dark over what Petrillo will ask.

there are no signs of any unusual

activity to roll up a big backlog of

disks in the event of a strike, such

ns in 1947. If. however, the pact

talks drag out for a couple of

weeks, then the rush to cut more
disks is expected to begin se-

riously.

The major disk companies,
through the Record Industry Assn,
of America, are currently pressing
to wean the nation's disk jockeys
away from the old style 78 rpm
disks to seven-inch platters. Move
is designed to save packaging and
mailing costs in servicing the dee-
jays and cut the present annual
bill of $250,000. It’s figured that
a small, unbreakable platter would
slice the servicing charges in half.

RCA Victor is spearheading a
move to convert the deejays to the
45 rpm speed The diskery has
implemented this move by an offer

to cut its prices drastically on
studio turntable equipment de-
signed to play the 45s. Some 400
stations have already converted to

45s and it’s felt that if another 300
or 400 stations do likewise, all dee-
jays would fall in line quickly.

Deejays. however, have been re-

sisting the switch to 45s since it

would obsolete their vast libraries

of 78s. To counteract this objec-

tion. Victor has proposed a plan

under which all the diskers would
make a basic repertory of pops
available to the stations at cost.

The RIAA is currently studying
the question and will report on
the jockeys’ reactions at the next
meeting.

Jimmy Hilliard, ex-Decca artists

& repertoire chief who has been
slated for the new RCA Victor

“Label X" slot for the last four

months, was finally confirmed in

that position last week by Manie
Sacks, RCA veepee and general

manager of the Victor disk divi-

sion. Hilliard starts his new duties

Nov. 2 and it’s expected that the

first release of the new label will

be early next year.

The new label has been project-

ed as a quasi-independent opera-

tion, under which RCA will market
disks through indie distrihs having
no connection with Victor’s regular

distrihs.

Victor’s setting up of a new label

with indie distrihs is similar to

Decca’s move several years ago in

organizing the Coral subsid and Co-

lumbia Records’ reactivation of the

Okeh label two years ago and.

more recently, the setting up of

the Epic line.

Griffin ‘Individually’

(NOT for RIAA, It Sez

Here) Pro-Jukebox Ops

Local 802, Met Opera

In Hassle Over Method

Of Paying Orch Hike Washington, Oct. 27.
John W. Griffin, exec secretary

of the Record Industry Assn, of
America, moved in on the side of
Hie jukebox industry in its fight
against proposed changes in the
Copyright Act. In a statement to
the Senate Judiciary Committee
this week Griffin pointed out that
it's to he expected that the juke
ops will resist additional payment
for the use of the disk, and will
turn to music without copyright
protection or to tunes by writers
who decide to waive the right to
colled a performance fee.

Griffin also was of the opinion
that the record industry opposed
the McCaiTan hill because it would
create, from a realistic business
viewpoint, an effect exactly oppo-
site of that which its proponents
intend. Griffin explained that if

the ops arc forced to pay a per-

formance Ice, then overall disk

sales would be greatly reduced and
the overall earnings of the com-
posers also will he reduced rather
than increased. He credits the

jukes, which buy up about 25 r of

all pop records, as one of the im-
portant sparks that lead to the

purchase of the remaining 75'; by
individual users.

Griffin informed the Judiciary

DECCA’S MAJOR PITCH

FOR JENKINS’ ‘DREAMS’

A hassle with N. Y. Local 802.
American Federation of Musicians,
n\cr procedure of paying wages
for an additional non-working
week, may block the opening of re-
hearsals next Monday <2) for the
new Metropolitan Opera season.
After repeated attempts to reach
an agreement collapsed, the union
local notified Rudolf Bing. Metop-
es general manager, that the
oich’s personnel will be free to ac-
re pt other engagements unless a
port is sealed before next week.

Dispute, which involves no extra
money, revolves around the meth-
od, of paying the orch a wage in-

crease which would compensate
tor the reduction of the Metopera
season from 23 to 22 weeks. Bing
insists upon paying the musicians

least year's scale of $153. plus
*n extra week at the beginning or
end of the season. The union
rants to spread the additional
reek's wages over the season,
bringing the weekly pavchecks up
to $160.

I he union is holding out for its

payoff plan in order to establish
a new wage scale from which fu-
ture bargaining can proceed. A1
' anuti. Local 802 prez. said that

accept 'Bing’s method) would
' ,f' tantamount to conniving with
management in featherbedding."
He was referring to Bing’s alleged
T oposal that the orch be paid a
tn!l week's wages for a single re-
luarval.

Although restricting air plugs for

Gordon Jenkins’ new opus. “Seven
Dreams,’’ Decca Records is plan-
ning a major advertising and pro-
motion campaign in behalf of the
new album. Air plays on the set

will be restricted by Decca in the
same way that Jenkins’ original big

work, “Manhattan Tower." was.
Each branch and distrib. how-

ever, has been authorized to allow
one radio station to play it once,
if they will give it a proper show-
casing in a good time spot with fre-

quent spots announcing the time
of the broadcast. The disk will

have to be played in its 51-minute
entirety. Decca. meantime, has is-

sued a single based on the album's
theme, which can get unlimited
spins.

Bell Name Use Okay
Bell Records, the recently-

launched 35c disk line distributed

bv Pocket Books, made an out-of-

court settlement with Benny Bell

over the use of his label’s name
for the new company.
Benny Bell formerly operated a

diskery specializing in Yiddish plat-

ters.

Georgie Jessel

humorously dliceur*** on

The Music Biz

Col’s Godfrey Xmas Album

Sets Hot Bestseller Pace
"Christmas Time With Arthur

Godfrey,” Columbia Records new
album package, is shaping up a'

one of tiie company’s alltime bet-
scllers. Set l.as sold 75.000 copies
on initial orders. topping the early
pace of Col’s original cast album
of “South Pacific.”

Unusual switch on the album is

that Godfrey is basing one of the

CBS-TV shows on the wax forn.at

Set was conceived and produced
by George Avakian, Col’s direct or

oi pop albums.

on* of Mi# many Int# #»ting

editorial foaforo* In tlia

forthcoming

4Stlt Annivprnary yumhrr

Richard llayman. Mercury Rcc-
pop artists A rc pertoire chief

the east, v.ill conduct a pops
uccit in Manchester. N. IT. Nov. 8.

<
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Scoreboard

\
Sheet music sales structure will

j

Ret its first major switch in several
. . .. 1_ l m.% « mm i_years next week when K. H. Morris
Music hikes its tab on pop copies
from 40c to 50c. In addition to the
cost boost Morris is propping a new

!
plan to stimulate sales by taking
over the cost of parcel post mail-
ings.

,

Latter plan is an attempt to re-

gain dealers who ordered “ones
and twos" (short orders). In re-

cent years pubs have been losing
the small order dealers because of
mailing costs. Dealers found tiiat

their margin of profit on an order
of one or two copies was greatly
reduced when they also had to foot
the mailing fee. Tradesters are
viewing the move as helping to
build a closer relationship between
pub and dealer as well as mini-
mizing the importance of the sheet
jobbers. However, none of the job-
bers who’ve been briefed on Mor-
ris' cutTo mailing plan has voiced
any objections.

Firm’s sheet price to jobbers will
be 25c per copy, while dealers will
be charged 35c per copy. The new
rate structure goes into effect
Nov. 1.

Prices will include all of Morris'
pop catalog items, which is in di-
rect contrast to the graduated price
scale used by many of the other
major pubberies. Typical graduated
scale, currently in use, is 40c for
pop copies; 50c for pic tune copies
and 60c for standards. It’s not a
standardized pattern, though, since
pubs usually pull a tune out of the
standard category and slot it at the
reduced pop rate when a disk sends
the tune off on a revival kick. As
soon as the disk's popularity wanes,
however, the pub reslots the tune
as a standard and again peddles It

for 60c.

Pubbery’s cuffo postage plan
covers all daily orders on the entire
catalog regardless of the size of
the billing. It’s limited to parcel
post and excludes freight, “special
instruction orders,’’ stock orders

Chicago, Oct 27.
Babe Didrickson Zuharias and

Betty Dodd, champion golfers
were pacted by Art Talnudgc for
Mercury Records and are etching
four hillbilly sides for the label on
Thursday (29V. Miss Dodd sings
and Miss Didrickson plays the har-
monica.
Waxing will be highly publicized,

as several national magazines have
asked to attend the session.

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Mi

as Published in the Current Issue

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
rpith Variety. The position* resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-
veloped from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent I disks, coin machines ),
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music i.

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week ARTIST AND LABEL

1 ,1 LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Capitol)

2 2 AMES BROS. (Victor)

3 5 FRANK CHACKSFIELD (London)

4 3 STAN FREBERG (Capitol)

5 8 JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence)

6 7 PEE WEE HUNT (Capitol)

7 9 TONY BENNETT (Columbia)

TUNE
\ Vaya Con Dios
/The Kangaroo

You, You, You

Ebb Tide

(St. George and Dragonet
/Little Blue Hiding Hood

Eh Cumpari

Oh!

Rags To Riches

Many Times
- With These Hands
I’m Walking Behind You

(Ricochet

/
Baby, Baby, Baby

No Other Love
You Alone
Pa-Pava Mama

the greatest concentration of pho-
nograph advertising ever attempt-
ed in a single city over a four-
week period ending this month.
Advertising promotion for the pho
no machine was engineered by the
Record Industry Assn, of America,
disk trade association, which want-
ed to test the impart of such a
campaign on the retail level.
Over 40.000 lines of advertising

will have been placed in the two
Baltimore dailies by all the major
phono manufacturers during the
drive. Unfortunately, the cam-

8 6 EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
drive. Unfortunately,
paign was timed wtih a sharp drop
in all consumer fields, so that it’s
now felt that there will be no im-
mediate results in the way of big
sales in t he Baltimore area. All of
thfc retailers in this city are fully
stocked on machines for any pos-
sible wave of buying that may de-
velop.

HIAA execs planned the cam-
paign on the theory that the disk
industry needed more circulation
of machines to sell more records.
This is the first attempt to make
the public phono conscious, and
it's likely that the test will he
made in other cities as well. Henry
Onorati, former RCA Victor pro-
motion manager, set up the Balti-

TERESA BREWER (Coral)

10 4 PERRY COMO (Victor)

TUNES
™f
m

i°,rt

S CASCAP. fBMI)

Week Week TUNE
1 1 -VAYA CON DIOS
2 2 fYOU, YOU, YOU
3 4 -OH!
4 5 -EBBTIDE
5 3 jCRYING IN THE CHAPEL
6 9 }EH CUMPARI
7 7 -DRAGNET
8 . . -RAGS TO RICHES
9 — . 6 -ST. GEORGE AND DRAGONET

10 8 -NO OTHER LOVE

Owens, Royal Hawaiians

Out $20,000 as Result

Of Frisco Show Fiasco
Hollywood, Oct. 27.

Harry Owens and his Royal Ha-
waiian* are holding the sack for
$20,000 as result of fiasco at the
Home Show, Frisco. He, band and
dancers played a nine day engage-
ment. but nothing was in the till at
payolf time. Ernie Hecksher with
local pickup band is also on the
hook for $2,340. Creditors all over
town are presenting claims now
before the labor commissioner.
Joseph Schulte, who promoted

the event in which Art Linkletter
is said to be an officer of the cor-
poration, but not an active partici-
pant, is now going through bank-
ruptcy. Show is said to have drawn
50.000 payee* for $35,000 take but
"poor management'’ is said to he
responsible for the unpaid bills.
Owens appealed to James C. Po-
trillo In an effort to force pay-
ment by Linkletter, but it’s under-
stood no “moral obligation" was
incurred by the radio video emcee.
Owens is out of pocket several

hundred dollars as he footed travel
and hotel expenses for his troupe.
One of the creditors is the Pinker-
ton agency which is dunning
Schulte for a $9,000 check that
bounced.

PUBLISHER
*

Ardmore
Mellin

Feist

Robbins

Valley

. . . .Crescent

. . . . .

.

Alamo
. . . .Saunders

Alamo
. .Williamson

Shubert Subsid Files 19G

Judgment Vs. Schirmer

On ‘Maytime’ TunesAt T, 1 . • ...Apnl Productions, a wholly-
owned Shubert Theatre Corp. sub-
sid. filed a Judgment in the New
Vork County Clerk’s office last
week against CJ. Schirmer. Inc.,

music firm, for $19,511. Judgment
stems from a 1947 suit tried before
Supreme Court Justice Louis A
Valente in the spring of this year,
with a decision in favor of April.
A stipulation was entered by

both parties earlier this month,
agreeing that the amount of royal-
ties due April from Aug 31, '45,

to Aug. 31, ’53 was $15,588 with an
additional $3,923 in interest and
costs.

Under a 1917 contract Schi'rmcr
was given exclusive rights to pub-
lish the tunes from the musical
"Maytime." April received the
rights to the Jegituner from the
Shuberts Schirmer had made pay-
ments from 1917 to ’45, when they
notified April that they would pay
no more royalties

The score was composed by Sig-

mund Romberg and 'Rida Johnson
Young. April received renewal
rights from the Romberg ahd
Young estates.

Survey of retail sheet music
sales based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week.
* ASCAP t BMI

National
Rating

This Last
*k. wk. Title and Publisher Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey are

mulling forming their own indie
diskery in partnership with Jack
Corner, prez of Valley Records. No
lag or artists’ roster has yet been
et for the label. The Dorseys,
however, are expected to kick off
the operation with their own orch
"waxing*. The brothers teamed up
again earlier this year. 'Ibis will

he their first disk operation.
'll

)

is winding up his pact with
Docca Records while Jimmy exited
the Columbia label late last year.
Corner headquarters in Knoxville,
Tenn.

1 *Vaya Con Dios (Ardmore)

+You, You, You (Mellin)

tCrying in the Chapel (Valley)

Patti Page's three-year old wax-
ing of "Tennessee Walt/." is Cili

alivei Thrush's most recent, state-

ment from Mercury Records
tabbed disk sales for the last six

months at 65,000.

Platter, one of the alltimc best-

sellers. is now nearing the 3 000 -

000 sales mark.

Ebb Tide (Robbins)

*No Other Love (Williamson)

"'Dragnet (Alamo)

Mission of St. Augustine ( Republic) 5 9

I See the Moon (Plymouth)

I'm Walking Behind You (Leeds)

13 +Eh Cumpari (Crescent)
George R. Marek, RCA Victor.

artists A repertoire director, re- Publisher Bobby Mellin returned
turned to New York this week to New York last weekend after a

after a series of dealer meetings in four-week o o. of the European
Los Angeles and San Francisco. ,

music scene.

With These Hands (Bloom)
Rag* to Riches (Saunders)

I Believe (Cromwell)
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litzer, said his entire industry was
opposed to the bill adding, “Our
industry is based upon music and
we acknowledge our debt to the

artists and composers who origi-

nate or arrange it, but the artists

and composers owe something to

our industry and also to the rec-

ord industry. We, too, have in-

ventors and engineers of creative

genius, without whose initiative

and energies 'and without the in-

vestment and risk of our capital*

the artists and composers would
never receive the substantial

royalties which they now receive

for the sale of recordings. The
collateral benefits which result

from their popularization by the

jukebox are significant."

John Schulman, rebutting for

the composers, declared that Wur-
litzer, . whose president appeared
in opposition to the bill, had
trebled the price of its jukeboxes
between 1941 and 1951.

“If they feel so sorry for the

poor operators,” he demanded,
“why don’t they cut their prices?

Why do the^l only want to take
it from tlfd composers? Why should
anybody be entitled to take a man’s
song and make money from it with-
out paying the owner. That’s
what this is all about, a situation

where a man’s property is used
to make money, without so much
as ‘as you please’.

“If the operators are not mak-
ing so much profit, it is because
the machines are up in price, the
records are up, and taxes are
higher. Should that all be taken
out of the writer?”

Arthur Fisher, the Register of
Copyrights, declared he had made
a long study of the problem and
had conferred with bar associa-
tions and copyright associations,

“They were in substantially
unanimous agreement,” he said,

“that the jukebox exception is an
anomaly and should be corrected.
It is an anomaly to our law' and
the laws of the civilized world.

“The song is the property of the
composer. The problem is to find
a sound economic solution. We
will never find a real solution by
the analysis of the costs of dis-
tribution and the manufacture of
the machine. The commodity be-
ing sold is a song. The rest is

distributive mechanics."

^5555 Continued from pace 39 sJ
devices. There were thousands
of such machines, comparable to

today’s jukeboxes, in existence

then.
Debt of Gratitude

( 7 » The songwriters owe a debt
of gratitude for bringing back the

record business after radio killed

it off in ttie early 1930s.

Yesterday’s “Day in Court.” for

the juke spokesmen paralleled the
one held July 15 last when advo-
cates of the proposed legislation

testified before the Senate Sub-
committee. However, two propo-
nents also got a chance at rebuttal

> estcrday. John Schulman, at-

torney for the Songwriters Pro-
tective Assn., and Arthur Fisher,

U. S. Register of Copyrights, both
spoke for the bill. In addition,
Herman Finkelstein, ASCAP coun-

sel, and Max K. Lerner, attorney
tor SF.SAC, were both on hand

j

as observers.

Acting as leadoff man and a sort

,

of emcee for the opponents of
S 1106 yesterday was Hammond
Chaffetz, attorney for the "Big

|

Four’’ manufacturers of coin-op-

|

crating phonographs — Wurlitzer,

|

Seeburg, Rock-Ola and Ami.

j

Chaffetz described ASCAP as a

I

monster monopoly which—would
strangle the small juke operators,
who would be helpless before it

under the provisions of the bill.

He said he was “thoroughly satis-

fied the operators would die like
flies if this bill became law.”

Industry Destroyed?
Rep. George P. Miller ( D. t Cal.l,

who charged the bill would “de-
stroy an industry,” commented
sarcastically* “I’ve always thought
that people with music in their
souls got it out without regard to
the aspect of money. I’m not sure
but what the jukeboxes do more
to make these geniuses than any
other facet of the industry.”

Rep. William E. Miller (R„ N. Y.>,
whose district includes the Wur-
litzer plant at North Towanda, de-
clared he sat through hearings on
the Bryson Bill in the House,
similar to S. 1106, adding:

Columbia Records, which has
been trimming its band roster dur-
ing the past two years, reversed it>

field last week with the patting of
the Les Elgart Orch. Recent suc-
cess of orchs on shellac on rival
labels cued Col’s move to add Fl-
gart to its band stable, which now
includes only Sammy Kaye. Art
Lowery and Harry James. In re-
cent years, label has several ties
with such orchs as Woody Herman
Duke Ellington. Les Brown. Dick
Jurgens. Gene Krupa. Frankie
Carle, Count Basie and most re-
cently Benny Goodman.

Elgart will make his Col bow on
a 12-inch longplay album tagged
“Sophisticated Swing.” In an ef-
fort to hypo deejay interest, disk-
ery has culled two tunes from the
package for a special 78 rpm plat-
ter. Col brass will watch deejay
reaction to orch’s Initial sides be-
fore deciding to release Elgart’s
etchings on a regular pop release
schedule.

For the past few' years Elgart
has specialized in college dance
dates. Just prior to his Col part-
ing, he reorganized his band and
had a new book written, mostly
arranged by Charles Albertine.
Pubbery topper Bill Simon Is man-
aging the orch.

makes it more of a hit and more
profitable for the composer. That
is an equity of considerable im-

portance." Wiley also declared
that the “economic circumstances’’
as well as the legal rights of the

composer would be considered by
his committee. Since Wiley will

write the report which goes to the

full Senate Judiciary Committee,
his views will doubtless have con-
siderable influence on the thinking
of the other Senators.

3. As a veteran Senate attache

pointed out, there isn’t a Congres-
sional district in the United States

without jukeboxes, jukebox oper-
ators, taverns and other locations

where the machines bring in the

nickels and dimes. And, of course,
the various persons involved are
generally registered voters. On the
other hand, there is a relatively

small group of songwriters and
they are concentrated in a few
places. As a practical matter, this

man pointed out, “it’s not difficult

to figure out where the sympathies
of members of Congress will lie,

all other things being equal. And
it will take an unusually good case

to swing Congress to the side of
the composers in this or any other
session.”

Washington, Oct 27.
j

Insiders here see little chance of I

the present Congress passing the

McCarran Bill or any other meas-

ure designed to place the juke-

boxes under the copyright laws

and therefore subject to payment

of royalties on records played in

the machines Reasons given:

1 Any legislation would have to

pass hot h Houses next year. The
Republicans have a mountain of

bills and administration proposals

—tax reform. Federal aid to high-

ways, farm measures, etc.— piled

up for art ion. Since 1954 is a Con-
gressional election year, both

Democrats and Republicans will

be champing' at the bit to get away
from Washington and commence
campaigning. Therefore, it is felt

that the House and Senate will

push through what has to be passed

and will sidestep anything else

which might delay the adjourn-
ment of Congress so that it can
get down to the serious business

Jerry Jericho, western singer
heard in Houston on KNUZ, Mon-
day through Friday, has signed a

recording contract with Starday
Records. First release is expected
to be out within a month.

THIS TOO
SHALL PASS
AWAY

by Er,;.i Drake, Irvin Crokom and Jimmy Skirl

on COLUMBIA RECORDS

h DARTMOUTH MUSIC, INC. 4

Billboard Voriot

(Iris-Trojan)

LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Capitol)

FAREWELL-SO LONG-GOODBYE
(Eastwick)

Rill HALEY (Essex)

Sleeper of

the Week
Columbia Records has latched

onto the soundtrack album rights
of David O. Selznick’s upcoming
pic. “Indiscretion of an American
Wife.” Dlskery is preppTng a De-
cember release of a 10-inch long-
play album of the film’s nine sepa-
rate themes which were composed
by Alessandro Cicogninl and ba-
toned by Franco Ferrara, conduc-
tor of the Rome Symphony Orch.

Score is being published in the
U. S. by Cromwell Music, a Howie
Richmond subsid. Filin stars Jen-
nifer Jones and Montgomery Clift.

“FREDDIE
THE LITTLE
FIR TREE”

GOODBYE MY LOVE (i„,b«.k)

BOB DINI (Darby)

Sleeper of

the Weak70 (Goad)

80

(Excellent)
Gtnt Autry

Columbia #40092-# 172

AMERICAN MUSIC. INC.

flOV SwiMt Blvd. Hollywood

GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)

r\nun run aunt <bmu

VAUGHN MONROE (Victor) Top Rtviow

of California, national president
and business manager of the Mu-
sir Operators of America, charged
•hat the bill would give control of
the jukebox business to a handful
of performing rights societies. He
continued:

Sidney II. T.evine, of New York,
counsel for the Music Operators
of America and for the Automatic
Music ()perators Assn, of New'
York City, was the principal wit-
ness for the juke ops. He de-
scribed the McCarran Bill as
vague and unworkable” and

liable to lay a great hardship on
fhe music operators. He said the
portion which exempts the man
who operates one machine in his
own place as business was “un-
real” because there is virtually
none of thK
“ASC.MV* be continued, “has

been discussing an average fee
o! $20 per machine. Then I sup-
, !°.

S
V

u
,

e(
l

have to pay BMI $10,
SbSAC $5, and we’d be in a bad
way. In addition, some song-
writers aren’t affiliated with any
of these. They’d have to be paid,
too.

Expensive Litigation
‘T would like to see Congress

reject this hill so strongly that
ASCAP would never again put us
to the expense of coming here.”
Levine said his position was that
nobody could deal with ASCAP
and that anybody who tried to,
would find himself engaged in ex-
pensive litigation. He warned that
the small record companies and
composers would suffer if the bill
were passed.

R. C. Rolfing, president of Wur-

I1L IXMMiHnUU (Iris-Trojon)

IES PAUl-MARY FORD (Capitol)

VC II Ur (Ea.twick)

BILL HALEY (Fssex)

Sleeper of

the Week

Pacific,

Near

Lot

Angela#

IdIKLUU (Colonial)

FAY DEWITT (Mood)

Sale to be held 3:00 P. M.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31st
On the Premises, 600 SURF AVE., Balboa, Calif

SPECIFICATIONS!

t Sandwich and Brink Standi,
Completely Equipped

Mat Check Standi ta
Hindi* 8500

PARKIN6? 1000 Car Capacity—
Municipal lat

OPERATION: Fiscal Vtar Rtetrdr
RiHact $111,000 Brat* Income

MORTBABEt $94,000.00
TERMS OF SALE: 19% BepoalL

•alanci la Etcrnw ta
Existing Martian

ART MOONEY (MGM) 9 (Very Good)

THE N.GHT HOLDS NO FEAR
PEGGY LEE (Decco)

MARGARET WHITING (Capitol)

B • (Excellent)

B (Very Good)
New Record

to Watch

UNO; 100'x220*
IMPROVEMENTS; Brick A StuCC#

M.ooi Sq. Ft. Danclnf Arta
•500 Oancina Capacity .

Flaatlnt Mapla Oanca Floor
Pull Man. Floar with Offictt

.
and Control Booth

laaalia Baal

FACILITIES; 9 Bax Officai
30 Plaaa Band Stage with

Brand Plana
Spaclaaa Oratt Ini Raaait
Wostent-Clectrie 75-W fatal
System

Unusual opportunity
for Amusement Op-
erators, Investors.
Speculators! Out-
standing property Is

Ideally suited for
year-round operation
at dance pavilion,
•katlng rink, oporto
arena, amusement
canter, recreation
hall. Illustrated
brochure an request.

THAT’S ALL (Meridian)

NAT COLE (Capitol)

TOMMY EDWARDS (MGM)

• e ' Disk of

th, w„k
Very Good B ! (Excellent)

WOULD IT BE WRONG ?

(BMI Canodo limited)

GUY LOMBARDO (Dacca) B (Very Good)

For Further Information, Phone • Write - orWire
YOU'RE THOUGHTLESS ( Acuff-Rose)

BETTY MADIGAN (MGM) B. | (Excellent) Very Good
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SALES GROW WHEN YOU GO "45

HUGO WINTERHALTER
orchestra

and chorus

20/47-5496
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Everyone Will Love

The Typewriter
A »|CO«0

Hollywood. Oct. 2
First dates for the Bill

v

Orch under the baton of
Dawes will be as part of a s
and-dance package pat togothe
Coast promoter Van Toni
Dawes takes over the helm ot
crew on conclusion of the cur
stand at the Palladium here.

Tonkins has packaged a
headlined by Frankie Lame
Nov. G in Fresno. Nov. 7 in S
Barbara and Nov. 2d in Pasad
Laine gets a $10,000 guard
against a percentage for the ti

nights and will pay the hand
of his end.

The fop 30 songs of teeel; (wore in case of ties\ based on

copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.

Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Cray Peatman,

Director, Alphabetically listed.

purvey Week of October 16-'!'!, 1933

j

(Listed Alphabetically)

Am I to Blame* ................
April in Portugal
Baby. Baby. Baby;.
Choo C’hoo Train . .

Crying in tlx* Chapel ......
Don’t Take Your Love From Me
Dragnet
Ebb Tide ..

Girl in Satin . .

Hey Joe
Hi-Lili Hi-Lo— “Lili”

I Love Paris— * Can-Can”
In the Mission of St. Augustine...
Istanbul
Lonely
Love Walked In

Many Times
My Love, My Love
No Other Love—'“Me and Juliet"

Oh
P. S., I Love You
Pa-Paya Mama
Hags to Riches
Ricochet
Side by Side ......
Sweet Mama Tree Top Tall

Tennes.se Wig Walk
Vaya Con Dios
When My Dreamboat Comes Home
You, You, You
You’re the Right One

Feist

Chappell
Famous
Disney
Valley
Wit mark
Alamo
Robbins
Mills

Tannen
Robbins
Chappell
Republic
Alamo
BVC
Chappell
Broadcast
Meridian
Williamson
Feist

La Salle

Sheldon
Saunders
Sheldon
Shaniro-B
Hollis

Village
Ardmore
Rcmick
Mellin
Paramount

Maddy Wins Out; No Prison

Camp Near Music Centre
Detroit. Oct. 27.

Dr, Joseph E. Maddy, director
of the Interlochen Music Camp,
which attracts teenage musician,
from all parts of the nation for a
summer music and camping vaca-
tion. won his fight to prevent the
Michigan State Corrections Com-
mission from establishing a pro-
pos'd prison camp near the music
cent re.

Michigan Federation of Women's
Clubs and music lovers everywheie
wrote hundreds of letters to sia:<*

officials in Lansing, protesting to-

cation of the prison camp. Gov.
G. Mennon Williams. Lt. Gov. Cl i

-

enee Reid. State Auditor General
John B. Martin and even Highway
Commissioner Charles M. Ziegler
reacted immediately with state-
ments that Lie prison camp would
he abandoned.

Second Group

Allcz-vous F,n— * “Can-Can"
C’est Si Bon
Clip of Joy
Embrasse ...

From Here to Eternity— From Here to Eternity
Gambler’s Guitar .

I Just Love You
I See the Moon
I’m Walking Behind You
l’ts Easy to Remember
Julie .-...r

Laughing on the Out side

Mademoiselle De Pare- .

My Love for You— “President s Lady"
Secert Love
Siftin’ in the Sun
Song From Moulin Rouge— "Moulin Rouge” ..

That’s A more
Typewriter
You Alone
You Too, You Too

Chappell
Leeds
Southern
Disney
Barton
Frederick
Miller
Plymouth
Leeds
Famous
Miller
Broadcast
Mills

Feist
Remick
Berlin
BmadcfM
Paramount
MilK
Roncem
Marks

Spectacular!

on COLUMBIA RECORDS(More It Case of Ties*

Crying in the Chapel
Ebb Tide .

Hey Joe
Hi-Lili Ili-Lo

1 Want a Hippopoptamus lor Christmas ....
Many Times
My Love. My Love
No Other Love
Oh
Ricochet
Ynv a Con Dios
You, You, You . .

Valley
Robbins
Tannen
Robbins
Folkways
Broadcast
Meridian
Williamson
Feist

Sheldon
Joy
Bourne

Tou have a unique experience

awaiting you ... the thrill of listening to Gordon Jenkins'

new musical masterpiece, the "seven dreams." Here is a

musical fantasy that's actually a seven part show of the

highest Broadway calibre—written and produced wholly

for home enjoyment on records. Seven stories brilliantly

told in music, song and story—to make you laugh a little,

cry a little . . . enjoy every minute! Only the author of the

famous "Manhattan Tower" could have produced such

unusual entertainment.

Recorded by:

FRANKIE LAINE

On Columbia #40079

* More l>\ Case of Tics »

Belle of the Ball

Come to Me. Bend to Me
Dance the Hula in the Sea
Friendship ^

Oh by Jingo .

Rhythm Is our Business
The Red Red Robin Conies Bob Bob Bobbin’ i

Mills

Fok
Blossom
Chappell
Broadway
Joy
Bourne

M. WITMARK & SONS
488 Madison Avsnut

Now York 22, N Y.

01 901 1 (12" 33' » RPM long Play rocord) . $S.SS

ED 900 (4 Extondod Play 45 RPM Rocordt) $5.60

f lay frit* includu f»4. »*i; (J ftFRR pri<« n*t inclvd* f*4., S**t« *r l*c*l

,« Yarkor

Schweno'*
this advarti**«9

fevfow of LHoratur*

Catalog-

Mitch Miller. Columbia Records
artists & repertoire chief, beads
for the Coast this week for record-
ing sessions with the diskery’s
Hollywood artists’ roster and hud-
dles with Col’s Coa>t recording
chief. Paul Weston.
Meantime. Goddard Lieberson,

Col's exec veepee, is slated to re-

turn from abroad next week after
a month’s looksee of the talent
and repertory picture on the Con
tiuent.

The problem of date-jumping
again popped up in the music biz
last week with Decca Records’ re-
lease of Ike Carpenter Orclt’s ver-
sion of the “Sadie Thompson
Song.’’ from the Columbia Pictures
production. Mills Music, which is
publishing the number, put a Nov.
15 restriction on it. but several ra-
dio stations in the Boston area
spun the Decca disk last week.

Several other diskers. who have
also cut the tune, squawked to
Mills about Decca’s jumping.
Decca has agreed to pull back the
disk until Nov. 13.

niiov
ANDERSON

with ht grtatttf ytt

Tiffany Tabs Cherney
Chicago. Oct. 27.

Tiffany Records, new dtskerv
here whose leadofT biscuit was
Clark Dennis' “Granada.” last week
signed singer Guy Cherney to s

five-year pact. Cherney has nevei
etched a record before.

Kitty Crawford, warbler on Tif
fatty contract, is cutting two side*

• this week in her Fust session.

In a reshuffling of Capitol Rec-
ords’ branch manager setup. W il-

liam Mikels took over the St. Louis
branch replacing Bolt Carroll, who
left Cap. and Marion F.hemann was
shitted from Dallas to Oklahoma
City.

Ray Marchand. district manager
of Dallas-Okluhoma City territory,
takes on the additional chore ot
managing the Dallas branch.

ntfiV./iiYi1VI Hi]
1 0 a,;

llii w Mir r. bh
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Inside Stuff-Music
An attempt at an amicable settlement of a dismite over the tune.

‘That's the Price I Paid for You," is bein'.* made by Broadway Music

in New York and Lakeshore Music in Chicago. Tune by tint title,

cleffed bv Henry Friedman, was recently issued by Mercury Records

with Eddy Howard In 1915, Ray Walker and Charles McCarron wrote

a tune, ‘The Price I Paid for You,” which Broadway Music is pub-

lishing It's understood that Lakeshore Music is checking into a charge

that the two songs are identical, and likelihood is that a friendly agree-

ment will he made. Friedman, incidentally, is Mercury's distributor

in Chicago. •

That threatened legal action by Alamo Music, publishers of the

‘‘Dragnet” theme, against "Your Hit Parade,” for omitting the tune

from the Oct 17 NBC-TV show, is now of largely academic interest.

‘‘Dragnet” came back to the show last Saturday <24> in the No. 7 spot,

where it was slotted two weeks previously. Unusual angle in the com-
ings-and-goings of “Dragnet” on the “Hit Parade" is that when the

A vco Manufacturing Co. sponsored the Oct. 17 broadcast in the alter-

nate bankrolling setup, the tune was dropped. When the Lucky Strike cigs

sponsored the show, Oct. 10 and Oct. 24. the tune reappeared. “Dr
net” is the theme for NBC-TV drama series associated wtih Chesterfield

cigs

Fred K. Ahlert, who died suddenly of a heart attack in New Y
last week, is credited with negotiating the first pact with the video i

tions for the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers.

Original deal was madhe in 1948, when Ahlert was ASCAP prexy,
runs out this year. The Ahlert funeral services last Thursday
at Universal Chapel, N. Y., where attended by all top writers

publishers, including the full ASCAP board and a Coast contingi

headed by L. Wolfe Gilbert, who flew in specially.
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Survey ol retail disk best

sellers based on reports ob
tained from leading stores in

10 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week.
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Boston
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(Boston
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1 St.

Louis

—
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1
Minneapolis
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(Don

Leary
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National
Rating

This Last
wk. wk. Artist. Label, Title

1 PAUL-FORD (Capitol)
—

“Vaya Con Plos". . 1 8 2 4 1 1 . .. 1 3 67
• » FRANK CHACKSFIELD (London)

2 3 “Ebb Tide” 8 3 1 3 2 . . 3 2 57

AMES BROS. ( Victor)

1
3 4 “You, You, You” 3 9 1 2 3 . . 6 4 49

STAN FREBERG (Capitol*

1 4 2
'
“St. George and Dragonet” 9 7 7 4 2 • • . . 4 1 43

’
1

JULIUS LA ROSA (Cadence)

f 5 5 “Eh Cumpari” 8 2 6 3 7 2 9 10 41

PEE WEE HUNT (Capitol*

“Oh!”

THE MARINERS (Columbia*
“I See the Moon”
R. HAYMAN-.L MURAI) ( Mercury)

*

“Story of Three Loves”

TONY’BENNETT ( Col um bi a

>

“Rags to Riches” 10

TERESA' BREWER (Coral)

“Ricochet”

PERRY COMO V ictor *

“No Other Love” . 2

JUNE VALLI (Victor*

11B 14 “Crying in the Chapel” 7 4 7 If)

THE ORIOLES (Jubilee)

13 13 “Crying in the Chapel” 4 5 13

FRANKIE LAIN E (Columbia)
1 4A 12 ^Hey Joe” . : . . . . . . 9 .. 9 3 . . , , 12

LIBERACE (Columbia*
14B 18 “Story of Three Loves” 5 5 12

THE HILLTOPPERS (Dot*

16 18 “P.S. I Love You” 5 6 11

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

17 9 “Many Times” 2 10 .. ... 10

RAY ANTHONY (Capitol*

18 11- “Dragnet” 5 10 7

JONI JAMES (M-G-M*
19.\ “My Love, My Love” 7 10 5

RENE-WINTERIIALTER i Victor*

19B “The Velvet Glove” 10 7 5

1 i 2
|

3 4 5

ME B JULIET
j

VICTOR PRESENTS GLENN MILLER MUSIC FOR CAN-CAN

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

Broadway Cost

Victor

OC 1012
EOC 1012
LOC 1012
EOA 458

EARTHA Kin

Victor
F.PB 3062
LPM 3062

Limitad Edition

Victor
LPT 6700

LOVERS ONLY

Jackio Gloason

Capitol
H 352

Broodway Cast

Capitol
S 452

EDM 452

Charles Foley, publisher of “The Story of Three Loves.” lifted his

restriction on Jerry Murad’s Mercury slicing last week. Platter, which
Is a theme adaptation from Sergei Rachmaninoff's Rhapsody on a theme
by Paganini, was nixed for deejay spins, because the pub objected to

Murad's harmonica treatment. Pub’s beef was that the Rachmaninoff
melody was never written for the mouth organ. After huddles with
Mercury brass, however, Foley recanted and gave the etching the
greenlight.

JONI JAMES
sings

I’ll Never Stand In'

Your Way
Why

Can’t I

MGM11404 78 RPM
K 11404 45 UPM

MG M RECORDS
THE GREATEST NAME jX Oj IN ENTERTAINMENT

COL MULLS ALBUM

ON ‘FUGITIVE’ FILM
A disk-albmh version of the pic.

“Little Fugitive,” is being mulled

by Columbia Records. Col, how-
ever. is holding up its decision to

cut the “Fugitive” album until it

okays the script for the shellac

adaptation which is being penned
by Ray Ashley, who also wrote
the screenplay.

Film’s moppet star, Richie An-
drusco. will he used in t lie disk
treatment. Eddy \Ianson. who
composed the score for the pie,

will enlarge the film’s themes for
the albutn. “Joey's Theme.” one

of Manson’s compositions for t lie

pic, already has hit the market as
|

a single pop release. Trinity Mu-
|

sic. Jov Music’s BMI subsid. wliich !

is publishing ttie film score, will

handle the album score as well.

Coral Cuts Ricky
Hollywood, Oct. 27

(

Moppets are coming in for more
and more disk attention so Coral’s
A A R chief Bob Thiele inked
young Ricky Vera, who debuted
during the summer on t he Hoagy
Carmichael “Saturday Night Re-
vue" on NBC. Youngster is under
contract to Carmichael Enterprises.

Ricky cut his first sides this I

week, utilizing special material
penned by Steve Allen.

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending Oct. 17)

London, Oct. 20.
Limelight Bourne
Moulin Rouge Connelly
1 Believe Cincphonic
Bridge of Sighs Maurice
Poppa Piccolino Sterling
Seven Lonely Days . . Feist
Look At That Girl Cincphonic
April in Portugal . . . Sterling
Vaya Con Dios .... Maddox
Your Cheatin’ Heart Mood
Walk That-A Way. Aberbach
Flirtation Waltz . . Bourne

Second 12
Ki^-s Feist
Is It Any Wonder .... Leeds
Say You’re Mine .... Victoria
Mother Nature Aberbach
I'm Walking Behind Maurice
Hey Joe Robbins
Can’t I Southern
Answer Me Bourne
Hot Todd> Aberbach
You Hear Big Ben Box & Cox
Swedish Rhapsody . Connelly
Be Mine Bron

Morris Pacts Tom Scott,

Expands Him into Pops
Folksong balladeer - composer

Tom Scott has been pacted to an
exclusive writer’s deal by E. H.
Morris Music. Although firm’s plan

for Scott are pegged toward its

educational and standard division,
latter already has expanded into
the pop field with “38th Parallel”
and “Coloraydo Trail." Both tunes
were released last week via Colum-
bia Records.

Initial reaction to the instru-
mental version of “Parallel”
spurred Morris to assign Norman
Gimbel to write a lyric. It's cur-
rently making the rounds of the
diskeries under a new title, “Lone-

some Song.” Scott’s works will he

placed in Meridian Music, MoiriV
BMI subsid.

RECORDS

‘The finest sound on record’

Exclusive Management

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER. Prc

New York I CHicaqo
i A.t PL <5 46C0 I 2 03 No Wah

Hollywood
*3 a, l Q Suh*c* Bivd

4 Eartha Kitt Masters

For New Seeco Album
Seeco Records, indie Latino la-

bel. has latched on to one of RCA
Victors hot properties with the buy-
out of four masters cut by Eartha

i

Kitt. The masters were cut by

j

Miss Kitt several years before she

|

was parted by Victor and had nev-
I

»' r before been released. Seeco will

I

issue the four sides in an extended
!
play album under the overall tag
ot “Eartha Kitt Goes Latin.”

Miss Kitt joined the Victor ros-
ter about a year ago and broke into
the bigtime with her waxing of I

''( est Si Bon." Seeco brass expect
\

Miss Kitt s album to assist their i

move-in on the pop market,
|
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Climbing to the No. I Spot in the Country

COLUMBIA RECORDS
=40048

Personal Management: RAYMOND, G. MUSCARELLA, 1780 Broadway, New York

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

4

*

VAVA CON DIOS (19) . . .

YOU. YOU, YOU (16)

KAGS TO RICHES (»)

OH! <1«)

DRAGNET (10)

EH CUMPARI (2)

7. ST. GEORGE AND THE DRAGONET <D

i. RICOCHET (2)

9. WITH THESE HANDS < 1
»

K». MANY TIMES (2) .

1.

•Y

;i.

4.

A.

In..

-44444444444~444« t

Pa*:! F<"-ci
. . Cnpifol

*

Rro.t Victor

Second Group

«

Dl \R JOHN LETTER
r. s.. I LOVE YOU , .

SKIRTS
IKK TIDE

I M WALKING BEHIND YOU
( AMBLER S GUITAR
NO OTHER LOVE
I SEE THE MOON ; .

love walked in

TRYING IN THE CHAPEL
BABY. BABY, BABY
GOODBYE, MY LOVE
IN THE MISSION OF ST. AUGUSTINE
YOU ALONE

(Figures »»» parenthesis indicate number of weeks souq

T>>' iii p. u < if .

IN <’ ’V, < Hunt
Pt / .-tufho/ii/

J 'I ins LnfTi. n

Stan Freherij

1 1 f i sit H < c# r

^ (i(l .< V i si i r

b ! ill #
’ b is!o r

J Hkt i i!

HiVlopp, rs

b <id a Hou r, tl

Frank i 'haelsfield

I. fifin’ lishrr

f! ii St u l)r<i/n r , . . .

Perry Coi.no . . . .

Mariners
. . .

Hia topiH'fs . ...

.

Jdhf \'fllli

Teresa Hrem r , . .

Hob Ditii

Sadi in y Kane
.

perm Cown

CVhimfnd

. . Capitol

. . Capitol

. Ouleinv

. Capitol

. . . Coral

. ,
Vector

Vicfor

Capitol

Dot

Merevry

. . London
Victor

,
Mercury

Victor

Coin inbia

Dot

.

.

. . Victor

... Coral

Derby

Cola mbia

Victor

has been in the Top 101

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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On The Upbeat
New York

Marvin Jay handling disk promo-
tions lor Atlantic Records v.it
Tanneit's Key Mini named >ill>ng
agent for Westbrook Publications'
“I Just Can't Wait Till Cluistina.s

'

Billy Duke A lii.s Dukes, \o( il*

in st riimen tal combo. heading lor
Puerto Rico Nm |() loin Scott
Quartet currently .it TiiV Playhouse
in Harlem. Thrush' Carmen Alt R ir

joins the combo for a two-wc.k
stand beginning Nm 7 Dewey
Bergman, Hcmda Records topper,
back at bis New \ oi k di sk fitmi a
midwest junket today Weil'
Wally dinners Oreh letmns to fu-
Kose and Ballroom Friday <3tb
Harry Meyerson. M-G M Knurls
artists A repertoire, elttet currently
at Grossinm r s \ y I ran War
ren into the (lav Haven. Detroit
Nov. 5) George Shearing Quintet
opens at the Blue Note Chicago.
Nov. 11 Hilly Eek.stine in lot one
week at the Twin Coaches Pitts-
burgh. beginning Nm 9

oreh leader, and pianist arranger
Mike Caranda wrote the music for
"Shepherd Boy.” which Louis
I’rinu recently recorded.

Boston
The Paul Clement Trio switched

from tlie Ihirbury Room to the now
123 Club with Tony Peters Trio
moving into the Darhury . . . AI
Yrgi Trft» into the Silhouette Room
tor indrtfmtte stand . . . Pianists
Gordon Ellis and Hilt llaley swap-
pod jobs, with Ellis joining Harry
link’s trio at Steuben's Vienna
Room and llaley moving over to
Ered Hatch's Arhciter Club combo

Sidney Beehet into Mahogany
Hall lor indefinite stay Charlie
llarnett. plus The Drifters, into the
liill.it tor a w cek.

Kansas City

Pittsburgh

44444444444

PAR-FAMOUS STEP UP

POP HELD ACTIVITY
Due to the paucity of filmusicals

scheduled for Paramount release

next year, the Paramount-Famous

music firms will step up their ac-

tivity in the pop tune field. Here-
tofore. the two firms concentrated
mainly in plugging the scores from
the Bar musicals. Now* however,
Eddie W’olpin, Par-Famous general
prolessional manager, will expand
his activity into prowling and ac-

quiring pop material to supplement
the film tunes.

Only pic scores on the pubberies'
agenda for the upcoming year arc
from "Red Garters” and "Knock
On Wood.” Jay Livingston and
Ray Evans collabed on "Garters”
while Sylvia 'Mrs. Danny Kaye)
Fine is penning "Wood.”

Cuban Mambo Musician

Given Bum’s Rush by Mex
Mexico City, Oct. 20.

Most spectacular deportation in

recent years of a show biz per-

sonality was that of Daniaso Perez
Prado, Cuban musician and marn-
ho music writer. Ministry of the
Interior announced that the oust-

ing was because the mamboist had
worked illegally in Mexico in that

he was solely sustained here, mi-
grationally speaking, by an expired
tourist card, and had never asked
for working papers or extension of

the six-month tourist stay period.

Prado had played constantly on
local radio. TV. stage and niteries.

Music - amusement biz circles

here had been set agog by reports
that Prado had been kidnapped.
Tall tale was punctured by the

ministry announcement that Prado
had been grabbed by G-men and.
after a brief hearing, rushed
aboard a Havana-bound plane.

;

AKM Gets Building Back
V ienna. Oct. 20.

AKM 'Austrian society of au-
thors, composers and music pub-
lishers' was awarded by the Court
of Restitution the huge building on
LuC’Ce'r Square. Court ruled that
the building. sold by the German
Stagnva ‘winch took over AKM in

1938» to a textile company, right-

fully belongs to the regular mem-
bers ot I he society in 1938.

Present AKM • newly founded in

194(i» is not considered the suc-
cessor of the old AKM 'up to 1938'.

Nevertheless, the pew AKM paid
out restitutions and pensions to its

old members

Mary Ellen Trio billows Cmv
Riniae into the Colonial Manor
Friday '[It)' for a fun . Stan
Kenton ja/z package with Errol
Garner threesome, June Christy.
Stan Getz, Stint Galllard and Candy
Candido hooked lor a one-mghter
at Syria Mosque Nov. II Thcic'll
he two performances, at 8 and II

. . Mildred Hugo. cafe organist,
coming around all right at Worn-
ni’s Hospital after an operation
. . . I'lorian Zahaeh- Kalten Chand-
ler-Nina Helber unit set for Ca-
rousel week of Now 9 Del
Monaco Quartet, with the two
members who were injured in a
recent auto accident okay again,
into the Park Casino in Moiussen

. . Hill Kiekel, musical director
for Pittsburgh Stcclers. where
hand plays at all ol pro c Inb's

home games at Forbes Field, has
added tenor Joe Quinlan and Irene
Creek Trio . Private l.eo Dun.
one of the owners ot the Royal
Ballroom, now stationed at Fort
Sheridan, III

. engaged to Eleanor
Harris, recently graduated of Penn-
sylvania College lor Women
Walter (table hand's option pic ked
up again and spot will pi nimbly
run through the winter this ye-.u

for first time . . . Ne w combo. The
Esquires, featuring I'.loise Ho(To.

300-pound blue s siiu’cr. has gone
into the Tavern Lounge in Steu-
benville for a run Russ Carlyle,

Vera MrNary and marimba have
been added te> the lineup in the
('ale Picardy of Hotel Muehlebach,
playing with the Joe Vera four-
some The Dreamweavers duo also
continues in the room, alternating
with the* Vera clew . . . "Biggest
Show ol T»3" with lineup of King
Cole. Sarah Vaughan, Ralph Mar-
terir. Illinois Jarqurt ami others,
set for a one-nighter in the KMBC
Playhouse Nov 1 . . . Fran Warren
hue k to New York after her two-
week stint warbling at Eddy's’ Res-
taurant where she closes Oct. 29.
Then takes up night spot dates in
Ohio . John Antortello Agency
has set Fred Waring Pennsylvani-
ans for a concert in the Music Hall
Nov 19 . . . Earl Painter tip from
Florida to take over in the Zephyr
Room of Hotel Bellerive. replacing
Peary Clark at Keyboard . . . Ruth
Scufert office has Frances Leh-
nerts set for a concert on the Thurs-
day Morning Series at the lMa/a
Theatre Dec. 3,

Scotland
The Vic Lewis new 18 piece Ken-

ton-sly lc oreh visiting Glasgow
and Edinburgh In November, along
with the Ronnie Scott Oreh . r .

Humphrey Lyttelton show skedded
for Glasgow Dee. 18 , , ,

Leo Fold
headlining in vaude at Empire
Theatre's in Edinburgh and Glas-
gow Nicky Kidd, Scot crooner,
parted tor stint at Empire, Gree-
nock Joan Regan, disk -record-
ing vocalist, into Glasgow for vaude
appearan.e with British deejay
.lack Jackson.

Heading ALL LISTS:

another smash HIT by
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5 O'Mim L, Miami BVh
Miami Beach. Oct. 22.

Jack Carter. Norelites (3). Bar-

bara Hltn'y |>?i Dawson Orch;

$3.50 $4 50 minimum.

With departure of Maltha R jyo
from I lus spot . m which she ams
si jr and partner for .several >ears, 1

operator Norman Schuyler shut-

tered premises after Labor Day
until lie could get proper perspec-

tive on type of draws to book in

her place lie didn't have to look

far—-a thick ol his ledgers made
Jack Carter odds-on choice to t (•

oil the fall-winter season, based on
stick hi/ done when he replaced
Miss Ra.se for three weeks last

summer.
Carter has established hims If

as a solid patron-puller hereabouts
in past two years via dates at

top spots buttressed bv video rep;

first weekend lully evidenced fa t

with sellouts for both shows. Addi-
tional insurance was booking of

the novelties, who also have been
building a following in this aiva
The fast -punching comic doesn’t

let them down, turning up a 40-

minute stint that gets the howls
coming throughout. Tosses up a

series of topical gags, lines on hotel
accommodations and rates, troubles
of sunseekers with wives who've a
taste for shopping in the swankier
shops; mixes in special material
anenl European trip and tops with
incisive impreshes leading into

;

tribute to Jolson. Race never lets
;

up. with timing sharp, to earn him- 1

self a buff bowolf
Novelites. in preceding slot, zing

over their assortment of specials,
coined v antics and impressions
with workin of a couple of straight
tunes to balance matters. The trio
taceordion, bass and guitar) work
their zanyisms into heavy laugh
reaction with moon-faced accordion
player's mugging a big funlactor in

the risibility raising. Vocalisti.s
are well handled with bass plaver
and guitarist carrying that portion
handily. Kssay their TV takeoffs,
hillhillx routine, lampoons on tiie

singing toppers and add screwball
opera for the build to the encore
demands. Barbara Black tees oil'

proceedings Dark-haired thrush
has been kept on the local scent* by
her manager 1 Norfhnn Schuyler*,
for careful groomine before book-
ings elsewhere - a wise move. La's
is solid on a shout tune, but still

shows need for work on the slower
tempos. As is, in a tough spot, she
handles herself with authority and
shows growing savvx of keeping an
ami interested Off to healths re-

turns Len Dawspti and lus orch are
hack on the stand and per usua 1

.

background the show is smooth,
aide manner. Lari/.

llolM Slnller, I,. A.
Los Angeles. Oct. 22.

Dorothy Slur/, accompanied by
Russ fMuck; Marl" $ l.ucia: Ted
U’eefMS Orch t 1 f»

> Ron Perry

hance the class atmosphere. Only I

one member of the lineup, Maria
Velasco, has the chichi approach,
and she has to battle a disin-

terested crowd, partly because she
appears after tiie toplmer. She’s
reviewed in New Acts. ,

Al Morgan, staging a comeback,
is hooked into the room indefinite-

ly and revives his retinue of

earlier days at other Chi bistros,
notably llelsing’s Vodvil Lounge. *

The siaunch followers still gobble
up his flouncing at the piano, his

foot-tapping and flailing hands. In

this manner he unspools a spindle
of old laves, singing to sell-accomp
and chattering amiably, if long-
windedly, between numbers. His
w.k. “Jealous Heart” gels a nos-
talgic ris'g and one of his choicer

|

offerings is his own "Say You Do,"

|

newly-penned and just etched by
j

! Morgan for Mercury.
Record pantomimes ol Doodles

,

St Skeetpr score for hellylaughs
and give the show a strong send-
off. Their repertoire is exuberant
but somewhat spotty, since a few
o

r
their routines have on y a mild

effect. Largely it’s Doodles, origi-
nal member of the older Doodles
& Spider team, who does the funny
work, his partner playing the
straight man. Singly. Doodles
mimics a sheaf of recording artists
hui r 'ally breaks up the hou.e as
a drab, hard-working stenographer
against the disk "Powerhouse."
Synchronization is perfect through-
out. and the team hows ofT in a
din of applause.

Local Leon Sash Trio (accordion,
bass, and electric violin) plays the
fourth spot in the show and also

j

hacks Morgan’s turn Their work
!
is smooth hut slight, y countrified
for a stylish room and not strong
enough to rate them a separate
spot. iLayout would he more effec-
tive i,n a three-spot arrangement,
with the headliner closing and
with the trio playing through the
10-miiuite intermissions. Lea.

Bandbox, !V. V.
“Tropicana Revue,” with Paul

White, Betty Carter, La Botnmie,
Bob Bailey, Princess Du Paur Trio,

Janet Sayre, Clarence Robinson
Dancers < 1 5 > ,

Jimmy Tyler Orch
<11>. Vince Strong Trio; $3.50
minimum.

song and dance work and Herb
Fields’ songs punctuating the line's

work. The Bob Hilliard & Dave
Mann tunes are well liked and the
musical arrangements by Don
Walker frequently show’ imagina-
tion. Michael Dur.so showbacks ex-

cellently and Frank Marti Latins
out the relief. Jose.

New UMn, Krnu
. .

Reno. Oct. 21

.,.
Pfl"s“" follies," with Mar,AUen & Mitch DeWood. Apple,,,,

’

Zt’rbys, Chff Ferre, Ginette Wand.
,er. Golden Girls <10). SterlUr

j

Young Orch; no cover or mini
mum.

foot bo i .*

'

$2 cover;

Although no great fanfare was
planned, the (’oast Statler branch
obviously wanted to notch a good
record lor its first birthday, hence
the hooking of Dorothy Shay tor a
tour-week period Hostelry marks
its I ir>t a nni Monday i 2(1 •

, secure
in the knowledge that its Terrace
Room has become, in the la -t 12
months, one of the top spots in
town.
Shows like* the Shay layout are

the reason For this return date
here*. Miss Shay has come up with
a couple of new numbers, plus the*
t * in i I ia is that are always demanded
when not offered voluntarily,
items like “Inch* Fud." "Mountain
Cfirl." and “Little Western Town
Called Beverlj Hills." It’s 40
minutes of fun filled entertainment
as Miss Shay spices the music with
slv asides that always register.
Among her new items, all good
are, "Don’t You Think S’ou Should
Have Mentioned It Before." and
‘She Was One of the Back Row
(itrls” As always, she geN fine
pianist ic hacking trom Russ Black
Show opener is Marte? & Lucia,

a swivel hipped acrobatic dance
team that sets the stage pleasantly,
led Weems orch. which does ex-
cellently on the dance stuff, al-
ternating with Ron l*e.rr> 's quin-
tet. also purveys a tnedlev of the
V\ eem n disi licks over the years. It

registers effect ively, hut the gim-
mick of the gal whistler is a
trifle overdone. Kap.

Encore Ituom. I lii

Chicago. Oct 21
Doodle.

v
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Maker Hotel. ILilliix
Dallas. Oct. 23

Gordon JVacRac, with Sheila
Stcnhcns and Van Alexander; Bob
Kirk Orch all); $3 cover.

Local inn. with a fetish for Mr.
& Mrs. duos, has a bellringer on
tap tor 12 shows. Cordon MacRae.
in an occasional nitery sojourn —
tiiis time u it h his wife—scores in
a 60-minute sesh that pulled ca-
pacity hi/ 075 1 for his Mural
Room opening
With his arranger, ex-maestro

Lin Alexander, conducting. Mac-
Rae gets off "You." with special
lyrics beamed to payees, for a
mod opener. “Begin the Beguine.”
No Other Love."' "Old Black Ma-

gic." and "September Song." fol-
i low. to heavy milting.

Miming of pix stars
done by MacRae. His
Bing Crosby. Humphrey
James Cagney overlap applau
He adds a perfect Godfrey voicing.
Adding eye and ear appeal,

platinum-haired spouse Sheila
Stephens joins MacRae in a brief
mid show stint, duetting on "Trol-
ley Song." and reprising Ivrics
from his pic. “By the Light of the
Silvery Moon." with audience par-
ticipation on the title song. Sol't-
>hoe hit by duo aids their voicing
ol I Still Get Jealous," ending
her stint.

Boh Kirk. orch. new here, opens
the show neatly with “Fiddle Fad
die" by crew’s two violinists Back-
ing is good all the wav. ami versa-
tile dartsapatimi packs the trip
area. ’

Bart;.

is solid as
versions ol

Bogart and

This big Broadway nitery, which
was originally launched as a jazz

spot in competition to the neigh-
boring Birdland, has switched in

the last couple of shows to a hlack-

and-tan show policy. First it was
Sugar Ray Robinson's troupe and
now it’s Clarence Robinson’s
''Tropicana Revue’’ production. Al-
though hi/, was off opening night
(23) for the latter show, this type
of show could possibly huiid into

a solid h.o. draw.

“Tropicana ’ is a fast, colorful

and sexy layout. Headed by the
vet comedy hoofer, Paul White,
this is a solidly packaged show that
belies ils modest talent budget.
Robinson, incidentally, was the
impresario for the old Cotton Club
and Zanzibar clubs.

Revue is formatted as a looksee
through the Caribbean area, which
provides sufficient pretext for the
immos, grinds, swivels and strips

of the various hoofing numbers.
Line of II sepian girls and four
hoys supplies the production
framework for the various acts and

i

executes its numerous routines
with plenty of drive and accept-
able precision

! Frank sex elements are dished
up by the Princess Du Paur trio

of dancers and La Botnmie. The
Du Paur team features a Latinized
Apache routine with the two males
breathing hot and heavy on their
femme partner, who is dressed
plenty suggestively. La Botnmie
is strictly in the hurley groove of

near-nudity and this turn just

about skirls as close to the limit
ol the law as allowed in New
York's post-Minsky era.

In the straight terping genre.

|

Janet Sayre impresses with a neat
! ballet tap routine. Miss Sayre is

a goodlooker with a supple body
and a nicely-varied line of high
kicks and twirls. Boh Bailey han-
dles the emcee chores and capably
handles two numbers. One of
them. “My Mother's Sabbath Can-
dles.” is a Yiddish tune that is

dragged in for no reason at all in

a revue that’s presumably Afro-
Cuhan. It should be cut.

In the closing spot. Paul W’hite.

Ted Lew is' ‘‘.shadow” for many
years, w raps up the shop with some
topflight comedy and hoofing.
White is an expert showman and
goes from taps, vocals to impres-
sions with equal .skill. His takeoff
on Johnnie Ray's “Cry” is a

killer-diller and he has to beg off.

Jimmy Tyler’s orch cuts the
show with a good heat and also fur-
nishes solid hluesv dansapation

I rhythms tor the customer hoofers.
Vince Strong’s trio does a good
job in relief. Harm.

flub Kf.-<M»rHiain-D«»N-
.Montreal
Montreal. Oct. 22.

Jacques Normand with Giles

j

Pellerin, Paul Bernal. Jean Ma-
rltieu, Scry Deyqlun, Robert Cou-
smeau; 75c-$l admission.

Situated in a small, upstairs
room on a side street in Montreal’s
east end. St.-Germain-des-Pres.
under the astute guidance of

Jacques Normand. can’t miss be-
coming one of the better boites
in town Started a year ago in a

spot below the Continental Cafe,
eJuh was closed during summer
months due to ownership changes
and reopened this week with a

more varied policy but with essen-
tially the same performers.

Jacques Normand. an established
radio, tele and nitery artist in

Montreal, has taken over the man-
agement, working on a percentage
deal with owner Jean Normandin.
Boniface Normandin has turned
over the spot in its entirety to
Normand, letting him hire the en-
tertainers. do the greeting, act as
emcee and carry a major part in

each show. Format is based on the
Left Bank cellars of Paris with an
almost continuous show policy and
Normand. at the moment, is bring-
ing in local artists to fill in be-
tween the satire and comedy of-
fered by Giles Pellerin and Paul
Berval, his two permanent part-
ners.

On night caught, Jean Mathieu
injected plenty of showmanship
and savvy into his impresh series,
doing takeoffs on locaUtes and
staying away from the obvious for
salvos. Serg Deyglun. as a Gallic
cowhand-warbler, impressed with
nimble lyrics and Berval reprised
his reading of a French classic to
a solid reception. Dates are al-
ready signed for upcoming season
with several outstanding Parisians,
who will stay for at least a month
at a time. Biz in this 200-seater
has been near-capacity since open-
ing with a trade drawn mainly,
I com the artistic element, the
psuedo 'meaning with money 1 ex-
istentialists around town and the
spenders who were, and still are.
attracted by the offbeat atmosphere
of this spot. What music there is,
L supplied in trim fashion bv
Robert Gousineau. Newt.

Hollywood
Los Angeles. Oct. 20.

Joyce Bryant. Paul Hebert Orch
MO). Joe Castro's Orch <3»; $2
corer.

Sli(ireli;ini llulrl. II.

Washington. Oct. l(j.

Dick Coilman . Raphael & Paris
um
Dolls
50c-.SI

D< 'Is 1 3

2'; Borne

e

coi'i'r.

De
Loire

Mattiaz'is
Orch i [{ i

•

> mur jix i»n tin il o eh-

Tliis bill, although lacking in
name lure, proves altogether satis-
t\ing to the Shoreham Hotel's
Blue Room clientele. Heading the
lineup is Dick Ka'lman. youthful
new singer whose work proved so
gratifying that Maxim Lowe, hook-
er ot Shoreham talent, promptly
took up bis option for two more
w eeks.

Raphael 9c Parisian Dolls is a
diess> trifle in which the man ap-
pears with two well-stacked blonde
models on whom he creates lufls.
Following this portion of the act,
Raphael winds up with some acru-
da nr i ng with the girls as ex e-filling,
background The stunt of a man
creating either costumes or hats
on models is nearly as old as
vaudeville, hut when nicely han-
dled, a- here, i? i* always good for
applause.
Opener is I)e Mattia/zis Dolls,

in which man carries a pair ot
puppets, about four feet tall on
•M.ige, Tli; > are already set in a
dime positron and the man appar-
ently (ranks up the motor and oil
tf y danc”. At the conclusion, the
do! !s flop over and a girl who has
uo k' d u ride i the clothes, doubled
ox er, conies out lor a bow. l.owe.

\. V.
, . (FOLLOWUP)

The addition of Georgia Gibbs
!

and the De Marios to the Joe K.

j

Lewis-topped display at the Jules
Podell hospice accelerates what is

already a well-running, rapidly
moving display. There’s little

doubt that Joe K. is still the draw,
but the excellence of Miss Gibbs
adds lustre to a show that is al-

ready established boxoffice.
Miss Gibbs is an assured singer

who from her opening “Live Till!
1 Die” to her closing some 20 min-
utes later is warmly salvoed. Her
deliveries establish a variety of
moods. She can radiate sex and
sentimentality with equal ease.
Aiding her voculistics are careful
arrangements, a knowing song
selection and a top projection.
Among her more exciting rendi-

{

tions are “I Love Paris” and a
medley of tunes popular in the
'20s The applause after numer-
ous hows continues into the music
of the line* number which followed
her stint.

The De Marios score well on this
program with a well designed rou-
tine. More of them under New
Acts. One of aspects of this turn
at the Copa is tiie femme’s resem-
blance to at least half the femmes
m the spot that night. These
Italian hoy cats have reached such
numerical superiority over all

1

other coiffs that many girls are
starting to look alike. It seems
to he a sad state.
—"-“As Tor Joe E his risgaieties are
^coring strongly, lie's constantly
'expanding line of material is of
sock-producing proportions. Stand-
ard stint seems to hover around
45 mintes. and it's not enough to
satiate the sippers. His disserta-
tion on Presents ' was new to his
repertoire 1 at show caught and it’s

worthy addition. Lewis' ribaldries
are probably the best liked in the
business, lie not only gels away
with lines that nobody else can do.
hut lx* has the customers enjoying
every hit ot wisdom he purveys.

I lie prodm (ion tactors are on
, the pliiN side, with Jonathan Lucas'

|

Few singers pass through rfiore
moods and emotions than Joyce
Bryant, the sepian belter, who rode
into town on the wave of a spread
in Lite. The pitch there was the
skin-tight decollette she pours her-
self into, or maybe shoe-horned is
a better word. She hobbles on and
oil after a half hour of lustv and
sultry songmania that has the
Stiit> first-nighters panting with
her.

That she’s an entertainer first,
and secondly a singer is amply
evident from her first number
“K verything I Got Belongs To
Aou,’ with tiie aside, “come and
get it.” If the sitters think this
is a tipoff to a rare, racy evening
they are never more wrong. The
gal is clean and her material never
turns purplish. The tempo is blue
onlv from the beating it takes.

With fingers snapping and torso
writhing, she turns on the juice
like a woman possessed of the
turv that characterizes most of her
repertoire. By turns she goes
dramatic, becomes plaintive,
swings, sobs and moans to the
music that seems to electrify her
whole being. It s when she hacks
off trom the mike and belts away
that the cover crowd “lives it”
with her. She’s explosive ns a dy-
namite slick and built like one
with a tousled fuse.
Her styling reveals a weakness

in her reach for the higher notes
when .her voice trails off into a
distant whisper. The control slips
when she crescendoes into a mus-
cular shout. No performer ever
worked harder in this room ar.d
the payees applaud her strenuous
efforts as she bows off after om*
encore bathed in perspiration.
She II keep the tabs coming for
the two-week stand and make a lot
ot new friends in Hollywood. She's
a local product who came up the
hard way. but she's arrived and
that’s to the good for t lie bistro
hookers.

Paul Hebert’s crew backstops in
good style and Joe Castro's dance
group keeps the leather flying.

Helm.

' Th 's is the same assemblage got-
ten together last year, except thn

j

CSinette Wander replaces Kn
DOrsay. Its a package tied to-
gether for one shot only, and will
do biz on the title alone Spice
is all too lacking in Reno shows
and this is about as close to it as
the town will ever get.
The “off-season” show ha>

variety, girls, comedy and a little
sex tossed up in an hour-long
salad.

Allen Sc DeWood have had a
good deal of editing done to t hen
material, and though still shadv
in spots, it stands as a decent
comedy act now. King Farouk
hit, with obvious openings for
plenty of dirt, has been scrubbed
up and the religious tinge taken
out. Their standard “Dragnet"
number, with DeWood commentat-
ing while Allen pantomimes is

I

tightened up and displays them
best. Along the same lines is a

I

charade routine, with DeWood
singing the action lyrics and Allen
doing the action, even to the point
of offering to kiss a ringsider.
The Apache dancing Applelons.

a blond, brunette and a guy to
knock them around, kick this show
off in real Paris fashion. Climax
oi ac t has been added to. Whereas
finale had Appleton framing blond

i

with knives, finally sticking her.—
this stays in. and is followed by
his tossing of the brunette through
a bar window.

Sex lor the show’ is provided by
the Zerbys. La femme disposes of
clothes (as the law allows) in front
of black curtain, aided bv some
eager black hands that keep dart-
ing over her. She wiggles and
shivers deservedly as the hands
catch her unawares. Couple gets
more hands after the two roving
mitts have disappeared. Cute gim-
mick is added later as Allen Sc
DeWood walk quickly across stage
pulling off black gloves.

French import. Ginette Wander,
is as French looking as it’s possible
lo get; Blond hair which falls be-
comingly in her eyes, round little
face, and garbed in tight black
velvet pants in silk shirt. But she’s
too close to home (Paris) with
most of numbers.

|

Something English, no matter
how difficult to understand, should
open. It just takes too long to

I

warm to typical French song with
;

this type delivery. As she gets on
with her repertoire, things begin
to make sense. “It Isn't Fun to
Be a Girl” sounds to be a cute
number hut most of the lyrics are
missed. Miss Wander is cute, saucy
and likeable but nothing she does
really seems to show her off

Cliff Ferre picks up his duties
as m.c. casually, romancing “Can
Can” girls, dancing a bit. warbling
a few tunes. Terry True has rigged
her lookers appropriately for a
french line, gives each mam'scMe
a chance to shine.

Sterling Young’s orch. faced
with three shows nightly, holds up
well with show and dance music.

Mark.

Map<v«i Skvrooni. Reno
Reno, Oct. 22

Kirby .Stone Quartet, De Castro
Sisters <3). Mapes Skylcttes, Aid-
(he Fitzpatrick Orch; no cover >r

minimum.

The Kirby Stone group Ins
played every nightspot in town
some kind of record. It certainly
denotes a popularity which over-
comes the usual reluctance of com-
petitors to play a starring act tint
lias appeared before in the vicinity.

This time the group returns as a

quartet. Just recently, "Cow Eyes"
broke with the group and is work-
ing as single. There are tilings one
can remember his doing that vie
great for the group, but the cu *

dow n in personnel has not d *•

tract ed in tiie least from the oxer-
all picture.
Some wonderful new additions

have been made to the group'.'

lineup. “Sugar Foot Rag" is a li m l

elappin’. foot stompin' melee whom
involves the whole room before P '

over. Foursome has no trouble ge'-

ting aud to join enthusiastically m
.
the demonstration. Kirby Stone >

new bit. a frightened Englishman
entertaining American GI’s. is re.il

bright.
Comedy is neatiy meshed wi'h

entire repertoire*, standing out in

the intro of ‘'Birth of the Bln "

and throughout number. Fu-imy

business is never at the expen-e
good instrumentation and sing P--

The Do Castro Sisters, th

{coiffured Italian girls, sell every-

thing to the very limit. The trio >

elegantly gowned — perhan- '

'

i much so for the parts they play. )

|
(Continued on page 52>
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More Beefs Heard From Vauders On

Kickbacks to Agents for TV Dates
Both American Guild of Variety

Artists and American Federation of

Television-Radio Artists are grow-

ing more concerned over the in-

creasing number of complaints of

kickbacks being demanded by a

tew agents booking specialty acts

<>n television shows. Complaints
have mostly been in the form of

anonymous letters; and .the few
performers who have made verbal

charges have been unwilling to

sign an affidavit to let the unions

take action. Usual reason for not

sinning a complaint is a fear of

Blacklisting by all bookers of TV
dates.

Kickback accusations have come
from every major originating cen-

t«-r—N. Y., Philly, Chi and L A.

—

on medium and high-budgeted
local shows as well as web offer-

ings.

Most common form of kickback
i«. lor the booker to make the act

sign an lOU for upwards of $60.

payable in cash when the act is

mded the check for perlormance
on the show. Union execs are

mystified as to why acts would
submit to such extortion in light of

the scrap the union members put

up to get the specialty act classifi-

cation into the new AFTRA rates.

An AFTRA spokesman believes

the willingness to work under scale-

may be the specialty acts’ un-
familiarity with union minimum
rates. (One act. when told by the

producer that the show pays only
scale, said he and his partners
would not work for scale—and
demanded $400 for the date. He
was startled when the producer
told him $450 was union minimum
lor the four-man act.t Local rates

lor a single are $152 in N. Y., $135
in Chi, and $82.50 in’ L A., with

various amounts for each additional

member of the act. Network scale

is $225 for a single, and $112.50 for

each additional performer.

AFTRA and AGVA are doing
some extensive sleuthing in a con-
certed effort to trap the bookers
who are suspect. Union retaliation

would involve defranchisement.
Federal rap is in the cards, too. on
income tax evasion charges should
the kickbacks be proved and not
decla red.

Girl Reporter Shocked By

Midway Femme Show Tent
Greensboro. N. C.. Oct. 27.

A girl show, “La Vie Farce.’’ on
the midway at the North Carolina
State Fair, was closed after Deputy
Sheriff Wiley Jones received a re-

port from a girl newspaper report-

er that the show was “vulgar and
filthy.”

Jones said that immediately upon
receiving the report, he contacted
James E. Strates, proprietor of the
midway, and Strates promptly or-

dered the show to close. Jones
said he also reported the incident

to Dr. J. S. Dorton, manager of

the fair, who told Jones that if the
show was allowed to reopen, he
(Dorton) would direct a member
of the Raleigh Civitan Club to keep
a close watch on the performances.
The Civitans serve as ticket takers
on all shows and rides on the fair

midway.

The deputy sheriff said he had
this, and all other shows on the
fairgrounds, checked on the open-
ing day of the fair.

ICE FOLLIES’ HOT 120G

FOR WEEK IN DENVER
Dencer, Oct. 27.

Shipstads' & Johnson's "Ice Fol-
licv of ’M ” ran the gross for seven
nights and two matinees to a rec-
ord $120,000 at the 7.900-seat Coli-
seum, with scale from $1.50 to
$3 50 The Saturday night played
to standing room, with 8,733 at-

tending.

The fact that only two ice shows
are making Denver this year con-
tributed substantially to the fine

business "Ice Capades” will be
here in April.

Irving, Jones Seen in Major, Subrosa

Battle for Control of Talent Union

Weather Lops Off

Dallas Fair Mark;

Merman

RECITAL ANGLE SNARLS

‘HIMBERAMA’ N.Y. DATE
Union difficulties plus differing

interpretation of the meaning of

"recital” is likely to force Richard
Himber to call off “Himberama”
slated for Town Hall, N. Y.. this

Saturday (31). Town Hall execs,

viewing a rehearsal, decided that a

bit with Henny Youngman definite-

1> didn't fall into the category of

a magic recital, which Himber is

(ailing the layout. Himber subse-
quently promised to take out the
bit.

However, Himber yesterday
' l ues, i received a registered letter

from the Hall notifying him that

the show as it was projected didn’t

qualify as a recital, and a perform-
ance at Town Hall would definitely

jeopardize the spot’s license. Re-
citals only can be pertormed there,

according to its permit.
Shortly after the letter came,

Himber was notified by the Asso-
ciation of Theatrical Pressagcnts &
Managers that Town Hall is on
their unfair list and the shindig
would be picketed. It was also in-

dicated that Himber would endan-
ger his membership in the Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians if he
would cross the ATPAM picket
hoe. He’s also a bandleader.
Himber is going to confer with

attorneys today (Wed.) Hut there's
little possibility that he'll he able
t" put on his magic recital there.

Arden, Fletcher Reunite

For Line Producing
Donn Arden and Ron Fletcher

lane reunited as a line-producing
•‘'Jim. Duo will work on the Mou-
1 n Rouge, Hollywood, which opens
Christinas Day\ It’s the oul Karl
C o’ roll spot and has been taken

r by Frank Sennes. Cleveland
looker, w ho will rcpi'c*eni ah
operating syndicate which includes
Liibur Clark, Desert Inn Las
^ egas bonifate.
Arden and Fletcher had been

iiparated lot more than a year.

Dallas. Oct. 27.

Weather kept State Fair of Texas
from its 11th consecutive attend-
ance record as the annual 16-day
expo wound up Sunday (25) with a

total of 2.382.712 visitors roaming
the 187-acre fairgrounds, but short

of last year's record 2.387.140.

Closing day » 25 ) attendance was
marred by rain, causing officials

to cancel the third annual Cotton
Bowl religious festival, on which a

new gate record hinged. Rcligioso

in 1952 drew 30.000. Also, welcome
rain in fhis drought-stricken area
fell on the expo Thursday and Fri-

day (22-23', slowing attendance.

“The Ethel Merman Show,” after

24 performances in State Fair

Auditorium showed a net of $207.-

000 from 8.520 payees. With Miss
Merman in for a $50,000 fee and a

total nut of $152,000, fair took a

neat profit on the seven-act variety

show, produced and staged by
Charles R. Meeker Jr., expo’s vee-

pee-assistant general manager.
“Ice Cycles of 1954.” in for its

ninth straight season with 23 shows
at $3.30 top, pulled a 114.400 at-

tendance. shy of 1952’s best sea-

son. which drew 121,700 to the

blade shows in the Ice Arena.
"Darning Waters,” aqua show

which built in attendance after a

slow start, continues its grind pol-

icy on the expo grounds this week.

Tented water works got a hefty

$15,000 gate in its first eight days

here.
Aut Swenson’s Thrillcade again

got good biz throughout in the

5.000-seat grandstand. Motorized

daredevil shows lured 49,000 in 23

performances scaled to $2 top

Clif Wilson, with 16 midway
shows, reported good biz for the

run, in spite of the “cleanup, no

strip” policy for his two girlie

shows. After a slow start, his

“Folies Bergore” prime tent at-

traction and Pete Kortes* Circus

Side Show, featuring Jess Willard,

ex-heavyweight champion, in per-

son, ran neck and neck for gate

honors among the Wilson midway
tenters.

Cuffo Cotton Bowl show Tues-

day '20) drew 25.000 fans to hear

Gordon Mac Hae* and danc ing

Apache Belles from Tyler, lex.,

Junior College.

Nitery Biz Is Off

Despite Bookings
Talent agencies are greatly dis-

turbed by an unusual condition
which has the offices doing a tre-

mendous volume of cafe hookings,
while the spots are complaining
that business is at an extremely
low ebb Date diggers confidential-
ly feel that the heavy hooking load
i* a result of a time lag that gen-
erally comes before a business
slump In virtually every important
olfiee the standard remark is. "Our
business is great but the cafes are
doing badly.”

#
Agency execs know that it's a

matter of time before the had
nitery biz catches up with the
agency, and then they’ll be hit

heavily. Consequently, they’re try-

ing to forestall what may be an
impending crisis.

Outside of Las Vegas and New
York, nitery business is way below
par. Bonifaces are especially wor-
ried, since October is generally one
of the best months of the year for
cafes. Therefore the outlook is par-
ticularly bleak, as the Christmas
shopping season is due in a little

more than a month.
The offices have been asking tal-

ent to go into many spots at re-
duced prices, and are asking them
not to impose too onerous condi-
tions on an owner. Agents are also
scouting around for angles to help
individual operators.

Brit. Variety Theatres

Won’t Be Hurt by Com’l

Video, Says Foster
The variety theatres will not be

harmed when commercial televi-

sion comes to England, according
to Harry Foster, head of the Foster
Agency, London, who arrived this

week from England for a talent
gandering tour. Foster stated that
because the advertising agencies in

England have stated that they will

leave control of commercial tele-

vision to the British television in-

dustry. there will not be the great
necessity to book tremendous
names at terrific costs. Under those
conditions, according to Foster, the
British Broadcasting Corp. will not
devise a terrific layout of shows
that would harm British variety
and legit.

Recently, the Incorporated So-
ciety of Practitioners of Advertis-
ing. a central organization of agen-
cies. announced that they would
not be interested in packaging tele-

vision shows for programs that

they might be buying on commer-
cial video. Purpose was to permit
BBC’ to retain all phases of pro-
gramming. At the same time, it

showed to the BBC the intentions
• Continued on page 52)

-

Haymes Gets Ultimatum

On Arrangers’ Fees Due
Houston, Oct 27.

American Federation ot Musi-
cians has given Dick Haymes. ling-

er who appeared here at the Sham-
rock Hotel, an ultimatum to pay
$847.73 to four arrange! s. or be
put on the unfair list.

Haymes. who owes about $100.-

000 in bal k income taxes and per-

sonal detyts, stated that lie owed
the money to Vernon Yocum. Lou
Ray mond Nelson Riddle and Alex
Heller foil arrangements and copy-

ing scons. Singer said that he
would ap >eal to the Internal Reve-
nue Rureriu to let linn keep enough
out of his luturc salaries to p^the
musicians.

Chi Op Group In

Claimed Threats

On AGVA Ties

Chicago. Oct 27
it’s claimed that a small clan of

Chi nitery operators are intimidat-

ing other ops, agents and perform-
ers into opposing the American
Guild of Variety Artists here.

Their pressuring reportedly began
to reveal itself when AGVA em-
barked on its campaign to clean

up the Calumet City clubs Ernie

Fast, midwest director for the

guild, indicated that AGVA mem-
bers working in the cafes there

were being threatened by the ops

to fall in line with their policies or

never be allowed to play a mid-

western date again

Fast said he knew that many
bonifaees who are resisting AGVA
are doing so because they fear

the wrath of the group to which
they belong, and lie said that many
were willing to he franchised by

AGVA if the union would keep

the step secret.

In his campaign, Fast is attempt-

ing to recruit help from Cal City

Mayor Stanley E Bejgcr. who
scored an upset in last April’s city

elections with a program to close

the joints and c lean up the town s

notorious State St The AGVA rep

met with the mayor and the chief

of police last week and was prom-

ised aicL only if he had actual

testimony in writing from per-

formers w fio would admit that un-

clean and illicit practices were be-

ing carried on in Cal City cafes.

Fast declined to solicit signed affi-

davits from guild members, be-

cause he did not want to put them
on the spot as "squealers." He said

that gals who had supported

AGVA in the past were not put

1o work elsewhere.

A major struggle for power la

now taking place between the New
York and national offices of the

American Guild of Variety Artists.

Stake is the top administrative
spot. The behind-the-scenes hassle

between Jack Irving, national ad-

ministrative secretary, and Dick
Jones, who was recently appointed
eastern regional director and is

head of the N. Y. branch, is so

intense that the Coast division’*

dream of being the central olMco

of the union has no chance at the

moment, unless both major protag-

onists knock each other out.

The jockeying between Irving

and Jones started at the national

hoard meeting held last week. At-

tempts at enlisting the aid of indi-

vidual hoard members in the event
of a showdown have been made,
and is likely to continue on a sub-

rosa basis until one feels that he’s

in a position to take on the other
openly.

Emergence of Jones as a factor

in the national AGVA scene comes
with his aggressive work in Phila-

ndetphia and New York in getting
cafes to sign minimum basic agree-
ments. In hot)) towns, lie was able
to get virtually ail the terms de-
manded by AGVA. He has been
able to get rolling in the N. Y. area
because of hardhitting tactics and
a well timed offensive.

On the other hand. Irving is able
to take c redit for bringing in Jones
from Philadelphia, where he was
branch manager. And the fact
that he deliberately brought in
strong organizing talent will prob-
ably rebound to his credit. How-
ever, Irving knows that permitting
Jones to grow stronger ultimately
will put the latter in a position
where the board may change the
top personnel.

Jones has had a checkered ca-

(Continued on page 50)

India in Bistros

Hollywood, Oct 27.

Coast-'to-coast nitery tour is be-

ing set up for India Adams, chii p

whose voice has been featured in

two films. She opens Friday '30)

at Tops, San Diego.

Mi*-* Adam*- was the \oi<e of

Joan Crawford in "Torch Song”

and of t’yd C’harisse in "Band

Wagon.” She gets credit in the

M-G-M Records album of Walter

Gross tune* Iron "forth Song.

HUTTON STRONG 44G

FOR 2D PALACE WEEK
Second week of Betty Hutton’s

two-a-dayer at the RKO Palace.

N. Y .
produced a strong $44,400.

a small chop from Ihe $46,400 of

the opening week. It’s still to he

determined how long thi* bill will

stay at the house,

An unusual hpenoPhennn of this

program lie s in the small advance,

hut heavy window sale, jirt before

showtime. In some instances, the

house goes clean.

Some of the, surrounding talent

have slarted to make commitment*,
for example. comedian Dick

Shawn j* set for the Sahara Las

Vega* Start of that dale will de-

pend cm closing of the show at the

palace Others on the bill arc

Char live 1 Trio. Los Chavale* do

E*pana, Shy ret t os, Hil & Cora

, baud and the Skylaiks.

WILLIE SHORE TRIBUTE

AT CHI’S CHEZ NOV. 9
Chicago. Oct 27.

Friends of the late Willie Shore

will pay tribute to the Windy City

comedian at the Chez Paree Nov.
J

9 at a midnight show that will f*a

ture topdrawer names in show
business. Chez i* eonti ihuting its

facilities for the night, with reser-

vations going at $25 per person.

Funds are being turned over to a

Willie Shore memorial, ihe purpose

of which will he determined by a

group of Shore * close*! associate*.

Superior Court Judge Abraham
L. Marovitz, longtime friend of

Hi * comedian, and Ai.* Horde, hi*

manager foi 15 year*, arc- spun 1 br-

ing the event.

‘Show’ $21,590, Detroit

Det i oil ( >• t 27

"Biggest Show of 1953 with

Nat «Kmgi Cede gro*-*ed $21,590

at the 10 000 *eat Olympia Satin

day '24'. Top was $3 60.

It grossed $8 500 at the 4 999-

«.eaf Ima Auditorium, Flint, wilh

top at $3.60.

National Vaudeville Arti*ts hold-

ing it* annual hall arid dance

Friday (30) at Hu Capitol Until,

|
N.Y.

AMES BROS. IN MIDDLE

OF Pin NITERY SNAFU
Pittsburgh, Oct. 27.

Plenty of local nitery headaches
over the Ames Bros last week,
and MCA came out of it with a
lot of ill feelings from Horizon
Room, nitery operated by Andy
Chakeras at Greater Pittsburgh
Airport. It all started when
Ameses were hooked for Horizon
Room next week, after which MCA
wanted to know if it would he ail
rigid with Chakeras if act played
Ihe previous week <1his week) at
Twin Coaches, another Pitt nitery
although located 25 miles from
downtown.

Chakeras said he didn’t think it

was fair of hooking office to pull
that on him and objected At that
point, MCA asked him to release
Ames Bros, altogether because a
Paramount Theatre, N. Y., hook-
ing had opened up for them in
the meantime. Which Chakeras
did. He was to burn plenty shortly
after, however, upon learning that
the singing quartet had been sold
to Twin Coaches to open yesterday
(Mon.). MCA said it was because
they knew Chakeras had already
been hooked for this week and
couldn't play the Ameses anyway.

Turn’s previous hookings in Pitt

have been at Twin Coaches, anil

Hus was to have been their Horizon
Room dehut.

N’Orleans Nitery Folds

When License Is Lifted

New Orleans Oct. 27
'J lie stale hoard of tax appeals

revoked the alcoholic beverage li-

cense of the Torch Club, Fie nr hi

Quarter nitery. Fadeout of Hie

spot Friday night '23) came a* a

result of a healing before Hie

hoard.

Leva Vida Britt Bradley was
charged on three counts Lewd,
immoral and irnprope.i entertain-

ment, permitting B drinking, and
giving incomplete information on
tier application for the Peer and
whiskey permit Action of the*

hoard automatically cancels rill

liquor permits.

The c ity of New Oilcan* file cl

tin* charges. By state law Ihe f « r-

ruit will he revoked not only tor

|

Ihe Bradley woman, hut -for Hie

site c
f t the Torch Club, too, for one

iy car.
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"'Culian-boi n baritone lias a

powerful pan of pipes.

There's no doubt about the

range of hi'-' voice It appear*

that lie could reach the top-

most balcony seat without

the use of a inike.

"Singer is a handsome

Spanish type and seems a

natural foi nitery, TV-radio

and valid* outings.

"At show caught, Duval

garnered the top applause for

his working over of "Lady of

Spain." "September Song"

and "Gianadn ” He did not

retuin for a reprise although

the audience mitting con-

tinued until the entrance ol

the next act." I/of l.

Ur, Jose ’ Duool
c/o General Artist* Coro
1270 Sixth Auenu*
Aeui York City

We mere all quite thrilled the may you packed
our Blue Sails Hoorn or» your opening night and
subsequent nights.

It just proves that you are a fine artist and
a real attract ion and that the room can be

filled tt this tine of year .

"Also new Palace-wise is

Jo>e Duval, baritone with

power combined with smart

modulation. Young Duval can

sing effortlessly ... is at his

best m something like his

own notion of "September
Smig." Likewise lias a strong

dramatic closing in "I Be-

lieve," for a real Palace audi-

ence salute "

VAIPKVIIE

Inside Staff—Vaudeville

Kvenets at the recent national board meeting of the American Guild

of Variety \rtists in Buffalo indicated that several members of the

I,mud may be subject to the union’s disciplinary measures for working

lor agents on the unfair list. Union is currently wrestling with the

problem of how to dispose of the issue. Proof that has come up sub-

stantiates the chaigex made by Wini Shaw at the national convention in

.lime hut she couldn't back up her charges. AGVA is expected to ask

lur the resignations of several board members and will take to task

some who didn't win reelection.

Weflnctklar, OetoI**r 28, 19.>3

Irving, Jones
Continued from page 40

A former .agent who recently decided to return to percent ing is r*n-

ciihiering lots of difficulties in coining back, It seems that the date-

ilim-,.| who got himself 1 tried up with a fairly large office left the

bu'ine'-s owing an agency organization a fairly large sum for back dues,

(diii rad filing fees and a few other items. lie’s not getting his fran-

rhpe until he makes ari augments to clear himself.

reer with the union. He’s been in

and out of the organization and

at one time went into court against

the union. He is reported to have

gotten a $13,000 settlement against

AGVA.
At one point. Jones invoked the

TaftHartley law against AGVA
and the Associated Actors & Art-

istes of America, and was instru-

mental in starting an investigation

of actor union setup.

Irving, in surrounding himself

with strong men. is able to take

credit for accomplishments during

Harolds Club To

Expand In Reno
Reno. Oct 27.

While plans for any resort-type
hotels are still mostly in the talk
si age. Harolds Club announced

paid employees, and anyone can be plans this week to begin immediate
. . • Ml _# tL M a an*\ a * I m • .

his administration. However, since

Jones has been doing most of the

negotiating, Irving's position has

been weakened considerably by the

fact that Jones is more associated

with positive results than he is.

In the final analysis, the board

will have the power to select the

top administrator in the organiza-

tion. Both Jones and Irving work

without any formal contracts.

There is no tenure of office among

DUVAL
NKri

— Just Concluded —

HOLLENDEN HOTEL, Cleveland

— Upcoming —

GENERAL MOTORS GLAMORAMA"

Past Engagements

SANS SOUCI, Miami

ROOSEVELT HOTEL, New Orleans

CIRO'S, Miami

COPLEY PLAZA, Boston

CHEZ PAREE, Montreal

„ KATE SMITH SHOW (TV)

ED SULLIVAN'S

"TOAST OF THE TOWN" (TV)

"NEW VOICES IN SONG" (Radio)

PAUL WHITEMAN SHOW (Radio)

Personal Management: BERNIE WOODS, 565 5th Avenue, New York

Direction: GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

dismissed at the will of the board

The Coast office under Eddie Rio

had been attempting to jockey the

mainspring of AGVA power to that

part of the country. Had past pres-

ident Bob Hope elected to be active

in the organization, it's possible

that the shift in power might have

been accomplished.
With Jackie Bright, the present

president, hoinebased in the eaat,

no shift to the Coast is now pos-

sible. Bright, incidentally, may he

able to control several facets in the

subrosa battle between living and

Jones, and might even have an im-

portant say in determining who
shall he in the national administra-

tive spot. At this time, he is'fairly

close to Irving, and whether this

condition will last cannot be fore-

told.

Vallee’s Kidding Angle

Fizzles in ‘Evening’ On

construction of an eight-story ad-
dition to the downtown gaming
club.

Opposition to the building of re-

sort hotels along a proposed strip
on U. S. 395 South is mostly the
fear of downtown casinos that the
play would be taken away from
the town. Harolds Club, however,
facing the inevitable, will begin
construction on the $750,000 addi-
tion. The club will also build a
three-story parking garage less

than a block away. The furnish-
ings for the extra floor space will

cost another $250,000.

Although Harolds Club trade is

. nickle-and-dime, the volume of its

business makes its take about the
biggest in the state. It has be-
come a sightseeing site as well ;.s

gambling house with its museum.
The new addition will have more
gaming room, but also such things
as a restaurant, about the only
business the owners have not en-
tered.

... , r ,
The new addition to the big

Old Maine Home bround canting house will add another 300
persons to the big payroll.

Temporarily at least, the begin-
ning of a strip south of Reno is

halted. Prime property owned by
the Nevada for its farm is on the
block, but at a price twice that of
any offer made thus far—$1,040-
000. The board of regents of the
school have placed a value of

$5,000 per acre on the 208 acres.

One offer W'as for $400,000.

Another 80-unit motel will be-
gin construction soon. It will cost

$240,000.

By ROBERT F. McDONOl’GII

Portland. Me.. Oct. 27.

Maine’s own Hubert Prior Vallee,

styled “Rudy” in the outlandS,

opened again for a one-shotter last

Tuesday <20> at Portland’s Strand,

where in 1917 he made his entry

into show biz as a $7-a-week ‘ head
usher.” The first opener was in

1921, when the late house manager,
Abe Burnside, gave the kid em-
ployee a shot at filling the inter-

mission with trick saxophone solo-

ing in the Rudy Wiedoeft manner.
That week brought a temporary
lipping of wages to $90, but the
following Monday saw the lad back
at his regular chores, with no one
feeling at the time that a great
career had been nipped in the bud.

This second opener, billed as

"An Evening With Rudy Valee,”
had a greater initial buildup, what
with what’s happened since in Val-
lee’s life, not to mention Gov. Bur-
ton M. Cross’s dubbing Oct. 20 as
“Rudy Vallee Day,” or the munici-
palities that furnished bike cops
with sirens whenever the vagabond
travelled. But. Judging by the
two and a-half hour performance
that eventually ensued, many of
his wellwishers might like to sug-
gest a tactful retreat at this time
until he had better prepared him-
self for so hefty an assignment.

What ensued was a padded,
slightly sapolioed version of the
Valley nitery act. ‘The accent is

on comedy,” the advance flackery
stated, implying that there was a

recognition that the public was no
longer to be excited hv the musical
performing of an artist whose repu-
tation was made in that depart-
ment. Vallee himself disparaged
his warbling and sax lootings at
every opportunity, while thorough-
ly enjoying himself in the role of a

marathon gagster, even though the
songalogs drew ample millings, the
single saxophone solo earned en-
cores that weren't delivered, and
the comedies resulted in little more
than polite guffaws from a friend-
ly hometown audience.

This sized as a weirdly wrong-
headed approach, for as a gagster
Vallee is scarcely more than a par-
lor entertainer, whereas his singing
style is still easy on the ears. His
taste in songs is. as always, im-
peccable, with a nostalgic quality
running through all his musical
work that is a commodity that
should sell in any medium but his
blue gag material adds up to mur-
derous short-selling.

The scmgalog. which was accom-
panied by a piano duo. included
such Vallee standards as “WhifTcn-
poof Song." ‘ Kansas C’ity Kitty.”
‘ Vagabond Lover.” "Betty Co-ed,’.
".Maine Stein Song." "Violets" and
a few others, while "Theme from
Moulin Rouge" was the only mod-
cun pop used. His numerous addi-
tional song successes were ignored
in tavop of the comedies. He'd be
better advised to try a unicyclt*
routine next time around.

BOB
BAXTER

"Master of Mischief"

Working Club Date* in

Hollywood till November 2nd
Opening November 3rd

TOPS', San Diago, Cal.
Pars. Mgt. Dave Branower

DUNDEE
(Beauty and
the least)

A now not* In
Glamor Comedy

The Milt Ilerth Trio will open in

the Bamboo Hoorn of the Scltino-
owned Honey Hla/a Hotel in Miami
Dec. 13. A name hand will be
booked for the dining room, later.

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branches of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG FILE

(The Service of the STARS)
First 13 file* S7.00—All 35 Issue* *35

Singly: S1.0S Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY
Beginning with No. 1—No Skipping!

e 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book *10 e
e MINSTREL BUDGET *» •
e 4 BLACKOUT BKS.. ea. bk. *35 o

e BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags
HOW TO MASTER THE

*3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, *300. Worth over a thousand

No C O D *

BILLY GLASON
200 W 54th St.. New Yo.k 19-0ep» V

Circle 7-1130

*50 e
CEREMONIES
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SAHARA HOTEL

W W//S&

LAS VEGAS
(Sept. 20 thru Oct. 20)

* 1

Third Engagement
in NINE MONTHS!

Recordings

RCA VICTOR # COLUMBIA • MGM • DECCA

Direction

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCYm
E*». 1898

Starting October 30

Century Room, HOTEL ADOLPHUS, Dallas
»

THE GREAT DANE

PIONEERS A NEW FIELD OF

ACTIVITY FOR FAMOUS SINGERS
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Frank Palumbo’s 25G

Hot Coffee Claim
Continued from pace 48

Mapve Skvroom. Itciao

tight strapless gowns, they some-
tinies look out of plate in their
wild antics. Shoutin’ harmony is

their trademark—suns to the limit.

Except for one number. “Jealousy,”
the Kiris break the sound barrier.
There should be some rest period.

Skvicttes. featuring Don Powell,
lengthen the show. Numbers kill

tunc and for a while it’s hard to

figuie what's going on. Murh\

Noel Coward prefers to “audi-
tion’’ both the Persian Room of

the Hotel Plaza and the Empire
Room ol the Waldorf-Astoria be-

fore he makes any decision about
a New York nitery bow. Both are
on an Iffy basis.

The Waldorf had the Thanks-
giving period open 'and still hast,

and was hoping for the Coward
hooking to follow Edgar Bergen's
fortnight starting Nov. 12, but that

prospect now is cold, lose (Ireco

& Co return Dee. 15. .rut Dinah
Shore comes in for three weeks
on Jan 14 1954.

Philadelphia, Oct. 27.

Frank Palumbo. Philly cafe en-

trepreneur, is seeking $23,000 dam-
ages fipin the Abraham Lincoln
Hotel. Springfield, 111., as result of

injuries suffered Oct. 26. 1951.

when a waitress spilled hot coffee

on him.

Palumbo was on his way to the

Mareiano-Louis heavyweight bout

in Chicago when the accident oc-

curred, and the petition states the

coffee was spilled about his face

and neck. The cafe man needed
medical attention and his face was
left scarred.

Petition was filed last week in

the Sangamon County Courts, since

the two year statute of limitations

would have voided an\ action after

yesterday <20».

Miami, Oct. 27 .

Arthur Childers, who operated
the famed Royal Palm Club, first
big niterv-casino in prewar years
and latterly the swank Little Palin
Club, was committed this week to
the State Narcotic Hospital at
Raiford. Fla., by Circuit Court
Judge Marshall C. Wisehart.

In recent years, Childers, beset
by anti-gambling newspaper arti-
cles in the local press, had made
sporadic attempts to reopen the

ltlin»lriib‘rt. Iloslon
Boston Oct. 22.

./ urn' Valli. with Fred Stamer at

i>'fin<>, [Hair & Dene, The Arnauts
• 2 t . Franklin tic Apt rid, Marti Suyd-
rr, Ted ('ole, Michael Gaylord's
Orch <H‘, Lou Weir, oryunist

;

$2.50 minimum.

|».ijiiH| had fdiemplod to get

Dame. Ka\«* to pl.iv a long engage-
imchI a' III. it home, bul decision

v iJI piohahlv not he made until

K.e e < orders with Abe l.asllogel,

William Morris Agency general
iii.mapei . who'll return to Holly-
wood. short Is lor a brief v isit and
then come back to New' York.

Parnell was originally slated to

d<*|).n t for Britain Monday *26'. but
dillieulties encountered by the
pel rot industries strike in England,
caused delays in airline schedules.

However, two British datediggers
will continue to comb American
talent marts for Palladium head-
liners. Lew (trade, of Lew' & Leslie

(hade, will remain in the U. S. for

about 10 more days, and Harry
Foster, head of the Foster Agency,
London, who arrived Monday, will

continue to scout for talent to play
tlit* Palladium and other European
houses. •

Lou Middling has joined the

William Morris Agency and will

he in charge of the Chicago office

starting Nov. 1. He’ll work in con-
junction with Sid Epstein in hand-
ling that branch. Until he planes
out to Chi, Mindling will be in-

doctrinated in the N. Y. head office.

Mindling, who’s been in many
phases of show' biz, including a

hitch at Music Corp. of America,
has done publicity and lately has
been in the personal management
field, lie’s been handling the af-

fairs of Bamhi Linn & Rod Alex-
ander, among others.

Surrounded by the usual staunch
lineup customers expect at this
vast nitery, songstress June Valli,
former TV “Hit Parader,” making
her initial appearance hereabouts,
more than holds her own and

l

shapes as one of the better of the

j

current crop of thrushes. Petite
and graceful, gal bypasses tricky
arrangements and vocal calisthen-
ics. relying on a straightforward
melodic approach to register. En-
tile stint nabs slick

-
clfstomer re-

sponse. Gal receives a strong as-
sist from accompanist Fred Stain-
er. whose QBing is in the groove.

I Layout tecs off with terpster

j

Man Snyder scoring with a nifty
assortment of fast tup stops and
whirls, followed by spot’s longtime

1 vocalist, Ted Cole, who as usual
handles a brace of pops in top-
notch fashion. Franklin & Astrid.
a mixed duo logged out in Spanisn
costumes, are strong in their slot,

featuring hand-to-hands and aero
tricks lightened with c o in i c
touches. The Arnauts. femme and
two males, grab yocks with bits of
trick fiddling, winding by prancing
around stage dressed in ludicrous
leathers and giving out with their

1 w k < zany* bird talk gimmick.
IHair A- Dean, a handsome ibov

•and girh duo. dish out some nifty
hallroomologv. varying the usual
routines to include a hit of Span-
ish leipology and a satirical "life
ol a ballet dancer.” Entire layout
scores throughout.

Michael Gaylord handles the
baton and emceeing chores in ca-
pable fashion, splitting the custom-

;

cr tempo setting with Lou Weir’s
Hammond melodies. Flic.

Ethel Smith, organist and Decca
disker, just back from Buenos
Aires, is strong in her warnings to

other Yank artists accepting book-
ings in the Argentine.

It has to do chiefly with two
salient handicaps: * 1 *, the large

and n’over-before-indicated income
tax slice, deducted at the source,

including on dollars hanked in

New York in advance against her
B. A. earnings: and <2>, a loophole
that permits artists being sold to

radio without any direct yield to

themselves. What appears to be a

state concert or a publicity tieup
emerged commercially sponsored.
Reportedly. Pablo Williams, for-

merly of the Hermanos Williams,
standard acro-dance team, and
now a B A impresario, collects on
this.

San Francisco. Oct. 27.
“Spike Jones Musical Insanities

of 1953” took in a fair $20,000 in
its initial stanza at the Curran
Theatre here last week.
, Top was $3.60.

Eddie Davis Shifting

Home to Ft. Lauderdale

'Music with Personality'
HAMMOND ORGANISTBock Again

GARRY
w MOORE

U/ show
NO7 CBS-TV

Friday, October 30th

Eddie Davis, who operated Leon
A Eddie’s, N.Y.. until its recent
closing, Is preparing to move to

Fort Lauderdale. Fla . around Nov.
23. HeN moved out t he furnish-

ings of his apartment to a gallery

at Rockville Centre. L.I.. where
they’ll be auctioned oft for three
days, starting Nov. 5.

Davis and his wife. Clem, start

motoring down to Florida latter

part of next month. They'll slop
en route to visit Eddie, Jr., at Vir-

ginia Military Institute, where he's

editor of the literary paper. Turn-
out, and associate editor of V'Ml
Cadet. Davis will probably take
some nitery dates at Las Vegas
and elsewhere some time next
year.

92nd Consecutive Week

Pltasing Particular People

CARLTON HOTEL
ROCHESTER, MINN.

Booking Direct, or thru Any Agent

L— Continued from page -IS

of the advertisers not to saddle
BBC with tremendous talent costs,

and that the government will still

be able to control the medium.
Simultaneously, the amusement

and advertising industry has adopt-
ed “competitive" television as the
term to be used for commercial
tele. Euphemism is to attempt to
get away from the American con-
ception of the term. By use of the
new phrase, it’s hoped to make
sponsored shows more palatable to
the British legislators.

Foster feels that BBC will profit
by the lessons to be learned from
I he growth of television in Amer-
ica. Under, proper guidance, Fos-
ter thinks that television will be
able to aid show business instead
of killing it off. Competitive tele
will not be a big moneymaker for
the talent agencies, according to
Foster, but it may serve the pur-
pose of insuring earnings in thea-
tres and cafes.

WANTED!
ENTERTAINERS

Piano - Vocal - Stylists

VERSATILE COMBO S FOR
FLORIDA WEST COAST

Contact

DANA BOOSE
VANDERPOEL ARTISTS SERVICE

$10 Florida Tkoatro Bldg.

St. Petersburg, Fla.

A.F.M. Lpentad

and His Magic

DAVID SHAPIRO 177$ Broadway

B.v llappy Benway
Saranac Lake. N. Y.. Oct 27.

Will Rogers Variety Clubs hos-
pital will hold the biggest Hal-
loween Party in it's history with
"We The Patients’ fund. Boh
<Mello-Lark> Smith, chairman of
the committee, will be assisted b.v

Virginia Ferraro. Jackie Fond ran,
Murray Kissen anti Bill Joyner.
Patricia Prichard and Jackie Fon-
dran. Dippy Diets, and Larry <A
Stewart* Quinn are among the acts
to appear Joe Boland orch will

furnish the music, and Johnnv
«WNBZ) Garwood and Eddie <&
llursti Vogt will act as emcees.

Eric Cederherg. one of early day
photogs for Metro and Famous
Players, recently connected with
the staff of Esquire, registered a*»

a new guest for the onceover rou-
tine.

Virginia Farraro. staffer at
Loevv’s theatre in Mt. Vernon.
N. V., off on a 10-day furlough. It

is her first trip out of the san in

a year.

After a week of hospitalization
at the general. J. C. <I.\TSE> Batts
of the Colony Theatre. Raleigh.
N. C . back to the Will Rogers lo.

recuperation.
Ending a long siege in t ho. ob-

servation department. Boh Mello-
Larks* Smith .got a top clinic that
tipped him with the ambulatory
gang.
Ate surgery enabled Bob

'IATSK* Hall to get his go-home
papers Returns to the Apollo The-
atre. V Y.
A posy to John 'IATSK' Streep,

er. Atlantic City projectionist
who. during his personal allotted
time, fixes radios for the shutin'
here

Date in this swank occanfronter
marks third of the better hotel
spots Betty Reilly has played in
tii is area 'others were Sans Souci
and Nautilus'; she's also worked
the better clubs such as Copa City,
and is now a lave with a good pro-
portion ol the local trade all cafes
need at this lull-time of the year.

Management of the swankery
has her working big Pagoda Room
weekends and adjoining intimery.
the Tropical Room, other nights.
She's at ease in both settings with
the noisier Tropical Room’s bar-
table crowd settling down quickly
once she tee> off her songalog.
Handling of hearers in both rooms with tin* William
bespeaks the savvy that comes club date departm
with experience plussed by eon- tinned at Aberdeei
fident. assured delivery of her ad- Grounds. Lee Sal
roitlv mixed collection of Latin, cessor at the office
dialect. .special and straight song of Warners out o
material. Staging is carefully Hosp following e;

worked out. w ith off -mike entrv Nanette Fabray pa
singing to ringsidors through troit Athletic Clul
switch I coin ballad to hong-heating
sequence and topper that com-
pletes rapport established with the
tablet's. Projection <ff slower num-
bers i-, well handled but she's at
he- 1 when she belts out those
slioiij numbers and fast Latin
tempos Overall, she keeps them
interested all the wav vvilh above-
par average on palm returns.
Tano A Dee set a zingv warmup

pace with their Lat in-American
IkiIIi nomology in brief stint. Val
Olinan and his small crew handle
the show-backings in expert man-
ner and keep floor filled for the
dansapation. Lary.

THERE MAY BE

AN EASIER WAY
TO MAKE $2000

PER WEEK-
BUT I DON’T
KNOW IT

Special

Permanent Ratet

from $17.50 Weekly

Vaude, Cafe Dates
I—MARK J. LEODY
LEON NEWMAN

Transient rooms
also available.

f Hotel WinshtrSENSATIONAL
DANCE ACT

(THE VALENTINO WHIP)

WESTERLY
FOSTER AGENCY. LONDON

prctenri

St. Louis
Comic Paul Gilbert and Felicia

Sanders at Chase Club for two-
week frame . . . Maureen Cannon,
Roger R*ay and Susan & Gene
Starr opened a two-week engage-
ment at the Boulevard Room . . .

Frank Yankovic and orch replaced
Harry James at Casa-Lamo ball-
room . . . Charley Chaney and Joe
Shlrmer’s Bourbon Street Six
holding forth at the Zodiac . . .

135 East 33rd St., N
PLata 7-4300

American Rep.: WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL MAROUANI AGENCY PARIS^ Latest Comedy Material

OCN for MC'I, M*(l(l«nv Enter-
tainm, *t». Sene tar aur

ps- j lattM erica ll«t at »rratMTD ORIGINAL |a|fllri, mona-
NZf^P4l#l«, dial*** paradiM,

Written by |h*»
AlmVU!"' tap sagmrn Or
. aAyVf t'O far JjO »<Hth At »b«»..
' * * Manay back It nat taMArd.

LAUGHS UNLIMITED
4S St., N. Y., N. Y. JU a 0373

WHEN IN BOSTON
It's the

Write to those who are ill Andra McLaughlin Set
Tor London's Ice ‘Sinbad’
\ndra McLaughlin sailed la t

wffk tor London to join the cast
<>i "Sinhad the Sailor.” which will
!;»' done a> an iceshow at Empress
H.vl Dec. 3. She’ll he one of the
t'\> Ymeriean skaters to get a
Vplined position in a British ice
pantomime.

( luade Langdon is producing

The Home of Show Polk

Avery t Washington Sts.

. . . From the deck of

A. GUY VISK
Writing Enterprise*

Comedy Materiel at it* Best
Bk. Of "BEST COMEDY BITS ’

S Orifinal Act*—$5

« Hill Street - Troy N Y
(The Mirthplace of Show Bo
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The New York Times

Just Concluded

2 Weeks Engagement

BILL MILLER'S

Opening November 3rd

SAHARA
Opening January 14th

PALMER HOUSE, Chicago

My Sincere THANKS to

J|| BILL MILLER

fe ** MERRIEL ABBOTT

. fkmk CECIL B. De MILLE
CHICAGO TRIBUNE

"Francis Brunn will be in a class by himself for as long
as imagination can look ahead."

LIFE MAGAZINE
"World's speediest juggler."

NEW YORK SUNDAY MIRROR
"Francis Brunn brought on as the greatest juggler in

the World has you believing his right to the claim."

THE MONTREAL HERALD.
"Francis Brunn has the ringsiders disbelieving their

own eyes . . . it's the sort of an act that you must see

to believe and it's quite, possible you won't believe

what you've seen" ...

ESQUIRE
"The best juggler New York has seen . . . Brunn out-

juggles everyone."

LEROY PRINZ

JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON

LOUIS STERN

JOHN RINGLING NORTH

Personal Manager

HARRY NATHANO
48 West 48th Street, New York City

Phone PLcio 7*5843
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Sparky Kay*
Menu
Liaa Starr
Johnny O'Brien
Jimim Cavanaugh
Palominos •

G Redman Ore

Homer * Jethro
Helene Francoi*
Marvel*
K Dufty D'nsations
Harney Kawling*
Al Jahn* OreVARIETY BILLS

Continued from page 2

touring musicals and concert art-
ists at the three municipal audi.

;

toriums, plus operation of several
i

stock theatres, plus the standard
j

nightly dog track, filmhouse ar.d
1 jai alai factors, and you get the
old cry from the vet observers—

| ‘ where are they going to co-r e
from?” But for the performe--

j

confronted with dwindling book-
ings around the country, this wi l

be a winter mecca for the big ar.d
the small.

I Picture for entertainment side
of the ’53-’54 season was further
complicated this week with mei >
bers of the Hotel Assn, meeting to
iron out hassle on whether to ap-
ply to city council for permits to
operate their cafes an hour later,

j

Application of the new DiLido
I
Hotel for a license to run until

(
5 a. m. brought arguments into the
open. Most hotels are restricted

;

to l o’clock shutoff on shows and

j

music. Some of them want the
,

status quo; others are digging for
extension to allow them chance to

! stage two shows.
Big argument projected by those

j

against extension is that it would
lead to the same cutthroat compe-
tition that wrought havoc with the

!

bigger night clubs. According to
Harry Mufson. owner of the San

j
Souci, which has long featured top

i bands and one-act. one-show policy,
he would be forced into the “sup-
per club” business with resultant
increase in costs, which would in-

elude installing a kitchen for the
Blue Sails Room and expansion in

seating capacity.
Most hoteliers feel -the same

way, but some are going to insist

on being rezoned for licensing such
I as the DiLido has petitioned for;

j

those wdthin the sector of the new
hotel, among them the Nautilus
and the Delano, will be forced to

hike show and music budgets to

compete. All agree that if the ex-
tensions are granted there’ll be an
allout battle to get the patronage
among the Casablanca. Sans Souci,
Saxony, Nautilus, DiLido, Algiers

|

and what is to be 1955’s new- hotel,

the huge Fontainbleu being built

! by Ben Marden, Danny Arnstein
and Ben Novack, with the straight

|

niteries caught in the middle.

WEEK OF OCTOBER 28, 1953

in connection with bill* below indicate open in* day of shew
whether full or tpi>t week

entheiet Indicates circuit, <li Independent; (L> Loew; (M Mess;

Paramount; (R> RKO. -»> Stoll; 'Ti Tivoli; <Wi Werner

HAVANA
Rene C;ibel
Sonia ( alero
Kay Carson

K Antunez Orq
Co de la Playa Ore

Tropicana
Augustin Lara Ore
Tex Mex
Mano Lopez
F Fernandez
Faulma Alvarez
Marcel Dcfour
Hobby de ArgaJ
A Komeu Ore
Senen Suarez Orq

Sans Souci
Olea Chavtano
Juliet Sc Sandor
Fernando Valencia
Trio Galant
Tondelayo
Xiomara Alfaro
Helena Si Hector
Cachia
R Ortega Orq
C Rodriguez Orq

Montmartra
Olga Guiilol
Bola de Nieve
Klpidio Sc Margot
Haul Diaz

mented by the better type ot

comics and supporting acts for

added value. On the deal, she’ll

also be allowed to take off lor two

weeks at a time, with a top attrac-

tion set as replacement under bill-

ing “Sophie Tucker Presents,”

much as Schuyler worked the

Martha Rave “pamership” deal at

the Five.

Latin Quarter Policy

The Vagabonds Club, probably

among the most consistent money-
makers in the group, will operate

under usual policy—the zany

quartet with a unit built around
their ideas. Five O’C'lock Club

will be featuring the Jack Carters

and others who’ve proven draw
values. Current lineup of that

comic, plus the Novelites and Bar-

bara Black, is indicative of that

plan.

Latin Quarter, which led them
all last season in receipts and

crowds, will again feature the Lou
Walters’ lavish production display,

with group of better-than-average

acts the fulcrum around which the

displays will be built. Addition of

Joe K. Lewis at height of winter

to bolster late-show trade is also

in the books.
Celebrity Club, which w-as oper-

ated by Alan Gale last time out,

has been bought by comedienne
Grace Barrie. She's mulling an

Cate Society D ntam
Louie Jordan
J Pineapple

Celebrity Club
\lan Gate
y roddie Stewart
J A J William*
T.arry Fovter

Chateau Madrid
Fatundo Rivero Q

Copacabana
Joe K Leix iv ,

Georgia Gibbs
lie Man nk
Austin Mai k
Jonathan l.uca*
Herb Fields
M liurso ore
Frank Marti Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Otc

Hotel Astor
Three Suns

Hotel Biltmor®
Gleb Yellin
Hotel New Yorker
Arnold Shoda
Joan Walden
->ru A DiJon
Ernie Rudy Ore
A Rnllrni Trio

Hotel Pierre
i Hili'.e'iarde
Stanley Melba Ore

i

C'hico Kelli Ore
Hotel Plata

Celeste Holm
Ted Straeter Ore

Hotel Poosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel St. Rem*
Constancc Moore
Milt Shaw r»ti

Horace Diaz Ore
Hotel Sherry-
Motherland

Marina Koshetz
Lester Lanin Ore
Jan Bruno-icn Ore

Hotel Statler
Russ Morgan Ore

Hotel Taft
Vlneent l.ope/ Ore

Latin Quarter
Sophie Tucker
Fr.inklin Sc Lane
Charlivel*
l.tieienne A Ashour
Gloria l.erov
\r» Waiter Ore
It llarlowe Ore

HE* YORK CITY
Music MX II 'I 2*

I i, i'ioi' < A lohfis'j

Jeai/ifelte 1 anil-h
Hoi a- I'.ros

I I Hi wi Mol |d. v

HAZELTON

POTTSVILL E
Capitol P 30 only
LitHe Singers P.> ris

SOUTH RENO
Palace -Pi 30 only
H.g Show
Nat King Cole
Sir; ft Vaughn
Ralph Marterie Ore
IlllnolN Jacquet Gp
Peg Leg llaie*
George 1 Kiiby
Frank Marlowe

-31) only
Asylum of Horrors

AUSTRALIA
Kenita Kramer
Carlisle A Weldon
C latldine ( herel
Cheddells
Show Girl*
Nudes
Itallet

SYDNEY
Tivoli (Ti 3*

Itettv Driver
Walton A O’Rourke
Chevalier -Bros
Jlmae Co
Gene Jimne
Norman Vaughan
Duke A Horshurgh
Joey Porter
Hah* McKinnon
Peter
Dorothy Hall
Wally Peterson
1 lehonaira
A lorablcs

ADELAIDE
Royal (TI 3*

Tommy 'Hinder
,T Faves
Mart I'rieslman
Itouna
(i De Pauls
II in v Moreny
Little Johns
Tom Lainnoil
l.lovd Martin
M.iuicen Helmih
Dancing Hovs
Adorable*

MELBOURNE
Tivoli <T i 3*

II Su-rnan A Arc
Hat esi o 3
I.owe A l.add
Charley Wood C
Frank Cook
Susan Jeans

BRITAIN that he expected a great many
more screen personalities to visit

Europe, appear in films there and
create for themselves an interna-
tional following.

Building New Names
Emphasizing his point that Eu-

ropean producers are building up
a rod or of American names that
me: t

- -mparatively little in the
j

l ! - finer cited the instances!
of s wral of his own clients. •

Marta Toren has just completed
“Maria Magdalena” in Italy. Zsa- 1

Zsa Gabor has finished “Glittering
Death" opposite Daniel Gelin in
France. Yvonne de Carlo, he said,

|

is already more important in Eu-
|

rope than she is in the U. S. She’s
currently doing “The Ghost of i

O’Leary” in Britain for Mario
!

Zampi. Lex Barker, too. is becom-
ing a marquee name in Europe.
The American companies, with

,

reduced production skeds and an
unemployment problem on their

|

hands, actually favor the interna-
tional deployment of their glamor
brigade if for no other reason than

;

the foreign market today is more
important than ever; that well-
known faces automatically mean a
better ho., and most of these per-
formers eventually find their way
hack into Hollywood pix.

While mainly concerned with
talent— he signed up a couple of
German players — Kohner also
brought back with him a number
of French and German pix which

j

he intends to screen on the Coast
to see whether there is interest in

dubbing or remakes. Among the
films are the German “As Long as
You are With Me” and “The Cheat-

1

ing Heart." and the French “Mad-
ame De." a Max Opuls production,

jKohner said he was very im- :

pressed by what he had seen in

Germany. The Germans, like the :

Fit nth, want co-production with
American interests, he reported,
adding that the Germans in par-

'

Ocular were anxious for properties
o! writers of prominence in the
pre-Hitler days. Vicki Baum is one
example and the Germans are toy-
ing with the idea of remaking
Grand Hotel." He said lie had
found little script material in
Europe that would interest Holly-
wood at this point.

Tcd Rati v
It Wright :<

Reg l.lovd
It A J Penn
Patricia Hily.v
Joyce Terry
Ituntv Kennedy
III Di-ll • Rosa Gill*

LIVERPOOL
Empire <M> 36

Laurel A ll.ii 1 1

\

a Jill,

Seaton A O’lVIl
Ronnie Leslie
til sala A 1 1 iis

M undv A Faile
Denii k Knsa.il «*

Kaves Polos
Hnv A Itav

NEWCASTLE
Empire M * 36

\ 1 1 Mu i English
Fabhe Grav
F Rug.in Girls
Peggy Row nil

2 PluvlMlVs
ItearhnK A Giantli>
Donovan A Haves

NORWICH
Hippodrome il> 36
Suzette Tarri
M A M Mills
Damn o'D.ire
McKenzie Iteid A I)
H ihil Ran
Womlei Wheelers
Dnk Galkin
\ White Go
NOTTINGHAM
Empire iMi 36

.! Monanhs
Juok .t.irkson
Joan Regan
Tommy Cooper
Comvav A Dav
k ioDir No ifoi I h
Los Martliv :l

Hal iv W orth
lavs Marvels

SCUNTHORPE
Savoy (I- 36

Cat Ti at v

.1 Kidd A June
Dennis Shirley
Gepe Mae
Knv Lever
Jean Smart
\i Ihiir W hallev Co

SHEFFIELD
Empire (M» 36

Fiankie V uihn
Bernard Miles
Fa v lie A Evans
Dawn White GoNAN Grant
Joe Hl.uk
2 Columbus
I oi i aim*
Western Stars

SWANSEA
Empire iM< 36

I en'n < oi le/
Doreen Hai i is

N it Go|i 1 l!a

Rhodes A 1 lie

WOLVERHAMPTON
Hippodrome I- 36
I’ommv Giatfrev
l oin \ II ,' tin ,v I*

Dee iMVtrs
Forbes A Hcotdv
K Idle lll.il t
Fig ilte tints Club
WOOD GREEN
Empire Si 36

Is s V Mo’ljt

Eddie ( alv ei t

Kubv A Haves
\ mini as,
Tray prsds
I’onv Walsh
N ieol A Kemble
I! v Man

Bl ACKPOOL
Palace <l> 34

M A II Nesbitt
Anne Shell on
l.arenlv T i*

Reginald DapoiF.e
K A F I evingtan
Janette Fox
Fill A Elgar

.I s A .1u'*e

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome tD 36

1 mi i I ainiuo I .am*
(ieol 'e l * u/ -i

BRIGHTON
Hippodrome iMi 36
Vie lllivei

It A A I'earson
Svlvia Campbell
Alan Glue
Cl,avion A Ward
l'lerre H«d
1! Yolanda*
1. Sill i|>e A I

BR'XTON
Emnrev* <l> 34

Donald I’eei s

llal Montv
Tanner Sis
Jnninv C.hlheroe
1 i'v Mm nhv
(ieol its A t a-nnette
Rita M at tell

111 Celelti it ies
CMCLS r A

Palace tit 36
T.ee I .aw tenet*
S A I* Lave
2 Fir,lies'
S Mat .'fus

till v M.ivant
It a v dim

CHICAGO
Blu® Anatl

i T.uiv Roman
|

Christina A Camille
Neville Black

' Foil Young
Grace Niehol*
Roll We Dvrk Trio

Bl*ck Orchid
: H ; it s

Chat he Carts
Linda Shannon

I Ken Sweet Trio
Chez Perce

1 Rillv Gray
Patti Moore,
Hen Lessy

]

Chandra Kalv Ders
Brian Farnon Ore
Conrad Hilton Hot'l

j
Kileen Carroll
Margie Lee
Seitz A Loichinger

|

Diek Frie®
Sill KroITt
K ndell
Marirlrh A
Peterson

|

Pu-k Salter
I

Hill Jordan
N A J Waldo

I

Huddv Rust
(Hie Clark

i

Dennis A Darlene
|

Houlevar- Dear ; <7>

I
F Masters Ore
Edrevv iter Beach

II Stei n A Singing
Si rings

Le Itov Bros (3*

I) llitd Deis ( 101
Skinnav Fnni* Ore

Encore
Al Morgan
Doodles A Skeeter
Maria Velasco
Leon Sash Trio

Palmer Hous®
Saveen
Georitie Gobel
W y mil
Three’s Company
Martha A Bent lev
Hamilton A Thomas
Christopher A King
Peter Cdnlow

* Louise Mi 'lullen
Dorothy Aull

j

Johnny Kin 1 '

Itohert Cooper
1 Henry King Ore

mm Continued from page 1

spinning shake, most of their pre-
Xmas programming is confined to

the established standards.
Publishers who’ve got new Xmas

tunes riding this year are holding
back their plugging efforts even
though their disks are on release.
The pubs feel that it’s too jparly
to go after deejay spins and that
by talking-up their songs now-
they’ll create nothing but d.j re-

sentment. Majority of pubs expect
to start making their deejay treks
during the fust or second week of
November.
Johnny Marks, for example, is

prepping his fifth season on “flu*
dolph,” which he penned and pub-
lishes via his St. Nicholas Mu ic

firm, for a kickoff around Nov. -1.

For the seasonal drive Marks is

putting on Joe Whelen in Chicago
and Dave Kent on the Coast. Jerry
Lew in starts as contactman for the
New York area within the next
week. Marks will hypo “Rudolph”
this year with a special coupling
ot the tune by Perry Como and
Spike Jones. Both Como and Jones
cut the song for RCA Victor.

LOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel

Tony M.irtin
Alan King
Toddv Phillips

Bind Box
Rose Marie
l.ennv Kent
Del Rubio Sis (.1)

Larry Green
Bar of Music

\nne Triola
Sv Mein no
E Bradford Ore

Biltmore Hotel
Irene Ryan
Harbors A Dale
George Prentice

Hal Derwin Ore
Ciro’s

Johnnv Desmond
Dick Stabile Ore
Rohhv Ramos Ore

Charley Foy'*
Continental*
Jimmie Allies
A Browne Ore

Mocambo
Joveo Bryant
E Oliver Ore

St 'tier Hotel
Dorothy Shay
Mai te/ A I .in ia
led Weems Ore

MIAMI-MiAMI BEACH
Black Maqic Club

Hal Winters
Hey Ireland
Glaive Hogan
Jack Kcir
1ti.il Trent
Muni Laurie

Clover Club
Charlie Fat roll
Del Hree’se
Dolores Kcnay
Ted Law l ie
Feggv Greer
Tony Lope/ Ore
Selma Marlowe Line
Jack si u. rt .;

Arne H.irnelt

Five OCIock Club
J.nk. Carter
Nov Elite. < ,’t>

Hai h.n a Hl.u k
I cii Daw on i b e

Nautilus Hotel

Jimmy Husson

\ntone A lna
Sid Sianlev ore
Joe llarnell
Lean A Eddies

Mvra Davis
Chu< k Fontaine
\i res O Bcillv
Green Hair Gu!
Jaek.ie (Gordon
Hill v Austin
N’anev Kent
Charlotte Wate'r*
Bill GlaV
Ralph Gilbert
Sins Sauci Hotel
HiA AUvn
time Barnett
s,. cal. is Ore
Ann Herman Per*

Saxonv Hotel
Bat i v Reillv
lain. A Dee
' al t » itnan Ore
F.ciuie Mav erSon
otc

Tot iv De La Ciuz

Passim Continued from page 1 —I

Curtis, Janet Leigh, Jack Ben: y,

Red Skelton, Danny Thomas, Lu-
cille Ball &: Desi Arnaz, Phil Har-
ris. Groucho Marx. Lionel Ban>*
more, Betty Grable and Hairy
James. Presumably, they woud
have to get special permission ‘ J

appear where they are under ex-

clusive contract. It’s not yet known
who has accepted.
Reason for the shortness of thf

telethon 'and it’s not really a tele-

thon in that sense, with the title o,f

the show the "Martin & Lewis Par-

ty") is that there won't be plea-

lor telephoned pledges. Instead,

the U.S. Post Office has agreed m
distribute pledge forms the follow-

ing day and arrange for collection

of contributions. Consequents
while there’ll be pleas for fum>.

show will comprise mostly straight

entertainment.

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
Desert Inn

I. W >11 "i *.’ ' Folic*
Itei i ot e”

D.iiv ,i • A Jiill.i
(
’.ii It n H.i vi's ( ire

El Cortei
Fell) a Hrum

i

l ed s nil h
Bc'boi " A A|.k i.i

E Ski iv am*k
El Rancho Veqzt
Bon Blu® Bovue
T ><

. r i > hv IJ. ill'll i<! r

Ri-d < .ip*

Dot l o o D’n< T*
Boh Fill* Oi<

FLiminqo
Shollc v Wititei »

Jiick.o K .in non
4 Riinise.s

B.irh ra Foriy
Du pi 3
Tori iv Brand fir

C

5 Fell x Prod
Last Frontier

s inim v K • v o five
B.'lih.v Sugont'
s \nn Summer*

. le (T i . v ( | iy
K.ivdo-* A Choir

Col Jon Nuqqet
M.nilvai-' i , 4
F lid Dahl
*» * utello A Pu
Ji e \ onul i

Eihil (.lav .3

Sands
F •* n it i a A fire
Nn hoi . s Bros

,

• opa f.ii i*

,

• ha i le , N o! son
Bok Slomor

,

R a v Sinatra Ore
Sahara

I Melchior A Cr>
h i Harem I i iu rs
• oo David ore

Silver Shop®r
Hank Ihm*
• aino I- ir lien

* Rios (4ai

k

NFW YORK CITY

Bart Howard
linunv I sons Trio

Bon Soir
Jimmie Daniels
Charlotio Rae
Norono Tile
Garland Wilson
Mao Barne*
Kirkwood A
Goodman
Cate Albert

KPim V.'arrerj

Services were held Sunday (25
in N. Y,

6
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New Acts

mabina koshetz
Sofia*

20 Min*. . , . .. „

Marina Koshetz is the daughter

Nina Koshetz. and both are in

fL‘ same idiom of welltrained

opranos vith expert concert,

ideal 'Metro) and class bistro

ART (COWEYES) ENGLER
Songs. Comedy
22 Mins.
Gatineau Club. Ottawa

After seven years as feature
man with Kirby Stone Quintet,
Art Engler steps out as a sinqle
and turns out to be a natural. He
works at a fast pace with no letups
anywhere. Except for weak corn-
edV gab material, he has a bofT 22

is an authoritative t
minutes that should land him high

doesn’t need the mike
j

on nitery circuits and TV. Ottawa
customers got but a snatch ot him
last year with Stone when, after
only two shows, he was sent to a
two-month hospital stint in car
smash, so current return as solo is

begoff at all shows.
Stanza is mainly vocal, ranging

from fast ‘‘Deed I Do" to moody
"One For My Baby.’’ plus single
saxophone bit and betw cen-warble
chatter. Engler has good stage
presence and his rapid-fire deliv-
ery builds response to pitch.

Gomi.

Unit Review

backgrounds. Current incumbent

J; the Sherry-Net herland’s Cama-
v;,l Room
thrush who
Ld when dispensing with it, evi-

dences almost as much volume, as

vhe segues from popular Grieg

l “Strange Music") to Porter to

French. Spanish «md Russian gyp-

sy airs.

Rrunct songstress has soloed 15

concerts at

six times
phony in

Carnegie
pictures

In* I nvalrade
Glasgow. Oct. 17.

Tool Arnold presentation of re-
iiic in Tiro acts. Features Mi die-
h'jie Lannoy. Anne Royers & Eddie
Word. lieinie Brock, Michele An-
drews. Tiro Mamrs, Chocolate &
Co. '4', Friyuiairs < 3 > . Four Es-
Ljnios, Arthur Roberts Orch,
Corps dr Ballet. Directed by
Gerald Rainier; choreography. Bea-
trice fAvesey; decor, Edward De-
laney; costumes, Anthony Holland.
At Alhambra, Glasgow, Oct. 17, ‘53.

House Reviews

the Hollywood Bowl;
with the Boston Svm-
one season, including

Hall, and her last of five

for Metro included "Great
Hence the falls in theCaruso.

idiom of Helen Traubel. Mimi
Benzell; et al in the recent trend

from the longhair league to the

saloons.

She knows her way around a

cate floor, and. of course, this type

of class room is an ideal setting

for her. A suggested sartorial,

BABETTE & RAOUL
Adagio Dancing
12 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
Mixed duo of lithesome dancers

offer well-rehearsed routine which

change is a switch away from thafl seems okay for all visual media,

white bouffant job into something ' especially vaude and nitery

that would
tials.

into
accent slimming poten-

Abvl.

MARIA VELASCO
Songs
12 Mins.
Encore Room. Chi

Maria Velasco has plenty of pol-

ish. good projection, and a de-

meanor which suits her to intimate

rooms. Youthful Negro warbler
has plenty of eye-appeal, dresses
smartly, and tastefully avoids the
utilization of sex. Strictly a singer

of moods, she delivers her songa-
log from an obtrusive piano in a

soft, unaffected voice that has a

distinctly personal savor.

What’s lacking, chiefly, is strong-
ly characteristic material that
would identify her. Numbers like

"C'est Si Bon," "Pigalle," or "My
Funny Valentine" are too closely
associated with other chanters to
leave very much dent. "Pretty
and the Wolf," a recitative piece
with piano overtones, and the
torchy "I Fought Every Step of the
Way." are fresher offerings but
still keep her genre unspecific. In
general, the chirper will have to
find her own most suitable vehicles
to bring her out of the standard
class. Lcs.

vaude and nitery dates.
Paris's "Jungle Fantasy" routine

is in the top drawer, he the snake-
charmer. she a writhing and wrig-
gling snake. Both are costumed in

luminous-painted dress, with re-

sult that the darkened stage brings
up authentic effect of a snake ;n

combat. Distaffer's entrance is ef-

fective. being by way of a sus-

pended w ire w hich drops her head-
foremost to give impression of
snake winding off tree. Agility ot

femme’s acrobatic chores ranks
high on the mittmeter. Cord.

CHOCOLATE & CO. (4)

Musical clowning
15 Mins.
Alhambra, Glasgow

This is a standout act for

visual medium, particularly
any
for

Spectacle and color make this
lavish $150,000 revue easy on the
eye. Blade talent used is high, and
there is speed, grace and beauty
in the various scenes unfolded.

Opening is rather ciuiet. an actor
coming before the curtain to speak
an unnecessary prolog which holds
up the action. Entrancing aspect
of the first scene. "The English
Rose," compensates, with Miche-
line I.annoy. Belgian ice star,

showing graceful talent on skates.
DistafTcr has looks, pleasing per-
sonality, shapely figure and an in-

fectious smile, and is the undoubt-
ed star ntadewise of the entire
production.

The Fngidairs are a male com-
edy trio with a lukewarm line in

funmaking and. at show caught,
did not garner many laughs until
their final gimmick, in which one
member skids* over a stool into
a hath full of water.

There's more graceful terping on
ice by pair-skating twosome, Anne
Rogers A Eddie Ward, in a "Stair-
way to the Stars" scene. Full ex-
tent of show’s wardrobe and sec-
tings is revealed in a Royal
Tournament episode, chorines be-
ing dressed as prancing horses.
Other spectacular scenes are a

submarine fantasy titled "Vision
neath the Sea." again featuring
Miss Lannoy. and a big circus
parade with the ballet girls as
ponies trotting round the ring.

Apart from the good work of
the blade artists, there is a useful

vaude bills and lavish rev ues need-
j

contribution by lieinie Broc k,

ing a strong comedy specialty. ,

smallish American comedian. He
Four men, one small and col-

|

offers comedy business with a

ored, run riot in musical clowning, piano on the ice and. in a later

their comedy business being top-
j

spot, gabs with some average-
rate. Yocks are loud and long at

:

Quality patter.

JOHNNY ACE
Songs
11 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

Johnny Ace is another Negro
singer who’s aroused attention via
his indie label recordings. In a
first-time booking at Harlem’s
Apollo Theatre, he impresses with
a smooth baritone but unfortu-
nately his song salesmanship isn’t

commensurate with the quality of
his voice.

Self-aecompod at the ’88, Ace
warbles a trio of tunes—"My
Story," a plaintive ballad with a
touch of the blues idiom; "Cross
M.y Heart." a syrupy item, and
‘ ihe Clock," in a similar genre.
His is a slow, resonant delivery
that by intentional design gives
each note more time to register
upon the audience.

For strictly aural media such as
waxings, Ace’s style has good pos-
sibilities. On the other hand he’s
too stiff and wooden at present to
cause much of a visual stir. When
he discovers the value of occa-
sionally facing the payees instead
ot continually fixing his optics on
the mike while seated at the piano
he ll increase his booking poten-
t,aI

- Gdb.

the antics of the colored down
who emerges at one point wearing
a tartan cap and playing a mam-
moth set of Scotch bagpipes. Pace
of act is fast, never letting up.

and quartet exit to solid palming.
A strong and sure bet

U. S. market.
for the
Gord.

4 ESKIMOS *

Comedy
12 Mins.
Alhambra, Glasgow
Four men offer strong brand of

comedy on the ice-stage. Reveal
skill on blades while, at same time,

doing comedy tricks, such as when
one pair lifts the other two in see-

saw fashion while gliding round
on the ice. More comedy business
with ordinary kitchen pot. one
member of act being deposited on
this and revolving on It. Another
enters with butterfly net as goofy
naturalist in search of flies, and is

finally caught himself in his own
net.
Okay for comedy slotting in any

blade show. Gord.

Michele Andrews, glamorous
Paris-born skating soubrette, wows

|

the customers with some lively

l
jiving on the ice stage.

‘ Leading skaters apart, there is a

varied selection of good vaudeville
acts. The Four Eskimos have a
comedy turn that gets heavy yocks
and later appear as the Four
Charladies in more slapstick. The
Two Mazurs. Polish equilibrists,
twist and turn on the trapeze, sup-
porting each other mainly with
their teeth, and begoff to heavy
palming.

Best act is the musical clowning
of Chocolate A Co., a quartet with
a surefire blades routine which is

geared for prolonged laughs. Eliz-
abethan Age finale has several
surprise items, such as a giant air-
craft landing and various English
historical figures appearing.

Gord.

Pairmnount. X. Y.
Duke Ellington Orch il.V niflj

Joyn Sherrill, Jimmy Grissom;
Golden Gate Quartet. Stump t*

Stumpy. Stuffy Bryant: "So Rio”
< Wfl • . returned in V vhiiiy .ST ;>f

30. ’53.

All Negro bill at the Paramount
this outing is a sparkling fid minute
affair helmed by maestro Duke
Ellington. There's an ahumnmee
of Ellingtonia in the setup but
enough diversity m the terp,
comedy and song departments to
keep the bill running smoothly and
pleasantly.

Ellington's assignment is a

hefty one. compared with what
his colleagues have been allotted
in similar vaude sputtings, but he
makes every tune count, grabbing
the and solidly with the opening
number and holding on in it until

the Par stage sink'' back into the
pit to make wav for the film.
With a standout suleman eon

tingcnl of seven brass, five reed
and two rhythm. Ellington lavs
down a strong beat on the key-
board and the bovs follow Ins

lead. Orch is highiv stylized and
displays class musicianship in a

repertoire that includes a medley
of Ellington compositions, a sly

rendition of "Monologue." in

which three reeds back an Filing-
ton narration, and a jumpy
"Rockin’ In Rhythm." Jimmy

i

Grissom handles the vocal on lat

-

ter with a driving attack. Thrush
Joy a Sherrill, a well-proportioned
looker, does a nice job on the
melodic "I’ve Got It Had and That
Ain’t Good."

|

The Golden Gate Quartet 'with
an unbilled keyboard areomper

»

is a slick vocai combo with top
1 light harmony techniques. The
boys come off best on the spirit-

uals but also score with their pop
renditions. GeL plenty of zest

into "Shadrack" and "Dry Bones"
'and develop an effective emotional
mood with "I Believe." Opening

I

number, a lively workover of

I

"Running Wild." puts the house in

a proper frame for the vocalist ies

'that follow.
Stump & Stumpy have no trouble

'getting over with their zany songs,
• impreshes and terps. Turn is a

fJst-mover that gains momentum as
' ill goes along. Team has added a

"Dragnet" takeoff to its regular
routine. It's a short ie but it nabs

!
howls. Stuffy Bryant is another
easy winner with his frenetic dance
routines. He packs a lot of power
in his wild stepping, especially

when he's atop a drum-like prop.

He really starts moving then, and
steps off to a rousing mitt. Gros.

Empire. lilHNgotv
Glasgow. Oct 23

Throe Monarchs, Jack Jackson,
Tommy Cooper, Mcdlock & Mar
lou r, Joan Regan, Victor Sruforth,
Corellis '2). Hurry Worth, Con
way A Day, Bobby Dowds Orch.

UA’s 35th Anni
Contlnurd from pane 4

MaoRlTClilEALLAN
Sonjs
12 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow

Kilted Scot singer offers pleas-
lf) g singing act, novelty of which

peurt-a-beuil or Gaelic mouth-
music. This adds up to rhythmic
music produced through the sing-
le voice to words in the Gaelic
language, in same manner as prac-
ticed bv Highlanders in northwest
Scotland many years ago when
they wished improvised music for
dancing, it has strong lilting nov-
eity appeal. Troupe of chorines
.nee to the mouth music while

singer gives! out through mike
11 °m side of stage.

Singer features mainly Auld
t.ang Syne numbers in his reper-
” lre and scored at show caught in

did Aberdeenshire tune "By
ne Brig o’ Balgownie." Okay for
general run of vauderie* in U. K.,
Canada and rest of Commonwealth.

Cord,

DE MARLOS (2)

Dance
10 Mins.
Copacabana. X. Y.
The De Marios are a vet ball-

room team, but haven't been doeu-
1

mented in Variety's New Act
files. For their Copacabana show

.

the De Marios display a sexy
brand of terping. Their footwork

! is lithe and facile and their move-
• ments are floorfilling.

!
At times, they seem to be

johnny - one - note on the sexy
theme, but since their stuff skirts

bad taste, the only effect that

seems to have is one that elimini-
nates variety.
They are both well-appearing

and they have sufficient skill to

hit healthy applause ratings.

Jos*\

Three-Day Vaude Policy

For Court Sq., Springfield N
'

The Court Square Theatre.

Springfield, Mass., has embarked
on a three-day weekly \aude pol-

icy with the Al A pelle Dow office,

N.Y.. booking. House has vaude on
Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays.
Al Rosen, who formerly managed
Loevv's State. N.Y., is in charge ol

this operation.
The Court Square has had stage-

shows at various times. 1« git and
vaude. and has been a ont-dav to

a full-ucejt stand.

Campaign will run six months in

the US. and Canada, and a full

year, in two laps of six months
each, in foreign areas beginning
Dec. 1. Biggest prizes in UA’s sales

drive history will be awarded, ac-

cording to the company.
Meanwhile, the distrib continues

to show gains in bolstering its re-

leasing lineup for both the present
and future. New deal was set last

week for LA to take over the

domestic distribution of five films

heretofore on the Lopert Films
Distributing Corp. lineup. Further.

Ilya Lopert. head of the latter

company, disclosed that he’s em-
barking on a production program
in association with Robert Dow-
ling. with LA participating in the

financing and holding distribution

rights. First two to be lensed by

I»pcrt are "Time of the Cuckoo,"
which Arthur Laurents is now
adapting from his own play, and
"Beauty and the Beast," which S.

Behrman is now scripting.

Lopert will leave N.Y. for Eu-

rope within the next two months
and plans to remain abroad at

least a year in following through
on his production plans. He in-

tends two major productions a

vtar. he said.

Five films taken over initially

from Lopert by LA are "Gilbert

and Sullivan,” "The Captain's Par-

.-dive." "The Man Between," "Fan
Fan the Tulip" and "Night Beau-
tic v"

The Three Monarchs. zany mu-
sical threesome, with a wide assort-

ment of harmonicas, arc hilltqp-

pers in current layout, one of the

most satisfying to play the Auld
Fang Svne vaudery for many
weeks. Act has a useful quota of

comedy and plenty of pace, and
scores strongly in rendition of its,

Hawaiian War Chant. Main com-
edy slant is provided by member
of trio who employs high-pit* lied

squeaky voice and a sharp-pointed
|

black beard to good effect.

Sol id bill is well seasoned with

both old and faces. Jack
Jackson. British radio deejay. has
fresh friendly appeal, opening
with his vv.k. radio signature "Ho
. . . It's Saturday!" 'he airs peak-

hour disk program Saturdays-), and
running into songalog of snatches
from top tunes he has boosted on 1

the English air. Jackson winds'
with solid lmpresh on trumpet of

a voung boy talking to his mama,
j

Conway A Day, mixed duo, open
the session with some nifty terp-

ing. in which the blonde, clad in

blue scanties, does a graceful solo

dance with umbrella Her male
partner offers a slick staii Case

routine.
The dnneing-w ith-head-masks act

of Mcdlock A Marlowe, interna-

tional turn, is as always a stand-

out. Pair use lifelike masks of

famous personalities to solid effect,

corning on as Bette Davis, Groucho
Marx. ex-King Farouk. Marlene
Dietrich. Bing Crosby A Bob Hop*
Edward G. Robinson A
Bogart, Jimmy Durante
Hepburn, Sir Winston

register strongly with the payees
in adept stanza of toot-juggling.

Male is the main performer, doing
head stands, then balancing full-

size tables on his feet and revolv-

ing them at fair speed to warm
mining.

I'ndcs New Acts are Tommy
Cooper, crazy-style English con-

juror. and blonde chirper Joan
Regan, whose waxings have re-

cently hit the U S. market. Bobby
Dowds conducts the house orch in

sound show backing. Gord.

Apollo, 5. V.
Johnny Ace, Willie Mae Thorn-

ton. Tab Smith Band *13*. HiH
Johnson Band with I.ittle Junior
Barker, George Holmes, Wallace
Bros '2', Mara Frances Graham,
Crackshot & Co; "Destination
Murder" <RKO>.

Recording stars in the rhythm A
blues field in recent months have
furnished much of the talent for

Harlem's vaude emporium, This
week is no exception, for the bill

dishes up such disk faves as

crooner Johnny Ace « New Acts' and
blues warbler Willie Mae Thorn-
ton Their "in person" technique
isn't as polished as their waxings,
but on the whole the session adds
up to an entertaining 70 minutes.

Miss Thornton, whose size is on
par with Kate Smith proportions,
attacks a couple of blues numbers
in a stentorian voice that scarcely
needs an assist from the house p a.

system. A real gone gal. she pants,
groans, grunts, grinds and bumps
her way through a sizzling 10 min-
utes onstage, for an enthusiastic
reception.

Tab Smith’s crew, comprising
three rhythm, five reed and five

brass, opens the layout with a
brisk logoff and follows with the
slower "My Mother's Arms” which
accents a hep sax solo. Orch paves
the way for the Wallace Bros., two
males vv fio please with average
song-and-danee routines plus some
nifty hack and front somersaults.

Magico George Holmes, who
doubles as emcee, executes eccen-
tric hoofing for fair returns, but
his forte lies In an ability to exude
smoke from bis mouth long after
discarding a eigaret. This earns
him a neat salvo. Sandwiched in
the session is songstress Mary
Frames Graham. Willowy, miss
does a lone tune in an interesting
voice. However, she could Hu i Id
her visual appeal by wearing some-
thing more exotic than a plain
black dress.

Bill Johnson’s small band, aug-
mented with vocalist Little Junior
Darker, is an average instru-
mental group with a nice flair for
rhythm. Parker warbles a brace
of blues ditties for okay returns.
Hounding out the show are pianist
Lav erne Dillon’s *of Tab Smith's
com bo • fine "Penthouse Serenade"
solo and the traditional comedy
Inf Mipplled in this instance by
Crackshot A Co. Gilb.

Olvmplft. .Miami
Miami. Oct. 23.

Itowcna Ridlins, Bob Hannon,
Remits Toy Hoys, A. Robbins. Jr ,

The St. Claires, l.es Rhode House
Orch- "Affa»r With a Stranger "

• UKO).

Pre Eisenhower

Humphrey
Katharine
Churchill,
and Clemident

A tile*.
More impersonations from Vic-

tor Scaforth. upcoming Engli'-h

performer 'See under New Act-.

Harry Worth, in . hesitant voice,

offers timid brand of yentro work,

boring with longish preamble be-

lore bringing on his two dolls

All's lip manipulation i good.

The CouTJi.s, a male arid lemma,

B* sides lacking marquee lure,
current layout also makes for mild
fare that won’t bring them in via
vvord-of-mouth. w-
Only act on hill who holds up in

satisfactory manner is Howena
Rollins. Comedienne works in
broad manner to project her mate-
rial. with her standard lampoons
on figures in the public eye

—

Eleanor Roosevelt, ef al —with
v irid into spoof on video program
slanted at femmes garnering tier

healthy series of giggles and
laughs.

Hob Hannon emcees proceedings
adequately and on own sets up
Mtngalog that contains the usual
blend of oldies and pop*. Guy
lacks strong delivery and projec-
tion needed in this big house, and
earns himself mild mining.

Teeoff spot is held down by the
St Claire*. Tapsters are in a spot,

following long run of Lindsay pro-
duction dancers, and come off to

fairKh palming Routines are un-
i imaginative though h*«l and toe

work is welt handled.

Rcmos Toy Boys terp ideas don't

spark enthusiasm in flirt halt of

their stint. Xylophone propped on
pole is their winner with one play-

ing instrument and other working
out series of arioant/es on the

perch
A. Robhin* Jr offers up familiar

sounding patter while spinning out

qu jck-ohange tut Work 1 hard to

gather in fair proportion' 61 laugh*.

Cm, Rhode 'and home orch handled
th* M,ov back,* adeptly. Ta/y~
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Plays Out of Town
IlMcnpade

Hartford. Oct 22.

.I* l.taKie. Jr., Ko«er L Steven*

*,»S llenr* Sherek pri»*»nUtion of com^
i . , ... iti.pu [\ tfivt* *c*iU *> O) no 1** *

%i.„ Doii^jll' Siais KoK*»i l,iv*»*y. tJr«uU

jrm. Melvill** < ooper. M * r
*f

ry

, Mui.jn Ma«hc»on, Iarry Kobm-

K.-l.* |»f«*l>.«nk PirerteH bv He

t,v Donald />en»l*|t*r At

Itjilluid, Oct 22. 5J. tt-20

German Thesps Score In

Montreal With 'Dream’

soil.

I.UKie S-U
Nrw J’araohh,
tup
Stell.-i Hitmu'lcn
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In its present framework, “Esca-

p.-idc” has two strikes against it

Its English script is not designed

for American audiences. Produc-

tionwisi*. il tails also. In latter

category, it is jumpy, from periods

of intensity to lulls, floundering

from one to the other.

Director Alfred de Liagre Jr,

has failed to whip this vehicle into

the format necessary for b.o. suc-

cess, although its more than com-
petent cast struggles valiantly to

overcome tin* hurdles before it.

Vehicle carries the same limita-

tions as other English plays that

have 1 «*en unsuccessful here. Too
much gab. too little action. Com-
edy has limited aud appeal.

One outstanding flaw is in the

first act where fast-paced dialog

sounds like mumho-jumbo. Aud
inability to adjust itself to English

accent creates a feeling of help-

lessness among pew purchasers.

“Escapade" concerns itself with

the peace efforts of a well-known
English author-pacifist. Boisterous

writer, seeking to secure slgna?

lures to a peace proposal, conducts
meetings which are not timid in

nature. While he and his cohorts

meet again and again in efforts to

secure proper phrasing, etc., bis

three sons at an English hoarding
school set up their own plan of

action on how to attain peace in

the world.

Lads, through unusual gimmicks
in the form of escapades, draw
worldwide attention to a mani-
festo signed by all their school-

mates that all youths would not

fight the wars of the future.

Comedy marks the first time in

17 years that Ursula Jeans and
Roger Livesev have jointly ap-
peared on the American hoards.
English husband-wife team also

play similar roles in “Escapade.”
Both turn in okay performances as

the parents of the trio of young-
sters. Melville Cooper is excel-
lently cast in the role of the Eng-
lish headmaster. As the crackpot
mother with nhohias against tele-

phones. etc , Margery Maude sells.

Commendable performances are
turned m also by Hex Thompson
and Larry Robinson, two English

|

st udents, and Murray Mat boson.

Introduction of several char-

j

aelers who attend the meetings of
the pacifist helos comedy depart-
ment English living room set l>y,

Donald Oenslager is okay, and sec-
’

ond set of headmaster’s study is I

simple and effective, Kck.

humor about all of this, but play-

right Joel Hammil and director

Alan Schneider have combined to

toss large chunks of tender wist-

fulness into the machinery when-!
ever the play threatens to take off

and follow its billing as a “boister-

,

ous comedy.” What “The Bad An-

1

gel” needs more than anything is
;

mortf boisterousness and less

pathos, plus an ending which
doesn’t make it seem so inevitable

that good, old Etienne is headed
straight for the guillotine. The
ending leaves anything hut a rib-

tickling feeling to what is sup-

posed to be a comedy.

Castwise. the women are consist-

ently better than the men in this

play. Frances Sternhagen. as the

wife of Etienne, does a strong

characterization of a peasant wom-
an fightirtg the cruel rockv land

for a living and managing to hold

Inside Staff-Legit

Montreal, Oct. 27.

What Montreal occasionally

misses on the major roadshow pro-

ductions, it is more than making
up with new theatrical companies
on a pro and semi-pro basis.

The heavy influx to Canada of

people from European countries

has done much to boost these

thesp groups, and the latest com-
pany in Montreal is the German
Canadian Academy Theatre. Week
ago Sunday <18i and Wednesday
(21> this new outfit, formed several

months ago, presented a broad in-

terpretation of “Ein Sommernacht-
straum” ("Midsummer Night’s
Dream" i by Shakespeare to near-

capacity biz and an enthusiastic

reception.
“Dream” was directed and pro-

duced by Bruce Raymond and

Karen*Went- i

Norma Sprinaford .who during the

Backers of "The Little Hut,*' John C. Wilson and H. M. Tennent
Ltd., production of Nancy Mitfofd’s adaptation of Andre Roussin’s orig^
inal Parisian farce, include producer Max Gordon. $1,200; theatre-
owner Howard S. Cullman, $6,000; C. Edwin Knill, general manager of
the show. $600; Louis A. Lotito, president of City Playhouses. Inc

. op.
erator of the Coronet, N. Y., where the show- is playing. $1,200; film-
TV executive Jacob Wilk, $1,200; Theresa Helburn. co-director of the
Theatre Guild. $1,200; former producer Donald Blackwell, $1,200; plo .

ducer-publisher A. Sandor Ince, $1,200; producer Alfred de Liagre Jr
$1,200; orchestra conductor-contractor Meyer Davis. $1,200; Victor Sam-
rock. general manager, representing the Playwrights Co., $12,000; Wil-
son himself, $3,600, and theatrical accountant Clarence W. Hobbs, u\>-

parently representing Wilson, $20,400. Venture is capitalized at $60.0oo.
Wilson is the sole general partner.

H**!*!^' brings * a summer ,nonths operate the Moun*

fresh talent to the stage.’personify-
1

tain Playhouse |atthe ^esu Thea-

ing youth and innocence. This is t re. a 900-seater with a $1.75 top.

a girl well worth watching and The moderate success of

New York’s talent scouts of TV ’’Dream” has aroused interest in

and stage could do worse than nke their fellow-countrymen so far

a look. Marian Reardon does a away as Ottawa (several German
fine short bit as the village t "t.j diplomats attended the opening
nroviding the best of what Gallic

humor this play possesses.

Henry Danilowiez plays the

peasant Etienne with considerable

warmth and gentleness, but not

broadly enough to lift the part into

earthy comedy. Best of the male

chores is handled by Dick Sykes

as the village priest. The priest

becomes a real person with the

zest and humor that is otherwise

insufficiently present in “The Bad

Angel." Lome.

In an attempt to avoid confusion, the Society of West End Theatre
Managers of London is trying to define in precise terms production
credits. In recent times there has been a growing confusion, partic-

ularly as to the definition of “producer” and “director.” Managers are
now recommending that the qualification “producer" should apply to

the responsible managament, while the “director" tag should refer to

the individual responsible for the physical production. They are also

proposing more precise clarification for the titles "stage manager" and
"assistant stage manager," and are recommending that the term “stage
director” should now be considered redundant and therefore eliminated.

Tin 1 Had Alltel
Washington, Oct. 20.

EAGER YOUNG DANCERS

TEE DE MILLE CO. TOUR
Baltimore, Oct. 27.

By virtue of her long list of

Broadway hits, her strong contri-

butions to the ballet repertoire,

and her best-selling autobiog.

“Dance to the Piper.’’ Agnes de

Mille rates the present layout, the

Agnes de Mille Dance Theatre, de-

vised by Sol Hurok. and booked

for a cross-country tour. Whether

her dance theatre will he ready for

a New York showcasing depends

upon extensive pruning and reor-

ganization. As revealed in the

preem here last week, the elements

for a solid program are inherent,

but drastic cutting and a better

sequence are needed.

At present plans call for a num-
ber of works to be performed

nightly w'hile several longer works

will he alternated with others.

This spreads Miss de Mille rather

thinly over two evenings, since the

items performed are confined to

pre-’Oklahoma” works, with the

exception of several excerpts from

her Broadway successes. One pro-

gram consolidating the best ele-

ments of the two programs would

bt* a smoother, more satisfying eve-

ning. Whatever the present limita-

tions are. Miss de Mille has an

eager, youthful company of dancers

to work with. The production val-

ues are all top drawer, with decor

and lighting by Peggy (’lark and

Motley's costumes strong assets.

Hvrvi.

night), and plans for further offer-

ings are already underway.

SWANN SETS 30-WEEK

BALTO STOCK SEASON
Baltimore. Oct. 27.

Strawhat producer Don Swann
Jr. last week signed a year’s lease

on the Parkway Theatre and an-

nounced Nov. 16 as the opening
date for a 30-w-eek season of winter
stock. The theatre was a Loew’s
film house until July, 1952, when
it was acquired by Morris Me-
chanic. owner of Ford’s legiter and
two pix houses. The deal with
Mechanic is said to call for a $20,-

000 payment, with an option to buy
the property for $155,000 at end
of the year.

Swann will operate the Park-
way, alternating productions with
his newly opened operation at

York. Pa. Renovations are now un-
derway which will enlarge the
stage. House has 938 seats and
with a $3.60 top, Swann antici-

pates a $12,000 gross potential.
’ Call Me Madam” will be the

opener.

Backers of “Gently Does It,” Edward Choate-George Ross produc-
tion of the Janet Green meller opening tonight (Wed.) at the Play-
house. N. Y . include Ben Marden, owner of the theatre, $7,500; the-

atrical trucker John B. Turner, $3,000; souvenir program agent Kal
Efron. $1,200; producer John Kenley, $1,200; scenic construction head
William Nolan, $1,200; producer Elaine Perry, $1,200; general man-
ager Milton Baron, $800; Charlotte Serber, secretary for the producer,
$500; actor John Cromwell, $600; former producer Raymond M. Curtis,

$600; company manager Leonard Field, $600; souvenir program agent
A1 Greenstone, $600; actress Dorothy Patten, representing a syndicate,

$400; theatrical insurance agent David Davidson. $300; producer-man-
ager Morton Gottlieb, $200, and taxicab magnate Daniel Arstein. $7,500,
and costumer Virginia Vollandu, $200. Venture is capitalized at $60,000,

Legit Bits

\r«*n.i St production of comedy in
three acts cu;ht scene*' by Joel llaminil.
r>ir»*cted b» ,\lan Schneider Settin"s.
Walter Sp'U'v; 1 1 *. It* i n < . I.eo Uallenstein,
\t Arena Si n;,*. DC. Oct. 20. *53i $2.40
top

Arena -Stage, Washington's popu-
lar theatre-in-the-round, has not
been too successful with the new
plays for which it has been spring-
hoard. and “Bad Angel” is no ex-
ception to that rule. What is press-
a.’ented as a "boisterous comedy"
with lots of "rich, earthy humor.”
just ain’t when its unfurled on
stage

Plot deals with a philosophical
French peasant who poisons a
money-lender come to collect his
money or foreclose on the farm.
Since the money-lender was the
most hated man for miles around,
the peasant decides that announce-
ment of his deed will make him a

hero with the other villagers once
they know he did it. However, his
cousin, the village doctor, issues
a death certificate blaming heart
attack because ho doesn’t want the
family name besmirched; others
refuse to believe that good, old
Etienne Tessier would murder
anybody.

it’s a frustrating time for
Ftienne until he finally convinces
them all. is cheered for his noble
deed, and then led off to stand
trial for murder. While this has
been going on. his daughter has
fallen in love with the mechanic of
« traveling carnival and before
Etienne goes to his fate, he turns
the farm over to the young couple.
There could be a w ry and bawdy

Bad Check Charge Hits

Spanish Troupe’s Mgr.
San Antonio, Oct. 27.

Harry L. Sokol of Los Angeles,
biz manager for the Coro y Dancas
de Espana, a troupe of 75 Spanish
singers-dancers, was arrested here
on Friday (23) on a warrant from
Greenville charged with passing a

bad check.

The troupe is on a cross-country
tour, presenting folk songs and
dances of Spain. Po’ice reported
Sokol as saying the difficulty has
arisen through overdrawing of his

hank account.

85G Budget Set for Two

Miami Opera Productions

Miami. Oct 27.

Opera Guild of Greater Miami
will present “Madame Butterfly"

and “II Trovatore” this season,

with success of last year’s stag-

ings bringing increased budget for < town
1954 and extra performances, ac- • with
cording to artistic director and

founder Dr. Arturo di Filippi.

Production cost of “Butterflj”

is limited to $39,880. with pre-

miere Jan. 16. Featured in cast will

be Metopcra’s Licia Albanese. with

Thelma Altman, Mac Morgan.
John Crane, Luigi Veiluei and Ed-

ward Doe.
Sum of $45,225 will be expend-

ed on “II Trovatore.” with Met-
opera’s Jussi Bjoerling, Astrid

V arnav. Robert Weede and Clara-

mac Turner featured, beginning
Fob. 27. Both productions will play

three performances in Miami. Mi-
ami Beach and Ft. Lauderdale
municipal auditoriums.

Musical conductor is Emerson
Buckley, with Anthony Stivanello

staging. Chorus of 70 voices and
40-piece orchestra will he drawn
from local musical circles, as well

as 15 supporting players. Estimat-
ed that half of budget will come
from ticket sales, with remainder
made up by members of the Guild.

‘Twin Heds’ Springs Small

Coin in Reading Stay
Reading, Pa.. Oct. 27.

The two day stay ot “Twin Beds.”
with Kyle MacDonnell and John
Tyors, here Friday and Saturday
<23-24* at the 2.100 seat Rajah
Theatre, ended in the red. The
houses were half-full both nights,

despite a two-for-one ticket policy

that booker Manny Davis, Alien-

showman, blanketed the city

by door-to-door distribution.

The admission tab was listed at

$2.90 to $3.90.

Davis has the show booked for

12 weeks solid. The play started
on the road Monday (19) and the
acts were still being doctored when
the troupe left for Richmond. Va.
Local papers did not review the
play.

Picon ‘JRomma’ Tour
George Baxt's “Make Momma

Happy," which tried out on the
strawhat circuit this past summer,
will begin a road tour at the New
Parsons Theatre. Hartford. Nov.
18. Molly Picon, who starred in

the barn version, will repeat in the
touring edition. Jay Julien and
Hal Zeiger are sending out the
show.

Comedy goes into rehearsal to-

day (Wed.) under Julien's direc-
tion. A Broadway booking is con-
templated foi ne:*t season.

Joseph Buloff will star in the

London production of "The Fifth

Season” ... Ira Wolfert is drama-

tizing his novel. “Married Men,’
with Robert Whitehead slated to

get first refusal . . . Film actress
Arlene Dahl will play Roxane in

Jose Ferrer’s revival of “Cyrano
de Bergerac" at the N. Y. City
Center . . . Michael Ross has op-
tioned “Solomon Grundy,” new
musical by Mike Stewart and Shel-
ley Mowell, and is planning a
Broadway production next spring.
The show was tried out recently at

the Arena Theatre. Rochester, and
the Corning (N. Y.) Summer The-
atre.

"Even the Gods,” newr comedy
by Mildred Kuner, will be present-
ed tomorrow (Thurs.) through Sat-
urday '31' at the Adams Memorial
Theatre. WilJiamstown, Mass. . . .

“Phi'fft,” new comedy by George
Axelrod, reportedly uses the same
sort of flashback technique as the
same author's current click, “Seven
Year Itch.” Paul Douglas will re-
turn from Hollywood to sub as
star of the Broadway edition of
“Itch" during Tom Ewell’s vaca-
tion. Dec. 4-30. Louise Allbrittoq
will take 'Over the featured role of
the wife, Nov. 2-14. while Neva
Patterson takes a vacation in Eu-
rope.

TV producer Albert Black an-
nounces plans for a Broadway
production of “The Dark Wood,”
drama by Philip H. Burton, father
of British actor Richard Burton
. . . Roald Dahl, author-husband
of Patricia Neal, spent last week in
Cleveland, whore she was appear-
ing with “Children’s Hour.” John
Gifford, husband of Priscilla Gil-
lette, was also on hand for the
Cleveland stand. Florence McCar-
thy, wardrobe mistress with the
troupe, left to join her husband,
who had a heart attack at their
New York home.
Manning Gurian is general man-

ager for "John Murray Anderson’s
Almanac" . . . Staff for the Phoenix
Theatre. N. Y.. which opens a stock
policy with "Madam Will You
Walk,” includes Carl Fisher, gen-
eral manager; Howard Newman,
promotion; Sol Jacobson press-
agent and Lewis Harmon associate
. . . Stock and amateur rights to
“Late Love,” Rosemary Casey’s 1

current comedy, have been sold
to Samuel French . . . French
singer Marcel Le Bon, who came
to the L'. S. to appear in “John
Murray Anderson’s Almanac," has
withdrawn from the show because
ho felt there wasn't enough for
him to do.

Former songwriter Albert Sel-
den. who’s partnering with Morton
Gottlieb in the production of ’ His
and Hers." is writing a title tune,
with lyrics by Ruth Aarons, which
Celeste Holm, star of the show,
will record. Miss Aarons authored
the comedienne’s material for her
current cafe appearance at Mie
Persian Room of the Plaza Hotel,
N.Y. Incidentally. Gottlieb will be
company manager of the produc-
tion. with Arthur Cantor as press-
agent Marjorie Symons and Gil-
bert Perlman announce p'ans for

/a Broadway production of “High

Named Today.” drama by David
Zelog Goodman. Joseph Heidt will
be pressagent.

Edgar Runkle will be company
manager of Leland Hayward’s pro-
duction of "The Prescott Pro-
posals,” new Howard Lindsay-Rus-
sel Crouse comedy starring Kath-
arine Cornell. Leo Freedman will

pressagent the show . . Whatever
happened to the Committee of
Theatrical Producers?. . .Richard
Watts Jr., drama critic of the N.Y.
Post, cited in his column Monday
(26) the management of the N.Y,
City Center for misquoting in a
display ad for the upcoming legit
season at the Center, quotes from
his original review of Jose Ferrer
in “The Shrike.”

Julie Leonard, recently a per-
sonal manager of moppet actors
and previously with William Morns
and Music Corp. of America, li n
joined the Henry C. Brown agency
as head of the newly formed legit

department. She’ll also handle TV
and film talent. She’s the wife of

theatrical attorney Martin Leonard.

Roddy McDowall has taken over
the role of Daventry, an English
schoolboy, in “Escapade,” Alfred
de Liagre Jr.-Roger L. Stevens
production currently trying out in

Boston. He succeeds Larry Robin-
son. The Roger MacDougall com-
edy is due Nov. 12 at the 48m
Street, N.Y., with Roger Lives'*)
and Ursula Jeans costarred.

Met Opera singer Brenda Lewis
will be the comedienne-lead of
“The Girl in Pink Tights.” nrv
musical in which Renee Jeanmaire
will star Frank Loesser is win-
ing the book and songs for a musi-
cal adaptation of Sidney Howard's
“They Knew What They Wanted.

’

and Lynn (Mrs.) Loesser will pro-
duce... Monty Banks Jr. will he
stage manager of “Flame-Out," the
upcoming Alan Mowbray show.

Producer Richard Kollmar and
composer Albert Hague made a

second attempt to interest 140 spe-

!

cially-invited guests in investing
. coin in the musical. “Plain and
1 Fancy," at a prevue at Riveradge,

The production
Reading 1<>-

near Reading, Pa.
is based on a book by
calite Marian Weaver.
Ted Goldsmith Into Chi in ad-

vance of "Children's Hour." due at

Harris Theatre Nov. 9 . . . Bev
Kelly pressagenting in Chi for

"Wish You Wore Here," which
opens Dee. 8 at Shubert . . . Rusty
Salmon, late of “Maid in Ozark-,’

joined Dallass Jones Film Co

,

touring Chi, Dallas. San Diego and

Washington . . . Producer Violla

Rubber and publicist Mauritr
Turet back to N. Y. after closing

“Postman Always Rings Twice" in

Chi. Meanwhile, the leads. Bar-

bara Payton and Tom Neal, em-

bark for Mexico . . . Herb Carlin,

"New Faces" flack, to the Coast in

advance of show.

‘Town’ Singer’s Recital

Helen Rice, soprano singer in

“Wonderful Town.” at the Winter

Garden. N Y., will give a song re-

cital at Carnegie Recital

N.Y., Sunday evening. 1 (

,

Philip Fradkin will assist at

piano.

Hail.

the
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Sizable Payoffs From Musicals

Via Upbeat In Stock, Strawhats

Upbeat in musical stock produc-4

tion is providing hefty royalty re- '

turns. Producers and writers of

recent musical hits are continuing

to rake in impressive takes after

the culmination of Broadway and

subsequent road runs. Largely re-

sponsible for the solid coin return

is the increase in strawhat produc-

tion of tuners and the growth of

civic stock groups.

•Kiss Me, Kate,’* with a little

more than a year of stock under

its belt, has already paid off

around $100,000 in royalties via

tills medium. A similar sum has

been garnered by both "Briga-

cioon” and ‘Tinian's Rainbow"

since their release for stock pro-

duction in 1951. “Kate*’ total was
accumulated during approximately

93 weeks of playing time in about

80 theatres, both amateur and pro-

fessional.

Trio of shows are licensed by
Tams-Witmark, major leasing

agent for musicals. Increase in silo

presentations and the growth of

community groups were cited by
Tams veepee Louis H. Aborn as

having a major bearing on the

sizable payoffs. Summer theatre

swing towards musicals w*as espe-

cially predominant this past sum-
mer, while the paucity of road

shows has stimulated a growth of

civic stock groups during recent

years in such locales as Tulsa,

Fort Wayne, Battle Creek, Terre
Haute and Grand Rapids.

Amateur Groups

Aborn figures there are several

thousand amateur groups present-

ing musicals, including highschools,
colleges, churches, little theatres
and civic groups. In addition, there
are approximately 50 professional

(Continued on page 60)

Cotes to Stage ‘Shadow’

For London Legit Group
Peter Cotes, British director who

came to the U. S. recently to stage

"A Pin to See the Peep Show," is

returning shortly to produce and
direct “Shadow of the Vine,” a new
play by Beverley Nichols. He di-

rected his own television adapta-

tion of the piece several months
ago on BBC and subsequently op-

tioned the stage rights.

“Shadow” is slated for a London
opening early in January, at an un-

specified theatre, after a provincial

tryout. Actual sponsorship will be

Live Theatre, Ltd., of which Cotes
is co-director with his wife. Joan
Miller, who accompanied him to

the U. S. to play the femme lead
;

in “Peep Show.”

Not Damned Enough
Chicago, Oct. ”7.

When “Postman Always
Rings Twice” opened here a
week ago Sunday • 1 8 L a lone
picket marched back and
forth before the Harris Thea-
tre with a sign that damned
the show as immoral. Asked
who sent him, he answered.
“The Lord.”

Immediately the following
day, pressagent Maurice Turet
was deluged with queries as
to whether this was one of his

promotional stunts. Turet said
it was not but wished he had
thought of it.

Notoriety wasn’t enough,
though, as the show folded
Saturday < 24

• after eight per-
formances.

Name The Winning Legit Combo;

Rash of Title, Theme, Locale Twins

Road Managers in Panic

Over Bad Biz, Show Lack;

Emergency Meet in N.Y.
Lack of touring productions and

generally poor biz being done by
shows currently making the rounds
has road managers in a panic. Hin-
terland theatre operators flocked
into New York yesterday (Tues.)
for confabs aimed at finding solu-
tion to the problem.
New impetus was the closing Sat-

urday t24) of "Postman Always
Bings Twice” in Chicago and the
shaky stature of such current
tourers as “The Love of Four
Colonels,” “The Children’s Hour”
and ' Misalliance.” With road pro-
ductions either a complete hit or
niiss proposition, most of the cur-
rent crop of touring presentations
are falling short r

of the payoff
mark.

Future prospects also look dim
for the road managers as exem-
plified by Kermit Bloomgarden’s
decision not to send out “The
( rucible,” due to his inability to
obtain a major star. Among the
hottest out-of-town entries are the
pre-Broadway tryouts utilizing top
names. These include “Kind Sir”
arid “Sabrina Fair.” Former drew
mixed notices, while latter received
poor critical reception. "Caine
Mutiny” and "John Brown’s Body,”
uith stellar casts, are both regis-

J

(,nng good biz, as did ’’The Tea-
house of the August Moon” and
Tea and Sympathy” before they

( ame to Broadwav.
However, a show like “The

^/‘ven Year Itch” in Chicago, with
r.ddie Bracken starred, is just
racking up fair receipts despite
rave notices. A few years ago the

|

f ad managers had a similar get-
mgether and cooked up a scheme
"hereby they aided in the fi- 1

minting of several touring produc- !

rions. Participation gimmick, how-

1

\cr, failed to work out.

Vroom Quits ‘Man’

In Policy Tiff

Paul Vroom, general manager of

“End as a Man,” turned in his

resignation last weekend in a dis-

pute with the show's management

over matters of business policy.

He agreed to continue, however,
until a successor could be engaged.

Tiff stemmed from the action of

producer Claire Heller, stager Jack
Garfein and author Calder Will-

ingham, cancelling all passes for

the play. Vroom and house man-
ager Nat Parns had followed a

standard legit custom by papering
the house for several sparsely-

attended performances. He had
also arranged store tieups, which
the management tossed out.

In giving his notice, Vroom
noted that he had helped raise

capital for the show’s move up-
town from the Theatre de Lys, in

Greenwich Village, N. Y., had vol-

unteered to work for less than his

usual salary nnd had obtained ad-
vantageous terms and business
deals for the production. "End as

a Man” is a first Broadway try

for Miss Heller, Garfein and Will-

ingham.

Producers Lose Appeal

On $63,000 ‘Sin’ Suit

An appeal registered by Trudi

i

Michel 'Mrs. Gertrude Caplin i' and
. her brother. Scott Michel, tor tin*

dismissal of Herbert L. Berger’s
$(13 000 suit against them, was de-

[

tried by the Appellate Division of

the New York Supreme Court this

1 month. An earlier attempt by the
defendants to have the complaint
dismissed had been denied by Jus-
tice Bernard Bole in in the Supreme
Court.

{
Suit resulted from the out-of-

town closing last winter of “Rise
By Sin.” co-produced by Miss
.Michel and Berger. Scott Michel
authored t lie work and was also a

general partner. Berger, who in-

vested $10,000 in the show, alleged
that his contract with Miss Michel
stipulated that she was obligated
to present the offering on Broad-
way and that if further funds were
needed to bring in the show, she
would supply the additional coin.

earned $233,225 operating profit,
j

"'«» ">r

leaving $21,015 to bo earned back P,,,n ' lff l

i
ad

i!

™"s,
\

i,c
;.

lion for breach of contract . . .

Can-Can’ Dances

In Beaucoup Black
“Can-Can,” which has already

recouped its production cost and
continues to play to standee trade
at all performances, has now re-
turned $200,000 of its $300,000 in-

vestment. As of Oct. 3, the Cole
Porter-Abe Burrows musical had

on its $254,240 cost. However, the
Cy Feuer-Arnest H. Martin produc-
tion recouped the balance two
weeks later and represents a net
profit of about $12,500 as of last

Saturday night <24>.

For the five-week period ended
Oct. 3, the show made $56,056 op-
erating profit on a gross of $554,-
600. After payment of another
$50,000 of capital, remaining assets
included $25,000 cash reserve, $23.-
530 in bonds and deposits, $3,927
in accounts receivable, $3,012 un-
expired insurance and electrical
equipment and $23,516 available
for distribution.

“Can-Can” is currently in its

26th week at the Shubert, N. Y.

was upheld by
sion.

the Appellate Divi-

Pitt’s Nixon Yens

Tryout Status

Oct

MEREDITH, SCHNEIDER

TIE FOR ‘FAMILY MAN’
Burgess Meredith is reportedly

set to Star and Alan Schneider to

direct "The Family Man,” Liam
O’Brien comedy to be produced by*

Robert Whitehead, probably in

partnership with Rodger L. Stev-
ens. Show is slated for immediate
production.

Script was formerly held by Wal-
ter Fried, but was acquired by
Whitehead. Situation somewhat
parallels that of two seasons ago,
when Fried had the rights to “The
Time of the Cuckoo,” by Arthur
Laurents, but Whitehead entered
the picture and arranged for Shir-
ley Booth to star in the play. Deal
was then worked out for Fried and
Whitehead to co-produce it.

Sobel, Boswell of B’way’s

Ziegfeldiana, Spills It All

In His New ‘Heartbeat’
By ABEL GREEN

Bernard Sobol's “memoirs of a
pressagent,” which is the subtitle
for “Broadway Heartbeat” < Hermi-
tage; $3.50 certainly puts the
"heart” into the Broadway he grew
up in. As he recounts it, perhaps
that sort of cardiacal sympatico no
longer exists. It seems a pity that

the al fresco period that broadly
comes under the caption of the
Jazz Age, Prohibition or the Era
of Wonderful Nonsense, should
suffer in comparison to the Broad-

I

way of post-midcentury.

Pittsburgh,

Always regarded as a touring
house, the Nixon Theatre here is

making a pitch to become a tryout
stand. Idea is to compete with New
Haven. Boston and Philly for the
pre-Broadway shows, with the
added angle of being far enough
away from New* Yortt to discourage
kibitzing by Broadway profes-

sionals.

First booking under the new
policy is “His and Hers," comedy
by Fay and Michael Kanin, being
produced by Albert Selden and
Morton Gottlieb, with Celeste
Holm as star It will;, play a 10-

performance stand, Dec 11-19. with
the opening on a Fridav night

Play is due Jan. 7 at a Broadway
theatre to be hooked.

Setup will enable the producers
to bring the show here for final

practice sessions and a full dress

rehearsal, with ample time for in-

stalling the scenery, lighting, etc.

It will also allow more time for

the play to catch on after the

I publication of the reviews. Latter

The current legit season, .already

notable for the rash of solo-cast

productions, is also turning up a

number of combinations of shows
with subject matter, locale or title

similarities.

Fact tharfhc two big hits of the
new season are titled “Tea and
Sympathy” anti -’Teahouse of the
August Moon," has already sparked
trade gab about possible good luck
in the word "Tea.” There's also

been comment that Coney Island is

the locale of two scheduled shows,
the musical "By the Beautiful Sea”
and the |>la> withum sic "Mardi
Gras."

Two plays with southern locale,

both dealing with youthful cruelty
to old people, arc the incoming
“Trip to Bountiful" and the sched-
uled "Wooden Dish." Plays with
boys’ school locale are “Tea and
Sympathy,” "End as a Man” and
"Escape ”

Plays in which homosexuality
<or the accusation of it > is a theme
are "Tea and Sympathy" and the
scheduled “Inimoralist." Titles with
emphasis on distinction between
the sexes are “His and Hers” and
“Oh Men, Oh Women." Shows
with “Grace" in the title include
“Child of Grace” and "Day of
Grace.”

In the case of those combina-
tions, in which the similarities of
title, theme or locale have been
coincidental, the flock ol solo cast
shows has apparently resulted
largely from last season’s click of
“An Evening with Beatrice Lillie.”

plus the moderate hut profitable
productions of Cornelia Otis Skin-
ner’s “Paris ’90” and the Kmlyn
Williams readings from Dickens.

The current \ let or Horge show,
"Comedy in Music," drew critical

raves, and is reportedly doing okay
business, hut "Anna Bussell's Llt-

* II.. Cl " ntie Show” and "At Home with
Ethel Waters" were flops. Inci-

dentally, while all these were re-

garded as solo shows, only Borge,
Williams and Miss Skinner actual-

ly had one person in the cast. In
the case of the I.ilhc, Bussell and
Waters shows, there were small
supporting casts, hut the emphasis
was on the stars.

, ,
is figured an angle, since it nonnal-

Whether names and events,
)y tnk<^ a f);,y or ^ }or th( . hoX .

office sale to react to favorable

notices, so a single-week engage-

ment tends to depend tod much on
weekend trade.

1 Pittsburgh has had few tryouts

j
in recent years. An exception was
the Theatre Guild production of

Robert K. Sherwood’s “Idiot’s I)» -

light,” starring Alfred Ennl and

Lynn Fontanne. in 1935-36. In that

(case, however, the engagement was

i turned into a shambles by an Ohio

River flood, which inundated the

town and brought business to a

standstill.

Rice Back on Post Job

After Long Illness
\ ernon Rice, drama editor of the !

•V ^ Post, will return to the job
j

of this weekend, after an ex-
tended illness. For the present,
h< II work from his home, where,
te 9 been confined since discharge
from the hospital a couple of
Months ago. He hod a heart attack

|

List summer.
During Rice’s absence. Richard

Matts Jr., the sheet's drama critic,
has been maintaining a fulltime
'chedule with reviews and columns
°n a daily basis.

Wrong Parent
New York.

Editor, Variety:

In a recent issue you reported,
with complete accuracy, that there
had been born to Mr. & Mrs. Ar-
nold Weissberger a baby boy. As
a result of this announcement nnd
Variety’s wide circulation, I have
been the recipient of many con-
gratulations.

It is therefore with the greatest

regret that I advise you that I am
not the father of the child. Lest
your readers jurtip hastily to an
erroneous conclusion. I should add
that I am not, unfortunately, Mrs.
Arnold Weissberger's husband.
That fortunate gentleman is Mr. I.

Arnold Weissberger, who is a

friend but not a relation. Since

I have only the highest regard and
admiration for Sandra Deel Weiss-

berger, you will understand that

this letter is in no sense expostula-

tory but regretfully explanatory.

L. Arnold Weissberger.

( Writer is a Neic York theatri-

cal attorney —Ed.)

places and faces, take on greater
importance in historic retrospect,
somehow Sobel has given it groat
heart-appeal. In fact, somehow his

autobiography reminds of a super-
O.O. McIntyre, because that "Odd"
columnist was indeed renowned
for writing his best and most "au-
thentic" Broadway columns from
some aerie in Paris or Shanghai.
Just like the Gallipolis (O.)-born
newspaperman, this Attica <Ind>-
born and Purdue prof-turned-
Broadwayite views his favorite

street with a sentimentality that

is genuine. Never is Sobel mawk-
*sh about it. yet he’s not mean.
He has seen Broadway in its

golden era of VolsteadLsm. He
toiled in the vineyards of Ziegfeld-

iana and Hearst (drama critic on
the N. Y. Mirror), he has rubbed
shoulders with the shoddy and the

greats, and with objective apprais-

al he waxes ecstatic about old

friends and takes the phoneys in

stride. When lie realized he was
taking orders from Waxey Gordon
and his hoods, just because that

Prohibition mobster bankrolled the

'Continued on page 60)

That was at the old Nixon, since

razed and superseded by the simi-

larly-named present house

Corey to Play Opposite

Holm in Kanins' Play
Wendell Corey, film actor last

seen on Broadway in 1945-46 as

male lead in "Dream Girl,” op-

j

posite Be|ty Field, is set for the

lead opposite Celeste Holm in "His
and Hers.” new comedy by Fay
and Michael Kanin, to be produced
by Albert Selden and Morton
Gottlieb. Terms are set, but the

contract hasn’t been signed.

Show is due Jan. 7 at a theatre

to be announced.

Lawrence, Lee Prepping

Two B’way Musicals

Hollywood. Oct. 27.

Jiiome Lawrence and Robert K
Lee, former radio Whiz Kids,

last represented ori Broadway with

“Look Ma I’m Dancing," are prep-

ping two musicals.

One, in collaboration with James
Hilton, will be “Shangri-La,”

based on Hilton’s novel. Lost

Horizon." Other, iri collaboration

with Vernon Duke and John La-

Touche. is “Dilly." They've opened
offices in N.Y.

Mixed Verdict on ‘Trial’

In Its American Preem

Given by N.Y. City Opera
Gottfried Von Fi mini's opera,

“The Trial,” based on the Franz
Kafka novel, is an mt< resting fail-

ure Given its American premiere,
in an English version by Ruth and
Thomas Martin. ,at City Center,
N Y., last Thursday night 22» by
the NY City Opera Co., work
turns out to be an occasionally ab-
sorbing, hut more often trying,

musical setting to psychological
night mare.

The story of a man on trial for

a crime lie's ignorant of, this opera
is less an allegory of a man’s guilt-

( onsciousness than a literal por-
trayal of the vagaries of a police
state Music frequently has pulsing
rhythms in almost a jazz beat, but
the short, sharp phrasing* and
lark of melodic line militate
against it. Dramatically, the work
doesn’t come off. Only occasion-
ally, as in the final scene, does it

have gripping power. More often,
it’s just bizarre.

This is in spite of an excellent
production carefully prepared by
musical director Joseph Rosen-
stock, who conducted; staged by
Ot t o Preminger of legit and films,
and well cast. John Denary, the
arrested man; Phyllis Curtin, and
Lawrence Winters are a distin-
guished trio in lead parts, with
William Wilderman and Emile
Renan standout among supporting
rob"-. Brpn.

Ilona Massey to Bring

‘Barely Proper’ to B’way

Gaspari’s ‘Painted’ Bow
Leo Ga^pari. a legit actor, plans

to make his producer bow this sea-

son with the Broadway presenta-

tion of “The Painted Days." a

drama by John Byrne. Play has

an Irish locale.

Maureen Stapleton is being

[sought for the femme lead.

Proper.” comedy by
Cook. Albert Bannister,
J Bytfne. is planned for

production this season

“Barely
Frank B.

and Brian
Broadway
will) Ilona Massey as star. Play
was tried out last summer hy Don
Swann Jr. at his Hilltop Theatre,
Lutherville, Md

,
with the same

actress.

Swann intends to make his

Broadway bow as the presenter.
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. . Boland Wood
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.. Fred Gwynne

II good tut UK* and crackpot b

whimsy u ni* enough for Broadway c

success, "

I lit* I* rogs ol Spi ing ‘

Mould he a natural But despite its

amusing, in^rat ial inr» qualities, this s

Nathaniel llenchley dramatization ; e

fiom his own magazine .sketches of i v

backyard lil<* in Manhattan's :
n

browns) one belt .seems too unsuh-
j

a

slant ial for the sock-demanding I

legit trade.

There have been, it is true, com- 1

edv hits with no more than a sug- 1

gestion of story line. “You Can’t

Take It With You," for example.
J

was one of the top smashes of mod-
j

ern Broadway history'. But if tliat

Kaufman-1 lart farce triumph had
only the slimmest of plots, it was

j

uproariously funny.
“Frogs" is diverting and disarm-

;

Jng, with likable characters, plus :

an admirable quality of tolerant
l

humor But it draws chuckles in-
;

stead of boffs. Moreover, its laugh- ,

ter is not cumulative. It’s a lively

item for the stock and amateur
markets, hut not for Broadway.

'llu* author, sou of the late Hub-

ert Benchley, obviously likes peo-

ple. and has an especially soft spot

for amiable screw balls. Moreover,
j

lie’s evidently observed enough of

New York’s dazzling assortment of

daffy characters to make them
;

plausible on stage. And he has a
’

nice sense of understated droll .

dialog.
But the play’s only real action,

j

in which the two next-door-neigh-
bor misad venturers go on a bour-

bon inspired safari to (Jrant’s Tomb
and one of them spends the night

in the cooler, takes place offstage.

Otherwise, they take down a fence
separating their backyards, erect a

miniature house on stilts so their

children can play African natives.;

and take advantage of their patient
j

wives’ absence to Install a swim-
ming pool.

I

This almost invisible plot t h re id

Is rather attraotivelj presented.
Anthony Boss and Hiram Sherman
team effectively as the husband-
pals. while Haila Stoddard and
Barbara Baxley are believable in

the smaller roles of the surprised*
at -nothing wives. \
There are also acceptable per-

formances by Mary Grace Can-
field as a glum nursemaid and
bride-to-be. Roland Wood as a

helpful professor. Jerome Kilty as

a neighbor with a cause. Fred
Gwynne as a semi-conscious pros-
pective groom, and an array 1 of
scampering, shouting and generally
unimpressed moppets.
Burgess Meredith’s staging seems

competent, if not exactly inspired,
but Boris Aronson has designed a

realistic big-city backvard setting.
Hobe.

women without men. widows most- 1

ly, but with a few divorcees, and
all killing time with small, syn-

thetic activity.

Miss Parker and d’L’sseau have
taken a sort of “Grand Hotel"

form to present a group of these

derelicts, focusing attention on
Ihree of the more striking ones.

Principal of these is a wealthy ern-

igree widow from Akron who finds

temporary outlet in an over-

intense affair with a younger man
Another, a wheelchair arthritic,

uses an almost forgotten, unproven
accusation to blackmail her weak-
ling son into remaining her cap-

j

I tive attendant. The third, sepa-

j

rated from a rich, despicable bus-
j

hand, commits suicide when she

;

can no longer find refuge in al-

!

coholism.
These are pitiable figures, and

so are the secondary harpies hov-
: ering conversationally in this baek-
i water abode. But somehow the
multiple yarn Seems calculated

(

and, at times, as if composed of

hits and scraps of other, earlier!

plays of similar type. So the show
i

tends to be predictable and there-
fore only mildly moving.
There are. however, effective

scenes and several eloquent per-
formances under Harold Clutman’s
somewhat studied direction. Out-
standing among these is Edna Best,

giving a brilliantly perceptive,
touching portrayal, in which hu-
mor and heartbreak are subtly
blended in the characterization ot

|

the widow who fails to find Iut-

!

self again in a new romance.
Betty Field, in the awkward role

of the young alcoholic, is believ-
able and touching, despite one un-
comfortably written solo scene
Frances Starr is authoritative and
skillful as the possessive cripple,
and there are admirable secondary

i

performances by Walter Matthau
as the widow’s young lover and

; Shepperd Strudw ick as the on-

Off-B’way Shows

l4ito ArrKal
Blurkfrlars Guild production of comedy

in three act# (six scenes) by Charles
Onion. Directed bv Charlott Knight. Cos-

tume#. Irene Griffin; setting# and light-

ing. Floyd Allan At Blackfiiars* Theatre.
N Y.. Oct 22. '33; *2 73 top
Mr#. Sterling Mary Berkeley
Mr#. Haswcll Marion tav
Monica Sterling Marilyn hay
Frieda .

Use Bernnaid
Barbara Sterling Sheila Fallon

Doctor Sterling Torn Orjrmars

.Jimmy Stevena John J. m?<

Roger Well* .
. T

..... *

.

* • • • Al Mifelow

“Late Arrival” is an innocuous
comedy with enough weight to

j

hold up for a limited run at the

Blackfriars* off-Broadway show-
case. Play, however, is not strong !

enough for Broadway hut could fill

the bill as a summer stock vehicle

in lesser situations.

Despite formula characters and
a telescopic plot. Charles Oxton’s

play manages to create a pleasant

atmosphere. A likable cast adds

some charm to the work, which has

j

as its central character a 19-year-

old college girl on an intellectual

kick. Highbrow leaning is direct-
1

ed primarily towards campaigning
for the independence of women to

elevate them beyond their routine
1 functions as housewives and moth-

Wednrfwlar. October 28. 19,>3

Plays Abroad
Th<* King and I

London, Oct. 13.

Williamson Music. Ltd, presentation

of musical in two acts with book and
lyrics bv Oscar Haimnerstein 2d; music
bv Richard Rodgers, based on novel.

Anna and the King of Siam.** bv Mar'
garet I.andon. Stars. Valerie Hobson.
Herbert Lorn features Muriel Smith.

Martin Benson, Doreen Duke. Sonya
Hana. Jan Mu/uius. Staged by John
van Druten; scenery and_ lighting. Jo
M eUincr; costumes. Irene Sharaff; chore-

ography. Jerome Robbins; orchestrations#

Robert Russell Bennett; musical director

opening night. Frederick Dvonch; produc-
tion under supervision of Jerome Whyte.
zVt Drury Lane. London, Oct. 8, ’53; $2.80

_ l l_ — T I ..

Wish You tlopo Here
London. Oct. 12

.

H*lton. bv arrangement with r »and Hayward 4 Joshua Logan. proO

K«K-r
0f

a.
m
V

Sl? 1 *7 twu ac,s h >
- ArthurKober 4 Joshua Logan, based on n| vHaving Wonderful Time.'* bv ArthurKober: music and lyric#. Harold RomeWith Bruce Trent Shan. Wallis. ElifabeU,

Lauter, Dickie Henderson, Christopher
Hewett. Mark Baker. Joe 'Tiger' Roi,m .

son. Directed by Richard Bird. Chore,-,
raphy. Richard France; staged bv Alee
Shanks: musical duector. Cyril OrnaJrl
At Casino Theatre, London, Oct. 10 '>

*2 30 top.
Teddy Stern ...... Elizaheih i

|
Captain Orton ,

I

Louis l.eonowen#
I Anna I.eonowens

|

Interpreter
Kralahnme
The King .......
I’hra Alack
Tuptim ......
Lady Thiang . . . .

.

Prince ... . . . . ... •;

j

Princess

j

Lun Tha .......
Sir Rantsay . ......

rk Dvonch: produc- Teddy Stern Elizabeth Lamer
of Jerome Whyte.

|
Chick Miller Bruce Ti - it

n, Oct. 8. '53; *2 80 Fay Tomkin
... Shani Walii#

, „ g ckle Fletcher Dickie Henderson
John Harvey Pinky Harris Christopher Hewvtt

Roy Grant Harry ‘Muscles** Green ... Joe Robinwt
. ., Valerie Hobson Lou Kandel ............ Mark Bak i

. ..Shaym Bahudur Herman Fabricant Glen
, Martin Benson Marvin John Saru. ,-

Herbert Lorn Sonia Louise Gainsborough
Thomas Hare Spud Milo Lewi#
Doreen Duke Eddie Malcolm McDonald

. Muriel Smith Gussie Jacqueline Howe#
Timothy Brookings Miriam Susan Imng
.-Virginia Tarleton Diver Vivian Spauldingif ..........

,v... . Jan Muzurus
Ronald Leigh Hunt

ion Out- Campaign is upset when young

Edna B«*st femme’s mother (in her 40s> be-

perccptive

’

1 comes pregnant and eventually

.. |, id. gives birth to a son. Play winds

are sufitls u i> with girl’s attitude falling into!

•rization <>|
' line with the normal distaff put-

> find her* tern.

[llan( .

(
, Sheila Fallon is becoming as the

kAv aid role teenager. Mary Berkeley and Tom
is heliev- Gorman turn in top portrayals as

ite one tin- her parents, while Marilyn Fay is

olo scene <,k;,
.
v as ll( ’ r 12-year-old sister,

.native ..,u i Marion Fay’s characterization of a

ve cripple >ss4>y family friend is standard.

. secondary is llse Bernnard’s etching of a

r Matthau German cook. Al Mifelovv’s por-

lovcr ami trayal of an arty student is slightly

is the ni- overdone. John J. Williams is okay
as a typical cleancut, pipe-smoking

night's direction is

while Floyd Allan
comfortable living

Jess.

The Knight of Iho
turning IVnIIo

Miranda d’Ancona 4 Audrey
production of comedy in three

Hilliard
acts by

slaved son ns a typical cleancut, pipe-smoxing

In lesser roles. June Walker L college youth,

convincingly shallow as a gahhv Charlott Knight s direction is

corridor dweller. Vera Allen is be- satisfactory, while Floyd Allan

Movable as her timid companion- provided a comfortable living

in-boredom. Lonny Chapman has 1 room setting. Jess.

dimension as an enterprising bell-
j

hop. Margaret Barker is effective) T , Knlifht Iho
as career-woman-by-necessttv, and B Wl *"

Clement Brace* is plausible as a! Ilurning PoNllo
henpecked young lawyer. There

|
Miranda d'Anoona 4 Audrey Hilliard

are also acceptable hits by Robert
j

production of comedy In three acts by
Vin Mnnt.oi K.to if -irk in anrl If-,,* Francis Beaumont. Directed by Robert
v an iiooten, Kate Hat km and Hat-

, <aninK Sets and H„hting. Richard Bum#;
riet MacCilbbon. costumes. Ruth Morley; incidental niuiic,

Ralph Alswang's five setting-', Joseph Libeling At Theatre de Lys, N.Y.,

representing the lobby, a corridor < *<t

i

2:’* 53:
.

60 top
*

... ....
and three different hotel rooms. v«nVu*re%|

k
*L”.V.V.V* i ee‘

a
?faupt'man

are playable and atmospherically Met r> thought Raymond Johnson
expressive, and Noel Taylor's cos- Jasper

tumes seem appropriate. So much Viu'haer
y

. .’.‘.’.‘.'.V.'.V.V.'.' Vivian Mataion
talent and effort have gone into Tim Del Parker

“Ladies of the Corridor.” in fact. I

;

John
jJ°miberK

that it s doubly disappointing thal Mistress Merrythought. .. .Norma Winters

so little theatre results. Hobe. citizen •
Dana Eicar

l,n<lipM of Iho t orrhlor
Walter Fried production of drams in

two acts by Dorothy Parker and Arnaud
d'l'sseau Stars Edna Best, Betty Field;
features Walter Matthau. Frances Starr.
Shepperd Strudwick. June Walker. Mar-
garet Barker. Vera Mien. Lonny Chap-
man Directed by Harold Clurinan; set

tings and lighting. Ralph Alswang,
costumes. Noel Taylor At l.ongacre. N Y .

Oct. 21. *Vt; *4 80 top weeknights '•»?

Friday. Saturday, opening 1

Mr Humphries . . . . Robert Van Hooten
Mr* (Jordon .... .. June Walker
Mrs. lauteihach Vera Mien

Mr Humphries
Mrs Gordon
Mrs. lauteihach
Sirs Nichols
Chailes Nichols
Harry . . ; . . . . .

.

Casev
l.ulu Ames
Sassy i.j

Mildred Tvnan .

Frances Stair I

Shepperd Snudwickj
. ... Lonny Chapman
...... I on i s Cnss

;

Edna Best
I

. . ..... Tassle
. . , ... Betty ®“,eld

,

Robert Ames .......... Clement Brace
Betsv Ames ........ Carol Wheeler
Constance Mercer ...... Mai garet Baik<*r
Irma Kate ll.trkin
Taul Osgood Walter Matthau
Tom 1 Inscott ....... Donald McKee
Mary I. inscott ...... Harriet MacGibbon

Lonely, unwanted women may
be pathetic and sometimes even
dramatic, but they’re hardly at-

tractive subjects for a gay eve-
ning’s entertainment. So even if

“Ladies of the Corridor'’ were a
better play it would still he doubt-
ful boxoffiee. Since this Dorothy
Parker - Arnaud d'Csseau drama
seems contrived and a trifle hack-
neyed. it's probably a hopeless bet
for Broadway, but may be a possi-
bility for film adaptation.
As the authors have explained

to various interviewers, Miss Park-
er was impressed during various
sojourns in New York residential
hotels with the tragic waste repre-
sented by the wealthy but idle
futile women living in those bleak
surroundings. They are almost all

' Guild Dropping St Paul

r

's As Subscription City

rjs . Minneapolis. Oct. 27.
|

T of Theatre Guild has dropped St.

ally Paul as a subscription season city

I

after many years and now is con-
ems centrating entirely on Minneapolis.
»’pd. it’s further indicated that attrae-
‘d a

! tions other than the subscription
! season’s also will play their Twin

c ' Cities’ engagements exclusively
here, a trend that has been grow-
ing during the past few years.

m.iuIi !

Development has occurred be-!
'eid ; ! cause of the many unsatisfactory

’m*"; St. Paul grosses and the fact that
bap

j

the Tw in Cities' area of nearly
1.900,000 population can be served

n v . : more economically by a single en-
1 '**’ gagement in Minneapolis, which is

lotcrt I much the larger of the two towns.

Mum 1
Transportation, advertising and

stair other savings are effected in this
iwick manner, it's pointed out.

Cnss The lone offerings that so far
have visited the area, “Maid in the

F«*iri Ozarks" and “Pal Joey," have
ir.ice played only the Minneapolis Ly-

n**k«! ceum. “Love of Four Colonels
'

akin ; and “Time Out for Ginger" are

rKe* booked exclusively into the I.y-

bbon ceum. Guild also promises a total
of eight subscription season ofTer-

maV
,

ings. the most ever, of which “i’al
t>ven Joey" is the first.

a
;*

i
St. Paul last season had four

if
suhscr ‘Ptlon season attractions and

re .t

Minneapolis six. St. Paul suhscrib-
ers numbered around 900 and Min-

othv neapolis more than 2.000. This
ama season the Minneapolis subscrip-
ack- tion season accounts for approxi-

, bet mately 2,500 tickets at $33 top.
ossi-jwith St. Paul supplying a large

number of subscribers,
i-nod

, St. Paul newspapers, following
•ark-

,

previous years’ policy, refuse to
tous accept paid ads for legitimate at-

mre- i

tracUons Paying Minneapolis ex-

idle
r,usivel

-v an(l wiU make no mention

ileak
in the ' r news columns of the

t an
! shows* local presence.

costumes. Ruth Morley; Incidental muiio.
Joseph Lihelinu At Theatre de Lys, N.Y.,
Oct. 23. *33; $3.60 top.

Prolog Speaker Vivian Matalon
Venturewell I-ee Hauptman
Merrythought Raymond Johnson
Jasper Rlc Lavln
Humphrey Paul Stevens
Michael Vivian Matalon
Tim Del Parker
George John Robertson
Luce Jo Gilberts

Mistress Merrythought. . ..Norma Winters
Citizen • Dana Eicar
His Wife Gertrude Kinnell
Ralph Robert Emmett

Miranda d’Ancona and Audrey
Hilliard didn’t get off to too prom-
ising a start with their initial offer-

ing In a scheduled three-month
season of repertory at the Theatre
de Lys in Greenwich Village.

Sparse opening night audience
Friday (23 » didn’t seem to uphold
the producers’ conviction that

there’s a following for their off-

beat roster of plays.

“The Knight of the Burning
Pestle,” kickoff production in the
repertory series, has some humor-
ous moments hut in its entirety
doesn’t warrant showcasing at a

$3 fiO top. An Elizabethan com-
edy by Francis Beaumont, report-

Drury Lane, traditional corner of

the West End which has virtually -

become the permanent London
residence for the genius of Rodg-
ers & Hammerstein. can safely sit

back and relax for a matter of

years. “The King and I,” which
eventually reached London two-

and-a-half years after its Broad-
way triumph, has more than justi-

fied the grapevine reports. It is

sock boxoffiee in any language and
can be rated one" of the outstanding
American contributions to the

British musical stage.

Coming to London as a proven
success, the Rodgers & Hammer-
stein production had raised ques-

tions. Would Valerie Hobson, with
little stage experience and no repu-
tation as a singer, adequately fill

the Gertrude Lawrence governess
role? Would Herbert Lorn, type
cast for years as a screen heavy in

international melodramas, do jus-

tice to the Yul Brynner part of the

King of Siam? After the event,

there were no doubts about the
answers. Casting of both the leads
represents a triumph of imagina-
tion and a bold departure from

i convention.
Admittedly, Miss Hobson is

weak as a vocalist. Inexperience
and nervousness opening night had
her first numbers on the weakish
side, but by the time she got
around to singing “Getting to
Know You.” with the moppet roy-
al children to help her along, she 1

was more than firmly established.
She was there. Fortunately, sing-

ing is only a minor facet of the
role. In the straight dramatic
parts she is amazingly good, ra-

diating the charm and sincerity
which the part demands.

Lorn’s contribution is one of the
standout items of the production.
Epitomizing, with almost flawless
skill, the sinister, barbaric, yet
childishly naive King of Siam, he
plays the part with characteristic
force and individuality, with his
own personality adroitly toned
down. In his case, too. there are
vocal limitations, but they appear
completely unimportant wiUiin the
general concept of the production.
Muriel Smith, in her second con-

|

secutive Drury Lane role (she
played Bloody Mary in “South Pa-
cific" i

,
provoked a spontaneous

ovation on her first appearance and
undoubtedly qualifies for top hon-

|

ors on the vocal side. Her rendi-
i tion of “Something Wonderful” is

one of the musical highspots and
she evokes full response for
“Western People Funny.” Other
major vocal contributions come

produced 1607. ! from Doreen Duke and Jan
“Pestle" draws a good portion of

its humor from poking fun at the
popular knight errant of that pe-
riod.

Three of the principals in the
production are supposedly part of

the audience, with one of the trio

getting into the play and assuming
the title role. It's a good bit but
gets tiring after a while.

Actors and play itself appear to

he carried away by Beaumont’s
j

general ribbing of various habits

;

and subjects. It’s more of a romp
for dramatic classes than for legit

audiences.
Cast and director Robert Laning

take full benefit of the freedom of
movement and expression that the
work affords, plowing through it

in a free-for-all manner. Of the
cast, Robert Emmett. Dana Eicar
and Gertrude Kinnell hold down
the major comedy assignments.
Raymond Johnson provides some
pleasant moments as a jocular inn-
keeper. Richard Burns’ setting is

imaginative.
“Moon in Capricorn.” by James

Leo Herlihy. which will run in
repertory with “Pestle,” bowed at

the theatre last night (Tues.).
Jess.

)

Vet Mayfair Theatre Manager
Herb Royster has moved to the

!

2.000 seat Oriental Theatre, new*
home of legit shows In Portland,

i Ore.

zurus, as the tragic Burmese girl

and her lover.
From the strictly musical point

of view, the songs and lyrics may
not compare too favorably with
earlier Rodgers & Hammerstein
successes, but on this occasion they
become a definite, integral part
of the production and are logically
and reasonably accepted as part of
the natural plot development.
There are no showstoppers in the
conventional pop sense, but there
are unmistakable reactions to Miss
Hobson’s number, “Getting to
Know You.” and to the final joint
number she does with Lorn, “Shall
We Dance?,” which rates an en-
core. Because of normal restric-
tions, most of the music will be
fresh to British audiences and only
one or two have crept through on
the more elegant nightclub circuit.

Decoratively, the staging and
costumes give an exotic glitter to
the finished production. Jo Miel-
ziner's settings, conceived in a
mood of splendor and restraint,
have eye filling appeal, while the
costuming by Irene Sharaff has
a spectacular beauty.

In his direction, John van Dru-

The production cost of “Wish
You Were Here,” Jack Hvlton's
latest musical importation from

9

America, is reportedly in excess of
$150,000 which is big money in any
language, but exceptional for West
End theatres. It is easy to see
where the money has gone, for it

is a lavish piece of staging. It is

reasonable to expect the capital
will be returned with some interest
because there is an obvious mar-
ket for this type of escapist enter-
tainment. It is without doubt an
extravagant enterprise with fine
sets, lush costumes and the finest
theatre novelty of all, a genuine
swimming pool. This gives the
show* a gimmick of immeasurable
value which should reap dividends.
The book by Arthur Kober and

Joshua Logan reflects, as other
recent importations have reflected,

'

the tremendous American preoccu-
pation with sex in the theatre. The
holiday camp setting makes it a
natural subject, with the girls
thinking only of “fellers” and the
men of “dames.” That is natural
enough. But the point is somewhat
overdeveloped w*hen almost the
entire company takes part in an
unashamed and unabashed orgy
during the second half. This scene
w*as staged with a realism which
could prove to be an embarrass-
ment to many people in the audi-
ence, particularly to parents who
are accompanied by their offspring.
Harold Rome’s music and lyrics

represent a sound, average score
with at least a couple of tunes
destined to hit the popularity
roster. The title song had achieved
something of an advance buildup,
but the others were mainly new to
British audiences. Among those
likely to chalk up the best results
are “Shopping Around.” “Could
Be” and “Where Did The Night
Go?” while “Social Director” and
“Don Jose” were the best of the
standard showtunes. An all-British

cast did justice to the book and
score.
Romantic leads are played with

an appealing naive charm by Eliz-

abeth Larner and Bruce Trent.
Shani Wallis, in complete contrast
to her recent fairy tale roles (“Call
Me Madam” and “As Long As
They’re Happy" >, plays Fay Tom-
kin with surprising vigor and with
an overtone of stridency. Dickie
Henderson again displays his ver-
satility by his performance as the
social director, but the hit perform-

• ance is by Christopher Hewett as
» the “wolf” of Karefree camp. He
extracts every ounce of comedy and
every bit of innuendo from the

• script. Joe Robinson is a lively
t hunk of beef as the camp’s muscle
• man and Mark Baker is pleasantly
1 adequate as the boss.

Smaller parts have been suitably
; filled, and there is a lively selection
• of dancing girls and a competent
i lineup of singers. Mirro.

ihrisfopher l olumbuK
Paris, Oct. 20

Madeleine Renaud-Jean Louis Barrault
production of drama in two parts by Paul
Claudel. Directed by Barrault. Music by
Darius Milhaud; #ets and costumes. Max
Ingrand. At Marigny Theatre, Pari,. SJ
top.

Paul Claudel, leading French
poet, was long the French amtns-
sador to Washington. His pi »y.

“Columbus,” was written in Eng-
lish, which he later translated into

French verse. Now Jean-Louis Bar-

rault has staged it in a majestic

production, using motion pictures,

music and Greek chorus to give it

sweep and variety. Result of the

Claudel-Barrault collaboration is J

masterpiece of eloquent theatre,

and “Columbus” is a smash sellout

at the plush Champs Elysees house,

the Marigny.
Play is no mere attempt at a

straight biog of the great explorer

but a philosophical evaluation ot
in ms uueewon, aonn van uru- uui <*

i ill

ten, who repeated his original his place in history. Company oi

Broadway chore, has painstakingly assembles as though for rehear a .

attended to detail and the entire crowding into the orchestra pn ui

production, staged under the super-
vision of Jerome Whyte, must be
rated an outstanding theatrical

contribution. Myro.

clear stage for action. A common*

tator reads from a history book ju

outline of Columbus’ career, ana

i (Continued on page 60)
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Chi B.O. Dips in Balmy Weather;

'Oklahoma $26,100, Itch’ $26,000

Chicago. Oct. 27.

Unusually warm October weath-

er last week cooled off a previous-

ly brisk legit scene, all shows reg-

istering slight drops. •’Postman

Mways Kings Twice.” unanimous-

ly panned, failed to attract a two-

fcr response and curtained Satur-

day • 24 > after eight performances.
Date for opening of “Children’s

Hour

‘Dolls’ Fair $34,400 In

1st New Orleans Stanza
New Orleans. Oct. 27.

Touring edition of “Guys and
Dolls" grossed a fair $34,400 last

, -
. v , « . week for the initial stanza of a

at Harris has been moved
| fortnight stand at the Civic Thea-

9. wih “Misalliance'
open the Selwyn on

up to Nov
pegged to

Nov. 30.
Estimates for Last Week

New Faces, Great Northern '26th

wk* ($6; 1.600'. Slipped to

almost $22,000.
Oklahoma, Shubcrt ( 3d wk*

($3 80; 2.100). Over $26 100.

Postman Always Rings Twice,

Harris « 1st wk' <$4.20; 1.000)

(Barbara Payton. Tom Neal). Ane-
mic $7,500.
Seven Year Itch, Erlanger <5th

wk» <$5; 1.334) 'Eddie Bracken).
Doing nicely at a little over
§26.000.

Sadler’s 165G For

6 Canada Shows

tre here.
Show moves to Atlanta

week, where it folds.
next

Current Road Shows

Sadler’s Wells Ballet of London
is keeping up, on tour, the terrific

boxofnee pace it set during its

recent N. Y. run. Troupe has been
out for three weeks since the
Gotham date, and for 20 perform-
ances ending this weekend will

rack up a $310,000 take.

This we^k. in only six perform-
ances divided between Toronto and
Montreal, troupe will take in over

i

$165,000, one of the biggest grosses I - aSbey -- - b -

ever run up by a touring attraction
in one week. Troupe’s three To-
ronto shows (27-29*. at the 10.000-
seat Maple Leaf Gardens, at $6
top, was sold out two weeks ago.
and with expected standees, should
go over the $110,000 mark. Mont-
real’s three performances, at the
6 500-seat Forum Friday-Saturday
*30-31

», will also go SRO for about
$55,000. according to indications.

Sadler’s did $458,000 for a four-
week run at the Met Opera House,
N. Y., ending Oct. 11. Since then,
in six SRO shows at Philly Oct. 12-

17. troupe garnered $60,000, and in

eight shows at Boston <19-24)
grabbed another SRO $85,000.
American tour, managed by Sol
Hurok, runs 19 weeks.

* Oci. 26-Nor. 7)

Caine Mutiny Court Martial
• Henry Fonda. John Hodiak. Lloyd
Nolan* <trvout*—Alcazar. S. F. <26-

31); Arizona Univ. Aud., Tucson
<2-3>; Liberty Hall, FI Paso • 4

'

;

Munic. Aud.. San Antonio 16’;

Gregory Gymnasium. Austin < 7 *

'Reviewed in Variety, Oct. 14,
'53*.

Children’s Hour (Patricia Neal.
Fay Bainter)—Cass, Detroit <26-7*

Escapade (Roger Livesey, Ursula
,

Jeans) (tryout)—Plymouth, Boston
<26-7) (Reviewed in Variety this

week*.

Evening With Beatrice Lillie

'Beatrice Lillie)—Shubert, Phi la

<26-31); Shubert, Wash. (2-7*.

Good Nite, Ladies—Union H. S
Aud., Salinas, Cal. (26-27); Me-
morial. Sacramento < 28-3 1 ); Aud
Oakland (2-7*.

Guys and Dolls <2d Co *—Civic,

New Orleans (26-5); Saenger, Mo-
bile <6-7).

|

John Brown’s Body (Tyrone'
Power. Anne Baxter, Raymond i

College Aud..
Fargo, N. D. <27>; Minn. Univ.,

Minneapolis <28*; Temple Sholem.
Chi (29*; Mich. Univ., Ann Arbor
<30-31); Memorial Aud., Columbus.'
O. (1); Syria Mosque. Pitt. (2-3);

.

Constitution Hall, Wash. <5-7*.

John Murray Anderson’s Al-

(tryout*—Shubert, Boston

‘GIRL’ BRISK $20,000 IN

Pin DESPITE CRITICS
Pittsburgh, Oct. 27.

Consicfering the state of the no-
tices. "A Girl Can Tell" did all

I right last week at the Nixon, get-
ting a brisk $20,000. The crix
weren’t too cordial to the new F.

Hugh Herbert comedy with Janet
Blair, hut word-of-mouth was good
and the subscription hacking, of
course, helped. Several changes,
including the replacement of Alex-
ander Clark by Jack Whiting, and
a lot of tightening took place dur-
ing the local engagement, and re-

ports were that there had been im-
provements in “Girl” by the end
of the week. Biz. also got an as-
sist from Miss Blair, who hails
from nearby Altoona and whose
pix and month in "South Pacific"
at the Nixon the season before last

have given her marquee strength.
“Misalliance” is current, also

under subscription, with "Time
Out for Ginger" next.

B way B.O. Eases Off Somewhat;

Tea $28,200, ‘Teahouse’ $31,300,

‘Step’ $13,300, ‘Love’ $15,500

manac
<5-7*.

Kind
Boyer)
(26-31);

Sept. 30,
Kismet

‘SIR’ SELLOUT $40,500;

‘GINGER’ $14,200, D.C.
Washington. Oct. 27.

“Kind Sir.” the Broadway-bound
Mary Martin - Charles Boyer
starrer, drew' a sellout $40,500 for
its first week at the National Thea-
tre. Second and last D. C. week,
which commenced last night
(Mon.*, is also SRO. National re-
ports a strong advance for "Love
of Four Colonels,” which opens
a fortnight stand next Monday.

At the Shubert Theatre. ’'Time
Out for Ginger” wound up with
a $14,200 second week. House is

dark this week and reopens Nov.
2 with two weeks of “An Evening
With Beatrice Lillie

’*

Future B’way Schedules
' Theatre indicated if booked *

Ladies of the Corridor, Long-
acre. tonight (Wed.*.

Gently Does It, Plavhouse. Oct.
28.

Girl Can Tell, Royale. Oct. 29.

Sherlock Holmes, Century. Oct.
30.

Trip to Bountiful, Miller, Nov. 3.

Kind Sir, Alvin. Nov. 4

Solid Gold Cadillac, Bclasco.
Nov. 5.

Sabrina Fair, National. Nov. 11.

Escapade, 48th St., Nov. 12

Wooden Dish, week of Nov. 30.

Kismet. Ziegfeld, Dec. 3.

Home At Seven, Dec. 7.

John Murray Anderson's Alma-
nac, Imperial, Dec. 10.

Colombe, week of Dec. 13.

Elame-Out, Dec. 14.

Prescott Proposals Broadhurst,
D e. If,.

Oh Men, Oh Women, Dec. 17.

Dead Pigeon, Dec. 23.
His and Hers, Jan. 7.

Say With Flowers, week Jan. 11.

Child of Grace, week of Jan. 11.

Caine Mutiny Court
R > mouth, Jan. 18.

Phffft, week Jan. 11.

Immoralist. mid-Jan.
F'owering Peach, early Feb.
c: rl in Pin’: Tights, Ilellinger,

* of Feu. 22.
By the Beautiful Sea. Feb 24.
7 and > j Cents, March 1.

Sir (Mary Martin. Charles
(tryout)—National. Wash.
(Reviewed in Variety.
*53*

(Alfred Drake) (tryout*

—Colonial, Boston (26-31); Shu-
bert. Phila. (2-7*. (Reviewed in

Variety, Aug. 19. ’53*.

Love of Four Colonels 'Rex Har-
rison, Lilli Palmer*—Royal Alex-
andra, Toronto (26-31); National.
Wash. (2-7*.

Maid in the Ozarks — Shubert,
Detroit <26-7'.

Misalliance—Nixon. Pitt. <26-31*;

Colonial. Boston <2-7*.

New Faces—Great Northern. Chi
<26-7*.

Oklahoma—Shubert. Chi 26-7)

Pal Joey (Harold Lang'— Palace.

Milwaukee <26-31*; American, St.

Louis (2-7*.

Sabrin; Fair 'Margaret Sullavan,
Joseph Cotten* 'tryout*— Forrest.

Phila. (26-7* 'Reviewed in Variety.
Oct. 14. '53*.

Seven Year Itch 'Eddie Bracken'
—Erlanger, Chi '26-7'.

Sherlock Holmes 'Basil Rath-

bone, Jarmila Novotna* 'tryout* —
Majestic. Boston <26-31* (Reviewed
in Variety, Oct. 14. '53*.

South Pacific 'Joanne Hal. Weld)
Tilton)—(Erlanger. Buffalo >26-31',

Paramount. Toledo <2-7*. >

Time Out for Ginger 'Melvyr.,

! Douglas*— Ford’s, Balto. <26-31 :

Nixon. Pitt '2-7».

Trip to Bountiful 'Lillian Gish'

• tryout)—Walnut. Phila. <26-31*

(Reviewed in Variety this week*.
Twin Beds — WRVA Theatre.

Richmond. Va. '26-29'; Aud .

Rochester. N. Y. '2-3'; Erlanger.
Buifalo <4-7*.

‘Sabrina’ (33,360,

‘Holmes’ 10G, Hub
Boston. Oct. 27.

In the* main, legit biz was very
strong last week. Lone newcomer
this week is "Escapade.” which
moved into the Plymouth for a

fortnight stand Monday <26*.

Estimates for Last Week
Gently Does It, Wilbur <2d wk*

S3 60; 1.200'. Sluggish $4 200.

House is currently dark.

Kismet. Colonial (1st wk* <$4 80,

Fri -Sat '$6; 1.500*. Healthy $28.-
600 for first week, with final week
current.

Sabrina Fair, Shubert <2d wk*
$4.20; 1.700'. Wound final week
with socko $33,300. House is dark
until Nov. 5. when John Murray
Anderson’s "Almanac” moves in.

Sherlock Holmes, Majestic <2d
wk' ($3.00; 1.500*. Final week
about $10,000. House is dark.

‘PACIFIC’ OVER $39,400

IN 1ST BUFFALO WEEK
BufTalo, Oct. 27.

Touring "South Pacific,” playing
the first week of a fortnight stand
at the 1.400-seat Erlanger here,
grossed over $39,400 last week

Rodgers - Hammerstein musical
moves next week to the Paramount,
Toledo.

‘Colonels’ 1 7G for Seven

In Second Detroit Week
Detroit, Oct. 27.

‘ Thi‘ Love of Four Colonels."
starring Rex Harrison and Lilli

Palmer, grossed $17,000 on seven
shows in the second and last week
at the 2 050-scat Shubert. Top
was $4 20 Matinee performance
Wednesday '21* was cancelled
when Harrison became ill in his

dressing room from a stomach up-
set. Show went on as usual

Wednesday night and thereafter.

Current Shubert presentation is

• Maid in the Ozarks." a twofer at

S3 60. in for two weeks. The Cass
relighted Monday '26* with "The
Children's Hour." starring Patricia

\eal and Kay Bainter. booked for

two weeks lop is $3.60 at the

1.482-seat Cass.

‘Misalliance’ 1 2G, Balto

Baltimore, Oct. 27.

"Misalliance” came through
with a limp $12,000 here at Ford's

last week. Guild-ATS subscribers

provided bulk of the trade, with

little response otherwise.
• Time Out for Ginger” is cur-

rent, with "The Loves of Four
Colonels” set to follow on Nov. 10

Both plavs arc on the Guild-ATS
list.

‘Moon’ $8,700, Toronto
Toronto. Oct. 27

Jupiter Theatre production

Christopher Frys "Ring
Martial, i the Moon" grossed $8,700

Royal Alexandra, with

sealer scaled at $3 top.

Directed by Leonard Crainford

English producer, who has come
over here to pilot the Jupiter ven-

ture. piece built toward end of the
j

week and is skodded for repeat en-

of
Round
at tin*

1,525-

‘Stala^ l ine $15,750

For Second St. Loo Week
St Louis, Oct. 27.

j

With the local logit field to itself
;

for a couple of weeks, the* Ansell

Bios. Empress built rapidly and

wound up the second and final

week of 'St a lag 17" Sunday '25'

with a fine estimated $15,750 at

§2 50 tup Robert Alda. Frances

Helm and Patricia Ganty have the

lead rules in "Detective Story."

teeing off a two-week frame at the

Empress tonjght ''lues *.

The American remains shuttered

until Mondav 2*. when a two-week
engagement of "Pal Joey tees nil

Thu house is sealed to $3 66 for

this piece.

‘Bagels’ 11G, Frisco

San Francisco. Oct. 27.

•The Came Mutiny Court Mar-

tial ’ with Henry Fonda, John Ho-

diak and Lloyd Nolan, reopened

the Alcazar Saturday '24'. where

it is set for a one-week stay. House

is sealed to $4 80.

Estimate For Last Week
. Bagels and Vox, Gearv '1st wk*

*iR-$4 20: 1.550* (Larry Alpert.

Man Forrest, Rickie Layne*,

Backed by two nights of advanc*
partv ticket sale, a mediocre

* gaeement in November. t $11 000,

Business cased olY a hit on
Broadway last week, but the gen-
eral level continued profitable
Most shows registered minor dips,

but a couple reversed the trend
with slight increases Receipts took
a hefty spurt at wee kend perform
ances.

Of the new arrivals. "Frogs of
Spring" drew generally negative
reviews and is a dubious hut to

continue, while "Ladies of the
Corridor" got a split press and
has not vet indicated its run po-
tential. Of the other recent entries
"End as a Man" is still faltering
in its Times Square spot. "Late
Love” had a profitable first full

week with the* help of parties,
"Little Hut" is set to close this
week. "Take a Giant Step" is stav-
ing afloat, and "Tea and Sympathy"
and "Teahouse of the August
Moon" are standee-limit smashes.

This week brings three openings,
as list eel below

Estimate's for l ast Week
Kegs ‘ C

’
<

( ’omed r/
» , l) < Drama ) ,

CD i Cowed ft Drawn )
,

II < Itcrin *,

AH’ i Musical <'nntrdii>. Ml) < Mum
cal Drama >, O 1 Opera .*.

Other t>arculhi‘tic dcsu/n<itinus

refer, respectii el>i, to pip pros s,

number of seats, eaimeitu press uu<l

stars. I'riee includes 20' , ciipu.se-

nieut tax, but grosses an pel ie,
exclusive of tax.

Can-Can, Slmhert '25 th wk'
<MC-$7.20; 1,361; $50,160*. Exactly
$50,900 again

Dial M for Murder. Plymouth
(52nd wk* <D-$4 80, 1.062, $29 815*
(Maurice Evans*. Nearly $23,300
(previous week. $22,900*.; moves
Jan. 18 to the Booth, hut closes
Feb. 27 to tour.

End As a Man, Vanderbilt '2nd
wk* *D-$4 HO; 720; $18,500*. 'Men
Gazz.ara* Almost $6,500 'previous
week, six performances drew $4,-

500*.

Fifth Season. Curt '40th wk* <C-

$4 80; 1,056; $25,277* 'MenAsha
Skulnik. Richard Whorl*. Over
$24,700 (previous week, $24,300'.

Frogs of Spring, Broadhurst (1st

wk* <C-$6 $4.80; 1.160; $29,500*
J

Opened Tuesday '20* to one favor-
;

able notice 'Hawkins. World Tele-
gram & Sun* and six pans 'Atkin-

son, Times; Chapman. News, ( ole-

man. Mirror; Kerr Herald Tribune*.

McClain, Journal- American. Watts.

Post*; first six performances drew
under $6,000, was announced to

fold last Saturday night <24 >, hut

is continuing with additional coin

from an outside source.

Guvs and Dolls, 46th St '145th

wk* i MC-$6 60; 1,139; $39,704)

Nearly $32,300 'previous week
$34 400*; , c losing Nov 28, to tour

King and 1. St James < 135th

w k i < MD-$7 20. 1571. $51717 »Yul

Brynner* Almost $44,000 (previous

j

week. $45,200'

|

Ladies of the Corridor. Longs
acre '1st wk' <D $6 $4 80; M»48_;
$26,817* 'Edna Best. Belly Field'

t Opened Wednesday night '21' to

four favorable notices, including

two raves (Hawkins, World Tele-

gram A* Sun; Kerr. Herald I ri-

hune; McClain. Journal American
' Watts, post . and three* pans 'At-

kinson, Tunes; Chapman. Nows

j

Coleman. Mirt oi over $20 400 for

fir l M|vcn performances, in* hiding

two previews
l.ate Love, National 2nd wk' >('-

$6-$4 80; 1172; $80 0001 >Ailene

FYnneis, Lucile Watson. Neil ,

Hamilton). Approached $15,500 for

first full week, with the help of

parties 'previous week, $20,400 for

first seven performances.*; moves
Nov. 9 to the Booth, but must, va-

cate* that house* Jan. 16

Little llut. ( eel eui«*T" T 3l ll wkj(C-
$6; 1.027; $30 000' Anne* \ eurpTri

Roland Culver, Colin- Gordon'
Over $12 20*), with the* hHp eg

parties (previous week $12 600/;

closing Satiuelav night '31

Me and Juliet, Majestie '22nd
w k » ( M(’-$7 20; 1510; $58.000 r,

Nearly $57.ooo (previous week
$57,800*.
Mv 3 Ahgels, Morose o 33rd wk !

'C-S4 80; 935; $24 252s Just missed
$18 500 'previous week. $19,000*

Picnic, Music Box (35th wk* *CD-
$0-$4 80; 997, $27 584 Over $27,-

100 (previous week $20800'.
Porgv and Bess, Ziegfeld '33rd

wk* <0-$6 1628 $48,244 Nearly

$19 000 including tax previous
week, $21,500 ,

dosing Nov.- 28, to

tour.
Seven Year Itch. Fulton '49th

wk' <U-$0*$4 80; 1063; $24,400*

(Tom EwelP Just under $24,600

(previous week. $24,600'.

South Pacific, Broadway (230th

wk* MC-$6-$4 80; 1 990, $44 000

(Martha Wright, George Britton 1

Almost $32,000 (previous week,
$35,700*; must vacate the house
Jan 18

Take a Giant Step. Lvccum « 5th
wk* * D-$4 80; 995; $22,845*. Over
$13,300 (previous week, $13,500.

Tea and Sympathy, Harrvmore
'4th wk* (l)-$6-$4 80; 1.060; $28,-
000* 'Deborah Kerr*. The standee
limit at all performances again,
hut party commissions limited the
gross to $28 200 (previous week,
$28,300*.

Teahouse of the Auguat Moon,
Feck «2nd wk* tC-$6 $4 80; 1.214;
$32. (*(*(** 'David Wayne, John
Forsythe*. First full week drew
the legal limit of standees at pH
performances, with party commis-
sions limiting the gross to over
$31,300 'previous week, first four
performances and two previews
drew $24,000).

Wish You Were Here, Imperial
«7*Mh wk* * MC-$7 20; 1.400; $52.-
080* Approached $35,700 'previ-
ous wee k. $36,700', closing Nov. 28,
to tour.

Wonderful Town. Winter Garden
'351 h wk* < MC $7 20; 1.510; $54.-
173' 'Rosalind Rmsell* Over
$55 200 ' previous week, $55,200*.

OPENING THIS WEEK
Gently Does It. 1 ’lav house «

I

)-

S I 1*0; 9! 19; $21,500*.
‘ Edward

Choate* and George Ross prodlie-
I uni of Janet Green's London
melodrama success 'presented
there under the title "Murder
Mistaken",), opens tonight 'Wed *.

Girl Can Tell. Royale <C-$6-
$4 80, 1.035. $31,000' Aldrich &
Myt-is production 'in association
with Julius Fleisehriiami) of play
by F Hugh Herbert, opens tomor-
row night 'Thins )

Sherlock Holmes, Century ' D-
$4 80; 1645; $40,000* 'Basil Rath-
hone'. Bill Doll production of

i dramal i/ation by Ouida Rathbnne
.from original Conan Doyle stories;

,
opens Friday night >30'.

‘Cadillac’ $18,700,

Trip’ IOC, Philly

Philadelphia, Oct 27.

All four Slmhert houses were
•milled Hus week m the niii't sus-

tained theatrical aitivttv of new
sea*-on. "An Evening with Beatrice

Lillie,” at the Shubert, proved
strongest entry, although revues
hoxofTice was hint bv cancellation

earlier in season, due to musician's

ba sic, when $12,000 in mail ordei s

had to he returned
Estimates for East Week

The Solid Gold Cadillac, Locust
list wk* '(’1.580; $4 55* Josephine
Hull, Luring Smith* $18 700
An Evening With Iteatrirr Lillie,

Slmhert '1st wk* <H 1.870; $5 50)

•Beatrice Lillie, Reginald Gardi-
ner * $20,500.

I lie Trip to Bountiful, Walnut
'1st wk* *1)1.840; $4 55) (Lillian

Gish * Under $10 000.

‘Joey’ Hefty $30,000 For

Seven in Minneapolis
Minneapolis*. Oct. 27

Plaving to complete capacity the

final two nights and turning many
away, "Pal Joey," starring Harold
Lang and Carol Bruce, hit a hefty

$30000 for five evenings and two
matinees at $4 80 top at the 1.860-

seat Lyceum. It wa the Theatre
Guild's first subscription season
offering and onlv the second attrac-

tion this fall. Twin Cities’ engage-
ment was played exclusively here.

There’s nothing rise definite on
t fu* horizon until December, when
".Love of Four Colonels" is sched-
uled Lone other hooking so far
is "Time Out for Ginger," New
Year's week.

•Roberts’ in 18th

I ..A. Week;*Blank’ $2,900
Los Angi lfs-, Oet. 27

Legit outlook grows bleaker this

week with the slated closing Sat-

urday '31) of "Mister Roberts.’’ af-

.l.er three extensions Shutdown
will leave the town with only one
srnall-seater alight and no imme-
diate* prospects for new arrivals.

Onlv two of the small houses
were open last week. "Roberts ’

dipped a notch to $3,800 in its 18th.

week at the 400-seat Las Palmas.

"Mr. Blank’s Family," Maurice
Schwartz production at the 382-

seat (’.vie Playhouse, climbed
slightly to $2,900 in its second full

i week.
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Evanston House Seeks
|

Hypo Via Star System
Chicago. Oct. 27.

Star system is being adopted in

mid-November by suburban Evans-

ton's’ Showcase Theatre, which
heretofore used a resident stock

compan.\ for all its vear-arotind

productions. Sole instance when
a big name had been used before

was last January when Patsy Kelly

was brought in for “My Sister F.i-

leen’ b> Kay Westfall, eostarrer.

Showcase board of directors

voted in the new police to help

stimulate patronage of the 1.300-

seat converted filmery. which gen-

erally is able to fill only one quar-

ter of the house. Kurt hermore, the

company is composed chiefly ol

character actors and is lacking tal-

ent for leads As yet. no contracts

have been inked, but the theatre

has been negotiating with top-

drawer names to play “Heiress.

“

“Mr. Roberts.” and “Our Town."
Location of the house makes it

a good bet to draw from the elite

North Shore element and the

Northwestern l'. campus, hut its

past policies liavcn't succeeded.

Parker Preem to Tee Off

Greenwich Village House
Rose Lynch and Ralph Lowe will

open the Royal Playhouse, in

Greenwich Village. N. Y.. next Fri-

day night <3Q« with "The Wedding
Present.” new three-act drama by
Ken Parker, with Kick Hartman
directing.

Shows in Rehearsal
Keys; C t Comedy', D (Draw?

CD (Comedy-Drama », R (Rental'MC (Musical Comedy >, MD i

steal Drama), O ( Opera i.

Cyrano de Bergerac r D » \ \
City Center Theatre Co., prod •

Jose Ferrer, dir.-star.
Flame Out (D—Alan Mowbrav

prod.-dir.
John Murray Anderson's Alina-

nac i Mi—Michael Grace. Staple

v

Gilkey. Harry Rigby, prods : Cm ii

Ritchard, dir.

Little Jessie James <M —Hal Of:
iver. Alpha Productions, prods
Robert C. Jarvis, dir.
Make Motnma Happy (C)' Road.—lay Julien-Hal Zeiger, prod-.

Julien. dir.; Molly Picon, star.
Prescott Proposals (C*—Lei a rid

Hayward, prod.: Howard Lindsm

i to use (

Ii viMsiunI hri^i»i>Her I a!nmini* I

'

l)Hoi«* ..n i i.paes- i\e backglU'md 1

ol im :<• 'v. iiitf ul ti e mam s- %'•>>

or play ate enacted.

( 'oliiiiibus is s;- ti lit t as an o'd

ii .it > (ly'iu* in p.-nn leys squalor :iv

an mill i
,l n<Uv hostel In a e» :‘*s or

I laslib.K I.- v. e see Ins >m"h m
dfiuM d>- . ; ion ol Ii s win* ind

I ;i 1 1 1

1

1 v Ins ear*' days in ..pa.n.

audience with K •rdinand and I- '*

Jtella. NO'.ve 1 « » \niei iea and sui)-

.si-qiienl dow mal l

Nc.ii the i i.d then* is again Lie

scene v itli
< 'oiumbiis as a bi ok t

old inan i:ii treated by Ii s land-

lord but p • mds with epi og m
winch lie tain - im his i ight tul po-i-

tom m the eves * * I matikin' 1
< i-

Olii ted with I de-Ha. the l.air.V

godmother n Im has made lii.s ,1 s-

ruvn-y <»l the New World possib’e.

Barrault plays t tic* younger Co
lunibus, with .It an f 1 i I lib** ft a'-tiiv..*

the old man m p ay s lust and last

scene, A. the <!i *amy hoy who
wants to go to s a. as the (hiring

adventurer and as the (“inbitti red

tihii-r man. Ikuratill has a fine put
ol great range and in it gives on *

ot the be I pm lormauces o! ins

career.

Madeleine Renaml brings radi-

ance to the brio! but import ml

loir of Isabella, and Pierre Bert on

registers as commentator, a Ion;

assign liien 1
. Script contains no

oilier trig parts but skill I ill dir*"-

1 roil makes expert use ot support-

ing company for ensemble pur-

poses Grouping of mass stems,

lighting, costuming and set bv M x

Ingram! are excellent and smooth

v a\ for t he text

.

Production ot “Columbus in

F.nglish seems unlikely at least Im

the lime being as the Barrault

troupe will take* it to t- ds. toi a

1954-55 tour, but both pix and legit

offers have beet) plentiful sin-

e

t he •' opening. Plan to tense it ioi

I S TV distribution lias also been

llii'llulav Honor*
London. Oct. 7.

m Allx-iv i, nt Uonin i piseltic-

im .»* * 1

1

.a i < i n oi i.H*w turned' in

iii i s l.s i*.ml Ion- S .n s Alow.*

I), .... ,,. | i, Si Patrick. At

ion I. . iinl< n. OH. o V2 20 top.

•|-,| h.*, , <1 .• V Mal ian S|*jjm**'*r

a IV?- 1 aoo'I .toil a Lister

U.-sissoo'l llir’ii I .at liner

i. p ’{ii lo* i
itv* . .

.If’ i» >' • flail

.*m Will pit It ft Ita-'er
v

, 1

1

* \ l);«\ id Stoll

C ontinued from p.u;e 57

ailing, failing Florenz Ziegfeld, it

was a rude awakening, as much as

he was startled that the Great Wall

Street Fawdown ol 1929 was no

respecter of peers or personages.

Tall Memory
When an expert newshawk, such

as Sobol is, and particularly if for-

tified with a tall memory 'he must
have been taking notes from his

diaper days on Broadway, with an

eye for a book of this nature, so

detailed are some of his mem-
orabilia about trivial yet intimate-

ly noteworthy details) sets out to

chronicle a book such as “Broad-
way Heartbeat" turns out to be,

it is perforce a record of the days

of our years. Anybody over 35

makes for pleasin' en'ertaimr

li owes much to the bpsk di

t on ot Nig *1 Patrick and m<c
tin* infectin' s gaiety and spin

the east. Its chances are a

ev. n in this small ivnt rally*

ate, I theatre But there is r

ing in it sufficient ly outslan

to warrant a I S "anib'e,

The buIHrllv wife wlm (lcc<

her husband is not news, nor

bland acquiescence In* exh

when officially aware ot hei

fidelity It is written in an a

ing vein, and glosses over wit

consequential, ease the imn
tendencies of the heroine
Hubby is a thriving phys

who. according to gossip, is

to b<» knighted. Fearful lest

dal shouid preclude the hesto

ot the title, the mol in r-in-la"

deavors to break up her daugt
association with another man.
doctor takes the wind out o

;

wife’s c*onfo v vional sails by s;

he not only knew about her I

I icssncss but lie doesn't care.

‘Hour’ $16,200, Cleve
Cleveland. Oct. 27

“Children's Hour." with Patricia
Neal and Fay Bainter, picked up
speed after an okay start and got
a good $16,200 at the Hanna last
week in eight performances with
S3 75 top.
Dark this week, the 1.515-seat

bouse reopens Monday with “Time
Out For Ginger.”

'Escapade’ $7,400, H’ford
Hartford, Oct. 27

Three-day (lour - performance

»

tryout of “Escapade'’ grossed an
unsatisfactory $7,400 here last

Thursday through Saturday (22-24

•

at the New* Parsons. House will fill

in with foreign and art film until
next legiter, “Flameout," on Nov.
12-14. Latter a tryout also.

Continued from pane .’*7

orgs producing musicals, some of

which split their offerings between
straight plays and tuners. Among
the better known pro groups are

the Civic Light Opera companies
in Los Angeles. San Francisco.

Pittsburgh and San Diego and St.

Louis' Municipal Theatre. Texas’
State Fair, Kansas City’s Starlight

Theatre and Louisville’s Park
Theatre.
Among tin* older amateur groups

are the Montclair (N.J.» Operetta
Club, which presented “Bitter-

sweet’’ last >ear and has “Briga-
doon" skedded for presentation
next month. Independent Player?.
Columbus. ()

. another vet org., did
“Kate” last year. Highschools put-
ting mi musicals vary from Sedro
YVooley. \Vashington. with an en-
rolment of 500. to Glover Cleve-
land. Brooklyn, with a roster of
3.000 students. Former school re-
cently presented "Now Moon."
while latter's last offering w.is

“Brigadoon.”
College productions have in-

cluded “Song of Norway" at the
College ol the Ozarks. Clarksville,
Ark , and “Finian’s” at the Mary-
wood College. Scranton. Pa. A pro-
duction of “Kate" is now in pivp-

! aration at City College. N.Y. Of
the churches offering musicals, St

i Anthony's, Albany, presented
"Rosalinda" last year and “The
Merry Widow" this Near.

THIS WEEK

at

p^WiidepTheatre
UteritS

The American Album

of Familiar Music

BOOKING COMPLETE PACK-

AGED NAME ATTRACTIONS

AND BROADWAY MUSICAL

AND DRAMATIC SHOWS FOR

FLORIDA
Theatres - Auditoriums

SARASOTA ORLANDO
DAYTONA
BEACH . . JACKSONVILLE

MIAMI MIAMI BEACH
TAMPA ... FT. LAUDERDALE

Oct. 27—MARSHFIELD, Wi»,

Oct. 28—ST. PAUL, Minn.

Oct. 29—DULUTH. Minn.

Oct. 30—HIBBING, Minn.

Oct. 31 -VIRGINIA, Minn.

Nov. 1—IRONWOOD, Mich

Now Corporation Setup

To Exploit ‘Show Roat*
Jerome Kern estate. Edna Fer-

ber and Oscar Ilammerstein 2d
have formed a corporation for fu-

ture exploitation of the musical.
“Show Boat."

Corporation is tagged Slum Boat
Enterprises and has a capital stock
of 300 shares, no par value.

CONTACT
EDDIE SMITH AGENCY

1697 Broadway, New York City

JU 6-3345 BROADWAY ANGELS,

INC.

Common Slock

Prict 50c a Share

Consult your broker or write or

phone for an offering circular to

BROADWAY ANGELS, INC.

•29 W. 65th St., Now York 23

TXafalqar 4-1815

From Texas Guinan to Tallulah*

a press agent's story ofthe facts

he didn'tpublicize

BROADWAY
heartbeat

Charter Alumni Assn.
Albany, Oct. 27.

Memories, mementoes and tra-

ditions of Flo Ziegfeld productions
will be fostered by the Ziegfeld
Alumni Assn, which has been
chartered as a non-profit member-
ship corporation. Papers filed with
the Secretary of State say that the
association is formed “to promote
and cultivate free social inter-
course and fellowship among those
nvIio have participated in theatri-
cal productions directed by the
l;»te Flo Ziegfeld and to strengthen
our bonds of friendship by our de-
votion to voluntary mutual help-
fulness, especially to those in
need.”

Complete Mailing Service , . •

“TW0FER”
PRODUCTIONS

We have complete facllihe* f<

printing and mailing ticket* e r

letter* to promote “TWOFER
production* anywhere. E*'

mate* on request.

ALL MAILINGS GUARANTEED

THE PLAYGOER
1238 Cherry St.. Philo. 7, Po

Locust 7-5334

Current London Shows
(Figure* denote premiere dates'

Affair* of State, Cambridge (8 21-,j2>.

Air* Shoestring, Hovel Ct. (4-22 33*.
Anastasia, St .lames <8 5-53*.
Aren t Wa All. Huym».ket <8-6-52*.
As Lonq At Happy, r.arriek '7 8-5:5*.
Bad Samaritan, Duchess <6-24-53*.
Blind Man'* Buff, St Niart. (10 14-3 :

Carrington, V. C,» Westminster <7 20
Champagne On Ice, Hipp <9 17 51 *

Confidential Clerk, Lyric <9 16 5 .;/.

Dear Charles, New <12 18-52

>

Devil** General, S.ivov <9 2;:

Escapade, Strand <1 2033*
Folle* Bergere, I’r Wales <9 24 53*
For Better Worn, Corned v <12 17 32*.
Four Winds. Phoenix <9 29 3 !*

Glerieus Days, Palace <2 28-33'.

MEMOIRS OF A BROADWAY PRESS AGENT

by Bernard Sobel
The palpitating life of the Gay White Way

—

a behind-the-scenes story by the man who
' made stars "click.” Here arc the great

producers, and such personalities as

Will Rogers, A1 Jolson, Mae Wcsr,

G;* psy Rose Lee, Tallulah Bankhead,
and many more. A remarkable

chronicle of the hurly-burly that

makes Broadway the heart of

the world's entertainment.

*•

% **
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CAB CALLOWAY
Sportin' Lifu -

“Porgy and Bess
30th Week, ZIEGFELD. NE*

“—the MOST tNGR ATI ATING Individual charso*

teriiation of the season."

Hy Gardner, New York Herald Tribune

Mgt.: BILL MITTLER, 1619 Broadway, New York
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Broadway
Gig Young In for bally on

M -G’» “Torc h Song
”

Ann Miller arrived from the

Coast over the weekend.
Metro studio designer Helen

Rose returned to the Coast.

Samuel Goldwyn arrived from

tha Coast for huddling at his

Gotham offices. ,

Geoige W. Scrimshaw has

opened a New York office for tal-

ent agent-management.
Stewart Granger in from the

Coast and off to Condon to begin .

work on Metro’s “Beau Brummel.”
|

Noel Coward plans a few- days’ >

stopover in New York during

November, en route to Jamaica,!

B W I

Attorney Mortimer Becker, oil

Jaffe A Jalte, back at the office

after being drydocked by a slipped

spinal disk
Joseph I. Mankiewicz off to'Lon-

j

don for preliminary work on his
(

upcoming indie film, “The Bare-

foot Contessa.’’
Charlie Maddock, vet producer

of vaude Hash acts, as Rolfe A
Maddock. La.skv & Maddock, etc.,

now in the field of TV producing.
Major Albert Warner, WB vee-

pee, addressed Gov. Lausche’s
Sesc|uicentennial luncheon Tues-
day *20i as an Ohio “favorite son.”

St. John Terrell, who runs the

Lamhertville (N. J * Playhouse, oil

to European capitals next week on
a talent and “authentic costume”
quest.

.

Greer Carson leaves for London
Friday Kill' for personal appear-
ance tour to coincide with opening
of Metro’s “Julius Caesar” in the
British capital

Daughter Kllen, of Edward C.

(O’Brien, Driscoll &» Raftery, the-

atrical attorney, engaged to An-
thony James Koehne of Buffalo;

wedding in January.
Leslie Caron left Sunday <2f>i

for Paris, to prep new ballet which
Roland Petit lias choreographed
especially for her. and which she’ll

guest in wh<Mi Petit's Ballets de
Paris plays N. Y in January.

Playwright Arthur Miller, poet
Dylan Thomas, film critic Parker
Tyler and avant-garde filmmaker
Maya Deren set as panel members
at Cinema Hi symposium on "Poe-
try and the Film” tonight (Wed )

at Central Needle Trades Audi-
torium.

Theatrical attorney Bernard A.
Grossman reelected prexy of the
Federal Bar Assn, of N. V.. N J .

and Connecticut. Theodore It

Kupferman. general attorney and
executive veepee of Cinerama Pro-
ductions, again named secretary of
the org.

Mrs. Joseph <Leonore> Humni'l.
wife of the WB topper in Europe,
in for a quickie to visit her mother
and returning next Tuesday CP by
air in time for Ins birthday. Con-
tinental chieftain for the Warners
has been kept in Knrope on “Helen
of Troy" and kindred production
details

Although Rosalind Courtright
opens at the competitive Maison-
ette of the Hotel St. Regis. Col.
Serge Obolensky, prez of the
Sherry-Net hei land, is hosting a
cocktailer.v for Hu* songstress this
w eek. In private life she is the
wife of Hernando Courtright. head
of the Beverly Hills tCale Hotel.

Robert C. Schnitzel-
i Marcella

CTsne\ » cocktail-partying Gott-
fried von F.inom. composer of
“The Trial" which premieres at

City Center opera season, and
Anatole Heller. Paris impresario
and Kuropean nnnager for “Porg\
& Bess" and Ballet Theatre tours
Sehnd/er is gm for (iilhert Mil-
ler and Ins wife is CBS-TV di-
rector

Pittsburgh
Rv llal V. Cohen

Variety Club will hold it> an-
no il election of officers on Mon-
el i> 2’.

A .ilt» Wexh-'r. from Tech drama
school, li.is a bit in the Broadway
hit. “Tea and Sympathy."

Fa ins Family will be home by
Cht'isiinas I'om their four-month
LSO tour of tl»e Far Fast

Joltnny Hams had to postpone
Ins trip to Europe indefinitely on
acount of Ice Capadvs” business

Bil liard \\ aisli. .pjay mg title iole
in Mister Robert'.'' at Playhouse,
broke Ins finger in an onstage
light

J«, k K Leonard will be with
\ luglian Mom tie lor eight-day
stay at \ ogne Terrace beginning
Nov lit

Playhouse general manager Dirk
Hoover bedi|t*d for several dav^
with eve inJury suffered in a freak;
accident

j

Bullard Aid rich, ffl-jfro'dufff
with Richard Myers ol "Girl Can
Tell, got liis first look xi l Janet
Blair show here

Rusty Dare, starring in Ha ban a
Madrid nitery m Key West. FI i

was Francbesca Afsfel when she
studied at Tech

Willie Kail Ice Capades"
comic, will be home for several*

weeks with fractured leg suffered
during Cleveland run.

Mrs. Herman Middleman, wife
Carousel bandleader, coming

around all okay alter major sur-

gery at Shad.vside Hospital.

Reno
By Mark Curtis

Della Rhythm Bovs into Sky-
room of Manes. Nov. 5.

June Valli geis a call for New'
Golden, Nov. 4. on old contract.

Jimmy Stewart bought third in-

terest in Klko ranch for $700,000.

Ranch adjoins the Crosby holdings.

Anna Maria Alberghetti follows
Sons of Pioneers into Riverside,
Oct. 29. Hilly Williams Quartet
opens Nov. 12.

Matt Dennis and Virginia Maxey
oi|t of Mapes Terrace Room.
Month contract broken in half by
mutual agreement.
“The Little Giant" (Col) and

Universal’s “Johnny Dark" (U),

both sports car pics, on location
here during Reno Road Races at

Stead Air Force Base. Oct. 17-18.

Paris
Pierre Guerin and Rene Fraday

to Germany on talent hunt,
Sacha Guitry finishing up the

big scale spec t inter, “If Versailles
Were Told to Me.”
Scene - shifter strike delaying

gala of “Marriage in Mourning” at

|

Comedie-Francaise
Yves Allegret set to direct musi-

cal him. "ALin’/.elle Nitoiiche,”
MeRhae-Millaud operetta.

|
Irene Selznick interested in U S.

i legit rights to Jean Anouilh's Joan
of Arc play, "The Lark,’’ latest

click here.
Adolph Zukor, accompanied by

Paramount’s Paris chief. John

|

Nathan, to Rome for Italian preem
of “Shane "

Sam Zimbalist over to London to

prepare “Beau Brummel’’ pic in

which Stewart Granger and Peter
1 Ustinov will star.

Victor Francen. back from
Broadway, into Julien Duvivier
pie.

’

'Mauri/.ius Affair." based on
Jakob Wassermann novel.

Anatole Litvak here for looksee
on final cut of his Franco .Ameri-
can Kirk Douglas starrer. “Act of

I Love," which gets ils world preem
.in Paris soon.

John Huston will use Clark
Gable and Humphrey Bogart as

stars of his forthcoming pic based
on a Kipling novel. It will be
made in India.

Isa Miranda, one of the Euro-
pean stars used by Adolph Zukor

|

in the early pix he made in Kn-
rope. presented him with the gold

< medal of the City of Paris here.

F.ric Johnston here on a quickie
tour, will talk with Jacqes Flaud.
head of the Centre du Cinema
here, on the problems bolding up
the Fi anco- American film accords.

“Tovaritch” moving to another
theatre as Alexandre Dumas' play.
“Kean," revised by Jean-Paul
Sartre for Pierre Brasseur. takes
over the Sarah Bernhardt Theatre.

Nora Kovach and 1st van Rakovv-
cky. the Russian ballet dancers
who chose treedom, are now shar-
ing tin 1 hill with Roland Petit Bal-
let De Paris at the Theatre De
1. Km pi re.

Minneapolis
By Les Rees

Dell Staton Trio and Kddie Rob-
inson at St. Paul Flame.
Kdvlh Bush Little Theatre bold-

ing over “Late George Apley."
St Paul Auditorium lias Liber-

act* this week for a one-night con-
cert appearance,

St Paul Civic Opera's “Carmen"
stars Metropolitan opera singer
Mildred Miller in title role.

Club Capitol’s all-girl revue
stars exotic dancers Debbie and
Mai Duval, and tapster Donna Rae.

Songstress Mary Meade and har-
monica humorist Johnny O'Brien
underlined tor Hotel Radisson
Flame Room Oct 29

Following court testimony in a
white slave case that prostitutes
solicited in theatre cafes here, po-
lice department is enforcing ordi-
nance prohibiting women from be-
ing served at bars One establish-
ment. the Saddle. ha«* closed tem-
porarily to permit installation of
more booths and t ible space.

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

Four Aces booked for park's.
Ltipita Valera at the Sinaloa

(Tub
Pat O'Brien in for l nited Cru-

sade -.tint.

Spike Jone> guesting at Pres-,
Club Gang \ i • h

t

Hal t>o and Chico Moi \ into It al-
ian Village nitery.
Duncan Sisters into new Bella

Pacific C lub Oit 30
Katherine Dunham to head

vaude revue at Golden Gate.
Pearl Bailey a click at the Vene-

tian Room in the Fairmont Hotel.

Londoi
The annual Tin Pan Alley din-

ner and ball set for the Dorchester
tomorrow (Thurs.),

Leslie Posner ankled his job as
theatrical supervisor for Associ-
ated British Cinemas.

Clark Gable and Victor Mature
back in London from location
shooting in Holland. Alan Ladd
due this week from Spanish loca-
tions.

Peter Finch, currently filming
with Alec Guinness and Joan
Greenwood in “Father Brown."
hurt his ankle in a judo wrestling
scene.

Claude Marchant’s ballet, cur-
rently featured at the Embassy
nitery, opened a short season at

the Embassy Theatre last night
(Tues).

Greer Carson due in London
this week for personals in connec-
tion with the preem of “Julius
Caesar” which opens at the Carl-
ton. Havmarket, Nov. 5.

David Coplan back at his desk
after 12 weeks in hospital during
which time the doctors treated
him for series of ailments includ-
ing appendectomy operation.

Show' biz personalities enroute
to America include Ben Henry
and Povel ltamel. who are travel-

I ling on the Queen Elizabeth, and
Dick Henry who sailed on the He
de France.

Richard Hamer, booking control-
ler for J. Arthur Ranks Odeon

I

and Gaumont circuits, upped to

i
hoard of Circuits Management
Assn., the company which controls
both groups.

Two girls selected by the BBC
to replace Joy Nichols in the
“Take It From Here” radio show
They are Alma Cogan and June
Whitfield who will open in the
new series beginning Nov. 12.

Joseph L. Mankiewicz. w ho is on
his way to Rome where he will do

!

"The Barefoot Contessa.” w it

h

Humphrey Bogart and Edmond
|

O'Brien, guest of honor at a Savoy
!
cocktailery thrown by United
Artists.

Tessie O'Shea off to Germany to
i entertain the British troops for
three weeks starting Oct. 28. after
which she will entertain the Amer-
ican troops for nine weeks. She
heads the unit which, besides her-
self will comprise a company of 15.
including six show gals.

Chicago
B'-rnie Asbell back as Blue Note

flack

Fritz Reiner bowed as new con-
ductor of Chicago Symphony Or-
chest ra.

Play weights Theatre Club opens
Fields of Malfi,” an original.

Oct. 29
living Brown. Chappell liaison,

here sc heduling Rogers and Ham-
rnerstein concerts.

Debbie Reynolds here for open-
ing of new Encore Room, which
deluded last Tuesday <22».

Jimmy Payne’s “Calypso Carni-
val" closes an eight-month run at
the Blue Angel this week.

Harriet and Ozzie Nelson and
Don Defore here for opening of
new plant for Hotpoint, their TV
sponsor.

Dick La Palm signed Peggy
Taylor, former Breakfast Club
vocalist now in London, to personal
management contract.
Wanda Hendrix. Victor McLaglen

and Richard Jaeckel in town to
ballyhoo world preem of “Sea -of
Lost Ships,” current at McVickers.

,

'

Memphis
By Matty Brescia

Hernia Cummins, to Hotel Pea-
body s Skyway for two weeks.

Fred Waring booked at city Au-
ditorium for one-nightcr under the
Ike Myers banner Nov. 18.

Julian Cohen. Memphis promo-
ter and showman, now repping a
southern outfit in this area.

South Pacific" penciled in here
lor w eek's stand .early next spring
under the Coy Charles McKIravy-
Maxwell attractions.
Brooklyn Dodgers's Jaekie—Rub-

mson drew 12.000 fans in two
stands here and Birmingham sans
while stars who were tabooed by
city fathers in both spots.

Pat O’Brien planed to New Or-

j

leans following his two-day stint

I

here in shooting scenes with the
I

Clyde Beatty circus troupe. Pat
will house guest with Roosevelt
Hotel's Seymour Weiss while there.

j

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan

Stan Kenton's hand booked for
two nights at the Masthauni Thea-

J

tie Nov. 4

Julie Gibson, danseuse at the
Wedge, signed Lou Miller-Kddie
Kaplan Agency as personal man-

! agers.

I

Nick Ravell. emcee of Golden
i Supper Club, will go abroad with

Wedneaday, October 28, 19.-,3

A! Martino in March to m.c. Ital-

ian tour.
Nelson Eddy, formerly heard in

person here only at the Academy
of Music, made local nitery debut
at the Latin Casino.
Morris (Moose) Charlop. local

pop songwriter, had first longhair
composition, a suite called “This
Is New York.” accepted for per-
formance by Atlanta Symphony.
The Mask A Wig Club. Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania stage group,
will play the Forrest week of Nov.
23, after break-in dates in Allen-
town and Lancaster, Pa., and Tren-
ton.

Hollywood
Louis Shurr returned from K ,rope. * r J *

Steve Cochran in town aftermonths abroad, •

Robert Alton back on the jm,after a siege of virus.
William Bendixes celebrate

thejr 25th wedding anni.
J

Canadian chain operator HaroldBishop a visitor at Warners
Helen Winston off on a nation-

wide bally tour for “Botany Bav
Katy Jurado made a short sub-

ject for the March of Dimes cam-
paign.

Scotland
By Gordon Irving

D'Oyly Carte Opera launched
two-week stint at King's, Glasgow.

Tito Gobbi. Italian singer, set

for concert date in Glasgow Oct.
30.

Imperial Cinema in Glasgow',
damaged by fire, has been re-
opened.
Tom Arnold circus extravaganza,

“
1 K mights of the Ring” opens at

Empire, Edinburgh, Dec. 15.

New Scot play. “Alas, Poor
Goody,” by Donald Craig, preemed
at Byre Theatre. St. Andrews.

William Douglas Home’s play,
“Thistle and the Rose.” at Citi-
zens’ Theatre, Glasgow, panned
by rrix.

Jock Ferrier. longtime stage :

doorkeeper at the Empire vaudery,
Edinburgh, retiring after 25 years

;

of service.

Cleveland
By Glenn C. Pullen

George Duffy moved orch out

I

to Zephyr Room for four weeks,
I returning to Hollenden Hotel Nov.
5.

j

Marty Conn, once drummer in

I Bob Crosby’s Bobc ats, turned i

{ agent and opened his own booking
office here.

Pupi Campo, into the Vogue
I
Room for month with unit, may
have to shave off couple of days
of booking to keep date at N.Y.

|
Paramount.
Jackie Kahane and Visionaires

now at Sky-May on two-w'eek deal.
Vaughn Monroe set for Oct. 29 on
three-day visit, followed by Tito
Guizar and Sammy Shore Nov. 2.

Joan Diener. Cleveland singer,
getting her biggest breaks to date
in Alfred Drake’s musical, “Kis-
met.’’ now touring prior to New ;

York Ziegfeld in early December,
j

Anne Deesing, crowned “Miss
Cleveland of ’52.” turning solo

'

!
canary at Alcazar Club after chirp-

|

ing with Sammy Watkins band
last summer on road. Pianist Hans
Reiss teamed with her.

Mcllwain.
Wishing Well at the Statier

produced $920 for Motion Picture
Relief Fund.
Marge and Gower Champion

checked in at Columbia after four
weeks in N. Y.

Pete Smith’s Metro short. “Safe
at Home." cited by the National
Safety Council.
Carey Wilson well enough to

resume his duties as head of
Screen Producers Guild.
Norman Moray in from N. Y to

confer with Jack L. Warner about
shorts program for 1954.

Brazilian chain operator Vital
Maura De Castro hosted at Para-
mount by Y. Frank Freeman.
Nunnally Johnson returned to

his 20th-Fox desk after making
“Night People” in Germany.

Marilyn Erskine. Natalie Wood
and Coleen Gray made a trailer for
the March of Dimes at Paramount.
Charles P. Skouras appointed

chairman of banqifet to be given
for King Paul and Queen Fred-
erika of Greece.

Dr. Edith Sitwell and her broth-
er, Sir Osbert Sitwell, due in from
England next month. She is to
screenplay her "Fanfare for Eliza-
beth” at Columbia while he fills

several lecture dates.

Portland, Ore.
By Ray Feves

Bobby Short topping Clover
Club bill.

Eddy Peabody in at Amatos
Supper Club for two w'eeks.

Dick Jurgen Orch played a one-
nighter at Jantzen Beach Park last

Saturday (24).

U A Brandi Manager Jack
O’Bryan and Oriental Theatre
manager Herb Royster working on
the annual Shrine “Show of
Shows.”
Tyrone Power. Anne Baxter, and

Raymond Massey in “John Brown s

Body" set attendance record when
over 8.000 attended the reading »t

Eugene. Ore. About 2.500 sat 011

the stage.

Joel Grey. TV comic from Cleve-
land. returning here to topline

1
eighth annual Page One Ball for
Newspaper Guild and Press Club.

I

Show being staged at Hotel Carter
: Rainbow Room to include Monica
Lew is. Buddy Greco, Bernice Parks,

j

Vaughn Monroe, Tommy Wonder,
j

Margaret Banks. Henry (“Hot
Lips") Levine and Al Russ orch.

1 ___

Miami Beach
Bv Lary Solloway

;

Wayne King orch played Dade
1 County and Beach auditoriums
! Oct. 24 and 26.

!
Walter Jacobs readying the Lord

,

Tarleton Hotel for annual Thanks-
giving reopening.

I

Operators of Birdland (N. Y.)
signed papers this week for take-
love r of Diamond Horseshoe with
change of name to Birdland.

j

Stanley McGinnis of Shecps-
head Bay (N. Y.i and Broadway
roast-heefei y took over old Sara-
toga Inn here for a like operation.

Louis Jordan due for date at

Beachcomber lounge this winter;
adjunct to main room will seat
over 200 and run a late entertain-

,
tuent policy.

Mexico City
By D. I,. Grahame

Sara Gnash, Chilean actress, re-

1

sumed film-making after a long ill-

ness.
1 Elsa Aguirra. prize beaut v who
became a film star, inked for five

'years exclusively by Pedro Galindo,
producer..

Universal producers Phillip Nas-
ser. Edward L Kaan and Peter

; Adams giving the Mexican film
1 scene thr o o

Dolores del Rio scripting an epi-
sode of the conquest of Mexico
<1519-21) for a film she plans to
produce herself.

Libert ad Lamarque. Argen-
tinian. and Sara Garcia, Mexican
vet actress, inked by Mier &
Brooks to co .star in their biopic
ot the late Maria Grever, Mexican

1 composer.
Cuban government okayed Ro-

berto Canedo, Mexican pic-stage
!

actor who's known in the U. S.. to
I
play lead in filming of Jose Marti.

I

( uban patriot. Emilio Fernandez
I
will produce.

Madrid
By Lewis Garyo

Italian star Doris Duranti here
to do “Flight 981.”

Los Cubancheros, singers of La-
tino songs, at Teatro Calderon,

j

Parque Florida is starring acr >-

comedians Los Rexie and Paeit

i

Tomas troupe.
Argentina legit star Pepita Sd-

valor at the Teatro Lara in "Life,”
by Somerset Maugham.

Film critic Angel Zuniga his
turned actor and is working on
a new pic directed by Juan Orduna.

1 Brazilan songstress Lydia Scot tv,

;

Dos Medios. chantoosie Lita Nor-

j

'nan and the Ballet Mayo at the

j

Fontoria.
Ana Mariseal will he the star

j

and the director of “Circus ( a-

pelli." second pic produced by her
own company.

Dancer Angel Pericet and So-
prano Encarnacion Ruiz off to

Buenos Aires to work in A venule
Theatre there.

Barcelona
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis

Mona Babtiste at Emporium
nitery.
The National Show Syndicate

opened a contest for best screen
story.

Maria Lerma, from Rome's Bel-

vedere delle Ro>a. at the Alazui

;

nitery.

Rio niterv first winter show in-

cludes Rofand Gerbeau. Jackie

Lawrence and the Four Andrew
Bodega del Calderon presenting

(winter show, “Joy for Thee.” with

Bella Dorita and Antonio Ama> )•

Jean Anouilh’s “The Savage,

j

starring Pepita Serrador. Argen-
tine legit actress, at the Teatro

Lara.
“Paso al Zorro.” new show’ at th*»

j

Comico Theatre, stars Pepe Igb'*

sias. top comedian of radio aril

I

niteries.
“Right to Be Born.” Mexican P'C.

in its 17th week at the Crist in «.

first time a Mexican film lias run

j

this long.
Maria Dolores Marcos, daugh' "

! of tenor Mario Marcos, made b ''

debut as orch conductor with I
1 "’

operetta "Los Gavilanes “ ^ *’

is the only femme director it'

Spain.
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rected opera and light opera orehs
m London. Paris and Madrid.

19112. du d Oot. S.'S in New \oik. A
daughter and a son *mxixe.

OBITUARIES Theatre Parlies
August Ulus) Kellerinan. 62

pianist in Philadelphia chibs tor
40 years. died Oet 1! 1 in 'that city.

lie was a pianist with Irxing Mer-
lin's original "Y a phu.uk troupe
during World War I \ Irother.
sur\ in es

Leslie W. Jox. general manager
of RYW. Philadelphia, for 12
years, died Oet. 21 at Ins home in

Chester Springs. I*a. He retired
from KYW in 1947 |M then m rxed
as manager ot WDAS tor a year.
A xeteran with 25 years in radio.

Joy started a* an announcer xxith

NBC. in Nexx York. lie xxas t lit' •

son ot a pioneer fam.il> that .

trekked to Washington Territory in

the HO*
W uloxx

brothers miixix*

( uiiiimud frutn pane 1

$149 50 Figuring that the irspal-

si/e mail order ad of 40t) lines
would co t about $1,000 and could
rcastuiahl.x ho expected to draw
around $20 000 business. ScUlyn
and Cottlich regard the theatre
party ad as highly profitable.

Since agents haxc been selling
"Ills and Hers" theatre parties for
sex oral weeks, last Sunday’s ad pre»
suniahl) reached interested groups
not regularly contacted ami igno-
rant of who to go to about obtain-
ing benefit performances for fund-
raising purposes.
Selden .m<b ( lot t liel) plan to book

about 75 p li lies for the Fay and
Michael Kanin comedy, which
opens Jan 7 at ail unspecified
broad wax house They will not
sell Friday and Saturday night per-
formances. so as i«i give the ticket
that much trade. Thus, the party
bookings x\ ill probably extend
t Indugli about A pril 1

.

CHARLES E. (CHICK) LEWIS ERNST KARCIIOW
Charles E. (Chick) Lewis. 57.1 Ernst karchow, 61, German at tor

• ini'er and publisher of Show- and stage director, died recently
'

n * Trade Review, died suddenly in Berlin after a long illness. Once
< .

• 22 at his home in Scarsdale, taught dramatic arts by the late

N ^
Max Reinhardt, lie belonged tor

tails in film section. jears to the ensemble of the
Deutsche Theater' Berlin t nder

GEORGE JAFFE the regime of Max Reinhardt and
. rge Jaffe. 73. long known as later 'after Reinhardt’s emigration'

1

> -burgh s "King of Burlesque." Heinz Hilpert, he xxas a xer> sue-
i

,j oit. 24 in that city. He first eesslul actor and stage director.

) '(ltd the burlesque field in 1912 From 1938 till 1939. Karchow

v ,n lie bought the old Academy I was manager of the "Theater in

<,! Music in Pitt. That house burn d der Josefstadt” 'Vienna*. After

gown and he leased the Victoria, the war. he returned via Bremen
,,,,

a

the legit Nixon, surrendering to Berlin to direct several legit

1M Mte to take over the Lyceum, plays. His last directing job was
be re-named the Academy. "Hanneles Jlimmclfahrt" at Thea-

In u*36. when the Academy was tie am Kuffuerstendamm last <X-

i. .( (1 to become a parking lot ad- toiler.

i, (living the Roosevelt Hotel. Jalfe

‘•ind l Hirst leased the old Harris JOAN IIARBEN
xaiidevllle theatre on Diamond Joan Harben. 44. died in a Lon-
Svicet. which had been dark for cion hospital alter an illness from

Frank K. Walters, tin. di. d ,.t

Will Rogers Hospital. Saranac
Lake*. Oet. 18. alter a long illne**
\t lime ot his breakdown four

i yi>ler and tv o > « a»> ago he xx.i* eonneited with
Hie Apollo Rot a i x eireuit. Mlantie
City. as a manager and publnitx

MARC.CFHITE 1FA1.VARF.Z agent

Marguerite d’Aharez. 69 eon- *- —
tralto, elii'd Del. 18 in Alassio. Dorothy Rerd Jenkins, 4t> xx.ie
Italy.-xUiile on vacation She* made of Robert \1 Jenkins chairman uul
her first C. S appearance in 1909
at the Manhattan Onera House
with ()*car Haiiii/icrstoin's opera
company

Mine, d \lxarez had alsei per-
forincd nt leading opera houses on
the Continent and had sung with
Chicago and Boston opera compa-
nies. In addition to her opera en-
gagements. slit* made numerous
concert perlornuMiees.

Widower. 44 ot aetrews Anion
Young 'Mrs Charles Moon 1 Bard-
wi'll'. (lie'll dot 20 in Norwalk.
Conn, of injuries sustained in an
auto accident (let IH in which Ins
wife was killed.MATTHEW J. !Vlt TEI.LER

Matthew .1 Mueller. 61. violinist

xxith the Philadelphia Orchestra
for 31 years, xxas fatally injured by
an automobile in Worcester. Mass,,
Oet. 24 The accident took place
an hour before the Philadelphia
symphony's final concert in the
week-long Worcester Music Festi-

val.

He is survived by his V’fe.
Minna, of I'pper Darby. Pa.

RCl's 35c DiskJOE BURNS Omer Fontaine. 47 a trumpet
player. xxas found dead at Ins home
in Grove-toil. N. II Oct IH Death
xxas attributed to a*t»h\ xiat ion
due to a defective gas heater

NOV. 3 . 1944

VERA and MACK GOLDMAN

live xears. and started a vaudfilm
policy there, switching in a short

time hack to burlesque. In 1944.

the pair bought the property,
which is still operated as a Peel
Wheel stand by the Hirst Enter-
prises. Jalfe retired from active

participation in 1950 but continued
a* a part owner.
A son. Ben Jaffe. who was asso-

rted xxith his father in the man-
age im nt of his various burlesque
houses. Hied several years ago.

Jaffe leaves his wife, txvo sisters

and three brothers, one of whom.
Milt Jafle. once co-managed heavy-
weight contender Bill Conn.

w hich she had been suffering since
she quit her last London show a

year ago. The daughter of Mary
Jerrold, currently appearing in

"The Living Room,” she was best
known for her appearances in the
late Tommy Handley’s radio fea-
ture. "Itma,” in which she played,
the role of Mona Lott.

She made her professional debut
at the Arts Theatre Club in 1927
and, after playing in "Quality
Street” at the Haymarket in 1929,
joined the Old Vic in 1930. Sur-
vived by her husband, stage and
screen actor, Clive Morton, and a

brothel*, Philip Harben, noted as

the ^‘‘television cook.”

IIFNRICO "Kill M” SPROGIANI
Henrico Sprogiani, 49. a clown

professionally known as Rluim.
died Oet. 21 in Paris. Making his

professional debut at the age of

seven, he last appeared in London
last month. He* gained renoxvn
during a 12-year partnership xxitn

Pipo the Pierrot.

Sprogiani later played for over
20 years at Paris’ Medrano Circus
w it H his partner, Alex.

Father of Bruce II Demix. engi-
neering supervisor of Paramount*
sound department, died Oet 20 in

Hollywood.

Mother, 70 of actor Dan Morgan,
died Oet, 20 in Los Alamos \ M
A son and daughter surxivc In Odes
Morgan.STANLEY S. NEAL

Stanlex S. Neal, head of a Nexx
ROBERT G. VIGNOLA

Robert G. Vignola. 71. film direc-
tor and actor, died Oct. 25 in Holly-
wood. Born in Italy, he came to the
t S when he xxas three years old. tress, died Oct. 20 in Nexx York,
lie began his acting career at the She had appeared on Broadway in

a-e ot 18 when he joined a stock "The Ruined Lady.” "The Pro-

Wife of Burton F (Illicit, for-

nier cartoon eliiee tor tor Walt Dis-

ney Productions, dieel (lit. 17 in

liollx xx o'oel.

MARRIAGES
Exelxn ft' nl Jcrxe.x to ( hai !< s

Quinlixan Richiuonil Va . Del Ji
Bride is *e<ntarv to Robert I’ o
tei field in, in.."mg direc tor «>l Hie
Barter Th* .air* Abingdon, V.i h *

ail aetoi

( lane M< ( in i re to \m m.i n
Beall x ,

New \ oik, ( >i I 23 Ml uie
i* a ii.iiiio (;l\ Mine II. ill K«»rk-
et t< .

In • a 1 1 imipi ti r xx it h i li
•

I beat ii s x . 1
1

1

• 1 1 ot i
\' oi ill.

Jane Pli'nnrx to Ilovaid flui-
liam I ..i* \ ei'a- (lit IH Biide e
a *ei i el;..| > at Warners Giooio is

a v l iter

S.uali P I

e

m o to .lolm H.uilen,
S.i 1

1 •’ In 1

1

x N ('
* )i I 5 Miute i»

a<iii anil hi liiii i tor John Rob-
ert poyxer* < it oo in is t ori i ie i N <

mi" pa pi i man turned indusi i inle t

and ilium mugg for manv xiar*.

Kuxa A s
| don to Russell Natus,

|.o* Angi 1 1 • ( Ii I 24 Mot 1 1 a i e

a i rol>«d s in the Shrine (mil 1
.

WK NEVER FORGET YOU

Father, 93.
Cox le Cliasi

Denver.TOUiam
iHorns!

. TAUSIG i

Anti-U.S. Fix
< i»ti

1

1 >i hi- it from |».i|;e 2 1

here, has annmmeeel that it will re-

lease the Japan Teacher's t nioti

production, "Hiroshima." in tern

houses Nov. 16. Txvo of the • i\

houses in the chain have i • 1 1

1

eel

to play the A bomb picture dm mg
the period of the run and will vlioxx

“House of Wax" i\VM> m trad

"Hiroshima" has drawn blast- Iron)

the press here and abroad ,*• “anti

American."
The original dislrih, Shoi-liiku

which loaned one of Ms studio* loi

Hie project, refused to ill liibutr

llu* pic on the grounds that it wa>
inimical to good Japan*" e A mn i

can relations.

Product from behind the. Iron

Curtain is still available. however
to Japanese fans. Two Pirn lilms

l roin (’omnnmi t ( Inna ei

e

slioxxn last week. The Finance
Ministry awarded the second b
cense for import of Sox id M m

for current fiscal year to Ota i l.i

ga Which \' ill release "Sadko ’ m
N'oveiiilirr, Ollier pie v as 'Gnat
('orient

'1' l.ving I.eatlici ne e k
’ 'KKO*.

originally set fen r* lea i dining
the coming season, ha* been po t

polled inelcfinile'lx
, a«:< or di'h:.’ !<>

RM>

'"inpanx
. In 1907 he swung over logue to Glory” and "The Scene of

to lilms as an actor with the old the Crime.” For the past three
Kalnn Co. He later switched to seasons she had played character
.directing and continued in that ca- ! roles in summer stock at Fayette-
pacit x with the advent of sound \ i lie. N. Y., and East Rochester,
lilms. \. y.

\ tgnola had been associated w ith
j

Also active in TV and radio.
Famous Piax ers-Lasky Corp.. Cos- Miss Cosgrift had toured the U. S.
i '"politan Productions and Metro, and Canada in "Kiss and Tell" and
Some of the films megged by him had gone to Japan with a produc-
induded "When Knighthood Was lion of the comedy in 1945. She
••* Flower." "Adam and Eve." had also appeared in xaude.
Beauty s Worth,” "Enchantment." A sister and brother suixixe.
The Woman God Changed."

"Straight is the Way” "The Pas- LOCIS SCHAFFER
''"nate Pilgrim" and "The World! Louis Schaffer, 64. xxho pro-
«"‘d His Wife.’.’ Stars who ap- duced the longrun revue. "Pins
l;'‘<i*'*‘d in his films included Ru- and Needles.” for the International
111 pi) Valentino. Marion Davies. Ladies Garment Workers Union.
( na Kimball Young. Milton Sills, died Oet. 20 in New York ot a
Pauline Frederick, Jack Pickford heart ailment,
and Holbrook Blinn. A member of the Jexvish Daily

Forward’s editorial staff. Sehaffov
HENDERSON M. RICHEY’ took a leave of absence from tin*

Henderson M. Richey. 59. din e- paper to produce the- musical for
,M| of exhibitor relations and the I L.tl.W.l. in 1936. The pro-

• promotion manager of duction xxas transferred from the

York film production firm bearing

his name, was found dead Oet. 22

in his Chicago hotel room. Born
in London, lie came to the U. S
about 40 years ago

Neal had been in commercial
:u xvork and had also made train-

ing films tor the armed services

during World War II.

Wile and a daughter mu x ixe. BIRTHS
M i and Its W 1 1 ham Block on.

Pitt ‘ Imi pli, * »< t 1 (i fat In i is cn-

pubic h» i ot Pittsburgh Po* t •

Gazette and Toledo Blade and
mother i ,i former musician

Mi and Mrs. Donald Knaell.
daughter. Pittsburgh. Oet 15
Mother s the daughter of Gem ;'e

I lie. AMicd Ai'tbts valosmah in

Pitt and tonic i Col ex* hat g< man -

a."* i t Me i c

Mi and Mn Albert S/uiin; , al-

l.i. daiightei. Pittsburgh-. ( ** I 20.
I at h* i

1 an a* t m at the Pitt PI v -

lum »•

Mi and Mi -. Jesse Flahi i tx
. ’o:i.

Santa Mom* a. (Jet H* Fat herd i

fm i m

*

i fhH huigh niterv organist.
Mr and Mr- Km Ca e, dau.”.i-

i*i Kansas City. Mo... Oct 19
I ath* i i announcer at WDAF 'I V
M* and Mis Charles A Dunbar,

*iaught* r Nexx York, Oet 13.

Father r an aeeount exee at WOK,

Daughter. 59. of the late Pa

-

ouale Guaiini loniier mnnher *>f

the Buffalo Bill ( inns troupe and
one-time cymbalist for the Phila-

delphia Orchestra, died Oct. 17 in

Philadelphia; She is survived hx

lun sons'. Frank and Pat Marquis,
members ot Moriah MinevitelT;

Harmonica Rascals and a daugh-
ter.

EARLE L. McGILL

i Lucy's Testimony
* - A . . . _ # . .. .. •»*

Donald Hendricks. 3H one of HP'

top announcers at Detroit's \\ Z-

A\l and IV. died Oct 22 of in-

juries suffered when the ear lie

\x.,s diking 'truck a mid-Mieei
streetcar loading platform He v

a radio announcer at UX5Z to*

nine xears.

,l '"'Vs. Inc., died Oct. 26 of a
t attack in his New Y’ork office.

• *'i*tant to Charles M. Reagan.
‘s general sales manager, lie

been with the company since
‘4u. In 1945, he xxas placed in
'.uge of exhibitor relations and

" m became sales promotion man-
< -.* r

Ihior to entering the film biz.
hey had been a newspaper man

d editor in Fostoria. O . as well
in Auburn and Garrett. Imi.

1 i H*24. he handled exhib contact
’ !1 tax repeal. From 1931-38 lie

' general manager of Allied
' •'*t res of Michigan and also was films His last major scor

• nciated with Cooperative The- was for Scott of the Antar
' s of Michigan. He had been lining w rote the music
*<tor of exhib relations for KKO plays including the modern
‘9i't* joining Loew s. let.” "Macbeth,” "Txxelfth
T' it** and daughter survive. "Merry Wives of Windsor.
'Mil services will be held to- Taming of the Shrexx.’ "The

,
o\\ Tbuis.) in New Rochelle, of Chalk. I'he Two Bo

’• and Elephant in A ready/’'

union's theatre to Broadway and
ran for oxer two years. He pro-

duced other amateur plays fm the

union before returning to the For-
ward in 1948.

Wife, a daughter, a brother arid

txxo sisters survive.

( ontiniird from |>.il*- '!

xx.i* done xx.it bout my kno'l*dg*'
(> i com *mt " and that *lm jiad not

known alKiut it until t he * fiiniuit

-

i* * *ho\x« (l her the *»(ti* < ;« I ( *>m-

mtini*t document She said she
had i icxcr gix»n any *>n'e a pioxy
in tin* * onneetioh.

Qui//('d about her motion pic-

ture connection in 1936 th*- year
*hc was nanied a member **l t In-

state Central tomlrntt** h* ic-

plied:

"I x
1 a* I think, at UKO It

might have been Columbia A*ked
her salary at the time, *{ie said:

"If it xxas at Columbia I w,*
getting $75 a week. It it was KKO
I -was getting $50 I might have
b* ( n getting mure in 1936 Maybe
$75. No screen credits Mrybe a

,

b.t part here and thei c.”

Dr and Mrs David Sell wart/
von Ft Lee Va Oct. 22. Mother
i the tormir Harriet B« rg. daugh-
t* r *»l ladueTV a*1 re** -v i i*ei

-

pi * »*1 1

1

« * r * .* i t i » i * ! «• M* rg.

Mr. and Mr-. I>i*k Win low.
daughter, Ilol I' xx oo*l, (J. t 1

6

Patent* are partners in the niteiv
team billed ; s ’l yrndl and Wins-
low
Mr and Mis Lloyd Bridges,

daughter Holly wood, O* t H5

Fathr j i* an a* t «» r.

Mi and Mis S' *1 Mai n it,

daughter. Lo Angeies. Oet. 29
f-atlKr iv a film editor
Mi and Mis Cliailey Dabcnpoit,

daughter San Antonio, on Oel 18.

lather i account executive with
KITE there.

Mr and Mrs Marcel Le Bon.,

bff, N< " 'ii.!. ( J* t 23 Eaf lift i*

,i * int «-r i"iih< r is Clii ivt ina Gal-

Albrrt P. Ent/mlngcr, 56 eJ.i * t

accountant oi \\ K 5 , \\ K > - 1 \ ,
Ok -

laljoma City, died of a heart ail-

ment Oct 17 in that city. Asso-

ciated with the Oklahoma Publish-

ing Co. and its stations since 1943.

he was a natixe of San Francisco

Surviving are hi* wife, a son, and
a daughter.

Mrs. Amalita Stagg Thompson.
53. a memlx r (»f the Sharks, xx om-
en's amateur theatrical org. and
xxidoxx of Julian F. Thompson, who
authored "The Warrior's Hus-
tomd,'’ pi'(*«*nud on Broadway in
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Story*
Also IN

'WALKING MY BABY
BACK HOME"

'.. r

koth soon to be released
in color by technicolor

BY UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

—— featured on

"THE BOB CROSBY SHOW"

Direction

MCA CORAL
PERSONAL MANAGEMENT

Latest Coral Records Release —'YOU'LL NEVER BE MINE 1
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